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Foreword:  
How It Began

In 1971, I was working at the University of Oxford’s Sir 
William Dunn School of Pathology in the laboratory of 
James Gowans, the investigator who first definitively 
showed that the lymphocyte was the source of specific 
adaptive immunity. I was busily cannulating the thoracic 
ducts of rats in order to harvest T lymphocytes when I was 
informed that a transatlantic telephone call was coming 
in. My first reaction was fear of bad news. Rather, it was 
a phone call from Earle Spaulding. I knew Earle as the 
chairman of microbiology at Temple and active in the 
Eastern Pennsylvania branch of the American Society for 
Microbiology (ASM). He explained that he was calling as 
a member of the editorial group of the Manual of Clinical 
Microbiology (MCM), at that time in its first edition. His 
particular concern was the chapter on immunology, which 
devoted 100 pages to various serologic tests for infectious 
organisms with no mention of noninfectious diseases. 
Earle felt strongly that the field of immunologic diagnosis 
was growing exponentially and deserved a separate, com-
panion manual. The MCM editorial board agreed, provid-
ing I was willing to accept the position of Editor-in-Chief.

I was delighted to receive the invitation. I had re-
cently chaired a “blue ribbon” committee of the Amer-
ican Association of Immunologists (AAI) on the future 
of clinical immunology. We concluded that there was no 
space for a new patient- centered clinical specialty, but 
great need for improved, expanded laboratory support. A 
comprehensive manual would serve as a great stimulus 
to the whole field of laboratory- based clinical immunol-
ogy. I accepted the offer with two qualifications. First, I 
needed a co- editor, particularly someone well versed at a 
practical level in immunology related to infectious dis-
eases. Second, I asked that such a manual be cosponsored 
by the AAI. Both qualifications were agreed to by the 
ASM Publications Board.

The person I had in mind as co- Editor- in- Chief was 
Herman Friedman. I knew Herman from contacts aris-
ing from our joint interest in allergy research. I knew 

he understood the practice of laboratory immunology 
and was one of the few immunologists who actually re-
searched the immunology of infection. Herman readily 
agreed to partner with me on the Manual, and so began 
a close collaboration that continued for three subse-
quent editions of the Manual, ended only by his untimely 
death. The AAI also accepted an offer of collaboration 
and appointed a liaison committee to work with us.

We were off and running, but we had no idea of how 
to proceed. There had never been a manual describing 
the entire laboratory practice of immunology. Part of our 
mission was to include the many applications of immu-
nology devoted to detection and analysis of a wide variety 
of diseases, not only those induced by microorganisms. 
Should we approach the subjects disease by disease or 
method by method? We finally decided to compromise 
by beginning the book with invited chapters on the com-
mon methods used in the immunology laboratory, then 
continuing with sections covering their application to 
the main categories of disease. We included a final sec-
tion on laboratory administration and quality control.

Having developed particular sections, we then sought 
the most experienced and highly qualified individuals 
to serve as section editors. Because of the cross- cutting 
matrix arrangement, there was major concern that some 
topics would be dealt with twice or even three times. We 
therefore decided to organize a “stakeholders meeting,” at 
which all of the section editors met at ASM in Washing-
ton, DC, with proposed outlines of their sections. Going 
through each one systematically, we identified topics 
where overlap occurred and ensured that everything im-
portant was included once, but not more. We also made 
a fundamental decision that the book would be complete 
and free- standing. The methods would be described in 
sufficient detail that the laboratory worker could actually 
prepare the materials, perform the tests, and interpret the 
results without consulting other references. It should be 
understood that, at that time, most laboratory reagents 
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were prepared within the laboratory and were generally 
not available as commercial kits. This format required that 
we keep descriptions terse and the reference lists short.

When the first edition of the Manual of Clinical Im-
munology was published in 1976, we felt it warranted 
some type of celebration. Herman suggested that we 
should organize a meeting to mark the birth of the book 
and to bring together the leaders in clinical laboratory 
immunology, including our authors and section editors. 
Eventually, this led to the formation of the Association 
of Medical Laboratory Immunologists and the American 
Board of Medical Laboratory Immunology.

The Manual continues to be published at regular in-
tervals to the present, as the editorial lineup has evolved. 
Barbara Detrick and Robert G. Hamilton joined me as 
Editors for the Sixth Edition, and Dr. Detrick has con-
tinued to lead the Manual for the Seventh and the pres-
ent Eighth Edition. I hope the series will go on for many 
years. Although the Manual’s name has changed and the 
format is altered, the overall aim is still to improve the 

care of patients with infectious malignant inflammatory 
and immune- mediated disorders. With the ready avail-
ability of validated kits, the job of the clinical laboratory 
immunologist has shifted toward working with clinical 
colleagues on the significance and interpretation of lab-
oratory tests.

I’m proud to have been involved in the genesis of 
this Manual. It would not have been possible without 
the continued support of ASM, the cooperation of 
AAI, the persistence of succeeding volume and sec-
tion editors, the contributions of hundreds of practic-
ing clinical laboratory immunologists, and the foresight 
of a few visionary microbiologists of the 1970 era who 
realized that immunology had become a discipline and 
specialty of its own. It never would have happened if 
Herman Friedman had not joined with me in accepting 
the challenge. I hope that he will long be remembered 
for his numerous contributions to immunology.

NOEL R. ROSE, MD, Ph.D.
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Preface

For over 40 years, the Manual of Clinical Laboratory Im-
munology has been the leading reference source, both in 
the United States and abroad, to advance the field of lab-
oratory immunology, to foster the best contemporary and 
most cutting- edge methodologies, and to translate basic 
immunologic principles into appropriate laboratory tests.

Since the publication of the 7th edition of this Man-
ual, remarkable progress has been made in the field of 
immunology, and these notable advancements have been 
reflected in the clinical immunology arena as well. The 
scope of clinical immunology is exceptionally broad and 
encompasses nearly every medical specialty, including 
such areas as transplantation, rheumatology, oncology, 
infectious disease, allergy, hematology, and neurology, to 
name a few. Because of its strategic position in the hos-
pital setting, it is critical that the clinical immunology 
laboratory should have a guide to follow with regard to 
accurate and appropriate laboratory procedures. As the 
field of clinical immunology continues to expand, we 
look to the laboratory director as a key person to gather 
the new basic information and integrate it into useful 
clinical procedures as well as to serve as a pivotal contact 
for communication with the various disciplines. In ad-
dition to keeping abreast with the most updated testing 
systems, the goal for this Manual is that it must not only 
serve the needs of today’s clinical immunology laboratory 
but also look to the future, where even more dramatic 
progress in diagnosis and treatment can be anticipated.

In an effort to capture the new dimensions in this field 
and to reflect the continuous evolution of clinical im-
munology, significant changes have been introduced into 
the 8th edition of the Manual of Molecular and Clinical 
Laboratory Immunology. Several sections of the Manual 
have been notably updated to reflect the latest labora-
tory approaches in molecular assays as well as the shift to 
automated testing, kit- based diagnostics, and new tech-
nical tools: themes that are carried throughout the book. 

New chapters have been introduced to highlight these 
changes. For example, section D, Flow Cytometry, de-
scribes the latest applications of these techniques, such as 
polychromatic flow cytometry and mass cytometry; sec-
tion F reviews fresh information on the clinical applica-
tions of cytokines and chemokines; the infectious disease 
sections H, I, and J include the newest strategies used 
in infectious disease diagnosis and treatment, including 
the HIV and syphilis algorithms; section K, Immunode-
ficiency Diseases, presents the recent newborn screening 
programs for severe combined immune deficiency; and 
section P, Transplantation Immunology, outlines the 
usefulness of next- generation sequencing in the human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) laboratory.

Once again, this Manual is offered not just in print but 
also electronically as either an EPUB file or a PDF. This 
special feature will allow a larger audience to review and 
use the Manual.

As we produce the 8th edition of this Manual, it is 
appropriate to celebrate its success. Noel Rose, the Man-
ual’s first Editor- in- Chief, has provided a foreword reflect-
ing on how the field has changed over the past 5 decades.

Since the publication of this Manual is a joint effort 
of many dedicated individuals, I wish to acknowledge the 
outstanding commitment and invaluable support of our 
volume editors, section editors, and chapter authors, all 
of whom, as internationally renowned experts in their 
areas, have contributed their extraordinary experience, 
energy, and time to the success of this edition. Also, I 
would like to extend my appreciation to the ASM edi-
torial staff, in particular Ellie Tupper, Senior Production 
Editor, and Christine Charlip, Director, ASM Press, who 
have provided their valuable experience and support to 
complete this edition.

BARBARA DETRICK, Ph.D. 
Editor in Chief
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Introduction
THOMAS A. FLEISHER

1
The “- omics” revolution has begun. Since the publication 
of the previous edition of Manual of Molecular and Clin-
ical Laboratory Immunology, there have been major tech-
nological advances that are facilitating the application of 
genomics, proteomics, and microbiomics to better under-
stand human health and disease. These disciplines are truly 
complementary, as genomics is directly linked to proteom-
ics, and these new technologies are providing an improved 
understanding of the functional consequences related to 
alterations in the genome that lead to changes in the pro-
tein products of genes. The major advancements in next- 
generation sequencing have made characterization of the 
human microbiome a reality. Major efforts in microbiomics 
currently are focused on evaluation of the human bacterial 
community in health and disease. These three disciplines 
find common ground in the field of immunology, in which 
the genome provides the triggering instructions for protein 
products that are critically important for immune function 
and host defense. Alterations in the genetic code are now 
known to contribute to an ever- growing list of defects in 
immune function that result in susceptibility to microbial 
disease. In addition, altered immune function leading to 
inflammatory disease will be further clarified with these 
powerful new tools. Early lessons in the study of the human 
microbiota have revealed that commensal bacteria interact 
directly with the immune system to aid and model immu-
nity. They also provide advantage to the host in settings of 
health and contribute to pathogenesis in circumstances of 
disease. The future of clinical immunology at a diagnostic 
and therapeutic level increasingly will rely on these tech-
niques and further advances that will evolve more and 
more rapidly.

The laboratory methods available to evaluate proteins 
and the nucleotide code form the substance of chapters 
2 and 3. Chapter 4 by Abraham and Barnidge focuses on 
specific protein quantitation using current qualitative and 
quantitative methods as well as the applications of mass 
spectrometry to generate a more accurate reflection of the 
constituent protein components in a sample. The promise 
of new biomarkers that may aid in diagnostic and/or ther-
apeutic monitoring has yet to be realized, but advances 
in proteomics technology suggest that these applications 
should become a reality in the near future. The field of ge-
nomics has exploded with readily available next- generation 
sequencing techniques that have clarified genetic causes for 

a number of newly characterized immune disorders. This 
trend will continue: currently based primarily on genomic 
applications focused on exome sequencing, but within the 
very near future the approach will move to whole- genome 
sequencing. The technology for next- generation sequenc-
ing continues to be refined, and there is every reason to 
believe that faster, less expensive, and more accurate whole- 
genome sequencing will result. Chapter 2 by Hsu provides 
an overview of the standard Sanger- based sequencing, with 
clinical examples to help exemplify successful application 
of this method. This chapter also provides an overview of 
next- generation sequencing and reviews clinical applica-
tions of this methodology. More- extensive discussions of 
next- generation sequencing applied in health and disease 
can be found in reviews by Gonzaga- Jaurequi et al. (1) and 
Manolio et al. (2). A newer component of the technolog-
ical revolution in biologic systems is focused on evaluating 
the microbial constituents— the microbiome— that are the 
commensal “partners” of every living host. Chapter 3 by 
Bushman provides a clear overview of the basic principles 
that have propelled the field of microbiomics and how this 
is likely to provide insight into understanding human health 
and disease. A recent review focusing on the microbiome 
of the human gastrointestinal tract provides additional in-
sights into this important and emerging field (3).

The combination of genomics, proteomics, and micro-
biomics, three complementary disciplines, has substantial 
impact on the field of clinical immunology. Discovery 
of new genes provides insight that is further clarified by 
studying the protein products of these genes both at a ba-
sic characterization and a functional level. The develop-
ments in the field of microbiomics are revealing that the 
environment of each individual makes significant contri-
butions to the immunologic system and that perturbations 
among our microbial “partners” can significantly influence 
human health and disease. Familiarity with these devel-
oping areas is necessary as they move more and more into 
mainstream laboratory testing linked to patient diagnosis 
and care.
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PCR
One of the fundamental techniques in molecular genetics 
is the use of PCR. This technique allows the specific am-
plification of a segment of DNA defined by the forward 
and reverse primer pair used in the reaction. The double- 
stranded DNA template is denatured, and oligonucleotide 
primers in the 20-  to 35- bp range anneal to the template at 
the location complementary to the sequence of the primer. 
A polymerase enzyme is then used to add individual deoxy-
nucleotides to the 3′ end of the primer to continue copying 
the template molecule. After a specified time, the tempera-
ture rises to denature the template- copy strand, and both 
then become available for primer binding. The cycle then 
repeats itself, resulting in an exponential amplification of 
the target region.

Sanger sequencing has been the gold standard for genetic 
diagnosis in recent decades. The technique is similar to stan-
dard PCR; however, only one primer is used, either forward 
or reverse, and included in the PCR mix is a percentage of 
fluorescently labeled dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs). When 
the polymerase incorporates a ddNTP, the extension ceases, 
resulting in a fragment labeled with a fluorochrome depen-
dent on the identity of the final nucleotide. This is repeated 
through multiple cycles. The resulting product is cleaned 
to remove unincorporated, labeled ddNTPs and then elec-
trophoresed through a polymer- filled capillary to separate 
the fragments based on size. The resulting chromatogram 
is actually a display of time on the x axis versus intensity 
on the y axis, with the color of the peak being the third 
dimension. Because smaller fragments migrate through the 
polymer faster, they are detected first and longer fragments 
are seen later (Fig. 1).

Peak heights from one base to the next are not necessar-
ily even; there is some variability within the local sequence, 
and certain base combinations result in higher or lower 
peaks. In general, however, the shorter fragments seen at 
the beginning of the sequence readout have higher signal 
strengths and well- defined peaks (Fig. 1A), while larger, 
later fragments have shorter, broader peaks and less reso-
lution in homopolymer runs, seen in the three red peaks in 
the middle panel. Good- quality sequence should have well- 
defined peaks with little to no baseline noise compared with 
the lower tracing in Fig. 1A, in which the baseline is high 

Disorders of the immune system affect a significant number 
of individuals, with prevalence estimates (per 100,000) de-
termined by registries ranging from 5.6 in Australia (1) to 
4.979 in France, 2.6 in The Netherlands, and down to 1.377 
in Germany (2). Accurate diagnosis of immune system dis-
orders may allow early intervention prior to extensive ill-
ness for severe disease, or more specific treatment in the case 
of later- diagnosed or milder disease. This chapter explores 
some of the current molecular methodologies for detecting 
disorders of the immune system and highlights specific pit-
falls that may hinder accurate diagnosis.

SAMPLES
Study of the immune system is aided by the accessibility of 
an appropriate sample. A single 8- cc tube of blood may be 
lysed to extract DNA and/or RNA from all the blood cells 
together. Alternatively, whole blood may be processed to 
separate peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 
granulocytes, followed by DNA or RNA isolation from a 
subset of cells. If obtaining a blood sample is not possible, 
then small amounts of DNA may be isolated from buccal 
swabs, tissue biopsy samples, saliva, or cell lines such as fi-
broblasts or Epstein- Barr virus- transformed B- cell lines. A 
secondary sample may be utilized if the patient has already 
undergone hematopoietic stem cell transplant, in which 
case a non- hematopoietic- cell sample is required. Buccal 
swab samples are easily obtained, are room temperature 
stable, and may be shipped to a testing lab. DNA from a 
buccal sample is often used for diagnosing family members 
of an affected individual. Care must be taken, however, if a 
patient has already received a bone marrow transplant be-
cause the cells obtained from a buccal sample may contain 
a large percentage of neutrophils and thus produce a false- 
negative result. DNA extraction involves lysing of the nu-
cleated cells either mechanically or with a detergent- based 
lysis solution, removal of lipids and proteins, followed by 
DNA purification through alcohol precipitation or column 
capture. RNA isolation is similar, although care must be 
taken to avoid RNA degradation by RNases. There are 
numerous off- the- shelf kits available for small- scale DNA 
and RNA isolation, as well as instruments for medium-  to 
large- scale isolation.

Molecular Methods for Diagnosis of Genetic 
Diseases Involving the Immune System

AMY P. HSU
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nucleotides in the heterozygous patient versus two copies 
of the same nucleotide in the homozygous patient. Figure 
1B shows the control sequence on top, while the lower 
sequence has a decreased blue peak corresponding to the 
wild- type C allele and the presence of a red T peak as well 
at the same location. This is a mutation in the coding re-
gion of GATA2 at cDNA 1081 that results in an amino acid 
change. It is named according to the Human Genome Vari-
ation Society nomenclature (3) as c.1081C>T. It indicates 
a change at base 1081 of the cDNA using the initiating 
ATG as base 1, and that the wild- type or major allele has 
cytosine while the mutation or minor allele has thymidine 
at that site. The protein nomenclature, p.R361C (preceded 
with a “p”), shows that the wild- type arginine at amino acid 
position 361 has been replaced with a cysteine.

In addition to single nucleotide changes, Sanger sequenc-
ing also detects small insertions or deletions. These may 
range from one to hundreds of nucleotides, but they must be 
wholly contained within the PCR product used as a sequence 

with apparent nonspecific sequence. Poor sequence quality 
renders interpretation difficult.

SANGER SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
The product of a Sanger sequence reaction is a series of 
fragments of varying size with the final base labeled with an 
identifying fluorochrome. Each fragment is the product of 
one allele, while the resulting chromatogram is the sum of 
the fragments. Patients heterozygous for a single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP), a variant occurring in the general 
population that is usually not pathogenic, or a point muta-
tion, a change from one nucleotide to another that is patho-
genic and often specific to a patient or related individuals, 
have a chromatogram showing individual peaks with one 
site containing two peaks of roughly equal height. When 
compared with a chromatogram from an individual who is 
homozygous at the variant site, the peaks have decreased 
amplitude, because the signal is being split between two 

FIGURE 1 Sanger sequence chromatograms. (A) Normal sequence displaying a single base call at each 
location. The top row demonstrates sequence from early in the chromatogram, ~150 bp into the sequence, 
while the middle row is the same location but near the end of the chromatogram, at ~750 bp. The bottom 
chromatogram shows readable sequence but significant nonspecific baseline noise, making interpretation less 
than ideal. (B) An example of wild- type sequence compared to a heterozygous mixed base. The wild- type 
blue (C) peak has decreased in height, and the red (T) allele overlays the same location. (C) An example of 
wild- type sequence (top tracing) compared to 4- bp duplication (bottom tracing). The bases listed below the 
tracing demonstrate how to determine the variation causing the heterozygous peaks. Bases in black are wild 
type, while bases in red signify the mutant allele. Boxed bases correspond between wild type and mutant, 
allowing identification of the inserted bases indicated by a bracket.
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template to be detected. In the case of Fig. 1C, two sequences 
align, with the left- hand portion being identical between the 
control and patient chromatograms. The tracings change 
from clean, individual peaks to double peaks in the patient. 
This has a very different appearance from the tracing in Fig. 
1A with poor sequence quality. In this case, the peaks are 
still well defined, with no additional baseline. To determine 
the mutation resulting in the double sequence, it is helpful to 
write the bases on two lines, using the top line for the wild- 
type sequence seen in the top tracing and the mutant bases 
underneath seen in red. When the two sequences are com-
pared, it becomes apparent that they differ by the insertion 
of the bracketed red bases, GACC, which is a duplication of 
the four preceding bases. After the duplication, the sequence 
matches the wild type, as shown by the boxed bases that are 
the same between wild type and mutant. Occasionally when 
the mutant allele is written out, it is determined to be a com-
plex mutation containing both an insertion and deletion.

NEXT- GENERATION SEQUENCING
While Sanger sequencing is still the gold standard for mo-
lecular genetic diagnostics, decreasing cost and increased 
throughput are driving the use of next- generation sequenc-
ing (NGS). A further impetus for the use of NGS is the 
identification of disease genes in rare diseases in which only 
a few individuals are diagnosed with mutations in the gene. 
With targeted gene sequencing, the patient’s phenotype 
or infection is used to suggest candidate genes to evaluate 
for mutations. For narrow, well- defined phenotypes such as 
infection with a mycobacteria species, this approach has 
identified ~80 to 90% of patient disease genes (S. M. Hol-
land, personal communication), while in large- scale new-
born screening, targeted sequencing has identified specific 
genetic lesions for T- B+ SCID in ~85% of patients (J. M. 
Puck, personal communication). In other cases with un-
usual presentations, pursuing Sanger sequencing of candi-
date genes can become expensive and time- consuming and 
still not identify a causative genetic lesion. Many labora-
tories are moving to NGS platforms as research tests, with 
suspected mutations confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

There are currently three main benchtop platforms 
available: the Illumina MiSeq, the Ion Torrent PGM, and 
the Roche 454 GS Junior. Each instrument is capable of 
generating sufficient data to perform exome sequencing or 
targeted resequencing of a defined panel of multiple genes, 
ranging from tens to a few hundred. All of the platforms 
have a workflow that includes fragmentation of the input 
sample, size selection, cleanup, and adapter ligation. The 
MiSeq then undergoes a cluster generation and sequencing 
on the instrument, while the 454 GS Junior and PGM have 
an emulsion PCR, bead recovery, and enrichment prior to 

sequencing. The library preparation allows for amplified 
input of numerous target regions compared with the single 
amplified fragment for Sanger sequencing. Coupled with 
the high- volume capture of the three instruments, it is easy 
to see the appeal for clinical usage. As of September 2013, 
the capital costs of the instruments ranged between $65,000 
and $125,000, with the cost increased for a laboratory in-
terested in higher throughput needing ancillary instrumen-
tation such as robotics to take advantage of the capacity 
of the machines (4). Each instrument has its own advan-
tages. Which platform is optimal for any given laboratory 
is based on the currently available configurations and the 
goals of the laboratory. Capacity will continue to increase at 
an astonishing rate, making comparisons virtually obsolete 
by the time they are published; however, recently reported 
performances for the three main platforms (5) are shown 
in Table 1. The broad conclusions drawn at the time of the 
analysis are that the MiSeq has the highest throughput and 
the lowest substitution error rate, at 0.1 per 100 bases; the 
454 GS Junior has the longest reads; and the Ion Torrent is 
the fastest, with the highest reads per run, although it is less 
accurate when calling homopolymers of any length, with 
accuracy declining as the homopolymer stretch increases.

Data obtained from NGS need to undergo stringent 
analysis to obtain variant calls. There are numerous soft-
ware packages available online or as part of genomics soft-
ware suites (reviewed in reference 6 and elsewhere). While 
the choice of software is individual, all follow the same basic 
pipeline. For this discussion, the publicly available Genome 
Analysis Toolkit (GATK) pipeline is used as a model (7, 8). 
Because the reads are much shorter (100 to 500 bp) than 
those obtained by Sanger sequencing (800 to 1,000 bp) and 
the read outputs are pooled so they come from mixed loca-
tions, the reads must be mapped to a framework. In the case 
of patient samples, this would be the current human genome 
reference sequence. Each read aligns to a region, resulting 
in a pileup of fragments per region— this provides the read 
depth or coverage of a given target sequence. Once the data 
are mapped, the alignment is converted to the standard 
Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format (9), containing 
chromosome, start and stop bases of the alignment, strand, 
mismatch information, and probability scores. The SAM 
format can be converted to a compressed, indexed binary 
format called BAM, allowing for fine- tuning of the align-
ment. The mapped reads are filtered to remove duplicate 
reads, preventing overrepresentation of a variant or wild 
type due to repeat sequencing of one clone from the library 
preparation. Next, insertions and deletions (indels), which 
may align differently depending on the size of the indel and 
the strand sequenced, can be made consistent across all 
the reads in a region through the use of a realignment tool. 
This allows more confident detection of small indel varia-
tions. Lastly, just as individual peak heights vary in Sanger 

TABLE 1 Comparison of three major NGS platforms

Platform

Price comparison Run comparison

Cost  
per run

Minimum 
predicted 

throughput 
(Mb)

Run  
time (h) Cost/Mb Mb per 

h Total bases

Mean  
read 

length 
(bases)

Indel error 
frequency  
(per 100 
bases)

Assembled contig 
alignment to 

reference

454 GS Junior $1,100 1,135 18 $31.00 14.4 171 Mb 522 0.38 3.72% unmapped
Ion Torrent PGM 

(316 chip)
$1,425 1,100 13 $14.25 33.3 300 Mb 122 1.5 4.6% unmapped

MiSeq $1,750 1,500 27 $10.50 55.5 301.6 Gb 141 <0.001 3.95% unmapped
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qPCR
An alternative method for measuring RNA transcripts is the 
use of quantitative RT- PCR (qPCR), in which the cDNA is 
amplified with a set of primers and the production of product 
is measured in “real time” via a scanning detector. This can 
be accomplished with the use of an intercalating dye such as 
SYBR green that will bind to double- stranded product and 
produce a fluorescent emission that accumulates over succes-
sive cycles. Alternatively, a fluorescent reporter probe can be 
used that binds between the two amplification primers. The 
reporter probe contains both a reporter and quencher mole-
cule, which prevents fluorescence while the two are in close 
proximity. As extension from the amplification primer occurs, 
the exonuclease activity of the polymerase causes degrada-
tion of the probe separating the quencher from the reporter, 
allowing emission that is detected during scanning. As with 
SYBR green, as subsequent cycles of PCR occur, the inten-
sity of the signal from the released fluorophore increases. The 
output of a qPCR assay is a logarithmic plot of fluorescence 
intensity versus cycle number (Fig. 2). Analysis of a qPCR 
assay is performed by quantifying each well to determine at 
which cycle the fluorescence exceeds a threshold value (CT). 
Quantifying input copy number may be performed through 
the use of a standard curve with a titrated sample of known 
concentration and plotting of the experimental concentra-
tion (CT) on the standard curve. Alternatively, a relative 
quantitation may be obtained by comparing the CT of the 
target gene to a reference gene, usually a housekeeping gene. 
The difference in threshold cycles between target and ref-
erence transcripts provides a measure termed the ∆CT. The 
difference in the ∆CT between the experimental (treated or 
disease) and reference (untreated or healthy control) sam-
ples provides the ∆∆CT. Because PCR provides exponential 
amplification, the final calculation for quantification of input 
becomes 2–∆∆CT. The derivation of this formula is well cov-
ered by Livak and Schmittgen (12).

TRECs
T- cell excision circles (TRECs) are formed during T- cell re-
ceptor V(D)J recombination and are biomarkers for newly 
produced naive T cells (13). Once this residual, circular 
DNA fragment is produced in an immature thymic T cell, it 
is not replicated during cell division. This dilutes the TREC 
concentration as naive T cells migrate to the periphery 
and expand in response to antigen. While relative quan-
titation is useful for looking at expression levels of target 
transcripts, genomic qPCR was adopted to quantitate total 
TRECs from newborn babies (14). It has become the gold- 
standard method for performing this analysis (15). Low or 
absent TRECs are a phenotypic indicator of poor or declin-
ing thymic output and usually severe T- cell lymphopenia, 
a marker of SCID or other severe defects in T- cell devel-
opment. Many states are now screening for the presence 
of TRECs using dried blood spots obtained from all infants 
in the United States at birth. Reports from Wisconsin (16, 
17) and California (18) have documented genetic diagno-
sis of infants who were initially discovered during newborn 
screening for TRECs, allowing medical intervention prior 
to the onset of illness.

ARRAYS
Microarray- based comparative genomic hybridization was 
initially utilized to screen for variations within cancer sam-
ples. It has been adapted by clinical laboratories, however, to 
screen for variations in DNA copy number, both deletions 

sequencing due to nucleotide neighbors, there is a similar 
variation in sequencing by synthesis. The quality scores of 
the alignment need to be recalibrated using base quality 
score recalibration to more accurately reflect the proba-
bility of mismatch to the reference. These scores are used 
in downstream variant calling that may identify a disease- 
causing mutation. At this point, the data are a BAM file 
that can be utilized for variant calling.

The goal of sequencing is to identify regions differing 
from the reference sequence. In Sanger sequencing, this is 
a visual process in which a peak is altered in height or fluo-
rochrome detected, as seen in Fig. 1, and the investigator 
can decide if the variation is real or an artifact of the se-
quence reaction. In a similar manner, the BAM file needs to 
be analyzed to determine appropriate variants and sensitive 
enough not to miss calls, but specific enough to weed out 
most artifacts. There are several online tools available for 
variant detection, with new methods being published fre-
quently (reviewed in reference 10). Here we use GATK’s 
HaplotypeCaller as an example. The BAM file is analyzed 
for local regions of possible variation, and those regions un-
dergo a de novo alignment to fine- tune the site. The local re-
alignment can determine both single nucleotide variations 
as well as indels. The output of a variant detection script 
is a VCF file that provides a list of all changes identified 
and verified in the data set. As should be apparent at this 
point, unlike Sanger sequencing, the labor- intensive por-
tion of generating NGS is not the bench science but the 
computational and bioinformatics demand of data analysis. 
As pointed out by McCourt et al. (11), moving forward, mo-
lecular diagnostic laboratories will have a basic requirement 
for molecular diagnostic bioinformaticians.

RT-PCR
Some mutations result in alteration of the primary RNA 
transcript, leading to errors in splicing, polyadenylation, or 
mRNA stability. Not all of these variants are detected by 
genomic sequence of the coding exons. In cases in which a 
patient’s phenotype strongly suggests a specific gene, anal-
ysis of the RNA transcript may provide an answer. There 
is an extra step, however, in processing the patient sample. 
Because genomic DNA is double stranded, the use of two 
primers, one forward and one reverse, leads to exponential 
amplification of the target region. RNA, on the other hand, 
is single stranded and must first be made double stranded 
by reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR). This is performed 
from total RNA using an oligo(dT) primer that will bind 
to the poly(A) tail of the mRNA. This process results in 
double- stranded mRNA, with random hexamer primers 
that will bind to any RNA molecule with the appropriate 
complementary hexamer or with a gene- specific primer that 
will bind only to a specific target. Once the RNA has been 
converted to double- stranded cDNA, amplification of a 
transcript of interest proceeds as in genomic DNA.

One measure of RNA is message abundance. This has 
been examined by the use of Northern blots, which entails 
running the RNA on an agarose gel to separate it by size. 
It is then transferred to a membrane support and probed 
with a complementary probe and detection label (either by 
radioactivity or a biotin- streptavidin reaction). The blot is 
then exposed to X- ray film or a capture screen, respectively. 
Densitometry may be used to obtain a relative quantitation 
of a specific transcript compared to a housekeeping gene, if 
the blot is stripped and reprobed, or compared to a healthy 
individual’s control on the same blot. The initial gel or blot 
image can also provide information regarding the size of the 
transcript or the presence of multiple splice forms.
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and insertions of 200 to 500 bp or larger. High- resolution 
comparative genomic hybridization, first described by Urban 
et al. (19), uses oligonucleotide probes spanning targeted 
genomic regions and spotted to a glass slide. DNA samples 
from a control and patient are fluorescently labeled, each 
with a different dye, and the resulting labeled DNA is hy-
bridized to the array. After hybridization, the slide is scanned 
and the fluorescence intensity of each dye signal is calcu-
lated for each oligonucleotide probe on the slide. In regions 
where each sample hybridizes equally, the ratio of the signal 
between the two samples will be 1 because each has the same 
number of copies of the target region. If the patient sample 
contains a deletion on one chromosome, then the signal 
from that sample will be 0.5 times the signal of the control. 
Likewise, if there is a duplication of a region, the signal will 
be increased. As the probes are tiled across the target re-
gion, the ratios are plotted on a log 2 scale, so equivalent 
ratios will be plotted on the zero axis. If multiple consecutive 
probes have an aberrant signal, either high or low, then the 

analysis software will highlight the region as an insertion or 
deletion, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. Similar to DNA 
arrays, which look for genomic variation, microarrays may 
be used with total RNA from a specific tissue to examine 
differences in RNA transcript levels between two tissue 
types or healthy versus diseased tissues. Mapping increased 
or decreased RNA transcripts may aid in defining pathways 
involved in disease pathogenesis.

ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONS
Regardless of whether a variant is identified by Sanger se-
quencing or NGS, once a change is recognized, then the 
consequence of the variant on the transcript or protein 
needs to be evaluated to determine if the change may be 
disease related. Single base changes can be mapped to the 
consensus coding sequence to determine if an amino acid 
codon is changed. SNPs resulting in an altered codon for 
the same amino acid as the consensus are referred to as 

FIGURE 2 Real- time qPCR plot. (Left) Amplification plot of duplicate dilutions of a known standard TREC plasmid. The x axis is PCR 
cycle number; the y axis is ∆Rn, which is Rn (the ratio of the reporter signal normalized to a constant fluorescent signal) minus the value of 
Rn at baseline; the green line is threshold value. Threshold cycle (CT) is defined as the cycle number at which the amplification plot crosses 
the designated ∆Rn threshold (blue dots). (Right) Logarithmic plot of the same standards as well as two duplicate unknown samples, x and 
y, for which the CT value, and therefore copy number or concentration, can be derived by comparison with the standard curve. (Figure 
courtesy of Jennifer M. Puck.)

FIGURE 3 High- resolution comparative genomic hybridization array spanning 375,000 bases of the region surrounding CYBB on the X 
chromosome. Plots are log 2 of the intensity of the patient sample compared to all samples run on the array. Panel A demonstrates one fe-
male patient with a large deletion encompassing LANCL3, XK, CYBB, and DYNLT3 as evidenced by the contiguous −0.5 intensity signal, 
which then resolves to 0, indicating the presence of two alleles.
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“synonymous,” while those causing amino acid substitutions 
are “nonsynonymous” SNPs. If a SNP is disease causing, 
then a nonsynonymous SNP is termed a “missense mu-
tation,” while a base change that results in a termination 
codon is referred to as a “nonsense mutation.” At a given 
nucleotide, patients may be homozygous, meaning their two 
alleles have the same nucleotide at the site; or heterozygous, 
meaning they have two different bases at the site, indicating 
the presence of two identifiable alleles. A third possibility is 
that they may be hemizygous, meaning they have only one 
copy at that location. This is most often seen in the case 
of X or Y chromosome genes in males, although a deletion 
of one allele also results in hemizygosity. Sanger sequence 
chromatograms from homozygous and hemizygous individ-
uals are indistinguishable, so care must be taken especially 
when reporting X chromosome genetic variations.

Identified variants need to be examined for suggested 
deleterious effects in light of the phenotype of the patient 
and possible inheritance patterns. Missense changes may 
be analyzed by examining the sequence homology within a 
protein family as well as across species, predicted structure- 
based alterations, mRNA and protein features, as well as 
conservation of the region identified by multiple alignments 
and phylogenetics. Historically, this was performed by align-
ing protein sequences across species or within the protein 
family to estimate conservation of the specific amino acid. 
Examining amino acid properties of the substituted amino 
acid versus the wild type could strengthen the prediction. 
Currently, there are numerous bioinformatics analysis pro-
grams available online to predict whether a change is dele-
terious. Several of these programs are listed in Table 2. The 
left- hand section of the table lists analyses that may be per-
formed on single changes, while the two columns farthest to 
the right highlight two programs, wANNOVAR (20) and 
dbNSFP (21), for higher- throughput data such as NGS. The 
table shows which analyses the programs include. The sec-
ond group is especially helpful for filtering the large number 
of variations identified with NGS.

Nonsense mutations, those resulting in a premature ter-
mination codon, can have different effects depending on the 
location within the transcript. Late stop codons, occurring in 
the last exon or near the end of the penultimate exon, usually 
result in a stable mRNA transcript, which may be translated 
into a truncated protein. The shortened protein may cause 
disease in a dominant- negative fashion by interfering with 
partner chains. This has been seen in autoimmune lymph-
oproliferative syndrome, in which the shortened FAS pro-
tein is capable of assembling into the stable trimer receptor. 
However, it is lacking the intracellular death domain critical 
for downstream signaling. The presence of one mutant allele 

results in only one in eight receptors being fully wild type. 
This is insufficient to transduce the apoptosis signal (22, 23). 
Transcripts containing a premature termination codon, such 
that splicing occurs more than 50 to 55 bp after the mutation, 
usually result in nonsense- mediated decay, a mechanism by 
which the cell degrades erroneous mRNA molecules (24; re-
viewed in reference 25). Loss of transcript or protein product 
from one allele may be seen in autosomal recessive diseases, 
in which case a mutation should be seen on the second allele 
as well. Alternatively, in tightly regulated genes, loss of one 
allele may result in haploinsufficiency, in which half the level 
of protein product is not sufficient. Haploinsufficiency in im-
mune disorders has been reported in autoimmune lympho-
proliferative syndrome due to insufficient FAS protein on the 
cell surface (26), as well as in GATA2 deficiency leading to 
MonoMAC syndrome (27).

In addition to changes within the coding sequence, 
many mutations occur at consensus splice sites immedi-
ately flanking the coding exons. Traditionally, splicing has 
been thought of in terms of the three core splicing signals: 
5′ splice sites (5′ss), 3′ splice sites (3′ss), and the intronic 
branch point near the 3′ end of the intron. Figure 4 shows 
the conserved motifs associated with intron removal. Most 
easily identified are those changes altering the invariant 
GT or AT splice sites immediately flanking the exon. How-
ever, the entire motif may be critical to appropriate splice-
osome formation. Wang and Burge (28) and Ward and 
Cooper (29) provide reviews of the motifs for recognition 
of splice sites and exon identity as well as components of 
the spliceosome. For example, a mutation at the first or 
last base of an exon, even if predicted to be synonymous, 
often leads to loss of correct splicing of that exon, as do 
mutations at the +5 site of an intron. For introns with 
short polypyrimidine tracts, a mutation that changes one 
of the pyrimidines to a purine may result in exon skipping, 
as seen in DOCK8 (dedicator of cytokinesis 8) deficiency 
(30). In addition to the three core splicing signals, there 
is an increased recognition of splicing regulatory elements 
(SREs) that occur in both exons and introns. SREs are 
composed of elements that enhance or inhibit splicing and 
are named by their location and effect on the transcript; 
exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs), exonic splicing silencers 
(ESSs), intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs), and intronic 
splicing silencers (ISSs) all act by recruiting factors to in-
crease or decrease exon recognition and spliceosome re-
cruitment. Many mutations predicted to result in missense 
or nonsense substitutions are being shown to affect SRE 
sequences and alter proper splicing of the exon (31). The 
third section of Table 2 indicates current websites available 
to screen for splicing mutations.

FIGURE 4 Conserved splicing motifs. Gray boxes indicate exons; solid lines are introns. 3′ss begins 
with the branch point located between 15 and 40 bases 5′ to the exon, noted in brackets, with the loose 
motif of YNYURAY. Y represents pyrimidines (C or T); N is any base; U is uracil, the RNA equivalent of 
T, R is A or G. Following the branch point sequence is the polypyrimidine tract, Y(n), where n ranges from 
5 to 20 bases of mostly pyrimidines, followed by the 5′ss invariant AG (bold) as the last two bases. The 
first base of the exon is usually a G. At the end of the exon, the final base is again usually a G, followed by 
the invariant GT (bold) at the start of the intron. The 5′ss motif is GTRNG.
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TABLE 2 Online resources for variation analysis

Resource
Contained in

wANNOVAR 
(20) dbNSFP (21)

A. Analysis of missense changes

Program (reference) Information used Prediction model

PolyPhen2 (43) Eight sequence- based and three 
structure- based predictive 
features

Naive Bayes classifier Yes Yes

SIFT (44) Sequence homology based on 
PSI- BLAST

Position- specific scoring matrix Yes Yes

MutationTaster (45) Conservation, splice site, mRNA 
features, protein features

Naive Bayes classifier Yes Yes

LRT (likelihood ratio test) (46) Sequence homology Likelihood ratio test of codon 
neutrality

Yes Yes

Mutation Assessor (47) Sequence homology of protein 
families and subfamilies within 
and between species

Combinatorial entropy formalism No Yes

FATHMM (48) Sequence homology Hidden Markov models No Yes
SiPhy (49) Multiple alignments Inferring nucleotide substitution 

pattern per site
No Yes

GERP++ (50) Multiple alignments and 
phylogenetic tree

Maximum likelihood 
evolutionary rate estimation

Yes Yes

phyloP (51) Multiple alignments and 
phylogenetic tree

Distributions of the number 
of substitutions based on 
phylogenetic hidden Markov 
model

Yes Yes

B. Variation databases

Database Contents Website
dbSNP Reported genomic variations http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

SNP/
Yes No

ESP6500 Allele frequency in 6,500 
NHLBI ESPa exomes

http://evs.gs.washington.edu/
EVS/

Yes No

1000G (52) Allele frequency in 1000  
Genomes Project

http://www.1000genomes.org/ Yes No

C. Splicing signals analysis

Program Splicing signals analyzed Website
Human Splicing Finder (32) 5′ss, 3′ss, ESE, ESS, ISE, ISS, 

mutation analysis
http://www.umd.be/HSF3 No No

SROOGLE (53) 5′ss, 3′ss, ESE, ESS http://sroogle.tau.ac.il/ No No
Automated Splice Site and 

Exon Definition Analyses 
(ASSEDA)

5′ss, 3′ss, prediction of exon 
definition

http://ossify.sg.csd.uwo.ca No No

ESE Finder (54, 55) ESE http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/
ESE3/esefinder.cgi? 
process=home

No No

RESCUE- ESE (56) ESE http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/
rescue- ese/

No No

PESX (57) ESE, ESS http://cubio.biology.columbia 
.edu/pesx/pesx/

No No

aNHLBI ESP, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Exome Sequencing Project.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/
http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/
http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/
http://www.1000genomes.org/
http://www.umd.be/HSF3
http://sroogle.tau.ac.il/
http://ossify.sg.csd.uwo.ca
http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi%3Fprocess%3Dhome
http://rulai.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/tools/ESE3/esefinder.cgi%3Fprocess%3Dhome
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DIAGNOSIS
Bioinformatics tools may be utilized to screen variants iden-
tified by sequence. However, on some level, the effect of the 
change needs to be demonstrated and correlated with the 
patient’s phenotype. If a male infant presents with SCID, 
lacking T cells and NK cells but having adequate numbers 
of B cells, then the most likely diagnosis would be X- linked 
SCID and IL2RG would be the first gene sequenced. A mu-
tation identified within the coding region that is predicted 
to be deleterious would fit the phenotype of the patient and 
correlate with other, previously identified mutations. There 
are some special cases that need to be considered and will be 
demonstrated by specific case studies below.

A young male patient presenting with granulomas and 
conical teeth, often seen with NF- κB essential modulator 
(NEMO) deficiency, was sequenced for IKBKG. Genomic se-
quencing revealed an apparent heterozygous change in exon 
5, c.597G>A, which did not alter the encoded amino acid. 
Given the phenotype of the patient, which was strongly sug-
gestive of an IKBKG mutation, intracellular NEMO protein 

was examined by flow cytometry. While the healthy control 
had a fluorescence index (FI) of 30.6, the patient had an FI 
of only 12.6, demonstrating reduced levels of intracellular 
NEMO protein. Full- length IKBKG cDNA was generated by 
RT- PCR, revealing a smaller fragment in the patient than in 
the control sample. Sequencing of the PCR product revealed 
a 153- bp in- frame deletion corresponding to exon 5 contain-
ing the c.597G>A change (Fig. 5). The 153- bp deletion is 
expected to result in a stable mRNA that should be trans-
lated into a protein missing 51 amino acids. Using the Hu-
man Splicing Finder website (32), the original c.597G>A 
mutation was predicted to cause both the loss of an exonic 
splicing enhancer and the creation of an hnRNP A1 silencer 
motif. The exonic binding of a silencer in place of a splicing 
enhancer has been recognized to mediate silencing of exon 
sequencing (33). Mutations such as this, in which the protein 
is present but not fully functional, are termed “hypomorphic.”

A second patient with infections related to NEMO de-
ficiency, Haemophilus influenza pericarditis in childhood 
and disseminated Mycobacterium avium as an adult, was 
screened by genomic PCR. The patient was reported to be 

A. B.

FIGURE 5 Analysis of NEMO variants. (A) Intracellular flow cytometry for NEMO protein. The dot-
ted line is isotype control; the solid line is specific NEMO staining. The top panel is the normal control, 
showing an FI of 30.6. The middle panel is patient 1, with all cells showing specific staining but with a 
reduced intensity and an FI of 12.6. The bottom histogram is patient 2, again demonstrating that all cells 
contain NEMO protein, but less than both the control and patient 1, with an FI of 5.4. (B) The top panel 
shows the genomic organization of IKBKG, the gene encoding NEMO. Gray boxes are exons, narrow 
boxes are untranslated, and small white box insets are uORFs. Locations of patient genomic mutations 
are noted, with wild- type sequence above the genomic structure, mutant motif below, and the single base 
mutation in bold. The lower panel depicts the structure of the cDNA, showing aberrant splicing. Patient 1 
has a 153- bp deletion of exon 5, noted by the thin line in the middle of the cDNA. Patient 2 has a deletion 
of a portion of the 5′ untranslated region, including one of the two uORFs.
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wild type for the coding exons of IKBKG. Again, due to the 
phenotype of the patient, intracellular NEMO staining was 
performed, which demonstrated reduced, but not absent, 
NEMO protein levels. The patient had an FI of 5.4, com-
pared with the 30.6 seen in the healthy control. Full- length 
cDNA was generated by RT- PCR, and Sanger sequencing 
revealed a 110- bp deletion at the 3′ end of the noncoding 
exon 1. Genomic sequencing of the exon revealed a G>C 
mutation at the last base of the exon. This caused a loss 
of the 5′ss of intron 1 and usage of an alternative, cryptic 
5′ss contained within exon 1, resulting in the deletion seen 
in the cDNA. Contained within the untranslated exon are 
two upstream open reading frames (uORFs). Disruption of 
uORFs has been shown to alter uORF- mediated control 
of protein expression (34), suggesting that the deletion in 
the 5′ untranslated region seen in this patient leads to his 
decreased intracellular protein level and that his disease is 
caused by insufficient levels of NEMO protein.

A third male patient with possible NEMO deficiency 
was screened for mutations in the X- linked gene IKBKG. 
Genomic DNA was isolated, and PCR amplification of the 
10 IKBKG exons was performed. Sanger sequencing demon-
strated a single nucleotide change, c.761C>T, causing the 
substitution of glutamine for arginine at amino acid posi-
tion 254, p.R254Q. This mutation has been seen previously 
in an unrelated family and is predicted to be deleterious by 
PolyPhen2 (unpublished data). Due to the genomic struc-
ture of the IKBKG locus, which is flanked by an inverted 
pseudogene of IKBKG exons 4 to 10, the genomic mutation 
appeared to be heterozygous. The sequencing was repeated 
using RT- PCR performed on RNA isolated from PBMCs. 
The primers were designed to amplify the full coding se-
quence of IKBKG. When the resulting PCR product was 
sequenced, only wild- type bases were seen throughout the 
coding region. This demonstrated that the mutation had 
occurred in the pseudogene and not in the transcript- 
producing IKBKG locus. Changes in the coding region that 
appear silent, mutations in the untranslated exons, and the 
presence of a pseudogene demonstrate the importance of 
performing cDNA analysis for IKBKG mutation screening.

There are some mutations that may be predicted to be 
benign. However, given the location within the protein or 
the clinical phenotype of the patient, they may warrant fur-
ther analysis. A patient presented with an IPEX (immune 
dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy, X- linked)- 
like phenotype but without an identified mutation in 
FOXP3. Because there were other patients in this cohort 
with identified STAT1 mutations, all exons of STAT1 were 
sequenced and a single base change was seen that resulted 
in an amino acid substitution within the coiled- coil domain 
of STAT1, p.V266I. All of the algorithms from Table 1 pre-
dicted the amino acid change to be benign or neutral; how-
ever, there is a known mutation at the adjacent amino acid, 
A267V, causing an autosomal dominant gain- of- function 
mutation associated with disseminated coccidioidomyco-
sis (35). Signal transduction studies performed using cells 
from the patient with V266I demonstrated that, similar to 
other mutations in the coiled- coil domain, this patient had 
increased and prolonged phosphorylation of STAT1 in re-
sponse to cytokine stimuli (36).

Another class of mutations that may be initially dismissed 
by in silico analysis involves variations detected within a gene 
with autosomal recessive inheritance. To present with a dis-
ease phenotype, the patient requires two mutant alleles. Of-
ten the parents will be healthy because they have one normal 
allele and one mutant allele. Deleterious variations therefore 
may be seen at low frequency in the general population. 

With the explosion of whole- exome sequencing, every varia-
tion may now be deposited into the NCBI curated database, 
dbSNP, and be assigned an “rs” identifier number. Addition-
ally, there is an active effort by NCBI to extract variants from 
the literature and enter them, which may result in errors due 
to mutations later being retracted or corrected. Currently, 
many mutant alleles are present in dbSNP, albeit with a 
low or absent population frequency, and automated analysis 
of NGS variants returns dbSNP identifiers. Assuming that 
presence in the “healthy” population excludes an allele from 
being pathogenic, this may result in a disease- causing muta-
tion being filtered out. Large- scale data analysis is a balance 
between sensitivity and specificity, and care must be taken 
if a variant is identified in a logical candidate gene to not 
dismiss it based solely on in silico predictions.

Sometimes patients are seen with mild phenotypes rem-
iniscent of a recognized disease. In this case, sequencing of 
the target gene should be performed and examined carefully. 
There are numerous cases in the literature in which a mu-
tation is identified in an affected individual and screening 
of the family members reveals one parent as being a mosaic 
for the mutation, having a small percentage of cells with 
the mutation and the remaining cells being wild type. This 
has been reported in hyper- IgE syndrome due to mutations 
in STAT3 in two unrelated families. In each case, the mu-
tation seen in the children was identified in PBMCs from 
the father but at low levels (37). In this case, the mutation 
was identified by Sanger sequencing and the mutant peak, 
while heterozygous in the children, appeared as a minor 
peak in the father (Fig. 6A). Had the father been sequenced 
in isolation, the mutation may have been overlooked as 
nonspecific background. This is even though the wild- type 
peak is diminished in comparison with the normal control, 
as seen by the decreased height of the wild- type G (black) 
peak when compared with the C (blue) peak preceding it. 
The change in peak height is one sign that a portion of the 
sequence is derived from an altered nucleotide sequence 
rather than background nonspecific sequence.

A similar case is seen in a male patient with a presen-
tation of leaky SCID, with reduced numbers of T cells and 
NK cells but normal numbers of B cells. Mutation of IL2RG 
is the most common genetic defect in SCID. Screening 
revealed two peaks at c.260T>C, which caused the sub-
stitution of proline for leucine at amino acid 87 (p.L87P). 
This mutation is predicted to be deleterious, and the pa-
tient’s mother is heterozygous for it, indicating germ line 
inheritance. Closer examination of the sequence tracing, 
however, reveals a small wild- type peak in the patient (Fig. 
6B). Because he has only one X chromosome, this change is 
suggestive of a reversion mutation— a change occurring in 
somatic cells that results in correction or modification of the 
mutation. In this case, it returned to the wild- type nucleo-
tide. The most common single nucleotide change seen in 
the human genome is a C>T substitution that occurs in the 
context of a CG dinucleotide. In this patient, the mutation 
created a CG dinucleotide that subsequently underwent a 
C>T reversion event in a lymphocyte precursor. This re-
version allowed for the development of T cells and the leaky 
phenotype observed (unpublished data). Both the mosaic 
and reversion patients demonstrate the importance of con-
sidering patient phenotype and family inheritance when-
ever possible. Given errors in amplification by PCR enzymes 
and natural occurrences of somatic variations, the low- level 
presence of the mosaic mutations and wild- type reversion 
may be filtered out in exome sequence data.

The phenotype of the patient, those characteristics or 
infections that bring him to seek medical attention, is a key 
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factor when evaluating genes for mutations. The patient’s 
clinical presentation often suggests a need for specific, tar-
geted gene or pathway evaluation using Sanger sequencing 
or whole- exome sequencing to discover variants. However, 
there are patients with a disease phenotype in whom no 
mutation can be identified, even when all exons and cod-
ing and noncoding regions are sequenced. In this case, if 
the phenotype of the patient matches a recognized dis-
ease gene, then screening for variations in cDNA may be 
helpful. Three unrelated patients presented with infections 
characteristic of chronic granulomatous disease (CGD). 
By the standard dihydrorhodamine flow cytometric assay 
for CGD, all three patients had reduced activity. This 
was reflected by an abnormal neutrophil oxidative burst. 
Sequencing of CYBB, the most frequently mutated gene 
causing CGD, failed to reveal a causal variation. RNA was 
isolated from patients’ neutrophils, and full- length cDNA 

was generated by RT- PCR. Sequencing of the PCR prod-
uct revealed an insertion in the cDNA between exons 3 
and 4 in one patient, between exons 5 and 6 in a second, 
and between exons 6 and 7 in the third. Sequencing of 
the genome between the two exons in each case revealed 
that the inserts were derived from intronic sequences and 
were cryptic exons included due to a point mutation that 
created a strong 5′ss. As seen in Fig. 7, the cryptic exons in 
the first two patients resulted in a frameshift, which would 
indicate a loss of mRNA stability and subsequent protein 
production. The third patient had an insertion of 120 bp 
that was not predicted to disrupt mRNA stability and re-
sulted in a 40- amino- acid in- frame insertion (unpublished 
data). Two additional patients with similar mutations have 
been reported by Noack et al. (38) and Rump et al. (39). 
None of these mutations would be identified by standard 
Sanger or whole- exome sequencing because the deep 

FIGURE 6 (A) Sanger sequence chromatograms from a patient demonstrating mosaicism for a STAT3 
mutant allele. The left column shows coding sequence; the right column, the intronic SNP 132 bp 3′ to 
the mutation but contained within the same PCR product. The top row is from a healthy control, demon-
strating the wild- type G at c.1145 and homozygous G at the intronic SNP. The middle row is from the 
affected son, with heterozygous peaks at the site of the mutation, c.1145G>A, and homozygous G at the 
SNP. The bottom row is from the father, showing a reduced peak height of the wild- type G allele (black) 
compared with the healthy control and the presence of a small green peak corresponding to the mutant 
allele (arrow) but at less than heterozygous levels. This is in contrast to his intronic SNP, which demon-
strates heterozygosity (arrow). (B) Sequence tracings of the X- linked IL2RG gene. The top tracing is from 
a healthy control, showing only wild- type sequence. The middle tracing is from the patient’s mother, who 
is heterozygous for the c.260C>T mutation, showing the reduced T peak (red) and the presence of the 
mutant C peak (blue). The bottom tracing, from a male patient with the inherited mutant C allele from 
his mother, shows a small, wild- type T peak (red) underneath (arrow).

FIGURE 7 CYBB genomic structure showing exons (black boxes) and introns (black line). Below is 
intronic sequence from three patients, demonstrating the intronic point mutation (bold) in each that cre-
ates a cryptic 5′ss allowing for inclusion of a cryptic exon (white boxes). Wild- type sequence for each site 
is shown below the patients’ mutant sequences. The insertion of the cryptic exon results in a frameshift 
for the first two patients, while the third, with an insertion of 120 bp, is predicted to have a 40- amino- acid 
insertion.
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introns would not be screened again. This emphasizes the 
need for cDNA analysis.

One final example comes from a group of patients with 
MonoMAC syndrome (40), which is an autosomal domi-
nant disease caused by mutations in the hematopoietic stem 
cell transcription factor GATA2. Missense mutations have 
been identified in the C- terminal region of the protein en-
coding the highly conserved second zinc finger involved 
in binding to the GATA motif on DNA. Additional mu-
tations result in the loss of mRNA transcript from one al-
lele, which is caused by a frameshift insertion or deletion 
mutation or premature stop codons. This indicates that a 

reduced level of GATA2 transcript or protein is sufficient to 
cause disease. Among patients with phenotypic MonoMAC 
syndrome, there were several without identified mutations 
after all exons and flanking splice sites had been sequenced. 
Similar to the patients without identified CYBB mutations, 
full- length GATA2 cDNA screening was performed. In two 
patients, although they displayed heterozygosity by genomic 
sequence for known SNPs found within the exons, cDNA 
sequence demonstrated the presence of one predominant 
allele (Fig. 8A). Further work needs to be performed to 
elucidate the genetic lesion leading to loss of expression of 
the allele in these patients. Haploinsufficiency of GATA2 

FIGURE 8 Reduced GATA2 allelic expression in MonoMAC syndrome. (A) The top row shows genomic sequence from two patients 
demonstrating heterozygosity for a SNP within the cDNA transcript of GATA2. The bottom row shows cDNA sequence from full- length 
RT- PCR. In patient 1, only the T allele is present (arrow), indicating loss of the transcript containing the C allele, while patient 2’s se-
quence contains the C allele with only a small peak of the G allele (arrow). These sequences demonstrate uniallelic expression leading to 
haploinsufficiency of GATA2. (B) At the top is genomic sequence from two affected sisters; the proband is heterozygous for three known 
SNPs found within the cDNA, while her sister is homozygous, allowing determination of the shared mutant allele haplotype (boxed bases). 
At the bottom is GATA2 cDNA sequence from the proband’s CD3+ and CD3− PBMCs, revealing decreased levels of the mutant allele as 
represented by peak height (arrows). (C) GATA2 genomic locus showing three reported isoform structures. The dashed box indicates a con-
served intron 5 region with a high GERP score, DNase I hypersensitivity, and strong transcription factor binding. Zoom of bases highlights 
the E- box/GATA composite element (boxed); the 28- base deletion seen in the first patient (underlined sequence); and the ETS motif with 
a C>T mutation seen in five patients (asterisk), including the sisters shown in panel B. 

A.

C.

B.
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FIGURE 9 Framework for molecular and genetic diagnosis in immunocompromised patients, beginning 
with defining of patient phenotype, proceeding to performing genomic analysis, and concluding with 
inferred or demonstrated pathogenicity of mutation.

in the other patients. Functional constructs demonstrated 
reduced expression caused by each mutation (27, 42) and 
correlated with the reduced allelic expression seen in the 
patients. The data from these patients demonstrate another 
class of mutations, those resulting in reduced expression in a 
protein in which haploinsufficiency may cause disease. This 
condition is recognized primarily by screening for uniallelic 
expression by cDNA.

Figure 9 provides a framework for analysis of patients 
with immune disorders. First, the clinical phenotype needs 
to be defined. Clinical presentation including age, gender, 
TREC levels in infants, and medical history provides cer-
tain clues. The infection history of the patient also can 
suggest a target gene or pathway. Lastly, clinical laboratory 
assays such as lymphocyte phenotyping and functional flow 
cytometric assays can further refine a working diagnosis. 
If there is a specific pathway or gene suggested based on 
clinical presentation, then targeted Sanger sequencing of 
that gene may identify a genetic lesion. In the absence of a 
limited candidate gene list, then NGS via a medium- scale, 
targeted approach, such as using a panel of genes screened 
by Ion Torrent, or a large- scale whole- exome analysis may 
be performed. After bioinformatics processing of the data, a 
filtered list of candidate variations is obtained, which then 

has been demonstrated in patients with mutations causing 
mRNA instability. This suggests that the molecular basis of 
the disease in these two patients is likely a loss of expres-
sion of one GATA2 allele. In another group of MonoMAC 
patients, reduced but not absent expression from one allele 
was recognized by cDNA analysis. Figure 8B shows genomic 
sequence from one patient and her sister, both affected with 
MonoMAC. The proband is heterozygous for three known 
SNPs found within the cDNA, while her sister is homozy-
gous for the same SNPs. This allows determination of the 
mutant allele haplotype, as both sisters must have inherited 
the mutation. Subsequent screening of GATA2 cDNA in 
the proband shows decreased peak height of the mutant 
allele compared with the heterozygous peaks seen in the 
genomic sequence. Examination of the genomic structure 
of GATA2 from the UCSC Genome Browser reveals a re-
gion within intron 5 notable for high levels of conservation, 
DNase I sensitivity, and evidence of multiple transcription 
factor binding (Fig. 8C). Located with this is a composite 
element recognized as critical for GATA2 expression (41). 
Screening of the conserved intronic region revealed a 28- 
base deletion encompassing a portion of the composite el-
ement in one patient, while a single point mutation at the 
nearby ETS transcription factor family motif was identified 
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are examined to see if they are consistent with regard to the 
patient’s phenotype. Variations resulting in loss of canonical 
splice sites or nonsense or missense changes should be eval-
uated for the predicted protein effect and confirmed with 
functional studies of the protein. In the case in which a del-
eterious variant is not identified, if a target gene is suspected, 
then screening for altered protein size or levels or aberrant 
cDNA caused by splicing defects or uniallelic expression 
may be useful. Recognition of the possibility of mutations 
in the untranslated exons and conserved regions within and 
flanking the gene is also important for defining genetic le-
sions. While methods to detect variations will continue to 
improve in both sensitivity and throughput, understanding 
how to analyze variations and their potential effect on tran-
script and protein will continue to be necessary to diagnose 
genetic lesions involved in defects of the immune system.
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Humans, in many respects, are not single organisms, but 
more like coral reefs, complex assemblages of myriad diverse 
creatures. The human microbiota, the bugs living in associ-
ation with humans, contains more cells than comprise the 
human body itself (1). Like the fish on a reef, the microbes 
interact with each other, sometimes competing and some-
times collaborating, to form a complex and resilient food 
web. Some of the population promote the growth and devel-
opment of the reef, while others consume the reef material, 
turning the hard corals to sand.

This chapter reviews the nature of the human microbi-
ome, with emphasis on methods for microbiome research 
and the pitfalls that have ruined many studies in the field. 
However, despite the challenges, the output from the field 
has been spectacular (2–7), and the technology emerging 
from microbiome research holds tremendous promise for 
translation to clinical applications. A few of the possible 
future directions are described at the end of the chapter.

WHAT IS METAGENOMIC ANALYSIS?
Microorganisms often live in mixed communities, and it 
is clear that the global composition and function of mixed 
communities can be relevant to human health. For exam-
ple, actions of human microbial communities have been 
implicated in all the major causes of human mortality (1), 
including heart disease (8, 9), cancer (10), and diabetes 
(11). Loss of normal control of the microbiome in immuno-
deficient states is associated with pathogenesis of opportu-
nistic infections, and the tools of metagenomic analysis can 
report the composition and nature of those communities in 
unprecedented detail.

Complicating analysis of the human microbiome, only a 
small minority of all the microbes on earth have been sub-
jected to culture in the laboratory, so traditional culture- 
based methods are often not suitable for studies of mixed 
microbial communities. A new approach is made possible 
by the remarkable new “deep sequencing” methods, which 
allow determination of millions or even billions of bases of 
DNA sequence in a single instrument run.

Bacterial genomes range in size from ~500 kb to many 
megabases, and the genomes of fungi are larger still (12). 
Thus, sequencing all the genomes in a mixed community, 
which may contain hundreds of types of microbes, is still a 
daunting task. Furthermore, in a typical biomedical study, 

the goal is often to compare a set of healthy control samples 
to a set of samples from a disease state. For example, one 
might compare stool samples from a cohort of healthy chil-
dren to samples from a cohort of immunocompromised chil-
dren. It is typically not feasible to complete the sequences 
of all microbes in each sample, but it is possible to collect 
a deep sequence sample of each community. Sequences can 
then be aligned to databases and the types of microbes pres-
ent inferred from database annotation. If total DNA is an-
alyzed, then the gene types present (e.g., genes for adenine 
biosynthetic enzymes and virulence factors) can be assessed 
as well. One can then compare results for the collection of 
healthy control samples to the immunocompromised sub-
ject samples and identify differences associated with disease. 
Such an analysis, based on large- scale but incomplete char-
acterization of mixed communities by sequencing, has come 
to be called “metagenomics.”

METHODS FOR METAGENOMICS RESEARCH
In this section, we review the DNA isolation, library prepa-
ration, and sequencing approaches used in metagenomic 
studies. The overall lesson is that details of the analytical 
approach used are driven quite strongly by the exact ques-
tion posed— relatively small differences in the goals of the 
study can mean dramatic differences in the metagenomic 
methods needed for analysis. Several examples of types of 
questions and approaches to their investigation are pre-
sented toward the end of this chapter.

Nucleic Acid Purification
First, a set of samples must be acquired and nucleic acid 
purified for sequencing. Many nucleic acid purification kits 
are available from commercial suppliers, and many can be 
used successfully (13). A key control for any study is to run 
DNA- free water samples through the purification procedure 
side by side with the samples of interest. Some commercial 
kits contain substantial quantities of contaminating 16S 
DNA, which can be ruinous if the starting amount of nu-
cleic acid is low in the samples of interest. Commercial kits 
are also available that yield both DNA and RNA from the 
same sample, allowing assay of both.

Methods for lysis are worked out to allow capture of many 
organisms in a sample, but the methods represent a compro-
mise between convenience and complete sampling. Some 
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Gram- positive bacteria and fungi have tough cell walls and 
are known to be harder to lyse than typical bacteria. Spores 
are tougher still, and any study for which data on spores are 
important requires targeted evaluation of methods for lysis. 
Unfortunately, it is possible that harsh lysis methods may 
degrade nucleic acid from the first- to- lyse organisms before 
the toughest are cracked open.

Stepping back, a general lesson is that it is important to 
carefully formulate the question under study, and if possible 
to check the performance of the methods chosen in address-
ing the question posed.

DNA Sequencing
The development of the astounding new DNA- sequencing 
methods has made possible the explosion of work on the 
human microbiome. For example, using the new Illumina 
HiSeq technology, one can acquire hundreds of billions of 
bases of sequence information in a single instrument run. 
The availability of such vast amounts of sequence data al-
lows characterization of mixed microbial communities in 
unprecedented detail.

The automation of the Sanger sequencing chemistry was 
a breakthrough in its day, driving the completion of the first 
drafts of human genome sequence in 2001. These instru-
ments could generate 384 reads of ~500 bases each, or ~200 
kb of sequence per run, under favorable circumstances.

The first of the massively parallel deep sequencing meth-
ods to be commercialized was the Roche 454 pyrosequencing 
method (14). This allowed collection of ~500,000 sequence 
reads of ~350 bases per instrument run, or close to 200 mil-
lion bases. All of these next- generation sequencing methods 
have higher error rates than the original Sanger sequencing 
method. The Roche 454 platform is particularly error prone 
at homopolymer sequences, so that the numbers of bases in 
the homopolymer runs are commonly miscounted.

While impressive, the newer Solexa/Illumina method is, 
at this writing, the most widely used and produces the most 
data per instrument run (15). The HiSeq instruments can 
generate >250 billion bases of sequence information in a sin-
gle run in the form of paired 250- base reads. The ABI SOLiD 
system also delivers amounts of sequence in this range.

Additional companies are also developing still more re-
markable technologies. Pacific Biosciences has marketed 
a third- generation instrument capable of generating long 
reads on single molecules (16) (in the jargon, the “first gen-
eration” was instruments automating Sanger sequencing 
and the “second generation” the Roche 454, Illumina, and 
ABI SOLiD technologies). Ion Torrent has marketed an in-
expensive instrument that yields reads in the 350- base range 
at relatively low cost. Both Roche 454 and Illumina have 
also marketed benchtop machines— the 454 Junior and Il-
lumina MiSeq— that can yield sequence samples of about 
one- tenth the output of the larger instruments at reduced 
cost and increased convenience.

DNA Barcoding
Often it is not desirable to collect billions of bases of se-
quence information on a single sample, but rather it is 
more cost- effective and efficient to collect much less data 
per sample over many more samples. A popular approach 
to this is to engineer DNA barcodes into synthetic DNA 
primers used in preparation of sequencing libraries, and use 
separate primer sets to amplify each sample in a set. The am-
plification products can then be pooled together after library 
preparation, sequenced together, and separated out compu-
tationally after the run based on the barcode information in 
each sequence read (17, 18). Multiple strategies can be used 

to mark primers in this fashion. Barcode systems are now 
available for most of the major sequencing platforms.

Tag Sequencing
Several approaches are commonly used to acquire deep se-
quence data on microbiome populations. In one popular im-
plementation, PCR is used to amplify conserved sequences 
present in bacteria or fungi, and then the collections of se-
quence tags are used to characterize a sample. The bacterial 
16S rRNA gene contains highly conserved regions, which 
can be used as binding sites for PCR primers (19–22). An 
advantage to the use of 16S data is that well- curated data-
bases are available containing 16S sequences together with 
phylogenetic annotation, and sophisticated pipelines are 
in place (QIIME, mothur) that can take in such data and 
output finished analysis (23, 24). For fungi, 18S rRNA can 
be used similarly as a tag, as well as the internal transcribed 
spacer region (25, 26).

A variety of methods have been worked out for compar-
ing sets of communities with one another. Given a set of 
samples from, for example, healthy controls and immuno-
compromised subjects, one might want to ask whether there 
are general trends in the data that distinguish one from the 
other. Several methods have been developed for calculating 
pairwise distances between communities, so that all pairs 
can be calculated to form a matrix of distances between 
communities. Such matrices can then be used for statisti-
cal analysis of possible patterns in the data. For example, 
one can ask whether the mean distance between all pairs of 
samples of the same group is smaller than the mean distance 
for pairs of samples between groups. If yes, this is evidence 
for separate clustering, and allows simple statistical evalua-
tion. The UniFrac method is one popular tool for generat-
ing distances in a phylogenetic framework (27–29) and is 
implemented in the QIIME pipeline (23). An example is 
shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the difference in microbial com-
munities at different human body sites analyzed by UniFrac.

Shotgun Sequencing
Tag sequencing yields information on the organisms rep-
resented in a microbial population but does not report on 
the full complement of genes present. Bacteria of even the 
same species can vary by up to 30% of their genes (30), so 
naming a strain using tag sequence data provides only part 
of the picture. Thus, shotgun sequencing of total DNA fol-
lowed by alignment to databases adds information not just 
on the organisms present but on the types of genes pres-
ent in the community as well. The methods for analyzing 
shotgun metagenomic data are less well worked out than for 
tag sequencing data (31), and the data volumes can be very 
large, presenting challenges in data transfer and manage-
ment that are not as severe with tag sequencing. However, 
methods are improving with each passing year. For exam-
ple, MEGAN allows collection of aligned sequences to yield 
taxonomic attribution (32), MetaPhlAn uses a sequence tag 
approach over shotgun reads to annotate bacteria in an effi-
cient fashion (33), and multiple databases allow assignment 
of genes detected to functional classes or pathways (34, 35).

Thus, although methods development is ongoing, meth-
ods for metagenomic research are in place and available to 
address many questions of interest in clinical immunology.

ARTIFACTS IN MICROBIOME RESEARCH
Essentially all the steps described for microbiome analysis 
above are imperfect. Carrying out a successful microbiome 
study involves understanding the limitations of the methods 
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used and aligning the question posed with the strengths of 
methods and not the weaknesses. Some relevant reports 
have been published (4, 36, 37).

Biases in Sequence Tag Analysis
All of the 16S tag systems used to analyze bacteria are bi-
ased in the bacterial types they recover (4, 38, 39). This is 
unavoidable because the highly conserved sites in the 16S 
rRNA gene are not perfectly conserved, just well conserved, 
so that primers anneal to some target sequences better than 
others. Careful comparisons over defined communities can 
yield startlingly different results with different primer sets 
when relative abundance is queried, though differences are 
less when data are scored for presence and absence of rela-
tively high- level taxonomic groups.

How much this matters depends entirely on the question 
posed. If the goal is to identify exactly the types and pro-
portions of bacteria in a complex mixture, these biases are 
significant concerns. Tag sequence data provide an overview 
of much of the community, but further experimentation is 
needed to characterize abundance convincingly (e.g., quan-
titative PCR). However, if the goal is to compare two groups 
of samples— perhaps fecal samples from immunocompro-
mised children to healthy controls— then the sequence 
sample returned in a typical 16S tag study may be fine for 
documenting a difference in communities such as separate 
clustering. As with any measurement in experimental sci-
ence, it is always best to verify an important conclusion us-
ing multiple forms of measurement. For example, if a single 
bacterium is judged to be functionally important in distin-
guishing sample sets, then quantitative PCR could be used 
to verify the difference between groups.

Tag systems for analyzing microeukaryotes such as fungi 
present an even more extreme case. For such studies, re-
searchers need to expect from the start that they are only 
looking at the slice of the fungal community accessible with 

the primers used. Careful studies are starting to appear com-
paring the fungi queried using different primer sets that pro-
vide a starting point for experimental design (25, 26).

Challenges with Low- Biomass Samples
Much of the work on the human microbiome has focused on 
the lower gastrointestinal tract, where bacteria are present 
in the range of 1011 per g of intestinal contents (1). Given 
such gigantic amounts of bacteria, one doesn’t usually worry 
about other sources of bacterial DNA in a gut sample. How-
ever, the situation is much different for many other sample 
types. Bronchoalveolar lavage, skin scrapings, blood plasma, 
and multiple other sample types typically contain low levels 
of bacteria, so that admixture of environmental DNA from 
dust or contamination in commercial reagents can be a sub-
stantial fraction of the total.

Thus, it is absolutely critical to surround low- biomass 
samples with controls to assess the types and proportions of 
contaminating sequences. Never carry out such an experi-
ment without working up DNA- free water through the full 
DNA purification procedure. Blank PCR reactions are an-
other must. More- sophisticated controls include instrument 
washes and matched tissues from germ- free animals. Control 
samples are put through the DNA purification procedure 
side by side with the samples of interest and then sequenced 
with dedicated barcodes in the final deep sequencing run. 
A handful of reads can sometimes be obtained even from 
PCR reactions that appear blank after analysis by gel elec-
trophoresis and staining with ethidium bromide, so it is im-
portant to sequence everything. In addition, it is valuable to 
use quantitative PCR to quantify the total number of 16S- 
complementary sequences per unit volume. Estimates of to-
tal 16S gene copies can then be compared between samples 
of interest and contamination controls to check whether 
the experimental samples indeed contain sequence counts 
above background.

FIGURE 1 Clustering of bacterial communities by body site analyzed using UniFrac. Each dot rep-
resents one human microbiome sample, characterized by deep sequencing of 16S tags from the V1V2 
region of the gene. Each sample was characterized using a few thousand sequence reads. PC indicates 
principal coordinates.
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These issues are particularly pronounced in studies of 
the fungal microbiome. Here the absolute amounts of fun-
gal DNA in samples are commonly low, and environmental 
organisms are abundant. Achieving credibility for any study 
of the fungal microbiome requires reporting extensive con-
tamination controls and a careful discussion of how these 
controls were incorporated in the interpretation. One ap-
proach to dissecting the contributions of different sources is 
the Bayesian SourceTracker software (40).

A further challenge comes in comparisons among sam-
ples with different starting numbers of 16S copies. Suppose 
that two sets of samples contain indistinguishable bacterial 
communities, but one set has a lower biomass. Now add the 
same number of contaminating environmental 16S DNA 
copies to each. The contaminating DNA comprises a larger 
proportion in the samples with fewer starting 16S DNA 
copies. A sensitive measure comparing communities can 
then falsely call the two sample sets as different when in 
reality they differed only in the amount of starting material.

Papers making extreme claims but lacking sufficient con-
trol of the above artifacts are common in the literature.

Cage Effects in Studies of Mouse Models
Another underappreciated artifact in microbiome studies 
using mouse models is the strength of cage effects. Mice are 
copraphagic, so all the mice in a cage quickly come to share 
a common set of gut microorganisms. Mice of the same 
treatment group or genotype in different cages can differ 
just because of cohousing. The effects can be so strong as 
to dominate over what would otherwise seem to be extreme 
treatments.

However, this is a solvable problem. The solution is to 
design the experiment so as to allow the cage effect to be 
treated explicitly as a variable in the final statistical analysis 
of the experiment. For two treatment groups, one can set up 
multiple cages for each group. It is okay to have relatively 
few mice per cage, but the number of cages needs to be size-
able. Then in the statistical analysis of sequence data, one 
can ask whether the microbial communities differ between 
groups given the measured effect of the cage variable.

Another approach involves longitudinal analysis, such 
as a drug treatment study, in which each mouse can serve 
as its own control. Thus the changes can be tabulated and 
compared between treatment groups. Such an analysis pre-
supposes that differences in the starting communities due 
to cage effects do not influence the subsequent response to 
the treatment.

Cage effects are extremely strong for fungal populations. 
In one recent study (41), fungal populations were moni-
tored longitudinally during an antibiotic intervention. Ep-
isodic increases in specific types of fungi were seen in all 
groups, including the untreated controls, and these waves of 
colonization differed between cages. Fungal colonization of 
mice has recently been reported to influence inflammatory 
bowel disease models (42), which are known to show differ-
ent results in different mouse facilities, raising the possibil-
ity that fungal colonization and cage effects may represent 
an underappreciated confounding variable.

METAGENOMIC ANALYSIS OF VIRUSES
A number of compelling studies have examined the viruses 
of the human microbiome (43–51)— however, their anal-
ysis requires careful design. For example, it may be of in-
terest to query shotgun sequence samples from total stool 
DNA to identify the virome present, but this presents 

major challenges. For one, genomes of all metazoans har-
bor integrated sequences from endogenous retroviruses and 
retrotransposons that are clearly related to exogenous retro-
viruses (12), obstructing clear assessment of this viral group. 
Additional gene families are known to be common between 
viruses and bacterial sequences, so that alignment of total 
shotgun sequence data to databases of viruses often falsely 
pulls out matches.

If feasible, one approach to studying viruses is to first pu-
rify viral particles— if samples are clean enough, one can be 
confident that each sequence analyzed likely came from a 
virus. A disadvantage of this approach is that any purifica-
tion method likely recovers some viruses better than others, 
and some not at all, so only a portion of the viral population 
is queried.

This method is well suited for analysis of bacterial vi-
ruses. Global populations of bacterial viruses are thought to 
be gigantic— up to 107 particles per ml in rich seawater (43). 
These viruses are thus necessarily poorly represented in se-
quence databases, and so simply aligning newly acquired se-
quence to a database does a poor job in identifying bacterial 
viruses. In sequence surveys of highly purified natural viral 
communities, most of the reads look like nothing you have 
ever seen before, consistent with this picture.

As for bacteria and fungi, the method used is dictated by 
the question posed. For example, for hunting for new types 
of viruses in immunocompromised subjects, one can take 
database hits as candidates for validation by quantitative 
PCR and other methods. As long as downstream validation 
is part of the experimental plan, then metagenomic data can 
be simply treated as hypothesis generating, obviating many 
of the concerns above.

METAGENOMIC ANALYSIS TO INVESTIGATE 
DISEASE STATES
Despite the above challenges, the microbiome field has 
yielded much striking data, some of which bears on prob-
lems in clinical immunology. The Human Microbiome 
Project has completed draft sequences of thousands of bac-
teria, providing a rich resource for analysis of new sequences 
by alignment (52). Studies of immunocompromised states 
such as lung transplant (53, 54) or lentiviral infection (5) 
have shown characteristic changes in microbial community 
composition. These are likely to lead directly to improved 
methods for diagnosis of microbial colonization in immu-
nocompromised patients. As the methods for sequence ac-
quisition become less expensive, focus turns to collection of 
appropriate samples for analysis and development of analyt-
ical tools for interpreting data. Many groups are presently 
developing tools to allow molecular diagnostics based on 
deep sequencing data.

Another area of interest centers on understanding 
patterns in healthy and dysbiotic communities based on 
microbiome sequence data. One pattern characteristic of 
immunocompromised states is higher variance in compo-
sition. You could say that this parallels the famous Bum-
pus study of sparrow mortality in 1898 (http://fieldmuseum 
.org/explore/hermon- bumpus- and- house- sparrows), which 
may be the first application of multivariate mathematics to 
a problem in ecology. Bumpus studied sparrows that were 
knocked down by a violent storm. Some survived and oth-
ers died. Bumpus took many anatomical measurements of 
each bird and asked how the birds that died differed from 
those that survived. Bumpus did find a pattern, but there 
was no single trait associated with mortality. Instead, the 
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birds that died tended to diverge more from the average 
“perfect” bird than did the survivors, but each fatality di-
verged in its own way. That is, the fatal cases were distin-
guished by higher variance, not by any single feature. A 
similar pattern is seen for microbial communities in immu-
nocompromised subjects.

One example is provided by studies of lung transplant re-
cipients. In bronchoalveolar lavage samples, the variance was 
higher for samples from lung transplant recipients than from 
healthy subjects. The lung transplant subjects also showed 
lower richness, which is the total number of species detected 
in the sample (53). All of this is consistent with outgrowth of 
specific organisms in each immunocompromised subject, but 
different organisms in each case. The drop in richness can 
be understood as a single microbial lineage proliferating and 
“shouldering out” other community members. Consistent 
with this picture, the total amount of 16S DNA was higher in 
lung transplant recipients than in healthy controls by PCR, 
and individual recipients showed outgrowths of Pseudomo-
nas, Staphylococcus, Achromobacter, and other known species 
of concern. In one case, an organism not previously consid-
ered a lung resident, Snethia, was found to be predominant. 
This organism would not normally be tracked in transplant 
recipients, presenting an example of how the new sequenc-
ing methods can provide information that is unavailable with 
other commonly used diagnostic methods. Similar patterns of 
high variance are seen in metagenomic analysis of stool sam-
ples from pediatric subjects with primary immunodeficiencies 
(unpublished data).

The human microbiome has been implicated in multiple 
further aspects of human health and disease. Studies from 
Gordon and coworkers have emphasized that obesity can 
be associated with distinctive patterns of gut microbial col-
onization (5, 55–60). Strikingly, the obese phenotype in hu-
mans can be transferred to gnotobiotic (germ- free) mice by 
inoculation from obese but not lean individuals, suggesting 
that the gut microbiome plays a causal role in the obese phe-
notype. Going the other way, a recent study suggested that 
long- term diet dictates the composition of the gut microbi-
ome (7), providing a potential mechanism connecting diet 
and the many health outcomes linked to dietary choices.

Another striking series of studies have recently linked 
metabolic products of the gut microbiome to heart disease 
(8, 9, 61). Hazen and coworkers began by analyzing metab-
olites associated with adverse cardiac outcome in a large 
cohort of subjects. Comparison of discovery and validation 
cohorts revealed phosphatidylcholine, choline, and trime-
thylamine oxide as metabolites linked to adverse outcome. 
Further studies added carnitine and trimethylamine to the 
pathway. Very extensive follow- up studies outlined a path-
way involving the gut microbiome as a key step. Foods such 
as eggs and meat are rich sources of phosphatidylcholine 
and carnitine. The compounds are broken down to yield 
trimethylamine in a step dependent on the gut microbi-
ome. Trimethylamine is then metabolized by liver oxidases 
to yield trimethylamine oxide, which is directly proath-
erogenic. The microbial genes for production of trimethyl-
amine have recently been identified by Craciun and Balskus 
(62), opening up the possibility of modulating this pathway 
to minimize heart disease.

In summary, the new technology and new insights of 
microbiome research are tremendously potent, but with in-
creased sensitivity comes new types of artifacts that are not 
to be underestimated. Nevertheless, microbiome analysis is 
becoming an important contributor to diagnostics and re-
search in clinical immunology and many other fields.
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4
THE ROLE OF PROTEIN ANALYSIS IN 
DIAGNOSTIC IMMUNOLOGY
The diagnostic immunology laboratory relies heavily on 
protein measurements, especially with the explosion of 
clinically relevant biomarker analysis. Of particular import 
are the tremendous advances that have been made in the 
technology for protein detection, and while not all of it 
has gained traction in the clinical immunology laboratory, 
this remains an area of huge growth. However, regulatory 
processes have not kept up with the burgeoning research 
in the area of protein analysis, and new diagnostic tests for 
protein analytes are approved for clinical testing at a gla-
cial pace. Nonetheless, it is critical for the clinical immu-
nologist to understand these advances and determine how 
they can best be utilized in the clinical laboratory. Besides 
keeping pace with the rapidly changing technology, the age- 
old fundamental principles of analytical validation of new 
tests, protein based or not, are still applicable. This chapter 
covers the basic principles of protein testing in the clinical 
laboratory and provides special emphasis on the role of mass 
spectrometry (MS) in diagnostic protein analysis.

PREANALYTICAL ISSUES IN PROTEIN 
ANALYSIS
Preanalytical parameters determine the validity of any diag-
nostic test result; therefore, the importance of considering 
preanalytical issues in clinical test development and vali-
dation cannot be overemphasized. The components of the 
preanalytical phase include both generic elements and those 
specific for protein analysis. Generic preanalytical measures 
include relevant test selection with appropriate analytical 
sensitivity and specificity to detect the biomarker (protein) 
of choice and the probability it will aid in diagnosing the 
disease or clinical condition (clinical sensitivity/specificity). 
Other factors to consider include preparation of patient and 
sample collection and handling (1). Each of these has to 
be individually assessed and validated so that the analysis 
is performed under predetermined conditions that will con-
tribute to a reliable test result and interpretation.

Sources of Protein for Diagnostic Analysis
Diagnostically relevant proteins can be studied from a vari-
ety of sources, and sample collection depends on the protein 

of interest, which defines the optimal method for analysis. 
Most proteins measured in the immunology laboratory are 
soluble and present in serum or plasma, urine, or body flu-
ids including ascites, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and perito-
neal and bronchial fluid. However, other important sources 
of nonsoluble proteins include cells present either in fluid 
matrices (blood, urine, CSF, or other body fluids) or tissue 
matrices, obtained primarily from biopsy samples (2). Fur-
ther, proteins can be studied in vivo, either for diagnostic or 
therapeutic purposes, either in the context of cells or soluble 
protein, using magnetic resonance and other imaging mo-
dalities that assess labeled proteins (3, 4). A notable exam-
ple of in vivo protein analysis for determining diagnosis and 
monitoring response to treatment is the use of 123I- labeled 
serum amyloid P component in systemic amyloidosis (5). 
Also, the use of labeled bisphosphonate bone tracers has 
been shown to be specific and sensitive in identifying trans-
thyretin amyloid protein deposits in the heart (6).

Sample Collection and Its Impact on Protein 
Analysis
Many factors influence the measurement of proteins. These 
can be subdivided into four major categories: (i) physiolog-
ical processes, (ii) collection processes, (iii) sample process-
ing, and (iv) therapeutic intervention (2).

TYPES OF PROTEIN ANALYSIS
Diagnostic evaluation of proteins is dependent not only on 
the source and collection factors but also on how the result is 
used for interpretation or correlation with clinical and other 
findings. Therefore, protein analyses can be categorized into 
qualitative, semiquantitative, and quantitative measure-
ments. Qualitative analyses are used largely in contexts in 
which the presence or absence of the protein of interest is 
sufficient for diagnostic utility, and there are typically large 
differences between positive and negative responses. Most 
qualitative protein tests use visual assessment to determine 
if the protein biomarker is present or absent. Other qualita-
tive measurements include contexts of structural alteration 
of proteins necessitating some form of physical separation 
using chromatography, electrophoresis, or MS. The most 
common examples of this approach include monoclonal 
protein analysis by serum or urine standard electrophoresis 
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followed by immunofixation electrophoresis or assessment 
of α1- antitrypsin variants by isoelectric focusing, which 
overcomes the imprecision of electrophoresis by determin-
ing protein migration based on its charge (isoelectric point) 
in a pH gradient (7).

Protein analyses can also be semiquantitative, whereby 
the absolute amount of the analyte in the sample is not pro-
vided but the relative proportion of the analyte of interest 
to other proteins in the mixture can be obtained. A com-
mon example of semiquantitative protein measurement is in 
the use of point- of- care dipsticks that measure urine protein. 
Newer dipsticks are available that can report albumin- to- 
creatinine or total protein- to- creatinine ratios, and though 
the analytical sensitivity is reasonable, there is significant 
variability in the specificity of these dipstick reagents. There-
fore, the most definitive test for detecting proteinuria is the 
quantitative measurement of urine protein. Similarly, most 
diagnostic measurements of clinically relevant proteins re-
quire quantitative evaluation and comparison with age-  and 
gender- matched reference values derived from healthy con-
trols. Further, confounding factors in interpretation of many 
diagnostically relevant proteins include diurnal, seasonal, 
and exercise- related variability, and these elements have to 
be incorporated into clinical interpretation of results, besides 
being relevant in formulating reference values.

METHODS OF PROTEIN ANALYSIS
The above- discussed types of protein measurements can uti-
lize a variety of methodologies, depending on whether it is 
relevant to quantify the amount of protein or the functional 
activity of the protein. Similarly, qualitative assays can use 
different methods for determining the presence or absence 
of protein or normal versus abnormal function without 
quantifying the magnitude of functional activity.

Methods for detecting protein function range from bind-
ing assays to enzyme activity assays measured by flow cy-
tometry, immunoassays, or MS. Examples include NADPH 
oxidase activity as assessed by dihydrorhodamine flow cy-
tometry (8–10) and C1 esterase inhibitor function as deter-
mined by an enzyme immunoassay using a labeled, activated 
target protein. This target protein facilitates complex for-
mation between the “test” protein (enzyme inhibitor) and 
the target protein (enzyme substrate). Examples of these 
different methods are discussed below.

Immunoassays
There are many immunoassay formats used in the clinical 
immunology laboratory for the measurement of proteins or 
peptides. Most immunoassays offer quantitative analysis of 
proteins, although the degree of accuracy of quantitation 
may vary depending on the specific method. Immunoassays 
can be divided into those that use heterogeneous or homo-
geneous formats, with the former having either antibody or 
antigen immobilized on a solid substrate and a separate step 
and the latter having antigen- antibody complex formation 
taking place in the solution phase with no separation of 
bound and free ligand. Immunoassays were described exten-
sively in the previous edition of this book (2); therefore, 
only a synopsis of key methodologies is provided herein.

RID
Radial immunodiffusion (RID) is a relatively old method 
that has been replaced in most laboratories. It is based on 
the classic precipitin reaction, in which antigen and antibod-
ies react to form precipitates in liquid or semifluid gel media 

(11). Under conditions of antibody excess, the quantity of 
the precipitate is directly related to the quantity of antigen in 
the test sample. The major limitations include the duration 
of time required; the relative imprecision of the assay, with 
coefficients of variation often >10%; the relative insensitiv-
ity; and dependence on antigen quantity and structure.

nephelometry
RID has been supplanted by nephelometry in most labora-
tories as the method of choice for measuring most proteins 
in body fluids, including immunoglobulins and intact or free 
light and heavy chains (12–14). Nephelometry is a method 
that relies on light scattering by soluble immune complexes 
in solution. The amount of light scatter produced by solu-
ble immune complexes is directly proportional to the con-
centration of antigen. In contrast to the standard precipitin 
reaction, which requires that the concentrations of anti-
gen and antibody be at equivalence, nephelometry often 
performs best with excess antibody. The two main types of 
nephelometric reactions include endpoint (fixed time) and 
rate (kinetic) nephelometry, which measure light scatter af-
ter equilibration of the antigen- antibody reaction and the 
peak rate of immune complex generation, respectively (12–
14). The primary disadvantages of nephelometry include 
increased costs for instruments and reagents, although these 
can be offset by replacing manual methods with automa-
tion; variability in reagent antisera, especially to structurally 
altered proteins; and interfering substances that can alter 
light- scattering properties.

electrophoresis
The migration of proteins on agarose electrophoresis is used 
most commonly for identification of monoclonal proteins 
in patients with monoclonal gammopathies (13, 15). In 
the serum protein electrophoresis depicted in Fig. 1, the 
stained protein bands representing albumin and α1- , α2- , 
and β- globulins can be easily visualized. While the most 
abundant protein bands, such as albumin, are clearly visu-
alized with definition, immunoglobulins migrating in the 
γ region are often broad and diffuse. This lack of resolu-
tion in the γ region is due to the presence of many electro-
phoretically heterogeneous immunoglobulins that migrate 
in the same region. Serum protein electrophoresis can be 
used to qualitatively or semiquantitatively identify, by vi-
sual and densitometric analysis, the presence of monoclo-
nal immunoglobulins, hypogammaglobulinemia, nephrotic 
syndrome, and polyclonal hypergammaglobulinemia. Serum 
electrophoresis is not a particularly sensitive method for the 
detection of hypogammaglobulinemia, and there should 
be additional confirmation with quantitation of immuno-
globulins by nephelometry. Monoclonal proteins should 
be further assessed by immunofixation electrophoresis. 
Densitometric analysis of stained proteins after total serum 
electrophoresis is an acceptable method for following the 
response to therapy of diseases characterized by monoclonal 
proteins after an initial diagnosis.

Most proteins display a net charge in an electrical field, 
which allows for their electrophoretic separation. The size 
and shape of a protein molecule, the ionic strength of the 
buffer, the frictional resistance of the supporting medium, 
the applied current, the temperature of the reaction, and 
the duration of the applied current all influence the migra-
tion of proteins in a typical electrophoresis reaction (13, 
16). As many as 12 discrete regions may be visualized with 
higher- resolution protein electrophoresis using agarose and 
controlled voltage and temperatures (Fig. 1).
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Besides serum analysis, other body fluids are evaluated 
in the clinical laboratory by electrophoresis. Urine samples 
are routinely tested in patients with serum monoclonal pro-
teins to identify the monoclonal protein components, par-
ticularly light chains, and CSF can be tested for oligoclonal 
immunoglobulins that may be present in neurological disor-
ders such as multiple sclerosis.

IFe
Immunofixation electrophoresis (IFE) is the most common 
method used for establishing the presence and isotype of a 
monoclonal immunoglobulin protein in serum and urine 
(13, 17). The use of a marker dye facilitates visual analysis 
of the monoclonal protein, and the location of the immuno-
precipitate depends on the electrophoretic mobility of the 
specific monoclonal protein. Most clinical laboratories use 
IFE after screening samples by serum electrophoresis and/
or quantitative immunoglobulin measurements. Although 
serum is the most common sample type, urine or CSF may 
also be examined to detect and/or characterize monoclo-
nal proteins or their fragments. IFE has several advantages, 
including a shorter time to obtain results, increased sensi-
tivity, better resolution, and greater ease of interpretation. 
However, the IFE method is not without its disadvantages, 
which include the enhanced quality, increased quantity, and 
greater cost of the antisera required. Optimal resolution ne-
cessitates that the exact amount of antisera be determined 
for each sample to avoid either excess dilution or excess an-
tibody. In addition, because of the increased sensitivity of 
IFE, smaller bands are more frequently identified, which can 
confound the clinical interpretation.

eLIsA
The enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is prob-
ably the most widely used immunoassay (13, 18), and it is 
available in either competitive or noncompetitive formats. 
In the competitive format, unlabeled antigens compete with 
labeled antigens for limited antibody- binding sites. If the 

amount of unlabeled antigen increases, the amount of la-
beled antigen bound to antibody decreases, resulting in a 
decrease in detection signal if antibody- bound antigen is the 
readout or, conversely, increase in detection signal if labeled 
free antigen is the readout. In the noncompetitive format, 
antigens bind to an excess of labeled antibody, forming a 
complex, which increases with increase in antigen in the 
sample. ELISA is a highly sensitive method capable of mea-
suring proteins in nanogram or picogram amounts, without 
the use of radioactive tags. While ELISA methods may be 
used to detect specific antibodies qualitatively or to make 
semiquantitative measurements of specific antibodies by 
use of a standard curve calibrated in arbitrary units, there 
are limitations on the accuracy and precision of semiquan-
titative tests performed by ELISA. Accurate and true quan-
titative applications of the basic ELISA method are less 
common.

More recently, detection of single protein molecules by 
ELISA has been reported using a novel modification of the 
standard ELISA technique (19). This method involves the 
use of a capture antibody immobilized to a matrix of thou-
sands of microspheres. This assay format results in the mea-
surement of individual target molecules, in contrast to the 
measurement of a collective signal generated in a conven-
tional ELISA, and can be used to quantify low- abundance 
proteins. However, there are other bead- based, multiplex 
assays that have greater utility in the clinical laboratory, 
which are discussed in further detail in this chapter. Other 
protein detection methods include agglutination and im-
munofluorescence; these have been used for identification 
of pathogenic antibodies typically associated with autoim-
mune diseases.

Multiplex Methods for Protein Detection and 
Quantitation
The demand for simultaneous, quantitative measurement 
of several proteins of diagnostic interest has been growing, 
leading to a focus on multiplex technology (20–23). While 

FIGURE 1 Agarose gel electrophoresis separation of plasma proteins based on their electrophoretic 
mobility. α1Ac, α1- antichymotrypsin; α1Ag, α1- acid glycoprotein; Alb, albumin, α1At, α1- antitrypsin; 
AT3, antithrombin III; C1Inh, C1 esterase inhibitor; Cer, ceruloplasmin; CRP, C- reactive protein; FB, 
factor B; Fibr, fibrinogen; Gc, Gc- globulin (vitamin D- binding protein); Hpt, haptoglobin; Hpx, hemo-
pexin; α- Lp, α- lipoprotein; β- Lp, β- lipoprotein; α2- M, α1- macroglobulin; Pl, plasminogen; Pre A, preal-
bumin; Tf, transferrin. Reproduced from reference 11 with permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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the benefits of multiplex methodology are apparent, analyt-
ical concerns include artifacts in quantitation due to matrix 
effects. Also, cross- reactivity between the capture and de-
tecting reagents, which often are antibodies, can confound 
quantitation and data interpretation (24).

Among multiplex methods, protein arrays and bead- 
based technologies are most widely used at present, with 
rapidly evolving advances in both their chemistries and for-
mats. There are five types of protein arrays most commonly 
used. These include planar glass or silicon chips; flow cy-
tometric bead arrays; multiplex, microplate immunoassays; 
and nitrocellulose and three- dimensional microarrays (25); 
each has its advantages and disadvantages and specific appli-
cations. There are also antibody arrays available for protein 
analysis, which utilize either direct labeling, single- capture, 
or dual- antibody formats (Fig. 2) (25, 26). Alternatively, 
antigen or peptide capture arrays can be used with single 
readout antibodies (Fig. 3). The substrates for both of these 
microarrays and the signal readout are numerous. They in-
clude microplates, gels, slides, suspension arrays with col-
orimetry, fluorescence, radioactivity, chemiluminescence, 
enzyme- linked, nanoparticle, light scattering, and other 
signal- generation and - amplification procedures.

To improve the sensitivity (limit of detection) of these 
microarrays to detect extremely low concentrations of pro-
teins, a robust signal- enhancement method called rolling 
circles amplification is used (27). This modification allows 
the limit of detection of a protein array assay to be in-
creased into the picomolar and subpicomolar ranges, which 

represents a significant advance in the detection of proteins 
in biological samples. Studies with standard ELISA methods 
reveal comparable sensitivity between the two techniques. 
Alternatively, sensitivity can be enhanced by using bright 
fluorochromes for antibody detection, as well as optimizing 
surface chemistry and engineering antibodies to increase 
valency, or using intermediate detection agents that have 
multiple binding sites, such as streptavidin, or nanocrystals, 
such as quantum dots (Qdots) (27, 28). Multiplex methods 
for autoantibody detection are of particular relevance in the 
field of autoimmune diseases.

Considerations during selection and validation of a mul-
tiplex assay in the laboratory include evaluation of detection 
reagent and analyte cross- reactivity, stability of reagents, 
precision across different lots of multiplex kits, multianalyte 
interactions, the ability to achieve both the dynamic range 
and relevant sensitivity and specificity, and the impact of 
diverse matrices and biological states on the accuracy of the 
final result. The pros and cons of each array approach have 
to be carefully considered before selecting the appropriate 
format relevant to the goal of protein quantitation in a spe-
cific diagnostic context and the analytes being measured 
(Table 1). Multiplex cytokine analysis offers a good example 
of the benefits and disadvantages of multianalyte analysis. 
The most common biological sample for cytokine analysis is 
plasma or serum, although conceivably any body fluid ma-
trix could be used. Multiplex cytokine assay formats include 
planar protein arrays or suspension arrays. Several cytokines 
can be simultaneously detected and quantified using either 

FIGURE 2 Representation of experimental formats for antibody microarrays. (I) Direct labeling of 
proteins and detection using a single antibody captured on the microarray. (II) Indirect assessment using a 
two- antibody system. The capture and the first detection antibody are matched, and the detector antibody 
is measured using a labeled second (readout) antibody.
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the flow cytometry approach— Cytometric Bead Array 
(Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA)— or the specialized in-
strument approach— the Luminex xMAP technology.

The accuracy of multiplex cytokine analysis methods 
has been compared to standard ELISA methods. Although 
overall correlations are relatively good, there is loss of such 
correlation for quantitative data (24). A study comparing 
three commercial multiplex cytokine assays revealed vari-
ability between kits from different manufacturers for various 
analytical parameters, such as accuracy, quantitation in dif-
ferent matrices, recovery, and reproducibility. This indicates 
that the introduction of a multiplex cytokine assay necessi-
tates careful optimization and validation (29, 30). Besides 

various multiplex reagent kits, there are instrumentations 
that offer multiplex technology besides the flow cytometric 
and Luminex instruments described above. They include 
the Meso Scale Discovery, which uses a microplate format 
with electrochemiluminescence detection using labeled 
tags that emit light on electrochemical stimulation, and the 
Pierce Endogen SearchLight platform, which utilizes ELISA 
technology in a similar 96- well format. A study comparing 
multiplex cytokine analysis using these two platforms (31) 
revealed that while solid- phase multiplex assays can per-
form consistently within a platform, optimization and val-
idation experiments should include recombinant cytokine 
spike recovery, linearity based on dilution analysis, stability 

FIGURE 3 Representation of antigen microarray. Antigens are “caught” on the microarray through 
many different processes, which can be generalized as “printing.” Antibodies against specific antigen are 
detected using a labeled second detector antibody. TTG, tissue transglutaminase.

TABLE 1 Advantages and disadvantages of different protein arraysa

Types of protein arrays Positive features Negative features

Peptide (antigen capture) Multiplex capability for several 
hundred analytes

Requires a single detection 
antibody

Primarily useful for autoantibody 
detection and microbial serological 
diagnosis

Extent of quantitation is variable
Sensitivity is variable
Specificity is variable

Single capture antibody Multiplex capability for several 
hundred analytes

Requires a single antibody for 
antigen capture

Sensitivity is low
Specificity is low
Analysis is semiquantitative and not 

absolute
Dual antibodies (capture and 

readout)
Absolute quantitation
Sensitivity is high
Specificity is high

Requires separate antibodies for 
antigen capture and detection

Limited number of analytes that can 
be multiplexed in a single assay 
format

aAdapted from reference 25.
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of samples, inter-  and intraobserver variability, and con-
sistent measurement of analytes of interest. In the clinical 
laboratory, the decision to choose an appropriate platform 
for multiplex cytokine analysis must take into account the 
various factors that contribute to variability in analyte mea-
surement (Table 2).

The multiplex bead- based assays have a distinct ad-
vantage over ELISA in that they use direct fluorescent de-
tection of the analyte, in contrast to an enzyme- mediated 

colorimetric detection; this provides greater sensitivity. 
Also, the capture reagents are prepared by covalent cou-
pling of antibodies or antigens to beads, in contrast to pas-
sive adherence by adsorption in the ELISA method, which 
results in greater density of capture molecules and firmer 
adherence. Therefore, multiplex bead assays have become 
popular in the diagnostic setting, though they have not 
completely supplanted ELISA- based methods.

Cytokines are not the only analytes that can be mea-
sured by multiplex analysis. The function of anti- vaccine 
antibodies can be assessed using fluorescent flow cytometric 
beads conjugated with antigen. An example is the multi-
plex opsonophagocytic assay (OPA) that is used to detect 
functional antibody responses to capsular polysaccharides of 
Streptococcus pneumoniae (32) (Fig. 4 and 5). While most 
antibody detection formats offer multiplex quantitation of 
IgG antibodies to the 23 serotypes of the pneumococcal 
polysaccharides, functional antibody assessment using flow 
cytometry cannot be practically achieved for 23 serotypes 
due to the limitations related to time and complexity of 
analysis. Therefore, a clinical OPA can assess at the most 
six serotypes in a multiplex combination on a three- laser 
flow cytometer, which necessitates careful selection of sero-
types for analysis, primarily based on their immunogenicity 
and their incorporation in either the protein conjugate or 
polysaccharide pneumococcal vaccine.

Flow Cytometry and Mass Cytometry for Protein 
Detection
This section is not meant to be a comprehensive treatise 
on the subject of flow cytometry but specifically discusses 
its use in relation to protein detection. Flow cytometry has 
been used in the clinical laboratory for a variety of applica-
tions, including diagnostic immunology for identifying cell 

FIGURE 4 OPA for detection of functional antipneumococcal antibodies in serum after vaccination. 
The use of fluorescently labeled pneumococcal polysaccharide- coated beads permits flow cytometric as-
sessment of the opsonic capability of antipneumococcal antibodies in serum, in the presence of exogenous 
complement, by measuring phagocytic uptake using a differentiated granulocyte cell line.

TABLE 2 Factors to consider in selecting multiplex assay 
platforms

Factor Relative importance

Antibody cross- reactivity 
(other detecting reagents)

High

Accuracy of calibration curve High
Source of antibodies used for 

capture and detection
High

Sample source (serum, 
plasma, body fluid)

High

Alternate assay reagents and 
effect on:

Spike recovery High
Accuracy Low

Analytical measuring range High
Nonspecific binding due to 

heterophile antibodies
Variable, depending on 

clinical context and sample
Consistency of detection of 

analyte
High
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populations of interest for both malignant and nonmalig-
nant conditions. However, flow cytometry can also be used 
to look at the expression of particular cell surface receptors 
(proteins and glycoproteins) that are either constitutive or 
induced by cell activation. CD64, for instance, is expressed 
on monocytes. It is constitutive but also induced at high 
levels on neutrophils as a result of infection (Fig. 6A). Flow 
cytometry can also be used to perform intracellular protein 
analysis, including identification of proteins for a diagnos-
tic purpose (present or absent). Illustrative examples are 
Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (Btk) for the diagnosis of X- linked 
agammaglobulinemia (XLA) (Fig. 6B); functional alter-
ation of proteins, including phosphorylation (Fig. 6C) (33); 
and cytokine production on cellular activation (see chap-
ter 28). The distinct advantage of using flow cytometry for 
these applications is the ability to correlate the protein of 
interest with its cellular counterpart or association with spe-
cific function or expression under specific conditions. These 
relationships cannot be achieved in a comprehensive man-
ner by static in vitro protein analysis. Flow cytometry has 
also been used to study protein- protein interactions in situ in 
live or intact cells using the fluorescence resonance energy 
transfer technique (34). While these approaches may sound 
somewhat futuristic in the clinical laboratory, phosphopro-
tein analysis and ex vivo measurement of cytokine- producing 
T cells is already part of the diagnostic armamentarium of 
specialized reference laboratories.

Similar to multiplex immunoassays, multiplex pro-
tein analysis by flow cytometry has made major advances. 
Fluorescence- based cytometry can quantify ~18 proteins at 
a rate of >10,000 cells/s. However, this can be exponentially 
increased using the new technology of mass cytometry, which 
combines flow cytometry and MS and can measure >36 pro-
teins at a rate of 1,000 cells/s. This advanced methodology 

allows analysis of up to 45 simultaneous parameters without 
the use of fluorescent agents or interference from spectral 
overlap (35). Mass cytometry uses stable, nonradioactive iso-
topes of rare earth elements (lanthanides) as reporters. Mass 
cytometry is a modification of inductively coupled plasma 
MS for single- cell analysis. Similar to flow cytometry, cells 
are stained with antibodies labeled with metal isotopes. 
Cells can be stained with DNA intercalators, which pro-
vide information on DNA content and cell viability. In the 
specialized mass cytometer instrument, the stained cells are 
nebulized into single- cell droplets, and the charged atomic 
ions are subsequently introduced into the mass spectrometer. 
While there are distinct advantages of the mass cytometry 
technique, there are certain disadvantages compared with 
standard fluorescent polychromatic flow cytometry. The pri-
mary limitation is that the new method does not allow for 
cell sorting of viable cells for additional analysis. Also, the 
standard light- based measurements of forward and size scat-
ter analysis for cell size and complexity, as well as assessment 
of cell proliferation (see chapter 28) and Ca2+ flux, among 
other analyses, cannot yet be studied by mass cytometry since 
metal- reporter equivalents are not available. Also, the sen-
sitivity of lanthanide- labeled antibodies is lower than that 
of most fluorescent labels due to the chelating polymer used, 
and this could pose difficulty for analysis of cellular targets 
with low signal- to- noise ratios. Furthermore, the throughput 
of most commercial flow cytometers is much higher than that 
of the mass cytometer, which is limited to ~1,000 cells/s. At 
present, the best use of the mass cytometer is for the anal-
ysis of intracellular regulatory molecules (cytokines and 
phosphoproteins) for which autofluorescence can pose a con-
founder or in contexts of numerous simultaneous measure-
ments (35). Complex immunophenotyping and rare- event 
analysis, on the other hand, may currently be best suited 

FIGURE 5 (A) Fluorescent microscopy showing differentiated granulocyte cell line with phagocytosed 
(opsonized) fluorescent beads coated with pneumococcal polysaccharide. (B) Flow cytometric analysis 
of fluorescent signal from phagocytosed beads. Each bead is coated with a unique polysaccharide, and a 
multiplex mixture of beads is used to measure functional antibodies produced for each specific pneumo-
coccal serotype. (C) The reciprocal dilution that demonstrates 50% maximal uptake of labeled beads is 
calculated as the phagocytic titer.
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FIGURE 6 (A) Flow cytometric expression of CD64 on “resting” neutrophils (left panel), which is essentially absent because it is not 
a constitutive marker in this cellular subset. CD64 expression on neutrophils from a patient with bacterial sepsis (blue peak, right panel), 
as it is a marker expressed on neutrophil activation specifically in the context of infectious stimuli. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of an in-
tracellular protein, Btk, in B cells from a healthy donor (left panel) and in monocytes (Monos) from a healthy donor (middle panel), and 
the absence of Btk protein in monocytes from a patient with XLA (right panel). Red peak, isotype control; blue peak, specific anti- human 
Btk antibody. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of modification (e.g., phosphorylation) of intracellular cell signaling proteins. Alterations in 
function of cell signaling pathways can be assessed after cell stimulation and activation. The assay format can be singleplex (stimulus 1 or 
stimulus 2 only) or multiplex (stimulus 1 and stimulus 2 in combination), assessing different cell signaling proteins simultaneously (i.e., 
single experiment). Panel C reproduced from reference 11 with permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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for flow cytometry. However, since there is rapid evolution 
of instrumentation, reagents, and analytical software, these 
boundaries may blur with time and permit use of each tech-
nology interchangeably or for highly specific applications in 
the clinical laboratory.

QA AND QC ISSUES IN PROTEIN ANALYSIS
Every clinical laboratory must have a robust quality assur-
ance (QA) and quality control (QC) program to ensure 
that diagnostic testing meets regulatory standards and is 
optimized for use in patient care. The QA program ensures 
that appropriate checks are present for the routine ana-
lytical process of testing but also for the elements related 
to analytical and clinical validation prior to introduction 
of a new test. These include preanalytical issues such as 
sample stability, anticoagulant, and interfering substances; 
analytical components including accuracy and precision, 
reportable range, and reference values; and postanalytical 
parameters of test reporting, interpretation, and test utili-
zation. For appropriate use of clinical laboratory tests, there 
must be guidelines that define the clinical utility, strengths, 
and limitations of the assay. Additionally, implementation 
of a new test has to take into account appropriate training of 
lab personnel; documents detailing instrument evaluation 
and maintenance for robust performance; and strategies for 
handling poor- quality results, improperly handled speci-
mens, and inaccurate data entry or reporting of test results. 
In the case of protein analysis, instrumentation and reagents 
are a critical aspect of test maintenance and performance in 
the laboratory. Therefore, protocols have to be developed 
to monitor both instruments and reagents, including reg-
ular instrument validation and lot- to- lot comparison of re-
agents, using predefined acceptance criteria for clinical use 
of a new lot of a reagent. Certain methodologies also can 
pose unique QA challenges, particularly multiplex assays 
(36). These have to be considered in detail before selecting 
the assay as well as in developing QA parameters for moni-
toring assay performance. QA programs also involve the use 
of QC materials, which can include calibrators, standards, 
and other well- characterized QC reagents available through 
national or international agencies. Different levels of QC 
assessment have to be performed for both instruments and 
assays. QC reagents for assays should include those that as-
sess the analytical measuring range, e.g., low, medium, and 
high controls. The types of QCs used may vary depending 
on whether the assay is qualitative or quantitative. For the 
former, it may be sufficient to have materials that include 
those with negative and positive results, while for quantita-
tive assays, a more graded QC assessment may be required, 
with measurement of the high and low end of the range, and 
possibly an intermediate level.

Another part of a clinical QA system is regular perfor-
mance of proficiency testing (PT), which evaluates the 
entire process within the laboratory. This includes sample 
assessment for stability, interfering materials, analytical 
measurements, and postanalytical data reporting and inter-
pretation. For some protein analytes, there are standardized 
PT materials available through regulatory agencies or pro-
fessional societies (e.g., College of American Pathologists) 
in which multiple laboratories participate. For other more 
esoteric protein- based assays, especially those using flow cy-
tometry or MS, standardized PT materials are not available. 
In these cases, laboratories must develop their own alterna-
tive assessment of proficiency (AAP), which is performed 
similarly to PT, at least twice a year, by the clinical lab 
staff. The AAP process can include split samples within the 

laboratory, shared samples between laboratories at different 
sites, or chart review for protein tests that are used as screen-
ing or diagnostic tests for a single clinical condition. In all 
cases, whether regular PT or AAP is performed, there must 
be appropriate documentation of PT and test results.

PROTEIN ANALYSIS: PROTEOMICS USING MS

Ionization Techniques
Mass spectrometers can now be found in many laboratories 
actively providing molecular mass data for proteins and 
peptides from a wide variety of biological matrices. Every 
mass spectrometer consists of three parts: an ion source, an 
analyzer, and a detector, all of which are linked to a vacuum 
system. Ions created in the source are separated in the an-
alyzer region and then detected. The two most widely used 
ion sources for MS- based proteomics are electrospray ioniza-
tion (ESI) (37) and matrix- assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion (MALDI) (38). These two ionization techniques have 
played a key role in the acceptance of mass spectrometers as 
practical protein chemistry lab tools. ESI and MALDI cre-
ate intact molecular ions from high- molecular- mass proteins 
without destroying the polypeptide chain and are therefore 
referred to as “soft” ionization techniques. Once in the gas 
phase, protein ions can then be separated by their mass- to- 
charge ratio (m/z) in the analyzer region.

esI
The ESI process transfers ions in solution to ions in the gas 
phase at atmospheric pressure. ESI sources continuously 
create ions as proteins and peptides arrive at the source 
through a solution running from a syringe pump or a liq-
uid chromatograph to an electrically conductive capillary 
held at a high electric potential (3,000 to 6,000 V). A spray 
is created as the solution reaches the exit of the capillary 
(often referred to as a Taylor cone) due to the electrostatic 
field between the end of the capillary and the entrance to 
the mass spectrometer. The ions in the solution are trans-
ferred to the gas phase as spray droplets burst due to charge 
repulsion and are further reduced in size due to heated gas 
that evaporates the solvent surrounding the ions. When 
the ESI emitter is positively charged, proteins and peptides 
are positively charged via protonation, while a negatively 
charged ESI emitter results in negatively charged, deproton-
ated proteins and peptides. The mechanism of ESI creates 
multiple ions from the same protein, each with a different 
number of charges and therefore a different m/z value (39). 
For a molecule such as an immunoglobulin light chain with 
a molecular mass of 23,000 Da, a series of charges ranging 
from +10 to +25 is observed. Because of this, ESI spectra 
can be complex due to the fact that a single protein has 
multiple peaks. The molecular mass is determined after 
the multiply charged peaks are converted from the mass- 
to- charge (m/z) domain to the uncharged molecular mass 
(Da) domain, through the aid of a computer program (40). 
Figure 7 shows an ESI mass spectrum acquired on a quad-
rupole time- of- flight mass spectrometer (Q- TOF) showing 
the κ light chain of the therapeutic monoclonal antibody 
adalimumab after reduction with dithiothreitol. The mass 
spectrum at the top of the figure shows all the multiply 
charged ions from the monoclonal light chain of adalim-
umab, while the bottom figure shows a single peak after the 
multiply charged ions were converted to molecular mass. 
The average molecular mass observed was 23,412.19 Da, 
which matches closely with the known average molecular 
mass of 23,412.13 Da. The spectrum in Fig. 7 was acquired 
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at a liquid chromatography (LC) flow rate of 25 μl/min with 
a 2- μl injection, but ESI can be performed at many different 
flow rates ranging from nanoliters per minute up to a milli-
liter per minute. Injection volumes for a sample can range 
from a few microliters to a few hundred microliters.

MALDI
MALDI, on the other hand, produces ions that have much 
lower charge states compared with ESI. For example, the pre-
dominant ions created for an immunoglobulin light chain are 
typically +1 and +2. MALDI typically creates ions under 
vacuum instead of atmospheric pressure using a saturated 
solution of an organic acid mixed with the analyte solution 
and then dried to form a crystalline matrix. The plate con-
taining the dried spots is transferred into a vacuum via an 
airlock system. Then a laser is fired at the matrix to form 
ions. The organic acid matrix absorbs the light energy from 
the laser and rapidly heats, creating a plume where protons 
from the matrix are transferred to the analyte in positive- ion 
mode (41). Figure 8 shows a MALDI mass spectrum from the 

same sample shown in Fig. 7 of adalimumab monoclonal light 
chains after reduction with dithiothreitol collected on a TOF 
mass spectrometer. The difference in the number of charge 
states produced for the light chain of adalimumab by ESI 
versus MALDI is easy to see when the two spectra are com-
pared. Because MALDI uses a laser to produce ions, it can be 
focused on a particular spot to produce an ion image from a 
tissue sample. MALDI MS imaging is a relatively new tech-
nique that is becoming more prevalent in clinical pathology 
laboratories (42). There are also new ionization techniques 
that combine dried samples and ESI, such as desorption ESI, 
that are gaining ground as tools for monitoring tissue samples 
in real time (43). Together, ESI and MALDI make up the 
vast majority of ion sources on instruments that analyze pro-
teins and peptides for clinical assays.

Mass Analyzers
The triple- quadrupole mass spectrometer is the most com-
mon mass spectrometer encountered in clinical laborato-
ries due to its ruggedness and reliability. The instruments 

FIGURE 7 Mass spectrum of a monoclonal immunoglobulin light chain protein showing the multiply 
charged ions produced by ESI (top). Each peak represents the same light chain protein with a different 
number of protons attached, which changes each ion’s mass/charge ratio (m/z). The molecular mass of the 
light chain is determined by converting each peak to the uncharged state through an algorithm performed 
by a computer program (bottom).
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typically run at a resolution of 1,000 with mass measurement 
accuracy of ~40 ppm. The geometry of a quadrupole instru-
ment is just as its name implies; it is made up of a set of four 
identical parallel rods (~20 cm in length and 1 cm in diame-
ter). Rods that are opposite each other have the same polar-
ity and the same DC voltage. An additional radio- frequency 
AC voltage is applied to all rods. As the polarity and the 
voltages are changed on the rod pairs, the electrical field 
oscillates and ions with the correct m/z remain stable and 
are transmitted through the quadrupole (44). Quadrupole 

instruments can be operated in scanning mode, which al-
lows ions with different m/z to be transmitted through the 
detector, or they can be set to transmit only ions with a spe-
cific m/z. Triple- quadrupole mass spectrometers are used in 
the clinical laboratory due to the high level of sensitivity and 
specificity obtained using three different quadrupole analyz-
ers in tandem. Ions entering a triple- quadrupole instrument 
first encounter a single quadrupole (Q1), followed by a col-
lision cell (this is not a true quadrupole but is often referred 
to as Q2), followed by another single quadrupole (Q3). The 
first quadrupole is typically set to transmit a specific m/z, 
which is transferred to the collision cell, where neutral gas 
molecules (usually nitrogen) collide with the ions to form 
fragment ions. The fragment ions produced can be scanned 
in the third quadrupole, or the third quadrupole can be set 
to transmit a specific m/z that is unique to a fragment ion for 
the analyte. This series of events is called tandem MS, or 
MS/MS. When the first quadrupole is set to transmit a spe-
cific m/z to be fragmented in the collision cell and the third 
quadrupole is set to transmit a specific fragment ion m/z, the 
experiment is called selected reaction monitoring, or SRM 
(also referred to as multiple reaction monitoring, or MRM). 
This type of experiment is the mainstay of quantitative MS 
performed in clinical laboratories. Figure 9 shows a graphi-
cal representation of the SRM process.

Quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometers are another 
commonly used mass spectrometer in clinical laboratories. 
An ion trap is designed as either a three- dimensional ion 
trap where the ions oscillate in a circular fashion or a two- 
dimensional linear ion trap where the ions move back and 
forth. Both geometries use the same principles of modifying 
DC polarity and radio- frequency AC voltages to keep ions 
in a quadrupole trap. Instead of being transmitted down 
a linear path as in a triple- quadrupole mass spectrome-
ter (45), ions are injected into the ion trap, excited, and 
then allowed to oscillate in the trap before being ejected 
and detected. The resolution of a quadrupole ion trap can 
be upwards of 4,000 with a mass measurement accuracy of 
~40 ppm. The benefit of quadrupole ion traps is their scan-
ning speed, which can be orders of magnitude faster than a 
quadrupole instrument. They are often used for structural 
analysis of peptides because they have the capacity to do 
MS/MS/MS. A specific peptide ion can be trapped and then 
fragmented multiple times all in the same experiment and 
at scanning rates much faster than with a triple- quadrupole 
instrument. Quadrupole ion traps also have the added ben-
efit of being able to use different dissociation techniques to 
fragment ions, such as electron transfer dissociation (46). 

FIGURE 8 Mass spectrum of the same monoclonal immuno-
globulin light chain protein shown in Fig. 7 ionized using MALDI. 
The spectrum clearly shows the prevalence of the +1 and +2 
charge states as compared with the highly charged ions created by 
ESI. The molecular mass of the light chain with the +1 charge 
state is determined by subtracting the mass of a proton.

FIGURE 9 A graphical representation of the transmission through a triple- quadrupole mass spectrom-
eter for a specific proteotypic peptide ion quantified using SRM. The intact peptide ion is created by ESI 
and is represented by the green balls. The peptide ion is selected in Q1 and fragmented in the collision cell 
(Q2), and then a proteotypic peptide- specific fragment ion is transmitted through Q3 on to the detector.
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Such new methods can generate fragment ions containing 
posttranslational modifications that are not observed using 
other fragmentation techniques. One issue with ion traps 
is the space- charging effect, which can limit the linear dy-
namic range of the instrument and is not observed in triple- 
quadrupole mass spectrometers. Instrument manufacturers 
have employed techniques such as automatic gain control 
to limit the number of ions entering the trap, allowing new 
instruments to better manage space charging.

TOF mass spectrometers can also be found in the clinical 
laboratory and are well suited for measuring the molecular 
mass of large proteins (47). TOF instruments consist of a 
flight tube in which the m/z of an ion is determined by the 
time it takes to travel a set distance between a start posi-
tion and the detector. This is called the flight time, and it is 
dependent on the ion’s mass and the voltage on the pulser 
that forces the ions into the flight tube (48). There are two 
common types of TOF instruments, linear and reflectron. 
Linear TOF instruments measure the time it takes an ion 
to travel between two set points in a linear flight path from 
the ion source to the detector. A reflectron instrument con-
tains a flight tube that includes a series of lenses that slow 
the ions and then force them to reverse direction on to the 
detector. The ions travel farther in a reflectron instrument 
and are more focused compared with a linear instrument, 
resulting in better resolution. There are differences in the 
resolution and mass measurement accuracy of ESI- TOF ver-
sus MALDI- TOF instruments due to the kinetic energy of 
the ions after they are created. In an ESI- TOF instrument, 
the ions enter the TOF region at a 90° angle, creating the 
orthogonal- TOF geometry. The steady stream of ions from 
the ESI source is pulsed into the flight tube in a tight beam, 
making their mass measurement highly accurate. MALDI- 
TOF instruments have the ions enter the flight tube after 
the laser pulse when the ions are dispersed throughout the 
ablated matrix plume. To compensate for the ion dispersion, 
delayed extraction is used to make a tighter ion beam before 
the ion packet is accelerated through the flight tube to the 
detector. Advances in the speed and data transfer rates of 
the electronics used in TOF instruments have made them 
faster and more reliable, enabling resolution of upwards of 
30,000 with a mass measurement accuracy of 2 ppm for most 
high- end ESI- TOF instruments.

The newest generation of mass spectrometer is the Or-
bitrap, based on a new design developed by Makarov (49). 
The Orbitrap measures an ion’s m/z by collecting the image 
current produced while the ions oscillate around an elec-
trode assembly. The mass of each ion is found by converting 
the image current to m/z using the Fourier transform. The 
instrument is capable of attaining resolution of 240,000 
with a mass measurement accuracy of <1 ppm. The high 
resolution is a function of the high precision and accuracy 
with which the frequency of the ions orbiting in the cell 
can be measured via the image current. The Orbitrap it-
self is <10 cm in length and is kept at very low pressure. 
The ions are injected into the Orbitrap (Fig. 10) using a 
C- trap that focuses the ions to a point within the cell where 
they begin their orbit around the center electrode. Orbitrap 
instruments were first introduced in research laboratories, 
but they are becoming more popular in clinical laboratories 
with the advent of new instruments that combine the robust 
attributes of quadrupole instruments with the Orbitrap.

Orbitrap and TOF mass spectrometers are often coupled 
with quadrupole mass spectrometers, resulting in a hybrid 
instrument. The reason for combining the two instruments 
stems from the fact that a quadrupole can function as an ion 
guide, in which all ions within a certain m/z range can be 

transmitted, or as an ion selector, in which only ions with 
a specific m/z are transmitted. The first generation of Or-
bitraps was hybrid instruments with a linear ion trap (LIT) 
in front of the Orbitrap, while the second generation com-
bined a single quadrupole with the Orbitrap. Instruments 
with a LIT most often generate ion fragments in the LIT, 
while instruments with a quadrupole have a separate colli-
sion cell called a higher- energy collisional dissociation cell 
for generating fragment ions for structural analysis. In Q- 
TOF instruments, a quadrupole is coupled with a collision 
cell in the same manner as in a triple- quadrupole instrument 
and the third quadrupole is replaced by a TOF analyzer. 
Both Orbitrap and TOF hybrid instruments offer superior 
scanning speed, resolution, and mass measurement accuracy 

FIGURE 10 Diagram of an Orbitrap analyzer showing how ions 
are injected into the Orbitrap via the C- trap and then allowed 
to orbit the isolated electrodes. The induction current made by 
the ions is detected and then converted to m/z using the Fourier 
transform.
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compared with triple- quadrupole and quadrupole ion trap 
mass spectrometers. While triple- quadrupole instruments 
with ESI sources have been the primary instrument for per-
forming absolute quantification in the clinical laboratory, 
Orbitrap and Q- TOF mass spectrometers with ESI sources 
are being used more often for both qualitative and quanti-
tative analysis. These hybrid instruments have a promising 
future in the clinical laboratory as they have the ability to 
provide high resolution and excellent mass measurement 
accuracy to address specific clinical questions related to un-
known compounds and interferences.

LC Coupled with MS
High- performance LC has been used in clinical laboratories 
for decades, typically coupled with optical detectors such 
as UV- visible spectrophotometers. Because ESI is a flowing 
liquid- based ionization technique, it is perfectly suited to be 
coupled with LC (50). Manufacturers of mass spectrometers 
used in clinical laboratories now provide ESI sources that 
are robust and can easily handle running large volumes of 
samples using standard- flow LC methods. These ESI sources 
can be directly coupled to an LC with flow rates ranging 
from 10 to 1,000 μl/min and incorporate high temperature 
(up to 600°C) and heated gas to remove excess solvent to 
optimize the number of ions that enter the mass spectrom-
eter (51). High- volume clinical laboratories often use mul-
tiplexed LC systems in which up to four columns running 
the same method take turns eluting into the ESI source in 
a “leapfrog” approach (52). These multiplexed systems may 
also incorporate two- dimensional LC, or LC/LC, in which 
columns are set in tandem to further purify the sample in 
a completely automated fashion. Between standard- flow 
and nanoflow LC systems are the micro LC systems that 
run at 10 to 50 μl/min. A micro LC uses less solvent and 
less sample and can be easily connected to a standard ESI 
source. Micro LC systems are not currently multiplexed, 
and the number of LC columns commercially available is 
limited compared with high- flow systems. In practice, one- 
dimensional LC is still the most commonly used LC setup 
in the clinical laboratory setting. Regardless of the LC flow 
rate, the majority of peptide and protein LC separations are 
done using reverse- phase LC columns with water and ace-
tonitrile, or methanol, gradients containing formic acid for 
ion pairing when coupled with ESI (53).

Using MS to Analyze Peptides and Proteins
Mass spectrometers have played a central role in the iden-
tification, structural characterization, and quantification of 
proteins and peptides in research laboratories for decades. 
Since the early 1980s, MS has been used to quantify en-
dogenous peptides of clinical importance, with many of the 
first studies focusing on neuropeptides (54, 55). Currently, 
clinical laboratories are beginning to use mass spectrome-
ters for quantifying endogenous peptides such as insulin- like 
growth factor 1 and insulin (56–58), as well as endogenous 
peptide biomarkers (59). However, the majority of work is 
done using peptides obtained by digesting the sample with 
an enzyme before using MS.

Ms/Ms Analysis of tryptic Peptides to Identify 
Proteins
Mass spectrometers routinely identify and quantify peptides 
from the proteolysis of protein mixtures. This is accom-
plished by what is often referred to as “bottom- up proteom-
ics” (60). The term gets its name from the fact that an 
enzyme with known cleavage specificity, such as trypsin, is 
first used to digest proteins into peptides. The tryptic peptides 

are then analyzed by LC- MS/MS to obtain amino acid se-
quence information. The mass of the peptide combined 
with the amino acid sequence found by MS/MS is used to 
reconstruct each protein in the sample from the bottom up. 
The first  bottom- up experiments in the early 1990s used the 
accurate mass of the tryptic peptide without the use of MS/
MS amino acid sequence. The tryptic peptide masses ob-
served were compared to the masses of the tryptic peptides 
expected from the protein database (61). This approach led 
to a high level of uncertainty due to large numbers of peptides 
with nearly the same intact mass but different amino acid 
sequences. Many of the first bottom- up experiments relied on 
SDS- PAGE to separate proteins followed by cutting out of 
the stained bands followed by in- gel digestion (61). Tryptic 
peptides were extracted from the gel and subjected to MS/
MS to obtain peptide sequence information to compare to a 
protein database. The selection of the tryptic peptides to be 
sequenced by MS/MS was done manually at first, as was the 
protein database searching (62, 63).

By the turn of the millennium, advancements in auto-
mated peptide MS/MS acquisition combined with auto-
mated protein database search engines enabled Yates and 
coworkers to coin the term “shotgun proteomics.” This re-
fers to the broad swath of protein identifications that could 
be generated in one LC- MS/MS experiment (63, 64). At 
present, there are any number of mass spectrometers cou-
pled with commercially available protein database search 
engines that can provide tens of thousands of MS/MS spec-
tra, and thousands of protein identifications, from a single 
analysis, all performed in a matter of hours (65). A diagram 
of the shotgun proteomics process is shown in Fig. 11. While 
the majority of shotgun proteomics has been performed in 
a research setting, some clinical laboratories have adopted 
the approach to identify proteins present in biopsy samples, 
in which specific regions of the tissue are removed using 
laser capture dissection and then analyzed using shotgun 
proteomics (66, 67). The laser capture dissection- shotgun 
proteomics approach is essentially equivalent to immuno-
histochemistry using thousands of protein- specific antibod-
ies. However, the mass spectrometer is a nonbiased detector, 
and it provides information on all the proteins present in 
the sample via tryptic peptide sequences. This results in 
more- sensitive and - specific results.

Ms/Ms Analysis of Proteolytic Peptides to Quantify 
Proteins using sRM
Currently, the majority of MS- based clinical laboratory as-
says that quantify peptides quantify a protein- specific pep-
tide created by digesting a sample with a protease. This 
approach was first described by Barr and coworkers (68) and 
has since been widely adopted by clinical laboratories to 
quantify a wide range of proteins (69–73). The peptide rep-
resenting the protein to be quantified is commonly referred 
to as a proteotypic peptide (74). A proteotypic peptide rep-
resents the stoichiometric equivalent of the intact protein 
in the sample. This approach works when the sample is 
complex, such as serum, and the intact protein is present at 
a low concentration because the response by ESI is higher 
for peptides than for proteins.

The best proteotypic peptide to use for quantification 
can be found empirically by digesting a pure form of the 
protein if it is available. If purified protein is not available, 
then the best proteotypic peptides can be identified in silico 
using computer software (75). The software uses the known 
sequence of the protein and the enzyme that will be used to 
generate a list of the proteotypic peptides along with sug-
gested collision energies. In addition, databases are being 
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created that give the proteotypic peptides that have been 
successful using publicly available data. There are numerous 
examples of assays being developed to quantify upwards of 
50 proteins in serum and urine (76) using SRM on a triple- 
quadrupole mass spectrometer with an ESI source and a 
high- flow LC.

Research groups continue to push the number of pro-
teins that can be quantified in a digest of plasma, serum, 
and urine by means of relative quantification. However, 
absolute quantification is the norm in clinical laborato-
ries, which typically involves the use of a traceable protein 
standard. The ideal standard for protein quantification by 
SRM is a 13C and 15N stable isotope- labeled protein with 
the same amino acid sequence as the native protein. Stable 
isotope- labeled standards have the same solution chemis-
try as the native protein but have a different mass due to 
the added neutrons in the carbon and nitrogen nuclei. This 
allows the mass spectrometer to distinguish them from the 
native protein. Limited studies have been done using sta-
ble isotope- labeled protein standards because the proteins 
are made using recombinant expression systems (Escherichia 
coli, mammalian cell culture, etc.) and are not always easy 
to produce. Stable isotope- labeling reagents may also be 
cost- prohibitive. Examples of clinical studies using a sta-
ble isotope- labeled recombinant standard protein include 
the absolute quantification of urinary albumin (73), serum 
parathyroid hormone (72), and C- reactive protein (77). Al-
ternatively, a stable isotope- labeled synthetic peptide with 
the same amino acid sequence as the proteotypic peptide 
can be produced at a reduced cost and can serve as an in-
ternal standard to monitor retention time and fragment ion 
ratios. Quantification is most often done using a standard 
curve and QC samples made using purified protein diluted 
in a similar matrix that is digested in the same way as the 
samples. Stable isotope- labeled peptide is added at the same 

concentration in every sample to serve as an internal stan-
dard. Peak areas from selected fragment ions are then used 
to calculate the concentration in unknown samples in the 
same manner as other LC- MS/MS assays quantifying small 
molecules.

Ms/Ms of Intact Proteins: top- Down Ms
The bottom- up LC- MS/MS approach to protein identifica-
tion and quantification has a proven track record. However, 
there is the argument that information that could prove use-
ful in clinical diagnostics is lost by cleaving the intact pro-
tein into peptides. Researchers continue to create new ways 
to identify proteins by LC- MS/MS without digesting them 
first. This approach is referred to as “top- down proteomics” 
and involves the fragmentation of intact proteins followed 
by piecing together the fragments in the same manner as 
protein database searching in shotgun proteomics (78, 79). 
There are a number of technical challenges that are faced 
when trying to identify a protein using fragment ions pro-
duced from the intact protein. The majority of top- down 
experiments use ESI to generate protein ions to be analyzed 
in the mass spectrometer. Because ESI generates multiple 
charge states for the intact protein, it also creates fragment 
ions with multiple charge states. Most tryptic peptides have 
+2, +3, or +4 charge states with fragment ions that primar-
ily have a +1 charge state. In the case of proteins, there may 
be upwards of 20 different charge states for the same pro-
tein, and when a specific charge state is fragmented, it can 
generate hundreds of multiply charged fragment ions. Most 
top- down proteomics is done on instruments that have high 
resolution (>30,000) and high mass measurement accuracy 
(<2 ppm). This aids in the interpretation of the fragment 
ions using software specifically designed to identify a protein 
from the multiply charged intact protein ions and the large 
collection of multiply charged fragment ions (80). Another 

FIGURE 11 Stepwise depiction of a shotgun LC- MS/MS experiment. The figure shows how a tryptic 
peptide mixture is first separated by LC, ionized, and then scanned in the mass spectrometer. Tryptic pep-
tides with sufficient signal are automatically selected for fragmentation, and the observed MS/MS data are 
automatically compared to a protein database. A list is provided of the best matches to tryptic peptides 
derived from proteins in the database.
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challenge when doing top- down analysis of proteins is sepa-
rating the proteins prior to ESI. LC is the method of choice; 
however, additional separation techniques such as prepara-
tive electrophoresis, in which proteins are first separated by 
their pI, have been reported (81). Clinical applications of 
top- down protein analysis include determining the muta-
tion sites in transthyretin and hemoglobin from dried blood 
spots (82, 83). Top- down analysis is also being done on im-
munoglobulin light chains from patients with multiple my-
eloma, whereby the isotype of the light chain is determined 
by the singly charged fragment ions that originate from the 
constant region of the κ or λ light chain (84). Figure 12 
shows an example of the top- down fragment ion spectrum 
acquired for a κ light chain. Although advances are being 
made in top- down protein analysis due to advances in high- 
resolution mass spectrometers with high mass measurement 
accuracy, the technique has yet to be used routinely in a 
clinical laboratory setting.

Intact Proteins— Phenotyping Proteins Using MS
MS has been used in the clinical laboratory to identify 

phenotypic changes in proteins by observing the shift in the 
molecular mass of the protein compared to the normal wild- 
type molecular mass. One of the first examples reported 
right after the discovery of ESI was the detection of muta-
tions in hemoglobin (85). Since that time, many clinical 
groups have described using LC- ESI- MS to identify muta-
tions in hemoglobin, and the assay is routinely performed 
in clinical labs because hemoglobin can be obtained easily 
in high concentrations from red blood cells (86). Another 
high- abundance protein that has been monitored for mu-
tations using MS is transthyretin, as certain mutations are 
known to be associated with amyloid deposition (87). An 
online immunoaffinity- LC- ESI- MS assay was developed 
to purify transthyretin from serum to obtain an accurate 
molecular mass for transthyretin. Another protein pheno-
type assay developed for the clinical laboratory is an online 

FIGURE 12 Top- down MS of adalimumab spiked into normal serum. The ion at m/z = 1,233 in the 
top spectrum matches the +19 charge state ion from the κ light chain of adalimumab and was selected for 
top- down MS. The arrow points to the fragment ion mass spectrum shown below. The labeled fragment 
ions match the expected masses for fragment ions from the C- terminal portion of the κ light chain, which 
contains the constant region. The calculated y ion masses for the κ light chain constant region- specific 
amino acid sequence are shown in the table.
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immunoaffinity- LC- ESI- MS test for evaluating carbohy-
drate on transferrin (88). All of these examples use the mass 
spectrometer to provide an accurate molecular mass of the 
patient sample compared to a normal wild type. If the mo-
lecular mass of the patient sample does not match the nor-
mal sample, it indicates that a mutation is present. In the 
case of transferrin, a mass shift matching a change in car-
bohydrate structure indicates an alteration in metabolism.

Clinical Samples Analyzed by MS
The higher the concentration of the protein or peptide in a 
sample, the less sample preparation is needed prior to anal-
ysis. It is not surprising that proteins such as hemoglobin 
require minimal sample preparation due to the high concen-
tration of the protein in red blood cells. When evaluating 
the preparation needed for proteins, one must also consider 
molecular mass and posttranslational modifications. As a 
general rule, the higher the mass, the less response, due to a 
number of physical factors in the ionization process whether 
using ESI or MALDI. If a protein has a mix of possible post-
translational modifications, this reduces the response for any 
one species. The three- dimensional structure of the protein 
also alters the ionization efficiency, and denaturation may be 
needed to obtain the best signal (89). If a protein or peptide 
needs to be purified prior to analysis, there are a number of 
methods that are often used to prepare clinical samples. One 
of the fastest and most inexpensive ways to isolate proteins 
is to use saturated ammonium sulfate to bring proteins out 
of solution. The pellet containing the sample can then be 
resolubilized, desalted, and then analyzed directly for intact 

proteins or digested for analysis of proteotypic peptides. The 
reverse holds true for small proteins and peptides, for which 
the supernatant from an ammonium sulfate protein precip-
itation can be analyzed instead of the pellet. Other meth-
ods of precipitating large proteins can also be used, such as 
adding organic solvent to create a protein pellet. There is 
also the option of using molecular weight cutoff filters to 
separate proteins and peptides. Various sizes are available 
and work due to centripetal force, preferentially forcing an-
alytes of a specific size through a filter. Alternatively, solid- 
phase extraction can be used to capture peptides or proteins 
to remove low- molecular- weight compounds or to partition 
analytes with certain hydrophobicity, basicity, or acidity 
attributes.

Immunopurification can also be used to purify a protein 
or peptide prior to analysis using MS. When an immunocap-
ture method is used, reagents used to remove the protein or 
peptide from the antibody need to be cleared from the sample 
before ionization. One of the more successful uses of immu-
nocapture for clinical proteomics is stable isotope standards 
and capture by antipeptide antibodies (SISCAPA) (90). 
This method is based on capturing proteotypic peptides us-
ing antibodies raised against a specific proteotypic peptide. 
The technique dramatically lowers the level of detection 
for low- abundance proteins (91) and can be automated for 
high- throughput clinical laboratories. Ideally, a purification 
method should end with the final step having the analyte 
in a solvent matrix that will allow for the best separation 
when using LC- ESI- MS (92) or efficient ionization when 
doing MALDI MS (93). As a general rule, volatile buffers 

TABLE 3 Key concepts in clinical MS

Test type Common instrument format Examples and references

Peptide quantitation Standard- flow LC system coupled to an ESI source on a triple- quadrupole 
mass spectrometer. The LC system can be multiplexed for high 
throughput. Sample quantification is done by using a standard curve 
using a purified peptide standard.

Insulin- like growth factor 
and human growth 
hormone (97); see also 
reference 59

Protein quantification using 
a proteotypic peptide

Standard- flow LC system coupled to an ESI source on a triple- quadrupole 
mass spectrometer. The LC system can be multiplexed for high 
throughput. Sample quantification is done by using a standard curve 
using a protein standard. The sample is digested and a protein- 
specific proteotypic peptide is monitored by SRM. A stable isotope- 
labeled peptide or stable isotope- labeled intact protein may be used 
for quantification. Multiple proteins can be quantified at the same 
time. Proteotypic peptides can be enriched using immunoaffinity 
(SISCAPA).

Zinc- α2 glycoprotein 
and prostate- specific 
antigen (70, 71); see 
also reference 98

Protein phenotyping— intact Standard- flow LC system coupled to an ESI source coupled to a 
quadrupole, Q- TOF, or TOF mass spectrometer. MALDI can also be 
used. Protein can be immunopurified offline or online. The mutation 
is identified via a mass shift observed in the intact protein molecular 
mass.

References 87, 88, and 99

Protein phenotyping— 
mutation- specific peptides

Standard- flow LC system coupled to an ESI source coupled to a triple 
quadrupole, Q- TOF, or TOF mass spectrometer. MALDI can also be 
used. The LC system can be multiplexed for high throughput. The 
sample is digested and a mutation- specific peptide is monitored by 
SRM. Phenotype is determined using stable isotope- labeled peptides 
and mutation- positive samples.

References 85, 86, and 
100

Proteomic profiling of tissue- 
derived samples

Nanoflow LC system coupled to an ESI source coupled to an Orbitrap 
mass spectrometer. The sample is extracted from a slide containing 
the tissue using laser capture dissection. The sample is digested and 
shotgun proteomics is performed with protein database searching. 
Phenotype is determined by the protein identifications from the 
database search.

References 67, 101, and 
102
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such as ammonium acetate and ammonium bicarbonate at 
concentrations of <50 mM are acceptable. Inorganic salts 
and acids can interfere with LC separation and ionization 
and should be avoided. Ionic detergents such as SDS are 
also problematic and should be removed or exchanged with 
a nonionic detergent. Two- dimensional LC systems can also 
be used to reduce matrix effects from the sample buffer by 
trapping proteins and peptides on a trap column, where they 
are held while the matrix is flushed to waste before eluting 
the sample onto the analytical column (94).

LC- ESI- MS assays, as with any other clinical assay, have 
their level of quantification based on the analyte concentra-
tion that is clinically relevant. In general, proteins or pep-
tides at or above 1 μM in concentration are relatively easy 
to quantify by LC- ESI- MS. For SRM methods, much of the 
work is still trial and error. A digest is done on the sample 
and the expected proteotypic peptides are monitored. If a 
response is observed, then the specificities of the transitions 
are examined. The most effective way to determine speci-
ficity is to have a stable isotope- labeled peptide synthesized 
with the same amino acid sequence as the proteotypic pep-
tide. If the LC retention time and fragment ion ratios of 
the stable isotope- labeled peptide match the native peptide, 
then specificity is established. This process becomes difficult 
to manage as the number of proteotypic peptides increases; 
however, it is becoming easier to manage due to advances 
in software and tryptic peptide databases that provide infor-
mation on the proteotypic peptides that have already been 
observed by others to give the lowest level of detection (75, 
95, 96). See Table 3 for a summary of the key concepts in 
clinical MS.
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Introduction
DAVID F. KEREN

5
The section on immunoglobulin methods covers the basic 
genetic background for immunoglobulin production, mea-
surement of immunoglobulins, identification of monoclo-
nal protein products by serum protein electrophoresis and 
immunofixation, and detection of oligoclonal bands in ce-
rebrospinal fluid. In addition, this section covers the char-
acterization of cryoglobulins and cryofibrinogens and an 
overall strategy for using all the techniques in this section to 
detect, stratify risks of progression of, and monitor patients 
with monoclonal gammopathies.

Since the 7th edition of the Manual of Molecular and 
Clinical Laboratory Immunology (2006), there have been 
significant advances in the design and implementation of 
analytical tools to study immunoglobulins and interpret 
their results in a clinical context. The background for the 
molecular basis of immunoglobulin complexity and antigen 
specificity has evolved rapidly. Kipps, Ghia, and Rassenti 
(chapter 6) present a cogent discussion of the immunoglob-
ulin heavy- chain and light- chain complexes together with 
a detailed explanation of the lack of uniform expression 
of each functional immunoglobulin heavy- chain variable 
gene. This is accompanied by a comprehensive overview 
of the molecular basis for immunoglobulin gene rearrange-
ment and its relationship to the heterogeneity of the hu-
moral immune response. This is illustrated using a detailed 
figure of the light-  and heavy- chain gene complexes. They 
also describe how the detection of immunoglobulin gene re-
arrangements using PCR can aid in detecting clonal popula-
tions of B cells and how these highly sensitive methods may 
be deployed to investigate minimal residual disease.

Warren (chapter 7) reviews how IgG, IgA, IgM, immu-
noglobulin subclasses, serum free light chains, and even 
IgD and IgE are measured by nephelometric or immunotur-
bidimetric assay systems. Former gel diffusion and Laurell 
rocket techniques have fallen out of use. He makes note of 
their problem with the antigen excess effect and occasional 
nonlinearity in the serum free- light- chain test (1, 2). He 
highlights the recently FDA- approved heavy/light- chain as-
says. Using a nephelometric method similar to that used in 
quantifying serum free light chains, one may now separately 
measure IgG- kappa (IgGκ) from IgG- lambda (IgGλ), IgAκ 
from IgAλ, and IgMκ from IgMλ (3, 4).

This analysis may be especially useful in following the 
beta- region M proteins that are cloaked by transferrin and 
C3 bands.

Serum and urine protein electrophoreses are still the 
principal assays for the detection of monoclonal gammop-
athies and other immunoglobulin- based clinical abnormal-
ities. In chapter 8, Keren and Humphrey review both the 
technical details and the clinical applications of serum and 
urine protein electrophoresis. Because of the expanded use 
of capillary electrophoresis since the previous edition, the 
chapter discusses both the classic gel and newer capillary 
electrophoresis patterns along with problems and pitfalls 
that may lead to false- positive or false- negative serum and 
urine findings. In addition, the chapter provides useful de-
tails for specimen processing, quality control, and quality 
assurance (5). The chapter illustrates the ability of capillary 
electrophoresis to detect polyclonal increases in IgG4 as 
part of IgG4- related systemic disease (6).

In cases where monoclonal gammopathies are detected 
or suspected, Sykes and Posey (chapter 9) present a thor-
ough review of their characterization in serum and urine by 
immunofixation and immunosubtraction. Their presenta-
tion provides useful examples of both immunosubtraction 
(immunotyping) patterns, when capillary electrophoresis is 
used for the characterization, and immunofixation patterns, 
when gel techniques are employed. In addition, their chap-
ter presents illustrative examples of isoelectric focusing with 
immunofixation in the evaluation of cerebrospinal fluid for 
the presence of oligoclonal bands.

Gorevic and Galanakis (chapter 10) discuss the state- 
of- the- art methodology in the detection and measurement 
of cryoglobulins. They also provide a thorough review of 
cryofibrinogenemia and pyroglobulins. This comprehensive 
chapter provides recent information on the importance of 
hepatitis C virus in both type II and type III cryoglobulins 
(7). Many practical suggestions are made about the impor-
tance of proper handling in the identification and charac-
terization of these temperature- sensitive specimens (8). The 
section on cryofibrinogens has an up- to- date discussion of 
the effect of heparin and citrate anticoagulation on cryofi-
brinogen detection. Lastly, the authors discuss the peculiar 
phenomenon of pyroglobulins, which lack the clinical man-
ifestations of cryoglobulins but can present confounding 
laboratory findings in heat- based assays such as those used 
to inactivate complement.

To coordinate the use of the above- mentioned tech-
niques in the context of current clinical guidelines, 
Katzmann and Keren (chapter 11) first provide a handy 
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categorization of plasma cell proliferative disorders. This 
is followed by a diagnostic testing strategy that uses an ef-
ficient electrophoretic and nephelometric assay analysis. 
They recommend a basic diagnostic screening panel con-
sisting of serum protein electrophoresis, immunofixation, 
and serum free- light- chain testing. However, the chapter 
provides caveats and illustrations of special cases to prevent 
missing low tumor burden conditions such as light- chain- 
type amyloidosis and light- chain deposition disease. They 
show how these measurements are useful in stratifying the 
risk of progression, in survival estimates, and in monitor-
ing of monoclonal gammopathies. The authors discuss the 
use of immunosubtraction and the new heavy/light assays 
to monitor IgA and IgM monoclonal gammopathies that 
may be obscured by comigrating beta- region proteins.
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an intact immunoglobulin molecule. Soon after synthesis, the 
antibody light- chain constant region associates with the na-
scent immunoglobulin heavy chain, releasing the latter from 
the immunoglobulin- binding protein. In the absence of anti-
body light chain, the immunoglobulin- binding protein binds 
the first constant- region domain of the newly synthesized 
heavy chain, thereby retaining the heavy- chain polypeptide 
in the cell’s endoplasmic reticulum (9).

Heavy- Chain Isotypes
Five major classes of immunoglobulin molecules— 
immunoglobulin G (IgG), IgA, IgM, IgD, and IgE— 
correspond to the five classes of heavy- chain isotypes (γ, α, 
μ, δ, and ε). The immunoglobulin molecule of each isotype 
can contain either a κ or a λ light chain but not both. The 
physical properties of each of these classes of immunoglobu-
lin molecules are summarized in Table 1.

Igg
IgG is the most abundant of immunoglobulins found in 
adult plasma, accounting for approximately 80% of the to-
tal immunoglobulin. IgG is the predominant antibody pro-
duced during a secondary immune response. IgG molecules 
can penetrate extravascular spaces and cross the placental 
barrier to provide immunity to the fetus. These molecules 
have a four- chain 150- kDa immunoglobulin structure with 
a hinge region that can be attacked by proteolytic enzymes 
such as papain and pepsin, allowing for separation of the 
antigen- binding fragment(s), Fab or F(ab)2, from the crys-
tallizable or constant fragment (Fc) of the antibody mol-
ecule. Receptors for the Fc (FcR) allow effector cells to 
recognize target cells coated with a specific antibody (10).

There are four subclasses of IgG: IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and 
IgG4. Each subclass has a particular heavy- chain constant 
region and has different effector functions (8). The most 
abundant class is IgG1, which accounts for approximately 
65% of the total IgG in the plasma. Of the IgG subclasses, 
IgG1 binds best to FcRI (CD64) and FcRII (CD32), with 
affinities (Kd) of 10−8 M and 5 × 10−7 M, respectively. IgG1 
and IgG3 bind equally well to FcRIII (CD16), with a Kd of 
2 × 10−6 M. FcRIII is the FcR expressed by natural killer 
cells (NK cells, or K cells) that mediate antibody- dependent 
cell- mediated cytotoxicity. Proteins of the IgG4 or IgG2 
subclass bind poorly to FcRI (CD64) or FcRII (CD32) and 
do not bind to FcRIII (CD16) at all. The average half- life 

IMMUNOGLOBULIN MOLECULES

Introduction
Immunoglobulins are a heterogeneous group of glycopro-
teins produced by B lymphocytes and plasma cells. A single 
person can synthesize 10 million to 100 million different 
immunoglobulin molecules, each having distinct antigen- 
binding specificities. This great diversity in the so- called 
humoral immune system allows us to generate antibodies 
specific for a variety of substances, including synthetic mol-
ecules not naturally present in our environment. Despite 
the diversity in the specificities of antibody molecules, the 
binding of an antibody to an antigen initiates a limited 
series of biologically important effector functions, such as 
complement activation and/or adherence of the immune 
complex to receptors on leukocytes (1). Resolution of the 
immunoglobulin structure has revealed how these mole-
cules can have such great diversity in antigen- binding activ-
ities while maintaining conserved effector functions, such as 
complement activation.

Basic Immunoglobulin Structure
The basic unit of the immunoglobulin molecule is composed 
of two identical heavy chains and two identical light chains. 
These four polypeptides are held together by disulfide bonds 
and noncovalent interactions (2–5). The amino- terminal 
domains (110 to 120 amino acids) of the heavy and light 
chains are designated the variable regions, because their 
primary structures vary markedly among different immu-
noglobulin molecules (6). The carboxy- terminal domains, 
however, are referred to as constant regions, because their 
primary structures are the same among immunoglobulins of 
the same class or subclass. The amino acids in the light-  and 
heavy- chain variable regions interact to form an antigen- 
binding site (2, 7). Each four- chain immunoglobulin basic 
unit has two identical binding sites. Stability for the im-
munoglobulin molecule is provided by the constant- region 
domains of the heavy and light chains. The specific effector 
functions of the different immunoglobulin classes are me-
diated by the heavy- chain constant regions (Table 1) (8).

There are two classes of immunoglobulin light chains, the 
κ and λ light chains, which differ in the amino acid sequences 
of the constant- region domains. The ratio of κ to λ chains in 
adult plasma is 2:1. The light- chain constant region’s main 
purpose may be to allow for proper assembly and release of 
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The IgM monomer represents the ligand- binding part of the 
receptor. The component that is responsible for signal trans-
duction consists of two glycoproteins, CD79a and CD79b. 
The cytoplasmic domains of CD79a and CD79b contain 
tyrosine motifs responsible for transduction of signal from 
the receptor (19).

IgD
The IgD molecules constitute only 1% of the plasma im-
munoglobulins, and they are expressed on B cells with IgM. 
These immunoglobulins do not cross the placenta and do 
not easily penetrate extravascular spaces. However, IgD 
molecules are found in relatively high concentrations in um-
bilical cord blood. IgD molecules are thought to function as 
B- cell membrane receptors for antigens and may help in the 
recruitment of B cells for specific antigen- driven responses 
(20). Similar to IgM, membrane- bound IgD is associated 
with CD79a and Cd79b for signaling. IgD is expressed on 
the membranes of B cells when they leave the marrow and 
populate secondary lymphoid organs. Most IgD- positive B 
cells also coexpress IgM, and both participate in B- cell re-
ceptor signaling through CD79a and CD79b. It has been 
proposed that membrane- bound IgD regulates B- cell fate 
at specific developmental stages through changes in acti-
vation status (21). B- cell stimulation and activation can 
result from the binding of specific bacterial proteins to the 
constant region of IgD. For example, circulating IgD can 
react with IgD- binding protein of Moraxella catarrhalis, in-
dependently of the variable regions of the antibody (22).

Ige
IgE has been called a reaginic antibody to denote its as-
sociation with immediate hypersensitivity. IgE antibodies 
constitute a very small percentage of the total plasma im-
munoglobulins (0.002%). Although four human IgE iso-
forms can be produced by alternative splicing of the epsilon 
primary transcript (23), the isoforms appear to have similar 
functions. Plasma IgE levels may increase (5 to 20 times the 
baseline) in parasitic infections and children with atopic 
diseases. The Fc portion of the IgE molecule can bind with 
high affinity to receptors on the surfaces of basophils and 
mast cells. The cross- linking of IgE antibody by an aller-
gen can induce the release of vasoactive amines, proteases, 
lipid- derived inflammatory mediators, and cytokines, such 
as tumor necrosis factor alpha, gamma interferon, or inter-
leukins 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Studies indicate that the microen-
vironment of mucosal tissues in allergic disease favors class 
switching to IgE (24). Anti- IgE antibodies have been devel-
oped as therapy for allergy and asthma (25).

of circulating IgG molecules is about 21 days. The response 
to a given antigen can result in a skewed IgG subclass re-
sponse, and this is frequently a source of investigation as 
to correlates of protection or for the design of vaccines. 
Specific subclasses can be associated with individual disease 
processes. For example, in patients with pemphigus vulgaris, 
a mucocutaneous blistering disease, IgG4 antibodies to des-
moglein 3 are pathogenic (11, 12).

IgA
The IgA molecules constitute 13% of the total plasma im-
munoglobulins. There are two major classes of IgA mole-
cules, designated IgA1 and IgA2, with IgA1 being the more 
abundant (85% of total IgA in plasma). The half- life of IgA 
molecules is about 6 days.

IgA antibodies are synthesized during a secondary im-
mune response and contribute to mucosal immunity (13–
15). IgA antibodies are the primary antibodies in saliva, 
tears, breast milk, and the fluids of the gastrointestinal, 
respiratory, and urinary tracts (16). These secreted immu-
noglobulins consist of an IgA dimer bound to the joining 
(J)- chain polypeptide and a secretory protein with a molec-
ular mass of 70 to 80 kDa. The J chain is required for proper 
hepatic transport of IgA (17). The secretory component is 
actually part of an FcR for dimeric IgA that is synthesized 
not by B cells but rather by epithelial cells of organs such 
as the intestine. This protein facilitates the transport of the 
IgA protein across the epithelial cell and may protect the se-
creted IgA molecule from proteolytic digestion by enzymes 
in the intestinal lumen. Since these molecules do not cross 
the placenta barrier and do not easily bind to cell surfaces, 
their main role may be to prevent foreign substances from 
binding to mucosal surfaces and entering the blood. Finally, 
it has been proposed that secretory IgA might also act as a 
potentiator of the immune response in intestinal tissue by 
means of uptake of antigen to dendritic cells (18).

IgM
The IgM immunoglobulins comprise about 6% of the immu-
noglobulins in adult plasma. These molecules have very high 
molecular weights (thus, they are called macroglobulins), 
and they are formed by the linking of five identical immu-
noglobulin units by disulfide bonds and a J chain. IgM is the 
predominant class found during a primary immune response. 
The IgM molecules do not cross the placenta and do not 
enter into extravascular spaces; however, they fix comple-
ment more efficiently than the monomeric IgG molecules. 
The half- life of IgM molecules in plasma is approximately 6 
days. In addition, monomeric IgM is the main component 
of an antigen receptor expressed on B cells (B- cell receptor). 

TABLE 1 Physical properties of human immunoglobulins

Heavy- 
chain class 
(isotype)

Heavy- chain 
subclasses

No. of heavy- 
chain domains

Secretory 
form(s)

Molecular 
mass (Da)

Antigen- 
binding 
valency

Concn (mg/
ml) in serum

% of total 
immunoglobulins

IgG (γ) γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4 4 Monomer 150,000  2 1.8–16 80

IgA (α) α1, α2 4 Monomer, 
dimer

160,000 
(monomer)

 2 (monomer) 1.4–4.0 13

400,000 
(secretory 
protein)

 4 (secretory 
protein)

IgM (μ) 5 Pentamer 900,000 10 0.5–2.0  6

IgD (δ) 4 Monomer 180,000  2 1.0–0.4  1

IgE (ε) 5 Monomer 190,000  2 .17–450 ng/ml  0.002
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IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENE COMPLEXES

Immunoglobulin Heavy- Chain Gene Complex

Immunoglobulin Heavy- Chain Constant- Region 
exons
The heavy- chain gene complex is located at band q32 
on the long arm of chromosome 14 (26). This complex 
is composed of 38 to 46 functional heavy- chain variable- 
region genes (IGHV genes), over 80 nonfunctional IGHV 
pseudogenes, 23 functional diversity (IGHD) segments, 6 
functional IGHJ minigenes, and exons encoding the con-
stant regions for each of the immunoglobulin heavy- chain 
isotypes (27–29). The order (5′→3′) of the genes encod-
ing each of the immunoglobulin heavy- chain isotypes is Cμ 
(M), Cδ (D), Cγ3 (G3), Cγ1 (G1), Cε1 (EP1, a nonfunc-
tional pseudogene), Cα1 (A1), Cγ (GP, an open reading 
frame lacking the switch region), Cγ2 (G2), Cγ4 (G4), Cε 
(E), and Cα2 (A2) (Fig. 1). The genes encoding the heavy- 
chain constant regions and each associated intronic switch 
region are as depicted in Fig. 1. These genes are labeled, and 
pseudogenes are also indicated in the figure.

Immunoglobulin Heavy- Chain Variable- Region 
genes
The IGHV gene segments map within a region of approxi-
mately 1,100 kb that is telomeric to the IGHJ and constant- 
region genes (Fig. 1). Each IGHV gene can be assigned to 
one of seven IGHV gene subgroups. Each subgroup com-
prises IGHV genes, which share more than 80% nucleic 
acid sequence homology. Genes of the IGHV1, IGHV5, and 
IGHV7 subgroups have similarities in the primary structure, 
suggesting a common ancestral origin in evolution, whereas 
the IGHV2, IGHV4, and IGHV6 families share similarities 
that allow them to be classified into a different clan (30, 
31). The IGHV3 genes constitute their own discrete clan.

The IGHV genes of each subgroup, except IGHV6, are 
interspersed throughout the immunoglobulin heavy- chain 
locus. By convention, the loci encoding each of the vari-
ous IGHV genes are assigned a number corresponding to 
the IGHV gene subgroup followed by a hyphen and then 
the rank order distance from the heavy- chain D segments 
on chromosome 14 (Fig. 1). The immunoglobulin IGHV6 
subgroup has only one functional IGHV gene. Since this 
is the first IGHV gene telomeric to the D segments, this 
gene is called IGHV6- 1 (Fig. 1). There are an additional 
50 loci that have been identified as functional IGHV genes 
(32) (Fig. 1). The largest subgroup is IGHV3, with 25 func-
tional genes. The next largest are the IGHV1 and IGHV4 
subgroups, each with 11 functional genes. The IGHV2, 
IGHV5, and IGHV7 subgroups each have one to four func-
tional genes. Interspersed among the functional IGHV 
genes are several nonfunctional pseudogenes (Fig. 1).

The extent of identified genetic polymorphism varies be-
tween the different IGHV gene loci. Some immunoglobulin 
IGHV gene loci, e.g., IGHV6- 1, IGHV5- 51, or IGHV4- 34, 
are highly conserved (33, 34). Indeed, the single- copy im-
munoglobulin IGHV6 gene, IGHV6- 1, is conserved even 
among higher primates (35). Other loci have been used to 
identify genetic polymorphic variations. These allelic varia-
tions are of two different types. The first type of genetic poly-
morphism is the classic form, in which there are two or more 
alleles at a single locus, each differing from one another in 
one or more nucleotide bases. For example, IGHV3- 30*18 
(1.9III) and IGHV3- 30*1 (hv3005) differ from each other 
at several nucleotide bases and share only 98.8% overall ho-
mology (98.3% coding sequence homology) but are alleles of 

locus IGHV3- 30. The second type of allelic variation results 
from duplications, insertions, and/or deletions of whole seg-
ments of IGHV genes within the immunoglobulin heavy- 
chain gene complex. Duplication of an IGHV gene(s) results 
in some haplotypes having identical IGHV genes belonging 
to distinct loci, each possibly differing from their respective 
alleles by one or more nucleotide base substitutions. For 
example, there may be an insertion in and about the locus 
for IGHV3- 30, in part consisting of another copy of this 
gene. As a result, alleles of IGHV3- 30, e.g., IGHV3- 30*18 
(1.9III) and IGHV3- 30*1 (hv3005), also may be alleles of 
locus IGHV3- 30.5 in haplotypes containing this insertion. 
On the other hand, some haplotypes are missing gene loci 
altogether. For example, allele frequencies for IGHV3- 30*1 
(hv3005) and IGHV3- 30*18 (1.9III) in the Caucasian pop-
ulation are 0.19 and 0.72, respectively (36). An additional 
haplotype(s) with an allele frequency of 0.08 lacks either 
IGHV3- 30*18 (1.9III) or IGHV3- 30*1 (hv3005) and thus 
apparently is a blank haplotype for this locus. Genetic dis-
equilibrium also is noted for certain groups of IGHV genes 
on a given haplotype. For example, IGHV3- 30- 3*01 (56p1 
or 3d216) is an insertion or deletion element that has been 
observed only with haplotypes carrying one or two copies of 
IGHV3- 30*18 (1.9III).

The relative expression level of each functional IGHV 
gene is not uniform. Certain IGHV genes, e.g., IGHV3- 23, 
IGHV4- 34, or IGHV1- 69, are overexpressed relative to 
their physical representation among other IGHV genes (36, 
37). Each of nine IGHV3 genes (IGHV3- 23, IGHV3- 30, 
IGHV3- 7, IGHV3- 33, IGHV3- 21, IGHV3- 48, IGHV3- 11, 
IGHV3- 15, and IGHV3- 30- 3) accounts for 5 to 19% of 
the IGHV3 gene rearrangements, whereas the remaining 
functional IGHV3 genes contribute to less than 4% of the 
rearrangements. Some of the IGHV genes that encode a 
disproportionate share of the immunoglobulin expressed 
by normal adults also are polymorphic. For example, three 
deletion/insertion polymorphisms (Del I to Del III) with 
deletion allele frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 were 
identified. Del I is a polymorphism affecting three IGHV 
genes (IGHV1- 8, IGH3- 9, and IGHV2- 10), of which two 
are functional. Greater than 10% of individuals in the hu-
man population may not have these gene segments in their 
genome, and ~44% may have only one copy of these gene 
segments (38). In Del II, a 50- kb insertion containing five 
IGHV genes (IGHV3- 30- 5, IGHV4- 30- 4, IGHV3- 30- 3, 
IGHV4- 30- 2, and IGHV4- 30- 1) was identified; this inser-
tion has been observed in 45% of Caucasoids (39). Del III 
spans ~21 to 53 kb, involving four contiguous genes, among 
which only the functional gene IGHV4- 39 has an identi-
fied null allele (40, 41). In addition, some persons have a 
deletion of the IGHV gene IGHV4- 31, which otherwise 
may encode a significant proportion of the heavy- chain rep-
ertoire (36). The International Immunogenetics database 
(http://www.imgt.org/) provides an Internet listing of IGHV 
gene maps and alleles (42).

Immunoglobulin Light- Chain Gene Complexes

κ Light- Chain Complex
The κ light- chain gene complex is contained within band 
p11.2 on the short arm of chromosome 2 (Fig. 2). This gene 
complex consists of approximately 34 to 38 (4 genes may 
be functional or pseudogenes depending on the alleles) 
functional kappa light- chain variable- region genes (IGKV 
genes), 5 functional IGKJ genes, and 1 constant- region gene 
(Fig. 2) (43, 44).

http://www.imgt.org/
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The IGKV genes in the κ light- chain gene complex 
are found in two regions: an IGKC- proximal region, desig-
nated the p region, and an IGKC- distal region, designated 
the d region. Each region spans approximately 500 kb. 
Approximately 800 kb separates the two regions (Fig. 2). 

The p region contains 40 IGKV gene segments, while the d 
region contains 36 gene segments (Fig. 2). The d region ap-
parently arose through duplication of a large portion of the 
p region. Consequently, there are 33 pairs of IGKV genes 
that share 95 to 100% nucleic acid sequence homology, 

FIGURE 1 Immunoglobulin heavy- chain gene complex. The heavy- chain genes encoding the constant regions are represented by blue 
boxes. Switch regions are represented by a filled circle upstream of the IGHC genes. Enhancers are represented by light blue circles. Each 
IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ gene is labeled on the right of each symbol. Functional IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ genes are represented by green 
boxes, blue lines, and yellow lines, respectively. IGHV, IGJH, and IGHC pseudogenes are represented by red boxes, orange boxes, and blue 
open boxes, respectively. IGHV and IGHC open reading frames are represented by yellow boxes and blue dashed boxes, respectively. Un-
related pseudogenes are represented by purple open boxes. Colors are according to the international ImMunoGeneTics information system 
(IMGT) color menu for genes. Reproduced with the kind authorization of Marie- Paule Lefranc (IMGT [http://www.imgt.org]).

http://www.imgt.org
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FIGURE 2 Immunoglobulin light- chain gene complexes. (Left) κ light- chain gene complex on chro-
mosome 2p11- 12. The blue box represents the functional IGLC gene. The IGKJ gene segments are indi-
cated by yellow lines labeled “J1 to 5.” The κ light- chain enhancers are represented by light blue circles. 
IGKV functional genes, pseudogenes, and open reading frame are indicated by green, red, and yellow 
boxes, respectively. The IGKV genes of the p region are designated by a number for the subgroup, followed 
by a hyphen and a number for the localization from 3′ to 5′ in the locus. The IGKV genes of the d region 
are designated by the same numbers as the corresponding genes in the p region, with the letter D added. 
Arrows show the IGKV genes whose orientation is opposite to that of the IGKJ gene segments. (Right) λ 
light- chain gene complex on chromosome 22q11.2. The blue boxes represent functional IGLJ and IGLC 
gene segments, whereas blue open boxes represent IGLJ and IGLC pseudogenes. IGLV functional genes, 
pseudogenes, and open reading frame are indicated by green, red, and yellow boxes, respectively. IGLV 
pseudogenes that could not be assigned to subgroups with functional genes are represented by red boxes 
and designated by a roman number in parentheses, corresponding to the clans, followed by a dash and a 
number for the localization from 3′ to 5′ in the locus. The IGLV genes are organized into three clusters, 
designated A, B, and C, which are indicated to the left of each cluster. Unrelated pseudogenes are repre-
sented by purple open boxes. The λ light- chain enhancer is represented by a light blue circle. Colors are 
according to the IMGT color menu for genes. Reproduced with the kind authorization of Marie- Paule 
Lefranc (IMGT, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system [http://www.imgt.org]).

http://www.imgt.org
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accounting for 66 of the 76 IGKV genes in the κ light- 
chain complex (45, 46).

The IGKV genes in the κ light- chain gene complex can 
be categorized into three main subgroups (1 to 3) and several 
smaller subgroups (4, 5, 6, and 7), based on nucleotide se-
quence homology (47, 48). The largest subgroup is IGKV1, 
with 20 functional genes (Fig. 2). The next largest subgroups 
are IGKV2, with 10 functional genes, and IGKV3, with 7 
functional genes. There are three open reading frame genes 
in the IGKV6 subgroup and one functional gene in each of 
the IGKV4 and IGKV5 subgroups. The IGKV7 subgroup 
has only one nonfunctional pseudogene.

Similar to the IGHV locus, there are several prominent 
alleles identified in the IGKV gene locus. The IGKV genes 
coding for segments IGKV1- 13 (L4) and IGKV3D- 15 (L16) 
each have several alleles, some having stop codons (49, 50). 
Moreover, the IGKV2D- 29 (A2) gene also is polymorphic, 
with some alleles having defective promoters that preclude 
their expression into protein. Inheritance of defective IGK-
V2D- 29 (A2) alleles has been associated with an increased 
risk for serious infection with type b Haemophilus influenzae, 
suggesting that the polymorphic variations in the germ line 
repertoire can influence the susceptibility to infectious dis-
ease (51).

As with the immunoglobulin IGHV genes, the expres-
sion of IGKV genes is not uniform. Eleven of the approx-
imately 34 to 38 known functional IGKV genes encode 
most of the κ light- chain variable regions expressed in the 
normal adult repertoire (49). Moreover, of the 44 genes 
that are potentially functional, only 28 commonly encode 
κ light- chain variable regions (Fig. 2) (49, 50). This raises 
the possibility that some of the potentially functional IGKV 
genes have defects that preclude their ability to undergo 
light- chain gene rearrangement or to be expressed into pro-
tein. Alternatively, these genes may have an extremely low 
expression frequency.

λ Light- Chain gene Complex
The λ light- chain gene complex is located at band q11.2 on 
the long arm of chromosome 22. These λ constant- region 
genes are telomeric to the λ variable- region genes (IGLV). 
Originally, the isotypes that they encoded were designated 
Mcg+, Ke− Oz−, Ke− Oz+, and Ke+ Oz−, depending on their 
reactivity with Mcg, Kern, and Oz antisera that were raised 
against λ Bence Jones proteins of patients with multiple 
myeloma (52). These isotypes are now designated IGLC1, 
IGLC2, IGLC3, and IGLC7, respectively. In total, there are 
7 to 11 IGLC genes telomeric to the IGLV genes, depending 
on the haplotype (53). Each IGLC gene is associated with 
its own IGLJ segment. The most prevalent haplotype con-
tains four functional IGLC genes (IGLC1, IGLC2, IGLC3, 
and IGLC7, encoding the Mcg, Ke− Oz−, Ke− Oz+, and Ke+ 
Oz− isotypes, respectively) and three pseudogenes (IGLC4, 
IGLC5, and IGLC6) (Fig. 2) (54, 55).

There are approximately 29 to 33 functional IGLV genes 
and over 40 nonfunctional IGLV pseudogenes that are ar-
ranged into 10 subgroups (56–58). Each subgroup comprises 
IGLV genes sharing more than 75% nucleotide sequence 
homology (57, 59) (Fig. 2). Like that of the κ light- chain 
locus, the sequence organization suggests that large DNA 
duplications contributed to the generation of the germ line 
repertoire of IGLV gene segments (56). The IGLV genes are 
clustered into three large DNA segments located within 860 
kb of the IGLJ and IGLC genes (56, 58, 60). The cluster 
most proximal to the IGLJ- IGLC exons, designated cluster 
A, comprises 16 functional IGLV genes, mostly belonging to 
the IGLV2 and IGLV3 gene subgroups, designated IGLV3- 1 

(3r, DPL23) through IGLV3- 27 (V2- 19) in Fig. 2. The next 
cluster, cluster B, contains 12 functional IGLV genes of the 
IGLV1, IGLV5, IGLV7, and IGLV9 gene subgroups, desig-
nated IGLV1- 36 (1a, DPL1) through IGLV5- 52 (5b). The 
third cluster, cluster C, contains five functional IGLV genes 
of the IGLV4, IGLV6, IGLV8, IGLV10, and IGLV11 gene 
subgroups, designated VpreB through IGLV4- 69 (4b) (Fig. 
2). As with the other immunoglobulin complexes, there are 
multiple nonfunctional pseudogenes interspersed between 
these functional IGLV genes in all three clusters.

As noted for the relative expression of individual IGHV 
and IGKV genes, the expression of individual IGLV genes 
appears to be nonrandom. IGLV genes of the IGLV1 and 
IGLV3 subgroups are used most frequently. These subgroups 
respectively encode approximately 44 or 40% of the λ light- 
chain immunoglobulins in normal adult sera (61). This pro-
portionate representation apparently is not observed in B- cell 
plasmacytic disorders. Although the IGLV2 subgroup was 
identified on 3% of the λ light- chain immunoglobulins in 
normal adult sera, it accounted for 40% of the λ Bence Jones 
proteins and 60% of the λ macroglobulins from patients with 
Waldenström macroglobulinemia in one survey (61).

IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENE 
REARRANGEMENT

Immunoglobulin Gene Rearrangement and 
Expression in Ontogeny
As B cells develop, they generally first rearrange their im-
munoglobulin heavy- chain genes (62). One or more IGHD 
segments rearrange to become juxtaposed with a single 
IGHJ element. This generates an IGHD- IGHJ complex 
that then may rearrange with any one of approximately 38 
to 46 functional IGHV genes.

Subsequently, gene rearrangements occur within the 
light- chain complexes. One of the 40 functional IGKV 
genes rearranges with any one of five IGKJ segments. 
Should these gene rearrangements fail to generate a func-
tional IGKV- IGKJ exon, the Kde generally rearranges to a 
site in or immediately downstream of the IGKV- IGKJ exon, 
thus deleting the κ light- chain constant- region exon (63). 
Many of the IGKV genes in the p region are in the opposite 
orientation of the IGKJ segments, thus requiring that the 
V exons in this region undergo inversion during immuno-
globulin gene rearrangement. The processes of Ig gene lo-
cus contraction and looping during V(D)J recombination 
are essential for creating a diverse antibody repertoire. 
Recently, a 650- bp sequence corresponding to DNase I hy-
persensitive sites HS1 and HS2 within the mouse IGKV- 
IGKJ intervening region was described. This sequence binds 
CCCTC- binding factor and specifies locus contraction and 
long- range IGKV gene usage. Its deletion results in a 7- fold 
increase in proximal IGKV gene usage along with an ~50% 
reduction in overall locus contraction (64). Subsequent to 
a failed κ light- chain gene rearrangement, one of the func-
tional IGLV genes can rearrange with any one of the four 
or five functional IGLJ- IGLC exons to generate a gene that 
can encode a λ light chain (55).

The term progenitor B cells (or pro- B cells) is reserved 
for precursor B cells that have only rearranged IGHD and 
IGHJ elements, whereas precursor B cells that have com-
pleted immunoglobulin heavy- chain gene rearrangement 
and have a functional VH- D- JH complex are referred to as 
pre- B cells. The immunoglobulin light- chain loci of both 
pro- B cells and pre- B cells are generally in the germ line 
configuration.
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Nevertheless, a small amount of immunoglobulin μ chain 
in association with “surrogate” light chains is expressed by 
pre- B cells. The surrogate light chain is made up of two 
noncovalently associated proteins called lambda- 5 (λ5) and 
VpreB, which together form a molecule having structural 
homology with conventional light chains (65). Thus, in the 
surrogate light chain, λ5 replaces a light- chain constant re-
gion and VpreB the variable part although bearing an extra 
N- terminal protein sequence. Both are located on chromo-
some 22: the λ5 gene is telomeric to the true light- chain 
locus, and the VpreB gene is located within the cluster of 
IGLV genes defined by breakpoints of chromosomal trans-
locations found in a few leukemias and lymphomas (66). 
During the early stages of B- cell development, VpreB and λ5 
are covalently associated with the μ heavy chains to form a 
primitive immunoglobulin receptor referred to as pre- B- cell 
receptor (pre- BCR). Pre- B cells may be expressed on the 
surface membrane of such a receptor together with CD79a 
and CD79b (67). Monoclonal antibodies that recognize λ5 
or VpreB specifically bind to pre- B cells and can react with 
B- lineage acute lymphocytic leukemias (68).

Expression of the surrogate light chains plays a critical 
role in normal B- cell development. This is underscored by 
studies on transgenic mice that lack functional λ5 genes 
(69). In these mice, B- cell development in the marrow is 
blocked at the pre- B- cell stage, thereby markedly reducing 
the numbers of functional mature B lymphocytes in the 
blood and lymphoid tissues (70). Similarly, humans that 
have inactivating mutations in the λ5 genes on both alleles 
of chromosome 22 have agammaglobulinemia and markedly 
reduced numbers of B cells (71). When immunoglobulin μ 
chains form a complex with the “surrogate” λ light chains, 
the complementarity- determining region 3 (CDR3) of the 
“surrogate” λ light chain covers the CDR3 of the heavy 
chain in the pre- B- cell receptor, allowing the pre- B cell to 
avoid antigen- specific selection (72).

Even though the cell has two different sets of each of 
the immunoglobulin gene complexes that initially undergo 
seemingly independent immunoglobulin gene rearrange-
ments, under normal conditions, immunoglobulin expres-
sion by each B lymphocyte or plasma cell is limited to only 
one immunoglobulin heavy- chain allele and one light- chain 
allele through a process called allelic exclusion. Allelic ex-
clusion generally is observed in most B- cell tumors; how-
ever, rare cases of B- cell leukemia may lack allelic exclusion 
and express both immunoglobulin alleles (73).

Genetic Basis for Immunoglobulin Gene 
Rearrangement
Recombination signal sequences (RSSs) flanking each germ 
line V gene, D element, and J segment serve as the recog-
nition site for the V(D)J recombinase and direct the site of 
DNA recombination. The RSSs consist of two conserved 
sequence elements of different lengths, one of 7 bp (the 
heptamer; consensus, 5′ CACAGTG 3′) and one of 9 bp 
(the A/T- rich nonamer; consensus, 5′ ACAAAAACC 3′), 
separated by either 12 bp or 23 bp of nominally conserved 
intervening DNA (12- RSS or 23- RSS, respectively) (74). 
V(D)J recombination is directed between distinct gene seg-
ments whose flanking RSSs contain different- length spacers 
(62, 75, 76). This is referred to as the 12/23 joining rule 
(77). Because all segments of a particular type (e.g., seg-
ments of IGKV genes) are flanked by one type of signal se-
quence and all the segments to which they should be joined 
(e.g., IGKJ segments) are flanked by the opposite type of 
signal sequence, the 12/23 rule ensures that the joining will 
be restricted to events that could be biologically productive. 

Although each spacer varies in sequence, the length of each 
spacer is conserved and corresponds to one or two turns of 
the DNA double helix. Each spacer serves to bring the hep-
tamer and nonamer sequences to the same side of the DNA 
helix, where they both can be bound by a protein complex 
that catalyzes recombination.

This process of somatic DNA recombination is initiated 
when the recombination activating gene (RAG) endonucle-
ase introduces DNA double- strand breaks (DSBs) at the bor-
der of two recombining gene segments and their flanking RSSs 
(78–80). DNA cleavage by RAG leads to four broken DNA 
ends that are repaired and joined through a process called 
nonhomologous DNA end joining (NHEJ) to form coding 
and signal joints (81, 82). Occasionally these DSBs can be 
repaired aberrantly, leading to the formation of chromosomal 
lesions such as translocations, deletions, or inversions (83, 
84). If the breakpoints of these chromosomal lesions lie near 
potential oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, they can lead 
to cellular transformation and lymphoid tumors. The mech-
anism of DNA rearrangement is similar for the heavy-  and 
light- chain loci. However, only one joining event is needed 
to generate a light- chain gene, whereas two are needed to 
generate a complete heavy- chain gene. The most common 
mode of rearrangement involves the looping out and dele-
tion of the DNA between two gene segments on the same 
chromosome; this occurs when the coding sequences of the 
two gene segments are in the same orientation in the DNA 
(85). The 12-  and 23- mer- spaced RSSs are brought together 
by interactions between proteins that specifically recognize 
the length of the spacer between the heptamer and nonamer 
signals, thus accounting for the 12/23 joining rule (75, 76). 
The two DNA molecules then are broken and rejoined in a 
different configuration (86). By joining precisely in a head- 
to- head configuration, the ends of the heptamer sequences 
form a signal joint in a circular piece of extrachromosomal 
DNA that then is lost from the genome when the cell divides. 
However, the DNA that lies between the two gene segments 
is retained in an inverted orientation when a second mode 
of recombination occurs between two gene segments with 
opposite transcriptional orientations. Although this mode 
of recombination is less common, such rearrangements ac-
count for about one- half of all IGKV- to- IGKJ joins, as the 
transcriptional orientation of one- half of the human IGKV 
gene segments is opposite to that of the IGKJ gene segments.

RAG- 1 and RAG- 2 are coexpressed normally only in 
developing lymphocytes that are undergoing receptor gene 
rearrangement. During B- cell development, the appearance 
of cytoplasmic immunoglobulin μ chains defines the pre- B 
cell. Pre- B cells, whose immunoglobulin μ chains can asso-
ciate with the “surrogate” λ light chains, begin to express 
a pre- B- cell receptor. Its appearance turns off RAG1 and 
RAG2, preventing further immunoglobulin heavy- chain re-
arrangement (allelic exclusion). This is followed by four to 
six cycles of cell division (87). Late pre- B daughter cells re-
activate RAG1 and RAG2 and begin to undergo light- chain 
rearrangement. Mice with either of these genes knocked out 
cannot undergo immunoglobulin or T- cell receptor gene 
rearrangements and consequently fail to produce mature B 
or T lymphocytes (88). A form of combined immune de-
ficiency called Omenn syndrome in humans results from 
mutations that impair, but do not completely abolish, the 
function of RAG- 1 or RAG- 2 (89). It is interesting that 
patients with Omenn syndrome harbor point mutations in 
the RAG1 RING domain (see below) that reduces the effi-
ciency of V(D)J recombination (90, 91).

After the RAG- 1/RAG- 2 endonuclease recognition of 
either the 12- mer- spaced or the 23- mer- spaced RSS, such 
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endonuclease introduces DSBs and remains bound to the 
DNA. The presence of mutations affecting the ability of 
the RAG proteins to bind and to maintain the broken ends 
in a stable postcleavage complex can lead to misrepair of 
the DSBs, thereby enhancing the risk for oncogenic chro-
mosomal aberrations (92, 93). Involved in the processing 
and juxtaposition of these DSBs are several proteins, in-
cluding the high- mobility- group proteins 1 and 2 (HMG1 
and HMG2). HMG1 and HMG2 play an important role in 
the assembly of nucleoprotein complexes involved in DNA 
repair and transcription because they are widely expressed, 
abundant nuclear proteins that bind and bend DNA with-
out sequence specificity (94). HMG1, facilitating the bend-
ing of the DNA, allows the components of one DSB- RAG 
complex to bind and to cleave the DNA at a different RSS, 
therefore, in accordance with the 12/23 joining rule, bring-
ing together two disparate RSSs (75, 76).

The RAG complex introduces DSBs immediately adja-
cent to immune receptor gene segments, resulting in blunt 
phosphorylated signal ends and covalently sealed hair- 
pinned coding termini that are joined by NHEJ (80). Coding 
and signal ends are joined at very different rates, rapid for 
coding ends while slower for signal ends (95). This is likely 
explained by the fact that the RAG complex remains tightly 
associated with signal ends after cleavage in a postcleavage 
complex, whereas coding ends are released from this post-
cleavage complex and need to be brought together again for 
repair (96). Seven NHEJ components are required for VDJ 
recombination: Artemis, Ku70, Ku80, DNA- dependent 
protein kinase (DNA- PK), XRCC4, XLF, and DNA ligase 
IV (Lig4) (97). Although all seven are required for efficient 
coding end joining, the dependence of signal end joining 
on these NHEJ factors is less absolute. The serine- threonine 
protein kinase (DNA- PK) is activated by DNA DSBs and 
is essential for the normal repair of DNA breaks induced by 
ionizing radiation, chemical agents, or VDJ recombination 
(98–100). DNA- PK- deficient mice can make only trivial 
amounts of immunoglobulin or T- cell receptors and are called 
severe combined immunodeficiency mice (101). Artemis- 
deficient mice have a “leaky” severe combined immunode-
ficiency phenotype and develop some T and B cells in later 
life (100). Artemis is not required for signal end joining but 
instead plays a specific role in opening the sealed hairpinned 
termini of cleaved coding ends (102). The dependence of 
signal end joining on DNA- PK is variable. Artemis’s endo-
nuclease activity requires physical interaction with DNA- PK 
as well as DNA- PK’s enzymatic activity. Because Artemis is 
dispensable for signal end joining, it is reasonable to assume 
that signal end joining also might progress normally in the 
absence of DNA- PK (102). Indeed, signal end joining pro-
ceeds fairly efficiently in developing murine lymphocytes (10 
to 50% of wild- type levels) and in some murine cell lines and 
one human cell line deficient in DNA- PK (103, 104). How-
ever, DNA- PK deficiency in other species (hamster, horse, 
dog) results in a more severe reduction in signal end joining 
(30-  to 1,000- fold reduced) (105–107). Interestingly, mice 
deficient in Ku not only are deficient in T and B cells but 
also have small stature and other nonimmunologic defects, 
suggesting that the Ku proteins also play important roles in 
normal development (108, 109). Mice defects resulting from 
mutations in either Ku, XRCC4, Lig4, Artemis, or DNA- PK 
genes predispose to lymphoma (110, 111). The initial recog-
nition and recruitment of repair proteins to DSBs is heavily 
dependent on phosphorylation events (e.g., kinase activity 
and autophosphorylation of DNA- PK), but the downstream 
repair events appear to be more dependent on E3- ubiquitin 
ligases (112).

Junctional diversity is generated in the sequences of the 
rearranged gene segments during the recombination pro-
cess. Each coding joint originating from the hairpinned 
termini of gene segments is cleaved at random sites by an 
endonuclease. An overhanging flap is generated by the 
cleavage of a hairpin away from its apex and, if incorpo-
rated into the joint, results in the addition of palindromic 
nucleotides that contribute to junctional diversity. Further 
modifications on the opened hairpin ends by nucleases can 
remove a self- complementary overhang or cut further into 
the original coding sequence. In addition, the terminal de-
oxynucleotidyl transferase, a lymphocyte- specific enzyme, 
can add non- template- encoded nucleotides (113). Finally, 
nucleolytic activities that remove potential coding end nu-
cleotides prior to the final ligation of the DNA breaks into 
one intact recombination joint can provide additional junc-
tional diversity (86).

Lineage, stage, order, and feedback regulation of V(D)J 
recombination are mediated epigenetically by modulating 
the accessibility of particular loci or regions of loci to RAG 
(114). Numerous epigenetic accessibility markers, such as 
the histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation, are enriched around 
IGHJ in early pro- B cells in association with germ line tran-
scription (115). In addition, ubiquitination events can regu-
late recombination of immunoglobulin gene segments. The 
zinc finger region A of RAG1 includes an N- terminal RING 
domain that acts as an E3- ubiquitin ligase, which can ubiq-
uitinate a panel of targets for various downstream events (77, 
116–121) and can interact with other E2 enzymes to ubiq-
uitinate substrates involved in V(D)J recombination, such 
as histone 3 (116, 117). Ubiquitination of RAG2 allows 
for rapid degradation of the protein upon entering S phase, 
thereby halting any potential off- target activities of RAG and 
limiting its capacity to induce V(D)J recombination during 
inappropriate phases of the cell cycle. DNA breaks during 
S phase are potentially harmful for cells, as such breaks can 
lead to deleterious translocations when misrepaired by ho-
mologous recombination. It is therefore crucial to limit V(D)
J recombination activity within G1 phase; this restriction ap-
pears to be controlled by RAG2 degradation (122–124).

Heavy- Chain Class Switching
A single B lymphocyte, during differentiation, can synthe-
size heavy chains with the same variable region coupled 
to different constant regions (125). As pre- B cells develop 
into mature B cells in early development, intact IgM mono-
mers are inserted into the plasma membrane, followed by 
IgD molecules with the same antigen- binding specificity. 
The IgM and IgD constant- region genes generally are tran-
scribed together. Alternative splicing permits simultaneous 
coproduction of IgM and IgD from a single species of RNA.

Later during development, these variable domains can 
associate with other isotypes (IgG, IgA, or IgE) through 
a controlled process called class switch recombination 
(CSR). CSR requires active transcription of the down-
stream constant- region exons encoding the switched im-
munoglobulin isotype. Such active transcription generally 
is triggered by stimulation of the B cell with antigen, mi-
togens, and/or ligation of CD40 via the ligand for CD40 
(CD154), which is expressed by activated T cells. Patients 
with X- linked or autosomal recessive inheritance of muta-
tions in CD154 or CD40, respectively, can have an immune 
deficiency syndrome (hyper- IgM syndrome type I), which is 
characterized by normal to high levels of IgM and extremely 
low levels of other immunoglobulin isotypes in serum (126, 
127). Antigen- reactive T lymphocytes also provide inter-
leukins that can influence whether the B cells continue to 
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express IgM or switch their immunoglobulin heavy- chain 
isotype to IgG, IgA, or IgE (125, 128).

Immunoglobulin CSR occurs in or near the switch region 
upstream of the gene and any one of the switch regions of the 
other heavy- chain isotype genes. Switch regions in Fig. 1 are 
represented by filled circles upstream of the IGHC genes. The 
μ switch region (Sμ) consists of approximately 150 repeats of 
the sequence (GAGCT)n(GGGGGT), where n is generally 
three but can be as many as seven. Other switch regions (Sγ, 
Sα, and Sε) consist of similar sequences that contain repeats 
of the GAGCT and GGGGGT sequences. DNA recombi-
nation between Sμ and Sγ, Sα, or Sε accompanied by the de-
letion of intervening DNA segments results in the apposition 
of the previously rearranged variable- region gene next to the 
new constant- region gene, thus switching the heavy- chain 
class. While VDJ recombination occurs mostly in the G0 and/
or G1 stage of the cell cycle, CSR seems to require DNA rep-
lication (129).

Unlike VDJ recombination, CSR requires expression of 
activation- induced deaminase (AID), an enzyme expressed 
in activated B cells that also is required for somatic hyper-
mutation (see “Generation of Antibody Diversity” below) 
(130–132). Inherited defects in AID can result in an im-
mune deficiency syndrome called hyper- IgM syndrome type 
II, which is characterized by relatively high levels of IgM and 
negligible levels of other immunoglobulin isotypes in serum 
(133). Specific inactivation of the C- terminal AID domain, 
encoded by exon 5 (E5), allows very efficient deamination 
of the AID target regions but greatly impacts the efficiency 
and quality of subsequent DNA repair. Specifically eliminat-
ing E5 not only precludes CSR but also causes an atypical, 
enzymatic- activity- dependent, dominant- negative effect on 
CSR. This explains the autosomal dominant inheritance of 
AID variants with truncated E5 in patients with hyper- IgM 
syndrome type II and establishes that AID, through the E5 
domain, provides a link between DNA damage and repair 
during CSR (134). The sites where CSR takes place in B cells 
activated in response to an antigen are germinal centers of 
the lymph nodes and spleen where AID is expressed (135).

Uracil- DNA glycosylase (UNG) is an enzyme that re-
moves the uracils (dU) generated from the deamination of 
cytosines (dC) by AID. Inherited defects in this enzyme un-
derlie an autosomal recessive form of the hyper- IgM immune 
deficiency syndrome, which is similar to that of patients with 
inherited defects in AID (6, 136). Apurinic/apyrimidinic 
endonuclease cleaves the abasic sites generated by UNG; 
the staggered nicks in the DNA are closely positioned and 
may result in DNA DSBs (137). Such DNA DSBs are end 
processed, repaired, and joined by mechanisms and proteins 
similar to those involved in NHEJ used for VDJ recombina-
tion. Since CSR occurs in the intron between the variable- 
region exon and the exon encoding the first constant- region 
domain, no mutations in the regions encoding the variable 
or constant regions of the newly generated immunoglobulin 
heavy chain are generated by this process (138).

GENERATION OF ANTIBODY DIVERSITY
The diversity among immunoglobulin variable regions 
can be generated by several mechanisms: (i) the germ line 
presence of multiple V, J, and D gene segments; (ii) the 
DNA segments randomly joining to produce a complete 
variable- region exon; (iii) uncorrected errors made during 
the recombination process; (iv) the heavy-  and light- 
chain polypeptides pairing to produce a complete immu-
noglobulin monomer capable of binding an antigen; and 
(v) somatic mutations in the rearranged DNA segments 

themselves (62). The last of these occurs through a process 
called somatic hypermutation (SHM). This process occurs 
in antigen- activated B cells and cannot be triggered merely 
by mitogen- induced B- cell activation.

The SHM process primarily introduces single nucleo-
tide exchanges into the rearranged immunoglobulin vari-
able region, at a rate of 10−3 per base pair per generation. 
However, during discrete stages of B- cell differentiation and 
in particular during the secondary immune response to an 
antigen, expressed immunoglobulin variable genes can in-
cur new mutations at rates as high as 10−3 base changes per 
base pair per generation over several cell divisions (139). 
Mutations generated by SHM are clustered in the region 
spanning from 300 bp 5′ of the rearranged variable- region 
exon to approximately 1 kb 3′ of the rearranged minigene J 
segment, frequently around hot spots defined by the primary 
DNA sequence, such as the sequence RGYW (R, purine [A 
or G]; Y, pyrimidine [C or T]; W, A or T) and its comple-
ment. Such sequences are hot spots for mutation that are 
conserved among species (140, 141).

SHM is dependent on the expression and activity of AID 
through a process that has some similarity to CSR (142). 
AID is responsible for initiating mutations at RGYW motifs. 
Mutations spread as a consequence of downstream events or-
chestrated by the mismatch repair and base excision repair 
pathways (143–147). In addition to having the hyper- IgM 
immune deficiency syndrome type II, patients with inher-
ited defects in AID have B cells that lack the capacity to 
undergo SHM (131). As with CSR, SHM requires active 
transcription of the genes undergoing mutation. In the re-
gion encompassing the rearranged variable- region gene, AID 
most likely deaminates the dC, converting the dC into dU, 
which is converted into T after DNA replication, giving 
rise to CG- to- T or - A transitions. Alternatively, UNG may 
remove the dU, resulting in staggered nick cleavage of the 
DNA. Such abasic sites are subsequently cleaved by apurinic/
apyrimidinic endonuclease. Low- fidelity DNA synthesis may 
repair these staggered nicks, resulting in frequent mutations. 
A complex called the mutasome, formed by DNA- cleaving 
enzymes and DNA repair enzymes (e.g., mismatch repair 
enzymes, base excision repair enzymes, proteins involved in 
NHEJ, etc.), also apparently binds the target DNA to reduce 
its tendency to incur complete DNA DSBs. Through this 
process, mostly transitional mutations are introduced at high 
frequencies into the expressed immunoglobulin V genes as 
well as other transcriptionally active genes within hot spots, 
which serve as substrates for AID, UNG, and the mutasome 
(140, 143, 148). Subsequently, “affinity maturation” of the 
antibodies expressed during the immune response to antigen 
takes place by selection of the B cell and its daughter cells 
that express mutated V genes encoding an immunoglobulin 
variable region with improved fitness for binding antigen 
(149). Such selection enhances the frequency of noncon-
servative base substitutions in the DNA sequences encoding 
the complementarity- determining regions that serve as the 
contact sites for antigen binding (150).

Immunoglobulin enhancers may account in part for the 
preferential somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin 
genes. Combinations of immunoglobulin enhancers target so-
matic mutation to immunoglobulin genes by recruiting AID 
and/or by making the immunoglobulin genes better substrates 
for mutation (151). In addition, posttranslation AID ubiq-
uitination has an important regulatory role during CSR and 
SHM (152, 153). Unlike RAG2, AID protein stability is not 
associated with phases of the cell cycle but rather with subcel-
lular localization. In mouse B cells, nuclear AID is subjected 
to rapid turnover upon polyubiquitination (152).
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DETECTION OF IMMUNOGLOBULIN GENE 
REARRANGEMENTS
Analysis for immunoglobulin gene rearrangements can detect 
clonal immunoglobulin gene rearrangements. Immunoglobu-
lin gene rearrangement irreversibly alters the genomic DNA 
of the developing B cell and its descendant daughter cells. 
Because of the many possible distinct immunoglobulin gene 
rearrangements possible, a B cell’s particular type of immu-
noglobulin gene rearrangement can serve as a clonal marker.

PCR Assays
Sensitive methods for detecting immunoglobulin gene re-
arrangements, such as PCR, can be used to examine for 
residual cells of a malignant B- cell clone following antitu-
mor therapy. PCR, using sense strand oligonucleotide prim-
ers corresponding to an immunoglobulin V gene subgroup 
(Table 2) together with antisense strand oligonucleotide 
primers corresponding to the relevant J- region or constant- 
region exon, can amplify the rearranged V gene in genomic 
DNA or cDNA, respectively.

Because these gene segments are separated by large stretches 
of intervening DNA in germ line DNA, a PCR assay with ge-
nomic DNA and primers specific for a V gene subgroup and 

TABLE 2 Sense and antisense strand oligonucleotide 
primers to amplify the rearranged V gene in genomic DNA or 
cDNAa

Gene Primer sequenceb

VH genes
 VH1/7 ATGGACTGGACCTGGAGVATCC
 VH2 CTCCACRCTCCTGCTGCTGAC
 VH3 GCTGGGTTTTCCTTGTTGC
 VH4 ATGAAACACCTGTGGTTCTTCCT
 VH5 ATGGGGTCAACCGCCATCCTYG
 VH6 CTGTCTCCTTCCTCATCTTCC
 JH CTYACCTGARGAGACRGTGACC
 Cμ AACGGCCACGCTGCTCG
Vκ genes
 Vκ1/2 ATGAGGSTCCCYGCTCAGCTGCTGG
 Vκ3 CTCTTCCTCCTGCTACTCTGGCTCCCAG
 Vκ4 ATTTCTCGTTGCTCTGGATCTCTG
 Vκ5 GACATCGTGATGACCCAG
 Vκ6a GAAATTGTGCTGACTCAG
 Vκ6b GATGTTGTGATGACACAG
 Cκ GTTTCTCGTAGTCTGCTTTGCTCA
Vλ genes
 Vλ1 GGTCCTGGGCCCAGTCTGTGCTG
 Vλ2 GGTCCTGGGCCCAGTCTGCCCTG
 Vλ3 GCTCTGTGACCTCCTATGAGCTG
 Vλ4/5 GGTCTCTCTCSCAGCYTGTGCTG
 Vλ6 GTTCTTGGGCCAATTTTATGCTG
 Vλ7/8 TTCYCAGRCTGTGGTGACYCAG
 Vλ9 CWGCCTGTGCTGACTCAG
 Vλ10 CAGGCAGGGCTGACTCAG
 Cλ CACCAGTGTGGCCTTGTTGGCTTG

aSense-strand oligonucleotide primers corresponding to the leader sequences 
of each of the major V gene subgroups and antisense strand oligonucleotide prim-
ers corresponding to the relevant J-region or constant-region exon.

bV, R, Y, S, and W represent degenerate bases (V is A or C or G; R is A or G; 
Y is C or T; S is C or G; and W is A or T).

the J gene segment(s) will fail to amplify any immunoglobulin 
genes unless the genes have first undergone rearrangement. 
However, after immunoglobulin gene rearrangement, the 
variable- region gene leader sequence primers and J primers 
anneal to sites that are separated by fewer than 400 bp, mak-
ing PCR straightforward (154). On the other hand, a PCR 
assay on genomic DNA with primers specific for a V gene sub-
group and a constant- region exon does not amplify rearranged 
immunoglobulin genes because the distance between the J 
segment and the immunoglobulin constant- region exon is too 
large. Such primer pairs are better suited for amplifying cDNA 
derived from the immunoglobulin transcripts from which the 
intron separating the J region and the constant- region exon 
are deleted through RNA processing and splicing.

Genomic DNA is the most commonly used for PCR in 
clinical laboratories, as this does not require synthesis of 
cDNA from isolated RNA. However, care must be taken 
when using genomic DNA for PCR, which can amplify both 
the productively rearranged immunoglobulin gene and its 
unproductively rearranged allele. The use of downstream 
primers located in the constant region (isotype- specific 
primers) allows definition of the isotype and may be advan-
tageous in the case of mutated sequences, since it is not tar-
geted by the somatic hypermutation process (155).

Resolution of the junctional sequences in the rearranged 
immunoglobulin genes expressed by a tumor can provide a 
specific tumor marker. This marker can be used to examine 
for any tumor- derived immunoglobulin gene fragments am-
plified by PCR performed on genomic DNA of lymphoid 
tissue. Such methods are highly sensitive, allowing for detec-
tion of minimal residual disease of small numbers of lymphoid 
tumor cells that otherwise cause no detectable pathologic or 
immunophenotypic trace of residual disease after therapy.
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immunoglobulin and related measurements. Developments 
since the 7th edition of this Manual include the advent of 
free- light- chain assays and heavy/light- chain or junctional 
epitope assays. The third section addresses fundamental 
technical aspects of clinically useful viscosity measurement 
and important interpretive considerations.

IMMUNOGLOBULIN STRUCTURE
Knowledge of immunoglobulin structure is important for un-
derstanding measurements of intact immunoglobulins and 
free light chains as well as in clinical viscometry. Basic an-
tibody function (i.e., antigen binding) was recognized years 
before the elucidation of immunoglobulin structure (6). Early 
studies of antibody binding to highly purified carbohydrate 
antigens led to the deduction that antibody was composed 
of protein (6). The development of clinical electrophoresis 
led to the recognition that antibody migrated largely within 
the so- called gamma region of serum proteins, hence the 
names “gamma globulin” and “immunoglobulin” (Fig. 1) 
(7). In 1952, Colonel Ogden Bruton, a pediatrician, used 
serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP) to evaluate a boy suf-
fering from recurrent bacterial infections (8). Recognition 
that the gamma fraction of protein was absent, coupled with 
the boy’s favorable response to injections of gamma globu-
lin from healthy donors, supported the conclusion that this 
serum fraction was important in host defense and led to the 
clinical definition of a specific immunodeficiency syndrome 
(Bruton’s agammaglobulinemia). Recognition of monoclonal 
immunoglobulin (also known as M- protein or “paraprotein”) 
as the structurally uniform product of a clonal proliferation 
of neoplastic B lymphocytes or plasma cells was important in 
the recognition and understanding of such diseases as mul-
tiple myeloma and Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia.

In contrast to serum alpha and beta globulins, which 
are composites of structurally homogeneous proteins (e.g., 
 alpha- 1 antiproteinase, transferrin, and complement protein 
3), polyclonal immunoglobulins are structurally heteroge-
neous (9). This structural heterogeneity is accounted for at 
several levels. There are five major immunoglobulin classes 
(isotypes), each determined by heavy- chain type (see be-
low) and each different in structure and function (Table 1). 
Subclasses within immunoglobulin G (IgG), IgA, and IgM 
(Table 2) also contribute to immunoglobulin heterogeneity, 
as do allotypic variations within both heavy-  and light- chain 

Quantification of intact serum immunoglobulins has 
proven useful in the evaluation of patients with suspected 
immunodeficiency disorders, lymphocyte and plasma cell 
neoplastic diseases, allergic conditions, and some chronic 
inflammatory and autoimmune disorders. Since the advent 
of quantitative immunoglobulin assays nearly 50 years ago 
(1), increasingly robust analytical methods have been de-
veloped. The armamentarium of intact immunoglobulin 
assays was first substantively expanded by the development 
of immunoglobulin light- chain measurements in which the 
light chains are bound to heavy chains (intact immunoglob-
ulins). The last decade has seen the development of both 
free (unbound) immunoglobulin light- chain assays and 
heavy/light- chain (HLC) or junctional epitope assays, the 
latter of which allows for individual measurements of IgGκ, 
IgGλ, IgAκ, IgAλ, IgMκ, and IgMλ (2, 3). Despite these 
advances in immunoglobulin and light- chain quantification 
methods, there remain technical complexities that can in-
fluence accuracy and, in turn, proper clinical application. 
Equally important, even with robust assays, is the need for 
thorough understanding of the clinical indications for, and 
limitations to, immunoglobulin and related measurements.

Viscosity is the internal friction of a fluid, caused by in-
termolecular attraction, leading to resistance of the fluid 
to flow (4). Viscosity measurements can be very complex 
(4). By extension, rigorous whole- blood, plasma, and serum 
measurements are also very complex. Fortunately, clinically 
useful measurements of viscosity are relatively straightfor-
ward. A variety of clinical conditions can affect the viscosity 
of blood (5). While abnormalities of the formed elements of 
blood (e.g., polycythemia, some hemoglobinopathies, and 
extreme leukocytosis) can result in clinically significant hy-
perviscosity, overwhelmingly the most common causes are 
either immunoglobulin concentration or abnormal immu-
noglobulin structure. There are several analytical methods 
for measurement of whole- blood, plasma, and serum viscos-
ity. It is important to understand the uses and limitations of 
these measurements and how each is reported.

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first pro-
vides a brief review of immunoglobulin structure, important 
because of its direct relevance to quantitative immuno-
globulin and related measurements. The second provides 
an overview of assay methods and highlights issues related 
to quality control, test validation, and quality assurance, 
as well as a brief discussion of the clinical application of 
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fragments (Fab) and one fragment that could be crystallized 
(Fc). Fab fragments had sedimentation coefficients of 3.5 S 
(Svedberg units). That the Fc fragment could be crystallized 
provided evidence that it was biochemically homogeneous. 
Digestion of purified antibody with pepsin yielded a differ-
ent set of fragments. The largest, with a sedimentation coef-
ficient of 5 S, had an antigen- binding valence of 2, hence its 
designation, F(ab′)2. Reduction of the disulfide bonds that 
hold an F(ab′)2 fragment intact resulted in the formation of 
two fragments that each resembled (but were not identical 
to) papain- generated Fab. In 1961, Edelman and Poulik re-
ported that chemical reduction (of disulfide bonds in intact 
immunoglobulin molecules) leads to the formation of two 
“heavy” chains and two “light” chains (12).

As noted above, the structurally variable (and hyper-
variable) Fab domains of immunoglobulin molecules are 
responsible for antigen binding. In contrast, the Fc domain 
determines the biological function of a given immuno-
globulin molecule. As summarized in Table 1, the biolog-
ical functions of immunoglobulins are diverse, including 
such characteristics as complement fixation (e.g., IgG and 
IgM), placental transfer (IgG), and high- affinity cytophilic 
binding to mast cells (IgE) (13). IgM generally circulates 
as a pentamer that consists of five covalently linked IgM 
monomers with an antigen- binding valence of 10. Serum 
IgA occurs as a monomer that weighs nearly 160 Da with a 
valence of 2. In secretions, IgA commonly occurs as a mul-
timer, usually a dimer.

Light chains (kappa and lambda) each possess an N- 
terminal 110- amino- acid variable (V) region and a C- 
terminal 107-  to 110- amino- acid constant (C) domain. 
By analogy, heavy chains (gamma, alpha, mu, epsilon, and 

isotypes. Immunoglobulins are also subject to posttransla-
tional modification. Overwhelmingly, however, the great 
heterogeneity of structure reflects the vast array of different 
amino acid sequences within the variable and hypervariable 
regions of immunoglobulin molecules. One of the pivotal 
scientific advances in the history of immunology was the 
elucidation of the molecular mechanisms responsible for the 
generation of antibody (immunoglobulin) diversity (chapter 
6) (10). It is important to remember these different levels as 
contributors to the structural heterogeneity of immunoglobu-
lins because they warrant consideration in both the quantifi-
cation of polyclonal immunoglobulins by class (e.g., total IgG 
or IgM) and in the quantification of monoclonal immuno-
globulins (e.g., in patients with multiple myeloma). The gen-
eral structure of an intact immunoglobulin molecule includes 
two heavy chains (gamma, alpha, mu, delta, or epsilon), two 
light chains (kappa or lambda), and several bridging disul-
fide bonds (Fig. 2). Within each heavy and light chain are 
N- terminal variable and hypervariable (antigen- binding) do-
mains and C- terminal constant domains. Antibody structure 
is best understood in the context of the genetic and molecular 
bases of structural and functional diversity (chapter 6).

Pioneering studies of antibody structure, carried out in 
the 1950s and 1960s, provided important insight into anti-
body function and resulted in the immunoglobulin subunit 
nomenclature still in use. In 1958, Porter (11) digested rabbit 
gamma globulin with the enzyme papain. Separation of the 
digestion products revealed two identical antigen- binding 

FIGURE 1 Serum protein electrophoresis: densitometric display 
of serum proteins separated by agarose gel electrophoresis using a 
pH 8.6 buffer. Capillary zone electrophoresis is liquid based; thus, 
no permanent gel is produced.

TABLE 2 Characteristics of IgG subclasses

Property IgG1 IgG2 IgG3 IgG4

Concn in serum  
(g/liter)

1.8–7.8 1.0–4.6 0.3–1.4 0.08–1.8

Half- life (days) 14–23 14–23 7–8 14–23
Complement fixation Strong Weak Strong None
Phagocyte binding  

(via Fc receptors)
Yes No Yes No

Associated with 
allergies

No No No Yes

TABLE 1 Characteristics of immunoglobulinsa

Nomenclature IgG IgA IgM IgD IgE

Heavy- chain class Gamma Alpha Mu Delta Epsilon
Heavy- chain subclasses 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2 1, 2
Light- chain types Kappa and lambda Kappa and lambda Kappa and lambda Kappa and lambda Kappa and lambda
Physical characteristics

Molecular mass (Da) 143,000–160,000 159,000–447,000 900,000 177,000–185,000 187,000–200,000
Sedimentation 

 coefficient (Svedberg 
units)

6.7–7.0 7.5–9.0 18–19 6.9–7.0 7.9–8.0

Functional characteristics
Serum half- life (days) 7–23 5–6 5 2–8 1–5
Complement fixation + − ++ − −
Placental transfer + − − − −
Reaginic activity ± − − − ++
a±, borderline; +, present; ++, strong activity; −, no activity.
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delta) each possess a 110- amino- acid N- terminal variable 
region and, depending on the particular class, three or four 
110- amino- acid constant- region domains. Individual vari-
able-  or constant- region domains are folded into globular 
motifs called “Ig domains.” Ig domains are held in conforma-
tion by disulfide bonds (Fig. 2). Structurally apposed light-  
and heavy- chain variable regions form an antigen- binding 
domain. It is useful to think of the antigen- binding (Fab) 
region of an immunoglobulin molecule as a hand that grasps 
a uniquely shaped doorknob (antigen). Finally, as alluded to 
above, the genetic and molecular bases for immunoglobulin 
structure, antibody diversity, and immunoglobulin assembly 
and secretion have been studied intensively (chapter 6) (10, 
13). Kappa light chains are encoded by chromosomal band 
2p11, lambda light chains are encoded by 22q11, and the 
heavy chain is encoded by the loci on chromosome 14. A 
highly regulated series of DNA recombination, nucleic acid 
splicing, and subunit assembly steps is required to generate 
intact immunoglobulin molecules (10, 13). Immunoglobu-
lins are produced only by B lymphocytes and plasma cells.

IMMUNOGLOBULIN CLASSES
IgG is the predominant class of serum immunoglobulins. 
More than 60% of circulating IgG is IgG1, with IgG2, IgG3, 
and IgG4, in that order, present in decreasing concentra-
tions (Table 2) (13, 14). Except for IgG3, which has a serum 
half- life of 1 week, the IgG subclasses have half- lives of 2 to 
3 weeks. IgG antibodies comprise the most important effec-
tor class of molecules in a secondary or anamnestic humoral 
immune response. Among large populations of B lympho-
cytes that express different cell surface IgG molecules, high- 
affinity antigen binding provides a selective advantage for 
subsequent clonal expansion (13). As a result, as a humoral 
immune response “matures” over time, increasing propor-
tions of IgG antibodies exhibit higher degrees of antigen- 
binding affinity (affinity maturation). This is in part why 
repetitive exposures to a given antigen result in increasingly 
effective humoral immunity.

IgA is the most important immunoglobulin in the mu-
cosal host defense system. Mucosal IgA exists chiefly as 
paired monomeric subunits linked by J (“joining”) chains 
to form dimers (13). A 60- kDa peptide called the “secretory 
piece” is necessary for IgA to be secreted by various types 
of epithelial cells that line mucosal surfaces. IgA, like all 
immunoglobulins, is produced by B lymphocytes and plasma 
cells. Mucosal IgA is actively transported across mucosal ep-
ithelial layers (from the abluminal to the luminal surface). 
As noted in Table 1, IgA exists as IgA1 and IgA2 subclasses, 
the former present in higher concentration in serum and 
each having a half- life of 4 to 5 days.

Serum IgM circulates chiefly in the form of pentamers. 
Monomeric subunits include two mu heavy chains, which 
in turn each possess one more constant- region domain than 
most gamma heavy- chain species. As a result, pentameric 
IgM has a molecular mass of approximately 900 kDa (J 
chain plus 5 times nearly 180 kDa). IgM is the initial im-
munoglobulin class expressed on B cells during lymphocyte 
development and is the predominant immunoglobulin class 
in a primary humoral response (13).

IgD circulates in very low concentrations. Like IgM, B 
cell surface IgD is expressed early in lymphocyte develop-
ment (13). Monomeric IgD consists of two heavy chains 
(each weighs approximately 60 kDa) and two identical 
kappa or lambda light chains. The biological role of serum 
IgD is not well understood, and clinical measurement of 
IgD has no value except for the rare patient with an IgD- 
secreting neoplasm (e.g., multiple myeloma) or the equally 
rare patient with a familial hyper- IgD fever syndrome.

The clinical utility of IgE measurements is discussed in 
greater detail in section M, which describes allergic diseases. 
Serum IgE molecules circulate as monomers that consist 
of two epsilon chains (each approximately 70 kDa) and 
two identical kappa or lambda light chains (14). Like mu 
heavy chains, epsilon heavy chains contain an additional 
constant- region domain. While IgE is normally present in 
low concentrations, elevated polyclonal IgE immunoglob-
ulin is seen in a wide variety of allergic and autoimmune 
diseases. Antigen- specific IgE measurements are widely used 
in the evaluation and management of patients with specific 
atopic disorders (14). For instance, one may quantitatively 
measure IgE antipollen or IgE antipeanut antigen. These 
measurements require very sensitive analytical immuno-
assay systems that rely on detection of specific binding of 
IgE immunoglobulin molecules to their defined cognate 
antigens. Cytophilic IgE binds to mast cells and basophils 
via very- high- affinity Fcε receptors. Activation of such cells 
via divalent IgE- specific antigen binding results in the rapid 
release of vasoactive and chemotactic mediators that can 
cause localized swelling and/or a generalized, sometimes 
life- threatening reaction (anaphylaxis) (15). Measurement 
of total IgE and antigen- specific IgE antibodies is discussed 
in section M.

MEASUREMENT OF IMMUNOGLOBULINS
Currently, quantification of intact IgG, IgA, and IgM is al-
most exclusively performed by automated rate nephelomet-
ric or immunoturbidimetric assay systems (16). Application 
of nephelometry and immunoturbidimetry to immunoglob-
ulin measurement represents a trend away from more labor- 
intensive, less sensitive, and slower manual methods such 
as radial immunodiffusion (RID) and the Laurell rocket 
technique (17, 18). Likewise, most serum- bound kappa and 
lambda light- chain measurements and total IgE measure-
ments are also carried out using automated nephelometric 

FIGURE 2 Schematic of an intact immunoglobulin G molecule. 
Antigen binding occurs between light and heavy chains in the N- 
terminal variable- hypervariable binding regions. IgG possesses an 
antigen- binding valence of 2. Monomeric immunoglobulin mole-
cules, whether the heavy chains are gamma, alpha, mu, delta, or 
epsilon, possess the same general structure. Individual immunoglob-
ulin molecules include either kappa or lambda light chains, not both.
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or immunoturbidimetric assay systems (16). More than 20% 
of clinical laboratories that participated in the 2004 College 
of American Pathologists (CAP) proficiency testing survey 
program used a RID method for IgG subclass measurements, 
and nearly all laboratories that measured total IgD employed 
a RID assay (17, 18). Currently, nearly all laboratories (that 
participate in the CAP proficiency testing program) utilize 
nephelometric or immunoturbidimetric assays (16). The ex-
ception is for total IgE, which is measured by nonisotopic 
immunoassay.

Nephelometric assays are based on rate reactions in 
which antigen, in this case an immunoglobulin such as IgG, 
is injected into a reaction chamber with an antigen- specific 
antibody (19). As antigen- antibody complexes form in sus-
pension, they form a precipitin “cloud.” (“Nephos” is derived 
from the Greek word for cloud.) Antigen- antibody com-
plexes are detected with an intense light source. As immune 
complexes form, increasing numbers of photons are deflected 
at 30° to 90° angles. They are then quantified with a photo-
multiplier tube located on the inner side surface of the re-
action chamber. As the antigen- antibody precipitin “cloud” 
grows in size and density, more photons are deflected and a 
greater signal is recorded. The rise in the number of light sig-
nal events (photons) as a function of time (in milliseconds) 
is determined by the concentrations of antigen and antibody. 
Modern rate nephelometers are sophisticated instruments 
that employ parallel duplicate assay chambers, thus ensuring 
precision; they exhibit high throughput and are programmed 
to run through a series of dilutions of antigen or antibody, 
thus allowing for the “finding of ” a near- optimal precipitin- 
forming rate reaction. While rate nephelometers are robust, 
wildly aberrant results can occur as the result of extreme an-
tigen excess (the high- dose “hook” effect) (20). This problem 
may be particularly pronounced when measuring an unusu-
ally high concentration of an analyte (outside the expected 
dynamic range of the assay) otherwise expected to have a 
relatively low concentration. Such antigen excess can escape 
detection via antigen excess checks (a series of repeated mea-
surements with more- dilute antigen or antibody solutions). 
When measuring IgG subclasses, it is a useful quality check to 
sum the concentrations of all four subclasses to ascertain that 
their additive total approximates the separately measured 
total IgG concentration. Immunoturbidimetric assays are 
formatted similarly, but rather than relying upon the quanti-
tation of deflected light, they rely on the interruption of light 
transmission (180°) through the suspension of immune com-
plexes being formed by antigen and reagent antibody (21).

Nephelometric and immunoturbidimetric test systems 
have had a large economic impact on clinical laboratories 
because they are automated, can be used to measure many 
different analytes with a single platform, and allow rapid 
and high- volume throughput. As a result, employment of 
these methods yields a lower cost per test in laboratories 
that process significant volumes.

RID assays entail addition of reagent antibody to warm 
(50°C) agar while it is in the liquid state (1, 22). Liquefied 
antibody- containing agar is poured into a shallow, flat plastic 
dish or plate and allowed to cool to room temperature. The 
resulting semisolid agar has the consistency of cold Jell- O. 
Cylindrical vertical wells are then cut into the solidified agar. 
Standard dilutions of known concentrations of antigen, in 
this case, immunoglobulin such as a specific IgG subclass, are 
placed into multiple wells. Serum samples that contain pa-
tient IgG to be measured are placed in other wells. As the an-
tigen (IgG subclass) diffuses in all directions from each well, a 
visible antigen- antibody precipitin line forms where antigen 
and antibody achieve equivalence. The concentration of the 

unknown analyte, in this case the serum IgG subclass, can be 
calculated by comparing the diameter of the precipitin ring 
to those precipitin rings of the standard curve generated by 
the serially diluted known concentrations of antigen added to 
different wells. Higher concentrations of antigen must diffuse 
further to reach concentrations low enough to form antigen- 
antibody complexes at equivalence. Typically, a 5 log10 di-
lution standard curve is employed (1, 22). The diameters 
measured from precipitin rings formed by patient samples can 
be interpolated from the set of standard curve diameters. RID 
offers the advantages that it is simple and requires very little 
equipment. The major disadvantages are that RID assays are 
manual, take 16 to 48 hours to run because of the diffusion 
time required, and often employ very expensive reagents. 
Technical artifacts attributable to lipids, monomeric IgM or 
IgA, or cross- reacting antibodies to animal proteins can lead 
to inaccurate results. When reagent antibody is monoclonal, 
as in many IgG subclass assays, the per- test cost can be ex-
traordinarily high. One decade ago, when more than 20% of 
laboratories that participated in the CAP proficiency testing 
program used RID assays for IgG subclass measurement (17, 
18), a single set of RID plates (enough to test nine patients) 
cost $400 (J. Warren, unpublished observation)! Inherent in 
RID immunoglobulin assays are higher coefficients of vari-
ation than those observed for nephelometric and immuno-
turbidimetric methods (greater than 10% versus less than or 
equal to 8%) (16–18). Because of high relative expense and 
long analytical times, the use of RID assays in clinical labo-
ratories has decreased dramatically during the past 2 decades 
(16).

The Laurell rocket technique is very similar to RID, 
except that the diffusion phase of the assay is accelerated 
from hours to minutes by the application of an electrical 
field (23). While the endpoint is still the formation of a 
precipitin line (antigen- antibody complexes at equivalence 
in agar), the geometry is changed from a circle to that of 
a rocket- shaped arc, hence the designation “rocket.” With 
the Laurell technique, the height of the precipitin rocket is 
proportional to the antigen concentration. As in the RID 
technique, a standard curve is constructed by running a se-
ries of different known concentrations of a standard anti-
gen preparation. Again, immunoglobulin concentrations in 
patient samples are calculated based on interpolation from 
the standard curve. While Laurell rocket electrophoresis is 
faster than RID, the remaining shortcomings still hold, and 
use in clinical laboratories is very uncommon (16). Both 
RID and Laurell rocket assay systems may be most appropri-
ate for very- low- volume laboratories, where a nephelometer 
may be too expensive.

MEASUREMENT OF FREE LIGHT CHAINS
In the past decade, an analytical approach to quantification 
of free (dissociated from heavy chain) immunoglobulin light 
chains in serum and/or urine has been developed, and the 
assay has been tested in a variety of clinical settings. Mature 
B lymphocytes and plasma cells typically produce approx-
imately 40% excess of free light chains (13). Thus, early 
after the emergence of a single (disordered or neoplastic) 
clone, the “signal- to- noise” ratio of monoclonal light chains 
to “background” polyclonal light chains is low— making 
monoclonal populations difficult to detect. Identification 
of free monoclonal light chains in the sera of patients with 
multiple myeloma, other B cell disorders, and light- chain 
(amyloid light-chain [AL])- type amyloidosis is also limited, 
especially early in the course of the disease, because these 
proteins, by virtue of their low molecular mass (22 to 25 
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kDa), are filtered by glomeruli and subsequently reabsorbed 
by proximal renal tubular epithelial cells. Accordingly, 
SPEP may reveal no apparent abnormality. The diagnostic 
yield is increased by also testing urine for such Bence Jones 
proteins (monoclonal urinary free light chains). Again, low 
concentrations of Bence Jones protein may not be seen early 
in disease because proximal tubular reabsorption of such 
clonal proteins is relatively efficient until the quantities of 
protein increase and exceed the reabsorptive capacity of the 
tubular epithelium or until tubular damage (acquired Fan-
coni syndrome) occurs and there is increased excretion of 
Bence Jones protein. The advent of the nephelometric se-
rum free- light- chain (sFLC) assay has increased the ability 
to detect monoclonal proteins (43) (see below).

In 2001, Bradwell et al. developed a sensitive immunoas-
say for the quantification of free immunoglobulin light chains 
in both urine and serum (2). Affinity- purified antibodies that 
react specifically with epitopes accessible only on free light 
chains (Fig. 3), but unable to reach the same epitopes seques-
tered in bound light chains, are linked to the surface of latex 
particles. These antibody- coated particles form aggregates 
when incubated with free light chains. Employment of such 
particles in automated nephelometric or immunoturbidimet-
ric analyzers has resulted in a robust test system. Because free 
kappa and lambda (polyclonal) light chains are normally also 
present in serum and urine (and measured), the clinically 
useful assay for detection of monoclonality necessitates cal-
culation of the ratio of free kappa to free lambda light chain. 
The occurrence of a significant clonal increase in either free 
kappa or free lambda light chains distorts this ratio. Thus, a 
very high or a very low ratio of kappa to lambda free light 
chains is reflective of a kappa monoclonal or lambda mono-
clonal process, respectively. Individual sFLC measurements, 
kappa or lambda, reflect the total circulating respective free- 
light- chain concentration.

Clinical studies since the widespread deployment of 
sFLC assays have led to a better understanding of when and 
how to utilize this test. Much of what has been learned was 
distilled into a set of practice guidelines published by the 
International Myeloma Working Group in 2009 (see be-
low) and has since been reiterated, refined, and extended in 
more- recent studies (24–26).

The addition of sensitive and specific free- light- chain as-
says to the armamentarium of laboratory tests available for 
the diagnosis and management of patients suspected to have 
multiple myeloma, Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia, B 

cell leukemias and lymphomas, and AL- type amyloidosis is 
an exciting prospect. As in other nephelometric and im-
munoturbidimetric immunoglobulin assays, sFLC measure-
ments are prone to the high- dose “hook” effect (19, 20). 
This is of particular concern in measurements of serum free 
light chains in patients with B lymphocyte and plasma cell 
neoplasms because of the extreme variation in concentra-
tions that can be seen in a single patient over time. There 
are several analytical limitations to sFLC assays. These in-
clude lot- to- lot variability and the fact that some sFLCs do 
not dilute in a linear fashion (27). It will be important for 
additional clinical studies to address the specific potential 
applications and limitations of these assays. Particular at-
tention will need to be paid to comparisons between free- 
light- chain assays and optimally used “traditional” assays. 
For example, it will be appropriate to compare diagnostic 
sensitivities and specificities of free- chain- assays to those 
of serum and urine immunofixation assays, not merely se-
rum or urine immunofixation assays. In addition, it will be 
important to assess the impact of sensitive free- light- chain 
assays on clinical outcomes in patients. Serum and urine 
free- light- chain assays are Food and Drug Administration 
cleared for use in the diagnosis and monitoring of patients 
with B cell and plasma cell neoplasms and collagen vascular 
diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus (25).

Many important utilization and cost- effectiveness ques-
tions remain to be answered for these expensive tests. For 
instance, what are appropriate testing frequencies in the con-
text of various disease processes and therapies? How should 
sFLC assays be utilized in the context of other laboratory test-
ing? Any studies of cost- effectiveness of sFLC testing versus 
“traditional approaches” (SPEP, 24- hour Bence Jones protein 
quantification, etc.) should take into account not only the 
cost of “traditional” testing but also inconvenience (e.g., 
24- hour urine collection) and technical limitations (e.g., 
quantification of urine Bence Jones protein and M- protein 
quantification by SPEP). Clearly, assessments of optimal uti-
lization and cost- effectiveness encompass a broad set of ques-
tions and consideration of many factors.

JUNCTIONAL EPITOPE (HEAVY/LIGHT- 
CHAIN) ASSAYS
In 2009, Bradwell et al. described the development of an as-
say based on reagent antisera that specifically recognize and 
bind to unique epitopes displayed at the junction between 

FIGURE 3 The serum free- light- chain (sFLC) assay is based on purified polyclonal antibodies that 
specifically bind epitopes that are accessible on free light chains but hidden (and inaccessible) in intact 
immunoglobulin molecules.
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the heavy-  and light- chain constant regions of IgGκ, IgGλ, 
IgAκ, IgAλ, IgMκ, and IgMλ molecules (six reagents), 
hence the name “junctional epitope” or so- called “heavy/
light” chain (HLC) assays (Fig. 4) (3). The quantitation of 
immunoglobulins by isotype- specific light chain type (e.g., 
IgGκ and IgGλ) may provide diagnostically useful infor-
mation related to clonal proliferation, and HLC- pair ra-
tios (e.g., IgGκ/IgGλ) coupled with individual heavy/light 
chain measurements (e.g., IgGκ and IgGλ) may be useful 
in disease monitoring (28). As noted with sFLC assays, 
demonstration of cost- effectiveness and impact on clinical 
outcomes in patients will be important considerations.

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF IMMUNOGLOBULIN 
MEASUREMENT
Serum immunoglobulin concentrations vary widely be-
tween children and adults (13, 29). Immunoglobulin G 
concentrations in a newborn are nearly equal to those ob-
served in adults as a result of transplacental passage from the 
mother. (Maternal IgA and IgM do not pass into the fetal 
circulation.) Immunoglobulin G concentrations then de-
cline to a nadir at approximately 6 months of age. After this 
nadir in the IgG concentration, it rises progressively until 
adult concentrations are reached during early adolescence. 
It is important to apply age- specific reference ranges when 
one interprets quantitative immunoglobulin measurements 
in prepubertal children. Likewise, it is important to recog-
nize that there is some individual- to- individual variation in 
this pattern.

Many congenital and acquired immunodeficiency dis-
orders are characterized by hypogammaglobulinemia (29). 
Depending upon the underlying etiology and accompanying 
abnormalities, humoral immunodeficiency syndromes are 
often accompanied by specific clinical manifestations. In 
general, patients with humoral immunoglobulin deficien-
cies are at risk for a variety of infections, including some 
caused by high- grade encapsulated bacteria such as Strepto-
coccus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae, etc. (29). A de-
tailed discussion of humoral immunodeficiency syndromes 
is beyond the scope of this chapter, but many such disorders 
have been elucidated and are currently best classified based 
on identification of specific molecular defects. For example, 
children suspected of suffering from Bruton’s (X- linked) 
agammaglobulinemia or a severe combined immunodefi-
ciency and adults suffering from suspected common variable 

immunodeficiency all exhibit markedly subnormal concen-
trations of IgG, IgA, and IgM in serum. The most common 
congenital humoral immunodeficiency disorder is selective 
IgA deficiency, which ranges, depending on the ethnicity of 
the population, from 1 in 400 to 1 in 700 adults (29). Many 
patients with selective IgA deficiency are asymptomatic, but 
some suffer from recurrent mucosal infections and/or auto-
immune phenomena. A subset of selective IgA deficiency 
patients exhibit concomitant IgG subclass deficiency. Ag-
gressive treatment of patients with various neoplastic and 
autoimmune diseases has resulted in many individuals with 
acquired humoral immunodeficiencies. Like patients with 
congenital humoral immunodeficiency disorders, these 
individuals are at risk of high- grade bacterial and other 
infections. Likewise, multiple myeloma is frequently accom-
panied by both the presence of a monoclonal immunoglob-
ulin spike (M- protein) and the suppression of polyclonal 
“background” gamma globulin (see below).

A vast array of chronic inflammatory and infectious dis-
eases are accompanied by polyclonal increases in immuno-
globulin concentration. In these settings, there is usually 
little to no value in specific quantitative measurements of 
IgG, IgA, or IgM. Serum protein electrophoresis, accom-
panied by densitometric measurement of the total gamma 
globulin concentration, usually suffices as a “first- tier” 
means to assess the humoral immune system.

A substantial majority of patients with multiple my-
eloma and essentially all patients with Waldenström’s 
macroglobulinemia have monoclonal increases in immu-
noglobulins in serum, urine, or both (30). Serum protein 
electrophoresis and both serum and urine immunofixation 
electrophoresis (IFE) remain key assays used in the diagnosis 
and monitoring of disease progression/response to therapy 
in patients with multiple myeloma and related plasma cell/B 
lymphocyte proliferative diseases (30). Increasingly, clini-
cal laboratories have shifted from agarose gel to capillary 
zone electrophoresis as the primary method for SPEP (31). 
Secreted monoclonal immunoglobulins (M- proteins) or 
immunoglobulin components (e.g., free light chains) are de 
facto tumor markers. Major limitations of SPEP and IFE in 
the evaluation of patients with myeloma and other plasma 
cell disorders have been lack of analytical sensitivity in oli-
gosecretory lesions and the unwieldiness of 24- hour urine 
collections. “Traditional” SPEP and IFE studies are particu-
larly insensitive in the evaluation of patients with AL am-
yloidosis (32).

FIGURE 4 The heavy- light chain (HLC) assay, a junctional epitope assay, is based on purified poly-
clonal antibodies that specifically bind unique epitopes that occur where heavy and light chains are struc-
turally apposed. Antibodies specifically bind IgGκ, IgGλ, IgAκ, IgAλ, IgMκ, and IgMλ (six reagents).
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Studies conducted since the development of the quan-
titative kappa and lambda sFLC assays have led to the cre-
ation of expert guidelines for the clinical applications of 
these tests (24). The combination of the sFLC assays, SPEP, 
and serum IFE is a highly sensitive screen for myeloma and 
related plasma/B cell proliferative diseases and, except in 
the case of suspected AL amyloidosis, negates the need for 
24- hour urine studies (32–38). (Tissue biopsy is still required 
for definitive diagnosis of all of these entities.) Baseline 
sFLC measurements offer prognostic value in essentially all 
plasma cell disorders (including monoclonal gammopathy 
of undetermined significance [MGUS]) (39–42). The sFLC 
assay provides utility in quantitative monitoring of patients 
with “oligosecretory” plasma cell diseases including oligose-
cretory myeloma, nonsecretory myeloma (when there is an 
abnormal sFLC kappa or lambda concentration), and light- 
chain (AL) amyloidosis. (Elevations of sFLC are not ob-
served in all patients with nonsecretory myeloma.) Several 
studies support the use of absolute sFLC measurements (i.e., 
free kappa and/or free lambda) in monitoring with AL am-
yloidosis, oligosecretory myeloma, nonsecretory myeloma 
(applicable cases), and solitary plasmacytoma (24). Cur-
rently, as emphasized by the 2009 International Myeloma 
Working Group guidelines, the data do not justify the use of 
serial sFLC measurements rather than serial measurements of 
otherwise measurable M- proteins by SPEP, serum IFE, and/or 
quantitative 24- hour urine Bence Jones protein quantifica-
tion studies in patients with multiple myeloma (24).

Katzmann and Rajkumar recently summarized a series 
of studies that addressed the clinical utility of junctional 
epitope- HLC assays (28). First, Bradwell et al. (44) and Lud-
wig et al. (45) provided data that suggest that the diagnostic 
sensitivity of HLC- pair ratios (e.g., IgGκ/IgGλ) in multiple 
myeloma is similar to that of SPEP plus serum IFE. These 
investigators also observed that highly abnormal HLC- pair 
ratios were prognostic (44, 45). Finally, Katzmann et al. 
(46) used the junctional epitope assay to reveal that heavy/
light- chain- pair suppression (e.g., suppression of IgGλ in 
patients with IgGκ MGUS) is an independent predictor of 
disease progression (MGUS to multiple myeloma). The last 
observation may refine risk assessment for MGUS patients 
beyond that available by simple estimation of serum M- 
protein concentration (30).

VISCOSITY MEASUREMENT
Viscosity is the intrinsic resistance of a fluid to flow. Ab-
normalities of the formed elements of blood (e.g., increased 
red blood cell mass, decreased red blood cell deformability, 
and changes in numbers and/or properties of white blood 
cells) and abnormalities of plasma proteins (e.g., increased 
immunoglobulin concentration) can cause hyperviscosity. 
While emerging technologies such as laser Doppler veloci-
metry and mass- detecting sensors can be used in clinical vis-
cometry (47), most laboratories continue to employ either 
Ostwald, Wells- Brookfield, or falling- drop viscometers.

Ostwald viscometers are based on the relationship be-
tween fluid viscosity and the rate of flow through a fixed wall 
narrow- bore tube. The greater the viscosity of either antico-
agulated whole blood, plasma, or serum, the lower the rate 
of flow. Typically, the flow rate of the sample of interest is 
compared to a standard (e.g., water). The Wells- Brookfield 
viscometer employs a stationary plate (sample cup) and a 
cone (needle) that is rotated within the cup by a motor run 
at a constant speed under standard temperature conditions 
(37°C). The fluid sample of interest is placed into the cup 
in which the cone rotates. (The fluid spreads between the 

apposed sample cup/plate and the rotating needle/cone.) 
The greater the viscosity of the fluid, the greater the torque 
generated. In turn, the torque is measured with a torque me-
ter and translated into “viscosity.” Falling- drop viscometry 
exploits the fact that particulates fall more slowly through a 
viscous fluid than through a less viscous fluid.

The viscosity of biological samples is typically reported 
in SI (International System of Units) unit centipoise (cP); 
normal plasma viscosity is approximately 1.35 to 1.85 cP. 
(Water exhibits a viscosity of 1.0 cP at 37°C). Whole- blood 
viscosity can also be expressed as “equivalent hematocrit of 
whole- blood viscosity,” which is the viscosity equivalent to 
that exhibited by anticoagulated whole blood at the given 
hematocrit. Clinical interpretation of “equivalent hemato-
crit” requires an actual hematocrit measurement for com-
parison. For example, a patient with hyperviscosity due to a 
high concentration of a monoclonal paraprotein might ex-
hibit a hematocrit equivalent of 55% and an actual hemato-
crit of 40%. In this case, the “excess” viscosity is attributable 
to the paraprotein. Conversely, a patient with polycythemia 
and hyperviscosity might exhibit a hematocrit equivalent of 
whole- blood viscosity of 55% and an actual hematocrit of 
55%. In this case, the elevated viscosity is wholly attribut-
able to the increase in red blood cell mass. Tables or figures 
that display the mathematical relationship between hemat-
ocrit and viscosity of whole blood are useful in clinical 
practice (4), particularly given the nonlinear relationship 
between hematocrit and whole- blood viscosity (see below).

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF VISCOSITY 
MEASUREMENT
The most common cause of hyperviscosity is the presence of 
a paraprotein. More than 80% of cases of hyperviscosity are 
due to an IgM paraprotein associated with Waldenström’s 
macroglobulinemia. IgM molecules possess a high molecular 
mass (pentamers are approximately 900 kDa) as well as a 
shape that increases their intrinsic viscosity. IgA parapro-
teins, less commonly IgG paraproteins, and rarely, very high 
concentrations of polymerized or aggregated monoclonal 
light chains can also result in hyperviscosity (5). Increases 
in red blood cell mass (e.g., polycythemia), reduced deform-
ability of red blood cells (e.g., hemoglobinopathies), and 
very high white blood cell counts (e.g., chronic lympho-
cytic leukemia) can also increase whole- blood viscosity. It 
is important to recognize that the arithmetic relationship 
between hematocrit and whole- blood viscosity is nonlinear 
(5). There is a steep upward inflection in viscosity near a he-
matocrit of 60%. As a result, a patient may be asymptomatic 
with a hematocrit of 55% and dramatically affected at 60%. 
As alluded to above, hyperviscosity attributable to a para-
protein increases both whole- blood and plasma (or serum) 
viscosity, while abnormalities of formed elements affect 
whole- blood viscosity but not plasma (or serum) viscosity.

Symptoms and signs of hyperviscosity are primarily rhe-
ologic but quite varied. They include fatigue, blurred vision, 
headache, tinnitus, decreased hearing, vertigo, paresthesias, 
segmental dilation of retinal veins, retinal hemorrhage, mu-
cosal bleeding, nystagmus, ataxia, somnolence, stupor, and 
coma (5). Individual patients exhibit different thresholds and 
findings, but symptoms and signs of hyperviscosity “typically” 
occur when whole- blood viscosity exceeds 4 cP (2 to 3 times 
the normal level). For example, an individual with advanced 
atherosclerosis involving the cerebral vasculature might ex-
hibit neurologic symptoms and signs of hyperviscosity with 
a plasma viscosity of 3 cP, while an otherwise healthy per-
son (with patent and distensible vessels) might not become 
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symptomatic until plasma viscosity reaches 6 cP. Serum pro-
tein electrophoresis, IFE, a complete blood count with differ-
ential, and review of a peripheral blood smear nearly always 
elucidate the underlying cause of hyperviscosity. In the great 
majority of cases of clinically significant hyperviscosity, the 
underlying etiology has previously been established (e.g., 
Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia and multiple myeloma).
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Protein electrophoresis is performed on serum (SPEP) and 
urine (UPEP) to detect and quantify monoclonal gam-
mopathies (M proteins). In effect, serum and urine protein 
electrophoresis provides an immunochemical biopsy of the 
humoral immune system. However, other clinically relevant 
information is also available from examination of the pro-
teins demonstrated from these studies. This chapter reviews 
basic principles of electrophoresis, the types of apparatus 
that are available, quality control and quality assurance pro-
cedures, costs, and illustrative patterns with recommended 
interpretations.

BACKGROUND ON PROTEIN STRUCTURE
Electrophoresis of serum and urine in the clinical laboratory 
takes advantage of the fact that each major protein has its 
own unique structure. Proteins are composed of amino ac-
ids, each of which contains a basic amino group (−NH2), 
an acidic group (−COOH), and a portion that is specific 
to each amino acid, referred to as an R group (Fig. 1). The 
R groups may be acidic or basic, and they vary in size from 
a single hydrogen atom, to linear or branched hydrocarbon 
chains, or to a complex double ring structure. The complex 
structure and charge characteristics of these amino acids 
and the unique amino acid sequence of each protein deter-
mine the position that the protein migrates to on electro-
phoresis (1).

The primary structure of a protein results when amino 
acids connect to one another by linking the amino group of 
one amino acid to the carboxyl group of the next. During 
construction of this covalent peptide bond, a water molecule 
is released (Fig. 2). The resulting linear chain of amino acids 
is a polypeptide containing a free amino group at one end 
(N terminus) and a free carboxyl group at the other end (C 
terminus). Assembly takes place on the ribosome reading 
mRNA transcribed from DNA. The amino acid composition 
and linear structure of each protein are therefore determined 
by the information encoded in the individual’s DNA.

As the polypeptide chain of amino acids takes form, a 
simple secondary structure is created by folding along one 
dimension and is held together primarily by hydrogen bonds. 
These may take the shape of random coils, an α helix, or a 
β- pleated sheet. A three- dimensional tertiary structure forms 
as a result of several types of attachment: hydrogen bonds, 

disulfide bonds, van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic 
bonds. In more complex molecules such as immunoglobulins, 
a quaternary structure forms when several polypeptide chains 
link together. For instance, consider the immunoglobulin M 
(IgM) molecule. Though classified as a single protein, it con-
sists of 10 identical heavy chains, 10 identical light chains, 
and 1 joining chain. These protein chains combine to create 
a molecular mass of about 900 kDa. Finally, many proteins 
are glycosylated with carbohydrate groups that are covalently 
attached. These carbohydrate groups stabilize the protein’s 
conformation (2). Following synthesis of the protein, post-
translational modifications which convey heterogeneity to 
the protein may occur. These include phosphorylation, N- 
terminal acylation, side chain acylation, sulfation of tyrosine, 
C- terminal α- amidation of glycine, and γ- carboxylation of 
glutamic acid (1)

The charge on the protein molecule and, consequently, 
its migration on serum and urine protein electrophoresis 
are determined both by its constituent amino acids and by 
the pH of the buffer used for the electrophoresis. Each pro-
tein may be defined by its isoelectric point (pI), the pH at 
which its positive and negative charges are equal and hence 
migration does not occur in an electric field. At pH 8.6, 
which is used for agarose gel electrophoresis, the algebraic 
sum of the protein’s positive and negative charges deter-
mines its migration through the gel. This allows the labora-
tory to separate the major serum proteins into unique bands 
and fractions that can be used to identify a wide variety of 
clinical conditions (Fig. 3).

PRINCIPLES OF PROTEIN ELECTROPHORESIS
The first studies on serum protein electrophoresis were 
performed entirely in a fluid- based system devised by Arne 
Tiselius, winner of the 1948 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. He 
called his method moving boundary electrophoresis (3, 4). 
In that regard, it is similar to the most recently available 
technique of capillary electrophoresis. In his system, Tise-
lius layered a mixture of proteins in the form of serum on a 
buffer in a U- shaped tube with electrodes at each end of the 
U. The migration of the proteins through the electrical field 
was detected by a sensitive Schlieren band optical system. 
With this technique, the major serum protein fractions of 
albumin and α, β, and gamma globulins were defined.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch8
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Zone Electrophoresis
In the late 1930s, filter paper was deployed as the first solid 
support medium to improve separation and allow direct vi-
sualization of the major protein fractions. The filter paper 
was placed between two reservoirs of buffer with electrodes 
at each end. The protein solution was carefully applied to 
the filter paper, and after electrophoresis, the major bands 
were visualized by use of a protein dye. However, the use of 
this support medium introduced new variables such as the 
texture of the medium, which provided resistance to pro-
tein migration, as well as charge effects due to endosmotic 
flow (5). The resistance would vary according to the filter 
paper brand and lot. Endosmotic flow changes reflected the 
fact that the support medium itself contained a net negative 
charge that could not migrate. As a consequence, the pos-
itive buffer ions would flow toward the cathode. The result 
was that weakly anionic proteins were pulled cathodally 
from the application point. The use of cellulose acetate 
and agarose began in the 1950s, and by the 1970s, they had 
vastly improved the resolution of protein electrophoresis. 
These clear support media allowed rapid electrophoresis, 
crisp separation of major protein fractions, and densitomet-
ric scanning to quantify the protein fractions (6).

The simplicity of separation in a fluid- based system has 
been revisited in the past decade with the development 
of capillary electrophoresis. In this procedure, instead of 

FIGURE 1 General structure of an amino acid. The R group de-
termines the specific amino acid.

FIGURE 2 The peptide bond formation between two amino ac-
ids creates a dipeptide.

FIGURE 3 The serum has sharp separation of major protein 
bands on the electropherogram (Sebia Capillarys). Ref., reference; 
T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio.

a large, glass U- shaped tube, thin fused silica capillaries, 
about 25 μm in diameter, are the vessels through which 
the proteins pass. The narrow silica capillaries create a huge 
negatively charged surface area that results in a strong en-
dosmotic flow toward the cathode. At strong alkaline pH 
(10.0), the proteins are pulled by the endosmotic flow past 
a UV detector which uses a 200-  or 215- nm wavelength. It 
permits recording of the amount of each protein fraction on 
an electropherogram as a densitometric scan, and it is able 
to convert the values to a virtual gel image (Fig. 3) (7–13).

Unfortunately, while detection of peptide bond absor-
bance at 200 to 215 nm is efficient, it also detects other 
substances that absorb at those UV wavelengths. So far, 
the most frequent causes of false- positive deflections in the 
electropherogram have been radiocontrast dyes and, oc-
casionally, antibiotics (8, 14–17). Radiocontrast dyes and 
some antibiotics can produce suspicious bands anywhere 
from the transthyretin (prealbumin) area through the γ 
region (Table 1).

One key feature in the evolution in electrophoresis sys-
tems has been the improvement in resolution. With the 
development of clear cellulose acetate gels in the 1950s, 
densitometric scans could distinguish five major protein 
fractions, with the bands in each fraction being relatively 
diffuse. Improvements have included an enclosed system 
that prevents evaporation of buffer. This helps to keep the 
ionic concentration of the buffer constant. Additional im-
provements have involved the addition of calcium lactate 
to buffer, the use of thin gels, and the use of cooling devices 
to control heat production. These improvements, applied to 
zone electrophoresis and capillary electrophoresis, have en-
hanced their ability to identify M proteins that are present 
in low concentrations and protein genetic variants, such as 
α1 antitrypsin, that were difficult or impossible to visualize 
with previous techniques (Fig. 4).
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Guidelines for the diagnosis of monoclonal gammop-
athies recommend the use of electrophoretic systems that 
provide a crisp separation of the β1 from β2 region, and 
which are able to recognize M proteins as low as 0.05 g/dl 
in the γ region (18, 19). In the β region, measurement of 
M proteins is complicated by the presence of transferrin and 
C3. However, by taking advantage of so- called immunosub-
traction techniques (see chapter 9) on capillary electropho-
resis, one can determine the amount of the β region that is 
occupied by the M protein (see below).

With currently available semiautomated gel systems, the 
samples are placed in a well connected to special paper that 
wicks the sample to its sharp edge, which is applied directly 
to the surface of the gel. This application process can be in-
terfered with by the presence of particulate matter in some 
urine samples or the precipitation of immunoglobulins in the 
serum of patients with cryoglobulinemia (8, 20). To prevent 
such problems, it is recommended to centrifuge the urine 
and ensure that the paper moistens all the way to the sharp 
edge. In addition, it is advisable to always compare the total 
protein value with the color intensity observed in the gel. 
This will aid in preventing false- negative results. Laborato-
ries should establish their own reference ranges when adopt-
ing these techniques. While the different methods provide 
similar numbers, significant differences have been reported 
(Table 2) (16, 21).

QUALITY CONTROL AND QUALITY 
ASSURANCE

Specimen Requirements for Serum
For serum testing, the blood sample should be drawn into a 
Vacutainer tube without anticoagulant. After clotting, the 
serum is separated and stored at 4°C for up to 72 h. Al-
though serum can be used after 72 h, C3 will deteriorate. 
Loss of C3 integrity will change the quantity of protein in 
the β2 region of the electrophoresis. If the sample is to be 
held longer than 72 h before electrophoresis, freezing the 
sample at −20°C preserves the C3 for future analysis.

Proper sample collection is important because interfer-
ences can create special problems for interpretation. He-
molysis will provide a broadly migrating band in the α2- β 
region, reflecting the presence of hemoglobin haptoglobin 
complexes. This may obscure or even mimic an M protein 
in this region. Lipemic samples may not disperse effectively 

A. B.

FIGURE 4 Heterozygous α1 antitrypsin. The capillary zone electropherogram has two α1 antitrypsin 
bands (arrows). Insert shows (top) a normal serum on a gel and (bottom) a heterozygous pattern with two 
α1 antitrypsin bands. (B) The electropherogram pattern for a normal serum sample displays the single 
peak of the normal α1 antitrypsin band (arrow). Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G ratio, albumin- 
to- globulin ratio; L, low value.

TABLE 1 Location of radiocontrast and antibiotic spikes on 
capillary electrophoresisa

Location Compound

Anodal to prealbumin Ceftriaxone sodium
Prealbumin Bilisegrol
Albumin (anodal edge) Sulfamethoxazole
α2 globulin
 Anodal Gastrografin

Urangiografin
 Mid- region Telebrix

Xenetix
 Cathodal Iopamiro

Omnitrast and Omnipaque
Ultravist

β2 globulin
 Anodal Hexabrix
 Mid- region Optiray

Iomeron
aTable from reference 1.
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into a gel. Centrifugation followed by use of the clear layer 
below the lipid (the infranatant) may provide an adequate 
result if a better sample cannot be obtained.

Specimen Requirements for Urine
An early morning void collected into a container without 
preservative is adequate for screening for the presence of 
monoclonal free light chains (MFLC, or Bence Jones pro-
tein) (21). The urine should be stored at 4°C until elec-
trophoresis. Prior to electrophoresis, the sample should 
be concentrated to optimize the detection of MFLC. The 
amount of concentrating necessary depends on the protein 
concentration of the urine. Usually, a 100- fold concen-
tration is sufficient for urine samples with relatively small 
amounts of protein. One approach is to place the urine sam-
ples into a commercial ultrafiltration concentrating device 
and allow them to concentrate for a set period of time. One 
of our laboratories uses a concentration period of 4 h. Sam-
ples with small amounts of protein will concentrate more 
rapidly, up to 100 times, whereas urine specimens with high 
protein concentrations will concentrate to a lesser degree. 
If the patient is known to have an M protein in the serum 
and/or an MFLC in the urine, a 24- h urine sample should 
be collected in a container without preservative. Collection 
of the sample is key to obtaining accurate and reproducible 
information about the M protein. The first morning of the 
collection, the patient should be instructed to note the time 
when the collection is begun and to empty his or her blad-
der prior to the start. The next day, at the same time, finish 
the collection by including the final bit of urine in the 24- h 
collection. While this may seem excessively compulsive, if 
the first sample is included, it may be including urine which 
has been in the bladder for as long as 8 h (effectively making 
this a 32- h collection). The container should be refrigerated 
at 4°C between collections to minimize deterioration of 
proteins and growth of microorganisms. The 24- h collection 
is needed to quantify the amount of MFLC in the estimation 
of tumor burden and the response to therapy.

Internal Controls
Each protein electrophoresis analysis should have a control 
sample run on each gel. The percentage of the protein in 
each fraction should be recorded and compared day to day. 

Even with urine protein electrophoresis, serum controls are 
recommended because normal urine contains only trivial 
amounts of protein and would not serve as an adequate es-
timation of the migration of proteins on the gel. The con-
trols should be evaluated for migration position of the major 
bands and for the amount of protein in each region. One 
convenient way to do this is by using a Levey- Jennings chart 
(Fig. 5). For systems such as capillary electrophoresis, which 
may have as many as 8 capillaries, each capillary should 
have such samples performed daily because the separation 
characteristics will differ slightly from one capillary to the 
next.

PROTEINS IDENTIFIED IN SERUM PROTEIN 
ELECTROPHORESIS
Using agarose or acetate electrophoresis, serum proteins 
were classified as the five major regions identified by elec-
trophoresis: albumin, α1, α2, β, and γ. However, we now can 
recognize several specific major proteins by electrophoresis 
(Fig. 3). A tiny transthyretin (formerly named prealbumin) 
band may be seen on systems with superior resolution (Fig. 
3). It is a 55- kDa protein that is used mainly to assess the 
nutritional status of patients with protein calorie malnutri-
tion. The normal concentration in serum (20 to 40 mg/dl) is 
too small to be reliably evaluated by serum protein electro-
phoresis; therefore, measurements are usually performed by 
nephelometry. Rare genetic abnormalities of transthyretin 
are the most common cause of hereditary senile systemic 
amyloidosis and familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy (22).

Albumin is the main serum protein. It is a 69- kDa pro-
tein that is responsible for the osmotic effect of serum pro-
teins and serves as a transport protein for a wide variety of 
molecules. An innocuous variant, bisalbuminemia, is occa-
sionally seen. Analbuminemia is a rare condition where pa-
tients do surprisingly well. Occasionally, the latter patients 
require diuretics to control mild edema and some have had 
elevated cholesterol levels.

α1 lipoprotein (high- density lipoprotein) is better evalu-
ated by specific biochemical methods, but it may be seen on 
serum protein electrophoresis. On gel- based techniques, it 
usually accounts for the faint, diffusely staining broad band 
between the α1 antitrypsin band and albumin. By capillary 
electrophoresis, it may migrate in the albumin or the α1 re-
gion depending on the system used.

α1 acid glycoprotein is a heavily glycosylated acute- phase 
reactant protein that migrates just anodal to α1 antitryp-
sin. With its usual concentration of 50 to 150 mg/dl and 
heavy glycosylation, it is either barely visible or not seen on 
normal samples. However, with acute- phase reactions, it is 
seen on the anodal side of α1 antitrypsin. Because the glyco-
sylation interferes with protein staining, it is not seen well 
on gel- based methods. However, capillary electrophoresis 
methods show it as an anodal shoulder to the α1 antitrypsin 
band. It may be especially prominent in patients with an 
acute- phase reaction.

α1 antitrypsin is a 52- kDa protein that is a member of the 
serine protease inhibitors (serpins). It functions to inhibit a 
wide variety of proteases, including trypsin, and increases 
during an acute- phase reaction. This important protease in-
hibitor (PI) is usually present as PIMM, the normal homozy-
gous type. However, there are several genetic variants. The 
Z and S variants are secreted in decreased amounts and are 
ineffective in inhibiting proteases. These variants in their 
homozygous form predispose the patient to emphysema 
and cirrhosis. The α1 region must be carefully scrutinized 
to be certain that the α1 antitrypsin band is present with 

TABLE 2 Comparison of serum protein intervals by agarose 
and capillary zone electrophoresisa

Group and fraction
Protein concn range (g/dl)

Agarose gel 
electrophoresis

Capillary 
electrophoresis

Men
 Albumin 4.19–5.36 4.17–5.23
 α1 0.13–0.27 0.26–0.45
 α2 0.38–0.70 0.34–0.64
 β 0.65–1.14 0.58–0.95
 γ 0.49–1.21 0.53–.32
Women
 Albumin  4.0–5.11 3.74–4.98
 α1 0.14–0.28 0.26–0.51
 α2 0.41– 0.69 0.39–0.64
 β 0.65–1.00 0.55–0.87
 γ 0.49–1.21 0.53–1.32

aData modified from those of Bossuyt et al. (16).
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appropriate migration. When heterozygotes are present, two 
discrete bands are seen (Fig. 4). When there is a homozy-
gous PIZZ deficiency, the capillary electrophoresis electro-
pherogram will show a flat α1 region with the α1 antitrypsin 
band missing. However, there is an underlying protein, oro-
somucoid (also known as α1 acid glycoprotein), that may be 
present in sufficient amount to account for an α1 fraction 
measurement in the lower end of the normal range (Fig. 
6). In contrast, when a serum with a homozygous PIZZ de-
ficiency is viewed on an agarose gel, the pattern indicates 
a virtual absence of protein staining in the α1 region (Fig. 

6). The disparity between these two techniques reflects the 
ability of capillary electrophoresis to measure orosomucoid 
more accurately than densitometry by agarose gels. This is 
because orosomucoid is a heavily glycosylated molecule that 
does not stain well with protein dyes and consequently is 
not seen on agarose gel electrophoresis. Since capillary elec-
trophoresis uses peptide bond absorbance for detection, it is 
measured more accurately on capillary electrophoresis.

α2 macroglobulin is a huge 720- kDa molecule that is a 
member of the thiol ester plasma proteins and functions as 
a protease inhibitor. Despite this, it is not an acute- phase 

A.

B.

FIGURE 5 (A) This Levey- Jennings chart monitors the daily variation of albumin in the normal con-
trol sample performed on capillary zone electrophoresis for 3 months. No control sample is beyond 2SD 
(2 standard deviations) and no trend of high or low values is evident, indicating consistent precision. (B) 
This Levey- Jennings chart monitors the daily variation of the α1 fraction in the normal control sample 
performed on capillary zone electrophoresis for 3 months. Wider swings of the daily value are present in 
the α1 fraction than in albumin (panel A) due to the smaller percentage of proteins present in this frac-
tion. Nonetheless, no sample is beyond 2SD and no trend of high or low values is evident on either chart, 
indicating consistent precision. V.M., median value.
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protein. It is elevated in patients with nephrotic syndrome 
primarily due to its large size. Serum levels are moderately 
higher in cord blood.

Haptoglobin is the other major α2 region protein. It 
binds free hemoglobin and exists in various forms. The 1- 1 
genotype, with a mass of 86 kDa, migrates slightly anodal to 
α2 macroglobulin. The 2- 1 genotype, with a mass of 86 to 
300 kDa, completely overlaps α2 macroglobulin, and the 2- 2 
genotype, with a mass of 170 to 900 kDa, is located slightly 
cathodal to α2 macroglobulin. Because it binds free hemo-
globin, haptoglobin is decreased in hemolysis but increases 
during an acute- phase reaction.

Transferrin, the major β1 region molecule, is a 76.5- kDa 
protein that transports non- heme ferric iron. During acute- 
phase reactions, this protein decreases in concentration. In 
serum, it contains two complex carbohydrate chains, each 
with a sialic acid residue. Cerebrospinal fluid contains both 
this form of transferrin and one that lacks the sialic acid 
residues. The latter fraction of transferrin migrates in the β2 
region and has been used to distinguish leakage of cerebro-
spinal fluid from nasal or aural secretions.

β1 lipoprotein (low- density lipoprotein) is more precisely 
evaluated by specific biochemical methods but may be seen 
in the β region on gel- based systems and in either the albu-
min or α1 region on capillary electrophoresis methods. It is 
an enormous molecule measuring 2,750 kDa.

C3, the third component of complement and the only one 
readily visualized on serum protein electrophoresis, is the ma-
jor β2 region molecule. It consists of two chains, a 110- kDa α 
chain and a 75- kDa β chain. The level of C3 is elevated late 
during an acute- phase reaction. If the sample is not stored at 
4°C, it quickly breaks down into smaller components.

Fibrinogen is a 340- kDa protein present in plasma but 
not in normal serum (Fig. 7). However, if the patient is an-
ticoagulated, the sample is drawn into a tube containing an 
anticoagulant, or if the serum is separated before clotting is 
completed, the sample may have enough residual fibrinogen 
to give a band in the β- γ region that can be confused with 
an M protein.

C- reactive protein is a 135- kDa protein that migrates in 
the γ region. Its name derives from its ability to react with 

FIGURE 6 The capillary zone electropherogram pattern has a 
relatively flat α1 fraction with a markedly blunted α1 antitrypsin 
peak (arrow). This indicates the lack of the α1 antitrypsin band 
which is consistent with the quantitative decrease of that fraction. 
However, the protein that remains in the α1 fraction is orosomu-
coid (α1 acid glycoprotein). This protein is measured by capillary 
zone electrophoresis, but not usually stained by protein dye on gel 
electrophoresis. Insert above shows two serum samples performed 
on gel electrophoresis. The top pattern shows a normal serum with 
a prominent α1 antitrypsin band while the bottom pattern has a 
clear α1 region because the α1 antitrypsin band is not seen and 
the orosomucoid does not stain well with the protein dye. Ref., 
reference; T.P., total protein; A/G ratio, albumin-to-globulin ratio; 
L, low value.

A. B.

FIGURE 7 (A) Results of agarose gel electrophoresis for four samples are shown. The bottom sample 
has two unusual findings. The α1 region shows two light staining bands that almost merge. This reflects 
the presence of an α1 antitrypsin variant. In this case, it would be consistent with a faster- migrating 
variant (F) but needs to be confirmed by molecular studies. However, the second unusual feature is a 
densely staining band in the slow β region (β2). This band could be an M protein; however, fibrinogen 
also migrates in this region. (B) IFE results for a sample similar to that shown in panel A are shown. Here 
the band reacts with anti- fibrinogen but not to anti- IgG, - IgM, - κ (K), or - λ (L) antisera.
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autoimmune pancreatitis, sclerosing cholangitis, prostatitis, 
thyroiditis, and eosinophilic angiocentric fibrosis (23–25).

IgM migrates in the β- γ region (40 to 230 mg/dl). It is a 
900- kDa molecule that exists as a pentamer. It is the earli-
est immunoglobulin to respond to antigenic stimulation but 
does not appear to have a memory response. Uncommonly, 
an isolated polyclonal increase in IgM may produce a broad 
restriction in the anodal portion of the γ region.

IgA in the serum exists mainly as a 160- kDa monomer 
(70 to 400 mg/dl), but in mucosal secretions, it exists mainly 
as a dimer attached to secretory component (380 kDa). It 
is the second most common M protein involved in MM. A 
polyclonal increase in IgA results in a bridge between the 
β and γ regions. It can be quite prominent in some cases 
of cirrhosis, but more modest increases will occur in a wide 
variety of mucosal infections.

IgD is present mainly on the surface of lymphocytes, 
while in serum, only small quantities are found (0 to 8 mg/
dl). IgD is the heavy chain type of 1 to 2% of MM cases. In 
such cases, it is often present in relatively small amounts, 
while the tumor secretes large amounts of MFLC.

IgE is present mainly on the surface of mast cells and 
basophils. Serum concentrations are measured only in 
patients with allergies, especially allergic bronchopulmo-
nary aspergillosis, and in the extremely rare cases of IgE 
myeloma.

Free κ (25 kDa) and λ (50 kDa) light chains normally 
exist in the serum at concentrations too low to be visual-
ized by serum protein electrophoresis. However, by using 
a sensitive nephelometric technique, they can be quanti-
fied in the serum (see chapter 7). Indeed, the ratio of free 
κ/free λ in serum can replace the necessity for urine in an 
initial screen for MM (26) (see chapter 11). However, fol-
low- up for cases of light chain MM requires a measurement 
of the involved monoclonal light chain in a 24- h urine 
sample by protein electrophoresis with densitometric scan-
ning and by IFE to establish κ or λ clonality.

PATTERN INTERPRETATION FOR SERUM
Although the main reason for performing serum protein 
electrophoresis is to detect and quantify M proteins, there 
are several other electrophoretic patterns that can be de-
tected which may be of clinical use. Some of these findings 
were mentioned above with regard to each major protein; 
however, other important electrophoretic patterns are re-
viewed here.

Liver Disease Pattern
In patients with cirrhosis, synthesis of hepatocyte- derived 
proteins such as albumin, transferrin, and haptoglobin is 
decreased. As shown in the capillary electrophoresis elec-
tropherogram in Fig. 11, this usually forms a stepwise in-
crease from the α2 through the γ region. However, due to 
inflammation and rerouting of blood around the liver, other 
proteins may be increased. Typically, the serum demon-
strates hypoalbuminemia. There may be anodal slurring of 
the albumin band if bilirubin is elevated. A decreased α2 
globulin may also occur with a prominent β- γ bridging due 
to a polyclonal increase in IgA and a broad increase in the γ 
region reflecting the polyclonal increase in IgG.

Protein Loss Patterns
With nephrotic syndrome, loss of protein occurs through 
damaged glomeruli. The serum shows hypoalbuminemia, 
low or low- normal α1 globulin. On the electrophoretic pat-
tern relative to albumin, there is a dramatically elevated 

the capsular polysaccharide of Streptococcus pneumoniae. It 
is an early indicator of an acute- phase reaction and is best 
measured by nephelometric techniques.

Immunoglobulins migrate mainly in the β and γ regions. 
IgG is the main serum immunoglobulin (700 to 1,600 mg/
dl). It is a 160- kDa protein typically with a γ migration. It 
consists of four subclasses: IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. Be-
cause the body has many more B lymphocytes programmed 
to produce an IgG immunoglobulin after an appropriate 
antigen encounter, a neoplastic transforming event act-
ing randomly on the available B cells will result in many 
more IgG M proteins than M proteins of the other major 
immunoglobulin classes (e.g., IgA or IgM). In multiple my-
eloma (MM), an IgG M protein usually produces a large γ 
region spike that is readily measured by densitometry on 
agarose gels or by a capillary electrophoresis electrophero-
gram (Fig. 8). Polyclonal increases of IgG occur in chronic 
infections, liver disease, and some autoimmune diseases. 
These increases may be small or massive depending on the 
chronicity and severity of the condition. Typically, they are 
broad based, spanning the entire γ region and occasionally 
extending into the β- γ region (Fig. 9). However, a modest 
polyclonal increase in the IgG4 subclass gives a subtle, but 
noticeable, increase in the anodal portion of the γ region 
that, on occasion, may mimic an M protein (Fig. 10). Such 
polyclonal increases can be distinguished from M proteins 
by performing an immunofixation (IFE) or immunosub-
traction (see chapter 9). IgG4- related systemic disease is a 
grouping of several conditions that share a diffuse lympho-
plasmacytic infiltrate dominated by IgG4 plasma cells. The 
reports of this condition have included Mikulicz disease, 

FIGURE 8 A capillary zone electropherogram is shown with a 
prominent M protein spike (shaded) and suppression of the normal 
gamma globulin. The spike measures 1.9 g/dl, and the total gamma 
globulin is 2.0 g/dl. Only 0.1 g/dl is accounted for by the gamma 
globulin not measured in the M protein spike. Ref., reference; T.P., 
total protein; A/G ratio, albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value.
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α2 globulin due to retention of its large molecules, such as 
α2 macroglobulin and haptoglobin, in the serum. On gel 
electrophoresis, the β region may be increased due to an 
elevated β1 lipoprotein. However, on capillary electropho-
resis, the lipoproteins migrate more anodally, often in the 

FIGURE 10 On the left, a capillary zone electropherogram is shown from a serum sample with an acute- 
phase reaction and a polyclonal increase in the IgG4 subclass. The acute- phase reaction is confirmed by the 
combination of low albumin (2.0 g/dl), increased α1 and α2 fractions, and a low transferrin (β1) band. The 
γ region has relatively broad restriction, but it is limited to the anodal half of the γ region. This is a typical 
finding with a polyclonal increase in IgG4 subclass. As shown, the IgG4 subclass was increased 8-fold over 
the upper end of the normal range. On the right, four gel electrophoresis patterns are shown. The top one 
has a polyclonal increase in the IgG4 subclass. It shows a broad increase similar to that shown in Fig. 9, but 
this one extends from the slow β region to midway in the γ region. Polyclonal increases in the IgG4 subclass 
can be mistaken for monoclonal proteins unless an immunofixation electrophoresis is performed. Ref., refer-
ence; T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.

FIGURE 9 On the left, a capillary zone electropherogram demonstrates a slight decrease in albumin but 
a broad polyclonal increase in gamma globulins for a serum sample. On the right, three serum samples are 
shown on agarose gels. The top serum sample has a broad polyclonal increase in gamma globulins. The in-
creased gamma globulins extend across the entire γ region. Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- 
to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.

albumin region. By either method, the gamma globulin is 
in the low- normal range or hypogammaglobulinemia range, 
depending on the severity of the disease (Fig. 12).

In protein- losing enteropathy such as celiac disease, 
damage to the gastrointestinal tract can produce findings in 
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serum similar to those of the nephrotic syndrome with hy-
poalbuminemia, hypogammaglobulinemia, and occasionally 
elevated α2 macroglobulin.

Milder patterns of protein loss may result in only de-
creased albumin and gamma globulin. Because most serum 
protein electrophoresis analyses are performed for patients 
for whom an M protein is in the differential diagnosis, when 
we see these findings, we recommend performing a urine 
protein electrophoresis and IFE to rule out MFLC, which 
may damage the glomeruli due to conditions such as AL 
amyloid (light- chain- associated amyloid), light chain depo-
sition disease, or myeloma kidney.

Acute- Phase Pattern
An acute- phase reaction is the result of recent damage that 
may occur due to processes including infections, trauma, 
and inflammation, or it may result from therapeutic mea-
sures such as surgery. In the serum, largely due to the effect 
of interleukin- 6, there is a decrease in albumin and trans-
ferrin (β1 globulin) with an increase in α1 acid glycoprotein 
(orosomucoid), α1 antitrypsin, and haptoglobin (Fig. 10). In 
the mid-  to fast- γ region, depending on the electrophoresis 

system being used, the C- reactive protein band may be seen. 
Later in the course of the inflammation, C3 increases. This 
has also been referred to as a subacute inflammation pattern.

Hypogammaglobulinemia is never normal in an adult, 
even the elderly. When the total γ region value falls below 
the normal range of 2 standard deviations set in our laborato-
ries, we note that hypogammaglobulinemia is present. This 
may be seen in a variety of conditions, including common 
variable immunodeficiency disease, chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia, well- differentiated lymphocytic lymphoma, light 
chain disease, and nonsecretory myeloma, or in patients who 
are receiving plasmapheresis or chemotherapy. About 10% 
of patients with isolated hypogammaglobulinemia defined in 
this manner will have an M protein that may be detected 
in serum and/or urine by IFE and/or by use of the serum free 
light chain test (27). Amyloid AL can sometimes be seen in 
cases of hypogammaglobulinemia. Measurement of the se-
rum free light chains has been shown to help in detecting 
both cases of amyloid AL and cases of nonsecretory myeloma 
(see chapter 7) (28, 29).

Detection of M Proteins in Serum
Most M proteins belong to the IgG subclass and usually mi-
grate in the γ region (Fig. 13, samples 6, 13, 14, 25, and 30). 
Since normal IgG migrates broadly throughout the slow β 
and γ regions, even a low concentration of M proteins mea-
suring as little as 0.05 to 0.1 mg/dl can distort the pattern, 
especially in the presence of hypogammaglobulinemia. This 
is illustrated as the large β2 region band in sample 24 of Fig. 
13. Identification of the M protein requires immunologic 
demonstration that the M protein band is made up of only 
one heavy chain type and one light chain type. IFE and im-
munosubtraction electrophoresis are the two methods that 
are recommended for evaluating this condition.

M proteins, especially those of the IgA and IgM classes, 
are also commonly detected in the β region (Fig. 14). 
When there are M proteins in low concentrations, they 
can be more challenging to detect because of the presence 
of major proteins in that region, such as β1 lipoprotein (on 
gel- based methods), transferrin, and C3 (Fig. 15). To detect 

FIGURE 11 This capillary zone electropherogram demon-
strates a cirrhosis pattern. Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G, 
albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.

FIGURE 12 This capillary zone electropherogram demonstrates a 
nephrotic pattern. The α2 region is exaggerated by comparison with 
the dramatic decrease in albumin. Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; 
A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.

FIGURE 13 This agarose gel electrophoresis demonstrates 30 
serum patterns. Samples 6, 13, 14, 25, and 30 demonstrate mono-
clonal restrictions in the γ region. Sample 24 shows an M protein 
overlying the usual C3 (β2 region) band. When the usual β region 
bands appear fuzzy or enlarged, it often indicates the presence of 
an M protein. IFE is indicated.
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such low amounts of M proteins, a high- resolution electro-
phoresis system is needed. When elevations of proteins are 
seen in the β region on densitometry or the electrophero-
gram, in the case of capillary zone electrophoresis, that is 
unexplained by β- γ bridging (an illustration of this is the 
cirrhosis pattern), IFE or immunosubtraction electrophore-
sis is indicated to rule out an M protein. Occasionally, M 
proteins will appear as a shoulder to one of the other bands 
or even migrate directly on top of the band, producing an 
aberrantly large C3 or transferrin band.

M proteins may rarely reside in the α2 region. These are 
difficult to detect because of the higher concentration of 
the proteins that normally migrate there. This is one reason 
why a negative serum protein electrophoresis does not rule 
out the presence of a detectable serum M protein. When 
a negative serum protein electrophoresis is found in a pa-
tient with a strong suspicion of having an M protein, an 
IFE of the serum should be performed. Indeed, the recom-
mendation of the International Myeloma Working Group 
is to perform serum protein electrophoresis, serum IFE, and 
serum free light chain analyses for individuals suspected of 
having MM (see chapter 11).

An aggressive approach is recommended to further eval-
uate suspicious bands on a serum protein electrophoresis 
that does not have further testing requested by reflexing 
them to a serum IFE. Katzmann et al. have provided guid-
ance as to the yield of M proteins for different types of sus-
picious bands (see chapter 11) (Table 3) (30). An M spike 
is extremely specific, with all electrophoretic patterns given 
that designation identified as an M protein by IFE in their 
study. Fuzzy bands are the finding that has the highest yield 
of the other suspicious findings. A fuzzy band is when one 
has a broadened or distorted major band, most often C3 or 
transferrin (Fig. 13, specimen 24). The increased size of the 

band is often due to an M protein that either comigrates 
with it, thus broadening it, or migrates slightly cathodal or 
anodal to it, giving the band (Fig. 15).

Quantification of Serum M Proteins
When using electrophoresis systems with sharp resolution, 
the lower limit of visualization of M proteins has been esti-
mated at about 0.02 to 0.04 g/dl if the M protein is in the γ 
region (31, 32). Detection of low- concentration M proteins 
can be clinically significant. While most such M proteins will 
fall into the category of monoclonal gammopathy of undeter-
mined significance (MGUS), some will be seen in patients 
with light chain myeloma, IgD myeloma, IgE myeloma, am-
yloid (AL), and other B- cell lymphoproliferative processes 
such as chronic lymphocytic lymphoma or well- differentiated 
lymphocytic lymphoma. Furthermore, even in cases of 
MGUS with M proteins considered too low in concentration 
to measure, but which were confirmed by IFE, Murray et al. 
found that slightly less than 1% of these cases progressed to 
a malignant plasma cell or B- cell proliferative disorder (33).

Once an M protein has been detected and characterized 
immunologically, one should try to quantify it if it is not too 
low in concentration. As a guideline, the International My-
eloma Working Group uses 1.0 g/dl as the minimal amount 
measured when monitoring a response to therapy. This does 
not mean one cannot measure smaller amounts. However, 
care should be taken to consider the underlying polyclonal 
immunoglobulins in the γ region and the interfering pro-
teins in the β region.

For γ- migrating M proteins that are clearly distinguish-
able from other proteins and with minimal background 
normal immunoglobulins, we recommend measuring the 
M protein band itself by densitometry for gel- based systems 
or by use of the electropherogram for capillary electropho-
resis. The demarcation for the M protein is placed at the 

FIGURE 14 This capillary zone electropherogram shows a 
prominent b region band due to the presence of an IgM M protein 
in this case of Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia. Ref., reference; 
T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value; 
L, low value.

FIGURE 15 This capillary zone electropherogram shows an in-
crease in the C3 band due to an IgA M protein overlying it. IFE is 
indicated. Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G ratio, albumin- 
to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.
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notch it forms with the normal immunoglobulins (Fig. 8). 
For M proteins that are not high in concentration and 
whose base is obscured by other proteins such as transfer-
rin, C3, or normal gamma globulins, we do not quantify 
the M protein level (Fig. 16). If one can make this distinc-
tion, the quantitative measurement will usually be better 
for monitoring patients with M proteins than a measure-
ment by nephelometry of the total immunoglobulin of that 
class. The M protein measurement excludes most of the 
polyclonal immunoglobulins, whereas the nephelometric 
measurement will include them. This obscures to some de-
gree the changes in the M protein on subsequent measure-
ments. The use of immunosubtraction electrophoresis in 

capillary electrophoresis has helped to make this distinc-
tion in the α and β regions (see chapter 11). In addition, 
a new nephelometric procedure that measures heavy- light 
chain combinations, i.e., IgG(κ) versus IgG(λ), may prove 
useful for such challenging cases (34–37).

PATTERN INTERPRETATION FOR URINE
On 100- fold- concentrated urine samples, albumin in small 
amounts may be seen on protein electrophoresis in a variety 
of conditions. Normally, one may detect up to 150 mg of al-
bumin during 24 h. The amount may be increased following 
strenuous exercise and in patients with diabetes.

FIGURE 16 Two capillary zone electropherogram patterns are shown. On the left, the C3 band appears 
enlarged and distorted. In a normal serum sample, it is usually equal to or less than the transferrin (β1) band. 
Here, it is not only larger but shifted anodally compared to a sample from another patient (on the right). It 
is difficult to determine how much of this area is due to the M protein. However, if one can immunosubtract 
this band, one may be able to improve such measurements (see chapters 9 and 11). The serum sample for 
which results are shown on the right also has a distinct, though small, M protein in the γ region. It should 
be characterized by IFE, but it is too small to measure due to the relatively large amount of underlying poly-
clonal immunoglobulins. Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio; L, low value.

TABLE 3 Reflex testing for suspicious bandsa

SPEb abnormality Reflexed SPE 
cases (n)

IFE positive  
(n [% specificity]) MFLC by IFE (n)

M spike 169 169 (100)
Fuzzy band 206 112 (54) 4
Questionable fuzzy band 263  47 (18) 0
Hypogammaglobulinemia (<0.55 g/dl)  85  10 (12) 5
Increased α2 (≥1.4 g/dl)  48   2 (4) 0

Broad/extra α2 band   9   0 0

Increased β (1.6–1.9 g/dl)  10   1 (10) 0

All abnormalities 790 341 (43) 9
aTable from reference 30.
bSPE, serum protein electrophoresis.
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Mild glomerular damage will demonstrate the moder-
ately sized major serum proteins that normally do not pass 
effectively through the glomerular barrier (Fig. 17). As long 
as the tubular reabsorptive function is intact, little or no 
faintly staining protein will be seen in the α2 and β regions. 
When the capacity for the tubules to reabsorb protein is ex-
ceeded, small bands will be seen in these regions along with 
the faintly staining γ region. With severe nonselective renal 
disease, a pattern that resembles that of serum protein elec-
trophoresis including, to a lesser extent, the large molecules 
in the α2 region is found.

If only the tubules are damaged, the large amount of small 
serum proteins that normally pass through the glomerulus 
will not be reabsorbed and will appear in the urine. Typi-
cally, one will find a small amount of albumin and numerous 
bands of various sizes in the α1, α2, β, and γ regions (Fig. 
17). After the interpreter gets used to the usual bands of 
tubular proteinuria, if a band is found in a different location, 
an IFE should be performed to establish electrophoretic ho-
mogeneity and κ or λ specificity. This identifies the presence 
of MFLCs.

When a large excess of a relatively small molecule is 
present, such as in myoglobin, β- microglobulin, hemoglo-
bin, and lysozyme, if the amount excreted is greater than 
the tubular reabsorptive capacity, an overflow proteinuria 
pattern is seen. This situation must be studied by IFE to rule 
out the possibility that the band represents an M protein.

Detection of M Proteins in the Urine
MFLC (Bence Jones proteins) typically occur as monomers 
(~25 kDa) and dimers (~50 kDa), both of which pass into 
the glomerular filtrate. Uncommonly, free κ chains may 
exist as tetramers and free λ chains may exist as hexamers 
which are too large to pass into the glomerular filtrate.

An early morning void is the best urine specimen for the 
initial detection of MFLC. However, for initial detection of 
MFLC, measurement of serum free light chains (FLC) by 
means of nephelometric techniques is as effective for detect-
ing patients with light- chain MM. They obviate the need for 
a urine sample (see chapter 7). However, once MFLC have 
been demonstrated in patients with light- chain- only MM, 
the International Myeloma Working Group recommends 
that they should be monitored by measuring the MFLC 
peak on the densitometric scan of 24- h urine collections.

While the serum FLC measurements may eventually be 
used to monitor these patients, the lack of linearity and 
problems with antigen excess effects have thus far limited 
the technique. Nonetheless, in cases where there is too low 
of a concentration of light chain present in a 24- h urine 
collection, serum FLC measurements have proven useful, 
especially in cases of AL amyloidosis and oligosecretory 
MM (29).

MFLC and M proteins may migrate anywhere from the α 
through the γ region on urine protein electrophoresis. Once 
one becomes familiar with the common patterns of glomer-
ular and tubular proteinuria discussed above, unusual bands 
will become more apparent. This is more difficult with tubu-
lar proteinuria and its many bands from small proteins not 
reabsorbed than with glomerular proteinuria.

For optimal detection of MFLC, we recommend per-
forming IFE and urine protein electrophoresis on all sam-
ples. For the initial detection of MFLC, we review our files 
on the patient to see if there is a known M protein in the 
serum. This is especially important in the case of unusual 
conditions such as IgD or IgE myeloma.

Commonly, both the intact M protein and the MFLC 
can be found in the urine of a patient with MM. The urine 

IFE is compared to the urine protein electrophoresis to de-
termine which band is the MFLC. This band is measured by 
densitometry of the urine protein electrophoresis (Fig. 18). 
The concentration of the total protein in the urine is used 
with this measurement and the volume of the 24- h urine 
collection to determine the amount of MFLC per 24 h as 
follows: MFLC/24 h = (total protein concentration [mg/
ml]) × (ml/24 h) × (% MFLC by densitometry).

The record of the urine protein electrophoresis and IFE 
is stored in a file with the serum protein electrophoresis, 
IFE or immunosubtraction (ISE), and serum FLC results. 

FIGURE 17 Several urine protein electrophoretic patterns are 
shown from concentrated urine samples. The arrow indicates the 
M protein in the third sample.

FIGURE 18 A densitometric scan of an agarose gel is shown 
from a urine sample with an MFLC measuring almost 2,000 
mg/24 h. A/G ratio, albumin- to- globulin ratio; T.P., total protein.
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This allows one to correlate the current results with previ-
ous results.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Serum and urine protein electrophoresis are not general 
screening techniques. They are employed to detect M pro-
teins in patients suspected of harboring plasma cell and B- 
lymphocyte proliferative disorders. For the initial detection 
of an M protein, serum protein electrophoresis, IFE, and se-
rum FLC measurement are recommended to detect MM.

In occasional situations, such as suspicion of heavy- chain 
disease or AL amyloidosis in the face of negative serum and 
FLC studies, urine protein electrophoresis and urine IFE can 
provide useful information.

In addition to M proteins, however, performance of se-
rum and urine protein electrophoresis often detects a wide 
variety of other abnormalities that can provide useful clini-
cal information as described above. Therefore, attention to 
all regions of the electrophoretic pattern is needed, and such 
abnormalities should be included in the final report.

Avoiding False- Positive Results
Unexplained bands from the α through the γ regions may 
represent an M protein. However, before they are interpreted 
as being M proteins, this diagnosis should be secured by IFE 
or immunosubtraction (see chapter 9). In both capillary 
and gel- based electrophoresis, several proteins can produce 
bands that are not immunoglobulins but which may mimic 
an M protein. Fibrinogen, C- reactive protein, C3 variants, 
transferrin variants, hemoglobin- haptoglobin complexes, 
and markedly elevated β- lipoprotein can all be confused 
with an M protein band. Fibrinogen is commonly seen due 
to the presence of anticoagulants or an incompletely clotted 
specimen. It migrates in the slow β region on most gels, and 
because it is the only large band in that area that is not an 
immunoglobulin, it is easily ruled out by its position or by an 
IFE when in doubt (Fig. 7). Investigators quickly learn where 
fibrinogen and hemoglobin migrate on their gels. Other sus-
picious bands should be confirmed by IFE or immunosub-
traction electrophoresis before being reported. When using 
capillary electrophoresis, interference from radiocontrast 

dyes and some antibiotics give deflections that may be misin-
terpreted as M proteins (Fig. 19). Some of these, such as sul-
famethoxazole, produce a small deflection at the anodal end 
of albumin which should not be confused with an M protein 
(Table 1) (15, 17). Others, such as piperacillin- tazobactam 
(Tazocin; Wyeth), can produce a peak at the anodal end of 
the β region. One may remove these interfering substances 
by desalting or with activated charcoal (14, 38).

When performing IFE, the specificity of each new lot 
of reagent antiserum needs to be confirmed. The study of 
the antisera should include both serum and plasma. Even 
though plasma is not the specimen that is recommended for 
use, occasionally fibrinogen will be present for a number of 
reasons. These include the presence of anticoagulation ther-
apy, inadequate time for the specimen to clot before the se-
rum is removed from the clot, or drawing of the sample into 
a tube containing an anticoagulant. If the reagent antiserum 
against immunoglobulin contains reactivity for fibrinogen, a 
false- positive result may be recorded (39).

Correlation of Current with Previous Patient Results
Good quality assurance requires coordinating all available 
laboratory information on the patient. A record should be 
established for each patient the first time that an M protein 
is detected in the serum or urine. The record should con-
tain the serum and urine protein electrophoresis and IFE or 
immunosubtraction electrophoresis gels and patterns along 
with key nephelometric studies, including serum FLC re-
sults and measurements of IgG, IgA, and IgM.

The patient’s current specimen patterns should be 
compared with the first results obtained on the original M 
protein and also with the most recent previous sample. If 
the migration of the M protein matches that of the previ-
ous serum or urine sample, the amount of the M protein 
should be recorded on the report along with a statement 
as to whether it has increased, decreased, or remained 
unchanged since the previous sample. To have reproduc-
ible results, the International Myeloma Working Group 
requires M protein measurements of >1 g/dl to record a 
difference. It further defines a difference as a change of at 
least 25%. For urine MFLC measurements, they require at 
least 200 mg/24 h (40).

FIGURE 19 Two capillary zone electropherograms are shown. The one on the right is a control. The 
one on the left demonstrates the radiocontrast dye Omnipaque as a sharp band in the slow α2 fraction (ar-
row). These samples require IFE or immunosubtraction electrophoresis to rule out a monoclonal protein. 
Ref., reference; T.P., total protein; A/G, albumin- to- globulin ratio; H, high value; L, low value.
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With chemotherapy and/or stem cell transplantation, 
the original M protein usually declines and may disappear. 
This is accompanied by hypogammaglobulinemia, and oc-
casionally, an oligoclonal response may be seen. Some oli-
goclonal bands may be as large as, or occasionally larger 
than, the M spike that can be seen with residual disease or 
a recurrence of the original M protein. However, as long as 
these oligoclonal bands do not have the same migration and 
isotype as the original M protein, they are not an indication 
of recurrence. Indeed, their presence may reflect recovery 
of normal immunoglobulin- producing clones and has been 
suggested as a favorable feature for event- free and overall 
survival by Alejandre et al. (41, 42).

The migration and the isotype identification of the M 
protein should be the same as that of the original M protein. 
If there is any change in migration, identification of the pa-
tient sample should be confirmed by IFE or ISE. If a new sin-
gle M protein is identified, the clinician should be contacted 
to determine if the patient has had extensive chemotherapy 
and/or stem cell transplantation. Occasionally, one can find a 
very prominent band as part of an oligoclonal reaction. Usu-
ally, these will be transient. However, if there has been no 
significant change in the therapy, the appearance of a new 
M protein is highly unlikely. In that circumstance, it is rec-
ommended to repeat the SPEP on a freshly drawn sample to 
confirm that a likely patient identification error has occurred.

In the report, comment is also made about the remaining 
normal gamma globulins. Suppression of the gamma globu-
lins is a negative prognostic indicator and, if severe enough, 
may predispose the patient to infections, possibly requiring 
gamma globulin replacement therapy (43).

Suppression of the normal immunoglobulins may be 
reported if the nephelometric measurements of the unin-
volved immunoglobulin isotypes (IgA and IgM in the case 
of an IgG M protein) are below the normal range.

The International Myeloma Working Group recom-
mends that if the intact M protein is present in the serum, 
its measurement should be used to monitor the response of 
the patient. However, about 20% of cases of MM only, or 
primarily, produce FLC. In that case, 24- h urine samples are 
indicated periodically (depending on the aggressiveness of 
the process and/or therapy) to monitor the tumor burden 
and to help estimate the degree of damage to the nephrons.

Patients with MGUS should have periodic urine and se-
rum IFE depending on clinical judgment of the attending 
physician.

The availability of FLC testing in serum and urine has been 
shown to be useful both in the initial detection of MFLC and 
in monitoring patients with light chain disease (see chapter 
7). The measurement of the FLC can replace the initial urine 
IFE for the detection of MFLC. Furthermore, serum FLC tests 
are useful to stratify the risk of progression to MM for individ-
uals presenting with MGUS or smoldering MM.

The use of external quality assurance proficiency testing 
is essential to compare the results from one laboratory with 
those of others who are using the same system in the de-
tection of M proteins and also to allow one to gauge the 
effectiveness of one manufacturer’s electrophoretic system 
to correctly identify an abnormality versus the systems pro-
vided by other manufacturers.

Cost of Testing
Cost is mainly related to the number of samples assayed per 
day and selection of the most appropriate type of equip-
ment used for the number of tests performed. In laborato-
ries with relatively small volumes (2 to 4 serum samples per 
day), it may be worthwhile considering sending the test to a 

reference laboratory and using the resources of the laboratory 
for higher- volume testing or required stat testing. Laborato-
ries with larger volumes (5 to 10 per day) may wish to use a 
manual assay and batch the testing once or twice per week. 
With a volume of about 20 per day, use of a semiautomated 
method decreases technologist time. At volumes of 40 or 
more per day, the bar- coded, automated capillary electropho-
resis systems are highly efficient with excellent resolution.
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The characterization of immunoglobulins spans a spectrum 
of methods, including molecular analysis of gene usage and 
rearrangement, quantitation of immunoglobulin heavy 
chains as well as intact and free light chains, qualitative 
assessment and characterization of clonality, and identifi-
cation of abnormalities that may be clinically significant, 
such as hyperviscosity syndrome, cryoglobulinemia, and am-
yloidosis (AL). This chapter focuses on qualitative meth-
ods for the assessment and characterization of clonality. 
The methods include agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) 
with immunofixation, capillary electrophoresis (CE) with 
immunosubtraction (ISUB), and isoelectric focusing with 
immunoblotting or immunofixation. All three methods can 
be used to identify monoclonal, oligoclonal, and polyclonal 
immunoglobulin populations and to identify the heavy and/
or light chains contained in the population. Immunofixa-
tion electrophoresis (IFE) and ISUB electrophoresis are 
diagnostic tools used for the identification of monoclonal 
gammopathies and, conversely, for the confirmation of poly-
clonal hypergammaglobulinemia. Isoelectric focusing with 
immunoblotting or immunofixation is a cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) diagnostic test for the identification of oligoclonal 
bands in multiple sclerosis (MS).

BACKGROUND
Intact immunoglobulins are products of clonal plasma 
cells that consist of two identical heavy chains (IgG, IgA, 
IgM, IgD, or IgE) and two identical light chains (kappa or 
lambda) (1). In order to ensure proper assembly, there is an 
approximately 40% excess of light- chain production; how-
ever, the free light chains are normally cleared and metab-
olized by the kidneys within hours of secretion (2, 3). In a 
normal immune response, each of the thousands of immu-
noglobulin idiotypes produced by plasma cell clones is pres-
ent in a relatively small proportion. Because of the charge 
variability of the immunoglobulin molecules, they normally 
have a broad electrophoretic migration, described as poly-
clonal, on serum protein electrophoresis (PE). In contrast, a 
monoclonal gammopathy (paraprotein) represents a prolif-
eration of a single plasma cell clone that produces an immu-
nologically homogeneous protein commonly referred to as 
a monoclonal protein. It is essential that the laboratory dis-
tinguishes a monoclonal protein from a normal polyclonal 

distribution of immunoglobulins. Monoclonal proteins are 
often associated with a clonal process that is malignant or 
potentially malignant, whereas an increase in polyclonal 
immunoglobulins is due to an inflammatory or reactive pro-
cess. Diagnoses associated with a serum monoclonal protein 
include monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined signifi-
cance (MGUS), multiple myeloma (MM), Waldenström 
macroglobulinemia, smoldering MM, AL, lymphoprolifera-
tive diseases, and plasmacytoma (4). Table 1 lists the distri-
bution of diseases from 31,479 monoclonal gammopathies 
diagnosed by the Mayo Clinic’s practice from 1960 to 2003. 
MGUS is the most common finding; however, MM is re-
garded as the hallmark malignant diagnosis (5).

Monoclonal proteins usually consist of an intact immu-
noglobulin; however, a plasma cell clone may produce only 
a monoclonal free light chain or, rarely, a monoclonal heavy 
chain. Because of the excess production of free light chains 
by plasma cells, it is not uncommon to find a small amount 
of monoclonal free light chain in addition to the intact 
monoclonal protein in the serum. The excess monoclonal 
free light chain may also be detected in the patient’s urine. 
In IgG myeloma, for example, approximately three- fourths 
of patients have an excess of monoclonal free light chains 
that are excreted and detectable in the urine (6).

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION
Routine laboratory testing used to determine whether se-
rum contains polyclonal immunoglobulins or a monoclonal 
protein includes agarose gel or capillary PE, IFE, and capil-
lary electrophoresis with ISUB. The term immunosubtrac-
tion was patented by Beckman, so other companies have 
had to devise different terms for the procedure. However, 
this chapter uses the term ISUB for further discussion of the 
technique. Depending on initial findings and the patient’s 
clinical presentation, additional investigations may include 
serum free light chain quantitations, urine PE, and urine 
IFE. Katzmann reviewed the ability of different test combi-
nations to identify a monoclonal protein (7); details of that 
study are reviewed in chapter 11.

Both IFE and ISUB rely on the principles of immuno-
precipitation; this refers to the interaction of multivalent 
antigen and antibody molecules that result in a lattice for-
mation or precipitate (8). If too much antigen or too much 
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antibody is present, the lattice formation does not occur 
and a precipitate does not form. Therefore, manufacturers 
of commonly used gel- based IFE (Helena Laboratories, Se-
bia, Grifols [maker of InterLab]) and ISUB (Sebia, Helena) 
techniques produce antiserum in a concentration such that 
a precipitate forms with the immunoglobulin concentra-
tions found normally in human serum. However, labora-
tories must be aware of the potential for antigen excess or 
antibody excess, which can still exist and allow a monoclo-
nal protein to be missed. Serum samples for these procedures 
should be collected and stored refrigerated until analyzed. 
Refrigerated samples are stable for at least 2 weeks and can 
be frozen indefinitely.

Immunofixation
IFE is the composite of PE and immunoprecipitation. Pro-
teins are first separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, and 
then antiserum is applied to precipitate the proteins of in-
terest. When first introduced, IFE was a manual procedure; 
however, although more automation has now been intro-
duced, technologists’ techniques often still play an important 
role in the completed gel. Depending on the manufacturer, 
IFE gels are available in different sizes and configurations. 
Regardless of size, most IFE gels comprise six lanes for each 
serum sample; the first lane is used as the reference lane, and 
the remaining five lanes are used to evaluate IgG, IgA, IgM, 
kappa, and lambda. Serum of a specified dilution is applied 
to the application point of each lane. When IFE was first 
introduced, laboratories measured serum immunoglobulin 
concentrations in order to determine the appropriate serum 
dilution and avoid the problem of antigen or antibody ex-
cess. However, manufacturers’ instructions for serum dilu-
tions are now usually based on the gamma globulin fraction 
or total immunoglobulin concentration. It is advisable to 
pay close attention to these dilution protocols in order to 
avoid the problems of antigen excess (serum may need to be 
diluted more) or antibody excess (serum should be diluted 
less or perhaps not at all).

After the proteins have been separated by electrophore-
sis, the reference lane is overlaid with an acid fixative, fix-
ing all proteins to the gel. Specific antisera are then applied 
to each of the other lanes (IgG, IgA, IgM, kappa, lambda) 
and the gel is incubated, allowing immunoprecipitation to 
occur. The kappa and lambda antisera are directed toward 
total kappa and lambda light chains (i.e., bound and free). 
The subsequent washing step washes away all proteins other 
than those in the reference lane that have been fixed to the 
gel, and immunoglobulins precipitated by the specific anti-
sera. After drying, a protein stain, usually acid violet, allows 

the interpreter to determine whether the immunoglobulins 
are in a diffuse/polyclonal distribution or whether a discrete 
band or monoclonal protein is present. The evaluation of 
IFE gels is a qualitative skill that takes experience for cor-
rect interpretation, and gels should always be examined di-
rectly by the interpreter. Figure 1B shows a normal IFE with 
polyclonal immunoglobulins, and Fig. 2B shows serum con-
taining an IgG lambda monoclonal protein. In Fig. 2, the 
IgG and lambda bands line up with the monoclonal protein 
in the reference lane. Both Fig. 1 and 2 include the corre-
sponding electropherogram.

It is important to be aware of the normal distribution 
of immunoglobulins on IFE. IgG is located throughout the 
whole of the gamma region, IgA migrates in the beta and 
beta- gamma regions, and IgM stays at or near the origin. 
Kappa and lambda staining usually corresponds to IgG, al-
though when there is a significant polyclonal increase in 
IgA, the kappa and lambda staining extends more promi-
nently into the beta region. The kappa and lambda lanes 
normally show identical staining distributions, but the kappa 
lane usually appears denser than the lambda lane, reflecting 
the increased concentration of total kappa compared to the 
concentration of total lambda light chains. By knowing the 
normal IFE pattern, an interpreter should easily recognize 
the occasional mishaps that can occur, such as application 
of a specific antiserum to the wrong lane or not applying 
antiserum or serum to a specific lane. The latter problem 
results in a lane without any staining at all and may be eas-
ily missed by the novice interpreter, especially if it involves 
the far- right lambda lane (Fig. 3). As an alternative to the 

TABLE 1 Distribution of plasma cell proliferative disorders 
at the Mayo Clinic from 1960 to 2003a

Disorder with monoclonal gammopathy % of cases

Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 
significance

61

Multiple myeloma 17
Primary systemic amyloidosis  9
Lymphoproliferative disease  3
Smoldering myeloma  4
Solitary or extramedullary plasmacytoma  2
Macroglobulinemia  2
Other  2

an = 31,479 (5).

A.

B.

FIGURE 1 (A) Normal serum electropherogram; (B) normal 
serum immunofixation gel.
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six- lane gel, manufacturers offer a pentavalent gel and anti-
serum. With this approach, a serum sample is applied only 
to a reference lane and one IFE lane. The reference lane is 
treated similarly to that of the six- lane IFE gel, but the IFE 
lane is overlaid with antiserum directed against a combina-
tion of IgG, IgA, IgM, kappa, and lambda. If a discrete band 
is noted in the IFE lane, a complete IFE must be performed 
to identify the monoclonal protein type. The immunofix-
ation assay for urine studies is identical to the serum assay 
except that urine samples need to be concentrated to in-
crease the detection sensitivity. Details of urine IFE will be 
described later in this chapter.

Immunosubtraction
Capillary electrophoresis is now used quite commonly to 
perform serum PE. It automates the electrophoretic pro-
cedure and allows for better positive- patient identification 
than some agarose gel approaches. Combining capillary 
electrophoresis with immunoprecipitation has resulted in 
the technique initially called immunosubtraction (ISUB). 
Because it is automated, ISUB is performed more rapidly 
than agarose gel IFE but is less sensitive for detection of 
small amounts of monoclonal protein (9–11). Beckman 
Coulter was the first company to introduce a commercial 
instrument for capillary electrophoresis; this was called cap-
illary zone electrophoresis (CZE). However, Beckman no 
longer manufactures this particular electrophoretic instru-
ment for routine clinical laboratory use, although they do 
manufacture other capillary electrophoresis systems, mainly 
for research purposes. CZE has now been replaced by other 
automated systems from Sebia and Helena. As indicated 
earlier, the term immunosubtraction was patented; there-
fore, Sebia uses “immunotyping” and Helena uses “immuno-
displacement” for their specific techniques.

Manufacturers of the ISUB technique use prepackaged 
antisera against IgG, IgA, IgM, kappa, and lambda; these are 
placed on the instrument with the patient’s serum sample. 
The process allows serum and each antiserum to mix and 
incubate. The exact contents of the antisera are proprietary, 
but they are thought to cause the precipitate of the patient’s 
immunoglobulin and antiserum to be negatively charged 
and so they migrate anodally to albumin. After incubation, 
the pretreated samples undergo electrophoresis in the capil-
lary columns. The resulting ISUB patterns are examined for 
polyclonal immunoglobulins or loss of a monoclonal peak, 
hence the term immunosubtraction. Figure 4 illustrates 
a normal serum ISUB pattern and Fig. 5 one with an IgG 
lambda monoclonal protein. In Fig. 4, the “subtraction” of 
IgG results in almost total removal of the gamma fraction 
except in the fast- gamma region, where IgA and IgM mi-
grate. The anti- kappa and anti- lambda reagents decrease the 
gamma fraction by approximately two- thirds and one- third, 
respectively. The use of anti- IgA and - IgM decreases the 
background under the beta globulin and the beta- gamma 

A.

B.

FIGURE 2 (A) Electropherogram with monoclonal protein in 
the gamma region; (B) immunofixation gel showing an IgG lambda 
monoclonal protein.

FIGURE 3 Serum immunofixation gel with no staining in the 
lambda lane due to lambda antiserum not being applied. FIGURE 4 Normal serum immunosubtraction pattern.
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globulin regions, respectively. In Fig. 5, the anti- IgG reagent 
removes the M spike as well as the polyclonal portion of the 
gamma fraction. The anti-lambda reagent removes the M 
spike as well as a portion of the polyclonal gamma fraction. 
Therefore, this is consistent with an IgG lambda monoclo-
nal protein.

The main advantage of ISUB is that it is automated and 
so takes less technologist time and expertise to perform than 
current IFE gel procedures. However, as indicated earlier, 
ISUB is less sensitive at detecting small bands or small 
amounts of monoclonal protein because one needs to see 
the monoclonal antibody or peak on the reference electro-
pherogram before one can say that it has been removed by 
ISUB (10, 11). In contrast, with the IFE procedure, other 
proteins have been washed away and a monoclonal protein 
is “amplified” because the protein stain stains a combination 
of the patient’s immunoglobulin and the added antiserum. 
Therefore, as a screen to detect a small amount of monoclo-
nal protein, IFE is preferred. Although many investigators 
have concentrated on the ability or inability of ISUB to 
detect small amounts of monoclonal protein, Schild et al. 
reported a case of a significant amount of IgM kappa mono-
clonal protein that was not detected by the Capillarys 2 
(12). The authors concluded that the problem was caused by 
precipitation of the monoclonal by alkaline pH buffer and 
postulated that perhaps some of the reports of false- negative 
electrophoresis results may be related to pH- dependent pre-
cipitation. ISUB also has the current disadvantage of not 
being able to test for IgD or IgE monoclonal proteins or for 
other specific proteins. Whether the commercial companies 
will expand their ISUB capabilities is yet to be determined.

However, despite the disadvantages mentioned, ISUB 
does have some advantages compared to IFE. ISUB may 
more readily show which light and heavy chains are asso-
ciated in serum containing two comigrating monoclonal 
proteins. This applies particularly to the situation where 
IgG, kappa, and lambda bands comigrate on IFE; these may 
represent IgG kappa and IgG lambda proteins or an intact 
IgG monoclonal protein plus a monoclonal free light chain. 
The ISUB procedure will clarify this type of IFE result. It 

can also be helpful in the identification of a small amount of 
monoclonal protein that migrates in a pattern of increased 
polyclonal immunoglobulins.

PATTERN INTERPRETATIONS AND CLINICAL 
DISORDERS

Polyclonal
Polyclonal increases in immunoglobulins occur in a variety 
of conditions, such as chronic infections, chronic inflam-
mation, connective tissue disease, and chronic liver disease. 
Large increases may appear to have a restricted migration on 
PE, especially in capillary electrophoresis, and on occasion 
may be confused with a monoclonal gammopathy. However, 
use of IFE or ISUB should distinguish a polyclonal from a 
monoclonal gammopathy. Polyclonal increases in any of the 
immunoglobulins will appear as a darker, but diffuse, area 
of staining in the IFE heavy- chain lane(s) affected. There 
should also be a diffuse increase in staining for both cor-
responding kappa and lambda chains (Fig. 6). The ISUB 
pattern will be similar but more prominent than the normal 
ISUB polyclonal pattern described in the immunosubtrac-
tion section.

A marked polyclonal increase in the IgG4 subclass often 
results in an apparent band (agarose gel) or peak (capillary 
electrophoresis) in the beta- gamma region that may easily 
be misinterpreted as a monoclonal protein (8). However, 
IFE or ISUB should help clarify that there is a polyclonal 
distribution of IgG with both kappa and lambda light chains 

FIGURE 5 Serum immunosubtraction pattern with IgG lambda 
monoclonal protein.

A.

B.

FIGURE 6 (A) Electropherogram with polyclonal increase in 
gamma globulins; (B) immunofixation gel with polyclonal increase 
in IgG (a “fuzzy” band is noted in the lambda lane).
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increased (Fig. 7). Measurement of IgG subclasses will show 
a specific increase in the IgG4 subclass. A polyclonal in-
crease in IgM may cause a similar localized staining (aga-
rose gel) or a broad peak (capillary electrophoresis) in the 
beta- gamma region that can be initially misinterpreted as 
a broadly migrating monoclonal protein. In addition, with 
some of the smaller IFE gels, IgM migrates in a relatively 
short, localized region of the lane so that, on initial inspec-
tion, an increased IgM may suggest a monoclonal protein. 
Again, noting that both the kappa and lambda lanes also 
show an increase in staining corresponding to IgM will help 
clarify that this is a polyclonal increase. Interpretation of 
polyclonal increases in IgA is generally straightforward, 
occurring primarily in the beta region.

Because of the high protein content of sera with in-
creased polyclonal immunoglobulins and the potential for 
rheumatoid factor to be present in these samples, sera may 
exhibit a point- of- application artifact on IFE. In addition, 
sera with polyclonal increases in immunoglobulins may ex-
hibit several faint, fuzzy bands or restrictions in most or all 
of the IFE lanes. These may be interpreted as part of the 
polyclonal response to a particular stimulus; however, if 
they are sufficiently discrete, they can be referred to as oli-
goclonal bands. The bands (IFE) or small peaks (capillary 
electrophoresis) are assumed to represent increases in the 
production of specific immunoglobulins from a number of 
plasma cell clones.

Monoclonal Proteins
As described earlier in the chapter, monoclonal proteins are 
found under several conditions (Table 1). In addition, they 
are detected in the general population at a rate of approx-
imately 3% (13, 14) in individuals above 70 years of age. 
Since IgG- producing plasma cells are present in the great-
est numbers, it makes sense that IgG monoclonal proteins 
occur most frequently. A Mayo study showed that when all 
monoclonal proteins are considered, IgM monoclonals oc-
cur more frequently than IgA monoclonals. However, IgA 
predominates over IgM when only MM is considered (6); 
this is because most malignant IgM monoclonals are asso-
ciated with Waldenström macroglobulinemia. IgD mono-
clonals are very uncommon and IgE monoclonals extremely 
rare. Waldenström macroglobulinemia (lymphoplasmacytic 
lymphoma) is associated with an IgM monoclonal that is 
readily detected by PE (7). In contrast, AL is usually associ-
ated with small amounts of a monoclonal free light chain, 
although in some patients no monoclonal protein is de-
tected even by IFE.

Four percent of monoclonal proteins are biclonal or dou-
ble gammopathies that result from two separate expanded 
clones of plasma cells (15). In order to use the term bi-
clonal with confidence, one should have both a kappa and a 
lambda monoclonal protein. However, it is probably better 
either to simply describe the monoclonal protein types or to 
use the term “double gammopathy.” If both bands are IgM, 
they likely represent monomeric and pentameric IgM (7S 
and 19S), and if they are identical IgA or IgG molecules, 
they are most likely monomers and dimers. For clinical 
purposes, the monoclonal protein quantitations are added 
together. An example of a sample containing both an IgG 
lambda and an IgA kappa monoclonal protein (two bands) 
is shown in Fig. 8; this also illustrates the problem of antigen 
excess. It is estimated that 0.09% of patients will have three 
monoclonal proteins.

Classically, a significant amount of monoclonal protein 
is seen as a relatively sharp spike on PE. In this situation, the 
monoclonal protein quantitation can be reported. However, 
some monoclonals have a broader distribution than others 
and can be confused with a polyclonal immunoglobulin pat-
tern. In monoclonal protein cases, the IFE or ISUB pattern 
should show only kappa or lambda associated with the in-
creased heavy- chain staining or peak. If only a small amount 
of monoclonal protein is present, it may be too small to frac-
tionate; in this case, the report can indicate that there is 

A.

B.

FIGURE 7 Polyclonal increase in an IgG4 subclass. (A) Elec-
tropherogram with a rounded peak in the beta- gamma region; (B) 
immunofixation gel showing an increase in staining in the beta- 
gamma region in the IgG and both kappa and lambda lanes.

FIGURE 8 Serum immunofixation gel with a biclonal gammop-
athy (IgG lambda and IgA kappa). Antigen excess is also present 
in the IgA and kappa lanes.
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a small amount of monoclonal protein within a polyclonal 
background or within the beta or alpha- 2 globulin regions. 
Of course, in some cases, the monoclonal protein may be 
visible only by IFE.

Myeloma
Diagnostic criteria for MM are a clonal increase of bone 
marrow plasma cells of >10% or biopsy-proven plasmacy-
toma, together with any one or more of several myeloma- 
defining events that include evidence of end organ damage, 
serum free light chain ratio, focal lesions on MRI, or a clonal 
plasma cell count of >60%. A monoclonal quantitation is 
now only included in criteria for smoldering myeloma (16). 
Although the vast majority of MM patients have a signifi-
cant amount of monoclonal protein at the time of diagnosis, 
nearly 3% have no detectable monoclonal heavy chain or 
light chain (17, 18). These nonsecretory MM patients have 
large numbers of plasma cells in their bone marrow. Most 
have clonal plasma cells with cytoplasmic kappa or lambda 
light chains, indicating a secretory defect. However, a small 
number of patients have no detectable cytoplasmic immu-
noglobulin in their plasma cells and are nonproducers. The 
most likely pattern on IFE or ISUB in nonsecretory MM 
is one of hypogammaglobulinemia. In cases of hypogamma-
globulinemia, it is important to decrease the serum dilution, 
thus avoiding antibody excess and, potentially, missing a 
small amount of monoclonal protein.

Free Light Chain Diseases
Because free light chains are readily cleared from the plasma, 
patients with free light chain diseases often show only small 
or undetectable monoclonal proteins on serum PE. However, 
these diseases usually represent significant disorders that in-
clude light chain MM (light chain disease), AL, and light 
chain deposition disease. In a Mayo Clinic study, although 
monoclonal free light chains represented only 5% of all 
monoclonal gammopathies, light chain MM accounted for 
20% of the MM cases (6). This overrepresentation of free 
light chains in multiple myeloma (20%) versus all mono-
clonal gammopathies (5%) emphasizes the importance of 
confirming small serum PE abnormalities by IFE or ISUB. 
It should be noted that free light chain monoclonal proteins 
are uncommon in MGUS.

Sera with monoclonal light chains will show a discrete 
kappa or lambda band (IFE) or peak (ISUB), but there will 
be no corresponding IgG, IgA, or IgM heavy chain (Fig. 9). 
Although IgD monoclonal proteins are uncommon and IgE 
monoclonal proteins are very rare, an apparent monoclonal 
free light chain result should be confirmed by retesting the 
sample with IgD and IgE antisera. This can be performed 
only by IFE in routine clinical laboratories because commer-
cially available ISUB techniques do not currently provide 
reagents for IgD or IgE testing.

Mgus
Criteria for MGUS are bone marrow plasma cells of <10%, 
a monoclonal protein of <3 g/dl, and the absence of end 
organ damage that can be attributed to a plasma cell pro-
liferative disorder (13). Progression to a significant plasma- 
lymphocytic disorder has been shown to occur if the 
monoclonal protein is ≥1.5 g/dl and there is a non- IgG iso-
type and an abnormal free light chain ratio (19).

Heavy Chain Disease
In heavy chain disease (HCD), monoclonal immunoglobu-
lins are composed of truncated heavy chains that contain no 
light chain (20). These are often Fc regions with molecular 

masses ranging between 27 and 49 kDa. HCD disorders are 
named for the heavy chain involved: IgA (α HCD), IgG 
(γ HCD), and IgM (μ HCD). Because the heavy chain pep-
tide is truncated, it may also be detected in urine. Each dis-
order has a different clinical presentation, and this should 
be taken into consideration at the time of interpretation. 
When PE is considered, the monoclonal band in γ HCD is 
often broad and not clearly localized; discrete bands have 
not been seen in α HCD, and hypogammaglobulinemia is 
often the only prominent feature of μ HCD.

In the past, identification of a monoclonal heavy chain 
was performed by immunoselection. This involved use of im-
munoelectrophoresis where anti- kappa and anti- lambda anti-
sera were mixed into the agarose gel. Intact immunoglobulins 
precipitate at the application point, whereas free heavy chains 
electrophorese away from the origin. With the advent of IFE 
and ISUB, immunoselection is rarely used today. With IFE 
or ISUB, serum from a patient with HCD will show a heavy 
chain band or peak but no corresponding light chain abnor-
mality (Fig. 10) (21). However, care should be taken with 
IFE, especially if α HCD is suspected. In some IgA myelomas, 
the corresponding monoclonal free light chain (frequently 
lambda) may not be clearly visible. This is thought to be due 
to the heavy chain covering the light chain determinant to 
which the antiserum is directed. The problem can usually be 
rectified by using a different manufacturer’s antiserum or us-
ing a lesser dilution of the patient serum. In this situation, the 
possibility of antigen excess should also be considered.

Oligoclonal Banding
Oligoclonal banding refers to the presence of a few bands 
or peaks on PE, IFE, or ISUB. Each band or peak is caused 
by increased production of a specific immunoglobulin by 
a specific plasma cell clone in excess of the majority of 
other clones. The finding may be transient, may persist for 
months, and may change over time, with bands decreasing 
or disappearing, followed by the emergence of new bands. 
By IFE, it should be possible to line up heavy chain bands 
with either a kappa or a lambda band. On occasion, one 
band may be relatively prominent compared to the others; 
in such a case, it is appropriate to point this out and suggest 
repeat testing in 3 to 6 months to see whether the band 
regresses or, less likely, evolves into a monoclonal protein. 
Figure 11 illustrates an example of prominent oligoclonal 
banding by both ISUB and IFE.

Oligoclonal banding may be associated with a variety of 
conditions. When it occurs with a background of increased 
polyclonal immunoglobulins, the underlying condition is 
usually benign, e.g., chronic infections or autoimmune dis-
orders. The sera of AIDS patients often exhibit prominent 

FIGURE 9 Serum immunofixation gel with a free lambda mono-
clonal protein.
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oligoclonal banding; however, with the advent of better 
therapy, its prevalence in patients with HIV infection has 
decreased (22). When oligoclonal banding is seen with a 
background of decreased immunoglobulins, the possibility 
of a malignant condition should be considered. Examples 
include chronic lymphocytic leukemia and lymphoma. Pa-
tients who have undergone stem cell transplants or even 
cytotoxic therapy may also develop an oligoclonal banding 
pattern. If such a patient has a history of MM and one very 
prominent band or peak emerges in a pattern of oligoclonal 
banding, it is important to consider the type and location of 
the patient’s original monoclonal protein.

Hypogammaglobulinemia
Hypogammaglobulinemia results in faintly staining lanes on 
IFE and relatively decreased gamma globulin fractions on 
ISUB. As noted previously, it is important to make sure an-
tibody excess does not occur and that a monoclonal protein 
is not missed. In these cases, urine PE and IFE should be 
recommended.

Artifacts
Fibrinogen and hemoglobin-haptoglobin complexes can 
cause potentially confusing bands on PE, and radiographic 
contrast media (Fig. 12) can result in an extra peak using 
capillary electrophoresis (23, 24). The performance of ei-
ther IFE or ISUB should provide evidence that no monoclo-
nal protein is present in these cases. A very sharp band in 
each IFE lane at the application point indicates nonspecific 
staining that is due to protein not entering the agarose gel. 
This finding may represent immunoglobulin aggregates or 
cryoglobulins. The sample can be retested after treatment 
with a reducing agent such as 2- mercaptoethanol or dith-
iothreitol. If the application artifact persists, the patient 
should be investigated for cryoglobulinemia.

Very large amounts of monoclonal protein may give rise 
to the pattern of antigen excess (described where IFE is dis-
cussed), although this is not usually a problem with serum 
gels if the manufacturers’ instructions are followed. Using 
IFE, the typical appearance of antigen excess (Fig. 8) is a 
band or block of staining with a “hole” in the middle; this ab-
sence of staining represents where there was an excess of the 
patient’s immunoglobulin (antigen) such that the antigen- 
antibody complex was soluble and therefore washed away 

A.

B.

FIGURE 10 IgG heavy- chain disease. (A) Immunosubtraction 
showing removal of only IgG from the small gamma peak (no 
change is seen with kappa and lambda antisera); (B) immunofixa-
tion gel with only an IgG band.

A.

B.

FIGURE 11 Prominent oligoclonal banding. (A) Immunosub-
traction; (B) immunofixation gel.
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during the washing process. Large amounts of a monoclonal 
protein may also cause an IFE gel “shadow” artifact when it 
is not removed completely at the washing stage. Figure 13 
illustrates this artifact in the case of a prominent IgG kappa 
monoclonal; here, a small band is detected in the IgA, IgM, 
and lambda lanes at the level of the monoclonal protein.

QUALITY CONTROL
New reagent lots should be tested against sera with known 
monoclonal proteins before being used for routine testing. 

In addition, antisera should be tested with a plasma sam-
ple to ensure that there is no cross- reactivity with fibrino-
gen. A sample containing a monoclonal protein of known 
immunotype should be tested each day. If a patient sam-
ple that has been previously immunotyped is part of the 
workload, that sample may serve as a daily control. The 
gels should be reviewed with respect to the sharpness of 
the bands and the correlation of the IFE bands with the 
monoclonal protein upon PE. IFE gels that are too faint 
or too dense should be retested with the appropriate dilu-
tion. In addition to the internal laboratory controls, exter-
nal proficiency challenges are available for identification 
and characterization of monoclonal proteins. The College 
of American Pathologists’ proficiency program supplies 
challenges, and its summary reports allow a laboratory to 
compare its performance with that of other laboratories as 
well as with those using other methods and reagents from 
different manufacturers.

URINE IMMUNOFIXATION
Monoclonal light chains without associated heavy chains 
are found in the sera of 5% of all patients with monoclonal 
gammopathies and 20% of patients with multiple myeloma 
(6). In monoclonal free light chain disorders, such as light 
chain multiple myeloma, AL, and light chain deposition 
disease, the serum concentration of the monoclonal free 
light chain is usually very low and the monoclonal protein 
is often not detected (7). However, because free light chains 
are freely filtered by the kidneys, monoclonal free light 
chains are far more likely to be found in the urine of patients 
with light chain disorders. In addition, about 75% of mul-
tiple myeloma patients with an intact monoclonal protein 
in their sera will have monoclonal free light chains in their 
urine (6). Because of this fact and because an increasing 
number of patients with smaller amounts of intact mono-
clonal protein in the serum (<1.5 g/dl) have been found 
with large amounts of clinically significant (>1 g/24 h) 
mono clonal free light chains in their urine (Fig. 14), we 
suggest that urine PE and IFE be performed on all patients 
with a measurable amount of serum monoclonal protein. 
Since urine monoclonal free light chains are uncommon 
in MGUS, urine PE and IFE can also be helpful in further 
defining this patient population. As indicated earlier, urine 
investigation is recommended for patients with hypogam-
maglobulinemia (gamma globulin fraction < 0.5 g/dl) who 
are older than 30 to 40 years.

It is important to note that routine urinalysis is not a 
reliable indicator of protein in urine containing immuno-
globulin light chains. The dipstick test and some protein 
precipitation tests are biased toward detection of albumin; 
urine containing a significant amount of monoclonal protein 
may test negative for protein when a dipstick or protein pre-
cipitation method is used (8). In addition, the dye- binding 
methods used on many automated chemistry analyzers can 
have a variable ability to react with proteins of different 
charges. Despite this fact, dye- binding methods are widely 
used, and as long as the same assay is used consistently when 
an individual patient is followed, this is adequate for quan-
tification of the patient’s monoclonal protein (8). Meth-
ods used for the evaluation and detection of monoclonal 
proteins in urine are the same as those used for serum and 
include agarose gel PE, capillary electrophoresis (CE), and 
IFE. Because it is fairly common not to find an abnormality 
upon urine agarose gel PE or CE but still have a monoclonal 
free light chain in the urine, IFE is recommended as part of 
the screening and identification procedure. Our laboratory 

FIGURE 13 “Shadow” artifact on an immunofixation gel caused 
by incomplete washing of monoclonal protein from the gel (lanes 
IgA, IgM, and lambda).

A.

B.

FIGURE 12 Contrast media artifact. (A) Electropherogram from 
capillary electrophoresis showing a peak (arrow) in the alpha- 2/beta 
region; (B) immunofixation gel with no band corresponding to the 
contrast medium peak.
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uses agarose gel PE and IFE with total kappa and lambda 
antisera as an initial screen; this is followed by a full immu-
nofixation with antisera directed against IgG, IgA, and IgM 
heavy chains and total kappa and lambda light chains when 
a band is detected on the screening IFE.

Prior to the performance of electrophoresis, urine spec-
imens need to be concentrated to increase monoclonal 
protein detection sensitivity. This is most often achieved 
through ultrafiltration. The final concentration of urine 
protein should be ideally between 1,000 and 8,000 mg/dl. 
We typically use a gravimetric ultrafiltration system aug-
mented by placing the device on a rocker using the proto-
col outlined in Table 2. This allows for closer monitoring of 
the filtration process to achieve the desired concentration, 
but it is time- consuming and must be closely monitored to 
avoid under-  and overconcentration of urine. Alternatively, 
we have used a procedure for concentrating protein on the 
gel by increasing the application time (Sebia method) or by 
increasing the number of applications (Helena method) of 
unconcentrated urine samples (if the urine protein is >100 

mg/dl) or minimally concentrated urine samples (concen-
trated 10- fold if total protein is ≤100 mg/dl). Results with 
this approach were comparable to those obtained with our 
standard concentration procedure with respect to urine PE 
interpretation and monoclonal protein detection by IFE. 
The alternative procedures described allow for faster pro-
cessing of the urine samples, but the disadvantage is that 
serum and urine samples cannot be conveniently run on 
the same gel. Other laboratories use centrifugal filtration 
systems, which are also faster, but monitoring to achieve 
the desired concentration can be difficult. If the urine is not 
concentrated enough, small but clinically significant mono-
clonal free light chains may not be detected. If the urine is 
overconcentrated, the sample may cause the gel or capillary 
to be overloaded and either obscure the monoclonal free 
light chains or cause the protein not to enter the gel or cap-
illary at all. The limit of detection for monoclonal proteins 
in urine is 10 to 20 times higher than the detection limit for 
monoclonal proteins in the serum. The difference is a re-
flection of the lack of polyclonal background in many urine 
samples and the urine concentration step.

A 24- h urine collection is recommended for monoclonal 
protein detection, quantification, and follow- up. However, 
for detection only, a first- void, early- morning urine speci-
men can be as sensitive but does not allow for quantification 
or follow- up of the monoclonal protein. Unpreserved urine 
samples collected over 24 h are the preferred specimens. 
They should be collected and stored refrigerated until an-
alyzed. However, specimens are stable for 3 days at room 
temperature and also for 14 days refrigerated or frozen. Sam-
ples collected with a preservative should not be used. When 
monoclonal proteins are present on PE or CE in sufficient 
amounts, they can be quantified by densitometric scanning 
on PE or peak quantification on CE. Quantification of a 
monoclonal protein in urine should be based on a 24- h urine 
collection (mg/24 h) to effectively follow the patient’s dis-
ease course. Quantification of a monoclonal protein based 
on urine protein concentration (mg/dl) can be misleading, 
as there can be wide fluctuations in urine concentrations 
collected at different times of day. Identification of mono-
clonal proteins in urine by ISUB has only recently been 
introduced; it works by the same principle as described for 
serum but is not widely used at the moment. Use of the free 
light chain immunoassay is not recommended (25).

On IFE, urine containing a relatively low protein con-
centration usually shows pale, diffuse staining in the kappa 
and lambda lanes corresponding to normal IgG migration. 
Kappa staining is slightly darker than in the lambda lane. In 
some cases, with urine protein concentrations that are very 
low, even if the urine has been maximally concentrated, it 
may not be possible to see any staining in the kappa and 
lambda lanes. As the urine protein concentration increases, 
it is common to see some polyclonal IgG and in some cases 
polyclonal IgA and IgM. With higher- resolution gels, such 
as the older Beckman IFE gels, it was common to see a few 
small bands (5 to 6) in both the kappa and lambda lanes, 
although the stain was generally darker in the kappa lane. 
The bands were equidistant and appeared like rungs of a 
ladder, hence the term “ladder pattern.” We still see this 
occasionally on newer gels with lower resolution. The lad-
der pattern is caused by the relatively limited heterogene-
ity of normal polyclonal free light chains and should not 
be misinterpreted as monoclonal proteins. Identification of 
monoclonal proteins is generally straightforward using IFE. 
In addition to appearing as one kappa or lambda band on 
the IFE gel, some monoclonal free light chains may migrate 
as two discrete bands, representing monomers and dimers. 

A.

B.

FIGURE 14 (A) Densitometric scan from a concentrated urine 
specimen showing a monoclonal protein (1,000 mg/24 h) in the 
gamma region on urine PE. The patient had 0.7 g/dl of IgG lambda 
monoclonal protein (including C3 complement) in the beta globulin 
region on serum PE/IFE. (B) Urine IFE performed on the specimen 
used in panel A demonstrates a free lambda monoclonal protein.

TABLE 2 Protocol for urine concentration used at Beau-
mont Laboratory

Total protein in urine (mg/dl) Concn factor (multiple)

  2–50 100 (maximal)
 50–120 50
120–300 25
300–1,000 10
>1,000 10 to unconcentrated
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Occasionally, an intact immunoglobulin is also detected, 
although this is usually seen in patients with renal damage 
and significant glomerular or tubular proteinuria. Two rela-
tively common findings in urine samples containing a large 
amount of monoclonal free light chains are those of antigen 
excess and the shadow artifact caused by the monoclonal 
protein not completely washing off the gel. Both these arti-
facts are described in the serum immunofixation section of 
this chapter. Bands on PE or peaks on CE, such as hemoglo-
bin and beta- 2 microglobulin, will be found not to consist of 
a monoclonal protein once the IFE is examined.

As discussed previously, most multiple myeloma patients 
with an intact immunoglobulin in the serum produce ex-
cess monoclonal free light chains. In these patients, the 
urine may reveal (i) monoclonal free kappa or lambda light 
chains, (ii) a monoclonal free kappa or lambda light chain 
and a smaller amount of intact monoclonal immunoglobu-
lin (Fig. 15), and (iii) in the case of biclonal gammopathies, 
both monoclonal free kappa and free lambda light chains 
with or without intact monoclonal immunoglobulin(s) 
(Fig. 16). A small amount of monoclonal free light chain 
in the presence of nephrotic- range proteinuria due mainly 
to albumin is consistent with AL or light chain disposition 
disease (26). In 2 to 3% of patients with multiple myeloma, 
no monoclonal protein is detected by serum or urine immu-
nofixation. Serum free kappa and free lambda light chain 
measurement by immunoassay has been found to be useful 
in these “nonsecretory” or “oligosecretory” cases. This assay 
may also provide a viable alternative to 24- h urine collec-
tions and follow- up of patients with light chain multiple 
myeloma (25).

If a monoclonal protein is found in the urine and a serum 
evaluation for monoclonal proteins has not been requested, 
then a serum evaluation should be recommended and vice 
versa. Quality control procedures for urine are similar to 
those described for serum except that the method used for 
urine concentration should be checked periodically to con-
firm that the total amount of protein expected is the amount 
recovered following concentration.

CEREBROSPINAL FLUID
The immunochemical characterization of immunoglobu-
lins in the CSF is affected by the much smaller amount of 
proteins present in the CSF than in serum and the integrity 
of the blood-brain barrier. Adults typically have approxi-
mately 1/100th to 1/200th the amount of proteins in the 
CSF as there is in the serum. In evaluating patients for dis-
orders associated with increased immunoglobulins in the 
CSF, an assessment as to whether the immunoglobulin in-
crease is due to leakage of plasma proteins across a compro-
mised blood- brain barrier or whether the increase is due to 
intrathecal production of immunoglobulins must be made. 
The pattern due to leakage of plasma proteins across the 
blood- brain barrier mimics that seen in serum whether it is 
polyclonal, oligoclonal, or monoclonal in nature. Because 
immunoglobulin- producing cells in the CSF tend to be 
more restricted in their heterogeneity than in serum, the 
pattern of immunoglobulin increase seen in disorders pri-
marily affecting the central nervous system (CNS) tends 
to be oligoclonal. This is why it is important to evaluate 
any increase in immunoglobulins in the CSF with a corre-
sponding serum collected at the same time.

The most common reason for evaluating immunoglobu-
lins in the CSF is as an aid in the diagnosis of multiple scle-
rosis (MS). The CSF laboratory tests recommended by the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society are the qualitative evalu-
ation of oligoclonal banding and an increased CSF IgG index, 
both signs of increased intrathecal synthesis of immunoglob-
ulins. In the past, high- resolution agarose gel electrophoresis 
(AGE) with protein staining was widely used to evaluate pa-
tients for oligoclonal banding in the CSF. Since 2003, based 
on a study by Fortini et al. (27), the National Multiple Scle-
rosis Society has recommended the use of isoelectric focus-
ing with IgG immunoblotting over AGE for the evaluation 
of oligoclonal banding in CSF. Recent CAP surveys (2015) 
indicate that nearly 55% (77/141) of participants use isoelec-
tric focusing as opposed to high- resolution AGE for detec-
tion of oligoclonal banding. Oligoclonal banding is detected 
in 60% of MS patients by high- resolution AGE and 90% of 
MS patients using isoelectric focusing with IgG immunoblot-
ting with similar specificities (94% and 96%, respectively).

The finding of oligoclonal banding in other inflam-
matory diseases of the CNS, such as neurosyphilis, acute 
inflammatory polyradiculoneuropathy, Guillain- Barré syn-
drome, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, viral encephali-
tis, CNS Lyme disease, transverse myelitis, and some fungal 
and parasitic encephalopathies, accounts for the decreased 
specificity (8). Therefore, the presence of oligoclonal band-
ing for the diagnosis of MS must be interpreted in the ap-
propriate clinical and radiological setting.

Laboratory Investigation
The Helena method uses isoelectric focusing on agarose 
gels with a pH gradient of 3 to 10. Five microliters of se-
rum diluted 60- fold and 5 μl of CSF are applied to the gel. 
After electrophoresis, the separated proteins are transferred 
to a nitrocellulose membrane and blotted with an anti- IgG 

FIGURE 15 IFE of a concentrated urine specimen demonstrat-
ing a dominant free kappa and a smaller amount of IgG kappa 
monoclonal protein.

FIGURE 16 IFE of a concentrated urine specimen demonstrat-
ing a free kappa and a free lambda monoclonal protein in a patient 
with IgA kappa and IgA lambda monoclonal proteins detected on 
serum IFE.
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peroxidase conjugate for visualization. The IEF method de-
veloped by Sebia is similar except that visualization of bands 
is achieved by immunofixation. Oligoclonal bands are con-
sidered to be present if two or more bands are detected in 
the CSF but are not detected in the corresponding serum. 
Most patients with MS will have eight or more CSF- specific 
bands by this technique. Isoelectric focusing (Fig. 17) re-
sults in a greater number bands that are sharper, more dis-
tinct, and easier to interpret than those seen with agarose 
gel electrophoresis. Nondiagnostic patterns include (i) no 
bands present in paired CSF and serum samples, (ii) oligo-
clonal banding in the CSF, which is mirrored in the serum, 
(iii) a monoclonal band present in paired CSF and serum 
samples, or (iv) a single band seen in the CSF regardless of 
the serum pattern.

The IgG index, on the other hand, is based on a cal-
culation using measured serum and CSF albumin and IgG. 
The equation is as follows:

IgG index
(albumin) /(albumin)

(IgG) / IgG

CSF

CSF serum

serum

=
^ h

An IgG index of greater than or equal to 0.70 is considered 
to be consistent with MS. Ninety percent of MS patients 
have an elevated IgG index. Although neither test is spe-
cific for MS, the use of both the IgG index and oligoclonal 
banding increases the sensitivity to 90 to 95% (28).

As with all laboratory testing, quality control is essen-
tial. Every gel should contain a positive and negative CSF 
control sample with a known number of bands. The gel is 
acceptable if band resolution, separation, and staining al-
low identification of the appropriate number of bands. The 
number of bands detected in the controls should be none 
in the case of the negative control and within one band of 
the target for the positive control. All gels should be read 
independently by two readers. If the two readers do not 
agree on the test interpretation, then a third reader should 

be consulted. Proficiency testing should be performed by all 
members involved in the testing and interpretation of these 
gels on a periodic basis.
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CRYOGLOBULINS

Background
Cryoglobulinemia is one of a group of syndromes character-
ized by the induction of clinical and/or laboratory abnor-
malities by cold. Cryoglobulins are immunoglobulins (Igs) 
that precipitate out of solution below core body tempera-
tures, either as a single isotype (simple cryoglobulins) or as 
immune complexes in which both antibody and antigen are 
Igs (mixed cryoglobulins). In some instances, cryoglobu-
linemia may coexist with other related but usually distinct 
forms of cold hypersensitivity, such as Raynaud’s phenome-
non, cold agglutinin activity, or cold- dependent activation 
of complement (CDAC) (1).

Simple cryoglobulins may be either an intact Ig or a 
cryoprecipitable Ig light chain (type I cryoglobulins) and 
are always clonal in terms of electrophoretic mobility or 
variable- region amino acid sequence. In mixed cryoglobu-
lins, the antibody is almost always IgM (occasionally IgA), 
which may be monoclonal (type II) or polyclonal (type 
III) (2). The antigen in mixed cryoglobulins is usually 
polyclonal IgG, though in some instances, the IgG may 
be oligoclonal when analyzed as to subclass or as revealed 
by immunoblotting, immunofixation, or two- dimensional 
gel electrophoresis (3, 4). Mixed cryoglobulins are there-
fore cold- precipitable rheumatoid factors (RFs), with the 
serum often being positive when standard assays for IgM 
antiglobulin activity are used (5, 6). Many type II RFs 
have a predilection for the Cγ2- Cγ3 interface of the Fc 
portion of IgG and react with the binding site for staphy-
lococcal protein A. Complexing of the two isotypes of Igs 
in mixed cryoglobulins is a prerequisite for in vitro cryopre-
cipitation. The binding affinity of the IgM RF and the stoi-
chiometry of complexes formed by mixed cryoglobulins are 
significantly influenced by temperature (7). The relative 
frequency of the different types of cryoglobulins seen in a 
clinical immunology laboratory will vary significantly with 
the type of diseases referred for analysis and depending on 
how carefully sera are processed prior to study. The latter 
is particularly of concern in screening for type III cryo-
globulins, which are generally present only at low levels 
and may require larger- than- normal volumes of serum for 
analysis (Table 1).

Concept
The decision to test a serum sample for cryoglobulins may 
be based on the knowledge that the patient has a specific 
known or suspected disease, be dictated by the evaluation of 
a particular clinical manifestation, or be carried out to clarify 
other abnormalities that have been uncovered in the course 
of a laboratory evaluation for another purpose. Type I cryo-
globulinemia may be suspected in the presence of a known 
plasma cell dyscrasia (e.g., multiple myeloma, macroglobu-
linemia), immunochemical evidence of a monoclonal immu-
noglobulin (M- spike) or Ig light chain (Bence- Jones protein) 
in serum and/or urine, or clinical evidence of hyperviscosity, 
acrocyanosis, severe Raynaud’s phenomenon, or ischemic 
vasculopathy. Type II cryoglobulinemia should be considered 
in B- cell neoplastic states that may be associated with RF 
and other autoimmune phenomena, in Sjögren’s syndrome, 
and in chronic inflammatory liver diseases, particularly due 
to infection by hepatitis C virus (HCV) (1). Type III cryo-
globulins have been associated with a wide variety of chronic 
infectious and autoimmune diseases, many of which are char-
acterized by hyperimmunization and/or hyperglobulinemia. 
The presence of mixed cryoglobulins may be suggested by 
purpura or documented cutaneous vasculitis, clinical find-
ings of or biopsy- proven glomerulonephritis, unexplained 
neuropathy or hepatitis, serum positive for RF, or markedly 
depressed C4 levels (1–3) (Table 2).

Other laboratory abnormalities may be consequences of 
the physicochemical properties of the cryoglobulins or reflect 
polyclonal B- cell activation or clonal B- cell proliferation of-
ten associated with these disorders. Since cryoprecipitation 
does not occur at core body temperatures and may begin 
within minutes of the cooling of serum, it is especially im-
portant to consider ex vivo artifacts in the interpretation of 
laboratory data in patients affected by these syndromes. The 
most important of these is the handling of the serum before 
separation (8), which can significantly affect quantitation, 
especially when the endpoint is to assess the effect of therapy 
by comparison of serial specimens. Others may be introduced 
in the handling of biopsy specimens, in measurements of se-
rum viscosity (9), or by cooling of anticoagulated blood in 
processing for the Coulter counter (Table 3). The first clin-
ical description of cryoglobulinemia in a patient with mul-
tiple myeloma in 1933 by Wintrobe (32) was based on the 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch10
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recognition of an apparently copious buffy coat fraction in 
an individual known to be cytopenic due to bone marrow 
replacement. In more recent experience, failure to recognize 
pseudoleukocytosis or pseudothrombocytosis due to a high- 
thermal- amplitude cryoglobulin during treatment with cyto-
toxic agents can significantly compromise care (10) (Fig. 1).

Procedures
Proper handling of blood samples is the single most impor-
tant variable determining the success rate for identifying 
cryoglobulinemia and the most difficult to achieve. In the 
authors’ experience, the best results have been obtained 
when the screen for cryoprecipitation is carried out by the 
individual in direct contact with the patient (i.e., the physi-
cian, house staff, or technician) and when proper attention 
is made to the importance of separating serum at 37°C from 
whole blood. Although less sensitive and specific than other 
tests for gammopathy or immune- complex disease, analysis 
of serum for cryoprecipitation has the advantage of sim-
plicity, requiring minimal equipment, and is therefore very 
cost- efficient. It is also an excellent teaching instrument for 
students and other trainees, as all that is required is a “warm 
heart” (to keep the sample close to core body temperature 
and minimize ex vivo cryoprecipitation before separation), a 
refrigerator (in which to observe the sample overnight), and 
a source of warm running water (to prove that any precipitate 
that forms can be redissolved upon warming). Since cryo-
globulins often come out of solution within 24 to 48 h, many 
sera can be efficiently screened within 1 to 2 days of collec-
tion, allowing the clinician to rapidly make further decisions 
regarding additional work- up.

Isolation, Quantitation, and Characterization of 
Cryoglobulins
1. Collect 10 to 20 ml of blood (2 red- top tubes) and keep 
them at 37°C for 30 to 60 min prior to separation. To ensure 

that cryoprecipitation does not occur ex vivo, the blood may 
be placed in a thermos kept at this temperature or put into 
a 37°C water bath prior to centrifugation (8). Patients pre-
viously found to have high levels of cryoglobulin may re-
quire lower volumes for serial studies, and those suspected 
of having type III cryoglobulins may require larger volumes 
for analysis. Occasionally, gel formation in the syringe or 
vacutainer tube may occur as the initial manifestation of 
cryoprecipitation (see also below). Serum is separated from 
the clot by centrifuging the specimen with warmth for 10 
min at 2,500 rpm. Following separation, it should be care-
fully inspected for lipemia, which may complicate the visual 
inspection of the sample for cryoprecipitation over the sev-
eral hours following collection. Serum thus collected anti-
septically, or to which a drop of 0.1- g/liter sodium azide is 
added to prevent bacterial overgrowth, may be safely sent 
by overnight mail (even at room temperature) to a reference 
laboratory for detailed characterization.

2. Cryoglobulins are grossly apparent upon visual inspec-
tion down to the range of 50 to 100 μg/ml, depending on 
the volume of the serum sample submitted for analysis. Type 
I cryoglobulins are often apparent as flocculent, occasionally 
crystalline precipitates that are usually observed within 24 h 
of separation. Cryocrystalglobulins can be characterized as 
dense structured inclusions by light microscopy using Gi-
emsa or hematoxylin and eosin stains, as extracellular mate-
rial by electron microscopy using osmium and uranyl acetate 
stains, or as non- Congo red- binding birefringence visualized 
by polarizing microscopy. Type III cryoglobulins are usually 
gelatinous and may take up to a week to be fully apparent. 
Consequently, serum samples are observed at 4°C for 7 days 
after collection. This analysis may be facilitated by measure-
ment of turbidity (e.g., using a jacketed spectrophotometer 
cuvette at 630 nm) at 15- min intervals, by cryoprecipitation 
from hypotonic media, or by flow cytometry for small dif-
fracting particles (11). The kinetics of cryoprecipitation are 
variable, depending on the individual sample and the con-
centration of cryoglobulin present (12). This may reflect in 
part different mechanisms for cryoprecipitation, including 
lag periods overcome by nucleation events (2, 12). We have 
observed little variability when the kinetics of cryoprecipi-
tation of serum, plasma, or isolated cryoglobulins have been 
compared by turbidimetric analysis (Fig. 2).

3. Positive sera are spun down in a refrigerated (4°C) 
centrifuge (Sorvall) at 3,000 rpm for 15 min and their su-
pernatants removed for further analysis. The pellet is vor-
texed six times with 5 to 10 ml of ice- cold 0.15 M saline, 
each time with the precipitate spun for 15 min at 3,000 rpm; 
contaminating red blood cells may be lysed hypotonically. 
Finally, the sample is suspended in warm saline (1/10 to 1 
volume of the initial serum) and incubated at 37°C for 1 h. 

TABLE 1 Classification of cryoglobulinsa

Type Frequency

% at a concn  
(mg/ml) of:

>1 1–5 >5
Simple (type I) 5–38 10 30 60
 IgG, IgM, or IgA
 Ig light chain
Mixed
 Monoclonal (type II) 14–72 20 40 40
 Polyclonal (type III) 23–54 80 20  0

aFrom reference 2.

TABLE 2 Disease, clinical,a and laboratory associations

Type
Association(s) with:

Diseasesb Clinical syndromes Laboratory manifestations

I Macroglobulinemia, myeloma, 
idiopathic manifestations

Necrosis, Reynaud’s syndrome, 
acrocyanosis

M- spike, increase in viscosity, 
cryo crystals

II HCV infection, Sjögren’s 
syndrome, CLL, lymphoma, 
macroglobulinemia

Purpura, neuropathy, 
keratoconjunc tivitis

RF, nephritis, hepatitis, 
decrease in C4

III Chronic infections, auto-
immune disease

Vasculitis RF, nephritis

aReversible cyanosis of the helices of the ears and livedoid vasculitis are characteristics of IgG type I cryoglobulinemia, 
whereas purpura due to leukocytoclastic angiitis is characteristic of type II IgM(k)- IgG cryoglobulins.

bIdiopathic, no apparent underlying disease; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
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Ideally, there should be complete dissolution of the precip-
itate with shaking. If this does not occur, the presence of fi-
brin or bacterial contamination should be considered; warm 
insoluble precipitate should be spun out at 37°C (3,000 rpm 
for 10 min) and the supernatant again cooled to 4°C and 
observed for cryoprecipitation.

4. The concentration of cryoglobulin can be determined 
as a cryocrit or as an absolute concentration of protein back- 
calculated for the initial volume of serum. Cryocrits are 

appropriate for serial measurements in individual patients 
(provided that the methodology is carefully reproduced be-
tween samples) and for the purposes of general comparison. 
Exact protein measurements are more accurate and can be 
compared to quantitation of specific Ig isotypes in serum, 
isolated cryoglobulins, and serum supernatant obtained fol-
lowing cryoprecipitation. To obtain a cryocrit, an aliquot of 
the initial warm serum is used to fill a disposable Wintrobe 
tube to the 10- mm mark. The tube is kept vertical at 4°C for 
the time period determined above for cryoprecipitation and 
then centrifuged cold at 2,000 rpm for 30 min; the percent 
total volume occupied by the pellet is then obtained by vi-
sual inspection. The total protein content of isolated cryo-
globulin rigorously washed as described above is determined 
in our laboratory by the Bradford method using the bicin-
choninic acid protein assay (Pierce). In some instances, 
repeated warming and cryoprecipitation lead to significant 
loss of material, and therefore quantitation is defined in 
terms of the initial isolation protocol for consistency.

5. Warmed dissolved cryoprecipitate is characterized 
by immunochemical analysis by agarose gel immunofixa-
tion electrophoresis (IFE). In addition to defining type I 
cryoglobulins, immunofixation may reveal the clonality of 
the IgM component or the oligoclonality of the IgG com-
ponents of mixed cryoglobulins. Since the monoclonal 
components of type II cryoglobulins are almost invariably 
IgM(κ), the percent contribution of clonal IgM to total 
IgM present in a mixed cryoglobulin can be estimated by 
correlating the contribution of a clonal band to total im-
munoreactive IgM on a strip developed with anti- μ with 
the contribution of a band on a strip developed with  anti- κ 
antiserum either by visual inspection or by densitometry 
(more- formal quantitation). Uncommon laboratory find-
ings that may be predictive of occult and clinically sig-
nificant cryoglobulinemia include a smeared M- spike in 
high- resolution agarose gel serum protein electrophoresis, 
precipitated protein at the point of serum application, 
>50% discrepancies between densitometric estimations 
of M- spike and its relevant serum Ig isotype, and smeared 
protein upon agarose gel IFE (13).

6. Other modalities which have been utilized include 
immunoblot analysis with anti- heavy-  or - light- chain an-
tisera of cryoglobulins separated under nondenaturing con-
ditions on 4% polyacrylamide gels (which can also be used 
to demonstrate 7 S IgM in serum) or on composite agarose 
polyacrylamide gels. Immunoblotting combined with IFE 
can be performed on as little as 10 μg of material, can dis-
tinguish type II from type III mixed cryoglobulins, and may 
be particularly effective for the demonstration of the oligo-
clonality of each component of the complex. Another mo-
dality is two- dimensional gel electrophoresis, with the gel 
run under denaturing and reducing conditions in order to 
dissociate mixed cryoglobulins and separate Ig heavy and 
light chains by molecular weight and isoelectric focusing 
point. Two- dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(PAGE) may be more sensitive than IFE for the demonstra-
tion of B- cell clonality in patients with cryoglobulinemia 
and has been combined with Fourier transform- ion cyclo-
tron resonance mass spectrometry for the high- resolution 
analysis of cryoglobulin constituents (4, 14). A third mo-
dality is capillary zone electrophoresis, which has been 
adapted in some laboratories for the rapid characterization 
of cryoprecipitates. It may be particularly useful for type III 
cryoglobulins because of the sensitivity of the technique. 
Subtraction analysis of the gamma globulin curve before 
and after cryoprecipitation can be used as an alternative to 
protein and Ig determinations for quantitation (15).

TABLE 3 Laboratory abnormalities in cryoglobulinemia

Findings and abnormality

Direct effects
 Cryoprecipitation
  Cryogel formation
  Cryocrystalglobulins
 Hyperviscosity
  Present only with cooling
  Accentuated by cooling
Immunochemical findings
 Normal (frequent with type III)
 Hyperglobulinemia
   Diffuse elevation or M- spike on serum protein  

 electrophoresis (SPEP)
   Elevation of a specific isotype (IgG, IgA, or IgM) or  

 subclass (type I)
   Increased high (19S)-  and low (7S)- molecular- weight  

 IgM (type II)
   Skewing of the normal (2/1) kappa/lambda ratio of Ig light  

 chains (types I and II)
 Hypoglobulinemia
  Diffuse (occasionally with type II)
  Noncryoglobulin isotypes (type I)
Clonal markers of B cells
 Monoclonal gammopathy
 Clonal populations of B cells revealed by surface Ig
  Peripheral blood (heavy-  and light- chain determinants)
  Lymphoid aggregates in bone marrow (type II)
 Evidence of Ig gene rearrangement
Antibody activity and immune- complex formation
 19S IgM antiglobulins (RFs) (types II and III)
  IgA (type II) or IgG (type I) RF
 Elevated levels of circulating immune complexes, especially  

 assays based on C1q binding activity
 Antinuclear antibodies
 Antiviral antibodies (Epstein- Barr virus, HBV, HCV)
Hypocomplementemia
 Classical-  or alternative- pathway activation as a manifesta- 

 tion of specific diseases (e.g., lupus)
 In vivo/ex vivo activation by cryoprecipitates
 Selective depression of C4
 Cold- dependent activation independent of cryoprecipitation
Ex vivo artifacts (avoid by testing at 37°C)
 Gelling of blood at the time of venipuncture
 Increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate
 Rouleaux formation of red blood cells
 Pseudoleukocytosis
 Pseudothrombocytosis
 Pseudoerythrocytosis
 Cytoplasmic inclusions in neutrophils and monocytes
 Cryoprecipitation in biopsy material
Associated abnormalities
 Proteinuria, hematuria, pyuria, casts
 Abnormal liver function tests
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7. The relative contributions of the different compo-
nents of mixed cryoglobulins may be determined by neph-
elometry if sufficient material is available. This may be 
used to confirm the nature of mixed cryoglobulins and to 
show selective enhancement of specific antibody activity in 
cryoprecipitates compared to serum but is rarely of clinical 
significance. The power of this type of analysis has been sig-
nificantly expanded in research studies through the use of 
capture enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays that employ 
both isotype-  and idiotype- specific antibodies (16). Since 
most mixed cryoglobulins remain cryoprecipitable in the 
pH range 5.0 to 8.5, they can be dissociated under, e.g., acid 
conditions, and IgM can be separated from IgG and quanti-
tated after ion- exchange chromatography, passage through 
specific immunoabsorbents (e.g., protein G columns), or 
size fractionation by high- pressure liquid chromatography 
or fast- protein liquid chromatography.

Assays for specific Antibody Activities, Antigens, or 
Detection of nucleic Acid
1. Mixed cryoglobulins contain IgM RF activity when tested 
by either standard assays or more- sensitive techniques (e.g., 
binding of radiolabeled aggregated IgG) (2). Unlike in 
rheumatoid arthritis, cryoglobulin RF activity, particularly 
in HCV- associated disease, is not associated with antibod-
ies to cyclic citrullinated peptide. Although both cryo-  and 
noncryoprecipitable RF activity can be detected, occasion-
ally testing RF activity in serum may be invalid because it 
has been lost due to cryoprecipitation of a high- thermal- 
amplitude (i.e., one that rapidly cryoprecipitates above 
room temperature) mixed cryoglobulin (Fig. 1).

2. Individual case reports and small series have shown 
enrichment of a number of specific antibody activities, in-
cluding binding to antigens such as IgG or HCV recom-
binant proteins, in cryoglobulins associated with specific 
disease states. Most of these antibodies (e.g., HCV antibod-
ies [HCVAbs]) are associated with the IgG fraction of mixed 
cryoglobulins and can be quantitated by enzyme- linked im-
munosorbent assay, which should be normalized for total 
IgG quantitated in cryoglobulin relative to serum (16, 17). 
In some instances, we have found that a specific antibody 
activity was in fact not concentrated in the isolated cryo-
globulin, as was the case for a patient with a type 1 IgG(κ) 
cryoglobulin without intrinsic HCVAb activity who devel-
oped HCV infection during the course of his illness.

3. The nature of mixed cryoglobulins as immune com-
plexes in chronic infection by hepatitis B virus (HBV) and 
HCV is indicated by reports of selective enrichment of both 
antigens (e.g., HBV surface and HCV core antigens) and 
specific antibody activity in some isolated cryoprecipitates 
(16–18). Current experience is that 60 to 80% of type II 
cryoglobulins in patients with the syndrome of mixed 

cryoglobulinemia (purpura, arthralgias, renal disease) are 
associated with evidence of HCV infection, as assessed by 
anti- HCV antibody activity and/or amplification of specific 
nucleic acid using PCR following reverse transcription (RT). 
In our laboratory, HCVAb activity is assessed by recombi-
nant immunoblot assay (RIBA) and the presence of HCV 
RNA determined initially by RT- PCR using nested primers 
framing conserved sequences in the 5′ untranslated region of 
the viral genome. RIBA for HCVAb measures primarily IgG 
antibody to HCV antigens. Controls include known pos-
itive and RF- positive HCVAb- negative sera; RT- PCR is also 
carried out with positive and negative samples, with care 
taken to control for carryover contamination. More accu-
rate assessment of HCV copy number can be determined by 
commercially available quantitative assays, including those 
using competitive PCR (e.g., the Roche Amplicor system) 
or direct capture of viral RNA by complementary branched 
DNA (Chiron). Lower limits of detection for these assays 
are 600 and 615 IU/ml HCV RNA, respectively. Quanti-
tative assays may be used to demonstrate selective enrich-
ment of HCV RNA in cryoprecipitates (reported as being 
more frequent than enrichment of HCVAb), in some in-
stances when serum supernatant is negative or below the 
level of detection of the particular assay, and to follow the 
clinical course and the effect of therapy with alpha inter-
feron (IFN- α) (19). HCV genotype analysis is commercially 
available and may be used as one variable to anticipate the 
efficacy of therapy with IFN- α; however, its value for the 
evaluation of mixed cryoglobulinemia and other autoim-
mune manifestations of chronic infection is uncertain.

New HCV assays are likely to enhance the sensitivity 
and specificity of measurements of cryoglobulins associated 
with extrahepatic diseases associated with chronic infec-
tion. These include the quantitation of hepatitis core anti-
gen (18) and real- time PCR assays for HCV RNA and the 
replicative intermediate (negative strand) (20). The former 
may be assayed by enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay 
(Chiron- Ortho Clinical Diagnostics) and has been found 
to be concentrated in isolated cryoprecipitates (18) and pe-
ripheral blood mononuclear cells; the latter may be a more 
sensitive marker for occult HCV infection in cryoglobulin-
emia (21) and a criterion for productive infection by virus 
in extra hepatic sites.

Complement Measurements in Cryoglobulinemia
Sera from type II mixed- cryoglobulinemia patients typically 
have low antigenic levels of the early components of com-
plement, with relatively normal levels of C3 and factor B 
(6). Measurements are best made at 37°C in order to min-
imize artifacts introduced by ex vivo cryoprecipitation or 
activation by other complexes that may occur over time at 
4°C. Serial studies have shown that hypocomplementemia 

FIGURE 1 (A) Cryoglobulinemia was initially missed in a patient with cutaneous vasculitis documented by biopsy of a purpuric lesion 
on the right second digit (left). Because of deteriorating status, including renal failure, she was treated with high doses of steroids and then 
cytotoxic agents, with an apparently poor response in terms of an expected drop in white blood cell (WBC) counts. One weekend, while 
still in the intensive care unit, she was noted to have developed nasal purpura in the distribution of a cold- air oxygen mask (right). (B) The 
Coulter histograms obtained at 4°C, 25°C, and 37°C each display the leukocyte (top), erythrocyte (middle), and platelet (bottom) panels. 
The leukocyte panel shows small lymphocytes to the left (thin arrow) and larger polymorphonuclear leukocytes and monocytes to the right 
(thick arrow), with the ordinate displaying percentages of total cells; the platelet panels at 4°C and 25°C are unusual in having a long tail 
(*) after the expected narrow peak. Pseudoleukocytosis and pseudothrombocytosis are revealed at 37°C, which shows (i) all the leukocytes 
to be polymorphonuclear, with few lymphocytes, as expected in a patient on high- dose corticosteroids, and (ii) a narrow platelet peak. 
Both findings are reflected in the manual counts (right). Recognition of this artifact led to identification of a type II cryoglobulin with RF 
activity, with restricted IgM and kappa arcs by immunoelectrophoresis (C, arrowheads) and a high thermal amplitude of cryoprecipitation 
(D). OD@280, optical density at 280 nm. 
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correlates only poorly with cryoglobulin levels. Most patients 
with type I cryoglobulinemia have normal complement 
levels, though occasional instances in which complement 
activation occurs and has been shown to be directly due 
to cryoprecipitate formation have been well described. In 
type III cryoglobulinemia, complement measurements may 
reflect abnormalities prevalent in the underlying disease 
(e.g., lupus erythematosus) or among the subset of patients 
predisposed to develop cryoglobulinemia (e.g., rheumatoid 
vasculitis, primary Sjögren’s syndrome).

In sera manifesting CDAC, a similar profile of low CH50 
and hemolytic C4 with normal hemolytic C5 to C9 is seen 
at 4°C, with normal values being obtained in EDTA- treated 
plasma and in serum kept at 37°C (the CH50 measures the 
total hemolytic activity of a test sample and is the reciprocal 
of the dilution of serum complement needed to lyse 50% of 
a standardized suspension of sheep erythrocytes coated with 
antierythrocyte antibody). Unlike in cryoglobulinemia, 
C1q and C4 antigenic levels are normal. CDAC may be 
a consequence of HCV antibody- monoclonal rheumatoid 
factor (mRF) complexes with differing stoichiometries, may 
be present in sera that do not contain detectable cryoprecip-
itates, and appears to correlate somewhat with liver damage 
and response to treatment with IFN- α (22). CDAC, RF, 
cryoglobulinemia, and elevated levels of IgM- containing 
immune complexes are all prevalent in HCV infection.

Conclusions
Although many clinical laboratories offer cryoglobulin de-
terminations, rarely is testing rigorously carried out, and 
there is considerable interlaboratory variability (23). The 
most common sources of error are (i) false- negative results 
due to loss of cryoprecipitate during storage and (ii) false- 
positive results, usually due to residual fibrin in the sample, 
and failure to demonstrate redissolution of material with 
warming. In most instances, cryoglobulins are readily appar-
ent by visual inspection of the specimen at 1 to 3 days. Many 
have thermal amplitudes characterized by 103-  to 104- fold 
decreases in solubility occurring over a relatively restricted 
(<10°C) temperature range, which may be significantly 
influenced by the level of cryoprotein in the sample. De-
tailed characterization can be achieved using standard im-
munochemical techniques modified to be carried out above 
the temperature of cryoprecipitation.

CRYOFIBRINOGENEMIA

Background
The term “cryofibrinogenemia” denotes a circulating frac-
tion of plasma that precipitates on incubation at refrigera-
tion temperatures. The presence and/or increased levels of 
such a precipitate are associated with thromboembolic dis-
ease, chronic inflammation, malignancy, and occasionally 
connective tissue diseases, including cold- sensitive vasculitis 
(i.e., involving mostly exposed skin areas). A more accu-
rate description of the origin of increased levels of plasma 
cryopreprecipitate might be hyperfibrinemia, since it reflects 
increased levels of soluble fibrin. In the presence of circu-
lating fibrinogen, excess fibrin remains soluble by forming 
fibrinogen- fibrin complexes. Plasma cryoprecipitate typically 
redissolves at higher temperatures (e.g., 37°C). Its harvest-
ing can be maximized by freezing plasma and thawing it at 
4°C overnight, the standard procedure for manufacturing 
plasma cryoprecipitate for therapeutic infusion. It contains, 
in addition, major amounts of fibronectin, in and of itself a 
cryoprecipitable protein (Fig. 3). For precise quantitation, 

FIGURE 2 Kinetics of cryoprecipitation, assessed by turbimetric 
analysis, for a type II cryoglobulin, comparing serum and isolated 
cryoglobulin (A), different concentrations of isolated cryoglobulin 
(B), and different temperatures of cryoprecipitation (C). OD, op-
tical density. 
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the cryoprecipitate can be washed several or more times in 
cold buffer, such as phosphate- buffered saline, pH 6.4, re-
dissolved at 37°C, and measured in a spectrophotometer at 
280 nm. In summary, cryofibrinogenemia denotes circulating 
cold- precipitable complexes consisting of fibrin and fibrino-
gen which also contain fibronectin as the only other major 
constituent. Trace proteins, such as von Willebrand factor, 
factor VIII, and others, coprecipitate with these complexes. 
This precipitate may occur (i) when blood drawing is slow, 
allowing ex vivo thrombin generation that increases the level 
of soluble fibrin (24), (ii) in any disease in which increased 
levels of soluble fibrin occur (e.g., intravascular coagulation, 
sepsis, inflammation, cancer, thrombophilia), or (iii) in 
plasma obtained by use of plasmapheresis equipment, owing 
to prolonged extravascular exposure of blood.

Testing Considerations
The decision to test plasma for cryofibrinogenemia may be 
suggested by a variety of disorders. Some examples include 
purpura, particularly occurring on exposed skin associated 
with intolerance to cold temperatures, cold- induced urti-
caria, Raynaud’s phenomenon, and evidence of thrombotic 
vasculopathy that cannot be explained by antiphospholipid 
autoantibodies or qualitative or quantitative clotting factor 
deficiencies. The test for cryofibrinogenemia may be part of a 
more general evaluation for causes of purpura, disseminated 
thrombohemorrhagic coagulopathy, other thromboembolic 
disorders, skin necrosis, chronic leg ulcers, or gangrene. Cry-
ofibrinogenemia may be associated with neoplastic states 
and IgA nephropathy and is rarely familial; it has also been 
described in the absence of clear- cut underlying disease and 
in about 3% of random blood samples from hospitalized pa-
tients or asymptomatic healthy blood donors (25).

Examples of Cryofibrinogenemia

Case 1
A 14- year- old girl was evaluated for cold- sensitive vascu-
litic purpura, mainly of the extremities. The condition had 

become so severe that she required home tutoring through-
out the year to avoid cold exposure. Her condition was 
followed by measuring her plasma “cryocrit,” the column 
of insoluble material formed when citrated plasma was in-
cubated at 4°C and centrifuged. This value rose markedly 
during exacerbations of her disease and decreased follow-
ing each plasmapheresis treatment. Cryoprecipitate that 
formed when plasma was frozen and thawed at 4°C was also 
measured as another indicator of cryoprecipitable plasma 
protein. Relative to those of normal donors and to other 
patient plasma samples with similarly elevated fibrinogen 
levels, her cryoprecipitable protein was at least 3- fold higher 
during a quiescent period. Her isolated fibrinogen was func-
tionally normal, as was that obtained from her parents. 
Her protease- free serum alone, or when it contained added 
fibrin- depleted fibrinogen isolated from her plasma or from 
that of a normal donor, did not form a cryoprecipitate.

Case 2
A 42- year- old man was referred for “cryogel” formation, oc-
curring each time blood was drawn by venipuncture (Fig. 4). 
He was known to have chronic hepatitis due to HCV and 
had achieved only limited response to various regimens of 
IFN- α and ribavirin. Other significant clinical features were 
visual changes, purplish blotching notably involving the 
forehead, and erectile dysfunction. The initial coagulation 
profile disclosed a prolonged thrombin time and only partial 
correction when equal volumes of his plasma and normal 
donor plasma were mixed. Serial plasma dilutions yielded 
abnormally increasing thrombin times, consistent with the 
acquired dysfibrinogenemia of hepatic disorders. There was 
no family history of dysfibrinogenemia.

Repeated evaluations showed that drawn blood rapidly 
formed a gel- like material at 4°C that did not fully dissolve 
when rewarmed to 37°C; this gel did not contain significant 
Ig either by Ouchterlony analysis or SDS- PAGE. After re-
moval, no further cryoprecipitation was observed; similarly, 
when plasma was clotted by the addition of thrombin at 
37°C and the clot was synerized and removed after several 

FIGURE 3 Isolated washed cryofibrinogen (arrows) visualized by agarose gel electrophoresis (left) and 
immunofixation (right). Gel electrophoresis reveals some residual albumin toward the anode, fibronectin 
in the beta region, an origin artifact, and fibrinogen, compared to serum samples in the upper and lower 
lanes.  In the immunofixation on the right, an origin artifact is seen in all lanes due to precipitation on 
the cold gel. However, the antifibrinogen lane shows increased precipitate, thereby characterizing this as 
fibrinogen. SPE, serum protein electrophoresis. Courtesy of D. Keren, reproduced with permission.
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hours, his serum formed no additional cryoprecipitate when 
left at 4°C. In contrast, citrated plasma cryoprecipitate ob-
tained by conventional freeze- thawing was ~3- fold higher 
than that of normal controls.

All of the patient’s symptoms improved following plas-
mapheresis but recurred progressively within 2 weeks or so, 
requiring repeat treatments. During the first few plasma-
phereses, the intravenous line to the cell separator, as well as 
the plasma line to the disposal container, began to occlude 
with visible strands of clot; frequent flushing of lines with 
normal saline was only partially successful in overcoming 
this obstacle. The problem was solved by incorporating 6 
to 10 U heparin/ml in the citrate anticoagulant solution 
used during the procedure. His plasma formed abnormally 
increased amounts of precipitate when left at 4°C over-
night, whether obtained before plasmapheresis or after the 
procedure from the removed plasma. For testing, his serum 
was rendered protease free by addition of hirudin (20 U/
ml), aprotinin (50 U/ml), and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluo-
ride (100 mM); soluble fibrin was depleted by incubating 
fibrinogen solutions at 4°C, pH 6.4, and ionic strength 0.1 
overnight, followed by removal of formed precipitates by 
centrifugation at 4°C. Such protease- free serum formed no 
cryoprecipitate with or without added fibrinogen that had 
been depleted of its soluble fibrin.

In subsequent weeks, the patient was placed on warfarin 
(Coumadin) and heparin was stopped; plasmapheresis was 
continued uneventfully over several months and eventually 
stopped without recurrence of symptoms.

Interpretation
In the first patient, pathologic fibrinemia was clearly related 
to the inflammatory vascular lesions and could be used as an 
index to follow the activity of the disease and its response 
to treatment. In the second patient, fibrinemia may have 
resulted from the delayed clearance of activated coagulant 
factors that is prevalent among patients with chronic liver 
disease. Paradoxically, dysfibrinogenemia may have contrib-
uted to the abnormal levels of circulating fibrin by allowing 
higher levels of soluble fibrinogen- fibrin complexes to ac-
cumulate, as fibrin monomers are normally soluble in high 
fibrinogen excess under physiologic conditions. Whether 
dysfibrinogenemia is congenital or acquired, such plasma 

often has a higher maximal capacity for soluble fibrin owing 
to defective coagulability or incoagulability of abnormal fi-
brinogen molecules.

Procedures

Choice of Anticoagulant
Various reports described use of either citrate or EDTA to 
collect blood for testing of cryofibrinogenemia. Paradox-
ically, EDTA is a potent inhibitor of fibrin polymeriza-
tion in purified systems, demonstrable by decreased clot 
turbidity. In unpublished experiments by the author, clot 
turbidity was decreased to 1/8 that of the control. Simi-
lar previous observations led to a recommendation against 
EDTA use for such plasma tests. To address the differences 
between results from purified systems and those from 
EDTA- collected plasma, clotting of isolated fibrinogen 
was examined in the presence of 1% human albumin (n 
= 3) to simulate the plasma environment. Albumin in-
corporation consistently abolished the EDTA inhibition 
(Fig. 5). To assess this observation further, cryoprecipitates 
from nine randomly selected patient plasma samples from 
CBC (EDTA) tubes in the hematology laboratory were 
examined. These were obtained following plasma incuba-
tion at 4°C for several days and exhaustively washed by 
resuspending them in cold buffer, pH 6.4, and centrifug-
ing them (4°C) to remove soluble proteins. SDS- PAGE 
analysis run under nonreducing conditions disclosed only 
fibrinogen/fibrin monomer bands in all cases. In a further 
experiment, plasma samples collected with citrate and 
EDTA from four normal donors were compared (Fig. 6). 
Their cryoprecipitates were harvested after freeze- thawing 
at 4°C overnight and exhaustively washed with cold buf-
fer, pH 6.4. They were then dissolved in 6 M urea, pH 7.4, 
and the protein was measured spectrophotometrically (280 
nm). The amounts of protein from plasma collected into 
EDTA ranged from 1.6 to 1.7 times that from its citrated 
counterpart. This established that EDTA is more sensitive 
than citrate when testing for cryofibrinogenemia.

testing Procedures
1. To screen for cryofibrinogenemia, simultaneous plasma 
samples (normal and patient) are collected in EDTA at 
37°C and allowed to stand at least overnight at 4°C. Blood 
should not be collected in heparin, unless care is taken to 

FIGURE 4 Reversible cryogel formation at 4°C (tube inverted) 
and 37°C (liquid). 

FIGURE 5 EDTA inhibition of fibrin polymerization abolished 
by albumin. Clotting was initiated by thrombin (final concentra-
tion, 0.2 U/ml) in a solution containing isolated (>96% pure) 
fibrinogen (1 μM in 0.15 NaCl, 0.01 M Tris- HCl, pH 7.4). Clots 
shown are the control (C), that containing EDTA (1 mM), and that 
containing EDTA plus human albumin (200 μM). 
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keep its concentration in collected blood at 3 U/ml or less. 
Significantly higher concentrations may induce increased 
incorporation of fibronectin in the cryoprecipitate (see item 
6 below) and therefore yield false- positive results. To mini-
mize ex vivo fibrin generation, blood should be collected rap-
idly in standard EDTA- containing vacuum or nonvacuum 
commercial tubes. The largest possible bore needle (e.g., 17 
or 18 gauge) and a relatively short needle- to- tube plastic 
connector are ideal. Since cryoglobulins will also precipitate 
in plasma, the presence of a cryofibrinogen will be suggested 
by the absence of a comparable precipitate in a paired sam-
ple of serum (26).

2. Two alternative methods may be used to measure 
cryoprecipitable protein. One is to allow plasma collected 
in EDTA or citrate to remain undisturbed overnight or 
longer on ice or at 4°C, to centrifuge the plasma in a re-
frigerated centrifuge, and to measure the insoluble column 
as a percentage of total volume (cryocrit). This method, 
though imprecise, is useful when fibrinemia is pronounced. 
Another is to freeze the platelet- poor plasma sample shortly 
after its harvesting in a self- defrosting freezer (− 8°C to 
20°C) overnight (or for at least 6 h) and then thaw it at 
4°C overnight. Centrifugation at cold temperatures yields 
insoluble material, which is harvested by discarding the 
supernatant. The cryoprecipitate can then be suspended 
in ice- cold, phosphate- buffered (pH 6.4 preferably) saline, 
in a 50-  to 100- fold volume excess and recentrifuged to 
remove more noncryoprecipitable proteins. This washing 
should be repeated at least three times. More- exhaustive 
washing may progressively remove fibronectin as well. The 
final pellet is solubilized at 37°C or in 6 M urea; protein 
content is determined by diluting an aliquot in 6 M urea 
and measuring absorbance at 280 nm, which is compared 
to a control. To convert to milligrams of protein, an ex-
tinction coefficient (1%, 1 cm, 280 nm) of 14 or 15 (fi-
brinogen) can be used. Fibrinogen- fibrin remains as the 
major constituent protein, and washing tends to decrease 
the fibronectin content.

3. A third indicator of the fibrin content of plasma is the 
level of D dimers which can be measured by commercially 
available assay. Although the D dimer is a proteolytic frag-
ment of the cross-linked clot, it also reflects soluble fibrin/
fibrinogen polymers with cross-linked γ-γ chain contacts. 

That is to say, fibrinogen is an invariable component of sol-
uble fibrin complexes whose solubility indicates that their 
intermolecular α-α chain contacts are not cross-linked by 
factor XIIIa, the thrombin-activated form of factor XIII. 
The D dimer, therefore, does not distinguish between sol-
uble and insoluble fibrin/fibrinogen complexes. Elevated 
D dimer levels correlate with hypercoagulability and are 
widely used as indicators of pathologic thrombosis.

4. Fibrin- fibrinogen complexes in most, if not all, dys-
fibrinogenemic individuals can also be quantified by har-
vesting the cryoprecipitate obtained from frozen and thawed 
plasma as in item 2 above. This should also be washed in 
cold buffer as described above, prior to protein measure-
ments. A unique feature of this cryoprecipitate is that it may 
contain mostly normal fibrinogen/fibrin (24, 27). That is to 
say, the overwhelming majority of dysfibrinogenemias occur 
in heterozygous individuals, and fibrinogen is a dimeric pro-
tein (27). Assuming random events during peptide synthe-
sis, molecular assembly, and secretion, this means that the 
ratio of normal homodimers to hybrid dimers to abnormal 
homodimers is 1:2:1. Also, fibrin polymerization is typically 
impaired, so abnormal molecules may have a decreased ca-
pacity to polymerize, relative to their normal counterparts. 
As a result, fibrin- fibrinogen complexes are likely to consist 
of mostly normal molecules. An exception is abnormally 
formed fibrin- fibrinogen complexes owing to the specific 
structure defect. Such complexes will necessarily be incor-
porated into the cryoprecipitate, which has been observed 
by the author in one unpublished case. A different result 
may be encountered in very rare homozygous individuals 
with dysfibrinogenemia whose fibrinogen is incoagulable. In 
such instances, plasma may or may not form cryoprecipitate.

5. Commonly not appreciated is the increased ex vivo 
fibrinemia resulting from the use of blood cell separators 
in which the standard anticoagulant is citrate. By mea-
suring cryoprecipitate content, the author observed up to 
five- times- higher levels in plasmapheresis plasma than in 
that from a blood donor whose plasma was harvested and 
frozen within 24 h or less. This is consistent with a similar 
effect produced by a very slow withdrawal of blood (24). If 
serum is harvested from such samples prematurely, it may 
subsequently form cryoprecipitates (i.e., at 4°C), which can 
be erroneously interpreted as “cryoglobulins.” Its partial or 
complete failure to redissolve at 37°C may reflect cross- 
linked fibrin gel rather than cryoglobulin. This is easily de-
monstrable by failure of the precipitate to dissolve in 6 M 
urea or 2% acetic acid. A reasonable precaution is to allow 
whole blood to clot for at least 6 h at 37°C, remove the 
clot, and observe for another hour or so to ascertain that no 
further clot forms before harvesting serum to test for cryo-
globulins. To confirm that no fibrinogen remains, one can 
perform a commercially available fibrinogen assay on the 
patient and a normal control serum.

6. If cryoglobulin analysis is performed on patients who 
are receiving heparin anticoagulation or on samples col-
lected during plasmapheresis in which heparin has been ad-
ministered, it is also important to be aware of the possibility 
of cryoprecipitation due to complexes between heparin and 
fibronectin (see above), which may increase cryoprecipitate 
formation; the relative contents of fibrinogen and fibronec-
tin in isolated cryoprecipitates can be assessed by immuno-
blot analysis using monospecific antisera to these proteins 
(25). Although at in vivo therapeutic concentrations (i.e., 
<1 U of heparin/ml), this effect may be negligible, the 
heparin content of blood samples may range up to 5 U/ml 
or more, at which level it may contribute to cryoprecipita-
tion. Moreover, either concentration range of heparin will 

FIGURE 6 Higher cryoprecipitate contents in EDTA- collected 
than in citrate- collected plasma. Plasma from duplicate pairs of 
blood specimens from each of four normal donors was collected in 
tubes containing EDTA or citrate, frozen (−30°C) within an hour, 
and thawed overnight (4°C) to harvest cryoprecipitate. The cryo-
precipitate was then washed and measured (280 nm) as detailed in 
the text. The protein content of cryoprecipitate from each donor is 
shown as a percentage of C, its citrate counterpart. 
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inhibit thrombin generation and thereby the formation of 
fibrin- fibrinogen complexes.

Summary and Conclusions
Cryofibrinogenemia usually results from elevated levels 
of fibrin- fibrinogen complexes in plasma, may reflect ab-
normally assembled complexes in dysfibrinogenemia, and 
on rare occasions result from complexes of fibrinogen and 
circulating antifibrinogen antibodies (28–30); in addition, 
fibronectin can form cold- insoluble complexes with Ig in 
various disease states (e.g., fibrillary glomerulonephritis) 
that may be associated with a granulomatous vasculitic 
component. Cryofibrinogenemia can be screened for by 
cryoprecipitating or freeze- thawing plasma collected in ci-
trate or EDTA, notwithstanding the fact that the latter is 
more sensitive. Factors that minimize its ex vivo generation 
include thrombin inhibitors in the container anticoagulant 
and rapid withdrawal of blood to be tested. If heparin is used 
alone or incorporated in the anticoagulant to inhibit throm-
bin, its level should be <3 U/ml.

PYROGLOBULINEMIA

Background
Pyroglobulins are Igs that precipitate irreversibly as a gel 
when serum is heated to 56 to 60°C for 30 min; in con-
trast, heat precipitation of Bence- Jones proteins under sim-
ilar conditions is reversible. Pyroglobulins are invariably 
single- component proteins and constitute <1% of mono-
clonal gammopathies overall and ~6% of Waldenström’s 
macroglobulins.

Concept
Pyroglobulins of every Ig isotype (including IgD and IgE) 
have been reported in association with multiple myeloma, 
lymphoproliferative diseases, and plasma cell leukemia. Their 
occurrence has not been associated with specific clinical 
manifestations, though high levels of these proteins may also 
cause hyperviscosity or coagulopathies. A related phenome-
non of heat- insoluble type 2 cryoglobulins has been described 
for patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome and as a cause of 
membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis (31).

Procedure
1. Pyroglobulins precipitate when warmed to 56°C and do 
not redissolve upon being heated to 100°C. They are usually 
apparent as an M- spike upon serum protein electrophore-
sis, which significantly decreases, or completely disappears, 
after pyroprecipitation. Serum immunofixation will thus 
define the specific M component forming the pyroglobulin, 
and this can be confirmed by SDS- PAGE of the isolated 
material.

2. As noted above, fibrinogen, fibrin, and their core pro-
teins are also heat precipitable at these temperatures. Any 
remaining fibrinogen and/or fibrin due to dysfibrinogenemia 
(or an incompletely clotted blood sample) and their split 
products (typically containing the thermally sensitive D 
domain) will also form irreversible precipitates at 56°C. To 
control for this, serum can be treated with 2 IU or more 
of thrombin/ml and allowed to stand for 1 to 2 h at 37°C, 
and any clots formed can be removed by syneresis before the 
specimens are heated to 56°C.

3. Unlike with cryoglobulins, pyroglobulin formation is 
usually not significantly inhibited over the pH range 3 to 
9 or by changing the ionic strength of the solution. Sim-
ilarly, the effects of reducing (e.g., 2- mercaptoethanol) or 

dissociating (e.g., Triton X- 100) agents on this phenome-
non are varied. Occasionally, single patients have been de-
scribed to have both cryo-  and pyroglobulins.

Conclusion
Recognition of the laboratory phenomenon of pyroglobu-
linemia has importance as a potentially confounding factor 
for heat- based assays used to inactivate complement or to 
measure fibrinogen levels. Proper identification of a pyro-
globulin as being a monoclonal component may in turn 
lead to the diagnosis of macroglobulinemia or plasma cell 
dyscrasia.
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11
The preceding chapters in this section have dealt with sev-
eral aspects of serum and urine protein analysis for immu-
noglobulins. Overwhelmingly, the single most important 
reason for performing these studies is to detect monoclonal 
gammopathies. This chapter briefly summarizes the various 
plasma cell proliferative diseases and then describes the use 
of the electrophoretic and nephelometric assays for the di-
agnosis, prognosis, and monitoring of monoclonal gammop-
athies. There are some general strategies for all laboratories 
as well as specific tests that are needed, depending on the 
disease presentation.

In plasma cell proliferative diseases, a monoclonal im-
munoglobulin (M protein) that can be used as a serologic 
“tumor” marker is usually secreted. Because of this secreted 
monoclonal immunoglobulin, these diseases are also re-
ferred to as monoclonal gammopathies. The secreted pro-
teins can be used as a diagnostic tool for the identification 
of the clone of plasma cells as well as a quantitative marker 
to follow the course of the disease and response to ther-
apy. Unlike many other tumor markers, M proteins are 
extremely diverse. Each M protein has a unique variable 
region sequence, and the molecules may run the gamut 
from pentameric IgM (~900,000 Da) to monomeric free 
light chains (FLCs) (~24,000 Da). In addition, although 
some plasma cell proliferative disorders present with M 
protein concentrations of grams per liter of serum, others 
have little or virtually no circulating M protein. The di-
versity of plasma cell proliferative diseases and of their se-
creted proteins and the concentrations of M proteins make 
M protein a challenging tumor marker. No single assay can 
effectively diagnose and monitor plasma cell proliferative 
diseases, and the laboratory needs to define strategies that 
encompass the spectrum of disease presentations. Protein 
electrophoresis (PEL), immunofixation electrophoresis 
(IFE), and immunosubtraction electrophoresis (ISE) of 
serum and urine have formed the hub of laboratory test-
ing for detecting and monitoring monoclonal gammopa-
thies (1–3). These electrophoretic assays provide analytic 
separation of immunoglobulins based on charge and size 
and allow the recognition and quantitation of M proteins 
distinct from the normal polyclonal immunoglobulins. In 
addition, quantitative immunoassays of immunoglobulins 
and FLCs (4) may be useful for diagnosis and/or monitor-
ing disease.

CLASSIFICATION OF MONOCLONAL 
GAMMOPATHIES
Monoclonal gammopathies are disorders that include a di-
versity of plasma cell proliferative diseases. The diseases have 
different biological processes and may have different pre-
sentations, treatments, and outcomes. Once the laboratory 
has identified a monoclonal immunoglobulin, the clinician 
needs to make a specific diagnosis based on clinical presenta-
tion and perhaps bone marrow, imaging, or other tissue and 
blood studies. In Table 1 are listed the 39,929 monoclonal 
gammopathies that were detected in the Mayo Clinic prac-
tice between 1960 and 2008. The 18 diseases in Table 1 are 
listed by decreasing frequency of diagnosis. These disorders 
are often categorized as malignant, premalignant, and pro-
tein/low- tumor- burden diseases, as indicated in the table (5). 
The malignant disorders have large tumor burdens, which 
must be controlled or eradicated. The premalignant disorders 
have no clinical symptoms and need only be monitored for 
progression, and the protein/low- tumor- burden diseases may 
have low (or large) tumor burdens, but the secreted monoclo-
nal proteins cause the disease processes. This classification of 
the various plasma cell proliferative diseases can be helpful in 
thinking about the biology of the diseases as well as the range 
of laboratory presentations.

Malignant Plasma Cell Proliferative Disorders
Multiple myeloma (MM) is the most common malignant 
plasma cell disease and is second to non- Hodgkin lym-
phoma as the most common hematologic malignancy (6). 
In the U.S. population, it is estimated that 22,350 new cases 
of MM were diagnosed in 2013. MM is a disease of older 
people, with the median age at diagnosis being 69 years, and 
it is rare in people younger than 40 (7, 8). The incidence 
is slightly higher in men and twice as high in blacks as in 
whites (9). The racial disparities as well as family studies 
suggest genetic factors, but environmental factors, such as 
exposure to agricultural and petroleum industry chemicals, 
have been shown to be risk factors as well (10). Myeloma 
cells reside in the bone marrow, often suppress other marrow 
elements, and may cause destructive bone lesions.

The presence of a large clone of bone marrow plasma 
cells (>10%) is not in itself sufficient for the diagnosis of 
MM. The diagnosis also requires symptoms that are due to 
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the plasma cell clone. In a series of 1,027 sequential pa-
tients, the symptoms at diagnosis were anemia (73%), bone 
pain (58%), elevated creatinine (48%), fatigue/weakness 
(32%), hypercalcemia (28%), and/or weight loss (24%) (7). 
The diagnosis of MM requires organ damage summarized 
by the acronym CRAB: increased serum calcium concen-
tration, renal insufficiency, anemia, and lytic bone lesions. 
It is the manifestation of these clinical symptoms rather 
than pathology that distinguishes MM from the premalig-
nant disorders of smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM) 
and monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance 
(MGUS) (11, 12).

The distribution of types of monoclonal immunoglobulins 
in a series of MM and MGUS patients is listed in Table 2. 
The immunoglobulin distributions are different between the 
two diseases. The most obvious difference is in the frequency 
of IgM. Most IgM disease that progresses to malignancy is 
classified as Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia (WM). WM 
is a disease of clonal lymphoplasmacytic cells and is a clini-
copathological entity distinct from MM. Another difference 
in the distributions of monoclonal proteins is that monoclo-
nal FLCs and monoclonal IgD occur in MM at about 4- fold 
more than in MGUS. The laboratory detection of monoclo-
nal FLCs or monoclonal IgD should always raise the suspi-
cion of serious disease. Laboratorians who see samples that 
are mostly from MGUS patients and a few MM samples are 
almost always surprised by the relatively high frequency of 
light- chain multiple myeloma (LCMM) and nonsecretory 
multiple myeloma (NSMM) among MM patients.

The other malignant diseases listed in Table 1 include 
lymphoproliferative disease, plasmacytoma, plasma cell 
leukemia, and the heavy- chain diseases. A small per-
centage of B- cell lymphomas and leukemias will produce 
a monoclonal immunoglobulin usually found in low con-
centrations in serum. Plasmacytomas are solitary lesions 
that usually present with pain at the site of the lesion, 
which contains clonal plasma cells in the absence of any 
diffuse bone marrow involvement or CRAB symptoms. 
Plasmacytomas often have no or small amounts of secreted 
monoclonal protein and usually respond well to radiation. 
However, within 2 years, approximately 50% will recur as 
MM (13). Plasma cell leukemia is a rare and aggressive 
form of myeloma, with high numbers of circulating plasma 
cells. Interestingly, approximately 35% of plasma cell leu-
kemia patients will have LCMM only and 10% will have 
NSMM (14). Heavy- chain diseases are exceedingly rare 
and are identified by the presence of a monoclonal heavy 
chain with no corresponding monoclonal light chain upon 
IFE (15). The heavy chain is often detected in significant 
concentrations in the urine, and urinary IFE is a useful 
confirmatory assay. Many heavy- chain disease patients 
have lost the ability to synthesize light chains, but some 
patients have mutations in the heavy chain that results in 
the inability to bind light chain. The latter patients may 
therefore present with an isolated monoclonal heavy chain 
detected by IFE plus monoclonal free light chain as de-
tected by a significantly abnormal FLC kappa- to- lambda 
ratio (16).

TABLE 1 Monoclonal gammopathies from the Mayo Clinic, 1960 to 2008

Disease No. of cases %
Classification

Malignant Protein/low tumor 
burden Premalignant

MGUS 23,179 58.0 ×

Multiple myeloma  6,974 17.5 ×

Primary amyloid  3,781  9.5 ×

SMM  1,494  3.7 ×

Lymphoproliferative disease  1,298  3.3 ×

Macroglobulinemia  1,940  2.4 ×

Plasmacytoma  1,774  1.9 ×

Bence Jones proteinuria  1,450  1.1 ×

Cryoglobulinemia  1,379  0.9 ×

POEMS syndrome  1,217  0.5 ×

Light- chain deposition disease  1,113  0.3 ×

Plasma cell leukemia  1,190  0.2 ×

Cold agglutinin disease  1,174  0.2 ×

Acquired Fanconi syndrome  1,143  0.1 ×

Scleromyxedema  1,131  0.1 ×

BHPW  1,131  0.1 ×

Heavy- chain disease  1,131  0.1 ×

Capillary leak syndrome  1,129  0.1 ×

Total 39,929 100
aMGUS, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance; SMM, smoldering multiple myeloma; POEMS syndrome, syndrome with polyneuropathy, organo-

megaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal protein, and skin changes; BHPW, benign hypergammaglobulinemia purpura of Waldenström’s macroglobulinemia.
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Premalignant Plasma Cell Proliferative Disorders
Whereas small quantities of M proteins were once consid-
ered to be “benign monoclonal gammopathies,” that term 
is no longer used. Conditions that were so categorized are 
now referred to as MGUS or SMM because they are precan-
cerous lesions that can evolve to MM, WM, or other B- cell 
lymphoproliferative conditions. Both MGUS and SMM 
are monoclonal gammopathies that manifest no symptoms 
of MM or a related disease that can be attributed to the 
plasma cell clone or monoclonal protein. These laboratory 
disorders are therefore not diseases per se. They are called 
premalignant disorders because virtually all cases of MM are 
now considered to have been preceded by MGUS or SMM 
as many as 8 or more years earlier (17–19).

MGUS is an asymptomatic monoclonal gammopathy 
that is usually detected as an incidental finding when pro-
tein electrophoresis is done as part of laboratory studies for a 
wide range of symptoms (20). By definition, the monoclonal 
protein is <3 g/dl, and <10% of bone marrow (if tested) 
is monoclonal plasma cells. MGUS is a common disorder 
with a prevalence of 3% in the Caucasian population over 
the age of 50 (21). In the Mayo Clinic practice, MGUS rep-
resents 58% of all newly diagnosed monoclonal gammop-
athies (Table 1). Like MM, MGUS is a disorder of older 
people, occurs more frequently in men than in women, and 
is at least 2- fold more prevalent in Africans and African 
Americans than in Caucasians (22).

Long- term studies of the natural history of MGUS have 
indicated that MGUS patients have a 1%- per- year risk of 
progression, and the risk of progression remains at 1% per 
year regardless of the length of follow- up (23). MGUSs may 
be subdivided into three types based upon the M protein: 
non- IgM MGUS, IgM MGUS, and light- chain MGUS 
(24). Most cases fall into the category of non- IgM MGUS 
(usually IgG or IgA). These cases have an overall risk of 1% 
per year of progressing to SMM, MM, or light- chain amy-
loidosis (AL). Patients with IgM MGUS have a 1.5% risk 
of progressing mainly to WM but also to lymphoma or AL. 
Those with light- chain MGUS have an as- yet- undefined 
risk of progressing to light- chain MM and AL. A number of 
risk factors for progression have been identified in patients 
with IgG, IgA, and IgM MGUS. The risk factors include 
M- spike concentration, percent bone marrow plasma cells, 
heavy- chain isotype, urinary monoclonal protein, and FLC 
kappa- to- lambda ratio (23, 25, 26). Because few MGUS 
patients have their urine tested and even fewer have their 
bone marrow tested, the three serum factors of M- spike size, 
heavy- chain isotype, and FLC ratio have been combined 

into a risk stratification model for predicting MGUS pro-
gression. Low risk factors are an M- spike level of <1.5 g/dl, 
the presence of gamma heavy chain, and a normal FLC 
kappa- to- lambda ratio. In our study of patients in southeast-
ern Minnesota, 42% of patients were low risk for all three 
factors and had a 0.1%- per- year risk instead of a 1%- per- year 
risk of progression (26). The risk for these patients is so low 
that laboratory monitoring is not needed.

SMM has also been known as asymptomatic myeloma, 
and until recently, individuals within this classification did 
not receive treatment. As with MGUS, it is distinguished 
from MM because there are no CRAB symptoms attribut-
able to the plasma cell clone. SMM is distinguished from 
MGUS by having an M- spike level of >3 g/dl and/or >10% 
monoclonal bone marrow plasma cells (27). Whereas indi-
viduals with SMM superficially appear to be at some point 
between MGUS and MM, the kinetics of progression of 
SMM to MM suggests that SMM does not affect a uniform 
group of patients. In the first 5 years of follow- up, SMM pa-
tients progress at a rate of 10% per year and subsequently 
progress at approximately 1% per year (28, 29). SMM may 
affect a mixture of patients with early MM that have not 
yet manifested clinical symptoms and patients with MGUS. 
Factors that identify patients destined to progress within 2 
to 3 years of diagnosis have been identified, and consensus is 
building to use these laboratory criteria to help define MM 
(30). High- risk SMM with >60% bone marrow plasma cells 
or an FLC ratio of >200 has a median time to progression 
of 7 months (31, 32). Mateos et al. recently evaluated treat-
ment versus no treatment (the current standard of care) of 
125 individuals at high risk for SMM. After a median of 40 
months, they found that the treatment group had a signif-
icant prolongation of both the median time to progression 
and the 3- year survival rate and that the toxic effects of the 
therapy (lenalidomide plus dexamethasone) were mainly 
grade 2 or lower (33). Similar studies are ongoing at other 
centers. These patients break the pattern of MM being ex-
clusively a clinical diagnosis. The distinctions of MGUS, 
SMM, and MM are made because the diseases have different 
biological processes. It should be recognized, however, that 
they have overlap. The critical distinction is when the de-
cision is made to expose the patient to the risks that come 
with the treatment regimens for MM. As therapy moves to 
earlier forms of the disease, the significance of detecting and 
characterizing M proteins in asymptomatic patients attains 
greater relevance.

Protein (or Low- Tumor- Burden) Diseases
The protein diseases or low- tumor- burden diseases repre-
sent a group of monoclonal gammopathies in which there 
may not be a large clonal proliferation of plasma cells but 
in which the cell products cause pathology. In primary 
(light- chain) AL, the monoclonal free light chains deposit 
in organs as amyloid fibrils. Over many years of secretion 
of amyloidogenic light chains, amyloid fibrils slowly accu-
mulate. At some point, the deposition of the amyloid may 
cause heart failure, nephrotic syndrome, hepatomegaly, or 
other organ dysfunction (34). The diagnosis of AL is de-
pendent on demonstrating amyloid deposits in tissue and 
identifying monoclonal light chains as the predominant 
protein in the fibril. This is usually accompanied with evi-
dence of a clonal proliferation of bone marrow plasma cells 
or a monoclonal protein in the serum or urine. The recog-
nition of a monoclonal free light chain in the serum may be 
the first “red flag” to suggest AL. Although some patients 
with MM produce an amyloidogenic light chain, most AL 
patients have small clonal populations and small amounts 

TABLE 2 Distribution of monoclonal proteins in patients 
with multiple myeloma and monoclonal gammopathies of 
undetermined significance

Monoclonal immunoglobulin 
type or nature of disease

% of patients witha:

MM MGUS

IgG 52 59
IgA 21 12
IgM 20.5 18
IgD 22 20.5

Biclonal 22 25
Light chain only 20 26
None detected 22.8 NA

aNA, not applicable.
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of secreted monoclonal light chain. A monoclonal serum 
protein can be detected in 75 to 90% of patients with AL, 
but an M- spike can be quantitated in only approximately 
50% of them (35). The low serum and urine concentrations 
make early detection and hematologic monitoring very 
difficult and previously meant that organ function had to 
be used as an indirect monitoring method. The availabil-
ity of quantitative serum FLC assays has made detection 
of FLCs more sensitive and allowed direct hematological 
monitoring of patients with AL amyloid (36, 37). Lambda 
light chain is found in 70% of patients with AL amyloid. 
In contrast, kappa light chain is the causative light chain 
in 90% of light- chain deposition disease (LCDD) patients. 
However, LCDD is a much rarer disorder than AL, and the 
light chains do not form amyloid fibrils. As with AL, the 
diagnosis is based on characteristic histopathologic features.

Because amyloid fibrils can slowly form in any number 
of tissues, the disease is often not diagnosed until very late 
in the disease process. The identification of a monoclonal 
light chain in the serum or urine is often the first clue to 
the diagnosis. When a biopsy specimen is obtained, stained 
with Congo red, and viewed under polarized light, the am-
yloid fibrils have an apple- green fluorescence. Because all 
types of amyloid give this result, it is important to identify 
the specific amyloidogenic protein. In AL amyloid for ex-
ample, the amyloid fibrils are caused by immunoglobulin 
light- chain fragments, and therefore treatment needs to be 
directed against the plasma cell clone. This is important 
because MGUSs are so common in older individuals that 
an M protein in serum or urine may coexist with the rare 
(incidence about 1/100,000) familial forms of amyloidosis 
where the M protein is not related to the primary disease 
process. In familial AL, the most common amyloidogenic 
proteins are polymorphisms of transthyretin (also known as 
prealbumin). Transthyretin is synthesized in the liver, and 
the treatments are therefore unrelated to the bone marrow. 
The best method for identifying the type of protein in the 
amyloid tissue is the use of tissue microdissection combined 
with mass spectroscopy (38, 39). This proteomic method is 
rapidly replacing immunohistochemical staining, which has 
a low sensitivity and specificity. Because familial forms of 
amyloidosis are autosomal dominant conditions, their de-
tection and appropriate characterization are important for 
genetic counseling.

Some patients with neuropathies harbor an M protein 
(usually IgM). About half of these patients have Walden-
ström’s macroglobulinemia, with relatively large amounts of 
IgM in the serum. They usually present with symptoms of 
hyperviscosity. Another group of patients who suffer from 
motor or sensory peripheral neuropathies may have small 
amounts of M proteins in the serum that require immuno-
fixation for detection. Some of these patients have POEMS 
syndrome (also called Crow- Fukase syndrome), an acro-
nym for peripheral neuropathy, organomegaly, endocrine 
dysfunction, an M protein, and skin hyperpigmentation 
(40). Unlike with cases of MM or WM, cases of POEMS 
syndrome and individuals with peripheral neuropathies who 
have myelin- associated glycoprotein monoclonal antibodies 
require that immunofixation (IFE) be performed on serum 
for detection (41).

DIAGNOSTIC TESTING STRATEGY
The detection of M proteins relies predominantly on the 
ability to differentiate between monoclonal and poly-
clonal immunoglobulins. This has traditionally been 
done with electrophoretic assays (2). Agarose gel protein 

electrophoresis and capillary zone electrophoresis (CE) with 
resolution sufficient to clearly distinguish the beta 1 (trans-
ferrin) and beta 2 (C3) bands are relatively simple proce-
dures that are used to detect monoclonal proteins based on 
their restricted migrations compared to those of polyclonal 
immunoglobulins (42, 43). Immunofixation electrophoresis 
in agarose and immunosubtraction electrophoresis in CE 
are used to identify and characterize the immunoglobulin 
heavy and/or light chains and therefore confirm the identity 
of the monoclonal protein. In the last few years, additional 
methods that complement the electrophoretic assays have 
been developed. Quantitation of serum kappa and lambda 
FLCs by nephelometric immunoassays supports some of the 
weaknesses of PEL and IFE (4, 44), and practice guidelines 
now include all three serum assays (45).

PEL separates proteins based on charge and size. Once 
the proteins have been separated by electrophoresis, they 
are precipitated in the gel and stained, the gel is washed and 
dried, and the distribution of the protein stain is digitized by 
scanning the gel and obtaining an electropherogram (Fig. 
1). In normal serum, the gamma fraction has a broad Gauss-
ian distribution due to the thousands of clones of plasma 
cells that secrete immunoglobulin into serum. The quan-
titation of the gamma fraction provides information about 
hypogammaglobulinemia or hypergammaglobulinemia, and 
the quantitation of the gamma fraction should be similar 

FIGURE 1 Normal serum protein electrophoresis (PEL) and 
immunofixation electrophoresis (IFE). The gel scan (electro-
pherogram) is aligned above the PEL gel. Alb, albumin; ELP, 
electropherogram.
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to IgG quantitation by immunonephelometric assays. In 
the serum of a patient with a monoclonal gammopathy, the 
monoclonal immunoglobulin is overrepresented and can be 
visualized as a restricted area of migration in the electro-
phoresis pattern (Fig. 2). All patients with a localized band 
or nonhomogeneous distribution upon serum PEL require 
IFE or ISE to confirm that the band is a monoclonal protein 
as well as to determine the heavy- chain class and/or light- 
chain type. A discrete band upon serum PEL is rarely a false- 
positive result. If the monoclonal protein migrates broadly 
or is at a low concentration, the PEL may appear to have 
a nonhomogeneous pattern. It is crucial to distinguish this 
from a restricted polyclonal response, and this can usually be 
done based on IFE.

In many patients, the use of serum PEL and IFE for the 
detection and quantitation of monoclonal proteins is very 
straightforward. There are, however, some types of mono-
clonal proteins that are more of a challenge. Patients with 
LCMM, for example, have lots of clonal plasma cells secret-
ing monoclonal light chain, but the serum concentration 
may be low because the low- molecular- weight free light 
chain is quickly cleared into the urine. The PEL and IFE 

of serum and urine from a patient with LCMM are shown 
in Fig. 3. The serum PEL does not show an obvious M pro-
tein, although the IFE shows a discrete lambda band with 
no corresponding heavy- chain band. An additional IFE was 
performed with antisera to delta and epsilon chains and 
showed no reactivity suggesting IgD or IgE. Although this 
monoclonal lambda protein is detected in the serum by IFE, 
quantitation is not possible by serum PEL. The 24- h urine 
PEL, however, shows a large lambda M- spike that is easily 
detected and quantitated. When we envision serum from a 
patient with MM, we picture large serum M- spikes of intact 
immunoglobulin M protein; LCMM, however, represents 
18 to 20% of patients with MM. It is because of patients like 
this that it is useful to test both serum and urine.

Patients with nonmalignant low- tumor- burden diseases, 
such as AL, have serum and urine abnormalities that may be 
even more difficult for the laboratory to detect and quanti-
tate. AL patients may have small numbers of bone marrow 
plasma cells and therefore small amounts of secreted mono-
clonal light chain. Examples of PEL and IFE of both serum 
and urine from an AL patient are illustrated in Fig. 4. Close 
examination reveals a faint monoclonal lambda band in the 
serum and urine. It is clear that if the concentration of the 
monoclonal lambda protein was slightly lower, we would 
not be able to see the abnormality. In addition, there is no 
way to quantitate and therefore monitor the abnormality. 
The introduction of quantitative serum FLC immunoassays 
has helped with the identification and quantitation of these 
monoclonal FLCs. Quantitative FLC assays use antisera di-
rected against epitopes that are exposed only when the light 
chains are free (unbound to heavy chain) in solution. These 
cryptic sites are involved in the very tight noncovalent 
binding of light chains to heavy chains. The antisera have 
a 10,000- fold preference for FLCs over light chains con-
tained within intact immunoglobulin molecules (4). That 
means that FLC immunoassays can be used to specifically 
quantitate FLCs even in the presence of large concentra-
tions of polyclonal serum immunoglobulins. The approach 
is to quantitate the kappa FLCs and the lambda FLCs and 
use the ratio of kappa to lambda FLCs to detect unbalanced 
light- chain synthesis. This approach has proven surprisingly 
sensitive for detecting clonal free- light- chain diseases. Ab-
normal serum FLC ratios have been detected in 100% of 
patients with LCMM, 90% to 95% of AL patients, and 60% 
to 70% of patients with NSMM (46–48). In spite of the 
sensitivity of detection of FLC in free- light- chain diseases, 
abnormal serum FLC ratios have been detected in only 90 to 
95% of patients with intact immunoglobulin MM and 40% 
of patients with MGUS (46). Although serum M proteins 
in these two patient groups have easily been detected by 
PEL and IFE, it is clear that not all monoclonal gammopa-
thies secrete excess FLCs and that a combination of tests is 
needed to benefit from each test’s strengths.

SCREENING PANELS FOR M PROTEIN 
DETECTION
There have been a number of studies identifying the best 
approach for detection of monoclonal proteins (49–54). 
The Mayo Clinic group performed a large study in which 
patients with an assortment of plasma cell proliferative dis-
eases and who also had undergone serum PEL, IFE, and FLC 
tests were selected; urine PEL and IFE were also performed 
at the time of diagnosis. The cohort consisted of 1,851 
patients with various monoclonal gammopathies (MM, 
WM, SMM, MGUS, plasmacytoma, POEMS syndrome, 
AL, and LCDD) (51). The data illustrated in Table 3 allow 

FIGURE 2 Monoclonal gammopathy serum protein electro-
phoresis (PEL) and immunofixation electrophoresis (IFE). The gel 
scan (electropherogram) is aligned above the PEL gel. The dashed 
lines on both sides of the M protein indicate the M- spike fraction.
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FIGURE 3 Light- chain multiple myeloma serum (left) and urine (right) tested by PEL and IFE.

FIGURE 4 Primary amyloid tested by serum (left) and urine (right) PEL and IFE.
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a retrospective determination of which patients would 
have had M proteins detected by the various tests singly 
or in combination. PEL, IFE, and FLC testing as single 
serum tests detected 79%, 87%, and 74% of the patients, 
respectively. A panel of all five assays detected 98.6% of 
the cases. Interestingly, if urine assays are removed from 
the diagnostic panel, there is no decrease in sensitivity for 
patients with MM, macroglobulinemia, plasmacytoma, ex-
tramedullary plasmacytoma, POEMS syndrome, or SMM. 
This and other studies have led the International Myeloma 
Working Group to recommend a screening panel of serum 
PEL, IFE, and FLC testing; panels that include urine are 
recommended if AL is suspected. In addition, once an M 
protein has been detected, analysis of urine may be re-
quired (45). This diagnostic panel of three serum assays 
simplifies the diagnostic algorithm and reduces costs for 
laboratories since only a single sample is transported and 
accessioned, and no preanalytic centrifugation or concen-
tration of urine is needed. A simplified diagnostic panel of 
serum PEL and FLC testing is probably the bare- minimum 
screening panel that should be considered until we have 
more- sensitive detection systems.

STRATIFICATION OF RISK
The use of serum PEL, IFE, and FLC testing as a diagnostic 
panel also provides prognostic information for many plasma 
cell proliferative diseases. Survival in patients with MM is 
predicted by FLC testing, beta 2 microglobulin, and albumin 
(55); in AL, the FLC response to treatment predicts survival 
(36, 56), and in patients with plasmacytoma, the initial FLC 
result as well as the IFE results at 1 year predict relapse and 
survival (57). As mentioned earlier, the FLC ratio, PEL M- 
spike level, and IFE heavy- chain type predict progression to 
MGUS (26), and FLC testing and the percentage of bone 
marrow plasma cells predict the progression of SMM to 
MM (29, 32). The prediction of survival for patients with 
MM is important for stratifying clinical trials but has not 
yet broadly impacted treatment decisions. The predictions 
of progression to MGUS and SMM, however, play an im-
portant role in clinical practice. Recent demonstration of 
the efficacy of treatment in selected patients with high- risk 
SMM is changing the definition of MM. This allows SMM 
patients with FLC ratios of >200 to be treated before they 

return to the clinic with kidney failure and patients with 
>60% bone marrow plasma cells to potentially be spared 
anemia and bone lesions before the inevitable progression 
to symptomatic MM.

The effect of risk stratification for the low- risk MGUS 
patients is opposite to that for high- risk SMM. Progression 
rates of 0.1% per year for the low- risk MGUS patients 
mean that their physicians can reasonably tell them that 
they do not need continuous laboratory testing for pro-
gression to MM. This will save the patient time and money 
and will reduce anxiety about a malignant disease in their 
future. As electrophoretic methods have become more 
sensitive, we have detected monoclonal gammopathies at 
lower and lower concentrations, and the ability to define 
low- risk MGUS becomes increasingly important. We are 
detecting more of these smaller monoclonal proteins, and 
the laboratory is faced with a dilemma about reporting 
very small abnormalities. As indicated earlier, many very 
serious diseases may secrete low levels of monoclonal pro-
tein, but some apparent small monoclonal proteins may be 
part of a polyclonal immune response. The laboratory is 
therefore faced with trying to decide about reporting very 
low levels of monoclonal proteins and having clinicians 
reach monoclonal gammopathy overload. We have used 
the term IFE- MGUS to describe monoclonal proteins that 
are detectable by IFE but not readily by PEL. Fifteen to 
20% of these IFE- MGUS abnormalities disappear with no 
treatment, but some eventually progress (12, 58). The use 
of FLC ratios and MGUS risk assessment may be useful 
tools to help us ignore some of the very small questionable 
abnormalities.

The addition of serum FLC testing to serum PEL and IFE 
is a good screening strategy and will detect almost all plasma 
cell proliferative disorders. The unknowns that remain for 
this three- assay diagnostic panel are as follows.

A. When should a urine sample be requested?
1. If AL is part of the differential diagnosis, urine IFE 

may be needed if serum tests are normal.
2. If heavy- chain disease is detected by serum IFE, urine 

IFE can be confirmatory.
3. If a monoclonal protein is detected, 24- h urine 

studies are useful for documenting baseline renal 
function.

TABLE 3 Diagnostic sensitivities of monoclonal gammopathy screening panels with combinations of serum PEL, serum IFE, 
serum FLC, and/or urine IFE- PEL

Patient group No. of 
patients

% of patients diagnosed by:

Serum PEL Serum IFE Serum FLC
All serum 
and urine 

tests

Serum  
PEL +  

IFE + FLC 
(no urine)

Serum  
PEL +  
FLC +

All 1,877 179.0 187.0 174.3 198.6 197.4 194.3
MM 1,467 187.6 194.4 198.6 100.3 100.3 100.3
WM 1,126 100.3 100.3 173.1 100.3 100.3 100.3
SMM 1,191 194.2 198.4 181.2 100.3 100.3 199.5
MGUS 1,524 181.9 192.8 142.4 100.3 197.1 188.7
Plasmacytoma 1,129 172.4 172.4 155.2 189.7 189.7 186.2
POEMS syndrome 1,131 174.2 196.8 159.7 196.8 196.8 174.2
Extramedullary plasmacytoma 1,110 110.0 110.0 10.0 120.0 110.0 110.0
AL 1,581 165.9 173.8 88.3 198.1 197.1 196.2
LCDD 1,118 155.6 155.6 77.8 183.3 177.8 177.8
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B. When is a simplified screening panel of serum PEL and 
FLC testing sufficient?
1. This two- assay panel efficiently detects MM and 

macroglobulinemia.
2. If AL- , POEMS syndrome- , or MGUS- associated pe-

ripheral neuropathy is suspected, then serum IFE is 
needed.

MONITORING M PROTEINS
Once an M protein has been detected and a specific di-
agnosis has been determined, the quantitation of the M 
protein can be used as a marker of the plasma cell clone’s 
response to therapy, stability, or progression. Just as there 
are multiple tests that may be required for diagnosing 
monoclonal gammopathies, there are multiple assays for 
measuring M proteins, and just as in diagnostic testing, 
the smaller the quantity of the M protein, the harder it 
is to quantify the abnormality. Quantitative tests include 
PEL for M- spike measurement and immunonephelometry 
for immunoglobulin quantitation, determination of FLC 
concentration, and heavy/light- chain measurements. If 
a serum M- spike (Fig. 2) and/or urine M- spike (Fig. 3) 
is present in a large enough concentration, it can easily 
be quantitated. The advantage of using the PEL M- spike 
when the abnormality is in the gamma fraction (as in Fig. 
2) is that the fractionation of the M- spike separates the 
M protein from most of the polyclonal background. The 
International Myeloma Working Group defines serum M- 
spikes of >1 g/dl and urine M- spikes of >200 mg/24 h as 
being “measurable.” “Measurable” means that the magni-
tude of the M- spike is large enough to be reliably quanti-
fied and is also large enough to document a decline in the 
M protein and, therefore, a hematological response. There 
are also disease presentations in which there is suppression 
of polyclonal immunoglobulin synthesis (Fig. 5). In cases 
where there is very little polyclonal immunoglobulin, the 
quantitation of immunoglobulin (IgG, IgA, or IgM) can 
also be used to monitor hematologic disease. Serum M- 
spike and immunoglobulin quantitations are not, however, 
always equivalent. In general, IgA monoclonal proteins 
have similar quantitations by immunonephelometry and 
M- spike testing, whereas monoclonal IgM protein concen-
trations are almost always higher by immunonephelomet-
ric quantitation than by PEL M- spike quantitation. It is 
important to realize that the two methods do not always 
correlate and that clinicians should not go back and forth 
between the methods. Many clinicians order both serum 
PEL and immunoglobulin quantitation as a quality check 
to see that both change in similar ways (59).

Not all patients can be monitored by levels of PEL M- 
spikes or quantitative immunoglobulins. Some patients 
have small concentrations of M protein (Fig. 6). In these 
cases, quantitation of the M protein will include substantial 
amounts of polyclonal immunoglobulins. The M- spike will 
be more enriched for the monoclonal protein than quanti-
tative IgG, but the M protein will still be a minority of the 
M- spike. As this M- spike level gets smaller in response to 
therapy, the laboratory may still recognize the abnormality 
but has to make a judgment as to when to stop fractionat-
ing the M- spike. When the monoclonal protein appears to 
be less than one- quarter to one- third of the M- spike quan-
titation, we stop fractionating an M- spike and only report 
a “low concentration of monoclonal protein that we are 
unable to quantitate.” That is not as satisfying as a quan-
titative result, but quantitation might be misleading as the 
polyclonal background changes.

When small monoclonal IgA or IgM proteins migrate in 
the beta fraction instead of the gamma fraction, monitoring 
becomes more complex. In the case illustrated in Fig. 6, we 
might decide not to fractionate and quantitate, but we could 
still see the abnormality. If migration is in the beta frac-
tion, we cannot visualize the protein because it is obscured 
by transferrin, C3, and other serum proteins. It is useful in 
these cases to use quantitative immunoglobulins to assist 
monitoring of IgA and IgM proteins. However, if one uses 
CE and ISE, which give good resolution of the beta 1 and 
beta 2 peaks, one may be able to isolate the abnormality or 
estimate the portion of the beta region that has been sub-
tracted and provide a reliable value (Fig. 7) (60). Changes 
in the sizes of the beta fraction and the quantitative immu-
noglobulin or in the ISE- supported measurement should be 
concordant. New heavy/light- chain reagents that can sepa-
rately quantify IgG kappa and IgG lambda, IgA kappa and 
IgA lambda, and IgM kappa and IgM lambda may be useful 
for these patients. The heavy/light, isotype- specific kappa- 
to- lambda ratio has been proposed as a potential monitoring 
method for M proteins migrating in the beta fraction. Even 
though the monoclonal protein is not visualized by PEL, an 
abnormal heavy/light kappa- to- lambda ratio indicates ex-
cess clonal synthesis analogous to the use of the FLC kappa- 
to- lambda ratio (61–63). The international guidelines do 
not address measurement of a low concentration monoclo-
nal intact immunoglobulin.

FIGURE 5 Large M protein with suppressed polyclonal 
immunoglobulins.
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The AL patient whose results are illustrated in Fig. 4 is 
an example of a case in which the lambda M protein cannot 
be quantified by serum or urine PEL M- spike, quantitative 
immunoglobulin, or heavy/light- chain assays. The FLC im-
munoassays, however, can be performed, and the lambda 
FLC concentration can be used to monitor this patient. The 
international guidelines for monitoring monoclonal gam-
mopathies suggest that if the serum M- spike is less than 1 
g/dl and the urine M- spike is less than 200 mg/24 h, only 
then should the FLC be considered for monitoring (45). 
The guidelines for FLC quantitation state that in order to 
monitor a “measurable” free light chain to document re-
sponse to treatment, the FLC ratio should be abnormal and 
the concentration of the monoclonal FLC should be greater 
than 10 mg/dl (Table 4).

The international guidelines for “measurable” M pro-
teins also define what changes are needed for partial, com-
plete, and stringent responses when treating MM (Table 5) 
(64). A complete response is defined as a normal serum and 
urine IFE (as well as the absence of bone marrow plasma 
cells). A stringent complete response is a complete response 
plus a normal FLC kappa- to- lambda ratio. Partial responses 
are defined by the following decreases in measurable M pro-
teins: a 50% decrease in the serum M- spike measurement, 
a 90% decrease in the urine M- spike measurement, and a 
50% decrease in serum FLC concentration. In order to test 

FIGURE 6 Small M protein within a background of polyclonal 
immunoglobulins.
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FIGURE 7 (A) Use of ISE to estimate the area of small beta- 
migrating M proteins. Capillary electropherogram with beta region 
restriction and hypogammaglobulinemia. (B) Immunosubtraction 
demonstrating that anti-IgA and anti-L subtract the M protein in 
the mid-beta region. (C) Use ISE data to demarcate and measure 
the M protein concentration.
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these partial- response guidelines, the Mayo group has stud-
ied the variability of long- term, sequential serum and urine 
samples in MM patients who have already reached stable, 
partial remissions (65). The study indicated that the bio-
logic and disease- related variation in these stable patients 
was 8% for serum M- spike measurements, 12% for immu-
noglobulin quantitation, 28% for serum monoclonal FLC 
concentrations, and 36% for urine M- spike measurements. 
These variability data suggest that the serum FLC quanti-
tation has variability that is more like that of the urine M- 
spike measurement. The concentrations of both serum FLC 
and urine M- spike depend on the synthesis and rapid clear-
ance of the low- molecular- weight light chain. The serum 
M- spike depends on the synthesis and very slow clearance of 
intact immunoglobulin. The serum M- spike measurement 
has the lowest biological variability, and when possible, it is 
the parameter of choice for monitoring disease.

SUGGESTED ORDERING PATTERNS
Although plasma cell proliferative disorders are diverse, the 
suggested panel of serum PEL, IFE, and FLC provides rela-
tively simple and sensitive diagnostic testing. However, a 
few suggestions that might encourage a more logical pat-
tern of ordering based on initial presentation or monitoring 
needs are provided here. Order formats can provide several 
embedded clinical situations, allowing clinicians to request 

testing that is specific to their patient without needing to 
know details of the laboratory’s armamentarium.

1. In an initial screen for MM, WM, or AL, perform a 
serum PEL- IFE- FLC three- assay screen. If the assay 
is negative, the clinician is sent a request to provide 
early- morning urine for urine IFE.

2. In an initial screen for POEMS syndrome or neurop-
athy (sensory or motor) suspected of being associated 
with an M protein, perform serum IFE only.

3. For follow- up for a known M protein in serum or 
urine, perform PEL only. If PEL is negative, resort to 
IFE.

4. For follow- up for abnormal serum FLC (includes oli-
gosecretory MM and AL amyloid with no measurable 
urine light chains), perform serum FLC.

5. Confirm stringent complete remission by serum FLC.

SUMMARY
Depending on the particular monoclonal protein, the detec-
tion of M proteins may require serum PEL and IFE, urine PEL 
and IFE, and serum FLC quantitation. A diagnostic screening 
panel of serum PEL, IFE, and FLC has been recommended for 
detection of most plasma cell proliferative disorders. If AL 
is suspected, urine PEL and IFE should be included as well. 
The use of this diagnostic panel also guides laboratories and 
clinicians to the best approach to monitor disease.

TABLE 4 Response criteria for FLC determinationa

Disease
FLC level and/or response or recommendation

Minimal 
measurable Partial response Complete response Stringent complete 

response Progression

AL without measurable serum 
or urine M protein

iFLC ≥ 10 mg/dl 50% reduction Normal rFLC and 
bone marrow, 
complete re-
sponse by IFE

ND 50% increase of 
iFLC to >10 
mg/dl

MM without measurable serum 
or urine M protein

iFLC 10 mg/dl 50% reduction of 
dFLC

ND Normal rFLC, 
complete 
response by 
IFE, and bone 
marrow

50% increase of 
dFLC

MM with measurable disease Do not test FLC Do not test FLC Do not test FLC Normal rFLC and 
bone marrow, 
complete re-
sponse by IFE

Do not test FLC

aiFLC, involved free light chain; rFLC, ratio of free kappa/free lambda light chain; dFLC, difference between involved FLC types and uninvolved FLC types; ND, 
not determined. This table was modified from reference 66.

TABLE 5 International Myeloma Working Group criteria for response to therapy

Response IMWG criteria

Stringent complete response Complete response, normal rFLC, and absence of clonal cells in bone 
marrow by immunohistochemistry or immunofluorescence

Complete response Negative serum and urine IFE, disappearance of any soft tissue plasma-
cytomas, and ≤5% plasma cells in bone marrow

Very good partial response Serum and urine M protein seen by IFE but not by electrophoresis or 
≥90% reduction in serum M protein plus a urine M protein level of 
<100 mg/24 h

Partial response ≥50% reduction of serum M protein and reduction in 24- h urinary M 
protein by ≥90% or to <200 mg/24 h
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12
The field of complementology has advanced remarkably in 
the past 2 decades, due to newly found connections between 
often subtle complement abnormalities and diverse diseases. 
This is reflected in the exponential growth of new publica-
tions and the development of novel therapeutics that were 
previously unavailable for treatment of patients with com-
plement deficiencies or other abnormalities of the system 
(1). The interest in complement displayed by the pharma-
ceutical industry has been motivated not only by the desire 
to create therapeutics for patients with rare complement- 
mediated diseases but by the necessity to prevent undue 
adverse events caused by complement activation when new 
drugs or delivery systems are used in vivo. One of the first 
examples of this in humans was the development of an ana-
phylactoid response following the infusion of radiocontrast 
agents or exposure of blood to some of the early types of dial-
ysis membranes that activated complement (2). Additional 
examples of complement activation by diverse compounds 
include liposomes, nanoparticles of various types, biologicals 
(mainly antibody based), and DNA-  or RNA- based drugs 
such as phosphorothioate oligonucleotides (antisense) (3, 
4). The term complement activation- related pseudoallergy, 
or CARPA, applies to some of these reactions (5).

Errors in the production of control proteins was beauti-
fully demonstrated in the 1960s with the discovery of C1 
inhibitor deficiency as the cause of hereditary angioedema 
(HAE) and the explanation of the two forms of deficiency: 
type I due to lack of production of the protein by the affected 
allele and type II caused by multiple polymorphisms in the 
gene sequence that result in production of dysfunctional 
protein (6, 7). Since the original classification, patients with 
hereditary forms of angioedema, but with normal C1 inhib-
itor, have continued to puzzle clinicians. Descriptions of the 
several forms of HAE have been published recently by in-
ternational consensus groups. They include hereditary and 
acquired angioedema (HAE and AAE, respectively) with 
C1 inhibitor deficiency, idiopathic nonhistaminergic AAE, 
AAE related to angiotensin- converting enzyme, HAE with 
normal C1 inhibitor and factor XII mutation, and unknown 
HAE (8, 9, 10). Treatment is based on the administration 
of human plasma or purified or recombinant C1 inhibitor 
protein preparations to replace the missing inhibitor, or in-
hibitors of plasma kallikrein or a bradykinin receptor an-
tagonist to prevent bradykinin production or activity. Older 
treatments still in use include epsilon aminocaproic acid 

(inhibitor of plasminogen) and its derivatives, and anabolic 
androgens that stimulate C1 inhibitor production (11).

A number of additional proteins involved in regulation 
of complement activity have been found to have dysfunc-
tional forms. The availability of genetic analytical methods 
has made it possible to determine the exact defect respon-
sible for a given deficiency as well as scan large portions of 
the genome. Interest in the inheritance of genetic factors 
that could be linked to age- related macular degeneration 
(AMD), a disease that causes debilitating loss of vision and 
eventual blindness in a large number of patients, led to the 
discovery of the involvement of complement in AMD pa-
thology. The identification of a single nucleotide polymor-
phism in the gene for factor H that was associated with a 
high risk for AMD opened up a new approach to studies 
of complement in AMD (12, 13, 14). The discovery of the 
same polymorphisms in patients with certain rare kidney 
diseases, particularly those previously identified as forms of 
membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis, led to finding 
genes for proteins in control of the alternative pathway of 
complement that were also associated with risk. The treat-
ment with monoclonal anti- C5 antibody has decreased the 
morbidity and mortality of these patients and offers a model 
for other therapeutic agents to control aberrant behavior by 
complement activity.

Another area of complement that has blossomed in the 
past 10 years is its connection through the lectin pathway 
to the primitive origins of innate immunity. Looking back 
through the ages, one can find complement- like activity 
in the early Cambrian era in ascidians and other creatures. 
They developed systems to trap invading microorganisms by 
a circulatory lectin system that first bound to the microbial 
surface sugars by way of pattern recognition and then initi-
ated clotting of the hemolymph so that phagocytic cells in 
the circulation could ingest and destroy the potential patho-
gens. In the laboratory, scientists have taken advantage of 
this simple system from the horseshoe crab, using the lectin- 
binding, enzyme- activating ability to detect endotoxins in 
many compounds. As the acquired immune system evolved 
in vertebrates, the ability of C1q to recognize bound immu-
noglobulins gave complement the unique ability to identify 
a microbial target by means of lectin direct activation or 
classical pathway antibody- driven activation. As scientists, 
our ability to measure the latter event has been exploited 
in the laboratory in many different complement functional 
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assays, but the lectin pathway has not been widely explored 
as an adjunct to complement evaluation. A recent article 
by Atkinson and Frank discussed the ability of the lectin 
pathway to provide a bypass mechanism for generating C3 
cleavage in serum deficient of C4 or C2, a mechanism that 
may explain the observation that patients lacking these 
proteins tend to have relatively mild disease (15). Chapter 
14 in this section describes a new assay for analyzing the 
function of mannose- binding lectin that should be useful for 
further studies of this important system. More information 
about this system will be forthcoming in the near future.
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BACKGROUND
Complement evolved in parallel with coagulation as part of 
the primordial explosion of life in the Cambrian era. Rem-
nants of this connection still exist in vertebrate animals as 
well as invertebrates. A classic example is the horseshoe 
crab, Limulus polyphemus, still sought after by scientists 
today to test substances for traces of bacterial lipopolysac-
charide (endotoxin). The system used by the crabs had a 
molecule that recognized bacteria or other invaders that got 
into the hemolymph of the crab. An enzyme triggered by 
the first molecule induced local coagulation that served to 
trap the microbes so that they could be destroyed by phago-
cytes in the animal’s circulation.

The complement system was discovered over 100 years 
ago by a group of scientists who detected its ability to kill 
bacteria that were injected into guinea pigs or exposed to 
fresh blood or serum in vitro. At that time, in the late 1800s 
to early 1900s, none of the components were known, and the 
phenomenon was described as an “activity” that was present 
in fresh serum but was destroyed by heat (1). We now un-
derstand how important the complement system is to innate 
and acquired immunity and its contribution to infection and 
the maintenance of health on many different fronts. The di-
versity of the complement system is displayed in its ability 
to rapidly react to a threat as part of innate immunity. As an 
illustration, the lectins, along with the classical complement 
pathway, are important components of the acquired immune 
response. They contribute to the alternative pathway’s ability 
to amplify the power of complement activation.

Of the three pathways that initiate complement activa-
tion (Fig. 1), the classical pathway developed the ability to 
participate with evolving cellular and antibody responses 
of acquired immunity. It was this ability to complete, or 
“complement,” the action of antibody- mediated defenses 
that gave the system its name. The following discussion 
will briefly describe the proteins and their interactions in 
the classical pathway and discuss some of the laboratory ap-
proaches to the diagnosis of patients with deficiencies in the 
classical pathway.

PROTEINS OF THE CP: C1q, C1r, C1s, C2, C4
Classical pathway (CP) activation is initiated when the C1 
complex, comprising C1q1C1r2C1s2+calcium, binds to an 
appropriate activator. C1q is a complex molecule that looks, 

on electron micrographs, like a bunch of six tulips. Using 
this analogy, the six stalks have protein sequences similar 
to collagen and are susceptible to collagenase. The six rigid 
stalks are each connected by flexible protein stems to the 
six “flowers” on their tips. It is the globular protein “flowers” 
that have binding specificity for immunoglobulins, apop-
totic cell membranes, and several other surfaces.

The most common classical complement pathway acti-
vators are antibodies of the immunoglobulin M (IgM) or 
IgG class that are bound to antigen. The order of their bind-
ing affinity for C1q, in descending order, is as follows: IgM 
> IgG3 > IgG1 > IgG2. IgG4, IgA, and IgE antibodies do 
not activate C1. To start the classical complement pathway 
enzyme cascade, the C1q binds to at least two IgG antibod-
ies, or one IgM antibody, by contacting the carbohydrate in 
the antibody’s hinge region that was exposed when the an-
tibody binds to its antigen. This causes a change in the C1q 
molecule so that the C1r and C1s proenzymes are released.

C1r rapidly converts to its active form and cleaves C1s. It 
is the latter molecule that was first identified as C1- esterase. 
The activity of these two enzymes is controlled in plasma 
by the serine protease inhibitor, C1- esterase inhibitor (C1- 
Inh) (2, 3).

The next two proteins to be activated in the CP are the 
two substrates of C1s: components C4 and C2. C4 is a ma-
jor serum protein with some interesting properties. First, 
there are two forms of C4 in the circulation: C4A and C4B. 
These are named for their behavior as acidic or basic on 
separation by immunoelectrophoresis. The genes for C4A 
and C4B are on chromosome 6 within the class III region 
of the major histocompatibility complex, as are the genes 
for C2 and factor B of the alternative pathway. C4 mole-
cules are synthesized primarily in the liver as a single chain. 
Posttranslational mature C4 has three chains (alpha, beta, 
and gamma) that are linked by disulfide bonds. The alpha 
chain is the site of an internal thioester bond that is critical 
for one of C4’s primary functions: opsonization (4). C3 is 
the major opsonin of complement. It shares the thioester 
bond, which is a property that makes many of the reactions 
of complement possible (5).

The C3 convertase is generated from fragments of C4 
and C2 after cleavage by C1s. First, the cleavage of C4 re-
leases a small fragment, C4a, from the N- terminal end of the 
C4 alpha chain, causing the larger fragment, C4b, to recon-
figure in a way that exposes the thioester bond and provides 
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a transient ability for C4b to bind covalently to nearby ac-
ceptor nucleophiles. The binding is in general nonspecific, 
but for C4b from the C4A haplotype, the preferred bind-
ing is to amino groups, while C4b from the C4B haplotype 
binds best to hydroxyl groups (6). The covalently bound 
C4b on cells, proteins, bacteria, virus particles, and other 
particulate matter acts as an anchor to which phagocytes, 
lymphocytes, and other scavenger cells with membrane C3/
C4 receptors can bind, enhancing the efficiency with which 
these C4b- coated particles are cleared. The half- life of the 
thioester is only a few seconds, so the number of C4b frag-
ments bound to the target is limited by the diffusion rate 
of the proteins. This time limitation also ensures that the 
C4b (or C3b) is deposited at the activation site in a cluster 
to which the phagocyte can achieve multiple attachments, 
thus increasing the avidity of the binding.

The surface- bound C4b also serves as the site of for-
mation for the C3 convertase. C2 can bind loosely to the 
surface- bound C4b in a magnesium- dependent reaction, 
forming C4bC2, which is enzymatically inactive until the 
C1s cleaves the C2, releasing inactive C2b into the fluid 
phase and leaving C2a attached more stably to the C4b. 
C2a forms the catalytic unit of the C3 convertase, C4bC2a, 
while C4b acts as its cofactor. The reaction has a short time 
frame in which to occur. C4b deposits close to where it was 
formed when cleaved by C1s, and C2 has to bind to C4b 
while C1s is still near in order to be cleaved by it. C1- Inh 
is also in the vicinity and competes with the C2 for C1s. If 
the C1- Inh captures the C1s before it cleaves the C2, the 
loosely bound C4bC2 complex decays. The C4bC2a en-
zyme activity has a half- life of about 2 to 8 min before it 
decays. It is this inherent instability that acts as one of the 

major controls of the CP and contributes to the limitations 
on how much C3 conversion it can achieve (7).

CONTROL OF THE CP: C1- Inh, C4BP, CR1 
(CD35), MCP (CD46), AND DAF (CD55)
The primary goal of control in complement is stopping the 
enzymatic activities before they do damage to host cell tis-
sues, something of a balancing act. C1r and C1s are con-
trolled by C1- Inh, a member of the Serpin family (serine 
protease inhibitor). The enzyme to be inhibited by Serpins 
cleaves a bait sequence on the inhibitor and is trapped by 
a subsequent tight bond with the enzyme. The complex of 
enzyme- inhibitor is cleared from the circulation, resulting 
in decreases in the local concentrations of both molecules. 
In hereditary angioedema patients, who already have low 
levels of C1- Inh, this additional decrease can trigger a reac-
tion. C1- Inh is the only inhibitor for C1r and C1s, unlike 
the other enzymes that are susceptible to its action. These 
include the mannan-binding lectin-associated serine prote-
ases (MASPs), factor XIIa, serum kallikrein, and other en-
zymes of the kinin- generating pathway that have additional 
inhibitors that can inactivate them.

There are two steps needed for inactivation of the C3 
convertase. First, since C2a requires the cofactor C4b for 
activity, the C4bC2a complex must be dissociated. To ac-
complish this, C4BP (C4 binding protein) binds to a site on 
the C4b near where the C2a is bound and pushes C2a off 
the complex. C4b, being covalently bound to the surface, 
remains tied down, but C2a becomes inactive in the fluid 
phase. C4BP stays bound to the C4b and acts as a cofactor 
for factor I (FI). FI has trypsin- like activity that cleaves the 

FIGURE 1 Schematic for the complement pathways of activation. The pathway initiators are shown 
at the top of each, with the components in sequence of their participation. Note the inclusion of the 
calcium-  and magnesium- requiring steps as well as typical activators for each pathway. MBL, mannan- 
binding lectin.
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C4 alpha chain on both sides of the thioester bond, releas-
ing the larger part of C4b as C4c. C4c contains about 80% 
of the C4 protein, and it is recognized by most of the poly-
clonal antisera used for measuring C4 in the circulation. If 
a large amount of C4 has been activated during an in vivo 
reaction, the C4c in the circulation adds to the mass of C4 
measured and can give a value that is higher than the actual 
native C4 present. C4d, the small piece of the C4 alpha 
chain that contains the thioester bond, remains covalently 
bound to the original cell or other surface to which the C4b 
was bound. It remains attached by the thioester bond to 
the protein, immune complex, or whatever the C4b hap-
pened to bind to initially. Fluid- phase C4d can be detected 
in varying amounts in the circulation after classical path-
way activation, but the C4d that is bound to erythrocytes 
or platelets is probably a better predictor of the amount of 
activation that has occurred (8, 9).

If the convertase has bound to host cell membranes, a 
similar reaction occurs except that host cell membranes are 
protected by membrane- bound complement control pro-
teins: CD35 and CD46 have cofactor activity for FI and act 
in a similar fashion to C4BP to remove the C2a enzyme. Dis-
placed C2a becomes rapidly inactive (C2ai), but unless the 
surface- bound C4b is inactivated, a new C2 could bind to 
it and start over. All except CD55 (decay- accelerating fac-
tor), which lacks cofactor activity for FI, completely inacti-
vate C4b once the C2a has been removed from the enzyme 
complex. With the other control proteins, C2a is displaced 
into the fluid phase, where it remains inactive, and C4BP 
acts as a cofactor for FI cleavage to inactivate C4b. The first 
cleavage of C4b generates iC4b (inactive C4b), while further 
cleavage creates C4d and C4c. The small fragment C4d is 
at the location of the thioester bond and remains attached 
to the target. C4d is often found in stained tissue sections, 
since it is tightly bound to the surface. C4d on circulating 
cells, like erythrocytes and platelets, can be detected by flow 
cytometry, and it serves as a marker for the classical or lectin 
pathway activation (8, 9). Likewise, biopsy sections stained 
for C4d can indicate classical or lectin pathway activity. The 
large fragment C4c is not active. It represents about 80% of 
the protein mass of the original C4 and is recognized by most 
of the antibodies used for measuring C4 concentrations in 
clinical laboratories. C4a is converted to C4a- desArg by se-
rum carboxypeptidase N. Unlike C3a and C5a with anaphyl-
atoxin activity, C4a and C4a- desArg are both inactive.

SUMMARY OF THE CP AND BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TERMINAL PATHWAY

• C1qrs binds to an immune complex containing IgM or 
IgG antibodies, or both, bound to antigens.

• The proenzymes C1r and C1s that were associated with 
C1q are released.

• C1r autoactivates and cleaves C1s, generating C1- 
esterase, the active form of C1s.

• C1s cleaves C4, generating surface- bound C4b (opso-
nin) and fluid- phase C4a (no known function).

• C2 binds to C4b and is cleaved by C1s to create fluid- 
phase C2b (no known function) and C4bC2a, the CP 
C3 convertase.

• C4bC2a cleaves C3, generating C3b (opsonin) and C3a 
(anaphylatoxin). Some of the C3b binds to the C4bC2a 
(through its thioester bond), generating C3bC4bC2a, 
the CP C5 convertase. The addition of the C3b to the 
C4bC2a provides a binding site for C5.

• C5 cleavage produces the potent anaphylatoxin C5a and 
the larger fragment C5b. C5b does not have a thioester 
bond like C4b and C3b, but it does have a short- lived 
hydrophobic region that can bind to C6, forming the nu-
cleus for the membrane attack complex.

• C5b has an affinity for C6 and C7. The C5b67 complex 
binds to the lipid bilayer of nearby cell membranes, and 
the addition of C8 to this complex via the C8 beta chain 
causes insertion of the C8 alpha subunit of C8 into the 
membrane. The insertion of the C8 alpha chain starts 
the membrane perturbation that is accelerated when 
multiple C9 molecules then associate with the C5b678 
on the membrane and polymerize to form the membrane 
attack complex C5b6789 (C5b- 9). The resulting pertur-
bation of the cell membrane induces osmotic lysis in sus-
ceptible cells. CD59 on host cell membranes inhibits C8 
and C9 incorporation into the complex, and clusterin 
interacts with fluid- phase complexes and prevents lysis of 
“bystander” cells. The abbreviation sC5b- 9 refers to the 
soluble form of the complex that is found in the circula-
tion after activation of complement.

LABORATORY EVALUATION OF THE CP
The best approach to evaluating the CP is to start with 
measuring the function of the entire pathway: C1 to C9. In 
this test, the patient’s serum is serially diluted (usually 3 to 
5 dilutions) and mixed with a suspension of washed sheep 
erythrocytes (the target cells) that have been coated with 
antibodies (IgM or IgG) to antigens on the cell surface. This 
creates immune complexes that can bind C1q and start the 
activation process. The buffer used for this assay contains 
calcium and magnesium, both required by the CP. If the pa-
tient’s complement is normal, the result will be lysis of the 
cells and the release of hemoglobin. The test tubes or mi-
crotiter plates are centrifuged to pellet the unlysed cells, and 
the amount of hemoglobin in the supernatant is measured 
on a spectrophotometer. The amount of lysis is calculated 
for each dilution for the specimen and reported as the recip-
rocal of the number (or percentage) of cells lysed for each 
dilution, compared to a buffer control as 0% and a distilled 
water control as 100%. The percentage of lysis is calculated 
for all of the dilutions run, and the point where dilution 
gives 50% lysis is reported as the CH50 (10, 11).

The functional activity of the intact pathway is best 
evaluated using the CH50 (above) or one of the many vari-
ants or equivalent assays that are available. The original he-
molytic CH50 method is still useful for titrating the activity 
in sera, although the newer variations on the theme have 
faster turnaround times and can be used for high- throughput 
screens when large numbers of samples are to be run. It has 
been the experience in my laboratory that these methods 
are very good for screening the samples for possible defects 
or deficiencies. The CH50 hemolytic assay can be used as a 
backup method for confirming low results obtained by the 
other methods.

The alternative pathway assay that is the closest equiv-
alent of the CH50 (complement 50% hemolysis) is the 
AH50 (alternative pathway 50% hemolysis). It is the same 
kind of test except that the cells used are rabbit erythro-
cytes that have a naturally charged surface that activates 
the alternative pathway. The buffer used for the AH50 con-
tains EGTA, a chelator of calcium, to block any classical 
pathway activity, and magnesium needed for formation of 
the C3 convertase. The endpoint for this assay is similar 
to that of the CH50. Results are calculated from the 50% 
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lysis. In addition to the CH50, the AH50 can be run on the 
same specimens to determine the status of the alternative 
pathway. Often, having both results saves time, the need 
for more tests, and expense. Interpretation of the two test 
results is straightforward (Table 1).

The individual proteins of the CP can be measured by 
standard immunoassays, including radial immunodiffusion 
using monospecific polyclonal antisera, enzyme- linked im-
munosorbent assay using monoclonal antibodies, and neph-
elometry for those components with relatively high serum 
concentrations.

C1r, C1s, and C2 are usually measured by radial immu-
nodiffusion. C4 can easily be measured by nephelometry. 
A word of caution must be issued about C2, in particular. 
If the protein level is normal but the CH50 continues to 
be low, the function of C2 should be tested. There are sev-
eral laboratories in the United States in which functional 
assays for individual complement proteins are available. 
With the advent of genetic screening, more polymor-
phisms are being found that affect the function of the com-
ponents without altering the serum concentration. Like 
the situation with C1- Inh deficiency, it is often necessary 
to measure both the level and the function of the protein 
in question.

Looking back over the numbers of patients with comple-
ment deficiencies that were documented in my laboratory, 
there has been a trend toward increased disorders of func-
tion, particularly for C2 and C5 in the past 4 years. The 
number of samples that had normal levels of these proteins 
and low or no function has increased as a result of this. For 
C2, the answer is the discovery of more “silent” mutations 
that don’t change the amount of protein produced but result 
in dysfunctional protein. Combined type I and type II C2 
deficiencies have been found in several families in which 
the original finding was half normal protein but no function. 

For C5, I believe the trend is due to the increased use of 
eculizumab in treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemo-
globinuria, atypical hemolytic- uremic syndrome, and other 
disorders of complement regulation. As more drugs are in-
troduced in clinical practice, it will be a challenge to the 
complement analysts to separate the hereditary, acquired 
(including autoantibody induced), and medication- related 
deficiencies seen in the laboratory.
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TABLE 1 Interpretation of CH50 and AH50 test results

Location of defect
Result for:

CH50 AH50

Classical pathway Low or 0 Normal
Terminal pathway Low or 0 Low or 0
No defect Normal Normal
Alternative pathway Normal Low or 0
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polypeptide chains. Each polypeptide chain contains one 
carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) and one struc-
tural unit. Thus, the intact molecule contains 3 CRDs, 
and an oligomer of four (the predominant type) structural 
units contains 12 CRDs. Each CRD binds with low affin-
ity, but the overall binding strength is high when multiple 
CRDs bind at the same time. MBL binds to microorganisms 
through the recognition of a pattern of certain sugars, e.g., 
mannose, glucose, l- fucose, and N- acetylglucosamine (1).

MBL is synthesized in the liver and the final product 
released into plasma, where it associates with the MBL- 
associated serine proteases (MASPs). These include 
MASP- 1, MASP- 2, and MASP- 3, as well as two nonenzy-
matic proteins, MBL- associated protein of 19 kDa (MAp19) 
and MBL- associated protein of 44 kDa (MAp44) (1, 8). 
The MASPs are activated when MBL binds to a defined 
carbohydrate pattern. When MASP- 2 becomes activated, 
it proteolytically cleaves complement components C4 and 
C2 (Fig. 1) and generates the C3 convertase C4bC2b. This 
leads to subsequent activation of the remainder of the com-
plement system.

ASSAY OF MBL PATHWAY ACTIVITY
The following protocol describes how one can determine 
the ability of serum or plasma samples to mediate activation 
of complement factor C4 via the MBL pathway of comple-
ment. The method involves the detection of Eu3+- labeled 
streptavidin in a time- resolved immunofluorometric assay 
(TRIFMA) (9). TRIFMAs are similar to enzyme- linked im-
munosorbent assays (ELISAs), with the only difference be-
ing the type of label used for the recorder molecule. Instead 
of the enzyme- linked antibodies or streptavidin routinely 
used in ELISAs, in TRIFMAs, Eu3+ attached to antibodies 
or streptavidin is used as a label. In ELISAs, a colorimet-
ric reaction is detected, whereas in TRIFMAs, fluorescence 
is determined through time- resolved fluorometry. The 
TRIFMA format provides enhanced sensitivity, a broader 
dynamic range, and improved reproducibility over what can 
be achieved with an ELISA. An ELISA version of the assay 
has been described by Petersen et al. (10). The only differ-
ence with this assay is its use of enzyme- labeled streptavidin 
instead of europium- labeled streptavidin and the use of a 
colored substrate for the enzyme to produce a color reaction 
in the wells, which is then read by colorimetry.

Analysis of Activity of Mannan- Binding 
Lectin, an Initiator of the Lectin Pathway 

of the Complement System
STEFFEN THIEL

14
The innate immune system has traditionally been described 
as the first line of the body’s defense against invasive patho-
gens. Such a response then leads to an inflammatory response 
which may also include coagulation. Activation of the innate 
immune response is mediated by pattern recognition mole-
cules, which may be membrane- bound (e.g., cell- associated 
Toll- like receptors, NOD- like receptors, and RIG- I- like 
receptors) or soluble proteins. Recognition of foreign or al-
tered structures in the body by some of the soluble pattern 
recognition receptors may lead to activation of the comple-
ment system and thus trigger one of the innate antimicrobial 
defense mechanisms. Such complement- activating soluble 
pattern recognition molecules include the collectins (lectins, 
i.e., carbohydrate- binding proteins, that use a collagen helix 
for stabilization of the molecule), i.e., mannan- binding lectin 
(MBL, also known as mannose-binding lectin),  collectin K1 
(CL- K1), and collectin L1 (CL- L1), and the ficolins (pro-
teins that contain a fibrinogen- like domain and use a col-
lagen helix for stabilization of the molecule), i.e., H- ficolin, 
L- ficolin, and M- ficolin (1, 2).

MBL activates the complement system by binding to a 
defined carbohydrate pattern (1). The activation of comple-
ment by carbohydrate- binding proteins has been termed the 
lectin pathway of complement activation (Fig. 1). Two other 
complement pathways have been described previously and are 
discussed in other sections of this Manual; these are the clas-
sical and alternative pathways. In the classical pathway, the 
recognition molecule C1q recognizes a pattern of antibodies. 
The alternative pathway is initiated when a hydrolyzed form 
of C3 is cleaved, leading to deposition of the C3b fragment 
on a noninhibitory surface (Fig. 1), or whenever C3b is de-
posited on a surface without the ability to support inhibition 
of the complement system (3). Completion of any of the 
three complement pathways may eventually lead to death of 
the incoming microorganism by either lysis or phagocytosis 
(3). Activation of the complement system also leads to the 
initiation of other parts of the innate immune system, activa-
tion of humoral and cellular effectors, and identification and 
neutralization of the invasive pathogen (3).

It is of interest to estimate the level of MBL or the func-
tional activity of MBL in human samples. Numerous reports 
have reported correlations between MBL deficiency or MBL 
pathway deficiency and various clinical conditions (4–8).

MBL is a large molecule that is found in blood as oligo-
mers of a structural unit which itself contains three identical 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch14
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A microtiter plate is coated with mannan, which is a 
preparation of carbohydrate structures from the surface of 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and is used to bind MBL- MASP 
complexes from serum or plasma samples (Fig. 2). Any clas-
sical pathway activity that may occur due to the presence of 
anti- mannan antibodies in the sample can also result in C4 
activation. This is inhibited by using a high- ionic- strength 
buffer that inhibits the binding of the C1q used in the as-
say. Since the activation of C4 by MASP- 2 is inhibited by 
high- ionic- strength buffer, the assay requires a subsequent 
incubation with purified C4 in an isotonic buffer. After in-
cubation with purified human C4 at 37°C, C4b deposition 
is detected with biotin- labeled antibodies against C4b and 
with europium- labeled streptavidin.

Preparation of Serum or Plasma
Whole blood from healthy individuals is drawn into serum 
Vacutainers and allowed to coagulate at room temperature 
for 1/2 h before centrifugation (2,000 × g, 10 min) and 
isolation of the serum. For the preparation of plasma, blood 
from healthy individuals is drawn into citrate- , EDTA- , 
or heparin- containing Vacutainers. The stabilized blood 
is centrifuged (2,000 × g, 10 min), and the plasma is re-
moved. Serum and plasma aliquots are stored at − 20°C 
until use or at − 80°C for long- term storage. Both serum 
and plasma (with EDTA, citrate, or heparin) samples may 
be used, despite the presence of calcium in the dilution 

buffer (see below), since the high NaCl concentration in 
the dilution buffer inhibits coagulation. The high NaCl 
content also means that the assay is not influenced by pos-
sible variations of other serum factors, e.g., complement 
factor C4 or C1 inhibitor, which is a promiscuous serine 
protease inhibitor that also inhibits MASP- 2 if present at 
physiological salt concentrations.

Materials, Reagents, and Equipment
Ninety- six- well microtiter plates (437958; FluoroNunc, 

Kamstrup, Denmark). When measuring europium in 
microtiter plate wells by time- resolved fluorometry, it is 
important that the plastic in the plates contains low lev-
els of europium, as in FluoroNunc plates. The Maxisorb 
plates sold by Nunc and often used in ELISAs may con-
tain substantial amounts of europium, which will give a 
high background in the assay.

Mannan (M7504; Sigma- Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
Human serum albumin (HSA). HSA can be replaced with 

bovine serum albumin if this is more convenient. We 
use a stock solution of 200 mg/ml HSA that is normally 
used for infusion (10 96 97; CSL Behring, Marburg, Ger-
many). Other sources of HSA may also be used.

Human complement C4 (A402; Quidel, San Diego, CA). If 
multiple assays are planned and cost is a problem, com-
plement C4 can easily be purified from human plasma 
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by conventional laboratory techniques, using a two- ion- 
exchange protocol that is described elsewhere (11).

Biotinylated anti- human C4 antibodies (e.g., rabbit anti- 
human C4 [lsqb]A0065; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark[rsqb]). 
If the investigator plans to produce this reagent, 1 mg of 
polyclonal anti- human C4c rabbit IgG (A0065; Dako, 
Glostrup, Denmark) is dialyzed against phosphate- 
buffered saline (see buffer composition below) for 2 h at 
room temperature. The dialysis tube is then transferred 
to phosphate- buffered saline, adjusted to pH 8.5 with 
5% Na2CO3, and dialyzed for 3 h at room temperature. 
The dialysis tube is opened, and 167 μg fluorescein- 5- ex 
N- hydroxysuccinimide ester (H1759; Sigma- Aldrich), 
which has been dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide is added. 
The dialysis tube is closed and incubated for 4 h in the 
dark at room temperature with gentle rocking. The dial-
ysis tube is then transferred to Tris- buffered saline over-
night at room temperature and finally incubated twice for 
2 h each in Tris- buffered saline–azide at room temperature.

Streptavidin- Eu3+ (1244- 360; Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA)
Time- resolved fluorometer, e.g., Victor X4 multilabel 

plate reader (Perkin Elmer), PHERAstar Plus instru-
ment (BMG Labtech, Ortenberg, Germany), or similar 
equipment

Assay Solutions
1. NaN3 is added to the following buffers as a bacterio-

static agent. If the buffers will not be stored for long 
periods, you can omit the addition of NaN3 through-
out the protocols. The sodium azide stock solution is 
1.5 M NaN3. Add 9.75 g NaN3 to 100 ml water.

2. Coating buffer: 15 mM Na2CO3, 35 mM NaHCO3, 
15 mM NaN3, pH 9.6. Add 500 ml water to a grad-
uated cylinder. Weigh out 1.59 g Na2CO3 and 2.94 
g NaHCO3 and transfer them to the cylinder. Add 

10 ml NaN3 stock solution and add water to a volume 
of 900 ml. Mix and adjust the pH to 9.6 with HCl 
or NaOH. Bring the volume to 1 liter. Store at room 
temperature.

3. Blocking buffer: 1 mg/ml HSA in 10 mM Tris, 145 
mM NaCl, 15 mM NaN3, pH 7.4. Dissolve 1.21 g Tris 
and 8.47 g NaCl in 900 ml water. Add 10 ml NaN3 
stock solution and adjust the pH. Add 5 ml HSA (200 
mg/ml) and bring the volume to 1 liter with water. 
Store at 4°C.

4. MBL binding buffer: 20 mM Tris, 1 M NaCl, 0.05% 
(vol/vol) Triton X- 100, 10 mM CaCl2, 15 mM NaN3, 
1 mg/ml HSA, pH 7.4. Dissolve 2.42 g Tris, 58.44 g 
NaCl, and 1.11 g CaCl2 in 900 ml water. Add 10 ml 
NaN3 stock solution and adjust the pH to 7.4. Add 
0.5 ml Triton X- 100 (9002- 93- 1; Sigma- Aldrich) and 
5 ml HSA (200 mg/ml). Bring the volume to 1 liter 
and store at room temperature.

5. Washing buffer with calcium: 10 mM Tris, 145 mM 
NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 15 mM NaN3, 0.05% (vol/vol) 
Tween 20 (TW), 15 mM NaN3, pH 7.4. Dissolve 
1.21 g Tris, 8.47 g NaCl, and 0.55 g CaCl2 in 900 ml 
water. Add 10 ml NaN3 stock solution and 50 ml TW 
(8.17072; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Adjust the 
pH to 7.4 with HCl. Bring the volume to 1 liter and 
store at room temperature.

6. Washing buffer without calcium: As described above, 
but without the added CaCl2.

7. C4 dilution buffer: 4 mM barbital, 145 mM NaCl, 
2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4. Dissolve 0.37 g 
barbital (B0375; Sigma- Aldrich), 4.24 g NaCl, 0.11 g 
CaCl2, and 0.05 g MgCl2 in 400 ml water. Adjust the 
pH to 7.4 and bring the volume to 500 ml.

8. The 0.4 M EDTA, pH 7.4, solution is made by add-
ing 76 g EDTA tetrasodium salt dihydrate (Sigma- 
Aldrich) to 500 ml water and adjusting the pH.
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9. Europium dilution buffer: 10 mM Tris, 145 mM NaCl, 
0.05% (vol/vol) TW, 15 mM NaN3, 25 μM EDTA, 
pH 7.4. Dissolve 0.48 g Tris and 3.4 g NaCl in 350 ml 
water. Add 4 ml NaN3 stock solution, 17.5 ml TW, 
and 25 μl of a 0.4 M EDTA solution. Add water to a 
final volume of 400 ml and store at room temperature.

10. The enhancement solution may be purchased from 
Perkin Elmer (catalog no. 1244- 104). Alternatively, 
it can be prepared with the following reagents: 0.57% 
(vol/vol) acetic acid, 1% (wt/vol) polyethylene glycol 
6000, 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton X- 100, 15 μM 4,4,4
- trifluoro- 1- (2- naphthyl)- 1,3- butandion (β- NTA), 50 
μM trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), pH 3.2. Add 
5.7 ml of glacial acetic acid to 900 ml water and adjust 
the pH to 3.2 with potassium hydrogen phthalate (0.1 
M in water). Dissolve 10 g polyethylene glycol 6000 
in the solution and add 1 ml Triton X- 100. Add 2 ml 
β- NTA–TOPO solution (see below) and dilute to a 
final volume of 1 liter with water. The enhancement 
solution should be stored at 4°C and kept in the dark.

11. The β- NTA–TOPO solution is composed of β- NTA 
(343633; Sigma- Aldrich) and TOPO (223301; 
Sigma- Aldrich) dissolved in methanol. For this solu-
tion, 0.03993 g β- NTA is dissolved in 10 ml meth-
anol, and 0.19333 g TOPO is dissolved in 10 ml 
methanol. The two solutions are mixed and kept at 
− 80°C.

It is important that MBL is a calcium- dependent lectin. 
Thus, all buffers for dilution and washing need to contain 
5 mM CaCl2. The exception is the europium dilution buf-
fer, which contains 25 μM EDTA to ensure that free Eu3+ 
ions present in the Eu3+- coupled streptavidin solution are 
chelated and thus prevented from adsorption onto the mi-
crotiter plate. The low micromolar EDTA concentration 
is not enough, however, to dissociate the Eu3+ ion from 
the streptavidin- coupled chelator or to elute MBL from the 
mannan- coated surface.

Assay Procedure
Perform all procedures at room temperature unless other-
wise specified.

1. Coat a FluoroNunc 96- well plate with mannan at 100 
μl/well, using 10 μg mannan/ml diluted in coating 
buffer, and incubate the plate at room temperature 
overnight in a moist chamber (Fig. 2, step 1). A plas-
tic box with a lid and a wet paper towel inside may be 
used as a moist chamber.

2. Empty the wells and block all wells with 200 μl/well 
of blocking buffer. Incubate the plate for 1 h at room 
temperature. After incubation, wash the plate three 
times with washing buffer with CaCl2. If plates are to 
be stored for later use, empty the wells, add 200 μl/
well of washing buffer without CaCl2, and store them 
at 4°C in a moist chamber.

3. Dilute test specimens in MBL binding buffer, add 
specimens to their appropriate wells at 100 μl/
well, in duplicate, and incubate the plate in a moist 
chamber overnight at 4°C (Fig. 2, step 2). Wash the 
plate three times with washing buffer with CaCl2. 
Usually, a 1:200 dilution is adequate if specimens 
with a high MBL content happen to be included in 
the assay. The sample may give a result higher than 
those observed on the standard curve, and if a more 
exact value is needed, such samples may be diluted 
up to 1,000- fold. For comparison of the activities in 
the samples, a standard curve must be included in 

the assay. We use a dilution series of a serum with 
a high MBL content (see “Calculation and Inter-
pretation of Results” below), starting at a 1/10 dilu-
tion followed by 3- fold dilutions to 1/21,870. Also 
include wells with only the MBL binding buffer for 
background evaluation.

4. Add C4 to all wells (Fig. 2, step 3). Thaw C4 on ice 
and dilute it in C4 dilution buffer immediately be-
fore use. We advise that C4 be kept in aliquots with 
only enough protein for a single assay (i.e., to fill one 
microtiter plate), as C4 subjected to freeze- thaw cy-
cles severely loses its activity. Add 0.5 μg/ml human 
C4 diluted in C4 dilution buffer at 100 μl/well and 
incubate the plate for 1.5 h at 37°C. This incuba-
tion time is important and should not be shortened 
or extended unless a less or more sensitive assay, 
respectively, is desired. Wash the plate three times 
with washing buffer with CaCl2. Note that different 
preparations of purified C4 may differ in their activ-
ity. It is thus recommended to initially try the anal-
ysis with several concentrations (e.g., 1 μg/ml, 0.5 
μg/ml, and 0.25 μg/ml) of C4 before testing precious 
specimens.

5. Detect deposited C4b fragments with 0.2 μg/ml bi-
otinylated anti- human C4 antibody (Fig. 2, step 4). 
Dilute the biotinylated antibodies in washing buffer 
with CaCl2 and use 100 μl/well; incubate the plate 
for 2 h at room temperature in a moist chamber. Wash 
the wells three times with washing buffer with CaCl2.

6. Detect bound biotinylated anti- C4 with 1 μg/ml 
streptavidin- Eu3+ diluted in europium dilution buf-
fer; incubate the plate for 1 h at room temperature 
in a moist chamber (Fig. 2, step 5). After incubation, 
wash the plate three times in washing buffer with 
CaCl2.

7. Add 200 μl/well of enhancement solution to release 
the europium from the streptavidin and incorporate it 
into micelles (Fig. 2, step 6).

8. Shake the plate on a microplate shaker for 5 min be-
fore reading the result on a fluorometer supporting 
time- resolved fluorometry.

Calculation and Interpretation of Results
For comparisons of different sera in terms of MBL pathway 
activity, a standard curve is required (as mentioned above). 
The MBL pathway activity of the standard serum is given in 
arbitrary units (e.g., 1,000 mU/ml). The MBL pathway ac-
tivities of test sera are interpolated from the standard curve 
and multiplied by the dilution factor 200. The final MBL 
pathway activities of the tested serum specimens are pro-
vided in milliunits per milliliter.

The data obtained from the reading of the assay should 
be plotted as depicted in Fig. 3. Plot the serum concentra-
tion on the x axis (log scale) and the results of time- resolved 
fluorometry (counts per second) on the y axis (log scale). 
For data analysis and plotting of the data, it is convenient to 
use a graphical software program, such as Prism, SigmaPlot, 
or Excel. The standard curve should be S- shaped, and the 
curve should contain at least three data points in the near- 
linear portion of the S- shaped curve (Fig. 3).

Internal controls should be run in each assay. We usu-
ally use plasma or serum samples with known high, medium, 
and low activities. The reproducibility of the assay can be 
evaluated based on the internal controls. The calculated 
interassay coefficient of variation should be <20% for the 
high and medium internal standards but slightly higher if 
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the low internal standard is close to the lower end of the 
reference curve.

The time required to perform the assay as described 
above is 3 days. Preparing stocks of precoated plates with 
mannan can considerably shorten the process. The coated 
plates may be stored at 4°C for up to 2 months. We use over-
night incubations for practical reasons, but the whole assay 
may easily be performed in 2 days, if desired, with precoated 
plates. Importantly, the incubation with C4 must be per-
formed for the given time at 37°C.

Troubleshooting
If no fluorescence is seen, the possible errors could be as fol-
lows: (i) the enhancement buffer in the wells was discarded 
instead of left in the wells when the plate was measured in 
the fluorometer; (ii) the complement factor C4 was inac-
tivated by incorrect storage (e.g., the freezer defrosted by 
itself or the C4 was thawed and frozen more than once); 
(iii) Ca2+ was omitted from the washing buffer, the sample 
buffer, or the C4 dilution buffer; or (iv) too much EDTA was 

present in the europium dilution buffer, i.e., 25 μM EDTA, 
not 25 μM EDTA, is to be used.

The MBL pathway activity closely follows the concen-
tration of MBL in the sera tested. In rare cases, estimated 
to be 1 per 10,000 samples tested for a typical Caucasian 
population, a low MBL pathway activity in a serum with 
a normal MBL level may be found due to a deficiency of 
MASP- 2 (7).
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that can cleave nearby C3 to generate C3a and C3b is 
formed. The availability of C3b amplifies the generation of 
the C3 convertase (C3bBb) in a positive amplification loop. 
In addition, the proteolytic cleavage of C3 to C3b exposes 
the unstable thioester bond in the TED, which quickly re-
acts with available amine or hydroxyl groups to attach C3b 
covalently to target surfaces and fluid- phase proteins (7).

On microbes, this C3b tagging step is amplified, but in 
the host, there are multiple regulators of complement ac-
tivation (RCAs) that tightly control this process. RCA 
proteins typically control complement by modulating the 
generation and breakdown of the C3 and C5 convertases. 
This type of control is extremely important because co-
valent attachment of C3b to targets is a random and in-
efficient process, with only about 10% of activated C3b 
attaching to intended targets (8). In fact, the majority of 
C3b thioesters react with water in the fluid phase, which 
neutralizes the thioester and limits the deposition of C3b on 
both host cells and microbial surfaces (9). Plasma proteins 
like C4, properdin, and immunoglobulin also serve as C3b 
“sinks” to neutralize the thioester (10–12).

RCA proteins regulate complement activation in the 
circulation (fluid phase) and on cell surfaces and extracel-
lular membranes (surface phase) (5). Many RCAs are also 
involved in other activities, such as cell adhesion and ex-
tracellular matrix interactions. Important fluid- phase RCAs 
are complement factor H (CFH) and complement factor I 
(CFI), which downregulate the AP, C1 inhibitor (C1INH), 
which downregulates the CP and LP, and C4 binding protein 
(C4BP), which downregulates the CP. Fluid- phase regulators 
of the terminal complement pathway include clusterin and 
vitronectin (5). Relatively recently, complement factor H- 
related protein 1, a member of the complement factor H gene 
family, has been shown to downregulate C5 activation (13).

Many RCA proteins, including CFH, C4BP, CFH recep-
tor 1 (CFHR1), clusterin, and vitronectin, can also attach 
to cell surfaces and biomembranes like the glomerular base-
ment membrane in the kidney and Bruch’s membrane in 
the retina (14–16). This attachment adds to these surfaces 
a protective layer known as the surface zone, which limits 
formation of active complement products (5). Further pro-
tection against unintended complement activity is provided 
by membrane- bound RCA proteins like CR1 (comple-
ment receptor 1, CD35), CD55 (decay- accelerating factor 
[DAF]), CD46 (membrane cofactor protein [MCP]), CD59, 

The Nature of the Diseases That Arise from Improper 
Regulation of the Alternative Pathway of Complement

RICHARD J. H. SMITH

15
The complement system is the cornerstone of innate immu-
nity. As one of the first lines of host defense, it plays a major 
role in microbial killing, immune complex handling, apop-
totic cell clearance, tissue homeostasis, and modulation of 
adaptive immunity (1–3). Critical to these functions is the 
sequential triggering of a series of cascades that result in the 
generation of metastable protease complexes and culminate 
in the formation of membrane attack complex (MAC) (4). 
Improper regulation of these cascades is associated with the 
development of multiple different diseases. In this chapter, 
we focus on the clinical consequence of dysregulation of the 
alternative pathway (AP) of complement. We first provide 
a review of the AP and then illustrate the consequence of its 
dysregulation by describing two ultrarare diseases: atypical 
hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) and C3 glomerulop-
athy (C3G).

ALTERNATIVE PATHWAY OF COMPLEMENT
In the broadest terms, activation of complement occurs in 
five sequential steps. The first step is its initiation by one 
of three independent pathways: the classical pathway (CP), 
the lectin pathway (LP), or the AP. The second step is the 
formation of C3 convertase, which exponentially amplifies 
the initial triggering pathway (step 3) and leads to the gen-
eration of C5 convertase (step 4). In step 5, C5 convertase 
triggers the terminal complement cascade, with generation 
of the MAC and the potent anaphylatoxin C5a (4) (Fig. 1).

For each pathway, the initiating triggers are different. For 
example, the CP is most commonly triggered by binding of 
C1 to the Fc region of antibodies in antibody- antigen com-
plexes (either two molecules of IgG or one molecule of IgM 
is required), although binding of C1 to some structures, like 
lipopolysaccharides, on target microbes also can be a CP 
trigger. In this sense, the LP is very similar to the CP since 
the LP is typically triggered by the binding of mannose- 
binding lectin (MBL) to microbial surfaces that express 
mannose- containing polysaccharides called mannans (5).

Compared to both the CP and the LP, the AP is unique 
because it is constitutively active secondarily to the slow 
spontaneous hydrolysis of a labile thioester bond in the 
thioester domain (TED) of C3 (6). This process, known as 
“tick- over,” leads to the formation of C3(H2O), an active 
“C3b- like” C3 molecule that can associate with factors B and 
D. In so doing, a metastable serine protease, C3(H2O)Bb, 
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and the complement receptor of the immunoglobulin super-
family (CRIg, also known as VSIG4 [V- set and Ig domain- 
containing 4]) (17–24) (Fig. 2).

The cell specificities, levels of expression, and distribu-
tions of membrane- bound RCA proteins vary, which has 

important implications for complement- related diseases. In 
addition, an important distinction between fluid- phase and 
membrane- bound RCAs is that while the latter control all 
three initiating pathways by inactivating both C3 and C4 
(CR1 and CD46, for example), in the fluid phase, RCAs 

FIGURE 1 The complement system, an important arm of innate immunity, provides host defense and 
physiologic clearance of immune complexes and plays an adjuvant role in the immune response. Illustrated 
are the five steps in the complement cascade. Step 1 is the initiation of complement through one of three 
triggering pathways, the CP, LP, or AP. Step 2 is the formation of C3 convertase, C3bBb. Its amplification 
through a positive- feedback loop is step 3. The abundance of C3b leads to the generation of C5 convertase, 
C3bBbC3b, which is step 4. The final step is step 5, or the formation of the MAC. This step is initiated by 
the cleavage of C5 into C5a and C5b. Control of the amplification phase of complement is required to avoid 
complement- mediated host damage. This control is impaired in patients with aHUS and DDD. Eculizumab, 
an anticomplement drug, is a monoclonal antibody to C5. By binding to C5, it prevents C5 convertase- 
mediated cleavage of C5 to C5a and C5b. Because C5b is not formed, the MAC cannot be generated.

FIGURE 2 (A) Complement activity on host surfaces is prevented by RCA proteins in the “surface 
zone,” which limits the formation of active complement products, and by membrane- bound RCA pro-
teins, such as CR1, CD55, and CD46. CFH, an important RCA protein for fluid- phase control of the AP, 
also binds to surfaces to provide local control of complement activity. (B) In aHUS patients, host cell 
surface control of complement is abnormal. In some patients with aHUS, control is lost due to mutations 
in CFH, CFI, or CD46 that impair normal RCA protein function. In other patients, control is lost sec-
ondarily to the formation of autoantibodies to CFH that prevent CFH from binding to host cell surfaces. 
C3 and C5 Con, C3 and C5 convertase.
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are pathway specific and control the AP, CP, or LP by acting 
exclusively on either C3 or C4 (5).

aHUS AND C3G
aHUS and C3G are prototypical examples of diseases that 
arise from improper regulation of the AP. aHUS is a type 
of thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA) in which the con-
trol of AP activity fails at the level of the glomerular and 
microvascular endothelial cell surface, with the clinical 
consequence being microangiopathic hemolytic anemia 
(MAHA), thrombocytopenia, and acute kidney failure 
(25). In C3G, in contrast, loss of AP control occurs in the 
fluid phase and C3 breakdown fragments deposit in the 
glomerulus. These fragments include inactive C3b, C3c, 
and C3dg and are detected by immunofluorescence (IF) 
using an antibody to C3c. Two broad subtypes of C3G are 
recognized: dense deposit disease (DDD) and C3 glomeru-
lonephritis (C3GN) (26–28).

To understand the progress that has been made in our 
understanding of the pathophysiology of aHUS and C3G, 
it is essential to remember the following: (i) activation and 
regulation of the AP are focused on control of C3 cleav-
age to C3b, a change that is accompanied by a dramatic 
rearrangement of the domains of C3b; (ii) activation and 
regulation of the terminal complement pathway are focused 
on control of the C5 convertase and/or accessibility to C5; 
and (iii) C3 convertase operates upstream of C5 convertase, 
and therefore regulation of the latter will not impact the 
activity of the former, while the reverse is not true (pre-
venting C3 convertase activity prevents the generation of 
C5 convertase).

Atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
HUS is a rare disease characterized by MAHA, thrombocy-
topenia, and acute renal failure. It is most frequently caused 
by infections of Shiga- like toxin- producing bacteria, such as 
Escherichia coli strains O157:H7, O111:H8, O103:H2, O123, 
and O26. In approximately 10% of HUS cases, however, 
there is no association with Shiga- like toxin (25). These 
cases are classified as aHUS and occur with an incidence of 
about 2 per million in the United States (29, 30). aHUS pa-
tients have a poorer prognosis than those with typical HUS, 
with acute- phase aHUS mortality being about 8% and with 

50 to 80% of aHUS patients progressing to end- stage renal 
failure (25, 31, 32).

aHUS is often further subclassified as sporadic or famil-
ial. Familial aHUS is defined as the presence of aHUS in at 
least two members of the same family, with diagnoses at least 
6 months apart. It accounts for less than 20% of all aHUS 
cases but nevertheless has provided important insights into 
our understanding of aHUS. From studies initially focused 
on familial aHUS, we now know that in both familial and 
sporadic aHUS, genetic and acquired abnormalities in the 
AP are present in up to 70% of patients. Gene mutations 
are most frequently found in complement genes, like CFH, 
CFI, CFB, C3, and MCP. The most frequently identified ac-
quired abnormality is autoantibodies to factor H (FHAA). 
These are usually found in persons who are homozygous for 
deletion of two genes in the complement factor H gene fam-
ily, CFHR3 and CFHR1. Deletion of CFHR3- CFHR1 is a 
common copy number variation in the general population, 
with one- third of European Americans carrying only one 
copy of these genes (33).

The consequence of genetic mutations in complement 
genes and factor H autoantibodies is the loss of AP control 
on endothelial cell surfaces, with endothelial damage sec-
ondary to the generation of C5 convertase and the MAC 
(Fig. 2). The recent development of eculizumab has proven 
life- saving for aHUS patients. Eculizumab is a monoclonal 
antibody that binds to C5, thereby making it resistant to 
C5 convertase- mediated cleavage into C5a and C5b. C5a 
is a potent proinflammatory peptide, so eculizumab has an 
anti- inflammatory effect, but because C5b is not generated, 
eculizumab prevents generation of the cytotoxic terminal 
complement complex C5b- 9 (MAC) (34, 35).

Complement protein levels can be measured in aHUS 
patients; however, in about 60% of cases, all complement 
protein levels are normal (36). In these patients, if there 
is a complement- associated defect, it may be discovered by 
genetic analysis. Determining serum complement protein 
levels can, however, assist in the interpretation of genetic 
and functional data (Table 1). For example, low serum C3 
with normal or decreased complement factor B (CFB) and 
normal C4 is consistent with AP- mediated complement 
activity. As a general rule, in aHUS patients, serum C4 
levels are always in the normal range, while C3 levels are 
reduced in about 30% of patients. When C3 is reduced, the 

TABLE 1 Interpretation of complement protein levels in aHUSa

Complement 
protein

Normal range 
(mg/liter)

(−2 to +2 SD)

Measurement 
technique 

Laboratory 
test Interpretation

C3 660–1,250 Nephelometry Basic Severe complement consump-
tion is indicated by very 
low levels of C3 and CFB in 
serum; however, usually only 
low levels of C3 are seen.

CFB  93–380 Nephelometry Specialized

CFH 330–680 ELISA Specialized CFH or CFI levels of <50% are 
consistent with quantitative 
deficiency.

CFI  40–80 ELISA Specialized

MCP MFI Flow cytometry 
analysis (FACS)b 
with anti- MCP 
PE- conjugated 
antibodies

Specialized There is no MCP expression 
in patients with homozygous 
MCP deficiency. MFI in 
patients with a heterozygous 
deficiency is reduced by 50%.

aELISA, enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; FACS, fluorescence- activated cell 
sorting; PE, phycoerythrin.

bUsually performed on granulocytes or peripheral blood mononuclear cells in EDTA- blood samples.
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possibility of a C3 mutation should be considered. To date, 
27 C3 mutations have been reported in 56 aHUS patients, 
with C3 reduced in 41 of 51 patients in whom serum C3 was 
measured. Serum levels of CFH and CFI can also clarify the 
mechanism of C3 consumption (36).

Although our understanding of aHUS has advanced 
significantly, familial aHUS has raised questions specifi-
cally regarding the high rate of incomplete penetrance. For 
example, about 50% of carriers of CFH and MCP aHUS- 
associated variants do not develop disease (37). The reason 
underlying this observation is unclear and means that at 
this point in time, disease penetrance cannot be predicted 
accurately, making genetic counseling imprecise. Efforts 
have therefore focused on identifying additional predis-
posing genetic variants and/or risk haplotypes in biologi-
cal pathways that interact with the complement cascade 
to better understand factors relevant to disease onset in 
the face of environmental triggers, such as pregnancy, vi-
ral infection, cancer, organ transplantation, and the use of 
certain drugs.

In a recent study, targeted sequence capture and mas-
sively parallel sequencing of 85 genes in the complement 
and coagulation pathways in 36 European- American 

patients with sporadic aHUS identified 22 genetic variants 
previously associated with disease and an additional 20 vari-
ants predicted by multiple algorithms to be deleterious. As 
expected, nearly half of these 42 variants (19 or 45%) were 
in complement genes (CFH, CD46, CFB, CFI, and C3); 
however, PLG, a gene in the coagulation pathway, emerged 
as an important gene in the pathogenesis of aHUS (38).

This finding has refined our understanding of the patho-
genesis of aHUS, with the key concept being a dysregulation 
loop driven by overactivation of complement or formation 
of thrombi in microvessels. Overactivation of complement 
causes endothelial cell lysis and leads to thrombus forma-
tion. Thrombi in microvessels cause mechanical damage to 
erythrocytes, with release of heme. Heme directly activates 
the AP and represses MCP and DAF expression on endo-
thelial cells, making them more susceptible to complement 
damage and closing the loop. Dysregulation of complement 
and/or coagulation due to genetic abnormalities maintains 
the cycle (38) (Fig. 3).

It is hoped that these types of studies will continue to 
refine our understanding of aHUS and in so doing improve 
clinical care, make meaningful genetic counseling possible, 
and lead to the developmental of new therapeutic targets.

FIGURE 3 Environmental triggers of HUS include nonenteric bacterial infections, viruses, drugs, ma-
lignancies, transplantation, pregnancy, and medical conditions like scleroderma, antiphospholipid syn-
drome, and systemic lupus erythematosus. Following a trigger event, there is some degree of endothelial 
cell damage, with formation of microthrombi and activation of complement. Dysregulation can ensue 
if either the complement cascade, the coagulation pathway, or both are overactive. Overactivation of 
complement causes additional endothelial cell lysis and further clotting. Thrombi in microvessels in turn 
induce mechanical damage to erythrocytes, which then release heme. Heme directly activates the AP 
and also represses CD46 and CD55 expression on endothelial cells, which makes cells more susceptible to 
complement damage. The clinical consequence is aHUS.
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C3 Glomerulopathy
C3G designates a group of glomerular diseases characterized 
by an IF pattern of C3 dominance upon renal biopsy, with 
the descriptor “dominance” implying C3c IF intensity of 
at least 2 orders of magnitude greater than the intensity of 
any other immune reactant on a scale of 0 to 3 (including 
0, trace, 1+, 2+, and 3+). The diagnosis of C3G carries 
with it the underlying assumption that these diseases are 
mechanistically related to an aberrant function of the AP, 
although this is not part of the formal definition (26–28).

Two major subgroups of C3G are recognized and are 
differentiated by differences in electron microscopy (EM) 
results. DDD is defined by the EM findings of extremely 

dense osmiophilic sausage- shaped discontinuous intramem-
branous glomerular basement membrane deposits; C3GN, 
in contrast, is defined by some combination of subepithelial, 
subendothelial, and/or less dense, discontinuous intramem-
branous and mesangial deposits not characteristic of DDD 
(28). Another term often associated with C3G is CFHR5 
nephropathy, a subcategory of C3GN caused by a genetic 
rearrangement in CFHR5 that leads to an abnormally long 
CFHR5 fusion protein (39, 40). A specific light microscopic 
pattern upon renal biopsy is not a part of the C3G disease 
definition.

C3G is driven by dysregulation of the C3 and C5 conver-
tases, which can be substantially different from one patient 

TABLE 2 Biomarker assays for C3G

Assay Measurement technique Normal range Company/reference

C3 Radial immunodiffusion 0.9 to 1.8 g/liter The Binding Site
C3a Direct sandwich ELISA <122 μg/liter Quidel Corp.

C3c Direct sandwich ELISA 2.12 to 4.92 mg/liter Palarasah et al. (45)
C3d Direct sandwich ELISA 0.3 to 0.68 mg/liter ProGen Biologics
Factor B Indirect sandwich ELISA 155 to 250 mg/liter Abcam
Ba Direct sandwich ELISA <0.9 mg/liter Quidel Corp.

Bb Direct sandwich ELISA <2.5 mg/liter Quidel Corp.

Properdin Indirect sandwich ELISA 10 to 33 mg/liter Hycult Biotech
C5 Indirect sandwich ELISA 55 to 125 mg/liter Abcam
C5a Direct sandwich ELISA 0 to 16 ng/liter Quidel Corp.
C6 Indirect sandwich ELISA 63 to 145 mg/liter Abcam
C7 Indirect sandwich ELISA 48 to 109 mg/liter Abcam
C8 Indirect sandwich ELISA 24 to 121 mg/liter Abcam
C9 Indirect sandwich ELISA 30 to 93 mg/liter Abcam
sC5b- 9 Direct sandwich ELISA <0.3 mg/liter Quidel Corp.

FIGURE 4 DDD and C3GN are driven by dysregulation of the C3 and C5 convertases, represented by 
the circular arrows. Biomarker profiling in these patients provides mechanistic insight into the degree of 
complement dysregulation. Serum C3 levels are significantly reduced in C3G patients compared to those 
in controls, with the reduction in C3 tending to be greater in patients with DDD. Although properdin is 
not shown in this illustration, it combines with and stabilizes C3 convertase, increasing its half- life about 
10- fold. The addition of another C3b molecule to properdin- stabilized C3 convertase results in the for-
mation of C5 convertase. C5 convertase cleaves C5 to form C5a and C5b, and in both C3GN and DDD 
patients, C5 levels are reduced compared to levels in normal controls. Because of the availability of eculi-
zumab, the most important finding from a clinical perspective is the elevation in soluble C5b- 9, a finding 
more often detected in patients with C3GN than in patients with DDD. The red arrows represent the rel-
ative degrees of convertase dysregulation in DDD and C3GN. iC3b, inactive C3b; sC5b- 9, soluble C5b- 9.
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to the next (26, 27). For that reason, biomarker profiling 
in C3G patients provides detailed mechanistic insight into 
the underlying complement pathology and useful metrics to 
monitor in clinical management (Table 2). In both DDD 
and C3GN, serum C3 levels are significantly reduced com-
pared to levels in controls, although the reduction in C3 
tends to be greater in patients with DDD. In addition, and 
consistently with the continuous activation of the AP, there 
is a concomitant increase in C3d and a decrease in CFB, 
with an increase in its split products, Ba and Bb. Properdin 
levels are reduced in both patients with DDD and patients 
with C3GN, with the degree of reduction significantly 
greater in C3GN than in DDD patients.

Biomarker studies of C5 through C9 support a greater 
increase in terminal pathway activity and C5 convertase in 
C3GN patients than in DDD patients. In both C3GN and 
DDD patients, C5 is reduced compared to levels in normal 
controls, although only in C3GN is the level of its split 
product, C5a, elevated. In addition, and arguably the most 
important finding from a clinical perspective, soluble C5b- 9 
is elevated more often in C3GN than in DDD patients. This 
point is noteworthy because it predicts that some patients 
with C3G may benefit from treatment with eculizumab; 
however, because upstream dysregulation of the C3 conver-
tase can still occur, eculizumab is more likely to lower the 
rate of disease progress than to be a curative therapy (26, 27, 
41–44) (Fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS
Dysregulation of the AP leads to a variety of diseases, two 
prototypical examples being aHUS and C3G. Although 
both of these diseases are ultrarare, detailed genetic and 
functional studies of the complement system have provided 
important mechanistic insights into the driving pathology. 
With aHUS, continued studies are required to understand 
the genetic complexity underlying issues such as reduced 
penetrance and whether long- term therapy with agents 
like eculizumab is universally required for all patients. With 
C3G, there is currently no effective disease- specific therapy, 
and as a consequence, treatment is focused on a variety of 
supportive measures. However, the availability of eculi-
zumab supports efforts to identify C3G patients who may 
benefit from this drug by biomarker profiling of all patients 
carrying this diagnosis. In addition, as clinical trials for C3G 
evolve, biomarker changes must be monitored as primary 
efficacy endpoints of therapy and correlated with secondary 
clinical outcomes, such as changes in proteinuria or chronic 
kidney disease stage.
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Since the last publication of the Manual of Molecular and 
Clinical Laboratory Immunology almost a decade ago, devel-
opments in computer technology, digital electronics, and 
laser and fluorochrome chemistry have led to the man-
ufacture, adoption, and common availability of clinical 
flow cytometers with the capacity to routinely analyze 10 
(or more) parameters simultaneously. This “polychromatic 
flow cytometry” capability requires significant expertise in 
all phases of clinical flow cytometry, from antibody panel 
design and sample preparation to cytometer setup and ac-
quisition and, finally, the complex task of analyzing highly 
parametric data files. The first chapter of this section, from 
Philip McCoy’s laboratory at the National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, MD, provides a comprehensive overview 
of the technology, sample preparation, quality control, and 
analytical challenges involved in the design and analysis of 
polychromatic flow cytometry. This chapter provides insight 
into the considerations required for the design and analy-
sis of highly parametric flow cytometry assays and alerts the 
reader to the quality control and quality assurance practices 
necessary to ensure consistent and reliable polychromatic 
flow cytometry assays.

After the first chapter, each of the following seven chap-
ters focuses on current clinical flow cytometry- based appli-
cations, and the section concludes with a final chapter from 
Holden Maecker on the future of flow cytometry. Chapter 
18, from the laboratories of Robert Sutherland, Michael 
Keeney, and Andrea Illingworth, discusses in detail the key 
steps required for the sensitive and reproducible detection 
of both red and white blood cell clones known to be asso-
ciated with paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH). 
Flow cytometric detection of cells lacking expression of 
glycosylphosphatidylinositol- anchored surface molecules 
has become established as the method of choice for diagnos-
ing and monitoring PNH patients. Efforts aimed at increas-
ing both the sensitivity and standardization of PNH testing 
have recently received considerable attention (1–3). The 
details of the latter efforts are provided in this chapter.

Chapter 19, on standardized enumeration of CD34- 
positive stem cells, also from the laboratories of Robert 
Sutherland and Michael Keeney (the original authors of 
the International Society of Hematotherapy and Graft En-
gineering [ISHAGE] guidelines), provides us with an update 
on the clinical context of CD34 measurements, with a de-
tailed commentary on both the gating strategy and reagents 

required for accurate single- platform CD34 stem cell enu-
meration. The authors also present a strategy for further 
defining the immunophenotypes of specific CD34- positive 
subsets and discuss the merits of such an approach.

Following these two chapters, I discuss the role of flow 
cytometry in the evaluation and diagnosis of congenital im-
munodeficiency disease in chapter 20. The continued dis-
covery of new genes associated with immune abnormalities 
(adding to the 200- plus already known genes) suggests that 
large- scale exome or genome sequencing might be the ideal 
diagnostic approach. Unfortunately, at present, long turn-
around times and high costs mean that deep sequencing is 
not the ideal approach for the diagnosis of congenital im-
munodeficiency, as rapid diagnosis and treatment have been 
shown to be extremely important in the outcomes and costs 
of treating such patients. For these reasons, flow cytometry 
will continue to be an ideal modality for the screening, diag-
nosis, and monitoring of patients with primary immunode-
ficiencies. The chapter reviews the clinical context for flow 
cytometry assay applications and briefly reviews four novel 
functional assays which have been developed for the rapid 
and inexpensive screening of specific immune abnormalities 
associated with congenital immunodeficiency diseases.

The next four chapters cover the laboratory’s role in 
the immunophenotypic assessment of hematologic neopla-
sia. Probably the most significant development in this area 
has been the clinical validation of minimal residual disease 
(MRD) measurements as a prognostic marker and a key 
indicator of therapeutic stratification of B cell malignan-
cies. The first of these (chapter 21), from the laboratory of 
J. DiGiuseppe, provides an excellent overview of the utility 
of flow cytometry for the evaluation of acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia and lymphoblastic lymphoma. The information 
presented is an excellent review of original publications 
documenting the flow cytometry application strategies for 
the diagnosis of B and T cell leukemia, MRD testing, and 
the relationship between specific phenotypic patterns and 
genetic abnormalities. Included in this chapter are repre-
sentative flow cytometric dot plots of normal and abnormal 
lymphoblastic leukemia immunophenotyping results as well 
as examples of MRD assessment.

In chapter 22, Brent Wood of the University of Wash-
ington addresses the application of flow cytometric im-
munophenotyping to the diagnosis, subclassification, and 
MRD assessment posttreatment of acute myeloid leukemia 
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(AML). Wood reminds us of the cardinal rule in the im-
munophenotypic assessment of hematolymphoid malig-
nancies that “knowledge of immunophenotype of normal 
hematopoietic maturation is key to understanding changes 
induced by neoplastic transformation.” Antigen expression 
patterns are presented, from the earliest pluripotent stem cell 
through commitment and maturation along the seven main 
myeloid lineages. The biology, epidemiology, and subclassi-
fications of AML are followed by important methodological 
considerations for preparation, acquisition, analysis, and 
reporting by the laboratory. Clear tables covering relevant 
antigens useful in the assessment of AML as well as common 
signature immunophenotypic expression patterns associated 
with specific subcategories of AML are presented along with 
figures illustrating both normal and abnormal immunophe-
notypes in diagnostic and posttreatment specimens.

Immunophenotypic assessment of chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia (CLL) is presented in chapter 23 by Heba De-
gheidy (FDA), Mary Alice Stetler- Stevenson (NIH), and 
their colleagues. Recent studies reviewed in this chapter 
indicate that specific immunophenotyping patterns in early 
disease have prognostic implications and that the detec-
tion of residual abnormal cells is associated with both the 
response to treatment and the prognostication of the over-
all time of survival. Key recommendations for sensitive and 
reproducible measurements of specific immunophenotypes 
and ZAP- 70 expression levels and for MRD detection based 
on standardized methods established by the European Re-
search Initiative on CLL are discussed. Figures showing 
both normal and abnormal populations, ZAP- 70 expression 
level measurements in both positive and negative cases, and 
gating strategies for MRD analysis in CLL are presented.

The final chapter, on immunophenotypic assessment of 
hematologic neoplasia, provides a detailed and comprehen-
sive overview of the flow cytometric approach to plasma cell 
disorders, where the role of flow cytometry remains contro-
versial and in need of standardization. Alberto Orfao’s group 
at the University of Salamanca has extensive experience in 
the progressive application of flow cytometry analyses for 
the identification, quantitation, and categorization of spe-
cific plasma cell subtypes in the context of their relationship 
to risk stratification. An overview of the diagnostic classi-
fication of plasma cell disorders, risk of progression within 
each of the categories, and the need for sensitive MRD 
detection is followed by a discussion of the role of a stan-
dardized flow cytometric approach in the characterization 
of normal/reactive plasma cells versus aberrant plasma cell 
immunophenotypes in each of the plasma cell disorders. A 
discussion of a novel experimental stepwise approach that 
was used by the Euroflow consortium to develop and estab-
lish a two- tube, eight- color antibody panel for the assess-
ment of plasma cell disorders is included. The applications 
of flow cytometry for diagnosis, classification, prognostic 
stratification, and MRD monitoring are also addressed in 
detail. The chapter concludes with a plea for the adoption 
of “highly standardized approaches” for the attainment of 
“reproducible and robust” results. Included in this chapter 
are tables outlining the current classification of plasma cell 
disorders, the International Myeloma Working Group’s di-
agnostic criteria and treatment response categories for the 

major categories of plasma cell disorders, and a list of the 
most relevant plasma cell surface markers and their relevant 
clinical values. The figures illustrate plasma cell immuno-
phenotyping in normal bone marrow, a patient with mul-
tiple myeloma, and a patient with detectable MRD, using a 
standardized immunophenotypic approach (Euroflow).

The concluding chapter of the clinical flow cytometry 
section, chapter 25 by Holden Maecker of Stanford Uni-
versity’s Human Immune Monitoring Center, provides a 
glimpse of some of the potential future technologies and ap-
plications currently being  adopted for research use. A major 
expansion of the practice of polychromatic flow cytometry 
(presented in the first chapter of the section) is being made 
possible by the development of time of flight- mass spec-
trometry instrumentation. Mass cytometry has expanded 
“flow” capabilities from the 10-  to 20- parameter range to the 
analysis of >50 parameters on single cells in a single tube. 
With the number of installations of this new technology ap-
proaching 100 units and the commercial availability of new 
reagents, we are beginning to see results and applications 
that may have potential for clinical adoption. The other 
field reviewed by Maecker is the increased flow cytometric 
assessment of complex signaling pathways that are operative 
in specific leukocyte subsets undergoing specific normal and 
abnormal immune responses. Signaling pathways are being 
studied by measurement of the phosphorylated/dephosphor-
ylated forms of specific signaling proteins activated follow-
ing exposure to specific stimuli in health and disease. We are 
already seeing the adoption of this technology, commonly 
referred to as “phospho- flow,” in highly specialized clinical 
flow cytometry laboratories (see chapter 20). The combina-
tion of mass cytometry with phospho- flow has the potential 
to allow for assessments of normal and abnormal signaling 
cascades within specific cell subsets that were not previously 
possible by any technology. This type of laboratory assess-
ment will arguably be adopted for the provision of novel in-
formation in the rapidly developing fields of individualized 
medicine and targeted therapies.

Flow cytometry continues to evolve as an integral tech-
nology in the clinical laboratory, and it is anticipated that 
the chapters included in this section will provide clinical 
laboratories with sufficient information to adopt new tests, 
improve current ones, and potentially develop new applica-
tions for the assessment of their specific patient populations.
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For nearly half a century, flow cytometry has been a tool 
used by biologists to study features of individual cells in a 
rapid and unbiased manner. The measurement of cellular 
features has relied upon intrinsic properties of the cells 
which can be examined by laser- light scattering or by the 
addition of extrinsic fluorescent probes, such as dyes or 
fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies that can make cellular 
features quantifiable. The early flow cytometers relied on 
only one or two lasers, or a mercury arc bulb, for excitation 
light, and generally measured only one fluorescent param-
eter. In the late 1970s, Stohr (1) and Dean and Pinkel (2) 
described dual- laser excitation for flow cytometry, which 
permitted the simultaneous use of two spectrally distinct 
fluorochromes, signaling the genesis of polychromatic flow 
cytometry. At roughly the same time, Loken and colleagues 
proposed a method to overcome the difficulties caused by 
the spectral overlap of fluorochromes excited off a single 
laser— a method we now refer to as “compensation” (3). 
These developments laid the foundation for future high- 
polychromatic flow cytometry, as the bases for both multi- 
laser excitations as well as exciting multiple fluorochromes 
off each laser had now been described.

Technological advances in lasers and fluorochromes, 
while tremendously important to the evolution of modern 
flow cytometry, were, by themselves, not sufficient to ma-
ture this technology. While flow cytometers today are most 
often controlled by desktop computers, with data captured, 
stored, and analyzed on these same computers, it should 
be appreciated that desktop personal computers were not 
widely available for the early flow cytometers (the IBM PC 
was introduced in 1981 and the Apple I in 1976). Flow cy-
tometers of the 1970s had extremely limited capacities for 
data capture, storage, and analysis, and it was not unusual 
for data to be recorded as Polaroid pictures or strip- chart 
recordings of the oscilloscope traces. As computers became 
commonplace in flow cytometry, the need for standards for 
data files and for increasingly sophisticated software became 
evident. The first file standards, appropriately called “Flow 
Cytometry Standard” files (*.fcs), were introduced in 1984 
and are periodically updated and enhanced (4). These ad-
vances, in turn, led to two notable advancements crucial 
to the development of high- polychromatic flow cytometry: 
software compensation and “offline” (retrospective) data 
analysis. Hardware compensation, as described by Loken 
and colleagues, had limitations in the practical number of 

colors that could be compensated, due to the complexity of 
the compensation matrix as the number of colors increased. 
Software compensation is, in theory, limitless in the num-
ber of colors that could be compensated (5). Similarly, ana-
lyzing high- polychromatic data is often quite complex and 
time- consuming, constraints that are greatly offset by offline 
data analysis on powerful computers with robust software.

Parallel to these technological advancements were great 
strides in our understanding of the complexity of cellular 
phenotypes and their underlying functional properties, due 
in no small part to the development of antigen- specific 
monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) by Kohler and Milstein 
in 1975 (6). For example, while at one point in time, dis-
cerning T lymphocytes from B lymphocytes may have been 
considered sufficient to understand the immune subsets in 
a particular disease, we now appreciate the myriad subsets 
present within each of these lineages as exemplified by na-
ive and mature subsets, or regulatory and effector subsets 
whose functions are characterized by the production of cy-
tokines or the expression of particular chemokines or cyto-
kine receptors. As the complexity of the biology was better 
understood, so our need increased for higher polychromatic 
flow cytometry to identify these cells.

Today, flow cytometry studies have been performed 
using as many as 18 fluorescent markers, and even 
higher- dimensional data have been acquired using 
nonfluorescence- based methods such as CyTOF mass cy-
tometer (7) (DVS Sciences, Toronto, Ontario). Staying 
within the realm of fluorescence- based flow cytometry, 
new instrumentation using multispectral flow cytometry 
has been described, which is likely to increase the number 
of fluorochromes to be run simultaneously, making 25-  or 
30- color cytometry practical. Hand in hand with the de-
velopment of advanced instrumentation capable of high- 
polychromatic cytometry is the significant advancement in 
fluorochromes and stains. Viability stains (those dyes used 
to assess whether a cell is dead or alive), once primarily lim-
ited to propidium iodide or 7- aminoactinomycin- D, are now 
available in a broad range of excitation and emission spec-
tra. Examples of these include the family of Live- Dead (Life 
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), Zombie (Biolegend, San Di-
ego, CA), and Horizon (Becton Dickinson [BD], San Jose, 
CA) stains. Similarly, new fluorochromes have been devel-
oped that permit more extensive use of 407 nm (violet la-
ser, such as quantum dots [QD], Life Technologies) and the 
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brilliant violet (BV) family of fluorochromes (Sirigen, BD, 
San Jose, CA). These can permit the simultaneous analysis 
of five or more distinct markers using the violet laser, a laser 
previously used only minimally in phenotypic analyses due 
to the lack of appropriate fluorochromes.

The final piece of the polychromatic flow cytometry puz-
zle is data analysis. As one moves from two-  or three- color 
analysis to 15 colors or more, data analysis becomes almost 
exponentially more difficult, beginning with compensation 
and extending to thoroughly “mining” data for all possible 
information. Fluorescence compensation is made easier by 
compensation “wizards” that are components of most con-
temporary analysis programs for flow cytometry. These wiz-
ards set compensation values after the user enters data for 
cells or beads unstained and stained with each individual 
fluorochrome into the program. This alleviates what would 
otherwise be an overwhelming task to appropriately set 
manually determined compensation for high- polychromatic 
studies. However, even these compensation matrices should 
be checked to ensure against artifacts, such as those caused 
by aggregates of quantum dots. The challenge of thoroughly 
analyzing high- polychromatic data is more daunting. Prop-
erly compensated data can readily be analyzed in a predeter-
mined, or guided, manner in which the pathway of gating is 
predetermined for the quantification of cell subsets with es-
tablished phenotypes. By contrast, the “discovery” mode of 
analysis, in which all possible cellular phenotypes contained 
within a population are identified, is more complex and 
time- consuming in high- dimensional studies. Vast numbers 
of populations are mathematically possible (but perhaps not 
biologically) in polychromatic data, as the potential num-
ber of populations increases exponentially with the number 
of parameters studied. Assuming all populations existed as 
combinations of positive and negative staining (disregard-
ing the possibility of dim and bright subsets), 10- color data 
could yield over 1,000 cell populations. Manual analysis of 
all of these putative populations would be extremely cum-
bersome, and therefore considerable effort is being made at 
developing automated approaches for in- depth analysis of 
high- polychromatic data.

The uses of flow cytometry are widely varied, but none 
are more important than the clinical applications. In the 
first decade of flow cytometry, attempts were made to apply 
studies of DNA content and cell cycling to clinical prob-
lems. These efforts met with mixed success. The discovery 
and later commercialization of mAbs provided the impetus 
for a broader array of assays of potential clinical utility to 
be developed. Foremost among these were enumeration of 
CD4+ T cells in the context of HIV disease and immuno-
phenotyping for the classification of leukemias and lym-
phomas. These assays established the clinical utility of flow 
cytometry and continue to be the most frequent clinical 
applications, as these tests are essential components in the 
clinical management of patients with these diseases. Flow 
cytometry is also particularly well suited for the detection 
of minimal residual disease in patients with hematologic 
neoplasms. Here, patients are screened for small numbers of 
residual cells from their disease with the potential to cause a 
relapse. Flow cytometry is capable of high- throughput anal-
ysis of thousands of cells per second in sensitive, polychro-
matic approaches for identifying leukemic cells present in 
frequencies as low as 1 per million normal leukocytes.

Clinical assays using flow cytometry encompass a wide 
array of applications, such as quantification of hematopoi-
etic stem cells (usually identified using CD34 or CD133), di-
agnosis of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (based on 
cells that lack glycophosphatidylinositol- anchored proteins 

such as CD55 or CD59), detection of primary immunode-
ficiencies, studies of platelets, and leukocyte adhesion defi-
ciencies (usually based on CD11b and CD18 expression), to 
name a few (8).

Research applications for flow cytometry are even more 
varied and include numerous scientific disciplines. For exam-
ple, in marine biology, flow cytometry is widely used to study 
phytoplankton, algae, and aquatic bacteria in water samples. 
Other disciplines using various applications of flow cytome-
try include plant biology, pathology, animal husbandry, and 
molecular biology, but perhaps the most common uses are in 
immunology and hematology. Within these disciplines, flow 
cytometry is used not only for immunophenotyping studies, 
but also for uses such as the detection of intracellular cyto-
kines, phosphorylation of signaling proteins, cellular prolifer-
ation and apoptosis, calcium fluxes, phagocytosis, membrane 
potential, antigen colocalization, and many others.

TECHNOLOGY

Instrumentation Overview
To appreciate flow cytometry instrumentation, it is neces-
sary to understand the basics of how flow cytometry works. 
The typical flow cytometer relies on placing cells in a 
single- cell suspension, then moving the cells single file in a 
tightly focused stream past a light source (or multiple light 
sources) and detectors for scattered light as well as emitted 
fluorescence (Fig. 1). Downstream, the cells may be sorted 
or not, depending on the type of cytometer. If the cells are 
not sorted, they generally go to a biohazard waste and are 
discarded. As will be discussed below, prior to being placed 
in the flow cytometer, the cells are appropriately treated and 
stained for the cellular features one wishes to study. The 
tightly focused cells pass through one or more laser beams 
one at a time in rapid succession, in a sample core chamber, 
and the intersection of each laser and particle is called the 
point of interrogation. The lasers excite various fluorescent 
probes that have been used to stain the cells, and the light 
emitted from these stains is sent to an array of detectors (as 
well as forward-  and side- scatter light from one of the la-
sers). Prior to reaching detectors, the light is separated into 
various predefined wavelengths using a succession of mirrors 
and filters in order to distinguish the emission of each of the 
stains from all others. The separated light then strikes the 
detectors, generating a signal that is amplified and digitized 
for subsequent analysis.

Beyond the basic method of operation just described, 
flow cytometers can vary greatly in their specific design. For 
example, cells may be focused into a tight stream either by 
the use of a sheath stream or by acoustic focusing without 
sheath. Light sources can range from mercury arc bulbs to as 
many as seven lasers of different powers and wavelengths. 
Detectors are most often photodiodes or photomultiplier 
tubes, although recently one model was developed that uses 
charge- coupled device (CCD) cameras as detectors. The 
number of detectors varies widely, ranging from four to 20 
or more. A fairly standard, middle- of- the- road flow cytome-
ter today would use sheath- based focusing, have three lasers, 
and be capable of measuring forward-  and side- light scatter 
as well as eight fluorescent parameters.

Although most cytometers are designed in a manner 
consistent with the description given above, the specific 
configurations of commonly available cytometers can differ 
widely in specific areas such as the types, number, and power 
of lasers, the choice of optical filters, and the layout and 
number of detectors.
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Fluidics
The role of fluidics is crucial to presenting the cells one 
at a time in a narrowly focused pattern to the laser beam. 
The fluidics system consists of a central channel in which 
the sample is injected, enclosed by an outer sheath that 
contains faster- flowing fluid (sheath fluid). As the sheath 
solution moves, it creates a massive drag effect on the 
narrowing central chamber. This alters the velocity of 
the fluid in the middle and the front becomes parabolic, 
creating a hydrodynamic focus (Fig. 1). Under optimal 
conditions (laminar flow) the fluid in the central chamber 
will not mix with the sheath fluid (see insert A in Fig. 1). 
After hydrodynamic focusing, each particle passes through 
one or more beams of laser light. The rate of the sample 
flow is regulated by a pressure regulator and may be con-
tinuously variable or fixed to defined settings (e.g., high, 
medium, and low), allowing speed- sample processing from 
perhaps 100 events per second to 20,000 events per second 
or more.

As an alternative to hydrodynamic focusing, other cy-
tometers, such as the Attune cytometer, use acoustic focus-
ing. This also results in the generation of a single- cell stream 
for passing the cells through to the laser beam, but without 
using sheath fluid. Cells are transported through a capillary 
system where an acoustic resonant device focuses them into 

a single tight line. The acoustic radiation is generated using 
a capillary coupled to a piezoelectric transducer (see insert 
B in Fig. 1) (9, 10).

Regardless of the type of focusing used, the single cells 
will encounter the laser beam in the sample core, where the 
point of contact between the particles and the laser is called 
the interrogation point.

Lasers
Most flow cytometers depend on lasers as a light source for 
excitation of fluorochromes as well as for light- scattering 
measurements. Light scattering provides information re-
garding cellular intrinsic properties such as granularity or 
size, while fluorescence emission (if the particle is labeled 
with a fluorochrome) provides information about cells’ ex-
tended properties, such as the relative amount of a specific 
antigen present on the cell. As noted above, the mercury 
arc lamp is the most common alternative light source other 
than lasers in modern flow cytometry, although the increas-
ingly low cost and minimal size of lasers are making the use 
of these lamps increasingly rare.

There are multiple types of lasers, and the choice of 
which laser to use on a particular cytometer is dependent on 
the needs, cost, size, and the performance of light- collecting 
detectors and optics (11–20).

FIGURE 1 Schematics of the main components of a flow cytometer. A single- cell suspension goes 
through a tightly focused stream into the flow cell, where it encounters the different lasers. Insert A shows 
the position of different components of hydrodynamic focusing using a coaxial stream. Insert B shows the 
different components of acoustic focusing, where a capillary line of particles can be created using acoustic- 
radiation pressure. The signals emitted using the blue- laser excitation can measure physical characteristics 
of cells in addition to fluorescence measurements via transformation of fluorescence into voltage (see 
insert C). Each fluorescence channel measured is assigned to a PMT.
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Currently, there several types of lasers used in flow cy-
tometry, with output wavelengths ranging from 300 to 700 
nm. These include: water- cooled and air- cooled gas lasers 
(argon- ion, helium- neon [He- Ne], and helium- cadmium 
[He- Cd] lasers); diode lasers (in which laser light is gener-
ated by pumping electricity into a solid medium rather than 
a gas- plasma tube); diode- pumped solid- state (DPSS) lasers, 
which use a diode source to pump another crystalline ma-
terial (frequently neodymium yttrium aluminum garnet, or 
ND- YAG); violet- diode lasers (VLD); and near- UV diode 
lasers (NUVLD). Indium- gallium nitride- laser diodes have 
been developed and extend the excitation range in the 
near- UV (370–385 nm).

Many flow cytometers are equipped with two or more la-
sers that permit the analysis of multiple fluorescent labels on 
each cell. In a system with multiple lasers, the lasers’ spatial 
separation creates an issue that needs to be addressed, as a 
single cell intersects the multiple laser beams at different 
time intervals and therefore the fluorescence emissions from 
these different fluorochromes on the same cells arrive at 
their respective detectors at different time intervals. To as-
sign the signals generated on different lasers to a particular 
cell, a function termed “laser delay” is used (Fig. 2). One 
laser, usually the blue (488 nm) laser, is used to obtain the 
forward-  and side- scatter measurements and is considered 

the reference laser. Other lasers can be placed in a position 
so that a cell can pass through their beam either before or 
after the reference laser. Therefore, laser- delay setting can 
have either a positive or a negative value, depending on 
whether the cell passes through beams from the respective 
laser before or after the reference laser.

Once the lasers are chosen for a cytometer, their place-
ment in relation to the reference blue laser needs to be ade-
quate for optimal separation of the generated signals, as the 
time delay will be of importance when fluorescent signals 
are collected.

optical Filters
The side- scatter light and fluorescence signals generated by 
the cells need to be directed to the appropriate detectors; 
for this purpose, various optical filters are used in a flow cy-
tometer to direct the photons of the correct wavelength to 
the appropriate photo- multiplier tube (PMT). These filters 
block certain wavelengths from reaching the detector while 
permitting others (transmitting) to pass through. There are 
three major filter types: “long- pass” (LP) filters that allow 
passage of light above a defined wavelength while blocking 
lower- wavelength light; “short- pass” (SP) filters that allow 
passage of light below a defined wavelength and block higher 
wavelengths; and “band- pass” (BP) filters that transmit light 

FIGURE 2 Schematics of the voltage pulse and time delay. Area, height, and width are the signals 
recorded for each single particle (text in red), and these measurements are influenced by the threshold 
and window- gate extension that are set up by the user (text in green). The voltage pulse generated by 
the red laser will need to be retrospectively assigned to the same particle- voltage pulse from the blue laser 
(time delay).
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within a specified narrow range of wavelengths (termed a 
bandwidth) and are generally used immediately in front of 
a detector. Similar filters are positioned at a 45° angle to 
the light beam and are called dichroic filters/mirrors. In an 
LP dichroic filter, photons above a specific wavelength are 
transmitted straight ahead, while photons below the specific 
wavelength are reflected at a 90° angle.

For LP and SP filters, important performance parameters 
are the wavelength for 50% transmission (the cut- off for LP 
or the cut- on wavelength for SP), the peak transmission, 
and the slope at the cut- on or cut- off wavelength. For BP fil-
ters, important performance parameters are the peak wave-
length of transmission, the percentage of light transmitted 
at the peak wavelength, and the bandwidth (measured as 
the separation of the 50%- transmission points).

signal Processing and Configuration of Instrument 
Detectors
After excitation of the fluorochromes, the emitted light is 
filtered into specific wavelengths and then strikes a photo- 
detector, which is a sensor capable of detecting photons. 
The photo- detector will generate a current whose associated 
voltage is proportional to the number of light photons strik-
ing the detector. Subsequently, this current goes through a 
series of amplifiers, which convert electrical current into a 
measurable electrical signal, the voltage pulse (see insert B 
in Fig. 1). Most amplifiers are analog- to- digital convertors 
(ADCs). The voltage pulse generated will be quantified 
by signal processors providing numerical values for area, 
height, and width (Fig. 2). The particle that will generate a 
signal is based on a threshold set up by the user.

The measurement from each detector is referred to as a 
“parameter”: forward- scatter, side- scatter, or fluorescence. 
The configuration of an instrument is the assignment and 
location of each detector to each parameter.

Then, numerical data are processed by a computer sys-
tem that will create list- mode files or FCS files and display 
data. The instrument configuration is the assignment of 
each detector to a given PMT.

Data Files and Analysis
When the cells or particles are interrogated by the lasers, 
signals are generated, amplified, digitized, and ultimately 
converted to a number that is proportional to the original 
light signals. This is stored in a computer in an .fcs format 
or list- mode file. Both list- mode and .fcs files are a list of 
sequential numerical values for each measured parameter of 
every individual cell. The data generated can be presented 
in single parameter (histogram) or double parameters (dot 
or contour plot).

Histograms are a direct graphical representation of the 
number of events occurring for the chosen parameters. The 
dot plot is a two- dimensional extension of the frequency 
histogram, where each cell is represented by x/y coordinates 
on x/y axes.

Other techniques can be employed to visualize three or 
more parameters in highly multiplexed parameter- analysis 
applications. Statistical analysis is performed by graphically 
applying regions of interest to data sets.

Flow Cytometer Standardization

Initial Performance Check
Prior to use, any flow cytometer should have its performance 
assessed for consistent, optimal measurement of fluorescent 
and light- scatter signals.

Quality assurance of the instrument’s performance can 
be summarized in a three- step protocol including optimiza-
tion, calibration, and standardization of laser components 
(laser power, laser delay), optical components (optical filter 
choices; dichroic- mirror reflection, dichroic- mirror trans-
mission), and electronic components (PMT assignment, 
electronic noise, and window extension) (21, 22). Micro-
spheres that contain dyes inside their core and have excel-
lent photochemical and physical stability provide reliable 
reference signals for laser alignment, laser- beam focusing, 
and calibrating flow cytometers during the performance 
testing.

Laser Components
Flow cytometers depend on lasers as a source of exci-

tation for all fluorochromes; alignment of lasers one to 
another is crucial for optimum fluorescence measurement. 
Microspheres are used to test laser alignment and to gauge 
the sensitivity and signal- to- noise ratios of detectors, laser 
power, and window extension (Fig. 3A). Laser- time- delay 
setup is crucial for accurate measurement of any type of 
sample.

Optical Components
The choice of optical filters that are used with each de-

tector greatly influences the effective brightness of one fluo-
rochrome versus another. Filter selection is a good news- bad 
news proposition: using a wider BP filter can increase the 
ability to detect a given fluorochrome, but may also increase 
the amount of spillover background contributed into that 
detector from other neighboring fluorochromes. Measure-
ment of optical background (Br) should be assessed for each 
filter used in the instrument.

Electronic Components
Ideally, there is a linear relationship between voltage 

PMT and fluorescence intensity. To test the photoelectron 
efficiency, microspheres for a given PMT are run using dif-
ferent voltages, and plots of the variation of the voltage 
gain versus coefficient of variation (CV) of the mean flu-
orescence intensity are constructed. For each PMT, mea-
surements are done in cascade using different voltages. 
Graphing the fluorescence intensity versus voltage will have 
an inflection point that shows minimum baseline voltage for 
optimal resolution between negative and positive measure-
ments: this is detector efficiency (Qr) (11, 12, 17–19) (Fig. 
3C). Microspheres are used with different graded levels of 
fluorescence, and their fluorescence measurements are used 
for the generation of calibration curves, establishing PMT 
settings, and evaluating sample fluorescence intensity (21, 
23, 24). The most efficient PMT should be assigned to the 
detector that captures low- energy photons, in the longer 
wavelength, such as allophycocyanin (APC)- H7 or APC- 
Alexa 750 (21, 22, 25, 26).

It is convenient to visualize the instrument- performance 
checks over time to detect not only acute instrument fail-
ures, but also slow degradation of instrument performance. 
For this, the Levy- Jennings plot is most often used. This plot 
has time on one axis (which can vary to whatever length of 
time desired) and the quantitative measurements of one or 
more instrument- performance checks plotted on the y- axis 
(see Fig. 3D).

Daily Performance Check
To ensure accuracy and reliability of the fluorescence mea-
surement, instrument performance needs to be calibrated 
daily.
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Bead Setup and Tracking Features
Bead setup and tracking features are provided by the in-

strument manufacturer and include the beads and accompa-
nying analysis software that uses algorithms to differentiate 
the fluorescence signals from each bead type based on size 
and fluorescence intensity in each detector for a specific 
instrument. The median fluorescence intensity (MFI) and 
percent robust CV (%rCV) are measured for each bead in-
tensity in all fluorescence detectors (PMT). Linearity, de-
tector efficiency (Qr), optical background (Br), electronic 
noise, and laser delays are all tracked. PMT voltages are then 
adjusted to maximize population resolution in each detector; 
PMT voltages should not vary more than 10 V from their 
baseline, and %rCV should be <6%. Levy- Jennings plots 
(PMT voltage over time) are used to facilitate monitoring 
of performance (Fig. 3D). One example of a manufacturer’s 
performance check is the Cytometer Setting and Tracking 
(CST) beads from BD. CST beads are a set of fluorescent 
beads that can be used to assess the performance of the lasers 
and detectors, determine optimal values for laser delay, and 
determine optimal baseline voltages for every PMT.

In situations where automatic tracking features are not 
available or are not desired for a particular application, a 
similar generic approach can be used with third- party cal-
ibration beads. These beads are a mix of fluorescent beads 
with different intensities; for each bead, the %rCV of the 
MFI is measured and monitored. The acquisition of Sphero-
tech beads (Spherotech, Lake Forest, IL) is performed at a 
constant voltage in which PMT values are fixed to arrive at 
a constants target channel (21, 23, 24, 27, 28).

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Sample Types and Requirements
Any single cell or particle suspension— which includes animal 
and plant cells, bacteria, yeast, dissociated tissue, peripheral 
blood leukocytes, bone marrow, cell lines, and cryopreserved 
cells— can be analyzed. Polystyrene beads can also be ana-
lyzed, and this is particularly useful if these are designed to 
capture soluble analyte for quantification (e.g., serum/plasma, 
cell culture supernatant, cell lysate, or other biological fluids).

FIGURE 3 Example of dot plots generated by CST and QC Levy- Jennings. On a daily basis, eight 
peak beads are run on the cytometer after the CST performance check. (A) After doublet exclusion the 
fluorescence intensity is measured for each of the eight peaks in each detector. (B) Median fluorescence 
intensity of each PMT for each laser is generated by CST software (example of 1 Violet PMT V585). 
(C) Robust CV, robust SD of MFI of Violet PMT V585. Blue line represents the PMT voltage, the rCV 
is in yellow, rSD is in green, and the baseline PMT is the red line showing intersection of rCV with rSD. 
(D) Levy- Jennings plots, which display the performance characteristics of an instrument over time, are 
useful for assessing instrument variations. Here a Levy- Jennings plot of the MFI of bead standards at a 
constant voltage is shown for four PMTs across several months, with the performance of each detector 
shown in a different color.
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To obtain single cells from tissues (e.g., tumor biopsies, 
lymph nodes), mechanical dissociation and/or enzymatic di-
gestion is usually required. This is to break apart the cellular 
aggregates, to degrade extraneous material (such as colla-
gen) from the tissue, and to facilitate optimal recovery of 
cells from the tissue. Conditions and enzyme requirements 
for digestion of each tissue of interest need to be determined 
empirically in order to keep the integrity of both the cells 
and antigens used for detection.

Certain cell types like monocytes, granulocytes, and 
adherent cell lines tend to be sticky and form aggregates. 
These aggregates can block the instrument’s flow cell, and 
therefore samples containing these or other “sticky” cell 
types must be filtered to remove the aggregates or dis-
persed by some other method before being run on the flow 
cytometer.

Each type of sample needs to be carefully evaluated prior 
to preparation in order to ensure single- cell suspensions of 
intact cells for proper analysis (27–32).

erythrocyte Lysis
In peripheral blood, erythrocytes outnumber white cells by 
1,000 to 1. Due to their abundance and size, it is preferred 
to remove red blood cells from whole- blood samples if one 
only wishes to study leukocytes, as the presence of red cells 
will slow acquisition and create huge data files. It is not nec-
essary to physically remove platelets and small debris, be-
cause these can be thresholded out during acquisition since 
a size threshold can be set empirically by the instrument op-
erator. The effects of different erythrocyte- lysing methods 
commonly used in the analysis of human cells have been 
shown to influence recovery of certain cell types, such as 
blast enumeration, or consistency of CD4 and CD8 mea-
surements (33–35).

Some of these methods allow for labeling of lymphocytes 
in whole blood, followed by erythrocyte lysis. Otherwise, 
using a solution of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), lysis can 
be performed prior to staining the lymphocyte subsets. The 
mechanism of lysis by this buffer is based on an osmotic 
shock of the red blood cells. Depending on the manufac-
turer, some of the ammonium chloride- based buffers include 
formaldehyde or diethylene glycol as fixatives.

For peripheral blood, the anticoagulant present in tubes 
into which the blood is collected (36–38), as well as the 
type of lysis reagent used for red blood cell removal, are 
among the factors that need to be evaluated prior to any 
experiment. It has been shown that a cytometric study of 
erythroid maturation requires a different method of speci-
men preparation than the red blood cell lysis methods com-
monly used to process blood and bone marrow. Commonly 
used lysing reagents leave only very early erythroid precur-
sors (proerythroblasts) remaining in the sample (39).

Although the majority of clinical laboratories analyz-
ing peripheral blood now use an ammonium chloride lysis 
method for whole blood prior to routine immunophenotyp-
ing, research laboratories wishing to measure lymphocyte 
functions or to cryopreserve samples for future analysis need 
to use lymphocytes obtained by Ficoll- Hypaque density- 
gradient separation (FDS).

Absolute Cell Counting
Absolute cell counting using flow cytometry is possible 
through the use of an internal microsphere- counting stan-
dard specific to the cellular sample. The microspheres can 
only be added to an erythrocyte- lysed sample, and these 
beads can be manually added to the sample (true- count 
beads) or the sample can be added to the beads lyophilized 
in a tube (true- count tube).

The concept to this counting approach is that a known 
number of cell counting beads are added to a known volume 
of cell sample. The beads are counted along with the cells 
but can be gated separately due to distinct light- scatter char-
acteristics. During the acquisition, since the concentration 
of the beads is known, the number of cells per microliter is 
obtained by relating the number of cells counted to the total 
number of fluorescent- bead events. The rate of acquisition 
needs to be constant and not changed.

Some newer instruments, such as BD Accuri C6, con-
tain a microprocessor- controlled peristaltic- pump system 
that accurately monitors the sample volume pulled per ac-
quisition run, automatically calculating the cell counts per 
microliter for any gated population, without the need to in-
dex counting beads.

Density gradients
Since the early 1970s, density gradients for the separation of 
mononuclear cells have become commonly used in numer-
ous laboratories. These gradients are composed of a neutral, 
highly branched, high- mass, hydrophilic polysaccharide. 
The density gradient of Ficoll- Paque (1.077 g/ml) is opti-
mized for the isolation of mononuclear cells from human 
blood. After the centrifugation step, Ficoll separates layers 
of blood, with lymphocytes and monocytes under a layer 
of plasma. Most importantly, this lymphocyte separation 
by density gradients leads to the separation of lymphocytes 
from granulocytes, the latter being cells of the innate im-
mune system and which constitute the largest population of 
circulating white blood cells. However, the effects of gran-
ulocyte removal on immunophenotyping have not been 
thoroughly studied (Fig. 4).

Unfortunately, density- gradient techniques show only 
60 ± 20% recovery of the lymphocytes present in the origi-
nal blood sample, and the effects on specific subtypes of cells 
may be variable— thus the researcher should measure the 
effect of the Ficoll density gradient on each cell subtype of 
interest (40, 41). In density- gradient separation, adherence 
of cells to plastic test tubes and centrifugation and washing 
of the cells may contribute in part to cell loss and the de-
gree of reproducibility of isolation. Selective loss of some T 
cells, NK cells, and other markers, such as chemokine recep-
tors, occurs (40, 42). Density- gradient separation has also 
been reported to upregulate certain antigens such as CD54, 
CD62L, and CD11b (43) and to produce differences in the 
staining patterns of certain antigens (44–47).

Frozen samples
In some instances it is impossible to stain and analyze fresh 
blood, and analysis of these samples is usually postponed by 
the use of cryopreservation. Cryopreservation is the use of 
low temperatures to preserve structurally intact living cells. 
Successful cryopreservation of cells requires that a standard-
ized and reproducible protocol be followed, although each 
protocol may require optimization for a given cell type or 
line to achieve maximum viability upon thawing. The use of 
cryopreserved samples can introduce changes in antigen ex-
pression, and this needs to be carefully monitored (48–53).

Reagents

Fluorochromes
A fluorochrome is a chemical compound that absorbs light 
at one wavelength and re- emits light at higher wavelengths 
(spectrum). When a fluorochrome absorbs the light, its 
electrons become excited and move from a “resting state” 
to a maximal energy level called the “excited state.” Subse-
quently, after energy is released as heat, the electrons fall to 
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a lower, more stable, energy level called the “relaxed state.” 
As electrons move back from the relaxed state to their 
resting state they release the remaining energy as fluores-
cence. The difference between the excitation wavelength 
and emission wavelength is called Stokes shift, and this 
wavelength value essentially determines how good a fluoro-
chrome is for fluorescence studies. In addition to the Stokes 
shift, each fluorochrome is characterized by fluorescence 
quantum yield (ΦF). This is the ratio of photons absorbed to 
photons emitted through fluorescence, between the relaxed 
state and resting state.

For flow cytometry, most often fluorochromes are directly 
conjugated to mAbs specific for a cellular antigen. Direct 
conjugation of fluorochromes to antibodies permits one to 
be able to detect multiple antigens on the same cell at one 

time. A table of the common fluorochromes used in flow 
cytometry summarizes their excitation and emission range 
(Fig. 5).

As polychromatic flow cytometry uses several fluoro-
chromes conjugated to several antibodies on one sample, 
the performance of each antibody- fluorochrome conjugate 
should be characterized individually and in combination 
with other conjugates.

The performance of an antibody- fluorochrome conjugate 
is measured by the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) and 
stain index (SI) values (Fig. 6). MFI is the mean of the flu-
orescence intensity in the chosen fluorescence channel, and 
SI is the ratio of the difference between the positive signal 
and negative signal (D) and the width of the negative sig-
nal (W) (SI = D/W). Both MFI and SI should be obtained 

FIGURE 4 Illustration of Ficoll- Hypaque and whole blood as sample to stain. (A) Illustration of Ficoll- 
Hypaque. In noncoagulated blood after centrifugation in a Ficoll gradient, the plasma is on the top layer, 
followed by a layer of mononuclear cells, and then by a pellet of granulocytes and red blood cells at the 
bottom. (B) Illustration of red blood cell lysis. (C) A FSC versus SSC dot plot of the two types of samples: 
left, ammonium chloride-lysed sample; right, sample after a Ficoll gradient.
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for each antibody- fluorochrome conjugate used in a staining 
combination.

Once each antibody- fluorochrome conjugate is char-
acterized alone, the background fluorescence should be 
measured in the other detectors. Indeed, fluorescence 
background in a particular detector is influenced by several 
factors: cellular autofluorescence, nonspecific staining, elec-
tronic noise, and optical spillover from other fluorochromes. 
To the extent that these factors each contribute noise and/
or signal, they increase the width of a negative population. 

As such, a good normalized functional measure of reagent 
brightness is SI (Fig. 6).

Antibodies: CD Designations, etc.
The term “antigen” originally came from antibody gener-
ator and was coined in the early 1900s. An epitope is the 
molecular feature of an antigen capable of being bound 
by an antibody (a.k.a. antigenic determinant). An an-
tigen will often have hundreds of epitopes. An antibody 
will bind specifically to an antigen; however, polyclonal 

FIGURE 5 Summary tables of the most common fluorochromes used in flow cytometry. The left table 
shows fluorochromes and cytosolic dyes while the right table shows dyes to stain nucleic acids.
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antibodies will recognize several epitopes of the same anti-
gen while mAbs will recognize only one epitope. The latter 
are preferred for flow cytometry as they yield greater spec-
ificity. Cells can be characterized by their respective cell- 
surface antigens, and mAbs are made to recognize these 
cellular antigens. Since one cellular antigen could contain 
multiple epitopes and therefore be recognized by several 
different mAbs, a naming convention was needed for these 
reagents rather than simply calling these mAbs by their 
clone or trade names.

To address this issue, the 1st International Workshop and 
Conference on Human Leukocyte Differentiation Antigens 
(HLDA) was held in Paris in 1982 and organized by Human 
Cell Differentiation Molecules (HCDM), whose mission is 
to “characterize the function, structure and distribution of 
leucocyte surface molecules and other molecules of the im-
mune system.”

The cluster of differentiation (CD) nomenclature was 
proposed for the classification of the mAbs against epitopes 
on the surface molecules of leukocytes, usually transmem-
brane proteins. Indeed, the approach of the HLDA work-
shop was to code antibodies and to send them to multiple 
participating laboratories for blind analysis against multiple 
cell types. The data were collated and analyzed by the statis-
tical procedure of “cluster analysis.” This analytical method 
identified clusters of antibodies with very similar patterns 
of binding to leukocytes at various stages of differentiation, 
hence the “cluster of differentiation” (CD) nomenclature. 
The CD nomenclature allowed the scientific community 
to communicate results in a universal language. HLDA 10 
is currently accepting antibodies submission, and the latest 
symposium was in December 2014 in Australia, with a par-
ticular emphasis on dendritic cells. Since its conception, 
the use of CD has expanded to many other cell types; for 
humans there are currently 363 CDs (54, 55).

In a recent study (56), based on a majority decision 
method, there are an estimated 5,539 human genes that code 
for membrane proteins, which corresponds to 26% of the 
human coding genes. Approximately 3,700 genes that coded 
for cell- surface transmembrane proteins (20% of all known 
genes) were identified (Table 1). Taking into account these 
numbers, as well as previous estimations on the number of 
plasma membrane proteins expressed by leukocytes (55, 57), 
it is very likely that the CD numbers will keep increasing 
(HCDM webpage, http://www.hcdm.org/) (58).

Many CD antigens are more than simply markers on the 
cell surface; they have functional roles and play an impor-
tant role in immune reactions. They can act as receptors 
or ligands important to the cell, initiating a signal cascade 
and altering the behavior of the cell. Some CD antigens do 
not play a role in cell signaling but have other functions, 
such as cell adhesion. For example, CD4 is the coreceptor 
associated with the T- cell receptor (TcR) in T- helper cells 
and is important for T- cell activation; it is also expressed on 
monocytes and dendritic cells for other functions.

Viability Dyes
Exclusion of nonspecific binding of antibodies to dead cells 
is an essential component of any flow cytometry exper-
iment. Multicolor flow cytometry often requires the mea-
surement of low- frequency subtypes of cells, sometimes in 
cryopreserved samples. Dead cells in the sample may non-
specifically bind mAb- conjugates and cause significant ar-
tifacts; thus it is highly useful to exclude them during the 
analysis (29, 59–63). Fortunately, viability stains permit us 
to identify dead cells present in the sample and thus to be 
able to gate out the dead cells during analysis. Dead cells can 
compromise the integrity of the data and lead to misinter-
pretation of staining.

Several types of viability dyes are currently available, as 
follows.

Propidium iodide and 7- AAD cannot pass through in-
tact cell membranes, but may freely enter cells with compro-
mised cell membranes. Upon entering dead cells, propidium 
iodide will intercalate into double- stranded DNA or double- 
stranded RNA in a stoichiometric manner, while 7- AAD 
will intercalate only with double- stranded DNA. Because 
this intercalation is mediated by noncovalent forces, these 
dyes must remain present in the buffer used to resuspend 
cells for data acquisition so that dead cells will remain 
labeled.

Calcein dyes are nonfluorescent and membrane per-
meable. Upon entering the cells, the dyes are converted 
to membrane- impermeable, fluorescent compounds by 

FIGURE 6 Illustration of the stain index. (A) Theoretical stain 
index (SI) representation. When testing different reagents, the ef-
fective brightness is measured using the stain index. SI = D/W, 
where D is the difference between the median fluorescence inten-
sity of the positive and negative peaks of fluorescence, and W is 
the spread of the negative peak. (B) SI for CD3 BV510. (C) SI for 
CD27 BV650.

http://www.hcdm.org/
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intracellular esterases. Dead cells will not have active ester-
ase activity, nor will they retain the fluorescent dyes. Thus, 
the calcein dyes allow viable cells to be fluorescently labeled 
for analysis in standard cell surface- staining protocols.

Fixable viability dyes (Live- Dead- Fixable [Life Technol-
ogies, Carlsbad, CA], Zombie [Biolegend, San Diego, CA], 
Horizon [BD] stains) can be used to irreversibly label dead 
cells prior to cryopreservation, fixation, and/or permeabili-
zation procedures. Cells labeled with fixable viability dyes 
can be washed, fixed, permeabilized, and stained for intra-
cellular antigens without any loss of staining intensity of the 
dead cells. Thus, fixable viability dyes are fully compatible 
with intracellular staining for molecules of interest such as 
cytokines (Table 2).

Procedures

Antibody titration
Antibodies are often used together in mixtures often re-
ferred to as antibody cocktails. Each antibody is present in 
the cocktail at a concentration that is determined by titra-
tion. Antibodies have a range of concentrations in which 

they optimally bind to antigens. If too little is used, there 
will be an inaccurate amount of light produced by the fluo-
rescence and, depending on the magnitude, a cell positive 
for the antibody may not be detected. However, if too much 
antibody is used, the true amount of the target antigen in 
the sample may be masked and the fluorescence of the neg-
ative cells may increase. The “saturating” concentration 
is the lowest concentration that gives nearly maximal flu-
orescence. The “separating” concentration represents the 
concentration that gives the best separation between the 
positive and negative peak of fluorescence.

During titration, serial dilutions of antibody are used to 
stain identical aliquots of cells, and the saturating concentra-
tion can be determined by the highest fluorescence intensity. 
The separating concentration can be determined by the dif-
ference between the two fluorescence intensities (Fig. 7C). 
For titration, each staining can be viewed on different axes 
(Fig. 7A) or on the same axes using concatenation (Fig. 7B).

Once the optimal separating concentration is deter-
mined, an appropriate staining buffer should be tested. The 
incorporation into a staining buffer of a reagent to block the 
binding of antibody Fc regions to cells is very common in 
fluorescent- activated cell sorter (FACS) staining buffer. Hu-
man Fc receptors (FcR) are expressed on a variety of cells, 
such as monocytes, granulocytes, B cells, and dendritic cells. 
Cells expressing these FcR can give false- positive staining 
due to the FcR- mediated immunoglobulin (Ig)- Fc binding 
(mainly due to species- specific recognition, as the antibod-
ies for staining are often produced in mice). Blocking the 
FcR- involved unwanted staining without interfering with 
antibody- mediated specific staining of the cells is highly 
recommended; to this end, serum is added to the staining 
buffer. Serum can be human, mouse, goat, or fetal calf se-
rum, or even bovine serum albumin. These are often used at 
a concentration of 0.5%. In addition, serum or Fc block can 
be used to increase the specificity of staining of extremely 
rare target cells, such as antigen- specific T or B cells, fetal 
cells in maternal blood, hematopoietic progenitor cells, or 
disseminated epithelial tumor cells. Note that this is not 
necessary for staining of whole blood because serum is pres-
ent in high concentration during staining.

Other considerations in antibody cocktails are the vari-
ations due to pipetting errors when the cocktail mix is 
prepared, and product deterioration over time. The devel-
opment of flow reagents stable at room temperature, includ-
ing premixed cocktails, Lyoplates, and DuraClone, directly 
addresses these concerns.

Premixed Cocktails
Based on titration, directly conjugated antibodies are 

premixed to allow usage of the same mix for multispectral 
flow of all experiments or measurements of an entire clinical 
protocol.

Lyophilization of Cocktails
BD Lyoplate technology is a plate- based lyophilization 

process that uses a matrix to stabilize antibody cocktails. A 
proprietary matrix preserves the ability to stain, stimulate, 
and resolve cellular data by flow cytometry. Automated dis-
pensing and lyophilization of the antibody ensures that con-
sistent and reproducible staining reactions are possible for 
the duration of an entire immunophenotyping study over 
many months.

Dehydration of Cocktails
Beckman Coulter Duraclone technology uses drying in a 

specific solution to preserve the antibody cocktails.

TABLE 1 List of the most abundant families of antigens and 
number of members with assigned CDs

Family name No. of 
members

Members 
with CD % of total

Ig superfamily 195 134 69
G- protein coupled 

receptor super-
family

147  22 15

C- type lectin 
family

 49  23 47

Cytokine receptor 
family

 44  28 64

Protein kinase 
superfamily

 34  15 44

MHC family  30   6 20
Solute carrier 

family
 29   3 10

TNF receptor 
superfamily

 26  21 81

Integrin family  23  17 74
Tetraspanin family  20   9 45
Major facilitator 

superfamily
 20   0  0

ABC transporters 
superfamily

 18   2 11

TNF superfamily  17  11 65
Peptidase protein 

family
 16   2 13

Transient receptor 
family

 14   0  0

Cadherin family  13   3 23
Potassium channel 

family
 13   0  0

Toll- like receptor 
family

 12   9 75

Sialomucin family  12   9 75
Leucine- rich repeat 

family
 11   5 45
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Intracellular Antigen Detection
A large number of applications require intracellular stain-
ing, such as monitoring of cell proliferation, cell signaling, 
apoptosis, chromosome analysis, and production of cyto-
kines. The permeabilization protocol needs to be optimized 
for each application, as the size, stability, and intracellular 
locations of the targets can be highly variable.

Intracellular staining brings with it two major technical 
problems: (i) compatibility of the permeabilization method 
with the staining of all markers in a particular tube, and 
(ii) the loss of cells associated with this procedure. These 
problems are addressed by empirical testing of fixation/per-
meabilization reagents for changing intensity of staining of 
surface markers compared to staining of fresh unfixed cells, 
while at the same time permitting optimal staining of the 
intracellular antigen. In terms of cell loss associated with 
the fixation/permeabilization and stain procedure, we have 
shown that roughly 40% of the loss is associated with stain-
ing procedures (29).

When surface and intracellular staining are to be per-
formed in the same sample, it is advisable that the surface 
staining be performed first, since fixation/permeabilization 
treatments might decrease the availability of surface anti-
gens, and to ensure that only the surface antigens (and not 
the same antigen also expressed intracellularly) are stained.

Antibodies should be prepared in permeabilization buf-
fer to ensure penetration into the cells during the intracel-
lular staining procedure. When gating on cell populations, 
the light- scatter profiles of the cells on the flow cytometer 
change considerably after permeabilization.

There are several methods of permeabilization available, 
but all of them have in common a fixation that will stabilize 
the proteins, and then disruption of membrane by detergent: 
formaldehyde followed by detergent, formaldehyde followed 
by methanol, methanol followed by detergent, acetone fixa-
tion, and permeabilization.

The detergents commonly used in cytometry protocol 
are: Triton X- 100, NP- 40 (0.1 to 1% in PBS), Tween 20, 

saponin, digitonin, and Leucoperm, which are mild mem-
brane solubilizers. These will also partially dissolve the nu-
clear membrane and are therefore very suitable for nuclear 
antigen staining.

Detection of secreted proteins is difficult, as the protein 
will be released from the cell before detection or may de-
grade rapidly. Brefeldin A and other compounds are often 
used for Golgi- complex blocking (59). Cells are incubated 
with brefeldin A, which prevents protein being released 
from the Golgi complex. Any cells expressing the protein 
can then be detected intracellularly.

Panel Design, one Approach
To immunophenotype both the incredible breadth as well 
as fine detail of the immune system in a comprehensive 
approach, we proposed the use of multiple individual tubes 
together in a panel of highly polychromatic cocktails. A 
reasoned approach to construction of a comprehensive 
leukocyte immunophenotyping panel (CLIP) would be to 
structure a series of individual tubes that provide in- depth 
characterization of a specific cell type, but at the same 
time have a sufficient number of recurring markers among 
the tubes that a concatenation of the numerous pheno-
types within a lineage can be assembled. The goal of our 
panel was to obtain in- depth immunophenotypic profiling 
of as many circulating human leukocyte populations as 
possible, in order to build an encyclopedic database. His-
torically, there have been relatively few leukocyte subsets 
examined in clinical studies or clinical research studies 
and for which reference ranges exist (64). One example 
of such a panel developed to obtain a synoptic snapshot 
of the cellular phenotypes in the immune system has been 
reported (29).

In order to select the reagents for a multicolor panel that 
would yield optimal detection and staining intensities, nu-
merous antibody clones directed against a specific antigen 
and multiple antibody- fluorochrome combinations need to 
be tested (24, 29). The levels of the intensity of expression 

TABLE 2 Summary of types of dyes used in flow cytometry

Laser Wavelength 
(nm)

Nonpermeable 
dyes Permeable dyes Cell cycle 

nonpermeable Cell cycle permeable Cell division/proliferation 
nucleoside incorporation

UV 355 DAPI Fixable Blue Hoechst 33342 Hoechst 33342 
DAPI

Violet 407 SYTOX Blue Fixable Violet 
Fixable Aquablue 
Zombie Aqua 
BD Fixable Viability 

stain 450

DyeCycle violet SYTOX blue dye 
DyeCycle violet

click- iT Edu

Blue 488 SYTOX Green 
PI 
7- AAD

Fixable Green 
Zombie Yellow

DyeCycle green SYTOX green dye 
DyeCycle green 
PI 
7- AAD 

click- iT Edu
Anti- Brdu 
CFSE 
Oregon green 
DiO 
Anti- Ki67

Green 532 SYTOX Orange 
PI 
7- AAD

Fixable Red DyeCycle orange SYTOX orange dye 
PI 
7- AAD 

Anti- Brdu 
Dil 
Anti- Ki67

Red 633 SYTOX Red Fixable Far Red 
Zombie NIR

DyeCycle red SYTOX red dye click- iT Edu 
Anti- Brdu 
DiD 
DDAO- SE 
Anti- Ki67

aLive- Dead (Life Technologies), Zombie (Biolegend), and Horizon (BD) stains are all trademarks.
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for the selected markers should be established and then the 
optimal fluorochrome- antibody combinations may be se-
lected based on their performance, i.e., discrimination of 
positive and negative populations, fluorescence intensity, 
percentages of positive cells, and ease of compensation. 
Generally, bright fluorochromes, such as phycoerythrin 
(PE) and APC, are preferentially chosen for weak antigens 
(or intracellular) where only low numbers of molecules are 
expressed per cell, or those that are expressed by only a very 
small fraction of cells, such as intracellular cytokines. Less 
bright fluorochromes are assigned to antigens that are ex-
pressed by a large proportion of cells and at a high molecular 
density, such as CD8.

Using the approach described above, we began to build our 
CLIP panel one 15- color tube at a time. This was done with 
the full understanding (i) that each tube represented only 
one small part of a comprehensive panel, (ii) that completely 
comprehensive analysis would not likely be achieved using 
the current approach, and (iii) that new markers and tech-
nologies would likely evolve to replace the current efforts.

CD45 is a transmembrane tyrosine phosphatase ubiqui-
tously expressed by leukocytes and is important in modu-
lating signals derived from integrin and cytokine receptors. 

The level of CD45 is expressed differentially throughout 
maturation, being lower on blasts and immature forms and 
highest on mature and lymphoid cells (39). Our approach 
was for each tube to have a specified purpose, but to have 
CD45 present in all tubes. Furthermore, within each lin-
eage the tubes would have a number of recurring markers, 
both for quality- control purposes, but also in order for 
cross- tube concatenation of more detailed phenotypes. If 
viability, CD45, and CD3 are used for gating in each of 
the T- cell tubes, each of the T- cell tubes could yield 4,096 
T- cell phenotypes (if one assumes all marker combinations 
could be expressed, and marker expression is defined only 
as positive or negative). Although not comprehensive for 
the entire immunome, the existing 14- tube CLIP panel 
could provide a breadth and depth of immunophenotyp-
ing not reported heretofore. To date, our panel consists of 
14 15- color tubes (see complete list of the current tubes of 
the CLIP panel, along with the antibody clones and fluoro-
chromes used, in Fig. 8).

Data Acquisition
During acquisition of the data, several factors can influence 
the quality of the data, as follows.

FIGURE 7 Illustration of titration of monoclonal antibody. An FCS file represented independently 
(A) or concatenated (B). (C) Determination of the separating concentration by graphing the ratio of the 
positive to negative peaks against the dilution. The histogram represented in red (A), or the dot plot high-
lighted by the red square (B) or red arrow (C), all mark the selected concentration for the given antibody.
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FIGURE 8 Tubes (staining) of CLIP panel organized by lineage. In black are markers pres-
ent in all stainings of one lineage, and in blue are markers specific to one staining. *, Lineage mix = 
CD3+CD19+CD20+CD56+CD16+CD14.
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Numbers of Cells To Acquire, Statistics of Event 
Numbers (67, 68)
The number of events acquired can affect the rigor of the 

statistics associated with immunophenotyping, and thus the 
confidence that one has in the accuracy of the distributions.

Consider the general case of enumerating a total of N 
events with a variance (var) and a standard deviation (SD):

[ ( )] 100
CV

var

R

R #
=
" ,

where R is positive cells and the proportion of positives is 
P = R/N.

A preparation of human peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells is labeled with an antibody to detect T cells. Flow cytom-
etry then indicates that 10% of the cells present are positive 
for this marker. If three data sets (list- mode files) were col-
lected for 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 events, we would expect 
to observe 100, 500, and 1,000 positive cells with variances of 
90, 450, and 900, respectively. Expressed as SDs, these would 
be 9.5, 21.2, and 30, and as CVs, 9.5, 4.2, and 3, respectively.

Good experimental practice within the biological field 
usually results in CVs on the order of 5%. Hence, the ex-
ample above indicates that a list- mode file of 5,000 events 
will provide that level of confidence as expected from the 
argument relating to dogma: for a subpopulation of 10%, a 
total of 5,000 events would be adequate. It is obvious that 
the reliability of the frequency determinations is dependent 
on the number of events observed, a particularly crucial 
issue for rare- event detection. Consequently, for a desired 
level of reliability (CV), the number of rare events to be 
counted can be calculated from R = (100/CV)2. To match 
typical experimental variations of 5%, approximately 400 
rare events need to be observed, which at the defined limit 
of rare events (1 in 20), a list- mode file of 8,000 would be 
required.

In the CLIP panel, since one of the goals is to be able to 
mine the data at a later date for unknown populations, we 
wanted to be able to have rigorous statistics for cell popula-
tions as low as 0.1%. For this reason, between 1 million and 
2 million cells were used for staining within each tube, and 
in the case of dendritic- cell staining, up to 5 million cells 
per tube were used if sufficient sample was available. Be-
tween 500,000 and 5 million events were collected per FCS 
file, depending on the number of cells available, in order to 
have sufficient events for statistical analysis of rare subsets 
defined by multiple markers.

If the staining requires intracellular marker staining, the 
number of cells initially placed into each tube must be pro-
portionally higher than the number placed into tubes not 
requiring intracellular staining in order for equivalent large 
numbers of cells to be collected on the cytometer (30 to 
50% higher).

Live- Gating Techniques
In stainings that use intracellular detection, we needed 

to use a fixable viability dye that would not leak out of the 
cells when permeabilized. We decided to use amine- reactive 
dyes, which differ from other viability markers because they 
react with free amines in the cytoplasm. Live cells exclude 
these dyes thanks to the integrity of their cell membrane, 
unlike dead cells, where the bound dye remains inside the 
cytoplasm. This reaction is irreversible, and the dye will re-
main bound to the amine even when the cells are permeabi-
lized for intracellular staining (62). Like all antibodies used 
in the panel, amine- reactive dyes need to be titrated.

Doublet Exclusion
One important aspect of accurate analysis is the ability 

to exclude cell doublets. Coincident events (doublets and 
aggregates) occur when two (or more) cells or particles are 
in the beam at the same time and are seen by the system as 
a single, larger particle.

Cell doublet profiles appear differently in a graphical 
display according to their orientation and the parameters 
used (height, area, width). In a digital cytometer, a dot plot 
representation of FSC or SSC versus either height or width 
will help identify two cells passing through the beam to-
gether. Singlet cells will have FSC- A and FSC- H that are 
proportional to one another and thus appear as a diagonal 
when graphed against each other in a dot plot. Cells not 
falling along that diagonal are therefore doublets and should 
be excluded from further analysis.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY 
CONTROL
All assays of biological samples, whether clinical or research 
in nature, need to be performed in a reliable manner that 
assures one that if differences are observed between speci-
mens, the differences are due to a biological reality and not 
a technical artifact. For flow cytometric assays, ensuring 
quality must encompass several levels, such as preanalyti-
cal variables including the anticoagulant used (if the speci-
men is peripheral blood), sample preparation methods and 
reagents, instrument performance and stability, and assay 
validation. Thus, protocols and procedures must be imple-
mented at each level to ensure that data from flow cytom-
etry assays are meaningful and reproducible. Many of these 
elements have been described in previous sections of this 
text, and therefore only the crucial components of assay val-
idation will be discussed here.

Requirements for validation of an assay include:
• accuracy
• precision (repeatability/reproducibility)
• analytic sensitivity (detection limit)
• analytic specificity (interfering substances)
• sample types and stability
• reportable range
• reference intervals
• calibration and control materials

In addition to these measures, it is the feeling of these 
authors that in research flow cytometry, validation should 
also include methods to confirm that cell types identified by 
a specific combination of antigenic markers have been ac-
curately and correctly classified. Most often, this confirma-
tion would be made by sorting the cell types in question and 
demonstrating the function or genomic content associated 
with the presumed cell type.

Returning to the validation requirements listed above, 
accuracy refers to how close the measured value is to true 
value. For immunophenotyping studies, this may not be 
a simple determination, as there are no other methods 
that can identify and quantify cell types based on high- 
polychromatic immunophenotyping. A surrogate, but far 
from perfect, approach to determine accuracy could be 
quantification of beads by flow cytometry in which known 
amounts were placed into tubes.

Precision refers to the reproducibility of an assay— how 
similar repeated measurements of the same sample will be to 
each other. This is a far easier and arguably more impor tant 
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aspect of immunophenotyping assays to determine. By re-
peatedly running one specimen multiple times, one can 
determine the optimal instrument precision. Intra- assay 
precision can be determined by staining multiple aliquots 
of one specimen at the same time and then running these 
specimens on the cytometer. This accounts for variability 
that might be introduced by pipetting, washing, centrifuga-
tion, and other factors not directly related to the cytometer. 
Inter- assay precision can be determined by staining aliquots 
of the same sample (cryopreserved or stabilized cells) at 
different times and then comparing the data. Compared to 
intra- assay precision, this looks at other potential confound-
ing factors such as temperature fluctuations, technician vari-
ability, instrument fluctuations with time, and so forth. The 
additional requirements listed above cover additional ele-
ments of the assays, ranging from instrument performance 
to broader population studies. To be rigorously validated, 
assessments of flow cytometric assays should consider ele-
ments of all phases of the testing. For high- polychromatic 
immunophenotyping, the assurance of instrument stability 
and standardization, discussed previously, cannot be empha-
sized enough. Population studies, the study of a large num-
ber of different individuals using the same assay, can be used 
to create reference range values— values for which specified 
cellular subsets are found throughout a large population. 
These ranges reflect the heterogeneity in immune compo-
sition and responses found in different individuals. Most of-
ten, 95% or 99% confidence intervals are determined as the 
ranges in which one would expect to find the values from 
any healthy individual within the same population. Refer-
ence range values can be dependent upon ethnicity, race, 
gender, and age, as well as other variables. Furthermore, ref-
erence values can be influenced by the clones of antibodies 
used in the assays, fluorochromes, and other technical vari-
ables; thus it is preferable that each laboratory establish its 
own reference values. Reference values can be expressed as 
either percentages of leukocyte subsets or as absolute cell 
counts, or both.

An additional component of quality assurance is pro-
ficiency testing, a procedure to determine a laboratory’s 
performance of specific assays in comparison to reference 
standards or a consensus of results from similar laboratories. 
Although not available for every panel a laboratory may 
run, programs are available that encompass a number of dif-
ferent immunophenotyping endeavors. Examples of profi-
ciency testing programs include those run by the College of 
American Pathology (CAP) and the United Kingdom Na-
tional External Quality Assessment Service (UK NEQAS), 
although many more exist for specific nations.

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The analysis and interpretation of polychromatic flow cy-
tometry data is arguably the most difficult aspect of per-
forming these assays. Flow cytometry data are most often 
collected as list- mode data files in the .fcs format, and 
therefore most software is designed primarily to analyze 
this file type, although these programs may also have the 
capability for other less common, and possibly proprietary, 
file types. Key features of the .fcs file type are the inclusion 
of keywords that can identify specific aspects of how the 
data were collected and the listing of all the data collected 
for every event in an event- by- event manner. Collecting 
data in this manner permits experiments to be compen-
sated and analyzed repeatedly, if desired. These data are 
visually displayed as one-  or two- dimensional graphs or 
frequency histograms. Data are compensated, as discussed 

previously, before being further analyzed. A very useful as-
pect of .fcs data files is that they can be subjected to gating, 
a process in which one can isolate a specific population 
of cells from others (e.g., lymphocytes in whole peripheral 
blood) in the same sample for further analysis. Gates can 
be combined using Boolean logic to further specify pop-
ulations to be studied. Thresholds for determination of 
positive versus negative fluorescence staining can be estab-
lished through the use of negative controls, fluorescence- 
minus- one (FMO) controls, or isotype controls, although 
the use of this last is controversial, as control isotypes are 
seldom matched for both concentration and fluorochrome- 
to- protein ratio. FMO controls consist of a sample in 
which all markers and fluorochromes are present except for 
the one for which a threshold of positive staining needs 
to be determined. These are particularly useful for markers 
where the positive staining does not result in a discrete 
population of positive cells, but rather the staining appears 
as a continuum of events extending from the negative pop-
ulation (as frequently observed in staining for intracellular 
cytokines or markers of cellular activation).

By segmenting data displays with the use of markers— or, 
in the case of two- dimensional plots, quadrants— statistical 
information can be obtained about specific cellular popu-
lations, such as what percentage of the parent gate these 
represent; what percentage of the total these represent; the 
mean, mode, and peak fluorescence intensity of these cells; 
and the spread (CV) of the cells. These statistics can eluci-
date differences found among samples due to reasons such 
as interindividual variations or effect of some type of treat-
ment or intervention.

Historically, data analysis has been performed man-
ually, perhaps aided by the use of layout templates or 
“batch” processing, in which multiple data files can be 
sequentially introduced into a standard analysis layout. 
For low- dimensional studies this is a feasible, albeit sub-
jective, approach for thoroughly analyzing the cell popu-
lations represented by these data. The issue of subjectivity 
in manual analysis should not be taken lightly. As illus-
trated by Maecker et al. (27, 28), one of the main sources 
of variability in interlaboratory comparisons of flow cy-
tometry data arises from manual gating. When analyzing 
high- polychromatic flow cytometry data, the weaknesses of 
manual gating become glaring: the sheer numbers of po-
tential populations make these data nearly impossible to 
thoroughly manually analyze, and the subjective nature 
makes variability unacceptably high, particularly in rare 
populations. Therefore, it is most common for these files to 
be analyzed in a guided (directed) manner, in which only 
predetermined immunophenotypes are studied and the 
gating strategies to study these populations are determined 
at the time of designing the panel. This tremendously sim-
plifies data analysis, but may leave some novel findings un-
discovered. To address the issues associated with manual 
gating, considerable effort has been directed at devising 
algorithms capable of semi-  or fully automated analysis of 
flow cytometry data. Historically, this has been a difficult 
task, as populations of cells characterized by dim, hetero-
geneous, and/or nondiscrete staining presented significant 
obstacles for accurate identification. This effort has been 
facilitated in many cases by the use of open- source soft-
ware from Bioconductor and consortium efforts such as 
FlowCAP (69–73). These resources alleviate the need to 
“reinvent the wheel” for every effort at automation by pro-
viding basic tools useful in many of these approaches and 
by providing sample data for “challenges” to understand 
how well any given approach is working.
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SUMMARY
Recently, manufacturers have begun to develop cytometers 
that diverge from traditional paradigms in various manners. 
One example is the Imagestream flow cytometer developed 
by Amnis- EMD Millipore. This cytometer is capable of cap-
turing multicolor images of every cell that passes through 
the instrument, while at the same time collecting multi-
color immunophenotyping data. This is achieved by replac-
ing photomultiplier tubes for the collection of fluorescence 
data with CCD cameras and through the use of prisms to 
separate different wavelengths of fluorescent light and time- 
delay integration to achieve bright, sharp image resolution.

Another novel approach to fluorescence- based flow cy-
tometry is multispectral flow cytometry as exemplified by 
the SP6800 Spectral Analyzer recently developed by Sony 
Biotechnology. This instrument has standard laser excitation 
and focusing using sheath fluid, and for a flow cell (point of 
cell- laser interrogation) uses a microfluidic chip. More im-
portantly, it uses an array of 32 detectors to capture the entire 
spectrum of emitted fluorescent light (currently from 500 to 
800 nm) (65, 74). The result of this is to improve the under-
standing of spectral overlap among the emitted fluorescence 
signals and to better establish spectral compensation values, 
particularly between fluorochromes with similar, but distinct, 
emission spectra. By doing this, it is theoretically possible 
to run and analyze more fluorochromes (and hence cellular 
markers) within the same bandwidth compared to cytome-
ters constructed with a more traditional approach.

Finally, it is worth noting that flow cytometers are be-
ginning to be developed that are not based on the detection 
of fluorescence. The leading example of this is the CyTOF 
developed by DVS, Inc. (66). This instrument replaced 
fluorescence with a mass spectroscopy- based time- of- flight 
measurement of heavy- metal isotope labels. Elimination of 
fluorescence removes the need for fluorescence compensa-
tion, thus facilitating easier high- dimensional immuno-
phenotyping, as well as for the collection of data on more 
parameters. Although this approach has technical draw-
backs in terms of yield and throughput, it is a milestone in 
moving away from the reliance on fluorescence- based assays 
and the accompanying technical limitations.
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Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is a rare, 
life- threatening acquired hematopoietic stem cell disor-
der resulting from the somatic mutation of the X- linked 
phosphatidylinositol- glycan complementation class A 
(PIG- A) gene (1–4). In normal individuals, this gene en-
codes an enzyme involved in the first stage of glycophos-
phatidylinositol (GPI) biosynthesis. In PNH, as a result of 
the mutation(s) in the PIG- A gene, there is a partial or ab-
solute inability to make GPI- anchored proteins, including 
complement- defense structures such as CD55 and CD59 
on red blood cells (RBCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) 
(5–8). Absence of CD59 in particular (9, 10) and CD55 on 
RBCs is largely responsible for intravascular hemolysis asso-
ciated with clinical PNH (reviewed in reference 11).

CLINICAL FEATURES OF PNH
Clinical features of PNH include intravascular hemolysis 
(that leads to hemoglobinuria), bone marrow failure, and 
thrombosis, with the latter being a major cause of morbidity 
and mortality (12, 13). Prior to the advent of the complement 
C5 inhibitor eculizumab, 35% of PNH patients died within 5 
years of diagnosis even with the best available treatment (12).

There is a well- documented relationship between aplastic 
anemia (AA) and PNH (12, 13), and with modern, high- 
sensitivity assays, up to 70% of AA patients have shown PNH 
clones (14–16). Some reports suggest that PNH+ AA patients 
respond to immunosuppressive therapy (IST) (17, 18), while 
other studies show that 10 to 25% of AA patients will exhibit 
a PNH clonal expansion and progress to clinical PNH (19).

Small populations of GPI- deficient PNH clones have 
been reported in patients with early- stage myelodysplas-
tic syndrome (MDS), particularly the refractory cytopenias 
with unilineage dysplasia (RCUD) variant (13, 17). Prelim-
inary analysis of data from a large study of patients with AA, 
MDS, and other bone marrow failure syndromes ( EXPLORE) 
showed a significant number of MDS patients to have GPI- 
deficient cells. However, statistical reanalysis of those data 
generated solely with high- sensitivity methodologies from 
the same study found much lower incidences of true PNH 
clones in MDS (20).

WHO SHOULD BE TESTED FOR PNH?
PNH is a very rare disease with a prevalence of about 16 
cases per million and only about 1.3 new cases diagnosed per 

million per year (Hill A, Platts PJ, Smith A, Richards, SJ, 
Cullen MJ, Hill, QA, Roman E, Hillmen P, unpublished ob-
servations). Nevertheless, the life- threatening and progres-
sive nature of PNH warrants testing of appropriate patient 
populations at risk of PNH with early diagnosis essential for 
improved patient management and prognosis in PNH (21, 
22). Such groups include:

1. Unexplained cytopenias (with evidence of increased 
levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), low haptoglo-
bin, or elevated reticulocyte count)

2. All AA patients and refractory- anemia MDS (with 
evidence of elevated LDH or low haptoglobin).

3. Unexplained thrombosis (despite anti- coagulation, 
in patients <50 years of age, in unusual sites, e.g., 
cerebral, hepatic portal, dermal vein), with evidence 
of elevated LDH, low haptoglobin or elevated reticu-
locyte count, or with other clinical manifestations of 
PNH (abdominal pain, chest pain, dyspnea, dyspha-
gia, severe fatigue).

4. All patients with unexplained Coombs- negative he-
molytic anemia, hemoglobinuria, and/or hematuria.

EARLY METHODS TO TEST FOR PNH
Because PNH was initially recognized as a type of hemolytic 
anemia, the earliest assays focused on RBCs. These included 
the Ham test (23) and the sugar- hemolysis test (24), both of 
which demonstrated the increased sensitivity of PNH RBC 
to complement- mediated hemolysis. The more specific com-
plement lysis- sensitivity test showed that PNH cells lysed at 
lower concentrations than did normal cells (25). This test 
also led to the recognition (26) that some PNH patients have 
a population of cells with intermediate complement sensitiv-
ity (type II), which show an intermediate life span between 
normal RBCs (type I, 120 days) and the most sensitive PNH- 
type RBCs (type III, 10–15 days). These tests were laborious, 
difficult to standardize, and neither specific nor sensitive.

EVOLUTION OF FLOW CYTOMETRIC 
METHODS TO DETECT PNH
Since the early 1990s, flow cytometric detection of cells 
lacking expression of GPI- anchored surface molecules has 
become established as the method of choice for diagnosing 
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and monitoring PNH. Because of the historical role of RBCs 
in the diagnosis of PNH, early flow cytometric methods to 
detect PNH relied on detecting the loss of CD55 and CD59, 
two GPI- linked structures expressed on normal RBCs and 
WBCs (27, 28). Most laboratories used FDA- approved kits 
(Cellquant and Redquant, BioCytex, Marseille, France) or 
developed in- house assays that used CD55 and CD59. Typ-
ically, RBCs were identified and gated by forward vs side 
scatter in logarithmic mode (FS log vs SS log) and assessed 
using single- parameter histograms for CD55 and/or CD59 
expression. Flow cytometric analysis of RBCs in nontrans-
fused patients was used to enumerate the type III (complete 
GPI- antigen deficiency) and type II (partial GPI- antigen 
deficiency) PNH clones. Type I (normal GPI- antigen ex-
pression) represented remaining normal RBCs.

Flow cytometric analysis of WBCs used light scatter in 
linear mode (FS Lin versus SS Lin) to gate neutrophils in 
lysed whole- blood samples with similar assessment of CD55 
and/or CD59 expression using single- parameter histograms.

ISSUES WITH EARLY FLOW METHODS
Although the ability to rapidly detect GPI- deficient cells by 
flow cytometry (27–29) has led to improved diagnosis, pa-
tient management, and prognosis in PNH and related dis-
orders, simple CD55/CD59- based approaches were neither 
accurate nor sensitive below the 1 to 4% clone size, rendering 
them inadequate to detect small PNH clones present in most 
PNH+ AA and MDS cases (30). Furthermore, with respect 
to RBCs, simple “routine” assays that do not employ CD235a 
(anti- glycophorin a) to gate RBCs are susceptible to the ef-
fects of inaccurate pipetting and poor sample mixing (30) as 
well as identifying CD55/CD59- negative events that are not 
RBCs. Such errors can result in false- negative staining with 
CD55/CD59 antibodies and potentially lead to misdiagnosis.

Inaccurate results (“false positives” and “false negatives”) 
can also be generated by suboptimal instrument setup, se-
lection of poor antibody clones/conjugates that exhibit 
suboptimal signal- to- noise ratio, selection of poor con-
jugates of otherwise good clones, inadequate selection of 
lineage- specific gating antibodies/conjugates, and poor gat-
ing strategies. Finally, inexperience in interpretation of re-
sults, together with the use of nonstandardized, potentially 
misleading reporting forms, can all lead to misdiagnosis and 
dangerous clinical consequences.

With respect to the detection of GPI- deficient WBCs, 
an increasingly wide range of monoclonal antibodies have 
become available to detect GPI- anchored proteins (31), 
potentially obviating some of the shortcomings of simple 
CD55/CD59- based assays. Additionally, a variety of more 
sensitive approaches have more recently been developed for 
PNH WBC detection based on the fluorescent derivative of 
bacterial pro- aerolysin (FLAER) (30, 32–36). FLAER- based 
assays, whether alone or cocktailed with other antibodies, 
are still not universally deployed, however, and recent data 
from external quality assurance programs have highlighted 
the variable capabilities of laboratories to accurately detect 
WBC PNH clones in stabilized whole- blood samples (37).

Over the last few years, a humanized monoclonal anti-
body against the terminal complement protein C5 (38) (Ec-
ulizumab; Alexion, Cheshire, CT) has been approved for 
the treatment of patients with hemolytic PNH. This drug 
significantly reduces hemolysis, transfusion requirements, 
and thrombosis. It has improved the quality of life of PNH 
patients (39, 40) and has had a major impact on life ex-
pectancy of those with PNH (41–43). Therefore, accurate 

detection and monitoring of PNH clones have become in-
creasingly important priorities for clinical flow laboratories 
performing PNH screening.

ROUTINE VERSUS HIGH- SENSITIVITY FLOW 
CYTOMETRY
To address these issues, the International Clinical Cytom-
etry Society (ICCS) published guidelines for the diagnosis 
and monitoring of PNH and related disorders by flow cytom-
etry (22). A variety of approaches for “routine” and “high- 
sensitivity” analyses (required in cases of MDS or AA) were 
outlined therein for both RBC and WBC lineages. How-
ever, standardized- operating protocols (SOPs) utilizing spe-
cific assay cocktails were not identified and defined analytic 
strategies were not detailed.

The development and validation of sensitive, standard-
ized methodologies are essential to reliably detect GPI- 
deficient PNH phenotypes, especially for PNH clone sizes of 
less than 1%. Preliminary data from one large study of over 
10,000 patients has shown that 40% of samples positive 
for the presence of PNH cells contain GPI- deficient cells 
at a level of 1% or less (Illingworth A, unpublished obser-
vations). Given that standardized, robust, high- sensitivity 
assays have now been developed (see below), we believe the 
dichotomy between routine and high- sensitivity assays (22) 
to be a false one and, from the technical perspective, irrel-
evant. The same high- sensitivity assays that are required to 
accurately detect very minor populations of GPI- deficient 
cells can also be used to detect PNH in patients with large 
clones; the only difference is in how the assays are deployed 
with respect to the numbers of cells acquired for accurate 
and precise determinations of GP- deficient cell numbers.

HIGH- SENSITIVITY ASSAYS FOR PNH RBCs 
AND WBCs

General Requirements
For high- sensitivity RBC analysis in particular, where a 
CD235a and CD59 combination is required, it has been 
problematic to identify conjugates that in combination do 
not cause major aggregation of red cells while still maintain-
ing a good signal- to- noise ratio and the ability to adequately 
separate type II and type III PNH RBCs from normal (type 
I) cells (30). It is also the authors’ experience that there is 
much variability between different antibody clones/conju-
gates among reagents used in the analysis of PNH in WBC 
lineages.

To successfully develop highly sensitive assays that are also 
robust and reliable, careful selection and titration of antibody 
clones/conjugates for lineage- specific gating (RBCs, neutro-
phils, and monocytes) and specific GPI- antigen detection 
within each cell lineage is required. The detection of rare 
PNH phenotypes in RBCs, neutrophils, and monocytes also 
requires proper assay- specific instrument setup (light- scatter 
voltages, photo- multiplier tube [PMT] voltages, and opti-
mal fluorescence compensation) and rigorously maintained 
instrument fluidics and clean cell- washing reagents. Once 
established, the frequencies of PNH phenotypes in all three 
lineages in multiple normal samples must be determined. Ad-
ditionally, the sensitivities of the assays have to be validated 
by titrating (“spiking”) a PNH sample into a normal sample. 
The essential elements of high- sensitivity RBC, neutrophil, 
and monocyte assays were recently published in the Practical 
Guidelines (44 and supplementary data).
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High- Sensitivity RBC Assay
In the development of a robust high- sensitivity RBC assay, a 
variety of CD235a and CD59 clones/conjugates were tested 
from several vendors in order to optimize and standardize a 
two- color flow assay for the detection of PNH RBCs (44 and 
supplementary data).

Antibody Clone/Conjugate selection for  
High- sensitivity PnH RBC Detection

RBC- Gating Antibodies
CD235a (glycophorin A) is currently the only gating 

reagent available that specifically identifies mature RBCs. 
Preliminary screening of CD235aFITC and CD235aPE con-
jugates of clone KC16 (Beckman Coulter) showed the phyco-
erythrin (PE) version to cause far more aggregation of RBCs 
(even after extensive titration) than its fluorescein isothio-
cyanate (FITC)- labeled counterpart (30). We subsequently 
screened a number of other CD235a antibody conjugates for 
this assay. Recommended conjugates are listed in Table 1.

GPI- Specific Antibodies
While loss of the GPI- linked CD55 and CD59 struc-

tures was traditionally used to detect PNH RBCs (27, 28), 
CD55 is inferior to CD59 (22) due to its dim expression 
and inability to delineate type II and type III PNH RBCs. 
For the Practical Guidelines (44) we thus focused on identi-
fying CD59PE conjugates that offered the best separation 
of type I, type II, and type III RBCs. Several conjugates 
have been evaluated, and those recommended are listed 
in Table 1.

As CD235a antibodies in particular are known to cause 
significant RBC aggregation, all CD235a and CD59 anti-
body conjugates were individually titrated against RBCs 
from normal individuals to minimize this effect, while still 
providing adequate separation of type I, II, and III cells. 
It is important to note that all CD235a conjugates and 
the CD59PE conjugates of MEM43 and OV9A2 required 
considerable dilution below saturating levels to obviate 
this problem. Once optimally titrated, individual CD235a 
and CD59 conjugates were admixed in two- color combi-
nations. Combinations of CD235aFITC (clone KC16 or 
10F7MN)/CD59PE (clone MEM43 or OV9A2) proved 
to be the best combination for delineating normal type I 
RBCs as well as type II and type III PNH populations in all 
samples tested.

Instrument setup Considerations: RBCs
For light scatter and PMT voltage setup, a normal blood 
sample was diluted 1:100 with clean phosphate- buffered sa-
line (PBS). Forward- angle (FS) and side- angle (SS) light- 
scatter voltages were established in log:log format such that 
the cluster of unstained normal RBCs could be identified 
towards the middle of the bivariate histogram (see Fig. 1A, 

plot 1). When voltages are set in this manner, the pres-
ence of red- cell aggregates and other debris can be readily 
addressed. The discriminator/threshold should be set to ex-
clude as much debris as possible while not excluding any of 
the RBC- target population.

For setting the FL- 1 and FL- 2 PMT voltages, all com-
pensation is set to zero and the PMT voltages are estab-
lished without the use of “baseline offset” for instruments 
so equipped. Gated RBCs from region R1 of plot 1 were dis-
played on an FL- 1 versus FL- 2 plot and the PMT voltages 
were adjusted so that the cells were comfortably on- scale 
(see Fig. 1A, plot 2). Two- color compensation adjustments 
were performed with samples individually stained with 
CD235aFITC (Fig. 1A upper- right plot) and CD59PE (Fig. 
1A, lower- right plot). Instrument setup was verified by ana-
lyzing a fresh normal sample stained, as outlined below, with 
the optimized CD235aFITC/CD59PE antibody cocktail 
(Fig. 1B, plots 1–3).

RBC staining Protocol using CD235aFItC/CD59Pe 
Cocktail
Anti- coagulated (EDTA is preferred, but heparin can also 
be used) peripheral- blood samples should be less than 48 
hours old.

1. Prepare a 1:100 dilution of the sample with clean 
PBS.

2. Prepare antibody cocktail: Add 15 μl (1.5 μl/test) of 
CD235aFITC (clone KC16 Beckman Coulter) and 5 
μl (0.5 μl/test) of CD59PE (clone MEM43 Invitro-
gen) to 180 μl PBS*
Comment: Based on individual titrations of single 
lots of CD235aFITC and CD59PE, a cocktail of these 
reagents should be prepared. Examples are shown in 
Fig. 1.

3. Pipette 100 μl of diluted blood sample into a test tube 
using reverse- pipetting to avoid aerosol generation.

4. Pipette 20 μl of this diluted cocktail and add directly 
into the blood in the test tube with gentle mixing by 
up- and- down pipetting.

5. After careful removal of the pipette tip to avoid 
touching the sides of the tube, mix the sample by 
gently swirling the sample using a slow- speed vortex, 
again taking care not to generate aerosols.

6. Incubate the sample in the dark for 20 min at room 
temperature (incubation up to 60 min has been 
validated).

7. Wash twice with PBS by centrifugation, as is required 
to optimize separation of type I, II, and III RBCs.

8. Resuspend in 0.5 to 1.0 ml of PBS.
9. “Rack” the sample (drag across a hard plastic or metal 

test tube rack several times) to disrupt any RBC ag-
gregates generated by the staining/washing procedure 
immediately before acquisition on the cytometer.

10. Acquire sample immediately, as delays longer than 15 
min after the final washing step can show decreased 
CD235a staining and increased levels of reaggregation.

11. Acquire a minimum of 100,000 RBCs (gated on FS 
log vs SS log) in list mode for clinical test samples.

12. If two or more events were displayed in the type III 
PNH RBC region, data acquisition should be contin-
ued until 1 million events are acquired.

An example of the assay performed on a known PNH 
case is shown in Fig. 1C. With appropriate sample process-
ing, the level of observed aggregates could be kept to 1.5% 
or less.

TABLE 1 Recommended antibody conjugates for 
high- sensitivity detection of PNH RBCs

Target 
cells

Antibodies and 
conjugates Purpose Clone and 

(vendor)

RBC CD235- FITC Gating RBCs KC16 (BC)
10F7MN (eBio)
JC159 (DAKO)

CD59- PE GPI- linked for 
RBC

OV9A2 (eBio)
MEM- 43  

(Invitrogen)
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High- Sensitivity Four- Color WBC Assays

Antibody Clone/Conjugate selection for Four- Color 
High- sensitivity PnH WBC Detection

Gating Reagents for Neutrophils and Monocytes
In developing highly sensitive assays for neutrophils and 

monocytes, the ICCS Guidelines (22) stressed the need 
to use an antibody for gating each lineage as well as two 

GPI- specific markers for each lineage. While CD33 can be 
used to gate on both neutrophils and monocytes (30, 34), 
this reagent is not as effective as CD15 for delineating neu-
trophils or as effective as CD64 for delineating monocytes 
(44, 45), with MDS samples being particularly problematic 
(unpublished observations). Additionally, we have found 
occasional samples that failed to stain with CD33 conju-
gates regardless of which CD33 clone is used. Consequently, 

A.

B.

C.

FIGURE 1 (A) Instrument setup for high- sensitivity RBC assay. Light- scatter voltages were established in 
logarithmic mode such that RBCs from a diluted normal PB sample clustered in the middle of the plot (left). 
Gated RBCs from region R1 were displayed on FL- 1 versus FL- 2 plot and PMT voltages were adjusted to get 
the unstained RBCs properly on- scale (middle). Samples were single stained with either CD235aFITC (top 
right) or CD59PE (bottom right) and compensation was adjusted to reduce spectral overlap. (B) Analysis 
of normal RBCs. Normal RBCs stained and acquired using the instrument settings established in panel A. 
RBCs gated in R1 (left) and displayed on CD235aFITC versus FS plot (middle). CD235a+ RBCs were 
gated in R2 and aggregated RBCs (see arrow; 0.23% of total) were excluded as shown. Cells from R1 and R2 
were displayed on CD235aFITC versus CD59PE (right). A second sample stained only with CD235aFITC 
was analyzed to approximate the location of the type III gate (gate III). (C) Analysis of fresh PNH sample. 
A PNH sample was stained as described with the optimized RBC protocol as outlined in the Methods, and 
analyzed as described for the normal sample (panel B). Aggregated RBCs (0.43%) were excluded by gate R2. 
The sample contained 42.47% PNH type III cells and 6.02% PNH type II cells.
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conjugates of CD15 (for neutrophils) and CD64 (for 
monocytes) were selected for this purpose. Because of the 
variety of laser combinations available on legacy and newer- 
generation instruments, selection of specific clones/conju-
gates for gating neutrophils and monocytes must be done on 
an instrument- specific basis. Recommended gating reagents 
for neutrophils and monocytes for various instrument types 
are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for Beckman Coulter (BC) and 
Becton Dickinson (BD) instruments, respectively.

GPI- Specific Reagents for Neutrophils and 
Monocytes
Although CD55 and CD59 have been widely deployed to 

detect PNH since the development of the earliest flow- based 
assays (27, 28), recent studies using stabilized whole blood 
have shown that these reagents are not optimal for the de-
tection of PNH neutrophils and monocytes (37). The ICCS 
Guidelines identified CD24, CD16, and CD66b along with 
FLAER as the most reliable reagents for PNH neutrophil 
detection. However, CD16 is polymorphic and is not ex-
pressed on eosinophils or immature neutrophils, rendering it 
less useful for the analysis of some MDS cases. With respect 
to CD66b, most conjugates of this reagent are incompatible 
with FLAER- based assays, and even PE- conjugated CD66b 

was found to be inferior to CD24 for delineating PNH 
neutrophils from their normal counterparts (46). Thus, we 
selected CD24 and FLAER as GPI- specific reagents for neu-
trophil assessment and CD14 and FLAER as GPI- specific 
reagents for monocyte assessment (44). For analysis on the 
FACSCalibur instrument (BD), CD15APC (clone HI98) 
and CD45PerCP (clone 2D1) (BD) were used together with 
FLAER and CD24PE.

In subsequent studies (47) performed to optimize four- 
color cocktails for both neutrophils and monocytes that 
could be used on BC and BD platforms, a large number of 
other clones/conjugates were extensively evaluated. The re-
agents found to be optimal for the four- color neutrophil and 
monocyte assays on BC and BD instruments are shown in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Instrument setup Considerations: WBCs (Fig. 2 and 3)
For light- scatter voltage setup for WBC, 100 μl of a lysed 
and washed normal- blood sample was used. FS and SS light- 
scatter voltages were established in linear mode and the 
voltages were adjusted such that all major leukocyte subsets, 
including lymphocytes, were clearly visible above the FS 
threshold (see Fig. 2, plot 1, and Fig. 3, plot 1, for neutrophil 
and monocyte assays, respectively).

TABLE 3 Recommended reagent conjugates for high-sensitivity detection of PNH WBCs: 
Becton Dickinson instruments

Target 
cells Antibodies and conjugates Purpose Clone and 

(vendor)

WBC FLAER- Alexa488 GPI- linked (all lineages) NA (Cedarlane)
CD24- PE GPI- linked (neutrophils) SN3 (eBio)

ML5 (BD)
CD14- PE GPI- linked (monocytes) 61D3 (eBio)

MOP9 (BD)
CD157- PE GPI- linked (neutrophils and monocytes) SY11B5 (eBio)
CD15- APC (4- color) Gating neutrophils HI98 (BD)
CD15- eFluor450 (5- color)
or CD15- v450
or CD15- PerCP- eFluor710a

Gating neutrophils MMA (eBio)
MMA (BD)
MMA (eBio)

CD64APC Gating monocytes 10.1 (BD)
10.1 (eBio)

CD45- PerCP
CD45- APC- H7a

Debris exclusion and pattern recognition 2D1 (BD)

aFor two- laser Canto, use FLAER, CD157- PE, CD45APC- H7, CD64APC, CD15- PerCP- eFluor710.

TABLE 2 Recommended reagent conjugates for high-sensitivity detection of PNH WBCs: 
Beckman Coulter instruments

Target 
cells Antibodies and conjugates Purpose Clone and 

(vendor)

WBC FLAER- Alexa488 GPI- linked (all lineages) NA (Cedarlane)
CD24- PE GPI- linked (neutrophils) SN3 (eBio)

ALB9 (BC)
CD14- PE
CD14APC- A700 (6- color)

GPI- linked (monocytes) 61D3 (eBio)
RMO52 (BC)

CD157- PE GPI- linked (neutrophils and monocytes) SY11B5 (eBio)
CD15- PC5 Gating neutrophils 80H5 (BC)
CD64- PC5 (4- color)
CD64- ECD (5- color)
CD64PC7 (6- color)

Gating monocytes 22 (BC)

CD45- PC7
CD45- KO (6- color)

Debris exclusion and pattern recognition J33 (BC)
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For BC instruments, setting the PMT voltages was per-
formed with all compensation set to zero and the voltages 
were established with the baseline offset off. Because of the 
different emission spectra of Alexa488 and FITC, compen-
sation was established using a FLAERAlexa488- stained sam-
ple in the FL- 1 channel. Thus, the FL- 1 PMT voltage was 
established using a PNH sample that contained some PNH 
lymphocytes. The sample was single- stained with FLAER-
Alexa488, and the FL- 1- PMT voltage was adjusted so that 
PNH lymphocytes were comfortably on scale. A second sam-
ple was stained with CD3PE, and the FL- 2- PMT voltage was 
adjusted to ensure that non- T lymphocytes were also comfort-
ably on scale. This procedure was repeated using CD3PECy5. 
The FL- 5- PMT voltage was set using a sample stained with 
the pretitrated volume of CD45PECy7, and the PMT was set 
so that lymphocytes were positioned at the end of the 3rd 
decade of fluorescence of the 4- decade log scale of the FC500 
cytometer. These voltages were used for the compensation 
process. Compensation adjustments on the FC500 were made 
using blood samples individually stained with either FLAER 
Alexa488 (FL- 1), CD45PE (FL- 2), CD45PECy5 (FL- 4), or 
CD45PECy7 (FL- 5). In the case of the CD45 conjugates, all 
individual reagents were pretitrated to so that lymphocytes 
were positioned at the end of the 3rd decade of fluorescence. 
Instrument settings were verified by analyzing a PNH sample 

and a normal sample stained with a FLAER, CD24PE, CD-
15PECy5, and CD45PECy7 cocktail.

The methodology outlined above can also be used on a 
BC Navios instrument.

For BD FACSCalibur instrument set up, PMT settings 
were established for the FL- 1 and FL- 2 channel as described 
above for the FC500 platform. The FL- 3 PMT was set with a 
sample stained with pretitrated volume of CD45PerCP and 
the voltage was adjusted to position the lymphocytes at the 
end of the 3rd decade of fluorescence. The FL- 4 PMT was 
set as per FL- 1 and FL- 2 PMTs using a pretitrated volume 
of CD3APC. Compensation was performed with Calibrite 
beads and FACSComp software and verified with a PNH 
and a normal sample stained with a FLAER, CD24PE, CD-
45PerCP, and CD15APC cocktail.

WBC staining Procedure for optimized neutrophil 
and Monocyte Cocktails
All individual antibodies were verified for appropriate re-
activity with target cells and titrated to optimize specific 
staining performance prior to being cocktailed for use in the 
high- sensitivity FLAER- based neutrophil and monocyte as-
says. The ICCS Guidelines recommended staining samples 
within the first 48 hours from sample draw (22) when white- 
cell viability is high.

FIGURE 2 Example of high- sensitivity neutrophil assay. A sample from a long- term PNH patient was 
stained with FLAER, CD24PE, CD15PECy5, and CD45PECy7. Light- scatter voltages were established 
so that all nucleated cells were visible above the forward- scatter threshold (top left) and debris was ex-
cluded with a combination of light scatter and CD45 gating (top middle). CD45+ events were displayed 
on CD15 versus SS plot (top right) and neutrophils (bright CD15, high SS) were gated. Neutrophils 
displayed on a FLAER versus CD24 plot (bottom row, right) and PNH neutrophils (FLAER- negative, 
CD24- negative) were enumerated in the lower left quadrant. Normal neutrophils were enumerated in the 
upper right quadrant. Lymphocytes were gated by a combination of CD45/SS staining (top middle plot) 
and lack of CD15 expression (not shown) and assessed for PNH phenotypes in the lower- left quadrant. 
Normal T lymphocytes (FLAER+, CD24- negative) are visible in the lower right quadrant and normal B 
lymphocytes (FLAER+, CD24+) are visible on the upper right quadrant.
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1. Using reverse- pipetting, pipette 100 μl of fresh pe-
ripheral blood carefully into the bottom of a test tube 
without touching the side of the tube.

2. Add an appropriate volume of “neutrophil” (FLAER-
Alexa488, CD24PE, CD15PECy5, and CD45PECy7) 
or “monocyte” (FLAERAlexa488, CD14PE, CD-
64PECy5, and CD45PECy7) cocktail directly to the 
blood aliquot in the bottom of the tube and mix gen-
tly but thoroughly as described above for the RBC 
assay.

3. Incubate for 20 min in the dark.
4. Lyse the RBCs using an appropriate lysing agent. 

ImmunoPrep, Versalyse (BC), FACSLyse (BD), or 
ammonium chloride- based lysing agents are all ac-
ceptable; those containing fixatives may help retain 
cellular integrity better than those that do not.

5. After lysing, wash cells once with PBS.
6. Resuspend in 1 ml of PBS and acquire on the 

cytometer.
Note: Samples should be acquired immediately, as de-
lays can cause light- scatter changes, especially when 
fixative- free lysing agents are used.

7. Acquire a minimum of 50,000 neutrophils and 5,000 
monocytes in list mode (neutrophil and monocyte as-
says, respectively) for clinical test samples.

8. If small numbers of GPI- deficient cells are ob-
served, acquisition times should be increased until a 

statistically reliable number of “PNH phenotypes” are 
acquired (generally 50 to 100 PNH cells).

PRESENCE OF TYPE II POPULATIONS IN 
NEUTROPHILS AND MONOCYTES
The presence of RBCs with intermediate expression of 
CD59 (type II RBCs) has been reported extensively in the 
literature, describing RBCs with a partial protection from 
complement- mediated lysis, which have an intermediate 
life span between normal type I RBCs and type III PNH 
RBCs (complete absence of CD59). The presence of type 
II phenotypes in WBCs (neutrophils and monocytes) can 
also be seen in a subset of PNH patients since the advent 
of more modern, FLAER- based assays (Illingworth A, un-
published observations). The clinical significance of these 
type II populations in WBCs is uncertain at this time but, 
as for RBCs, it is important to include both type II and type 
III WBCs in a combined estimate of the total PNH- clone 
size. More recently, a greater range of GPI- specific reagents 
have been tested and optimized for use in combination 
with FLAER. CD14 (monocyte assay) and CD157 (neutro-
phils and monocyte assays) in particular can show a very 
pronounced separation between type II and type III WBCs 
when type II cells are present. The range of fluorescence 
intensities observed in samples containing type II cells can, 
in some cases, render very difficult the delineation of type II 

FIGURE 3 Example of high- sensitivity monocyte assay. A sample from a long- term PNH patient was 
stained with FLAER, CD14PE, CD64PECy5, and CD45PECy7 and analyzed in a manner similar to that 
shown for the neutrophil assay in Fig. 2. CD45+ events were displayed on CD64 versus SS plot (top 
right) and monocytes (bright CD64, intermediate SS) were gated. Monocytes were displayed on a FLAER 
versus CD14 plot (bottom row, right) and the PNH monocytes (FLAER- negative, CD14- negative) were 
enumerated in the lower left quadrant. Lymphocytes were gated by a combination of CD45/SS staining 
(top- middle plot) and lack of CD64 expression (not shown) and assessed for PNH phenotypes in the lower 
left quadrant. Normal lymphocytes (FLAER+, CD14- negative) are visible in the lower right quadrant.
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PNH cells from normal type I cells. Two examples of sam-
ples containing both PNH type II and type III neutrophils 
and monocytes are shown in Fig. 4A and 4B.

High- Sensitivity Five- Color WBC Assays

Antibody Clone/Conjugate selection for Five- Color 
High- sensitivity PnH- WBC Detection
Other than CD24 and CD14 on neutrophils and monocytes, 
respectively, the expression of a variety of other GPI- linked 
structures on various blood cell lineages has been documented 
in peripheral blood (31, 47) and bone marrow (48). CD157 is 
another GPI- linked structure expressed on both neutrophils 
and monocytes that has been identified as a potentially useful 
reagent for the detection of GPI- deficient cells (31, 47, 48). 
However, until recently, CD157 was only available in FITC- 
conjugated form, ruling out its use in FLAER- Alexa488- 
based assays. The recent availability of a PE- conjugated 
version of CD157 (clone SY11B5, eBioscience) allowed di-
rect comparison with CD24PE and with CD14PE in the 4- C 
neutrophil and 4- C monocyte protocols, respectively. It was 
subsequently shown that CD157PE was superior to CD24PE 
in the neutrophil assay and also compared favorably with 
CD14PE in the four- color monocyte assay. This study also 
showed that the four- color CD157 assays performed in an 
equivalent manner with similar sensitivities on PNH samples 
containing a wide range of clone sizes and exhibited similar 
low background rates on normal samples (46). Interestingly, 
the CD157- based assays tend to separate the type II neutro-
phils and type II monocytes from the type III neutrophils and 
type III monocytes more effectively compared to the CD24/
CD14- based assays (see below).

Instrument setup Considerations for Five- Color WBC 
Assay
The excellent performance of the CD157PE conjugate in 
both four- color neutrophil and monocyte assays raised the 
possibility that a single five- color combination of FLAER, 
CD157, CD64, CD15, and CD45 could be used to simulta-
neously evaluate GPI- deficient neutrophils and monocytes 
with a single tube for those with access to cytometers with 
five or more PMTs (46).

Beckman Coulter instruments
Light scatter and PMT voltages for the five- color assay 

on both FC500 and Navios cytometers were performed as 
above for the four- color assays except that the FL- 3 PMT 
voltage was established using unstained B lymphocytes in 
a CD3ECD- stained sample. For compensation settings for 
the five- color assay, a sample stained with CD45ECD at pre-
titrated volumes was used. For FC500 and Navios platforms, 
the compensation matrix was verified with a PNH sample 
and a normal sample stained with a five- color cocktail com-
prising FLAER, CD157PE, CD64ECD, CD15PECy5, and 
CD45PECy7.

Becton Dickinson instruments
For FACSCanto II instruments with eight PMTs, light- 

scatter voltages were established using unstained cells. The 
PMT voltages for FLAER CD157PE, CD45PerCP, and 
CD64APC were established as described above. The PMT 
voltage for CD15eFluor450 (clone MMA, eBioscience) (or 
conjugate MMAv450, BD) was established using unstained 
lymphocytes in a CD15- stained normal blood sample. 
Compensation was performed with antibody- capture beads 
(UltraComp eBeads, eBioscience, or CompBeads, BD), 
except for FLAER, in which FLAER- stained lymphocytes 

were used. The compensation matrix was verified using a 
PNH sample and a normal sample stained with FLAER, 
CD157PE, CD45PerCp, CD64APC, and CD15eFluor 450 
(Table 3). For FACSCanto instruments equipped with six 
PMTs and two lasers, a slightly modified reagent- conjugate 
cocktail is required (see Table 3) that utilizes FLAER, 
CD157PE, CD15PerCP- eFluor710 (clone MMA, eBiosci-
ence), CD64APC, and CD45APC- H7.

staining Procedure for Five- Color High- sensitivity 
Combined neutrophil/Monocyte Assay
For analysis on BC instruments,samples were stained as 
above with a five- color cocktail comprising pretitrated vol-
umes of FLAER, CD157PE, CD64ECD, CD15PECy5, and 
CD45PECy7. For analysis on a BD Canto II, a cocktail com-
prising FLAER, CD157PE, CD45PerCP, CD64APC, and 
CD15eFuor450 was used. All other sample- processing steps 
were performed as described above for the four- color neu-
trophil and monocyte assays. An example of a PNH sample 
stained with the five- color assay and analyzed on a BC Navios 
cytometer is shown in Fig. 5. Assays to validate the sensitivity 
(lower limits of detectability) and background rates of PNH 
phenotypes in 10 normal samples for the five- color assays 
were performed as described above for the four- color assays 
and were found to be essentially identical to the predicate 
four- color neutrophil and monocyte assays.

High- Sensitivity Six- Color WBC Assays

Antibody Clone/Conjugate selection for six- Color 
High- sensitivity PnH WBC Detection
For laboratories equipped with cytometers with six or more 
PMTs, it is possible to design six- color assays for single- tube, 
simultaneous, high- sensitivity analysis of PNH neutrophils 
and PNH monocytes. Such reagent cocktails are composed 
of FLAER along with carefully selected and validated conju-
gates of CD15, CD64, CD24, CD14, and CD45. Instrument 
setup and compensation matrices are established along the 
lines outlined above for the five- color assays. An example 
of a six- color assay on a Navios cytometer is shown in Fig. 
6 of a fresh PNH sample stained with FLAER, CD24PE, 
CD15PC5, CD64PC7, CD14APC- A700, and CD45KO. 
Assays to validate the sensitivity (lower limits of detectabil-
ity) and background rates of PNH phenotypes in 10 normal 
samples for this six- color assay were performed as described 
above for the four- color assays and were found to be essen-
tially identical to the predicate four- color neutrophil and 
monocytes assays (46).

QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
Before deployment of high- sensitivity assays to detect GPI- 
deficient PNH cells in the clinical laboratory, it is important 
not only to optimize instrument and reagent performance, 
but to establish the sensitivity of the assay and establish the 
background level of PNH phenotypes in multiple normal 
samples (49, 50). In addition, ongoing quality control needs 
to be in place to ensure that established analytic specifica-
tions are controlled during patient testing.

Strategies for Ongoing Antibody- Conjugate 
Verification
For laboratories that perform testing for PNH only occa-
sionally, it is recommended that staining cocktails for all 
deployed assays be checked on a normal sample at least 
once per month to ensure all antibody conjugates are stain-
ing in the expected manner (44, 49). It is also important to 
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A. B.

FIGURE 4 (A) Example of normal sample stained with high- sensitivity neutrophil assay. Normal sam-
ple stained and analyzed exactly as described in Fig. 2. Gated neutrophils displayed on FLAER versus 
CD24 plot (right) and zero PNH neutrophils were detected in the lower left quadrant. (B) Example of 
normal sample stained with the high- sensitivity monocyte assay. Normal sample stained and analyzed 
exactly as described in Fig. 3. Gated monocytes displayed on FLAER versus CD14 plot (right) and only 1 
PNH monocyte phenotype was detected in the lower left quadrant.
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compare old lots of staining reagents with new lots, includ-
ing cocktails (as recommended) to assure the performance 
of new reagent lots. Normal- blood samples are also adequate 
for this purpose.

For laboratories performing regular testing for PNH, it 
is not necessary to monitor assay performance in the afore-
mentioned manner, as most samples that arrive for testing 
are normal with respect to PNH. Thus, normal RBCs serve 
as “internal controls” for instrument/reagent performance in 
the RBC assay. Similarly, performance of reagents used in 
four- color and five- color WBC assays can be closely mon-
itored using internal controls. Lymphocytes provide excel-
lent internal negative- control populations for all the critical 
reagents used in the four-  and five- color WBC assays. For 
example, gating reagents CD15 and CD64 stain neutrophils 
and monocytes, respectively, while neither reagent should 
stain lymphocytes in the four- color assays. CD24 stains B 
lymphocytes (internal positive control) but not T cells (in-
ternal negative control) and CD14 stains normal monocytes 

(internal positive control) but not lymphocytes (internal 
negative control). Lymphocytes also serve as internal posi-
tive control for FLAER. Even for samples that contain effec-
tively 100% PNH neutrophils and monocytes, lymphocytes 
can be observed to show that reagent performance is appro-
priate. While PNH lymphocytes can be found in patients 
who have had disease for some time, normal lymphocytes 
can always be detected that stain with FLAER, thus provid-
ing an internal positive staining control for this reagent. For 
the five- color WBC assay, CD157 stains both neutrophils 
and monocytes but does not stain lymphocytes.

Fluorescence- Minus Two Controls
Whichever WBC assays are employed, they should also 
be verified on a bona fide PNH sample when the opportu-
nity arises. Sharing of such samples among laboratories is 
strongly recommended for this rare disease where feasible. 
If a PNH sample is unavailable, instrument settings can 
be checked by staining a “fluorescence- minus- two” (FM2) 

FIGURE 5 Five- color, single- tube, CD157- based assay for PNH neutrophil and monocytes. A fresh 
sample from a long- term PNH patient was stained with FLAER, CD157PE, CD64ECD, CD15PECy5, 
and CD45PECy7 and data were acquired on FC500. Debris was removed with light scatter (top row, left) 
and CD45 gating (top row, middle). Neutrophils (middle row, left) and monocytes (middle row, middle) 
were identified and gated based on CD15 and CD64 expression, respectively. Gated neutrophils (bottom 
row, left) and monocytes (bottom row, middle) were displayed on FLAER versus CD157 plots and PNH 
neutrophils and monocytes (FLAER- negative, CD157- negative) were identified. Gated lymphocytes (in-
ternal controls) were identified and sequentially gated based on CD45 and SS (top row middle) and lack 
of CD64 staining (not shown) and displayed on FLAER versus CD157 (top row, right) or FLAER versus 
CD64 (middle row, right) and FLAER versus CD15 (bottom row, right).
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sample in which only the gating antibodies CD45 and 
CD15 (neutrophil assay) or CD45 and CD64 (monocyte as-
say), or CD45, CD15, and CD64 (five- color assay), are used 
to stain a normal sample (in reference 44, see Fig. 9 and 10, 
respectively, of supplementary data). In FM2 stainings, all 
gated neutrophils, gated monocytes, and gated lymphocytes 
express a PNH phenotype since the GPI- specific reagents 
were not added. If these populations are not clearly visible 
and on- scale, PMT voltages and compensation matrices 
should be adjusted.

Ongoing Control of Assay Quality
Once the assay performance is established, the monitoring 
of internal cellular controls during patient- sample testing, 
as outlined above, is critically important. These internal- 
control cells verify not only antibody/reagent performance 
but can also indicate possible issues within the patient sam-
ple which may not be apparent in normal controls. Finally, 
rigorous monitoring of such internal cellular controls allows 
the cytometrist to monitor instrument performance, includ-
ing PMT and compensation settings.

ASSAY VALIDATION
Using the standardized four- color neutrophil and mono-
cyte assays described above on stabilized PNH whole- blood 
preparations, results have demonstrated very good interlab-
oratory performance characteristics among expert labora-
tories (51). Using fresh samples and the same standardized 
four- color assays, another recent study demonstrated good 
intra-  and interlaboratory performance characteristics for 
both precision and reproducibility analyses and excellent 
correlation and agreement between centers for all target 
PNH clone sizes, even in laboratories with little prior expe-
rience performing PNH testing (52).

CONSIDERATIONS FOR VALIDATION OF 
HIGH- SENSITIVITY PNH ASSAYS

Verification of Instrument Set- Up and Antibody 
Performance
For instruments initially set up in the manner described 
above for RBCs (“High- Sensitivity RBC Assay”), the anal-
ysis of a normal sample will appear as shown in Fig. 1C.

FIGURE 6 Six- color single- tube assay for PNH neutrophil and monocytes. Fresh PNH sample stained 
with FLAER, CD24PE, CD15PECy5, CD64PC7, CD14APC- A700, and CD45KO. Data acquired on 
Navios cytometer equipped with three lasers and 10 PMTs. Neutrophils were gated by sequential analysis of 
light scatter, CD45 gating, and CD15 expression (top row). Gated neutrophils were displayed on FLAER 
versus CD24PE plot (top right) to delineate PNH neutrophils (lower left quadrant) from normal neutrophils 
(upper right quadrant). Monocytes were sequentially gated by light scatter, CD45, and bright CD64 expres-
sion (bottom row, left). CD64- gated monocytes were displayed on adjacent FLAER versus CD14APC- A700 
plot and PNH monocytes (lower left quadrant) were delineated from normal monocytes (upper right quad-
rant). Lymphocytes were gated by a combination of light scatter and CD45/SS staining and displayed on 
four bivariate dot plots (right lower and right bottom rows) displaying FLAER versus CD24, CD14, CD15, 
and CD64 to confirm optimal instrument setup/compensation and validate the performance of all antibody 
conjugate used in the assay.
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For instruments initially set up as described above for 
four- color WBC assays (“High- Sensitivity Four- Color WBC 
Assays”), the analysis of a normal sample with the neutro-
phil and monocyte assays will appear as shown in Fig. 7A 
and 7B, respectively.

For those using the single- tube, five- color, CD157- based 
assay described above (“High- Sensitivity Five- Color WBC 
Assays”), the analysis of a normal sample will appear as 
shown in Fig. 6.

Determining Assay Sensitivity
Since very small numbers of PNH phenotypes can be de-
tected in some cases of AA and MDS, it is important to 
know the sensitivity of the assays deployed in the clinical 
laboratory. Assay sensitivity is determined by two factors: 
the absolute lower limit of detectability of bona fide PNH 
cells, and the assay “background” on normal samples.

Lower Limit of Detectability of PnH RBCs
When the opportunity arises to test a bona fide PNH sample, 
it is recommended that a serial dilution or “spiking” exper-
iment be performed in which the (1:100 prediluted) PNH 
blood is titrated into a similarly prediluted ABO blood type- 
matched normal- blood sample. Typically, a titration range of 
1:10 through 1:10,000 is used (44). The spiked samples are 
stained in the normal manner, washed twice, racked, and ac-
quired. Up to 1 million RBCs may need to be acquired on the 
more dilute samples to obtain the most statistically reliable 
results. Spiking experiments performed as above have estab-
lished that as few as 20 type III PNH RBCs can be detected in 
a list mode file of 1 million RBCs with our assay (44).

Lower Limit of Detectability of PnH WBCs
A spiking experiment is used to establish the lower limit of 
detectability of PNH neutrophils and PNH monocytes in 
the same manner as that used for the high- sensitivity RBC 
assay, except undiluted blood samples are used. Spiked 
samples are stained in the normal manner with the four- , 
five- , or six- color reagent sets and washed twice, and the 
data are acquired on the cytometer. Data acquisition times 
of up to 15 min may be needed to obtain sufficient PNH 
phenotypes at the higher dilutions. Spiking experiments 
performed with the four- color neutrophil, four- color mono-
cyte (44), and five- color combined assays (46), as well as 
the six- color combined assays, showed that the neutrophil 
assays could reliably detect as few as 10 PNH phenotypes 
per 100,000 neutrophils while the monocyte assays were 
slightly less sensitive due to the lower frequencies of mono-
cytes in PB samples.

Verification of RBC and WBC Assay Backgrounds
Blood samples from normal individuals have been shown 
previously to contain very small numbers of neutrophils 
with PNH phenotypes (53). To establish background fre-
quencies of PNH RBC, PNH neutrophil, and PNH mono-
cyte phenotypes in normal- blood samples with our assays, 
20 normal samples were screened with each assay in keeping 
with recently established International Guidelines (50, 54). 
For the RBC protocol, a range of two to six events falling in 
the type III RBC region per million RBCs was found (44) 
(see example shown in Fig. 1B). These data, together with 
the spiking experiments described above, establish the RBC 
assay sensitivity at better than 0.01%.

A.

B.

FIGURE 7 Examples of two samples containing type II neutrophils and monocytes. (A) Samples 
stained with five- color CD157- based assay (top row) or four- color neutrophil (bottom left plot) or four- 
color monocyte (bottom right plot) assays. CD157 separates PNH type II neutrophils from type III cells 
more effectively than CD24. When major populations of type II cells are present, as shown in case 1, this 
can lead to difficulty in delineating type I cells from PNH type II cells. This issue is also apparent in com-
paring CD157 (top right) and CD14 staining (bottom right) of monocytes.
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For the four- , five- , and six- color neutrophil assays, fre-
quencies of PNH phenotypes in normal samples were in the 
0 to 6 per million range. Similar data were obtained from the 
four- , five- , and six- color monocyte assays. Thus the neutro-
phil and monocyte assays described here have sensitivities 
in the 0.01% and 0.04% ranges, respectively (44, 46).

With increasing deployment of the CD157- based five- 
color assays, we and others have detected rare non- PNH cases 
that failed to express (in total or in part) detectable CD157 in 
both neutrophil and monocyte lineages (Sutherland DR, un-
published observations). While the cause of this is currently 
under investigation, users of CD157- based assays should be 
aware of this issue. Given the built- in redundancy of the as-
says described herein, such cases were not misinterpreted as 
bona fide PNH, because FLAER expression on WBC lineages 
and CD59 expression on RBCs was entirely normal.
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The pioneering studies of Thomas et al. in the late 1950s first 
established that a cellular component of syngeneic bone mar-
row was capable of regenerating multilineage hematopoiesis 
in cancer patients receiving supralethal doses of radiation (1, 
2). For the next 20 or more years, the majority of autologous 
and allogeneic hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell trans-
plants were performed utilizing bone marrow as a source of 
stem cells (reviewed in reference 3). Circulating stem cells 
were also detectable in steady- state peripheral blood but were 
extremely rare, as evidenced by their low plating efficiency 
relative to marrow leukocytes in early colony- forming cell 
assays (4). Although blood stem/progenitor cells could be 
collected from steady- state peripheral blood by leukaphe-
resis, the number of procedures required to obtain sufficient 
cells for transplant initially precluded their widespread use 
(5). With the development of more sophisticated colony- 
forming cell assays, a variety of reports in the mid- 1980s 
clearly demonstrated the feasibility of obtaining clinically 
useful numbers of peripheral blood stem/progenitor cells 
from cancer patients recovering from chemotherapy (6–8). 
The availability of a number of hematopoietic cytokines used 
either singly or in combination with other cytokines and/or 
chemotherapy (9) has facilitated the harvesting of peripheral 
blood stem cells (PBSC) to the point where it is a preferred 
alternative to marrow for autologous and, increasingly, allo-
geneic transplantation (reviewed in reference 10).

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM/PROGENITOR CELLS 
EXPRESS THE CD34 ANTIGEN
An important phenotypic characteristic of the stem/pro-
genitor cells in marrow and peripheral blood responsible 
for multilineage engraftment in the transplant setting was 
initially established in the late 1980s with the development 
of two monoclonal antibodies: My10 (11) and B1.3C5 (12), 
which identified a small number (2 to 4%) of normal mar-
row leukocytes. This population contained the majority of 
colony- forming cells for myeloid and erythroid lineages and 
also contained a few cells exhibiting the phenotypic prop-
erties of primitive lymphoid cells. My10 and 3C5 identified 
similar molecular structures with molecular masses of about 
110,000 (110 kDa) and were designated “CD34.” Semi-
nal studies using a CD34 antibody called 12.8 (13), which 
uniquely cross- reacted with a similar subset of baboon 

marrow cells, conclusively demonstrated that the CD34 an-
tigen was also expressed on true hematopoietic stem cells 
that could reconstitute long- term multilineage hematopoie-
sis in lethally irradiated animals (14). Subsequent studies on 
humans (15) confirmed that CD34+ cell transplants were 
safe, durable, and potentially therapeutically effective.

TRANSPLANTATION OF  
HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS:  
MEASURING GRAFT ADEQUACY
When using bone marrow as a source of stem cells, a total 
nucleated cell count of 2.5 × 108 nucleated cells/kg patient 
weight will reliably permit hematopoietic reconstitution 
(16). However, the increased use of PBSC for autologous 
and allogeneic transplantation evolved in the absence of 
any consensus means to assess the engraftment potential of 
the stem cell product. In the past, the majority of centers 
performing PBSC transplants relied on the ability of har-
vested cells to form hematopoietic colony- forming units 
for granulocytes and macrophages (CFU- GM) in methyl-
cellulose cultures to assess graft quality. Reinfusion of 105 
CFU- GM/kg of body weight was usually sufficient for recon-
stitution of hematopoiesis following marrow ablative ther-
apy. However, this assay takes at least 10 days to “read- out” 
and it cannot measure the most primitive stem cells in the 
graft that mediate long- term engraftment. Furthermore, 
due to technical differences in the way these assays were 
performed between different centers, it was difficult to per-
form meaningful comparisons on data obtained from differ-
ent institutions. Thus, the minimum numbers of CFU- GM 
required to ensure durable and reproducible hematopoietic 
reconstitution were difficult to establish (17).

Clinically useful numbers of hematopoietic stem cells 
can also be found in umbilical cord blood (CB) (18, 19), 
and studies in animal models (20, 21) have indicated that 
CB represents a particularly rich source of hematopoietic 
stem/progenitor cells. Thereafter, a large number of CB 
banks were established worldwide that utilized a variety of 
methods of collection, processing (with or without T- cell 
depletion), and cryopreservation. In many cases, rapid, re-
liable, and standardized methods to measure the effects of 
such manipulations on the engraftment potential of the 
post- thawed CB product were not universally employed.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch19
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GRAFT ASSESSMENT BY CD34∙ CELL 
ENUMERATION AND FLOW CYTOMETRY
Graft assessment by direct quantitation of CD34+ cells us-
ing flow cytometry theoretically obviated the limitations 
of CFU assays, and the CD34+ cell population encom-
passes the most primitive stem cells in addition to matur-
ing, lineage- committed progenitors (22, 23). Furthermore, 
a standardized flow cytometry assay should generate data 
that are more directly comparable between different trans-
plant centers. Multiparameter flow cytometry can address 
not just quantitative issues but can also allow a qualitative 
(i.e., CD34+ cell subset) assessment of the PBSC product 
or of the level of T- lymphocyte contamination in a CD34+ 
cell- selected product in the allotransplant setting. Thus, 
accurate enumeration of CD34+ cells can provide crucial 
clinical information to the transplant physician. Currently, 
flow cytometry is the only methodology capable of rapidly 
measuring this most clinically useful surrogate marker of 
graft adequacy in all sources of hematopoietic stem cells.

CLINICAL ISSUES IN ENUMERATING STEM 
CELLS BY FLOW CYTOMETRY
Most transplant centers now determine graft adequacy based 
on the number of CD34+ cells/kg of patient body weight. 
Early on, the absolute CD34+ cell number was obtained 
by determining the percent CD34+ cells by flow cytometry 
and multiplying it by the absolute leukocyte count as de-
termined by an automated hematology analyzer (so-called 
two- platform methodology). Using such technology, the 
recommended minimum number of CD34+ cells was 107/kg, 
although in the absence of a standardized assay to enumer-
ate CD34+ cells, a full consensus on the latter figure was 
difficult to establish (24, 25). In addition to determining 
the yield, the number of CD34+ cells mobilized to the pe-
ripheral blood is also a predictor of the success of apheresis 
(26) and can be used to monitor the on- line yield of CD34+ 
cells if necessary (27). Optimally timing the harvesting of 
CD34+ cells may be particularly important in patients who 
have received extensive prior therapy and exhibit poor bone 
marrow function. For such “poor mobilizers,” daily measure-
ments of the CD34+ cell concentration in the circulation to 
optimize early collection may have merit.

More recently, there has been a shift in interest from 
the minimum number of stem cells required, to attempts 
to maximize the CD34+ cell dose, a factor that has been 
shown by several investigators to correlate inversely with 
time to engraftment of neutrophils and platelets (28). Fur-
thermore, rapid reengraftment may correlate not only with 
total CD34+ cell dose, but also with the presence or absence 
of certain specific subsets of CD34+ cells (29). The clini-
cal interest in subset analysis of rare populations of CD34+ 
cells adds to the complexity of this assay and to demands 
on the clinical flow laboratory. Ultimately, the number of 
viable CD34+ cells (or subsets thereof) actually reinfused to 
patients is the most clinically important variable determin-
ing graft success or failure. A systematic evaluation of viable 
stem cells from the time of collection to actual reinfusion 
would be ideal to the quality assurance of these products. 
We envision this process to involve measurements of pe-
ripheral blood CD34+ cells in patients to optimally time 
apheresis, to evaluate the yield of viable cells postcollection, 
and to evaluate the number of viable CD34+ cells postcryo-
preservation actually infused.

To be clinically relevant, any flow cytometric assay 
must meet the following criteria: (i) it must correlate with 

a clinically meaningful outcome such as time to multilin-
eage engraftment; (ii) it must be applicable for the different 
stem cell products (i.e., peripheral blood, cord blood, and 
bone marrow); (iii) it must provide timely results (less than 
2 hours) and must be reproducible between institutions; (iv) 
it should be sufficiently flexible to permit more sophisticated 
qualitative analysis of CD34+ cell subsets using a multipara-
metric approach; (v) it should be able to determine the vi-
ability of the target (i.e., CD34+) population; and (vi) it 
should be a single- platform assay (see below).

EARLY METHODS TO MEASURE CD34∙ CELLS 
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY
Siena et al. (9) were the first to describe a flow cytomet-
ric method to measure percent CD34+ cells. Initially, this 
method was based on mononuclear cell enrichment by 
density gradient centrifugation, followed by staining using 
indirect immunofluorescence techniques. The subsequent 
development of what became known as the Milan protocol 
(30) was due to the availability, around 1990, of CD34 an-
tibodies which could be conjugated with fluorescein (FITC) 
without loss of binding activity. With the subsequent com-
mercial availability of phycoerythrin (PE) conjugates of 
high- affinity CD34 antibodies, the accuracy and sensitivity 
of Milan- type protocols were slightly increased. The gating 
strategy utilized simple forward- angle (FSC) versus side- 
angle (SSC) light scatter to set a denominator. An isotype- 
matched control was used to set the positive analysis region 
for CD34+ cells. In the CD34 antibody- stained sample, the 
number of events that stained brighter than the control and 
exhibited low to intermediate SSC were counted and used 
as the numerator in the calculation of percent CD34+ cells. 
The total number of events counted was 50,000 or a mini-
mum of 50 CD34+ events. 

Although a number of minor developments were sub-
sequently incorporated to improve the Milan method, the 
inherent difficulties in enumerating bona fide CD34+ cells in 
increasingly diverse sources of hematopoietic stem cells led 
to the development of more sophisticated methods utilizing 
multiparameter gating strategies. Bender et al. (31) devel-
oped a multiparameter assay in which an FITC- conjugated 
CD45 antibody which only stains nucleated white blood 
cells was used to generate a more stable denominator. Gated 
CD45+ events were then analyzed in a manner similar to the 
Milan protocol, using an isotype control and CD34 staining 
versus SSC analysis to enumerate CD34+ cells. Although 
early methods to enumerate CD34+ cells were usually ad-
equate for fresh peripheral blood and apheresis products in 
pristine condition, they were not sufficiently robust to be 
broadly applicable to the range of sample types that were 
increasingly being contemplated for use in the transplant 
settings (32, 33). Early assays were developed without tak-
ing into account the structural characteristics of the CD34 
and CD45 molecules and the chemical composition of the 
epitopes detected by different monoclonal antibodies to 
these structures (see below). Not all conjugates of all CD34 
antibodies were effective at detecting all glycoforms of the 
CD34 molecule (see below).

STATISTICAL ISSUES IN RARE- EVENT 
DETECTION
CD34+ cell enumeration by flow cytometry is an example 
of rare- event analysis, and as such, Poisson statistics apply, 
where the standard deviation (SD) is equal to the square 
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root of the target events counted. Therefore, in order to en-
sure a coefficient variation (CV) of no higher than 10%, at 
least 100 CD34+ cells need to be collected in the list-mode 
file. In other words, the lower the frequency of the target 
population, the larger the data file needs to be to satisfy 
Poisson statistics. Rare- event analysis also requires that the 
flow cytometer be rigorously cleaned and maintained, prop-
erly set up, and compensated for multiparameter analysis.

APPROPRIATE CONTROLS FOR RARE- EVENT 
DETECTION
Another key issue in rare- event detection is how to dis-
tinguish specific staining of such events from nonspecific 
staining of perhaps a greater number of events. Some iso-
type controls stain more events nonspecifically than are 
stained specifically in some samples, and modern CD34+ 
cell enumeration methodologies have dispensed with their 
use entirely (34, 35). Instead, these methods have adopted a 
multiparameter approach utilizing Boolean gating strategies 
to distinguish specific from nonspecific staining. To further 
analyze subsets of already rare populations, modern strate-
gies utilize the so- called “fluorescence- minus- one” (FMO) 
approach (36) in which all reagents are added to the control 
tube except for the key marker of interest. The control tube 
is analyzed for the same length of time and number of events 
as the test.

TECHNICAL ISSUES IN CD34∙ CELL 
ENUMERATION BY MULTIPARAMETER FLOW 
CYTOMETRY

CD34 Antigen: Structural Considerations and 
Choice of Fluorochromes
The CD34 antigen is a heavily glycosylated O- sialoglyco-
protein (reviewed in references 37 and 38), the structural 
characteristics of which have important implications for 
the choice of an appropriate CD34 antibody clone for flow- 
based enumeration techniques (38, 39). Due to their de-
pendence on terminal sialic acids, which are only found on 
the most fully glycosylated/processed forms of CD34, class I 
epitope- detecting CD34 antibodies generate the most aber-
rant data in clinical samples, whereas class II and class III 
reagents detect similar if not identical numbers of CD34+ 
cells in a wide variety of normal and abnormal samples. 
Thus, for accurate enumeration of rare CD34+ cells in he-
matopoietic samples, it is important to use a CD34 antibody 
that detects all glycosylation variants of the molecule, i.e., 
class II or class III antibodies (37–41).

It is generally advantageous to utilize an antibody con-
jugated to the brightest fluorochrome excitable, i.e., PE, by 
an argon laser- based flow cytometer. After parallel analysis 
of a large number of normal blood, cytokine- mobilized pe-
ripheral blood, cord blood, and normal marrow samples, as 
well as of CD34+ cell lines that fail to express some class I 
CD34 epitopes, it is our experience that commercially made 
PE conjugates of the clones QBEnd10, 8G12, and 581 can 
be utilized with confidence (39–41). As described in detail 
elsewhere, if FITC conjugates of CD34 antibodies have to 
be used, only class III reagents such as HPCA2 and 581 can 
be recommended since these reagents detect similar if not 
identical numbers of CD34+ cells in parallel analyses of 
clinical samples using the International Society of Hemato-
therapy and Graft Engineering (ISHAGE) protocol (see be-
low) as their PE- conjugated versions (38, 39). In general, all 
potential conjugates that may be used should be rigorously 

evaluated alongside currently validated reagents before 
their introduction into the clinical laboratory. Overall, it is 
critically important to select an appropriate CD34 antibody 
clone that retains high specificity and avidity of binding af-
ter conjugation to the designated fluorochrome.

CD45 Antigen: Structural Considerations and 
Choice of Fluorochromes
Several protocols have been developed that use CD45 
antibodies to gate total nucleated white blood cells, this 
number serving as the denominator in the calculation of 
percent CD34+ cells. For such protocols, it is important 
that pan- CD45 antibodies that detect not just all isoforms, 
but all glycoforms, of this mucin- like molecule are used. In 
this respect, the clones J33, T29/33, and HLE- 1 can be used 
with confidence (39–41). Note, however, that the peridinin 
chlorophyll protein (PerCP) conjugate of HLE- 1, while us-
able on benchtop cytometers equipped with low- powered 
lasers, can be problematic if used on cell sorters equipped 
with higher- powered lasers. Of note, a very small fraction of 
CD34+ cells that do not express CD45 comprises endothe-
lial cells, which have been reported in increased numbers 
in the blood of patients with solid tumors (42). Although 
other pan- CD45 antibodies can be used for CD34+ stem cell 
enumeration, the selected reagent should be carefully evalu-
ated prior to routine use in clinical protocols, as at least one 
pan- CD45 clone (e.g., clone ALB12, Beckman- Coulter) 
has been shown to detect a glycosylation- dependent epitope 
(D. R. Sutherland, unpublished data).

CD34∙ CELL ENUMERATION USING 
SEQUENTIAL BOOLEAN GATING
Accurate enumeration of rare events such as CD34+ cells in 
heterogeneous clinical samples by flow cytometry represents 
a serious challenge for both clinical and research laborato-
ries. Cytometers measure events, whether they are white 
cells, red cells, platelets, dead cells, or debris. Therefore, to 
eliminate nonleukocytes and debris from the analysis and 
generate a much more stable denominator against which to 
measure CD34+ cells, we used anti- CD45 as a counterstain 
as described previously (31). However, we also took advan-
tage of the observations of Borowitz et al. (43) indicating 
that leukemic blast cells, which exhibit light scatter proper-
ties generally similar to those of lymphocytes, express lower 
levels of CD45 on their surfaces, thus providing a means 
of delineating lymphocytes from normal blast cells using 
this surface marker. Just as lymphocytes, monocytes, and 
granulocytes form discrete clusters on CD45 staining versus 
side- scatter analysis, so do CD34+ cells. Thus, a sensitive 
and accurate multiparameter flow methodology was devised 
that utilizes the maximum information available of four pa-
rameters: CD34 and CD45 staining and forward-  and side- 
angle light scatter. These four parameters were combined in 
a sequential or Boolean gating strategy that was usable on a 
variety of sources of hematopoietic stem cells (44). Thereaf-
ter, this basic protocol was incorporated into a set of clinical 
guidelines constructed for ISHAGE, now called the Inter-
national Society for Cellular Therapy, to enumerate CD34+ 
cells in peripheral blood and apheresis products (39).

The ISHAGE protocol is sensitive, being capable of 
detecting 10 to 20 CD34+ cells per 100,000 CD45+ nu-
cleated white blood cells. The method is highly specific 
when appropriate pan- CD45 antibodies (that detect all 
isoforms and glycoforms) and CD34 conjugates (that de-
tect all CD34 glycoforms) are used (see below). It is quick 
and can be performed on a variety of single-  and dual- laser 
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flow cytometers, with only basic software being required for 
data analysis. The basic ISHAGE protocol can be used to 
enumerate CD34+ cells in a variety of normal hematopoi-
etic tissues, including marrow and cord blood, as well as in 
abnormal clinical samples from a variety of disease states. 
CD34+ cells selected from both normal and abnormal mar-
row, cord blood, and peripheral blood samples can also be 
assessed for purity using this flexible method (45).

THE BASIC ISHAGE PROTOCOL AND 
GATING STRATEGY
The ISHAGE protocol and critical issues relating to the 
enumeration of CD34+ cells have been published in de-
tail elsewhere (39–41). Briefly, as shown in Fig. 1 on a 
24- hour- old peripheral blood apheresis sample, the first 
gate (R1) is established from a plot of CD45 staining ver-
sus side scatter. As indicated above, this approach allows, 
during analysis of the list-mode data file, the exclusion of 
red cells, platelets, and other debris commonly found in 
hematopoietic samples, especially those prepared by lyse–
no- wash methods. Sufficient events are acquired in region 
1 (R1, histogram 1) such that at least 100 CD34+ cells are 
displayed in the lymph- blast region, R4 (histogram 4). The 
acquired cells are then sequentially displayed on a plot of 
CD34 staining versus side scatter (histogram 2) and R2 is 
adjusted to include dim and bright CD34+ events with low 
to intermediate side scatter. The events gated by both R1 
and R2 are then displayed in turn on a plot of CD45 fluo-
rescence versus side scatter (histogram 3), and true CD34+ 
cells form a cluster characterized by low CD45 staining (rel-
ative to lymphocytes) and low to intermediate side scatter. 
It is this cluster that determines the size and location of gat-
ing R3. Excluded from this gated cluster (R3) are platelet 
aggregates, nonspecifically stained lymphocytes, monomy-
eloid cells, and debris. The cells gated within regions 1, 2, 
and 3 are then displayed on a light- scatter plot to confirm 
that the selected events fall into a generic lymph- blast re-
gion (R4). The optimal position of gate R4 is set using a 
duplicate plot 6 (containing a duplicate linked R4 gate) dis-
playing lymphocytes gated from R5 on plot 1.

SINGLE- PLATFORM ABSOLUTE CD34∙ CELL 
COUNTING
While the original ISHAGE protocol was a dual- platform 
method requiring percent CD34+ cells measured by flow 
cytometry and the absolute white blood cell count (from 
a hematology analyzer) to derive the absolute CD34+ cell 
content of a sample, the use of dual- platform methods is 
prone to error, particularly if the sample is not in fresh con-
dition, since platelet aggregates, dead cells, and other de-
bris can compromise the accuracy of the absolute leukocyte 
count and the accuracy of the flow analysis. Furthermore, 
the variable presence of nucleated red blood cells in cord 
blood and other samples leads to an overestimate of the ab-
solute CD34+ cell count. By incorporating a known number 
of fluorescent counting beads in the flow cytometric analy-
sis, an absolute CD34+ cell count can be generated directly 
on a flow cytometer, thus eliminating the need for a nu-
cleated cell count from a hematology analyzer (46). Assess-
ment of the ratio between the number of beads and CD34+ 
cells counted allows the direct calculation of the absolute 
CD34+ cell count. This approach is used by Beckman- 
Coulter (Miami, FL) in their Stem- Kit assay, by Dako in 
their CD34 Count Kit, and by Becton Dickinson Biosci-
ences (BD, San Jose, CA) in their single- platform variant of 

the ISHAGE protocol (SCE Kit) using TruCOUNT tubes 
(47). Regardless of which of these single- platform assays 
is used, accurate pipetting of samples (for sample dilution 
or aliquoting purposes) is required. For the single- platform 
ISHAGE protocol with Stem- Kit or CD34 Count Kit assays, 
careful resuspension and accurate pipetting of the beads are 
also critically important.

ISHAGE SINGLE PLATFORM INCLUDING 
VIABILITY ASSESSMENT
In the example shown in Fig. 1, from list-mode data ac-
quired on a BD FACSCalibur cytometer, the basic ISHAGE 
method was modified to include a known number of Flow- 
count fluorospheres (Beckman- Coulter), and ammonium 
chloride lyse–no- wash sample processing was adopted. 
These modifications combine the accuracy and sensitivity 
provided by the sequential gating strategy of the original 
ISHAGE protocol with the capability to generate an abso-
lute CD34+ cell count directly from a flow cytometer (46). 
The number of CD34+ cells are identified as above using 
gating regions R1 to R4 (gate 4 in gate statistics) and com-
pared with the total number of singlet beads counted (con-
centration supplied by manufacturer) in the same list-mode 
file. In the example shown, total beads are gated in R6 of 
plot 5 and displayed on plot 7 (time versus forward scatter). 
Using Boolean gating logic (see Table 1 for details of logical 
gating setup on BD and Beckman cytometers), singlet beads 
are then gated in R7 (G7 in gate statistics). The calculation 
for generating an absolute CD34+ cell count per microliter 
is: (number of CD34+ cells × bead concentration × DF)/
number of singlet beads, where the number of CD34+ cells 
is determined from gate 4 (R1 through R4), the bead con-
centration is specified per lot, DF is the sample dilution fac-
tor, and the singlet bead count is determined from gate 7 
(R6+R7).

The addition of the viability dye 7- amino- actinomycin 
D (7- AAD) to the single- platform ISHAGE method per-
mits the determination of the absolute numbers of viable 
and nonviable CD34+ cells from a sample (46). The ability 
to perform such sophisticated analysis has clinical utility in 
the accurate measurement of viable CD34+ cells in packs 
that may have been manipulated (e.g., purged), potentially 
damaged by shipping to another site for analysis, or other-
wise inappropriately stored prior to analysis. An example of 
how the 7- AAD is incorporated into the ISHAGE single- 
platform method is shown in Fig. 1, plot 8. Viable cells (7- 
AAD+) are gated in R8 and only viable cells from R8 are 
displayed in plots 2, 3, 4, and 6. An absolute viable CD34+ 
cell count of 157/μl is obtained.

When the 7- AAD+ (dead cells) are not excluded (by 
opening gate R8) as shown in Fig. 2, and the gating region 
R4 on plot 5 is adjusted to include all lymphocytes (live plus 
dead) from R5, a total absolute CD34+ cell count of 286/μl 
is obtained.

Figures 1 and 2 were prepared using Cellquest Pro soft-
ware (BD), and an expression editor is established to de-
rive the absolute viable CD34+ cell count from the above 
parameters. Other expression editors are designed to derive 
the other automatically calculated values shown in Fig. 
1 and 2. Of these, the absolute viable CD45+ cell count 
is very important as this value can be compared with the 
white blood cell count obtained from a hematology analyzer 
to confirm the accuracy of the single- platform flow method-
ology. As detailed above and elsewhere (39, 40, 46), for ab-
solute counting of CD34+ cells using bead- based methods, 
accurate pipetting of sample and beads (where appropriate) 
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is critically important to the reliability of the assay. In our 
standardized assay, 100 μl of sample and 100 μl of counting 
beads are used (44, 45).

The absolute viable CD34+ value is multiplied by the 
apheresis pack volume (in liters) to convert this value to an 
absolute CD34+ cell number × 106 per apheresis pack. Note, 

plot 9 shows total CD34+ cells (viable and nonviable) from 
gating regions R1+R2+R3 only and shows viable cells on- 
scale in about the first decade of fluorescence. This plot is 
useful when samples with poor viability are to be analyzed 
as it is easier to set R8 on plot 9 versus plot 8. Addition-
ally, it shows that the fluorescence compensation between 

FIGURE 1 Enumeration of viable CD34+ cells with the single-platform ISHAGE protocol (Stem-Kit) 
on a FACSCalibur cytometer equipped with CellQuest Pro, using 100 μl of a 24-hour-old PBSC sample 
diluted 1/10 with phosphate-buffered saline–1% bovine serum albumin and stained with CD34-FITC, 
CD45-PE, and 7-AAD (Stem-Kit) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After 25 min, the sample 
was lysed with 2 ml fresh NH4Cl. After 10 min at room temperature, 100 μl of Flow-count beads was 
added and the sample was immediately analyzed on the FACSCalibur cytometer running Cellquest Pro 
5.2, as described previously (44, 45, 50). Viable cells (7-AAD-) were gated in R8 of plots 8 and 9; only vi-
able cells were analyzed by Boolean gating, as depicted in plots 2, 3, 4, and 6. The extra viability plot (plot 
8) showing total CD34+ cells (viable and nonviable) can be useful in samples containing large numbers of 
dead cells. This plot also confirms appropriate compensation between FL2 and FL3 PMTs, with the viable 
CD34+ cells clearly visible and properly on-scale and dead cells excluded by R8. Viable lymphocytes (plot 
6) are gated through R8 and R5 to set the lymph-blast region R4. As shown in the lower left quadrant of 
plot 5, the gate is set as a ‘live’ or ‘not’ gate prior to acquisition such that debris in this area resulting from 
the lyse–no-wash sample processing is excluded from the acquired list-mode file. Total beads are gated in 
R6 of plot 5 and singlet beads are identified in R7 of plot 7 (FSC versus time). A forward-scatter threshold 
or discriminator is set below the light scatter of the singlet beads so as to not exclude any beads from the 
data file (see plot 7). A total of 732 viable CD34+ cells were counted in gate 4 (R8 and R1 through R4); 
4,651 single beads were counted in gate 5 (R6 and R7), and the assayed bead concentration was 996/μl. 
Using expression editors, the sample contained 157 viable CD34+ cells/μl and 14,212 viable CD45+ 
cells/μl. CD34+ cell viability was 54.46%.
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photomultiplier tube (PMT) 2 (CD34- PE) and PMT 3 (7- 
AAD) is optimally set with the viable CD34+ cells properly 
on- scale in the first decade or so.

The essential components and fine technical details 
of the single- platform ISHAGE with viability protocol 
(46) are embodied in the “Basic Protocol” constructed for 
Current Protocols in Cytometry (CPC) (40) and its updated 
version (41). They are also embodied in the recommenda-
tions from the European Working Group on Clinical Cell 
Analysis (48), the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute 
document H42- A2 (49), and the American Association of 
Blood Bankers (50), as well as in several national guidelines.

Like earlier versions of the ISHAGE protocols, the 
single- platform derivatives have been developed to work on 
both Beckman- Coulter and BD flow cytometers. However, 
there are minor technical differences in the way the assay is 
set up on the different instruments (detailed in references 
39, 40, and 46). Briefly, there are two main differences. On 
BD instruments, the singlet counting beads are visualized 
using forward angle light scatter versus time (see plot 7 of 
Fig. 1 and 2). Since the beads are detected as smaller events 
than lymphocytes on BD instruments, the forward scatter 
threshold has to be lowered so as not to exclude the beads. 
As shown in plot 7 of Fig. 1 and 2, the lower limit of the sin-
glet beads cluster appears around channel 160, whereas the 
viable lymphocytes shown in plot 5 are found above chan-
nel 280. On the Beckman- Coulter instruments, the beads 
appear above channel 800, so there is no need to adjust the 
forward angle light scatter discriminator from its normal 

setting, just below the smallest lymphocytes (50). However, 
it is our recent experience that certain stabilized samples, 
which are routinely distributed for quality assurance (QA) 
or proficiency testing purposes, exhibit reduced forward 
scatter properties. For the analysis of such samples, it is ad-
visable to increase the forward scatter gain of the Coulter 
instruments to ensure that all CD45+ leukocytes are in-
cluded in the list-mode file. Although the counting beads 
can be detected on the Coulter instruments using the same 
parameters of forward scatter versus time, the presence of an 
extra FL- 3 PMT (optimized to detect phycoerythrin- Texas 
red conjugates) allows the counting beads to be detected on 
an FL3 versus time plot (see Fig. 3, plot 7). By setting the 
singlet bead gating region as a CAL region and inputting 
the bead lot count, the software running the FC500 auto-
matically calculates and prints the absolute viable CD34+ 
and CD45+ (LEUKS) cell counts. The 7- AAD is detected 
in the FL4 channel (Fig. 3, plot 8) (50).

COMMERCIAL KITS FOR CD34∙ CELL 
ENUMERATION BASED ON ISHAGE 
GUIDELINES

1. The Stem- Kit from Beckman- Coulter was the first 
commercial kit to utilize ISHAGE gating criteria to 
identify CD34+ cells. The kit contains CD45- FITC/
CD- 34PE, 7- AAD, and Flow- count fluorospheres 
and is used as described above in Fig. 1–3. The kit 
also contains a CD45- FITC/CD34 isoclonic control 

TABLE 1 Logical gate setup for BD and Beckman instruments
Logical gate setup for Stem- Kit on BD FACSCalibur (Fig. 1 and 2):
 Gate 1: (vCD45): R1 and R8
 Gate 2: R2 and “vCD45”
 Gate 3: R3 and G2
 Gate 4: (vCD34): R4 and G3
 Gate 5 (singlet beads): R6 and R7
 Gate 6: (all CD34): R1 and R2 and R3
 Gate 7: (v lymphs): R5 and R8
 Gate 8: (all CD45): R1 and not R6
 Gate 9: (all beads): R6
Logical gate setup for Stem- Kit on Beckman Coulter FC500 and Stem- CXP auto- software (Fig. 3):
 Gate 1: (viable and CD45+)
 Gate 2: (viable and CD45+ and CD34+)
 Gate 3: (viable and CD45+ and CD34+ and CD45 dim)
 Gate 4: (viable and CD45+ and CD34+ and CD45 dim and CD34+ HPC)
 Gate 5: Beads
 Gate 6: Viable and lymphs
 Gate 7: Beads
 Gate 8: Ungated
 Gate 9: (all CD34): R1 and R2 and R3. *Manual acquisition/analysis only.
Logical gate setup for SCE Kit on BD FACSCanto II (Fig. 4):
 Gate 1: (vCD45): not R7 and R1 and R8
 Gate 2: R2 and “vCD45”
 Gate 3: R3 and G2
 Gate 4: (vCD34): R4 and G3
 Gate 5: R6 (beads)
 Gate 6: (all CD34): R1 and R2 and R3 and not R7
 Gate 7: (v lymphs): R5 and R8
 Gate 8: (all CD45): R1 and not R6 and not R7
 Gate 9: R7 (debris)
 Gate 10: R9 (alternate beads)
Logical gate setup for SCE Kit plus CD3 on BD FACSCalibur (Fig. 6):
 Gates 1–6 and 8–10 as per Fig. 1
 Gate 7: “vCD45” and R10
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to enumerate nonspecifically stained events. In this 
control, unconjugated CD34 antibody is present in 
large excess to block specific staining of PE- labeled 
CD34 present at the same concentration as the test. 
However, given the selectivity of the sequential gat-
ing strategy utilized in this protocol, we have not 
found that the isoclonic control makes a significant 
contribution to the accuracy and reliability of the as-
say (46) and, therefore, we consider this and other 
alternative negative antibody controls to be redun-
dant (reviewed in references 34 and 35). Beckman- 
Coulter has developed a software package that 
automates instrument setup and compensation as well 
as automated data acquisition and analysis of samples 
prepared with the Stem- Kit. This software has been 
developed specifically for use on the Coulter Epics XL 
(Stem One) and, more recently, FC500 instruments 

(Stem CXP). Figure 3 shows an example of a sample 
analyzed with Stem CXP for viable CD34+ cells in a 
fresh apheresis product. Almost identical values were 
obtained by manual gating (not shown). For samples 
in less pristine condition or that contain platelet ag-
gregates, or for bone marrow samples or post- thawed 
samples, extreme care must be taken when using the 
Stem One and Stem CXP software, and manual anal-
ysis of the data file acquired with the autosoftware 
is often required. It is possible to use the Stem- Kit 
on Beckman- Coulter instruments using only manual 
software for both acquisition and analysis, and this is 
often preferred, especially for labs that regularly re-
ceive samples in less than pristine condition.

2. Dako (Denmark) has also produced the CD34 Count 
Kit, which contains CD45- FITC/CD34- PE, 7- AAD, 
an ammonium chloride- based lysing agent, and 

FIGURE 2 Importance of viability dye (7- AAD) inclusion in the analysis of non- fresh samples. Analysis 
of the same sample as in Fig. 1, except that viability discrimination with 7- AAD was NOT applied. When 
gating region R8 is expanded to include both viable and nonviable cells (plots 8 and 9) and region R4 is 
moved to include both live and dead lymphocytes (plot 6), both dead and live CD34+ cells now cluster 
within the duplicate lymph- blast region R4 on plot 4. Both the absolute CD34 and CD45 counts are signifi-
cantly increased versus the values obtained in Fig. 1. Note the extra population of both CD34+ cells (plot 
4) and lymphocytes (plot 6) with reduced forward- angle light scatter; these are the dead CD34+ and dead 
lymphocytes, respectively. Sample contains 286 total (viable + nonviable) CD34+ cells/μl.
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pipettable fluorescent counting beads for use along-
side an ISHAGE gating protocol. The beads in this 
kit are too small to be used with a forward scatter 
threshold and the data are acquired using a threshold 
set on the FL- 1 (CD45- FITC) channel. Additionally, 
like Flow- count beads, a Boolean gate is needed to 
gate the singlet beads.

3. As described by Brocklebank et al. (51), it is also 
possible to perform the ISHAGE protocol using 
TruCOUNT absolute counting tubes (BD) instead 
of a pipettable bead suspension such as used in the 
Stem- Kit and CD34 Count Kit. An advantage of 
this approach is that it eliminates the requirement 
to carefully suspend and accurately pipette the 
counting beads, as the TruCOUNT tubes contain a 
known number of freeze- dried beads. Becton Dick-
inson Biosciences has now developed the BD Stem 
Cell Enumeration Kit (SCE Kit) to closely follow 
ISHAGE gating criteria (47). Again, due to the 
small size of the beads, a threshold cannot be set on 
forward scatter, necessitating its setting on a fluo-
rescence parameter (FL- 1/CD45 FITC). However, 
accurate pipetting is still required if any predilution 
of the sample is required, as well as for the deliv-
ery of the sample into the TruCOUNT tube. Note 
that for TruCOUNT tubes, all beads (singlets and 
doublets) have to be counted (Fig. 4, plot 5, R6, or 
alternatively on plot 9, R9), so an extra Boolean gate 
is not required, in contrast to the singlet bead counts 
required for Stem- Kit and CD34 Count Kits. An 
example of the single- platform ISHAGE protocol 

performed on TruCOUNT tubes is shown in Fig. 
4 (data acquired on Canto II instrument, then ex-
ported in FCS2 format for analysis in Cellquest Pro). 
Another modification that is required when using 
such small counting beads (TruCOUNT and CD34 
Count) involves the setting of an exclusion or de-
bris gate (R7 on plot 6). The reason for this is that 
very small debris and particles produced during the 
lyse–no- wash processing of the sample stain with the 
CD45- FITC reagent (plot 1), and these events can 
significantly increase the absolute CD45+ cell count 
in samples prepared this way. The debris- exclusion 
gate can be set as a ‘not’ gate or as a ‘live’ gate prior 
to data acquisition or later during analysis. In the ex-
ample shown in Fig. 4 from a fresh PBSC sample, the 
debris- exclusion gate was applied after acquisition. 
However, if the gate is set prior to acquisition (which 
can significantly reduce the size of the list-mode file), 
care must be taken to ensure that no lymphocytes are 
excluded. In practice, the R7 gate can be set prior to 
acquisition in the 200 × 200 FSC/SSC setting and 
then optimized during analysis if required. Note, as 
per manual Stem- Kit analysis, plot 8 displays total 
CD34+ cells (viable and nonviable) from gating re-
gions R1+R2+R3 and not R7 and shows viable cells 
on- scale in about the first decade of fluorescence. 
This plot is useful when samples with poor viability 
are to be analyzed, as it is easier to set R8 on this plot 
versus plot 7. Additionally, it shows that the fluo-
rescence compensation between PMT 2 (CD34- PE) 
and PMT- 3 (7- AAD) is optimally set. The absolute 

FIGURE 3 Enumeration of viable CD34+ cells with Stem- Kit and Automated STEM- CXP software 
analysis on a Beckman- Coulter FC500. Fresh apheresis sample diluted 1/10 with phosphate- buffered 
 saline–1% bovine serum albumin. Plot 1: all CD45+ leukocytes, gated on 7- AAD negative (viable) events 
from histogram 8. Plots 2–4 are sequentially Boolean gated from plot 1. Plot 6 is gated on viable lympho-
cytes from plot 1 to allow the discriminator or threshold to be set on forward scatter. Total beads are gated 
as shown in plot 5 and Boolean gated on FL3 (stem count) versus time (plot 7) to enumerate singlets. A 
live gate in the bottom left corner of plot 5 is used to exclude debris from the list-mode file, as described 
for Fig. 1. The leukocyte count (CD45+, from plot 1) was 23.3 × 109/liter, and the absolute viable CD34 
count was 23/μl (from plot 4). The overall CD45+ viability was 95.1% (from plot 8).
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viable CD34+ cell numbers are automatically calcu-
lated using the expression editors in Cellquest Pro 
software according to the formula:

( )
absolute viable CD

beads sample volume l
vCD bead lot count34 34 DF

#
# #

n
=+

One extra plot (plot 9) is shown in Fig. 4 to depict an 
alternative means of gating the beads collected during 
data acquisition. This allows the beads to separate 
better from debris, platelet aggregates, etc., which 
can occasionally contaminate the primary bead- 
gating region R6. We have found that for the analysis 

of purified CD34+ cell fractions, where aggregates of 
CD34+ cells can be present, separating beads from ag-
gregates with R6 can be very difficult and R9 gating 
provides a more accurate way to delineate the beads 
(Sutherland, unpublished observations).

BENEFITS OF SINGLE- PLATFORM CD34∙ 
CELL ENUMERATION
By including an internal reference bead in the analysis, 
CD45 positivity is no longer used as a denominator in the 
calculation of absolute CD34+ cells. The characteristic 
CD45 expression of CD34+ cells is used solely as part of 

FIGURE 4 Absolute viable CD34+ cell counting with the ISHAGE single- platform protocol using 
TruCOUNT tubes and BD FACSCanto II. We used 100 μl of a fresh PB sample stained with CD45- FITC, 
CD34- PE, and 7- AAD in a TruCOUNT tube (SCE Kit). A threshold was established on FL- 1 (CD45- 
FITC, plot 1) because the size of the TruCOUNT beads precludes the use of an FSC threshold. A debris- 
exclusion gate (R7) is also necessary to remove fluorescent debris from the list-mode file (debris visualized 
in lower left of R1). This allows an accurate determination of absolute CD45+ cells to be made. The total 
number of beads in the list-mode file is obtained from R6 of plot 5 (gate G5 = R6). An alternative means 
of enumerating the beads is shown in plot 9. This plot can be useful if aggregates of CD34+ cells are pres-
ent or if other debris contaminates R6 such that the beads cannot be accurately delineated, as can be the 
case in some CD34+- selected samples or in samples containing large amounts of platelet aggregates. Other 
aspects of the analysis were performed as for Fig. 1. Canto II FCS3 data were exported as FCS2 files and 
analysis was performed using Cellquest Pro 6. Gate statistics were obtained from plot 1 (all events). The 
sample contained 113 viable CD34+ cells/μl and 37,170 viable CD45+ cells/μl.
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the sequential gating strategy to accurately identify bona 
fide CD34+ cells. It must be stressed that focused training 
is highly recommended for laboratory staff adopting single- 
platform flow methodologies. Notwithstanding the critical 
requirement for accurate pipetting in single- platform as-
says, addition of counting beads has the advantage of elim-
inating the potential introduction of errors in calculating 
the absolute CD34+ cell count inherent in two- platform 
methodologies (40, 41). The flow cytometrist need not be 
concerned about the presence of nucleated red blood cells, 
platelet aggregates, and dead cells, which can be counted as 
leukocytes by some automated hematology analyzers. While 
the presence of significant numbers of nucleated red cells 
(which play no role in engraftment) in apheresis samples is 
quite rare, they are often abundant in CB collections and 
bone marrow aspirates, and single- platform analysis can sig-
nificantly increase the accuracy of the absolute CD34+ cell 
number in such cases.

NEGATIVE ANTIBODY CONTROLS
Many of the early methods of CD34+ enumeration relied on 
the use of isotype controls to delineate specific from nonspe-
cific staining (9, 25, 30, 31). However, for rare- event analysis 
such as CD34+ cell enumeration, the use of isotype controls 
is not only redundant but can also lead to misleading results 
(32). Given the sequential gating strategy at the heart of 
the ISHAGE method, the use of isotype or isoclonic con-
trol antibodies to assess nonspecific binding of the specific 
antibody or to set the positive analysis region for CD34+ 
cells would be inappropriate (32, 34, 35, 40, 41, 46). This 
approach has also been adopted by the European Working 
Group on Clinical Cell Analysis (48) and the Clinical and 
Laboratory Standards Institute (49).

LYSING AGENTS
While methods for sample preparation for flow cytometric 
enumeration of CD34+ cells include both lyse–no- wash or 
lyse- and- wash steps, single- platform protocols can only be 
processed by lyse–no- wash methods. It is important to note 
that for some apheresis samples and post-thawed samples, 
red cell lysis is neither necessary (for fresh PBSC) nor rec-
ommended (for post- thawed samples), due to either the low 
concentration of red blood cells present (apheresis) or the 
lysis of the red cells inherent in the thawing procedure. As 
the measurement of viability is important in several sample 
types, lysing with simple ammonium chloride- based agents 
is necessary. However, samples lysed in ammonium chloride 
must be rapidly cooled on melting ice immediately after lysis 
(usually for 10 minutes). This will reduce apoptosis induced 
by prolonged exposure to ammonium chloride- based lysing 
agents. In any event, lysed samples must be acquired no later 
than 60 minutes post- lysis (40, 41, 46, 49, 50, 52).

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF CD34∙ CELL 
ENUMERATION
Quality control and quality assurance procedures are a 
necessary part of CD34+ cell enumeration. Basic instru-
ment setup and compensation are important, particularly 
as related to the use of 7- AAD as a viability dye. Clear at-
tention must be paid to the CD34- PE and 7- AAD spectral 
overlap as under-compensation of this can lead to viable 
CD34+ cells being classified as nonviable. Overcompen-
sation, on the other hand, can lead to dead cells being 

included in the live- cell (7- AAD) region. Several manu-
facturers nowadays produce stabilized (fixed) whole blood 
control cells, which can be used as daily process controls. 
Their staining pattern with respect to CD34 and CD45 
reagents can be used as an extra internal control to en-
sure that the FL1 and FL2 parameters of the cytometer are 
adequately set. However, as the cells in such preparations 
are fixed (i.e., dead), all cells take up the viability dye 7- 
AAD. In addition, the light- scatter properties of CD34+ 
cells in stabilized controls are slightly different from those 
of fresh blood, and the degree to which this occurs varies 
between instrument manufacturers. Thus, it is important 
to take these issues into account as they have important 
implications for appropriate instrument setup for the anal-
ysis of stabilized samples. In general, it is important to en-
sure that the FSC gain and FSC threshold (if used) are 
appropriately set specifically for acquisition and analysis of 
such samples. Furthermore, if 7- AAD is used, the viability 
gating region R8 (BD instruments) must be opened fully so 
as not to exclude any cells. An example of the analysis of 
a stabilized whole- blood preparation with the SCE Kit on 
the FACSCanto II instrument is shown in Fig. 5.

Note that it is not recommended that acquisition of sta-
bilized samples be performed using the automated version 
of Stem- CXP software on the Beckman- Coulter FC500 
platform, as the viability gate is locked in an inappropriate 
position for the analysis of such samples.

Flow cytometric analysis of CD34+ cells offers a poten-
tial means to quality assure all aspects of stem cell processing 
from mobilization to reinfusion. By analyzing list mode data 
by a variety of different gating strategies, Chang and Ma (53) 
demonstrated that gating strategies were a major contribut-
ing factor to result variability. For an individual sample, the 
use of different gating strategies could produce as much as a 
2- fold variation in results. In their study, the gating strategy 
used in the ISHAGE protocol was the only method that 
gave reproducible results from all centers of within ±10% of 
the median CD34+ cell value on both peripheral blood and 
PBSC collections. In a study undertaken by the European 
Working Group on Clinical Cell Analysis using the single- 
platform ISHAGE protocol, CVs of <10% were obtained by 
the majority of participating labs on a long- term stabilized 
blood sample with a target CD34+ value of 170/μl (54). 
In a more recent study involving 36 participants from the 
Benelux countries, similar CVs were obtained. In contrast, 
the lowest between- laboratory CVs using dual- platform 
techniques were 16% (Benelux) and 21% (UK National 
External Quality Assessment Service) (55). Thus, the expe-
rience with CD34+ cell counting confirms that the use of a 
common standardized protocol and targeted training, where 
needed, is able to significantly increase reproducibility and 
reduce variation between laboratories.

Data from the UK National External Quality Assess-
ment Service for Leukocyte Immunophenotyping show that 
approximately 70% of users of this program are now claim-
ing to use the ISHAGE gating strategy. Interestingly, a more 
in- depth survey found that up to 40% of the ISHAGE users 
were not deploying the method correctly. Further analysis 
between those groups that were correctly versus incorrectly 
applying the ISHAGE guidelines showed the latter group 
were 32% more likely to be flagged on a QA survey (56). As 
of 2010, 63% of those participating in the College of Amer-
ican Pathologists’ CD34 external quality assurance program 
reported use of the ISHAGE gating strategy. In this North 
American program, interlaboratory CVs are routinely in the 
10 to 15% range.
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SIMULTANEOUS ENUMERATION OF CD34∙ 
AND CD3∙ CELLS IN THE ALLOGENEIC 
TRANSPLANT SETTING USING A MODIFIED 
SINGLE- PLATFORM ISHAGE PROTOCOL
An ability to accurately enumerate CD3+ T cells at very 
low levels as well as CD34+ and CD45+ cells can be par-
ticularly useful in the allogeneic transplant setting, where 
reducing the number of CD3+ cells in the graft has been 
shown to result in decreased severity of graft- versus- host 
disease. Phycoerythrin- cyanine 5 (PE- Cy5) or PerCP- 
conjugated CD3 antibody is added (in place of 7- AAD) as 
a third antibody conjugate. The CD3 conjugate is detected 
in the FL4 channel of a Beckman- Coulter XL or FC500 in-
strument and in the FL3 channel of the BD FACSCalibur 

cytometers. The modified assay can also be performed in 
the presence of counting beads, allowing the generation of 
absolute CD3+ and CD34+ cell counts from a single assay 
tube (44, 45). However, it may be important to retain the 
use of the viability dye in the assay, for example in situa-
tions where post- thawed cord blood units are to be used or if 
PBSC samples need to be shipped over large distances prior 
to infusion in the recipient, as is often the case. In this set-
ting, the regular three- color with viability, single- platform 
ISHAGE protocol can be modified by the addition of CD3–
PE- Cy7 (Beckman- Coulter instruments) or CD3- APC (BD 
Biosciences instruments). In Fig. 6, CD3- APC was added 
to the standardized TruCOUNT- based ISHAGE method on 
a BD FACSCalibur instrument. Viable CD34+ cells were 

FIGURE 5 Absolute CD34+ cell counting in stabilized PB sample with the ISHAGE single-platform 
protocol using TruCOUNT tubes and BD FACSCanto II. We used 100 μl of a stabilized whole- PB sample 
stained with CD45- FITC, CD34- PE, and 7- AAD in a TruCOUNT tube (SCE Kit). A threshold was 
established on FL- 1 (CD45- FITC, plot 1) as was a debris- exclusion gate (R7) as described in Fig. 4. For 
analysis of stabilized (i.e., dead) samples, the viability gate P8 (plots 7 and 8) is fully opened so as to not 
exclude any cells (viable or nonviable) from analysis. The rest of the ISHAGE gating strategy is applied 
as shown in Fig. 4.
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enumerated exactly as described in Fig. 4 using gating re-
gions R8 and R1 through R4 and not R7, while CD3+ cells 
were enumerated from Boolean gates R10 (plot 9) and the 
duplicate region R4 (plot 6). The back- gated CD3+ events 
are used to accurately set R4, rather than all lymphocytes 
from region R5 of plot 1 as shown in the three- color assay 
(Fig. 4). This template is also useful for enumerating resid-
ual CD3+ cells and CD34+ cells selected using CD34+ cell 
immunomagnetic selection devices (57).

IMMUNOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
CD34∙ STEM CELLS
In vitro and in vivo models of hematopoiesis have shown that 
the cells responsible for sustained multilineage engraftment 
are contained in the most primitive subsets of CD34+ cells. 
Such subsets of CD34+ cells in bone marrow express very 
low levels of antigens associated with lineage commitment 
(lin–) (13) and are found in the CD34hi, CD90+ (58, 59), 
CD133+ (60), and CD38/CD71/HLA- DRdull/negative frac-
tions (61, 62). Several clinical trials using highly purified 

lin–CD34+CD90+ populations have shown rapid and sus-
tained engraftment when as little as 8 × 105 selected lin–
CD34+CD90+ cells/kg body weight were given to patients 
with breast cancer (63), non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma (64), 
and multiple myeloma (65).

While this work showed that highly purified subsets of 
CD34+ cells can be effective in certain circumstances, se-
lection and high- speed sorting of CD34+ subsets are expen-
sive, technically demanding, and not suitable for routine 
deployment in the clinical setting. Since virtually all pa-
tients receiving the minimum dose of 2 × 106 to 2.5 × 106 
CD34+ cells/kg body weight engraft in a timely manner, it 
is unlikely that monitoring subsets in patients receiving at 
least the minimum target dose will provide any additional 
clinical information.

Furthermore, standardizing an assay to perform subset 
analysis is even more problematic since most antigens used 
to identify subsets of CD34+ cells are not expressed on dis-
crete, non-overlapping populations, but instead display a 
continuum of antigen density from negative to weakly pos-
itive. The approach we developed (detailed in references 

FIGURE 6 Simultaneous detection of absolute viable CD34+ and CD3+ cells using single- platform 
ISHAGE protocol in the allotransplant setting. PBSC sample for allotransplant stained with CD45- FITC, 
CD34- PE, 7- AAD, and CD3- APC. CD34+ cells enumerated through Boolean gates R8 and R1 through 
R4 as in Fig. 4. CD3+ cells enumerated through Boolean gates R10 (plot 9) and duplicate R4 (plot 6). Tru-
COUNT beads enumerated through gate R6 (plot 5) or alternatively with R9 (plot 9). Sample contained 
39 viable CD34+ cells/μl, 2,836 viable CD3+ cells/μl, and 11,332 viable CD45+ cells/μl.
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40 and 41) makes use of the auto-fluorescence of the gated 
CD34+ cells in an FMO approach (36) to define the lower 
FL intensity limit of the positive analysis region, following 
which the experimentally stained sample is to be analyzed 
(Fig. 7). Though this will not completely account for low- 
level nonspecific binding of the PE- conjugated antibody used 
to identify subsets of CD34+ cells, it nevertheless greatly im-
proves the ability to standardize the analysis of weakly stained 
subsets of CD34+ cells (44, 45) on an individual instrument- 
specific basis.

In the example shown in Fig. 7, a fresh PBSC sample 
was stained with a combination of CD34- FITC and CD45–
PE- Cy5. Bona fide CD34+ cells were identified and gated 
as per ISHAGE protocol shown in Fig. 1 in R4 of plot 4 
and displayed on a bivariate plot of CD34- FITC versus FL2 
(Fig. 7, plot 1). Since no PE- conjugated antibody is present 

in this sample, the natural or auto-fluorescence in the PE 
(FL2) channel of the gated CD34+ cells is used to establish 
the subset positive- gating region for the CD90 PE- stained 
sample shown in R5 of plot 2. The CD90+ cells express 
the highest levels of CD34 and exhibit very uniform light- 
scatter characteristics (plot 3), in keeping with known char-
acteristics of the most primitive CD34+ cell subsets (58, 59).

All gating regions remain identical between the un-
stained (plot 1) and stained tubes (plot 2, CD90; plot 6, 
CD133; and plot 7, CD33). On a technical note, it is cru-
cial to the reliability of the data generated that the flow cy-
tometer be properly set up and compensated. As shown in 
plots 4 and 5, respectively, the fluorescence of lymphocytes 
from the unstained control (plot 3) and that of lympho-
cytes from the CD90 PE- stained sample (plot 4) are virtu-
ally identical with respect to their fluorescence in the FL2 

FIGURE 7 Identifying CD34+ cell subsets using the CPC Support Protocol (44, 45). PBSC sample 
stained with CD34- FITC and CD45–PE- Cy5. CD34+ cells (1.01% of the gated CD45+ events) were 
identified as described in Fig. 1, plots 1–4, and displayed on CD34 versus FL2 to establish positive cell 
analysis region R5 (plot 1). Lymphocytes from the same list-mode file were also gated as described in Fig. 
1 and displayed (plot 4) on a duplicate CD45 versus FL2 plot. Note the back- scattered lymphocytes (plot 
4) have similar auto-fluorescence as gated CD34+ cells (plot 1) and cluster parallel with horizontal axis, 
indicating optimized FL2/FL3 fluorescence compensation. Plots 2 and 5 show the staining of CD34+ 
and lymphocytes, respectively, with CD90/Thy–1- PE. Plot 3 shows the light- scatter characteristics of 
the CD34+ and CD90+ cells. Plots 6 and 7 show the staining of the CD34+ cells with CD133- PE and 
CD33- PE, respectively.
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channel (apart from a small number of lymphocytes that 
have stained specifically with CD90, in keeping with known 
characteristics of a small subset of T cells). These plots not 
only demonstrate proper instrument setup and fluorescence 
compensation, but also show that the CD90 antibody used 
is optimally titrated and that, indeed, the staining of the 
subsets of interest is specific.

DOES ENUMERATING CD34+ SUBSETS HAVE 
CLINICAL UTILITY?
Whether enumerating specific CD34+ subsets has utility 
as a predictor of rapid re- engraftment remains somewhat 
controversial. Since several studies have shown that the 

rate of platelet engraftment is generally rapid in patients 
given at least 5 × 106 CD34+ cells per kg (28), it is unlikely 
that monitoring subsets in patients receiving this target 
dose (or greater) will provide any additionally useful clin-
ical information. At the Toronto Hospital, we monitored 
CD34+ subsets on those patients in whom the target value 
of 5 × 106/kg CD34 cells was unlikely to be met. In this way, 
we hoped to enumerate specific subsets that correlated best 
with speed of engraftment. Subsets enumerated included 
CD90, CD133, CD38dim/−, CD33dim/−, and on some sam-
ples, CD109+ and CD117+. However, subsequent analysis 
showed that all patients transplanted with CD34+ cells in 
the 2 × 106 to 5 × 106/kg range engrafted platelets and neu-
trophils by days 12 to 14 (unpublished observations).

FIGURE 8 Identifying CD34+ cell subsets in the marrow of a poor mobilizer. CD34+ cells (2.00% of 
the total CD45+ events) were identified as shown in plots 1–4 of Fig. 1. Plots 1 and 2 show the equivalent 
of plots 3 and 4 from Fig. 1. The majority of CD34+ cells exhibit light- scatter characteristics of pre-
lymphoid cells. An unstained control (no PE conjugate) of the gated CD34+ cells from R4 (plot 2) was 
used to establish gating regions R5 and R7 (plot 3). Plots 4, 6, 7, and 8 show the staining of gated CD34+ 
cells with CD90/Thy- 1 (plot 4), CD133 (plot 6), CD38 (plot 7), and CD33 (plot 8). The light- scatter plot 
(plot 5) shows the light scatter of the CD34+/CD90+ cells. Most of the CD34+ cells exhibit staining and 
light- scatter characteristics of primitive B cell progenitors or hematogones. Very few CD34+ cells exhibit 
phenotype of primitive candidate engrafting cells (CD34bright, CD90+, CD133+, CD38dull/−).
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In a study of patients with multiple myeloma undergoing 
PBSC treated with cyclophosphamide and a combination 
of methionyl human granulocyte colony- stimulating factor 
and methionyl human stem cell factor, the mobilization ki-
netics of CD34+ subsets were monitored (66). Of 65 eval-
uable patients, 57 were considered not heavily pretreated 
and 96.5% obtained a target of ≥5 × 106 CD34+ cells/kg 
in one collection. Subset analysis demonstrated the num-
ber of CD38−, CD33−, and CD133+ subsets of CD34+ cells 
peaked at day 11, while CD34+, CD90+ subsets peaked at 
day 10. The optimum day for leukapheresis was determined 
to be day 11. However, it must be noted that stem cell factor 
is not widely used nowadays to augment G- CSF mobiliza-
tion due to safety concerns, and when it is employed, it has 
to be administered on an inpatient basis.

Given all of the above, it would appear that performing 
accurate enumeration of CD34+ cells is perhaps more rel-
evant to predicting platelet engraftment than is the quali-
tative composition of the CD34+ cells, at least for patients 
receiving at least 2 × 106 to 2.5 × 106 CD34+ cells/kg. In 
light of this analysis, it may be informative to analyze sub-
sets only in patients whose collections are in the 1 × 106 to 
3 × 106/kg range.

CD34∙ CELL SUBSETS IN BACKUP MARROW 
OF POOR MOBILIZERS
Other potential clinical applications for CD34+ subset 
analysis might include evaluating poor mobilizers with 
inadequate or marginal CD34 collections, in addition to 
measuring qualitative differences in response to different 
cytokine regimens and quality assuring selected stem cell 
products during cell processing.

A number of studies have indicated that the use of 
back- up bone marrow cells does not improve engraftment 
in patients who failed to mobilize sufficient PBSC CD34+ 
cells, perhaps suggesting that poor PBSC mobilization is 
reflective of poor marrow function (67). We analyzed the 
back- up marrows from a number of patients who had failed 
to mobilize an adequate number of PBSC CD34+ cells. In 
the example shown in Fig. 8, CD34+ cells were gated from a 
patient with poorly mobilized acute myeloid leukemia, and 
strikingly, as shown in plots 1 and 2 (the equivalent of plots 
3 and 4 of Fig. 1), the majority of the CD34+ cells identified 
exhibited the characteristics of pre- B cell or hematogones 
(i.e., low forward-  and side- scatter signals). Subset gating 
regions R5 and R7 were established using the unstained 
sample (FMO control). When subset analysis was performed 
using CD90 (plot 4), CD133 (plot 6), CD38 (plot 7), and 
CD33 (plot 8), there was a demonstrable lack of CD34+ 
cells exhibiting the composite phenotype of primitive can-
didate stem cells, with very few CD34+ cells expressing the 
CD34bright/CD90+/CD133+/CD38dull phenotype. Addition-
ally, virtually all CD34+ CD33dull/− cells exhibited the light 
scatter of lymphoid progenitors. Similar data were obtained 
from other poorly mobilizing patients (Sutherland, unpub-
lished observations).

USE OF PLERIXAFOR IN PATIENTS WHO FAIL 
TO MOBILIZE WITH G- CSF
In 2008, the novel agent plerixafor, a CXCR4 chemokine re-
ceptor antagonist, was approved for use by the Food and Drug 
Administration in the United States. Plerixafor is indicated 
for first- line mobilization of hematopoietic stem cells into the 
peripheral blood for collection and subsequent autologous 
transplantation in patients with non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

and multiple myeloma (reviewed in 68). The use of this mo-
bilizing agent has greatly improved the ability to collect an 
engrafting dose of CD34+ cells in patient groups known to 
be at risk of poor mobilization using G- CSF or its analogues 
alone. Several studies, including the initial phase III trials of 
plerixafor and G- CSF compared with G- CSF and placebo, 
have demonstrated that plerixafor can overcome some of the 
known risk factors for poor stem cell mobilization (69, 70). 
However, the extra cost involved in the use of plerixafor has, 
to date, somewhat limited its widespread use (68).
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Primary immunodeficiency diseases represent an extremely 
diverse group of disorders caused by mutations in genes that 
code for multiple components of both the innate and adaptive 
immune systems. These mutations adversely affect immune 
homeostasis ultimately leading to increased susceptibility to 
infections, autoinflammatory disorders, and other symptoms 
of immune dysregulation. Although there are now more than 
200 diseases that have been officially classified (1), diagno-
sis of primary immunodeficiency remains challenging and is 
often delayed due to the extremely broad range of signs and 
symptoms, variations in the severity and range of symptoms at 
presentation, and the overlap of presenting clinical symptoms 
of immunodeficiency with the clinical signs and symptoms of 
common illnesses. The extremely broad and large number of 
genetic abnormalities that make up the primary immunode-
ficiency disorders would suggest that DNA sequencing of the 
exome or genome should be the ultimate diagnostic modality. 
A recently published article describes how such an approach 
(i.e., DNA sequencing of the whole exome) resulted in an 
increased ability to detect genes associated with both known 
and new immune disorders (2).

Although there are exemplary cases where deep sequenc-
ing has resulted in successful diagnoses of very complex 
cases, challenges to the broad and routine implementation 
of whole exome/whole genome sequencing as it stands today 
include the following: (i) the technology is still in its in-
fancy and although the sequencing technology and genetic 
databases continue to improve in accuracy and automation, 
standardized phenotypic databases lag behind particularly 
in terms of standardization; (ii) the technology is expen-
sive and reimbursement remains challenging; (iii) the turn- 
around times are very long ranging from several weeks to 
months; and (iv) there is a wide range of variability in the 
quality and quantity of interpretation of the extremely large 
amount of data generated. Because of these challenges and 
limitations,  nongenomic laboratory testing technologies 
will continue to have a role in the diagnostic evaluation 
of patients suspected of primary immunodeficiency disease. 
Flow cytometry represents one such essential and powerful 
technology and will remain so for the foreseeable future.

Laboratory evaluation and the selection of appropriate 
testing for a patient suspected of a primary immune de-
ficiency should be guided by the presenting signs and 
symptoms, physical exam, and a careful history. First line 
screening tests available in most laboratories include a 

complete blood count and differential, evaluation of se-
rum complement with immunoglobulin levels, and basic 
flow cytometric evaluation of the proportions and absolute 
numbers of the major lymphocyte subsets (B, T, T- helper, 
T- cytotoxic, and NK cells). The results of these screening 
tests help to guide the next level of laboratory investigation. 
This chapter will present a few highly specialized functional 
flow cytometry based tests used in the diagnosis of specific 
primary immunodeficiency disorders.

Table 1 provides a list of some of the functional flow 
cytometry- based assays available from the diagnostic immu-
nology laboratories of four different pediatric academic medi-
cal centers and the primary immunodeficiency disorders with 
which they have been associated (Seattle Children’s, http://
www.seattlechildrens.org/healthcare-professionals/access 
- services/diagnostic-services/laboratories/immunology 
- diagnostic-laboratory/; Cincinnati Children’s, http://www 
.cincinnatichildrens.org/service/i/immune- deficiency/
diagnostic- lab/; Lurie Children’s in Chicago, https://www 
.luriechildrens.org/en- us/care- services/specialties- services/
pathology- laboratory- medicine/specialties- laboratories/Pages/
index.aspx; Milwaukee Children’s, http://www.chw.org/
medical- care/immune- deficiency/clinical- immunodiagnostic 
- research- laboratory). Individuals interested in the services 
of these laboratories should contact them directly to inquire 
about specimen requirements for specific tests.

FLOW CYTOMETRIC EVALUATION OF 
PHOSPHORYLATED KINASE SUBSTRATES 
TO EVALUATE ABNORMALITIES IN IMMUNE 
SIGNALING PATHWAYS
Cell signaling via cytokine, chemokine, and antigen recep-
tors on the surface of cells of the immune system is controlled 
in part by the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of an 
ordered series of kinase and phosphorylase targets along well 
defined pathways leading the transcription of specific target 
genes. Signaling via these surface molecules controls many 
functions of the immune response including proliferation, 
differentiation, cytotoxicity, cytokine secretion, antibody 
production, and apoptosis. The advent of reagents to detect 
specific phospho- epitopes within the cytoplasm and nucleus 
along with standardized methods of fixing and permeabiliz-
ing cells has led to a new line of functional “phospho- flow 
cytometry” based assays designed to assess signaling defects 
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in specific signaling pathways. For example, primary immu-
nodeficiency diseases associated with mutations in signaling 
molecules (e.g., STAT1 and STAT3) or cytokine recep-
tor genes (e.g., common gamma chain, gamma interferon 
[IFN- γ] receptors, and interleukin- 7 [IL- 7] and IL- 12 recep-
tors) can be screened by stimulating peripheral blood cells 
with specific agonists and comparing activation induced 
phosphorylation levels with baseline levels. Examples in-
clude the measurement of phosphorylated STAT5 follow-
ing IL- 2 stimulation to screen for abnormalities in the IL- 2 
signal transduction pathway associated with abnormalities 
in the common gamma chain, Janus kinase 3, or IL- 7 re-
ceptor (Seattle Children’s Website). Another example in-
volves the measurement of STAT1 phosphorylation levels 
following IFN- γ stimulation to screen for abnormalities in 
the type 1 cytokine signal transduction pathway associated 
with chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis or recurrent atypi-
cal mycobacterial infections.

A relatively simple flow cytometric approach to assess 
abnormalities in STAT1 phosphorylation as the molecular 
etiology of disease in patients with chronic mucocutaneous 
candidiasis or patients suspected of Mendelian susceptibility 
to mycobacterial disease is presented.

INDUCTION AND MEASUREMENT OF 
STAT1 PHOSPHORYLATION LEVELS AS A 
SCREEN FOR TYPE 1 CYTOKINE SIGNALING 
ABNORMALITIES ASSOCIATED WITH 
PRIMARY IMMUNODEFICIENCY
Severe and recurring infections in family members with 
intracellular organisms including Bacille Calmette- Guerin 
(BCG) and nontuberculous mycobacteria (Mycobacterium 
avium, Mycobacterium fortuitum, Mycobacterium chelonae) 
led to the identification of mutations in genes involved in 
the type 1 cytokine signaling pathway (3, 4). This pathway 
involves IFN- γ receptors (IFN- γR1 and IFN- γR2), IL- 12 
(IL12p40), and IL- 12 and IL- 23 receptors (IL- 12Rβ1). IL- 
12, secreted primarily by monocytes/macrophage, stimu-
lates T cells and NK cells to synthesize and secrete INF- γ, 
which in turn activates macrophage and further stimulates 
cytolytic CD4+ T cells and effector CD8+ T cells, which 
then kill infected macrophage (5). Decreased IL- 12 re-
ceptor expression and both increases and decreases in the 
level of expression of the IFN- γ receptors have been re-
ported and can be detected by flow cytometry (3, 4, 6). In 

the dominant form of inheritance, mutations in the gene 
encoding the IFN- γ receptor leads to an increase in cell sur-
face expression of the IFN- γ receptor due a deletion encom-
passing both the signaling and the recycling domains. The 
lack of specificity in associating surface receptor expression 
levels to specific genetic mutations has led to the develop-
ment of surrogate functional flow cytometry assays based 
on the ability to detect phosphorylated STAT1 following 
in vitro stimulation with IFN- γ (3). Lack of STAT1 phos-
phorylation, as detected by flow cytometry following in vitro 
stimulation with IFN- γ, indicates either abnormal IFN- γ 
receptor molecules (IFN- γR1 or IFN- γR2) or abnormalities 
in STAT1 itself, whereas normal in vitro STAT1 phosphory-
lation levels in a patient with repeat atypical mycobacterial 
infections might suggest abnormalities in either the IL- 12 
gene or the IL12 receptor genes. Either result allows for the 
focused determination of the genes to be sequenced. The 
determination of the specific underlying genetic mutation 
is very important since (i) the prognosis is associated with 
the different forms of genetic lesions and (ii) the specific 
defect has implications for the design of optimal therapeutic 
interventions (7). Although the detection of intracellular 
phosphorylated STAT1 following in vitro stimulation with 
IFN- γ is relatively straightforward, development of a stan-
dardized, reproducible clinical procedure is relatively com-
plex, is performed only in more specialized flow cytometry 
laboratories, and has been used primarily to help focus on 
the potential defect so that only a limited number of likely 
genes needs to be sequenced.

FLOW CYTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 
STAT1 GAIN-OF-FUNCTION ALLELES IN 
PATIENTS WITH CMCD
More recently, a modification of the STAT1 functional flow 
cytometry procedure was published that describes a relatively 
simple diagnostic approach to identify gain- of- function 
STAT1 mutations in patients with chronic mucocutaneous 
candidiasis (CMCD) (8). Patients with CMCD suffer from 
difficult- to- treat and recurrent infections with Candida albi-
cans of the nails, skin, and mucous membranes. It has been 
reported that some patients with CMCD have mutations 
in the IL- 17 pathway; however, this represents only a mi-
nority (8). More recently, gain- of- function mutations in 
STAT1 have been associated with a majority of patients with 
CMCD (9). Mizoguchi describes a modified flow cytometry 

TABLE 1 Functional flow cytometry- based assays which have been used as aids in the diagnosis of specific primary 
immunodeficiency diseases 

• STAT1 phosphorylation in response to IFN- γ (screening test for IFN- γ receptor deficiency, in patients suspected of Mendelian 
 Susceptibility to Mycobacterial Disease)

• STAT3 phosphorylation in response to IL- 6 (hyper IgE syndrome screening)
•  STAT4 phosphorylation in response to IFN- α and IL- 12 (screening test for IL- 12 receptor deficiency and Tyk2 deficiency)
•  STAT5B phosphorylation in response to IL- 2 (screening test for common gamma chain deficiency [X- linked SCID] and Janus kinase 

3 deficiency)
•  STAT5B phosphorylation in response to IL- 7 (screening test for IL- 7 receptor alpha deficiency)
•  IκBα phosphorylation/degradation assay (screening for anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immunodeficiency)
•  Beta 2 leukocyte integrin upregulation on granulocytes (screening assay for LAD- 1)
•  In vitro assessment of CD40 ligand upregulation (screening assay for CD40 ligand deficiency [XHIM])
•  Lymphocyte apoptosis, Fas- mediated (screening test for autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome)
•  Apoptosis assays (screening test for autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome)
•  Neutrophil oxidative burst assay (screening test for chronic granulomatous disease)
•  NK cell function (screening for hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH))
•  Cytotoxic T- cell degranulation (CD107a) assay (screening test for HLH)
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procedure for the measurement of STAT1 phosphorylation 
(8). Basically, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 
are stimulated with IFN- γ in the presence of the tyrosine ki-
nase inhibitor staurosporine, and the fluorescence intensity 
(mean fluorescence intensity) of STAT1 in CD14- labeled 
monocytes is assessed. The monocytes of patients with gain- 
of- function mutations in STAT1 exhibited significantly 
higher levels of phosphorylated STAT1 than the healthy 
controls both at baseline (unstimulated) and in the presence 
of staurosporine following IFN- γ stimulation. The abnormal 
decrease of phosphorylated STAT1 in patients with CMCD 
indicates that the dephosphorylation process is impaired. 
Although currently not commonly available, this assay may 
prove useful for screening patients with CMCD. Patients 
with abnormally high levels of phosphorylated STAT1 in 
the presence of staurosporine should be sequenced to con-
firm the abnormalities in the STAT1 gene.

CELL SURFACE ADHESION MARKER 
UPREGULATION AS A SCREEN FOR LAD-1

LAD- 1, CD18 Deficiency
Leukocyte adhesion deficiency type- 1 (LAD- 1) is a rare in-
herited disorder of the innate immune system caused by an 
inability of immune cells to adhere to the endothelium and 
migrate to the site of infection. It is characterized clinically 
by defective wound healing, cold infections (i.e., no pus) 
with Gram- negative bacteria, delayed umbilical cord sep-
aration, gum disease (gingivitis and/or periodontitis), and 
very high peripheral blood white blood cell counts. These 
abnormalities are associated with mutations in the gene en-
coding the beta chain (CD18) of the β2- class of leukocyte 
integrins. The absence of the beta chain (CD18) results 
in its inability to complex with the alpha chains CD11a, 
CD11b, CD11c, and CD11d, resulting in the functional 
abnormality of four key cell surface receptors involved in 
the innate immune response (i.e., LFA- 1 [CD18/CD11a], 
Mac1 [also known as complement receptor 3/CR3, CD18/
CD11b], CR4 [CD18/CD11c], and CD18/CD11d [of which 
little is known]) (10).

Flow Cytometric Assessment of Cell Surface 
Adhesion Marker Upregulation as a Screen for  
LAD- 1
A patient with a clinical history and laboratory findings (very 
high white blood cell count) consistent with LAD- 1 pre-
sented to the emergency room and proved to have cell sur-
face abnormalities consistent with LAD- 1. With the patient’s 
informed consent, our laboratory studied various stimuli (to 
measure both baseline and activated levels) and monoclonal 
antibody combinations to each of different  beta- 2 integrins 
in an effort to develop a whole blood flow cytometry- based 
diagnostic test (11). An efficient whole blood procedure 
was developed and remains in use in our laboratory. Briefly, 
an optimized concentration of phorbol myristate acetate is 
added to EDTA anti- coagulated whole blood for 15 minutes 
(stimulated sample) followed by the staining of the stimu-
lated sample and a non-stimulated sample with anti- CD11b 
(CD11b- PE, BD Bioscience). A fluorochrome matched non- 
human antigen- specific monoclonal isotypic control is used 
to set the background level of fluorescence of the granulocyte 
cluster (by gating on forward versus right angle light scat-
ter parameters). Note that the background fluorescence will 
be higher on the granulocytes than the level of fluorescence 
generally observed when gating on the lymphocyte clus-
ter. The level of CD11b expressed on the surface of gated 

granulocytes is then measured (as the median fluorescent 
channel) on both resting (non- activated) and in vitro acti-
vated granulocytes (see gating and results of typical flow assay 
in Fig. 1). A normal range was established based on a group of 
30 non-diseased control subjects and is used to evaluate the 
patient’s results. Patients with LAD- 1 can express CD11b sig-
nificantly below normal on both resting and stimulated gran-
ulocytes. Performing in vitro stimulation is recommended, as 
occasionally patients with LAD- 1 will have levels of CD11b 
on resting granulocytes that are consistent with normal; how-
ever, this level does not increase following stimulation. Pa-
tients with severe LAD- 1 do not survive infancy and express 
no detectable CD18, CD11a, CD11b, or CD11c protein on 
the cell surface, whereas patients with the moderate form of 
LAD- 1 express 1 to 10% of the level of normal and can sur-
vive into adulthood (12).

MEASUREMENT OF THE UPREGULATION OF 
CD40 LIGAND ON ACTIVATED T CELLS AS A 
SCREENING DIAGNOSTIC TEST FOR CD40 
LIGAND DEFICIENCY (FORMALLY KNOWN 
AS XHIM)
The proliferation of B cells and their differentiation into 
plasma cells secreting IgG, IgA, and IgE (immunoglobulin 
gene class switching) requires a complex series of cellular 
interactions and molecular processing of the immunoglob-
ulin genes. Immunoglobulin class switching and somatic 
mutation of the immunoglobulin genes are required for a 
functionally effective antibody response and normal hu-
moral immunity. Patients with mutations in the genes in-
volved in immunoglobulin gene class switching are unable 
to produce immunoglobulins other than IgM and suffer from 
infections very similar to those of patients with hypogam-
maglobulinemia. The CD40 ligand expressed on the surface 
of activated T- helper cells is essential for the proliferation, 
maturation, and differentiation of B cells to immunoglobu-
lin class- switched plasma cells. Patients with mutations in 
the gene encoding CD40 ligand also suffer from opportunis-
tic infections due to an abnormal T- cell response resulting 
from a failure of cross talk (co-stimulation) between acti-
vated T cells and B cells. These patients can also experi-
ence significant neutropenia (CD40 receptor is expressed 
on neutrophils) although the exact mechanism of neutro-
penia is not well understood. Our laboratory has developed 
a relatively rapid functional assay to assess the ability of T 
cells to upregulate the CD40 ligand. This assay has been 
successfully adopted to diagnose patients with CD40 ligand 
deficiency (X- linked hyper IgM syndrome or type 1 hyper 
IgM syndrome [XHIM]) as well as their X- linked carrier 
mothers (13).

MEASUREMENT OF CD40 LIGAND ON 
IN VITRO- ACTIVATED T- HELPER CELLS 
AND CD40 RECEPTOR ON B CELLS AS A 
SCREENING DIAGNOSTIC TEST FOR THE 
CD40 LIGAND DEFICIENCY
Following the discovery of the underlying cause of XHIM 
(i.e., mutations in the gene encoding the CD40 ligand) and 
the commercial availability of monoclonal antibody spe-
cific for CD40 ligand, our laboratory designed, developed, 
and validated a clinical flow cytometry procedure for the 
screening diagnosis of XHIM patients and carriers (11). 
Briefly, whole blood is stimulated with phorbol ester and a 
calcium ionophore for 4 hours, followed by the staining of 
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lymphocytes with a panel of monoclonal antibodies includ-
ing CD3, CD8, CD40 ligand (TRAP- 10 clone conjugated 
with phycoerytherin, Pharmingen, San Diego, CA), and 
CD69 (as an in vitro stimulation control). Following the la-
beling procedure, the red blood cells are lysed, the cells are 
fixed, and the samples are acquired and analyzed on the flow 
cytometer using a novel gating strategy (see Fig. 2). During 
the development of this assay we observed the following 
in vitro induced immune alterations. Phorbol 12- myristate 
13- acetate (PMA) induces the rapid modulation of the CD4 
molecule off the cell surface. This requires a negative gat-
ing strategy (i.e., CD3+CD8− cells). The process of PMA- 
induced CD40 ligand cell surface expression (transcription 
and translation) is calcium dependent. Therefore, EDTA 
anticoagulated blood is not recommended.

Abnormal CD40 ligand expression had been detected 
in all of our patients with mutations in the CD40 ligand 
gene until recently. Although a nonsense mutation in the 
gene was confirmed in one patient, the level of CD40 li-
gand detected was consistent with normal. Others have re-
ported this observation in the past (14). This false- negative 
result led to a modification of the procedure to include the 
measurement of CD40 ligand expression levels using a di-
rectly fluoresceinated chimeric CD40 receptor reagent in 
addition to measuring CD40- ligand expression levels by the 

monoclonal antibody. To date, all patients with mutations 
in the CD40 ligand gene have had abnormal CD40 ligand 
protein expression in the modified assay. Most laboratories 
with a moderate amount of flow cytometry experience could 
perform this assay.

Mutations in the gene encoding the CD40 receptor (for-
merly classified as HIGM3) lead to a clinical phenotype 
virtually identical to the X- linked form of the hyper IgM 
syndrome. Abnormal expression of the CD40 receptor is de-
tected by gating on B cells (CD19 or CD20) and measuring 
the percentage of CD40 positive events (normal range is de-
fined as >90% of B cells expressing CD40 [unpublished data 
from our laboratory]). The latter form of autosomal recessive 
hyper IgM syndrome is very rare (15).

A FLOW CYTOMETRY- BASED OXIDATIVE 
BURST ASSAY AS A SCREEN FOR THE 
DIAGNOSIS OF CGD

Chronic Granulomatous Disease
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is the most common 
of the phagocyte primary immunodeficiency disorders. The 
genetic abnormalities in CGD result in a severely reduced 
capability to generate superoxide and other reactive oxygen 

FIGURE 1 Flow cytometry- based LAD screening assay on a nondiseased healthy donor. Granulocytes 
are gated based on their innate forward and right angle light scatter properties. The level of CD11b- PE flu-
orescence on resting (purple) versus PMA- stimulated granulocytes is displayed. Note that in LAD- 1 both 
the resting and activated levels of CD11b are considerably lower than normal. Normal ranges for the level 
of CD11b, expressed as the geometric mean fluorescence, were determined on 30 healthy nondiseased 
control patients. Normal CD11b was expressed as greater than the 5th percentile of normal.
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FIGURE 2 Gating algorithm and histogram display of CD40- ligand upregulation on in vitro activated 
CD4 positive T cells. (Upper left) Dot plot of right angle light scatter versus CD3 (T cells). A gate is 
drawn around the CD3 positive cluster (R1). The events within R1 are then displayed on a dot plot of 
CD3 (x- axis) vs. CD8 (y- axis). A gate is drawn around the CD3 positive events and the CD8 negative 
events which contain primarily CD4 positive T cells. The expression of CD40 ligand is then assessed on 
the CD3+CD8− T cells. Each dot plot illustrates the level of CD40- ligand (purple) overlaid on an isotype 
control (green). Note the middle histogram displays the results from the CD40- ligand deficient patient’s 
mother, who is an X- linked carrier. Note the two populations of T cells, one with a normal level and one 
with a level essentially overlapping the CD40 ligand level observed on the activated T cells of her son. 
These results are essentially diagnostic of the X- linked hyper IgM syndrome.
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species, which in turn results in abnormal microbial killing 
within phagocytes. Abnormal phagocyte NADPH oxidase 
activity is caused by mutations in one of five known NA-
DPH subunit genes, i.e., CYBB (gp91phox), CYBA (p22 phox), 
NCF1 (p47 phox), NCF2 (p67 phox), and NCF4 (p40phox). The 
most common form of CGD is caused by mutations in the 
X- linked gene, gp91phox (70% of CGD cases); the remainder 
of the cases occur as a result of mutations in the autosomally 
encoded genes: p22phox (the other component of membrane 
flavocytochrome b558), p47phox, and p67phox (16). Patients 
with mutations in any of these genes have a common phe-
notype, including susceptibility to recurrent bacterial and 
fungal infections as well as granuloma formation and other 
associated autoimmune complications. Most patients, if not 
diagnosed and treated, will succumb to the disease.

The Oxidative Burst Assay as a Screening Test for 
the Diagnosis of CGD
The principle of the flow cytometry- based oxidative burst 
assay is the detection of an increase in fluorescence from a 
nonfluorescent oxygen- sensitive dye following the induced 
exposure to reactive oxygen intermediates generated during 
an oxidative burst. Patients with CGD are unable generate an 
oxidative burst and are easily identified because they cannot 
oxidize the dye (i.e., dye will remain nonfluorescent). The 
first flow cytometry- based procedures utilized dichlorofluores-
cein diacetate (DCFH- DA), which was added to PBMCs fol-
lowing their isolation, washing, and counting. Our laboratory 
developed a simplified procedure using the uncharged non-
fluorescent dye dihydrorhodamine 123 (DHR- 123), added 
directly to whole blood. This modification simplified the pro-
cedure, allowing for the use of less blood and a much faster 
turnaround time than previously published methods (17, 18). 
The assay developed in our laboratory has become widely ad-
opted internationally. Briefly, appropriately titered DHR- 123 
is added directly to diluted whole blood and incubated in a 
shaking water bath at 37ºC for 15 minutes, followed by the 
addition of PMA for an additional 15 minutes at 37ºC. After 
these incubations, the red blood cells are lysed (ammonium 
chloride- based solutions are preferred to prevent the dye from 
leaking out of the cells too quickly), the remaining cells are 
fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde, and samples are run immedi-
ately on the flow cytometer. Results are expressed as a ratio 
of the fluorescence in stimulated cells to the fluorescence ob-
served in unstimulated cells, which is referred to as the normal 
oxidative index (NOI). It is recommended that laboratories 
performing this assay develop their own normal ranges. In the 
absence of confirmed CGD in a family member, abnormal re-
sults require follow-up genetic testing to confirm mutations 
in one of the known components of the phagocyte NADPH 
oxidase system. Generally patients with the autosomal form 
of CGD (p47phox) have significantly higher NOI than the 
patients with X- linked CGD (gp91phox) and the fluores-
cence levels can be more variable (increased CV) than those 
in both the X- linked CGD patients and healthy non-diseased 
controls (19). It is important to note that false- positive results 
(i.e., result is consistent with CGD) have been observed in 
patients with complete myeloperoxidase deficiency (20). It 
is recommended that MPO levels be assessed in all patients 
with a positive flow cytometry result (consistent with CGD).

The assay also successfully identifies patients who are 
carriers of the X- linked form of CGD. X- linked CGD car-
riers with less than 15% normal granulocytes can be read-
ily identified in the flow cytometry based DHR123 assay, 
whereas such patients cannot be reliably diagnosed in the 
nitroblue tetrazolium CGD assay. Parents of CGD patients 

with the autosomal forms of the disease will have oxidative 
burst assay results that are consistent with normal (personal 
experience). The DHR- based flow cytometry oxidative 
burst assay is very sensitive. Vowells (19), using a similar 
flow-based DHR 123 procedure, was able to consistently de-
tect 0.1% normal granulocytes when they were mixed with 
a CGD patient’s cells. The gating and the results obtained 
from a normal control, an X- linked CGD patient, and the 
X- linked CGD patient’s mother (an X- linked carrier) are 
presented as Fig. 3.

Measurement of Abnormal T Cell and NK Cell 
Cytotoxicity as an Aid in the Diagnosis of Patients 
Suspected of FHL Syndromes
Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) represents a 
life- threatening hyperinflammatory syndrome caused by the 
over-activation of T cells and macrophage. Primary or fa-
milial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (FHL) is fatal, 
and the only current treatment is bone marrow transplanta-
tion. Secondary HLH occurs in the setting of systemic au-
toimmunity, hematologic malignancy, and severe infection. 
Secondary HLH is clinically indistinguishable from FHL 
but has been successfully treated with immunosuppression. 
Both forms of the disease are triggered by infection and are 
very difficult to differentiate unless the underlying genetic 
etiology is identified. However, sequencing is expensive and 
can take several weeks, and not all genetic causes have been 
identified. An early test to differentiate primary versus sec-
ondary HLH would allow for the initiation of appropriate 
therapy early in the course of disease.

Killing by cytotoxic T cells and NK cells represents a 
significant immune function responsible for the elimination 
and control of virus- infected cells and transformed tumor 
cells. A surrogate of killing potential can be assessed by the 
stimulation and subsequent measurement of specific mark-
ers associated with the cytotoxic granule degranulation pro-
cess expressed on the surface of NK cells and cytotoxic T 
cells (21). Flow cytometry- based degranulation assays have 
become available for the rapid diagnostic assessment of pa-
tients suspected of FHL syndromes. A recent prospective 
evaluation of a standardized functional assay of cytotoxic 
degranulation suggests this assay can provide a rapid and re-
liable method to help classify patients suspected of primary 
(FHL) versus secondary HLH (22).

MEASUREMENT OF CELL SURFACE CD107A 
AS A SURROGATE OF THE DEGRANULATION 
PROCESS INVOLVED IN T CELL AND NK CELL 
CYTOTOXICITY
CD107a is present in the lysosomes of NK cells and T cells 
along with perforin and is expressed on their cell surface 
following the engagement of the T cell receptor and acti-
vating receptors on NK cells. The induced expression of 
CD107a on the cell surface is thought to reflect exocytosis 
of lytic granules from these cells. Four European reference 
laboratories developed a standardized a procedure to mea-
sure the surface expression of CD107a on T cells and NK 
cells as a surrogate measure of cytotoxic degranulation and 
prospectively evaluated the ability of the assay to detect and 
differentiate primary (familial) from secondary HLH (20). 
The test is performed as follows. PBMCs are isolated from 
whole blood and rested either overnight in culture media 
with or without IL- 2 (NK cell cytotoxicity) or in culture 
for 2 days with phytohemagglutinin (T cell cytotoxicity). 
Following the incubation period, the PBMCs (both resting 
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and activated) are cultured with and without K562 cells for 
2 hours at 37°C and then stained for cell surface expression 
of CD107a and NK markers (CD3−CD56+). Cytotoxic T 
cell activity is assessed after 48 hours of incubation with 
phytohemagglutinin followed by staining with CD107a and 
cytotoxic T cell markers (CD3+CD8+).

Results are expressed as delta percent CD107a for NK 
cell cytotoxicity (difference in the percent positive between 
the NK cells cultured with versus NK cells cultured without 
NK- sensitive K562 target cells) or the delta mean fluorescent 
intensity of CD107a for activated T cells. The results of a pro-
spective study of patients suspected of primary or secondary 
HLH indicated that the resting NK cell degranulation assay 

(not stimulated by IL- 2 overnight) was 96% sensitive and 
88% specific for reliably classifying patients as having primary 
HLH. Although the CTL assays performed equally well, the 
authors (20) suggest that CTL assays are optional and more 
useful for patients with very few NK cells. There are only a 
few institutions in the United States currently performing de-
granulation assays to help diagnose and classify HLH.

SUMMARY
Diagnosis of any of the more than 200 primary immuno-
deficiency diseases remains challenging due to the scope of 
genetic defects and variations in clinical presentations. The 

FIGURE 3 The flow cytometry oxidative burst assay for normal healthy control father (top), X- linked 
CGD carrier mother, and CGD patient. Granulocytes are gated on their innate forward and right angle 
light scatter properties (left column). The right- hand column presents histograms of the DHR (FL1/FITC) 
fluorescence levels of unstimulated whole blood granulocytes incubated with the dye (purple) overlaid on 
PMA- stimulated granulocytes that had been preincubated with DHR (green). Note the middle histogram 
results of the X- linked carrier mother with two populations of granulocytes, ne with a normal NOI (NOI 
= 198) and one with an abnormal NOI (NOI = 12). Normal NOI is >30 (developed in our laboratory 
by testing 35 normal healthy controls).
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ability to measure functional immune parameters in vitro 
has allowed for the development of flow cytometry proce-
dures that aid in the diagnosis of specific primary immuno-
deficiency diseases, provide important adjunct information 
towards a diagnosis, or can serve to significantly limit the 
time, cost, and scope of the diagnostic odyssey. This chapter 
presents an overview of specific immunodeficiency diseases 
where relatively simple flow cytometry- based procedures 
have been developed to aid in their assessment.
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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and lymphoblastic 
lymphoma are malignant neoplasms of progenitor cells com-
mitted to B- lineage or T- lineage lymphopoiesis, termed lym-
phoblasts (1). Distinction between lymphoblastic leukemia 
(predominantly bone marrow with or without peripheral 
blood involvement) and lymphoblastic lymphoma (pre-
dominantly mass- forming nodal and/or extranodal disease) 
is largely clinical; however, the presence of greater than 
25% bone marrow blasts generally prompts the designation 
of “leukemia” in most protocols, regardless of the presence 
of a mass lesion (2, 3). In the most recent World Health 
Organization (WHO) classification (2–4), B lymphoblastic 
leukemia/lymphoma is further subclassified on the basis of 
recurrent genetic abnormalities, while T lymphoblastic leu-
kemia/lymphoma, despite the existence of recurrent genetic 
abnormalities, is not further subclassified (Table 1).

On the basis of morphology alone, B and T lymphoblas-
tic leukemia/lymphoma cannot be distinguished from one 
another; nor, in many instances, can either be distinguished 
from acute myeloid leukemia (AML). With an appropriate 
panel of monoclonal antibodies, though, immunopheno-
typing by flow cytometry enables accurate resolution among 
these diagnostic entities in a matter of hours, thereby per-
mitting the institution of appropriate therapy in a timely 
fashion. In certain instances, flow cytometric immunophe-
notyping may also anticipate recurrent genetic abnormali-
ties. Finally, flow cytometry has been used to identify rare 
leukemic cells in patients who have achieved remission by 
conventional clinical and pathologic criteria. The presence 
of such “minimal residual disease” (MRD) is strongly asso-
ciated with risk of recurrence (5–7), and its early detection 
enables more precise risk stratification in the selection of 
postinduction therapy.

NORMAL COUNTERPARTS
Antigenic expression by neoplastic lymphoblasts resembles, 
albeit imperfectly, that of their normal counterparts. It is 
therefore helpful to understand the spectrum of antigenic 
changes that occurs during normal B- lymphopoiesis in the 
bone marrow and T- cell maturation in the thymus.

Although earlier stages in B- cell ontogeny have been de-
tected in small numbers in normal human bone marrow (8, 
9), as a practical matter, surface- membrane CD19 expression 
identifies a preponderance of bone marrow cells committed 

to B- lymphopoiesis. Immunophenotypic patterns of matu-
ration among CD19+ B- cell precursors (historically referred 
to as “hematogones”) are characteristic (10–12) and are il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. As maturation proceeds, expression of 
CD19, CD20, and CD45 increases, while that of terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) (not shown), CD10, 
CD34, and CD38 is lost (Fig. 1). Many of these changes 
are coordinated in a stepwise fashion such that early, inter-
mediate, and late stages can be described (12). Polytypic 
surface- membrane immunoglobulin light chain expression 
is first detectable on intermediate-  or late- stage precursors, 
after the loss of TdT and CD34, while mature B cells are 
CD10−, with bright CD20 and CD45 (Fig. 1).

T- cell maturation in the thymus likewise proceeds 
through a series of immunophenotypic stages (11, 13). 
As with B- cell precursors in bone marrow, the earliest 
thymic T- cell precursors are TdT+, CD10+, CD34+, and 
CD45(dim)+ (Fig. 2). CD3 is expressed in the cytoplasm, 
but not on the cell membrane, in these CD4−/CD8− 
(“double- negative”) T cells, the least differentiated of 
which are termed early T- cell precursors (ETPs) (14). 
With maturation, there is progressive expression of CD4, 
which is subsequently accompanied by that of CD8 in so- 
called “double- positive” cortical thymocytes. Acquisition 
of CD4 and CD8 expression is accompanied by CD1a 
 expression, an increase in CD45 density, and loss of TdT, 
CD10, and CD34. Loss of CD1a, acquisition of surface- 
membrane CD3, and loss of CD8 or CD4, respectively, 
yield mature CD4+ or CD8+ T cells.

DIAGNOSIS
As noted previously, flow cytometric immunophenotyping 
with an appropriate panel of monoclonal antibodies permits 
distinction of B-  and T- lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma 
from each other and from AML. Although each clinical 
laboratory typically develops its own panel of antibodies, 
certain antigens are generally acknowledged as being most 
useful for the diagnosis of ALL/lymphoblastic lymphoma 
(reviewed in references 1–4, 15, and 16). More recent stud-
ies have identified additional antigens useful in the context 
of MRD detection (17–22). Table 2 lists the antibody com-
binations used in our laboratory. Not all of these are required 
in every case, though. Combinations 1, 2, and 8 through 
10 would suffice to establish a diagnosis of B lymphoblastic 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch21
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leukemia and to exclude mixed- phenotype acute leukemia, 
while combinations 1 and 6 through 10 would permit the 
diagnosis of T lymphoblastic leukemia and exclusion of 
mixed- phenotype acute leukemia. Antibody combinations 
used for the detection of MRD in B and T lymphoblastic 
leukemia are also indicated in Table 2.

Important methodologic and quality- control issues that 
are generally applicable to flow cytometric immunopheno-
typing have been discussed in detail separately (Biancotto 
and McCoy, chapter 17, this volume). However, a few spe-
cific practices are recommended to improve the quality of 
the immunophenotypic data acquired in acute leukemia: 
exclusion of cellular doublets and other coincident events, 

exclusion of debris and nonviable cells, and identification 
of an appropriate blast gate for the leukemia in question. 
When fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies bound to more 
than one cellular event are simultaneously excited by the 
laser, whether due to statistical coincidence or cellular ag-
gregation, the resulting signals do not accurately reflect the 
phenotype of any single cellular population. These artifac-
tual data can be excluded by gating on singlet events whose 
area, height, and width signals are highly correlated (23) 
(Fig. 3). Nonspecific binding of labeled antibodies and/or 
fluorochromes to cellular debris, platelets, and nonviable 
cells is another cause of spurious fluorescence signals. The 
latter can be reduced by gating on singlet events with the 
light scatter properties of viable cells (Fig. 3); however, care 
must be taken to ensure that the neoplastic cells are not 
inadvertently excluded. Finally, since lymphoblasts com-
monly express CD45 more weakly than their mature lym-
phoid counterparts (24), a blast gate comprising CD45(dim)+/
SSC(low) events frequently permits exclusion of mature lym-
phocytes and other cells that could contaminate a conven-
tional mononuclear- cell gate (15) (Fig. 3).

A general principle in the design of antibody panels 
for lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma is that no single 
surface- membrane antigen is both sensitive and specific for 
B or T lymphoblastic leukemia. In the case of B lympho-
blastic leukemia, CD19 and CD22 are the most commonly 
expressed lineage- related surface antigens and CD7 is es-
sentially always expressed in T lymphoblastic leukemia. 
However, all three antigens may also be expressed in AML. 
Other surface antigens useful in the diagnosis of B lympho-
blastic leukemia include CD10 (positive in the vast major-
ity of cases), CD20 (relatively specific for B- cell lineage, 
but not sensitive), CD34 (positive in most cases), and 
HLA- DR (which is virtually always positive). In the case 
of T lymphoblastic leukemia, useful lineage- related surface 

TABLE 1 World Health Organization classification of 
precursor lymphoid neoplasms (2–4)
B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma, not otherwise specified
B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with recurrent genetic 

abnormalities
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(9;22)

(q34;q11.2); BCR- ABL1
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(v;11q23); MLL  

 rearranged
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(12;21)(p13;q22);  

 TEL- AML1 (ETV6- RUNX1)
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with hyperdiploidy
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with hypodiploidy  

 (Hypodiploid ALL)
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(5;14)(q31;q32);  

 IL3- IGH
 B lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma with t(1;19) 

 (q23;p13.3); E2A- PBX1 (TCF3- PBX1)
T lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma

FIGURE 1 Immunophenotypic patterns of normal B- cell maturation in bone marrow. (A) Gated on all 
viable cells; B- cell maturational stages denoted by different colors. (B through D) Gated only on B cells; 
B- cell maturational stages denoted by different colors, from least mature (turquoise) to most mature (blue). 
(E and F) Acquisition of surface- membrane immunoglobulin light chain expression: (E) Gated on light 
chain- negative B cells (orange); (F) Gated on light chain- positive B cells: kappa (green), lambda (red).
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antigens include CD1a, CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5, and CD8. 
The most sensitive of these (CD2) is not specific, while 
the most specific (CD1a, CD3, and CD8) are seen in fewer 
than half of cases. CD10, CD34, and HLA- DR may also 
be expressed in T lymphoblastic leukemia but at a lower 
frequency than in B lymphoblastic leukemia.

Although no single surface antigen defines T- cell lineage, 
cytoplasmic expression of the epsilon chain of the T- cell 
receptor (cyCD3) is both sensitive and specific for T lym-
phoblastic leukemia (though activated adult natural killer 
cells apparently may also express cyCD3- ε; 25). A caveat to 

the use of cyCD3 to define T- cell lineage, however, is that 
polyclonal antibodies to CD3 commonly used for immuno-
histochemistry may also react with the zeta chain of the T- 
cell receptor, which is expressed in natural killer cells (26). 
In defining B- cell lineage, cytoplasmic CD22 expression is 
sensitive and relatively specific, though a cross- reacting pro-
tein has been reported in AML (27). In contrast, whereas 
cytoplasmic CD79a is often regarded as a specific pan–B- cell 
antigen, it is not uncommonly expressed in T lymphoblastic 
leukemia and in certain forms of AML. TdT is a nuclear 
antigen that is useful in distinguishing precursor neoplasms 

FIGURE 2 Immunophenotypic patterns of normal T- cell maturation in thymus. (A through D). Gated 
on all cytoplasmic CD3+ T cells; T- cell maturational stages denoted by different colors, from least mature 
(violet) to most mature (red and green). (E) Gated on sCD3-  T cells. (F) Gated on sCD3+ T cells.

TABLE 2 Sample antibody combinations and applicationsa

FITC PE PerCP- 
Cy5.5 PE- Cy7 APC APC- 

AF750
PB or 

BV421 V500 Application(s)

 1 CD71 CD33 CD123 CD19 CD34 CD38 HLA- DR CD45 Identify major normal marrow populations
 2 Kappa Lambda CD20 CD19 CD10 CD38 CD5 CD45 Diagnosis (B lymphoblastic leukemia)
 3 CD20 CD22 CD34 CD19 CD13+

CD33
CD38 CD10 CD45 MRD (B lymphoblastic leukemia)

 4 CD20 CD49f CD34 CD19 CD58 CD38 CD10 CD45 MRD (B lymphoblastic leukemia)
 5 CD24 CD304 CD34 CD19 CD86 CD38 CD10 CD45 MRD (B lymphoblastic leukemia)
 6 CD16 CD56 CD5 CD3 CD7 CD8 CD4 CD45 Diagnosis and MRD (T lymphoblastic 

leukemia)
 7 CD7 CD1a CD3 CD2 CD5 CD8 CD4 CD45 Diagnosis and MRD (T lymphoblastic 

leukemia)
 8 cyMPO cyCD3 CD34 — CD7 — HLA- DR CD45 Diagnosis (mixed phenotype acute leukemia, 

T/myeloid)
 9 cyMPO cyCD22 cyCD79a CD19 CD34 — HLA- DR CD45 Diagnosis (mixed phenotype acute leukemia, 

B/myeloid)
10 nTdt cyCD3 cyCD79a CD19 CD34 — HLA- DR CD45 Diagnosis (B and T lymphoblastic leukemia)

aColumn headings refer to the specific fluorophore to which each monoclonal antibody is conjugated; dashes indicate the absence of a specific fluorophore- 
conjugated antibody.
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from mature B-  or T- cell non- Hodgkin lymphomas. TdT 
is positive in a preponderance of cases of B lymphoblastic 
leukemia and in somewhat fewer cases of T lymphoblastic 
leukemia. Since a significant minority of cases of AML also 

express TdT, though, this antigen cannot be used to distin-
guish lymphoblastic leukemia from AML.

The prototypic case of B lymphoblastic leukemia is 
CD10+, CD19+, CD22+, and CD34+, with absent, weak, 
or partial expression of CD20, dimmer CD45 than mature 
B cells, and absent immunoglobulin light chains (Fig. 4). 
Phenotypic variations are common, though. For instance, 
CD45 expression is highly variable, ranging from essentially 
absent to levels only slightly dimmer than those seen among 
mature lymphocytes (28). Monotypic immunoglobulin light 
chain expression is also a recognized phenotypic variant 
which is reported in a small minority of cases (29, 30). Ex-
pression of myeloid antigens (e.g., CD11b, CD13, CD15, 
CD33), which is generally weak and/or partial, represents 
a common phenotypic aberration in both B and T lympho-
blastic leukemia and should not, in isolation, be regarded as 
evidence of mixed- phenotype acute leukemia (26).

Normal T- cell maturation has been used as a framework 
to distinguish several immunophenotypic patterns seen in 
T lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma (3, 15). Cases resem-
bling pro- T and pre- T stages are negative for CD1a, sur-
face CD3, CD4, and CD8; in fact, cytoplasmic CD3 and 
CD7 may be the only phenotypic features of T- lineage 
differentiation in such instances. Expression of CD1a and 
coexpression of CD4 and CD8 without surface CD3 typify 
the cortical thymic or “double- positive” phenotype (Fig. 5), 
while a more mature T- cell phenotype (i.e., CD1a/surface 
CD3+ with either CD4 or CD8 expression) recapitulates 
the medullary T stage. Although T lymphoblastic leuke-
mia/lymphoma seldom conforms precisely to these models 
in clinical practice (e.g., note the paucity of CD1a expres-
sion in the otherwise typical example of T lymphoblastic 
leukemia with a cortical thymic phenotype shown in Fig. 
5), a specific immunophenotype corresponding with that of 
so- called early T- cell precursors (ETPs) appears to define a 
subset of cases with a distinct gene- expression profile and 
poor prognosis (31). ETP leukemia may be recognized phe-
notypically by an absence of CD1a and CD8 expression, 

FIGURE 3 Typical gating strategy in B lymphoblastic leukemia. 
(A) All events displayed; a gate defining single events is illustrated. 
(B) All single events resulting from the gate shown in panel A are 
displayed; a gate defining viable cells is illustrated. (C) All viable 
single events are displayed; a gate defining all CD19+ B cells is il-
lustrated. (D) All viable, single CD19+ B cells are displayed; blasts 
(blue) may be distinguished from mature B cells (yellow) by gating 
on CD45- negative to CD45(dim)+ events.

FIGURE 4 Example of B lymphoblastic leukemia. Phenotypic patterns of neoplastic B lymphoblasts 
(blue, gated as in Fig. 3) are compared with those of normal bone marrow B cells (pink).
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with only weak, partial CD5 expression and expression of 
one or more of the following antigens: HLA- DR, CD11b, 
CD13, CD33, CD34, CD65, or CD117 (31) (Fig. 6). Since 
the mutational spectrum of ETP leukemia resembles that of 
myeloid leukemias, and its gene- expression profile is similar 
to those of both normal and myeloid leukemic hematopoi-
etic stem cells, it has been speculated that the addition of 

myeloid- directed therapies might improve the poor progno-
sis of ETP leukemia (32).

Despite the application of an appropriate antibody 
panel, unequivocal lineage assignment (i.e., B- lymphoid, 
T- lymphoid, or myeloid) remains problematic in a small 
percentage of acute leukemias. Two general immunophe-
notypic patterns are seen in such cases, which have been 

FIGURE 5 Example of T lymphoblastic leukemia. Phenotypic patterns of neoplastic T lymphoblasts 
(yellow) are compared with those of normal thymic T cells (blue).

FIGURE 6 Example of early T- cell precursor (ETP) leukemia. In this example, the neoplastic T lympho-
blasts (violet) are positive for surface- membrane CD3, with weak CD5 expression in significantly less than 
75% of the blasts. CD1a and CD8 are negative, and at least 25% of the blasts express one or more myeloid 
or stem- cell marker (in this case, CD34). Normal thymic T cells are shown for comparison in blue.
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designated “mixed- phenotype acute leukemia” (MPAL) 
in the most recent WHO classification (26). In the first 
of these patterns (formerly referred to as bilineal), two 
immunophenotypically distinct blast populations can be 
resolved, each with clear immunophenotypic evidence of 
differentiation along a different lineage (e.g., separate pop-
ulations of B- lymphoblasts and myeloblasts). In the second 
pattern (formerly referred to as biphenotypic), a single pop-
ulation of blasts expresses antigens indicative of differenti-
ation along more than one lineage. Since, as noted above, 
myeloid antigen expression is not unusual in B and T lym-
phoblastic leukemia, the WHO requirements for assigning 
more than one lineage to a single blast population are rel-
atively strict: myeloperoxidase or two or more monocytic 
markers (from among CD11c, CD14, CD64, NSE, and ly-
sozyme) for myeloid lineage; cytoplasmic or surface CD3 for 
T lineage; and CD19 plus strong expression of at least one 
(if CD19 is strong) or two (if CD19 is weak) from among 
CD10, cytoplasmic CD22, and cytoplasmic CD79a for B 
lineage (26). Notwithstanding the inconsistent definitions 
and treatments historically applied to MPAL, it appears that 
the prognosis of these leukemias is significantly worse than 
that of pediatric ALL (33, 34), though MPAL patients who 
fail an AML- type regimen may be successfully treated with 
an ALL- type regimen (33).

IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC-GENOTYPIC AND 
PROGNOSTIC CORRELATIONS
In certain instances, immunophenotypic features of the 
lymphoblasts may be associated with specific genetic ab-
normalities and/or prognosis (Table 3). For example, CD25 
expression is significantly more frequent in cases of adult B 
lymphoblastic leukemia with BCR- ABL1 than with BCR- 
ABL1- negative cases (35). Cases of B lymphoblastic leu-
kemia with MLL rearrangement, and in particular those 
with MLL- AF4, are usually negative for CD10 and at least 
partially negative for CD24; many also express CD15 (36). 
B lymphoblastic leukemia with TCF3- PBX1 is strongly as-
sociated with a composite immunophenotype characterized 
by homogeneous expression of CD9 and CD10, with at least 
partial absence of CD20 and complete absence of CD34 
(37). By comparison, B lymphoblastic leukemia with ETV6- 
RUNX1 does not display quite so stereotypic a composite 
immunophenotype; however, the expression of no more 
than partial CD9 and CD20 has a positive predictive value 
of nearly 50% for this translocation (38).

As noted previously, a subset of cases of T lymphoblastic 
leukemia displays an immunophenotypic profile reminiscent 
of that seen in normal ETPs. This composite immunophe-
notype (CD1a- negative, CD8- negative, with no more than 
weak, partial CD5 and one or more myeloid or stem- cell 

markers) (Table 3), which has been used to define ETP leu-
kemia, predicts not only a specific gene- expression profile 
and mutational spectrum but also a poor prognosis (31, 32). 
Expression of CD13 is also an adverse prognostic factor in 
T lymphoblastic leukemia, independent of other conven-
tional risk factors (39). Since the adverse prognostic effect 
of CD13 expression is limited to the subset of cases with a 
cortical/mature phenotype, it appears not to be attributable 
simply to its association with the ETP phenotype (39). In 
contrast, the apparently favorable prognostic effect of CD1a 
expression (40) could potentially be indirect, as CD1a ex-
pression is by definition limited to non- ETP leukemias. 
Finally, CD11b expression (20) and comparatively bright 
expression of CD20 (28) and CD45 (28, 41) are associated 
with poor prognosis in B lymphoblastic leukemia, indepen-
dent of other risk factors; bright CD45 expression is also an 
independent adverse prognostic factor in T lymphoblastic 
leukemia (41).

MRD
With contemporary therapy, an overwhelming preponder-
ance of children and a great majority of adults with ALL 
achieve disease remission, which is defined as the presence 
of fewer than 5% morphologic bone marrow blasts and res-
toration of normal hematopoiesis (42, 43). Nonetheless, an 
important principle in the curative therapy of patients with 
ALL is that treatment must continue for an extended period 
(typically for at least 2 years) in order to prevent an unac-
ceptably high incidence of relapse (42, 43). These obser-
vations imply the persistence of residual leukemic blasts at 
submicroscopic levels in many patients who have attained 
remission. Indeed, it has been estimated that the total- body 
leukemic burden of patients with ALL in remission may be 
as high as 1010 (44). It has become clear that the precise 
quantification of such MRD is among the strongest prog-
nostic factors in ALL and that flow cytometric immuno-
phenotyping is well suited for MRD detection (reviewed in 
references 45 and 46).

In principle, the immunophenotypic detection of MRD 
relies on differences in antigen expression between leukemic 
cells and their normal counterparts. Phenotypic patterns of 
normal B-  and T- lymphopoiesis have been well documented 
(10–13), and recent work has expanded the range of poten-
tially informative antigens (17–22) such that at least 95% of 
cases of ALL (45, 46) and virtually all cases of B lymphoblas-
tic leukemia (21) are now detectable by their abnormal im-
munophenotype (often referred to as a leukemia- associated 
immunophenotype). In early studies, the specific leukemia- 
associated immunophenotype documented at diagnosis was 
sought in posttreatment samples. It has since become appar-
ent, though, that treatment induces phenotypic changes in 

TABLE 3 Immunophenotypic- genotypic associations

Diagnostic entity Phenotypic association(s)

B lymphoblastic leukemia with BCR- ABL1 CD25+

B lymphoblastic leukemia with MLL- AF4 CD10−, CD15+/−, CD24−/partial+

B lymphoblastic leukemia with TCF3- PBX1 CD9 and CD10+, CD20−/partial+, CD34−

B lymphoblastic leukemia with ETV6- RUNX1 CD9 and CD20−/partial+

Early T- cell precursor (ETP) leukemia CD1a and CD8−, weak CD5+ (<75% of blasts), 
>25% of blasts positive for one or more of the 
following: CD11b, CD13, CD33, CD34, CD65, 
CD117, HLA- DR
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the leukemic blasts, termed immunophenotypic drift. These 
phenotypic changes generally reflect maturation of the 
blasts, an effect thought to be mediated by corticosteroids 
(47), and have been documented in both B lymphoblastic 
and T lymphoblastic leukemia (47, 48). As a practical mat-
ter, one must not simply evaluate posttreatment samples for 
the specific phenotype seen at diagnosis, but rather identify 
populations with a composite immunophenotype that dif-
fers from that of normal B-  and T- cell precursors.

Although incorporation of several newly identified 
markers into MRD panels may yield a sensitivity of 0.001%, 
or 1 in 100,000 cells (21), a level previously attainable only 
by PCR- mediated amplification of antigen- receptor genes 
(49), most studies demonstrating the clinical significance 
of MRD in ALL have reported a sensitivity of 0.01% (1 in 
10,000 cells). Visual recognition of a cluster of events in 
multiparametric space as a distinct cellular population de-
pends both on the magnitude of antigenic deviation from 
normal and the extent to which antigen expression is ho-
mogeneous. However, in general, confident identification of 
MRD is difficult when fewer than 20 events comprise the 
putative cluster of cells. Since a sensitivity of 1 in 10,000 
cells is required clinically, it is essential that no fewer than 
200,000 viable cells be acquired. In our laboratory, as many 
as 1 million total events are acquired for each antibody com-
bination; when fewer than 250,000 viable cells are collected 
in a given case, the report indicates that the sensitivity of 
the assay is compromised. It is also important to be mindful 
of spurious signals that could simulate a population of MRD. 
For instance, clinical flow cytometers may have carryover in 
the range of 0.1%, an order of magnitude higher than the 

expected analytic sensitivity of the assay. To mitigate the 
potential for carryover, tubes containing only saline may be 
placed between those containing antibody- labeled cells.

As noted above, many antigens are differentially ex-
pressed in leukemic lymphoblasts relative to normal lym-
phoid precursors. As a rule, though, these differences are 
quantitative rather than qualitative. Therefore, when a new 
antibody combination for MRD detection is implemented, it 
is essential to document the range of normal patterns of im-
munoreactivity using control samples from patients without 
leukemia, including samples from patients with active mar-
row regeneration following chemotherapy. The immunophe-
notypic properties of putative MRD populations may then be 
compared with these previously documented normal patterns 
to confirm or refute a diagnosis of MRD. The principal anti-
body combinations used for MRD detection in our laboratory 
are listed in Table 2 (3, 4, and 5 for B lymphoblastic leu-
kemia; 6 and 7 for T lymphoblastic leukemia). Examples of 
MRD compared with normal patterns of antigen expression 
using these combinations are illustrated in Fig. 7 and 8.

SUMMARY
Flow cytometric immunophenotyping comprises an essen-
tial component in the diagnosis of ALL, enabling its reliable 
distinction from AML and acute leukemia of ambiguous 
lineage. In certain instances, the composite immunopheno-
type of the leukemic blasts may be associated with specific 
genetic abnormalities and/or prognosis. Finally, flow cy-
tometry is well suited for the detection of MRD, one of the 
strongest prognostic factors in ALL.

FIGURE 7 Detection of minimal residual disease in B lymphoblastic leukemia. (A) All viable, single 
CD19+ bone marrow B cells are displayed; a small cluster of cells (0.04% of viable singlets) with compara-
tively dim CD45 expression (green) can be distinguished from a predominant population of normal B cells 
(blue). (B through F) Phenotypic features of the minimal residual disease (green, gated as in panel A) are 
compared with those of normal bone marrow B cells (pink). Compared with normal B- cell precursors, the 
residual neoplastic cells express abnormally bright CD10, CD19, CD49f, CD58, CD86, and CD304 and 
are further positive for CD13 and/or CD33. CD38 expression, moreover, is lost.
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Flow cytometry is an integral tool in both the diagnosis and 
posttherapy evaluation of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). 
The strength of the technology is its capacity for rapid, se-
quential single- cell analysis with simultaneous evaluation 
of multiple antigens, thus providing a comprehensive im-
munophenotype for discrete cellular subpopulations. As a 
result, it has become the methodology of choice for deter-
mining blast lineage and immunophenotype. Cytochem-
ical or immunohistochemical evaluation, although useful 
and even required in some settings, has been surpassed by 
flow cytometry for the evaluation of blood and marrow in 
most instances (1, 2). Nevertheless, flow cytometric findings 
must be used in conjunction with morphology, molecular, 
and cytogenetic findings for the complete diagnosis and 
subclassification of AML. Evaluation of posttherapy samples 
for residual acute myeloid leukemia allows enumeration of 
blasts as low as 1% by morphology; however, distinguish-
ing normal or regenerating progenitors from leukemic blasts 
rarely can be performed by morphologic examination alone. 
Flow cytometry not only allows a more sensitive assay, in 
some cases reaching a sensitivity of 0.01% (3–5), it is also 
able to identify aberrancies on the leukemic blast popula-
tion that allow discrimination from normal or regenerating 
progenitors (2, 6, 7). These attributes make flow cytometry 
an ideal method for evaluating for minimal residual disease 
(MRD) in the posttherapy setting.

NORMAL MYELOID MATURATION AND 
ANTIGEN EXPRESSION
Knowledge of the immunophenotypic findings seen during 
normal hematopoietic maturation is critical to understand-
ing the changes induced by neoplastic transformation and 
is the basis of all neoplastic immunophenotyping. The abil-
ity to distinguish leukemic blasts from normal progenitors, 
either for initial diagnosis or posttherapeutic monitoring, 
requires correlation of immunophenotypes from specific 
maturational stages of a particular lineage with the popula-
tion of interest (Table 1) (8–10).

Hematopoietic maturation begins in the bone marrow 
with the hematopoietic stem cell, a cell having the prop-
erties of self- regeneration and multilineage differentiation 
potential. This stage of maturation is characterized by ex-
pression of high CD34, low to absent CD38 and CD133, 
low to intermediate levels of CD13 and HLA- DR, and 

relatively low levels of CD33, CD117, and CD123 (11–13). 
CD45 expression is low in comparison to mature lympho-
cytes, although it is higher than later CD34- positive my-
eloid progenitors. Hematopoietic stem cells also do not 
express markers of definitive lineage commitment, such as 
the myeloid antigens CD11b, CD14, CD15, CD16, or my-
eloperoxidase, the early B- cell antigens CD19 or CD10, or 
the elevated level of CD71 characteristic of early erythroid 
differentiation (Fig. 1) (2).

As the hematopoietic stem cell matures to early forms 
committed to the various lineages, the levels of CD34 and 
CD45 decrease slightly as CD38 increases to a relatively 
uniform intermediate level. This early CD34- positive pro-
genitor devoid of lineage- specific antigenic expression is 
the prototype for what is often termed a “myeloid blast”; 
following this stage, the progenitors begin to express anti-
gens characteristic of commitment to specific lineages. It is 
hypothesized that a common myeloid progenitor gives rise 
to the seven main myeloid lineages— erythroid, granulo-
cytes, eosinophils, basophils, monocytes, megakaryocytes, 
and dendritic cells— but this is difficult to observe by rou-
tine immunophenotyping. However, it can readily be ob-
served that the uniformly CD34- bright progenitors slightly 
increase expression of CD13, CD33, CD117, and HLA- DR 
as they move toward myelomonocytic differentiation, while 
early erythroid, B- cell and plasmacytoid dendritic cell lin-
eages rapidly reduce their expression of CD13 and CD33 (2, 
8, 14, 15). When observing immunophenotypic expression 
along myeloid lineages, it is important to note that the mat-
urational patterns are a continuum with progressive gains 
and losses of antigens rather than static discrete populations 
characterized by the presence or absence of markers (Fig. 1).

As monocytic maturation arises from the early CD34- 
positive progenitor, the monoblasts/promonocytes express 
the highest levels of HLA- DR and CD33 seen on any he-
matopoietic population, with early expression of CD15 and 
CD64 at a moderate level and a rapid decrease of CD34 
and CD117 (8, 9, 14, 15). At these early stages, CD13 ex-
pression is variably reduced from that seen on the bright 
CD34- positive progenitors; it then begins to increase in par-
allel with CD14, with both expressed at the highest level on 
mature monocytes.

Early erythroid progenitors express CD34 and show in-
creasing levels of CD71 (transferrin receptor) with slightly 
later acquisition of CD36. Expression of CD117 is retained 
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by the pronormoblasts, which also express CD38 with loss 
of CD13, CD33, and CD34 (2, 15, 16). CD71 expression 
remains high throughout erythroid maturation and is lost 
upon extrusion of the nucleus to form the mature erythro-
cyte; however, the level of CD71 seen is dependent on pro-
cessing with red cell lysing reagents, which often result in 
variably reduced levels of CD71. Glycophorin A (CD235a) 
is acquired slightly later than high CD71 but is maintained 
throughout maturation with expression on anucleate eryth-
rocytes (10).

Discrete stages of megakaryocytic maturation are not as 
well identified by routine immunophenotyping. However, 
early megakaryocytic progenitors coexpress CD41 (glyco-
protein IIb) and CD61 (glycoprotein IIIa), with expression 
of CD42 (glycoprotein 1b) acquired with maturation (17).

OVERVIEW OF AML

Biology and Epidemiology
AML is a myeloid stem cell neoplasm resulting in a clonal 
proliferation of bone marrow precursors having the ex-
pression of myeloid- associated antigens in the absence of 
lineage- defining lymphoid antigens (18). This includes ap-
parent maturational arrest at variable progenitor stages up 
through the promyelocyte, promonocyte, or proerythroblast 
stages. AML is more frequently seen in adults, with a peak 

incidence in the 6th decade, although it can occur at any 
age. Risk factors associated with the development of AML 
include exposure to radiation, chemotherapy (particularly 
alkylating agents and topoisomerase II inhibitors), toxins 
(benzene, smoking), development of lower- grade myeloid 
stem cell disorders (myelodysplasia, chronic myeloprolifer-
ative neoplasms), and some congenital/inheritable factors 
(such as Fanconi anemia, Down syndrome, and familial 
RUNX1 and CEBPA mutations) (19).

Classification
Historically, AML was classified based on the French- 
American- British (FAB) criteria, a cooperative effort to 
standardize the diagnosis and classification of acute leu-
kemia. The FAB was first published in 1976 and required 
≥30% myeloid blasts (or blast equivalents) in the bone 
marrow or peripheral blood by morphology (20). Cyto-
chemical stains and morphologic features were used to 
define lineage at that time. Subsequently, the diagnostic 
criteria were revised in 2001 with the publication of the 
World Health Organization classification system for hema-
topoietic and lymphoid tumors (21). The morphologic blast 
percentage required for the diagnosis of AML was decreased 
to ≥20% in the bone marrow or blood, from the prior FAB 
criteria of ≥30%. Subclassification of AML in the 2001 and 
2008 World Health Organization systems is based largely 
on recurrent genetic abnormalities, with less reliance on 

TABLE 1 Antigens commonly evaluated in the diagnosis of acute myeloid leukemia

Designation Associated lineage

CD4 Monocytic, T cells
CD5 Pan T cell, aberrant expression in some AML
CD7 Pan T cell, aberrant expression in some AML
CD11b Myeloid, NK cells, some B and T cells
CD11c Myeloid, NK cells, some T cells
CD13 Myeloid
CD14 Myelomonocytic
CD15 Myelomonocytic
CD16 Granulocytes, NK cells
CD19 B cells
CD33 Myeloid cells
CD34 Immature hematopoietic cell, stem cell
CD36 Monocytes, basophils, early erythroids,  megakaryocytes
CD41 Glycoprotein IIb, platelets and megakaryocytes
CD42 Platelet glycoprotein, platelets and  megakaryocytes
CD45 Leukocyte common antigen
CD56 NK cells, aberrant expression in some AML
CD61 Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa, platelets and  megakaryocytes
CD64 Monocytes, activated granulocytes
CD71 Transferrin receptor, erythroid (CD71 bright) and cycling cells, not present on anu-

cleate erythroid cells
CD117 Immature myelomonocytic and erythroid
CD123 Plasmacytoid dendritic cells, basophils,  immature B cells
CD203c Basophils
HLA- DR Myeloid blasts, monocytes, B cells, activated T cells
Glycophorin A Maturing erythroid (levels increase with  erythroid maturation)
MPO Myeloid (strongest on granulocytic) lineage
TDT Lymphoid blast
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morphologic and immunophenotypic characteristics (18), 
although the latter continue to play a role for certain spe-
cific AML subtypes (see Table 2).

In the current era, flow cytometry and morphology are 
the mainstays in diagnosing AML, with molecular and cy-
togenetic findings providing further subclassification (1, 2, 
18). Flow cytometry allows for: (i) identification and enu-
meration of an immature progenitor population; (ii) lineage 
assessment based on phenotypic expression; and (iii) assess-
ment of aberrant antigen expression that can be used for 
subsequent posttherapeutic monitoring. Most AML demon-
strates an immunophenotype similar to that seen on normal 
myeloid progenitors, often expressing CD13, CD33, CD34, 
CD117, and HLA- DR, with low CD45 expression (Fig. 2). 

However, the intensity of these antigens may be increased or 
decreased compared to a normal progenitor population, and 
they may be more homogeneous in expression, indicating a 
lack of the normal maturational spectrum that would be ex-
pected in a reactive/regenerative setting. Myeloid blasts in 
AML may also show abnormal asynchronous expression of 
mature myeloid antigens, such as CD11b, CD15, or CD64, 
as well as aberrant expression of lymphoid- associated anti-
gens including CD2, CD5, CD7, CD19, or CD56 (2).

A complete description of AML subclassification using 
flow cytometry is beyond the scope of this chapter, and the 
reader is referred to a more comprehensive source (22). 
However, four subtypes of AML are worth specific mention 
because of their characteristic immunophenotypic findings: 

TABLE 2 Immunophenotypic characteristics associated with certain AML subtypes

AML subclassification Associated immunophenotypic nuance of blasts

AML with t(8;21)(q22;q22); RUNX1- RUNX1T1 High levels of CD34, expression of CD19 and 
TdT

APL with t(15;17)(q22;q12); PML- RARA Lack of CD15, CD34, and HLA- DR; expression 
of high levels of CD33 and MPO; expression of 
CD2; increased right- angle light scatter

AML with t(6;9)(p23;q34); DEK- NUP214 TdT expression
AML with inv3(q21;q26.2) or t(3;3)(q21;q26.2); 

RPN1- EVI1
CD7 expression; subsets may express CD41/CD61

AML with FLT3/ITD May lack CD34 and HLA- DR
AML with NPM1 mutation May lack CD34 and express higher CD33
AML with monocytic or monoblastic differenti-

ation
Bright CD33, CD64, and HLA- DR; often lacks 

CD34 and CD117; variable CD14
Acute erythroid leukemia Bright CD71 and expression of CD235a 

( glycophorin- A); variable expression of CD117 
but often lacks CD34; variably lacks CD13 and 
CD33

Acute megakaryoblastic leukemia Expression of CD41 and CD61; often lacks CD13, 
CD33, CD34, and CD117

FIGURE 1 Example dot plots of normal, early stem cells (purple) and normal CD34- positive blasts 
(red). Upper left dot plot shows CD45 versus side scatter (blue: lymphocytes; pink: monocytes; green: ma-
turing granulocytes; aqua: hematogones) with circled area defining the blast region. Remaining dot plots 
are selectively displaying CD34- positive progenitors only. Myeloid progenitors show increasing expression 
of CD13, CD33, CD117, and HLA- DR.
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acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), acute monocytic leu-
kemia (AMoL), acute erythroid leukemia (AML- M6), and 
acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AML- M7) (see Table 2).

AML with t(15;17) (APL) is an acute leukemia consist-
ing of a marked expansion of promyelocytes (blast equiva-
lents) without further granulocytic maturation (1, 2, 18). 
This is a particularly important subtype of AML to recog-
nize due to the increased early death rate secondary to dis-
seminated intravascular coagulation and its complications. 
However, this subtype is exquisitely sensitive to therapy 
with all- trans retinoic acid and arsenic trioxide, making it 
the AML with the highest overall disease- free survival rate 
if successfully supported through initial treatment (23, 24). 
Like normal promyelocytes, APL is characterized by vari-
ably high right- angle light scatter, high levels of myeloper-
oxidase, relative lack of HLA- DR, and low to intermediate 
CD64, and it most typically lacks CD34 and CD11b ex-
pression. However, unlike normal promyelocytes, APL 
typically demonstrates low to absent expression of CD15, 
abnormally increased CD33, and variable CD117. The mi-
crogranular variant of APL has a variant immunopheno-
type with somewhat lower right- angle light scatter, more 
frequent expression of CD34, and CD2 expression on a 
subset of cases.

AMoL (acute monocytic leukemia) shows an immuno-
phenotype similar to promonocytes with intermediate to 
high right- angle light scatter and bright CD33, findings often 
seen in APL, but with a higher level of CD64, more frequent 
expression of HLA- DR, and low to absent myeloperoxidase 
(1, 2, 18). Monoblasts and promonocytes also generally lack 
CD14, CD34, and CD117, although they typically express 
a moderately high level of CD15, CD64, and HLA- DR. 
Additionally, monocytic leukemia will often show some 
degree of further monocytic maturation, including a subset 
of maturing/mature monocytes (with increased CD14 and 
CD45 expression) in addition to the immature promonocytic 
component. Aberrant CD56 expression is often seen on the 
monocytes (mature and immature) in AMoL.

Acute erythroid leukemia (AML- M6) consists of a pro-
liferation of proerythoblasts either with or without a subset 
of abnormal myeloid progenitors (1, 2, 18). The proerytho-
blasts show decreased to absent CD45 expression, often 
with intermediate right- angle light scatter, often variably 
lack CD13, CD33 and CD34, but typically express some 
combination of CD36 and CD71 and may show expression 
of CD235a (glycophorin- A). Care must be taken in the as-
sessment of CD71, as proliferating cells (including leukemic 
blasts) express CD71 (transferrin receptor); however, eryth-
roid progenitors typically express CD71 at an exquisitely 
high level, with the caveat that this may be abnormally re-
duced in erythroleukemia. The progenitor antigen CD117 is 
typically expressed on erythroid progenitors.

Acute megakaryoblastic leukemia (AML- M7) is similar 
to AML- M6 in that the blasts often show decreased to ab-
sent CD45 expression, often with intermediate right- angle 
light scatter, and expression of CD36 and CD71 (1, 2, 18). 
Additionally, the blasts may lack CD34 as well as CD13, 
CD33, or CD117. However, by definition, the blasts must 
show expression of platelet- associated antigens such as 
CD41 and CD61 and must lack CD235a. When evaluating 
CD41/CD61 expression, care must be taken to exclude ad-
herence of activated platelets to the cells of interest.

PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF 
DIAGNOSTIC SAMPLES IN AML

Specimen Requirements and Processing
The diagnosis of AML is usually made on a bone marrow 
aspirate or peripheral blood sample; however, bone mar-
row biopsies or involved tissue samples may be evaluated. 
The samples should be obtained in a sterile manner. Bone 
marrow aspirate and peripheral blood should be collected 
in sodium heparin or EDTA anticoagulant, with sodium 
heparin providing more stability in samples that are more 
than 24 hours old. Bone marrow biopsies or tissue samples 

FIGURE 2 Example dot plots of acute myeloid leukemia (red). Upper left dot plot shows CD45 ver-
sus side scatter with blast population highlighted in red. Remaining dot plots are selectively displaying 
CD34- positive leukemic blasts only. Notice, compared to normal myeloid blasts in Fig. 1, these abnormal, 
leukemic blasts demonstrate lower side scatter, variably increased CD13, early/abnormal expression of 
CD15, decreased to absent CD33, variably increased CD34, variably decreased CD45, variably increased 
CD117, and variably decreased HLA- DR.
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should be placed in tissue culture media (25). If analysis is 
to occur within 24 to 48 hours, maintaining the sample at 
room temperature is appropriate (16 to 28°C). However, if 
a delay in evaluation beyond 48 hours is anticipated, refrig-
eration of the sample will delay sample degradation. Sam-
ples that are refrigerated should be brought back to room 
temperature prior to labeling. Prior to processing, sample 
cellularity should be assessed to ensure provision of the ap-
propriate number of cells for analysis. This may require in-
creasing the volume of low- cellularity samples or diluting 
highly cellular samples to maintain antibodies within an 
appropriate titer. In general, most antibodies are titered for 
use with 1 million cells, and this serves as a useful target for 
sample cellularity.

Antibodies are added to the aliquot of sample, preferably 
as a pretitered cocktail, and the mixture is incubated for 15 
minutes at room temperature in the dark. After labeling, 
samples are processed with red blood cell lysing reagents, 
e.g., buffered ammonium chloride, followed by washing in 
order to obtain a single cell suspension of white blood cells 
with as little contamination by mature erythrocytes as pos-
sible, largely to allow efficient sample acquisition (26). Of 
note, if the sample is a bone marrow biopsy or tissue sample, 
it must initially undergo disaggregation to obtain a single 
cell suspension prior to further processing, usually by me-
chanical disaggregation with a scalpel, forceps, or mesh 
screen, although enzymatic digestion may also be used (27).

Reagent Panels
The reagent panels used for both AML diagnosis and MRD 
detection should ideally be similar and optimized to demon-
strate both the early stages of myeloid progenitor maturation 
and common antigenic abnormalities seen in AML, e.g., 
expression of lymphoid- associated antigens (28). However, 
the diagnostic panel should be supplemented with lymphoid- 
associated antigens sufficient to definitively determine 
lineage. Some redundancy in reagents between aliquots is de-
sirable to allow identification of similar populations between 
aliquots. There is currently poor standardization of reagent 
panels for AML diagnosis and MRD detection, but antigens 
that are commonly evaluated in the diagnosis of AML are 
listed in Table 1. We refer the reader to another source for 
a recommended AML (and AML MRD) panel (29). Al-
though the simultaneous evaluation of three to four antigens 
has previously been standard, the use of six-  to 10- color flow 
cytometers is becoming increasingly common (30). The use 
of increased numbers of simultaneous fluorochromes is less 
important for initial diagnosis where the blast population is 
easy to identify, but it can clarify maturational relationships 
and becomes more important to confidently identify small 
abnormal blast populations when evaluating for MRD (7).

Data Acquisition
In order to characterize all populations of interest, one must 
collect enough total events to allow evaluation of the least 
frequent population of interest in the sample. If the popu-
lation of interest is present in high numbers, for instance at 
the time of AML diagnosis, evaluation of lower numbers of 
events will yield the information needed for correct identi-
fication/classification. However, if the population of inter-
est is infrequent, for instance at the time of posttherapeutic 
monitoring, a larger number of events is needed for identi-
fication, characterization, and enumeration. Although the 
operator can make this decision in real time as the sample is 
being acquired, establishing a consistent number of events 
to acquire based on the diagnostic question is an approach 

better suited to a busy clinical laboratory. Acquisition of a 
specified number of total events allows one to consistently 
achieve the desired degree of sensitivity for a particular 
application.

Determination of the number of events to acquire is 
governed in large part by two factors: the number of events 
required to identify and enumerate a population, and the 
frequency of the population of interest, the latter being 
directly related to the desired analytical sensitivity of the 
assay. Although the identification of a population is possi-
ble with a very small number of events (<10) of the appro-
priate type, enumeration at this level is governed by Poisson 
counting statistics, and the precision can be estimated as:

( )
( )

Coefficient of variation CV
n

n
=

where n is the number of events in the population. Con-
sequently, with a target number of 100 events (n = 100), 
the CV is 10%, and this serves as a reasonable goal for most 
MRD assays. Increasing the number of events will decrease 
the CV and hence increase precision. When evaluating 
initial diagnostic samples, an analytical sensitivity of 0.1% 
(1 cell in 1,000) is an appropriate target to allow detection 
of unexpected, abnormal populations. Therefore, 100,000 
total events should be acquired to provide 100 events in 
a population having a frequency of 0.1%. In contrast, for 
MRD applications, the clinically relevant target is currently 
0.01%, in which case 1,000,000 events are required to 
achieve a similar level of reproducible enumeration. An ad-
ditional consideration is carryover. Running a small amount 
of water through the cytometer, not only between patient 
samples but also between aliquots of the same sample, will 
reduce contamination that could produce artifactual small 
populations and be misinterpreted; this is particularly an is-
sue for MRD analysis.

Data Analysis
Evaluation of immature populations is enhanced by specif-
ically gating on the region where normal progenitors are 
expected to be present on a CD45 versus side- scatter dot 
plot, a gate often referred to as a “blast” gate. This method 
allows separation of the nucleated cells into six basic com-
ponents: lymphocytes, monocytes, granulocytes, myeloid 
progenitors, lymphoid progenitors, and erythroid forms. In-
clusion of CD45 in each aliquot/tube allows for consistency 
in progenitor or blast identification and is an approach 
almost universally used in clinical laboratories for acute 
leukemia diagnosis. This analytical approach allows more 
focused evaluation of progenitors by the exclusion of matur-
ing forms from most lineages. However, gating in this way 
makes the assumption that neoplastic myeloid blasts share 
similar CD45 and right- angle light- scatter characteristics 
with their normal counterparts, which is not always the 
case. Therefore, one should not overly adhere to strict gat-
ing strategies but should examine regions outside of the blast 
gate and allow for variation in its location when warranted.

Reporting
In AML diagnosis, the blast percentage is very important. 
As stated previously, the current World Health Organization 
classification generally requires morphologic identification 
of ≥20% of blasts of marrow cellularity to be considered 
diagnostic of AML (18). However, when enumerating pro-
genitors by flow cytometry, the denominator is potentially 
confounded by three competing factors: hemodilution, 
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reduced enumeration of erythroid precursors, and differences 
in the definition of blasts/progenitors between flow cytometry 
and morphology. Hemodilution is inevitable during marrow 
aspiration but is increasingly pronounced beyond 1 to 2 cc of 
marrow aspiration unless the needle is repositioned. The con-
sequence of hemodilution is a relative increase in peripheral 
blood cells, which is particularly problematic in cases where 
relatively few progenitors are in the circulation, such as 
during MRD assessment. The net effect is a reduction in pro-
genitor enumeration. In contrast, the use of erythrocyte lys-
ing reagents compromises nucleated erythroid cells, resulting 
in a decrease in forward scatter that can cause underestima-
tion of the total number of nucleated cells if either the acqui-
sition threshold is too high so that they are not acquired or if 
viability gates are used and nucleated red cells are excluded 
from the denominator during analysis. It is often assumed 
that nucleated erythroid cells are lost with the use of red cell 
lysing reagents, but this is not the case if fixative- containing 
lysing reagents are used and wash steps are optimized for cell 
recovery. Due to this concern, the blast percentage has his-
torically been reported as a percentage of white cells (CD45- 
positive events) by flow cytometry, but this practice needs 
to be reevaluated. Finally, cells that are considered blasts or 
blast equivalents by morphology consist of a variety of dif-
ferent immunophenotypic subsets by flow cytometry, so one 
must sum the appropriate immunophenotypic subsets if one is 
attempting to correlate with morphology. This problem may 
be particularly pronounced for progenitors that lack CD34 or 
CD117 expression, such as monocytic leukemia. Ultimately, 
the flow cytometric blast count must be correlated with a 
morphologic blast count for a definitive diagnosis of AML, 
particularly if the blast percentage by flow cytometry is not 
significantly above 20% and/or the sample is bone marrow. 
In peripheral blood samples where nucleated red blood cells 
are usually not present and hemodilution is not relevant, the 
flow cytometric progenitor count may more closely correlate 
with morphology.

In addition to reporting the percentage of myeloid pro-
genitors, their immunophenotype should be reported (28). 
The immunophenotypic data should clearly identify the 
population being evaluated and how it was defined. Antigen 
expression should be reported in a way that relays relative 
intensity and whether the findings are normal or abnormal 
for a particular lineage of cells at a defined stage of matura-
tion, something that is particularly important when assess-
ing samples for subsequent MRD testing. The reporting of 
percentage positivity for each antibody tested is still com-
mon but is actively discouraged by consensus conferences as 
it does not convey either the relative intensity or pattern of 
expression, nor does it provide an indication of abnormality. 
Finally, the report should contain an interpretation of the 
results that attempts to integrate this complex immunophe-
notypic data with clinical findings to provide useful clinical 
information that can direct therapy.

POSTTHERAPY EVALUATION OF AML (MRD)
Evaluation for minimal residual disease after therapy is an 
important prognostic predictor in AML (7). The presence 
of minimal residual disease, even with levels <0.1%, is asso-
ciated with adverse outcome (31).

Specimen Requirements, Processing, and Reagent 
Panels
The specimen requirements are similar between diagnostic 
and MRD AML testing. Although some have suggested that 

peripheral blood is an adequate sample for MRD analysis, 
the level of AML MRD detected is roughly 1 log lower in 
blood than in marrow, and current practice is to evaluate 
bone marrow aspirate samples (32, 33). The sample should 
be processed in the same way as a diagnostic AML sample, 
including the use of red cell lysis; however, it is important 
that sufficient cells are prepared to allow acquisition of the 
appropriate number of events for the desired degree of sensi-
tivity (25, 26). For low- cellularity samples, this will require 
either concentration or evaluation of larger total amounts 
of sample.

Reagent panels for MRD testing need to be optimized 
to allow discrimination of normal progenitors from residual 
leukemic progenitors; this usually requires the use of back-
bone gating reagents that facilitate dissection of matura-
tional subpopulations into relatively discrete stages where 
normal immunophenotypes are somewhat more homoge-
neous (6, 7). An important example is evaluation of the 
immunophenotype of hematopoietic stem cells (CD34+, 
CD38Low) via the use of CD34 and CD38 as gating re-
agents, as residual AML often persists as cells having this 
immature immunophenotype and can be overlooked if only 
total CD34- positive cells are evaluated (Fig. 3). Using an 
increased number of simultaneous fluorochromes facilitates 
this process. In addition, evaluation for AML MRD also al-
lows for a more directed reagent panel to be utilized, in con-
trast to the assessment of more extensive lineage- associated 
antigens performed in a diagnostic setting for definitive lin-
eage assignment.

More broadly, it is helpful if the same or similar panel of 
reagents is evaluated at both diagnosis and at MRD assess-
ment, as this facilitates comparison between diagnostic and 
MRD samples and generally results in a single assay that can 
be well validated and its performance characteristics un-
derstood (we refer the reader elsewhere for a recommended 
AML MRD panel) (29). The creation of custom reagent 
combinations in an attempt to detect abnormalities noted 
at diagnosis is to be avoided as these represent unvalidated 
assays whose performance characteristics will not be well 
understood. In addition, limited or custom reagent combi-
nations also presume constancy of immunophenotype post-
therapy, which is known to not be the case in a significant 
subset of acute leukemia, including AML (7, 34–36).

Data Acquisition and Evaluation
Data acquisition and evaluation in AML MRD is essentially 
similar to that in AML at diagnosis, although a few impor-
tant caveats should be noted. Unlike diagnostic samples 
where the population is usually present in sufficient num-
bers to confidently identify when acquiring 100,000 events, 
posttherapy or MRD analysis will hopefully be looking for 
populations that represent less than 1% of total cells. There-
fore, a target for acquisition of 500,000 to 1,000,000 total 
events is desirable in order to allow reproducible identifi-
cation and enumeration (see above). As a quality- control 
measure, when evaluating for small populations, identifica-
tion of the population in more than a single reagent com-
bination is helpful to confirm that the population is not a 
spurious or nonspecific finding, as well as to allow a more 
accurate estimate of population frequency. As mentioned 
previously, running water between each aliquot will de-
crease the risk of inter-  and intrasample carryover, which 
could lead to a false- positive result and is of paramount im-
portance when enumerating small populations.

The sensitivity of MRD testing is directly related to: 
i) the leukemic phenotype, ii) the presence of normal or 
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regenerating populations of similar immunophenotype, and 
iii) interpreter expertise. This assumes use of a sufficiently 
informative antibody combination and acquisition of an ap-
propriate number of total events. It can be quite helpful to 
evaluate the diagnostic sample in the same laboratory per-
forming evaluation for MRD, in order to understand the 
diagnostic immunophenotype using a procedure similar to 
that being used for MRD. However, it is important to rec-
ognize that changes in immunophenotype often occur as a 
result of therapy, and rigid reliance on stability of the original 
immunophenotype is unwise (2, 7, 14, 34–37). In particular, 
the use of predefined gates based on the diagnostic immuno-
phenotype, as advocated by a strict leukemia- associated im-
munophenotypic approach, is to be avoided. Nevertheless, 
evaluating for an abnormal immunophenotype similar to 
the diagnostic sample is a useful starting point for evaluation 
when supplemented by evaluation for discrete abnormal pop-
ulations having immunophenotypes that differ from normal 
or regenerating progenitors. Given the immunophenotypic 
heterogeneity of the myeloid blast population in AML, it is 
difficult to predict which component may be resistant to or 
undergo selection by therapy, further suggesting that reliance 
on single or presumed static immunophenotypic abnormali-
ties is unwise. In some circumstances, the leukemic immuno-
phenotype may be quite similar to normal progenitors, and 
differentiation between the two populations can be quite 
challenging with overlap of the populations. The use of in-
creasing numbers of colors/fluorochromes allows evaluation 
of more antibodies in one tube, permitting more confident 
identification of small populations and improved separation 
from the normal myeloid progenitors by selective gating.

Lastly, the timing of MRD evaluation and the presence 
of regenerating populations are interrelated and can create 
difficulty in confident MRD assessment. Particularly prob-
lematic are marrows near day 21 after therapy when early 

regeneration is predominant, and posttherapy marrows when 
patients have been receiving granulocyte colony-stimulating 
factor therapy. With active marrow regeneration, the percent-
age of normal CD34- positive progenitors can be substantially 
increased, even exceeding 20% of cellularity in blood or mar-
row, and may exhibit mild immunophenotypic changes such 
as an increase in CD33, increased expression of CD7, and/or 
low level of CD5 (both generally variable on a small subset of 
the progenitors). With granulocyte colony- stimulating factor 
therapy, CD56 expression can be significantly increased on 
myelomonocytic progenitors and may extend even earlier to 
involve a subset of CD34- positive progenitors (14). CD56 
expression is also constitutively seen on CD34- positive and 
myelomonocytic progenitors in Down syndrome and should 
not be mistaken for antigenic aberrancy (38).

Reporting
Reporting in AML MRD is similar to AML at diagnosis. 
Accurate enumeration of abnormal myeloid progenitors, cur-
rently as a percentage of white cells, is most important. Also 
important is a description of the immunophenotypic findings 
that identify the population as abnormal, i.e., that distinguish 
it from similar normal progenitors. As stated previously, it is 
critical that the immunophenotypic changes are interpreted 
in light of the patient’s clinical setting (timing of therapy, 
growth factor therapy, transplant status) to reduce the risk of 
overinterpreting regenerative antigenic changes.
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Chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lym-
phoma (CLL/SLL) is a neoplasm of mature B lymphocytes 
involving peripheral blood (PB), bone marrow (BM), spleen, 
and lymph nodes (LN). CLL is the most common lympho-
proliferative disorder in western countries and is primarily a 
disease of adults, often occurring during or after middle age. 
The diagnosis is established by blood counts, blood smears, 
and immunophenotyping by flow cytometry (FC) of circulat-
ing B lymphocytes (1). Although usually an indolent disease, 
some patients have a more rapid disease progression and re-
quire treatment earlier. Survival in patients varies from 1 year 
to 20 years with an 82% 5- year survival rate (2). FC demon-
stration of the typical CLL immunophenotype is vital for 
diagnosis. The differential diagnosis of CLL/SLL would pri-
marily include monoclonal B- cell lymphocytosis (MBL) and 
mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), although B- prolymphocytic 
leukemia, marginal zone lymphoma, diffuse large B- cell lym-
phoma, and lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma can on occasion 
have some features of CLL/SLL (Table 1) (3).

CLL cells are small, mature round lymphocytes with 
scanty cytoplasm and a dense nucleus with clumped chro-
matin. Other larger, atypical, cleaved cells or prolym-
phocytes may be present but only up to 55% of the PB 
lymphocytes. Smudge cells (bare nuclei) are a characteris-
tic morphologic feature (1). Diagnosis of CLL requires the 
presence of ≥5 × 103 circulating monoclonal B lympho-
cytes with a CLL immunophenotype/μl in the peripheral 
blood for at least 3 months. The diagnosis of CLL can be 
made with fewer circulating CLL lymphocytes in patients 
with cytopenias or disease- related symptoms. The term 
SLL designates nonleukemic cases where disease is primar-
ily tissue based (4).

ROLE OF FC IN DIAGNOSIS OF CLL
FC immunophenotyping is pivotal in the diagnosis of CLL. 
CLL typically demonstrates a distinctive immunophe-
notype, expressing CD5, CD19, dim CD20, dim CD22, 
CD23, bright CD43, dim CD45, dim- to- negative CD79b, 
dim CD81, and dim monoclonal surface immunoglobu-
lin (Ig), making it easy to differentiate this disease from 
normal B cells (Fig. 1) (5, 6). Typically, CD11c expres-
sion is dim or dim to negative and CD25 is expressed, but 
CD10, CD103, and CD123 as well as other T- cell and 
myeloid antigens are negative (1, 3, 7). MBL usually has 

an immunophenotype identical to that of CLL, but there 
are fewer than 5 × 103 circulating monoclonal B lympho-
cytes/μl (8). This is an important distinction, as MBL has 
a different prognosis, with the majority of patients failing 
to develop a hematolymphoid malignancy (9). CD200 is 
uniformly expressed in CLL while the majority of MCL 
are CD200 negative (10). Positivity for CD200 and CD23 
in combination with dim CD20, CD22, CD45, CD79b, 
and CD81 as well as bright CD43 differentiates CLL from 
MCL. Infrequent immunophenotypic variations have been 
observed in CLL, such as lack of CD5 and CD23, increased 
intensity of CD11c, CD20, and CD79b, and aberrant ex-
pression of CD10 and T- cell (CD2 and CD7) and myeloid 
(CD13 and CD33) antigens (11–13). The expression of 
these aberrant antigens in CLL is seen as a single varia-
tion in a monoclonal B- cell population that otherwise has 
a typical CLL immunophenotype.

ROLE OF FC IN PROGNOSTICATION
In addition to its role in the diagnosis of CLL, FC can pro-
vide important prognostic information. Although clinical 
staging using the Rai and Binet prognostic scoring systems 
has been used to predict the behavior and address the bio-
logical diversity of this disease, neither of these is sufficient 
to predict aggressive disease in early stages of CLL. Ig vari-
able heavy chain (IgVH) mutational status can be used to 
stratify the risk of progression in CLL (14). CLL patients 
can be divided into two subgroups based on the degree of 
somatic hypermutation of IgVH genes in the CLL cells, 
with CLL patients with somatic hypermutation exhibiting 
prolonged survival over those with the unmutated IgVH 
gene (15). Although a potent prognostic indicator, determi-
nation of Ig mutational status is labor- intensive, costly, and 
not widely available. For this reason, CD38 and ZAP- 70 
(zeta chain- associated protein kinase 70) have been heav-
ily investigated because of their association with the lack of 
IgVH mutation.

CD38 expression in CLL was first noted to correlate 
with an aggressive clinical course and later was shown to 
correlate with IgVH mutational status (16–19). Unmutated 
cases displayed a higher percentage of CD38+ cells than mu-
tated cases, suggesting that CD38 may serve as a surrogate 
marker. The cutoff for the level of CD38 positivity for poor 
prognosis varies in the literature, with some investigators 
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.reporting 30% CD38 positivity as an independent prog-

nosticator (17, 18, 20) while others report that CD38 is 
discriminatory at lower levels (19). As there is typically a 
continuum of CD38 expression from moderate to negative, 
the percentage of CD38- positive cells is measured by gating 
on the CLL cells and using quadrant statistics to determine 
the percentage of CLL cells only that express CD38 above 
negative controls.

ZAP- 70 is a member of the Syk–ZAP- 70 protein tyrosine 
kinase family- linked T- cell receptor. FC detection of ZAP- 
70 in CLL was found to be the strongest surrogate biomarker 
for IgVH mutational status and is an independent prognos-
ticator (21–23). Nevertheless, several technical issues have 
hindered the adoption of ZAP- 70 testing for clinical use, 
including variations in anti- ZAP- 70 antibody clone and 
fluorochrome conjugate, fixation and permeabilization pro-
cedures, appropriate and effective controls (either internal 
patient or external normal donor), gating strategies, and 
reporting methods, which currently lack standardization. 
ZAP- 70 and CD38 provide complementary prognostic in-
formation. Patients who express both markers would have a 
poor prognosis, while those in whom both of these markers 
are negative would have good outcome.

Cytogenetic abnormalities can be detected in approxi-
mately 82% of CLL patients using interphase fluorescence 
in situ hybridization, several of which are well characterized 
and used to stratify CLL patients into three broadly recog-
nized risk groups: (i) low- risk (del 13q14); (ii) intermediate 
risk group (normal cytogenetics or trisomy 12); and (iii) 
high- risk patients with del 17p or del 11q (24). FC quan-
tification of the level of CD20 expression in CLL has been 
shown to be predictive of cytogenetic abnormalities with a 
significantly lower level of CD20 expression in 11q− cases, 
while trisomy 12 cases had a significantly higher level of 
CD20 expression. In addition, elevated levels of CD20 ex-
pression correlated with an improved response to rituximab 
therapy (25).

In the past, CLL was considered an indolent disorder, 
receiving mainly palliative therapy. As more effective in-
tensive and/or combination therapies were developed, long- 
standing clinical remissions were achieved in the majority 
of patients. Minimal residual disease (MRD), which is the 
detection of disease in the absence of cytologic and histo-
logic evidence of disease, was studied in patients, and MRD 
levels during and after therapy were shown to be indepen-
dent predictors of progression- free and overall survival in 
CLL (26–28). Since eradication of MRD is associated with 
prolonged survival and quantitation of MRD levels im-
proves the prediction of outcome and may even be used to 
direct therapy, this assay has achieved clinical importance 
in monitoring CLL patients (26–28). Sensitive detection of 
MRD in CLL is currently possible through PCR- based or 
FC MRD testing. FC is generally more broadly available, 
faster, and less labor- intensive and requires less specialized 
equipment. CLL MRD detection using FC relies on the rec-
ognition of small numbers of cells with the unique immuno-
phenotype of CLL.

SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR FC ANALYSIS: 
GENERAL
Appropriate samples for CLL FC include PB, BM, and LN 
biopsy or fine- needle aspiration (FNA). In general, proper 
collection, processing, analysis, and correlation with an-
cillary testing are all crucial to FC diagnostic evaluation of 
any hematolymphoid neoplasm (see reference 29 for addi-
tional technical details). Blood and BM specimens must be 
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collected in an appropriate anticoagulant such as sodium 
heparin (preferable), EDTA, or ACD (acid citrate dextrose) 
(PB only, not appropriate for BM). PB samples are stable at 
room temperature for up to 72 h in sodium heparin and ACD 
but only up to 24 h in EDTA. BM samples are stable in so-
dium heparin for up to 24 h, while specimens placed in EDTA 
should be processed within 12 h. A LN biopsy specimen must 
be made into a cell suspension using mechanical tissue disag-
gregation (achieved by slicing, mincing, and teasing apart the 
tissue using commercial devices or manual tools). FNA sam-
ples usually do not require further disaggregation and can be 
directly stained. Adverse storage conditions before staining 
could damage the cells of interest, and overnight shipment 
of specimens (potentially exposing specimens to temperature 
extremes) has been shown to alter antigen expression (29–
31). Viability should be assessed (especially in LN and FNA 
specimens) and samples with less than 75% viability rejected 
unless the sample is irreplaceable, in which case every effort 
must be made to obtain diagnostic information. Minimizing 
sample treatment before staining and timely sample process-
ing greatly reduce the risk of losing cells of interest (especially 
in the case of CLL MRD) and maintain cell viability and 
integrity. However, the cells must be washed with warm or 
room temperature phosphate- buffered saline before staining 
for light chains to remove serum immunoglobulin and cyto-
philic antibody. Erythrocytes should be removed by lysis, not 
density gradient separation (29).

DIAGNOSIS OF CLL
CLL has a distinctive immunophenotype and can be diag-
nosed based upon FC testing in combination with complete 
blood count results. The antibody panel should always in-
clude a screening tube that allows identification of abnormal 
B, T, NK, granulocytic, and monocytic cells as well as the 
presence of blasts, even in patients with a confirmed diagno-
sis of CLL, as the patient might have a second neoplastic pro-
cess (32). There are two general approaches, namely use of a 
minimal screening panel followed by a larger specific panel 
based upon preliminary results or use of a more extensive 
panel up front. The best approach in panel design depends on 
issues facing an individual laboratory, and these are discussed 
elsewhere (32). In the initial diagnosis of CLL and exclusion 
of other T-  or B- cell lymphoproliferative disorders (Tables 1 
and 2), we evaluate the following antigens up front: CD2, 
CD3, CD4, CD5, CD7, CD8, CD10, CD11c, CD19, CD20, 
CD22, CD23, CD25, CD38, CD43, CD45, CD56, CD57, 
CD79b, CD81, CD103, CD123, CD200, T- cell receptor γδ 
(TCR- γδ), surface kappa light chain (sIgκ), and lambda light 
chain. Since there is no screening tube, CD2, CD3, CD4, 
CD5, CD7, CD8, CD45, CD56, CD57, and TCR-γδ allow 
the identification of a T-  or NK- cell lymphoproliferative 
process (Table 2). The Euroflow consensus panel utilizes a 
screening tube followed by a B- cell- specific panel which 
adds the additional antigens CD27, CD31, CD39, CD49d, 
CD62L, CD95, CD185, CD305, HLA- DR, and sIgM but 
does not evaluate CD25 and CD123 on B cells or CD2, CD7, 
and CD57 (T-  and NK- cell processes are not evaluated after 
the initial screening tube) (33).

Diagnosis of CLL/SLL and exclusion of other B- cell 
lymphoproliferative disorders (Table 1) depends upon FC 
demonstration of the characteristic CLL immunopheno-
type. Analysis of FC data should first involve examination 
of all cells. B cells can then be further characterized in a 
lymphocyte gate based upon forward scatter (FSC) versus 
side scatter (SSC) (after validating, the gate includes T, B, 
and NK cells) augmented by a CD19 versus SSC gate. If T
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CD45 gating is used, care must be taken to not gate out 
the dim CD45- positive cells. In nontreated CLL, CD19-  
and CD5- positive monoclonal (i.e., restricted to kappa 
or lambda light chain) B cells predominate and have dim 
expression of sIg, CD20, CD22, CD45, CD79b, and CD81 
but moderate CD23 and bright CD43 (Fig. 1). In addition, 
they express CD200 but are negative for CD10, CD103, and 
CD123. Therefore, for interpretation of results, one must 
know the normal intensities of these antigens within the in-
dividual laboratory, since residual normal B cells can be rare 
in CLL and therefore not available for comparison. Com-
parison of CD43 and CD81 to expression on normal T cells 
can be helpful. Infrequently, an immunophenotype that is 
atypical for CLL is observed (lack of CD5 or CD23; aberrant 
CD10, T- cell, or myeloid antigens; normal expression of a 
B- cell antigen or sIg); however, some aspects of the typical 
CLL immunophenotype are usually present, giving a clue 
as to the correct diagnosis (11–13). Morphology, molecular 
studies, cytogenetics, and clinical history are helpful in such 
cases. In blood, the number of CD5- positive monoclonal B 
cells must be ≥ 5 × 103/μl to meet the diagnostic criteria 
for CLL (<5 × 103/μl would be MBL), so correlation with 
complete blood count results is optimal.

Although CD19-  and CD5- positive monoclonal B cells 
are also observed in MCL, there is moderate expression of 
CD20, CD22, CD45, and CD79b, while CD23 is dim or 
negative and CD200 is not expressed in MCL (10). Fur-
thermore, detection of cyclin D1 also may be helpful in 

confirming MCL diagnosis. Some hairy cell leukemia cases 
may express CD5, but they express bright B- cell markers 
together with CD11c, CD103, and CD123 (34). CD5- 
positive follicular lymphoma has also been described, but 
again, the typical CLL immunophenotype is missing and 
CD10 expression is observed (35).

ZAP-70 ANALYSIS IN CLL
ZAP- 70 is a labile protein that degrades over time, so spec-
imens should be processed within 24 h of sample collec-
tion. Furthermore, rapid processing is necessary to maintain 
cell viability and reduce the risk of losing cells of interest. 
Washing the cells with 5% fetal bovine serum in phosphate- 
buffered saline is recommended, and lysis of red blood cells 
in bloody specimens is an essential step.

ZAP- 70 Antibody Clone, Fluorochrome, and 
Methods of Permeabilization
The quality of FC ZAP- 70 testing depends upon the combi-
nation of anti- ZAP- 70 antibody clone (Fig. 2), fluorochrome 
conjugate, and method of fixation or perme abilization uti-
lized. The ZAP- 70 clone or conjugate should be selected 
based on its ability to highly discriminate between the levels 
of desired signal to the level of noise (signal- to- noise ratio). 
Validated permeabilization methods for ZAP- 70 assessment 
include Triton (36), a saponin- based method (37), and the 
commercially available Fix & Perm (38). However, the 

FIGURE 1 Peripheral blood specimen with CLL cells (red), patient’s residual nonneoplastic B cells 
(blue), and T cells (green). (A) The red CLL cells are CD19 and CD5 positive. The blue nonneoplastic 
B cells are CD19 positive but CD5 negative. The normal T cells are CD5 positive but CD19 negative. 
(B) The nonneoplastic B cells (blue) show normal levels of CD20 and CD79b expression. The CLL cells 
(red) have dim CD20 and dim CD79b expression. (C) The nonneoplastic B cells have normal levels 
of CD20 and CD22, while the CLL cells are dim for both. (D) The nonneoplastic B cells have normal 
CD81 intensity and are dim to negative for CD43. The CLL cells are negative for CD81 and have bright 
CD43 expression. The normal T cells (green) provide an internal CD81 and CD43 positive control. (E, 
F) CD20 on the x axis helps to separate the B cells from non- B- cell elements and the CLL cells from the 
nonneoplastic B cells. The nonneoplastic B cells are polyclonal for kappa and lambda, while the CLL cells 
have dim kappa expression but are negative for lambda. PE, phycoerythrin; PerCP, peridinin chlorophyll 
protein; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; APC, allophycocyanin v450, violet 450; PC7, phycoerythrin 
cyanin 7; AH7, allophycocyanin H7 (analog dye to APC-cyanin 7 dye). 
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optimal fixation and permeabilization method may depend 
upon the antibody clone and fluorochrome conjugate uti-
lized. The SBZAP- phycoerythrin (PE) clone had the high-
est known signal- to- noise ratio using a Triton- based method 
for permeabilization (36, 39, 40). Also, 1E7.2 AF488 was 
extensively used in a clinical laboratory and reported to 
have the best results using saponin as a method of permeabi-
lization (37). It is recommended to test the specific ZAP- 70 
antibody clone or conjugate with permeabilization methods 
on normal donor cells before selecting the system to be uti-
lized for ZAP- 70 assessment.

Method of ZAP- 70 Analysis and Reporting
Since the ZAP- 70 protein is expressed at low levels, it is 
sometimes difficult to determine if CLL cells are negative 
or if there is dim expression. Several methods have been 
used to address this issue in ZAP- 70 analysis, including the 
isotype method, determining the percent positive using the 
residual internal T- cell population (Fig. 2), using normal 
donor T cells as a reference point for the determination of 
percent positive (Fig. 2), and ratios using mean fluorescent 
intensity (MFI) (21, 23, 39, 41–44). The isotype method in-
volves staining a specimen with an isotype control and with 
anti- ZAP- 70 antibody. Positivity is defined as cells staining 
more intensely with the anti- ZAP- 70 antibody than with 
isotype control with a cutoff value of 11% or higher ZAP- 70 
positivity (39, 41). Since normal T cells express ZAP- 70, 
residual normal T cells can be used as an internal positive 

control to determine ZAP- 70 positivity (21, 39). As resid-
ual normal T- cells may be low in number, others have used 
T- cell ZAP- 70 positivity in a parallel normal donor speci-
men to determine the cutoff point for positivity (23, 39). A 
cutoff value of 20% has been utilized to determine percent 
positive using either the patient’s residual normal T cells or 
normal donor T cells. Others have used a ratio of the MFI 
of ZAP- 70 staining by the CLL cells and other populations, 
such as the ZAP- 70 MFI in the patient’s residual normal T 
cells/MFI in CLL cells (39, 42, 43), the MFI in normal do-
nor T cells/MFI in CLL cells (39, 44), the MFI in the CLL 
cells/MFI in normal residual B cells (39, 42), and the MFI 
in the CLL cells/MFI in normal donor B cells (45). A cutoff 
value of <3.0 was considered positive for the ratiometric 
method using either patient or normal donor T cell MFI/
MFI of CLL cells, and a value of >1.4 was considered pos-
itive using the ratio of MFI in CLL cells/MFI in B cells from 
either patients or normal donor. Shankey et al. developed 
the CLL- Z index for analysis of ZAP- 70 in CLL (36). The 
CLL- Z index uses the MFI of ZAP- 70 in the patient’s CLL 
cells, residual normal B cells (negative for ZAP- 70), and re-
sidual normal T cells.

( )

( )
100Z index

T cell MFI Bcell MFI

CLL clone MFI Bcell MFI
CLL-

- -
-

#=
-

-

The CLL- Z index would need to be validated within an 
individual laboratory using the specific reagents. Shankey 

FIGURE 2 Flow cytometric analysis of ZAP- 70 expression. The upper row is an example of a ZAP- 
70- negative case, while the lower row is an example of a ZAP- 70- positive CLL case. Different methods 
of ZAP- 70 reporting are shown. Panel A shows the percentile method, where the marker was placed so 
that the gated T cells (CD3+, CD19−) and natural killer (NK) cells (CD16/56+, CD19−) with a high 
level of ZAP- 70 expression would appear in the upper right quadrant. Gated CLL cells (CD19+, CD20 
dim, CD5+) were plotted using the same quadrant, and the percentage of CLL cells that showed ZAP- 70 
positivity (the lower right quadrant) was calculated using 20% as a cutoff value for positivity. Panels B 
and C show histograms demonstrating the overlay of normal donor (ND) B cells (green), CLL clonal cells 
(blue), ND T cells (red), and ND NK cells (orange) using ZAP- 70 1E7.2 AF488 (B) and SBZAP PE (C). 
Note the high signal- to- noise ratio seen with the SBZAP PE clone compared to ZAP- 70 1E7.2 AF488.
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et al. reported values of 0.3 as negative, 6.0 as low positive, 
and 27.0 as high positive ZAP- 70 expression in their lab-
oratory (36).

Variability in ZAP- 70 Testing
The reported level of ZAP- 70 expression varies greatly de-
pending not only on the antibody but also the method used 
to express the results. Studies have observed a difference 
in the percentage of CLL cells stained positive for ZAP- 
70 when different monoclonal antibodies were used, even 
when the same gating strategy was used on the same CLL 
population. Studies indicate that the ratiometric method 
results in a much lower interlaboratory variation than 
other reporting strategies and is recommended for multi-
center studies (39, 46). The observed variation in ZAP- 70 
testing led to the concept that a scoring system combining 
four methods of analysis (including percent positive and 
ratiometric methods) and using two clones for assignment 
of ZAP- 70 expression would improve the precision of test-
ing (44). The rationale is that if one clone was unable 
to clearly assess ZAP- 70 expression by four methods of 

analysis, the addition of a second clone might aid in this 
assessment. Even if ZAP- 70 expression is positive by three 
or four methods of analysis, the confirmation by a second 
reagent enhances the analytic precision and improves its 
correlation with the two major primary prognostic CLL 
biomarkers: IgVH and cytogenetic abnormalities (44). It 
is important to note that using several methods of anal-
ysis, even with just one antibody, improves ZAP- 70 ex-
pression assignment. The combined ZAP- 70 score using 
two reagents permitted the assignment and resolution of 
equivocal cases that could not be solved using one reagent 
(44). A normalization step of adding B cells from a pool of 
normal donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells consti-
tutes a second step toward improving test precision (23). 
More recently, the concept of combining normal donor 
cells and CLL patient samples in one tube was proposed in 
order to have an internal negative control (normal donor 
B cells) and positive control (normal donor T cells) (47). 
Using this combined sample, two anti- ZAP- 70 clones that 
target different epitopes and simultaneous assessment of 
ZAP- 70 expression by five methods of analysis allowed a 

FIGURE 3 ERIC method of flow cytometric CLL MRD analysis. (A) All cells shown. A quadrant type 
of gate (gate 1) is set including the lymphocytes and monocytes in quadrant Q1 and quadrant Q3 (gate 
1: CD43+ and CD43−, low SSC). (B) Cells from gate 1 shown. Gate 2 is restricted to the cells in gate 1 
and the CD19- positive and CD3- negative cells in quadrant Q1- 1 (gate 2: CD19+, CD3−, CD43+, and 
CD43−, low SSC). (C) Cells from gate 2 shown. Gate 3 is restricted to the cells in gate 2 and P1 (gate 
3: CD19+, CD3−, CD43+, and CD43−, low SSC, FSC consistent with lymphocytes). (D) Cells in gate 3 
shown. Gate P2 targets abnormal CD43- bright and CD81- dim- to- negative cells in gate 3 (gate 3: CD19+, 
CD3−, CD43+, and CD43−, low SSC, FSC consistent with lymphocytes). (E) Cells in gate 3 shown. Gate 
P3 targets abnormal CD79b-dim- to- negative and CD5- positive cells in gate 3 (gate 3: CD19+, CD3−, 
CD43+, and CD43−, low SSC, FSC consistent with lymphocytes). (F) Cells in gate 3 shown. Gate P4 
targets abnormal CD20- dim and CD22- dim CD19- positive cells in gate 3 (gate 3: CD19+, CD3−, CD43+, 
and CD43−, low SSC, FSC consistent with lymphocytes). The final combined analysis gate for CLL MRD 
includes only cells in gates 1, 2, 3, P2, P3, and P4 which are CD19 positive, CD3 negative, CD43 bright 
positive, CD81 dim to negative, CD79b dim to negative, CD5 positive, CD20 dim positive, CD22 pos-
itive, with low SSC and FSC consistent with lymphocytes.
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precise improved evaluation of ZAP- 70 expression in one 
tube (47).

ZAP- 70 and CD38 provide complementary prognostic 
information.

CLL MRD DETECTION
FC CLL MRD detection is performed in a manner similar 
to diagnosis of CLL with certain modifications. The simple 
historical approach incorporating analysis for CD19/CD5 
coexpression coupled with clonality assessment using sur-
face kappa/lambda expression is inadequate for CLL MRD 
studies. Several FC MRD CLL detection approaches have 
been previously described using different combinations of 
antibodies (5, 26, 48–51). Later, an international standard-
ized approach was developed in 2007 and further expanded 
into the European Research Initiative in CLL (ERIC). This 
method is highly reproducible and has been validated in 
multicenter randomized clinical trials (5, 27, 50, 52, 53). 
The number of cells analyzed is critical for sensitive CLL 
detection. One million leukocytes is the lowest acceptable 
minimum number of cells to be acquired per tube, and a 
sensitivity of 0.001% can be attained with 1.8 million or 
higher acquisition (50, 51).

The ERIC approach to analysis involves a Boolean gat-
ing strategy in which CD19- positive B cells are evaluated 
and a series of analysis regions (called gates) created in ar-
eas where normal B- cell populations are not observed. This 
is utilized to detect very low numbers of abnormal B cells 

consistent with CLL (Fig. 3) (50). Simply looking at CD5-  
and CD19- positive B cells is not adequate (Fig. 4A). We 
have utilized methodology in which abnormal B- cell popu-
lations have been identified and kappa or lambda light chain 
restriction demonstrated (Fig. 4). This has been shown to be 
as effective as the ERIC method (54).
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Clonal plasma cell disorders (PCDs) encompass a heteroge-
neous group of distinct entities characterized in common by 
a clonal expansion and accumulation of plasma cells (PCs) in 
the bone marrow (BM) and/or other tissues, which is associ-
ated in the vast majority of cases with the presence of their 
product(s) (monoclonal immunoglobulin [Ig], M component) 
at detectable amounts in serum or urine (1). Although the so- 
called diseases of immunoglobulin deposits (e.g., primary light 
chain [AL] amyloidosis) and lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma 
(e.g., Waldenström macroglobulinemia) also belong to this 
heterogeneous group of disorders, its most representative diag-
nostic subtypes include monoclonal gammopathy of undeter-
mined significance (MGUS), solitary plasmacytoma, multiple 
myeloma (MM), plasma cell leukemia (PCL), and several 
subvariants of these entities (1, 2) (Table 1). The last four di-
agnostic categories of PCD are the main focus of this chapter.

Current diagnostic and classification criteria for PCD are 
largely based on the cytomorphological/histopathological 
demonstration of PC infiltration of BM (or other tissues such 
as the bone), the presence, subtype, and amount of the M 
component, and the occurrence of organ damage (e.g., the 
CRAB criteria, consisting of hypercalcemia, renal failure, 
anemia, and/or bone lesions) (Table 2). In contrast to what 
occurs in most other hematological malignancies, the clinical 
utility of flow cytometry immunophenotyping in the diagno-
sis and classification of PCDs remains frequently limited to a 
small subset of cases in which the PC nature of the tumor cell 
remains indefinite by other approaches. Despite this, the im-
munophenotypic features of the PCs infiltrating the BM and 
the pattern of involvement of the B lymphopoiesis in the BM 
by flow cytometry remain of major relevance for prognostic 
stratification of PCD patients and minimal residual disease 
(MRD) monitoring during and after therapy.

In this chapter, we review the clinical utility of multi-
parameter flow cytometry (MFC) immunophenotypic iden-
tification, quantification and characterization of PCs, and 
the discrimination between clonal and normal/reactive PC 
phenotypes in the diagnosis, prognostic stratification, and 
monitoring of patients with PCDs.

DIAGNOSTIC SUBGROUPS OF CLONAL 
PLASMA CELL DISORDERS
Important advances have been achieved in the last de-
cades as regards the identification of distinct diagnostic 

categories of PCD such as MGUS, MM, solitary plasmacy-
toma, and their subvariants (Table 1). From all diagnostic 
subtypes of PCD, MGUS is by far the most frequent one, 
with a prevalence of ~5% among the general population of 
more than 70 years of age. At present, MGUS is defined by 
the presence of an M component of <30 g/liter, associated 
with low- level infiltration of BM by PCs (<10%) in the 
absence of end organ damage or signs of an underlying re-
lated lymphoma. Depending on the type of M component, 
three variants of MGUS are currently recognized: secretory 
IgM, secretory non- IgM, and light- chain MGUS; whereas 
all three may (rarely) evolve to systemic AL amyloidosis, 
the first most frequently transforms to Waldenström mac-
roglobulinemia at a rate of 1.5% per year, and the last two 
typically evolve to MM at slightly lower rates (1% and 
0.3% per year, respectively) (2–5). In contrast, the pres-
ence of a localized PC tumor is a rare disease condition 
that defines solitary plasmacytoma. From a diagnostic per-
spective, solitary plasmacytomas may occur in the absence 
or in the presence of minimal BM involvement by clonal 
PCs with a variable but greater rate of progression to MM 
than MGUS; e.g., at 3 years, 10% to 60% of cases evolve 
to MM (2, 6, 7). Finally, MM is defined by an M com-
ponent greater than 30 g/liter and/or BM involvement by 
>10% PCs; the absence versus the presence of end organ 
damage (i.e., the CRAB criteria) distinguishes smolder-
ing MM (SMM) from symptomatic MM (MM), except if 
there is massive BM involvement by PCs (>60%) which 
is a stand- alone criterion for MM, even in the absence of 
end organ damage (2). A summary of the different disease 
categories and their diagnostic criteria is included in Table 
2. Similarly to MGUS, isolated plasmacytoma and MM are 
also more prevalent in the elderly, with a predominance 
in men over women and a higher incidence among the 
African- American population (1, 8). Thus, MM shows an 
age- adjusted incidence of 4 to 6 cases/100,000 inhabitants/
year (twice as much among the African- American popula-
tion as among the Caucasian and Asian populations), with 
a mean age at diagnosis of 70 years and a male- to- female 
ratio of 1.4:1 (1, 8). Finally, PCL is a rare and highly malig-
nant PCD condition, which may occur de novo or through 
transformation of a previously diagnosed MM; from a clin-
ical point of view, diagnosis of PCL requires the presence 
of a significant number (>20% or >2,000 PCs/μl) of cir-
culating PCs in peripheral blood (PB) (Table 2).

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch24
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PROGRESSION OF MGUS, SOLITARY 
PLASMACYTOMA, AND SMM TO 
SYMPTOMATIC MM
Despite the clear- cut definition that currently exists for the 
distinct diagnostic subtypes of PCDs at present, MGUS, iso-
lated plasmacytoma, SMM, symptomatic MM, and PCL are 
all viewed as a spectrum of the same disease; thus, the first 
three entities are considered to include premalignant disor-
der states of PCD (9), which may progress to symptomatic 
MM at variable rates. For example, SMM shows a yearly risk 
of transformation to MM of 10% (versus 1% for MGUS) 
during the first 5 years after diagnosis; thereafter, while the 
risk of progression of MGUS remains the same, the risk of 
SMM to progress decreases to 3% in the following 5 years 
and to 1% thereafter (2, 6, 8, 9); similarly, isolated plasma-
cytoma has been shown to progress to MM at various rates, 
depending on the absence versus the presence of low levels 
of clonal PCs in the BM and, among the latter, the specific 
location of the plasmacytoma (soft tissue versus bone), with 
an overall 3- year rate of progression of around 10%, 20%, 
and 60%, respectively (6, 7).

In this regard, it should be noted that until now, treat-
ment of PCD patients has been typically restricted to the 
malignant conditions (e.g., symptomatic MM and PCL), 
while for premalignant states such as MGUS and SMM, it 
is recommended to wait and see, before deciding on the ad-
ministration of active treatment. Despite this, recent stud-
ies suggest that early administration of therapy in high- risk 
SMM could be of significant clinical benefit (10). There-
fore, identification of SMM patients (and potentially also 
of MGUS cases) at high risk of progression becomes of the 
utmost clinical relevance.

ROLE OF FLOW CYTOMETRY 
IMMUNOPHENOTYPING IN PCD
For decades now, the use of MFC immunophenotyping has 
been mandatory for the diagnosis and classification of most 
hematologic malignancies, particularly of acute leukemias 
and chronic lymphoproliferative disorders (11–14). In con-
trast, the diagnostic utility of MFC in PCD still remains 
controversial, and its usage varies widely among different 
clinical diagnostic laboratories (14, 15). In part, this is due 
to the initial lack of PC- specific markers and the lower 

percentages of PC detected in aspirated BM samples by 
MFC than by cytomorphology (16, 17), together with the 
disturbing levels of variability initially reported as regards 
the phenotypic characteristics of normal versus clonal PCs, 
due to a large extent to methodological differences and the 
lack of standardized flow cytometry procedures (18–22). In 
parallel, flow- cytometric assessment of MRD (flow- MRD) 
has become the preferred method for high- quality evalua-
tion of complete remission (CR) and to monitor the effect 
of therapy in MM. From a practical point of view, usage of 
MFC immunophenotyping in PCDs requires accurate iden-
tification (and potentially also quantitation) of PCs in BM 
and other tissues, with the ability to discriminate between 
clonal and normal/reactive PC phenotypes, even when 
pathological PCs are present in very low numbers (21–29).

IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC IDENTIFICATION OF 
PLASMA CELLS
Mature PCs lack expression of most pan- B- cell- associated 
markers. For years, with the exception of cytoplasmic Ig 
(CyIg), no other PC- associated marker was identified (30, 
31). Because of this, PCs were originally considered to be 
antigenically silent B cells. Later on (i.e., in the 1980s), 
CD38 emerged as a reliable and robust candidate PC- 
associated marker.

CD38 is a multifunctional ectoenzyme involved in cell ad-
hesion, signal transduction, and calcium signaling (32), which 
is relatively broadly expressed across different hematopoietic 
cells and cell lineages, including the great majority of CD34+ 
hematopoietic stem and precursor cells (20). Thus, CD38 is 
strongly upregulated on CD34+ cells, where it can be seen at 
particularly high amounts in the B- cell committed precursors 
(33). Along the B- cell maturation pathway, CD38 expression 
is downregulated in the BM at the transitional/immature B- 
lymphocyte maturation stage, to become undetectable in na-
ive B cells (34). Later on, B lymphocytes, which are activated 
by their antigen, reexpress and upregulate CD38 towards very 
high levels observed on germinal- center (GC) B cells (11, 
34); further maturation of these CD38hi GC B lymphocytes 
into memory B cells leads to downregulation of CD38; in 
contrast, PC differentiation of GC B lymphocytes is associ-
ated with a further increase on CD38 positivity, leading to a 
uniquely strong expression of this marker (CD38hi+) at levels 
significantly greater than those of GC B cells (34). In fact, 
normal PCs express CD38 at much higher levels than any 
other CD38+ hematopoietic cell present in the PB and BM, 
e.g., monocytes, NK cells, activated T lymphocytes, or CD34+ 
precursors and B- cell progenitors (e.g., hematogones) (20). 
Because of this, CD38 has long been considered one of the 
few (most) reliable markers and it is currently recommended 
for the identification of PCs by flow cytometry (15, 35).

Other markers that have been described to be either 
PC associated or PC specific include, for example, CD138, 
CD229, and CD319. Among them, CD138 (i.e., syndecan 
1) (36) is the most well suited and preferred marker for the 
identification of BM PCs, in combination with CD38; impor-
tantly, CD138 is expressed at similar levels on both normal/
reactive BM PCs and PCD PCs (15). In contrast to CD38, 
expression of CD138 within the hematopoietic system seems 
to be restricted to PCs and a small subset of lymphocytes, 
making it a rather specific PC marker (Fig. 1 and Table 3) 
(36). Nevertheless, downregulation of CD138 expression has 
been recurrently reported, particularly for aged samples (37) 
and on PCs from heparin-  (in contrast to EDTA- ) anticoag-
ulated samples (because of potential binding of heparin to 
CD138 and possible epitope masking) (38).

TABLE 1 Current classification of clonal plasma cell 
disorders according to the WHO 2008 criteria refined by the 
IMWG in 2014a

MGUS
 Non- IgM MGUS
 IgM MGUS
 Light- chain monoclonal MGUS
MM
 Smoldering MM
 Symptomatic MM
 Plasma cell leukemia
Plasmacytoma
 Solitary plasmacytoma
 Solitary plasmacytoma with minimal marrow involvement
POEMS syndrome
Systemic AL amyloidosis

aWHO, World Health Organization; IMWG, International Myeloma Work-
ing Group; POEMS, polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclo-
nal gammopathy, and skin changes. Data from references 1 and 2.
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TABLE 2 IMWG diagnostic criteria for the major categories of PCDsa

Disease category % and site of infiltration Type, amt of M component PCD disease- caused end organ 
damage Other criteria

MGUS
 Non- IgM MGUS <10% BM cPCs Serum non- IgM, <30 g/liter No

 IgM MGUS <10% BM LPC Serum IgM, <30 g/liter No Absence of disease, constitutional 
symptoms, hyperviscosity, lymph-
adenopathies, or hepatospleno-
megaly

 Light- chain MGUS <10% BM cPCs Nondetectable by IF,
<500 mg/24 h in urine

No Abnormal FLC ratio <0.26 (if 
increased λ FLC) or >1.65 (if 
increased κ FLC)

No amyloidosis
MM
 Smoldering MM 10–60% BM cPCs Serum IgG or IgA, ≥30 g/liter  

or ≥500 mg/24 h in urine
No Absence of MM- defining events or 

amyloidosis

 Symptomatic MM ≥10% BM cPCs (or cPCs in  
bone or soft tissue by biopsyd + 
any MM- defining events)

Yesb

Hypercalcemia: serum Ca >0.25 
mmol/liter (>1 mg/dl), above  
the upper limit or >2.75 mmol/
liter (>11 mg/dl)

Renal failure: creatinine clearance 
<40 ml/min or serum creatinine 
>177 μmol/liter (>2 mg/dl)

Anemia: >20 g/liter below the  
lower limit or Hb <100 g/liter

Bone lesion(s) on skeletal X rays, 
CT, or PET- CT

Presence of biomarkers of malig-
nancyb

≥60% BM cPCd

Involved/uninvolved FLC ratio 
≥100 (involved light chain ≥100 
mg/liter) by Freelite assayc

>1 focal (>5mm in size) lesion on 
MRI studies

Plasmacytoma
 Solitary plasmacytoma Presence of cPCs in bone or soft 

tissue by biopsy
Absence of BM cPCs

No Otherwise normal skeletal survey 
and MRI (or CT), but for the 
presence of the solitary lesion

 Solitary plasmacytoma with  
minimal BM involvement

Presence of cPCs in bone or soft 
tissue biopsy specimen, <10% 
BM cPCs

No Otherwise normal skeletal survey 
and MRI (or CT), but for the 
presence of the solitary lesion

PCL >20% PB PCs or >2 × 109 PB PCs/
liter

aPCD, plasma cell disorders; IMWG, International Myeloma Working Group; Ig, immunoglobulin; BM, bone marrow; c, clonal; PCs, plasma cells; LPC, lymphoplasmacytic cells; CLPD, chronic lymphoproliferative disorders; IF, 
immunofixation; FLC, free light chain; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PET- CT, 18F- fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography with CT; PB, peripheral blood. Data from references 2 and 71.

bMyeloma- defining events.
cFrom Binding Site Group Ltd., Birmingham, United Kingdom.
dClonality should be demonstrated by light- chain restriction by flow cytometry, immunohistochemistry, or immunofluorescence.
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Based on all the above, a consensus has now existed for 
several years that combined use of CD38 and CD138 is 
mandatory for adequate identification of BM PCs, in both 
normal/reactive and PCD patient samples, in the diagnos-
tic and MRD settings (15). In addition, for optimal exclu-
sion of other non-PC events potentially contaminating the 
CD38hi CD138+ PC gate, CD45 should also be stained si-
multaneously and used for PC gating purposes, in addition 
to right- angle light scatter (RALS) and forward- angle light 
scatter (FALS) (Fig. 1) (15, 35, 39).

Despite the above consensus regarding the most reliable 
combination of flow cytometric parameters for efficient PC 
identification, alternative markers may be required under 
specific circumstances, such as in MM patients undergoing 
new antibody- based targeted therapies (40). For example, 
the benefits of CD38 (daratumumab, SAR650984, and 
MOR 202) humanized antibody treatments are now being 
investigated in several clinical trials (41–45). Consequently, 
usage of CD38 as a PC identification marker in the con-
text of MRD evaluation of patients treated with such novel 
antibody- based therapies is compromised and alternative 
markers/clones to the conventional CD38 (and also CD138) 
reagents have been investigated in the MRD settings. In 
this regard, CD229 and CD54, in addition to CD319, have 
emerged as potential candidate markers to replace CD38 
and/or CD138 in MRD antibody combinations for the iden-
tification of PCs (Table 3) (46–49). However, further ex-
tensive testing, in large series of samples, of distinct clones 

and fluorochrome conjugates of CD54, CD229, and CD319 
is still needed before they can be recommended in routine 
practice as valid alternative PC identification markers. In 
this regard, it might also be possible to replace currently used 
CD38 reagents with other CD38 antibody clones directed 
against different epitopes of the CD38 molecule from those 
targeted by the therapeutic humanized reagents, instead of 
changing CD38 with another PC- associated marker. Once 
again, further studies are still required to define which are 
(or might be) such alternative CD38 clones, since treat-
ment with daratumumab, for example, appears to mask the 
binding of virtually all commercially available antibody 
clones evaluated so far (J. Flores- Montero, L. Sanoja, and 
A. Orfao, unpublished observations).

IMMUNOPHENOTYPIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF NORMAL PLASMA CELLS
PCs represent the last stages of maturation of B lympho-
cytes into antibody- producing cells. Thus, PCs typically 
derive from antigen- activated B lymphocytes that have un-
dergone a multistep maturation process that usually starts in 
secondary lymphoid tissues such as the lymph nodes, spleen, 
BM, and mucosa- associated lymphoid tissues (50). Recently 
produced PCs leave their tissue of origin and migrate to PB; 
from there, they reach and populate those tissues in which 
long- living PCs can be usually detected, such as the BM 
and the gastrointestinal mucosa, among other peripheral 

FIGURE 1 Normal bone marrow (BM) plasma cells (PCs) in an illustrating example of a consensus 
PC- gating strategy. Classic bivariate dot plots showing the minimal set of parameters recommended for 
accurate identification and gating of total BM PCs (dark blue dots). A combination of sequential gating, 
which must include CD138, CD38, and preferably CD45, together with light scatter properties, is recom-
mended for accurate identification of PCs in BM samples. Once identified, PCs can be quantitated (0.12% 
of total nucleated cells in the illustrated example [gray dots]) and further characterized on phenotypic 
grounds. Abnormal PC populations may display lower levels of CD38 expression than normal BM PCs.
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TABLE 3 List of the most relevant plasma cell (immunophenotypic) markers and their respective clinical values

Target Normal BM PC expression 
pattern MAP % of MAP 

expression cases Main recognized clinical utility

CD19 −/+ (% of CD19+ ≈ 64%) − 96 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Differential diagnosis between PCDs versus B- CLPDs and 

IgM versus non- IgM MGUS
Risk stratification in MM
MRD detection

CD20 − (% of CD20+ ≈ 4%) dim+ 17–30 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Differential diagnosis between PCDs versus B- CLPDs and 

IgM versus non- IgM MGUS
Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD 

markers
CD27 + (% of CD27dim, NR) − or dim+ 40–68 Phenotypic characterization of normal versus clonal PCs

MRD detection
CD28 − (% of CD28+ ≈ 15%) + 15–45 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs

Risk stratification in MM
MRD detection

CD33 − (% of CD33dim ≈ 6%) + 18 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD 

markers
CD38 Bright+ dim+ 80 Mandatory PC identification marker

Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
MRD detection
Monoclonal antibody- based therapeutic target

CD45 −/+ (% of CD45+ ≈ 6%) − 73 Highly recommended PC identification marker
Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Differential diagnosis between PCDs versus B- CLPDs and 

IgM versus non- IgM MGUS
MRD detection

CD54 + dim+ 60–80 Potentially useful PC identification marker
Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD 

markers
CD56 −/+ (% of CD56dim ≈ 10%) ++ 60–75 Phenotypic characterization or clonal versus normal PCs

Differential diagnosis between PCD versus B- CLPD and IgM 
versus non- IgM MGUS

MRD detection
CD81 + − or dim+ 55 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs

Risk stratification in MM
MRD detection

CD117 − + 30–32 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Risk stratification in MM
MRD detection

CD138 + NR Mandatory PC- specific identification marker
Monoclonal antibody based therapeutic target

CD200 −/+ (% of CD200+ ≈ 49%) +/++ ≥70 Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD markers

CD229 + NR Potentially useful PC identification marker
Potential monoclonal antibody- based therapeutic target

CD307 + ++ NR Phenotypic characterization of clonal versus normal PCs
Potentially useful for MRD detection

CD319 + dim+ Potentially useful PC identification marker
Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD 

markers
Monoclonal antibody based therapeutic target

SmIg − + <5 Differential diagnosis between PCDs versus B- CLPDs and 
IgM versus non- IgM MGUS

Marginal utility for MRD detection versus other MRD 
markers

aBM, bone marrow; PC, plasma cell; MAP, myeloma- associated phenotype; PCD, plasma cell disorder; B- CLPD, B cell chronic lymphoproliferative disorder; MRD, 
minimal residual disease. NR, not reported. Immunophenotypic patterns are expressed as: −, negative; dim+, dim positive; +, positive; and ++, overexpressed as 
compared to normal.
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locations (50, 51). Therefore, early- stage PCs (also termed 
plasmablasts) can be detected in secondary lymphoid tis-
sues, as well as PB, while terminally differentiated PCs are 
more typically found in the BM (50, 51). Previous studies 
have shown that in fact, a continuous spectrum of immuno-
phenotypic changes associated with a progressively higher 
degree of maturity can be observed, once PCs from several 
different tissues such as tonsils, PB, and BM are merged 
and phenotypically compared (34); however, whether the 
CD38hi PB PC compartment comprises both newly gener-
ated plasmablasts and PCs that recirculate from the BM still 
remains a matter of debate (51).

Overall, PB plasmablasts/PCs and the PCs that can be 
identified in BM show clear phenotypic differences between 
them (15, 24, 34, 51, 52). In contrast to BM PCs, circulat-
ing PB plasmablasts/PCs are all positive for both CD19 and 
CD45, and they completely lack CD56 expression; more-
over, normal/reactive PB plasmablasts/PCs display slightly 
lower levels of CD38 than normal/reactive BM PCs, and 
they have variable and heterogeneous expression levels of 
both CD20 and CD138 (34, 52). Additionally, most PB 
plasmablasts/PCs (>70%) show surface membrane Iglo 

(SmIglo) expression of distinct Ig isotypes, at variable lev-
els (51). Interestingly, such distinct and variable patterns of 
antigen expression observed both in the PB and the BM PC 
compartments are now considered to translate phenotypes 
of PCs at slightly different maturation stages. For example, 
CD138+ PCs in PB typically show a more mature pheno-
type than the CD138− plasmablast/PC PB compartment: 
higher expression of CD38 and CyIg and lower levels of ex-
pression of CD45 and SmIg, in the absence of CD20 (51). 
In contrast, similar patterns of antigen expression have been 
reported for the CD138− and CD138+ PB plasmablast/PC 
compartments regarding several adhesion molecules (e.g., 
ITGα4, ITGβ1, and ITGβ7) and chemokine receptors 
(e.g., CXCR4/CD184 and CCR10) (51). Interestingly how-
ever, both compartments show high Ki- 67 staining (51), 
suggesting that these cells are still capable of undergoing 
proliferation, and therefore, they are still on the way to 
completing their maturation.

Despite what is described above for steady- state PB 
plasmablasts/PCs, it has been shown that newly generated 
PB plasmablasts/PCs after vaccination (e.g., after exposure 
to tetanus toxin) might show slight phenotypic differences, 
towards a more mature protein expression profile than that 
of steady- state PB plasmablasts/PCs; in this regard, such 
cells simultaneously show high CD38 and CD138 positivity, 
and they systematically lack CD20 (34). Altogether, these 
findings support the notion that CD138 expression on PB 
PCs is more likely related to post- GC maturation (51) and/
or BM- driven migration (53), whereas it would not be a 
surrogate marker for PCs that recirculate from the BM into 
PB and back into the BM or other tissues; in such a case, 
CD138 cannot be seen as a marker that would discriminate 
between plasmablasts that have migrated to PB from sec-
ondary lymphoid tissues (e.g., lymph nodes) and BM recir-
culating PCs. Interestingly, once compared to more- mature 
BM PCs, PB plasmablasts/PCs also show clear positivity for 
CD229 together with a more heterogeneous pattern of ex-
pression of both CD54 and CD319 (49).

Similarly to what has been described above for the 
plasmablast/PC compartment circulating in PB, BM PCs 
also consist of several different, phenotypically well- defined 
subpopulations that display characteristic maturation- 
associated features (54, 55). As a whole, BM PCs typically 
lack expression of most pan- B- cell markers (e.g., CD20 and 

CD22) and SmIg; in contrast, they have heterogeneous 
expression of CD19, CD45lo, and CD56−/lo, together with 
higher levels of expression of both CD38 and CD138 than 
PB PCs (15, 24). Thus, most normal/reactive BM PCs ex-
press CD19, but around one- third of them are CD19−; sim-
ilarly, most CD19+ and CD19− normal/reactive BM PC are 
CD45+, CD56−, and CD81+, but small subsets of CD45−, 
CD81−, and CD56+ normal/reactive PCs have also been 
detected whenever enough BM PCs are evaluated; these in-
frequent PC phenotypes can be specifically more prominent 
among the CD19− compartment of BM PC (Table 3) (29, 
54, 55). Although the precise physiological significance of 
these small subsets of normal BM PCs still remains to be 
determined, recent results suggest that they might be asso-
ciated with distinct maturational stages of BM PCs; in this 
regard, an increasing maturity of BM PCs would typically be 
associated with progressively lower cell numbers, for exam-
ple, from the major CD19+ CD56− subpopulation to the 
minor CD19− CD56− and CD19− CD56+ subsets of PCs 
detectable in normal steady- state BM (56).

ABERRANT PLASMA CELL PHENOTYPES IN 
PCDs
Pathological PCs from PCDs such as MGUS, MM, PCL, 
and solitary plasmacytoma have long been shown to dis-
play phenotypes that deviate from those typically seen in 
normal PCs, particularly in normal and reactive BM PCs 
(18, 54, 57) (Fig. 2 and Table 3). In the past, markers that 
were frequently described to be aberrantly expressed on 
PCD PCs included CD19, CD56, CD45, CD38, CD27, 
and to a lesser extent also CD20, CD28, CD33, CD117, 
and SmIg (Table 3) (15, 21, 22, 24, 54, 58). More recently, 
other markers have been identified as aberrantly expressed 
on PCs from various percentages of MM and other PCD 
cases. Among the latter set of markers, CD81 (29), CD200 
(59), CD54 (60), and CD307 (61) have emerged as (po-
tentially) the most informative ones (Table 3). The fre-
quencies at which individual markers have been reported 
to be aberrantly expressed on clonal PCs are listed in Table 
3. However, it should be noted that such frequency may 
depend not only on the specific marker evaluated but also 
on the specific fluorochrome- conjugated antibody reagent 
used; sometimes even variable frequencies of altered pat-
terns of antigen expression on pathological PCD PCs can 
be obtained with distinct antibody clones directed against 
the same marker, or when similar reagents from different 
commercial sources are used (21, 58). Altogether, this 
highlights the relevance of the specific reagents used in a 
panel, in addition to their CD codes, as regards the identi-
fication of a given phenotypic alteration (62). Briefly, typ-
ically described aberrant PCD- associated PC phenotypes 
include (i) underexpression of CD19, CD27, CD38, CD81, 
and/or CD45, (ii) overexpression of CD33, CD56, and/or 
CD28, and (iii) asynchronous expression of CD20 and/or 
CD117 (Table 3) (18, 19, 22, 23, 25, 63, 64). Despite this, 
it should be emphasized that such definitions of the PC- 
associated aberrant phenotypes are an oversimplification 
of the aberrant patterns of protein expression detected on 
PCD PCs versus normal/reactive PCs. Actually, very few 
truly aberrant PC markers exist, and evaluation of the util-
ity of individual markers has always to be considered in 
the context of a multiparameter definition of aberrant phe-
notypes, where multiple individual markers synergistically 
contribute to an improved clear- cut distinction between 
normal/reactive and PCD PCs (65). For this purpose, the 
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FIGURE 2 Illustrating example of a bone marrow (BM) sample from a multiple myeloma (MM) pa-
tient whose clonal plasma cells (PCs) aberrantly expressed several typical phenotypic markers, as may be 
seen through comparison against the immunophenotypic profile of normal PCs coexisting in the same 
BM sample. Classical bivariate dot plot representations illustrate the normal phenotypic characteris-
tics of polyclonal PCs (dark blue dots) for surface membrane markers. The same dot plots also illustrate 
the aberrant phenotypic profiles expressed by the patient clonal PCs (red dots), i.e., CD38dim, CD45−, 
CD19−, CD56++, CD117+, and CD81−. In addition, the normal and myeloma PC populations were 
further discriminated by their cytoplasmic (Cy) expression of immunoglobulin (Ig) light chains, high-
lighting the polyclonal nature of normal PCs (CyIgκ+ and CyIgλ+ [ratio of 1:3], dark and light green 
events, respectively) versus the monotypic expression of CyIgk of clonal PCs (red dots). The middle 
bottom panel displays the automated population separator (APS) view of principal component 1 versus 
principal component 2 (x and y axes, respectively) specifically obtained for the two populations of BM PCs 
(normal versus myeloma PCs, red and blue dots, respectively) when compared to a set of normal/reactive 
PCs from 31 reference BM samples; circles represent the median fluorescence intensity of all fluorescence 
parameters stained, while dotted and continuous borders represent 1 and 2 standard deviations of the dis-
tribution obtained for the reference normal PC population; please note how normal PCs from the sample 
(blue dots) cluster within the reference population cloud, while phenotypically aberrant PCs (red dots) 
are clearly separated. The right panel in the row in the bottom shows the rank of individual markers and 
their contribution for the discrimination shown in the APS 1 plot for principal component 1. The overall 
PC populations correspond to 0.6% of all nucleated BM cells in the sample (gray dots). Normal PCs were 
59.9%, while clonal PCs represented 40.1% of all BM PCs.
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use of new graphical representations of flow cytometry data 
processed by multivariate analysis (e.g., principal compo-
nent analysis or canonical analysis) facilitates the defini-
tion of the combined marker profiles that allow distinction 
from an interrogated population of PCD PCs and reference 
data for normal/reactive PCs (Fig. 2).

In fact, the majority of markers that have proven to be 
useful in detecting aberrant PC phenotypes are not strictly 
aberrant on their own. For example, although CD19 recur-
rently emerges among the most frequent aberrantly expressed 
(downregulated) markers in PCDs (15), there is a significant 
fraction of all normal/reactive BM PCs (around 30%) that 
are also negative for CD19 (Table 3) (39, 54). Similarly, 
CD56 has long been claimed to be aberrantly overexpressed 
in MGUS and MM PCs (15, 21); however, there is also a 
small subset (6 to 9%) of normal/reactive BM PCs that show 
unequivocal expression of CD56 at variable levels (Table 3) 
(39, 56). Similarly, other aberrant phenotypes defined by in-
dividual markers that are frequently observed in clonal PCs 
(e.g., CD28+, CD45−, CD81−/lo, CD27−/lo, or CD200+) may 
also be detected in well- defined subpopulations of normal 
BM PCs (Table 3): the median frequency of normal PCs be-
ing CD28+ is 15% (range, 0% to 59%), that of being CD45− 
is 22% (range, 0% to 69%), and that of being CD200+ is 
49% (range, 31% to 68%) (Flores- Montero et al., unpub-
lished). In contrast, no CD117+ PCs have been reported so 
far in normal/reactive BM (maximum sensitivity of <10−4), 
while this marker is aberrantly expressed on clonal BM PC 
from around 30% of all symptomatic MM, 45% of SMM, and 
> 70% of all MGUS cases (Table 3) (57).

MULTICOLOR PCD PANELS OF ANTIBODY 
REAGENTS
At present, a consensus exists that the identification of ab-
errant phenotypes in a significant fraction of all PCD cases 
requires a minimum combination of CD138 (for PC identifi-
cation) and CD38 as well as CD45 (additional identification 
markers whose mean expression levels are frequently down-
regulated in clonal versus normal/reactive PCs), together 
with CD19 (negative in virtually every PCD case) and CD56 
(expressed in around 60 to 75% of all PCD patients) (Ta-
ble 3). The percentage of PCD cases in which a robust and 
sensitive discrimination between normal and clonal PCs may 
be achieved increases significantly when additional aberrant 
phenotypes are also investigated simultaneously. Such addi-
tional aberrant PC phenotypes include abnormally low ex-
pression levels of CD27 and CD81, plus overexpression of 
CD117. Based on these characteristics, accurate identifica-
tion and enumeration of clonal versus normal/reactive PCs 
can be achieved in virtually every PCD patient (Fig. 2), as 
recently demonstrated by the Euro Flow Consortium (62). 
The only exception would be that of clonal PCs from secre-
tory IgM- MGUS and Waldenström macroglobulinemia. In 
patients with the latter diseases, clonal BM PCs typically 
show an immature CD45+ CD19+ phenotype with variable 
levels of expression of CD20 and/or SmIgM, in the absence 
of the most characteristic aberrant patterns of protein ex-
pression observed in other PCD cases (e.g., absence of CD56 
and CD117 expression and/or strong levels of expression 
of CD27 and CD81), similarly to what may be observed in 
other lymphoplasmacytic lymphomas (26, 65).

In order to define and establish the 8- color, 2- tube an-
tibody combinations proposed for the diagnostic screening 
and classification of PCDs, the EuroFlow Consortium used 
for the first time an experimental stepwise comprehensive 
approach. Thus, the PCDs EuroFlow antibody panel was 

not based just on the experience and knowledge of experts 
and their consensus opinions (62). The process involved 
an initial selection phase for a list of potentially useful 
markers based on literature data and the experience of the 
groups involved (n = 14 markers); subsequently, careful 
selection of optimal antibody clones and high- quality con-
jugates led to a first configuration of the panel that was 
prospectively evaluated. Afterward, detailed analysis of the 
performance of the initial set of markers in such combina-
tions against local panels led to the identification of the 
most informative combination of markers (CD138, CD38, 
CD45, CD19, CD56, CD81, CD27, CD117, CD28, β2- 
microglobulin, CyIgκ, and CyIgλ), using multivariate sta-
tistical comparisons. Further testing focused on identifying 
optimal fluorochrome positions and combinations of the 
selected markers; for this purpose, a total of seven rounds of 
evaluation, redesigning, and reevaluation were performed, 
until optimal configuration and performance were reached. 
Prospective evaluation of this marker combination based 
on the last configuration proposed by the EuroFlow Con-
sortium for the diagnostic screening of PCDs showed oc-
currence of ≥1 aberrant phenotypic profiles in virtually all 
MM and MGUS cases evaluated who had abnormal/clonal 
PC populations (97%). In a small percentage of cases 
(3%), definitive definition of a clonal PC population might 
need the simultaneous assessment of PC clonality through 
detection of monotypic CyIg light- chain- restricted PC 
populations, as defined by the previously mentioned set of 
aberrant markers (62). Figure 2 presents an illustration of 
the performance of the proposed antibody panel in a di-
agnostic BM sample from an MM patient. Of note, the il-
lustrated antibody combination also includes markers that 
allow efficient quality control of the BM sample analyzed 
through, e.g., the identification of normal residual BM cells 
such as mast cells (CD117hi), myeloid precursors (CD117+ 
CD45lo CD38+) and hematogones (CD19+ CD45lo CD38hi 
FALSlo RALSlo cells).

Despite all the careful evaluation steps performed 
as summarized above, further refinement of the specific 
fluorochrome- conjugated reagents and antibody clones em-
ployed in the above EuroFlow panel was required for MRD 
purposes. This was mainly due to usage of different sample 
preparation methods (e.g., bulk lysis procedures versus a 
single- tube fluorescence- activated cell sorter [FACS] lysing 
[BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA] approach) for MRD versus 
diagnostic BM samples, because of the requirement to inter-
rogate many more BM cells and larger volumes of BM sample 
than in routine flow- MRD (>5 × 106 BM cells). Thus, it can 
also be concluded that any change in the protocol involving 
the type of sample, the sample preparation method, and/or 
reagents might require full reevaluation (and potentially also 
redesigning) of a panel, in order to ensure its optimal perfor-
mance as defined under those conditions under which it was 
initially evaluated and established.

FLOW CYTOMETRY QUANTITATION OF PCs 
IN BM ASPIRATED SAMPLES
The overall PC count in BM is a major diagnostic crite-
rion for PCD. Currently, for diagnostic purposes, PC counts 
rely on conventional morphological assessments (1). In 
this regard, flow cytometry has never been considered a 
reliable surrogate approach for counting BM PCs, given 
the well- known discrepancy observed between the overall 
cytomorphological (or histopathological) and the MFC re-
sults, with a median bias of around 15% due to lower MFC 
than morphological PC counts (15–17, 66). Despite such 
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bias, the enumeration results of total BM PCs by the two 
techniques correlate well (66). Although there is no defini-
tive explanation for such differences, several factors appear 
to be relevant. Thus, usage of second aspirates of the same 
BM for flow cytometry rather than first- pulled BM aspirated 
samples for cytomorphology (67), the high expression lev-
els of adhesion molecules on PCs, and the selective loss of 
PCs during centrifugation all appear to contribute to the 
reported differences more than the potential existence of 
heterogeneous patterns of BM infiltration (14, 15, 66, 68). 
Of note, such differences most likely also affect other diag-
nostic techniques such as molecular/genetic methods (15).

In any case, in order to get sufficient representation of 
the PC population under study, an acquisition (in a single 
step) of at least 1 × 105 events from the whole (e.g., BM) 
sample cellularity is typically required in normal BM or in 
diagnostic BM samples for a sensitivity of at least 10−3 (de-
tection of at least 1 cell in a total of 1,000 BM cells) (68). In 
turn, in the case of hypocellular BM samples, highly (hemo)
diluted samples, or under MRD conditions, acquisition of 
significantly higher numbers of cells (e.g., >5 × 106 cells 
in the MRD setting) is frequently needed in order to get 
a minimum population of 20 (preferably 30 to 50) PCs for 
their unequivocal identification, their reliable quantitation, 
and accurate characterization (15, 35).

CLINICAL UTILITY OF MFC 
IMMUNOPHENOTYPING OF PCDs
At present, it is well established that MFC immunophe-
notyping contributes to the diagnosis or to the classifica-
tion, prognostic stratification, and monitoring of patients 
suspected of having a PCD or who have already been diag-
nosed with a PCD, respectively. Such clinical utility derives 
from the ability of MFC immunophenotyping to specifically 
identify and quantitate clonal/aberrant versus normal/reac-
tive PC populations and to provide detailed characteriza-
tion of their protein expression profiles.

In this section, we sequentially review the utility of MFC 
immunophenotyping of PCs for (i) the diagnostic screening 
and classification of PCD, (ii) its prognostic stratification, 
and (iii) monitoring of the effects of therapy in depleting 
tumor PCs and maintaining them under control at unde-
tectable or very low levels (MRD monitoring).

MFC Immunophenotyping in the Diagnosis and 
Classification of PCD
For decades now, it has been well established that demon-
stration of the presence of phenotypically aberrant PCs with 
clonal features is an unequivocal sign of an underlying PCD, 
independently of where those aberrant PCs are located 
(e.g., BM, PB, lymph nodes, peripheral tissues, or distinct 
body fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid). Therefore, MFC 
immunophenotyping is considered a complementary tool in 
the diagnostic screening of patients suspected of having a 
PCD, and it may be applied to the study of virtually any type 
of sample. In this regard, it should be emphasized that at 
present, single 8- color stainings (see “Multicolor PCD Pan-
els of Antibody Reagents” above), which ensure detection 
of aberrant/clonal PCs in virtually every PCD case, can be 
used, even when the pathologic PC population(s) is present 
at seemingly low levels (e.g., 0.1% of the whole diagnostic 
sample cellularity).

In turn, a more detailed characterization of the aber-
rant/clonal PC population identified may further contrib-
ute to the classification of PCDs. Thus, the presence of 

CyIgM- expressing PCs with an aberrantly immature BM PC 
phenotype (SmIgM−/+ CD20−/+ CD19+ CD45+) is typically 
observed in IgM- MGUS; whenever such a PC population is 
further accompanied by a SmIgM+ clonal mature B- cell pop-
ulation, malignant transformation should be suspected and 
the diagnosis of Waldenström macroglobulinemia/lympho-
plasmacytic lymphoma considered. Conversely, the presence 
of a population of non- IgM clonal PCs displaying aberrant 
phenotypes such as those described above in this chapter 
(e.g., CD19−, CD45−, CD56+, CD27−/lo, CD81−/lo, and 
CD200+ PCs) is characteristic of other PCD including non- 
IgM and light- chain MGUS, isolated plasmacytoma, SMM, 
MM, and/or PCL. In such cases, when the presence of clonal/
aberrant PCs is restricted to a tissue other than BM or PB, 
diagnosis is fully compatible with solitary plasmacytoma. In 
solitary plasmacytoma patients, further sensitive analysis of 
the BM (and potentially also the PB) might contribute to 
subclassify the disease into solitary plasmacytoma with ver-
sus without BM involvement (Table 2). Of note, if only the 
BM is studied in such a case, the pattern of BM involvement 
associated with solitary plasmacytoma may fully mimic (and 
cannot be distinguished from) that of non- IgM and/or light- 
chain MGUS, in which a few clonal aberrant PCs typically 
coexist at various percentages (usually <95% of all BM PCs) 
with normal BM PCs (typically >5% of all BM PCs).

In contrast to solitary plasmacytoma and MGUS, SMM 
and particularly MM show greater levels of infiltration of 
BM by clonal aberrant PCs than by normal residual PCs.
Thus, while in the majority of MGUS patients (>80%) 
the number of normal PCs exceeds 5% of the total BM PC 
compartment, this occurs only in a minority of MM cases 
(<15%) (5, 69). Consequently, identification of >5% nor-
mal PCs of all PCs in a BM sample is strongly associated 
with MGUS (or solitary plasmacytoma), whereas the op-
posite (<5% normal PCs among all BM PCs) is typically 
associated with MM; SMM shows an intermediate (mixed) 
profile, which more frequently overlaps with that observed 
in MM. A pattern similar to that of MM is also observed in 
PCL, usually in association with very high levels (>20%) 
of infiltration of PB. Of note, PB involvement by lower PC 
numbers is a hallmark of MM, whereas it is present in only 
a fraction (20 to 35%) of MGUS cases with conventional 
flow MRD-like approaches.

Regarding the specific immunophenotypic profile of aber-
rant PCs in (non- IgM or light- chain) MGUS versus SMM, 
MM, and PCL, it should be noted that no disease- specific 
PC phenotypes have been identified so far. However, for 
some aberrant phenotypes, different frequencies have been 
reported in the distinct diagnostic categories of PCDs. For 
example, the frequency of cases showing CD117+ PCs pro-
gressively decreases from MGUS (70%) to SMM (45%) and 
MM (30%), while PCL typically shows a CD56− CD117− 
immunophenotype with stronger expression of CD45 than 
in SMM/MM and MGUS cases (21, 70, 71).

Based on all of the above, it may be concluded that the 
utility of MFC immunophenotyping for the diagnostic clas-
sification of PCD relies on a combination of the phenotypic 
features of the aberrant/clonal PC population, the precise 
tissue(s) involved, and the level of PC infiltration within 
the BM PC compartment.

Prognostic Stratification of PCD Patients
At present, the prognostic stratification of MGUS, isolated 
plasmacytoma, and SMM patients, including the identifi-
cation of those cases that will more likely progress to symp-
tomatic myeloma, remains a relevant clinical challenge that 
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has been only partially addressed. In addition, identification 
of biological and clinical subgroups of MM patients with 
significantly different outcomes and who could potentially 
benefit from distinct treatment modalities is also an active 
field of research.

As already stated above, the level of involvement of the 
BM PC compartment is significantly different in MGUS, 
SMM, and MM; despite this, within each disease category, 
it remains rather heterogeneous with, e.g., some MGUS 
cases showing an MM- like profile and vice versa. In fact, 
use of the same MFC diagnostic threshold as the one de-
scribed above (i.e., <5% of normal PCs/total PCs) identifies 
a minor subgroup of MGUS and a significant proportion of 
SMM patients with higher risk of progression to MM, with 
respect to a majority of cases who show higher percentages 
of normal PCs in the BM (>5% of all BM PCs). From the 
prognostic point of view, these subgroups of MGUS and 
SMM patients also show significantly different rates of pro-
gression to symptomatic MM: 5- year progression rates of 
25% versus 5% for MGUS and 64% versus 8% for SMM 
with >5% versus <5% normal PCs/total PCs, respectively 
(5); subsequently, high- risk SMM cases defined on the ba-
sis of the BM aberrant versus normal PC distribution and 
the presence of immune paresis have been shown to benefit 
from early therapy. In turn, the few symptomatic MM pa-
tients who show >5% normal PCs of all BM PCs display 
more favorable prognostic features and a better overall out-
come; thus, they show (compared to other MM cases) lower 
levels of total BM PCs and M component, higher hemoglo-
bin levels, a lower frequency of immune paresis, and a lower 
frequency of high- risk cytogenetic abnormalities, they more 
frequently achieve CR after a high- dose therapy with au-
tologous stem cell transplantation (HDT/ASCT) treatment 
regimen, and they display longer progression- free survival 
(PFS) and overall survival (OS) rates (69).

In line with these observations in MM and despite the 
differences observed in the relative numbers of total BM 
PCs obtained by cytomorphology and by MFC, the over-
all percentage of PCs from the whole BM sample cellularity 
(as detected by MFC) has also been associated with patient 
outcome. In this regard, a study performed in a large cohort 
of MM patients evaluated at diagnosis showed that a thresh-
old of 15% PCs from all nucleated BM cells in the sam-
ple discriminated two groups with a significantly different 
outcome: patients with <15% PCs showed a significantly 
longer PFS and OS than cases with >15% PCs (median 
PFS of 43 months in contrast to 36 months, and median OS 
of 97 months in contrast to 54 months, respectively) (66). 
Of note, the most informative MFC cutoff identified in this 
study was equivalent to a 30% PC threshold by cytomor-
phology; however, in contrast to MFC, cytomorphological 
PC BM counts did not emerge as an independent prognostic 
factor in the multivariate analysis (66).

In addition to the level of infiltration of the BM by 
clonal PCs, the prognostic impact of the immunopheno-
typic profile of abnormal PCs has also been extensively in-
vestigated (21). Thus, in a large cohort of uniformly treated 
MM patients, the patterns of expression of CD19, CD28, 
and CD117 were shown to provide prognostic information. 
In this study, positive staining of tumor PCs for CD19 and 
CD28 and absence of CD117 were associated with a sig-
nificantly poorer outcome (shorter PFS and OS) (21, 70). 
Of note, when these markers were simultaneously consid-
ered, their prognostic value was enhanced; thus, based on 
the patterns of expression of both CD28 and CD117, 3 dif-
ferent risk groups, which were associated with significantly 
different outcomes, were defined: (i) CD28 and CD117+ 

cases showed the longest PFS and OS; (ii) CD28+ and 
CD117− samples had the shortest; (iii) and CD28/CD117 
double- positive or double- negative samples constituted an 
intermediate risk group (21). More recently, CD81+ ex-
pression in MM PCs has also been described as an indepen-
dent adverse prognostic factor that negatively impacts PFS 
and OS, and at the same time it is associated with lower 
response rates after induction therapy. Of note, CD81 ex-
pression allowed discrimination between groups of patients 
with different prognostic risks both within MM patients 
with standard- risk and with high- risk cytogenetics (29). In 
turn, an association between lack of expression of CD200 
on abnormal PCs and clinically aggressive disease has been 
recently reported (59).

In addition to the prognostic implications of the above- 
described PC numbers and phenotypes, MFC has recently 
proven to be of great clinical utility in the prognostic strat-
ification of MM patients because of its ability to identify al-
tered phenotypes on myeloid BM cell compartments, which 
fully overlap with those seen in myelodysplastic syndrome 
(MDS) patients (e.g., hypogranular neutrophils and CD56+ 
monocytes). Such altered myeloid phenotypes have proven 
to be closely related with the presence of MDS- associated 
cytogenetic features and an age- independent poorer out-
come. Further studies in large series of MM patients treated 
within randomized trials are needed to confirm the actual 
prognostic relevance of these MDS- associated phenotypes 
present in myeloid BM cell compartments of a significant 
percentage of all MM (and also MGUS) patients.

MRD Monitoring in MM
Major achievements have been reached in the last decades 
in the treatment of MM. Such advances have also fostered 
the development and implementation of standardized (and 
progressively more sensitive) MRD methods to evaluate 
responses to therapy. In addition to imaging techniques, 
which play a key role in detecting extramedullary disease, 
flow- MRD is currently considered the preferred method to 
evaluate BM MRD levels in MM (72–74). This is due to a 
large extent to the well- suited features of flow cytometry for 
monitoring MRD in MM patients’ BM. Briefly, flow- MRD 
has the greatest applicability in MM since the presence of 
PC- associated aberrant phenotypes can be demonstrated in 
BM PCs from virtually every patient (62, 65); this implies 
that such aberrant phenotypes are also highly specific for 
disease persistence (reappearance) with an established sen-
sitivity in routine clinical practice of at least ≥10−4 (i.e., 
detection of one tumor cell among ≥10,000 BM cells) (65). 
In addition, due to the increasing availability of clinical 
flow cytometers to the diagnostic hemato- oncology labo-
ratories, the method has become (widely) available around 
the world, at acceptable costs. In turn, the spread of new 
digital flow cytometers with increasingly higher multicolor 
and software capabilities into clinical diagnostic laborato-
ries also allows for the analysis of millions of cells in a few 
minutes, supporting fast diagnoses based on highly sensitive 
and robust flow- MRD in clinical routine (14).

Compared to flow- MRD, molecular techniques are rec-
ognized as more technically demanding (e.g., they require 
a diagnostic sample), and they are more time- consuming 
and less broadly applicable (<50% to 90% versus 100% for 
MFC), although they show a higher sensitivity than con-
ventional flow- MRD (typically, 10−5 and 10−4 for molecular 
methods and MFC, respectively) (66, 73). In this regard, 
however, it should be noted that highly sensitive (and in-
novative) next- generation flow- MRD (NG- MRD) methods 
have been recently developed and led to a sensitivity beyond 
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FIGURE 3 Highly sensitive minimal residual disease (MRD) detection in a bone marrow sample from 
a multiple myeloma (MM) patient. Bivariate dot plot representations of merged files from two different 
sample aliquots/tubes stained with the EuroFlow- International Myeloma Foundation MM MRD panel to 
illustrate the highly sensitive detection of aberrant/clonal myeloma plasma cells (PC; red events) coexisting 
with normal/polyclonal BM PCs (8 × 106 total BM events measured). Normal PCs display a characteris-
tically normal phenotypic profile for surface membrane markers (dark blue dots). In turn, clonal PCs (red 
dots) from the same individual displayed a distinct pattern characterized by several myeloma- associated 
phenotypes (MAP; i.e., CD45−, CD19−, CD56++, CD117+, and CD81−) in addition to higher forward 
and sideward scatter properties. Normal and abnormal PC populations could be further discriminated by 
their cytoplasmic (Cy) expression of immunoglobulin (Ig) light chains, highlighting the polyclonal nature 
of normal PCs (CyIgκ+ and CyIgλ+ [ratio of 0.8], dark and light green, respectively) versus monotypic ex-
pression of CyIgκ of clonal PCs. The overall BM PC population in this patient corresponded to 0.01% of all 
nucleated cells in the sample (gray dots); normal PCs were 0.008%, while clonal PCs represented 0.002% 
(227 dots) of all BM cells.

that of conventional flow- MRD approaches and even that 
of molecular techniques (between 10−5 and 10−6), close to 
the sensitivity reached by next- generation sequencing ap-
proaches (65, 75). These NG- MRD methods (65, 75) have 
also addressed the need for standardization of conventional 
4-  to 8- color flow- MRD approaches, regarding antibody 

panels, sample preparation procedures, data acquisition and 
analysis, and interpretation of the results.

In the past, antibody combinations for flow- MRD were 
typically constructed as patient- specific immunophenotypic 
probes (25, 68). Nonetheless, the concept evolved to alterna-
tive approaches using fixed 4-  to 6- color antibody panels that 
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TABLE 4 IMWG criteria for treatment response categories including those proposed for defin-
ing immunophenotypic and molecular CRa,b

Response category Defining criteria

Progressive disease (PD) Increase of <25% in any of the following:
Serum M component (≥0.5 g/dl minimum absolute increase) or abso-

lute level of ≥1 g/dl if the baseline value was ≥5 g/dl
Urine M component (≥200 mg/24 h minimum absolute increase)
Difference in involved and uninvolved FLC level (if M component 

is not measurable in serum or urine; >10 mg/dl minimum absolute 
increase)

BM PCs (if serum or urine M component and FLC are not measurable; 
>10% minimum percentage increase)

New bone lesion or plasmacytomas or increase in the size of preexist-
ing ones

Appearance of PCD- related hypercalcemia (>11.5 mg/dl)
Stable disease (SD) Absence of CR, VGPR, PR, or PD criteria

Lack of evidence of new or progressive bone lesions by imagingc

Partial response (PR) Reduction of ≥50% of serum M component and ≥90% (or total <200 
mg/24 h) in urine M component

Reduction of ≥50% of involved and uninvolved FLC levels (if M com-
ponent is not measurable)

Reduction of ≥50% in BM PCs (baseline ≥30%; if neither M compo-
nent nor FLC are measurable)

Reduction of ≥50% in plasmacytoma size if present at diagnosis
Absence of image evidence of new or progressive bone lesionsc

Very good partial response 
(VGPR)

Negative M component by electrophoresis but detectable by IF
Reduction of ≥90% in serum M component and urine M component 

<100 mg/24 h
Absence of image evidence of new or progressive bone lesionsc

Complete remission (CR) <5% BM PCs
Negative IF in serum and urine
Nondetectable plasmacytomas
Lack of evidence of any new or preexisting bone lesions by imagingc

Stringent complete  
remission (sCR)

CR status plus
Normal FLC ratio
Absence of BM cPCs by IHC or MFC (2–4 colors)
Lack of evidence of new or progressive bone lesions by imagingc

Immunophenotypic CR sCR plus
Absence of phenotypically aberrant PCs by MFC in the BMd

Molecular CR sCR plus
Negative ASO- PCR in the BM (sensitivity of 10−5)

aTwo consecutive evaluation studies are needed to establish the response categories. CR category if disease is measurable only 
by serum FLC is indicated by a normal FLC plus the other criteria listed. VGPR category if disease is measurable only by serum 
FLC is indicated by >90% reduction of the difference between involved and uninvolved FLC levels. BM evaluation in PD is 
required only if M- component and FLC levels are measurable. Data from reference 84.

bIMWG, International Myeloma Working Group; PCD, plasma cell disorders; BM, bone marrow; PC, plasma cell; IF, im-
munofixation; c, clonal; IHC, immunohistochemistry; MFC, multiparameter flow cytometry; FLC, free light chain; ASO- PCR, 
allele- specific oligonucleotide PCR.

cBy X rays if performed; not strictly required.
dA minimum of 1 × 106 BM cells analyzed with >4- color flow cytometry.

usage is associated with the measurement of enough cells/
tube (e.g., >5 × 106 cells/tube) as proposed by the EuroFlow 
group (Fig. 3) (28, 82; J. Flores- Montero, B. Paiva, L. Sanoja- 
Flores, N. Puig, O. García, S. Böttcher, J. J. Pérez- Morán, 
M. B. Vidriales, M. V. Mateos, R. García- Sanz, C. Jimenez, 
M. Gonzalez, J. Martinez- López, M. C. del Cañizo, J. F. San 
Miguel, B. Durie, J. J. M. van Dongen, and A. Orfao, un-
published data). The specific way in which consensus MRD 
markers (e.g., CD38, CD138, CD45, CD19, CD56, CD27, 
CD81, and CD117 for identification of myeloma versus 
normal/reactive PCs, plus CyIgκ and CyIgλ for assessment 
of clonality within suspicious PC subsets identified with the 

cover those aberrant phenotypes common to most (>90%) 
MM cases, without the requirement for a diagnostic sample 
(27, 76, 77). In the meantime, consensus recommendations 
have been reached about the most informative markers that 
are essential for the identification and further characteriza-
tion of BM PCs as carrying normal/reactive versus aberrant 
phenotypes (15). Despite this, so far, only a small number of 
MRD panels have been both technically and clinically vali-
dated (27, 76, 78–82). Detailed analysis of such panels shows 
that the transition from 4-  to 6- color panels led to a more re-
liable identification of MRD at the 10−4 level; 8-  to 10- color 
panels have also brought increased sensitivity whenever their 
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previous CD markers) are combined in a panel is a critical 
step in the success of flow- MRD (see above). In this regard, 
the use of highly sensitive fluorochromes is typically required 
for dimmer markers such as CD56, CD138, and CD117; in 
contrast, low- sensitivity fluorochromes are preferred for an-
tigens highly expressed on PCs such as CD38; exactly the 
same principles that apply for MRD should be considered for 
diagnostic PCD panels, as well.

The clinical utility of flow- MRD in MM was first demon-
strated in 2002 by both the Salamanca (Spain) and the Leeds 
(United Kingdom) groups (25, 83). They both showed that 
MRD detected by MFC was clinically relevant for the defi-
nition of patient groups with distinct PFS rates. The prog-
nostic impact of MRD in MM has been further confirmed by 
the same groups and by other groups in more- recent treat-
ment protocols for both ASCT- eligible and - noneligible 
MM patients (27, 65, 80–82). Thus, MRD detection by flow 
cytometry is currently considered one of the most relevant 
independent predictors of outcome in MM patients receiv-
ing HDT/ASCT (27, 81), independently of other prognos-
tic factors such as tumor cytogenetics (27, 80, 81). Similarly, 
in the non- transplant- eligible patient group, detection of 
residual disease by flow- MRD has also been demonstrated to 
be a strong predictor for PFS, but differences in OS did not 
reach significance (76). In addition, a negative flow- MRD 
status after salvage therapy of relapsed MM patients was also 
shown to be associated with a significantly longer time to 
progression, specifically in the case of patients not included 
for allogenic stem cell transplant, while no differences were 
observed in the allogenic stem cell transplant group (79). 
Therefore, flow- MRD has been incorporated as a criterion 
for the definition of different levels of response to treatment 
categories (Table 4). Despite all this information, surrogate 
markers for a cure of MM are still needed, particularly as 
therapy improves and the rate of long- survivor MM patients 
is likely to increase in parallel.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
At present, the value and clinical relevance of MFC in the 
study of PCD patients are becoming increasingly recognized; 
thus, flow cytometry immunophenotyping has become an es-
sential tool in the diagnostic work- up and the classification 
and monitoring of PCD patients. This is mostly due to the 
fact that MFC immunophenotyping allows accurate identifi-
cation but also quantitation and detailed characterization of 
PCs in BM and other types of human samples, with clear- cut 
discrimination between (potentially) coexisting populations 
of normal/reactive PCs and clonal (phenotypically aberrant) 
PCs. Therefore, MFC identification, quantitation, and char-
acterization of pathological (versus normal/reactive) PCs 
provide clinically relevant information that complements 
and completes optimal PCD patient evaluation by other 
standard approaches, both at diagnosis and during follow- up. 
In detail, MFC immunophenotyping contributes to the diag-
nostic screening of PCDs, its classification into the multiple 
different diagnostic subtypes of the disease and their variants, 
and prognostic stratification of preleukemic states such as 
MGUS and SMM; at the same time, MFC immunopheno-
typing also helps in defining the level of tumor PC depletion 
reached with therapy in MM and in monitoring MRD levels 
thereafter. Monitoring of flow- MRD levels also contributes 
to the prognostic stratification of MM patients after ther-
apy, through the identification of patient groups at different 
risks of showing progressive disease. However, to take opti-
mal advantage of MFC immunophenotyping in PCD, the 
use of highly standardized approaches, together with both 

technically and clinically validated panels in combination 
with new, innovative software tools, is critical for obtaining 
reproducible and robust results.
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The past several years have seen a rapid evolution of flow 
cytometry technology, moving toward more parameters with 
the development of instruments containing smaller and less 
expensive lasers and with the discovery of new dyes that 
extend the range of emissions that can be detected by those 
lasers. This is exemplified by the emergence of violet diode 
lasers (1) and associated quantum dot nanocrystals (2) and 
brilliant violet dyes (3) that are excited by violet (and most 
recently by UV) lasers. These developments make flow cy-
tometry in the range of 15 or so parameters more practical 
than ever.

In the last few years, a competing flow cytometry plat-
form, termed mass cytometry, has also emerged (4–6). This 
technology uses heavy metal ion labeling in place of fluoro-
phores, with detection by time- of- flight mass spectrometry 
(Fig. 1). A commercial instrument (CyTOF; DVS Sciences) 
has been developed for this purpose. The benefits of this 
technology are twofold. First, the number of parallel param-
eters that can be measured is increased tremendously (cur-
rently to about 40 but potentially 50 or more) (7). Second, 
the spillover common to fluorescence- based detection is 
all but eliminated, making compensation between detec-
tor channels unnecessary (Fig. 2). The combined impact 
of these two benefits is enormous. Forty- parameter pan-
els can now be designed with much fewer problems than 
would be encountered with 10-  to 15- parameter panels on 
fluorescence- based instruments. To be sure, there are still 
caveats (8), including sensitivity considerations for very low 
abundance targets; a small amount of signal contamination 
due to oxidation, isotopic impurities, sample contaminants, 
and detector infidelity; and a considerable cell loss in the 
instrument. However, these issues are often a reasonable 
trade- off for the exponentially increased information con-
tent that can now be derived from a single cell sample.

One can ask whether 40- plus parameters are needed in 
flow cytometry, especially in the clinical realm. However, 
recent publications using mass cytometry have already un-
covered tremendous diversity of phenotypes and functions 
within hematopoietic cells, which can only be appreciated 
by the parallel application of many probes to dissect the var-
ious subpopulations (9–11). Furthermore, there are clinical 
cytometric applications, such as leukemia and lymphoma 
analysis, that currently require several multicolor staining 
cocktails for precise diagnosis (12). These could certainly 

be simplified, and even extended, by the use of highly mul-
tiparametric mass cytometry.

As alluded to above, it is not only the cell surface phe-
notyping markers that are of interest in analyzing immune 
cells. There are also a myriad of intracellular markers, many 
of which correspond to phosphorylated signaling states (13) 
or cytokines (14) that can be induced by short- term in vitro 
stimulation. The availability of flow cytometry- compatible 
antibodies to these markers, and the development of pro-
tocols to analyze them, has been another area of advance-
ment in recent years. The number of research laboratories 
now routinely performing such functional cytometric assays 
is at an all- time high. Thus, the marriage of highly multi-
parametric flow or mass cytometry with functional readouts 
such as phosphoepitopes, is creating a new era of cellular 
immunology, with an unprecedented level of information 
content. The mining of this information will undoubtedly 
provide new biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognosis of 
disease and immunological monitoring of diseases and ther-
apeutic interventions. This chapter will describe the under-
lying technologies in some detail, with emphasis on how 
they may eventually affect clinical flow cytometry.

MASS CYTOMETRY
The use of time- of- flight mass spectrometry to perform mul-
tiparameter analysis of single cells was first described by 
Tanner et al. (4). The implications of this technology for 
immune cell analysis were truly demonstrated in the Nolan 
laboratory, beginning with the seminal publication by Ben-
dall et al. (9) and continuing with a series of publications 
thereafter (15–20). However, other groups are joining this 
revolution (10, 11, 21), and the number of installed instru-
ments should reach 100 by the time of this publication.

Logistic Considerations
Along with the benefits of highly multiparametric, 
compensation- free experiments, come a number of logistical 
and technical caveats. On the logistical front, the instru-
mentation is expensive and requires physical adaptations of 
facility ventilation and power. There is a considerable usage 
of ultrahigh- purity argon, and the machine requires regular 
tuning and maintenance, including periodic replacement of 
the detector.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch25
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Acquisition Speed
Technically, there are caveats to the performance of mass 
cytometry experiments as well. Perhaps most significantly, 
the speed of acquisition is currently limited to <1,000 
events/s (7), although practically, we find the optimum for 
heterogeneous cell populations to be even lower (300 to 500 
events/s). This is to avoid too many coincident events (dou-
blets), which are not easily removed from the analysis and 
which, if retained, could lead to spurious results. Because 
mass detection is done from a diffused ion cloud, rather 
than an intact cell, there are fundamental limitations to the 

detection speed of this platform, although one could hope 
for improvements in the form of optimally timed introduc-
tion of cells to the machine.

One way to improve doublet discrimination is through 
sample barcoding, which has been adapted from fluorescence 
to mass cytometry (16). By labeling a number of related sam-
ples (e.g., different stimulation conditions from the same 
donor), each with a unique combination of mass labels, the 
samples can be combined, stained, and analyzed as a single 
composite sample. In addition to equalizing the staining con-
dition of the barcoded samples and conserving the amount 

FIGURE 1 Mass cytometry workflow overview. A cell suspension is first stained with antibodies labeled 
with heavy metal ions, via covalently coupled chelator molecules. The stained cell suspension is then neb-
ulized and directed into a plasma torch in the mass cytometer, using a stream of argon gas. The extremely 
hot plasma breaks cellular components into elemental ions, and the heavier ions are focused into a time- 
of- flight detector. The signals from this detector are recorded over time, and pulses corresponding to cell 
events are quantitated. The data for each cell event is transcribed into a Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) 
file, such that it can be gated and analyzed with traditional flow cytometry software.

FIGURE 2 Comparison of fluorescence emission spectra (left) and mass spectrometry (right). The latter 
allows for the detection of many more discrete labels, with very little spillover between detector channels.
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of antibody used, barcoding has two additional side benefits. 
One is that cross- contamination of the barcoded samples is 
largely avoided, allowing for less between- sample cleaning. 
A second is that, when deconvolving the composite sam-
ple, doublets of two different barcodes are eliminated. If 10 
barcodes are combined to make a composite sample, this 
theoretically should eliminate 9/10 of the cell doublets (as 
doublets of the same barcode would still remain).

While barcoding can have an impact on doublet discrim-
ination, it has little effect on the overall speed limitations of 
the CyTOF. To partly alleviate this issue, preenrichment of 
rare populations can be done, e.g., with magnetic beads. This 
strategy has effectively been used for analysis of major his-
tocompatibility complex- peptide tetramer binding by mass 
cytometry (10, 21). In one of these studies, tetramers labeled 
with multiple metal ions have been used to increase the num-
ber of tetramers that can be studied with a limited number of 
mass channels as well as to increase the specificity of identify-
ing tetramer- positive events (21). An analogous method was 
previously described for fluorescence- based tetramers (22).

Cell Loss
Another limitation of CyTOF comes from the instrument 
fluidics, which consist of nebulized droplets focused by an 
argon makeup gas. This system results in about two- thirds 
of the introduced cells being lost before entering the plasma 
torch. To be fair, cells are conserved relative to fluorescence 
flow cytometry by the ability to condense multitube pan-
els into a single tube with 40 or so markers. However, this 
level of cell loss is a consideration for very small samples, 
for which losing the majority of cells may simply not be 
tolerable.

Sensitivity
There are also limitations to the sensitivity of mass cytome-
try as currently implemented. Bendall et al. have compared 
the sensitivity of mass and fluorescence cytometry (7) and 
make two important points. First, there is no mass channel 
with equal resolution sensitivity to the brightest available 
fluorophores. However, this can be partially overcome by 
the use of multiple markers to define cell populations. Sec-
ond, while there is a range of sensitivity according to atomic 
mass, it is considerably less than the sensitivity difference 
between the brightest and dimmest commercial fluoro-
phores. Thus, one is left with a platform that can analyze 
many parameters in combination but that is not always sen-
sitive enough for reliable single- channel resolution of popu-
lations displaying the least- abundant cellular markers.

Spillover and Contamination
Finally, there is the issue of signal contamination. The no-
tion that there is no spillover in mass cytometry is not for-
mally correct. Spillover between mass channels can come 
from a variety of sources. One is isotopic impurity; while 
the vast majority of isotopes sold for mass cytometry are 
highly pure, there are some that contain a few percentages 
of contaminating ions of known, and different, atomic mass 
(AM). Another source of spillover is detector infidelity, 
which results most frequently in a small signal in the next- 
highest AM channel (so- called M+1 spillover). This has 
purportedly been improved with the second generation of 
the CyTOF instrument. A third source of spillover is oxida-
tion, whereby incomplete plasma ionization results in oxi-
dation products, which are seen in the M+16 channel. This 
is controlled, albeit to a variable degree, by optimal tuning 
of the makeup gas flow rate (23). It is also most pronounced 

in the lower atomic mass range, with insignificant oxidation 
above AM 170. Observed spillovers across the mass range 
of the CyTOF, using antibody conjugate- labeled capture 
beads, are shown in Fig. 3. In addition to these sources of 
spillover, there can also be frank contamination of the sam-
ple with extraneous heavy metals, which can derive from 
sources such as the plasticware, buffers, or carryover from 
previously run samples.

Because of the presence of minor spillover in at least some 
mass cytometry experiments, panel design still requires cer-
tain considerations, though not to the same degree as highly 
multiparametric fluorescence flow cytometry. Guidelines for 
panel design have been recently published by our group (8).

Data Analysis
It seems unfair to list as a limitation the overwhelming 
amount of data generated by mass cytometry, since this is 
inherently an advantage. Yet, making sense of such complex 
data does provide a challenge. Fortunately, there are already 
several visualization approaches that have proven helpful 
for displaying and interpreting these data sets. The first and 
most widely used is SPADE (15), which is a clustering algo-
rithm that organizes the found clusters by their relatedness 
in a dendrogram that can then be compared between sam-
ples. An example is shown in Fig. 4.

A similar visualization approach, but one which displays 
the relatedness of individual cells, rather than clusters, is 
viSNE (20). Both SPADE and viSNE have been shown to 
be capable of identifying and tracking rare cell populations, 
including hematopoietic stem cells and minimal residual 
leukemia cells, respectively.

Heat maps and principal component analysis (PCA) 
have also been used to display and analyze mass cytometry 
data (10). These both allow for display of individual cells, 
although heat maps become overwhelming with high num-
bers and complexity of cells. PCA is very useful for showing 
differences between cell populations but does not immedi-
ately show the parameters responsible for the differences. 
These can, however, be inferred from examination of the 
factors contributing to weighting of the PCA components.

PHOSPHO-FLOW
The use of antibodies to quantitate phosphorylated forms 
of signaling proteins is often termed “phospho- flow.” It is 
a technology also pioneered in the Nolan lab (24), several 
years before the rise of mass cytometry. Like other functional 
assays, such as intracellular cytokine staining, phospho- flow 
has the advantage of not only enumerating cell lineages and 
cell surface phenotypes but also simultaneously quantitat-
ing their responsiveness to various kinds of stimuli. This 
can yield more robust differentiation of normal and disease 
states than is possible by examination of resting cells alone 
(24, 25). Phospho- flow has been applied in particular to the 
study of lymphomas (24, 25) and systemic lupus erythema-
tosus (26) as well as normal immune cell subset differentia-
tion (27). It has also been shown to be useful for in vitro drug 
screening (28).

Technical Considerations
Functional assays such as phospho- flow are more complex 
than phenotypic assays in that they involve a biological ac-
tivation step as well as fixation, permeabilization, and intra-
cellular staining. All of these steps can increase variability 
compared to an assay that requires only cell surface pheno-
typing. Methodological reviews have been published (13), 
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FIGURE 3 Spillover across the mass window of the CyTOF. Antibody capture beads were labeled with 
antibody conjugates for each of the indicated metals and collected on the CyTOF in cell mode. The 
relative percentage of signal in each detector channel is as shown. Note the major signals outside of the 
primary channel tend to occur in M+1 and (for certain isotopes) M+16 channels. The former is largely 
due to detector infidelity, while the latter is due to oxidation, a partially preventable consequence of in-
complete plasma ionization. Occasional signals are seen in other channels, and these are generally a result 
of specific isotopic impurities. Data courtesy of Michael Leipold, Stanford University.
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so a complete discussion will not be attempted here. Rather, 
selected key considerations will be presented.

Optimization of a phospho- flow assay requires selection 
of stimulus concentration, timing of stimulation, selection of 
appropriate antibodies, titration of antibodies, selection of fix-
ation and permeabilization buffers, and choice of staining con-
ditions (especially pre-  versus postpermeabilization staining).

Stimuli
Stimuli can include cytokines, antibodies to B- cell and T- 
cell receptors, and Toll- like receptor agonists, among others. 
These stimulations are sometimes measured in the presence 
or absence of a drug (28) to measure in vitro pharmacody-
namics at a single- cell level. While most signaling events are 
measured in a time scale of minutes, we have seen phospho- 
flow assays that perform optimally with as little as 2 to 4 
min of stimulation (e.g., pPLCγ2), while others are readily 
detectable even after 2 h (e.g., pS6). Most stimuli, such as 
cytokines, are usually used at saturating concentrations, but 
in some cases, dose- response effects may be of interest and 
titered doses can be used.

Antibodies
Commercially available phosphospecific antibodies, when 
marketed for use in flow cytometry, generally perform ac-
ceptably, but there can be clone- specific and vendor- specific 
differences. While many antibodies are sold pretitered, some 
are not, and performance of a titration curve is advisable in 
any case.

Fixation and Permeabilization
There are multiple fixation and permeabilization buffers on 
the market, since not all phosphospecific antibodies perform 
equally well with a single buffer system. In general, detection 
of intranuclear targets, such as pSTAT molecules, requires 
harsher permeabilization (usually methanol). Detection 
of cytoplasmic targets (pErk and pAkt, etc.) is compatible 
(and sometimes even optimal) with gentler, detergent- based 
permeabilization (e.g., saponin).

Staining of Cell Surface Epitopes
A conundrum in phospho- flow protocols is whether to stain 
for cell surface epitopes before or after permeabilization. 
In fact, there are a very limited number of antibody clones 
to cell surface markers that perform well on methanol- 
permeabilized cells, and even saponin permeabilization 
compromises most cell surface epitopes. Yet staining prior 
to permeabilization has two caveats: it still must be per-
formed postfixation (to preserve the phosphorylation state 
of the cells), and protein fluorophores can be destroyed by 
alcohol- based permeabilization buffers. The latter issue is 
avoided fairly easily by using small- molecule fluorophores 
for cell surface staining. The former issue, however, means 
that some cell surface epitopes will be poorly detected in 
phospho- flow and should be relegated to live cell- staining 
assays only. Even antibodies to some relatively bright ma-
jor lineage markers, like CD14 and CD16, can suffer tre-
mendously when used on fixed epitopes. In these cases, 
choice of an optimal clone and careful titration are nec-
essary. There is also online information from manufactur-
ers to help in this regard (e.g., http://www.bdbiosciences 
.com/documents/antibodies_human_cellsurface_marker 
.pdf#search=phospho- flow).

Data Analysis
In general, phospho- flow experiments are analyzed by se-
quential gating to deconvolve barcoded populations (if 
applicable) and to identify the cell subsets of interest. 
This is followed by quantitation of the phosphospecific 
antibody- staining intensities in each of these cell popu-
lations. These intensities have been summarized as either 
the median or 90th percentile fluorescence; the latter sta-
tistic has the advantage of being more sensitive to detect-
ing shifts in fluorescence involving only a minor subset of 
the cells. From these fluorescence values, relative change 
(stimulated/unstimulated) can be calculated and displayed 
in a heat map. Software such as Cytobank and SPADE can 
automatically calculate and display relative change heat 
maps (Fig. 5).

FIGURE 4 Example of SPADE analysis. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from a healthy donor and 
a cancer patient were stained for surface and intracellular markers and analyzed by CyTOF. Clustering 
was performed in SPADE (15) using major cell surface lineage markers. The major cell lineages were 
annotated by examination of the staining patterns of these markers. The distribution of other markers can 
then be visualized, as shown here for granzyme B. Note the lack of granzyme B expression in the cancer 
patient relative to the control. pctile, percentile. Data courtesy of Serena Chang and Holbrook Kohrt, 
Stanford University.

http://www.bdbiosciences.com/documents/antibodies_human_cellsurface_marker.pdf#search=phospho-flow
http://www.bdbiosciences.com/documents/antibodies_human_cellsurface_marker.pdf#search=phospho-flow
http://www.bdbiosciences.com/documents/antibodies_human_cellsurface_marker.pdf#search=phospho-flow
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on the CyTOF platform. This is mainly because of the is-
sue, mentioned above, that most antibodies to cell surface 
determinants show compromised staining of fixed epitopes. 
Since a major point of using mass cytometry for this appli-
cation is to do a detailed phenotyping in combination with 
signaling analysis, there is a desire to use antibodies to cell 
surface markers beyond the most robust major lineage mark-
ers, and these are often the most difficult to resolve after fix-
ation. Combined with this, the fact that CyTOF sensitivity 
is less than that of the best fluorophores in the fluorescence 
world means that very low abundance proteins (including 
some of the phosphoepitope targets) are very difficult to 
detect. Nevertheless, we have successfully created a panel 
that allows dissection of approximately 32 cell subsets (from 
Tregs to plasmablasts to pDCs) while simultaneously inter-
rogating 8 different phosphorylated signaling intermediates 
( Table 1). When used with a panel of 8 standard stimuli, 
this results in a matrix of 2,048 potential readouts per sam-
ple. We are now using this panel with immune cells from a 
variety of diseases.

Such detailed fingerprinting of not only cell phenotypes 
but their underlying signaling capabilities will doubtless be 
useful for diagnosis, prognosis, and elucidation of disease 
mechanisms, provided it can be adequately standardized. We 
are already using a customized robotic liquid- handling system 
to help reduce staining and cell handling variability. A side 
benefit of this system is the ability to use less antibody, due to 
reproducibly lower residual volumes after washing and aspira-
tion, with the robot than with manual handling.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Will technologies as complex and demanding as mass cy-
tometry and phospho- flow make it into the realm of clinical 
flow cytometry? I believe this is just a matter of time and 
of the right disease application. There are certainly many 
assays that do not require 40 parameters and for which sim-
pler platforms will suffice. In general, mass cytometry should 
probably remain a research tool, with its ability to broadly 
probe the immune system, liberated from specific hypothe-
ses. When biomarkers of clinical interest are identified, they 
can be transferred for clinical practice to a simpler (and less 
expensive) platform such as fluorescence flow cytometry or 
other methods.

However, a case can be made that some clinical applica-
tions are ready- made for mass cytometry. A seemingly obvi-
ous one is leukemia and lymphoma diagnosis. Here, the use 
of multiple fluorescence panels, often performed in succes-
sion based on the outcome of an initial screening cocktail, 
could be obviated by a single- tube mass cytometry staining. 
On the one hand, this would waste reagents, as it would use 
“all antibodies, all the time.” But labor is usually far more 
costly in the clinical lab than reagents, and a single- tube 
staining would certainly save time. With one cocktail for 
complete diagnosis, this approach would be sample- sparing 
as well. Finally, given the already established importance of 
signaling for prognosis of B- cell lymphomas (25), the addi-
tion of phosphorylation analysis could increase the value of 
flow cytometry to clinical diagnosis of these tumors. Perhaps 
this could tip the scales towards raising flow cytometry from 
a second- line diagnostic for most leukemias and lymphomas 
to become the technology of choice.

As for the phospho- CyTOF assays, these might be 
thought of as yielding a “fingerprint” of the immune system 
at a cellular level. Whether we eventually derive relevant 
metrics of disease from these fingerprints, and whether the 
assays then make it into clinical practice (using CyTOF or 

FIGURE 5 Example of heat map calculation in Cytobank. Upon 
analysis of phospho- CyTOF data, readout of phosphorylation signal 
changes in each sample can be displayed as a heat map. Here we 
see pSTAT5 induction in five major cell lineages (columns) with 12 
different stimulation conditions (rows), for a healthy control periph-
eral blood mononuclear cell sample. For CyTOF data, an arcsinh 
transformation of the median intensity signal was performed in the 
software and the arcsinh ratio relative to the unstimulated sample 
was displayed using the color scale indicated. Relative change using 
medians or percentile statistics, along with other data transforma-
tions, are also available in the software. IFN, interferon; IL, interleu-
kin; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; PMA, phorbol myristate acetate. Data 
courtesy of Rosemary Fernandez, Stanford University.

Combining Mass Cytometry and Phospho- Flow
The first application of mass cytometry to in- depth analysis 
of the immune system actually combined cell surface phe-
notyping and phosphoepitope analysis (9). However, in our 
experience, this has been the most difficult assay to optimize 
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a simpler platform), can only be speculated at present. But 
laboratories that provide research level assays for human 
studies might wish to learn the technologies of phospho- 
flow and CyTOF, as it’s only with the accumulation of rel-
evant human data that we have a chance of turning the 
speculation into reality.

I thank Michael Leipold, Serena Chang, Holbrook Kohrt, and Rose-
mary Fernandez for providing example data for figures.
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A number of remarkable and seminal advances in basic im-
munology, molecular biology, cellular physiology, and mo-
lecular diagnosis have led to the development of new and 
unique assays. These techniques, in many instances, have 
been applied to both research and clinical laboratories. 
They afford unique sensitivity and specificity for a pano-
ply of diagnostic laboratory procedures. This section of the 
Manual focuses on the laboratory- based assays related to 
functional cellular assays and their application to clinical 
diagnoses (Fig. 1). The chapters in this section include ma-
jor aspects of these assays.

Adriana Weinberg presents a state- of- the- science ap-
proach to cryopreservation of peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells. This methodology offers several major advantages for 
in vitro studies, including assaying multiple samples in sin-
gle runs (thus avoiding interassay variability), cost reduc-
tion through efficient utilization of labor and reagents, and 
meaningful comparisons for longitudinal studies.

Roshini Sarah Abraham has addressed, in detail, the 
methodology for the approach to studying lymphocyte ac-
tivation. In this comprehensive chapter, she has provided 
the major approaches used in the diagnostic immunology 
laboratory, namely immune- phenotyping of cell surfaces or 
intercellular activation markers following a variety of stimuli 
and functional assays. These approaches include direct assess-
ment of cell proliferation, downstream effects of lymphocyte 
activation, and lymphocyte cytotoxicity. These assays permit 
a determination of the activation status and immune compe-
tence of T cells as well as their interactions with other cells, 
including B cells, NK cells, and dendritic cells. Abraham has 
shown the interrelationships for the assessment of T cell an-
tigen recognition, activation, expansion, proliferation, and 
postactivation functions related to effector and memory T 
cells. In addition, this chapter provides a basis for identifica-
tion of natural killer cells and their subsets.

Moon H. Nahm and Robert L. Burton have described 
a series of methods for determining functional assays for B 
cells and antibodies. In this chapter, the types of B cells and 
their characterization are discussed. In addition, the func-
tions of the humoral response related to the class of anti-
body and the differentiation states of B cells are analyzed. 
These include cell surface expression, the relationship of 
immunoglobulin class switching, and functional assays for 
B cell antibody defects. Approaches toward understand-
ing B cell development as well as impairment of B cells 

in primary and secondary immune deficiencies are briefly 
considered. Functional titers for measuring serum antibod-
ies are discussed, including those related to typical vaccine 
components of tetanus, diphtheria, pneumococcus, and 
Haemophilus influenzae. A series of assays, including whole- 
blood lymphocyte proliferation as well as those that utilize 
bactericidal function for antibodies and opsonophagocyto-
sis assays, are considered. These B cell system analyses also 
require determination of the protein, to include immuno-
globulin function, and they measure phagocytic killing of 
the various organisms. The chapter provides a wide array of 
approaches for determining functional assays for B cell func-
tion. In addition, a companion chapter is found in section 
K of this Manual, describing the approach toward severe 
combined immune deficiency newborn screening, by James 
Verbsky and John Routes. These authors review methods for 
determination of T cell receptor excision circles to screen 
for T cell lymphopenia, as well as various forms of severe 
combined immune deficiency (see chapter 74).

A methodology for the determination of antigen- specific 
T cells, by enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot (ELISPOT) 
assay, is described in chapter 30 by Barbara Shacklett and 
Douglas Nixon. In this chapter, the ELISPOT technol-
ogy, as well as intracellular staining and tetramer staining, 
is discussed. The simplest of these, ELISPOT, offers some 
advantages over intracellular cytokine staining and ma-
jor histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I tetramer 
staining. The ELISPOT assay has been modified to detect 
cytokine- secreting cells using nitrocellulose membranes and 
cytokine- specific monoclonal antibodies. ELISPOT detects 
both CD8 and CD4 T cell responses to antigens from a 
broad range of infectious agents, vaccine preparations, tu-
mor antigens, and autoantigens. This technology is useful 
toward the comprehensive mapping of the T cell epitope.

The chapter by Theresa Whiteside is a detailed consider-
ation of regulatory T cell (T- reg) assays. Whiteside provides 
a segue, determining the frequency and functions of the T- 
reg cells in relation to clinical disease. T- regs are a minor 
subset of CD4 cells, which can be phenotyped using flow- 
based phenotyping and their standardization, namely CD3, 
CD4, CD25, and Fox P3. In addition, negative expression 
of CD127 is relevant. Further, a variety of suppressor assays 
have had significant utility in determining the profile of reg-
ulatory T cells. These assays have been summarized in com-
prehensive tables of the characteristics of both N T- reg and 
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I T- reg cells and CD4 conventional T cells (see Table 1 in 
chapter 31). In addition, Whiteside has provided a summary 
of the functional assays for human N T- reg and I T- reg.

Samuel Chiang and Yenan Bryceson present a detailed 
chapter for the determination of NK cells, using multipa-
rameter flow cytometry and assays for flow- cytometric mea-
surements of NK phenotype and development. In addition, 
this chapter discusses the determination of functional re-
sponses of NK cells using a variety of target cells. Detailed 
procedures are provided for studies of the NK phenotype, 
using state- of- the- art- methodology.

Debra Long Priel and Douglas Kuhns report on the func-
tional assays for the diagnosis of chronic granulomatous 
disease. Assays using activation of the NOX2 complex by 

phagocytic cells by flow cytometry are described in detail. 
In addition, the techniques for isolation and characteriza-
tion of polymorphonuclear neutrophils are provided. Priel 
and Kuhns also provide molecular methodology for this di-
agnosis through immunoblot analysis of the phox subunits 
of NOX2. Their discussion is augmented by referring to a 
chapter in section K by Steven Holland (chapter 78), which 
discusses the overall clinical approach to neutropenia and 
neutrophil defects.

Related chapters in the sections on flow cytometry and 
immune deficiency closely interface with this section on 
functional cellular assays. A schematic overall diagram is 
provided to introduce the section of functional cellular as-
says (Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1 Laboratory-based assays related to functional cellular assays and their application to clinical 
diagnoses.
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The utility of cryopreserved peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) in clinical and diagnostic immunology is 
widely recognized. The use of cryopreserved PBMC offers 
multiple advantages for in vitro studies. The ability to batch 
specimens permits significant cost reductions through effi-
cient utilization of labor and reagents and permits testing 
of multiple samples in a single run, thus avoiding interassay 
variability and providing more meaningful comparisons in 
longitudinal studies.

Immunologic assays on cryopreserved PBMC provide 
important endpoints for studies of natural history of disor-
ders that may affect the immune system and clinical trials of 
therapeutic interventions and vaccines (1).

Transportation of frozen PBMC to laboratories for highly 
specialized tests has certain advantages over shipping fresh 
blood. Certain populations of blood cells have a limited life 
span outside the human body, whereas cryopreserved PBMC 
are stable for prolonged periods when adequately stored or 
shipped in liquid nitrogen tanks (2–4).

Tests developed after the collection of clinical samples 
can be applied to cryopreserved PBMC. This allows for utili-
zation of archived samples obtained from well- characterized 
study subjects to answer new scientific questions and avoids 
costly and unnecessary repetition of clinical studies (3).

Finally, cryopreserved PBMC are used to treat congenital 
or iatrogenic immune defects. For example, ex vivo gener-
ation of anti- cytomegalovirus, anti- Epstein- Barr virus, or 
anti- adenovirus cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) can be 
used to protect stem cell transplant recipients against these 
infections (5).

The utility of cryopreserved cells depends on the via-
bility and function retention of PBMC after freezing and 
thawing (6–10). To achieve optimal results in this respect, 
technical aspects are critical, but the intrinsic fragility of 
PBMC subpopulations can also play a role (11–16). Train-
ing and monitoring of personnel in clinical sites that per-
form the cryopreservation have taken the forefront effort 
in recent years, leading to the development of successful 
models (17–24).

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF PBMC 
CRYOPRESERVATION
The goal of the cryopreservation is to freeze and thaw the 
PBMC without compromising the cell viability. Cryopro-

tective agents are essential in order to avoid water crystals 
and cell burst with freezing. Both glycerol and dimethyl sulf-
oxide (DMSO) can provide this function, but only DMSO 
has been extensively studied for cryopreservation of PBMC. 
Other critical steps of the cryopreservation procedure in-
clude inhibiting cell metabolism while in the presence of 
DMSO, rate- controlled freezing to avoid cell dehydration, 
rapid thawing, and resuspension in serum- containing me-
dium, which protects the cells against osmotic trauma.

To maintain the viability and functionality of cryopre-
served PBMC, it is critical that blood be processed within 
8 hours of collection. Ficoll- Hypaque- separated PBMC are 
washed at 4°C, counted, and resuspended in cold fetal calf 
serum containing 10% DMSO at 107 PBMC/ml. The cell 
suspension is aliquoted into cryovials kept on ice, which are 
then inserted into a Nalgene “Mr. Frosty” freezing appara-
tus, BioCision CoolCell alcohol- free freezing containers, or 
a Cryomed freezing chamber. The cells are gradually cooled 
at a rate of −1°C/min during the first 24 h down to −70 or 
−80°C and kept at this temperature for a short time until 
shipped to the testing laboratory or repository center on dry 
ice or in liquid nitrogen (LN2) Dewar tanks. It is important 
to note that although the cell viability does not change over 
up to 12 weeks of storage at −70 to −80°C, the function-
ality decreases after the first week. To preserve both viabil-
ity and functionality for prolonged times, PBMC need to 
be transferred and stored in LN2 tanks or −150°C freezers. 
At these ultralow temperatures, cryopreserved PBMC typi-
cally maintain their viability and functionality for decades. 
However, after storage at ultralow temperatures, cells need 
to be shipped in LN2 Dewar tanks to fully preserve their 
functional characteristics (10). Dry ice shipment of PBMC 
that have been kept at ultralow temperatures is not advised 
because it is associated with a loss of functionality (2, 7).

Multiple clinical trials and vaccine networks developed 
programs to ensure that processing of PBMC is adequate for 
immunological assays. These quality control programs have 
been highly instrumental in providing adequate PBMC for 
immunological endpoints (17, 19, 21, 22).

For thawing, cryovials are incubated with agitation in a 
37°C water bath until almost all the cryovial content has 
become fluid. The cell suspension is then transferred to a 15- 
ml polypropylene conical tube, and warm RPMI containing 
10% fetal calf or human AB serum is slowly added, at a rate 
of approximately 1 ml/min for the first 5 min, followed by 
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rapid addition of another 5 to 10 ml of medium. Benzonase 
(Novagen) or other DNases can be added to the thawing 
medium to avoid excessive clumping. While the use of these 
products may improve PBMC recovery, it does not affect 
viability or function. Thawed cells are washed 2 or 3 times 
by centrifugation, counted, and assessed for viability before 
being used in immunologic assays (6).

FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS USING 
CRYOPRESERVED PBMC

Lymphoproliferative Assays
Lymphoproliferative responses measure mainly CD4- 
dependent immune responses. Severely impaired CD4 re-
sponses confer broad immunodeficiency. More subtle CD4 
deficits impair defenses against certain pathogens, such as 
viruses, mycobacteria, yeast, and certain protozoa, that are 
highly dependent on cell- mediated immunity.

Several studies compared responder cell frequency (RCF) 
and lymphocyte proliferation assays (LPA), tradition-
ally used to assess CD4 responses, in cryopreserved versus 
fresh PBMC collected from immunocompromised patients 
or normal hosts (6, 8). These investigations showed that 
 antigen-  and mitogen- induced proliferation of fresh and fro-
zen cells were highly correlated, despite the loss of respond-
ers or decrease in stimulation indices in cryopreserved cells 
compared with fresh cells (Fig 1). In Fig. 1, which shows a 
plot correlating CMV- specific responders in fresh and frozen 
PBMC, the majority of the data points fall below the line of 
equivalency, illustrating the loss of responders in cryopre-
served preparations.

The viability of cryopreserved PBMC significantly affects 
the results of proliferative assays (6, 7, 9). Data from studies 

of normal hosts and HIV- infected patients, illustrated in Fig. 
2, show that a viability of ≥70% of cryopreserved PBMC is 
necessary to reproduce the LPA results obtained with fresh 
cells. In contrast, LPA responses of PBMC with a viability 
of <70% increase or decrease with the viability of the cell 
preparation, introducing a variable that is extraneous to the 
immunity of the host. In addition, the cell recovery of cryo-
preserved PBMC and the CD4 cell numbers of the donor 
do not affect the results of lymphoproliferative responses in 
cryopreserved PBMC by comparison with fresh cells.

Cytotoxic Assays
Defenses against viral infections and malignancies rely pre-
dominantly on cytotoxic immune responses. Several studies 
in bone marrow transplant patients have shown that protec-
tive immunity against cytomegalovirus coincides with the 
return of specific CTL (5). Exogenous generation and trans-
fusion of specific CTL can protect immunocompromised 
hosts against several viral infections and malignancies (5).

The CTL activity of cryopreserved PBMC is comparable 
with that obtained with fresh cell assays. The use of cryopre-
served PBMC allows for better scheduling of these complex 
assays that involve effector and target preparation.

Natural killer cell (NK) activity, in contrast to CTL, is 
more labile in response to freezing and thawing. Several in-
vestigators, but not all, have found significant changes of 
NK- mediated lysis following cryopreservation (13). Because 
of these conflictive data, the use of cryopreserved PBMC for 
NK assays is recommended only after carefully controlled 
experiments validate this procedure locally.

Cytokine- Based Assays
Cell- mediated responses are modulated by cytokines re-
leased by mononuclear phagocytes, NK cells, and T lym-
phocytes. These cytokines, which regulate many cell surface 
recognition molecules and affect the recruitment of inflam-
matory cells into an area of infection, are likely to play a 
pivotal role in the expression of cell- mediated immunity. 
PBMC make a range of cytokines in tissue culture following 
mitogen and antigen stimulation, which have been used to 
characterize their functional status.

Inducible cytokine assays measure the amount of cy-
tokine released by stimulated PBMC in the culture super-
natant. Studies in HIV- infected patients and uninfected 
controls show that gammainterferon (IFN- γ) production 
is essentially the same in fresh and cryopreserved PBMC 
(Fig. 3) (8). There are conflicting data on interleukin 2 (IL- 
2) levels in frozen versus fresh cell cultures, and more studies 
are necessary to clarify this subject (16). However, the rank 
correlation between either IFN- γ or IL- 2 released by cryo-
preserved compared with fresh cells is highly significant, 
indicating that inducible cytokine assays on cryopreserved 
cells are suitable for comparative analyses of the immune 
response, such as longitudinal observations.

Single- cell intracellular cytokine assays use flow cytome-
try to enumerate antigen-  or mitogen- stimulated PBMC that 
synthesize cytokines. The single- cell intracellular cytokine 
assays provide a sensitive and specific indication of the cell- 
mediated response. Furthermore, the single- cell assay can 
analyze the phenotype of the cytokine- producing cells, thus 
further characterizing the immune response. The findings 
with viable frozen PBMC in these assays are highly correlated 
with those obtained with fresh PBMC (6, 12, 14). However, 
a key measure to ensure accurate results is to gate on via-
ble cells only, because dead cells tend to nonspecifically bind 

FIGURE 1 CMV- specific RCF in cryopreserved versus fresh 
PBMC from HIV- infected patients and uninfected controls. Data 
were derived from samples from HIV- infected patients (HIV+, 
triangles) and uninfected controls (HIV−, squares). The diagonal 
represents the slope of equivalence between fresh-  and frozen- cell 
assays.
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fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies (25). Flow- cytometric 
assays on cryopreserved PBMC can be reproduced across lab-
oratories, such that quality control programs of intracellular 
cytokines regularly use cryopreserved PBMC.

The enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot (ELISPOT) as-
say is yet another format for quantifying cytokine- producing 
cells. This assay detects captured cytokines diffusing from 
single antigen-  or mitogen- stimulated cells. The assay is ex-
tremely sensitive and versatile. It can be performed using 
fractionated PBMC, such as purified CD8 or CD4 cells. The 
ELISPOT assay has traditionally measured IFN- γ- producing 
responder cells but has been adapted to detect other cyto-
kines, including IL- 2, IL- 17, granzyme B, tumor necrosis 
factor alpha, and others. ELISPOT is commonly performed 
on cryopreserved PBMC because the results are comparable 
with those obtained with fresh cells and there are consider-
able cost savings when assays are done in batches. Similar 
to other functional assays, reliable and reproducible T- cell 
ELISPOT results require a PBMC viability of ≥70% (7). 
In addition, optimal results are obtained when PBMC are 
rested overnight before setting up ELISPOT assays.

SURFACE MARKERS ON CRYOPRESERVED 
PBMC

Immunophenotyping by Flow Cytometry
Enumeration of PBMC subsets by flow cytometry provides 
important information on the immune capacity of the host. 
As such, flow cytometry- based immune phenotyping is a 
standard procedure in the evaluation of immunodeficiency 
disorders. The distribution of major surface markers, such 
as CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, and CD14, is essentially un-
changed by cryopreservation. The percentage of cells in 
fresh and cryopreserved PBMC typically shows statistically 
significant correlations, despite the fact that fresh- cell assays 
are typically performed on whole blood, whereas frozen- cell 
assays use PBMC separated by Ficoll- Hypaque. The per-
centage of cells bearing certain immune phenotypic markers 
(CD4, CD8, etc.) was stable over many decades of frozen 
PBMC storage in the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study. As 
with LPA, cell recovery does not influence the distribution 
of T cell phenotypes on cryopreserved PBMC. However, 
gating on viable cells only is critical. Results of cryopre-
served PBMC phenotyping are stable across a wide range of 

FIGURE 2 Effect of viability on cryopreserved PBMC LPA results. Data were derived from samples 
from HIV- infected patients. The panels on the left show that when analyzing all samples, the LPA results 
significantly increase with higher viability. A breakpoint in the distribution pattern can be observed at a 
viability of 70%. The panels on the right show that when analyzing only samples with a viability of ≥70%, 
the LPA results are independent of the PBMC viability. SI, stimulation index.
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freezing and thawing processes. In contrast, CD62L, which 
is commonly used for the identification of naive T cell pop-
ulations, is present in a significantly lower amount on the 
surface of cryopreserved PBMC than on fresh ones (Fig. 
4B). Hence, it is desirable to avoid the use of anti- CD62L 
monoclonal antibodies for advanced immunophenotyping 
of cryopreserved PBMC. CXCR5 is another marker that 
may be cleaved during the process of PBMC separation 
and, therefore, shows lower representation in cryopreserved 
PBMC than in whole- blood fresh- cell assays.

TCR Vβ Repertoire
Definition of the T cell receptor repertoire (TCR) has be-
come increasingly prevalent in studies of the maturation 
and senescence of the immune system. These assays can pro-
vide valuable information about immune deficiency stages 
and immune restoration. Flow cytometry-  and PCR- based 
methods are used for TCR characterization. The two tech-
niques seem to yield similar results when performed on fresh 
and cryopreserved PBMC.

B- Cell Functional Assays
Cryopreserved PBMC are significantly less sensitive than 
fresh cells for detection of plasmablasts both by flow cy-
tometry using phenotypic markers and by ELISPOT assay 
using functional properties. Hence, it is safe to conclude 
that plasmablasts survive poorly the process of cryopreser-
vation. In contrast, memory B cells can be readily detected 
in cryopreserved preparations. Both flow cytometry assays 
based on the detection of antigen- specific B- cell receptors 
and ELISPOT assays that measure immunoglobulin pro-
duction against specific antigens have been successfully 
performed using cryopreserved PBMC. A viability thresh-
old has not been established for B- cell assays, but based on 

FIGURE 3 CMV- specific IFN- γ in cryopreserved versus fresh 
PBMC from HIV- infected patients (triangles) and controls 
(squares). Data were derived from samples from HIV- infected pa-
tients and uninfected controls. The diagonal represents the slope of 
equivalence between fresh-  and frozen- cell assays.

A. B.

FIGURE 4 Effect of cryopreservation on flow cytometric immunophenotyping. Data were derived from 
samples from HIV- infected subjects (triangles) and controls (squares). The diagonal represents the slope 
of equivalence between fresh-  and frozen- cell assays. (A) Example of a cell surface marker that is well 
preserved during cryopreservation (CD95). (B) Loss of CD62L during cryopreservation.

baseline CD4 cell numbers, demonstrating the robustness of 
this complex procedure.

Cell membrane markers used for immunophenotyping, 
such as CD21, CD22, CD28, CD38, HLA DR, CD95 (Fig. 
4A), and CD45RA and RO are well preserved during the 
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the cumulative experience with other functional assays, it is 
reasonable to assume that PBMC with high viability provide 
the most reliable results. It is important to note, however, 
that after in vitro nonspecific stimulation that aims at stim-
ulating immunoglobulin production, many PBMC become 
apoptotic, compromising the overall viability of the stimu-
lated cells. The implications of this effect are not known, 
but it may be prudent to take into account only the viable 
cells when setting up the immunoglobulin detection assays.

mRNA Quantification Assays
The mRNA quantification assay is a very powerful tech-
nique that has been increasingly utilized to study innate and 
adaptive immunity. Although ideally cells should be cryo-
preserved in special buffers such as Trizol to maximize the 
yield of mRNA, cryopreserved PBMC can be used for next- 
generation sequencing or microarray assays. After RNA ex-
traction, the quantity and quality of the nucleic acids can 
be evaluated to determine the adequacy of the sample for 
mRNA studies.

Anne Sevin (deceased) performed the statistical analysis of the data 
presented in Fig. 2 and prepared these illustrations.
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Measurement of lymphocyte activation is a key diagnos-
tic component in the work- up of several immunological 
diseases: either primary in nature or altered as a result of 
immune- modifying therapies or other diseases that are not 
genetic immune deficiencies. There are many ways to mea-
sure lymphocyte activation, but the two main approaches 
in the diagnostic immunology laboratory include immuno-
phenotyping (measurement of cell surface or intracellular 
activation markers after lymphocyte stimulation) and func-
tional assays (where there is direct assessment of a certain 
function, e.g., proliferation after lymphocyte activation or 
cytotoxicity). Among the lymphocyte subsets that are typ-
ically assessed for activation status as a measure of immune 
competence, T cells are the most common, though in some 
contexts it is also appropriate to evaluate B cell and NK 
cell activation or function. This chapter focuses primarily 
on discussing assays and methods related to measurement of 
T cell activation and function.

T CELL ACTIVATION AND FUNCTION
Naive T cells recognize antigens and become activated in 
peripheral lymphoid organs (1). This process results in ex-
pansion of the antigen- specific T cell pool and differentia-
tion of cells into effector and memory T cells. Activation 
of effector T cells takes place in secondary lymphoid organs 
or the periphery (nonlymphoid tissue) through antigen 
recognition in the local milieu, resulting in propagation of 
their effector functions. T cells typically require antigen- 
presenting cells (APCs) for activation, especially for initi-
ation of antigen- specific responses. APCs provide both the 
cognate signal (a peptide in the context of major histocom-
patibility complex [MHC] class I or class II molecules) and 
“secondary” (costimulatory) signals (2). The requirement 
for naive T cell activation is more stringent than that for 
effector T cells; hence, antigen presentation to naive T cells 
is usually accomplished only by “professional” APCs, such 
as dendritic cells and macrophages. Antigen- experienced 
effector T cells have a lower threshold for activation and 
therefore can “recognize” antigens from a larger pool of 
APCs. Certain global T cell stimulants, such as mitogens 
and superantigens, do not require the classical process of 
antigen presentation for T cell activation (3). Once T cells 
are activated through their T cell receptor (TCR), they se-
rially express activation markers that include chemokine 

and cytokine receptors, adhesion molecules, costimulatory 
molecules, and MHC class II proteins (4). There is also a 
difference in CD4 T cell expression when T cells are stim-
ulated with phytohemagglutinin (PHA) in vitro over time, 
for a maximum of 72 h, while CD8 expression remains un-
changed. However, stimulation with phorbol myristate ace-
tate (PMA) and ionomycin results in a complete loss of CD4 
expression on T cells within 24 h, while CD8 expression on 
T cells remains unchanged even at 72 h of stimulation.

The two most commonly used markers of immediate 
early activation of T cells are CD69 and CD40L (CD154). 
Both of these cell surface markers can be measured by flow 
cytometry (5). CD69 is a signaling membrane glycoprotein 
involved in inducing T cell proliferation. CD69 is expressed 
at very low levels on resting CD4 and CD8 T cells (<5 
to 10% of T cells in a peripheral blood mononuclear cell 
[PBMC] preparation); however, it is rapidly upregulated 
(within 1 h) by TCR stimulation or by use of T cell acti-
vating agents, such as phorbol esters (PMA), which stim-
ulate T cells via a protein kinase C- dependent pathway (6, 
7). Expression of CD69 peaks within 16 to 24 h and then 
declines, and it is close to undetectable 72 h after removal 
of the stimulus. However, the kinetics of CD69 expression 
can vary depending on the stimulant used. There is no ex-
pression of CD69 at 2 h and 4 h with PHA stimulation; 
however, on both CD4 and CD8 T cells, CD69 is induced 
at 24 h and expressed through 72 h poststimulation. On the 
other hand, CD69 expression is induced early, at 2 h, with 
PMA- ionomycin stimulation and is maintained until 72 h, 
though the number of cells expressing CD69 in the CD4 
T cell compartment decreases over time. The inability to 
upregulate CD69 following TCR activation may be asso-
ciated with impaired T cell function. CD40L (CD154) is 
another cell surface costimulatory protein that is expressed 
on activated T cells. CD40L binds its receptor, CD40, on 
APCs and activates several signaling pathways, including 
mitogen- activated protein kinase, NK- κB, and STAT3 
pathways. CD40L expression is induced within 1 to 2 h after 
TCR stimulation (through the activity of NFAT and AP- 
1), peaks at approximately 6 h poststimulation, and declines 
by 16 to 24 h. Just as with CD69, the kinetics of CD40L 
expression on CD4 T cells is different with PHA versus 
PMA- ionomycin stimulation, and expression on CD8 T 
cells is extremely weak. CD40L expression is biphasic, and 
the addition of anti- CD28 costimulation or exogenous 
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interleukin- 2 (IL- 2) along with TCR stimulation leads to 
sustained expression of CD40L for several days. Expression 
of CD40L on resting CD4 and CD8 T cells is very low (<1% 
PBMCs), and this is substantially increased on CD4 T cells 
upon T cell activation. The inability to upregulate CD40L 
on T cell activation could be multifactorial but ultimately 
leads to T cell dysfunction and impairment of downstream 
T cell activity. Further, the function of the CD40L molecule 
can be assessed by flow cytometry by evaluating its ability to 
bind to a soluble receptor (CD40- muIg), and this function 
is often used in the diagnosis of CD40L deficiency, which 
is associated with X- linked hyper- IgM syndrome (8). There 
are other T cell activation markers that are often measured 
in the clinical laboratory, including CD95 (Fas), CD25 (IL- 
2Rα), and MHC class II (HLA DR) (3).

Direct Measurement of T Cell Activation by Using 
Functional Assays

Measurement of t Cell Proliferation by using [3H]
thymidine
The method of determining impaired T cell function by cul-
turing human PBMCs in vitro with mitogenic plant lectins 
(mitogens), such as PHA and pokeweed mitogen (PWM), 
has been part of the diagnostic immunology repertoire for 
many years. A widely used method for assessing lymphocyte 
proliferation hitherto has been the measurement of [3H]
thymidine incorporated into the DNA of proliferating cells. 
The disadvantages of the [3H]thymidine method of lympho-
cyte proliferation are as follows: (i) the technique is cum-
bersome due to the use of radioactivity, (ii) it does not allow 
discrimination of responding cell populations in response to 
stimulation, and (iii) it does not provide any information 
on the contribution of activation- induced cell death to the 
interpretation of the final result. Further, decreased lympho-
cyte proliferation could be due to several factors, including 
an overall diminution of T cell proliferation, a decrease 
in proliferation of only a subset of T cells, or an apparent 
decrease in total lymphocyte proliferation due to T cell 
lymphopenia and an underrepresentation of T cells in the 
PBMC pool. None of these can be discriminated by the thy-
midine uptake assay, but they can be assessed by flow cytom-
etry, which uses antibodies to identify specific responder cell 
populations (Fig. 1A). Cell viability can also be measured 
within the same assay, without requiring additional cell ma-
nipulation or sample volume (Fig. 1B), using both annexin 
V and 7- aminoactinomycin D (7- AAD). Measurement of 
cell viability by flow cytometry is more accurate than using 
dye- exclusion methods, such as trypan blue staining, since 
the latter is unable to differentiate between apoptotic cells 
and viable cells and therefore can overestimate the number 
of viable cells.

Flow Cytometric Measurement of t Cell Proliferation
The flow cytometric methods for measuring cell proliferation 
include the use of fluorescent dyes to identify proliferating 
cells. One of the more commonly used dyes, carboxyfluores-
cein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE), must be used care-
fully for measuring lymphocyte proliferation in vitro, since 
it can be toxic to cells and nonoptimal labeling conditions 
can affect the measurement of cell proliferation and the 
interpretation of results (9, 10). CFSE is a fluorescent, cell 
membrane- permeating dye similar in physical properties to 
the commonly used fluorochrome fluorescein isothiocyanate 
(FITC). Alternatives to CFSE include related compounds, 
such as cell trace violet and the cell proliferation dye eFluor 
670, which have excitation and emission spectra that are 

different from those of CFSE. These dyes can be used for track-
ing of lymphocyte proliferation status in vivo in animal mod-
els and can also permit measurement of up to 11 cell divisions 
(11). Another alternative to CFSE and its related dyes is the 
use of a thymidine analog, 5- ethynyl- 2′- deoxyuridine (Edu), 
which can combine with a fluorescent azide in a copper- 
catalyzed cycloaddition reaction (referred to as “click” chem-
istry) and permits flow cytometric evaluation of lymphocyte 
proliferative responses by assessment of its incorporation into 
cellular DNA (12–14). Edu labeling has been shown to be 
a fast and sensitive method for measuring cell proliferation 
and also facilitates identification of dividing cells. Edu is rela-
tively more photo- stable than CFSE and is added to cells after 
completion of the stimulation period, and its measurement is 
comparable to the thymidine method in that gain of signal 
is the endpoint. It is relevant that while CFSE, as previously 
mentioned, can be toxic to cells at certain concentrations 
(37 nM to 10 μM) due to an increase in cell death, it also 
modulates the expression of activation markers, resulting in 
decreases in CD69, HLA DR, and CD25 (15). Also, it has 
been reported that there is an increase in the number of false- 
positive results with CFSE and that this method is therefore 
unsuitable for measuring lymphocyte proliferation in patients 
with severe cellular immunodeficiencies (15). The Edu assay 
has not shown such limitations and has been used to evaluate 
lymphocyte proliferation in a spectrum of patients, including 
those with severe combined immunodeficiencies. In fact, this 
assay has been particularly useful for discriminating between 
functional T cells and nonfunctional T cells in the context 
of severe T cell lymphopenia, which cannot be achieved 
with the standard thymidine assay. All the proliferation data 
shown in this chapter were obtained by this Edu- based mea-
surement of T cell proliferation.

Ki- 67 Assay
Another approach to measuring cell proliferation involves 
the use of an intracellular (nuclear) protein involved in reg-
ulation of cell division, i.e., Ki- 67 (16). Ki- 67 is frequently 
used in the field of tumor biology to measure the prolifer-
ative capacity of tumor cells (17), since this protein is ex-
pressed at all active phases of cell division but not during 
DNA repair or cell quiescence. More recently, the use of Ki- 
67 to measure antigen- specific T cell proliferation after vac-
cination has gained traction (16, 18–20). Ki- 67 expression 
in T cells has been shown to be a specific and quantitative 
indicator of proliferation and provides results comparable to 
those obtained with other methods (Fig. 2), and though it 
is not widely used in the diagnostic immunology laboratory 
at present, it is likely to gain entry in due course as flow 
cytometry replaces the thymidine method for assessing lym-
phocyte proliferative responses.

Cytokine Production
In addition to cellular proliferation as a readout for T cell 
function, the production of cytokines by activated T cells 
is another important component for evaluating T cell func-
tional activity. T cells typically are not monofunctional, 
producing a single cytokine on activation, but rather are 
multi-  or polyfunctional, and their cytokines are produced 
in a sequential manner rather than simultaneously, though 
a population of stimulated T cells will have individual T 
cells producing different cytokines in a temporally regulated 
manner (21–23). These cytokines can be measured by in-
tracellular flow cytometry after T cell activation with mi-
togens for both CD4 and CD8 T cell subsets. Typically, the 
cytokines produced include IL- 2, gamma interferon (IFN- γ) 
and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF- α). Figures 3A and B 
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demonstrate the production of multiple cytokines by CD4 
and CD8 T cells, respectively, after PMA- ionomycin stimu-
lation of cells from a healthy donor and a patient.

Mitogens and Antigens used to Drive Proliferation
Mitogens are very potent stimulators of T cell activation 
and proliferation, independent of their antigenic specific-
ity. It has been suggested that mitogens can induce T cell 
proliferative responses even if the cells are incapable of 
responding adequately to antigenic (physiologic) stimuli. 
Therefore, abnormal T cell responses to mitogens are con-
sidered a diagnostically less sensitive but more specific test 
of aberrant T cell function (24). Lectin mitogens have been 
shown to bind the TCR, which is glycosylated through its 

carbohydrate moiety, thereby activating quiescent T cells 
(25). Mitogenic stimulation has been shown to increase 
the intracellular calcium (Ca2+) level in T cells, which is 
absolutely essential for T cell proliferation. While PHA is 
a strong T cell mitogen (Fig. 4A), PWM is a weak T cell 
mitogen, but it also induces B cell activation and prolifera-
tion (Fig. 4B). While mitogens such as PHA activate T cells 
by binding to cell membrane glycoproteins, including the 
TCR- CD3 complex, there are a number of mitogenic or 
comitogenic antibodies, including those directed against 
the CD3 coreceptor, that can stimulate T cell proliferation 
(26). Typically, anti- CD3 antibodies provide an initial ac-
tivation signal but do not induce significant proliferation 
(Fig. 5A and B) (27), and the addition of a costimulatory 

A.

B.

FIGURE 1 (A) Flow cytometric measurement of cellular proliferation with Edu. The flow cytometry 
results show a detailed assessment of proliferating lymphocytes after stimulation with PHA. Proliferating 
cells are apparent in comparing the unstimulated (upper panels) to stimulated (lower panels) samples, and 
the use of specific antibodies (CD45, total lymphocytes; and CD3, total T cells) allows further character-
ization. (B) Assessment of cell viability for lymphocyte proliferation assays. The CD45 marker is used to 
identify lymphocytes. Viable, apoptotic, and dead cells are identified in the original sample used for cell 
proliferation, prior to initiation of cell culture, by using a combination of two fluorescent dyes: annexin V 
and 7- AAD. Viable cells are negative for both markers, while dead cells are positive for both annexin V and 
7- AAD. Only apoptotic cells are positive for annexin V alone.
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antibody (anti- CD28) provides the stimulus for robust pro-
liferation (28) (Fig. 5A and B). An exogenous T cell growth 
factor, such as IL- 2, may also be used as an alternative to 
anti- CD28 costimulation, and for patients with suspected 
IL- 2 receptor- associated signaling defects, it may be more 
helpful than the use of anti- CD28 (Fig. 5A and B). IL- 2, an 
autocrine cytokine, has been demonstrated to be critical for 
T cell proliferation and regulation of T cell growth (29–31). 
IL- 2 stimulates T cell proliferation by binding to a heterotri-
meric receptor complex consisting of 3 chains— α, β, and γ 
(IL- 2Rα, IL- 2Rβ, and IL- 2Rγ)— on the surfaces of T cells. 
Triggering of the TCR leads to synthesis of IL- 2 in certain 
T cell subsets and to induction of high- affinity IL- 2Rs on 
antigen-  or mitogen- activated T cells, and the binding of 
IL- 2 to IL- 2R ultimately leads to T cell proliferation. The 
use of exogenous IL- 2 in association with anti- CD3 allows 
discrimination of whether T cells which cannot prolifer-
ate in response to other mitogenic signals can respond to 

a potent growth factor, such as IL- 2. Stimulation of T cells 
with soluble antibodies to anti- CD3 (and the associated 
TCR complex) causes mobilization of cytoplasmic calcium 
and translocation of protein kinase C from the cytoplasm to 
the cell membrane. This stimulation also causes induction 
of phosphatidylinositol metabolism and subsequent IL- 2 
production for proliferation. T cell activation induced by 
 anti- CD3 antibody requires prolonged stimulation of pro-
tein kinase C, which apparently can be achieved by the 
concomitant use of the anti- CD28 antibody for costimula-
tion, without addition of other mitogenic stimuli, such as 
PMA. PMA can stimulate T cells by direct activation of 
protein kinase C (32).

Antigens such as Candida and tetanus toxoid (TT) 
have been used widely to measure antigen- specific recall 
(anamnestic) T cell responses for assessing cellular immu-
nity. In fact, these methods may be more revealing about 
cellular immune compromise than assessing the response of 

FIGURE 2 Ki- 67- based cell proliferation. There are several markers available for flow cytometric mea-
surement of cellular proliferation, including CFSE, Edu, and Ki- 67. Ki- 67 is a nuclear marker that assesses 
cell proliferation, and the use of specific antibodies in conjunction with this marker permits identification 
of proliferating subsets of T cells.
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FIGURE 3 Activated T cells produce various cytokines in a temporally regulated manner. The impor-
tant cytokines produced during the temporal course of T cell activation and differentiation include IL- 2, 
IFN- γ, and TNF- α. (A) Polyfunctional T cell analysis of CD4+ T cells. The cytokines are measured by 
intracellular flow cytometry analysis of CD4+ T cells. The top panels show normal production of these 
cytokines in activated CD4+ T cells from a healthy donor after cell stimulation in vitro with PHA. The 
bottom panels show the absence of cytokine production after stimulation of CD4+ T cells from a patient 
with compromised cellular function. (B) Polyfunctional T cell analysis of CD8+ T cells. The cytokines are 
measured by intracellular flow cytometry analysis of CD8+ T cells. The top panels show normal produc-
tion of these cytokines in activated CD8+ T cells from a healthy donor after cell stimulation in vitro with 
PHA. The bottom panels show the absence of cytokine production after stimulation of CD8+ T cells from 
a patient with compromised cellular function.
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lymphocytes to mitogens, because the latter can induce T 
cell proliferative responses even if the T cells are incapable 
of responding adequately to antigenic (physiologic) stimuli. 
Therefore, abnormal T cell responses to antigens are con-
sidered a diagnostically more sensitive but less specific test 
of aberrant T cell function (24). Antigens used in recall 
assays measure the ability of T cells bearing specific TCRs 
to respond to such antigens when they are processed and 
presented by APCs. The antigens used for assessment of the 
cellular immune response are selected to represent antigens 
seen by a majority of the population, either through natural 
exposure (Candida) or as a result of vaccination (TT).

Cytotoxicity Assays
Functional assays of cytotoxic T cells include measurement 
of degranulation (exposure of cytotoxic granule membrane 
proteins on the cell surface after T cell activation) and di-
rect assessment of cytotoxicity (33–35). Measurement of 
cellular degranulation is an assay that is currently available 
in some clinical immunology laboratories and involves flow 
cytometric analysis of CD107a and CD107b, which are cy-
totoxic granule membrane proteins that are expressed on 
the cell surface during degranulation following T cell acti-
vation (36) or in NK cells, the difference being that cyto-
toxic granules are organized in CD8 T cells only following 
antigen exposure and activation and are not present in naive 
CD8 T cells. NK cells constitutively possess cellular gran-
ules capable of participating in cytotoxic function. Cellular 
degranulation is a feature of antigen- experienced cells (37); 
however, contrary to popular conception, it does not always 
serve as a surrogate marker of cellular cytotoxic function, 
since the ability to mediate cytotoxicity depends on cyto-
toxic granule protein content rather than the actual degran-
ulation process. At least half of the patients with perforin 
(PRF1) deficiency associated with familial hemophagocytic 
lymphohistiocytosis type 2 in one study (38) had normal 
degranulation but abnormal cytotoxic function due to the 
absence of a key cytotoxic protein, perforin. Degranulation 
is not only a function of cytotoxic T cells but also part of the 
mechanism of cytotoxic activity of NK cells. Degranulation 
is often used in the diagnostic setting for assessment of pa-
tients with suspected hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, 
particularly the familial forms (38). Detailed procedures for 
measuring T cell cytotoxicity and NK cell cytotoxicity can 
be found in chapters 32 and 79, by Chiang and Bryceson 
and by Risma and Marsh, respectively.

ASSESSMENT OF Treg FUNCTION
While assays for measuring T and NK cell activation and 
function are relatively widespread in the diagnostic immu-
nology realm, there is a growing recognition of the need 
for assays to evaluate and measure human regulatory T cell 
(Treg) function in vitro to facilitate diagnostic work- up in 
the appropriate clinical contexts (autoimmunity, primary 
immunodeficiencies, transplantation, and cancer), as well 
as adoptive immunotherapy approaches. Human Tregs, 
conventionally identified as CD4+ CD25high CD127low 

FOXP3+, are critical to maintaining the balance essential 
for immunological tolerance and normal immune function 
(39, 40). Tregs have a suppressive effect on T cell activa-
tion and proliferation by effector cells, and this feature can 
be exploited in the development of in vitro diagnostic tests 
to measure Treg function (41, 42). A rapid diagnostic test 
for Treg function involves Treg- mediated inhibition of the 
T cell activation markers CD69 and CD40L (CD154) on 
activated T cells stimulated with immobilized anti- CD3 
and anti- CD28 for 7 h of coculture (42). There are several 
other protocols available for measuring Treg function (43, 
44) that are amenable to adaptation for the clinical labo-
ratory. Tregs suppress effector T cell activity in a cytokine- 
dependent manner both in vivo and in vitro (45–48). Treg 
suppression assays require purification or sorting of Tregs to 
coculture with effector cells, and this can be achieved via 
flow cytometry- based cell sorting (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 
CA) or magnetic bead sorting (Stem Cell Technologies, 
Vancouver, Canada; Miltenyi Biotec Ltd., Surrey, United 
Kingdom). While there are some varied reports in the lit-
erature as to whether bead- isolated Tregs have a suppressive 
function (41, 49), advances in magnetic bead sorting indi-
cate that it is a viable process for deriving purified popula-
tions of Tregs for use in in vitro assays. A detailed procedure 
for Treg assays can be found in chapter 31 by Whiteside.

SUMMARY
The preceding sections provide ample evidence that lympho-
cyte activation is a complex process and a key component 
to maintaining normal immune function. The clinical rel-
evance of studying and measuring lymphocyte activation is 
particularly noteworthy in the context of primary immuno-
deficiencies, caused by monogenic defects that affect various 
components and functions of the immune system. There are 
several genetic defects identified in recent years that affect T 
and/or NK cell function, including DOCK8, MAGT1, p85α, 
IL- 17RA, IL- 17F, and STAT3 deficiencies (50), and this is 
not a comprehensive list of such defects. Also, measurement 
of lymphocyte activation is relevant to solid organ transplan-
tation, recovery of immune function in hematopoietic cell 
transplantation, and assessment of immune competence in 
patients on biological or pharmacological immunosuppres-
sive therapies. This chapter provides a primer on the con-
cepts and practical approaches to assessing T and NK cell 
function in the clinical immunology laboratory.

METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING 
LYMPHOCYTE ACTIVATION IN THE 
LABORATORY
Note that the following methods are not laboratory stan-
dard operating procedures or complete protocols. They are 
meant only to provide broad guidelines on how various lym-
phocyte activation assays are performed. Please consult an 
actual standard operating procedure or protocol for specific 
details on setting up and validating these assays for the clin-
ical laboratory.

FIGURE 4 (A) Flow cytometry analysis of T cell proliferation in response to PHA. PHA is a commonly used mitogen for global assess-
ment of T cell function. The top panels show normal proliferative responses to PHA for a healthy individual, and the bottom panels show 
decreased T cell proliferation for a patient with T cell dysfunction. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of cell proliferation in response to PWM. 
PWM is a relatively weak T cell mitogen compared to PHA. However, PWM also induces B cell proliferation; hence, it is still used in 
the clinical laboratory. The top panels show normal proliferative responses to PWM for a healthy individual, and the bottom panels show 
decreased proliferation in both T and B cells for a patient with immunodeficiency.
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FIGURE 5 (A) Flow cytometry analysis of T cell proliferation in response to anti- CD3 stimulants for 
a healthy donor. Anti- CD3 antibody is often used to assess T cell functional competence, particularly 
in contexts where a detailed evaluation of T cell proliferative responses is essential. Soluble anti- CD3 
alone delivers a weak mitogenic signal, although the addition of anti- CD28 or exogenous IL- 2 to soluble 
anti- CD3 improves the proliferative response, as shown here. (B) Flow cytometry analysis of T cell prolif-
eration in response to anti- CD3 stimulants in a patient with immunodeficiency. Soluble anti- CD3 alone 
delivers a weak signal, and addition of anti- CD28 does not show incremental proliferation. However, 
addition of exogenous IL- 2 to soluble anti- CD3 modestly improves the proliferative response, though it 
remains outside the normal values for age.
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Lymphocyte Proliferation Assay Using Edu- Based 
Flow Cytometry (Fig. 1)

1. PBMCs are isolated from sodium heparin- blood from 
patient or healthy donor samples by using a manual or 
automated method.

2. Cells are resuspended in medium with 5% human AB 
serum to a final concentration of 0.5 × 106 cells per 
well in a 48- well flat- bottom plate for mitogens alone. 
Cells are resuspended in medium with 5% human AB 
serum to a final concentration of 1.0 × 106 cells per 
well in a 48- well flat- bottom plate for antigens and 
the anti- CD3 panel.

3. Cells are incubated with various concentrations of 
PHA (0.5 to 20 μg/ml), PWM (0.5 to 20 μg/ml), 
Candida, TT (1 to 20 μg/ml), soluble anti- CD3 alone, 
anti- CD28 (5 to 25 ng/ml), or soluble anti- CD3 with 
IL- 2 (5 to 25 ng/ml with 40 standardized units of IL- 2/
ml) for 3 days at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator.

4. On day 3 of culture with mitogens or anti- CD3 panel 
stimulants (72 h of stimulation), the cells are pulsed 
for 18 to 24 h with 10 μM Edu (final concentration) 
in the presence of copper to obtain a covalent bond 
with the fluorescent azide AlexaFluor488. For anti-
gens, cells are cultured for 6 days before pulsing for 18 
to 24 h.

5. Following pulsing, the cells are harvested and analyzed 
by flow cytometry for viable, apoptotic, and dead lym-
phocytes by using a combination of anti- human CD45 
antibody (identification of lymphocytes along with the 
side scatter parameter), annexin V (apoptotic cells), 
and 7- AAD (dead cells are positive for both annexin 
V and 7- AAD, while viable cells are negative for both 
markers). Cell proliferation is assessed by staining the 
cultured cells for CD45 (lymphocytes), CD3 (T cells), 
and CD19 (B cells only for PWM proliferation) along 
with CD69 (T cell activation marker). The percent-
age of proliferating cells in each category (total lym-
phocytes [CD45+], CD3+ T cells, and CD19+ B cells) 
is determined by identifying the proportion of Edu- 
positive cells relative to the total parent population. 
The delta percentage is derived by subtracting the pro-
liferation in the background (medium control) wells 
from that in the stimulated wells.

6. The flow cytometric analysis can be performed on any 
6- , 8- , or 10- color digital flow cytometer (BD FACS 
Canto A or Canto II or Beckman Coulter Gallios).

7. The flow cytometric assay typically collects 20,000 
events in the lymphocyte or CD3+ T cell category, 
though the assay shows linearity and precision for a 
range of 200 to 20,000 events.

8. Standard flow cytometry practices must be followed 
to ensure instrument and assay performance.

9. Ki- 67 proliferation can be measured in a manner sim-
ilar to that described above, with the following dif-
ferences. Following stimulation with PHA, similar to 
that described above, the cells are washed with 1% 
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and then stained for 
cell surface antigens for 15 min at room temperature 
with the following antibodies: CD45RA–phycoeryth-
rin (PE)–Cy7 (optional), CD45RO–FITC (optional), 
CD3- allophycocyanin- AF750, CD4- PE (optional), 
and CD8- PB (optional). Following incubation, 1 
ml FACS Lyse solution (BD Biosciences, San Jose, 
CA) is added to each tube for 15 min, and the sam-
ple is subsequently washed with 2 ml stain buffer (BD 
Biosciences) and resuspended in 500 μl of Fix/Perm 

buffer for 30 min (BD Biosciences). An additional 
wash is performed with 2 ml Fix/Perm wash buffer 
(BD  Biosciences). The cells are stained with Ki- 67– 
allophycocyanin for 30 min at room temperature and 
then washed again with 2 ml Fix/Perm wash buffer 
and resuspended in 500 μl of 1% paraformaldehyde.

Assessment of Cell Surface Markers on T Cells after 
Activation with Mitogenic Stimuli (Fig. 4)

1. PBMCs are isolated from sodium heparin- blood from 
patient or healthy donor samples by using a manual or 
automated method.

2. Cells are incubated in 48- well plates in 5% human 
AB serum- enriched medium to a final cell concentra-
tion of 0.5 × 106 cells/ml.

3. Cells are stimulated with either PHA (final concen-
tration of 5 μg/ml) or PMA plus ionomycin (125 ng/
ml and 5 μg/ml, respectively).

4. Cells are cultured for either 2, 4, 24, 48, or 72 h at 
37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. At each time point, cells 
are harvested and washed with 1% BSA- containing 
phosphate- buffered saline for 5 min at 500 × g and 
then resuspended in 100 μl of 1% BSA.

5. The following antibody cocktail is added: CD45- KO, 
CD3- PE- Cy7, CD69- allophycocyanin, CD40L- PE, 
CD25- allophycocyanin- Cy7, CD4- peridinin chloro-
phyll protein, CD8- PB, and HLA DR- FITC. Cells 
are incubated with the antibodies for 15 min at room 
temperature, followed by a wash with 1% BSA–
phosphate- buffered saline for 5 min at 500 × g. The 
cells are resuspended in 1% paraformaldehyde.

6. Samples are analyzed on a 10- color Beckman Coulter 
Gallios flow cytometer collecting 20,000 CD45+lym-
phocytes, and analysis is performed using Kaluza v.1.2 
software (Beckman Coulter).

Measurement of Polyfunctional T Cells after 
Stimulation with Mitogens (Intracellular Cytokine 
Production by CD4 and CD8 T Cells after 
Activation) (Fig. 3)

1. Each patient sample is prepared in a set of three tubes: 
unstimulated, stimulated with PMA- ionomycin, and 
stimulated with PHA.

2. Stimulants and other reagents are prepared to the fi-
nal concentrations indicated below in RPMI medium.
• PMA, 25 ng/ml
• Ionomycin, 20 μg/ml
• PHA, 20 μg/ml
• Brefeldin A (BFA)/Golgi Stop, 1:5 for BFA and 

1:15 for Golgi Stop (add 2 μl/ml of BFA and 0.7 
μl/ml for Golgi Stop)

3. BFA and Golgi Stop are added to each tube.
4. PMA- ionomycin or PHA is added as appropriate to 

the relevant tubes.
5. To each of the tubes, 1 ml sodium heparin- blood is 

added and mixed gently.
6. The tubes are incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 3 h.
7. The samples are then removed from the incubator 

and brought back to room temperature.
8. The following antibodies are added to appropriately 

labeled tubes for flow staining: CD45- KO, CD3-allo-
phycocyanin- AF750, CD4- allophycocyanin, CD8- PB, 
and CD14- FITC.

9. To each tube, 100 μl blood is added and incubated at 
room temperature in the dark for 20 min.
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10. One milliliter of 1 × lysis buffer is added to each 
tube, vortexed immediately, and incubated at room 
temperature in the dark for an additional 10 min.

11. To each sample, 2 ml stain buffer is added, and cells 
are washed, fixed, and permeabilized using Fix/Perm 
solution.

12. Following this, cells are mixed and incubated for 20 
min in the dark at room temperature.

13. Cells are washed in Perm/Wash buffer and stained 
with the following antibodies by mixing and incu-
bating for 20 min in the dark at room temperature: 
IFN- γ–PE, TNF- α–PE7, and IL- 2–peridinin chloro-
phyll protein–Cy5.5.

14. Cells are washed in Perm/Wash buffer and resus-
pended in 1% paraformaldehyde.

15. Flow cytometry analysis is performed on a Beckman 
Coulter Gallios instrument, and data analysis is per-
formed using Kaluza v.1.2 software (Beckman Coulter, 
Miami, FL).

All figures were generated in my Cellular and Molecular Immunology 
Laboratory, Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology, Mayo 
Clinic, Rochester, MN. from flow cytometry analyses using healthy donor 
or patient samples.
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The primary cells of the adaptive immune system are T 
cells, B cells, and natural killer cells. These lymphocytes 
assist the host in eliminating both intracellular pathogens 
(T cells and NK cells) and extracellular pathogens (B cells) 
through B cell- T cell interactions, as well as interactions 
with other cells and molecules of the innate immune sys-
tem. B cells recognize foreign antigen by the B- cell recep-
tor (BCR), a membrane- bound immunoglobulin generated 
through a complex genetic recombination process (1). The 
BCR recognizes conformational protein antigens as well as 
nonprotein antigens. Two types of B cells have been de-
scribed based on expression of cell surface molecules and 
function. B1 (CD5+) B cells are thought to be a more “nat-
ural” type of B cell which respond to T- cell- independent 
forms of antigen (i.e., bacterial polysaccharides) (2, 3). B2 
B cells respond to T- cell- dependent antigens, such as the 
classic protein antigens tetanus and diphtheria toxoids. 
Both classes of B cells respond to BCR binding of antigen by 
proliferation, differentiation into antibody- secreting plasma 
cells, and formation of memory B cells.

The function of the humoral immune response differs 
depending on the class of antibody produced and the dif-
ferentiation state of the B cell. Naive B cells express CD19, 
CD20, and surface IgM and IgD (Table 1). After BCR 
stimulation, B cells become memory cells or plasma cells, 
which express unique antigens. In addition, immunoglobu-
lin class switching occurs and IgG, IgA, or IgE is produced. 
Each of these immunoglobulin classes has distinct func-
tions. IgM can bind pathogens and activate complement. 
IgG can directly neutralize bacterial toxins, block adhesion 
of pathogens, and also activate complement. IgA can also 
neutralize toxins and block adhesion of pathogens, but it 
functions primarily at mucosal sites, while IgE plays a role in 
the immune response to parasites. After BCR stimulation, 
the immunoglobulin produced by B cells also increases its 
affinity for antigen, therefore improving the functionality of 
the humoral response.

Primary defects in the humoral components of the im-
mune response are often manifested early in life. Certain 
types of infection, or frequent or incompletely cleared in-
fections, are signs of possible B cell/antibody defects (Ta-
ble 2). Primary immunodeficiencies are covered in greater 
detail in chapters 75 and 76. A more immediate concern 
to most physicians is the increasing incidence of secondary 
immune deficiencies due to infections such as HIV (covered 

in chapter 72), cancer (multiple myeloma), chronic re-
nal failure, autoimmune processes, or posttransplantation 
immunosuppression.

In some patients, the absence of B- cell function is simply 
due to a lack of B cells. In many cases, patients may have 
B cells, but their function is abnormal because the B cells 
are either tolerized or anergic. There is also a need to mea-
sure functionality of antibodies since not all antibodies are 
protective. Very young children, elderly adults, and HIV- 
positive individuals may be more prone to producing inef-
fective antibodies. These ineffective antibodies may express 
inappropriate isotypes or V regions, resulting in low- avidity 
antibodies or the inability to activate complement.

APPROACHES FOR ASSESSING B CELL 
FUNCTION
A complete blood count (CBC) is often the first test per-
formed in the evaluation of the humoral immune response. 
However, the CBC is clearly not a good indicator of un-
derlying disease, as often the total lymphocyte count in 
humoral immunodeficiencies is normal or only slightly 
decreased. Therefore, the next step in the evaluation of a 
possible humoral immunodeficiency is the measurement of 
antibody production.

In Vivo B- Cell Function

Immunoglobulins
The most direct measure of in vivo B- cell function is immu-
noglobulin secretion by plasma cells. Serum immunoglobulin 
concentrations (routinely IgG, IgA, and IgM) are most com-
monly measured by automated nephelometry or turbidime-
try (described in detail in chapter 7). The normal ranges for 
serum immunoglobulins vary depending on both the age and 
gender of the individual (4). A significant seasonal variation 
in serum IgA levels has also been described (5). In addition 
to the measurement of total serum immunoglobulin con-
centrations, levels of subclasses of IgG and IgA can also be 
determined by automated nephelometry. Patients have been 
reported to have deficiencies of one or more subclasses of 
IgG even though they have normal levels of total serum IgG. 
However, the true biological significance of IgG subclass de-
ficiencies remains controversial (6, 7). Conversely, the inci-
dence of bacterial infections is increased in some individuals 
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with normal IgG subclass concentrations, such as IgG2 in 
patients with Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome who cannot pro-
duce antibodies to many bacterial polysaccharides (8).

The presence of antibodies against common antigens is 
indicative of an intact humoral immune system in patients. 
The levels of anti- A or anti- B isohemagglutinin IgM anti-
bodies are often determined for this purpose. The presence 
of these antibodies against blood- group antigens depends on 
both the age of the patient and the patient’s blood group 
(i.e., no blood- group antibodies are found in the serum of 
blood type AB individuals). As IgM is produced by the 
newborn, this type of testing can be performed earlier than 
testing for vaccine- induced immunoglobulins. A titer of 8 
or above is considered normal (9).

It is more clinically significant to measure serum anti-
body levels to typical vaccine components, such as tetanus, 
diphtheria, pneumococcus, or Haemophilus influenzae type b. 
If immunoglobulin titers against common vaccine antigens 
are low, then specific antigen challenge should be per-
formed. Serum samples are obtained before and 2 to 4 weeks 
after vaccination. These paired sera are then tested simul-
taneously and a patient is generally considered to mount an 
adequate response if a 4- fold or greater rise in specific titer 
is seen. This type of challenge can be performed with neo- 
protein antigens such as bacteriophage ϕX174 or keyhole 
limpet hemocyanin, but clinically available vaccines such as 
pneumococcal vaccines are often used (10–12).

To quantify antibody levels against pneumococcal 
capsular polysaccharides (PSs), an enzyme- linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA) has been developed and well char-
acterized (reviewed in reference 13). The current WHO 
consensus protocol (described in more detail in the Meth-
odologies section “Pneumococcal ELISA” below), which 

includes absorption with cell wall polysaccharides (C- PS) 
and capsular PS from serotype 22F, has been used exten-
sively in licensure studies for pneumococcal conjugate vac-
cines. Inclusion of 22F PS for absorption increased the assay 
specificity, especially when testing samples from children for 
vaccine serotypes. One limitation of this method is that it 
is used to quantify the IgG response only. There is mount-
ing evidence of a significant IgM response to pneumococcal 
conjugate vaccine (14, 15). Thus, inclusion of IgM antibody 
levels against vaccine antigens may be needed for a com-
plete evaluation of response to pneumococcal vaccines.

In order to determine the overall response to pneumococ-
cal vaccination, antibody levels to multiple serotypes must be 
determined. Thus, many reference laboratories that analyze 
clinical samples have developed multiplexed immunoassays 
for pneumococcal antibodies, most based on the technol-
ogy described by Pickering et al. (16). A recent comparison 
study found significant differences in antibody levels from 
different laboratories using multiplexed assays, although the 
study concluded that the clinical classification of patients as 
“protected” or “nonprotected” was comparable between the 
laboratories (17), with additional commentary (18). Thus, 
absolute antibody levels may be not be suitable as a deter-
minant of an adequate immunological response to vaccine, 
but fold increase may still be useful provided pre-  and post- 
vaccine levels are determined by the same laboratory.

Peripheral Blood B Cells
The actual number of B cells in the peripheral blood cannot 
be determined by the CBC. B cells can, however, be identi-
fied through the use of flow cytometry (refer to chapters 18 
and 20). In this technique, cells are characterized by their 
expression of cell surface markers, and the percentage and 
absolute cell number of B cells expressing certain immuno-
phenotypes is compared to age- matched reference intervals 
(19). The most classic B- cell surface markers are CD19 
and CD20 (Table 1). CD19 is a critical signal transduction 
molecule that regulates B lymphocyte development, dif-
ferentiation, and activation. It is expressed on B cells from 
the earliest recognizable B lineage (early Ig gene rearrange-
ments) to B- cell blasts. However, the expression is lost upon 
plasma cell maturation. CD20 is expressed on B cells from 
the pre- B stage to the B- cell lymphoblast stage but is not 
found on early B- cell progenitors or plasma cells. In general, 
CD19+CD20+ cells are between 5 and 10% of the total pe-
ripheral blood lymphocyte pool. Upon antigen activation, a 
number of cell surface markers are detected on B cells (Table 
1). The presence or absence of these markers can be useful 
in the evaluation of B cell deficiencies in patients. One such 
example is the absence of CD27+IgD−IgM− mature class- 
switched memory B cells in X- linked hyper- IgM syndrome 
and a sub- population of patients with common variable im-
munodeficiency (20–22). It has also been shown that flow 
cytometry can identify antigen- specific B cells through BRC 
binding of labeled specific antigen (23).

In Vitro B- Cell Function
Flow cytometric analysis of B- cell populations is only useful 
for identifying defects in the actual numbers of B cells. In 
order to identify functional abnormalities, additional stud-
ies must be undertaken. The classic evaluation of B- cell 
function is through the isolation of peripheral blood lym-
phocytes from the patient and culturing them with agents 
known to activate normal B cells. This assay is known as the 
lymphocyte proliferation assay (LPA) (24, 25). In the LPA, 
either whole blood or purified peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells (PBMC) are cultured with a variety of stimulants 

TABLE 1 B- cell markers used in flow cytometry

Marker B- cell population

CD19 Early B cells to B- cell blasts
CD20 Pre- B cells to B- cell blasts
CD23 Activated B cells
CD27 Memory B cells
CD5 B1 B cells
Surface IgM Immature, mature, and memory 

B cells
Surface IgD Mature and memory B cells
Surface IgG, IgA, and IgE Isotype- switched memory B cells
CD138 (syndecan 1) Plasma cells

TABLE 2 Associations with humoral or B- lymphocyte 
deficiencies
Infectious agents
 Streptococcus pneumoniae
 Streptococcus pyogenes
 Haemophilus influenzae
 Ureaplasma urealyticum
 Giardia lambia
Clinical conditions
 Recurrent otitis
 Recurrent pharyngitis
 Recurrent sinusitis
 Recurrent bronchitis
 Recurrent conjunctivitis
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to determine the B- cell response. The cells are cultured with 
the stimulants for 3 to 7 days, and the effects of this activa-
tion can be measured by cellular proliferation and/or anti-
body secretion. The agents that specifically activate B cells 
are listed in Table 3. B cells can also be exposed to protein 
antigens such as tetanus toxoid, and the specific antibody 
(and isotype) secreted into the media can be characterized. 
As the amount of antibody secreted is low, these levels can-
not be detected by nephelometry— ELISA (see chapter 35)
or enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot assay (ELISPOT, see 
chapter 30) must be used instead. As LPAs are not available 
in most clinical immunology laboratories, this testing must 
often be performed on patient samples that are shipped to a 
specialized testing facility. This sample transport introduces 
a significant concern regarding sample integrity, as the test-
ing requires live, functional B cells for accuracy. Many lab-
oratories performing LPAs consequently require a normal 
sample to be shipped with the patient sample, to control 
for such transport issues. A complete LPA protocol can be 
found in the Methodologies section below.

Cellular Proliferation
The ability of B cells to proliferate in response to stimulation 
in the LPA is usually presented as the stimulation index (SI). 
Currently the proliferative response is measured by the incor-
poration of tritiated thymidine ([3H]thymidine) into DNA of 
replicating cells. Therefore the SI is expressed as the counts 
per minute (cpm) of the stimulated wells divided by the cpm 
of the control wells (wells with B cells, but no stimulus). A 
second method of reporting is the net cpm, which is the cpm 
of the stimulated wells minus the cpm of the control wells. 
An alternative method for the measurement of proliferation 
in the LPA is the analysis of the cell cycle by flow cytometry 
(26). In this readout of proliferation, stimulated and control 
cells are permeabilized and stained with propidium iodide, 
and the number of cells in the S phase of the cell cycle are 
counted. Normal ranges for proliferation in the LPA have 
been difficult to establish due to a high degree of variability 
in assay culture conditions in different laboratories. Therefore 
the LPA is best utilized as a qualitative indicator of lympho-
cyte function, rather than as a quantitative assay.

secretion of soluble Mediators
In addition to proliferation, stimulation of B cells in the 
LPA induces B cells to produce and secrete immunoglobu-
lins. Measurement of mitogen or antigen- induced immuno-
globulin secretion will assess whether the immunoglobulin 
class or isotype of interest is produced in the amounts ex-
pected by age or disease state. The total culture levels of im-
munoglobulins are assayed by ELISA (see chapter 35). The 
amount of immunoglobulins produced may also be assayed 

at the single- cell level by enzyme- linked immunosorbent 
spot assay, but this assay is most useful for determining 
antigen- specific B- cell frequency, which is not determined 
by proliferation or total immunoglobulin assays.

APPROACHES FOR ASSESSING ANTIBODY 
FUNCTION
Antibodies provide protection to the host in a variety of 
ways. They can neutralize toxins (e.g., tetanus toxin, diph-
theria toxin), neutralize viruses (e.g., influenza A), prevent 
the adhesion of bacteria to the host cells (e.g., Escherichia 
coli), kill bacteria in the presence of complement (e.g., Hae-
mophilus influenza type b), and opsonize bacteria for phago-
cytes (e.g., Streptococcus pneumoniae) (27–31). Antibodies 
can also opsonize host cells for lysis, primarily by NK cells, 
in a process known as antibody- dependent cell- mediated 
cytotoxicity (reviewed in reference 32). Consequently, a 
variety of assays have been developed to measure antibody 
function. While antibody function assays can be performed 
in experimental animals, in vivo assays are impractical and, 
thus, in vitro assays are widely used. Two such assays, in vi-
tro bactericidal assays and in vitro opsonization assays, are 
described in detail below. Also, an antibody- dependent 
cell- mediated cytotoxicity assay kit has recently become 
available (www.promega.com).

Bactericidal Assays
In serum bactericidal assays (SBAs), test serum is mixed 
with bacteria and complement. If present, antibodies in the 
test serum bind to the bacteria and activate the complement 
cascade resulting in formation of the membrane attack com-
plex and ultimately death of the bacteria. The number of 
surviving bacteria can be determined by plating a sample 
of reaction mixture on an agar plate. By testing the bacte-
ricidal activity of the serum samples at multiple dilutions, a 
titer can be determined, with titer defined as the highest di-
lution of serum that kills ≥50% of the target bacteria. This 
mechanism is primarily relevant in the study of antibodies 
to Gram- negative bacteria, although there have been exam-
ples seen in Gram- positive bacteria (33).

SBAs were extensively used in the development of me-
ningococcal vaccines (34). Studies with meningococcal 
antibodies have shown that the source of the complement 
used in the SBA can influence the results. For example, 
when used as a complement source, rabbit serum produces 
higher bactericidal titers than human serum in SBAs for an-
tibodies to meningococcus (35, 36). This discrepancy has 
been associated with the fact that meningococci bind to hu-
man factor H but not to rabbit factor H (37).

A major technical problem associated with the use of the 
bactericidal assay is enumeration of surviving bacteria. The 
classical approach is to plate a sample on an agar plate and 
manually count the bacterial colonies. However, manual 
colony counting is too tedious, especially for a large num-
ber of samples. Thus, a significant effort has been made to 
automate the counting of bacterial colonies. Additionally, 
other investigators have explored the use of dyes that either 
develop color or become fluorescent in proportion to the 
number of live bacteria (38–40). Quantifying the survival 
of bacteria is relevant for opsonophagocytic killing assays as 
well (see below).

Opsonophagocytosis Assays (OPAs)
Opsonophagocytosis is the primary protective mechanism 
of antibodies against Gram-  positive bacteria. Various meth-
ods have been developed to measure the opsonizing capacity 

TABLE 3 In vitro activators of B cell proliferation and 
immunoglobulin production

Activatora Target Dose Sourcec Reference

SAC BCR 0.004% Calbiochem 50
Anti- IgM BCR 10 μg/ml BioRad 50

PWM See belowb 1–10 μg/
ml

Sigma 51

Tetanus 
Toxoid

BCR 1–20 μg/
ml

Pfizer 51

aSAC, Staphylococcus aureus Cowan I; PWM, pokeweed mitogen.
bPWM requires T cells to be present for its mitogenic effect on B cells. There-

fore, it is not a specific assay of B- cell function.
cMultiple sources exist for some products.

http://www.promega.com
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of antibodies in vitro, including the “killing- type” OPA and 
the “uptake- type” OPA developed for Streptococcus pneumo-
niae. The classical approach is to perform the killing- type 
OPA where target bacteria are opsonized (coated) with an-
tibodies and complement (41). The opsonized bacteria are 
subsequently internalized and killed by phagocytes, and the 
number of surviving bacteria is then determined. As with 
the bactericidal assays mentioned previously, if multiple di-
lutions of serum are tested, a titer can be calculated for each 
serum sample.

In an attempt to increase automation, an alternate ap-
proach, the uptake- type OPA, was developed. In this assay, 
target bacteria are fluorescently labeled, and the uptake of 
bacteria by phagocytes is measured with a flow cytometer by 
monitoring the increase in fluorescence of the granulocytes 
(42, 43). Fluorescent bacteria can be prepared by chemical 
tagging with a fluorochrome or by inserting a gene for a fluo-
rescent protein. Because the assay is complex, it is primarily 
used for phagocytosis research.

Since the development and licensure of pneumococcal 
vaccines involve testing a large number of samples for mul-
tiple (7 to 23) serotypes that are included in the vaccines, 
there is a need for functional assays to study antibodies 
against multiple serotypes simultaneously. Such multiplexed 
assays would reduce not only the amount of work and ex-
pensive reagents, but would also reduce the volume of se-
rum needed for testing. This reduction in serum volume 
is important when studying children, especially with the 
increasing valency of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines. 
Consequently, multiplexed killing- type OPAs were devel-
oped using antibiotic- resistant target bacteria (31, 44–46). 
As an example, this methodology may use one serotype 
susceptible to optochin but resistant to streptomycin and 
use a second serotype that is susceptible to streptomycin but 
resistant to optochin. If these two serotypes are tested to-
gether, the number of surviving bacteria of each strain can 
be determined by using agar plates containing either antibi-
otic. This strategy is simple to use and has been successfully 
implemented for up to seven target bacteria (44).

The increased use of functional assays has shown the 
importance of standardization. Early versions of the killing- 
type OPA utilized peripheral blood granulocytes as phago-
cytes. However, peripheral- blood granulocytes can differ 
depending on the donor’s genetic traits (e.g., Fc receptor 
allelism) or health status. Thus, the use of a cell line, such 
as HL- 60, was promoted. It should be noted that even the 
source of the cell line must be standardized because samples 
of the same cell line from different sources appear to have 
different biological properties (47). Using differentiated 
HL- 60 cells as phagocytes, the CDC previously coordinated 
a collaborative study demonstrating that functional assays 
can be standardized if various aspects of the assays (e.g., pro-
tocol and reagents) are carefully controlled (48). Since it is 
not feasible to have a common lot of OPA reagents for all 
users, there is an ongoing study to examine the possibility 
of standardizing data from different laboratories (that use 
different protocols and different lots of critical reagents) by 
inclusion of a reference serum pool (such as pneumococcal 
reference serum, lot 007sp, from the U.S. FDA). Results of 
this study are expected in 2016.

METHODOLOGIES

Pneumococcal ELISA
A detailed consensus protocol for the WHO pneumococcal 
ELISA can be found at www.vaccine.uab.edu. It is impor tant 

to note that many reagents used in the assay (microtiter 
plates, capsular PS used for coating plates, and secondary an-
tibody) must be screened. Additionally, the optimal concen-
trations of the capsular PS and secondary antibody must be 
determined for each reagent lot, including microtiter plates.

When coating plates with PS, it is critical to use highly 
purified water for the coating buffer. Any contaminants 
found in the coating buffer (LPS, fungal components, etc.) 
may adhere to the microtiter plate and will be detected if 
antibodies to these contaminants are present in the test 
serum.

Finally, it is important to closely adhere to the incuba-
tion times and temperatures. For example, we have found 
that incubating plates coated with PS from serotype 3 at 
room temperature for 18 hours produces inconsistent results 
(unpublished data). Thus, we incubate plates coated with 
type 3 PS for 2 hours at room temperature.

In Vitro Whole- Blood Lymphocyte Proliferation 
Assay

Materials and Reagents
Unless specified, any supplier should suffice.

RPMI 1640 (“RPMI”)
l- Glutamine
Human AB serum (heat- inactivated at 56°C for 1 hour)
Penicillin and streptomycin solution (P/S)
Mitogens/activators (see Table 3)
Tritiated thymidine ([3H]thymidine) sterile, aqueous solution
96- well round- bottom tissue culture plates with lids (sterile)
Scintillation fluid
Pipette tips (sterile)
Ficoll- Hypaque (density 1.077 g/liter)
Phosphate- buffered saline (PBS, sterile)
Centrifuge tubes (15 ml)
Pipettes (sterile)

Procedure
1. Obtain fresh heparinized venous blood sample. The 

sample should be held at room temperature prior to 
analysis and should be analyzed within 24 hours of 
draw. A normal healthy control should be drawn at 
the same time as the patient sample and treated in a 
similar manner.

2. Dilute blood 1:2 with sterile PBS and transfer 10 ml 
to 15- ml sterile conical centrifuge tubes.

3. Underlay the Ficoll- Hypaque solution, using 3 ml 
Ficoll- Hypaque per 10 ml blood/PBS mixture.

4. Centrifuge 20 minutes at 400 × g in a refrigerated 
centrifuge at 18 to 20°C, with no brake.

5. Harvest the PBMC from the interface using a sterile 
pipette and wash three times in PBS (200 × g, 10 
minutes, 18 to 20°C).

6. Resuspend PBMC in RPMI with 10% AB serum, P/S, 
and l- glutamine at 1 × 106 live cells/ml (viability can 
be ascertained by trypan blue exclusion). Use PBMC 
within 1 hour.

7. Add 100 μl of each antigen/mitogen concentration 
being tested to wells of a 96- well tissue culture (round- 
bottom) plate. These need to be tested in triplicate.

8. Add 100 μl of the diluted PBMCs to each well.
9. Replace the plate lids and incubate plates at 37°C 

with 5% CO2.

http://www.vaccine.uab.edu
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10. To determine cell proliferation by tritiated thymidine 
incorporation, on the morning of day 3, each well is 
pulsed with 0.5 μCi of tritiated thymidine in 20 μl 
RPMI (no serum). After 6 hours the cells are har-
vested on glass fiber filters using a cell harvester. The 
filters are placed into scintillation fluid and counted 
on a beta scintillation counter. Triplicates are aver-
aged and the stimulation index is reported.

11. To assay for total antibody production, the plates are 
incubated for 7 days at 37°C with 5% CO2. Remove 
the culture supernatant and use for ELISA determina-
tion (see chapter 35).

Serum Bactericidal Assay for Functional Antibodies 
against Haemophilus influenzae Type b
This procedure was adapted from Dr. Romero- Steiner’s pro-
tocol used by the U.S. CDC (30).

Materials and Reagents
Unless specified, any supplier should suffice.

96- well, round- bottom microtiter plates
Cryovials
Chocolate II agar plates (Becton Dickinson)
Fildes enrichment (Becton Dickinson) (Note 1)
Brain heart infusion (BHI) broth
1× Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) with Ca2+ and 

Mg+ (Invitrogen)
Target bacteria (H. influenzae type b, strain Eagan or 

GB3292)
Baby rabbit complement (Pel- Freez Biologicals)
CBER standard serum (lot 1983, a serum standard from U.S. 

FDA with 70 μg of antibody/ml).
Intravenous immunoglobulin (any commercial preparation, 

for quality control purposes)
Glass vials (50 ml)
Glycerol

Prepared solutions

Dilution Buffer
Add 1 ml of Fildes enrichment to 49 ml of 1× HBSS 

with Ca2+ and Mg2+

Procedure for Preparing Bacteria
1. Inoculate bacteria onto a chocolate II agar plate and 

incubate the plate overnight (~16 hours) at 37°C in a 
5% CO2 incubator.

2. Transfer about 10 isolated bacterial colonies to 20 ml 
of BHI broth with 2% Fildes enrichment (49) in a 
50- ml glass vial and incubate at 37°C and 5% CO2 
until the optical density at 600 nm becomes 0.4 to 0.5 
(Note 2).

3. Add 3 ml of sterile glycerol to the bacterial culture (20 
ml). Mix well. Dispense  0.5 ml into each cryovial.

4. Quickly freeze all cryovials (except one) at −70ºC. 
Once frozen, store the vials at −70°C until use. The 
nonfrozen vial will be used in step 5.

5. Determine the bacterial recovery from frozen vials (it 
should be greater than 80%).
a. Thaw a vial of frozen bacterial aliquot (step 4); 

vial should be frozen at least 2 hours.
b. Dilute both the nonfrozen and thawed bacteria 

(step 4) 10−6, 10−7, and 10−8 in dilution buffer.

c. Plate 100 μl from each dilution on a chocolate II 
agar plate.

d. Incubate the plates overnight at 37°C in a candle 
jar.

e. Count the colonies.
f. Determine the ratio of the number of thawed bac-

teria to the number of nonfrozen bacteria. If the 
ratio is <0.8, the working stocks should be dis-
carded and new stocks prepared.

6. Determine the dilution necessary to get ~1000 CFU 
per 20 μl.
a. Prepare 6 tubes with 0.9 ml of dilution buffer
b. Rapidly thaw an aliquot of bacteria.
c. Add 100 μl of thawed bacteria to dilution buffer in 

tube #1.
d. Perform 10- fold serial dilutions by transferring 100 

μl from tube #1 to #2. Continue through tube #6.
e. Plate 10 μl from each tube, in triplicate, onto a 

chocolate II agar plate.
f. Incubate the plates overnight at 37°C in a candle 

jar.
g. Count the colonies and determine the average of 

the triplicates.
h. Determine the bacterial density and calculate the 

dilution factor required to yield 1000 CFU per 
20 μl.

Assay Procedure (see note 4)
1. Prepare 2- fold serial dilutions (8 to 10 dilutions) of 

antisera (heat- inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes) 
with dilution buffer.

2. Add 10 μl of diluted antiserum to duplicate wells of a 
microtiter plate.

3. Thaw an aliquot of bacteria.
4. Dilute the thawed bacteria in dilution buffer to pre-

pare a solution containing ~1000 CFU/20 μl.
5. Add 20 μl of the diluted bacterial suspension to all 

wells.
6. Incubate at 37°C for 15 min in a 5% CO2 incubator.
7. Add 25 μl of baby rabbit complement (Note 3).
8. Add 25 μl of dilution buffer.
9. Incubate the plates at 37°C for 60 min in a 5% CO2 

incubator.
10. Plate 5 μl of the reaction mixture onto chocolate II 

agar plates. 
11. Incubate the plates at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 16 h.
12. Count the number of surviving bacteria.
13. Determine the serum dilution that kills ≥50% of the 

bacteria.

Assay notes
Note 1. Fildes enrichment is a peptic digest of sheep blood. 

It is rich in hemin and NAD. Although 5% supplement 
is usually used (44), we found that 2% supplement is suf-
ficient for bactericidal assays.

Note 2. Bacteria will be in the exponential phase of growth. 
It takes about 2 to 3 hours. The broth acquires an amber 
color.

Note 3. Complement lots should be qualified prior to use in 
the assay. Both active and heat- inactivated baby rabbit 
complement are used to show that no non- specific kill-
ing occurs during the 1- hour incubation period.

Note 4. Serum growth controls (all reagents except comple-
ment source) should be included when the serum source 
is unknown or it is suspected to contain antibiotics (or 
other inhibitory substances).
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Multiplexed Opsonophagocytic Killing Assay 
(MOPA4) for Functional Antibodies against 
Streptococcus pneumoniae
This procedure was adapted from the procedure described by 
Burton and Nahm (31). A detailed protocol can be found at 
www.vaccine.uab.edu.

Materials and Reagents
Unless specified, any supplier should suffice.

Tissue culture flask, vent cap (150 cm2)
Microtiter plate (round bottom, tissue culture treated) (no. 

3799; CoStar)
Square petri dish (12 cm by 12 cm by 1.5 cm) (no. 688102; 

Greiner Bio- One)
N,N- Dimethylformamide (DMF)
2,3,5,- Triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) (no. T- 8877; 

Sigma)
Streptomycin sulfate (no. S- 6501; Sigma)
Optochin (ethylhydrocupreine HCl) (no. E- 9876; Sigma)
Spectinomycin dihydrochloride pentahydrate (no. S- 9007; 

Sigma)
Trimethoprim (no. T- 7883; Sigma)
Todd- Hewitt broth (no. 249240; Becton Dickinson)
Yeast extract (no. 212750; Becton Dickinson)
Bacto Agar (no. 214010; Becton Dickinson)
10× HBSS (without Ca2+, Mg2+, or phenol red) (no. 

14185- 052; Invitrogen)
10× HBSS (with Ca2+ and Mg2+, without phenol red) (no. 

14065- 056; Invitrogen)
RPMI- 1640 (“RPMI”)
GlutaMax- 1 (100× solution) (no. 35050- 061; Invitrogen)
Bovine serum (Fetalclone 1, for HL- 60 cell maintenance) 

(no. SH30080.03; HyClone)
Premium fetal bovine serum (FBS, for preparation of assay 

buffer [OBB]) (no. 11150; Atlanta Biologicals)
Baby rabbit complement (BRC) (no. 31061; Pel- Freez 

Biologicals)
HL- 60 cell line (no. CCL240; ATCC)
Blood agar plates
Glycerol
Gelatin
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
Target bacteria (see Table 4)

Prepared solutions
Streptomycin stock solution

Prepare a 300 mg/ml stock solution in water. Sterile filter 
and prepare 1 ml aliquots. Store at −20°C. See Note 5. 

Optochin stock solution
Prepare an 8 mg/ml stock solution in water. Sterile filter 

and prepare 1 ml aliquots. Store at −20°C. See Note 5. 
Trimethoprim stock solution

Prepare a 25 mg/ml stock solution in DMSO. Prepare 1 
ml aliquots and store at −20°C. See Note 5. 

Spectinomycin stock solution
Prepare a 300 mg/ml stock solution in DMSO. Prepare 1 

ml aliquots and store at −20°C. See Note 5. 
Glycerol stock (∼80%)

Mix 20 ml of water and 100 g glycerol. Autoclave and 
store at room temperature (RT).

Gelatin stock solution (1%)
Add 1 g of gelatin to 100 ml of water. Autoclave and 

store at RT.
TTC stock solution

Prepare a 25 mg/ml solution in water. Sterile filter and 
store at 4°C, protected from light, for up to 2 months.

Todd- Hewitt yeast broth (THY broth)
Add 30 g of Todd- Hewitt broth and 5 g of yeast extract 

to 1 liter of water. Sterile filter, and store at 4°C for 
up to 1 month.

Todd- Hewitt- yeast agar plate (THYA plate)
Add 30 g of Todd- Hewitt broth, 5 g of yeast extract, and 

15 g of Bacto agar to 1 liter of water. Autoclave and al-
low to cool (to about 56°C). Add 25 ml to each square 
petri dish, and allow the plates to cool to RT. Store at 
4°C in a humidified chamber for up to one month.

Overlay agar
Add 30 g of Todd- Hewitt broth, 5 g of yeast extract, and 

7.5 g of Bacto agar to 1 liter of water. Autoclave and 
allow to cool (to about 56°C). Keep in 56°C water 
bath until needed (up to 12 hours).

Opsonization assay buffer B (OBB)
In a sterile tube, combine 40 ml water, 5 ml 10× HBSS 

(with Mg2+ and Ca2+), 5 ml gelatin (1% stock 

TABLE 4 Pneumococcal target strains for the MOPAa

Strain name Serotype Selective antibiotic

SPEC1 1 Spectinomycin
STREP2 2 Streptomycin
OREP3 3 Optochin
OREP4 4 Optochin
STREP5 5 Streptomycin
TREP6A 6A Trimethoprim
SPEC6B 6B Spectinomycin
SPEC6C 6C Spectinomycin
SPEC6D 6D Spectinomycin
OREP7F 7F Optochin
STREP8 8 Streptomycin
SPEC9N 9N Spectinomycin
EMC9V 9V Streptomycin
OREP10A 10A Optochin
TREP11A 11A Trimethoprim
TREP12F 12F Trimethoprim
STREP14 14 Streptomycin
TREP15B 15B Trimethoprim
OREP17F 17F Optochin
OREP18C 18C Optochin
TREP19A 19A Trimethoprim
SPEC19F 19F Spectinomycin
SPEC20B 20B Spectinomycin
TREP22F 22F Trimethoprim
EMC23F 23F Trimethoprim
STREP33F 33F Streptomycin

aAny four target strains can be tested simultaneously, provided each strain has 
a unique antibiotic resistance (for example, SPEC1 and SPEC6B cannot be tested 
together). Also, members of the same serogroup should not be tested together (for 
example, TREP6A and SPEC6B should be tested separately).

http://www.vaccine.uab.edu
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solution), and 2.6 ml premium FBS (previously in-
activated at 56°C for 30 minutes). Keep at RT until 
needed (up to 12 hours).

Procedures

Initiation of HL- 60 Cultures
1. Quickly thaw master stock vial and transfer contents 

to sterile tube containing 10 ml of RPMI with 20% 
Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine.

2. Centrifuge at ~350 × g for 5 minutes.
3. Remove supernatant, and suspend pellet in 70 ml of 

RPMI with 20% Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine. 
Transfer to T- 150 flask and place flask into tissue cul-
ture incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, See Note 1).

4. After 3 to 4 days, add 50 ml of fresh media (RPMI 
with 20% Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine).

5. Every 3 to 4 days, remove 60 ml of cells and discard. 
Add 60 ml of fresh media (RPMI with 20% Fetal 
Clone I and 1% glutamine).

6. After cells have been in culture for 2 weeks, begin 
feeding with RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone I and 1% 
glutamine (every 3 to 4 days, remove 60 ml of cells, 
discard, and add 60 ml of fresh media [RPMI with 
10% Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine]).

7. After cells have been in culture for 3 to 4 weeks, the 
cell concentration needs to be adjusted. This is best 
done on a Wednesday or Friday. If done on Wednes-
day, count cells and adjust concentration to ~8 × 105 
cells/ml in old culture supernatant. Aliquot 40 ml of 
cells to each T- 150 flask and add 80 ml of fresh media 
(RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine). If 
done on Friday, count cells and adjust concentration 
to ~8 × 105 cells/ml in old culture supernatant. Ali-
quot 20 ml of cells to each T- 150 flask and add 60 ml 
of fresh media (RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone I and 1% 
glutamine).

8. Begin routine propagation schedule below.

Routine HL- 60 Propagation
1. On Mondays, add 40 of fresh media (RPMI with 10% 

Fetal Clone I and 1% glutamine) to each T- 150 flask.
2. On Wednesdays, remove 80 ml of cells from each 

flask. The removed cells can be pooled and differen-
tiated (see below) or discarded. Add 80 ml of fresh 
media (RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone I and 1% gluta-
mine) to each flask.

3. On Fridays, remove all but 20 ml from each flask (i.e., 
remove ~100 ml). The removed cells can be pooled 
and differentiated (see below) or discarded. Add 60 
ml of fresh media (RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone I and 
1% glutamine) to each flask.

HL- 60 Cell Differentiation
1. Centrifuge the HL- 60 cells at ~350 × g for 5 to 10 

min at RT.
2. Remove supernatant, and suspend the cell pellet in 

differentiating medium (RPMI with 10% Fetal Clone 
I, 1% glutamine, and 0.8% [v/v] DMF).

3. Adjust the cell concentration to ~4 × 105 cells/ml 
with differentiating medium, and add 100 ml of cells 
to each T- 150 flask.

4. Incubate the flasks (lying flat) in a tissue culture incu-
bator (37°C, 5% CO2) for 5 to 6 days. Do not feed the 
culture during this period.

Preparing Target Bacteria Working Stocks
1. Inoculate bacteria on a blood agar plate and incubate 

overnight in an incubator (37°C, 5% CO2, Note 3).
2. Pneumococci yield alpha- hemolytic colonies that can 

be identified by a green halo surrounding the colony. 
Transfer 20 to 30 isolated colonies to a sterile tube 
containing 50 ml of THY broth. Incubate the tube for 
3 to 8 hours in a 37°C water bath until the top of the 
culture broth (i.e., do not mix) has an optical density 
at 600 nm of ~0.6 to 0.9.

3. Harvest the top 10 ml of the broth from the tube and 
transfer to a sterile tube.

4. Add 5 ml of glycerol (80% stock solution) and 10 ml 
of fresh THY broth. Mix well, and prepare 0.5 ml al-
iquots in cryovials. Store the vials frozen at −70°C 
until used (up to ~18 months).

5. Determine the dilution necessary to get about 100 
CFU/10 μl, see Note 2.

MOPA4
1. Incubate the serum samples to be tested at 56°C for 

30 min to inactivate the endogenous complement. 
Also, a small volume (0.1 ml) of heat- inactivated 
BRC will be needed for the assay.

2. Dry the THYA plates (eight THYA plates will be 
needed for every assay plate) by removing the lids and 
placing the plates in a laminar- flow hood for 30 to 60 
minutes (see Note 4). After plates are dry, replace lids 
to prevent overdrying, and keep at RT until needed.

3. Prepare overlay agar (~200 ml will be needed for every 
assay plate), OBB (1 tube as prepared above is suffi-
cient for 4–5 assay plates), 50 ml of 1× HBSS (without 
Ca2+, Mg2+, or phenol red), and 50 ml of 1× HBSS 
(with Ca2+ and Mg2+, without phenol red).

4. Prepare the microtiter assay plates (see Fig. 1 for assay 
plate layout):
a. For plate 1, add 20 μl of OBB to rows A through 

G, columns 1 through 12. Also, add 20 μl of OBB 
to row H, columns 1 and 2 only. For all other assay 
plates, add 20 μl of OBB to rows A through G, 
columns 1 through 12.

b. For plate 1, add 30 μl of heat- inactivated se-
rum samples (in duplicate) to row H, columns 3 
through 12, according to the plate layout. For all 
other assay plates, add 30 μl of heat- inactivated 
serum samples (in duplicate) to row H, columns 
1 through 12. Serum samples added to row H are 
undiluted. Serum samples yielding a high titer may 
have to be retested at a higher starting dilution.

c. Perform 3- fold serial dilutions by transferring 10 
μl from H to G, mixing, and transferring 10 μl 
from G to F, etc. After transferring 10 μl from B 
to A, mix the contents of A, and discard 10 μl. 
Repeat for all assay plates.

5. Prepare the target bacteria.
a. Rapidly thaw a frozen aliquot of each of the four 

target bacterial strains.
b. Wash each of the target strains with 1 ml of OBB 

by centrifugation.
c. After the final centrifugation, remove the OBB 

and suspend the pellet in 0.5 ml of OBB.
d. To 10 ml of OBB, add the desired volume of each 

of the four target strains according to the dilution 
factors calculated earlier (Note 2) in OBB.

6. Add 10 μl of the diluted bacterial mixture to each 
well, including all control wells.
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7. Incubate the microtiter plates at room temperature 
for 30 min with shaking (700 rpm).

8. During this time, remove the BRC from the freezer to 
thaw.

9. Also, during this incubation, prepare the differenti-
ated HL- 60 cells:
a. Transfer the DMF- differentiated HL- 60 cells from 

the culture flasks to 50 mL centrifuge tubes.
b. Centrifuge the HL- 60 cells at 350 × g for 5 min at 

RT.
c. Remove the supernatant and wash the cells with 

50 ml of 1× HBSS (without Ca2+ and Mg2+) by 
centrifugation as above.

d. Remove the supernatant and wash the cells with 
50 ml of 1× HBSS (with Ca2+ and Mg2+) by cen-
trifugation as above.

e. Remove the supernatant, and suspend the cells at 
1 × 107 cells/ml in OBB. Keep the cells at room 
temperature until needed.

10. Following the 30- minute incubation above, prepare 
a 1:4 mixture of heat- activated BRC and HL- 60 cells 
by mixing 100 μl of heat- inactivated BRC and 400 μl 
of HL- 60 cell suspension. Add 50 μl of this mixture to 
plate 1, column 1, rows A through H.

11. Prepare a 1:4 mixture of active BRC and HL- 60 cells 
(~5 ml of mixture will be needed for each assay plate). 
Add 50 μl of this mixture to all rows of plate 1, col-
umns 2 through 12. Also, add 50 μl of this mixture to 
all wells of remaining assay plates.

12. Incubate the microtiter plates on a shaker (700 rpm) 
for 45 minutes at 37°C, 5% CO2.

13. After the incubation period, place the microtiter 
plates on ice for 15 to 20 minutes (to stop the phago-
cytic process).

14. Using a 12- channel pipettor, spot 10 μl from the wells 
of row H onto each of four replicate THYA plates. Af-
ter spotting the 10 microliters onto the plate, imme-
diately tilt the plate to allow the spot to form a small 
strip of fluid (~1.5 to 2 cm long). Repeat the spotting 
procedure for rows G, F, and E onto the same set of 
four THYA plates. Rows D, C, B, and A are spotted 
onto a second set of four THYA plates. Continue this 
procedure for the remaining assay plates.

15. Leave the plates at RT for 10 to 20 minutes to let the 
excess fluid seep into the agar.

16. Aliquot the desired volume of overlay agar (cooled to 
56°C) to four glass bottles. Add TTC to each bottle 
to a final concentration of 25 mg/liter.

17. To one bottle, add optochin to a final concentration 
of 8 mg/liter. Add 25 ml of this overlay to the first 
replicate of the THYA plates spotted above.

18. To one bottle, add spectinomycin to a final concen-
tration of 300 mg/liter. Add 25 ml of this overlay 
to the second replicate of the THYA plates spotted 
above.

19. To one bottle, add streptomycin to a final concentra-
tion of 300 mg/liter. Add 25 ml of this overlay to the 
third replicate of the THYA plates spotted above.

FIGURE 1 Assay plate layout.
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20. To one bottle, add trimethoprim to a final concentra-
tion of 25 mg/liter. Add 25 ml of this overlay to the 
fourth replicate of the THYA plates spotted above.

21. After the overlay has solidified (~10 min), place the 
plates, upside down, in an incubator (37ºC, 5% CO2) 
and incubate overnight. Colonies that grow on the 
THYA plates with the optochin overlay are bacteria 
of the optochin- resistant serotype; those that grow on 
the THYA plates containing streptomycin are bacte-
ria of the streptomycin- resistant serotype, etc.

22. Count colonies and calculate the opsonization titer 
of each serum. The opsonization titer is the final di-
lution of serum that results in a ≥50% reduction in 
the number of colonies when compared to the Con-
trol- B (no serum control) wells. If an undiluted serum 
sample kills 55% of the bacteria in dilution 1, but the 
next dilution (3- fold) kills 15% of the bacteria, then 
the opsonization titer is 4 (e.g., 20/80 = 1:4 dilution; 
where 20 is the volume of serum in microliters and 80 
is the total volume of the reaction in microliters).

Assay Notes
Note 1. It is important to maintain the CO2 concentration 

at ~5% as HL- 60 cells are sensitive to subtle pH changes 
that can occur when the CO2 concentration changes. It 
is recommended the percent CO2 be checked regularly 
with an outside reference (such as a FYRITE gas ana-
lyzer produced by Bacharach, Pittsburgh, PA).

Note 2. BRC and/or HL- 60 cells can influence the num-
ber of CFU. Therefore, the optimal dilution of each 
strain must be determined in assay conditions (with-
out test serum). This can be easily accomplished by 
testing multiple bacterial dilutions using the MOPA 
procedure. The desired colony number in Control B 
is 100 to 150 CFU/spot.

Note 3. To maintain the integrity of the pneumococ-
cal bacterial stock cultures, remove the stock vial(s) 
containing bacteria from the freezer, quickly remove 
a fleck of ice from the stock vial, and immediately 
streak onto a blood agar plate. Replace the stock vial 
into the freezer promptly.

Note 4. Drying the THYA plates for the correct amount 
of time is very important. Usually 30 to 60 minutes is 
sufficient, although drying times vary depending on 
the humidity in the air. Underdrying the plates results 
in an excess number of colonies around the perimeter 
of the spot. This can affect the counting of the colo-
nies. Overdrying the plates can cause the spots to run 
together when the plates are tilted.

Note 5. We have found differences in potency between 
different lots of antibiotics. Therefore, the potency 
of each batch must be determined using all targets of 
interest. 
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CD3+CD8+TcR αβ thymus- derived T cells form the major 
effector cell component of the immune response against in-
tracellular pathogens. Naive CD8+ T cells encounter anti-
gen, expand, and divide, and effector cells mediate a range 
of functions. These include major histocompatibility com-
plex (MHC) class I restricted killing of infected host cells, 
noncytolytic suppression, and release of soluble cytokines 
and chemokines. After the acute infection is contained the 
number of active effector cells declines, but antigen- specific 
memory CD8+ T cells persist, ready to expand rapidly upon 
antigen re- exposure. Most CD8+ antigen- specific T cells 
recognize viral antigen as a peptide presented by an MHC 
class I molecule. The T- cell receptor of the antigen- specific 
CD8+ cell interacts with the MHC class I antigenic peptide 
complex on the surface of the antigen-presenting cell (1).

Antigen- specific CD8+ T cells can be detected by iden-
tification of a specific T cell receptor which will interact 
with a unique MHC- class I peptide complex, or function-
ally, through effector activities after stimulation with spe-
cific antigen. The traditional method for the detection of 
antigen- specific CD8+ T cells has been the 51Cr release as-
say. This assay detects the ability of an effector cell popula-
tion to lyse a target cell population labeled with the gamma 
emitter 51Cr. Over the past 2 decades, other approaches 
have been developed to study antigen- specific CD8+ T- cell 
responses. These include intracellular cytokine staining (2, 
3), MHC class I tetramer staining (4), and enzyme- linked 
immunospot, abbreviated as ELISPOT. These newer assays 
present numerous advantages including ease of use, rapidity, 
and sensitivity (5, 6). The simplest and most cost- effective 
of these methods is the ELISPOT assay. This assay detects 
the secretion of cytokine after specific stimulation, usually a 
specific peptide or recombinant vaccinia virus with a foreign 
gene insert. The sensitivity of the assay has been estimated 
as 50 or fewer antigen- specific T- cells per 1 × 106 lympho-
cytes, at least 1 log10 more sensitive than traditional limiting 
dilution analysis or bulk 51Cr release assay (7).

The ELISPOT assay was first described in 1983 as an 
alternative to the plaque- forming assay for the detection 
of antibody- secreting cells (ASC) (8). In the initial re-
port, spleen cells from immunized mice were incubated in 
antigen- coated, 96- well polystyrene plates. After removal 
of the cells, bound antibodies were detected by an immu-
noenzyme procedure. In areas of the plate where antibody 

production had occurred, the substrate was deposited in cir-
cular zones (spots), which could then be enumerated (8). It 
was not long before the ELISPOT assay was modified for the 
detection of cytokine- secreting T- cells, using nitrocellulose 
membranes and cytokine- specific monoclonal antibodies 
(9). ELISPOT is now used to detect both CD8+ and CD4+ 
T- cell responses to antigens from a broad range of infectious 
agents and vaccine preparations (10–16), as well as tumor 
antigens (14, 17) and autoantigens (18). ELISPOT has also 
become the method of choice for comprehensive mapping 
of T- cell epitopes (19–22).

ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSPOT ASSAY 
(ELISPOT) PROTOCOL
The protocol given below is for the detection and enumer-
ation of gamma interferon (IFN- γ)- secreting T cells from 
individuals infected with HIV- 1, after specific stimulation 
of PBMC with recombinant vaccinia viruses expressing 
HIV- 1 gene products (23). This assay may be adapted for 
use with synthetic peptides, including overlapping peptide 
pools, as described in detail elsewhere (19, 20, 24). Studies 
comparing the recombinant vaccinia- based ELISPOT to 
the peptide- based method suggest that these two variants 
provide similar results (25, 26).

Day 1: Coating of ELISPOT Plates
1. Mix 25 μl anti- IFNγ mAb clone 1- D1K (1 mg/ml; 

Catalog #3420- 3- 1000, Mabtech AB, Nacka Strand, 
Sweden) with 5 ml sodium bicarbonate buffer, pH 
9.6 (2.93 g NaHCO3, 1.59 g Na2CO3, 0.2% NaN3 in 
a volume of 1 liter H2O, sterile filtered). (Note that 
some laboratories use standard phosphate- buffered sa-
line [PBS] as a coating buffer.)

2. Add 50 μl of the above primary antibody solution to 
each well of a sterile MultiScreen 96- well filtration 
plate (#MAHA S4510; Millipore, Billerica, MA), 
ensuring that the bottom of each well is entirely cov-
ered; refrigerate at 4°C overnight.
Note: Coated plates must be left in the refrigerator for 
a minimum of 5 hours, or can remain at 4°C for up to 
5 days before proceeding to the next step. Care should 
be taken to limit evaporation from peripheral wells, 
for example by wrapping plates with plastic film.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch30
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Day 2: Addition of Cells and Stimulating Antigen
3. Invert the plate to discard unbound primary antibody 

and pat down firmly onto paper towels to remove ex-
cess liquid from wells. Using a multichannel pipet-
tor, add 200 μl PBS to each well. Avoid touching the 
bottom of wells with pipette tips. Invert the plate to 
discard liquid, and again pat down firmly onto pa-
per towels. Repeat the above washing step with PBS 
three more times. (Note: plates may also be washed 
using a hand- held squirt bottle.)

4. Mix 5 ml heat- inactivated pooled human AB serum 
(PHS) with 45 ml RPMI 1640 medium and sterile fil-
ter. Add 50 μl of the above blocking solution to each 
well and incubate plate at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 1 hour.

5. While plate is incubating in blocking solution, pre-
pare cells for adding to plate. Either fresh or frozen 
PBMC can be used. Usually 1 × 105 to 2 × 105 cells 
are required per well, and each condition is assayed in 
triplicate. As an example, an assay in which responses 
to the HIV antigens Env, Gag, Pol, and Nef are be-
ing measured will require 4 × 3 wells in addition to 
triplicate background and one positive control well 
(four additional wells). If the optimal 2 × 105 cells 
are added per well, 3.2 × 106 cells are required. Frozen 
cells may be thawed, or fresh PBMC may be isolated 
from whole blood, followed by washing 3× in RPMI 
1640 supplemented with 15% FCS, and resuspending 
cells in 5% PHS solution (same as blocking solution 
in step 4) at a concentration of 1 × 105 to 2 × 105 
cells per 100 μl.

6. After the 1- hour incubation in step 4, add 100 μl cell 
suspension to each well. It is not necessary to remove 
the blocking solution.

7. If using recombinant vaccinia virus (rVV) to stimu-
late cells, add rVV to appropriate wells at a multiplic-
ity of infection (MOI) of 2. Note: For consistency it 
is recommended that all rVV be diluted to the same 
concentration; a versatile concentration is 2 × 108 
rVV/ml. If using peptide to stimulate cells, add pep-
tide such that the final concentration of the peptide 
in each well (150 μl total volume) is 10 μg/ml. For a 
positive control, add phytohemagglutinin (PHA) to 
the well such that the final concentration of PHA is 
10 μg/ml. Incubate plate at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 1 hour. 
(If not using vaccinia viruses, incubate overnight at 
37°C, 5% CO2, then proceed to step 9.)

8. If using vaccinia viruses, add 30 μl filtered fetal calf 
serum to each well. Return plate to incubator at 37°C, 
5% CO2 and incubate overnight (14–20 hours).

Day 3: Assay Development
9. Aspirate the contents of each well, being careful not to 

touch membrane at the bottom of the well. Add 200 μl 
0.05% Tween solution to each well (250 μl Tween 20, 
500 ml PBS). Invert plate to discard washing solution 
and pat firmly on paper towels to remove excess liquid 
from wells. Repeat wash three more times.

10. Mix 5 μl biotin- conjugated anti- IFNγ mAb clone 
7- B6- 1 (1 mg/ml Mabtech #3420- 6) with 5 ml PBS. 
Add 50 μl of the above secondary antibody solution 
to each well and incubate plate at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 
2 hours.

11. At least 20 minutes before the end of the 2- hour incu-
bation, prepare the avidin- peroxidase complex solu-
tion (Vectastain ABC kit; Vector Laboratories Elite 

PK- 6100 Standard, Burlingame, CA). Add 1 drop 
each solution A and B to 5 ml 0.1% Tween solution 
(the washing solution used in step 12). This complex 
must be prepared at least 20 minutes prior to use.

12. Invert plate to discard unbound secondary antibody 
and pat firmly on paper towels to remove excess liquid 
from wells. Add 200 μl 0.1% Tween solution to each 
well (500 μl Tween 20, 500 ml PBS). Discard wash 
solution as above and repeat wash three more times.

13. Add 50μl of this ABC solution (prepared in step 11) 
to each well and incubate at room temperature on a 
flat surface for 1 hour.

14. Wash wells 4× as in step 12.
15. Add 50 μl stable diaminobenzidine (DAB) (#750118; 

Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) to each well. In-
cubate at room temperature for 5 minutes on a flat 
surface.

16. Invert plate to discard DAB into waste receptacle. 
Rinse wells thoroughly with tap water 3×. Remove 
the plastic underdrain, wipe the back of plates gently 
with absorbent paper towels, and allow the plate to air 
dry. Count spots under an inverted microscope or with 
the aid of an automated reader (such as AID ELIS-
POT Reader Classic ELR07; Autoimmun Diagnostika 
GmbH, Strassberg, Germany, and San Diego, CA).

17. Analyze ELISPOT data by subtracting the average 
spot- forming cells (SFC) in triplicate background wells 
(stimulated by media alone) from the average SFC in 
test wells. Convert the result to spot- forming cells per 
106 cells by multiplying by 5 (in the case of 2 × 105 
cells/well) or 10 (in the case of 1 × 105 cells/well).

METHODS OF ENHANCING ELISPOT 
SENSITIVITY
In an effort to increase the sensitivity of ELISPOT, several 
groups have developed modifications of the standard proto-
col involving the addition of exogenous cytokines, costim-
ulatory antibodies, or antigen- presenting cells. A partial 
listing of these methods is given in Table 1; for additional 
details the original references should be consulted.

Positive Controls
Considerable methodological variation exists among labo-
ratories; however, in recent years there has been an effort 
to standardize laboratory procedures in view of large- scale 
clinical trials (7, 17, 24, 27–31).

As a positive control for cytokine release, many labo-
ratories rely on polyclonal stimuli (PHA or staphylococ-
cal enterotoxin B [SEB]). However, these reagents may 
give rise to a nearly confluent lawn of spots. Currier and 
colleagues developed a control peptide pool consisting of 
23 peptides derived from influenza virus, cytomegalovirus 
(CMV), and Epstein- Barr virus (EBV), corresponding to 
known CD8 epitopes restricted by a variety of MHC class I 
alleles (32). This pool, known as “CEF” (CMV- EBV- Flu), is 
recognized by approximately 85% of the general population 
and is available through the NIH AIDS Reagent Program, 
Germantown, MD, or commercially through JPT Peptide 
Technologies, Berlin, Germany.

The quality of ELISPOT results may be affected by cell 
viability, cell concentration, addition of antigen- presenting 
cells, source of stimulating antigen, length of stimulating 
peptides, DMSO content of peptide preparations, infectiv-
ity of vaccinia stocks, operator variability, reader variability, 
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and numerous other factors. These issues are addressed in 
detail by several reports, as shown in Table 2.

Interpreting ELISPOT Data: Establishing Background 
Levels and Identifying Positive Responses
Statistical methods for evaluating ELISPOT results and de-
termining the appropriate positive cutoff have varied con-
siderably between laboratories. Although many research 
laboratories continue to rely on empirical approaches, sev-
eral recent reviews have addressed the need to standardize 
ELISPOT data analysis for Phase I and II clinical trials. A 
summary of analytical methods reported in the literature is 
given in Table 3.

Research and Clinical Applications of the ELISPOT 
Assay
Since the first reports describing the T- cell ELISPOT assay 
more than 20 years ago, ELISPOT has been used to detect 
T- cell responses to antigens from a variety of infectious 
agents, including bacteria, viruses, and protozoa (10–16). 
During this time, advances in cellular immunology have 
revealed a surprising level of functional heterogeneity and 
developmental plasticity among mammalian T- cell subsets 
(33–35). These advances have led to a new awareness of 

the complex roles played by CD4+ and CD8+ T- cells during 
an adaptive immune response. While many vaccine studies 
continue to focus on a limited repertoire of cytokines, no-
tably IFN- γ and interleukin- 2 (IL- 2), commercial reagents 
now permit the detection of a broad range of factors. These 
include IL- 1β, IL- 2, IL- 4, IL- 5, IL- 6, IL- 9, IL- 10, IL- 12, IL- 
13, IL- 17, IL- 23, IL- 31, IFN- γ, granulocyte macrophage 
colony- stimulating factor (GM- CSF), tumor necrosis factor 
alpha (TNF- α), TGF- β, RANTES/CCL- 5, CXCL8/IL- 8, 
MIG/CXCL9, IP- 10/CXCL10, Granzyme B, Perforin, and 
FAS ligand/TNFSF6. Multi- color ELISPOT (36) and “fluo-
rospot” (37) protocols have been developed, permitting the 
simultaneous detection of two to three secreted factors using 
specialized ELISPOT readers.

As ELISPOT technology has become more accessible, 
there has been increasing awareness of the potential sources 
of intra-  and interassay variability. The necessity of har-
monizing protocols for adoption by network- based clinical 
trials has led to a series of coordinated efforts to standard-
ize assay validation (7, 27, 28). Several recent validation 
studies have been conducted by large, multi- laboratory con-
sortia, including the Cancer Vaccine Consortium (CVC/
SVI), the Clinical Trials in Organ Transplant (CTOT) 
Consortium, and the NIH- funded ELISPOT Collaborative 
Study Group (38–40). As ELISPOT protocols continue to 

TABLE 1 Methods of enhancing ELISPOT sensitivity

Method Comments Reference(s)

Costimulatory antibodies May increase background Ott et al. (41)
Monocyte- derived dendritic cells Mature DC are more efficient 

than immature DC
Larsson et al. (42)

B cells May increase background Altfeld et al. (43)
IL- 2, - 7, and/or - 15 May increase background Calarota et al., Chitnis et al., Kim et 

al., Jennes et al. (15, 44–46)
MHC class I/II transfected K562 

cells
Reduces background; requires 

specialized reagents
Britten et al. (47)

TABLE 2 Parameters influencing ELISPOT assay variability

Parameter Comments Reference(s)

Background Assays with background >120 SFC/106 
considered invalid

Mwau et al. (27)

Cell number (PBMC) Optimal number is 2 × 105/well Russell et al. (7)
Cryopreservation Average recovery 60%; viability 90%

Positive responses remain detectable
Magnitude of responses diminished
Controlled stepwise freezing is optimal

Russell et al. (7)
Russell et al. (7)
Mwau et al. (27)
Mwau et al. (27)

Detection threshold 50 SFC/106 PBMC (0.005%) Russell et al. (7)
ELISPOT reader Automated readers superior to manual 

counting
Herr et al., Janetzki et al. (29, 

48)
Incubation time 16–20 hours Russell et al. (7)
Peptide preparations DMSO <1%

Optimal length: 15- mers
Effect of concentration: 2 μg/ml adequate
5–10 μg/ml maximal; 20 μg/ml inhibitory
Peptides should be filtered

Mwau et al., Russell et al. (7, 27)
Russell et al. (7)
Russell et al. (7) 

Karlsson et al. (49)
Vaccinia viruses Titer on susceptible cell line

Routinely verify expression of foreign 
protein by Western blot

Larsson et al., Sun et al. (23, 25)
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improve and research applications continue to proliferate, 
the trend towards increased standardization and validation 
is likely to continue to accelerate in the future.
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Regulatory T cells (Treg) are a small subset (<5%) of circu-
lating CD4+ T cells. Due to their ability to suppress functions 
of other lymphocytes, Treg are responsible for maintaining 
immune responses in balance. This system of immune checks 
and balances exists to protect us from autoimmune diseases, 
prevent tissue damage resulting from intense inflammatory 
responses induced by infectious or non- infectious injuries 
and to contain chronic inflammatory reactions that might 
promote tumor development (1). Treg seem to be capable 
of fulfilling all these functions, largely due to their plasticity, 
which allows them to readily adjust to conditions in the 
local microenvironment (2). Viewed in this context, Treg 
can be considered as a protective mechanism designed to 
limit inflammatory tissue damage, but also as a potentially 
dangerous suppressor of immune responses that benefit the 
host. For example, in chronic viral infections such as HIV- 1 
infections, Treg could either suppress excessive immune 
activation, thus benefiting the host, or limit antiviral im-
munity needed by the host to contain the infection. Today, 
the role of Treg in HIV- 1 remains highly controversial (3). 
In cancer, Treg are emerging both as contributors to cancer 
progression, because of their ability to block anti- tumor im-
mune responses, and also as inhibitors of cancer progression 
via their ability to suppress cancer- promoting inflammation 
(4). It is unclear whether the anti- inflammatory activity of 
Treg or their suppression of antitumor immunity contrib-
utes to disease outcome, and the mechanisms responsible for 
regulation of Treg functions remain unknown. Factors that 
govern Treg behavior in situ are being intensely investigated 
in various human diseases. An excess of Treg (e.g., in some 
cancers) or their numerical or functional deficiency (e.g., in 
autoimmune diseases) is associated with clinical symptoms 
and may predict outcome. For these reasons, measurements 
of Treg frequency and function in the circulation, and espe-
cially in tissues, are of great importance.

Human Treg, as opposed to murine Treg, are difficult to 
study. This is in part because Treg are a minor subset of CD4+ 
T cells, but mainly because no marker specific for human 
Treg has been defined so far. FOXP3, a transcription factor, 
is a reliable biomarker of murine Treg; however, in humans, 
FOXP3 may be transiently expressed in activated conven-
tional CD4+ T cells, may be absent in some inducible Treg, 
and may be found in tumor cells (4, 5). For these reasons, it 
is not considered to be “specific” for human Treg. Thus, the 
only reliable identification of human Treg depends on their 

functional ability to suppress activities of other lymphocytes. 
While initially, Treg were considered to be a distinct subset 
of functionally defined suppressor cells, more recent data 
point to the existence of distinct Treg subsets responsible for 
specifically targeted regulatory activities (4). This functional 
heterogeneity of human Treg as well as their phenotypic plas-
ticity have created considerable confusion in the field, and 
the definition of Treg subsets remains controversial, as re-
flected by recent attempts to update their nomenclature (6).

CURRENT NOMENCLATURE OF Treg
The recently adapted nomenclature for Treg renames nat-
ural (n)Treg to “thymic- derived (t)Treg,” while the former 
inducible (i)Treg are now referred to as “peripheral (p)Treg” 
to reflect their differentiation in the periphery as opposed 
to the thymus. In vitro- induced Treg, which simulate pTreg, 
are now called Tr1 cells (6). This revised nomenclature cor-
rectly emphasizes the distinct origin of various Treg subsets. 
It also acknowledges the fact that pTreg can and, in fact 
do, differentiate in the periphery from the conventional 
CD4+ Treg under conditions of antigenic stimulation and 
an appropriate cytokine milieu (7). In this chapter, I have 
selected to use the older terminology of iTreg rather than 
pTreg because, in my view, it better defines the inducible 
versus naturally acquired character of the Treg subsets de-
tectable in the human peripheral circulation.

PHENOTYPING OF HUMAN Treg
There is currently no agreement as to the best phenotypic as-
say for human Treg. A 2013 international canvas resulted in a 
list of 21 markers used for flow- based phenotyping of Treg. Of 
these, only 4 (CD3, CD4, CD25, and FOXP3) were used by 
95 to 100% of the canvas participants. Negative expression 
of CD127 was used by 77%, and of CD45RA by only 27%, 
of participants. These six markers were considered the “back-
bone” markers. All other markers, including CTLA- 4, CD39, 
CCR7, HELIOS, or CD69, were considered “optional.”

It has been suggested that, in the absence of a well- 
defined and stable marker for all human Treg, it might be 
useful to consider a combination of markers that could help 
define distinct Treg subsets, allowing, for example, for dis-
crimination of circulating Treg from those preferentially 
recruited to lymph nodes or to other tissue sites. Indeed, a 
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TABLE 1 Phenotypic characteristics of human nTreg, iTreg, and CD4+T conventionala

Markers nTreg iTreg CD4+conv Comment

CD3 + + +
CD4 + + +
CD25 High ± Int/low Activation marker
CD122/CD132 ± ++ ±
FOXP3* + ± ± Transient expression in activated T cells

SATIB1 − ± ± Transcription factor regulated by FOXP3 
negative Treg marker

CD45RA + − + or − iTreg are CD45RO+

CTLA- 4 + + + Upregulated on Treg
CD127 − − + Used for negative selection of Treg

HELIOSb* + −b ± Transient expression in activated T cells

ICOS# ± + + iTreg in melanoma TIL upregulate its 
expression

NRP1# ± + ± Restricted expression

CD39# + ++ − Ectonucleotidase; hydrolyzes eATP to 5AMP; 
upregulated on Treg in TIL

CD73*# + ±c ±d Ectonucleotidase; when coexpressed with 
CD39 on cell surface in activated Treg, it 
hydrolyzes 5′ AMP to adenosine

CD26e − ± + Peptidase linked to ADA1; used as a negative 
Treg marker

GITR# + + +
CD134 ± ++ ± Upregulated on Treg
CD137# + ++ ± Upregulated on iTreg in TIL
PD- 1# ± ++ ± As above
PD- L1# ± ++ ± As above
TIM- 3# + ++ ? As above
LAG- 3# + ++ + As above
CCR- 4# + ++ ± As above
CCR6# + ++ ± As above
CCR7# + ++ ± As above

GARP/LAPf# + ++ − Upregulated on the surface of circulating Treg 
in cancer

TGF- β*# + ++ −

IL- 10*# + + −
GrB/perforin# ± ++ −
COX- 2# − + −
Ki67*# ± + ± Treg proliferate in vivo

aThe list is not comprehensive and includes most commonly studied Treg markers. The iTreg column includes data for ex 
vivo- evaluated cells and/or for in vitro- generated cells. For a more in-depth commentary on expression of the listed markers on 
nTreg and iTreg, see reference 9. Symbols: * indicates intracytoplasmic/intranuclear expression; # indicates that expression levels 
are variable and dependent on the state of Treg activation. Table reproduced with permission from reference 9.

bExpression of HELIOS in nTreg versus iTreg has been debated and its usefulness for discriminating between nTreg and iTreg 
is not entirely clear.

cCD73 is abundantly present in the cytoplasm of Treg but appears to be readily downregulated (probably enzymatically 
cleaved) from their cell surface; it is seen on the cell surface in highly variable proportions of iTreg and only <1% of nTreg.

dCD73 is expressed on the cell surface of a small subset (8 to 18%) of CD4+CD73+ T cells in the peripheral blood of normal 
donors.

eADA1 is an enzyme (adenosine deaminase 1).
fGARP (glycoprotein A repetitions predominant) or garpin and LAP (latency- associated peptide) are TGF- β− associated 

membrane- bound molecules.
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combination of CD4+FOXP3+CD25highCD39+ Treg char-
acterizes a subset of Treg capable of suppressing functions 
of autologous Teff cells, and the presence of CCR4, CCR6, 
or CCR7 chemokine receptors might suggest the ability of 
these cells to migrate to tissues in response to their respec-
tive ligands (8). Also, marker combinations could better 
discriminate activated Treg from their precursors or serve to 
distinguish iTreg from nTreg. Table 1 provides a list of phe-
notypic markers that are being used alone or in various com-
binations with other markers for flow cytometry assessments 
of Treg frequency and the functional attributes that can be 
evaluated by the use of flow cytometry. The list (reproduced 
with permission from reference 9) is not comprehensive, but 
it includes markers that have been most commonly used to 
study human Treg.

An alternative approach to a study of human Treg may 
be to focus on a Treg subset that is known to be biologically 
important and selectively defined by expression of a stable 
surface marker. For example, the subset of Treg and iTreg ex-
pressing CD39, an ectoenzyme that catalyzes hydrolysis of ex-
ogenous ATP to ADP and then to 5′ AMP is of considerable 
interest because CD39+ Treg have been shown to produce 
extracellular adenosine (ADO), which exerts potent immu-
nosuppressive activity (10). CD39 is present on the surface of 
Treg but not other CD4+ T cells, and it defines a functionally 
active Treg subset that appears to be expanded in disease (9). 
This subset of Treg was first described in the seminal papers 
by Borsellino et al. and Deaglio et al. (11, 12). Our own stud-
ies have contributed to defining the role of CD39+ Treg in 
cancer and HIV (9, 13) and have suggested that the adeno-
sinergic pathway is one of the major components of tumor- 
induced or HIV- I- induced immune suppression.

Suppressor Assays for Human Treg
In view of the lack of Treg- specific markers in humans 
and the phenotypic profile combining multiple markers 
(Table 1), Treg suppressive activity remains the only reliable 
means of their identification regardless of the phenotypic 
subtype. Conventionally, inhibition of responder T- cell 
proliferation or of T- cell activation has been considered a 
useful functional assay for Treg (9). More recently, Ki67, 
the universal proliferation marker, proved to be useful as a 
functional Treg marker but only in vivo and only in mice, 
whereas Treg were shown to proliferate vigorously and ex-
press Ki67 (14).

Human Treg proliferate poorly in vitro. Table 2 lists in vi-
tro suppressor assays commonly used to evaluate functions of 
human Treg. In addition, expression of certain phenotypic 
markers by Treg could be taken as evidence of their sup-
pressor function. For example, markers such as CD39 and 
CD73 ectonucleotidases, expressed on the Treg subset that 
produces immunosuppressive adenosine (10), have readily 
measurable enzymatic activity and can be used to differenti-
ate iTreg from nTreg (15). Expression of other markers such 
as the latency- associated peptide (LAP) and/or glycoprotein 
A repetitions predominant (GARP) on iTreg suggests the 
involvement of the TGF- β pathway in iTreg- mediated sup-
pression (9). Intracellular expression of granzyme B and/or 
perforin granules in Treg, as well as surface expression of 
FasL in activated Treg (9), has been associated with suppres-
sive functions of these cells; although none of these markers 
are specific for Treg, their flow cytometry- based detection 
in combination with the constellation of phenotypic Treg 
markers, such as CD25high and FOXP3, for example, are quite 
useful. They allow for estimations of Treg suppressor func-
tion without isolation of Treg from body fluids. The process 
of Treg isolation by immune capture on antibody- coated 
beads is complex, and it is dependent either on negative 
selection (e.g., the absence of CD127 or CD26 expression 
on Treg) or on positive selection (e.g., a high expression 
level of CD25 or the presence of CD39 on Treg) to differ-
entiate these cells from conventional CD4+ T cells. The re-
covery of purified Treg by this process in numbers sufficient 
for the performance of the conventional carboxyfluorescein 
succinimidyl ester (CFSE)- based suppressor assays (Table 2) 
represents a frequently encountered difficulty (9). Often, ei-
ther the number or the purity of isolated Treg is insufficient 
for reliable performance or adequate interpretation of sup-
pressor assays. For these reasons, flow cytometry- based as-
says incorporating the detection and measurements of levels 
of expression of biologically active markers in human Treg 
without cell isolation are useful. They allow for correlations 
of the Treg phenotype with Treg suppressor functions in se-
lected tissue locations such as the tumor microenvironment 
or an inflammatory site of interest. For example, studying by 
flow cytometry expression levels of the checkpoint inhibi-
tory molecules such as CTLA- 4, PD- 1, LAG- 3, or TIM- 3 
on Treg found in tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL), we 
have observed increased surface expression of these mole-
cules on Treg in situ (16). The implication of this finding 

TABLE 2 Functional assays for human nTreg and iTrega

Assay type Suppressor cell (Ts) Responder cell (Tr) Measurement

Multiparameter flow 
cytometry

Ex vivo- activated T cells 
(6–12 h)

− Intracellular expression of 
1–5 cytokines

As above nTreg or iTreg − GARP/LAP expression
As above nTreg or iTreg CD4+T conv

ex vivo activated, 
7–20 h

Downregulation of CD69 
or CD154 expression 
on Tr

Supernatants nTreg or iTreg
± activation

− Adenosine, PGE2, TGF- β, 
IL- 10 production

Coculturesb nTreg or iTreg CFSE- labeled
CD4+T conv

Proliferation inhibition

FOXP3 demethylation 
(MS- QPCR)

nTreg − Detects T- reg specific 
demethylation region 
(TSDR)

aTable reproduced with permission from reference 9. Abbreviations: CFSE, carboxyfluorescein; MS- QPCR, mass 
spectrometry- quantitative PCR. Other abbreviations as listed in Table 1.

bCocultures of suppressor with responder cells require assays set up at different Ts/TR ratios.
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is that Treg- mediated suppression of antitumor immune re-
sponses in situ involves signaling via these regulatory mole-
cules (16). These flow cytometry- based assessments make it 
possible to simultaneously estimate the frequency of human 
Treg and of their functional attributes in situ.

CORRELATIONS OF Treg MEASURES WITH 
DISEASE
Although considerable progress in understanding the role 
of Treg in human health and disease has been made, reports 
correlating the Treg frequency, and especially their suppres-
sive activity, with disease progression are not always consis-
tent or reliable. For example, elimination or downregulation 
of Treg activity has long been considered to be a desirable 
strategy in cancer immunotherapy, and various agents, in-
cluding cyclophosphamide, daclizumab (anti- CD25 Ab), 
and denileukin diftitox (ONTAC), or tyrosine kinase in-
hibitors such as sunitinib, have been utilized in preclinical 
and clinical studies to deplete Treg (reviewed in reference 
9). However, it has not been possible to convincingly cor-
relate Treg depletion by these agents with clinical benefits 
in patients with cancer (17). This is likely to be a reflection 
of Treg diversity as much as of difficulties associated with 
reliable assessments of this small, phenotypically and func-
tionally heterogenous lymphocyte subset. Nevertheless, the 
excessive accumulations of Treg (e.g., at tumor sites in some 
human cancers) and, conversely, the reduction/depletion 
of Treg in autoimmune diseases have been linked to cancer 
progression or to improvement of clinical manifestations, 
respectively (9). Furthermore, newer data on the effects of 
immune therapies on the Treg suggest that modulating the 
frequency and/or regulatory functions of these cells may be 
beneficial to patients (9). Therefore, accurate measurements 
of the changes in Treg before, during, and after therapy are 
critically important, and the development of reliable, read-
ily applicable monitoring tools for Treg subsets in the pe-
ripheral circulation and tissues of patients remains a priority.

SUMMARY
Treg play an important role in homeostasis of antitumor, 
antiviral, and autoreactive immunity. For this reason, Treg 
remain an attractive target for immunotherapy. Measure-
ments of their frequency and functions in health or disease 
and the understanding of mechanisms Treg utilize for medi-
ating immune suppression are critical for the development of 
therapeutic strategies for autoimmune diseases, cancer, and 
chronic viral infections such as HIV- 1. Treg may be beneficial 
to the host by containing excessive immune activation such 
as occurs in HIV- 1 or in cancers associated with chronic local 
inflammation. They could also serve as biomarkers for dis-
ease progression/regression if more solid correlations between 
their presence/activity and disease outcome or response to 
therapy are established in the future. For either of these rea-
sons, assessments of Treg in the circulation and tissues are an 
essential component of comprehensive immune monitoring 
of patients with dysfunctions of the immune system.

This work is in part supported by NIH grant R0- 1 CA168628 to 
TLW.
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Natural killer (NK) cells are a subset of innate lymphocytes 
initially identified for their ability to specifically kill virally 
infected and transformed cells without prior antigen sensiti-
zation. NK cells efficiently kill target cells through directed 
release of perforin- containing secretory lysosomes, a feature 
shared with cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) (1). Despite 
similarities in effector mechanisms, the strategies employed 
by NK cells and CTLs for target cell recognition are dis-
tinct yet complementary with respect to immune defense. 
Whereas CTLs express recombined, clonally distributed an-
tigen receptors that dictate their activation and are selected 
for recognition of cells presenting nonself peptides in the 
context of major histocompatibility (MHC) class I mole-
cules, NK cells rely on dynamic integration of signals from 
various germ line- encoded receptors for target cell discrim-
ination. NK cells express numerous inhibitory receptors to 
detect normal expression of MHC class I and can selectively 
kill target cells that downregulate these molecules (2). NK 
cell activation by target cells with low MHC class I levels 
does not occur by default, but rather is mediated through en-
gagement of different activating receptors (3). Representing 
an effector arm of humoral immunity, NK cells express the 
low- affinity Fc receptor CD16, which facilitates antibody- 
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (4). Moreover, supporting 
first- line defense against virally infected or stressed cells, a 
multiplicity of activating receptors that participate in nat-
ural cytotoxicity have been identified. In general, engage-
ment of each such receptor alone is not sufficient to induce 
NK cell cytotoxicity. However, certain combinations of re-
ceptor signals can synergistically activate NK cell effector 
functions (5). Reflecting the expression of several activating 
receptors on NK cells that bind ligands exclusively expressed 
on hematopoietic cells, the ability of NK cells to kill autol-
ogous, activated immune cells is increasingly appreciated as 
an important immunoregulatory mechanism to control and 
shape adaptive immune responses (6). Upon activation, NK 
cells not only release granules but also abundantly produce 
chemokines and cytokines (7).

In humans, NK cells are commonly defined as CD3−

CD56+ cells and typically constitute 5 to 15% of peripheral 
blood lymphocytes (8). NK cells are also abundant in cer-
tain tissues such as the liver and uterus. During pregnancy, 
NK cells are attributed an important role in vascularization 
of the placenta (9). Increasingly, various NK cell subsets 
with differing functional properties are being described 

(10). A major distinction has been made between CD3−

CD56bright and CD3−CD56dim NK cells, in which the former 
is considered a precursor of the latter (11). CD3−CD56bright 
NK cells all express NKG2A, an inhibitory receptor for 
HLA- E, as well as CD62L, a selectin that mediates hom-
ing to secondary lymphoid tissues, and produce abundant 
gamma interferon (IFN- γ) in response to combinations of 
exogenous cytokines including interleukin- 2 (IL- 2), IL- 15, 
IL- 12, and IL- 18. Comparatively, CD3−CD56dim NK cells 
are more cytotoxic and produce higher levels of tumor ne-
crosis factor (TNF) and IFN- γ upon target cell recognition 
relative to CD3−CD56bright NK cells (7). CD3−CD56dim 
NK cells can also be divided into subsets based on varie-
gated expression of inhibitory NKG2A and KIR receptors 
for HLA. Generally, levels of KIR increase while NKG2A 
and CD62L decrease upon differentiation. Compared with 
adaptive lymphocyte subsets, NK cells are generally consid-
ered to be relatively short- lived. However, upon infection 
with certain viruses such as cytomegalovirus, longer- lived 
NK cell subsets have been characterized in mice (12, 13). 
The nature and requirements for differentiation of similar, 
adaptive NK cells in humans is a topic of current research.

In humans, a few isolated primary NK cell deficiencies 
have been characterized (14, 15). Heterozygous mutations 
in GATA2 may present as isolated NK cell deficiency, which 
has been designated classical NK cell deficiency (CNKD) 
1 (16). GATA2 is a transcription factor implicated in de-
velopment of multiple hematopoietic lineages. Remarkably, 
GATA2 haploinsufficiency is associated with selective defi-
ciency in monocytes, B cells, and NK cells and clinically as-
sociated with severe papilloma and herpesvirus infections as 
well as development of myelodysplastic syndromes that may 
progress to acute myeloid leukemia (17–20). Furthermore, 
autosomal recessive missense mutations in MCM4, encod-
ing a protein involved in DNA replication, have been as-
sociated with NK cell deficiency and termed CNKD2 (21). 
MCM4 deficiency is associated with an absence of CD56dim 
NK cells and severe viral infections as well as adrenal insuf-
ficiency. Furthermore, a rare autosomal missense mutation 
in FCGR3A, leading to an L66H amino acid substitution in 
the extracellular domain of CD16, has been associated with 
severe herpesvirus infections in three unrelated families 
and so far represents the only described isolated functional 
NK cell deficiency (FNKD1) (14). Surprisingly, patients 
with CD16 L66H mutations displayed decreased natural 
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cytotoxicity but normal antibody- dependent cellular cyto-
toxicity, which might be attributed to abrogated biochem-
ical interactions between CD16 and CD2 receptors (22).

Several primary immunodeficiencies have revealed genes 
required for development of NK cells as well as other lym-
phocyte subsets, for example, SCID caused by mutations in 
ADA, AK2, IL2RG, and JAK3 (14, 15). In addition, patients 
with autosomal recessive STAT5B mutations manifest with a 
growth hormone insensitivity syndrome that is immunolog-
ically associated with low T- cell numbers and NK cell defi-
ciency (23). Furthermore, autosomal recessive mutations in 
multiple genes required for NK cell-  and CTL- mediated cy-
totoxicity have been associated with disease (1). Clinically, 
congenital impairments in lymphocyte cytotoxic function 
are associated with hyperinflammatory syndromes such as 
hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) (24). Autoso-
mal recessive mutations in PRF1, encoding perforin, abrogate 
lymphocyte cytotoxicity (25). In patients with PRF1 muta-
tions, typically perforin expression is absent while degranula-
tion is normal (26). In other patients presenting with HLH, 
degranulation is defective, a feature that has been linked 
to autosomal recessive mutations in UNC13D, STXBP2, 
STX11, RAB27A, and LYST (mutations in the two latter 
genes also cause hypopigmentation) (26). Finally, autosomal 
recessive mutations in ORAI1 and STIM1, required for store- 
operated Ca2+ entry, are associated with combined immuno-
deficiency and result in defective NK cell degranulation and 
cytokine production (27). Other genes have been associated 
with reduced NK cell numbers or impaired NK cell function. 
For a more comprehensive review of genes that have been 
associated with abnormalities in NK cell development and 
function, see reference 14.

In clinical diagnostic settings, cellular assays can of-
fer rapid answers and, in some cases, identify defects that 
may not be revealed by conventional genetic screening 
approaches (28). Thus, cellular assays complement genetic 
screening approaches. Strategies to identify patients with 
primary defects in lymphocyte cytotoxicity based on labo-
ratory assays have been developed and rely to a large extent 
on evaluation of NK cell cytotoxic activity (24, 26). Assays 
quantifying 51Cr release from radioactively labeled K562 
cells, an erythroleukemia- derived target cell line devoid 
of MHC class I expression, have represented a gold stan-
dard with respect to clinical evaluation of NK cell activity 
(29). Although widely used, 51Cr release assays in particular 
and cytotoxicity assays in general have some limitations. 
First, the protocols used to study NK cell cytotoxicity are 
labor- intensive, usually involve radioactivity, and are thus 
not widely available. Second, the cytotoxicity assays using 
bulk peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) do not 
discriminate between individuals with a reduced frequency 
rather than reduced function of NK cells. Thus, defects 
in NK cell development versus function are not revealed. 
Third, with respect to functional NK cell defects, cytotoxic-
ity assays do not differentiate between defects in expression 
of granule constituents or granule release. Thus, with the 
advent of multiparameter flow cytometry, current proce-
dures for the diagnosis of primary defects in lymphocyte cy-
totoxicity rather rely on flow cytometric assays, which may 
offer more- robust means of assessing NK cell activity and 
indicate defects in NK cell development or function (26). It 
should be noted that assays measuring NK cell cytotoxicity 
are not obsolete. NK cell cytotoxicity relies on a multifac-
torial process, while NK cell degranulation does not neces-
sarily equate to target cell cytotoxicity (5, 30). In practical 
terms, however, the assessment of NK cell granule constit-
uents, combined with quantification of the degranulative 

capacity of NK cells, typically provides a good estimate of 
NK cell cytotoxic activity.

Here we provide detailed protocols for the flow cyto-
metric measurements of NK cell frequency, phenotype, 
and function. An NK cell phenotypic assay, including in-
tracellular assessment of the expression levels of the lytic 
granule constituents perforin, granzyme A, granzyme B, and 
CD107a, is detailed. In addition, a functional assay for quan-
tification of the ability of NK cells to degranulate (estimated 
by assessment of CD107a surface expression), produce the 
chemokine macrophage inflammatory protein 1β (MIP- 1β) 
and the cytokine TNF, as well as upregulate the activation 
marker CD69 is also detailed. The assays are of value for 
the diagnosis of diseases associated with congenital defects 
in NK cell development and function. Moreover, they may 
also be useful for gaining further understanding of how NK 
cells are regulated by different physiological conditions and 
how their function correlates with the pathophysiology of 
other, more common diseases.

PROCEDURES

Sample Requirements
NK cells from peripheral blood or suspensions of cells iso-
lated from body fluids or tissues can be used for assessment 
of NK cell phenotype and function. The flow cytometric 
assays do not require any specific isolation of NK cells. How-
ever, the outlined assays are optimized for cells subjected to 
density gradient centrifugations for purification of PBMCs 
according to standard procedures. When evaluating PBMC 
preparations, a minimum of 2 × 106 PBMCs are needed 
from each subject (translating to ~2 × 105 NK cells). Be-
sides samples collected in sodium or lithium heparin vials, 
the outlined assays can be reproduced with cells collected 
in citrate vials, whereas samples collected in EDTA vials 
display diminished functional responses. Unless subjects are 
severely lymphopenic, 3 ml of heparinized venous blood 
should provide sufficient cells for the outlined assays. Im-
portantly, quantification of NK cells in peripheral blood is 
recommended in order to determine necessary volumes for 
cell isolation and aid diagnostics in patients with suspected 
deficiencies in NK cell development. Absolute numbers of 
CD3−CD56+ NK cells in peripheral blood can be deter-
mined by flow cytometry using commercial kits that include 
fluorospheres. When analyzing the phenotype and function 
of NK cells from other fluids or tissues, it is important to 
make sure sufficient NK cells are present in the samples to 
allow flow cytometric analyses.

Ideally, when examining peripheral blood NK cell pheno-
type and function, blood should be drawn in the morning to 
avoid diurnal variation and be processed as soon after phle-
botomy as possible. Blood samples that require transport to a 
reference laboratory should be shipped at ambient (~25°C) 
temperature and be processed within 24 h of collection. For 
analyses of cells from other fluids or tissues, it is equally im-
portant to process and isolate cells in a timely manner.

For assessment of the function of freshly isolated NK 
cells, at least 8 h of incubation in medium in a 37°C hu-
midified incubator is recommended. Whereas assessment of 
NK cell cytotoxicity is best performed with fresh, not cryo-
preserved, samples, flow cytometric assessment of NK cell 
phenotype and function is less sensitive to cryopreservation. 
Thus, in studies comparing NK cell phenotype and function 
in cohorts of samples collected at different times, cryopres-
ervation and subsequent collective analyses of samples may 
reduce interassay variability. In diagnostic settings in which 
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assays are run on a routine basis, good quality control proce-
dures are imperative.

Materials and Reagents
Effector cells: PBMCs or NK cells separated from heparin-

ized body fluids or tissue
Target cells: K562 cells (ATCC CCL- 243) and P815 cells 

(ATCC TIB- 64)
Complete medium (RPMI 1640 supplemented with 

10% heat- inactivated fetal bovine serum and 2 mM 
l- glutamine)

Extracellular staining solution (phosphate- buffered saline 
supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum and 2 mM 
EDTA)

Fixation solution, formaldehyde based (e.g., BD Biosci-
ences’ Cytofix/Cytoperm)

Permeabilization solution, saponin based (e.g., working 
concentration of BD Biosciences’ Perm/Wash buffer)

Titrated, fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies to CD3 (clone 
S4.1), CD14 (clone M5E2), CD16 (clone 3G8), CD19 
(clone HIB19), CD56 (clone NCAM16.2), CD69 (clone 
TP1.55.3), CD107a (clone H4A3), perforin (clone δG9), 
granzyme A (clone CB9), granzyme B (clone GB11), 
MIP- 1β (clone D21- 1351), and TNF (clone MAb11)

Dead cell marker (DCM) for flow cytometry (e.g., Molec-
ular Probes’ LIVE/DEAD Fixable Dead Cell Stain Kits)

Brefeldin A- containing solution (e.g., BD Biosciences’ 
 GolgiPlug diluted in complete medium as per manufac-
turer’s recommendations)

15- ml conical polypropylene tubes
96- well V- bottom plates and plate covers

Equipment and Instrumentation
Multichannel micropipettor capable of delivering 100 μl
Centrifuge for 15- ml tubes and 96- well plates
Flow cytometer capable of measuring at least eight param-

eters (a BD Fortessa [BD Biosciences] instrument with 
four lasers was used in the design of the sample panels)

Experimental Procedure

Assessment of Lytic granule Content

Experimental Protocol 1
1. For effector cell suspensions from each subject/sample, 

determine the number of viable cells by trypan blue 
exclusion or by other viability assay. Transfer the cells 
to 15- ml conical polypropylene tubes, centrifuge at 300 
× g for 10 min, and resuspend the cells in complete 
medium (For PBMCs, the recommendation is 4 × 105 
PBMCs, resuspended at 2.0 × 106 live cells/ml, ap-
proximately equivalent to a total of 4 × 104 NK cells.

2. Aliquot 150 μl of effector cell suspensions from each 
subject into single wells on consecutive rows of a V- 
bottom 96- well plate.

3. Centrifuge the plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off 
supernatant.

4. Prepare a surface stain master mix consisting of ice- 
cold extracellular staining solution supplemented 
with fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies to CD3, 
CD14, CD16, CD19, and CD56, as well as DCM. Re-
fer to Table 1 for a suggested staining panel. Optimal 
concentrations of antibodies for flow cytometric anal-
ysis should be titrated beforehand.

TABLE 1 Suggested antibody panels

Laser Fluorochromea Antibody Master mix

Protocol 1: Phenotypic assay
Blue FITC IgG/Perforin Internal
Red APC IgG/Granzyme B Internal
Red APC- AF700 CD3 External
Violet Pacific Blue

Violet 500 DCM, CD14, CD19 External
Brilliant Violet 711 CD16 External

Yellow- green PE IgG/Granzyme B Internal
ECD IgG/CD107a Internal
PE- Cy7 CD56 External

Protocol 2: Functional assay
Blue FITC CD107a External
Red APC TNF Internal
Red APC- Cy7 CD3 External
Violet Pacific Blue (CD57) (Optional External Master Mix)

Violet 500 DCM, CD14, CD19 External
Qdot 705 (CD8) (Optional External Master Mix)

Yellow- green PE MIP- 1β Internal

ECD CD69 Internal
PE- Cy7 CD56 External

aAbbreviations: APC, allophycocyanin; Cy, cyanine; ECD, electron- coupled dye; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; PE, phyco-
erythrin.
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5. Resuspend cells in 50 μl of ice- cold surface stain mas-
ter mix and incubate at 4°C for 20 min in the dark.

6. Top up each well with ice- cold staining solution. 
Centrifuge the plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off 
supernatant.

7. Resuspend the cells in 100 μl of fixation solution and 
fix the cells at room temperature for 10 min in the 
dark.

8. Resuspend the cells by gentle pipetting and transfer 
50 μl of cell suspension to the adjacent well. Thus, 
there should be two wells of cells from each subject 
divided into two columns.

9. Top up wells with staining solution and centrifuge the 
plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off supernatant.

10. Prepare master mixes for intracellular staining as 
follows:
a. Prepare intracellular staining master mix A of ice- 

cold permeabilization solution supplemented with 
fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies to perforin, 
granzyme A, granzyme B, and CD107a.

b. Prepare intracellular staining master mix B of ice- 
cold permeabilization solution supplemented with 
fluorochrome- conjugated isotype control antibod-
ies at equal concentrations to the antibodies used 
in the intracellular staining master mix A.

11. Resuspend cells in the first row with 50 μl of ice- cold 
intracellular stain master mix A and cells in the sec-
ond row with 50 μl of ice- cold intracellular stain mas-
ter mix B. Incubate the plate at 4°C for 30 min in the 
dark.

12. Top up each well with staining solution. Centrifuge 
the plate at 400 × g for 4 min. Flick off supernatant.

13. Resuspend cells in 200 μl of ice- cold staining solu-
tion. Acquire data on a calibrated flow cytometer.

Analysis of Flow Cytometric Data
1. Perform proper compensation for all parameters 

measured.
2. First analyze the isotype control sample from a healthy 

control. Consecutively gate as outlined (Fig. 1):
a. Lymphocytes on a forward- scatter height versus 

side- scatter height plot.
b. Single cells on a forward- scatter height versus 

forward- scatter area plot.

c. Viable (DCM−), CD14−, and CD19− cells on a 
histogram plot.

d. CD3−CD56dim NK cells on a CD3 versus CD56 
plot.

3. Calculate the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) of 
isotype controls.

4. Copy the outlined gating strategy to samples stained 
with antibodies to granule constituents. Subtract the 
MFI values of isotype control stainings from those of 
the granule constituents.

5. Compare the MFI levels for the various granule con-
stituents among subjects.

Assessment of nK Cell Function

Experimental Protocol 2
1. Preparation of effector cells:

a. For effector cell suspensions from each subject/
sample, determine the number of viable cells by 
trypan blue exclusion or by other viability assay. 
Transfer the cells to 15- ml conical polypropylene 
tubes, centrifuge at 300 × g for 10 min, and resus-
pend the cells in complete medium (For PBMCs, 
the recommendation is 2 × 105 PBMCs, resus-
pended at 2.0 × 106 live cells/ml, approximately 
equivalent to a total of 2 × 104 NK cells.).

b. Aliquot 100 μl of effector cell suspensions into 4 
wells of a 96- well plate, with consecutive rows for 
each subject.

c. Centrifuge the plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off 
supernatant.

d. Resuspend cells in 100 μl of complete media con-
taining brefeldin A (e.g., use 1:500 final dilution 
of GolgiPlug).

2. Preparation of target cells:
a. Culture K562 and P815 cell lines in complete 

media. Maintain and use cell lines in logarithmic 
growth phase.

b. Determine target cell viability by trypan blue ex-
clusion or by other viability assay. For each subject/
sample, 2 × 105 K562 cells and 4 × 105 P815 cells 
are needed. Transfer the K562 cells to one 15- ml 
conical polypropylene tube and the P815 cells to 
two 15- ml conical polypropylene tubes. Centrifuge 

FIGURE 1 Gating strategy for flow cytometric analysis of NK cells. The strategy for consecutive gating 
of CD3−CD56dim NK cells is depicted. First, lymphocytes are gated on forward- scatter versus side- scatter 
characteristics. Second, single cells are gated on forward- scatter height versus forward- scatter area charac-
teristics. Third, a histogram representing a dump channel with staining for dead cells, CD14+ monocytes, 
and CD19+ B cells. Viable, nonmonocyte, non- B cells are gated. Fourth, CD3−CD56dim NK cells are gated 
on a CD3 versus CD56 plot. Finally, phenotypic or functional readouts can be assessed in histograms.
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the cells at 300 × g for 10 min and resuspend cell 
pellets at 2 × 106 cells/ml in complete medium.

c. To one of the tubes of P815 cells, add unconju-
gated anti- CD16 antibody to a final concentration 
of 1 μg/ml. Vortex to mix.

3. To the plates with effector cells, add 100 μl of complete 
medium to each well with effector cells in the first col-
umn (acting as unstimulated controls), 100 μl of K562 
cells to each well in the second column, 100 μl of P815 
cells to each well in the third column, and 100 μl of 
P815 cells supplemented with anti- CD16 antibody 
to each well in the fourth column. Every well should 
hereafter have a total volume of 200 μl.

4. Resuspend all wells and incubate the plate in a hu-
midified incubator for 3 h at 37°C.

5. Centrifuge the plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off 
supernatant.

6. Prepare a surface stain master mix consisting of ice- 
cold extracellular staining solution supplemented 
with fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies to CD3, 
CD14, CD19, CD56, and CD107a, as well as DCM. 
Refer to Table 1 for a suggested staining panel. Opti-
mal concentrations of antibodies for flow cytometric 
analysis should be titrated beforehand.

7. Resuspend cells in 50 μl of ice- cold surface stain mas-
ter mix and incubate at 4°C for 20 min in the dark.

8. Top up each well with staining solution. Centrifuge 
the plate at 300 × g for 4 min. Flick off supernatant.

9. Resuspend the cells in 50 μl of fixation solution and 
fix the cells at room temperature for 10 min in the 
dark.

10. Top up each well with staining solution. Centrifuge 
the plate at 400 × g for 4 min. Flick off supernatant.

11. Resuspend cells with 50 μl of ice- cold intracellular 
stain master mix and incubate the plate at 4°C for 30 
min in the dark. Add in the appropriate fluorochrome- 
conjugated antibodies to CD69, MIP- 1β, and TNF.

12. Top up each well with staining solution. Centrifuge 
the plate at 400 × g for 4 min. Flick off supernatant.

13. Resuspend cells in 200 μl of ice- cold staining solu-
tion. Acquire data on a calibrated flow cytometer.

Analysis of Flow Cytometric Data
1. Perform proper compensation for all parameters 

measured.
2. First analyze the unstimulated sample from a healthy 

control. Consecutively gate as outlined (Fig. 1):
a. Lymphocytes on a forward- scatter height versus 

side- scatter height plot.
b. Single cells on a forward- scatter height versus 

forward- scatter area plot.
c. Viable (DCM−), CD14−, and CD19− cells on a 

histogram plot.
d. CD3−CD56dim NK cells on a CD3 versus CD56 

plot.
3. Gate for percentage of NK cells expressing CD107a, 

CD69, MIP- 1β, and TNF. Typically at a resting 
stage, there should be <1% positive- staining cells for 
CD107a and TNF, whereas the percentages of cells 
positive for CD69 and MIP- 1β may be higher.

4. Copy the outlined gating strategy to samples stimu-
lated with various target cells.

5. Examine the percentage of positive cells for read-
outs of activation in unstimulated samples and cal-
culate the induced responses by subtracting values 
for unstimulated samples from those for samples 

with various target cells. Background percentages of 
CD107a, CD69, MIP- 1β, and TNF from the stimu-
lated samples should also be examined. Compare the 
results of the various markers in patients and healthy 
controls.

Controls
The NK cell assay should include several different types of 
controls, as follows:

Instrument controls: Fluorescent bead controls for calibra-
tion of instrument sensitivity and generation of compen-
sation matrices.

Intra- assay controls: Replicates of PBMCs from a single 
healthy donor are tested with different plate layouts to 
control for inherent variability in pipetting as well as 
variability potentially caused by varying positioning on 
plate.

Interassay controls: Cryopreserved, thawed, and pretested 
PBMCs from different selected healthy donors, ideally 
with high and low levels of NK cell functional responses, 
are tested every time the assay is performed. Thus, these 
samples are included in assays over weeks and months, 
providing a measure of the assay’s reproducibility.

Transport controls: When assessing patient samples that are 
shipped to a reference laboratory, samples from healthy 
donors from the patient sample origin should always be 
included, in addition to healthy donors recruited locally 
at the reference laboratory, to control for deterioration of 
NK cell activity during transport due to long transporta-
tion times or suboptimal handling.

Biological variability controls: At various time intervals, 
fresh PBMCs from the same healthy donors are repeat-
edly obtained and used to chart the biological variability 
in NK cell numbers, phenotype, and functional responses 
over time.

Quality Control and Assurance
Assay reproducibility needs to be established and monitored 
in each individual laboratory. Criteria for acceptable NK 
cell assays are defined on the basis of intra-  and interassay 
variability. A quality control program needs to be in effect, 
accepting or rejecting NK cell assay results based on strict 
criteria. The following components should be included in a 
quality control program:

A formulated standard operating procedure (SOP) and 
strict definition of acceptable assay results based on con-
tinuous monitoring of fresh as well as standard, cryopre-
served cells.

Strict adherence to the SOP and written documentation of 
any changes that may be introduced.

Regular maintenance and quality control of the flow 
cytometer.

Titration and control of new batches of antibodies to ensure 
optimal stainings.

Routine thawing of new target cells from a large batch of 
cryopreserved cells with low passage number.

Continued maintenance and frequent (at least every 6 
months) cumulative analyses of the control cell perfor-
mances to confirm the reproducibility of the assay.

Pitfalls and Troubleshooting
Phenotypic assays with intracellular staining as well as 
functional assays require considerable effort to reproducibly 
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perform and reliably interpret. Many sources of variability 
exist. Antibodies should be carefully titrated and tested. 
New target cells should be thawed every 2 to 3 months 
to ensure reproducibility in stimulations. Target cells can 
be avoided entirely, with stimulation based on antibodies 
to activating receptors alone. However, we find that NK 
cell functional assays are less consistent when target cells 
are omitted. To control interassay variability, inclusion of 
cryopreserved controls in repeated assays is useful to ensure 
consistent assay performance and enable comparisons across 
assays. We recommend using samples from three donors 
with high, intermediate, and low NK cell responses.

With respect to assessing multiple readouts of NK cell 
activation, each readout displays distinct kinetics. CD107a 
surface expression, acting as a readout of cytotoxic lympho-
cyte degranulation, occurs rapidly following engagement 
of activating receptors (30). Production of the chemokine 
MIP- 1β and induction of CD69 expression can be measured 
at later time points, followed by TNF and IFN- γ production 
(7). If longer time points are necessary to reliably quantify 
expression of cytokines, addition of monensin to the assay 
may be useful to prevent reinternalization of CD107a and 
underestimation of NK cell degranulation (31).

Specimen handling is a major concern, particularly when 
samples require shipment and the time and conditions from 
phlebotomy to cell isolation cannot be controlled. In such 
settings, transport controls are imperative for interpretation 
of results. Notably, samples that have endured long or poor 
transport conditions can display reduced responses to K562 
cells, whereas Fc receptor engagement may still mediate 
strong activation (32).

In some samples, including those from patients with in-
fections or hyperinflammatory conditions, NK cell frequen-
cies may be reduced. The outlined assays require a minimal 
number of NK cells for reliable assessment of phenotype 
and function. Interpretation of phenotypic and functional 
results is recommended only if data on a minimum of 100 
NK cells are acquired. With respect to possible defects in 
cytotoxic lymphocyte degranulation, NK cell assays may be 
complemented with assays for the evaluation of cytotoxic 
effector T- cell degranulation (33). For examining T- cell de-
granulation, PBMCs are incubated for 3 h with P815 cells 
supplemented with a final concentration of 2.5 μg/ml of fluo-
rescent conjugated anti- CD3 antibody (clone S4.1). The 
analysis strategy is similar to that described in the method 
above, but degranulation is evaluated in the CD3+CD8+ 

CD57bright population rather than CD3−CD56dim NK cells. 
To this end, the inclusion of CD8 (clone 3B5) and CD57 
(HCD57) surface staining is required in protocol 2, step 10. 
The same applies for T- cell granule staining in protocol 1, 
step 6.

Interpretation
With respect to NK cell development, NK cell numbers and 
frequencies vary considerably among individuals. Among a 
population of 200 healthy adult volunteers, we quantified 
CD3−CD56+ NK cell numbers in peripheral blood to 208 
± 110 cells/μl (mean ± standard deviation; range, 30 to 
565 cells/μl), with a frequency of 11.0% ± 5.8% (mean ± 
standard deviation; range, 1.5 to 31.3%) among periph-
eral blood lymphocytes, consistent with other reports from 
smaller cohorts (34, 35). On average, the numbers of NK 
cells in peripheral blood are somewhat higher in children, 
particularly in infancy (34, 35). Specific guidelines for the 
diagnosis of NK cell deficiency have not been established. 
For CNKD1 with mutations in GATA2, patients have been 
reported to display a CD3−CD56bright NK cell population 

that is <0.5% of the total CD3−CD56+ peripheral blood 
NK cells (16). For CNKD2 with mutations in MCM4, 
patients have been reported to display CD3−CD56+ NK 
cell numbers in peripheral blood of <200 cells/μl and fre-
quencies of <4% among lymphocytes, with an absence of 
CD3−CD56dim NK cells (21). When primary deficiencies in 
NK cell development are suspected, genetic tests are recom-
mended to confirm a possible diagnosis.

A prerequisite for lymphocyte cytotoxicity is the intra-
cellular expression of lytic granule constituents. Low or ab-
sent perforin expression is usually observed in patients with 
biallelic mutations in PRF1 (as exemplified in Fig. 2A), 
which typically present with familial HLH or hematologic 
malignancies. Of note, individuals may display increased 
expression of perforin and granzymes (Fig. 2B), which is a 
feature of familial HLH patients and other patients with hy-
perinflammatory disease activity (36, 37).

With respect to functional responses, simultaneously 
probing several readouts of NK cell activation is useful for 
determining the overall responsiveness of cells and iden-
tifying possible defects in signaling pathways and effector 
functions. Healthy individuals normally display between 
10 and 30% CD107a+ degranulating CD3−CD56dim NK 
cells following K562 stimulation, with stronger responses 
following engagement of CD16 (26, 33). Notably, upon 
stimulation with K562 cells, CD3−CD56dim NK cell de-
granulation of <5% offers a 96% sensitivity and 88% 
specificity for the identification of patients with mutations 
in genes required for cytotoxic lymphocyte degranulation 
(26). Patients with primary defects in lymphocyte de-
granulation often also manifest constitutively high CD69 
expression but poor induction of TNF upon stimulation 
with target cells (Fig. 3). Notably, more- general defects in 
lymphocyte activation, such as those caused by mutations 
in ORAI1 and STIM1, required for store- operated Ca2+ 
entry, significantly reduce NK cell degranulation and cy-
tokine production but only partially impair induction of 
MIP- 1β (27).

In certain cases in which resting NK cell degranulation 
is absent and familial HLH is suspected, there is a notice-
able recovery of function after activation with IL- 2 (36, 38), 
which can direct genetic analyses and may be explained by 
redundancies among soluble N- ethylmaleimide- sensitive 
factor attachment protein receptors (SNARE proteins) for 
lytic granule exocytosis (26, 39). To determine possible gain 

FIGURE 2 Lytic granule expression in CD3−CD56dim NK cells 
from patients and healthy controls. PBMCs were stained and as-
sessed according to protocol 1. Histograms depict expression of 
perforin (A, B) or granzyme B (C) in a patient with biallelic PRF1 
mutations (solid line) relative to a healthy control (dashed line) 
(A) or a patient with biallelic STX11 mutations (solid line) rela-
tive to a healthy control (dashed line) (B, C).
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of degranulation upon NK cell activation, protocol 2 is re-
peated on PBMCs preactivated for 36 to 48 h in complete 
media containing 500 IU/ml of IL- 2.

An explanation of selective defects in NK cell activation 
following incubation with K562 cells may be mutations in 
FCGR3A consistent with FNKD1. Remarkably, the CD16 
L66H variant destroys an epitope recognized by the anti- 
 CD16 mAb B73.1, whereas recognition of the anti- CD16 

mAb 3G8 is unperturbed. However, loss of the anti- CD16 
mAb B73.1 epitope does not necessarily imply FNKD1 (40). 
Thus, genetic analyses are necessary to confirm a diagnosis 
of FNKD1.

Table 2 summarizes the primary immunodeficiencies that 
may be detected with the outlined assays. Additional pri-
mary immunodeficiencies affecting NK cell development 
and function may be considered (14).

FIGURE 3 Functional responses by CD3−CD56dim NK cells from patients and healthy controls. PB-
MCs were mixed with target cells and assessed according to protocol 2. Histograms depict expression 
of CD107a, CD69, and TNF, as indicated, on NK cells from a healthy control or patients with biallelic 
mutations in PRF1, UNC13D, STX11, or STXBP2. Expression in unstimulated cells (filled histograms), 
cells incubated with K562 cells (dashed lines), or P815 cells with added anti- CD16 mAb (solid lines) is 
depicted.

TABLE 2 Genes associated with strong defects in NK cell development or functiona

Gene Syndrome Inheritance Protein Peripheral 
blood NK cells

Cytotoxicity 
defect

Partial 
albinism

Cellular 
diagnostic 
evaluationb

GATA2 CNKD1 AD GATA2 Low (CD56dim) Yes No NK cell pheno-
type

MCM4 CNKD2 AR Low (CD-
56bright)

Yes No NK cell pheno-
type

ADA SCID AR Adenosine 
deaminase 

B−T−NK− Likely No

IL2RG SCID XL IL- 2 receptor γ 
chain

B+T−NK− Likely No

JAK3 SCID AR JAK3 B+T−NK− Likely No

STAT5B AR STAT5b B+TlowNK− Likely No

CD16 FNKD1 AR CD16 Present Natural cyto-
toxicity

No Absent activity 
toward K562 
cells

(Continued on next page)
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CONCLUSIONS
Herein we have detailed two flow cytometric assays that 
require small amounts of cells, facilitating analysis in many 
settings, including samples from infants or from small tis-
sue samples. The assay measuring NK cell maturation and 
granule content can be useful for ascertaining normal NK 
cell development and detecting patients with primary immu-
nodeficiencies with defective NK cell development. More-
over, evaluation of intracellular granule contents may reveal 
patients with primary immunodeficiency caused by biallelic 
PRF1 mutations or indicate a hyperinflammatory state. The 
second assay, quantifying NK cell responses, can reveal pri-
mary immunodeficiency patients with defects in lytic granule 
exocytosis or general NK cell activation. The assays can easily 
be modified to probe function downstream of specific NK cell 
receptors or more generally assess lymphocyte function. They 
may also be modified to incorporate evaluation of target cell 
killing by flow cytometry. Not only are these assays useful for 
the diagnosis of primary immunodeficiency syndromes, they 
can also contribute to improving our understanding of NK 
cell function in various settings including tumor surveillance, 
organ development, and immune homeostasis.
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Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is a rare genetic 
disease (~1 in 200,000 in the U.S.) first described in the 
1950s (1). It is characterized by a failure of phagocytes 
(polymorphonuclear neutrophils [PMN], monocytes, mac-
rophages, and eosinophils) to generate superoxide (O2•

−) 
and other related reactive oxygen species (ROS), leading 
to recurrent infections, granulomatous complications, and 
premature death. Generation of O2•

− requires the assembly 
and activation of a multicomponent enzyme, NADPH oxi-
dase (NOX2) or phagocyte oxidase (phox), a complex con-
sisting of numerous cytosolic proteins, including p47phox 
(2), p67phox (2), and p40phox (3), and two membrane pro-
teins, p22phox and gp91phox, that constitute cytochrome b558  
(4, 5). NOX2 catalyzes the reduction of molecular O2 to 
O2•

− using NADPH generated by the oxidation of glucose 
through the pentose- phosphate pathway. O2•

− is converted 
to H2O2 either spontaneously or enzymatically. H2O2 and 
O2•

− can react to form the highly reactive hydroxyl radical, 
OH•. The molecular defect in CGD results from mutations 
in any one of 5 protein subunits of NOX2, that include 
gp91phox (~70% of patients), p47phox (~25%), p22phox 
(<5%), p67phox (<5%), and p40phox (one case identified). 
Because the molecular defect in CGD is the inability to 
generate ROS, most of the assays used in the diagnosis of 
CGD that are described below are based on assessments of 
ROS production using different probes and different detec-
tion platforms. The last two assays— flow cytometric anal-
ysis of NOX2 expression and immunoblot analysis of phox 
subunits— focus on identifying the specific protein defect 
and defining the target for genetic sequencing.

ANALYSIS OF PMN H2O2 PRODUCTION 
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY OF 
DIHYDRORHODAMINE 123 STAINING

Principle
Activation of the NOX2 complex of phagocytic cells re-
sults in the generation of O2•

− as well as other ROS. The 
products of NOX2 activation can be measured in individual 
cells by flow cytometry using dihydrorhodamine 123 (DHR) 
(6), a weakly fluorescent probe that greatly increases its flu-
orescence upon oxidation to rhodamine in the presence of 
H2O2. Leukocytes are loaded with DHR by passive diffusion, 
and then stimulated with phorbol 12- myristate 13- acetate 

(PMA) for 15 min at 37°C. Using the NOX2- derived H2O2, 
endogenous cellular peroxidases (e.g., myeloperoxidase in 
PMN) convert DHR to rhodamine. Catalase is added to the 
medium to prevent cell- to- cell diffusion of H2O2.

PMN can be easily segregated from other leukocyte pop-
ulations by flow cytometry using forward light scattering 
(FS) and right- angle light scattering (SS). However, stim-
ulation of PMN with PMA results in a relocalization of the 
PMN population within the FS × SS plot, with a shift to 
the left and overall reduction in the variance of the forward 
light scattering (compare the Basal FS × SS plot with the 
PMA FS × SS plot in Fig. 1). Moreover, the distribution 
of PMN within the FS × SS region is not symmetric; the 
DHR+ PMN, indicated in red, cluster along the lower left 
region of the gated population (note the back- gated FS × 
SS dot plot from an X- linked carrier in Fig. 1C).

The major advantages of the flow cytometric analysis 
of DHR assay are its sensitivity, signal- to- noise ratio, and 
ease of counting a large number of cells. Moreover, it has 
been shown that the DHR assay yields reliable results on 
EDTA-  or heparin- treated blood samples that have been 
stored overnight.

Reagents

Lysis buffer
100 ml sterile distilled water
0.83 g ammonium chloride
0.2 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 (51234, Lonza, Walkers-

ville, MD)
0.2 g potassium bicarbonate

Add 0.83 g ammonium chloride, 0.2 ml EDTA, and 
0.2 g potassium bicarbonate to water and sterilize through 
a 0.2- μm filter.

Flow buffer
0.5 g albumin (from human serum, fraction V, A9511, 

Sigma- Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
500 ml Hanks’ balanced salt solution without Ca2+, 

Mg2+, or phenol red (HBSS, 10- 547F, Lonza)
1 ml of 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 (51234, Lonza)

Mix reagents well and sterilize through a 0.2- μm filter.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch33
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Catalase (10 mg/ml)
100 mg catalase (C- 40, Sigma- Aldrich)
10 ml phosphate- buffered saline (PBS, 17- 512F, Lonza)

Dissolve 10 mg catalase in 10 ml PBS. Store at −85°C 
in 100- μl aliquots.

Dihydrorhodamine 123 (DHR, 25 mM)
10 mg DHR (D- 632, Molecular Probes, Life Technology, 

Grand Island, NY)
1.156 ml dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, D2650, Sigma-  

Aldrich)

Prepare solution by dissolving 10 mg DHR in 1.156 ml 
DMSO. Store at −85°C in 25- μl aliquots wrapped with foil 
to protect from light.

PMA (phorbol 12- myristate 13- acetate, 2 𝛍g/ml)
PMA (P8139, Sigma- Aldrich)
DMSO

Prepare a stock solution of PMA (2 mg/ml) by dissolving 
5.0 mg PMA in 2.5 ml DMSO. Store at −85°C in 100- μl 

aliquots. Dilute stock PMA solution to a 2- μg/ml working 
concentration in flow buffer.

Procedure
1. Collect patient blood samples in K2EDTA blood- 

collection tubes (36661; Becton Dickinson, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ). A blood sample from a normal subject is 
also needed to serve as a control to validate the assay.

2. Warm the lysis buffer in a 37°C water bath.
3. Add 12 ml warm lysis buffer to a 15- ml polypropylene 

conical centrifuge tube.
4. Add 1.2 ml whole blood to the 12 ml lysis buffer. Cap 

the tube and invert several times to mix the blood.
5. Incubate at 37°C for 5 min.
6. Spin at 600 × g for 5 min, aspirate supernatant fluid, 

and wash the cells by adding 12 ml of flow- HBSS buf-
fer, then repeat spin.

7. Aspirate the supernatant. If there is evidence of red 
blood cells in the leukocyte pellet (which can inter-
fere with the DHR analysis), repeat steps 6 and 7.

8. Resuspend the cells in flow buffer to a cell concentra-
tion of 2 × 106 cells/ml.

FS x SS DHR Back-gated
FS x SS

FS x SS DHR Back-gated
FS x SS

Basal PMA

A.

B.

C.

D.

FIGURE 1 Analysis of H2O2 production by dihydrorhodamine- 123 staining. PMN populations of 
buffer- treated (Basal) and PMA- treated (PMA) samples were gated using FS × SS shown in the contour 
plots on the left panel for each condition. The middle panel for each condition represents the DHR his-
togram which is presented on a log scale. The right panel for each condition represents a dot plot of the 
back- gated region of the DHR histogram to identify the nature of the population analyzed. Stimulation 
with PMA induces a shift in the FS × SS pattern of the PMN population in all subjects tested: a normal 
subject (A), a patient with gp91phox CGD (B), an X- linked carrier of CGD (C), and a patient with p47phox 
CGD (D). DHR+ cells are indicated in red in back- gated FS × SS dot plots.
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9. Transfer 400 μl of cells to two 12 × 75 mm polypro-
pylene tubes labeled “Basal” and “PMA- stimulated.”

10. Add 2 μl of 25 mM DHR to each tube.
11. Add 2.5 μl of 10 mg/ml catalase to each tube and mix 

by vortexing.
12. Incubate at 37°C in a shaking water bath for 5 min.
13. Add 100 μl PMA to the “PMA- stimulated” tube. 

Add 100 μl flow buffer to the “Basal” tube.
14. Incubate at 37°C in a shaking water bath for 15 min.
15. Analyze the samples on a flow cytometer within 25 

min of adding DHR to the tubes, using FS × SS to 
gate on the PMN population (Fig. 1). Collect at least 
5,000 events within the PMN gate. When the num-
ber of DHR+ cells is expected to be <1%, the number 
of events collected in the PMN gate should be in-
creased to 200,000 to obtain an accurate determina-
tion of a minor population.

Results and normal Range
Treatment of PMN from a normal subject with PMA results 
in a 2- log shift in the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) in 
more than 90% of the PMN (Fig. 1A). In our laboratory, 
the expected MFI for PMN with buffer alone is 90 ± 34 ar-
bitrary units (AU) (mean ± standard deviation); after stim-
ulation with PMA, the expected MFI for PMN is 11,367 ± 
2,719 AU. In general, PMN from patients with CGD ex-
hibit less than a 1- log shift in fluorescence after stimulation 
with PMA (Fig. 1B). PMN from a female X- linked carrier 
of CGD exhibit two populations, an abnormal DHR− pop-
ulation expressing the mutant allele and a brightly stained 
DHR+ population expressing the normal allele (Fig. 1C). 
PMN from patients with p47phox CGD (Fig. 1D) and some 
CGD patients with missense mutations in gp91phox, p22phox, 
or p67phox can exhibit significant increases (up to a log) in 
the MFI, but still much less than observed in PMN from a 
normal subject.

Interpretation and Limitations
The DHR assay is probably the most commonly used assay 
to establish a diagnosis of CGD. However, subjects with 
myeloperoxidase deficiency (7), found in 1 per 2,000 indi-
viduals, as well as several other disease states (8) can give 
a false- negative DHR response, depending on the extent 
of their deficiency. Therefore, a negative DHR should be 
confirmed with a negative nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) 
test and/or abnormal O2•

− generation using superoxide 
dismutase- inhibitable ferricytochrome c reduction. Analysis 
of O2•

− production by cytochrome c reduction in PMN from 
a patient with myeloperoxidase deficiency will yield normal/
supranormal production of O2•

−. The myeloperoxidase defi-
ciency can be confirmed by either histochemical staining or 
quantitation of myeloperoxidase by enzyme- linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA).

CGD patients with mutations in the PU.1 binding do-
main of the promoter region of CYBB may express DHR+ 
eosinophils, while PMN are DHR− (9). In addition, in two 
CGD patients, we have noted small populations (2% and 
7%) of DHR+ PMN that may result from genetic reversion. 
It is often necessary to increase the number of events in the 
PMN gate to accurately assess these minor populations of 
cells.

Blood samples older than 24 h can be analyzed by the 
DHR assay, but the results may become difficult to inter-
pret because of decreased viability. Nonviable PMN in the 
analysis region are interpreted as DHR− cells. Hence, a nor-
mal subject can be misread as an X- linked CGD carrier. For 
the same reason, overnight samples should not be used to 

definitively rule out X- linked heterozygosity, since a highly 
lyonized CGD carrier (>90% DHR+) could yield a DHR 
similar to an aged sample from a normal subject. In these 
cases, sequence analysis of CYBB is needed to substantiate 
the final diagnosis.

ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 
PMN

Principle
For some assays, PMN must be purified from erythrocytes 
and other leukocytes to obtain an accurate estimation of 
ROS production. PMN isolation protocols use differences 
in the cell density as the primary basis for cell separation. 
The relative densities of blood cells are as follows: eryth-
rocytes > PMN and eosinophils > monocytes, lympho-
cytes, and basophils > platelets. Ficoll- Paque has a density 
(1.077 g/ml) that falls between that of PMN and that of 
the mononuclear cells. To isolate PMN, whole blood is 
diluted with saline and underlayered with Ficoll- Paque. 
After centrifugation for 30 min at 500 × g, the less- dense 
monocytes, lymphocytes, basophils, and platelets remain 
at the upper interface of the Ficoll- Paque, while the denser 
erythrocytes and PMN pass through the Ficoll- Paque and 
pellet at the bottom. The plasma, mononuclear cells, and 
Ficoll- Paque are aspirated carefully without disturbing the 
erythrocyte/PMN interface. The erythrocyte/PMN pellet 
is resuspended with saline and mixed with 3% dextran. 
Dextran promotes the formation of rouleaux by the eryth-
rocytes, causing them to sediment rapidly at 1 × g. The 
PMN- enriched supernatant fluid is harvested from the 
bulk of the erythrocytes. Contaminating erythrocytes are 
removed by a brief (30 s) hypotonic lysis. The isotonicity 
is quickly restored with an equal volume of re- equilibration 
buffer. A second hypotonic lysis removes many of the resid-
ual erythrocyte ghosts.

Alternatively, a PMN- isolation protocol that uses a dis-
continuous gradient of plasma/Percoll minimizes exposure 
of PMN to trace contamination by bacterial lipopolysaccha-
ride (LPS) and reduces PMN priming (10).

In our laboratory, isolated PMN are routinely frozen in 
pellets containing 5 × 106 PMN. For immunoblot stud-
ies, PMN resuspended in HBSS (1 × 106 cells/ml) are 
pretreated for 20 min with the cell- permeant, irreversible 
serine- protease inhibitor diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP, 
5 mM). This treatment prevents proteolytic cleavage of 
PMN proteins after detergent solubilization of protease- 
rich granules in PMN prior to electrophoresis. The cells are 
then spun at 400 × g for 10 min and the supernatant fluid 
is removed prior to freezing. These frozen PMN, though not 
viable, can be used as a source of PMN proteins for immu-
noblot analysis and DNA for genetic analysis.

Reagents

Ficoll- Paque Premium (17- 5442- 02, GE 
Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ)

3% Dextran
15 g dextran (200,000–300,000 MW, 101514, MP Bio-

medicals, Solon, OH)
500 ml 1× PBS (17- 512F, Lonza, Walkersville, MD)

Add 15 g dextran to 500 ml PBS. Mix well and sterilize 
through a 0.2- μm filter.
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Hypotonic Lysis Buffer
13.6 ml 10× PBS (17- 515F, Lonza)
600 ml sterile, distilled H2O (17- 724F, Lonza)

Add 13.6 ml 10× PBS to 600 ml sterile, distilled  
H2O.

PBS Re- Equilibration Buffer
108.1 ml 10× PBS
500 ml sterile distilled H2O

Add 108.1 ml 10× PBS to 500 ml sterile distilled  
H2O.

HBSS without Mg2∙, Ca2∙, or Phenol Red

Procedure
1. Collect patient blood in sodium- heparin (5–10 U/

ml whole blood, final concentration) or acid- citrate- 
dextrose (ACD- A) blood- collection tubes (BD 
Vacutainer 367874 or 364606, Becton Dickinson).

2. Dispense 15 ml HBSS to a 50- ml conical centrifuge 
tube.

3. Transfer 15 to 20 ml heparinized blood to tube.
4. Carefully underlay blood mixture with 12 ml Ficoll- 

Paque Premium.
5. Spin for 30 min at 500 × g, with brake off.
6. Aspirate mononuclear cells, remaining plasma, and 

Ficoll- Paque Premium from the tube, leaving the 
PMN and erythrocyte- rich pellet.

7. Dilute with HBSS for a final volume of 20 ml.
8. Add 20 ml of 3% dextran. Invert the tube several 

times to mix. Allow erythrocytes to sediment at 1 × g 
for 20 min at room temperature.

9. Transfer the PMN- rich supernatant fluid to a new 
tube. Dilute with HBSS.

10. Spin at 300 × g for 10 min. Remove the supernatant 
fluid.

11. Lyse the remaining erythrocytes with 10 ml hypotonic 
lysis buffer, followed by the quick addition (within 
30 s) of 10 ml PBS re- equilibration buffer to restore 
the isotonicity. Dilute further with 20 ml HBSS.

12. Spin at 300 × g for 10 min, aspirate the supernatant 
fluid, wash, and repeat process twice. Repeat lysis if 
there is significant erythrocyte contamination.

13. Resuspend PMN in HBSS. Count the cells using an 
automated cell counter.

Results and normal Range
In general, 1 × 106 to 2 × 106 PMN can be isolated per 
ml of whole blood from a normal subject, with a purity and 
viability of >95%.

Interpretation and Limitations
The most common cell contaminants of the PMN prepa-
ration are eosinophils; however, some lymphocytes and 
monocytes may also be present. Some PMN studies require a 
purity higher than >95%. Further purification of the PMN 
preparation with anti- CD16 magnetic immunobeads (130- 
045- 701; Miltenyi Biotec Inc., Auburn, CA) eliminates 
contaminating eosinophils and results in a PMN prepara-
tion that is >99%.

PMN from patients with specific granule deficiency have 
decreased density because of their lack of specific granules 
and fail to penetrate the Ficoll- Paque density cushion, in-
stead colocalizing with the peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells atop the density cushion.

HISTOCHEMICAL STAINING OF PMN WITH 
NBT

Principle
The NBT test is a qualitative histochemical assay used to 
detect the production of ROS by oxidation- reduction reac-
tions in phagocytes. NBT, yellow in solution, is an electron 
acceptor and is reduced in the presence of O2•

− to formazan, 
an insoluble blue- black precipitate. Either whole blood or 
isolated PMN are added to the NBT solution in a chamber 
slide and stimulated with PMA for 15 to 30 min at 37°C. 
The PMN are allowed to adhere to the slide. The slide is 
air dried, counterstained with 0.6% safra nin, and examined 
using a 100× objective of a microscope. The NBT test yields 
a visual record of ROS generation by individual cells. Under 
basal conditions, PMN from a normal subject do not gener-
ate ROS and cannot convert NBT to formazan; the cytosol 
and nucleus of the PMN appear pink because of the safranin 
counterstain (Fig. 2A). Treatment of PMN from a normal 
subject with PMA results in the production of ROS and the 
appearance of blue- black formazan deposits in the cytosol 
of the PMN (Fig, 2B). Treatment of PMN from a CGD pa-
tient with PMA does not induce ROS production (Fig. 2C), 
leading to an appearance similar to normal PMN under basal 
conditions. As observed with the DHR assay, treatment of 
PMN from a female X- linked carrier of CGD will exhibit 
both NBT+ and NBT− PMN because of random inactiva-
tion of the X chromosome (Fig. 2D).

Reagents

HBSS with Ca2∙ and Mg2∙ with 10 mM HEPES 
(HBSS/HEPES), pH 7.35–7.40
500 ml HBSS with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (10- 527F, Lonza)
5.0 ml of 1.0 M HEPES buffer (15630- 080, Life 

Technologies)

Add 5.0 ml 1.0 M HEPES to 500 ml HBSS. Adjust the 
pH within the range of 7.35 to 7.40. Prepare on day of use.

HBSS/HEPES with 1% Bovine Serum Albumin
1 g bovine serum albumin (BSA, A- 2153, Sigma Aldrich)
100 ml HBSS/HEPES

Add 1 g BSA to 100 ml HBSS/HEPES. Mix well and 
sterilize through a 0.2- μm filter. Store at 4°C.

NBT (0.2%, N5514, Sigma- Aldrich)
1 tablet (10 mg) NBT
5.0 ml HBSS/HEPES

Add 1 NBT tablet to 5.0 ml HBSS/HEPES. Mix well and 
sterilize through a 0.2- μm filter. Prepare fresh on day of use.

PMA (20 𝛍g/ml)
Prepare a working solution of PMA (20 μg/ml) by add-

ing 10 μl stock PMA (2 mg/ml) to 990 μl 50% DMSO.

Safranin O (0.6%, 65092B- 95; Harleco, EMD 
Millipore, Gibbstown, NJ)

Procedure
1. Transfer 0.1 ml isolated PMN (1 × 107 cells/ml) into 

a labeled conical tube.
2. Add 0.4 ml of 1% BSA in HBSS/HEPES.
3. Add 0.5 ml of 0.2% NBT solution.
4. Add 5 μl of 20 μg/ml PMA and mix well.
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5. Transfer 500 μl (in duplicate) to a well of a chamber 
slide (177445, Nunc Lab- Tek; Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Inc., Waltham, MA).

6. Incubate the slide for 15 min at 37°C.
7. Wash the slide with HBSS/HEPES.
8. Fix the slide with methanol.
9. Counterstain with 0.6% safranin for 5 min.

10. Allow the slide to dry before viewing the cells on the 
microscope.

11. Enumerate the % NBT+ cells by counting 200 PMN, 
differentiating between NBT+ and NBT−.

Results and normal Range
Treatment of PMN from a normal subject with PMA in the 
presence of NBT results in the formation of blue- black for-
mazan in the cytosol and a pink counterstained nucleus in 
98 to 100% of the cells (Fig. 2B).

Interpretation and Limitations
PMN that fail to reduce NBT include those that have lit-
tle or no oxidase activity. This can include patients with 
CGD or glucose- 6- phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency. In 
general, an NBT test on PMN from a patient with CGD 
exhibits only the safranin- counterstained nucleus with no 
formazan precipitate in the cytosol (Fig. 2C). Very few, if 
any, cells are NBT+, although some patients with p47phox 
CGD can stain weakly. Hence, the ability to reduce NBT 
does not exclude the diagnosis of CGD.

The NBT test can also be used to diagnose X- linked car-
riers of CGD (Fig. 2D) but cannot differentiate autosomal 
carriers from normal subjects. Because of inactivation of one 
of the X chromosomes, an NBT test on PMN from a car-
rier of CGD reveals two populations of PMN: PMN that 
are functioning correctly and able to generate ROS contain 
blue- black precipitate in the cytosol from the reduction of 

NBT to insoluble formazan, whereas PMN that do not gen-
erate ROS contain only pink- counterstained cytosol. The 
NBT test has a wide distribution in X- linked carriers of 
CGD, from as little as 5% NBT+ to as much as 95% NBT+.

The drawback of the NBT test is the time required to 
view sufficient individual cells and the subjectivity of the 
technician interpreting the response in each cell.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF O2•
∙ 

GENERATION USING SOD- INHIBITABLE 
FERRICYTOCHROME c REDUCTION

Principle
The release of ROS such as O2•

− and H2O2 is an impor tant 
component of the bactericidal machinery of PMN. The 
production of O2•

− can be detected using the reduction of 
cytochrome c. O2•

− causes a one- to- one stoichiometric re-
duction of ferricytochrome c to ferrocytochrome c, with a 
resultant increase in the absorption spectrum at 549.5 nM. 
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) is added to an identical tube 
to act as a blank by removing the substrate, thereby validat-
ing O2•

− production. Resultant supernatants are analyzed by 
spectrophotometry using an analytical wavelength of 549.5 
nm for peak absorbance and background wavelengths of 541 
nm and 556 nm. The amount of O2•

− generated is calculated 
from the optical density (OD) of reduced cytochrome c to 
nanomoles of O2•

− released using the micromolar extinction 
coefficient of 0.0211. However, since cytochrome c is not 
permeable to the cells, the detection of O2•

− is limited to 
that released into the extracellular milieu. An estimate of 
normal O2•

− generated in 60 min can be obtained by re-
ducing the number of PMN in the assay to 2 × 105 cells. 
PMN isolated from most patients with CGD fail to generate 
significant O2•

− in response to PMA in 60 min. However, 
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FIGURE 2 Histochemical staining of PMN with NBT. (A) PMN from a normal subject under basal 
condition exhibit only the safranin counterstain of the cytosol and nucleus. (B) PMN from a normal 
subject stimulated with PMA exhibit blue- black formazan deposits in the cytosol and the safranin coun-
terstain in the nucleus. (C) PMN from a patient with gp91phox CGD stimulated with PMA fail to generate 
ROS and exhibit only the safranin counterstain of the cytosol and nucleus. (D) PMN from an X- linked 
carrier of CGD stimulated with PMA exhibit both an NBT− population and an NBT+ population of 
PMN. In this case, the X- linked carrier was 52% NBT+.
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some patients with autosomal forms of CGD have low but 
detectable O2•

− production in 60 min. PMN isolated from 
X- linked heterozygous carriers of CGD can yield a full spec-
trum of O2•

− production. Since the data represent the av-
erage O2•

− generation of both functional and dysfunctional 
cells, a highly lyonized X- linked carrier with few DHR+ 
or NBT+ cells can exhibit less total O2•

− generation than 
a CGD patient with some residual NOX2 activity. These 
data suggest that it is more immunologically advantageous 
to express a small population of PMN with normal NOX2 
activity than the entire population of PMN with reduced 
NOX2 activity. Although the detection of O2•

− by reduction 
of cytochrome c is useful in the diagnosis of patients with 
CGD, it cannot be used in the diagnosis of carriers because 
of the wide spectrum of responses that result from the degree 
of X- chromosome lyonization.

Recent studies have shown that O2•
− determinations on 

PMN isolated from whole blood stored overnight are suffi-
ciently reliable to diagnose CGD. By 48 h of storage, how-
ever, there are marked reductions in the PMA response and 
the data are no longer valid. Hence, analyses can be per-
formed on blood samples shipped by overnight express. A 
normal control blood sample should accompany the sample 
to ensure proper shipment conditions and handling.

Reagents

HBSS/HEPES

Cytochrome c (200 𝛍M)
26 mg cytochrome c (C7752, Sigma- Aldrich)
10 ml HBSS/HEPES

Dissolve 26 mg cytochrome c in 10 ml HBSS/HEPES.

Catalase (10 mg/ml)

SOD (10 mg/ml)
20 mg SOD (S2515, Sigma- Aldrich)
2.0 ml PBS without Ca2+ and Mg2+

Dissolve 20 mg SOD in 2.0 ml PBS. Store at −85°C in 
100- μl aliquots.

PMA (20 𝛍g/ml)

Procedure
1. Add 200 μl catalase to 10 ml cytochrome c solution.
2. Resuspend PMN at 2 × 106 cells/ml in HBSS with 

Ca2+ and Mg2+.
3. Label 6 × 1- ml polypropylene microtubes (#1 through 

6) and prepare tubes as described in Table 1. It is im-
portant that PMN be added last.

4. After addition of PMN, immediately place tubes on 
an end- over- end rotator (12 rpm) in a 37°C incubator 
and incubate for either 10 min or 60 min (note: in 
a 60- min incubation, PMN from normal subjects, or 
carriers of CGD with DHR+ PMN >20%, should be 
diluted 1:5 for tubes #4 through 6).

5. At the end of the incubation, immediately place 
tubes on ice and spin at 500 × g for 15 min at 4°C.

6. Transfer supernatants to cuvettes and read on spec-
trophotometer, using an analytical wavelength of 
549.5 nm and background isosbestic (equivalent ab-
sorbance for both oxidized and reduced cytochrome 
c) wavelengths of 541 nm and 556 nm. The back-
ground wavelengths represent the intersections of 

the spectral scans of oxidized and reduced (deter-
mined after the addition of a few grains of dithion-
ite) cytochrome c.

7. The net absorbance of each sample is determined us-
ing the following formula:

OD549.5 nm – {[(OD556.0 nm – OD541.0 nm) × 
(8.5/15)] + OD541.0 nm}

8. The basal production of O2•
− generated (nano-

moles/106 cells) is calculated by subtracting the net 
absorbance of the SOD- containing sample (tube #3) 
from the mean of net absorbance of tubes #1 and 2 
and dividing the difference by 0.0211, the micromo-
lar extinction coefficient for reduced cytochrome c. 
Repeat the calculations for tubes #4 through 6. For 
60- min samples with reduced cell numbers (20%), 
multiply by 5 to normalize to 106 cells.

Results and normal Range
PMN isolated from normal subjects produce 0.41 ± 0.32 
nmol/106 PMN/10 min and 2.15 ± 1.60 nmol/106 PMN/60 
min under basal conditions. Treatment of normal PMN 
with PMA results in 43.53 ± 12.61 nmol/106 PMN/10 min 
and 235.38 ± 55.69 nmol/106 PMN/60 min.

Interpretation and Limitations
Since cytochrome c is not cell- permeant, the data obtained 
using this assay represent only a portion of the total ROS 
production, i.e., that O2•

− released from the cell and de-
tected in the extracellular milieu. In addition, O2•

− genera-
tion using ferricytochrome c reduction reflects the average 
response of all the cells in the population. For example, a 
CGD patient with 100% of cells functioning at 10% cannot 
be distinguished from an X- linked CGD carrier with 10% of 
cells functioning at 100% capacity. Hence, detection of O2•

− 
generation by ferricytochrome c reduction alone is insuffi-
cient to diagnose X- linked carriers, and it should be used in 
conjunction with the DHR or NBT assay.

The O2•
− generated by PMN isolated from CGD patients 

ranges from 0.50 to as much as 60 nmol/106 cell/60 min. 
Although NOX2 function is impaired in all patients with 
CGD, there is variability (0.1 to 27% of normal) in re-
sidual ROS production by patient PMN. Analysis of this 
residual ROS production allowed discrimination of CGD 
into subgroups with different rates of mortality (11). The 
production of ROS has become an important tool to per-
form risk assessment in patients with CGD. Patients with 
the lowest ROS generation (<1% of normal generation) 
have lower predicted survival than patients with higher 
ROS generation (3 to 10% of normal).

TABLE 1 Experimental design for quantitative analysis of 
O2•

− generation using superoxide dismutase- inhibitable ferricy-
tochrome c reductiona

Conditions Tube no.
Vol (μl)

Cytochrome c/ 
catalase soln SOD PMA PMN

Resting 1,2 500 — — 500
Resting- SOD 3 500 10 — 500
PMA 4,5 500 — 5 500
PMA- SOD 6 500 10 5 500

aSOD, superoxide dismutase; PMA, phorbol 12- myristate 13- acetate
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ANALYSIS OF PMN ROS GENERATION 
BY LUMINOL- ENHANCED 
CHEMILUMINESCENCE

Principle
While the analysis of O2•

− generation using ferricytochrome 
c reduction is a reasonable approach to quantitate extracel-
lular ROS production, it does not provide an estimate of 
intracellular ROS production. An estimate of both intracel-
lular and extracellular ROS production can be determined 
using ROS- mediated, luminol- enhanced chemilumines-
cence. It should be noted that the kinetics of PMA- induced 
chemiluminescence are different from the kinetics of PMA- 
induced O2•

− generation using ferricytochrome c reduction.

Reagents

HBSS/HEPES

Luminol (50 mM)
35.44 mg luminol (A8511, Sigma- Aldrich)
4.0 ml DMSO

Add 35.4 mg luminol to 4.0 ml DMSO. Store at −85°C 
in 50- μl aliquots wrapped with foil to protect from light. On 
the day of analysis, prepare a working solution of 400 μM.

PMA (400 ng/ml)
Prepare a 400 ng/ml working concentration of PMA by 

adding 20 μl PMA (20 μg/ml) to 980 μl HBSS/HEPES 
buffer.

Procedure
1. Isolate PMN from whole blood as described previ-

ously. Resuspend PMN in HBSS/HEPES at 1 × 106 
cells/ml.

2. Transfer 105 PMN/100 μl in triplicate for each condi-
tion to a 96- well, white analysis microplate (655207; 
Greiner Bio- One, Monroe, NC).

3. Add 50 μl luminol to each well of the microplate 
containing PMN. Incubate for 10 min at 37°C.

4. Transfer 50 μl buffer or PMA to the proscribed wells 
of the analysis microplate using an 8- channel pipet-
tor. Immediately place the plate into a luminometer, 
thermally regulated at 37°C.

5. Measure the luminescence of each well every 2 min 
for up to 120 min, shaking the plate at medium speed 
prior to each reading.

Results and normal Range
Luminol- enhanced chemiluminescence is a measure of both 
intracellular and extracellular ROS production, specifically 
O2•

− production. Addition of SOD causes significant re-
duction in both the peak height and area under the curve 
after stimulation with PMA, whereas addition of catalase 
has much less impact. The luminescence signal is in pho-
tons/second and is expressed as relative light units (RLU). 
The kinetics of the response varies with the activator used. 
Stimulation of PMN from a normal subject leads to a rapid 
peak of luminescence with a prolonged decay that persists 
for almost 2 h (Fig. 3). PMN from a patient with gp91phox 
CGD exhibits little detectable luminescence. PMN from 
an gp91phox X- linked carrier CGD exhibits an intermediate 
signal that is consistent with the percentage of DHR+ cells 
within the population. PMN from a patient with p47phox 
CGD, as observed with other assays of ROS production, ex-
hibit low but detectable luminescence, particularly at longer 

incubation times. Comparing the responses from different 
subjects is typically performed by comparing the area under 
the curves.

The primary advantage of the luminol- enhanced chemi-
luminescence is the increased sensitivity with reduced cell 
numbers. In addition, PMN from several different subjects 
can be stimulated with several different stimuli on the same 
plate.

Interpretation and Limitations
Similar to detection of O2•

− generation by ferricytochrome 
c reduction, luminol- enhanced chemiluminescence reflects 
the average response of all the cells in the population; alone 
is insufficient to diagnose X- linked carriers; and should be 
used in conjunction with the DHR or NBT assay. In addi-
tion, luminol- enhanced chemiluminescence is not directly 
quantifiable. Instead, comparison of responses of cells from 
normal subjects and patients is usually based on a compari-
son of the area under the curves for each subject.

ANALYSIS OF gp91phox SURFACE EXPRESSION 
BY FLOW CYTOMETRY

Principle
The NADPH oxidase is a multicomponent enzyme that 
transfers electrons from NADPH to O2 to generate super-
oxide anion radical (O2•

−), a key part of the phagocytic or 
PMN respiratory burst response. Flavocytochrome b558 is 
the catalytic component of the phagocyte NADPH oxidase 
and consists of a transmembrane heterodimer composed of a 
large glycoprotein, gp91phox, and a smaller protein, p22phox. 
The expression of flavocytochrome b558 on the cell surface 
antigens can be determined by flow cytometric analysis of 
PMN stained with fluorescently labeled monoclonal anti-
body 7D5, which recognizes a specific extracellular epitope 
(12, 13). PMN stained with nonspecific isotype antibodies 
are used to determine the nonspecific background staining. 
To determine the expression of circulating PMN and avoid 
artifacts induced by PMN isolation, an aliquot of whole 

FIGURE 3 Analysis of PMN ROS generation by luminol- 
enhanced chemiluminescence. PMN (1 × 105 cells/200 μl HBSS/
HEPES with 100 μM luminol) were incubated for 120 min in the 
presence of PMA (100 ng/ml). Luminescence of each well was de-
termined every 2 min. The data from each subject were performed 
in triplicate. Blue circles represent the mean response of normal 
subjects (n = 20); yellow circles, an X- linked carrier of gp91phox 
CGD; green circles, a patient with p47phox CGD; red circles, a pa-
tient with gp91phox CGD.
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blood can be stained with the appropriate antibody prior 
to lysis of the erythrocytes. During flow cytometric analy-
sis, the PMN are generally easy to identify using FS × SS 
gating.

Reagents

Fluorescein Isothiocyanate (FITC)- Labeled Anti- 
Flavocytochrome b558 Monoclonal Antibody 
7D5 (500 μg/ml, D162- 4; MBL International 
Corporation, Woburn, MA)

Mouse IgG1 FITC Isotype Control (50 μg/ml, 
349041, BD Biosciences)

OptiLyse C, No- Wash Lysing Solution (A11895, 
Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN)

PBS with 2% BSA
2 g BSA (A- 9543, Sigma- Aldrich)
PBS

Dissolve 2 g BSA in 100 ml PBS. Mix well and sterilize 
through a 0.2- μm filter.

Procedure
1. Label 12 × 75 mm polypropylene tubes with the des-

ignations “IgG1” or “7D5” and add either 20 μl IgG1 
isotype or 4 μl monoclonal antibody 7D5 to desig-
nated tubes.

2. Add 100 μl whole blood to each tube and vortex.
3. Cover samples with foil and incubate at 4°C for 30 

min.
4. Add 500 μl Optilyse C to each tube and vortex im-

mediately. Cover tubes with foil and incubate at 4°C 
for 30 min.

5. Add 2.0 ml PBS with 2% BSA to each tube.
6. Spin tubes at 400 × g for 5 min, decant and repeat 

wash.

Resuspend PMN in 0.2 ml of PBS with 2% BSA and an-
alyze by flow cytometry.

Results and normal Range
The expression of Ab 7D5 on PMN from normal subjects is 
typically 830 ± 442 compared to the IgG1 isotype (95.1± 
25.4). Activation of isolated PMN with formyl- methionyl- 
leucyl phenylalanine (fMLF) or LPS can lead to mobiliza-
tion of latent gp91phox stored in specific granules.

Interpretation and Limitation
PMN from CGD patients with either defects in p22phox or 
gp91phox generally exhibit abnormal expression of Ab 7D5. 
However, often patients with missense mutations in gp-
91phox in the nucleotide- binding domains can exhibit nor-
mal expression of gp91phox.

IMMUNOBLOT ANALYSIS OF phox 
SUBUNITS OF NOX2

Principle
NOX2 consists of two membrane components, p22phox and 
gp91phox; three cytosolic components, p47phox, p67phox, and 
p40phox; and several GTP- binding proteins. The severity of 
CGD may be related to the specific protein defect. Determi-
nation of the specific protein defect in CGD by immunoblot 

analysis also provides direction for determination of the spe-
cific genetic defect as well as enabling appropriate genetic 
counseling for the extended family. A validated normal 
control is included on each gel for band identification and 
intensity comparisons. A typical phox protein immunoblot 
of a PMN lysate from a normal subject is presented in Fig. 
4, lane 1. Patients with mutations in gp91phox can exhibit 
different protein expression. Some CGD patients with mis-
sense mutations in gp91phox can express detectable mutant 
protein (Fig. 4, lanes 2 and 3). Because p22phox and gp91phox 
exist as a membrane complex, increased gp91phox protein ex-
pression is accompanied by a proportionately higher expres-
sion of p22phox. CGD patients with nonsense mutations in 
gp91phox exhibit undetectable expression of gp91phox; how-
ever, there is low but detectable expression of p22phox (Fig. 
4, lane 4). In our laboratory, we typically include a PMN 
lysate from known gp91phox CGD on each blot to ensure 
adequate development of p22phox. CGD patients with mu-
tations in p22phox are immunoblot- negative for both p22phox 
and gp91phox (Fig. 4, lane 5). CGD patients with mutations 
in p47phox CGD exhibit no detectable protein expression 
(Fig. 4, lane 6). Similarly, CGD patients with mutations in 
p67phox CGD generally exhibit undetectable protein expres-
sion (Fig. 4, lane 7); however, we have analyzed one patient 
with a missense mutation in p67phox who exhibits detectable 
protein expression.

PMN isolated from overnight samples can be used to 
diagnose p47phox deficiency because of the stability of the 
protein. However, detection of defects in other phox pro-
tein in overnight samples can be more problematic because 
of proteolysis of p67phox and the gp91phox:p22phox complex.

Reagents

3- (N- Morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS)– 
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) running buffer (2.0 
liters, 1×)
100 ml NuPAGE MOPS- SDS running buffer (20X, 

NP0001; Novex Life Technologies)
1,900 ml distilled H2O

Add 100 ml 20× running buffer to 1,900 ml H2O.

Antioxidant Solution (NP0005, Novex Life 
Technologies)

Protease- Inhibitor Solution (10∙)
1 Complete Mini Protease- Inhibitor tablet (68196820; 

Boehringer Mannheim, Gaithersburg, MD)
1 ml distilled H2O

Dissolve one Complete Mini Protease- Inhibitor tablet in 
1 ml H2O.

Sample Buffer (1∙)
250 μl 4× sample buffer (NP0003, Novex Life 

Technologies)
100 μl 10× protease inhibitor solution
650 μl distilled H2O

Add 250 μl 4× sample buffer and 100 μl 10× protease 
inhibitor solution to 650 μl dH2O.

Reducing Agent (NP0004, Novex Life 
Technologies)

SeeBlue Plus2 Prestained Standards (LC5625, 
Novex Life Technologies)
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NuPAGE Novex Bis- Tris Gels
NuPAGE Novex 10% Bis- Tris Gel 1.0 mm, 10 well 

(NP0301, Novex Life Technologies) for detection of p47phox 
and p67phox and NuPAGE Novex 4 to 12% Bis- Tris Gel 1.0 
mm, 10 well (NP0321, Novex Life Technologies) for detec-
tion of p22phox and gp91phox.

Tris- Buffered Saline (TBS)
80 ml 1.0 M Tris, pH 7.4 (16- 014F, Lonza)
116.8 g NaCl (S9625, Sigma- Aldrich)
3,920 ml H2O

Add 80 ml 1.0 M Tris and 116.8 g NaCl to 3.920 ml 
H2O.

TBS/0.5% Tween
1.0 liter TBS
5 ml Tween 20 (P1379, Sigma- Aldrich)

Add 5 ml Tween 20 to 1.0 liter TBS.

Transfer Buffer (3.0 liters, 1∙)
150 ml NuPAGE Transfer buffer (20×, NP0006, Novex 

Life Technologies)

3.0 ml antioxidant solution (NP0005, Novex Life 
Technologies)

300 ml methanol
2,547 ml distilled H2O

Add 150 ml 20× transfer buffer, 3.0 ml antioxidant solu-
tion, and 300 ml methanol to 2,547 ml H2O.

Immobilon- P Transfer Membrane (IPVH 00010; 
EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA)

Sodium Azide (1.0 M)
0.65 g sodium azide
10 ml H2O

Add 0.65 g sodium azide to 10 ml of H2O.

Membrane- Blocking Solution
10 g nonfat dry milk
100 μl Tween 20
200 ml TBS
200 μl 1.0 M sodium azide
Add 10 g dry milk and 100 μl Tween 20 to 200 ml TBS. 

Add 200 μl 1.0 M sodium azide as a preservative.

p67phox

gp91phox

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22pLN phox p47phox

gp91phox

p22phox

p47phox

p67phoxesnessiM esnessiM esnesnoN

FIGURE 4 Immunoblot analysis of phox subunits of NOX2. DFP- treated PMN (5 × 106 cells) were 
sonicated in 100 μl of sample buffer. For each subject, an aliquot (20 μl or 1 × 106 cell equivalents) of 
PMN lysate was loaded into a well of the precast BisTris SDS- PAGE gel. In this composite figure, the bands 
corresponding to each phox subunit from each subject have been aligned. Lane 1 represents PMN from a 
normal subject and defines the position and the expression of each phox subunit. Lanes 2 and 3 represent 
CGD patients with missense mutations in gp91phox and illustrate the proportional expression observed with 
gp91phox and p22phox. Lane 4 represents a CGD patient with a nonsense mutation in gp91phox with undetect-
able expression of gp91phox but faint expression of p22phox. Lane 5 represents a CGD patient with p22phox 
deficiency with undetectable expression of both p22phox and gp91phox. Lane 6 represents a CGD patient with 
undetectable p47phox. Lane 7 represents a CGD patient with undetectable expression of p67phox.
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Primary Goat Antibodies against p22phox, p47phox, 
p67phox, and gp91phox 
Obtained from Harry Malech and Tom Leto (National 

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Insti-
tutes of Health).

50 μl antibody
50 μl 1.0 M sodium azide
2.5 g nonfat dry milk
25 μl Tween 20
50 ml TBS

Add 50 μl of the desired antibody to solution containing 
50 ml TBS with 2.5 g nonfat milk and 25 μl Tween 20. 
Add 50 μl 1.0 M sodium azide as a preservative (shelf life: 
6 months).

Goat IgG, Whole Molecule, Peroxidase- Labeled 
(A5420, Sigma- Aldrich)
20.0 μl peroxidase anti- goat IgG
10 g nonfat milk
100 μl Tween 20
200 ml TBS

Dilute peroxidase- labeled anti- goat IgG antibody 
(1:10,000) by adding 20.0 μl anti- goat IgG to a solution con-
taining 200 ml TBS, 10 g nonfat milk, and 100 μl Tween 20.

TMB One Component Horseradish Peroxidase 
(HRP) Membrane Substrate (TMBM- 0100- 01; 
SurModics IVD, Eden Prairie, MN)
Warm to room temperature before use.

Procedure
1. Add 90 μl 1× sample buffer and 10 μl reducing agent 

to DFP- treated PMN pellet (5 × 106 cells/pellet). 
Sonicate the PMN pellet for 80 short (<1- s) pulses 
at low setting to prevent sample loss. Cool on ice and 
repeat sonication for an additional 80 pulses.

2. Spin at 10,600 × g for 5 min.
3. Repeat sonication for 40 pulses at low setting, if 

necessary.
4. Place gel in electrophoresis apparatus according to 

manufacturer’s instruction.
5. Fill the upper chamber with 1× running buffer (600 

ml) + antioxidant (1.5 ml) and check for leakage. Fill 
the lower chamber with ∼350 ml of buffer (without 
antioxidant). Add sufficient buffer until each cham-
ber is full.

6. Load 10 μl of the SeeBlue Plus2 prestained molecular 
weight standards in lane 1 of each gel— two 10% gels 
for detection of p47phox and p67phox and two 4–12% 
gels for detection of p22phox and gp91phox.

7. Load 20 μl of a normal PMN lysate in lane 2 and 
load 20 μl of PMN lysate from each patient in lanes 3 
through 10 of all four gels.

8. Run the gels at 4°C using constant voltage (125 V) 
until the dye front reaches the bottom of the gel.

9. Turn off the power supply and disconnect the gel ap-
paratus from the power supply.

10. Remove the precast gel(s) from the gel chamber and 
remove the gels from the cassette according to the 
manufacturer’s instruction.

11. Transfer the gels to the Immobilon- P membrane ac-
cording to the instructions supplied with blotting 
apparatus.

To ensure adequate protein transfer to the mem-
brane, check the gels for residual prestained standards. 
Using a pen, mark the membrane at the leading edge 
of each of the prestained molecular weight standards.

12. Place the membrane in the membrane- blocking solu-
tion and incubate for at least 6 h at 4°C with gentle 
rocking.

13. Remove the membrane from the blocking solution 
and wash the membrane 3× for 5 min with TBS/0.5% 
Tween 20.

14. Add the appropriate primary antibody solution to blot 
and incubate overnight at 4°C with gentle rocking.

15. Remove the membrane from the primary antibody 
solutions, reserving the primary antibody.

16. Wash the membrane 3× for 5 min with TBS/0.5% 
Tween 20.

17. Add the secondary antibody solution to the mem-
brane and incubate with gentle rocking for 2 h at 
room temperature.

18. Wash the membrane 3× for 5 min with TBS/0.5% 
Tween 20.

19. Add the membrane peroxidase substrate to the 
membrane.

20. Carefully monitor development of the membrane to 
ensure adequate staining, particularly for detection of 
p22phox. A faint p22phox band is generally observed in 
patients with gp91phox - deficient CGD.

21. To stop the development, quickly wash the mem-
brane twice with distilled H2O.

Results and normal Range
For each immunoblot analysis, a PMN lysate from at least 
one normal subject should be included on each gel for 
comparison. The expression of each phox protein can be 
determined by densitometric scanning. Alternatively, the 
expression of each protein can be assigned a value based on 
a semiquantitative scale, comparing the expression of each 
protein to the expression observed in a normal subject, e.g., 
“0,” lack or absence of expression; “1,” trace expression; “2,” 
intermediate expression; and “3,” normal expression. The 
primary goal of the immunoblot analysis is the identification 
of the protein defect in patients with CGD, targeting the 
gene for sequence analysis.

Interpretation and Limitations
The membrane components gp91phox and p22phox are ex-
pressed as a complex. Absence of gp91phox results in faint 
expression of p22phox. However, absence of p22phox results 
in absence of bands for both p22phox and gp91phox. Missense 
mutations in gp91phox often result in decreased expression of 
gp91phox as well as a parallel decrease in expression of p22phox. 
Reduced or absent expression of p47phox or p67phox has little 
or no impact on the expression of the other phox proteins.

CONCLUSION
Although the DHR assay is probably the single most used as-
say for diagnosis of CGD, other assays used can complement 
the findings of the DHR. Since there are conditions which 
can give a false- negative DHR response (as in myeloper-
oxidase deficiency), the O2•

− dependent ferricytochrome c 
reduction assay can confirm the DHR finding. Similarly, X- 
linked carriers of CGD can exhibit a very low value in the 
O2•

− dependent ferricytochrome c reduction assay. However, 
the DHR may indicate that the patient has very few DHR+ 
cells. Hence, a final diagnosis of CGD or carrier of CGD 
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should not be based on a single assay, but rather it should be 
based on several assays with results that agree among them.

This project has been funded in whole or in part with federal funds 
from the National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, under 
Contract No. HHSN261200800001E. The content of this publication 
does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Department of 
Health and Human Services, nor does mention of trade names, com-
mercial products, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. 
Government.
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Introduction
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Nearly 60 years ago, the first cytokine was described. To-
day, >300 cytokines, chemokines, and adhesion molecules 
have been identified. We have witnessed an explosion in 
knowledge about cytokine biology. This can be highlighted 
by reviewing the interferon (IFN) molecules as an example. 
IFN was first identified in 1957 as a potent antiviral mole-
cule. We now know that there are four major types of IFNs 
(alpha, beta, gamma, and lambda). Although IFN was first 
identified as an antiviral protein, IFNs are now recognized as 
critical immunoregulatory proteins capable of altering vari-
ous cellular processes, including cell growth, differentiation, 
gene transcription, and translation. The advent of innate 
immunity and Toll- like receptors revealed the intimate role 
of IFNs in innate immune responses. The presence of IFN- α 
is a critical component of the autoimmune disease systemic 
lupus erythematosus. Advances in biotechnology and mo-
lecular biology have generated highly specific reagents with 
clinical relevance. In fact, the IFNs have been approved 
by the Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of 
infections, malignancies, autoimmunity, and immunode-
ficiency. IFN- α treatment is efficacious for hepatitis C in-
fection, IFN- β for multiple sclerosis, and IFN- γ for chronic 
granulomatous disease. The examples outlined for the IFNs 
can be replayed throughout the cytokine kingdom.

The key element throughout this section is the measure-
ment of cytokines. We need to know what to measure, how 
to measure, and the utility of this measurement. The five 
chapters in this section provide us with this knowledge and 
much more.

Chapter 35, by Duffy and Remick, provides a critical 
review of reasons and ways to measure cytokines. They 
identify ways to monitor the proteins, beginning with the 
standard enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay, and then 
present insight into multiplex assays. It is of interest to note 
that they include a cost comparison of these assay systems. 
Molecular methods to measure cytokine mRNA are then 
presented, with an analysis of in situ hybridization and PCR 
assays. The authors keenly note that cytokines are critical 
from birth (gestation) to death (apoptosis).

Chapter 36, written by Maecker, expands on cytokine 
measurement with a focus on flow cytometry. This assay 
method allows for the measurement of these proteins on a 
single- cell basis. In fact, multiparameter flow cytometry pro-
vides the investigator with a detailed characterization of the 
cytokine- producing cells.

The next chapter, prepared by Islam, Medoff, and Luster, 
is a detailed description of the chemokine and chemokine 
receptor system. This critical topic highlights the concept 
that the movement of leukocytes toward a site of antigen 
challenge, infection, or tissue damage is a central compo-
nent in establishing inflammation. These chemokine ex-
perts offer an overview of basic principles of chemokines 
and chemokine receptors and their role in several disease 
states. Finally, they identify ways to measure chemokines 
and the clinical applications for this analysis.

The final two chapters are new additions for the section 
in the 8th edition of the Manual that deliver insight into 
advances in cytokine biology. Vashisht and Niewold provide 
us with a concise description of the newer diagnostic and 
clinical applications of cytokines. They stress the concept 
that cytokine measurements are helpful in the diagnosis and 
prognosis of autoimmune diseases and discuss how cytokine 
patterns provide insights into the causes of diseases. In par-
ticular, they highlight the role of IFN- α in systemic lupus 
erythematosus and interleukin- 1 in juvenile idiopathic ar-
thritis. They also discuss the key concept of cytokine inhib-
itors and recombinant cytokines in the treatment of human 
disease.

Chapter 39, by Browne, identifies the key role of an-
ticytokine autoantibodies in human diseases. This is a 
rapidly expanding field of study that cuts across several 
medical disciplines. The reason for this diversity lies in 
the various cytokine pathways inhibited and the result-
ing diverse manifestations of disease. Browne highlights 
examples, such as antierythropoietin autoantibodies and 
pure red cell aplasia, anti- IFN- γ autoantibodies and severe 
opportunistic infection, and anti- granulocyte- macrophage 
colony- stimulating factor autoantibodies and pulmonary 
alveolar proteinosis. The author characterizes methods of 
measurement and notes that diagnosis can directly influ-
ence clinical management because therapy can focus on 
the autoantibody.

The primary function of this section is to identify ways to 
monitor cytokines and chemokines in a laboratory setting. 
Beyond this mission, the authors of this section have also 
provided us with a greater understanding of the role of cy-
tokines, chemokines, and their receptors in human diseases. 
Moreover, they provide insight into how this knowledge can 
lead to the development of novel therapeutic approaches to 
combat these diseases.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch34
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Cytokines are low- molecular- weight proteins representing 
important components of inflammatory and immune reac-
tions (1). In response to multiple stimuli (2), cytokines are 
rapidly induced and secreted into the extracellular milieu. 
However, in some situations, cytokines are constitutively 
present. Cytokines exert numerous biological activities 
which are critical for host defense, physiologic responses 
to stress, and immune surveillance. Cytokines, along with 
complement, are considered to be part of the innate im-
mune system. The world of cytokine biology has exploded 
in the past decades. It can be said without hyperbole that 
cytokines are critical from birth (gestation) (3) to death 
(apoptosis) (4).

Given the wide range of activities induced by cytokines, 
there is great interest in accurate measurement of these crit-
ical mediators. It is important to know if the cytokines are 
present during a particular disease process since they may po-
tentially serve as a target for therapy (5). Conversely, there 
may be value in documenting that cytokines are depressed 
during a disease state such that the appropriate therapy is 
administration of exogenous cytokines, e.g., granulocyte 
colony- stimulating factor. Clear evidence of the interest in 
measuring cytokines is demonstrated by the numerous com-
panies which prepare and market kits for quantifying levels 
of cytokines.

Since there are numerous cytokines, a final biological 
outcome may not be dependent upon a single cytokine. 
Indeed, it has been reported that the ratio of cytokines 
to cytokine inhibitors provides the best predictor for pro-
gression of disease (6, 7). The best insights into the disease 
state will probably be achieved when multiple parameters 
are analyzed and assessed. As in making a clinical diagnosis, 
as much information as possible is needed in order to arrive 
at the correct determination for the precise disease process.

As a result of these issues, multiplex cytokine assays have 
been developed which will allow measurement of several 
cytokines simultaneously. While some of these assays were 
described several years ago, they have mushroomed in the 
commercial sector. As will be discussed further below, flow 
cytometric bead array assays are now marketed by numerous 
vendors. The technology has developed to the point that 
papers are now being written which directly compare the 
different kits from different vendors (8, 9).

While this chapter will examine measurement of cyto-
kines, it should be borne in mind that the technology is not 

limited to measuring only these inflammatory mediators. 
Indeed, virtually any molecule that exhibits a specific in-
teraction with another molecule may be measured by either 
a traditional enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
or a multiplex assay. Whether the interaction is a ligand- 
receptor interaction, a nucleic acid- protein interaction 
(10), or the traditional antibody- antigen interaction, the 
multiplex technology may be adapted to allow measurement 
(11). The principal consideration is the specificity of the 
interaction, such that the results are specific for measuring 
the analyte in question.

This chapter will explore both traditional ELISAs and 
the newer multiplexed assays. The methods, technology, in-
strumentation, and data analysis will be examined. Pitfalls 
that may arise with the assay will be explored to provide a 
better understanding of the limitations of the technique in 
question. We will also briefly describe the principles of nu-
cleic acid detection by in situ hybridization and PCR.

TRADITIONAL ELISA
The traditional ELISA serves as an appropriate starting 
point. This is done because most of the newer assays are still 
based on the same antibody- antigen interaction that is most 
easily understood through examination of a single ELISA 
for a single cytokine. Virtually all ELISAs are based on the 
concept that a specific antibody will recognize a specific an-
tigen. This concept dates back to the pioneering work of 
Yalow and Berson, who discovered that an antibody could 
recognize insulin (12). This single finding revolutionized 
the process for the detection and quantification of specific 
analytes.

Most commercially available ELISAs are based on a 
sandwich, or two- antibody, technique. A simpler method 
is the direct ELISA. For this assay, the antigen is bound 
directly to the surface of the microtiter well in the plate 
(Fig. 1). An antibody which specifically detects the cyto-
kine in question is then added. For purposes of illustration, 
the cytokine interleukin 6 (IL- 6) will be used in the sche-
matic figures. There are multiple methods for detecting 
the antibody bound to the antigen. The antibody may be 
directly conjugated to an enzyme such as horseradish per-
oxidase, and the enzymatic reaction will occur within the 
well of the microtiter plate, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Alterna-
tively, the antibody may be detected by a second antibody. 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch35
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For example, the first antibody may be a mouse monoclonal 
antibody which recognizes human IL- 6. The second anti-
body may then be a goat anti- mouse antibody which has 
been labeled with horseradish peroxidase. An alternative 
method for detecting the primary antibody is to attach a 
biotin moiety to the antibody. Streptavidin conjugated to 
horseradish peroxidase is applied next, since the streptavi-
din will bind to the biotinylated antibody bound to IL- 6. For 
all of these assays, the enzyme conjugated to the detection 
moiety produces the color. The process follows a fairly sim-
ple equation in which more antigen present results in more 
antibody binding, which results in greater concentrations of 
the enzyme, which results in stronger color development.

A slight modification is used for the sandwich ELISA. 
First, an antibody is bound to the surface of the microtiter 
well (Fig. 2). This antibody has specificity for the cytokine 
which will be detected, in this case IL- 6. The sample is 
then applied to the well, and the IL- 6 binds to the anti-
body. During washing, all the proteins which are not IL- 6 
should be washed away. The only entity remaining in the 
well should be the IL- 6 bound to the antibody. Subsequent 
development steps are similar to those for the direct ELISA 
described above. Typically, the sandwich ELISA is more 
sensitive than the direct ELISA.

There are several critical elements in developing a sen-
sitive and specific ELISA. These same critical elements ap-
ply to multiplexing assays, but again the concepts are more 
easily understood when a single cytokine is considered. First 
and foremost, the primary factor driving the sensitivity and 
specificity is the quality of the antibodies (13, 14). There 
is simply no substitute for having high- quality antibodies 
for the assay. As a specific example, antibodies are avail-
able which detect the precursor form of IL- 1β but not the 
mature, processed form (15, 16). This may result in gross 
underestimation of the total amount of IL- 1β present in cell 
lysates, because the antibodies selected for detection may 
not be appropriate. In many situations, the antibodies have 
already been matched for the development of a sandwich 
ELISA. With a few simple techniques, it is possible to buy 
these antibodies and establish ELISAs for the detection of 
cytokines (17). In this regard, the commercial vendors are 
excellent sources of good- quality reagents.

Another important aspect is the selection of the proper 
blocking reagent. Blocking reagents are added to the wells 
to prevent nonspecific binding. After the antigen (direct 
ELISA, Fig. 1) or the antibody (sandwich ELISA, Fig. 2) 
has been applied to the plate, it is important that nonspe-
cific binding sites on the plate are blocked. Frequently, it is 

FIGURE 1 Direct ELISA. In the direct ELISA, the analyte is first bound to the bottom of the microtiter 
well. In this example, the analyte is IL- 6. Unbound IL- 6 is washed away, and excess protein binding sites 
are blocked in order to reduce background. In the next step, biotin- labeled antibody directed against IL- 6 
is added; the small circle represents the biotin moiety directly attached to the antibody. After washing, 
streptavidin (SA) conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) is added and a final wash is performed. 
Following addition of a colorimetric substrate, the color develops. The intensity of the color development 
is directly proportional to the amount of IL- 6 in the first step.

FIGURE 2 Indirect or sandwich ELISA. This ELISA shares many features with the assay described in the 
legend to Fig. 1. The major difference is in the first step, in which an antibody (Ab) directed against the an-
alyte is bound to the bottom of the microtiter well. This antibody is termed the capture or coating antibody. 
Following addition of the analyte, the biotin- labeled detection antibody (biotin- Ab) is applied, followed 
by horseradish peroxidase (HRP)- conjugated streptavidin (SA- HRP). Color development proceeds, and 
the intensity of the color is directly related to the amount of the analyte. This is termed a sandwich ELISA 
because the analyte is sandwiched between two antibodies.
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not possible to predict the optimal blocking reagent, and 
testing needs to be done in order to determine which re-
agent will work the best. The “matrix” of the sample may 
also affect the best blocking reagent. For example, in tissue 
culture supernatants, the protein content is extremely low 
compared to that in organ homogenates or plasma. A block-
ing reagent such as bovine serum albumin which works 
quite well for tissue culture supernatants may be suboptimal 
for measuring cytokines in human plasma. Testing different 
blocking reagents, which are available from the commercial 
vendors, will generally produce a low background.

Different enzymes may be conjugated to the detection 
moiety, whether it is an antibody or streptavidin. Horserad-
ish peroxidase is the most commonly used enzyme, but alka-
line phosphatase may also be used.

A number of substrates may be used in the assay; the sub-
strate will depend upon the enzyme used for detection. The 
color development reagents are available from a number of 
commercial vendors, and they may be purchased already 
prepared. It is also possible to buy the individual reagents 
necessary for the substrate preparation and assemble one’s 
own color detection components. This results in significant 
cost savings compared to purchasing already prepared mate-
rial and usually results in similar sensitivity and specificity 
(17). Several authors have reported that the use of chemi-
luminescent reagents results in greater sensitivity (18–21). 
However, if careful attention to detail is used in the devel-
opment of a colorimetric ELISA, better sensitivity than the 
chemiluminescent assay can be achieved, as well as signifi-
cant cost savings (22).

Once the assay has been completed, it is necessary to 
calculate the results. Typically, the readout from an ELISA 
reader is the absorbance measured at a specific wavelength. 
If a fluorescent or chemiluminescent detection reagent has 
been used, then relative light units are the output. Regard-
less of the output, the actual concentrations of the cytokine 
in the sample are determined by comparison to a standard 
curve. There are several commercial software programs 
available which will perform these calculations. These 

programs may come bundled with the plate reader, or one 
may purchase separate, stand- alone software. Examples of 
data analysis are presented later in this chapter.

This has been a brief overview of the traditional ELISA, 
an assay that is run in hundreds of labs thousands of times 
every week. This assay is robust and relatively straightfor-
ward and has exquisite sensitivity and specificity. Given the 
tremendous utility of measuring a single cytokine, a natural 
extension is to measure multiple cytokines. Each of the steps 
in a traditional ELISA have been detailed (23).

SEQUENTIAL ELISA
The sequential ELISA is an easy method for measuring 
multiple cytokines in a single sample. In most biological 
samples, multiple cytokines are present simultaneously. The 
antibody directed against the cytokine which is present on 
the plate should react only with its specific cytokine. When 
the sample containing multiple cytokines is added to the 
microtiter well, only the cytokine recognized by the anti-
body will remain bound on the plate (Fig. 3). Therefore, 
when the sample is removed, all of the other cytokines will 
be taken away and will be available for detection by another 
ELISA. Thus, it is possible to measure the cytokines in se-
quence, which allows use of the sample to detect multiple 
cytokines. A basic description of this technique has been 
published previously (24). Others have also reported on the 
ability of sequential ELISAs to detect several cytokines si-
multaneously (25, 26).

The sequential ELISA still has several pitfalls. First, the 
sample volume necessary is still greater than that used in 
most multiplex assays. Second, the amount of time required 
to measure each one of the cytokines is not reduced in the 
sequential ELISA, so there is no cost savings with regards to 
time. Third, if there is potential cross- reactivity of the an-
tibodies, then measurement of the first cytokine will result 
in an overestimate of the amount of that cytokine present, 
and measurement of the next cytokine in the sequence will 
result in an underestimate of the amount of that cytokine 

FIGURE 3 Sequential ELISA. A sample containing a mixture of cytokines is applied to an IL- 6 
ELISA. IL- 6 binds to the anti- IL- 6 antibody attached to the bottom of the well. When the sample is 
removed, cytokines which are not IL- 6, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), may be used in a subse-
quent ELISA. Ab, antibody; B, biotin moiety; biotin- Ab, biotin- labeled antibody; HRP, horseradish 
peroxidase; SA- HRP, horseradish peroxidase- conjugated streptavidin.
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present. Despite these caveats, the sequential ELISA is a 
method that is available to anyone presently running tradi-
tional ELISAs.

MICROARRAYS

Glass Slides
Glass slides have been used extensively for gene chip anal-
ysis. For traditional gene chips, portions of nucleic acid are 
spotted onto the slide. Each bit of nucleic acid codes for a 
specific gene (27), similar to what is described in the section 
on in situ hybridization. A similar format is used for the pro-
tein microarrays; however, instead of placing nucleic acid 
sequences onto slides and performing DNA hybridization, 
a compound which will interact with a specific protein is 
placed onto the slide. Typically, this means that an antibody 
directed against cytokines is placed on the individual slide.

The antibodies used for the protein microarrays are usu-
ally those which have already been demonstrated to be ef-
fectively employed in an ELISA format. These antibodies 
usually have been screened to determine that they have ap-
propriate sensitivity. Additionally, when the antibodies are 

purchased from commercial vendors, they have frequently 
been tested against multiple different cytokines to ensure 
appropriate specificity. A careful examination of the anti-
body description supplied by the company will allow one 
to determine if cross- reactivity may represent a potential 
problem.

For protein microarrays, the capture antibody is placed 
onto the slide. The surface of the glass slide may be altered 
to enhance the binding of the antibody. Alternatively, a ma-
trix may be applied to the surface to enhance the antibody 
binding. A number of different coatings are available for 
this purpose, although one of the simpler solutions is to affix 
nitrocellulose membranes to the surface of the slide. Nitro-
cellulose has a high protein binding affinity and will avidly 
capture the antibody (28). However, appropriate blocking 
reagents must be used in order to prevent a high background 
resulting from nonspecific binding of other proteins. Several 
different blocking reagents are available, but there is fre-
quently a trade- off with these reagents. The trade- off arises 
because although one blocking reagent may be optimal for 
one antibody pair, a different blocking reagent is optimal 
for another antibody pair. In other words, the best blocking 
reagent for detecting tumor necrosis factor may be bovine 

FIGURE 4 Example of a microarray. Panel A shows six individual nitrocellulose pads arranged on a 
glass slide. Each pad has been spotted in an 8- by- 12 format. The black area between the pads is the place 
where a silicon gasket was adhered to the surface to allow each of the wells to function individually, 
similar to the way in which an individual well in a 96- well plate is independent from its neighbors. The 
antibodies have been spotted in an identical manner onto each of the nitrocellulose pads. Panel B is an 
enlarged picture of one of the individual pads and highlights the detail of the spots. The antibodies have 
been spotted in quadruplicate. Each individual spot has a diameter of 150 μm, and the distance between 
the spots is 300 μm. The total volume delivered to each spot was 350 to 367 pl. In the far right column of 
spots, those in the top eight positions are extremely bright and the lower four have virtually no signal. This 
line of eight plus four spots may be used for alignment of the image from the protein chip. The intensity 
of the individual spots may be quantified and used to determine the cytokine concentration in the sample. 
This image shows excellent reproducibility of the quadruple spots.
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serum albumin, and the best blocking reagent for the anti-
bodies detecting IL- 6 may be casein. As in the traditional 
ELISA, a significant amount of trial and error is necessary in 
order to arrive at the appropriate combination of reagents.

Once the slide has been blocked, the detection antibod-
ies are added. Because the assay is in a multiplex format, all 
of the detecting antibodies are added at once in a cocktail 
of cytokine detection antibodies. Usually these antibodies 
have a biotin moiety attached to them in order to improve 
the sensitivity of the signal. Each of the individual antibod-
ies needs to be appropriately titered in order to achieve a 
strong signal with low background. It is also important to 
keep the antibodies at the correct concentrations in order 
to prevent cross- reactivity. If an antibody is present in too 
high a concentration, it is possible that there will be a loss 
of specificity.

Many of the slide microarray formats detect the antibod-
ies through the use of fluorescent tags. These fluorescent 
reagents are directly attached to streptavidin, which binds 
to the biotin attached to the detection antibody. The slide 
is then read in a glass slide reader by using the same equip-
ment used for the gene chip array work. Similar software is 
also employed in order to properly align the individual spots 
and quantitate the intensity of the signal. An example of 
a spotted microarray is shown in Fig. 4, which was directly 
obtained from the image obtained from a glass slide reader.

The fluorescent tags commonly used to determine the 
intensity of the spots are the cyanine (Cy) dyes. These dyes 
are extremely stable and emit with a bright intensity. Two 
principal dyes are used: Cy3, which has an emission maxi-
mum at 563 nm, and Cy5, which has an emission maximum 
at 662 nm. These dyes may be used together since the spec-
tra essentially do not overlap.

When the cytokines are detected in the multiplex format, 
antibody specificity becomes an even more critical issue. 
Even slight cross- reactivity between individual antibodies 
may result in false- positive signals. Rigorous testing must be 

performed in order to document that the antibodies detect 
only that against which they are directed. This testing may 
be accomplished in the multiplex format by running the en-
tire assay and detecting the presence of a cocktail of cyto-
kines. In this cocktail of cytokines, one of the cytokines will 
be left out. In the multiplex assay which detects 18 different 
cytokines, 19 different cocktails will need to be prepared. 
One of these will have all of the cytokines present, and the 
fluorescence intensity for each individual cytokine will be 
determined. The remaining 18 cocktails will each have one 
of the cytokines intentionally left out. When these cocktails 
are run on the microarray, the intensity should be virtually 
nonexistent for the cytokines which are missing. Figure 5 
represents an example of this type of study for examining 
cross- reactivity. In this example, the cocktail was prepared 
with 17 different cytokines, although the microarray was de-
signed to detect 18 cytokines. The missing cytokine for this 
assay was IL- 12. As can be observed, no signal was detected 
from any of the spots that were arrayed with the antibodies 
detecting IL- 12. This demonstrates that this assay has the 
appropriate level of specificity. Similar results were obtained 
in the other studies in which the individual cytokines were 
deleted.

After the intensity of the individual spots has been quan-
tified, data analysis becomes the next critical issue. In order 
to efficiently manage the information, the software needs to 
generate a mathematical model of the standard curve. The 
concentrations of the cytokines in the unknown samples are 
then calculated by referring back to the model of the stan-
dard curve.

Multiple mathematical models may be used to generate 
the appropriate fit for the standard curve. The same set of 
data may be analyzed by different iterations of the standard 
curve. For example, the data may be analyzed by plotting 
the number of relative light units (i.e., fluorescence inten-
sity) versus the concentration of the cytokine. A simple 
linear expression may then be used to draw a straight line 

FIGURE 5 Specificity of the microarray. For this microarray, 18 different cytokines were tested. A cock-
tail containing recombinant cytokines was prepared, but IL- 12 was not added to the cocktail. There is a 
strong signal from all the other cytokines, but no fluorescence was observed on the array for IL- 12. This 
demonstrates the specificity for the array.
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through the points. Alternatively, the data may be graphed 
on a log- log scale, and again, a straight line may be fitted 
to the points. Software is available which automates and 
reduces the time necessary for data analysis (Fig. 6).

Examples of a standard curve prepared from the multiplex 
assay for the cytokine IL- 8 are shown in Fig. 7. The exact 
same standard curve was subjected to different mathematical 
models to determine the one which would yield the optimum 
performance. As can be observed, plotting the information 
on a log- linear scale and using polynomial regression result 
in the highest correlation between the standard curve and 
the actual data.

Another level of data analysis is needed when substan-
tial amounts of information are collected: analysis of the 
biological significance of the findings. In contrast to gene 
chip data, where only the relative abundances of different 
genes are determined, the actual levels of the cytokines 
have been measured. The levels may be important, because 
previous publications have indicated that the levels of some 
cytokines are associated with worse prognosis. For example, 
plasma IL- 6 concentrations predict outcome in mouse mod-
els of infection (29, 30).

There are circumstances in which the standard curve is 
not appropriate due to a technical error, but where all of 
the samples have been run appropriately. It is possible to 
back calculate the concentrations of these samples using a 
different standard curve (31, 32). Using this approach, it 

is not necessary to rerun all of the samples, which may be 
important if there are limited volumes.

A modification of the slide- based microarray method 
has been developed which allows amplification of the signal 
(33). The same sandwich- type ELISA is used, but the detec-
tion antibody contains a small fragment of a DNA primer. 
A circular piece of DNA hybridizes to the primer conju-
gated to the antibody, and the circular piece of DNA is 
used for the amplification step. Amplification occurs when 
DNA polymerase is incubated with the sample in the pres-
ence of labeled nucleotides. As the DNA polymerase works 
on the circular piece of nucleic acid, an elongated string 
of labeled nucleic acid is generated. With this method, re-
searchers were able to measure up to 75 cytokines. How-
ever, because of antibody cross- reactivity, it was necessary 
to separate the samples into two separate reaction mixtures. 
This helps to illustrate the point, raised previously, that the 
major limitation for many of these methods is specificity of 
the antibodies.

There is another variation that is used with the glass 
slides, a method that compares normal to abnormal samples 
but does not quantify the amount of protein present. For 
this type of assay, samples are obtained from healthy sources 
and also from those in altered states. Altered- state sources 
may be patients who have disease, or may be tissue or stim-
ulated cells. All of the proteins from one sample are labeled 
with one color; for example, the normal samples may be 

FIGURE 6 Mathematical modeling of the standard curve. Data from a microarray standard curve were 
used to generate a mathematical model for calculations for unknown samples. In panel A, the number of 
relative light units (RLU) and the concentration of the cytokine (IL- 8) were plotted on a linear- linear 
scale. The correlation coefficient (r2) was not very precise. In panel B, the concentration of the IL- 8 was 
plotted on a log scale and the number of RLU was plotted on a linear scale. This resulted in even worse 
correlation. In panel C, both the number of RLU and the IL- 8 concentration were plotted on a log scale 
and a very good linear regression could be fitted. However, the optimal modeling of the curve was obtained 
when the number of RLU was plotted on a linear scale, the IL- 8 concentration was plotted on a log scale, 
and a fourth- order polynomial regression line was used. The results for all four panels were obtained using 
the same data from the IL- 8 standard curve, but similar results are observed with most other cytokines.
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labeled in green. All of the diseased or altered- state samples 
are labeled with a second color, such as red. The proteins 
from the normal and the diseased or altered- state samples 
are then mixed together. In this situation, there is a mixture 
of red and green molecules in the same tube.

As a specific example, one could take tissue culture super-
natants from endotoxin- stimulated macrophages to represent 
the altered state and label these in red. Among these proteins 
would be IL- 6. Tissue culture supernatant from unstimulated 
cells would represent the control state and in this situation 
would be labeled in green. Both of these protein samples 
would compete for binding to the antibodies which had 
been placed on the slide. In this example, there would be a 
large amount of IL- 6 labeled red because the stimulated cells 
would secrete a large amount of IL- 6. Normal, unstimulated 
cells would have very low concentrations of IL- 6, and there 
would be virtually no IL- 6 labeled green. When the samples 
were placed on the slide, the IL- 6- specific antibodies would 
be occupied mostly by red IL- 6. Looking at the ratio between 
the red and green proteins would reveal the relative increase 
or decrease in the disease or altered state. For this example, 
the results would predict that lipopolysaccharide upregulates 
IL- 6. This approach has been used successfully in several 
experiments and has been used specifically to demonstrate 
that certain proteins become upregulated following radiation 
treatment (34). A pitfall to this technique is that the number 
of samples is typically limited to 16.

Special Equipment Required
Spotter. A high- quality spotter is required in order to pre-

pare the microarrays. It is possible to obtain acceptable 
results using the same type of equipment used to prepare 
slides for gene chip studies. However, for spotting of 
proteins, noncontact printing generally results in better 
quality arrays. Commercial companies presently produce 
prespotted slides with the capture antibodies already 
spotted onto the slides. Custom arrays may also be pre-
pared by commercial vendors.

Detection equipment. The glass slide may be read in a glass 
slide reader, or there are commercial services that will 
read the slides.

PLATE- BASED MICRO- ELISAS
None of the previously described techniques using tradi-
tional ELISA plates measure multiple cytokines at once. 
The breakthrough in technology comes about when several 

cytokines may be detected simultaneously from a small sam-
ple volume. The first report demonstrating the feasibility of 
this approach was published in 1999 (35). This publication 
documented the ability to detect up to eight different ana-
lytes simultaneously in a single well. The analytes that the 
researchers detected were immunoglobulins derived from 
different species, such as rabbit, guinea pig, and human. 
The detection was achieved by placing very small amounts 
of these immunoglobulins in the bottom of a 96- well glass- 
bottom plate. The amount of immunoglobulin that was 
placed on the bottom of a well was approximately 200 pl. 
This is in contrast to a typical ELISA, in which the bottom 
of the entire well is coated with a single antibody directed 
against a single cytokine, with a volume of approximately 
100 μl. Therefore, the amount of antibody used for detec-
tion is 500,000 times smaller in the microarray assay than in 
the traditional ELISA. As will be discussed in greater detail 
below, the use of a smaller volume of antibody does not re-
sult in lower signal intensity.

An individual spot of the immunoglobulin was desig-
nated as an element, and six- by- six arrays of these elements 
were printed onto the bottom of each well. Four identical 
arrays could be printed, resulting in the deposition of up to 
144 elements. Precise control of the locations of the indi-
vidual elements is necessary so that the locations can be 
appropriately mapped to the later images.

Each one of the immunoglobulins affixed to the glass 
bottoms of the wells was then detected with the appropri-
ate biotinylated secondary antibody. For this assay, alkaline 
phosphatase was used as the detection enzyme. This enzyme 
results in color development in the region of the spot. A 
charge- coupled device (CCD) camera was used to record the 
image. Typically, special modifications to the CCD camera 
are made, including the addition of specialized hardware and 
cooling to improve the optical image. Additionally, a black 
Teflon mask is usually applied around the individual wells to 
prevent scatter of the light from one well to the next.

Once the image has been captured, the intensity of the 
individual spot is mapped back to its precise location. Since 
each element detects a single cytokine, the intensity of an 
element is directly proportional to the concentration of the 
cytokine. Similar to the method in traditional ELISA, a 
standard curve is prepared with a separate set of wells. The 
intensity of the color, or the number of relative light units 
if fluorescence or chemiluminescence has been utilized, is 
compared back to the standard curve to determine the con-
centration of the analyte in question.

Although the technique described in this initial publica-
tion was used only to measure immunoglobulins, which are 
present in high concentrations and relatively easy to detect, 
the next innovation was the simultaneous measurement of 
multiple discrete molecules within the same well (35). This 
served as a launching point for the development of other 
assays.

Shortly after this report was published, another study used 
a 96- well plate to detect three separate molecules simultane-
ously (36). In this study, prostate- specific antigen, prostate- 
specific antigen bound to 1- antitrypsin, and IL- 6 were 
measured at the same time. The report carefully compared 
the results of the protein microarray with the results obtained 
from a traditional ELISA. The results were surprisingly con-
sistent, especially when one considers that the researchers in-
cluded serum samples from patients. However, the sensitivity 
of the individual determinations was not exceptional.

Another report published in the same year from a com-
mercial vendor showed that this technology could be used 

FIGURE 7 Increase in signal intensity with smaller spot size. On 
the left, each black dot represents the analyte bound to an anti-
body, which spreads across the entire well. On the right, the same 
number of antibodies are bound to the analyte, but they now oc-
cupy a smaller space, with a resulting increase in signal intensity.
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to detect multiple human cytokines (37). In this study, the 
sensitivity was very close to that observed in a traditional 
ELISA. This initial study had three- by- three arrays of the 
monoclonal antibodies detecting seven different cytokines. 
More recent iterations of this technology have detected far 
more cytokines.

As one can imagine, when one is working with ex-
tremely small sample volumes the printing of the arrays is 
a critical issue. The deposition of the small sample volumes 
must be uniform, and the alignment must be extremely pre-
cise (38). There are several manufacturers of spotters used 
to accurately place the proteins. In many situations, spot-
ters that have been used for the preparation of DNA mi-
croarrays may be successfully used for protein applications. 
These are typically contact type printers, where a quill tip is 
dipped into the protein solution and the solution is dotted 
onto the substrate. While these work quite well for nucleic 
acid microarrays, better results are typically obtained with 
noncontact printers. In one extremely novel and low- cost 
approach, a standard ink jet printer was used for depositing 
the antibodies (39).

The substrate onto which the antibodies are spotted 
is also important. Nucleic acids spot quite well onto glass 
slides, but antibodies are not optimally placed onto glass. 
The surface of the glass slide may be derivatized in order 
to improve binding of the antibodies (38). Alternatively, 
the antibodies may be spotted onto other substrates such 
as nitrocellulose that have a high protein- binding capacity. 
Other membranes are also suitable. For 96- well plates, tra-
ditional ELISA plates may be used since these have already 
been developed and tested for binding of antibodies. A po-
tential disadvantage is that it may be difficult to spot onto 
the bottom of the 96- well plate.

Since only a small amount of antibody is spotted and the 
spot is extremely small, the immediate concern is that the 
signal intensity would be extremely weak. In fact, the signal 
intensity may be greater with the smaller amounts of anti-
body. In a traditional ELISA, the antibodies spread across 
the bottom of the entire plate. Once the analyte binds to 
the antibody, the signals also spread across the entire plate. 
In contrast, with the microarrays, the antibodies are usu-
ally at higher concentrations. This is shown schematically 
in Fig. 7. In this figure, each of the black dots represents 
an antibody to IL- 6 that has been coupled with IL- 6 and 
subsequently detected. If the same amount of one analyte 
(IL- 6) is bound to the same number of antibodies but the 
antibodies are now more closely spaced, the resulting signal 
intensity will be higher.

Special Equipment Required
Spotting device. Accurately placing each of the individual 

spots into the well of the microtiter plate requires a high- 
quality spotting device. This device must be capable of 
accurately and reproducibly placing the capture antibody 
in a precise location. Additionally, because of the depth 
of the microtiter plate, the robotic arm doing the plating 
must have pipette tips able to clear the tops of the wells. 
This problem does not occur with the glass slide- based 
arrays, yet the number of samples that can be done on 
the plate versus the slide does make up for the extra time 
required during the spotting process. Noncontact print-
ers provide the most uniform arrays when working with 
proteins. This is a rapidly changing market, and the in-
vestigator should carefully research the spotters available 
on the market before purchase.

Detection equipment. Microarray assays are run using a col-
orimetric reagent, and a CCD camera is used to record 
the image. This is a high- quality camera which is spe-
cially modified in order to reduce background and pro-
vide a greater range of sensitivity and specificity. Other 
methods have been used using near- infrared dyes cou-
pled to the secondary antibodies and then scanned on a 
special scanner that can detect near- infrared.

MEMBRANE- BOUND ANTIBODY ARRAYS
A series of recent papers have been published which describe 
technology capable of detecting multiple cytokines in a rel-
atively simple format (40–43). The authors have manually 
arrayed antibodies to several cytokines on a membrane. Sim-
plicity of design represents an attractive feature of this meth-
odology. In the initial study, several important steps were 
evaluated to arrive at the optimal conditions for the assay. 
Some of the parameters that were studied include the con-
centrations of antibodies and the best membranes for use.

For this type of assay, there are multiple antibodies di-
rected against specific cytokines bound to a membrane. 
Each antibody is spotted onto the membrane in a different 
location, and the location is determined by the map. Di-
luted samples are placed onto the membrane, which is then 
incubated for 1 h. Following washing, a cocktail of detec-
tion antibodies is placed onto the membrane. After washing 
again, the detection reagent is added and the spots repre-
senting the individual cytokines are detected by chemilu-
minescence. X- ray film or a phosphorimager may be used to 
determine the intensity of the individual spots. These arrays 
may be used for screening in a semiquantitative manner or 
for actual quantification.

Advantages to this technology are that it is easily per-
formed in virtually any laboratory. The incubation may be 
done in a simple six- well tissue culture dish, and the cyto-
kines are arrayed on a membrane about the size of a postage 
stamp.

An important disadvantage to this technology is reduced 
sensitivity. Published results have shown that the sensitivity 
of the membranes is at least 2 logs lower than that of the 
traditional ELISA for several cytokines (44).

Special Equipment Required
X- ray film processor or phosphorimager. X- ray film may be 

used to capture the relative intensities of the individual 
spots, or this step may be done more quantitatively us-
ing the phosphorimager. Most institutions have an X- ray 
film processor available from molecular biology experi-
ments in which older style Northern blots were devel-
oped, so it may not be accurate to consider this as special 
equipment.

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS
A recent paper has described a novel method for rapidly de-
tecting cytokines. In a special apparatus, antibodies directed 
to specific analytes were placed in the injection ports, where 
they were permanently bound (45). The samples containing 
the cytokines were then added, and all the bound proteins 
were labeled with Alexa Fluor 633. Electrophoresis was per-
formed by lowering the pH, which dissociated the labeled 
cytokine from the antibody. The retention time determined 
the cytokine, and the intensity of the label correlated with 
the concentration. The entire process was very rapid and 
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could be completed in just a few minutes. Additionally, the 
sample volume required for the assay was only a few mi-
croliters. By using this technology, six cytokines could be 
quantitated in less than 2 min. However, the chemistry of 
coupling the antibodies and performing the electrophoresis 
and detection presently are beyond the capabilities of most 
laboratories.

BEAD ARRAY ASSAYS
Bead array assays have become standard for cytokine mea-
surement. They have become sufficiently routine that pa-
pers are now being written comparing multiplex bead assays 
to traditional ELISAs (46). The first papers hinting at the 
capabilities of using a flow cytometer to measure cytokines 
were published more than 20 years ago (47, 48). There are 
several commercial vendors marketing the bead array assays. 
The assays may generally be divided into two groups, and 
the differences between these two types of assays will be de-
scribed in greater detail below. The bead array assays may 
be used to measure proteins such as cytokines and immuno-
globulins. Additionally, they have been used extensively for 
the development of assays for examining polymorphisms in 
genetic material (49, 50). HLA typing has been revolution-
ized by the adaptation of this technology (51). Bead array 
assays for the measurement of cytokines are all based on the 
standard antibody- cytokine interactions already described. 
They are represented schematically in Fig. 8. The first and 
most important step in the bead array assay is finding a 
specific antibody that may be conjugated to the bead. The 
quality of the antibody drives the sensitivity and specificity 
of the assay, as with virtually all immunoassays. The steps 
are similar to the basic steps shown in Fig. 2 for a sandwich 
ELISA. As the first step, the capture antibody is conjugated 
to the bead. This bead mixture is then incubated with the 
samples containing the cytokines. After the cytokines are 
bound to the capture antibody, a biotinylated detection an-
tibody is added, followed by streptavidin which is coupled to 
a fluorescent probe. The entire mixture is then run on a flow 
cytometer. Although this is a simple description of the over-
all assay, several features allow the assay to be performed 
rapidly and in a multiplexed manner.

The beads are an important part of the overall assay since 
they are the component that allows the samples to be run in 
a multiplexed manner (52). There are variations on the way 
the individual beads are detected. In the first version, a sin-
gle fluorescent molecule is incorporated into the beads (53). 
The beads are distinguished by the various amounts of flu-
orescent probe inside the beads. Careful manufacturing al-
lows the individual groups of beads to be distinguished from 

one another. For this example, the antibodies to IL- 6 would 
be conjugated to bead set 1, and the antibodies to tumor 
necrosis factor would be conjugated to bead set 2. When 
these beads are mixed together, the fluorescence intensity 
of the fluorochrome inside each bead indicates whether one 
is analyzing tumor necrosis factor or IL- 6. Multiple sets of 
beads may be distinguished with this method.

Another method for discriminating among the individ-
ual bead sets involves mixing two different fluorescent dyes 
in various mixtures. The individual groups of beads are then 
differentiated based on two- color analysis. The groups of 
beads may be clumped according to the relative intensities 
of the two separate fluorochromes. Similar to the method for 
the assay previously described, one group of beads is conju-
gated to antibodies to tumor necrosis factor, and a separate 
group of beads is conjugated to antibodies to IL- 6. Up to 100 
different discrete sets of beads may be differentiated on the 
basis of the various concentrations of the two fluorescent 
dyes. There are several commercial vendors who manufac-
ture the beads conjugated to the antibodies. An example of 
an assay run using the Luminex platform is shown in Fig. 9.

We have described how the individual beads are 
grouped, but how does the quantification of the cytokines 
occur? Quantification takes place through measurement of 
the intensity of the fluorescent tag attached to streptavidin. 
As in the traditional ELISA, the intensity of the signal is 
directly related to the amount of detection antibody that 
is attached to the cytokine. A standard curve with several 
concentrations of cytokines is prepared and run in the as-
say. Figure 10 shows an example of the standard curve with 
mouse IL- 1β. The steps that are involved with the precise 
measurement of the cytokine include, first, the detection 
of the groups of the beads. The intensity of the streptavi-
din fluorescent tag for each group of beads is then assayed 
and compared to the standard curve in order to determine 
the concentrations of the cytokines within the sample. In 
Fig. 9, there are 22 individual groups of beads that may be 
assayed, which indicates that there are 22 individual groups 
or individual cytokines that may be measured in this mul-
tiplexed assay.

There are several advantages to the bead array assays. 
First, it is possible to perform the assays without washing 
the beads, limiting many of the time- consuming and tedious 
steps in a traditional ELISA (52, 54). It is possible to do these 
assays without washing because the fluorescence intensity 
of only the molecules bound to the beads is measured, not 
the intensity of everything in the solution. In a traditional 
ELISA, the fluorescence intensity or color is measured in 
the well. Unless unbound antibodies are washed away, the 
background will be extremely high. In the bead array assay, 

FIGURE 8 Schematic representation of the principle of a flow cytometric bead- based assay. The cap-
ture antibody specific for the analyte, in this example IL- 6, is attached to a bead. The IL- 6 binds to this 
antibody, which is then followed by a detection antibody which is biotinylated. Streptavidin conjugated 
to phycoerythrin is then added, and the entire complex is analyzed with the flow cytometer.
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the flow cytometer will analyze the group of beads to deter-
mine the specific fluorescence intensity and not the overall 
fluorescence intensity.

A second significant advantage is that up to 100 discrete 
groups of beads may be analyzed; thus, up to 100 different 
cytokines may be measured in a multiplexed assay. The ma-
jor limitation is obtaining an antibody with sufficient speci-
ficity in order to prevent cross- reactivity.

Many of the steps for the bead array assays may be au-
tomated, which is a third distinct advantage of this meth-
odology. Automated sampling of each of the discrete wells 
used for an individual sample may be done, allowing walk- 
away ease of use. Finally, the volume of sample required 
to measure multiple cytokines is extremely small. This 
is an advantage of any of the multiplexed assays, which 
generally require smaller sample volumes than the tradi-
tional ELISA. Even use of the sequential ELISA requires 
a larger sample volume than that typically used in a bead 
array assay.

At the present time, there are at least 75 different identi-
fied cytokines that may be measured by using this platform. 
The cytokines include those of human, rat, and mouse. 
Additionally, this technology may be used for allergy test-
ing, tissue typing, detection of cardiac markers and cancer 
markers, and diagnosis of infectious diseases. The bead ar-
ray assays have been successfully used to measure cytokines 
in human plasma (55), though appropriate caution must 
be used when working with plasma or serum samples (56). 

Additionally, there may be false positives using human sam-
ples if rheumatoid factor is present (57).

Special Equipment Required

Preparation of Beads
While it is possible to conjugate the antibodies to the pur-
chased beads, in reality this is technically difficult to do. 
Fortunately, there are several vendors in the marketplace 
at the present time. This is encouraging news for investi-
gators, since it is not likely that all of the vendors would 
terminate manufacturing of beads at the same time. Inev-
itably as the market matures, there will be fewer vendors, 
but the strong should survive such that those companies 
with excellent technical assistance, range of reagents, and 
ease of use will continue to sell products. The fact that sev-
eral companies are marketing their products for the bead 
array assays also indicates that business analysts have de-
termined that there is a robust market available for their 
wares. Again, this increases enthusiasm among investiga-
tors since the technology is more likely to persist. Addi-
tionally, the technology has been used to detect more than 
just cytokines. As a result, the flow cytometry apparatus is 
more widely available since it can be used for multiple ap-
plications. Vendors are also beginning to produce kits that 
allow antibody conjugation to beads, so that investigators 
can make their own reagents; this can both reduce cost and 
allow for a very custom array.

FIGURE 9 Example of the readout from a bead- based flow cytometry assay. In this example, the indi-
vidual beads have different concentrations of two fluorescent dyes. The groups of beads are detected on 
the basis of the fluorescence intensities. The individual dots represent individual beads, and the darker- 
colored dots are doublets. The clear areas around collections of beads indicate those areas used for analysis. 
In this example, 22 individual cytokines have been detected. The intensity of the fluorescence of each 
individual bead is captured in a third fluorescent channel and compared to the standard curve in order to 
determine the concentration of the cytokine.
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By working with the vendors, it is possible to have 
custom- prepared sets of beads. The companies are pleased 
to conjugate specific antibodies to the beads and then mul-
tiplex the reagents into kits for the customer. Provided that 
there is an appropriate antibody available, there is really no 
limitation on what is available.

Flow Cytometry
For some of the commercial kits, it is not necessary to have 
a special, dedicated instrument. Any standard flow cytom-
eter may be used for measuring cytokines provided that the 
appropriate software has been employed. Since many insti-
tutions already have flow cytometers which have been used 
for routine cell work, there is no real additional expense for 
running the assays.

COST COMPARISON
A true comparison of different multiplexed formats requires 
a delineation of the costs involved. A cost comparison was 
made using a bead array assay compared to a conventional 
ELISA performed in the sequential format. For the ELISA, 
the cost remains essentially the same for each cytokine that 
is measured. However, in the bead array the cost decreases 
with the number of cytokines that are measured. This sav-
ings comes about as the cost of the kits decreases as the num-
ber of cytokines multiplexed increases. The cost analysis is 
carefully delineated in Table 1. The analysis was carefully 
constructed to include the time of a skilled technician as 
well as the cost of reagents. When the ELISA is performed, 
the major component of the cost is the salary of the per-
son who actually performs the assay. The cost analysis was 
based on a single technician being able to process five plates 
of samples per day. Five plates of samples would amount to 
measuring approximately 200 samples for a single cytokine 
per day. The calculated cost of the beads was based on using 
only a single well of the 96- well plate for each sample. Many 
investigators would use two individual wells to measure a 
sample, and the cost would proportionally increase. As can 
be observed in Table 1, the total cost for measuring a single 
cytokine by ELISA is about $11, whereas the same sample 
run in a multiplexed assay would cost about $59. These cost 
estimates will vary depending on the ability to obtain com-
petitive pricing from the antibody vendors.

However, the cost decreases as the number of cytokines 
that are measured increases. This is delineated in Table 2, 
demonstrating that there is a sliding scale for the cost of mea-
suring cytokines in a single sample. When approximately 17 
cytokines are measured, it is less expensive to use the bead ar-
ray assay than to perform multiple ELISAs. Again, it must be 
borne in mind that the cost of doing the ELISA principally 
involves the time of a technician, and that has been included 
in the cost calculation.

There is one significant cost which has not been included 
in these analyses, that of the capital equipment necessary to 
perform some of these assays. Specifically, these analyses did 
not include the cost of a plate reader or a flow cytometer. 
Typically, these large pieces of equipment are purchased 
through capital funds and may be considered a fixed cost for 
the assays. In other words, if one cytokine is measured there 
is still the cost of buying a flow cytometer, and this cost is 
the same if one runs 100,000 cytokines.

Issues concerning the sample volumes necessary to run 
the individual assays also become important. These are 
especially critical when dealing with rodents such as mice 
from which only a small volume of plasma may be obtained 
(58). Since only a single sample is required to run the mul-
tiplexed assay, the bead array assays or the spotted arrays 
consume significantly less sample volume than even a se-
quential ELISA. The amounts of sample necessary to run 
several different cytokines are listed in Table 3.

While this cost analysis was performed for measuring cy-
tokines in a bead array assay, similar comments may be made 
regarding an alternative multiplexed format such as the 
spotted arrays on glass slides or spotted arrays in a 96- well 
plate. Additionally, analysis of issues such as the purchase 

FIGURE 10 Example of a standard curve generated from the 
bead- based flow cytometry assay. In this example, a standard curve 
using recombinant mouse IL- 1β is displayed. MFI, mean fluores-
cence intensity.

TABLE 1 Cost analysis for cytokine measurementsa

Parameter
Assay

ELISA Bead array
No. of cytokines 1 17
Vol (μl) 50 50
Cost per sample (U.S. dollars) 1.95 59
Cost per cytokine (U.S. dollars) 1.95 1.87–3.31
Lower limit of detection 1–10 1–10
Range (logs) 3 3
Expandability Not expandable Expandable

aThe cost of measuring cytokines by traditional ELISA, used in the sequential 
format, is directly compared to the cost of doing a bead array assay. Included in 
these costs are the necessary reagents, including buffers, antibodies, and kits pur-
chased from the manufacturer. Also included is the time of a technician, assuming 
that the technician could test up to five full plates (about 200 samples) per day. 
The cost of this time is also included in cost analysis for the bead assays.

TABLE 2 Sliding- scale cost of measuring cytokinesa

No. of cytokines
Cost (U.S. dollars) for:

ELISA Bead array assay
 4  7.80 13.25
 6 11.70 19.28
14 27.30 27.95
17 33.15 31.79

aAs the number of cytokines measured in a multiplexed assay increases, the 
cost decreases. The cost per cytokine per assay remains relatively fixed in the 
ELISA format, but as more antibodies are multiplexed to different sets of beads, 
the bead array assay decreases in cost. At about 17 cytokines, the bead array assay 
becomes more cost- effective than the ELISA.
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of capital equipment and the amount of a technician’s time 
necessary to perform the assays would probably give similar 
results. Specifically, as more cytokines are measured, the cost 
per cytokine would go down for the multiplexed assay and 
would remain the same, of course, for the sequential ELISA. 
Additionally, the sample volume would remain static for a 
spotted microarray.

MOLECULAR METHODS FOR MEASURING 
CYTOKINES
The standard molecular approach to measuring cytokines 
quantifies the amount of mRNA coding for the cytokine pro-
tein. There are many methods for measuring mRNA, includ-
ing some which are primarily of historical interest such as 
Northern blots. In current practice, most cytokine mRNA is 
detected by either in situ hybridization or PCR.

In Situ Hybridization
In situ hybridization detects the cytokine mRNA typically 
on a tissue section fixed to a glass slide. The advantage of 
this method is that it allows one to determine exactly which 
cell is making the cytokine, which may be of biological rel-
evance. For example, it may be important to know whether 
the endothelial cells or the epithelial cells are producing cy-
tokine mRNA in the lung. For this methodology, a piece of 
labeled nucleic acid is incubated with a tissue section. The 
sequence of nucleotides in the nucleic acid should be spe-
cific for the mRNA that one wishes to detect. If one wants 
to determine whether mRNA for TNF is present, the nu-
cleic acid sequence would be specific for the mRNA coding 
for TNF. Any cells that were expressing mRNA for TNF 
would show positive staining.

In situ hybridization is built on the basic concept that 
a defined sequence of nucleotides will hybridize or bind 
to complementary nucleic acid. This follows the typical 
tenets of molecular biology with base pairs joining to each 
other. The piece of nucleic acid is specifically designed us-
ing appropriate software so that it will only bind to mRNA 
coding for the cytokine in question. This piece of nucleic 
acid should only bind to TNF, and not to IL- 6 or other 
cytokines. The nucleic acid sequence is labeled such that 
it may be detected after it is firmly bound or hybridized 
to the mRNA. The label may be either an enzyme, such 
as horseradish peroxidase, or biotin. If the nucleic acid is 
labeled with biotin, then streptavidin conjugated to horse-
radish peroxidase or another enzyme is used for detection. 
Substrates are added to the slide, and positive cells are 
typically stained brown if they contain the appropriate 
mRNA.

The sequence of nucleotides that will be used as detec-
tion probes may be either DNA or RNA. The most import-
ant element is that the nucleic acid has specificity for the 

mRNA. DNA:RNA binding interactions are usually stron-
ger than RNA:RNA interactions, which allows more strin-
gent washes to clear away any unbound nucleic acid probe.

PCR
PCR is the most commonly used method for the detection 
of cytokine mRNAs. This technology was developed based 
on the discovery of a DNA polymerase which remained 
active even after exposure to high temperatures (59). The 
Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery of this enzyme, 
highlighting the contribution to science. There are sev-
eral steps that need to be performed carefully and in the 
correct order to produce a positive result. The first step is 
the extraction of the mRNA from the sample. This sample 
may be cells isolated from blood, cells from a tissue cul-
ture flask, or a sample isolated from a paraffin block used to 
make glass slides. Extraction of the mRNA must be done 
carefully since this nucleic acid is highly labile and eas-
ily degraded. The second step is to create a DNA strand 
complementary to the mRNA, the cDNA. This is done 
using the enzyme reverse transcriptase, which will bind 
to double- stranded nucleic acid and create a reverse tran-
script. Two approaches may be used to create the cDNA. 
One approach is to generate cDNA for any mRNA present 
in the sample by using a poly(T) nucleic acid which will 
bind to any mRNA containing a poly(A) tail. The second 
approach is to use a small sequence of nucleic acid which 
binds specifically to the mRNA that will be amplified. Cre-
ating cDNAs from all the mRNA has the advantage of cre-
ating a pool of cDNAs that may then be amplified, if there 
is an interest in detecting several cytokines. Using a probe 
specific for the cytokine that will be detected increases the 
specificity of the reaction.

Once the cDNA has been created, PCR will substan-
tially amplify the final product. To understand how this 
amplification occurs, one must know the steps involved. 
Two nucleic acid primers are created specific for the cy-
tokine you wish to detect, called the forward and reverse 
primers. The PCR goes through a series of reactions or cy-
cles. In the first cycle, the double- stranded nucleic acid is 
denatured into two separate single strands by raising the 
temperature. These single strands are then incubated with 
both primers, which will bind to their individual strands 
when the temperature is lowered. Once the primers have 
annealed, the DNA polymerase will adhere to the double- 
stranded DNA (created by the primer binding to the dena-
tured DNA) and proceed to create a new piece of nucleic 
acid which is complementary to the original piece. The 
second cycle then starts again, by denaturing the newly 
created double- stranded DNA.

There are several considerations in this relatively simple 
sequence of events. First, the DNA polymerase must remain 
active when the temperature is raised to allow the DNA 
to denature. The discovery of the thermostable DNA poly-
merase was the significant achievement that allowed this to 
occur. Second, all of the necessary components are in a sin-
gle tube so that raising and lowering the temperature is all 
that is required for the reaction cycles to take place. There 
is no need to open the tube to add additional reagents. 
Third, each cycle amplifies the products from the previous 
reaction. This allows a geometric increase in the number of 
amplified sequences (1 → 2 → 4 → 8 → 16, etc.), which 
provides unparalleled sensitivity. PCR has been used to de-
tect virtually any nucleic acid, in addition to cytokines. For 
example, it may be used to detect cytokine mRNA (60) in 
addition to pathogens (61).

TABLE 3 Sample volumes required for performing assaysa

No. of cytokines
Vol (μl) needed for:

ELISA Bead array
 1  50 25
 6  75 25
20 145 25

aAs the number of cytokines measured increases, the sample volume neces-
sary for the ELISA increases while that for the bead array assays remains static. 
The calculation of the sample volumes for the ELISA assumes that the assay is 
being performed in sequential manner.
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CONCLUSIONS
Multiplex assays for measuring cytokines are rapidly becom-
ing standard across the world. A clear indicator of the en-
thusiasm for these assays may be found in the large number 
of companies which are presently producing and manufac-
turing multiplex cytokine kits. There are several platforms 
that are available for measuring the cytokines, and the mar-
ket is not yet sufficiently mature to conclusively address 
which of these offers the best speed, sensitivity, and specific-
ity, and the lowest cost. Molecular techniques are also used 
to detect cytokine mRNAs.

This work has been supported in part by NIH grants GM 97320 
and T32 GM86308.
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In the years since intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) was 
first developed (1), this method has become a standard way 
to analyze the functions of immune cells by flow cytometry. It 
has been used with specific antigen stimulation (2, 3) to read 
out T cell populations responsive to vaccines (4–6), patho-
gens (7, 8), cancer (9–11), or allergens (12), in both human 
and animal models. The technique has been combined with 
MHC- peptide multimer staining (11, 13), including com-
binatorial tetramer staining that allows the interrogation of 
many epitope specificities at once (14, 15). Combined assays 
with tetramers can be done by first staining with tetramer(s), 
then stimulating with a nonspecific agent such as PMA+ion-
omycin, which bypasses the tetramer- occupied T cell recep-
tors. ICS has also increasingly been used with detection of 
CD154 (16, 17) or CD107a (18) induction, as markers of 
activation and degranulation, respectively. When used with 
cell surface and other intracellular phenotyping markers, such 
multiparameter ICS assays are a tool of choice for functional 
characterization of T cells and other cytokine- producing cell 
populations. ICS has also successfully been converted to the 
mass cytometry platform (19) allowing the use of many more 
simultaneous markers without significant spillover between 
readouts.

Alternatives for assessing cytokines at the cellular level 
include enzyme- linked immunospot (ELISPOT) (20) and 
cytokine capture technology (21). While ELISPOT assays 
provide a relatively low- cost and high- throughput method 
for quantitating cytokine- producing cells, they do not offer 
the additional dimensions of cellular phenotyping possible 
with flow cytometry. They have been adapted in recent 
years to the detection of multiple cytokines, most effectively 
done with a fluorescence readout (so- called fluorospot assays 
[22, 23]). Conversely, the cytokine capture assay allows for 
multiparameter flow cytometry analysis and even sorting of 
live cells (21). It has not been widely used, however, beyond 
the experimental situations in which live cell sorting for 
downstream assays is employed. A comparison of the vari-
ous types of antigen- specific T cell assays and their features 
is shown in Table 1.

SPECIMEN TYPES
In order to assess the population of antigen-  or mitogen- 
responsive cells by ICS or cytokine capture assays, short- term 

in vitro stimulation is used. This can be done either in whole 
blood (3) or isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMC) (2) or other sources of mononuclear cells. Addi-
tion of exogenous antigen- presenting cells (APC) is not 
required, though purified autologous APC such as dendritic 
cells can be used when stimulating APC- depleted or defi-
cient cell samples. For whole blood, heparin is the preferred 
anticoagulant, as EDTA or acid citrate dextrose (ACD) will 
block the cytokine stimulation pathways. For PBMC, the 
anticoagulant is not critical, as the cells are washed free of it 
prior to stimulation.

STIMULATION VESSELS
Either tubes or multiwell plates can be used for stimulation 
(24). At least 200 μl of whole blood is advised for detec-
tion of antigen- specific responses, or at least 5 × 105 PBMC, 
per sample. Up to 2 × 106 cells can be accommodated in a 
96- well plate, for typical stimulation periods of 6 to 8 h. 
Round-  or V- bottom plates are preferred, both for promot-
ing cell- cell contact and for best performance when pellet-
ing and washing the cells poststimulation.

RESTING PRIOR TO STIMULATION
Particularly with cryopreserved and thawed PBMC, resting 
of the cells at 37°C prior to stimulation is helpful, increasing 
both the number of responsive cells and the cytokine stain-
ing intensity per cell (24). Resting for at least 2 h, and up to 
24 h, is advised.

COSTIMULATION
With the use of whole- protein antigens, stimulation in the 
presence of costimulatory antibodies, such as anti- CD28 
and anti- CD49d, has been shown to increase the frequency 
of responsive T cells (25). This effect is less dramatic when 
using peptide stimulation, particularly optimal- length 
peptides (e.g., 9-amino-acid residues for CD8+ T cell re-
sponses) at saturating concentrations (around 1 μg/ml). Co-
stimulatory antibodies can also increase the background of 
cytokine- producing cells in the unstimulated condition (for 
some donors), so their use should be carefully considered 
and tested in the system of interest.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch36
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STIMULATION ANTIGENS
Either peptides or protein antigens can be used for stimu-
lation, and most assays rely on endogenous host antigen- 
presenting cells (APC). There is no need to preload a 
population of autologous APC unless one wishes to study 
such a system. While intact proteins can be processed and 
the resulting major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class 
II- restricted peptides can be presented to CD4+ T cells, ex-
ogenous proteins are inefficiently presented via MHC class I 
for stimulation of CD8+ T cells (26). Therefore, a common 
strategy has been to use mixtures of overlapping peptides, 
spanning a protein sequence, to stimulate both CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cell responses (27). The use of 15- amino- acid pep-
tides with 11- amino- acid overlap has been most popular and 
provides a reasonable balance of cost and efficiency for both 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cell stimulation (27, 28). While mix-
tures of several hundred peptides can be used in this fashion, 
there is some evidence for gradual reduction of responses 
when using more than 100 peptides per mix (29).

SECRETION INHIBITORS
For ICS, the in vitro stimulation must be accompanied by ad-
dition of a secretion inhibitor, usually brefeldin A or monen-
sin. The choice of optimal secretion inhibitor(s) depends on 
the readouts of interest. Most proinflammatory cytokines are 
best retained intracellularly using brefeldin A (30, 31), while 
monensin is best for detection of IL- 10 and TGFβ (our un-
published data). Monensin is also useful for the detection of 
CD107 (18) and CD154 (17), because it prevents the acidi-
fication of internalized vesicles that recycle these molecules. 
In these assays, the CD107 and/or CD154 antibody conju-
gate(s) are usually added during the stimulation, so that even 
target proteins that are transiently expressed can be stained 
and the fluorochrome is not degraded upon internalization. 
Monensin and brefeldin A can be combined (e.g., 5 μg/ml 
each) for applications where both proinflammatory cyto-
kines and CD107/CD154 are targeted.

STIMULATION KINETICS
The optimal time course of in vitro stimulation will depend 
upon the stimulating antigen(s) and the targeted cytokines 
and/or activation markers. When antigen processing is re-
quired, a 2- h incubation prior to addition of secretion in-
hibitors is helpful; when using peptides or mitogens that 
do not require antigen processing, the secretion inhibitor 
can be added simultaneously with the stimulus. Six-  to 8- h 
stimulation is sufficient for detecting most cytokines (32), 
although interleukin- 10 (IL- 10) production does not peak 
until 12 to 24 h. Additional incubation time, with secretion 

inhibitor present, is not detrimental until it becomes toxic 
to the cells; a maximum of 12 h in 10 μg/ml of brefeldin A is 
advised (32). For CD107 and CD154 detection, incubation 
times of not more than 5 to 6 h are optimal (17, 33).

These kinetics obviously place some constraints on the 
readouts that can be feasibly combined without loss of sig-
nal. For example, combining IL- 10 detection with CD107 
or CD154 would be unadvised, since their kinetics are so 
different. However, combination of CD107/CD154 with 
proinflammatory cytokines is easily accomplished, using a 
6- h stimulation time in a combination of brefeldin A and 
monensin (5 μg/ml each). Similarly, combination of proin-
flammatory cytokine and IL- 10 detection is possible using 
a stimulation time of around 12 h, with brefeldin A and 
monensin present for most if not all of this time.

If needed, stimulations can be automated using a pro-
grammable heat block, incubator, or water bath. The 
device is set for the desired incubation period at 37°C, 
followed by cooling and holding of samples at 4 to 18°C 
until further processing. Temperatures of 15 to 18°C are 
preferred for whole blood to avoid excessive platelet ac-
tivation; 4°C is fine for PBMC (our unpublished data). 
Ideally, a CO2 incubator should be used, but we have also 
obtained good results using N- 2- hydroxyethylpiperazine- 
N′- 2- ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)- buffered media in a 
non- CO2- enriched environment.

CELL PROCESSING
Important variables in the processing of stimulated cells 
include the choice of fixation and permeabilization buffers, 
centrifugation speeds, and choice of staining antibodies and 
conditions.

Commercial systems for fixation and permeabilization 
are available and are usually based on formaldehyde- based 
fixation and permeabilization with either saponin or other 
detergents. Of note, saponin- based permeabilization is re-
versible, so the detergent needs to be maintained during 
the intracellular staining steps and washes. There are some 
trends towards better performance of certain systems with 
certain cytokines, e.g., a saponin- based system such as Cyto-
fix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) is superior 
for detection of IL- 10 and transforming growth factor- beta 
(TGF- β) (34). However, for most cytokines and other tar-
gets, the differences are small. An exception is staining for 
transcription factors, such as FoxP3, for which specialized 
(harsher) permeabilization systems should be used. In these 
cases, it is safest to use the permeabilization system of the 
vendor producing the transcription factor antibody.

Initial centrifugation of live cells should be done at rela-
tively low speed (250 to 300 × g) to preserve cell integrity. 

TABLE 1 Comparison of antigen- specific T cell assay features

Cell recovery Cytokine readout only
Cytokines + phenotypes

Without epitope 
specificity

With multiple epitope 
specificities

No live cell recovery ELISPOT ICS (protein or peptide 
pool stimulation)

ICS with tetramers 
(PMA+ionomycin 
stimulation)

Live cell recovery Cytokine capture assay 
(protein or peptide 
pool stimulation)

Cytokine capture 
assay with tetramers 
(PMA+ionomycin 
stimulation)
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However, fixed cells are much more buoyant, and centrif-
ugation should be harder (at least 500 × g) to avoid loss 
of cells during washing. When using multiwell plates, a 
fixed- length vacuum manifold is helpful for aspiration of 
supernatants after washing, for both speed and consistency 
of residual volumes. Efficient washing, particularly after the 
intracellular staining step, is critical to reduce nonspecific 
staining.

Considerations for multicolor antibody panels have been 
published (35, 36) and will not be repeated here. Sugges-
tions for 8-  to 10- color panels combining intracellular cy-
tokines and T- cell markers are also available (29, 34). One 
specific consideration is the staining of CD3, CD4, and/or 
CD8 before or after fixation/permeabilization. These anti-
gens are specifically internalized during stimulation with 
antigen or T cell mitogens. Thus, while antibodies will have 
generally higher binding to live versus fixed epitopes, the 
ability to stain already internalized antigen may improve 
the ability to detect activated T cells in ICS assays, particu-
larly with strong stimuli, such as phorbol- myristate- acetate 
(PMA)+ionomycin, or high concentrations of optimal- 
length peptides (27).

DATA ANALYSIS
Recently, a proficiency panel was conducted to test the 
reproducibility of gating intracellular cytokine data across 
laboratories (37). The results showed that differential gat-
ing strategies were rampant and greatly affected the results. 
Previous studies have also highlighted the importance of 
standardized gating to achieve reproducible results with 
ICS (38, 39). An important variable is the inclusion of cells 
that are dim in CD3, CD4, and CD8, since these are of-
ten activated cells (see previous paragraph). Also important 
is the relative placement of the cytokine- positive gate, to 
minimize background in unstimulated samples while max-
imizing the detection of rare positive events. Placement of 

the lymphocyte gate, inclusion/exclusion of CD4+CD8+ 
T cell populations, gate uniformity, and adjustment of biex-
ponential scaling are also important (37).

In order to draw conclusions about whether ICS results 
are significantly above background, it is important to col-
lect enough events. Statistical significance of results can be 
determined using a power calculation (see reference 40), 
which takes into account the number of relevant cells (e.g., 
CD4+ or CD8+ T cells) in both the unstimulated and test 
samples, as well as the proportion of positive events in each. 
As a practical benchmark, one can distinguish a response of 
0.1% from an unstimulated background of 0.03%, with 99% 
power and P < 0.005, by collecting a minimum of 45,000 
relevant (CD4+ or CD8+) cells.

It is helpful for large studies to apply batch analysis 
routines, which can be combined with automated cluster 
finding if desired. Such options are available within tradi-
tional flow cytometry software packages, as well as through 
R packages such as Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor 
.org) and new algorithms such as those tested in the Flow-
CAP workshops (41). It is important to stress, however, that 
close manual oversight of these processes is still important, 
to avoid spurious results.

DETAILED PROTOCOLS AND ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION
A detailed ICS protocol, which also discusses many of the 
above technical variables, has been published relatively re-
cently (34). Concise general protocols for activation and 
cell surface and intracellular staining, with notes on key 
variables, are also available on the Web (http://maeckerlab 
.typepad.com/maeckerlab_weblog/maeckerlab_protocols 
_and_tools). Figure 1 shows the general workflow of ICS 
assays, with potential variables and stopping points that can 
be employed. Finally, information on validation of ICS as-
says has also been published (29, 42).

FIGURE 1 Workflow of ICS assays. Steps in the ICS assay, with variations and optional stopping points 
as shown.

http://www.bioconductor.org
http://www.bioconductor.org
http://maeckerlab.typepad.com/maeckerlab_weblog/maeckerlab_protocols_and_tools
http://maeckerlab.typepad.com/maeckerlab_weblog/maeckerlab_protocols_and_tools
http://maeckerlab.typepad.com/maeckerlab_weblog/maeckerlab_protocols_and_tools
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The active movement of leukocytes towards a site of antigen 
challenge, infection, or tissue damage represents a central as-
pect of the establishment of both inflammatory and immune 
responses (1– 4). The movement of cells towards a chemi-
cal gradient of a particular stimulus or chemotactic factor is 
called chemotaxis. Chemotactic factors that induce the di-
rectional movement of leukocytes include the chemokines, 
a super family of proteins 8 to 10 kDa in size that signal che-
motaxis through seven transmembrane G protein- coupled 
cell surface receptors (GPCRs) (1, 2). In this chapter, the 
methodological approaches to studying the role of chemo-
kines and chemokine receptors in the physiology of immune 
and inflammatory responses are described. Although assays 
of chemokines or chemokine receptors have yet to be used 
for widespread clinical applications, this chapter briefly re-
views the role of these proteins in the pathophysiology of 
several inflammatory diseases and illustrates potential clin-
ical settings in which measuring these proteins or studying 
their functional activity may be of useful.

CHEMOKINE AND CHEMOKINE RECEPTORS: 
BASIC PRINCIPLES

Chemokines
Comprehensive analyses of the human and mouse genomes 
have identified more than 50 chemokines that share 20 to 
70% homology in amino acid sequence identity (1, 2) (Ta-
ble 1). Chemokines share the common function of attracting 
leukocytes to sites of an inflammatory or immune response. A 
standardized nomenclature in which chemo kines were given 
numerical names, like the interleukins and the chemokine 
receptors, was proposed more than a decade ago and is now 
widely used (2). In this nomenclature, CC chemokines  are 
named CCLn, for CC chemokine ligand since they have 
two adjacent cysteines near the N terminus, where n is the 
number that corresponds to the gene symbol number given 
to each chemokine when they were called SCY “n” for small 
secreted cytokine, followed by a number. Likewise, the CXC 
chemokines are named CXCLn, for CXC chemokine ligands, 
since the two N-terminal cysteines are separated by one 
amino acid represented in this name with an “X.”

As mentioned, chemokine families are defined on the 
basis of the spacing of the first two cysteine amino ac-
ids in the mature protein. Based on this, four families of 

chemokines exist. In α or CXC chemokines, the cysteine 
residues are separated by a single amino acid. A further sub-
division of CXC chemokines relates to the presence or ab-
sence of the sequence glutamic acid- lysine- arginine (ELR) 
near the N terminus of the protein. In general, ELR CXC 
chemokines chemoattract neutrophils, whereas non- ELR- 
containing CXC chemokines attract lymphocytes. In β or 
CC chemokines, the cysteine residues are adjacent to each 
other. The first and third cysteine are missing in the (X)
C family of chemo kines, which includes the chemokine 
XCL1. CX3CL1 is a single member of the CXXXC chemo-
kine family, with three intervening amino acids between the 
proximal two cysteine residues. CX3CL1 and CXCL16 are 
also unique in that they exist in both soluble and membrane- 
anchored forms; the membrane- anchored form is expressed 
as a cell surface glycoprotein, with the “chemokine domain” 
sitting on top of a mucin- like stalk, and has both transmem-
brane and cytoplasmic domains.

Chemokine Receptors
All chemokines signal via seven transmembrane- spanning 
GPCRs (1), which are named by a numbering system based 
on the type of chemokine to which they bind (CC, CXC, 
CX3C, C) (Tables 1 and 2). GPCRs are a highly versatile 
group of proteins that have evolved to sense subtle changes 
in concentration gradients and are involved in signal trans-
duction for vision, olfaction, hormone reception, and neu-
rotransmission in addition to directional cell movement 
(1). As signal transducers of chemotaxis, the GPCRs appear 
to be highly conserved in evolution, being present on amoe-
bae and slime molds, and are involved in the signaling of 
chemotaxis in these simple eukaryotes.

GPCRs consist of an extracellular N terminus, an intra-
cellular C terminus, and seven transmembrane- spanning re-
gions (1). Chemokine binding to the extracellular portion 
of the receptor results in intracytoplasmic signaling, which 
is mediated in part through heterotrimeric G proteins of 
the Gαi subclass. Chemokines may present to chemokine 
receptors in both the liquid and solid phases (5). Chemo-
kine receptor binding occurs between both the chemokine in 
solution and the chemokine bound to matrix and cell surface 
glycosaminoglycans (1). The binding of chemokine to re-
ceptor results in a complex signaling cascade that may result 
in directed cell movement, cell activation, differentiation, 
and/or cell proliferation (1–4). The activation of chemokine 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch37
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TABLE 1 Chemokines

Chemokine Other names Receptor Key/main immune function

CXCL1 GROα, MGSA, mouse KC CXCR2
Neutrophil traffickingCXCL2 GROβ, MIP- 2α, mouse MIP2 CXCR2

CXCL3 GROγ, MIP- 2β CXCR2
CXCL4 PF4 ? Procoagulant
CXCL5 ENA- 78, mouse LIX CXCR2

Neutrophil trafficking
CXCL6 GCP- 2 CXCR1, CXCR2
CXCL7 NAP- 2 CXCR2
CXCL8 IL- 8 (no mouse) CXCR1, CXCR2
CXCL9 Mig CXCR3

Th1 response; Th1, CD8, NK traffickingCXCL10 IP- 10 CXCR3
CXCL11 I- TAC CXCR3
CXCL12 SDF- 1 CXCR4 Bone marrow homing
CXCL13 BLC, BCA- 1 CXCR5 B-cell and Tfh positioning LN
CXCL14 BRAK ? Macrophage skin homing (human)
CXCL15 Lungkine (mouse only) ? ?
CXCL16 CXCR6 NKT and iLC migration and survival
CCL1 I- 309, mouse TCA3 CCR8 Th2 cell and Treg trafficking
CCL2 MCP- 1, mouse JE CCR2 Inflammatory monocyte trafficking
CCL3 MIP- 1α CCR1, CCR5

Macrophage and NK cell migration; T- cell–DC 
interactionsCCL4 MIP- 1β CCR5

CCL5 RANTES CCR1, CCR3, CCR5
CCL6 C- 10, MRP- 1 (mouse only) Unknown ?
CCL7 MCP- 3, mouse Fic or MARC CCR2, CCR3 Monocyte mobilization
CCL8 MCP- 2 CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, CCR5 

(human); CCR8 (mouse)
Th2 response; skin- homing mouse

CCL9/10 MIP- 1γ, MRP- 2 (mouse only) Unknown ?
CCL11 Eotaxin- 1 CCR3 Eosinophil and basophil migration
CCL12 MCP- 5 (mouse only) CCR2 Inflammatory monocyte trafficking
CCL13 MCP- 4 CCR2, CCR3, CCR5 Th2 responses
CCL14 HCC- 1 CCR1 ?
CCL15 Leukotactin- 1, HCC- 2, MIP- 5 CCR1, CCR3 ?
CCL16 HCC- 4, NCC- 4, LEC CCR1, CCR2, CCR5 ?
CCL17 TARC CCR4 Th2 responses, Th2 cell migration, Treg, lung 

and skin homing
CCL18 PARC, DC- CK1 CCR8 Th2 response; marker AAM, skin homing
CCL19 ELC, MIP- 3β CCR7 T- cell and DC homing to LN
CCL20 MIP- 3α, LARC CCR6 Th17 responses; B and DC homing to gut- 

associated lymphoid tissue
CCL21 SLC, 6CKine CCR6, CCR7 T- cell and DC homing to LN
CCL22 MDC CCR4 Th2 response, Th2 cell migration, Treg 

migration
CCL23 MPIF- 1, MIP- 3 Unknown ?
CCL24 Eotaxin- 2, MPIF- 2 CCR3 Eosinophil and basophil migration
CCL25 TECK CCR9 T- cell homing to gut; thymocyte migration
CCL26 Eotaxin- 3 CCR3, CX3CR1 Eosinophil and basophil migration
CCL27 CTAK CCR10 T- cell homing to skin
CCL28 MEC CCR3, CCR10 T- cell and IgA plasma cell homing to mucosa
XCL1 Lymphotactin, SCM- 1α XCR1

Cross- presentation by CD8+ DCsXCL2 SCM- 1β XCR1
CX3CL1 Fractalkine CX3CR1 NK, monocyte, and T- cell migration
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TABLE 2 Chemokine receptorsa

Receptor Immune cell expression Key immune function

G protein- coupled receptors
CXCR1 N > Mo, NK, MC, Ba, CD8 TEFF Neutrophil trafficking
CXCR2 N > Mo, NK, MC, Ba, CD8 T B- cell lymphopoiesis

Neutrophil egress from bone marrow
Neutrophil trafficking

CXCR3 Th1, CD8 TCM and TEM, NK, NKT, pDC, 
B, Treg, TFH

Th1- type adaptive immunity

CXCR4 Most (if not all) leukocytes Hematopoiesis
Organogenesis
Bone marrow homing

CXCR5 B, TFH, TFR, CD8 TEM B- cell and T- cell trafficking in lymphoid tissue 
to B- cell zone/follicles

CXCR6 Th1, Th17, γδ T, iLC, NKT, NK, PC Innate lymphoid cell function
Adaptive immunity

CCR1 Mo, MΦ, N, Th1, Ba, DC Innate immunity
Adaptive immunity

CCR2 Mo, MΦ, Th1, iDC, Ba, NK Monocyte trafficking
Th1- type adaptive immunity

CCR3 Eo > Ba, MC Th2- type adaptive immunity
Eosinophil distribution and trafficking

CCR4 Th2, skin-  and lung- homing T, Treg, > 
Th17, CD8 T, Mo, B, iDC

Homing of T cells to skin and lung
Th2- type immune response

CCR5 Mo, MΦ, Th1, NK, Treg, CD8 T, DC, N Type 1 adaptive immunity

CCR6 Th17 > iDC, γδ T, NKT, NK, Treg, TFH iDC trafficking; GALT development
Th17 adaptive immune responses

CCR7 TN, TCM, TRCM, mDC, B mDC and B- cell and T- cell trafficking in 
lymphoid tissue to T cell zone

Egress of DC and T cells from tissue
CCR8 Th2, Treg, skin TRM, γδ T, Mo, MΦ Immune surveillance in skin

Type 2 adaptive immunity thymopoiesis
CCR9 Gut homing T, thymocytes, B, DC, pDC Homing of T- cells to gut

GALT development and function thymopoiesis
CCR10 Skin- homing T, IgA- plasmablasts Humoral immunity at mucosal sites

Immune surveillance in skin
XCR1 Cross- presenting CD8+ DC, thymic DC Ag cross- presentation by CD8+ DCs
CX3CR1 Resident Mo, MΦ, MG, Th1, CD8 TEM, 

NK, γδ T, DC
Patrolling monocytes in innate immunity
Microglial cell and NK cell migration
Type 1 adaptive immunity

Atypical (nonsignaling) receptors
ACKR1 (DARC; Duffy) RBC, LEC Chemokine transcytosis

Chemokine scavenging
ACKR2 (D6) LEC, DC, B Chemokine scavenging
ACKR3 (CXCR7) Stromal cells, B Shaping chemokine gradients for CXCR4
ACKR4 (CCRL1; CCX- CKR) Thymic epithelium Chemokine scavenging

aThis table was adapted from reference 1. Abbreviations: B, B- cell; Ba, basophil; Eo, eosinophils; GALT, gut- associated lymphoid tissue; iDC, immature DC; LEC, 
lymphatic endothelium; MΦ, macrophage; MG, microglia; Mo, monocyte; N, neutrophil; pDC, plasmacytoid DC; PC, plasma cell; RBC, red blood cell; TCM, central 
memory T cell; TEFF, effector T cell; TFH, follicular helper T cell; TFR, follicular regulatory T cell; TN, naive T cell; TRCM, recirculating memory T cell.

receptors is usually accompanied by a transient rise in intra-
cellular calcium. The G protein is itself coupled to a number 
of downstream intracytoplasmic signal transduction path-
ways, including those involving protein kinase C, tyrosine ki-
nases, and PI- 3 kinase (1– 4) (Fig. 1). The direct link between 
these signal transduction pathways and the activation of the 
cytoskeletal machinery involved in cell motility has become 
better understood in recent years. Rho proteins, which are 

known to mediate actin- dependent processes, are thought 
to be involved in linking chemokine receptor activation to 
activation of the cytoskeletal machinery (6, 7). It is now un-
derstood that the synaptotagmin family of proteins, which 
are known to regulate calcium- dependent lysosomal vesicle 
transport and fusion, link chemokine- induced elevated intra-
cellular calcium to activation of the cytoskeletal machinery 
and directed cell migration (8).
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ROLE OF CHEMOKINES AND CHEMOKINE 
RECEPTORS IN DISEASE
The attraction of leukocytes to sites of inflammation and 
infection is an essential component of the host response to 
disease. Chemokines and chemokine receptors have been 
shown to be an integral part of this process and have been im-
plicated in the pathophysiology of many infectious diseases 
and inflammatory disorders (1–4). Although chemokines are 
clearly important for the ability of the host to control infec-
tions, they can also be detrimental in certain inflammatory 
diseases, such as asthma, atherosclerosis, and rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA), and transplant rejection, in which inflam-
matory cells are recruited to tissue sites of inflammation and 
produce tissue damage (1, 9–12). For example, inflammation 
is a critical component of atherosclerosis, and the expression 
of multiple chemokines has been shown to be upregulated 
in human atherosclerotic lesions (10, 13). Prominent leu-
kocyte recruitment occurs in almost every stage of lesion 
development, and the recruited monocytes and T lympho-
cytes are thought to play a key role in the pathogenesis of 

atherosclerotic plaque; thus, the molecular signals that at-
tract these cells into the lesions are likely important for their 
formation (10, 14, 15). Mouse models of atherosclerosis have 
implicated the CC chemokine receptors (CCR) CCR2 and 
CCR5 as well as the CX3C chemokine receptor CX3CR1, 
which are important for monocyte trafficking and mobiliza-
tion in the formation of atherosclerotic lesions, and highlight 
the importance of monocytes in the pathogenesis of athero-
sclerotic inflammation (16–18).

In contrast, the underlying pathology of RA is nota-
ble for very prominent infiltration of the synovial tissue of 
the joints by neutrophils in addition to mononuclear leu-
kocytes, which presumably helps propagate the inflamma-
tion and joint destruction. Neutrophil (CXCL8, CXCL5, 
CXCL1), monocyte (i.e., CCL3, CCL5, CCL2), and T- cell 
(i.e., CXCL10, CXCL9, CCL3, CCL5, CCL17)- attracting 
chemokines are expressed by fibroblasts and macrophages 
in the synovium of RA patients (12, 19). Consistent with 
this chemokine expression, synovial fluid T cells recovered 
from patients with active RA express high levels of the 
chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR3 (20). Confirming 
the importance of neutrophils in the pathogenesis of RA, 
in a serum- transfer mouse model of RA, inflamed synovial 
tissue cells produced different neutrophil- active CCR1 and 
CXCR2 ligand chemokines, which are absolutely required 
for the induction of arthritis in this model (21). Initially, 
CCR1 ligands and, later, CXCR2 ligands in the joint amplify 
the recruitment of neutrophils which, by releasing multiple 
mediators such as LTB4, IL- 1β, and CXCL2, orchestrate in-
flammation in the joint. This mouse model of arthritis also 
highlights an important principle of chemokine- mediated 
inflammation in vivo, in that the generation of full- blown 
arthritis requires that this sequential cascade must run its 
course; otherwise, inflammation is dampened.

As another example, asthma is a disease characterized 
by chronic inflammation of the airways; studies in animal 
models and humans suggest that allergen inhalation initi-
ates a cascade of events that leads to the recruitment of eo-
sinophils, neutrophils, lymphocytes, and mast cells into the 
airways (22–24). Chemokines have been implicated as im-
portant mediators of this cellular recruitment and are likely 
crucial for the development of allergic inflammation in the 
airways (23, 24). Data from bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) 
and lung biopsy studies have demonstrated the upregulation 
of the chemokines CCL11, CCL24, CCL7, CCL13, CCL5, 
CCL17, CCL22, and CXCL10 in patients with asthma at-
tacks or after an allergen challenge (24, 25). Some of these 
chemokines recruit eosinophils and others affect T- cell traf-
ficking. Analogous to RA, animal models of asthma, how-
ever, suggest that no single chemokine controls all aspects of 
cell trafficking into the airway; rather, multiple chemokines 
likely work in a sequential and redundant manner to orches-
trate the inflammation (24).

Chemokines also have been implicated in the organ 
transplant setting. Although a transplant is often life- saving 
therapy for the large number of patients with end- stage kid-
ney, liver, heart, or lung disease, it ushers in a new set of 
problems and diseases for the organ recipient. These include 
increased risk of infection, organ ischemia- reperfusion in-
jury, acute rejection, and chronic organ dysfunction from 
chronic rejection. These processes involve recruitment of 
leukocytes into the transplanted organs, with neutrophil re-
cruitment dominating infections and ischemia- reperfusion 
injury and lymphocytes and monocyte recruitment in-
volved in rejection. Infections of organs, organ ischemia- 
reperfusion injury, acute rejection, and chronic rejection 
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FIGURE 1 Chemokine receptor signal transduction. Chemo-
kine receptors are a subfamily of G protein- coupled seven 
transmembrane- spanning cell surface receptors. They are coupled 
to heterotrimeric G proteins of the Gi subclass, which are distin-
guished by their pertussis toxin sensitivity. Chemokine receptor 
activation leads to the stimulation of multiple signal transduction 
pathways, including the activation of phosphatidylinositol 3- kinase 
(PI3K) and phospholipase C (PLC), leading to generation of inosi-
tol triphosphates, intracellular calcium release, and protein kinase 
C (PKC) activation. Chemokine signaling also induces the upreg-
ulation of integrin affinity and the activation of Rho, leading to 
cytoskeletal reorganization. Agonist- stimulated receptors also acti-
vate G protein receptor kinases, which leads to receptor phosphor-
ylation, arrestin binding, G protein uncoupling (desensitization), 
and clathrin- mediated receptor endocytosis (internalization).
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lead to increased expression of multiple chemokines. These 
chemokines are surprisingly similar in all organs after trans-
plantation, although organ- specific differences do exist (26, 
27). In studies looking at chemokine expression following 
human organ transplantation, the expression of CXCL8/
IL- 8 has been associated with ischemia-reperfusion injury 
(28), while CCL5, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4, CXCL9, CXCL10, 
and CXCL11 have been associated with acute rejection 
(26, 28–32). In chronic rejection of lungs, CXCL8, CCL5, 
CXCL9, CXCL10, CXCL11, and CCL2 are upregulated 
and may be predictive of the development of this compli-
cation (29, 33).

In conclusion, as illustrated above, different leukocyte 
subsets bear signature combinations of chemokine receptors 
(Table 2), and the chemokine-chemokine receptor axis likely 
promotes pathologic accumulation of specific leukocyte sub-
sets, which in turn facilitate different types of inflammation 
in affected tissues (34). In such disorders, it has been sug-
gested that the chemokine-chemokine receptor axis could 
be used as a diagnostic tool for characterizing the type of in-
flammation and the functional phenotype of the leukocytes 
that provoke the inflammation; this information could then 
be used to develop targeted therapeutics for controlling in-
flammation (1, 35). Tailored therapeutics directed against 
the chemokine-chemokine receptor axis in diseases such as 
asthma, RA, and transplant rejection may provide a means 
of avoiding the adverse side effects of the broad immune- 
suppressive therapies that are currently used to treat these 
diseases in clinical practice.

Clinical Applications for Analyzing Chemokine 
Expression in Disease
In the past decade, validated assays for measuring chemo-
kine mRNA and protein have become widely available. 
In particular, more than a few commercial kits routinely 
allow for the simultaneous multiplexed measurement of 
many inflammatory cytokine and chemokine proteins from 
small amounts of sample. Assays that measure chemokines 
in serum and affected tissue could provide a noninvasive 
and relatively inexpensive adjunct diagnostic tool for di-
agnosis as well as phenotypic classification and provide a 
means of quantifying disease severity for the purposes of 
stratification, prognostication, and treatment. These assays 
may thus be useful in guiding the initiation of therapy and 
aid in monitoring the subsequent response to therapy. For 
instance, a clinical setting in which such a strategy might 
be usefully employed is in the management of refractory 
asthma. Currently, clinicians monitor the effectiveness of 
therapy in people with asthma based on symptom reporting 
and crude measures of lung function. Acute exacerbations 
of asthma are life- threatening complications of this disorder 
that often occur rapidly. In addition, it is hypothesized that 
long- term low- grade inflammation, which can be missed 
with routine monitoring, may lead to scarring of the air-
ways and permanent changes in lung function. Importantly, 
it is now appreciated that human asthma is a heterogeneous 
disease, and therapeutic strategies directed at a single al-
lergic inflammation- promoting cytokine may be successful 
only in subpopulations of patients with asthma in whom the 
therapy is matched to the underlying pathophysiology (36, 
37). Unfortunately, available technology does not allow us 
to easily measure the degree of asthmatic airway inflamma-
tion and thus predict a patient’s risk for an exacerbation or 
airway scarring/remodeling. Nor does it allow for the char-
acterization of the type of inflammation driving the particu-
lar subtype of asthmatic airway inflammation to predict the 

most effective targeted therapy. Chemokine expression in 
the lung or blood could be used as a reliable noninvasive 
marker of inflammation in the airways and thus would be of 
great value in the management of asthma. The technology 
to measure chemokine levels in exhaled breath condensates 
is available and has been used in limited studies for mea-
surements in children with asthma (38). In addition, expec-
torated sputum or serum has been used in assays to measure 
chemokine levels and predict exacerbations in patients 
(39). Finally, allergic asthma can often be confused with 
related disorders such as emphysema, bronchiolitis, and eo-
sinophilic bronchitis. These disorders have different forms 
of airway inflammation and thus may have a different profile 
of chemokines expressed. Thus, it may be possible to use the 
chemokine or chemokine receptor profiles of samples from 
the lung or serum to accurately diagnose a patient with air-
way inflammation. The use of measurements of markers of 
inflammation such as chemokines could have a large impact 
in the diagnosis and management of asthmatics.

Another disease in which monitoring chemokines in se-
rum or affected tissue may have implications for disease prog-
nosis and management is RA, as suggested by some recent 
supportive data. In a nested case- control study, a Scandina-
vian study monitored 30 chemokines and cytokines by multi-
plex analysis in banked blood samples of 69 individuals prior 
to the onset of symptoms of joint disease and subsequent to 
the diagnosis of RA (12). After anticyclic citrullinated pep-
tide (anti- CCP) antibodies, the most important elevated 
factors that differentiated asymptomatic patients who went 
on to develop RA from control subjects included the chemo-
kines CCL11, CCL2, CXCL10, and CCL3 and the cytokines 
IL- 13, IL- 10, IL- 9, and IL- 1Ra. The factors that best discrim-
inated between patients after the onset of RA and control 
subjects included anti- CCP antibodies, the chemokines 
CCL4, CXCL9, and CCL11, and the cytokines IL- 6, IL- 10, 
and G- CSF. A second study measured chemokines and cyto-
kines in synovial fluid by multiplex analysis and found that 
the chemokines CCL11, CXCL11, CCL8, CXCL9, CCL5, 
CCL17, and CXCL8 were elevated in synovial fluid from RA 
compared with those in osteoarthritis (19). The finding of 
CCL11, a chemokine associated with eosinophil migration 
and allergic inflammation, in both of these studies, and el-
evated serum Th2 cytokines in the first study, is surprising 
and provides potential new insights for investigation to un-
derstand the pathophysiology of RA. Finally, monitoring se-
rum chemokines and cytokines in association with anti- CCP 
antibodies may provide better sensitivity and specificity in 
at- risk asymptomatic individuals than anti- CCP antibodies 
alone in predicting the risk of developing RA, to possibly aid 
in preventing disease progression.

In solid organ transplant, frequent episodes of acute 
rejection and untreated low- grade rejection are thought 
to lead to chronic organ dysfunction, which is the major 
limiting factor in long- term graft survival. Thus, the ability 
to better detect these processes could have a major impact 
in the management of posttransplant patients. The expres-
sion of specific chemokines during episodes of acute rejec-
tion or in low- grade chronic rejection may be a biomarker 
of inflammation and could allow better detection of these 
processes. In the renal transplant setting, the finding that 
chemokines were important mediators of allograft injury in 
animal studies (40) prompted investigators to develop as-
says to monitor chemokines in the urine of human kidney 
transplant recipients. These studies led to the finding that 
urine CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11 mRNA are elevated 
in patients with acute rejection, acute tubular injury, or BK 
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virus nephropathy compared with individuals with chronic 
rejection or stable renal function and healthy individuals, 
suggesting their potential utility as biomarkers (32, 41). 
Urine chemokine measurements may also have a role in 
predicting late graft failure, as urine CCL2 levels 6 months 
posttransplant were associated with the development of in-
terstitial fibrosis, tubular atrophy, and graft dysfunction at 
24 months (42). Thus, measuring urinary chemokine bio-
markers could be a cost- effective noninvasive graft- sparing 
alternative to allograft biopsy that may limit long- term 
allograft injury, particularly in high- risk patients. Ongo-
ing prospective multicenter validations of these assays and 
clinical trials, to test whether urinary chemokine levels can 
guide immunosuppressant withdrawal in low- risk patients 
and direct specific therapeutic strategies to limit graft injury 
for better individualized treatment strategies, will help to 
determine better the clinical utility of urinary chemokines 
as biomarkers. In conclusion, the ability to measure chemo-
kine levels in serum or sputum suggests that noninvasive, re-
liable, cost- effective chemokine biomarkers may also have a 
useful role in the setting of other organ transplants to assess 
the risk of graft injury to prolong graft survival.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES

Overview
Since inflammatory and immune cell localization appears to 
be central to the pathogenesis of a wide variety of diseases, 
numerous avenues for studying the role of chemokines and 
chemokine receptors have emerged. These techniques follow 
a logical progression from the characterization of the inflam-
matory or immune cell infiltrate through the measurement of 
chemokine and chemokine receptor distribution in diseased 
tissues, the establishment of in vitro models of chemotaxis, 
and in vivo dissection of the role of chemo kines in animal 
models of the disease process. This series of approaches has 
enabled the definition of the role of chemokine and chemo-
kine receptor- driven immune and inflammatory cell localiza-
tion in a variety of diseases.

Analysis of the Cellular Infiltrate and Chemokine/
Chemokine Receptor Milieu
The first step toward understanding whether localization of 
immune or inflammatory cells influences a disease process 
is to define the cellular composition of the infiltrate seen in 
sites in the body that are affected by the disease. This may be 
best done by one of two methods: immunohistochemistry of 
tissue sections or staining of cellular preparations obtained 
from disaggregated pathological specimens. There are a 
large number of monoclonal antibodies that enable the defi-
nition of subpopulations of immune and inflammatory cells 
and the characterization and quantitation of chemokine 
and chemokine receptor expression (43, 44). Monoclonal 
antibodies that are reactive to specific antigens expressed 
on T cells, B cells, monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, 
neutrophils, eosinophils, and basophils/mast cells can be 
utilized to detect these cells or specific subsets of these cells 
in frozen sections using immunohistochemical techniques. 
The immunoperoxidase technique using the avidin- biotin 
complex has enhanced sensitivity, and stained slides can be 
mounted and stored permanently. In addition, sections can 
be counterstained with hematoxylin and eosin, for exam-
ple, to provide additional morphologic information. Serial 
sectioning allows the assessment of three- dimensional (3D) 
relationships between subsets of immune and inflamma-
tory cells in tissue specimens. Appropriate isotype controls 

should be run with experimental immunostaining to estab-
lish levels of background nonspecific staining.

Fluorescent conjugated monoclonal antibodies targeting 
specific cell surface molecules can be similarly used to es-
tablish the cellular makeup of a tissue infiltrate (43). Tissue 
samples can be physically disaggregated and then passed 
through a sterile sieve. Mononuclear cell preparations can 
then be stained with monoclonal antibodies and the im-
munophenotype of cell populations can be determined by 
fluorescence- activated cell sorting–based flow cytometry. As 
many as 18 different fluorochromes can be used, depending 
on the number of available lasers, to define cell subpopula-
tions. Again, appropriate isotype antibody controls should 
be used to establish background and nonspecific staining.

Another aspect of the analysis of cellular infiltrates is the 
determination of levels of chemokine or chemokine recep-
tor expression. A combination of methods can be used, in-
cluding RNA in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry, 
quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (QPCR), ELISA or 
protein multiplexing technology, and flow cytometry. Mono-
clonal antibodies directed against a number of chemokines 
suitable for use in staining tissue sections, ELISA, or protein 
multiplexing have been defined and validated over the past 
decade. These antibodies can be used as a basis for measur-
ing chemokine protein concentrations from tissue lysates 
and fluid collections. A number of different chemokines 
can be detected by sandwich ELISAs, which are commer-
cially available as kits. Initially, microtiter plates are coated 
with the capture antibody and nonspecific protein bind-
ing is adsorbed with goat serum or bovine serum albumin. 
Chemokine- containing samples are then added to the wells 
of the plate and this is followed by exposure to a second 
enzyme- conjugated antibody. A caveat, when using ELISAs 
for the measurement of proteins in serum and tissue such as 
synovial fluid from individuals with autoimmune disorders, is 
the presence of heterophilic human anti- animal antibodies 
such as anti- mouse antibodies, which can cause false- positive 
and false- negative results (19). Use of appropriate blocking 
reagents and diluents can obviate these technical issues (19).

Multiplex microwell protein array kits are now widely 
available and can also be manufactured to detect custom 
combinations of proteins. Similarly, these chemokine- specific 
monoclonal antibodies are also available conjugated to a flu-
orochrome or to fluorescent bead arrays, which allows them 
to be used to assess intracellular chemokine levels in perme-
ablized cells or to assess the levels of multiple chemokines 
simultaneously in various biologic samples using flow cytom-
etry technology. Monoclonal antibodies specific for individ-
ual chemokine receptors are also commercially available and 
are used to determine the expression of chemokine receptors 
on individual cells in situ or those isolated from inflammatory 
tissue or fluid via immunohistochemistry or flow cytometry.

Analysis of Chemotactic Responses: In Vitro Assays
Having defined the chemokine and chemokine receptor 
expression in the diseased tissue, one can examine the 
chemotactic responses of the specific leukocyte subpopu-
lations to chemokines. A variety of transmigration assays 
exist which exploit the ability of migratory cells to polarize 
and migrate in response to a chemotactic gradient. The 
in vivo correlate of in vitro transmigration is thought to be 
the migration of cells towards sites of tissue injury, patho-
gen invasion, and/or immune challenge. Cells to be used 
in the transmigration assays can be derived from a number 
of sources, including the diseased tissue itself or purified 
subpopulations of inflammatory and immune cells isolated 
from the peripheral blood.
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Boyden Chamber
The Boyden chamber, designed in 1962, represents the orig-
inal system by which the chemotactic responses of cells can 
be quantitated (45). The assembly consists of two chambers, 
an upper and a lower, separated by a polycarbonate filter of 
standard pore sizes. Disposable Boyden chambers containing 
polycarbonate membranes with defined pore sizes for differ-
ent cell types are commercially available. Membranes with 
a pore size of 3 μm for neutrophils; 5 μm for lymphocytes, 
monocytes, and eosinophils; and 8 μm for fibroblasts, en-
dothelial cells, and tumor cells are used to assay migration. 
The chemokine, dissolved in medium containing a low per-
centage of serum or 0.5% bovine serum albumin, is loaded 
into the lower chamber. A fixed number of indicator cells 
in suspension at cell concentrations of 106 to 107/ml are 
loaded in an identical medium into the upper chamber. The 
unit is then sealed and incubated at 37°C for 30 min to 1 h 
for granulocytes, 1 to 2 h for monocytes, and 2 to 4 h for 
lymphocytes.

Transmigration is then assessed in a number of ways. The 
polycarbonate membrane is carefully removed from the as-
sembly, and the cells that are adherent to the underside of 
the filter are stained with Giemsa and quantitated. Alter-
natively, the cells that have transmigrated into the lower 
chamber are counted using a hemocytometer and the pro-
portion of migrating cells is determined. If the migration 
index is low and cells are adherent to the bottom chamber, 
an inverted light microscope may be used to count multiple 
fields within the chamber after the experiment or after fix-
ation with 10% buffered formalin. Ultimately, a so- called 
checkerboard analysis of chemotaxis can be performed in 
which every combination of chemokine concentration in 
the lower chamber is combined with every tested concen-
tration of chemokine in the upper chamber. Chemotaxis 
is defined as cell movement toward increasing chemokine 
concentration. Chemokinesis refers to random or nondi-
rectional cell movement in response to a stimulus. In the 
checkerboard analysis, chemotaxis is measured when there 
is a greater concentration of chemokine in the lower cham-
ber, and chemokinesis is measured when the concentration 
of chemokine is equivalent on both sides of the membrane 
(Fig. 2). Chemotactic index is calculated by normalizing the 
number of cells that migrate at a concentration of chemo-
kine to the number of cells that migrate in response to me-
dium alone.

Automated quantitation of transmigration can also be 
achieved by loading cells to be tested with a vital fluorescent 
dye such as 5- chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA), 
acridine orange, or Calcein AM and then using a fluores-
cent plate reader to quantitate the number of cells in the 
lower chamber (46). Alternatively, migrated cells can be 
lysed and labeled with a DNA- binding dye such as Cyquant 
and quantitated with a fluorescent plate reader. A further 
modification of the fluorescent plate reader includes the 
ability to read the kinetic changes of transmigration into 
the lower chamber over time.

transwell Assays
More recently, transmigration assays have been performed 
in a transwell system (47). In this assembly, each lower 
chamber is associated with an independently removable 
upper chamber containing the polycarbonate membrane of 
fixed pore size. A checkerboard analysis of chemotaxis can 
be similarly performed in the transwell system. The Boyden 
chamber appears to be markedly better for analyzing granu-
locyte movement with a polycarbonate membrane of 3 μm 
pore size, whereas transwells containing membranes with a 

5- μm or 8- μm pore size have proven useful for quantitat-
ing mononuclear cell migration. Several modifications of 
transmigration have been designed. These include the as-
sessment of transmigration through a layer of cells grown on 
the transwell membrane. Transmigration of lymphocytes, 
eosinophils, or monocytes through an endothelial cell layer 
has been assessed by this means. Transmigration systems al-
low further phenotypic characterization of responding cell 
subpopulations from a complex mixture of input cells. Using 
flow cytometry, cells that transmigrate can be phenotypi-
cally compared with those that do not.

Direct Visualization
Additional modifications of the Boyden chamber have been 
made, including the use of an image analyzer to quantitate 
the number of labeled cells that migrate in response to a 
chemokinetic agent (48). Transmigration with a Boyden 
chamber or transwell assay can also be confirmed using 
time- lapse video microscopy with a direct- viewing approach 
in which cells migrate on a horizontal surface (Fig. 3) (49). 
The active movement of cells is viewed with a video camera 
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FIGURE 2 Transmigration assay system. Positive, negative, and 
absent gradients of a chemokine are established in order to assess 
chemotaxis (movement towards a chemokine) and chemokinesis 
(random movement of cells in response to a chemokine in the ab-
sence of a gradient). Cells are plated into the upper chamber of the 
transwell system or Boyden chamber and the proportion of migrat-
ing cells determined by accurate counting of cells that migrate to 
the lower chamber. The upper and lower chambers are separated by 
a polycarbonate membrane of standard pore size (3 μm to 8 μm), 
depending on the migrating cell type.
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as they respond to gradients of a chemokinetic agent. A con-
tinuous gradient of chemokine or a point source of chemo-
kine can be used to manipulate the directional movement 
of cells. Cell movement can also be tracked using digital 
video and images analyzed for cell polarization and speed of 
movement towards a chemokine source, using leukocytes or 
other organisms such as Dictyostelium (50, 51). These mo-
dalities allow the measurement of many parameters such as 
cell morphology, area, and location during chemotaxis. Au-
tomated chemotaxis and cell morphology assays in a 96- unit 
direct- viewing plate in a high- throughput format can also 
now be achieved (52). In recent years, the EZ- Taxiscan has 
become commercially available (53, 54). The EZ- Taxiscan 
is a horizontal viewable chemotaxis chamber in which a 
microchannel connects a compartment containing ligand 
and another compartment containing cells. A stable che-
moattractant concentration gradient is formed and main-
tained through the channel without the flow of medium. 
The migration of cells in the chambers can be traced with 
time- lapse intervals using a charge- coupled device camera.

Adhesion Assays
The migratory response of immune cells in vivo involves a 
rapid adhesive event in which the circulating cell is stimu-
lated to adhere firmly to the endothelial surface over which 
it flows and rolls; this event is necessary for a cell to undergo 
diapedesis into an immune organ or an inflammatory site (1–
4). This event is triggered by chemokines and involves the 
upregulation of integrin affinity on leukocytes. This aspect 

of cell migration can be studied in vitro in a static adhesion 
assay or dynamically using a flow chamber to visualize the ad-
hesion of leukocytes to endothelial cell monolayers. In these 
latter systems, endothelial cell layers are established on cover 
slips, and fluorescently labeled leukocytes are passed over 
these monolayers at controlled flow rates; the number of cells 
rolling or sticking to the endothelial layer is determined us-
ing image analysis and digitized time- lapse video microscopy. 
In vivo flow systems have been designed that use intravital 
microscopy (IVM) to visualize and quantitate the adhesion 
and transmigration of fluorescently labeled leukocytes in the 
vasculature of living animals (55).

Assays to Measure Integrin Conformation Change
In the steady state, leukocytes express integrins, which are 
in an inactive conformation that does not mediate adhesion. 
Chemokines activate integrin function by inducing a change 
in integrin conformation that increases the affinity and/or 
avidity of the integrin for its ligand, which leads to inside- 
out integrin activation. This chemokine- mediated conforma-
tional change that transiently results in high- affinity integrins 
can be measured with monoclonal antibody (MAb)- based 
flow cytometry assays (56). Chemokine- induced integrin con-
formational changes in activated integrins result in exposure 
of previously masked epitopes, which can be detected with 
monoclonal antibodies that detect high- affinity integrins. 
Detection of high- affinity β2 integrins can be achieved using 
the antibody MAb24 (57). Binding of this antibody occurs 
only at 37°C. Leukocytes are stimulated with chemokines in 
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FIGURE 3 Digitized time- lapse photography of cells moving in the presence of a gradient of chemo-
kine. Positive and negative gradients of a chemokine can be established in methylcellulose, as previously 
described (49). Cells are plated into methylcellulose and a gradient is established by inoculating the 
methylcellulose at a fixed point with the chemokine. Cells are then visualized migrating in response to the 
gradient using time- lapse video microscopy.
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the presence of MAb24, rapidly cooled on ice to terminate 
any additional MAb24 binding, and fixed with paraformal-
dehyde (58). Likewise, a high- affinity β1 integrin can be de-
tected by flow cytometry after stimulation with chemokine 
with the HUTS- 21 MAb (59).

Analysis of Signal Transduction Associated with 
Active Cell Movement
The signal transduction events activated by ligand binding 
controlling leukocyte migration are not entirely defined 
and involve many different signaling pathways. A dramatic 
polarization of the cell occurs in response to a chemotac-
tic gradient which is the result of asymmetric signal trans-
duction and the establishment of intracellular molecular 
gradients. While all of the molecular details remain to 
be elucidated, certain signaling molecules appear to play 
important roles in chemokine- induced cell movement. 
Chemokine receptors are coupled to the Gi subfamily of G 
proteins and pertussis toxin (PTX), which ADP- ribosylates 
and irreversibly inactivates the Gα subunits of the αi class 
and inhibits the majority of chemokine- induced effects 
on leukocytes, including chemotaxis, calcium flux, and 
inte grin activation (1). Other signaling events activated 
by the majority of chemokine receptors include the acti-
vation of phospholipase C (PLC), leading to generation 
of inositol triphosphates, intracellular calcium release, 
and protein kinase C (PKC) activation. Inhibition of 
chemokine- induced chemotaxis by wortmannin implicates 
phosphatidylinositol 3- kinase (PI3K) in chemokine recep-
tor signal transduction. Mouse strains engineered with a 
null mutation of the p110 subunit of PI3Kγ have defects 
in chemokine- induced neutrophil and macrophage migra-
tion, confirming the importance of this enzyme in directed 
leukocyte movement (60). PMA activation of integrins 
implicates PKC as a potential mediator by which chemok-
ines activate integrins. Chemokine signaling also leads to 
guanine nucleotide exchange on Rho, indicating the ac-
tivation of Rho (7). Rac and Rho are small GTP- binding 
proteins involved in controlling cell locomotion through 
regulation of actin cytoskeletal rearrangement, leading to 
membrane ruffling and pseudopod formation.

The first and most immediate indication of a signal be-
ing transduced in relation to chemokine- induced signaling 
is a measurable rise in intracellular calcium concentration. 
The calcium flux is transient and may be detected using sev-
eral methods (61). Cells are examined within cuvette- based 
techniques that assess calcium flux in populations of cells 
and flow cytometry- based systems, which assess individual 
cell calcium flux responses to chemokine. Emission ratio 
dyes such as Indo- 1 and Fura- 2 are commonly used for flow 
cytometry- based and cuvette- based methods, respectively. 
Cells to be tested, including monocytes and lymphocytes, 
are loaded with ionic calcium- binding dyes. Cells are then 
exposed to sequential pulses of chemokine, and the change 
in intracytoplasmic fluorescence is monitored. Control sub-
stances include ionomycin, which selectively causes a large 
calcium flux because it serves as a calcium ion channel in the 
membrane. EDTA can be used to deplete all calcium from 
the medium and hence eradicate any cell- related calcium 
flux. Modifications have been made in order to determine 
the calcium flux in single cells. Adherent cells on a single 
slide can be visualized, and loading of calcium dyes and in-
tracytoplasmic changes in calcium concentrations can be 
monitored directly under a fluorescent microscope with 
an associated image analyzer. The GTPγS exchange assay 
can also be used in both cell membranes and permeabilized 

peripheral blood lymphocytes to assess the first step of G 
protein- coupled receptor activation (62).

Activation of additional signal transduction path-
ways can be measured in cells in response to activation by 
chemokines (1). Adenylate cyclase assays, phosphoinositide 
turnover, protein kinase activation, and assays of protein ty-
rosine kinase activity have all been used to measure chemo-
kine receptor activation.

Although the precise mechanistic link between chemo-
kine receptor activation and the activation of the cytoskel-
etal machinery, which induces cellular migration, remains 
unknown, the polymerization of filamentous F- actin has 
been used as a measure of chemokine- induced functional 
signaling (63). Intracellular F- actin polymerization can be 
quantitated using FITC- labeled phalloidin and flow cy-
tometry (63). This technique has been especially useful for 
assaying small numbers of responding cells. Polymerized 
F- actin can also be visualized in cells by using confocal mi-
croscopy in conjunction with a fluorescently labeled MAb 
directed against F- actin. These studies have revealed that 
signal transduction occurring after exposure to a chemo-
kinetic gradient results in the polarization of the cell’s cy-
toskeletal elements and polymerization of activated actin at 
the leading edge of a cell’s newly formed pseudopodia. The 
Arp2/3 complex has recently been shown to colocalize with 
and nucleate sites of actin polymerization. An engineered 
GFP- Arp2/3 fusion protein has been used to visualize sites 
of actin polymerization in the advancing pseudopods of mi-
grating cells by using phase contrast fluorescent time- lapse 
photography (64). A time-lapse fluorescent microscope 
with a digital spot camera can be used to visualize the po-
larization of actin polymerization and pseudopod formation 
in cells transduced with the GFP- Arp2/3 construct and ex-
posed to gradients of chemokines.

In Vivo Analysis of Chemotactic Responses

In Vivo Recruitment Assays
Several systems have been developed to assess leukocyte 
infiltration into specific anatomical sites in vivo. Chemo-
kines can be injected intradermally, subcutaneously, or 
intratracheally or into the intraperitoneal space, and leu-
kocyte infiltration can thus be quantified (65). Recruitment 
of endogenous leukocytes or adoptively transferred leu-
kocytes can be assessed in this manner. Leukocytes can be 
labeled ex vivo with radiolabels such as indium- 111 or with 
fluorescent dyes such as green fluorescent protein (GFP) or 
CMFDA (5- chloromethylfluorescein diacetate- green). In ad-
dition, MAbs exist that can recognize adoptively transferred 
antigen- specific T cells or congenic allelic markers. A trans-
genic mouse has been engineered in which the vast major-
ity of T cells express a T-cell receptor (TCR) which binds 
ovalbumin (OVA) (66). This specific TCR chain can itself 
be detected using an MAb (66). T cells reactive to a specific 
antigen can be quantitated, and the localization of adoptively 
transferred OVA- specific T cells in specific anatomic sites 
can be detected by immuno staining for OVA- specific TCR.

In vivo Imaging
More recent technology, known as molecular imaging, al-
lows scientists to assay several different aspects of chemo-
kine biology in intact organisms. It is now possible to 
evaluate, with imaging, the distribution of injected chemo-
kines as well as to track the movement of cells in response to 
chemokines or inflammation (67). This is a rapidly develop-
ing field that uses techniques of molecular and cell biology, 
advanced imaging technology, and highly specific probes 
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that serve as sources for the imaging signal. Specifically, 
whole- body imaging of animals or humans after injection of 
radiolabeled chemokines or bioluminescent cells allows lo-
calization of the labeled material to specific organs and areas 
of the body. Whole- body imaging of radioactive material or 
light generated deep within the body is now feasible in lab-
oratory animals and, potentially, in humans, representing an 
exciting new tool for studying chemokine biology.

Multiphoton IVM
For almost 2 decades, intravital microscopy (IVM) en-
abled the two- dimensional imaging of leukocyte adhesion 
to endothelial cells, as well as leukocyte migration and ex-
travasation from blood into tissue in vivo and in models of 
organ systems in vitro through bright- field transillumination 
and epifluorescence videomicroscopy (55). The advent of 

two- photon microscopy (2- PM) for in vivo live- cell imag-
ing a decade ago revolutionized IVM because it provided an 
unprecedented live 3D window into leukocyte migration, 
cellular interactions, and the dynamics of innate and adap-
tive immune responses in lymphoid and peripheral tissues 
(Fig. 4) (68–71). Conventional single- photon fluorescence 
microscopy uses excitation wavelengths within the visible 
spectrum; 2- PM uses very brief laser pulses of excitation 
wavelengths in the infrared spectrum to generate optical 
sections of fluorescent signals hundreds of micrometers be-
low the surface of solid tissues.

In 2- PM microscopy, a single fluorochrome molecule 
has to be hit nearly simultaneously by two infrared pho-
tons that are double the wavelength but half the energy of 
visible light (68–71). Infrared excitation light is scattered 
less because of its longer wavelength and, as such, has a 

FIGURE 4 In vivo analysis of cell motility by multiphoton IVM in popliteal lymph node. The basic 
multiphoton microscope system consists of an infrared laser to deliver two- photon excitation; a laser 
intensity adjuster to decrease the laser power; a beam translation optical system to convey the laser beam 
to the back aperture of the objective; a laser scan head to raster scan the field of view with the micro-
scope objective by rapid synchronized movement of dichroic steering mirrors; a low-magnification high-
numerical- aperture water immersion objective; and external nondescanned detectors to concurrently 
acquire multiple fluorescent channels. The popliteal lymph node is visualized by making a skin incision in 
the knee, which is immersed in saline and sealed with a cover slip and vacuum grease after percutaneous 
clamps are used to prevent tissue movement. A thermistor is used to monitor temperature close to the 
lymph nodes, and the temperature is adjusted with a heating coil. Fluorescence is induced only in the focal 
plane; vertical image stacks are repetitively acquired that are then transformed into 3D images. Figure 
adapted from Mempel et al. (73).
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higher penetration depth. Ultrashort laser pulses elicit the 
near- simultaneous excitation of two infrared photons with 
identical fluorochrome molecules; this occurs only within a 
very small volume of the focal point of the optical system. 
Consequently, as light scatter and fluorochrome bleaching 
outside of the focal plane are eliminated, tissue photodam-
age is minimized and fluorescent properties of the specimen 
are conserved to allow continuous imaging of the same area 
of tissue for several hours. In contrast to single- photon exci-
tation microscopy, multiphoton microscopy also allows sev-
eral fluorescent dyes or proteins with distinct emission and 
excitation characteristics to be visualized concurrently with 
two- photon excitation. Thus, the behavior and movement 
of different cell subsets labeled with different fluorescent 
dyes or proteins can be captured in deep tissue simultane-
ously with the rapid acquisition of 3D image stacks. The 
combination of MPM technology with IVM (MP- IVM) 
enables the investigation of the dynamic nature of cell 
behavior and migration deep within living tissue through 
time- lapse movies of 3D tissue reconstructions (Fig. 4) (68).

The utility of MP- IVM can be harnessed only if cells and 
tissue structures are fluorescently labeled (69, 70). In this 
respect, blood vessels can be labeled as structural landmarks 
with fluorescent high- molecular- weight dextran or with 
fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum dots), 
which leak less into the interstitium than dextran (69, 70). 
In vivo labeling of nonhematopoietic cells with fluorescently 
conjugated antibodies is also possible (72). Ex vivo labeling 
of leukocytes with cell- permeable vital fluorescent dyes like 
CMAC (blue), CFSE (green), CMTMR (orange), CMPTX 
(red), or SNARF (far red) and adoptively transferring them 
into syngeneic recipients allow tracking until the dyes are 
diluted out in dividing cell populations. Besides these dyes, 
infrared fluorescent dyes have recently been developed that 
will allow imaging of deeper tissues (69).

Fluorescent cells from reporter mice that express the GFP- 
derived proteins eGFP, eCFP, and eYFP, and dsRed- derived 
proteins tdTomato and mCherry can also be used because 
they are less susceptible to phototoxicity at high laser inten-
sities. Cells from these mice can be adoptively transferred 
or used to generate mosaic mice with mixed- radiation bone 
marrow chimeras. Mice with lineage- specific expression of 
fluorescent proteins have also been created. These mouse 
strains can be used to evaluate radiation- resistant cells that 
are difficult to isolate and adoptively transfer. Alternatively, 
inducible lineage- specific fluorescent reporter gene expres-
sion can be used to obtain information about functional pro-
teins. This has been used to label cells based on the expression 
of transcription factors Blimp1 and Foxp3; the production of 
cytokines such as IL- 2, IL- 4, IFNγ, IL- 17, and IL- 10; and 
the production of chemokines such as CXCL12, CCL17, 
CXCL9, and CXCL10 as well as chemokine receptors such 
as CX3CR1 and CXCR6 (69, 70). Increasingly, fluorescent 
reporter expression of targeted genes in transgenic mice, part-
nered with advances in multiphoton imaging, are tools that 
are becoming more widely used and are enabling scientists to 
understand the in vivo dynamics and cellular interactions of 
immune cells at a molecular level.

Animal Models To Assess the Role of Chemokines 
and Chemokine Receptors in Development and 
Disease
The above- mentioned techniques provide data that sug-
gest how chemokines and their receptors may play a role in 
immune/inflammatory cell function in health and disease. 
Genetically modified mice in which the gene for a specific 

chemokine or chemokine receptor has been deleted or is 
overexpressed in a tissue- specific manner have been used to 
study both physiological and pathological processes. The ef-
fect of neutralization of a specific chemokine or chemokine 
receptor by specific antibodies on disease processes has also 
been utilized. These animal models currently provide the 
cornerstone for determining functional roles of chemokines 
and chemokine receptors in vivo (1–4).

The role of chemokines and their receptors in vivo is 
complex. In an attempt to correlate in vitro determinations 
of chemokine activities and chemokine receptor expression 
with in vivo physiology and pathology, gene- targeted mice 
have been created by selective homologous recombination, 
which fails to express a chemokine or chemokine receptor 
(1–4). The phenotype of the so- called “knockout” is then 
compared under physiological and pathological conditions. 
The generation of knockout mice involves the introduction 
of a mutant gene into embryonic stem cells in vitro and the 
selection for homologous recombination at the desired locus, 
which results in the deletion of a specific gene. Animals are 
then produced that are homozygous for the deleted gene. Em-
bryonic, fetal, and neonatal development is then examined 
in these mice with a targeted disruption of both wild- type al-
leles in order to determine whether the gene deletion affects 
embryogenesis, hematopoiesis, or immunologic abnormali-
ties such as thymic development. In the adult mouse, inflam-
matory and immune responses can be examined. Knockout 
mice for over 10 of the chemokines and for all of the chemo-
kine receptors have been developed (1, 2). So far, only the 
deletions of the CXCL12 and CXCR4 genes have been 
shown to be embryonically lethal and are associated with 
severe neurological, cardiological, and hematological abnor-
malities (1, 2). In contrast, fetal development is not affected 
in other chemokine and chemokine receptor knockouts such 
as CCL11, CCL2, and CCR2 (1, 2).

Many important roles for chemokines and their receptors 
have been elucidated in experiments using knockouts and 
inhibitory antibodies. Different aspects of the host response 
to infectious pathogens have been shown to be dependent 
on neutrophil- active chemokines and their receptors, such 
as CXCL1 and CXCR2; monocyte- active chemokines and 
their receptors, such as CCL2 and CCR2; T- cell active 
chemokines and their receptors, such as CXCL10; and nat-
ural killer cell- active chemokines such as CCL3 (1–4, 34). 
Likewise, individual chemokine receptor knockouts have 
revealed an important role for this family of molecules in 
inflammatory and autoimmune diseases and allograft trans-
plantation. For example, attenuated immunopathology has 
been noted in CCL2 knockout and CCR2 knockout mice 
in models of atherosclerosis and glomerulonephritis (1). 
Decreased inflammatory responses and increased allograft 
survival have been noted in CCR1 and CXCR3 (1). CCR1 
and CXCR2 are absolutely required for arthritis in a serum 
transfer model of RA (21). CCR4 and CCR8 have been 
found to be essential in different models of allergic inflam-
mation (1). These in vivo experiments have revealed the 
significant role of individual chemokine and chemokine 
receptors in the immune and inflammatory response that 
could not be appreciated by in vitro assays that implicated 
apparent functional redundancy.

CONCLUSIONS
The Boyden chamber stood for more than 20 years as the sin-
gular system for quantitating leukocyte migration in response 
to chemokinetic agents. However, in the past 20 years, and 
since the discovery of the chemokine and chemokine receptor 
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superfamilies, there has been a considerable expansion in the 
number of methodological approaches available to scientists 
for quantitation and analysis of cell migration. These tech-
niques vary widely, from phase contrast fluorescent digital 
video microscopy to examine individual cell movement in 
response to chemokines, to the use of knockout or fluorescent 
reporter mice with multiphoton IVM to delineate the ef-
fects of specific chemokines and chemokine receptors in vivo. 
These diverse methodological approaches have revealed an 
intricate world of immune and inflammatory cell localization 
that appears critical to the pathophysiology of a wide variety 
of disease processes ranging from allergic lung inflammation, 
through atherosclerosis, to the way in which the immune sys-
tem handles infectious agents such as Toxoplasma gondii.

During the next 10 years, we should expect to see a 
further expansion in the methodological approaches to 
studying the roles of chemokines and chemokine receptors, 
which should itself lead to a greater understanding of hu-
man diseases and the development of novel therapeutic ap-
proaches in order to combat them.
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Many cytokines can be measured in the circulation via 
antibody- based detection protocols such as enzyme- linked 
immunosorbent assays and multianalyte bead systems. These 
measurement systems are robust and adaptable to many dif-
ferent analytes, and thus the large- scale measurement of cy-
tokines in the circulation in human populations and disease 
states is possible. The measurement of cytokines in the cir-
culation may provide a unique window into the immune re-
sponse and the biology of human immune- related diseases. 
Cytokines represent messages sent between cells of the im-
mune system, and thus confer a great deal information about 
ongoing immune processes. It is attractive to think that by 
intercepting these messages, we may be able to gain valuable 
insights regarding human disease diagnosis, prognosis, and 
potential therapeutic avenues. In this chapter, we review 
some of the ways in which cytokines are applied to clinical 
medicine. While cytokines can also be detected in tissue, 
this requires a biopsy, and for the purpose of this chapter we 
focus our discussion on circulating cytokines.

In the realm of diagnosis, we discuss how cytokine pro-
files may be applied to the diagnosis of autoimmune disease. 
While most of these efforts are still in the research arena, 
this is a promising area that may be implemented in the di-
agnostic algorithms in the near future. We also discuss the 
role of cytokines in the etiology of immune- related diseases. 
This is a broad area, and we focus on a few illustrative sto-
ries. For example, in some settings, genetic background can 
lead to the alteration of cytokine profiles or signaling, which 
subsequently leads to the development of disease. Another 
example demonstrates the use of modern gene expression 
profiling techniques to implicate cytokine pathways in hu-
man disease, which can enable novel therapeutic strategies. 
Circulating cytokines may also provide prognostic informa-
tion. In autoimmune disease, differences in cytokine pro-
file may indicate differences in disease severity and clinical 
manifestations between different patients. In this way, the 
measurement of cytokines in circulation may predict disease 
outcome. Additionally, baseline cytokine profiles may be 
useful in predicting therapeutic outcomes, indicating which 
patients may be appropriate for a particular therapy.

Cytokines and cytokine inhibitors have also been used in 
the treatment of human diseases. In the last section of this 
chapter, we summarize some of the major uses of recombi-
nant human cytokines as well as cytokine inhibitors in the 
treatment of human disease. For example, in rheumatoid 

arthritis (RA), a number of cytokine inhibitors have been 
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for 
treatment. Therapeutic algorithms in inflammatory bowel 
disease also include the use of cytokine inhibitors. In other 
cases, recombinant human cytokines have been used as 
therapeutics in human disease. In chronic viral hepatitis 
C, alpha interferon (IFN- α) has been used as a therapeutic 
with great success, augmenting the subject’s own viral im-
munity. Additionally, IFN- β has been used with great suc-
cess in the treatment of multiple sclerosis. It is not possible 
to summarize all possible ways in which the measurement 
of circulating cytokines may prove useful in human disease, 
but in this chapter we provide some illustrative examples 
that span multiple fields of clinical medicine.

DIAGNOSIS
Profiles of circulating cytokines may be useful in the diag-
nosis of autoimmune conditions. Autoimmune conditions 
are caused by primary disturbances in the immune system, 
characterized by immune system activation and the loss of 
self/nonself discrimination, resulting in chronic inflamma-
tion in characteristic tissue sites that differ among diseases. 
The use of cytokines to aid in the diagnosis of autoimmune 
diseases aims to leverage the information that can be gained 
by measuring immune system response modifiers and the 
between- cell communications in the circulation. We will 
discuss two examples in which work examining circulating 
cytokines may be applicable to diagnosis in autoimmune 
disease: RA and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).

In RA, a number of studies have examined profiles of 
circulating cytokines. Cytokines that are elevated include 
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF- α), interleukin- 6 (IL- 6), 
IFN- γ, and others (1). Interestingly, studies have also as-
sessed cytokine profiles in samples taken from individuals 
before they developed RA (2). This study design leverages 
existing blood banks that have a sample stored from a date 
prior to the time that an individual developed RA. In these 
samples that predate the clinical onset of disease, an increas-
ing prevalence of elevations in a number of inflammatory 
cytokines can be observed, which intensifies as the subject 
approaches the date of diagnosis (2). This would suggest 
that elevations in circulating cytokines and activation of 
the immune system predate disease by many years. While 
this information is not yet used clinically, it is possible that 
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circulating cytokines could be useful in early diagnosis or in 
the prediction of disease. While this is not currently possi-
ble, it seems that the feasibility of this approach could be 
enhanced by including other data such as family history, ge-
netic markers, and environmental risk factors.

Cytokines may not be sufficient for the complete diag-
nosis of autoimmune conditions, but they are an important 
parameter. One approach has been to incorporate cytokines 
in the circulation along with autoantibodies and other 
disease manifestations and attempt to make a multimodal 
biomarker composite score (3). These are currently being 
developed, and one is now available for practicing physi-
cians for RA. It will be interesting to see how these evolve 
over time, as our knowledge of the pathogenesis of disease 
is still incomplete and it is likely that additional marker 
sets will be developed in the future. For example, despite 
brisk progress in genetics, much of the genetic variation 
underlying autoimmune diseases remains to be discovered. 
Additionally, most autoimmune diseases demonstrate both 
clinical and biological heterogeneity— differences between 
patients who are diagnosed with the same condition. While 
clinicians have long appreciated this idea, new studies are 
identifying some of the biological and immune system pa-
rameters that underlie this clinical heterogeneity (4); incor-
porating these features into diagnostic algorithms would be 
useful and improve our diagnostic capacity.

In SLE, elevated cytokines include IFN- α, TNF- α, as 
well as IL- 6, and interestingly, IL- 2 cytokine levels are low 
(5). With regard to the elevation of IFN- α, this is one of the 
most impressive abnormalities when examining peripheral 
blood gene expression profiles. The remarkable elevation of 
IFN- α- induced transcripts in the peripheral blood has led to 
use of the term “interferon signature” to describe this find-
ing. The coordinate upregulation of such a large number 
of IFN- induced transcripts strongly supports that IFN- α is 
present in the circulation and signaling through the recep-
tors on the cells. Not all patients with lupus exhibit the IFN 
signature, but it is a major discriminator between cases and 
controls in those cases that have the signature. This is not 
yet being used as a diagnostic test but holds promise for fu-
ture diagnostics.

ETIOLOGY: GENETICS AND GENOMICS OF 
HUMAN CYTOKINE RESPONSES

IFN- 𝛂 in SLE
IFN- α is an antiviral cytokine in the type I IFN family. It 
is classically induced following activation of viral pattern 
recognition receptors like endosomal Toll- like receptors 
(TLRs) and cytosolic nucleic acid sensors (6). IFN- α sig-
naling causes a spectrum of effects upon the immune sys-
tem, including upregulation of the major histocompatibility 
complex molecules and activation of antigen- presenting 
cells (6). IFN- α is in a critical position bridging the innate 
and adaptive immune responses and thereby could be instru-
mental in setting thresholds for autoimmunity (7). There 
are many reports in the literature to support the involve-
ment of IFN- α as a primary pathogenic factor in the human 
autoimmune syndrome SLE (7). Major lines of evidence 
that support a primary role of IFN- α in the pathogenesis of 
human lupus are as follows.

1. Serum IFN- α levels are high in human SLE.
2. Therapeutic IFN- α can induce SLE in humans.
3. High serum IFN- α is a heritable risk factor for SLE.
4. SLE- associated autoantibodies are strongly associated 

with serum IFN- α in SLE patients.

5. SLE- associated genetic variations in the IFN- α path-
way are gain- of- function.

6. Novel genetic loci are associated with IFN- α and auto-
antibodies in SLE.

serum IFn- α Levels Are High in Human sLe
As early as the 1970s, many investigators detected elevated 
levels of type I IFNs in SLE patient sera (8, 9). Subsequent 
gene expression microarray studies in peripheral blood cells 
revealed that overexpression of type I IFN- induced genes 
is a common pattern in SLE (10, 11). Because large- scale 
measurement using either microarray or real- time PCR of 
freshly isolated circulating blood cells was limiting, and 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay has been characterized 
by poor sensitivity and specificity in human sera, a method 
of assessing serum IFN- α was developed using human cell 
lines (12, 13). WISH cells were chosen based on their 
known sensitivity to type I IFNs and their use in the initial 
viral inhibition assays employed to detect type I IFNs. In 
this assay:

1. The WISH cells are incubated with serum for 6 h, and 
then the cells are lysed.

2. Total mRNA is purified from the cells, and then this 
mRNA is converted to cDNA.

3. Three classical IFN- induced genes are quantified us-
ing real- time PCR (IFIT1, MX1, and PKR) (13), and 
expression of these genes is compared to housekeep-
ing gene expression in the same sample.

4. The level of induction of IFN- induced gene expres-
sion caused by the patient sera is then normalized to 
the mean and standard deviation of the induction 
of the same genes by healthy donor sera in WISH 
cells. This step accounts for the fact that different 
transcripts are induced to different degrees after stim-
ulation with the same amount of IFN- α. If gene ex-
pression values are summed directly, then the most 
highly induced transcripts tend to dominate the over-
all score.

5. After the genes are normalized in this way, the various 
levels of induction are summed, and a standardized 
IFN- induced gene score is generated.

Standard curves can be run with known amounts of IFN- α, 
and if desired, the IFN- induced gene score could be con-
verted back to a picograms- per- milliliter measurement. One 
important benefit of this assay is that frozen serum banks 
can be studied, and the need for live or fresh cells is obvi-
ated. Additionally, the WISH cell line is clonal and stable, 
and the response to a given amount of IFN is reliable from 
experiment to experiment. Patient cells are more heteroge-
neous, likely due to differences in genetic background be-
tween people and differences in cellular activation states and 
the proportional composition of the various immune cells 
in either whole blood or mononuclear cell fractions. This 
heterogeneity can be interesting but also likely makes the 
interpretation of the IFN signature more complicated and 
less direct as a measurement of IFN in the circulation. WISH 
cell assays for circulating type I IFN activity are correlated 
with microarray IFN signatures run on the same sample, but 
as expected, the correlation is not perfect, likely due to the 
issues raised above. The WISH cells are epithelial- type cells, 
and while they express the type I IFN receptor, they do not 
express many other immune receptors such as TLRs, etc., 
and cycloheximide does not reduce the amount of IFN de-
tected, suggesting that autocrine and paracrine IFN- related 
signaling is not contributing to the WISH cell output.
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therapeutic IFn- α Can Induce sLe in Humans
There are a number of published reports describing IFN- 
α- induced SLE in patients receiving recombinant human 
IFN- α to treat malignancy and chronic viral infection (14, 
15). These patients show the highly specific and character-
istic manifestations typical of idiopathic SLE. When IFN- α 
was withdrawn, many of these cases improved or resolved, 
supporting the idea that the IFN- α was causal (15). This hu-
man experience provides a proof of principle that IFN- α can 
break tolerance (16) and that this IFN- α- induced tolerance 
break in some individuals results in the very specific autoim-
mune phenotype of SLE. Importantly, not all patients who 
receive exogenous IFN- α develop SLE, which indicates that 
signaling through this pathway is polymorphic in nature and 
is dependent on other host factors.

High serum IFn- α Is a Heritable Risk Factor for sLe
Abnormally high levels of IFN- α are present in healthy first- 
degree relatives of SLE patients as compared with healthy 
unrelated subjects (13), suggesting that high serum IFN- α is 
an inherited risk factor for SLE. A number of genetic vari-
ants have now been associated with increased IFN- α in SLE 
(17, 18), which further supports the concept of heritabil-
ity. The familial nature of the high- IFN- α trait is common 
across SLE patients of all ancestral backgrounds, suggesting 
that high serum IFN- α is a common shared pathway to SLE 
susceptibility.

sLe- Associated Autoantibodies Are strongly 
Associated With serum IFn- α in sLe Patients
SLE patients produce autoantibodies that bind to double- 
stranded DNA or small RNA- binding proteins such as 
Ro, La, Sm, and RNP. Immune complexes formed by these 
autoantibodies can activate normal antiviral immunity 
through the endosomal TLRs and generate IFN- α. In vitro 
experiments have supported this idea, showing that SLE- 
associated immune complexes can induce IFN- α production 
in human peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) and 
dendritic cell cultures (19). In SLE patients, autoantibody 
profiles provide the strongest correlation with serum IFN- α 
as compared with other clinical features (13, 20), supporting 
the idea that the in vitro model is relevant in humans in vivo. 
A two- hit model may apply, in which the formation of SLE- 
associated autoantibodies exacerbates an underlying genetic 
tendency toward greater IFN- α production or greater IFN- α 
sensitivity, resulting in clinical development of lupus.

sLe- Associated genetic Variations in the IFn- α 
Pathway Are gain- of- Function
A number of the genetic polymorphisms that contribute to 
susceptibility to SLE are found in the genes that function in 
the IFN- α pathway. These polymorphisms have been linked 
to greater IFN- α activity or greater sensitivity to IFN, and 
hence are gain- of- function in nature. For example, genetic 
variations in both interferon regulatory factor 5 (IRF5) and 
IRF7 have been associated with lupus (21). These transcrip-
tion factors work downstream of the endosomal TLRs and 
can induce the transcription of IFN- α. Interestingly, these 
genetic variations are linked to higher IFN- α levels only in 
those SLE patients who have specific autoantibodies (22). 
This suggests an induced model, in which the chronic stimu-
lation of the TLR system by autoantibody immune complexes 
results in dysregulation of circulating IFN in the presence of 
these gain- of- function variants in IRF5 and IRF7 (23). Other 
gene polymorphisms reported include polymorphisms in 
STAT4 (24), IRF8 (25), IFIH1 (IFN induced with helicase 

C domain 1) (26), and PTPN22 (protein tyrosine phospha-
tase N22) (17), among others. See Fig. 1 for an illustration 
of these genes positioned in their proposed cellular pathways. 
Additionally, through genetic mapping of high IFN levels in 
SLE, a number of novel loci have been discovered that have 
an impact on IFN levels in SLE (18). This further supports 
the idea that IFN levels are influenced by genetics and that 
activation of this pathway is heterogeneous among SLE pa-
tients. In conclusion, multiple lines of evidence support the 
involvement of IFN- α in the primary pathogenesis of human 
SLE. There is intriguing genetic evidence that signaling 
through this pathway is highly polymorphic in humans, and 
this may explain the heterogeneity in response to exogenous 
IFN- α. This same heterogeneity in IFN- α signaling seems to 
underlie idiopathic SLE as well.

IL- 1 in Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis
Systemic- onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis (SoJIA) con-
tributes to ~10% of cases of arthritis with onset in child-
hood (27). This disease is characterized by prolonged and 
severe clinical manifestations, severity of joint involvement, 
and lack of response to TNF blockade (27, 28). Due to fre-
quent poor outcomes and long- term disability, this disease 
represents a serious challenge to pediatric rheumatologists. 
Patients frequently need prolonged courses of steroids and/
or methotrexate to control their disease. Anti- TNF therapy 
works in some types of juvenile idiopathic arthritis; how-
ever, most SoJIA patients do not respond.

The exact molecular pathogenesis of SoJIA remains an 
enigma, but treatment has been significantly advanced by 
the use of IL- 1 inhibitors. A seminal gene expression study 
by Pascual et al. (29) supported the idea that IL- 1 is a major 
mediator of the inflammatory cascade that underlies SoJIA 
and that an IL- 1 receptor antagonist (IL- 1Ra) would be ef-
fective as a treatment for this disease. The key results that 
indicate the role of IL- 1 in SoJIA are as follows. The in-
cubation of healthy PBMCs with SoJIA serum upregulated 
transcription of innate immunity genes, including several 
members of the IL- 1 cytokine/cytokine receptor family, spe-
cifically IL- 1a and IL- 1b as well as their receptors, IL- 1R1 
and IL- 1R2 (29). Additionally, SoJIA sera induced healthy 
PBMCs to produce multifold- increased levels of IL- 1b, and 
sera from febrile patients were more efficient in inducing 
the secretion in comparison with afebrile sera. High levels 
of IL- 1b were also produced by activated SoJIA PBMCs. 
Dramatic responses have been observed with the use of IL- 1 
antagonism in this disease, including resolution of fever and 
systemic symptoms, even in highly refractory cases not re-
sponding to conventional treatment (29, 30). Parallel im-
provements in inflammatory markers and blood counts are 
typically observed. To summarize, the central role of IL- 1 in 
SoJIA is supported by gene expression studies in the disease 
and illustrated by the remarkable clinical response of pa-
tients to IL- 1Ra.

TREATMENT: CYTOKINE INHIBITORS AND 
RECOMBINANT CYTOKINES AS THERAPY

Treatment with Cytokine Inhibitors

RA
Joint inflammation results from an imbalance in the cytokine 
cascade. The clinical management of RA has been revolu-
tionized by the introduction of “biological agents,” includ-
ing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), fusion proteins, and Fab 
(fragment antigen- binding) portions of MAbs (Table 1). The 
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biological therapeutics approved for use in RA target the 
proinflammatory cytokines TNF- α, IL- 1, and IL- 6, which are 
key players in the pathogenesis of RA (31). We will focus 
our discussion on each of these three mechanisms of action. 
Of note, there are two additional biologic agents that target 
the B- cell- specific antigen CD20 and T- cell antigen CD28, 
respectively, and these will not be dealt with in detail as their 
mechanisms are not direct cytokine inhibition.

TNF- 𝛂 Inhibition
Beginning in the late 1990s, TNF- α- inhibiting drugs 

have received regulatory approval for use in RA. Currently 
available drugs include MAbs directed at TNF- α (either chi-
meric mouse- human or fully human antibodies), antibody 
fragments that target TNF- α, and soluble decoy receptors 
that can bind TNF- α but do not result in any signaling, ef-
fectively neutralizing the biological effect of TNF- α. TNF- α 
inhibitors have been used in combination with methotrex-
ate or alone in the treatment of RA.

Mechanism of action. MAbs that target TNF- α bind 
to both soluble and membrane- bound TNF- α with high 

affinity, forming stable nondissociating immune com-
plexes. This binding neutralizes the biological activity of 
TNF- α by inhibiting its binding to receptor. The TNF- α 
receptor decoy can bind to both soluble TNF- α and solu-
ble TNF- β (lymphotoxin- α). Blocking TNF- α inhibits 
the release of proinflammatory cytokines (IL- 1, IL- 6, IL- 8, 
and granulocyte- macrophage colony- stimulating factor) 
and acute- phase reactants. This alteration of cytokine pro-
files in the disease results in inhibition of the activation of 
eosinophils and neutrophils, as well as inhibition of leu-
kocyte migration (32). Through the binding of MAbs to 
membrane- bound TNF- α, cells expressing TNF- α can be 
lysed in the presence of complement.

Adverse events. Several side effects have been noted in 
patients taking anti- TNF- α agents. The chances of tubercu-
losis (TB) are increased in patients receiving TNF- α inhib-
itors, and therefore testing for latent TB is recommended 
prior to initiating therapy. If latent TB is suspected, then 
treatment of latent TB infection is recommended before 
starting TNF- α inhibition (33). It seems likely that TNF- α 
inhibition may destabilize old granulomas containing latent 

FIGURE 1 Diagram illustrating the proposed cascade of IFN production in SLE, with SLE risk genes 
demonstrated in boxes within the cells. Viruses and immune complexes made from SLE- associated auto-
antibodies can stimulate both the TLR and cytosolic nucleic acid recognition systems. Multiple SLE risk 
genes are found in these pathways, resulting in augmented type I IFN production in plasmacytoid dendritic 
cells. IFN is recognized by other cells in the immune system via the type I IFN receptor, and some SLE 
risk genes such as STAT4 are associated with greater IFN- induced gene expression. MAVS, mitochondrial 
antiviral signaling protein; MyD88, myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88; OPN, osteopontin.
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TB, allowing the infection to become active. Worsening of 
chronic hepatitis B infection is also a concern, and testing 
for hepatitis B is recommended prior to beginning therapy. 
Other common adverse events are headache, vertigo, viral 
infection, flushing, upper and lower respiratory tract infec-
tion, dyspnea, sinusitis, nausea, infusion- related reactions, 
diarrhea, dyspepsia, urticaria, abdominal pain, and elevated 
liver enzymes. Because rates of bacterial infection are in-
creased, careful observation of patients is important for the 
early awareness of development of signs and symptoms of 
infection during and after therapy. The production of an-
tibodies directed at the therapeutic protein has been ob-
served in patients with RA (34), and it seems possible that 
some of these antibodies are able to neutralize the efficacy 
of the drug, although in many cases no decrease in efficacy 
is observed. Additionally, new onset or increase in titer of 
antinuclear autoantibodies, similar to those detected in SLE 
and connective tissue diseases, has been reported in patients 
taking anti- TNF- α agents (35). Additionally, some patients 
have developed a multiple sclerosis- like syndrome that 
typically improves when the drug is stopped. A risk of lym-
phoma had been suggested in early data sets and resulted in 
a package label warning, although many recent studies have 
not supported the association between TNF- α inhibition in 
RA and the development of lymphoma (36).

Clinical efficacy. A number of large double- blind, ran-
domized trials have been conducted examining the use of 
TNF- α inhibitors in RA patients. Some have examined 
the addition of a TNF- α inhibitor to standard therapy with 
methotrexate, and others have included study arms examin-
ing use of the anti- TNF- α agent alone (37–39). These trials 
have demonstrated that anti- TNF- α therapies can reduce 
signs and symptoms of active RA, inhibit radiographic pro-
gression of structural damage, and improve physical func-
tion. These studies have included thousands of patients in 
both early and later stages of disease (35).

IL- 6 Inhibition
A MAb targeting the IL- 6 receptor (IL- 6R) was approved 

by the FDA in 2010 for the treatment of RA patients with 
moderate to severe active RA who do not respond to one or 
more conventional RA drugs such as methotrexate or TNF 
antagonist therapies. This humanized anti- IL- 6R antibody 
is engineered by grafting the complementarity- determining 

regions of a mouse anti- human IL- 6R antibody into human 
IgG1κ to create a humanized MAb with specificity to hu-
man IL- 6R.

Mechanism of action. The anti- IL- 6 therapy binds to 
the IL- 6 binding site of human IL- 6R and competitively 
inhibits IL- 6 signaling, neutralizing the action of IL- 6. To-
cilizumab binds specifically to both soluble and membrane- 
bound IL- 6Rs and has been shown to inhibit soluble and 
membrane- bound IL- 6R- mediated signaling. IL- 6 is a pleio-
tropic proinflammatory cytokine that has widespread effects 
on acute- phase reactants and hematopoietic lineages, such 
as induction of Ig production in B cells, T- cell proliferation, 
and differentiation into cytotoxic T cells (40).

Adverse events. As with all immunosuppressive treat-
ments for RA, careful observation of patients is important 
for the early awareness of signs and symptoms of infection 
during and after therapy. Common adverse reactions may 
include lung infection (pneumonia), abnormal liver func-
tion tests, conjunctivitis, headache, hypertension, and se-
rious hypersensitivity reactions. Regular monitoring of liver 
enzymes, blood counts, and serum lipids is required with 
IL- 6 signaling blockade. In particular, both neutropenia and 
thrombocytopenia have been observed with IL- 6 signaling 
blockade.

Clinical efficacy. Several multicenter, double- blind, 
placebo- controlled, phase 3 trials were conducted to eval-
uate the efficacy of IL- 6 signaling blockade. These studies 
have documented significant improvement in standardized 
disease outcome measures in thousands of RA patients (41). 
These studies compared patients taking standard therapy 
with methotrexate to those receiving both methotrexate 
and IL- 6 signaling blockade, and demonstrated a nonredun-
dant effect of IL- 6 blockade in addition to standard therapy 
on RA disease features, similar to that seen with the anti- 
TNF- α agents outlined above.

IL- 1 Inhibition
A recombinant human IL- 1Ra was approved by the 

FDA in November 2001 for use in RA patients who have 
failed one or more traditional RA drugs. It is the first se-
lective blocker of IL- 1, a cytokine that plays an important 
role in RA pathogenesis. This molecule is a recombinant, 

TABLE 1 Anticytokine therapy in RA

Name of biologic 
(commercial name)

Approval 
year (FDA) Class Type Target

Infliximab 
(Remicade)

1998 Chimeric MAb IgG1 TNF- α

Etanercept (Enbrel) 1998 Human dimeric fusion 
protein

Fusion protein TNF- α

Adalimumab 
(Humira)

2002 Human MAb IgG1 TNF- α

Certolizumab pegol 
(Cimzia)

2008 Humanized Fab fragment Pegylated Fab TNF- α

Golimumab 
(Simponi)

2009 Human MAb IgG1 TNF- α

Tocilizumab 
(RoActemra)

2009 Humanized MAb IgG1 IL- 6R

Anakinra (Kineret) 2001 Human IL- 1ra Receptor antagonist IL- 1
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nonglycosylated form of the human IL- 1Ra, which is pro-
duced in Escherichia coli expression systems. Anakinra differs 
from native human IL- 1Ra in that it has the addition of a 
single methionine residue at its amino terminus (31).

Mechanism of action. The recombinant IL- 1Ra mole-
cule blocks the biologic activity of IL- 1a and IL- 1b by com-
petitively inhibiting their binding to the IL- 1R. IL- 1 is an 
inflammatory mediator that binds to the IL- 1R and triggers 
the inflammatory response. The presence of IL- 1 in the sy-
novial tissue of the affected joints induces production of 
osteoclasts that further exacerbate the inflammation. Ana-
kinra neutralizes responses elicited by IL- 1 in vitro, including 
the induction of nitric oxide and prostaglandin E2 and/or 
collagenase production by synovial cells, chondrocytes, and 
fibroblasts.

Adverse events. The most common and frequently re-
ported side effect is injection- site reaction, which is usually 
mild, characterized by erythema, ecchymosis, inflammation, 
and pain, and lasts for 15 days to 1 month. Other frequent 
side effects may include bacterial infection such as cellulitis, 
bone and joint infections, and pneumonia, similar to those 
reported with other biological agents used in RA. Patients 
are also prone to develop neutropenia, which can increase 
the infection risk (31).

Clinical efficacy. Double- blind clinical trials have been 
performed using recombinant IL- 1Ra to treat patients with 
RA. These studies have suggested some clinical efficacy of 
IL- 1 antagonism, generally concluding modest efficacy and 
relative safety (42). Because many consider the other ap-
proved therapies in RA to have greater efficacy, the use of 
IL- 1 antagonists in RA has been somewhat limited, but as 
noted in the section above, they have been highly effective 
in a particular form of juvenile- onset RA.

Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Inflammatory bowel disease is a group of chronic disorders 
of the gastrointestinal tract comprising Crohn’s disease 
(CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). Their etiologies are un-
known, but they are characterized by an imbalanced pro-
duction of proinflammatory mediators, e.g., TNF- α, as well 
as increased recruitment of leukocytes to the site of inflam-
mation. Increased understanding of the role of the inflam-
matory pathways in inflammatory bowel disease has led to 
new therapies, including the TNF- α inhibitors outlined 
above. TNF inhibitors have been shown to be effective in 
treating moderate to severe CD and UC (43).

Several double- blind, placebo- controlled trials have 
demonstrated that TNF inhibitors are efficacious in moder-
ate to severe CD, as both first-  and second- line therapy, and 
in maintenance of response and remission (44, 45). TNF 
inhibitors also allowed tapering of glucocorticoid therapy 
and mucosal healing in CD patients (44, 45).

Similar results have been observed in UC, with ran-
domized, controlled trials demonstrating benefit from TNF 
inhibitors (46, 47) in inducing and maintaining clinical 
remission. Interestingly, the TNF decoy receptor has not 
been effective in CD and UC, suggesting that there is some 
mechanistic difference in the way these drugs work between 
RA and inflammatory bowel disease. One main difference 
is the ability of the MAbs and antibody fragments to bind 
membrane- bound TNF- α and possibly induce cell death 
or otherwise alter cellular signaling via membrane- bound 
TNF- α, while the decoy receptor binds to soluble TNF- α.

Treatment with Recombinant Cytokines

Chronic Viral Hepatitis C treated with IFn- α 
Recombinant human IFN- α has been a major therapeutic 
option in the treatment of chronic viral hepatitis C. While 
some newer antiviral therapies are currently revolutioniz-
ing treatment of hepatitis C, combination regimens that 
include recombinant human IFN- α are still common (48). 
The rationale for IFN- α in the treatment of hepatitis C 
is directly related to its properties as an antiviral protein, 
which are summarized above in the section on SLE. The 
common side effects are largely related to the action of the 
drug on the immune system, including flu- like symptoms on 
the day of injection, injection- site reactions, and in some 
cases features of autoimmune disease such as antinuclear an-
tibodies and SLE (15).

Multiple sclerosis treated with IFn- β 
Multiple sclerosis has been treated effectively with recombi-
nant human IFN- β (49). This is somewhat surprising at first 
glance, given that multiple sclerosis is an autoimmune disease 
and the related cytokine IFN- α has been associated with the 
development of autoimmune disease, as noted above. While 
we do not know the exact reasons why different highly re-
lated members of the same cytokine family can induce or treat 
different autoimmune diseases, there are interesting theories 
currently. Circulating levels of IFN are low in multiple scle-
rosis, the opposite of SLE, and it is possible that the decrease 
in IFN levels present in multiple sclerosis is pathogenic in the 
disease (50). This would suggest that either too much or too 
little type I IFN may predispose to autoimmune disease. It is 
likely that this story will become more complex as more is un-
derstood about IFNs in autoimmunity. Side effects of IFN- β 
are similar to those of IFN- α, although interestingly, reports 
of new- onset connective tissue disease seem to be uncommon 
in multiple sclerosis patients treated with IFN- β.
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Anticytokine autoantibodies are an emerging mechanism of 
disease pathogenesis that have been shown to elicit a broad 
range of clinical phenotypes. Some anticytokine autoanti-
bodies can lead to immune susceptibility, with examples in-
cluding nontuberculous mycobacteria, salmonellae, or fungi 
due to autoantibodies against gamma interferon (IFN- γ) 
(1); staphylococcal infection due to anti- interleukin- 6 (IL- 
6) autoantibodies (2); Burkholderia gladioli infection due to 
anti- IL- 12p70 autoantibodies (3); chronic mucocutaneous 
candidiasis due to anti- IL- 17 and anti- IL- 22 autoantibodies 
(4, 5); and cryptococcal meningitis (6) or Nocardia infection 
due to anti- granulocyte- macrophage colony- stimulating fac-
tor (GM- CSF) autoantibodies (7). Other diseases in which 
immunodeficiency is not the primary presentation include 
the severe lung disease pulmonary alveolar proteinosis 
(PAP) caused by anti- GM- CSF autoantibodies; pure red cell 
aplasia (8); pure red-cell aplasia due to antierythropoietin 
autoantibodies (9); and severe osteoporosis associated with 
antiosteoprotegerin autoantibodies (10). For other anticy-
tokine autoantibodies, such as anti- IFN- α autoantibodies 
detected in thymoma or autoimmune polyendocrinopathy- 
candidiasis- ectodermal dystrophy (APECED) syndrome, 
their biological effect is not immediately apparent (11). 
Diagnosis has important implications for management be-
cause therapies can be used to directly target the underlying 
mechanism, i.e., a neutralizing antibody, and not just their 
ultimate clinical consequences, with approaches such as B- 
cell depletion (12–14) or receptor agonists (15).

The diagnosis of anticytokine autoantibody syndromes 
must be specifically considered and carefully sought, par-
ticularly in the context of idiopathic disease in previously 
healthy adults, because clues to their presence may not 
be readily apparent on routine laboratory testing. PAP re-
mained idiopathic for 40 years (16) before anti- GM- CSF 
autoantibodies were recognized as causal in ~90% of cases 
(17, 18). Understandably, it was not immediately apparent 
how a focal lung disease would result from blocking hema-
topoietic growth factors. In fact, it was the observation that 
GM- CSF cytokine- null (19) and receptor- null (20) mice 
both developed lung pathology strongly reminiscent of hu-
man PAP that gave clues as to the mechanism. The story 
continues to evolve: while even the initial report described 
opportunistic infection in the context of PAP (16), it has 
only recently been appreciated that anti- GM- CSF auto-
antibodies could lead to infection in the absence of PAP 

altogether (6, 7). It remains unknown how tightly autoan-
tibody titers correlate with disease activity or response to 
therapy, but the ability to quantitate antibody levels over 
time may have implications for monitoring and managing 
disease beyond initial diagnosis.

Once an autoantibody is identified, evaluation for bio-
logical activity is paramount, given that anticytokine auto-
antibodies have been identified extensively in health and 
disease but without clear pathogenic consequences (21). 
Analogous to this phenomenon is the observation that only 
a small subset of patients who have antiphospholipid au-
toantibodies actually carry an increased risk of thrombosis 
(22). In addition to demonstrating that the autoantibody is 
both present and neutralizing, there should also be a biologi-
cal rationale that supports a direct pathogenic role. The fact 
that many of the currently appreciated anticytokine autoan-
tibody syndromes share phenotypic similarities with genetic 
defects in the same pathway supports the hypothesis that 
the autoantibody is producing a clinical “phenocopy” of the 
corresponding genetic deficiency. For example, anti- IFN- γ 
autoantibodies and mutations to the IFN- γ receptor both 
result in disseminated mycobacterial infection (Table 1). 
Assessing the functional activity of the autoantibody and 
considering what a deficiency in that pathway might induce 
can help determine if the underlying mechanism of disease 
has been identified or, conversely, if an alternative diagnosis 
must still be sought.

DETECTION STRATEGIES
Many approaches have been used to evaluate for the pres-
ence and activity of anticytokine autoantibodies, often con-
ducted in independent laboratories on a research basis. The 
techniques themselves as well as the interpretation of these 
data (including normal ranges) remain largely unstandard-
ized. Further, the relative values produced by each technique 
are difficult, if not impossible, to compare. Each technique 
has unique features such as cost, requirement for specialized 
technology, types of reagents, and amount of plasma needed. 
These relative attributes may have more or less import de-
pending on the diagnostic circumstances.

Enzyme- Linked Immunosorbent Assay
In an enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), the cy-
tokine of interest is bound to the surface of a 96- well plate 
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TABLE 1 Anticytokine autoantibody- associated syndromesa

Cytokine 
target Clinical manifestations Laboratory and radiologic 

manifestations Functional assays Infections Biological rationale

GM- CSF PAP; insidious and progressive 
respiratory failure (8); newly 
described cases of isolated 
cryptococcal meningitis and 
CNS nocardiosis in HIV- 
uninfected individuals (6, 7)

BAL fluid contains large foamy 
macrophages or monocyte- like 
macrophages (41, 42) and 
elevated levels of surfactant 
proteins; characteristic CT of 
chest demonstrates ground- 
glass opacities with thickening 
of intralobular septae, “crazy 
paving.” PFTs demonstrate 
restrictive and diffusion defects.

Anti- GM- CSF autoantibodies 
inhibit pSTAT5 production 
(6), PU.1 expression (43), and 
MIP- 1α protein production 
(6).

Pulmonary and extrapulmonary 
infections with Nocardia 
(44–54), Aspergillus (55), 
and Proteus (54, 56) spp.; 
histoplasmosis (57); and 
cryptococcosis (6, 16)

Mutations in GM- CSF receptor 
α or β subunits lead to 
early- onset (often neonatal) 
and severe PAP (8). GM- 
CSF receptor- null (20) and 
cytokine- null (19) mice 
develop PAP.

IFN- γ Chronic infections with 
intracellular pathogens, 
particularly lymphadenitis, 
skin, soft tissue, and bone 
infections; can be multiple 
organisms simultaneously 
or sequentially; reactive 
dermatoses; constitutional 
symptoms common

Elevated erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate, CRP, and 
β2- microglobulin; anemia; 
hypergammaglobulinemia. 
CT imaging may demonstrate 
abscess formation or 
osteomyelitis.

Anti- IFN- γ autoantibodies 
inhibit pSTAT1 production 
(1, 29), IFN- γ- inducible 
gene expression (32), and 
IL- 12p70 and TNF- α protein 
production (1, 29).

Nontuberculous mycobacteria, 
tuberculosis, nontyphoidal 
Salmonella, Histoplasma, 
Penicillium, Cryptococcus, 
Burkholderia pseudomallei, and 
varicella- zoster virus

Mutations in IFNgR1, IFNgR2, 
STAT1, IL- 12Rβ1, IL- 12Rβ2, 
and IL- 12p40, all directly 
within the IFN- γ–IL- 12 axis, 
lead to similar infections (58).

IL- 17A, IL- 
17F, and 
IL- 22

Recurrent candidal infections 
of mucosal surfaces, 
nails, and skin; infection 
may become resistant to 
antifungals.

None Anti- IL- 17 autoantibodies 
inhibit IL- 17- induced IL- 6 
(4).

Candida spp. Mutations in IL- 17RA, IL- 17F 
(59), and other genetic 
diseases with impairment 
in Th17 cells (59) lead to 
mucocutaneous candidiasis.

IL- 6 Recurrent staphylococcal skin 
infections

Undetectable CRP Anti- IL- 6 autoantibodies 
prevent IL- 6- induced CRP 
mRNA (2, 60).

Staphylococcus aureus (two 
cases) and empyema with 
Streptococcus intermedius and 
Escherichia coli (one case)

Mutations in STAT3, 
immediately downstream of 
the IL- 6 receptor, cause Job’s 
syndrome, which predisposes 
to S. aureus skin infections 
(61).

OPG Severe, high- turnover 
osteoporosis (10) with 
pathologic fractures

Elevated alkaline phosphatase 
level

Anti- OPG autoantibodies 
prevent OPG inhibition of 
RANKL- induced NF- κB.

NA Mutation in TNFRSF11B, the 
gene encoding OPG, results in 
childhood hyperphosphatemia, 
rapid bone turnover, and 
pathologic fractures (62).

EPO Pure red cell aplasia Low hemoglobin and hematocrit 
levels with absence of 
erythroid cells on bone 
marrow biopsy and absence 
of circulating erythrocytes; 
low or inappropriately normal 
endogenous EPO levels (9, 33)

Serum prevents formation 
of erythroid colonies from 
erythroid progenitor cells.

NA NA

aAbbreviations: ABC, adenosine triphosphate- binding cassette; BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; CNS, central nervous system; CT, computed tomography; EPO, erythropoietin; IRF, interferon regulatory factor; MIP, macrophage inflammatory 
protein; NA, not applicable; NEMO, NF- κB essential modulator; OPG, osteoprotegerin; PFT, pulmonary function test; RANKL, receptor activator of NF- κB ligand; SP, surfactant protein; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
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(Fig. 1A) (23) and patient plasma or serum is applied to 
the well containing the protein. The plate is washed, and 
if an autoantibody is present that recognizes the cytokine, 
it remains bound to the plate while the remaining material, 
including all nonspecific antibody, is removed. A secondary 
anti- human IgG detection antibody linked to an enzyme is 
added, which binds the IgG remaining on the plate. After 
washing, a substrate for the enzyme is added that changes 
color. Thus, only if detection antibody is present will the 
well change color, with an intensity that is a function of how 
much antibody is bound to the plate. This can be compared 
to a standard curve in which known amounts of an anticy-
tokine antibody are added to the plate to determine the re-
lationship between quantity and enzyme- related color shift.

A variation on the direct ELISA uses a plate that quan-
tifies a given cytokine rather than the autoantibody. In this 
case, a known concentration of cytokine is mixed with pa-
tient plasma and the amount of cytokine detected by ELISA 
is less than the input amount if a neutralizing antibody is 
present in the plasma. This method is indirect, because it 
assumes but does not prove that the neutralizing “factor” is 
an antibody. However, because the factor blocks detection 
of the cytokine, it provides some additional evidence not 
only that the (presumed) autoantibody is present but also 
that it may indeed have neutralizing activity in vivo.

The benefits are that these assays are relatively inex-
pensive assays that do not require sophisticated technology 
and thus can be performed in most laboratories, including 
resource- limited settings. The disadvantages are the risk of 
high, nonspecific signal background and poor resolution be-
tween different concentrations, making them less quantita-
tive than other approaches.

Luminex
Luminex is essentially a liquid- phase ELISA whereby the 
cytokine is coupled to a bead in suspension rather than to 
the surface of a plate (Fig. 1B). In this system, the beads 
themselves fluoresce, each at a different wavelength, so that 
they can be distinguished from each other when combined 
in the same well. Each unique set of beads can be coupled 
to a different cytokine so that multiple autoantibodies can 
be measured simultaneously with minimal plasma require-
ments. The beads are mixed with plasma, and after washing, 
a fluorescently labeled anti- human IgG binds any autoan-
tibody that recognizes a particular cytokine- coupled bead. 
When run on a Luminex instrument, the bead fluorescence 
indicates what cytokine the autoantibody recognizes and 
the magnitude of fluorescence from the detection antibody 
quantifies the amount of each autoantibody that is present.

The Luminex technology requires a specific instrument 
for running this assay as well as availability of purified re-
combinant cytokines. However, if the instrument is avail-
able, the test is rapid, inexpensive, sensitive, specific, and 
reproducible (24). The ability to test for multiple cytokines 
in one assay minimizes plasma requirements to less than a 
microliter per test and allows for high- throughput screening 
of dozens of targets simultaneously.

Luciferase Immunoprecipitation Systems
In this technique, the cytokine is made to fluoresce by in-
serting the gene for the cytokine of interest into an expres-
sion vector next to the Renilla luciferase gene (Fig. 1C). 
A mammalian cell line is transfected with the expression 
vector, leading the cells to generate large amounts of the 
fluorescing cytokine (25, 26). The crude extracts from this 
cell line containing fluorescent protein are incubated with 
patient plasma, and subsequently the IgG from the plasma 

is captured with protein A/G- Sepharose beads (Fig. 1C). 
Whereas in the ELISA and Luminex assays only the spe-
cific autoantibody binds the surface, in this case total IgG is 
captured, but only that which binds the fluorescent protein 
is detected. The values are measured in arbitrary light units 
and are a function of autoantibody titer.

This is a sensitive and specific technique for which vir-
tually any fusion protein can be synthesized, hence alleviat-
ing the need for purified recombinant proteins. Because the 
protein is expressed in a mammalian cell line, both confor-
mation and posttranslational modifications should remain 
largely intact, which can improve epitope recognition.

Radioimmunoassays
Radioimmunoassays are similar to luciferase immunopre-
cipitation systems in that the cytokine “bait” is the labeled 
moiety that is incubated with serum (Fig. 1C). Either re-
combinant protein is synthesized with incorporation of 
radioactive [35S]methionine into the protein (27), or re-
combinant protein is coupled to radioactive iodine (125I) 
(28). A fixed amount of radioactivity (protein), measured 
in counts per minute, is combined with plasma (27). Total 
IgG is captured on protein A/G- Sepharose beads, and the 
degree of radioactivity compared with a negative control is 
a function of how much specific antibody is present that is 
binding the radioactive “bait.” The main limitation of this 
assay is the need to work with radioactive reagents.

Immunoblotting
In immunoblotting, also known as Western blotting, dena-
tured recombinant cytokine is run by agarose gel electopho-
resis and migrates based on its intrinsic size and charge (29) 
(Fig. 1D). The protein is transferred from the gel to a mem-
brane (typically polyvinylidene difluoride or nitrocellulose) 
that is subsequently “blotted” using diluted plasma. As in 
ELISA, the detection antibody detects human IgG and is 
enzyme bound. If there is an autoantibody to the cytokine, 
the detection antibody remains bound to the autoantibody- 
cytokine complex after washing of the membrane. Addi-
tion of substrate causes light emission that can be used to 
develop light- sensitive film, revealing a band. The amount 
of light produced is a function of how much autoantibody 
there is, as indicated by the width and darkness of the band 
produced on the film.

The benefits of this assay are that it can be performed in 
most labs given that the technology is commonly used for 
many applications and has been available for decades. How-
ever, it is less sensitive than other approaches, more tech-
nically cumbersome, and requires more plasma compared 
with other diagnostic strategies. Furthermore, because it is 
usually performed with denatured protein, conformational 
epitopes may be lost.

Protein Array
Recently, investigators have used a protein array to screen 
for anticytokine autoantibodies (30). The concept is similar 
to ELISA, Luminex, and immunoblotting in that plasma is 
incubated with known protein that has been attached to a 
surface and the amount of antibody in the plasma binding 
the cytokine is quantified with a secondary antibody that 
recognizes human IgG. It is similar to microarray except 
that cytokines and not RNA are printed on a nitrocellulose- 
surface glass slide. The slide is incubated with plasma and 
subsequently quantified with a fluorescently labeled anti- 
human IgG that detects any human antibody that binds a 
cytokine present on the slide. Microarray software analyzes 
the degree of binding to each target, and heat maps can be 
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FIGURE 1 Summary of anticytokine autoantibody detection assays. LIPS, luciferase immunoprecipita-
tion system; PE, phycoerythrin; RIA, radioimmunoassay.

generated that show relative binding to each of dozens to 
potentially hundreds of targets. This assay requires technical 
expertise regarding microarray platforms and data analysis. 
It has the capacity to simultaneously screen for the largest 
number of proteins. One patient can be screened per array, 

so this approach may be better for discovering novel auto-
antibodies or searching for patterns in autoantibody profiles 
within certain diseases rather than diagnosing specific anti-
cytokine autoantibodies, for which a narrower panel may be 
sufficient and more cost- effective.
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FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS
Upon identification of an anticytokine autoantibody, biolog-
ical activity should be assessed. This is an important aspect 
of evaluating autoantibodies to cytokines, particularly when 
the phenotype is not clear- cut, as many anticytokine auto-
antibodies have been identified in both health and disease 
(31) without apparent physiological consequences. In gen-
eral, when autoantibodies are causal, they are high- titer and 
neutralizing and have a clear clinical phenotype. This does 
not necessarily mean lower- titer or nonneutralizing autoan-
tibodies do not have significant biological relevance; it may 
just be more difficult to detect or prove, and the effects may 
be physiologic rather than pathogenic. Nonneutralizing au-
toantibodies might alternatively represent an epiphenome-
non devoid of immunomodulatory effects. A variety of assays 
have been used to evaluate the functionality of anticytokine 
autoantibodies with the common goal being to determine if 
the autoantibody prevents the ability of the cytokine to in-
duce its normal inflammatory response (Table 1). Ideally, the 
patient cells are washed of autologous plasma and also eval-
uated for their ability to both elaborate and respond to cy-
tokines appropriately, hence excluding cell- intrinsic defects.

The general strategy for functional assays is to use pri-
mary human cells (or cell lines) that are known to express 
a receptor for the cytokine of interest. The cells are stimu-
lated with the cytokine in the presence of subject or control 
plasma. Finally, techniques such as flow cytometry, quanti-
tative real- time PCR, microarray, immunoblotting, or cyto-
kine detection assays evaluate if the normal cells respond 
appropriately to the cytokine in the presence of plasma. 
Each of these assays detects the downstream effects of the 
cytokine, such as activation/phosphorylation of signaling 
molecules, cytokine- induced RNA expression, or cytokine- 
induced protein production. For example, intracellular 
phosphorylation of STAT1 occurs when normal monocytes 
are stimulated with IFN- γ. Thus, monocytes can be stimu-
lated with IFN- γ in the presence of subject plasma and the 
amount of phosphorylated STAT1 (pSTAT1) produced can 
be quantified by flow cytometry or immunoblotting. If the 
plasma contains an autoantibody that blocks IFN- γ, then 
the cells will appear as if they have not been stimulated; 
i.e., no additional pSTAT1 will be detected. Similarly, these 
neutralizing autoantibodies have been shown to prevent 
IFN- γ- induced RNA expression (13, 32) and protein pro-
duction (29). Functional assays have been developed for 
many of the anticytokine autoantibodies reported in asso-
ciation with disease. Examples include GM- CSF- induced 
pSTAT5 production, PU.1 gene expression, or macrophage 
inflammatory protein 1α production in monocytes or al-
veolar macrophages; IL- 6- induced pSTAT3, as well as IL- 
6- induced C- reactive protein (CRP) mRNA and protein 
expression (2); IL- 12- induced IFN- γ; IL- 17A- induced IL- 6; 
osteoprotegerin (4) inhibition of RANKL- induced NF- κB 
(10) (Table 1); and erythropoietin- induced erythroid col-
ony formation (33). In each of these cases, plasma from 
patients with biologically active autoantibodies prevents 
the cytokine from exerting normal effects on a specific cell 
population. These assays are essential in the assessment of 
anticytokine autoantibodies because many of these autoan-
tibodies have been reported in healthy controls or outside of 
their specific disease associations.

ISOTYPE AND SUBCLASS ANALYSIS
So far, all the reported syndromes associated with anticyto-
kine autoantibodies have been reported as IgG. Assays such 
as Luminex and ELISA can assess isotype and subclass by 

varying the detection antibody to detect total IgG, specific 
IgG subclasses, or different isotypes altogether. It has been 
demonstrated that in PAP, anti- GM- CSF autoantibodies 
tend to be IgG1 and IgG2 (34), whereas in immunodefi-
ciency due to anti- IFN- γ autoantibodies, they tend to be 
IgG3 or IgG4 (1), possibly suggesting syndrome- specific 
mechanisms underlying autoantibody production. In PAP, 
it has also been suggested that the IgG κ/λ ratios predict 
disease severity (35). In pemphigus vulgaris, a blistering 
skin condition caused by anti- desmoglein 3 autoantibodies, 
it was shown that anti- desmoglein 3 IgG4 titers track with 
disease activity, whereas anti- desmoglein 3 IgG1 levels are 
seen in quiescent disease or unaffected relatives. Thus, in 
the future, evaluation and monitoring of the IgG subclass 
of certain autoantibodies might have clinically important 
implications for prognosis and disease activity (36, 37).

TITER
The titer of a specific anticytokine autoantibody may play a 
role in disease activity. This has not been thoroughly studied 
in any of these conditions, and reports vary across diseases 
in the instances in which it has been evaluated. Studies 
have demonstrated efficacy of inhaled GM- CSF for patients 
with PAP despite no predictable change in autoantibody 
levels relative to disease activity (38, 39). In contrast, we 
have found that the titer of anti- IFN- γ autoantibodies does 
appear to track closely with disease activity and may even 
predict relapse (13; unpublished data). Research is needed 
to evaluate the relationship between titer and disease ac-
tivity as this could eventually be used to guide preemptive 
therapy or heightened surveillance for relapse.

OTHER DIAGNOSTIC CONSIDERATIONS
Although titer may vary dramatically between patients, 
antibody levels for a given patient tend to remain rela-
tively stable over time (39). Given the potential for inter-
assay variability within one technique and the difficulty in 
translating results between assays, it can be helpful to store 
banked samples for a patient. Over time, autoantibody lev-
els can be tested in parallel to eliminate differences in assays 
and tracked for a given patient with regard to disease ac-
tivity and clinical interventions. Ideally, the samples should 
be stored in aliquots to avoid repeated freeze- thaw cycles.

SUMMARY
Although anticytokine autoantibodies have been rec-
ognized for decades, appreciation for their direct role in 
disease pathogenesis is more recent and rapidly evolving. 
If we look to known autoantibody- mediated syndromes, 
other idiopathic diseases may someday find their origins in 
a neutralizing autoantibody. They may extend beyond cyto-
kines to other soluble factors (as seen in diabetes associated 
with anti- insulin autoantibodies), receptors (as seen in 
myasthenia gravis and anti- acetylcholine receptor autoan-
tibodies), or other extracellular elements (as seen in pem-
phigus vulgaris associated with autoantibodies against the 
basement membrane protein desmoglein 3). While many 
autoantibodies are inhibitory, some may be stimulatory, 
akin to anti- thyroid receptor autoantibodies in Graves’ 
disease or recombinant anti- IL- 2 autoantibodies (40). 
Despite broad disparities in clinical phenotype, the prin-
ciples and diagnostic strategies (along with their pitfalls) 
for autoantibody- mediated conditions overlap. Because an-
ticytokine autoantibodies, like other autoantibodies, may 
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be found in the absence of overt clinical consequences, it 
is helpful to evaluate the functionality of the antibody and 
establish a biological rationale that links the autoantibody 
and the clinical phenotype. Understanding the natural 
history and pathogenesis of anticytokine autoantibody- 
associated syndromes will inform the management of these 
unique diseases. Ultimately, these syndromes may help de-
fine critical pathways of immune homeostasis and dysregu-
lation, autoimmunity, and immunodeficiency.
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Introduction
ROBERT G. HAMILTON

40
Immunohistochemistry techniques are integral to the prac-
tice of anatomic pathology. In contrast to the 7th edition 
of this Manual, in which a separate chapter discusses the 
principles and advances of immunohistochemistry, these 
techniques have been directly incorporated in two chapters 
along with figures illustrating the detection of antibodies 
involved in renal and cardiac diseases. In the first chap-
ter, Collins et al. provide a brief history of immunofluores-
cence. Methods for the handling, freezing, and storage of 
tissue specimens, typically obtained by biopsy, are discussed. 
While most immunofluorescence studies are performed with 
unfixed frozen tissue, tissue fixation and tissue sectioning 
are detailed. Direct immunofluorescence is illustrated for 

the detection of immunoglobulin G (IgG), IgA, IgM, C3, 
C1q, fibrinogen, and kappa and lambda light chain deposi-
tion in renal tissue. A brief discussion of dual fluorescence 
and microscope instrumentation is followed by an overview 
of interpretation. In the second chapter, Collins and Smith 
discuss Western blot analysis for the detection of antibodies 
specific for glomerular basement membrane and phospholi-
pase A2 receptors. Special requirements are highlighted for 
antigen presentation, enzymatic digestion of glomeruli, and 
transfer onto nitrocellulose paper. Section G provides an 
overview of immunohistology and immunopathology mea-
surements in present-day clinical practice.
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Immunofluorescence Methods in the 
Diagnosis of Renal and Cardiac Diseases

A. BERNARD COLLINS, JAMES R. STONE, AND R. NEAL SMITH

41
Immunofluorescence is a well- established technique for the 
detection of antigens in tissue sections or cell suspensions 
(1, 2). The technique was developed in 1941 by Albert 
Coons to demonstrate the presence of pneumococcal an-
tigens in tissue (3). Since then, immunofluorescence has 
become a crucial tool in the diagnosis and determination 
of prognoses of immunologically mediated disease (4). Di-
rect immunofluorescence (defined as the application of 
specific antibodies to detect specific antigens in tissue) is a 
sensitive and well- established technique for the detection 
of tissue- bound immunoglobulins, their subclasses, com-
plement components (C3, C1q, and C4d), amyloidogenic 
proteins, and fibrin- fibrinogen. In the kidney, many forms 
of primary glomerulonephritis are characterized by deposi-
tion of immunoreactants in distinctive diagnostic patterns. 
The primary renal targets are the glomerulus, the proximal 
tubules, and the interstitium. In the heart or open fat pad 
biopsy specimens, direct immunofluorescence is useful to 
speciate the type of amyloid identified on specimens with 
positive Congo red staining in paraffin- embedded tissue (5). 
The diagnosis of antibody- mediated rejections in heart and 
kidney allografts is facilitated by the detection of C4d (6–8). 
This chapter will also emphasize the common immunofluor-
escence techniques used for diagnosis and interpretation 
with kidney and skin biopsy specimens.

TISSUES FOR IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
Tissue submitted for immunofluorescence studies is usually 
obtained by biopsy, nephrectomy, or heart explantation. For 
biopsy specimens, a hand lens or dissecting microscope is 
useful to determine if the tissue is adequate and not just fi-
brofatty tissue. For needle renal biopsy specimens, a 1- mm 
portion is cut from each end of the two cores and placed 
immediately in Karnovsky’s fixative for electron microscopy 
studies. One core is frozen for direct immunofluorescence 
studies, and the second core is placed into 10% buffered 
formalin for light microscopic studies. Renal or cardiac tis-
sue at autopsy is usually suitable for immunofluorescence. 
In the case of endomyocardial biopsy specimens, multiple 
separate fragments are received. One should be frozen, one 
should be placed in Karnovsky’s fixative, and the remain-
ing fragments should be fixed in formalin. Ultrastructural 
review of cardiac tissue is useful to confirm the presence of 
amyloid, especially if the immunofluorescence pattern is 

negative, if storage disorders are noted in the differential, or 
if the immunofluorescence analysis identifies immunoglob-
ulin/complement deposition, which is Congo red negative. 
Open fat pad biopsy specimens are useful for the detection 
of amyloid. A section of the fat pad biopsy specimen should 
be frozen for amyloid subtyping. If the Congo red is positive 
on the formalin- fixed and paraffin- embedded tissue, the 
type of amyloid (usually kappa versus lambda) can be deter-
mined. Fine- needle aspiration of fat pad biopsy specimens 
for Congo red is not optimal because Congo red staining 
can often be indeterminate due to artifact. Renal or cardiac 
tissue at autopsy is usually suitable for immunofluorescence. 
Amyloid that cannot be subtyped can be speciated by pro-
teomic analysis (9).

TISSUE HANDLING AND FREEZING 
PROCEDURE
Tissue for immunofluorescence studies should be obtained 
fresh and kept moist until it is rapidly frozen or snap- frozen. 
Freezing should be performed within 20 to 30 min if possible. 
However, the tissue can be kept on a saline- moistened piece 
of gauze or filter paper in a closed vial or small petri dish. For 
longer delay times (due to transport) or as an alternative to 
freezing, the specimen can be put into Michel’s immuno-
fluorescence transport medium. The medium is composed of 
an 85% saturated solution of ammonium sulfate, the prote-
ase inhibitor N- ethylmaleimide, and magnesium sulfate, in 
citrate buffer, pH 7.25 (available commercially from Zeus 
Scientific, Inc., Raritan, NJ). The solution is stable at room 
temperature but must be kept in a tightly capped container 
to prevent absorption of CO2 and acidification. The ammo-
nium sulfate reversibly denatures all proteins in the biopsy 
specimen. Specimens stored in the transport medium are 
stable for at least 2 to 4 weeks at room temperature. Speci-
mens in transport media often show increased background. 
When the specimen is received in the laboratory, the am-
monium sulfate is removed by placing the tissue into the 
wash solution (three 10- min washes; Zeus Scientific, Inc.).

Tissue is frozen by immersing properly oriented tissue 
into a small amount of OCT compound, a water- soluble 
resin (Miles Laboratories, Inc., Naperville, IL), on a pre-
cooled metal chuck in a cryostat and applying the heat ex-
tractor until the OCT is opaque and the tissue frozen. Tissue 
is then ready for sectioning in less than 3 min.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch41
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Many of the difficulties in immunofluorescence studies 
are related to tissue- handling techniques, suboptimal freez-
ing procedures, drying, or inappropriate frozen storage con-
ditions. If tissue is allowed to freeze too slowly, ice crystal 
formation can occur, causing structural disruption.

STORAGE CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN 
SPECIMENS
Frozen specimens should be stored frozen at −70°C in a 
small plastic bag with as little air as possible. At −70°C, it 
is possible to store tissue blocks for long periods, often for 
years, and still obtain adequate results. Tissue can be stored 
at −20°C, but at this temperature, the duration of satisfac-
tory preservation usually does not exceed several months. 
Frozen tissue deteriorates during storage, usually from ice 
crystal formation or desiccation.

FIXATION
Most diagnostic studies using direct immunofluorescence 
techniques are performed with unfixed frozen tissue sec-
tions, since many antigens can be altered or destroyed by 
fixation. However, demonstration of the presence of some 
cytoplasmic antigens, such as viral antigens, for diagnostic 
purposes may require fixation. The optimal fixation condi-
tions must be empirically determined for each antigen of 
interest. Fixation may also cause the physical redistribution 
of some antigens. For example, in anti- neutrophil cytoplas-
mic antibody assays, alcohol fixation of the neutrophil slide 
preparation causes the myeloperoxidase contained in the 
primary azurophilic granules in the cytoplasm of neutrophils 
to redistribute to a perinuclear or nuclear location.

FROZEN-TISSUE SECTIONING
Frozen sections for direct immunofluorescence should be 
cut in a cryostat at a thickness of 2 to 4 mm. The frozen 
blocks of tissue should be equilibrated in the cryostat at −25 
to −20°C before frozen sectioning. The tissue sections are 
picked up on single- end SuperFrost/Plus glass slides (Fisher 
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to facilitate labeling and decrease 
the chance that tissue will be lost by wiping it off the wrong 
side. The tissue attaches because the slides are at a higher 
temperature than the tissue and are positively charged, re-
ducing the likelihood of washing off the tissue. Furthermore, 
the Plus slide pretreatment eliminates the time- consuming 
need for coating slides with tissue adhesive solutions (al-
bumin, poly- l- lysine, or 3- aminopropyltriethoxysilane). If 
necessary to determine if the tissue is adequate, an initial 
frozen tissue section can be stained using a 1% toluidine 
blue solution. If the specimen is small, a circle is marked 
around the tissue with a diamond or aqueous insoluble pen-
cil because it can be difficult to find the tissue on the slide 
after coverslips are placed on the tissue sections.

Three sections are placed on each slide and either air 
dried and stained immediately or stored frozen at −20°C 
in a slide box covered with aluminum foil or plastic wrap. 
Storing slides overnight allows more effective organization 
of technical time.

DIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE

Principle
In the direct immunofluorescence technique, frozen tis-
sue sections are incubated at room temperature in a moist 

chamber using well- characterized fluorochrome- conjugated 
antibodies. After incubation, the unbound labeled antibody 
is washed from the tissue sections, the slides are placed on 
coverslips, and the bound, labeled antibody is detected by 
examination and interpretation using a fluorescence mi-
croscope. For large workloads, automated stainers enhance 
technical uniformity and efficiency.

Staining Procedure
Kidney specimens are routinely stained with a panel of 
immunoglobulin G (IgG) fractions of fluorescein- labeled 
monospecific antisera to IgG, IgA, IgM, C3, C1q, fibrin- 
fibrinogen, kappa and lambda light chains, and, in the case 
of renal biopsy specimens, albumin as a negative control. For 
genetic renal diseases of the glomerular basement membrane, 
antibodies to the alpha 1, 3, and 5 chains of type IV collagen 
can be used to distinguish thin basement membrane disease 
from an Alport’s type of hereditary nephritis. If amyloid is 
suspected for cardiac specimens or non- light- chain amyloid 
for renal specimens, antibodies to IgA, IgG, IgM, fibrin-
fibrinogen, kappa, lambda, amyloid A, apolipoprotein A1, 
transthyretin, and β2- microglobulin are used.

1. Prior to staining, cryostat sections (2 to 5 μm) are air 
dried for 30 min at room temperature to maximize 
adherence. Afterward, slides are washed for 5 min in 
0.01 M sodium phosphate- buffered saline (PBS)–0.15 
M NaC1 (pH 7.3) to remove unbound serum proteins 
which contribute to background staining. The slides 
are loaded into a staining rack of a Tissue- Tek II (Miles 
Laboratories) slide- staining unit, which is placed on a 
clinical rotator adjusted to give gentle stirring.

2. After washing, one slide at a time is removed, the 
excess PBS is blotted from around the tissue section, 
and 50 to 100 μl of appropriately diluted fluorescein 
conjugate is applied to the tissue section while it is 
still moist. A drop of conjugate should be added just 
above the tissue section, and to ensure that the con-
jugate covers the entire specimen, the slide should 
be gently tipped to one side and then the other. The 
slides are then incubated for 30 min at room tempera-
ture in a moist, level chamber or in petri dishes con-
taining a moistened piece of filter paper. It is essential 
that tissue remain moistened after being hydrated to 
avoid problems with background staining.

3. After incubation, the slides are tipped to one side to 
allow the excess conjugate to run off and the slides are 
washed as in step 1 in PBS four times for 5 to 10 min 
each time to remove unbound fluorochrome- labeled 
conjugate from the section.

4. The excess PBS is blotted from around the specimen, 
and the moistened tissue is placed on a coverslip with 
mounting medium. Aqua- Mount (Lerner Labs, Pitts-
burgh, PA) is used as a mounting medium.

5. The slides are examined using a fluorescence micro-
scope with epi- illumination equipment, which con-
sists of barrier and excitation filters contained in a 
dichroic mirror package, to allow the visualization of 
fluorescein.

The above steps are adequate for small laboratories with 
small workloads. Automated stainers are a better choice be-
cause of their technical uniformity and efficiency.

C4d Staining of Renal Allografts
In addition to being stained with the routine direct im-
munofluorescence panel, allograft kidney or allograft car-
diac biopsy specimens are stained for C4d as a marker of 
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antibody- mediated rejection by using a three- step immu-
nofluorescence technique (6). Diffuse staining of C4d in 
peritubular renal capillaries or cardiac capillaries has been 
shown to be associated with circulating antibodies to donor 
HLA class I and class II antigens in alloantibody- mediated 
rejections (7–9).

TWO-COLOR IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE
Two- color immunofluorescence can be used to colocalize im-
munoglobulin deposits with a known antigen. This is a most 
useful technique used clinically to show that the membranous 
deposits of IgG4 colocalize with the phospholipase A2 recep-
tor (PLA2R), the antigen of idiopathic/primary membranous 
nephropathy (10). In this technique, a single slide is air dried 
for 30 min at room temperature, preblocked first with avidin 
and then d- biotin, and then incubated sequentially first with 
anti- human IgG4 fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- labeled 
(green) subclass antibody, then rabbit anti- PLA2R antibody, 
biotinylated goat anti- rabbit IgG(H+L), and finally, Cy3 
streptavidin. Between each incubation step, the slides are 
washed in PBS 3 times for 2 to 3 min. Colocalization is identi-
fied as yellow when examined under fluorescence microscope 
using dual excitation filters for FITC and Cy3. Alternatively, 
separate green and red pictures can be photographed and 
merged using a camera or, alternatively, software (11).

MOUNTING MEDIUM
A polyvinyl alcohol- glycerol- PBS solution is a common 
mounting medium. It immobilizes the coverslip by forming a 
semisolid gel when it sets and allows storage for several weeks 
at 4°C without significant loss of fluorochrome intensity. Poly-
vinyl alcohol (Monsanto, St. Louis, MO) is a water- soluble 
resin available commercially under the name of Aqua- Mount 
(Lerner Laboratories). For most purposes, the pH of mount-
ing medium should be neutral. However, the pH of mounting 
medium can be adjusted to achieve more intense fluorescence 
or to emphasize one color over another, which is particularly 
helpful in performing double staining. The green fluorescence 
of fluorescein is quenched at lower pHs, which accents the 
visualization of the red fluorescence of rhodamine; at high 
alkaline pHs, both fluorochromes fluoresce yellow. If slides are 
mounted in Aqua- Mount and stored without light exposure 
at 4°C or frozen, the fluorescence can be preserved for at least 
4 to 8 weeks and longer if the staining is intense.

Rapid fading of fluorescence after excitation is a serious 
limitation of immunofluorescence preparations, since it re-
stricts reexamination of slides for further evaluation. To en-
sure that sufficient sections are available for interpretation 
and reevaluation, several can be placed on the same slide or 
staining can be done in duplicate. Photography can also be 
used to document results.

The fading of immunofluorescence slides is related to a 
combination of factors, including photochemical reactions, 
fluorochrome oxidation, and the physical and chemical 
properties of the FITC conjugate. As mentioned previously, 
it may be necessary to mount the specimens with a medium 
containing compounds to reduce fluorescence burnout, such 
as Permafluor (Shandon Lipshaw). Alternatively, newer 
green fluorochromes are commercially available that are re-
sistant to fading.

QUALITY CONTROL AND ANTIBODY 
SPECIFICITY
Fluorescein- conjugated antibodies are available from com-
mercial sources. The conjugate should be diluted according 

to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Optimal dilutions 
of the fluorochrome conjugates are determined empirically 
using known positive and negative control specimens. The 
range of working dilutions for direct immunofluorescence 
studies using fluorochrome- labeled conjugates is usually 1:5 
to 1:40 (or about 50 to 150 mg of protein/ml). The range of 
working dilutions for direct immunofluorescence is usually 
lower than that for indirect immunofluorescence because of 
the amplification effect. The appropriate dilution should be 
determined empirically.

Specificity is an important prerequisite for labeled an-
tibodies used in immunofluorescence studies. Many com-
mercial suppliers sell monospecific fluorochrome- labeled 
reagents that produce satisfactory results. Relative mono-
specificity is achieved by absorption, usually non- human 
immunoglobulins. However, confirmation of specificity and 
sensitivity is the core responsibility of the user. Commercial 
suppliers of antibodies usually provide information about 
the specificity and sensitivity of the fluorochrome- labeled 
antisera. However, if specificity is defined from Ouchterlony 
immunodiffusion studies or immunoelectrophoresis, results 
may be insufficiently sensitive to detect minor contaminat-
ing antibodies.

The best method for determining the specificities of 
labeled antibodies used in diagnostic immunofluorescence 
studies is to assess their reactivities with known positive 
and negative tissue controls. For example, a renal biopsy 
specimen from a patient with membranous glomerulone-
phritis that has previously been shown to contain only IgG 
but not IgA is very helpful in defining the specificity of a 
new lot of labeled anti- human IgA. When in doubt, speci-
ficity can be established by blocking or absorption studies. 
To block staining, the tissue is incubated with unlabeled 
specific antibody prior to being incubated with the specific 
fluorochrome- labeled antibody. Although this sometimes 
results in diminished fluorescence, complete prevention of 
staining is rarely seen. If specificity is in question, alterna-
tive techniques may be required to confirm specificity. Use-
ful positive controls for immunoglobulins can include touch 
preparations and frozen tissue sections of tonsil or small in-
testine. Another useful approach is to compare old lots of 
antisera to new ones with respect to their abilities to detect 
a known antigen in archival positive cases.

Polyclonal antibody preparations may contain extrane-
ous antibodies, such as antinuclear antibodies, because the 
antigenic preparation used for immunization can be con-
taminated with nuclear fragments. Unwanted antibodies 
can be removed by incubation of the antiserum with appro-
priate insoluble preparations, such as tissue homogenates or 
washed red blood cells. It is necessary to use insoluble anti-
gens, since soluble complexes cannot be removed effectively 
by centrifugation and may bind to the tissue. One method 
of insolubilizing proteins is to conjugate cross- reactive an-
tigens to CNBr- activated Sepharose beads (Pharmacia, 
Uppsala, Sweden). These methods should be unnecessary 
because most commercial sources of antibodies have already 
absorbed undesirable specificities from the antibodies.

Analytical specificity is more easily ascertained than 
analytical sensitivity. It is quite possible that a parapro-
tein or amyloidogenic light chain might have sequence 
abnormalities that cause loss of epitopes detected by con-
ventionally anti- heavy or - light chain antibodies. So with 
new lots of antibodies, in addition to specificity studies on 
samples with readily detectable deposits or amyloid, ana-
lytical sensitivity studies should also be done on samples 
with marginal reactivity. Assessing analytical sensitiv-
ity is also problematic for C4d deposition. Both two- step 
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and three- step indirect immunofluorescence techniques 
are used to improve sensitivity. Testing a new lot of C4d 
antibody initially on a known acute antibody- mediated 
rejection specimen or on a membranous or lupus glomer-
ulonephritis specimen is usually satisfactory and adequate. 
However, the intensity of C4d staining can vary from 
faint and segmental to diffuse and intense on both renal 
and cardiac allograft specimens (6, 8, 12, 13). However, 
for optimal laboratory quality, testing on a variety of sam-
ples is optimal to ensure adequate sensitivity. Because C4d 
staining correlates with anti- donor alloantibody, multiple 
samples from patients with known alloantibodies should 
be tested to adjust the sensitivity of the C4d assay to cap-
ture as many of the alloantibody- positive samples as pos-
sible while minimizing excess background staining. This 
is important for cardiac samples. In negative allograft re-
nal biopsy specimens (no peritubular capillary staining), 
glomer uli invariably show a weak- to- moderate smooth 
linear staining, which is helpful to assess the strength of 
staining and the reliability of a negative result. In cardiac 
allografts, no such internal positive control exists, so the 
adequacy of the positive control is important.

FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPES
Fluorescence microscopy depends on the principle that 
fluo rochromes have electrons that are readily excited to un-
stable higher energy states by absorbing photons of light of 
specific energies. They then release stored energy as light 
but at a lower energy level and a longer wavelength.

This loss of energy is emitted as fluorescent light. An 
excitation filter is chosen to provide incident photons of 
optical energy at the correct wavelength, and a barrier filter 
is chosen to block most of the photons of excitation energy 
and allow only those with lower energies (the fluorescent 
or emitted photons) to pass through. For example, fluores-
cein is maximally excited at around 490 nm and has a peak 
emission at around 510 to 517 nm. FITC interference and 
excitation filters take advantage of the strong absorption of 
fluorescein at 490 nm, and when combined with a barrier 
filter, they block energy with a wavelength of less than 500 
nm. This combination of filters results in an apple green 
color with fluorescein- labeled antibodies.

Tissues or cells stained with fluorescein conjugates can 
be examined with fluorescence microscopes equipped with 
appropriate excitation and barrier filters. The most com-
monly used system is that of epi- illumination, composed 
of a vertical illuminator and dichroic mirrors. The di-
chroic mirrors serve as both excitation and barrier filters, 
since they allow the passage of excitation energy in one 
direction and emission energy in the other. One limitation 
of epi- illumination is that the intensity of light at lower 
magnifications is considerably less than with a dark- field 
condenser. Another problem is that fluorescence signals 
of structures above or below the plane of focus result in 
a background glow or halo effect. This can interfere with 
interpretation and is frequently more of a concern with cell 
suspension preparations than with tissue sections. Reduc-
tion of these out- of- focus signals can be accomplished by 
using laser confocal microscopy, usually not necessary for 
diagnostic applications but more useful for research pur-
poses. Despite these disadvantages, there are several ad-
vantages of epi- illumination: (i) no oil is needed; (ii) the 
intensity of illumination is constant, once the objective 
is focused so that the brightnesses of staining of different 
specimens can be more reliably compared; and (iii) viewing 
can be combined with standard- phase microscopy, which is 

important for cell suspension studies and for definition of 
morphological detail in tissue sections, and examination in 
double- staining studies is easier because of interchangeable 
FITC and rhodamine dichroic filter systems.

The light source for most fluorescence microscopes is a 
high- pressure mercury lamp. Illumination is very important, 
since the brightness of fluorescence depends on the light 
source, the efficiency of the fluorochrome in converting in-
cident light into fluorescent light, and the concentration of 
the fluorochrome in the specimen.

EXAMINATION OF SLIDES AND EVALUATION 
AND RECORDING OF STAINING RESULTS
Preferably, slides should be examined on the day of stain-
ing, and a detailed record of the results should be kept on 
worksheets. Positive and negative controls should be run 
with each biopsy specimen until one gains confidence in 
the specificity of staining with a given fluorochrome- labeled 
reagent. Unexpected findings should always be confirmed 
before results are reported.

The fluorescence staining of kidney specimens should be 
described according to location, extent, pattern, and inten-
sity in the glomerular basement membrane (GBM), mesan-
gium, arterioles, tubules, capillaries, interstitium, and casts. 
For cardiac specimens, descriptions of the staining should 
include myocytes, capillaries, arterioles, and interstitium.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography is the only permanent record one has of the 
immunofluorescence findings. Laboratories now use digital 
cameras interfaced with a computer to capture fluorescence 
images for documentation of results. For routine digital pho-
tography, an automated exposure is satisfactory. However, for 
issues of clonality of light chains, amyloid, or collagen stains, 
fixed- exposure comparisons are better. This is because auto-
mated exposures will intensify weaker staining with longer 
exposures, thereby making the resultant images appear more 
similar. It is better to start with a short exposure that just out-
lines the tissue with faint fluorescence on the most negative 
reactant and then use that exposure for the other positive or 
more- positive reactants.

The appendix shows illustrative examples of how immu-
nofluorescence is used on frozen tissues for the identification 
of immune complexes and speciation of types of amyloid.

Figure 1 shows examples of positive capillary staining for 
C4d in patients with anti- HLA alloantibodies and acute 
antibody- mediated rejections of the heart (Fig. 1, left panel) 
and kidney (Fig. 1, right panel). Figure 1, left panel, shows 
a cardiac allograft with diffuse capillary staining for C4d. 
Figure 1, right panel, shows a renal allograft with diffuse per-
itubular capillary staining for C4d.

Figure 2 shows an example of how immunofluorescence 
is used to identify cardiac kappa light chain amyloidosis. 
Figure 2, left panel, shows excess amyloid stain for kappa 
light chain. Figure 2, right panel, shows negative staining 
for lambda light chain. Other reactants are also negative.

Figure 3 identifies cardiac lambda light chain amyloido-
sis. Figure 3, left panel, shows excessive anti- lambda light 
chain staining of the amyloid deposits. Figure 3, middle 
panel, shows negative kappa light chain staining. Figure 3, 
right panel, shows a weak blush of transthyretin staining, 
which is negative and is background staining when com-
pared to a positive control for transthyretin amyloid (see 
Fig. 5, right panel). Some reactants, most commonly trans-
thyretin and IgG, show weak background staining within 
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amyloids. Only a single dominant stain can be called pos-
itive. Otherwise, the assay is indeterminate.

Figure 4 shows IgM kappa pseudothrombi (large intraglo-
merular capillary subendothelial deposits) in a patient with 
hepatitis C- related cryoglobulinemia. Figure 4, left panel, 
identifies IgM pseudothrombi within glomerular capillary 
loops. Figure 4, right panel, identifies kappa light chain 
staining of the pseudothrombi.

The image shown in Fig. 5 allows diagnosis of the cardiac 
amyloid as transthyretin, and in this case, it can be called 
cardiac or senile systemic amyloidosis due to amyloid depo-
sition containing native transthyretin. Figure 5, left panel, 
shows a negative anti- IgG with background staining. Fig-
ure 5, right panel, shows intense positive anti- transthyretin 
staining.

Figure 6 shows characteristic granular mesangial IgA 
staining diagnostic of IgA nephropathy. C3, kappa, and 
lambda staining are similar. IgG can be do- dominant with 
IgA or less intense. C1q is usually sparse.

Figures 7A and 7B show fluorescent images characteristic 
of proliferative lupus nephritis, classes III and IV. Figure 7A, 
left panel, shows strong granular IgG within the GBM and 
mesangium; kappa and lambda light chain staining are sim-
ilar. Figure 7A, middle panel, shows segmental granular IgM 
in the GBM with wire loops (intense coalescing deposits 
within the GBM). Figure 7A, right panel, shows segmental 
granular IgA within the GBM with a wire loop. Figure 7B, 
left panel, shows strong granular C3 within the GBM and 
mesangium. Figure 7B, middle panel, shows granular C1q 
within the GBM and mesangium. Figure 7B, right panel, 
shows granular IgG in the tubular basement membranes 
with tissue antinuclear antibody (ANA). Granular IgG in 
the tubular basement membranes (green granular staining 
within green rings, which are tubules) and tissue ANA (in-
tense green ovals in cells, which are nuclei) are very com-
monly seen in active lupus glomerulonephritis.

Figure 8 shows colocalization of membranous deposits, 
which contain IgG (often IgG4 dominant) and the antigen 
PLA2R of podocytes in idiopathic/primary membranous ne-
phropathy. Figure 8, left panel, shows finely granular IgG4 
within the GBM (green, FITC). Figure 8, middle panel, 
shows finely granular anti- PLA2R staining within the GBM 
and staining of the podocytes (both red, Cy3). Figure 8, 
right panel, shows colocalization of the granular IgG4 de-
posits with the PLA2R antigen (yellow). Colocalization can 
be done with appropriate filters or by overlaying the green 
and red images using image software.
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APPENDIX

FIGURE 1 Acute alloantibody- mediated rejections. (Left) Cardiac allograft with diffuse capillary stain-
ing for C4d. (Right) Acute alloantibody- mediated rejection of a renal allograft with diffuse peritubular 
capillary staining for C4d.

FIGURE 2 Cardiac kappa light chain amyloidosis. (Left) Positive anti- kappa light chain, 200 ms. 
(Right) Negative anti- lambda light chain, 200 ms.

FIGURE 3 Cardiac lambda light chain amyloidosis. (Left) Positive anti- lambda light chain, 500 ms. 
(Middle) Negative kappa light chain, 500 ms. (Right) Negative transthyretin light chain with background 
staining, 500 ms.
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FIGURE 4 Kidney, cryoglobulinemic glomerulonephritis, and hepatitis C- related IgM (left) and kappa 
(right) pseudothrombi.

FIGURE 5 Caridac senile systemic amyloidosis (native transthyretin). (Left) Negative anti- IgG with 
background staining, 200 ms. (Right) Positive anti- transthyretin, 200 ms.

FIGURE 6 IgA nephropathy: mesangial IgA deposits.
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A.

B.

FIGURE 7 Lupus nephritis: granular IgG within the GBM and mesangium. (Panel A, left) Kappa and 
lambda similar; (middle) segmental granular IgM in the GBM with wire loops; (right) segmental granu-
lar IgA within the GBM with wire loop. (Panel B, left) Granular C3 within the GBM and mesangium; 
(middle) granular C1q within the GBM and mesangium; (right) granular IgG in the tubular basement 
membranes, tissue ANA.
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FIGURE 8 Idiopathic/primary membranous nephropathy. (Left) Granular IgG4 within the GBM 
(green). (Middle) Granular PLA2R within the GBM and staining of the podocytes (red). (Right) Colo-
calization of the granular IgG4 with the PLA2R antigen (yellow).
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Anti- basement membrane antibodies and diffuse alve-
olar hemorrhage (Goodpasture’s syndrome) receives its 
eponym from Ernest Goodpasture. While studying the in-
fluenza pandemic after World War I, Goodpasture studied 
an 18- year- old male, who died of pulmonary hemorrhage, 
and diagnosed his pathological findings as systemic vascu-
litis (1). Although the disease that Goodpasture described 
is probably different from the disease that now carries his 
eponym (2), Goodpasture’s disease is now well recognized 
as one of the causes of pulmonary hemorrhage and/or acute 
renal failure. Immunofluorescence later identified that some 
cases of pulmonary hemorrhage and renal failure were as-
sociated with the linear deposition of immunoglobulins 
deposited along the pulmonary and glomerular basement 
membranes (GBM) (3–5). The term Goodpasture’s is now 
generally reserved for the diseases of pulmonary hemorrhage 
and renal failure with anti- basement membrane antibodies 
(6, 7).

Animals immunized to basement membranes first es-
tablished the immunological basis of this disease (8–10), 
and human anti- basement membrane antibodies passively 
transfer the disease to monkeys (11). Additional confirma-
tion occurred when Alport’s patients lost their allografts to 
anti- GBM nephritis (12–15). The disease is complement 
dependent (7, 16). Animal models of pulmonary and glo-
merular anti- basement membrane disease strongly support 
the pathogenic nature of these autoantibodies (17–20). 
The autoantibodies are immunoglobulin G (IgG), predomi-
nantly IgG1 (21), and complement fixing (16). Plasmaphe-
resis removes autoantibodies and complement and mitigates 
the disease (6, 22, 23). Recurrence of antibodies can cause 
relapse (24, 25). Why some patients develop only pulmo-
nary or renal disease is unknown.

The antigenic sites identified by autoantibodies in anti- 
basement membrane disease are within the type IV base-
ment membrane collagen (26–28), specifically and most 
commonly the antigenic target is the non- collagenous 
globular domain (NC1) of the alpha 3 chain of type IV 
collagen (29–31). The antigen in the alveolar basement 
membrane is thought to be the same as that of the GBM 
(32, 33). Fine specificity analysis identifies two binding sites 
for pathological autoantibodies within the NC1 domain 
that are normally sequestered within the alpha 3 chain (34, 
35). Autoantibodies against these two epitopes correlate 
with disease severity as compared to autoantibodies against 

other basement membrane antigens (36–38). Patients with 
anti- basement membrane disease have two normal alpha 
3 collagen genes (COL4A3) (39). Studies of the molecu-
lar architecture of basement membrane identify that the 
quaternary structure of the alpha 345 NC1 hexamer must 
be perturbed to expose the cryptic autoantigenic epitopes 
within the alpha 345 NC1 hexamer. These epitopes elicit 
autoantibodies because anti- GBM autoantibodies are non-
reactive to the native intact hexamer (40). In contrast, in 
posttransplantation anti- GBM nephritis in Alport’s, these 
anti- GBM antibodies bind to intact hexamers (40). This 
seminal study also showed that titers to the alpha 3 NC1 
correlated with disease activity, as did the presence of alpha 
5 NC1 autoantibodies, likely developing through epitope 
spreading.

There is a strong association of class II genes and human 
anti- basement membrane disease, which is consistent with 
genetic immune response gene control within the major 
histocompatibility complex (39, 41–43). Similar findings 
are found in mice (44). Additional non- major histocompat-
ibility complex genetic variation in disease susceptibility is 
found in mice (18, 45). The mere presence of anti- basement 
membrane antibodies does not necessarily lead to disease. 
In spite of the normal clonal selection against B cells with 
reactivity to alpha 3(IV) NC1 epitopes (46), some human 
immunodeficiency virus patients, possibly due to B- cell 
dysregulation, have anti- basement membrane antibodies 
without Goodpasture’s disease (47, 48). Anti- alpha 3(IV) 
NC1 antibodies are found in normal sera (49) with much 
lower titers and avidity than in sera from patients with 
Goodpasture’s. In addition, the subclass distribution was 
different, with IgG1 present in the sera of a patient with 
disease compared to IgG2 in normal sera, suggesting the 
importance of complement. T- cell tolerance may be bro-
ken by T- cell priming to bacterial antigens which cross- 
react on alpha 3(IV) NC1 epitopes (epitope mimicry) 
(50). Variation in host natural killer T cells, transforming 
growth factor β, Fc receptor, and kallikrein esterase activ-
ity may exacerbate or mitigate disease activity (18, 51, 52). 
Because the alpha 3(IV) NC1 pathogenic epitopes are se-
questered within the normal hexamer, pathogenic antibod-
ies may still be excluded from binding (40, 53). In a mouse 
model of anti- basement membrane disease, mice resistant 
to anti- basement membrane disease became susceptible 
with injections of interleukin- 2 or gamma interferon (54), 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch42
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suggesting that inflammation or other pulmonary injury can 
promote disease by making the pathogenic epitopes avail-
able for antibody binding. This is an intriguing hypothesis 
because many reports of anti- basement membrane disease 
were temporarily associated with viral infection, smoking, 
or inhalation injury (55–62). An additional complexity in 
the pathophysiology of anti- basement membrane disease 
is that 20 to 30% of patients with anti- alpha 3(IV) NC1 
autoantibodies also have anti- neutrophil cytoplasmic an-
tibodies (ANCA) to myeloperoxidase or proteinase 3 
(44, 63–67). A detailed serological analysis suggested that 
double- positive patients had fewer antibodies to the two 
pathogenic epitopes of alpha 3(IV) NC1 than patients with 
only anti- basement membrane antibodies. This suggests 
that some double- positive patients should have a disease 
pattern more closely resembling ANCA disease. However, 
some double- positive patients have fulminant disease, more 
closely resembling anti- basement membrane disease, so it 
is impossible to distinguish which autoimmune process is 
more pathogenic. It is possible that the ANCA disease in 
anti- GBM susceptible patients causes sufficient basement 
membrane injury to unmask the cryptic alpha 3(IV) NC1 
epitopes and allow T- cell epitope spreading, permitting an 
anti- alpha 3(IV) NC1 antibody response (35–37).

Pathologically, there is diffuse alveolar hemorrhage and/
or crescentic glomerulonephritis. By immunofluorescence, 
there is strong linear staining for IgG, which exceeds albu-
min (anti- GBM immunofluorescence). The staining must 
be linear and not granular. The presence of granular IgG 
GBM staining indicates the presence of immune complexes, 
which would most likely exclude anti- GBM disease in most 
cases. Confirmation of anti- basement membrane disease re-
quires a positive Western blot, the most sensitive assay for 
anti- basement membrane disease, confirming bands at 28 
and 48 to 50 kDa (67). Monitoring of anti- alpha 3(IV) NC1 
titers guides therapy and can identify early relapse (68). De-
termination of anti- GBM antibodies by Western blotting is 
the most critically important test in the differentiation of 
acute pulmonary hemorrhage because negative enzyme im-
munoassays may miss low titers, which are readily detected 
as positive by Western blotting.

WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS
Our laboratory uses a sensitive and specific assay developed 
for the detection of circulating anti- GBM antibodies using 
Western blot analysis. This assay is advantageous because 
the exact molecular weight of the antigen recognized by the 
autoantibody is determined and compared to the reactivity 
of a known Goodpasture serum to the α3(IV) chain. The 
antigenic preparation used is a collagenase digest of iso-
lated human GBM prepared by the enzymatic digestion of 
the GBM, which releases the NC1 domains of the type IV 
collagen, including the α3(IV) NC1, the Goodpasture an-
tigen. Separation of the soluble proteins by polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (PAGE), followed by transfer to nitro-
cellulose paper for immunoblotting, allows discrimination 
between antibody reacting to the Goodpasture antigen and 
those reacting with other components of the GBM.

ANTIGEN PREPARATION FOR ANTI-GBM 
ANTIBODIES
GBM is prepared from normal human kidneys obtained at 
autopsy or from nephrectomy specimens. Use of autopsy 
specimens is limited to no more than 10 to 12 h after death, 
and in the case of surgical specimens, only the normal 

portion at least 1 to 2 cm distal from any tumor is taken. 
The kidneys are then stored frozen at −70°C for glomerular 
isolation.

The tissue is thawed in 0.01 M phosphate- buffered sa-
line (PBS), pH 7.2, containing 10 mM phenylmethylsulfo-
nyl fluoride as a protease inhibitor. All subsequent isolation 
steps are carried out in the presence of phenylmethylsulfo-
nyl fluoride. The cortical portion of the kidneys is cut away 
from the medulla and placed in ice- cold PBS. Glomeruli are 
isolated from the cortical tissue using differential sieving. 
The glomeruli are washed two or three times with PBS. Af-
ter the final wash with PBS, the glomeruli are washed twice 
with distilled water to rupture the cell membranes. To fur-
ther remove cellular material, the glomeruli are sonicated 
by pulsation using a W200 P Sonifier cell disrupter (Heat 
Systems- Ultrasonics, Inc., Plainview, NY) equipped with a 
microtip at a 40% duty cycle. After the initial sonication, 
the preparation is examined using phase microscopy and 
the sonication step is repeated until only refractile GBM 
remains. The GBM is dialyzed against distilled water over-
night at 4°C, lyophilized, and stored in a desiccator at 4°C.

ENZYMATIC DIGESTION OF GLOMERULI
The GBM is digested using chromatographically purified 
collagenase type VII prepared from Clostridium histolyticum 
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The collagenase preparation is 
substantially free of nonspecific protease, clostripain, and 
tryptic activities. Ten milligrams of lyophilized GBM is sus-
pended in 2 ml of 0.1 M Tris- HCl (pH 7.5) in a 15- ml cen-
trifuge tube with 5 mM CaCl2 added to facilitate digestion. 
The mixture is sonicated for 30 min in a Bransonic 220 wa-
ter bath sonicator (Branson Co., Shelton, CT). Collagenase 
type VII (1,000 U/mg of GBM) is added, and the GBM is 
digested at 37°C in a shaking water bath for 48 h. The pH 
is monitored at 30, 60, and 120 min and adjusted to 7.5 
if necessary using 1 N Tris- HCl or 1 N Trizma base. After 
digestion, 1 ml of 0.1 M Tris- HCl, pH 7.5, containing 2 mM 
EDTA is added to chelate free Ca2+ and thus quench the re-
action. The particulate solution is centrifuged at 1,500 × g 
for 30 min at 4°C. The clear supernatant is recovered and 
assayed for protein concentration. The solubilized antigen is 
then stored frozen at −70°C in 50- μl aliquots.

In initial studies, the GBM was subjected to various du-
rations of enzymatic digestion, from 24 to 96 h, to maximize 
the degradation of the collagenous portions of the mem-
brane. Protein determinations by the Lowry method were 
performed, and the results obtained showed that approxi-
mately 50 to 60% (wt/wt) of the membrane was solubilized 
in the first 24 h. The solubilization occurred less rapidly af-
ter that but continued for up to 72 to 96 h.

PAGE AND TRANSFER TO NITROCELLULOSE 
PAPER
An aliquot of the soluble antigen preparation obtained from 
the collagenase digestion of the GBM is thawed, and 200 
μg is added to each precast gel (Jule, Inc., Milford, CT) and 
then separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate- PAGE in 12% un-
reduced gels using a Mighty Small II gel apparatus (Hoefer 
Scientific, San Francisco, CA) at a constant current of 
40 mA for 1 h. Included as a marker is a low- molecular- 
weight standard (Bio- Rad, Richmond, CA). After PAGE, 
the separated proteins are transferred to nitrocellulose paper 
(GE Healthcare Amersham Hybond- ECL Fisher Scientific, 
Agawam, MA) using a TE series Transphor electrophoresis 
unit (Hoefer Scientific) and a PS 500X direct current power 
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supply. The transfer electrophoresis is carried out using a 
constant current of 200 mA for 1 h with a circulating water 
cooling system. To verify and visualize the separated trans-
ferred proteins, the nitrocellulose paper is cut from one side 
of the paper to include the molecular weight standard and 
the soluble GBM antigen digest and placed into 0.1% India 
ink on a slow rotator for 30 to 60 min, followed by a PBS 
wash. The remainder of the nitrocellulose paper is stored 
dry between two pieces of Whatman filter paper at room 
temperature. Storing paper in this manner allows sera to be 
tested quickly and efficiently. Paper can be stored dry for up 
to 2 months.

WESTERN BLOTTING
An appropriate piece of the dried nitrocellulose paper is cut 
for the number of serum samples to be tested and placed 
into 5% skim milk buffer for 1 h, with agitation, for block-
ing. After blocking, the nitrocellulose paper is cut into 3-  to 
4- mm- wide strips and placed into the wells of a Mighty Small 
incubation tray (Hoefer Scientific). The strips are incubated 
in 1 ml of test serum diluted 1:10 in 0.5% skim milk buffer 
for a minimum of 1 h. After incubation, the excess serum 
is aspirated and the strips are washed three times for 5 min 
each time with 0.5% skim milk buffer. They are then incu-
bated with 1 ml of biotin- conjugated goat anti- human IgG 
(heavy and light chains; Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) at 
1:250 for 1 h, with agitation. After incubation, excess con-
jugate is aspirated and the strips are washed with 0.5% skim 
milk buffer. To detect bound labeled antibody, the strips are 
incubated in 1 ml of avidin biotin complex (Vector Labs) 
for 60 min, the excess reagent is aspirated, and the nitrocel-
lulose strips are washed in the 0.5% skim milk buffer as de-
scribed above. The last incubation is with 3- amino- 9- ethyl 
carbazole (1 ml per well), a chromogen for horseradish per-
oxidase. Finally, the strips are washed in distilled water for 5 
to 10 min and blotted dry between two pieces of Whatman 
filter paper, so the strips can be examined for reactivity to 
the α3(IV) NC1 (the Goodpasture antigen) or reactivities 
to other NC1 domains of type IV collagen. The total time 
for performance of the test is 4 to 5 h.

Figure 1 shows a positive and negative Western blot for 
anti- GBM antibodies.

ELISA FOR 𝛂3(IV) NC1
Western blot analysis is a sensitive and specific assay for 
detecting anti- GBM antibodies, but for monitoring disease 
activity, quantitation is required. A satisfactory monitoring 
commercial enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
kit (Scimedx Corp., Denville, NJ) uses microtiter strips 
coated with the monomer of the α3(IV) NC1 subunit. The 
value, in ELISA units (EU), for each unknown serum is de-
termined from a standard curve constructed from analysis of 
known positive sera containing assigned values of 5, 20, 80, 
and 320 EU/ml. A positive serum and a negative serum are 
also included in each determination. The level of antibody 
is expressed as EU per milliliter. A value equal to or greater 
than 15 EU/ml is considered positive. A value equal to 5.1 
to 14.9 EU/ml is considered equivocal, and a value equal 
to or less than 5 EU/ml is considered negative. Differences 
in sensitivity and specificity were observed when the results 
of ELISA and Western blot analysis were compared using 
the same serum. The differences in results were evident for 
treated patients, particularly when plasmapheresis was part 
of the treatment regimen. However, the ELISA is clearly less 
sensitive than Western blotting. Often after treatment, the 

ELISA will become negative, while the Western blot anal-
ysis remains positive. False positives are also a problem in 
this ELISA; we have obtained positive ELISA results with 
sera from nine patients with no evidence of anti- GBM dis-
ease by biopsy or Western blot analysis. Therefore, the most 
sensitive and specific current method for detecting circu-
lating anti- GBM antibodies is Western blot analysis. In our 
laboratory, positive anti- GBM antibody results obtained by 
ELISA are never reported without confirmation by Western 
blot analysis. It is also important to note that the antibody 
titer obtained in the ELISA for different patients cannot 
be used as a measure of the disease severity, since the anti-
bodies may have different affinities and biological activities. 
The test is most useful for monitoring an individual patient, 
comparing subsequent samples with the initial sample.

ANTIGEN PREPARATION FOR ANTI- 
PHOSPHOLIPASE A2 RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES
The antigen preparation for the detection of anti- 
phospholipase A2 receptor antibodies is identical to the 
methods of Beck et al. (69) in their supplementary appen-
dix. Cortical sections are snap- frozen and stored at −70°C 
from deceased human kidneys not used for transplantation. 
Cortical sections are pressed through a gradient of sieves 
(Fisher Scientific) with cold PBS to enrich for glomeruli. 
Pellets of glomeruli with an equal volume of 100 mM Tris, 
pH 8.1, 1 mM MgCl2 are freeze- thawed at −80°C. An equal 
volume (twice the glomerular pellet volume) of radioim-
munoprecipitation assay buffer (50 mM Tris- HCl, pH 7.4, 
150 mM NaCl, 1% NP- 40, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate; Boston BioProducts, Ashland, 
MA) is added with 1× protease inhibitor cocktail set I (Cal-
biochem/EMD Chemicals, Inc., San Diego, CA), and the 
glomeruli are manually Dounce homogenized while on ice. 
Glomerular proteins are extracted on ice for 40 min, with 
intermittent vortexing. Radioimmunoprecipitation assay- 
insoluble debris is removed by a 10- min centrifugation at 
14,000 rpm at 4°C. Due to the presence of contaminat-
ing human IgG in this preparation, the human glomerular 
extract was incubated for 4 h (or overnight) at 4°C with 

FIGURE 1 Lane 1 shows a Western blot of known positive anti- 
GBM (1:20) identifying the required bands of 28 and 48 to 50 kDa. 
Lane 2 shows a negative serum sample. Note the higher- molecular- 
mass bands in both the positive and negative sera.
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immobilized Protein G Plus (Thermo Fisher) and the beads 
discarded. Human glomerular extract was tested by Western 
blotting with anti- human IgG to ensure that all detectable 
IgG had been removed.

WESTERN BLOT FOR ANTI-PHOSPHOLIPASE 
A2 RECEPTOR ANTIBODIES
The Western blot procedure for anti- phospholipase A2 re-
ceptor antibodies is the same as described above for anti- 
GBM antibodies, except that electrophoresis is performed 
with 7.5% nonreducing gels and transfer is done using Im-
mobilon polyvinylidene difluoride paper (Millipore Corp, 
San Diego, CA). See Fig. 2.
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Introduction
CHRISTINE M. LITWIN

43
This section contains chapters describing methods for the 
immunologic diagnosis of acute, chronic, or latent infec-
tions and nonsuppurative sequelae caused by bacteria, 
rickettsiae, mycoplasmas, bartonellae, and borreliae. The 
majority of the methods described in these chapters measure 
antibodies. In situations where it is difficult to culture the 
infectious agent, antibody detection is one of the only effec-
tive ways to identify the infecting organism. The described 
methods cover a wide range of antibody assays, including 
hemagglutination, indirect fluorescence, complement fixa-
tion, and enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays.

The newer cellular immune response assays for Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis (e.g., skin testing and gamma interferon 
release assays) are described. These assays are used for the 
detection of latent disease, as opposed to the case for assays 
for other organisms, in which antibody serology is used for 
the assessment of active or recent infection.

Also described in this section are antigen detection as-
says which use organism- specific polyclonal or monoclonal 

antibodies as capture and/or indicator reagents. Such assays 
include assays of urinary lipoarabinomannan for the detec-
tion of active tuberculosis and assays of Helicobacter pylori 
antigens in stool.

Molecular methods for diagnosing infectious diseases are 
presented in chapters where appropriate, since these meth-
ods are often performed in combination with serologic test-
ing in clinical immunology laboratories.

Notable changes to section H from the previous edition 
of this Manual include moving the assessment of vaccine 
efficacy to the more relevant section E, which addresses 
functional cellular assays. Syphilis serology is now covered 
in a separate chapter from that for Lyme disease, borrellio-
sis, and leptospirosis. In addition, a new chapter has been 
added which addresses tests for diagnosing infections with 
Francisella tularensis, Brucella species, and Bartonella species.
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Group A streptococcus, also known as Streptococcus pyo-
genes, is an important bacterial pathogen that is the most 
frequent bacterial cause of acute pharyngitis. It also causes 
a multitude of other cutaneous and systemic infections, 
including impetigo, scarlet fever, necrotizing fasciitis, and 
streptococcal toxic shock syndrome. The pathogen has a 
unique tendency to initiate autoimmunity after acute in-
fection, resulting in the nonsuppurative sequelae acute 
rheumatic fever (ARF) and poststreptococcal acute glomer-
ulonephritis (AGN). The heart disease resulting from ARF 
has been responsible for substantial morbidity and mortality 
in all parts of the world.

Group A streptococci are Gram- positive, nonmotile, 
non- spore- forming, catalase- negative, and facultatively an-
aerobic bacteria belonging to the genus Streptococcus. The 
initial classification of streptococci dates back to 1903, from 
the description by Schötmuller of the blood agar method of 
differentiating hemolytic from nonhemolytic streptococci. 
Further classification by patterns of hemolysis was made in 
1919 by Brown, who introduced the terms alpha, beta, and 
gamma hemolysis. In 1933, the beta- hemolytic streptococci 
were classified by Lancefield into distinct serogroups (20 in 
all; groups A to H and K to V) based on immunologic and 
biochemical characteristics (1). Most strains found to be 
pathogenic to humans were found to belong to serogroup A 
(S. pyogenes). Lancefield further established the important 
role of the M protein of streptococcus as a virulence fac-
tor. The ability to differentiate serotypes of the M protein 
of group A streptococcus (and later emm types) has allowed 
epidemiologic associations of ARF and AGN with certain 
M serotypes. Over 100 different M proteins have been iden-
tified in the group A streptococci, but there are specific M 
types that are identified most often with ARF, pharyngitis- 
associated AGN, and pyoderma- associated AGN in the 
United States (Table 1).

Sizeable epidemics of scarlet fever have been reported 
since the 12th and 13th centuries, in association with con-
sumption of nonpasteurized milk, in surgery wards, obstetric 
wards, schools, and day care centers, and among families. 
Transmission of group A streptococci is usually by the oral 
route, from aerosolized droplets or from ingestion of con-
taminated milk or other foods. The incidences of group A 
streptococcus infections, ARF, and rheumatic heart disease 
decreased over the course of the 20th century in many parts 
of the world. The decline in infection rate was particularly 

steep during the 1960s and 1970s. One notable outbreak, 
however, occurred in 1968, when a sudden and abrupt ep-
idemic of group A streptococcal pharyngitis developed in 
over 1,000 cadets at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colo-
rado during a 7- day period. An epidemiologic investigation 
implicated hard- boiled eggs in tuna salad as the source of 
the outbreak (2). Careful observation and follow- up of the 
cadets did not identify any nonsuppurative sequelae.

A resurgence of ARF occurred in the United States in 
the mid- 1980s, in multiple regions. In early 1985, an epi-
demic of ARF occurred in Salt Lake City, UT, and the sur-
rounding intermountain area (3, 4). During the years 1985 
through 1992, patients who sought medical treatment for 
ARF at Primary Children’s Medical Center in Salt Lake 
City, UT, came predominantly from middle class families 
(84%), with carditis as the major manifestation (68%) (5). 
The resurgence continued, and by 2000, more than 500 
cases had been diagnosed. The striking and sudden reap-
pearance of ARF in Salt Lake City was likely due to the 
rheumatogenicity of the prevalent group A streptococci in 
the area at that time. A study of the isolates from these pa-
tients demonstrated that specific strains of a mucoid group 
A streptococcus, primarily M protein type 18, were associ-
ated with the two periods with the highest incidences of 
rheumatic fever in Salt Lake City, i.e., 1985–1986 and 12 
years later, 1997–1998. During these outbreaks, there was a 
statistically significant association between the percentage 
of mucoid strains and the number of cases of ARF (6–8). 
At around the same time, small clusters of epidemics, rang-
ing from 15 to 40 cases each, were also reported in Kansas 
City, MO, Dallas, TX, Columbus and Akron, OH, Nash-
ville and Memphis, TN, Morgantown and Charleston, WV, 
Pittsburgh, PA, and New York City, NY (9). And for the 
first time since the 1960s, outbreaks were again occurring 
in navy and army training camps (10). This unexplained 
resurgence ultimately resulted in a heightened public health 
concern for the accurate diagnosis of group A streptococ-
cal infections, thus allowing prevention of ARF and, ulti-
mately, rheumatic heart disease.

ARF is a delayed, nonsuppurative sequela of a group A 
streptococcal upper respiratory infection, usually pharyngi-
tis. ARF occurs in 0.1 to 2.5% of individuals after untreated 
group A pharyngitis. Table 2 describes the acute manifes-
tations of acute group A streptococcal infection versus 
ARF. ARF is an inflammatory disease with lesions primarily 
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involving the joints, heart, central nervous system, and sub-
cutaneous tissues. The classic form of ARF is acute, febrile, 
and predominantly self- limited. Studies of ARF have shown 
that the disease occurs only after an immunologically sig-
nificant streptococcal infection, with elevated serum levels 
of antistreptococcal antibodies almost always documenting 
a recent streptococcal infection (11, 12). An unexplained 
but intriguing aspect of ARF is that cutaneous infections do 
not initiate ARF but, rather, poststreptococcal AGN. ARF 
may require the lymphoid tissue of the pharyngeal site for 
initiation of the disease, or the pyoderma strains that cause 
AGN may not be rheumatogenic.

The signs and symptoms of ARF can occur singly or with 
multiple symptoms. The most important signs and symptoms 
are termed the major manifestations and include carditis, 
polyarthritis, chorea, subcutaneous nodules, and erythema 
marginatum. Additional findings that are often present in 
ARF but are nonspecific are called the minor manifesta-
tions, and these include fever, arthralgia, heart block, and 
elevated levels of acute- phase reactants in the blood.

The latent period between pharyngitis and the onset 
of ARF is 19 days, on average. Arthritis is usually the first 
manifestation, although this may be preceded by abdomi-
nal pain (13). Overall, the arthritis occurs in about 75% of 
initial attacks with ARF. Carditis, if it appears, also does so 
early in the course of disease, approximately 20 days after 
the pharyngitis, with a frequency of about 50% of ARF pa-
tients (14). Carditis is the one manifestation of ARF that 
can cause long- term residual morbidity or mortality. Chorea 
occurs in 15% of cases, and subcutaneous nodules and ery-
thema marginatum occur in fewer than 10% of cases (15).

Poststreptococcal AGN is a delayed nonsuppurative 
sequela of either pharyngeal or cutaneous infection with 
certain nephritogenic group A streptococcal strains. It is 
characterized by diffuse proliferative glomerular lesions and 
by clinical manifestations of renal disease, such as edema, 
hypertension, hematuria, and proteinuria (16). Patients 
may also complain of lethargy, weakness, anorexia, head-
ache, and dull back pain. Fever is not a usual feature. About 
5 to 10% of patients develop severe hypertension compli-
cated by encephalopathy, ranging from headache and vom-
iting to confusion and convulsions. Conversely, many cases 
of AGN can be quite mild.

The long- term sequela of ARF is rheumatic heart dis-
ease. The prognosis of ARF is usually related to the sever-
ity of cardiac involvement during the acute phase of the 
disease. In a large comprehensive study performed in the 
United Kingdom and the United States, only 6% of patients 
with no carditis or with questionable carditis were found to 
have heart murmurs 10 years later. Heart disease was present 
at the 10- year follow- up in 30% of patients initially found to 
have only apical systolic murmurs, 40% of those with basal 
diastolic murmurs, and 68% of those who initially suffered 
from congestive heart failure and/or pericarditis (17). While 
ARF is usually associated with mitral valve regurgitation, 
recurrent bouts of ARF with carditis are the main cause of 
later development of mitral valve stenosis.

Laboratory findings of poststreptococcal AGN include 
an elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate, mild normo-
cytic normochromic anemia, slight hypoproteinemia, and 
elevations of the BUN and serum creatinine concentra-
tions. Hypercholesterolemia and hyperlipemia may also 
be present. Total hemolytic complement and C3 comple-
ment levels are reduced in a majority of patients. As dis-
cussed later, anti- streptolysin O (ASO) responses are weak 
in pyoderma- associated (cutaneous infection) AGN, and 
it is frequently necessary to perform an anti- DNase B mea-
surement to provide evidence of poststreptococcal sequelae.

This chapter focuses primarily on different laboratory 
methods for diagnosing acute group A infections and the 
nonsuppurative sequelae ARF and AGN. The different lab-
oratory methods discussed include the “gold standard” (cul-
ture and identification), rapid antigen detection, molecular 
detection, and serological tests to measure the human re-
sponse to group A streptococcal antigens for the diagnosis 
of nonsuppurative sequelae.

CULTURE AND IDENTIFICATION
Detailed throat culture procedures have been published 
by the American Heart Association (18). Culture of the 
throat or wound remains the gold standard for establishing 

TABLE 1 M serotypes associated with nonsuppurative 
sequelaea

M serotype

ARF Pharyngitis- associated 
AGN

Pyoderma- associated 
AGN

1  1  2
3  4 49
5 12 55
6 25 57
14 49b 59
18 55b 60
19 61
24

aARF, acute rheumatic fever; AGN, acute glomerulonephritis.
bM types 49 and 55 have occasionally caused pharyngitis- associated AGN.

TABLE 2 Clinical manifestations of group A streptococcal infection and ARF

Acute group A streptococcal 
infection

ARFa

Major Minor

Beefy, swollen, red uvula Carditis Arthralgias and fever
Fever Polyarthritis Elevated acute- phase reactants (erythrocyte 

sedimentation rate or C- reactive protein)
Headache Chorea Prolonged PR interval
Nausea, vomiting, and 

abdominal pain
Erythema marginatum

Pain with swallowing Subcutaneous nodules
aTwo major manifestations or one major and two minor manifestations must be present for diagnosis.
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the presence of group A streptococci. Sheep blood agar is 
preferred because unambiguous patterns of hemolysis are 
observed with this medium. Group A colonies grown in 5% 
sheep blood agar at 35°C to 37°C overnight are typically 
surrounded by a clear zone of hemolysis (beta- hemolytic). 
Plates that are initially negative should be kept and re-
examined after another 24 h. There have been some dis-
cussions in the literature with regard to variations of this 
culture procedure. Some publications suggest that the ad-
dition of trimethoprim- sulfamethoxazole to the blood agar 
helps to suppress the competing normal pharyngeal biota. 
There has also been debate over the optimal atmosphere for 
incubation— aerobic, aerobic in the presence of 5 to 10% 
CO2, or anaerobic. A presumptive identification can be 
made by demonstrating a zone of growth inhibition around 
bacitracin disks (0.04 IU) placed on the surface of the blood 
agar. Serologic grouping and identification may be per-
formed using commercially available kits.

Definitive identification is made by cell wall carbohy-
drate grouping. This involves extraction of the carbohy-
drate by use of hydrochloric acid or formamide followed by 
incubating the streptococcal antigen with group- specific an-
tisera. Rapid grouping methods that involve latex agglutina-
tion (LA) (Streptex; Wellcome Diagnostics) have generally 
replaced traditional grouping techniques in the modern lab-
oratory. Because no group A streptococci resistant to peni-
cillin or cephalosporin have yet to be detected, antibiotic 
testing for resistance to these drugs is unnecessary. The same 
holds true for macrolides in the United States.

M Protein Serotyping
The classification of group A streptococcal strains by M pro-
tein serotyping is used primarily for epidemiological studies, 
basic laboratory research, and, potentially, vaccine devel-
opment. The identification of M types is performed using 
type- specific antisera. Over 80 different M types of strains 
have been characterized using this method. The M protein 
antigen is extracted from streptococci by using a hot hydro-
chloric acid method and then incubated with type- specific 
antisera (19). M type identification uses a precipitation re-
action between the M protein and the corresponding type- 
specific antiserum.

A protein antigen very closely associated with the 
M protein molecule of group A streptococci is the serum 
opacity factor. Streptococcal serum opacity factor is a type- 
specific strain marker produced by certain serotypes of group 
A streptococci. In 1946, Lancefield described the serologic 
classification of group A streptococci based on their surface 
T antigens. Four of the 20 T antigens have been revealed to 
be pili. Both T- antigen serotyping and opacity factor type 
determination are alternative methods that can be used to 
characterize group A streptococcal strains (20).

Molecular Approaches to Characterization of  
Group A Streptococci

emm typing
Prior to molecular approaches to strain typing, many group 
A streptococcal strains were nontypeable because of a lack 
of expression of the M protein or a lack of reactivity with 
the antisera or, most often, because they expressed previously 
unidentified M proteins. The introduction of emm gene se-
quence typing permitted M type determination of nearly all 
strains of group A streptococci by any laboratory with DNA 
sequencing capability. The molecular technique of emm 
typing consists of sequencing the 5′ end of the group A strep-
tococcal emm gene (which encodes the M protein) by rapid 

PCR analyses using nucleotide primer pairs. The molecular 
procedure is detailed at the CDC website (http://www.cdc 
.gov/streplab/protocol- emm- type.html). In large- scale epi-
demiologic investigations of group A streptococcus isolates, 
restriction digests of emm amplicons can be electrophoresed 
and the resulting restriction patterns compared. Strains with 
common patterns can be grouped and sequencing performed 
on representatives from the group. There are now 124 recog-
nized M genotypes based on this technique (21).

PFge
Pulsed- field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) has been employed 
widely for epidemiologic typing of many species of bacteria. 
When PFGE is used for group A streptococcal epidemiologi-
cal studies, the DNA is typically treated with the restriction 
enzyme SmaI. The DNA fragments are then separated by 
pulsed electrical fields on agarose gels to obtain restriction 
enzyme patterns. The restriction patterns of the different 
isolates are compared to identify relatedness or clonality. 
PFGE typing of group A streptococcus, however, does not 
have a standardized nomenclature (22).

RAPID STREPTOCOCCAL ANTIGEN AND 
MOLECULAR DETECTION TESTS
One of the major disadvantages of throat culture is the de-
lay in obtaining a diagnostic result. To overcome this delay, 
commercial rapid antigen detection tests (RADTs) were 
developed in the 1980s for the immediate identification of 
group A streptococcus from the throat. These RADTs allow 
for expedited diagnosis and management shortly after seeing 
patients in the clinic or emergency department. The tests 
involve an acid extraction step to solubilize the cell wall 
carbohydrate, followed by an antigen- antibody immuno-
logic reaction. The early RADTs used the principle of LA, 
which is a relatively insensitive technique with unclear end-
points. Newer tests based on enzyme immunoassay have in-
creased the sensitivity and have much more clearly defined 
endpoints. Some tests, such as the QuickVue In-Line Strep 
A test (Quidel, San Diego, CA), have been given a Clini-
cal Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)- waived 
status. An alternative antigen detection technique that has 
been developed is optical immunoassay, which has been re-
ported to be as sensitive as culture. The overall sensitivity 
and specificity of the newer optical immunoassay methods 
are 84% and 93%, respectively (23).

Molecular RADTs
The most recent advances in antigen detection use mo-
lecular biologic techniques. One commercial method uses 
a nucleic acid hybridization test based on a chemilumines-
cent single- stranded DNA probe that detects specific rRNA 
sequences unique to group A streptococci (Group A Strep-
tococcus Direct test; Gen- Probe, Inc., San Diego, CA). A 
study comparing the DNA test with conventional culture 
showed sensitivity and specificity values of 86 and 95%, 
respectively (24). Another available method is a test that 
combines rapid PCR and real- time detection of amplified 
DNA (LightCycler Strep- A assay; Roche Applied Science, 
Indianapolis, IN). Compared to routine culture, the Light-
Cycler PCR showed 93 and 98% sensitivity and specificity, 
respectively (25). The recently FDA- approved illumigene 
group A streptococcus DNA amplification assay (Merid-
ian Bioscience Inc., Cincinnati, OH) uses loop- mediated 
isothermal amplification technology in a process by which 
designed primers allow specific isothermal amplification 
of DNA. A recent study applied this approach to test 796 

http://www.cdc.gov/streplab/protocol-emm-type.html
http://www.cdc.gov/streplab/protocol-emm-type.html
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deidentified remnant throat swabs, using a routine culture 
method as the gold standard. The loop- mediated isother-
mal amplification technology demonstrated sensitivity and 
specificity values of 100% (95% confidence interval, 95% to 
100%) and 94.2% (95% confidence interval, 92% to 95%), 
respectively (26).

Recommendations on Use of RADTs from National 
Advisory Groups
A number of advisory groups have made recommendations 
regarding the use of RADTs for the diagnosis of group A phar-
yngitis. The Committee on Infectious Diseases of the Amer-
ican Academy of Pediatrics recommends that when a patient 
suspected of having group A streptococcus pharyngitis has a 
negative RADT, a culture should be performed to confirm 
the results of the RADT (27). A positive test, however, does 
not require confirmation with a culture because of the high 
specificity of the RADT. Rapid antigen detection tests using 
DNA probes or PCR may be more sensitive than the earlier 
RADTs, and some experts think that these newer tests may 
be sufficiently sensitive to be used without culture backup.

The Infectious Diseases Society of America also states 
that positive RADT results do not require culture confir-
mation (28). For children and adolescents, a negative re-
sult should be confirmed with a culture unless the physician 
has determined in his/her practice that the RADT performs 
comparably to culture. However, the Infectious Diseases So-
ciety of America suggests that because adults have a lower 
incidence of group A streptococcal pharyngitis than chil-
dren and are at a low risk of acquiring ARF, negative RADT 
results do not need to be confirmed with cultures. Providers 
should keep in mind that the risk of streptococcal pharyngi-
tis may be higher in certain adults, such as teachers, whose 
occupation brings them into close association with chil-
dren, or parents of young school- aged children.

Pathogenesis of ARF and AGN
A number of theories have been proposed regarding the 
mechanism by which group A streptococcus induces rheu-
matic fever, including a serum sickness- like reaction caused 
by antigen- antibody complexes, toxic effects of streptococcal 
products, such as streptolysin O or S, and an autoimmune 
response induced by molecular mimicry (29). The most cur-
rently accepted theory on the pathogenesis of ARF is that of 
molecular mimicry, or the sharing of a number of epitopes 

between streptococcal bacterial antigens and the tissues of 
the human host. Much of the interest in this theory has 
been supported by the identification of antibodies in the 
sera of patients with ARF that react with the human heart. 
For example, epitopes of the M proteins have been found 
to share epitopes with articular cartilage, synovium, car-
diac myosin, and sarcolemmal membrane proteins (12, 29). 
Cross- reactions have also been described between group A 
polysaccharide and a structural glycoprotein isolated from 
human heart valves (30). Children with Sydenham’s chorea 
have been found to have circulating antibodies that react 
both with neurons of the caudate and subthalamic nuclei and 
with group A streptococcal cell membranes (31). In conclu-
sion, there is much cumulative evidence that indicates that 
the production of streptococcal antibodies cross- reactive to 
various human tissues provides a plausible autoimmune ex-
planation for many of the individual manifestations of ARF.

Antibody Responses to Group A Streptococcus
In response to infection with group A streptococci, the host 
mounts specific antibody responses to both extracellular and 
cellular antigenic components of the organism (Table 3). 
The extracellular antigens streptolysin O and DNase B are 
classified as nonspecific markers of group A infection yet are 
the most useful biomarkers used clinically for the diagnosis 
of a previous streptococcal infection. The cellular compo-
nents of the streptococcus elicit antibody responses specific 
for streptococcus infections. In general, these types of anti-
bodies are not used for clinical assessment of poststreptococ-
cal sequelae but rather are used in clinical research related 
to acute rheumatic heart disease.

Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of the cell envelope 
of group A streptococci and the locations of the strepto-
coccal components. The structure can be divided into four 
parts: the cell surface, capsule, cell wall, and cytoplasmic 
membrane. The cell surface of group A streptococcus con-
tains the fimbrial portion of the M protein, lipoteichoic ac-
ids, and fibronectin- binding proteins. The capsule is largely 
composed of hyaluronic acid and is similar in structure to 
human connective tissue. The cell wall contains the group 
A carbohydrate as well as peptidoglycan. The cytoplasmic 
membrane is composed of highly complex lipoproteins and 
contains antigens similar in structure to human cardiac, 
skeletal, and smooth muscle, heart valve fibroblasts, and 
neuronal tissues (12).

TABLE 3 Host immune response to group A streptococcal infection

Streptococcal serological test Antigen

Test for extracellular streptococcal antigen response
Tests for nonspecific immunogenic antigens 

(extracellular antigens)
 Anti- streptolysin O (ASO) Streptolysin O
 Anti- DNase B DNase B
 Anti- streptokinasea Streptokinase
 Anti- streptococcal hyaluronidasea Hyaluronidase
 Anti- NADasea NADase
Tests for specific immunogenic antigens (cellular 

components)
 Anti- streptococcal C5a peptidasea (anti- SCPA) Streptococcal C5a peptidase (group A)
 M protein antibodya Type- specific M protein
 Anti- A- carbohydratea Group A carbohydrate

aNot commercially available but used in research laboratories.
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DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES TO 
EXTRACELLULAR ANTIGENS

Streptozyme Screening Test
The Streptozyme test (Wampole Laboratories, Cranbury, 
NJ) is a screening test for the detection of antibodies to 
several of the extracellular antigens, including NADase, 
DNase, hyaluronidase, streptokinase, and streptolysin. The 
test is rapid and simple to perform but is much less reliable 
than the ASO and anti- DNase B tests, which are the pre-
ferred tests. Sheep red blood cells are coated with the anti-
gens. The reagent is mixed with a 1:100 dilution of patient 
serum. The methodology is hemagglutination, with agglu-
tination of the red blood cells representing a positive re-
sult. Positive samples are titrated to the endpoint. Values of 
[mt]100 streptozyme units are considered positive.

Golubjatnikov et al. found both false- positive and false- 
negative results when the Streptozyme test was compared 
to the ASO and anti- DNase B assays. The Streptozyme test 
fails to detect up to 25% of elevated anti- DNase B titers 
(32). Therefore, if the test is to be used at all, it should be 
used in conjunction with the ASO and anti- DNase B tests 
when the sequelae of group A streptococcal infection are 
suspected.

ASO Test
Group A streptococcus produces two extracellular hemo-
lysins: streptolysin S and streptolysin O. Only streptolysin 
O is antigenic and induces naturally occurring antibodies. 
It is a member of a family of pore- forming cytolysins that 
hemolyze erythrocytes and lyse polymorphonuclear leuko-
cytes. The antibody against streptolysin O, ASO, has been 
well characterized. Identification of ASO is one of the main 
tests in use for the serodiagnosis of a previous streptococcal 
infection. The ASO antibody is thought to be composed of 
IgG, IgA, and IgM isotypes (33). Usually ASO is measured 
concurrently with anti- DNase B.

The ASO test provides serological evidence of preceding 
group A streptococcal infections and is used primarily for 
patients suspected of having rheumatic fever or AGN. Find-
ing ASO antibodies following skin infections is uncommon. 

Therefore, anti- DNase B antibodies should also be mea-
sured to support the diagnosis in these cases. ASO titers are 
not used for the diagnosis of acute group A streptococcal 
infections. Culture or rapid antigen detection is a more ap-
propriate test in these circumstances.

More than 80% of patients with ARF following strep-
tococcus pharyngitis will develop a positive ASO titer 
of [mt]200 Todd units/ml if the serum sample is obtained 
within 2 months of onset. The antibody response rises 7 
to 10 days after infection and reaches a peak about 3 to 6 
weeks later. Antibody levels decline after about 6 to 8 weeks 
in uncomplicated cases, but they can remain elevated for 
indefinite periods in some individuals. The ASO antibody, 
however, has not been shown to have a protective role 
against repeat infections. Antibiotic therapy may decrease 
the antibody response.

A few limitations of the ASO test should be mentioned. 
About 20% of infected individuals do not respond to infec-
tion by having elevated ASO titers (34). A negative ASO 
titer should prompt testing for other antibodies, such as 
anti- DNase B (detectable for 6 to 9 months following in-
fection), if such tests were not already ordered in tandem. 
False- positive ASO titers can be due to increased levels 
of serum beta- lipoprotein produced in liver disease and by 
“contamination” of serum by Bacillus cereus and Pseudomo-
nas species. Group C and G streptococcal infections may 
result in elevated ASO titers, since these groups also pro-
duce streptolysin O. False- negative results or low titers may 
occur if the serum sample has undergone multiple freeze- 
thaw cycles.

The classic method of measurement of ASO is based 
on neutralization of the hemolytic activity of streptolysin 
O by ASO antibodies. The classic protocol is detailed in 
the 7th edition of this Manual (35) and is summarized here. 
Dilutions of serum from the patient are added to streptolysin 
O reagent. After a brief incubation at room temperature, a 
5% red blood cell suspension is added. If the patient serum 
contains ASO antibodies and neutralizes the streptolysin O 
reagent, there will be no hemolysis. If there is hemolysis, no 
ASO antibodies are present. The reciprocal of the highest 
dilution of serum without hemolysis is expressed as Todd 

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of cellular and extracellular antigens of group A streptococci.
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units or international units (depending on whether the 
streptolysin reagent used is the Todd standard or the World 
Health Organization international standard, respectively).

LA is a much simpler procedure that has also been used 
for the measurement of ASO antibodies and requires no spe-
cial equipment or expertise. With LA, latex particles coated 
with streptolysin O can react with ASO antibodies in the 
serum. Agglutination occurs when the level of antibody in 
serum is higher than 200 IU/ml. Compared to the standard 
neutralization test, the LA procedure shows a sensitivity of 
91% and a specificity of 86% (36).

Nephelometry has replaced the classic hemolytic method 
for streptococcal antibody determination in most clinical 
and reference laboratories. Nephelometry has been shown 
to be more sensitive than the standard hemolytic inhibition 
assay, is simpler to perform on automated nephelometric in-
struments, and can detect antibody within the range of 25 
to 28,800 IU/ml (37). The sensitivities and specificities of 
single antibody titers with standard ASO and anti- DNase 
B methods range from 70.5 to 72.7% and 86.4 to 93.2%, 
respectively (38). A study of 114 patients with or without 
evidence of streptococcal infection was performed using 
the Beckman Coulter IMMAGE rate nephelometry system. 
This analysis showed an increased sensitivity (88%) and a 
decreased specificity (68%) (39). Combining the nephelo-
metric ASO assay with the anti- DNase B assay increased 
the sensitivity of diagnosis to 96%, with a specificity of 63%.

The nephelometric ASO test measures the rate of in-
crease in light scattered from particles suspended in solution 
as a result of complexes formed during an antigen- antibody 
reaction of ASO in the serum sample with particle- bound 
streptolysin O (antigen) provided as the reagent. Following 
calibration, the signal is converted to international units 
by the analyzer (37). Results are reported in ASO interna-
tional units (per milliliter). Each laboratory establishes its 
own reference levels based on the patient population. In 
general, for babies and children aged 0 to 1 year, the normal 
reference range is <200 IU/ml; for children of 2 to 12 years, 
the range is <240 IU/ml; and for patients aged 13 years 
and older, the range is <330 IU/ml (40). Measurements of 
acute-  and convalescent- phase sera taken 2 weeks apart are 
recommended to detect a significant rise in antibody titer.

nephelometric Method

Specimens
Serum samples are recommended. Plasma samples can be 

used.

Equipment
Nephelometer
Centrifuge capable of 90,000 × g

Reagents
Standard kit components: ASO cartridge containing 

ASO antigen (purified recombinant protein attached 
to polystyrene particles) and evaporation caps

Calibrators and at least two levels of control material
Wash solution, buffer, and diluent provided by the neph-

elometer manufacturer

Quality Control and Calibration
Perform calibration with calibrators provided by the 

nephelometer manufacturer. It is recommended that at least 
two levels of control material, normal and abnormal, be 
analyzed daily. Controls should also be run with each new 

calibration, with a new lot of reagent or buffer, and after 
maintenance. Calibrations are automatically checked by 
the nephelometer and will produce a calibration report. Us-
ing the reagents made specifically for the instrument, the 
instrument performs a single- point calibration.

Procedure
Most clinical instruments designed for nephelometric 

assays are highly automated. Series of sixfold dilutions of 
calibrator and test samples are performed automatically. Us-
ing a preprogrammed curve- fitting program, light- scattering 
signals are converted to concentrations. The instrument 
automatically checks for antigen excess and out- of- range 
specimens and gives instructions for dilutions and reassays.

Interpretation
Results of the ASO test are reported in international 

units per milliliter. The test is designed to detect concen-
trations of this analyte by using an initial 1:6 sample dilu-
tion. The initial analytical range is 25 to 800 IU/ml and 
can be extended to 25 to 28,800 IU/ml with dilution. The 
upper limit of normal is defined as the highest titer that is 
exceeded by only 20% of a population. Expected values are 
typically lower than 100 IU/ml. A twofold increase in the 
ASO value for serial analysis of samples obtained 1 to 2 
weeks apart is supportive of a prior streptococcal infection. 
A single ASO analysis may not be meaningful due to the 
variability of ASO values within the healthy population.

Limitations

1. False- positive results may be associated with liver dis-
ease or bacterial contamination of specimens.

2. Streptococcal infections already treated with antibi-
otics may not produce increased values.

3. Abnormally high ASO results should not be used as 
a single diagnostic indicator but should be correlated 
with other clinical findings. Serial measurements at 
1-  to 2- week intervals are recommended.

Interferences
Quantitation of ASO in lipemic specimens may produce 

inaccurate results. Grossly lipemic specimens should be de-
lipidated by ultracentrifugation prior to determination of 
ASO concentrations. Bilirubin (5 to 30 mg/dl), lipid (50 to 
400 mg/dl), and hemoglobin (200 to 1,000 mg/dl) will not 
interfere with test results. Dust particles or other particu-
late matter in the reaction solution may result in extraneous 
light- scattering signals.

Anti- DNase B Test
DNase B is the most immunogenic of the four DNases (A, 
B, C, and D) produced by group A streptococci following 
infection (34). DNase B antibody concentrations usually 
begin to rise within 1 to 2 weeks of the initial pharyngi-
tis or skin infection. DNase B antibodies usually peak 6 to 
8 weeks after initial infection, in contrast to ASO, which 
tends to peak 3 to 6 weeks after initial infection. DNase B 
antibodies also remain in the serum longer (2 to 3 months) 
than ASO (6 to 8 weeks). Thus, the anti- DNase B test is 
a more reliable test for establishing a diagnosis for patients 
with suspected Sydenham’s chorea, in whom symptoms may 
not be observed for several months.

DNase B is usually used along with the ASO titer to di-
agnose ARF or AGN following group A streptococcal in-
fections. Unlike in the ASO test, infections of the skin will 
produce a strong response in the anti- DNase B test, and 
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this test is more reliable for providing evidence of a recent 
streptococcal infection in patients with sequelae following 
pyoderma (41). Anti- DNase B antibodies should also be 
measured in patients with suspected sequelae following pha-
ryngeal infection when ASO titers are negative. Failure to 
demonstrate positive antistreptococcal antibody titers by us-
ing either the ASO or anti- DNase B test makes the diagnosis 
of ARF or AGN unlikely. The exception is in the case of a 
patient with isolated symptoms of chorea. In this particular 
circumstance, antibody titers may have decreased to the nor-
mal range because of the long latent period between the acute 
streptococcal infection and the onset of chorea. Also, if the 
diagnosis of carditis has been delayed significantly, antibody 
titers may have dropped into the normal reference range.

Similar to the classic ASO test, the classic methyl green 
anti- DNase B test is also a neutralization test. Antibodies 
in the patient’s serum will neutralize the enzyme DNase 
B, preventing it from depolymerizing DNA. The classic 
protocol is detailed in the literature (42) and summarized 
briefly here. Dilutions of patient serum are incubated at 
37°C with DNase B to allow the antibodies, if present, to 
neutralize the enzyme. The substrate is then added to each 
tube. After an overnight incubation at 37°C, the tubes are 
observed for color formation. Methyl green is green when 
complexed with DNA. When DNase B hydrolyzes DNA, 
the methyl green is unbound from the hydrolyzed DNA and 
becomes colorless. The reciprocal of the highest dilution of 
serum that shows definite inhibition of enzyme activity rep-
resents the antibody titer for that serum. The test should 
be performed on acute-  and convalescent- phase sera, with a 
fourfold rise considered evidence of a recent group A strep-
tococcal infection. Normal reference ranges for the classic 
methyl green dye test quoted in the literature are titers of 
<120 for preschoolers and <1,360 for older children.

As with ASO titers, nephelometry has largely replaced 
the classic methyl green dye anti- DNase B test in most 
clinical and reference laboratories. Nephelometry has been 
shown to be more sensitive than the reference test and is 
simpler to perform on automated nephelometric instru-
ments (39). In the same study of patients described above, 
the Beckman Coulter IMMAGE system demonstrated 84% 
sensitivity for anti- DNase B. This improves upon the 70.5 
to 72.7% sensitivity often seen with standard methods. The 
specificity of measuring anti- DNase B levels in that study 
was 49%. The low specificity was attributed to the small 
number of positively diagnosed cases in the study. Therefore, 

to increase the sensitivity and specificity, it is recommended 
that both ASO and DNase B antibodies be measured. An 
abnormally high anti- DNase B test result should not be used 
as a single diagnostic indicator. It is important to use serial 
analysis of samples taken 1 to 2 weeks apart to detect rising 
values in anti- DNase B levels as evidence of streptococcal 
disease.

The method for measuring anti- DNase B levels is the same 
as that described above for ASO, except that particle- bound 
DNase B is added to patient serum to form immune com-
plexes. The rate of light scatter as the complexes are formed 
is extrapolated from values from the classic method and re-
ported in units per milliliter. As for ASO titers measured by 
nephelometry, each laboratory establishes its own reference 
levels based on the patient population. In general, for babies 
and children aged 0 to 6 years, the normal reference range is 
<250 U/ml; for children aged 7 to 17 years, the range is <310 
U/ml; and for adults 18 years and older, the range is <260 U/
ml. The limitations and interferences are the same as those of 
the ASO nephelometric test.

RESEARCH USE ONLY TESTS
Anti- DNase B and ASO are the most useful biomarkers 
used clinically for the diagnosis of a previous streptococcal 
infection. Measurements of antibodies to other streptococ-
cal cellular components are used for research purposes, or 
they were used in the past for the diagnosis of streptococcal 
disease and are now used only for research purposes. These 
antibody tests are summarized in Table 4 and are briefly dis-
cussed below.

Anti- Hyaluronidase Test
The pattern of human antibody responses to hyaluronidase 
is very similar to that for ASO. The number of patients who 
develop antibodies to the hyaluronidase following a group A 
streptococcal infection is somewhat smaller than the number 
of patients who develop ASO antibodies (34). Before the in-
troduction of anti- DNase B testing, the anti- hyaluronidase 
test was the most widely used streptococcal antibody test 
other than the ASO test. However, because of difficulty 
in standardization, wide differences in titers reported be-
tween healthy and rheumatic fever patients, and a number 
of technical difficulties encountered with the test, the anti- 
hyaluronidase test is no longer commercially available and 
is now usually performed only in research laboratories (43).

TABLE 4 Research Use Only tests for detection of antibodies to extracellular antigens

Test Overall characteristic

Anti- hyaluronidase test Follows same pattern as that for ASO antibodies, but with a lower 
incidence

Anti- streptokinase test Follows same pattern as that for ASO antibodies, but with a lower 
incidence

Anti- NADase test Tends to produce higher titers following AGN initiated by pharyngitis 
and inconsistent titers for AGN initiated by pyoderma

Anti- SCPA test Highly immunogenic in children after pharyngitis, antibody remains 
through adulthood

Anti- A- carbohydrate test Higher antibody responses in patients with rheumatic carditis and 
rheumatic mitral valve disease

Anti- M- protein test Antibodies take months to appear after acute streptococcal infection
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Anti- Streptokinase Test
The rise in anti- streptokinase titer following a streptococcal 
infection follows the same general pattern as that for the 
ASO titer (34). Several studies indicate that the antibody 
response occurs less frequently, which may be explained 
by differences in production of streptokinase by different 
infecting strains. A quantitative method for assaying anti- 
streptokinase levels, involving a neutralization test, was 
developed by Kaplan in 1946. Because of the low reproduc-
ibility of the test and the relative infrequency of the anti-
body response in ARF patients, the test is available only in 
research laboratories.

Anti- NADase Test
NAD- hydrolyzing enzyme (NADase; previously known as 
DPNase) is an extracellular enzyme and toxin produced not 
only by group A hemolytic streptococci but also by group 
C and group G strains of streptococci. There is significant 
strain variation in regard to the production of NADase 
by group A streptococcus, with serotype M12 and other 
nephritogenic strains expressing more protein. The NA-
Dase enzyme of group A streptococcus elicits inconsistent 
antibody responses following AGN previously initiated by 
pyoderma, but it tends to produce high antibody titers fol-
lowing AGN initiated by pharyngitis (44). The NADase 
test is based on the ability of antibodies in the sera to neu-
tralize the NADase enzyme. The test is now usually per-
formed only in research laboratories.

DETECTION OF ANTIBODIES TO CELLULAR 
ANTIGENS

Anti- C5a Peptidase Antibodies (Anti- SCPA)
Streptococcal C5a peptidase (SCPA) is a highly specific 
surface endopeptidase that cleaves C5a. C5a is important 
for leukocyte activation and chemotaxis. Cleavage of C5a 
therefore inhibits chemotaxis of phagocytes, preventing 
clearance of the streptococci and allowing colonization, 
invasion, and infection. SCPA is highly immunogenic in 
children after recent pharyngitis. Shet et al. (45) exam-
ined acute-  and convalescent- phase sera from 202 children 
with group A pharyngitis and found parallel anti- ASO 
and anti- DNase B antibody responses in both acute-  and 
convalescent- phase samples. The antibodies in response 
to SCPA following infection remain through adulthood. 
O’Connor et al. (46) developed an enzyme- linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA) to detect human IgG and IgA anti-
bodies against SCPA. The ELISA, however, is used only in 
research laboratories.

Anti- A- Carbohydrate Test
The group A carbohydrate is the basis for the Lancefield 
classification of the 20 serologic groups of streptococci. Al-
though it is not a virulence factor, it does elicit antibodies 
after infection. Antibody levels usually peak 1 to 3 weeks 
after the initial pharyngitis and may remain for a prolonged 
period in patients with rheumatic heart disease. Todome et 
al. (47) developed an ELISA for anti- A- carbohydrate anti-
bodies to study 45 patients with rheumatic fever and found 
significantly higher antibody responses in patients with 
rheumatic fever. Appleton et al. (48) similarly found an as-
sociation between the persistence of group A carbohydrate 
antibodies and the presence of rheumatic carditis and rheu-
matic mitral valve disease. The anti- A- carbohydrate test is 
only available at a few research laboratories.

Anti- M- Protein Antibodies
The M proteins are the basis for the Lancefield classification 
of over 100 group A serotypes. M protein antibodies appear 
very slowly, over several months. Both IgA and IgG anti-
bodies against M proteins are produced in response to infec-
tion. IgA M protein antibodies have been found to inhibit 
streptococcal adherence to pharyngeal cells. IgG M protein 
antibodies, in turn, prevent internalization of the strepto-
cocci into epithelial cells. These antibodies have opsonic 
properties and have been shown to protect against group 
A streptococcal infection (49). Tests to detect M protein 
antibodies are available only in research laboratories and are 
used mainly for vaccine research.

CONCLUSIONS
Group A streptococcus is an important bacterial pathogen 
that is the most frequent bacterial cause of acute pharyngi-
tis. The organism has the ability to initiate autoimmunity 
after acute infection, resulting in the nonsuppurative se-
quelae ARF and AGN. Several diagnostic tests are available 
for the diagnosis of acute group A streptococcal infection. 
Although culture and identification remain the gold stan-
dard for diagnosing acute group A streptococcal infections, 
rapid antigen detection methods are now used in most clin-
ical settings due to their efficiency, ease of use, and imme-
diate results. Streptococcal culture is still recommended as 
a backup for negative rapid antigen test results for children. 
Streptococcal antibody tests (i.e., ASO and anti- DNase B 
tests) should not be used for the diagnosis of an acute group 
A streptococcal infection but rather to provide evidence of 
prior infection in the past 2 to 12 weeks. Newer molecular 
antigen detection methods may be sufficiently sensitive to 
not need a backup culture, especially for adults.

Both the ASO and anti- DNase B antibody tests provide 
evidence of a preceding group A streptococcal infection and 
support the diagnosis of sequelae to group A streptococcal 
infection in combination with clinical findings. ASO anti-
bodies are not useful in cases of AGN following a pyoder-
mal infection, since ASO antibodies are not often found 
in these cases. Unlike in the ASO test, infections of the 
skin will produce a strong response in the anti- DNase B test. 
Therefore, anti- DNase B testing is more reliable in clinical 
circumstances where poststreptococcal sequelae of skin in-
fection are suspected. Anti- DNase B antibodies should also 
be measured in patients with suspected sequelae following 
pharyngeal infection when ASO titers are negative. The 
anti- DNase B test is a more reliable test for establishing a 
diagnosis for patients with suspected Sydenham’s chorea, 
since antibody titers remain for longer periods. Failure to 
demonstrate positive antistreptococcal antibody titers by 
using either the ASO or anti- DNase B test makes the di-
agnosis of ARF or AGN unlikely, unless a late diagnosis of 
chorea or carditis has been made.

Tests for anti- hyaluronidase, anti- streptokinase, and 
anti- NADase antibodies are no longer being offered com-
mercially for the diagnosis of preceding group A streptococ-
cal infections. They are now used only for research purposes. 
Tests for antibodies against the cellular antigens C5a pep-
tidase, group A carbohydrate, and M proteins are actively 
used in research.
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CLINICAL PRESENTATION AND OUTCOMES 
OF INFECTION WITH HELICOBACTER 
PYLORI
Helicobacter pylori is a Gram- negative, microaerophilic spi-
ral bacterium which is recognized as the primary cause of 
chronic gastritis in humans. Untreated H. pylori infection 
precedes and is required for the development of most cases 
of gastric and duodenal ulcers (1, 2). Further, H. pylori in-
fection substantially increases the risk of development of 
gastric cancer in some populations. Following the discovery 
and identification of H. pylori as a significant human patho-
gen, it is now recognized as probably the most common bac-
terial infection of humankind, infecting approximately 50% 
of the world’s population. Specific antibiotics combined 
with proton pump inhibitors are now routinely used to treat 
and eliminate previously chronic gastroduodenal diseases. 
For their novel work in helping us to understand the crit-
ical role played by H. pylori in peptic ulcer disease, Robin 
Warren and Barry Marshall were awarded the Nobel Prize 
in Physiology or Medicine in 2005.

H. pylori infection occurs in all human populations; the 
observed incidence of infection ranges from about 30% in 
developed countries to more than 90% in some developing 
countries. In general, H. pylori infection occurs in childhood 
in developing countries, and unless specifically treated, the 
infection persists throughout the lifespan of the individual 
(1, 2). In developed countries, a higher rate of infection is 
generally observed in older individuals. It has been suggested 
that improvements in hygiene in developed countries since 
the 1950s have resulted in a reduction of H. pylori infection 
rates within younger populations. Chronic infection with 
H. pylori is now recognized as a significant risk factor for 
gastric carcinoma and gastric mucosa- associated lymphoid 
tissue (MALT) lymphoma. The prevalence of H. pylori in-
fection, gastritis, and gastric carcinoma increases with age 
and is associated with low socioeconomic status (1, 2).

The mode of transmission of H. pylori is unclear, although 
both the fecal- oral and oral- oral routes are likely. There is 
evidence suggesting that transmission occurs between mem-
bers of the same family. A definitive natural reservoir of H. 
pylori external to the human body has not been identified. 
Species closely related to H. pylori in the Helicobacter genus 
are known to colonize several mammalian species.

There are a variety of clinical circumstances in which 
testing for the presence of H. pylori infection should be 

considered. Guidelines published in 2007 by the American 
College of Gastroenterology (3) include the following. (i) 
Testing for H. pylori should be done only if the clinician 
plans to offer treatment for positive results. (ii) Testing is 
indicated for patients with gastric MALT lymphoma, active 
peptic ulcer disease, or a past history of documented peptic 
ulcer. (iii) Testing and treating (if results are positive) are 
a proven management strategy for patients under the age 
of 55 with uninvestigated dyspepsia and no concerning fea-
tures for cancer, such as bleeding, anemia, early satiety, un-
explained weight loss, progressive dysphagia, odynophagia, 
recurrent vomiting, family history of gastrointestinal cancer, 
or previous esophagogastric malignancy. The test- and- treat 
strategy avoids the cost and inconvenience of endoscopy for 
patients for whom the risk of gastric cancer is low. (iv) De-
ciding which test to use in which clinical situation depends 
in large part on whether the patient requires evaluation 
with upper endoscopy. The sensitivity, specificity, and costs 
of the individual tests to be used must also be considered 
(3). The American College of Gastroenterology guidelines 
also recommend confirmation of eradication in the follow-
ing settings: (i) individuals with an H. pylori- associated ul-
cer, (ii) those with persistent dyspeptic symptoms despite 
the test- and- treat strategy, (iii) individuals with H. pylori- 
associated MALT lymphoma, and (iv) those having under-
gone resection of the stomach for early gastric cancer (3).

It should be noted that H. pylori is linked in the litera-
ture with a variety of extragastric diseases, with little or no 
causative effect, including neurological disorders, cardiovas-
cular diseases, dermatologic diseases, and allergic disorders 
(4). However, there is some evidence to support eradication 
of H. pylori in patients with unexplained idiopathic throm-
botic purpura, iron deficiency anemia, and vitamin B12 de-
ficiency (4).

GENETIC HETEROGENEITY OF H. PYLORI 
STRAINS
Advances in molecular genetic methods have allowed the 
elucidation of the complete genome sequences of several 
H. pylori strains. In addition, DNA sequencing of a num-
ber of defined regions, along with other genetic techniques, 
has shown a high degree of heterogeneity among H. pylori 
strains, perhaps due to frequent genetic exchange between 
strains. With the notable exception of the CagA and VacA 
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status of the infecting strain, little is known about the im-
pact of strain heterogeneity on serologic detection methods.

The CagA protein, which is highly immunogenic, is one 
of the most widely studied virulence factors of H. pylori. The 
cagA gene is one of the genes in the cag pathogenicity island 
(5). The severity of H. pylori- related disease is correlated 
with the presence of the cag pathogenicity island. The CagA 
protein is injected into gastric epithelial cells by a type IV 
secretion mechanism; once in these cells, it becomes tyro-
sine phosphorylated and mediates changes in the host cell 
signal transduction pathways and actin skeleton reorganiza-
tion (5). Another important virulence factor, vacuolating 
cytotoxin (VacA), is so named because it causes vacuoliza-
tion of cultured eukaryotic cells. The vacA gene encodes a 
140- kDa toxin precursor and is present in all strains. How-
ever, its expression is transcriptionally regulated; therefore, 
only about 50% of all strains express the toxin. Epidemio-
logical studies have shown an increased risk of developing 
gastric or peptic ulcers and/or gastric carcinoma in patients 
infected with cagA-  and vacA- positive strains (6). More re-
cently, researchers have focused on a variety of additional 
virulence factors, including the iceA, babA, oipA, and sabA 
genes. In addition, an array of pro-  and anti- inflammatory 
cytokine polymorphisms in the host are known to affect the 
infectious outcome (7). Despite marked progress in defining 
host and bacterial genotypes and their associations with gas-
troduodenal pathology, a definitive model describing patho-
genesis is only beginning to emerge.

METHODS FOR DETECTION OF H. PYLORI
Multiple techniques have been developed for the diagnosis 
of H. pylori infection (8, 9). Due to the significant potential 
and actual clinical impact of H. pylori infection, the number 
of commercial tests available to diagnose infection has pro-
liferated significantly over the past decade. In this chapter, 
the tests are discussed generically rather than listed specifi-
cally. These methods can be categorized into two broad cat-
egories. The first category includes invasive assays (which 
generally require the availability of gastric tissue obtained 
by endoscopic biopsy for histological examination), culture, 
molecular assays (such as PCR), and urease tests. Within 
the past several years, a minimally invasive string test has 
also become available. The second category involves nonin-
vasive assays, which detect either an immunologic response 
(e.g., specific antibodies directed against H. pylori) in blood, 
urine, or saliva, metabolic products of H. pylori urease ac-
tivity (urea breath test), or bacterial antigens or nucleic acid 
present in stool. The most common diagnostic tests for the 
detection of H. pylori infection are summarized in Table 1. 
Molecular methods not only permit highly sensitive detec-
tion of H. pylori but also allow detailed characterization of 
the infecting strain by detecting virulence- associated genes 
and/or antimicrobial- resistance genes. However, molecular 
techniques are generally available only in research labora-
tories. Local validation of diagnostic tests is important since 
factors such as the local prevalence of H. pylori infection, in 
addition to characteristics of the tests themselves, influence 
the predictive value of the tests.

Invasive Tests
Histologic examination of gastric tissue permits evaluation 
of the type and degree of inflammation and direct observa-
tion of bacteria, if present. The bacteria can be identified 
based on their characteristic spiral morphology and supra-
mucosal location. H. pylori can sometimes be difficult to de-
tect on hematoxylin- and- eosin- stained slides. Thus, special 

stains, such as the Warthin- Starry stain, in which darkly 
stained spiral bacteria appear prominent on a lightly colored 
background, are frequently employed, despite the technical 
demands and higher cost involved. Other staining methods, 
such as Giemsa staining, fluorescence in situ hybridization, 
and immunohistochemical staining, provide additional in-
formation, such as the direct detection of clarithromycin re-
sistance (10). Histologic examination is required whenever 
conditions such as gastric cancer or MALT lymphoma are 
suspected.

Microbiological culture of H. pylori is the most specific 
diagnostic method, but the sensitivity of culture is usually sig-
nificantly lower than that of other methods. There are sev-
eral reasons for this low sensitivity. The patchy distribution 
of H. pylori organisms in gastric mucosa can lead to endo-
scopic sampling error, resulting in false- negative cultures. In 
addition, the isolation of H. pylori is technically demanding 
and requires proper specimen handling and transport, use of 
specialized media, and microaerophilic growth conditions. 
Isolation of the organism is highly recommended, however, 
whenever antimicrobial susceptibility testing of H. pylori is 
desired, such as when patients fail to respond to bacterial- 
eradication therapy.

An important characteristic of H. pylori that forms the 
basis of several diagnostic tests (the biopsy urease test and 
urea breath test) is the ability of the bacterium to produce 
large amounts of the enzyme urease. Urease catalyzes the 
hydrolysis of urea to ammonia and carbon dioxide. This re-
action causes an increase in the pH of the surrounding me-
dium, which can be detected by a pH indicator dye. Thus, 
the presence of urease activity, and hence of H. pylori, is 
heralded by a color change in the indicator. Commercial 
biopsy urease tests which provide a gel medium in which 
to incubate gastric biopsy specimens in the presence of urea 
and a pH indicator to detect the presence of preformed ure-
ase and hence of H. pylori are available; an example is the 
CLOtest. Results are available within 2 to 24 h, depending 
on the test and conditions used. Compared with histologic 
and culture methods, biopsy urease tests are the endoscopic 
method of choice for rapid diagnosis of H. pylori infection 
on the basis of low cost and excellent sensitivity and spec-
ificity. Because of the desire to know the patient’s H. pylori 
status prior to discharge from the endoscopy suite, rapid 
urease tests in which biopsies are sandwiched between a re-
agent strip with a pH indicator and a pad containing urea 
have been developed. These tests’ sensitivities and specifici-
ties at 1 h are slightly lower than those observed for agar gel 
tests at 24 h (11).

Once the biopsy specimen is obtained, the bacteria pres-
ent can be detected or analyzed by molecular assays without 
the need for bacterial culture. PCR- based molecular assays 
have been developed to detect H. pylori- specific DNA from 
gastric biopsy specimens and from paraffin- embedded tis-
sues. Additionally, genotyping of H. pylori strains for vir-
ulence factors such as cagA and vacA is possible using such 
specimens. However, PCR- based assays remain relatively 
labor- intensive and expensive and are generally not avail-
able in routine clinical laboratories.

As an alternative to endoscopic detection of H. pylori, a 
minimally invasive string test has become available (12). In 
this test, the patient swallows a capsule attached to a string. 
Subsequently, the string is removed and the upper 30 cm of 
the string is cut and discarded to reduce contamination with 
oral microbial microbiota. The material collected is then used 
to culture H. pylori on selective plates or to perform PCR 
testing to allow identification and characterization of H. py-
lori strains. Culture of H. pylori or detection of its presence 
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TABLE 1 Overview of diagnostic tests for detection of H. pylori

Test(s) Requirement for 
endoscopy Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)

Approximate 
sensitivity, specificity 

(%)

Histology Yes Allows evaluation of the type and degree of inflamma-
tion; required to determine whether malignancy is 
present

Results may vary, depending on pathologist experience; 
multiple biopsies are recommended

>75, >95

Culture Yes Allows strain characterization, including identification 
of antibiotic- resistant isolates and virulence factors

Results vary depending on gastric sampling and labo-
ratory experience; considerable risk of false- negative 
results

>75, 100

Biopsy urease test (agar gel) Yes Rapid and inexpensive; endoscopic method of choice May be falsely negative immediately after antibiotic 
treatment or during treatment with omeprazole

>90, >95

Rapid urease test Yes Results available within 1 h As above; sensitivity and specificity are reduced com-
pared to those of a biopsy urease test

∼90, ∼90

String test No Minimally invasive; alternative to endoscopy Less sensitive than endoscopy ∼80, 100
Urea breath tests using  

14C-  or 13C- labeled urea
No Noninvasive; sealed breath samples can be sent to 

reference laboratories; the [13C]urea breath test is 
preferred for children and when multiple tests are 
required; useful to assess eradication of H. pylori

[14C]urea breath test involves low- level radiation 
exposure; [13C]urea breath test requires specialized 
equipment (mass spectrometer)

>95, >95

Stool antigen No Noninvasive; monoclonal antibody- based tests give best 
results; useful to assess eradication of H. pylori

May be less sensitive in detecting eradication than 
urea breath test

>90, >95

Serology No Noninvasive; inexpensive and available commercially; 
suitable for population prevalence studies

Prolonged delays (mos) before antibody levels decrease 
after eradication

>95, >90

Urine antibody No Noninvasive; easy to obtain especially in children Not available universally >85, >90
Salivary antibody No Noninvasive; results are easy to obtain, especially for 

children
Not available universally >80, >80

Molecular tests Depends on 
specimen

Allow sensitive detection of H. pylori and specific viru-
lence and antibiotic resistance markers

Not well standardized or available in routine clinical 
laboratories

Variable
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by PCR using the string test has a sensitivity of about 80% 
or 91% compared to that of culture or PCR, respectively, of 
gastric biopsy specimens. The method is suitable for use in 
remote areas in which endoscopy is not available.

Noninvasive Tests
Urea breath testing involves oral administration of urea that 
has been labeled with either the 13C or 14C carbon isotope. 
In infected individuals, urea is metabolized to ammonia 
and carbon dioxide; the latter is excreted in the breath as 
labeled carbon dioxide. The amount of labeled carbon diox-
ide which is excreted can then be quantified. The [14C]urea 
breath test involves low levels of radiation exposure but has 
the advantage that it can be performed in a relatively large 
number of laboratories equipped to detect such radioactivity. 
In contrast, the [13C]urea breath test uses a nonradioactive 
isotope of urea, which requires a mass spectrometer to detect 
13CO2 in the breath sample (13). The [13C]urea breath test is 
preferred when repeated testing of an individual is required. 
The [13C]urea breath test has been validated for children as 
well. Urea breath testing is an excellent noninvasive method 
by which to evaluate successful eradication of H. pylori, since 
it reflects active bacterial metabolism and responds rapidly 
to changes in H. pylori infection status. Many referral cen-
ters now accept urea breath samples for analysis of 13CO2 at 
moderate expense. The urea breath test has been considered 
to be the gold standard among noninvasive tests for the de-
tection of active infection by H. pylori (8).

H. pylori colonizing the gastroduodenal regions tend to 
slough specific antigens into the stool, thus forming the basis 
of another method of detection: the stool antigen test. Rapid 
advances in the commercial development of H. pylori stool 
antigen test kits using polyclonal or monoclonal antibod-
ies directed against specific antigens have made these tests 
affordable, with a sensitivity and specificity comparable to 
those of urea breath testing (9). As the next- most- common 
test after urea breath testing, stool antigen tests are recom-
mended for noninvasive diagnosis of H. pylori before and af-
ter eradication therapy. In general, stool antigen tests using 
monoclonal antibody directed against H. pylori antigens are 
more sensitive than are tests using polyclonal antibodies. The 
high sensitivity (∼95%) of monoclonal stool antigen tests 
is comparable to that observed using invasive testing proce-
dures (14, 15). While polyclonal antibody- based stool testing 
is slightly less sensitive, a commercial polyclonal antibody- 
based stool antigen test showed a sensitivity of 84 to 94% 
and a specificity of 90 to 100% in a comparison with urea 
breath testing (14). In general, these stool antigen tests are 
performed within a clinical laboratory; hence, results may 
be delayed somewhat. Rapid stool antigen tests which can 
be performed at the point of care are now available. The re-
ported sensitivities and specificities for initial diagnosis were 
93 to 95% and 87 to 89%, respectively (14, 15).

Serologic Assays
Infection with H. pylori results in a systemic immune re-
sponse characterized by circulating specific immunoglobu-
lins (immunoglobulin G [IgG], IgA, and, acutely, IgM) (16). 
Spontaneous eradication of H. pylori infection rarely occurs. 
Thus, the presence of H. pylori- specific antibodies is indirect 
evidence of active infection. Serology was the first nonin-
vasive test that became available after the successful cul-
tivation of H. pylori. Since that time, serologic assays have 
proven particularly useful in studies of H. pylori prevalence 
in diverse populations around the world.

Enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) methodol-
ogy is considered the optimal approach to serologic testing 

for H. pylori antibodies because such tests are noninvasive, 
simple to perform, rapid, and cost- effective compared to 
endoscopic biopsy. Further, serologic testing allows “global” 
sampling of gastric mucosal infection, whereas biopsy- based 
assays allow only localized sampling of the gastric mucosa. 
The choice of antigen is critical for the success of the ELISA. 
In general, four types of antigen have been used for detection 
of H. pylori- specific antibodies (17). These preparations in-
clude crude antigens, such as whole cells and whole- cell son-
icates, cell fractions, such as glycine extracts and heat- stable 
antigens, component- enriched antigenic fractions, such as 
urease and the 120- kDa protein associated with vacuolating 
cytotoxic activity, and specific recombinant antigens, such 
as CagA. The sensitivities and specificities of several of the 
enriched antigen preparations typically exceed 95%. While 
analysis of whole- cell preparations of H. pylori by sodium 
dodecyl sulfate- polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis reveals a 
large number of polypeptides, generally no more than about 
25 protein antigens are recognized by immunoblotting using 
sera from infected individuals. There is significant heteroge-
neity in the specificities of these antibodies. As shown by a 
variety of techniques, very few, if any, antigens are recognized 
by all positive sera. Among the most commonly recognized 
antigens are the 62-  and 30- kDa subunits of urease and the 
58- kDa homolog of the Cpn60 family of heat shock proteins 
(HspB). Considering the genetic heterogeneity of H. pylori 
strains, it is generally thought that use of pooled extracts from 
multiple and genetically diverse strains as antigen prepara-
tions for detection of antibody will improve diagnostic per-
formance. A significant fraction of individuals infected with 
H. pylori also produce serum and local antibodies directed 
against the 120- kDa CagA protein and the 89- kDa VacA 
protein. Antibodies directed against CagA and/or VacA pro-
tein antigen have a strong association with the severity of 
gastritis and with gastric cancer (18).

Use of Specific Antigens in ELISA
H. pylori is a diverse bacterial species, with different clusters 
found in different parts of the world. Some authors have em-
phasized the need to use local strains as the source of anti-
gen rather than foreign strains to obtain the best test results. 
This may be especially true in Asia (17).

Some serologic assays against specific virulence factors of 
H. pylori have been developed. The most important factor in 
using immunological methods for identifying VacA- specific 
antibodies by ELISA is the antigen preparation used to de-
tect circulating antibodies. VacA proteins are quite diverse 
among H. pylori strains and are broadly classified as of the 
s1/m1 or s2/m2 type. While commercial kits are available 
for the detection of VacA antibodies by using immunoblot 
assays, most ELISAs have been developed with purified or 
enriched VacA protein fractions; this is a time- consuming 
and expensive approach (19). The availability of recombi-
nant VacA protein will help to make the VacA ELISA more 
widely available.

Commercial assays which use recombinant CagA pro-
tein to detect CagA- specific IgG are now available (see 
http://www.antibodyresource.com for cytokine- associated 
gene A antibodies). These assays also use anti- human IgG 
monoclonal antibody enzyme conjugate to detect the pres-
ence of specific IgG. At least one assay has been automated 
to operate in a high- speed walk- away analyzer for 96- well 
ELISAs. Generally speaking, the use of ELISAs for the de-
tection of antibodies to specific antigens is limited to re-
search laboratories.

The possibility of false- negative serologic test results 
for H. pylori has to be considered for any individual with 

http://www.antibodyresource.com
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an impaired immune response, e.g., the elderly, dialysis pa-
tients, immunosuppressed individuals, and organ recipients. 
In addition, chronic nonsteroidal anti- inflammatory drug 
treatment may suppress infection and decrease the sensitiv-
ity of serologic tests. False- negative results may also occur 
during the first few weeks of infection if methods which de-
tect only IgG or IgA are used.

Value of Analysis of specific Immunoglobulin 
Classes
In general, measurement of H. pylori- specific IgM levels has 
not proven useful in clinical laboratories because the time of 
infection is rarely known and patients’ symptoms at the time 
of infection, if any, are nonspecific. A number of studies have 
evaluated the relative value of detecting H. pylori- specific 
IgG and IgA. Detection of H. pylori- specific IgA alone is gen-
erally less sensitive than detection of specific IgG antibodies 
alone. Testing for the presence of H. pylori- specific IgA in 
addition to IgG may increase test sensitivity slightly. How-
ever, the specificity of H. pylori- specific IgA appears to be at 
least equal to that of H. pylori- specific IgG (8, 9). Individuals 
who have IgA but not IgG antibodies against H. pylori are 
uncommon. As a result, most commercial serologic tests are 
based on the detection of H. pylori- specific IgG only.

H. pylori- specific Antibodies in Body Fluids other 
than serum
In an attempt to eliminate the need for venipuncture, diag-
nostic tests for the detection of IgG antibodies in the saliva 
and urine of adults and children have been developed (re-
viewed in reference 20). The sensitivity of detection of H. 
pylori antibodies in saliva generally ranges from 80 to 85%, 
while specificity generally ranges from 70 to 80%. The sensi-
tivities of detection of H. pylori antibodies in urine generally 
range from 90 to 95%, with specificities of 90 to 95%. The 
ease of obtaining specimens is an obvious advantage of using 
urine as a source of IgG antibodies against H. pylori infec-
tion, especially with children (21, 22).

Immunoblot Analysis
Immunoblot analysis of whole- cell lysates of H. pylori per-
mits a detailed analysis of antibody profiles and is useful 
for identifying immunologic responses to specific antigens. 
However, beyond research studies, immunoblot technology 
is of limited utility for several reasons. First, antibodies in 
some patients infected by specific strains of H. pylori may 
not recognize antigens if a single strain of H. pylori is used in 
the immunoblot assay. Second, the resolution of the immu-
noblot is limited, permitting only about 25 distinctive bands 
to be detected. It may be difficult to distinguish between 
antigens with similar molecular sizes. Finally, since immu-
noblot assays are labor- intensive and semiquantitative, this 
type of assay is not suitable for automation or for screening 
large collections of sera. One new commercial immuno-
blot method showed high sensitivity (99%) and specificity 
(98%) compared with those of three other methods (23). 
However, when CagA antibodies were determined by this 
assay, false- positive reactions were detected in patients in-
fected with CagA- negative strains and in individuals not 
infected with H. pylori (23, 24). In general, immunoblot 
analysis is a research technique not available in routine 
clinical laboratories.

Rapid Serologic Tests
Over the past several years, a number of rapid near- patient 
tests have been marketed to detect antibodies to H. pylori in 

untreated individuals. These rapid tests are generally based 
on latex agglutination or flowthrough membrane- based en-
zyme immunoassays. Serum, plasma, or whole blood can 
be tested. Most of these tests detect IgG antibodies. While 
some studies have shown acceptable sensitivity and specific-
ity, many qualitative rapid antibody tests have been clearly 
inferior to quantitative ELISAs. The use of rapid tests has 
not been recommended in Europe (2). The present authors 
recommend that if near- patient testing for H. pylori is to be 
instituted, the results of such tests must be correlated with 
results of serologic tests from the local reference laboratory 
on a select group of well- characterized patients before the 
test is accepted for widespread clinical use. These near- 
patient tests are generally more expensive than laboratory- 
based tests and have not been used widely.

Molecular Methods
Over the past decade and a half, a variety of DNA- based 
molecular techniques to detect H. pylori, determine suscep-
tibility to clarithromycin, and serve as tools for strain typing 
have been developed. A major limitation of PCR- based de-
tection methods for H. pylori is the inability to distinguish 
between living and dead organisms. Thus, PCR- based de-
tection of H. pylori results in higher sensitivity than with 
other methods of detection. While molecular methods have 
been applied to the detection of H. pylori, such methods are 
not generally suitable for use in ordinary clinical settings.

PCR is as sensitive as culture in detecting H. pylori in 
gastric biopsy specimens. PCR has the advantage of allow-
ing the detection of virulence factors such as cagA, vacA 
alleles, and other genetic factors. Real- time PCR has been 
used to estimate the gastric mucosal density of H. pylori 
(25). Chisholm et al. developed a multiplex PCR tech-
nique to detect vacA alleles in a single step (26). The lat-
ter authors reported perfect correlation with the genotypes 
determined directly in gastric biopsy specimens and in the 
H. pylori isolates cultured from the specimens. “Fingerprint-
ing” of H. pylori strains can be performed on gastric biopsy 
specimens directly using PCR- restriction fragment length 
polymorphism analysis without having to culture bacteria. 
Real- time PCR using TaqMan technology has been applied 
to determine the bacterial load of H. pylori in the gastric 
mucosa. A good correlation was obtained with results ob-
tained using the urea breath test (25). PCR has also been 
used to detect the presence of H. pylori in gastric samples 
collected using the string test.

Molecular methods to detect the resistance of H. pylori 
to clarithromycin by using cultured isolates or gastric biopsy 
specimens directly have been developed. Clarithromycin 
resistance is due to single point mutations in the peptidyl-
transferase region of the 23S rRNA gene (27); hence, detec-
tion of such mutations is well suited to PCR analysis. More 
recently, real- time PCR protocols which allow the detec-
tion of clarithromycin resistance- associated point mutations 
on the 23S rRNA have been developed (28).

PCR tests have been developed to detect H. pylori in hu-
man stool specimens (29). There are a number of potential 
limitations to the PCR method for detection of H. pylori in 
stool specimens. First, false- negative results may occur due 
to the presence of PCR inhibitors or to genetic variability. 
Second, false- positive results may occur as a result of con-
tamination or nonspecific amplification of human genomic 
DNA. Finally, PCR detection of H. pylori has not yet been 
standardized and is not generally available in routine clinical 
laboratories. However, when appropriate steps are taken to 
purify DNA in fecal specimens by using various biochemical, 
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immunological, and physical steps prior to PCR amplifica-
tion, the sensitivity and specificity of stool- based PCR for 
detection of H. pylori can approach 100% in the appropriate 
research setting (29). One- step PCR protocols using radiola-
beled primers, an efficient extraction protocol, and 80 cycles 
of amplification to genotype vacA and detect cagA in stool 
specimens of H. pylori- infected individuals have been devel-
oped. PCR tests to detect H. pylori in stool specimens are 
used almost exclusively in research settings.

GENERAL APPROACH TO SEROLOGIC 
TESTING

Clinical Indications
As noted above, an accurate diagnosis of the presence of H. 
pylori infection should precede antimicrobial therapy. Rou-
tine serologic follow- up of patients after treatment for H. 
pylori infection is not recommended, since no clear guide-
lines to quantify the reduction of antibody level or the time 
period required to observe such a reduction or to correlate 
it with bacterial eradication have been established outside 
research settings.

Specimens
Generally, serum can be collected using standard phlebot-
omy techniques. There are no dietary restrictions prior to 
collection of the serum sample. Typically, no more than 
10 μl of serum is needed to perform a single test.

Procedure
A variety of ELISA kits are available from manufacturers in 
North America and Europe. A general outline of methods in-
volved in detecting H. pylori- specific IgG antibodies by ELISA 
is provided below. All procedures described in the package 
insert must be followed exactly as described for the particular 
test kit being used. In typical commercial ELISA kits, antigen 
is attached to the surfaces of microtiter plate wells, diluted 
serum is added to individual wells, and the H. pylori- specific 
IgG antibody, if present, binds to the antigen. All unbound 
antibody is washed away, and enzyme- conjugated anti- human 
IgG is added. The enzyme conjugate binds to the antibody 
complex. Excess enzyme conjugate is then washed away, and 
substrate is added. Bound enzyme conjugate begins a hydro-
lytic reaction. After a specified period, the enzyme reaction is 
stopped. The results are read by a spectrophotometer, which 
gives an indirect measurement of the amount of H. pylori- 
specific IgG antibody present in the serum.

Results and Interpretation
Typically, ELISA kits have a predetermined cutoff for absor-
bance values considered to be positive or negative. There 
is usually a range of absorbance values between which the 
reading is considered equivocal. It is recommended by many 
manufacturers that specimens giving equivocal results be 
retested. If the retest result is also equivocal, the report 
should be reported as “equivocal” and the sample should be 
retested by an alternate method or with a new serum speci-
men drawn after an interval of at least four weeks.

Commercial ELISAs are designed for use in the qualita-
tive detection of H. pylori- specific IgG antibodies in human 
serum. Such tests typically assess the serologic status by us-
ing a single serum specimen per individual and are intended 
to be used as an aid in the diagnosis of H. pylori infection 
in individuals with gastrointestinal symptoms. Virtually all 
individuals infected with H. pylori possess IgG antibodies. 
Because infection with H. pylori is so prevalent and because 

it may be asymptomatic, many individuals apparently free 
of gastrointestinal symptoms exhibit H. pylori- specific an-
tibodies. The prevalence of H. pylori antibodies increases 
with age. H. pylori antibodies are found in men and women 
at approximately equal rates. Blacks, Hispanics, and persons 
born outside the United States tend to show higher rates of 
infection with H. pylori.

Technical Limitations
Typically, icteric, lipemic, hemolyzed, or heat- inactivated 
serum may cause erroneous results; such samples should be 
avoided if possible. A positive test result indicates that the 
individual has antibodies to H. pylori. Such a result does not 
indicate that any existing symptoms are necessarily due to 
H. pylori infection. In the absence of prior therapy to eradi-
cate H. pylori infection, the positive test result very probably 
indicates active infection with H. pylori. However, in the 
absence of an adequate patient history, a single positive se-
rologic test result does not differentiate between active and 
past infection. A negative serologic test result indicates that 
the individual does not have detectable levels of antibody 
to H. pylori. If a sample is drawn too early during H. pylori 
infection, IgG antibodies may not be present.

Limitations of Serologic Assays in Monitoring 
Eradication
There are two basic limitations to the clinical utility of se-
rology in monitoring the eradication of H. pylori infection. 
First, baseline and follow- up sera must be analyzed at the 
same time to minimize assay variability. Significant variabil-
ity may result from assaying sera at different times or using 
different lots of reagent. Therefore, pretreatment sera must 
be saved to be analyzed along with posttherapy samples. 
This limitation requires that pretreatment specimens be 
saved for up to 12 months. The second limitation is that 
serology must be monitored for at least 3 months (and for 
6 to 9 months in many cases) before a significant decrease 
in antibody concentration is observed. Depending on the 
clinical circumstances, this may represent an unacceptable 
delay. The percent decrease in the concentration of H. 
pylori- specific IgG which indicates eradication of infection 
in an individual patient has not been clearly established.

When serologic analysis is used in the evaluation of 
treatment success under controlled conditions, the absolute 
concentrations of H. pylori- specific IgG antibodies in the 
serum are less important than are the changes in concentra-
tions from the pretreatment level. For example, over 60% of 
individuals from whom H. pylori was eradicated continued 
to have seropositive IgG levels (index value, >1.0) at 6, 9, 
and 12 months despite demonstrating a 20% reduction in 
antibody concentration (8). Thus, a single serum specimen 
from such an individual appears to reflect active infection 
with H. pylori in the absence of an adequate clinical history. 
In addition, specific antibodies may persist for years even af-
ter eradication of H. pylori. Some antigens, in particular the 
120- kDa CagA protein, induce very persistent antibodies.

In summary, ELISAs for the detection of H. pylori- 
specific antibodies are sensitive, specific, and cost- effective 
for untreated individuals. The major limitation of such tests 
is the lack of a rapid, clear serologic response to the eradica-
tion of bacterial infection.

Assessment of Eradication of H. pylori
Because of the patchy nature of H. pylori infection, inva-
sive methods are not optimal to assess bacterial eradication, 
since therapy may reduce the burden of H. pylori infection 
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but not completely eradicate the organism; biopsies may 
therefore provide false- negative results. PCR methods may 
give false- positive results by detecting residual nucleic 
acid from dead or dying bacteria. Serologic methods are 
not suitable for assessment of eradication since antibody 
levels can remain elevated for months to years even after 
successful eradication. The best methods for assessment of 
eradication of H. pylori are those which are capable of de-
tecting active infection, such as the urea breath test and 
stool antigen test (30).

Pediatric iron deficiency has been recognized as an ex-
tragastric manifestation of H. pylori infection in other wise 
asymptomatic H. pylori gastritis (4). In 2012, the FDA 
 approved [13C]urea breath testing in children under the 
age of 18 (http://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/
PressAnnouncements/ucm293278.htm). In the pediatric 
population, the stool antigen test and the [13C]urea breath 
test are the methods of choice for diagnosis and “tests for 
cure” of H. pylori. These tests, in addition to endoscopy 
and histology, are now accepted standards of care in the 
United States (31). Diagnosis of H. pylori infection in 
children has been reviewed recently (19, 32).

The two noninvasive methods generally recommended 
for assessment of eradication of H. pylori are the urea 
breath test and the stool antigen test. Urea breath testing 
performed at least 4 weeks after treatment has been pro-
moted as the test of choice to confirm bacterial eradication 
(2, 30). Both the [13C]urea and [14C]urea breath tests have 
been approved by the FDA for use in adults, while the [13C]
urea breath test was recently approved for children below 
18 years of age. Stool antigen testing is a more widely avail-
able alternative, but it should not be performed sooner 
than 4 to 6 weeks after completion of treatment because 
of both false- positive and false- negative results in this time 
period (14, 15). However, the unpleasantness of the stool 
collection procedure may limit acceptance of this assay by 
patients. Posteradication, it has been reported that in pop-
ulations with low H. pylori prevalence, the performance of 
the urea breath test is superior to that of the stool antigen 
test (2, 14).

It should be kept in mind that in individuals who fail 
eradication therapy, a gastric biopsy with culture may be 
necessary to determine the susceptibility of the infecting H. 
pylori strain(s).

As noted above, serologic tests are generally not useful 
to confirm eradication due to the significant time required 
for anti- H. pylori antibodies to decrease after therapy and 
due to the fact that the percent reduction in antibody titer 
signifying bacterial eradication has not been established.

Finally, it should be noted that while a low rate of rein-
fection with H. pylori has been noted in developed coun-
tries, a much higher rate of reinfection is observed in the 
developing world. Thus, caution is required to distinguish 
between failed eradication and reinfection by H. pylori in 
individual patients in developing countries (33).
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BACKGROUND
The laboratory diagnosis of syphilis has relied, in large part, 
upon serologic methods for over 100 years (1). The caus-
ative organism, Treponema pallidum, is not amenable to in 
vitro culture, and antigen detection and nucleic acid ampli-
fication techniques have not become routinely used. While 
many of the serologic methods in use now have been in 
use for decades, their application, specifically the standard 
testing algorithm, is changing. In order to understand the 
interpretation of alternative testing algorithms, a thorough 
understanding of test characteristics is necessary. This chap-
ter will review serologic tests for syphilis and their inter-
pretation when they are applied to adults with and without 
HIV infection and to children.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
From 2005 through 2013, the rates of primary and second-
ary syphilis increased to 5.3 cases per 100,000 population 
(2). The largest increases were noted in men who have 
sex with men in the 25-  to 29- year- old age group. The rate 
of primary and secondary syphilis in women was 0.9 per 
100,000 in both 2005 and 2013. A slight increase in rates 
was noted between 2005 and 2009, followed by a decline 
to the 2013 level. In the United States, the rate of congen-
ital syphilis was 7.8 cases per 100,000 live births in 2012. 
The rate reflects a decline in incidence over several years 
corresponding to the decline in incidence of primary and 
secondary syphilis in women. Globally, the WHO estimates 
10.6 million new cases of syphilis annually in adults (48), 
while congenital syphilis is estimated to occur in 1 million 
pregnancies per year globally (3). The burden of infection 
is particularly heavy in resource- limited areas. This fact has 
stimulated the development of rapid, point- of- care diagnos-
tics that can be used for large- scale testing with a limited 
traditional laboratory infrastructure.

MICROBIOLOGY
Four related spirochetes are agents of human trepone-
mal disease. They are long (10 to 15 μm), slender (0.1 to 
0.2 μm) corkscrew- shaped organisms that have not been 
cultivated in vitro. Because of their size, they cannot be vi-
sualized by standard bright- field microscopy. Dark- field mi-
croscopy is necessary for visualization from infected lesions. 

T. pallidum subsp. pallidum, the cause of venereal syphilis, 
is a human bacterial pathogen with no natural reservoir. 
The other pathogenic treponemes (4) that cause human 
infection include T. pallidum subsp. endemicum (bejel), T. 
pal lidum subsp. pertenue (yaws), and T. carateum (pinta). 
These organisms are closely related genetically and exhibit 
serologic cross- reactivity.

NATURAL HISTORY OF ACQUIRED AND 
CONGENITAL SYPHILIS
In the natural history of acquired and congenital syphilis 
(5), the transmission of T. pallidum has occurred via contact 
with infectious primary or secondary lesions, blood transfu-
sion (6), or transplantation (7). Vertical transmission can 
lead to the development of congenital syphilis. The incuba-
tion period of venereal syphilis is 10 to 90 days, after which 
the signs and symptoms of syphilis appear. Primary syphilis 
includes development of a chancre at the site of inocula-
tion that may be associated with regional lymphadenopa-
thy. Lesions contain viable treponemes that can be detected 
with dark- field microscopy. Spirochetes disseminate during 
this stage, leading to manifestations of secondary syphilis in 
approximately 25% of untreated patients weeks to months 
after primary disease.

The manifestations of secondary syphilis include skin le-
sions that may involve the palms and soles, fever, malaise, 
headache, lymphadenopathy, alopecia, hepatitis, gastroin-
testinal symptoms, and renal, musculoskeletal, neurologic, 
and ocular findings. Upon resolution of these symptoms, pa-
tients enter the latent phase of syphilis. Latent infection of 
less than 1 year in duration is classified as early latent, while 
duration of greater than 1 year is termed late latent syphilis. 
Eventually, up to 40% of individuals develop late (tertiary) 
syphilis. The manifestations of late syphilis include neu-
rosyphilis and cardiovascular and gummatous syphilis.

Genital ulcer diseases have been suggested to increase 
the rate of acquisition of HIV infection (8). Some evi-
dence that syphilis may influence HIV load exists as well 
(9). Clinical manifestations of syphilis appear typical for 
the most part in HIV- infected individuals, although some 
cases of more rapid progression and disease severity have 
been reported. The diagnosis of syphilis in HIV- infected 
patients is likewise usually typical, with occasional excep-
tions (10).

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch46
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Manifestations of congenital syphilis are varied and can 
occur in fetuses, newborns, and children without treatment 
(11). Spontaneous abortion (stillbirth) may occur. Infants 
born with congenital infection may be asymptomatic at 
birth or present with various manifestations resulting from 
widespread dissemination of T. pallidum organisms. Early 
congenital syphilis (affecting those <2 years old) most 
commonly presents with hepatomegaly, nasal drainage, 
rash, lymphadenopathy, skeletal abnormalities, cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) abnormalities, or hematologic findings. Late 
latent congenital syphilis (>2 years of age) develops in 40% 
of untreated children and may manifest with facial abnor-
malities or with ocular, otic, oral, skin, neurologic, skeletal, 
or renal disease.

INDICATIONS FOR SYPHILIS TESTING
Individuals presenting with signs/symptoms of primary, sec-
ondary, or tertiary syphilis as well as persons with sexual ex-
posure to an individual with any stage of syphilis infection 
should have serologic testing for syphilis (12). Sexually ac-
tive men who have sex with men should be tested at least 
annually. Testing is also recommended for pregnant women 
at their first prenatal visit, in the third trimester, and at de-
livery if the patient is at high risk for syphilis. Infants born 
to mothers with reactive serologic tests for syphilis should 
also receive testing. The effectiveness of therapy should be 
assessed with nontreponemal testing 6 and 12 months after 
treatment.

LABORATORY DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

Direct Detection
Direct detection of T. pallidum in clinical samples relies upon 
microscopic examination. Dark- field microscopy is used to 
detect motile spirochetes in serous fluid from primary or 
secondary lesions, mucous patches, or lymph node aspirates 
that contain sufficient numbers of viable spirochetes (13). 
This technique is useful for diagnosis in primary, secondary, 
and early congenital infection.

Dark- field examination requires a properly calibrated mi-
croscope and skilled personnel. In addition, these resources 
must be physically close to the patient because slides must be 
examined immediately after preparation to ensure that viable 
organisms with characteristic morphology and motility are 
retained for proper interpretation. Serous fluid or aspirates 
are collected and placed on a glass slide that is coverslipped 
and immediately examined for appropriate morphology and 
motility. Results are reported as dark- field microscopy posi-
tive, dark- field microscopy negative, or dark- field microscopy 
unsatisfactory. The sensitivity of dark- field microscopy is ap-
proximately 80% (14). Examination of lesions from the oral 
cavity is not recommended due to the presence of Treponema 
denticola, a component of the oral flora. Additionally, antibi-
otic therapy or application of topical antibiotics may result in 
false- negative results. Likewise, the examination of healing 
lesions may also yield negative results.

The direct fluorescent antibody test for Treponema pal-
lidum (15) is an alternative method for detection of T. pal-
lidum in lesions. It utilizes the same sample types as used for 
dark- field examination. In addition, this approach can be 
used for oral and rectal samples due to its ability to specifi-
cally identify pathogenic species of T. pallidum in the pres-
ence of endogenous spirochetes. There is also a version of 
the direct fluorescent antibody test for T. pallidum that has 
been adapted for use in tissue sections (16).

PCR- based methods for the detection of T. pallidum 
DNA have been developed. They are of potential useful-
ness during early primary infection when seroconversion 
has not occurred and/or dark- field microscopy is unavail-
able. They may also be of use in the diagnosis of neurosyph-
ilis due to the limitations of CSF antibody testing and in 
congenital syphilis due to the confounding of serologic test-
ing by maternal antibody and limited experience with T. 
pallidum- specific IgM testing. The most commonly reported 
application of PCR- based detection of T. pallidum has been 
observed in samples derived from skin lesions and CSF. A 
recent meta- analysis (17) indicated that the highest likeli-
hood ratios were found in studies using swabs from  primary-  
or secondary- syphilis cases. For congenital syphilis, the 
highest likelihood ratios were found in CSF and blood from 
neonates. While of potential utility, PCR is not routinely 
available for the diagnosis of syphilis. It is available in some 
commercial reference laboratories (Focus Diagnostics).

SEROLOGY

Nontreponemal Tests
Because of the inability to culture T. pallidum and the lim-
itations of available direct detection methods, serologic 
testing is the mainstay of syphilis diagnostics. Serologic 
testing employs two categories of assays differentiated by 
the antigen preparation used. The nontreponemal antibody 
tests employ a combination of cardiolipin, cholesterol, and 
lecithin as the antigen preparation, as opposed to antigens 
derived from T. pallidum itself. All of the nontreponemal 
methods are based on a flocculation reaction that develops 
upon reaction of IgG and/or IgM antibodies in serum with 
the nontreponemal antigen. These antibodies are produced 
to lipoidal materials released from damaged host cells or 
from treponemes (18). There are four standard nontrepone-
mal antibody tests (Table 1). These tests differ in the ways 
in which flocculation is detected, the levels of stability of 
prepared antigens, and the sample types used. Procedural 
details are available for all four methods (19). The RPR card 
test (ASI [Arlington Scientific, Inc.]) is summarized here as 
an example.

A. Pipet 50 μl of serum into one circle of the testing card 
and spread it with a plastic stirrer.

B. Add 1 drop of well- shaken antigen suspension onto 
each circle.

C. Rotate cards for 8 min at 100 rpm under a humidifying 
cover.

D. Immediately visualize the test results under a high- 
intensity lamp.

E. Interpret as follows.
1. A slight but definite clumping ranging to marked and 

intense clumping indicates reactivity.

TABLE 1 Nontreponemal serologic tests for syphilis

Testa Antigen storage 
temp (°C) Sample type(s) Readout

VDRL 2–80 Serumb, CSF Microscopic
USR 2–80 Serum Microscopic
RPR 2–80 Serum, plasma Macroscopic
TRUST 2–30 Serum, plasma Macroscopic

aVDRL, Veneral Disease Research Laboratory; USR, unheated serum reagin 
test; RPR, rapid plasma reagin; TRUST, toluidine red unheated serum test.

bSerum must be heated to 56°C for 30 min prior to testing.
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2. A slight roughness or no clumping indicates 
nonreactivity.

3. All tests with a reactive or nonreactive rough RPR 
card test result should be tested by the quantitative 
procedure.

F. For the quantitative test, prepare a serial dilution of 
sample (undiluted and diluted 1:2, 1:4, 1:8, and 1:16 
with 0.9% saline) directly on the RPR card. Dilutions 
of >1:16 should be made with a 1:50 dilution of nonre-
active serum in place of 0.9% saline.

G. Add 1 drop of antigen suspension to each circle.
H. Rotate the card for 8 min at 100 rpm under a humidify-

ing cover.
I. Read the results as instructed above. The endpoint 

 titer is reported as the highest dilution giving a reactive 
result.

Interpretation of Nontreponemal Tests
The nontreponemal tests offer the advantages of simplicity 
and low cost. In addition, they provide a semiquantitative 
result (titer) that can be used to monitor the response to 
therapy. Positive results in these tests usually reflect active 
infection. Resolution of infection is associated with a decline 
in titer. The four nontreponemal tests have similar sensitiv-
ities that vary by disease stage, ranging from 78 to 86% in 
primary infections, 100% in secondary infections, 95 to 98% 
in latent infections, and 71 to 73% in late latent syphilis in-
fections (20). Falsely negative results are more likely encoun-
tered during early primary infection and late latent syphilis. 
Especially during secondary- stage infections, these tests can 
be susceptible to the prozone effect (21–23). High levels of 
nontreponemal antibodies (antibody excess) can cause ap-
parently nonreactive results. Dilution of samples suspected 
of exhibiting a prozone is necessary to detect reactivity. As 
discussed in the following paragraphs, a treponemal test may 
be better suited to assess infection status during late latent 
syphilis because of the decrease in sensitivity of nontrepone-
mal tests. Nontreponemal tests can be used and interpreted 
in a similar fashion in HIV- infected individuals. However, 
unusually low and high results have been encountered (12).

The CSF Venereal Disease Research Laboratory (VDRL) 
assay is the only test considered standard for CSF analysis. 
Its performance should be limited to patients with reactive 
serologic tests for syphilis (24), and it should be accompa-
nied by a CSF cell count and protein determination. It is 
considered specific for neurosyphilis; however, its sensitiv-
ity is not optimal. A CSF cell count of >5 cells/μl and a 
protein level of >40 mg/dl in a seropositive individual are 
consistent with neurosyphilis in the absence of a reactive 
CSF VDRL assay.

The diagnosis of congenital syphilis requires clinical and 
serologic evaluation of the mother and child (25). Serologic 
testing of neonates should be performed on serum (not cord 
blood). The use of the serologic tests in infants at risk of 
or suspected of having congenital syphilis is confounded by 
maternal antibody. While some infants have been found to 
have nontreponemal titers 4- fold greater than the maternal 
titer (considered highly probable for congenital infection), 
this finding is not common (26). Follow- up testing with 
nontreponemal tests should demonstrate a decline in titer 
to nonreactivity by 6 months in untreated infants without 
infection.

Success of treatment can and should be monitored 
with quantitative nontreponemal titers collected 6 and 12 
months after therapy (12). Effective therapy is associated 
in most cases with a 4- fold decline in titer and eventual 
seroreversion. However, the time to seroreversion may be 

influenced by the stage of infection during which therapy is 
started. Twenty percent, or more, of treated individuals may 
not serorevert and remain serofast (27, 28). Treponemal an-
tibodies typically do not serorevert with therapy. Successful 
treatment of neurosyphilis results in a decline in nontrepo-
nemal titers in the CSF, in addition to in blood.

Nontreponemal tests have limitations. False- positive 
tests can be encountered in a variety of infections and au-
toimmune and malignant diseases, as well as during preg-
nancy and with advancing age (20). Although the four tests 
use the same basic antigen preparation, slight variations in 
the antigen can lead to differing degrees of reactivity. As 
such, these tests should not be used interchangeably when 
an individual is monitored longitudinally for therapeutic 
response. The same test should be used in these instances. 
Due to the potential for false- positive reactions with these 
nonspecific tests, reactive results should be confirmed by 
performing a test using T. pallidum- specific antigens, i.e., a 
treponemal antibody test.

Treponemal Antibody Tests
In contrast to the nontreponemal tests, treponemal antibody 
tests use T. pallidum organisms or antigens to detect the pres-
ence of antibodies (20). These tests have typically been used 
as confirmatory assays for samples with reactive nontrepone-
mal test results. Because of their increased sensitivities com-
pared to those of nontreponemal tests in late latent syphilis, 
they may be used as the first- line test in suspect patients. A 
variety of test methods have been used for the detection of 
treponemal antibodies (20). The most common assays cur-
rently employed (Table 2) include the fluorescent treponemal 
antibody absorption (FTA- ABS) test, the T. pallidum passive 
particle agglutination (TP- PA) test, enzyme immunoassay 
(EIA), and chemiluminescent immunoassay (CLIA).

The FTA- ABS (29, 30) test is an indirect fluorescent 
antibody test that employs glass slides with whole T. pal-
lidum organisms fixed to the surface. Sera are first diluted 
in sorbent, an extract from Treponema phagedenis, to reduce 
false- positive reactions. Absorbed patient serum is applied 
to the wells and incubated. After the wells are washed, flu-
orescein isothiocyanate- conjugated anti- human immuno-
globulin is added. If IgM and/or IgG antibodies are bound 
to the organisms on the slides, the fluorescein isothiocya-
nate conjugate will bind. Unbound anti- immunoglobulin 
is washed away, and the slides are then coverslipped and 
viewed with a fluorescence microscope. The presence of ap-
ple green treponemes is a positive test indicating the pres-
ence of T. pallidum- specific antibody. Results are reported as 
reactive, minimally reactive, or nonreactive or with atypi-
cal fluorescence observed. A version of this test that detects 
T. pallidum- specific IgM antibodies has been reported (31); 
however, it is not in common use.

EIAs (32, 33) are also available for the detection of 
T. pallidum- specific antibody. A number of assays using 
various antigens and enzyme- labeled anti- IgG or anti- 
immunoglobulin are available (33, 34). In addition, IgM- 
specific EIA is available in some laboratories and may be of 
use in the diagnosis of congenital or early infectious syph-
ilis (26, 35). EIAs are amenable to automation and have 
replaced nontreponemal tests as screening assays (reverse 
syphilis testing algorithm) in many large laboratories with 
high testing volumes. Their sensitivities and specificities 
are comparable to those of standard treponemal assays (33). 
CLIAs, like EIAs are also increasingly used in reverse test-
ing algorithms. These assays are available on random- access 
instruments which perform a variety of immunoassays si-
multaneously in a high- throughput fashion (36).
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The TP- PA test (37, 38) is a modification of the micro-
hemagglutination test for T. pallidum (39) that substitutes 
gelatin particles for red cells as the carrier of T. pallidum an-
tigen. A gelatin particle suspension coated with T. pallidum 
antigen is incubated with patient serum. If T. pallidum anti-
body is present, the particles agglutinate and form a mat in 
the bottom of the well of the microtiter tray. If no antibody 
is present, the gelatin particles form a button in the bottom 
of the well. The test requires no expensive equipment and 
is simple to perform. This test has sensitivity and specificity 
similar to those of the other treponemal antibody tests. A 
procedural outline for the Serodia TP- PA (Fujirebio Diag-
nostics, Inc.) test is provided as an example.

A. Reconstitute lyophilized sensitized (T. pallidum anti-
gen) or nonsensitized (control) gelatin particles.

B. Place 4 drops (100 μl) of sample diluent in well 1 and 1 
drop (25 μl) in wells 2 through 4 of a U- bottom micro-
titer plate.

C. Add 25 μl of patient specimen (serum or plasma) or 
reactive or nonreactive control sera into the first wells 
of four rows.

D. Mix the contents of well 1 and transfer 25 μl into well 
2. Mix the contents of well 2 and transfer 25 μl into 
well 3. Mix the contents of well 3 and transfer 25 μl 
into well 4. Mix the contents of well 4 and discard 25 
μl of solution from that well.

E. Add 25 μl of unsensitized particles to well 3 and 25 μl 
of sensitized particles to well 4.

F. Mix the contents of the wells, cover the plate, and incu-
bate it at room temperature for 2 h. The incubation can 
be extended to overnight.

G. Place the plate onto a flat surface, preferably with a 
white background, and observe the pattern of aggluti-
nation in each well. A plate viewer may be used to en-
hance the visual interpretation.
1. A nonreactive result occurs when gelatin particles 

form a button or a ring with a small hole in the cen-
ter at the center of the well.

2. An inconclusive result occurs when gelatin particles 
from a ring with a hole in the center.

3. A reactive result occurs when a large ring with a 
rough outer margin is visible and peripheral aggluti-
nation is surrounded by a small red circle (1+), the 
bottom of the well is covered with agglutinated parti-
cles surrounded by a red circle (2+), or a smooth mat 
of cells covers the entire bottom of the well with or 
without a faint ring (3+).

A specimen that is nonreactive with unsensitized parti-
cles and reactive with sensitized particles is interpreted 

as reactive in this test. If a serum specimen demonstrates 
a positive reaction with both the sensitized and unsensi-
tized particles, it can be retested by an absorption proce-
dure. Specimens that are nonreactive with unsensitized 
particles but have an inconclusive reaction with sensitized 
particles are classified as having inconclusive results. The 
assay should be rerun or a new sample obtained for testing. 
Samples that are nonreactive with sensitized particles are 
classified as nonreactive.

Interpretation of Treponemal Tests
A reactive treponemal test is consistent with current or 
past infection. The sensitivities of the tests are similar to 
those of nontreponemal tests in primary infection (76 to 
84%), secondary infection (100%), and latent infection 
(97 to 100%). They perform better in patients with late la-
tent syphilis, however, as most people maintain treponemal 
antibodies for many years. Whether infections are cleared 
naturally or with antibiotics, people usually remain reactive 
(20). The use of the FTA- ABS test on CSF has been found 
to be more sensitive but less specific than the CSF VDRL 
test. As such, it has been considered to rule out neurosyph-
ilis if it is negative. One must be particularly cognizant of 
the potential for false- positive reactivity if the CSF sample 
is contaminated with blood (40).

Although these tests use T. pallidum antigen, false- 
positive results can be encountered in healthy individuals 
(41) and in those with a variety of diseases (20). Recog-
nized causes of false- positive results include infections with 
related spirochetes, systemic lupus erythematosus and other 
autoimmune diseases, and aging.

Rapid Point- of- Care Tests
A number of rapid tests for syphilis have been developed (42) 
in response to the need to provide testing in resource- limited 
settings where traditional serologic tests for syphilis may not 
be feasible or optimal for routine use. Point- of- care tests pro-
vide a fast, simple means to diagnose syphilis in both clinical 
and nonclinical settings, addressing the need to increase test-
ing in these areas (43). These tests are commonly formatted 
as an immunochromatographic assay using treponemal anti-
gens. One test has received CLIA- waived status, the Syphilis 
Health Check (Diagnostics Direct). A recent survey of 15 
published studies calculated a median sensitivity of 86% and 
a specificity of 99% for rapid tests, which is comparable to 
those of nontreponemal screening (44).

QUALITY CONTROL AND ASSURANCE
Specific, detailed quality control practices are provided in 
the manual of tests for syphilis (19). Positive and negative 

TABLE 2 Common treponemal antibody testsa

Testb Sample type(s) Equipment Readout

MHA- TP Serum Minimal Agglutination
TP- PA test Serum, plasma Minimal Agglutination
FTA- ABS test Serum, CSF Fluorescence microscope IFA
EIA Serum EIA reader, EIA washer Indirect EIAc

CLIA Serum Automated analyzer Chemiluminescence
aAll reagents were stored at 2 to 8°C.
bMHA- TP, microhemagglutination test for T. pallidum; TP- PA, T. pallidum particle agglutination; FTA- ABS, fluorescent 

treponemal antibody absorption; EIA, enzyme immunoassay; CLIA, chemiluminescent immunoassay; IFA, indirect fluorescent 
antibody test.

cFor T. pallidum- specific IgM detection, IgM- capture assays are preferred.
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controls are available and run each day that the tests are 
performed. Detailed daily monitoring of equipment (e.g., 
needles and rotators for nontreponemal tests) is required to 
ensure consistency of results. External proficiency testing for 
syphilis serologic testing is available from several vendors, 
including the College of American Pathologists. Samples 
are provided for nontreponemal and treponemal testing 
of serum and VDRL testing of CSF. Proficiency testing for 
direct detection methods is not available, and laboratories 
must implement systems to assess proficiency for accredita-
tion purposes.

TESTING ALGORITHMS
The classic approach for serologic diagnosis of infectious 
syphilis in adults is the standard algorithm (Fig. 1). In this 
approach, sera are first tested for the presence of nontrepo-
nemal antibody. If reactive in undiluted sera, the samples 
are serially diluted to determine the endpoint titer. Reactive 
results may indicate active infection. However, due to the 
potential for false- positive reactions with nontreponemal 
tests, reactive samples are confirmed with a treponemal an-
tibody test. Treponemal tests are performed in a qualitative 
fashion, and titrations are not performed. A reactive trepo-
nemal result confirms syphilis infection. The limitations of 
this approach are its insufficient sensitivity in very early and 
late latent syphilis. In cases in which late latent syphilis is 
suspected after a nonreactive nontreponemal test, initial 
testing by treponemal methods is warranted.

Recently, an alternative to the standard algorithm has 
been employed. The reverse sequence testing algorithm (Fig. 
2) is an alternative approach that employs a treponemal test, 
usually an EIA or CLIA, as the screening assay. If positive, a 
nontreponemal antibody test, such as RPR, is performed, and 
if the sample is reactive, a titer is obtained. In the case of a 
nonreactive nontreponemal test result, an alternative trepo-
nemal test (e.g., FTA- ABS or TP- PA test) is recommended 
to determine if the screening EIA or CLIA was falsely pos-
itive. It should be kept in mind that highly sensitive CLIA 
assays may detect lower levels of antibody than standard 
treponemal tests (FTA- ABS and TP- PA tests), which might 
lead to discordant results not due to a false- positive result. 

Nontreponemal
test

Nonreactive Reactive (+ titer)

Treponemal
test

Nonreactive Reactive

Syphilis unlikely Syphilis likely

Syphilis unlikely

FIGURE 1 Traditional algorithm.

Treponemal
test

Nonreactive Reactive

Nontreponemal
test

Nonreactive Reactive

Syphilis likely

Syphilis unlikely

2nd treponemal
test

Nonreactive Reactive

Late, treated,
resolved syphilisSyphilis unlikely *

FIGURE 2 Reverse algorithm. *, may indicate a false- positive 
screening test result; however, a very sensitive screening test, such 
as CLIA, might be positive when the standard treponemal test is 
nonreactive.

The false- positivity rates of the screening EIAs or CLIAs 
vary based on the prevalence of syphilis in the population 
being tested (45). This approach has been developed in part 
to accommodate large test runs, rapid turnaround times, and 
objective analyses, as favored by commercial reference labo-
ratories. In addition, it can effectively detect very early or late 
latent syphilis that may be missed with the standard algorithm 
(46, 47). However, sera that are confirmed treponemal- test 
reactive but nontreponemal- test nonreactive may present a 
more challenging interpretation. They may arise from cases 
of untreated late latent syphilis or syphilis treated in the past.
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Lyme disease, relapsing fever, and leptospirosis are infec-
tions caused by spirochetes, a phylogenetically ancient and 
distinct group of microorganisms among the prokaryotes.

The taxonomy of the spirochetes has undergone sig-
nificant revisions during the past decade. While all spiro-
chetes remain in a single order, Spirochaetales, in the class 
Spirochaetia of the phylum Spirochaetes phy. nov., the order 
Spirochaetales has been reclassified into four families in the 
second edition of Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriol-
ogy: Spirochaetaceae (family I), Brachyspiraceae (family II), 
Brevinemataceae (family III), and Leptospiraceae (family IV) 
(1). The family Spirochaetaceae consists of four genera: Spi-
rochaeta (genus I), Borrelia (genus II), Cristispira (genus III), 
and Treponema (genus IV). Family Brachyspiraceae contains 
a single genus, Brachyspira. Family Brevinemataceae fam. 
nov. has recently been validated with one genus, Brevinema. 
Family Leptospiraceae encompasses three genera: Leptospira, 
Leptonema, and Turneriella (1).

Three genera of spirochetes, Borrelia, Leptospira, and 
Treponema, are pathogenic to humans and are associated 
with Lyme disease and relapsing fever, leptospirosis, and 
syphilis, respectively. This chapter focuses on the laboratory 
diagnosis of Lyme disease, relapsing fever, and leptospirosis. 
The diagnosis of syphilis is presented in chapter 46 of this 
Manual.

LYME DISEASE

Taxonomy of Lyme Borrelia
The genus Borrelia comprises more than 40 species of ar-
thropod vector- borne spirochetes that can be classified into 
two major groups. The first group of spirochetes contains 
19 Borrelia species that have been validated or proposed 
since 1984 (2–4). The term “Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato” 
has been collectively used to refer to all Borrelia species and 
isolates in this group. Borrelia species in the first group are 
transmitted by the hard Ixodes ticks and are associated with 
Lyme disease, or Lyme borreliosis (3). The second group of 
spirochetes includes 25 validated or proposed Borrelia spe-
cies transmitted by soft ticks Argasidae with a few exceptions 
(i.e., louse- borne B. recurrentis and hard- tick- borne Borrelia 
miyamotoi and Borrelia lonestari). Borrelia species in the sec-
ond major group are associated with human relapsing fever 
(RF). The term “relapsing fever Borrelia” has been used to 

refer to all Borrelia species and isolates in this group (5). In 
this chapter, we use the terms “Lyme Borrelia” to refer to B. 
burgdorferi sensu lato and “RF Borrelia” to refer to relapsing- 
fever- related Borrelia species.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of selected Bor-
relia species associated with human Lyme disease and re-
lapsing fever. A complete list of current Borrelia species and 
their differential characteristics can be found in the recently 
published Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology (5).

Fourteen validated Borrelia species belong to the Lyme 
Borrelia group. They are B. burgdorferi sensu stricto, Borrelia 
garinii, Borrelia afzelii, Borrelia japonica, Borrelia valaisiana, 
Borrelia lusitaniae, Borrelia tanukii, Borrelia turdi, Borrelia si-
nica, Borrelia spielmanii, Borrelia americana, Borrelia carolinen-
sis, Borrelia bivariensis, and Borrelia kurtenbachii. Among these, 
only B. burgdorferi sensu stricto, B. garinii, Borrelia bivariensis, 
and B. afzelii are well known to cause human diseases. Rare 
cases associated with infections of B. valaisiana, B. lusitaniae, 
and B. spielmanii have been reported; the pathogenicity of 
these species in humans remains to be elucidated.

Five additional Borrelia species in the Lyme Borrelia 
group have been proposed, but their taxonomic status has 
not been validly published due to the lack of sufficient data. 
These are Borrelia andersonii, Borrelia bissettii, Borrelia cali-
forniensis, Borrelia yangtze, and Borrelia finlandensis.

Epidemiology and Disease Spectrum
Lyme disease is widely distributed in the northern hemi-
sphere among patients residing in North America, Europe, 
and Asia. It is the most common vector- borne disease in 
North America and Europe. Between 1992 and 2011, a total 
of 439,738 cases of Lyme disease, with an average of approx-
imately 20,000 cases each year, were reported to the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the U.S. Over 
30,000 confirmed and probable cases are reported annually 
in recent years, while it is estimated that the number of an-
nual cases may be more than 300,000, if including those un-
reported patients (6). Most reported Lyme disease cases in 
the U.S. are from the northeastern and midwestern states. 
In 2012, 95% of Lyme disease cases were reported from 13 
states: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin (7).

Areas of endemic Lyme disease in Europe include the 
British Isles, Scandinavia, western Europe and states of 
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of selected Borrelia species associated with Lyme disease and relapsing fevera

Taxon Vector Host Distribution Disease

Borrelia burgdorferi sensu lato
 B. afzelii Ixodes ricinus, Ixodes persulcatus Rodents Europe, Asia Lyme borreliosis
 B. bavariensis Ixodes ricinus, Ixodes persulcatus Birds, rodents Europe, Asia Lyme borreliosis
 B. bissettii Ixodes pacificus, Ixodes spinipalpis, 

Ixodes scapularis
Rodents, birds U.S., Europe? Probably Lyme borreliosis

 B. burgdorferi sensu stricto Ixodes scapularis, Ixodes pacificus, 
Ixodes ricinus

Rodents, birds U.S., Europe Lyme borreliosis

 B. garinii Ixodes ricinus, Ixodes persulcatus Birds, rodents Europe, Asia Lyme borreliosis
 B. lusitaniae Ixodes ricinus Rodents, lizards Central Europe Probably Lyme borreliosis
 B. spielmanii Ixodes ricinus Rodents Europe Probably Lyme borreliosis
 B. valaisiana Ixodes ricinus, Ixodes nipponensis, 

Ixodes columnae
Rodents, birds Europe, Asia Probably Lyme borreliosis

Relapsing fever borreliae
 B. baltazardii Unknown Unknown Iran Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. caucasica Ornithodoros verrucosus Rodents, humans Caucasus Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. coriaceae Ornithodoros coriaceus Probably deer Western U.S. Probably epizootic bovine abortion
 B. crocidurae Ornithodoros sonrai Rodents, humans Africa, Near East, Central Asia Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. duttonii Ornithodoros moubata Man Africa Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. graingeri Ornithodoros graingeri Rodents, humans East Africa Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. hermsii Ornithodoros hermsi Rodents, humans Western U.S. and Canada Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. hispanica Ornithodoros erraticus Rodents, humans Spain, Portugal, Morocco, Algeria, 

Tunisia
Tick- borne relapsing fever

 B. lonestari Amblyomma americanum Rodents, birds? Southeastern U.S. Lyme- like illness? (Southern 
tick-associated rash illness)

 B. latyschewii Ornithodoros tartakov- Rodents, reptiles, humans Iran, Central Asia Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. mazzottii Ornithodoros talaje Rodents, armadillos, monkeys, humans Mexico and Guatemala Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. miyamotoi Ixodes persulcatus, Ixodes scapularis, 

Ixodes ricinus
Rodents Japan, U.S., Sweden Tick- borne borreliosis

 B. parkeri Ornithodoros parkeri Rodents, humans Western U.S. Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. persica Ornithodoros tholozani Rodents, bats, humans Middle East, Central Asia Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. recurrentis Pediculus humanus, subsp. humanus Man South America, Europe, Africa, Asia Louse- borne relapsing fever
 B. turicatae Ornithodoros turicatae Rodents, humans U.S. and Mexico Tick- borne relapsing fever
 B. venezuelensis Ornithodoros rudis Rodents, humans Central and South America Tick- borne relapsing fever

aAdapted from reference 5.
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the former USSR, from the Baltic States east through 
Russia to the Pacific Coast. It is estimated that more than 
50,000 Lyme disease cases occur annually in the European 
countries (8). Lyme disease is also well documented in far- 
eastern Russia, Japan, and China.

B. burgdorferi is transmitted among reservoirs and hosts 
by ticks of the family Ixodidae, mainly ticks in the Ixodes 
ricinus complex. Ixodes scapularis and I. pacificus in the U.S. 
and I. ricinus and I. persulcatus in Eurasia are the principal 
vectors of the spirochaetes. The prevalence rate of B. burg-
dorferi in I. scapularis collected from endemic areas of the 
U.S. varies from 12% to almost 100% (9), and in I. ricinus 
in Europe from 0 to 58% (10). Coinfection with B. burgdor-
feri and other tick- borne pathogens such as Babesia sp. and 
Anaplasma sp. has been reported.

Clinical manifestations of human Lyme disease depend 
upon the stage of the infection and may affect dermato-
logical, neurological, cardiac, and musculoskeletal systems 
(Table 2). Stage 1 consists of early infection (localized ery-
thema migrans, EM), followed by stage 2 (disseminated in-
fection) within days or weeks. Stage 3 (late infection) may 
develop months or years after the disease onset.

The clinical manifestations of Lyme disease also vary 
depending on the Borrelia species causing the disease. Al-
though all species cause EM as the early manifestation, B. 
burgdorferi sensu stricto more frequently causes arthritis, and 
B. afzelii causes acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans (ACA) 
as late manifestations. By contrast, B. garinii is more fre-
quently associated with early neurological manifestations 
(radiculoneuritis) (3).

EM is the clinical hallmark of early Lyme disease. It is 
recognized in about 60 to 80% of the patients with objective 
clinical evidence of B. burgdorferi infection (11). The rash 
typically begins at the site of the tick bite as an expanding 
red macule (erythema), sometimes with central clearing. At 
this stage, patients may be either asymptomatic or present 
with flu- like symptoms, such as headache, myalgia, arthral-
gias, and fever.

Dissemination of B. burgdorferi to the nervous system, 
joints, heart or other skin areas, and occasionally to other 
organs may give rise to a wide spectrum of manifestations 
in the involved systems. Usually, patients at this stage ex-
perience one or more of the following syndromes: multiple 
EM lesions, Lyme carditis, arthritis, and early neurobor-
reliosis including meningoradiculoneuritis (Bannwarth’s 
syndrome), meningitis, meningoencephalitis, and/or facial 
palsy.

Late Lyme disease may develop among some untreated 
patients months to years after the onset of the disease. The 
major manifestations of late Lyme disease include Lyme 
arthritis, chronic neuroborreliosis and ACA. Post- Lyme 
disease syndrome, characterized by persistent arthralgia or 
neurocognitive or fatigue syndrome, has been reported in a 
small percentage of patients. There is currently no evidence 
that such persistent subjective symptoms are caused by ac-
tive B. burgdorferi infection.

The diagnosis of Lyme disease can easily be made in 
an endemic area when the characteristic skin lesions, i.e., 
EM, borrelial lymphocytoma at typical sites (nipple or ear 
lobe) or ACA, are present. These last two clinical mani-
festations are most frequently seen in Europe. A history of 
a recent tick bite may be supportive, but only 30 to 54% of 
the culture- confirmed EM patients could recall a tick bite 
(12). In patients with EM, laboratory testing is neither nec-
essary nor recommended (13). Diagnosis of Lyme disease on 
the basis of the presence of manifestations other than EM is 
challenging. Thus, laboratory confirmation is necessary for 
the diagnosis of Lyme disease in these patients.

Laboratory Diagnosis
Laboratory approaches for diagnosis of Lyme disease in-
clude direct detection of the spirochete or nucleic acid 
by culture and PCR, and indirect measurement of Lyme 
Borrelia- specific antibodies in suspected patients by various 
immunologic test methods. Because of limited utility of 
direct detection of B. burgdorferi in clinical specimens by 
culture and PCR assay, serology is currently the mainstay of 
laboratory testing to support the clinical diagnosis of Lyme 
disease, especially in patients with atypical EM and late 
Lyme disease. Elevated specific antibody to B. burgdorferi 
titers can usually be demonstrated.

Immunologic test Methods
The U.S. FDA has approved over 70 commercial assays for 
serodiagnosis of Lyme disease since the late 1980s. It is esti-
mated that 2.8 million to 3.4 million serologic tests for Lyme 
disease, with a cost of more than $100 million, are performed 
annually in the U.S. (13). Similarly, the overall expected 
cost for Lyme disease serologic testing and treatment is ap-
proximately 51 million Euros in Germany alone (14).

Lyme Borrelia Antigens of Importance in 
Immunodiagnosis
Protein profile analysis shows that the whole- cell lysates 
of the Lyme Borrelia comprise more than 50 visible protein 
bands in silver-  or Coomassie blue- stained polyacrylamide 
gels. The Borrelia antigens of importance in serodiagnosis of 
early Lyme disease include flagellin (41 kDa), outer surface 
lipoprotein C (OspC, 21 to 25 kDa), Borrelia membrane 
protein A (P39 or BmpA, ~39 kDa), and Vmp- like protein 
(VlsE, 25 kDa). Patients with early Lyme disease usually de-
velop antibodies against these antigens. Thus, IgM antibod-
ies to these antigens are of most diagnostic importance in 
early Lyme disease.

TABLE 2 Clinical manifestations of Lyme disease and speci-
men types for laboratory diagnosis

Clinical 
manifestation

Specimen for 
culture or PCR

Specimen for 
serologic testing

Stage I (early 
or localized 
infection): EM

Skin biopsy Serum

Plasma (10 to 20 
ml for culture)

Stage II (early or 
disseminated 
infection)

 Multiple EM Skin biopsy Serum
Plasma (10 to 20 

ml for culture)
 Lyme carditis Serum
 Neuroborreliosis CSF Serum and CSF
Stage III (late 

infection)
 Lyme arthritis Synovial fluid or 

tissue
Serum

 ACA Skin biopsy Serum
 Neuroborreliosis CSF Serum and CSF
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Flagellin is an important structural and functional pro-
tein of Borrelia spp. It is a highly immunogenic and cross- 
reactive antigen. Strong IgG and IgM responses to this 
protein are developed within a few days after infection with 
the Lyme Borrelia. Many currently available immunoassays 
consist of purified flagella alone or have it as an antigenic 
mixture. Although highly immunogenic, this antigen is 
highly cross- reactive with antigens in other bacteria, partic-
ularly when denatured, as in immunoblots. Certain flagel-
lin epitopes are also cross- reactive with antigens found in 
mammalian tissues such as neural tissues, synovium, and 
myocardial muscle. P39 is another conserved outer- surface 
lipoprotein among Lyme Borrelia that is highly immuno-
genic. IgG antibody against P39 is detectable in 15 to 64% 
of Lyme disease patients, depending on the clinical stage at 
which the sample is taken (15).

The Lyme Borrelia has a large number of surface- exposed 
lipoproteins, encoded by genes located on plasmids (16). 
Two of these lipoproteins, OspC and VlsE, are differentially 
expressed in different environmental conditions that the or-
ganism encounters. By contrast to OspA, which is expressed 
while B. burgdorferi is located in the midgut of the unfed 
tick, the expression of OspC is upregulated in the presence 
of blood components and at higher temperatures (35 to 
37°C versus 25°C), i.e., after the tick obtains a blood meal 
from the susceptible mammal. The VlsE is a surface- exposed 
lipoprotein in Lyme Borrelia with functional similarity to 
the variable membrane proteins (Vmps) in RF borreliae. 
Although VlsE undergoes extensive antigenic variation in 
vivo, antibodies against an invariable region of the VlsE 
(IR6) are detectable in patients with acute EM and late 
stages of clinical disease and have been used for serodiagno-
sis of Lyme disease.

As disease progresses, antibodies to a larger number of bor-
relial antigens will develop, as will occur in any infectious 
disease. Therefore, patients with late manifestations of Lyme 
disease have antibodies to a larger number of antigens, such as 
to the 93- , 66- , 58- , 30- , 28- , and 18- kDa antigens. Untreated 
patients presenting with later manifestations of the disease 
are expected to present with a higher amount of antibodies 
reacting to a larger number of B. burgdorferi antigens. Lack of 
antibodies in a patient presenting with late manifestations of 
Lyme disease will make the diagnosis unlikely.

IFA for Antibody Detection
IFA uses cultured organisms fixed onto glass slides. Serum 
specimens are diluted in preparations that may include 
an absorbent such as material derived from Reiter trepo-
nema or egg yolk sac to remove nonspecific antibodies. 
After addition of fluorescein isothiocyanate- labeled anti- 
human IgG or IgM, the presence of antibodies is detected 
by fluorescence microscopy. Specimens testing reactive at 
screening dilutions are serially diluted. In general, antibody 
titers of ≥64 and ≥256 are considered as positive on the 
IFA with and without prior absorption, respectively (17). 
Limitations of this assay include the need for fluorescence 
microscopy and for well- trained personnel and the sub-
jectivity in reading and interpreting fluorescence micro-
scopy. Although IFAs are still commercially available, they 
have been largely replaced by enzyme immunoassays such 
as  enzyme-linked immunosorbent technology (ELISA or 
EIA), and Western immunoblot.

enzyme Immunoassays for Antibody Detection
The most common methods for detection of antibodies to 
B. burgdorferi are ELISA (13). Most of these assays use the 
whole- cell lysate of B. burgdorferi strain B31 as the source 

of antigen. Other strains of B. burgdorferi have been used 
in assays developed in the United States, and various Lyme 
Borrelia (B. burgdorferi, B. garinii and B. afzelii) species have 
been employed in in- house or commercial assays available 
in Europe. The antigen for whole- cell lysate- based assays 
is typically a complex mixture containing multiple immu-
nogenic proteins, lipoproteins and carbohydrates. ELISA 
assays that detect IgM and IgG antibodies to B. burgdorferi 
routinely include a low- positive control used to assess the 
reactivity of patient samples. Patient reactivity (optical 
density, OD) is divided by the low- positive control and an 
index is calculated. Frequently, sera with an index of <0.8 
are considered negative (nonreactive); those with an index 
of >0.8 to <1.09 are considered equivocal, and those with 
an index of >1.09 are considered positive.

Using sonicated whole- cell preparations of low- passage 
B. burgdorferi sensu lato, the sensitivity of ELISA is in gen-
eral less than 50% in acute- phase sera of patients with EM 
of a duration of <1 week. Sensitivity increases over time 
after the first week in untreated patients with EM. Sensitiv-
ity is also high in patients with EM presenting with consti-
tutional signs and symptoms or in those who have multiple 
EMs. Sensitivity is very high in patients with objective evi-
dence of extracutaneous involvement (e.g., carditis or neu-
roborreliosis). ELISA is almost invariably positive in sera of 
patients with late disease such as arthritis.

The Lyme ELISA has advantages over other immuno-
assays, including ease of testing, objective generation of 
numerical values that correlate in relative terms with the 
quantity of antibodies present, and the capability of auto-
mation. One of the limitations of ELISA for detection of 
B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibodies is lack of standardization. 
Variations exist between assays in terms of antigenic com-
position and in the detection of specific immunoglobulin 
classes, particularly in the detection of IgM antibodies. Such 
variations may occur among different commercial kits as 
well as between lots of the same kit. Another limitation of 
the Lyme ELISA is the lack of specificity due to the use of 
whole- cell antigen preparations. The specificity of ELISA 
for detection of B. burgdorferi antibodies varies from 72 to 
97% (13, 18).

Western Immunoblot for Antibody Detection 
Whether B. burgdorferi sensu lato antigens elicit IgM versus 
IgG antibodies depends on the duration of infection and the 
manifestation of Lyme disease. The use of immunoblot assay 
allows the determination of which Lyme Borrelia antigens 
are immunoreactive at different stages of Lyme disease. In 
early Lyme disease, the most common IgM and IgG antibod-
ies are directed to OspC and the flagellar antigens (41 kDa), 
while variable rates of IgM and IgG response to P39, VlsE, 
and other antigens (i.e., P93, P66, P45, P35, P30, and P18) 
may also be detected by immunoblot.

The number of antigens recognized in the IgM immuno-
blot and the intensity of the immune response as determined 
by band intensity are greater in sera of patients with EM 
and constitutional signs and symptoms, those with multiple 
EMs, or those with EM of a duration of more than 2 weeks 
at presentation, compared to asymptomatic patients with a 
solitary EM of a duration of less than 2 weeks. Interpretive 
criteria have been suggested for a standardized immunoblot 
for the three species of B. burgdorferi sensu lato that cause 
human disease in Europe (19).

In general, immunoblot has comparable or slightly 
higher sensitivity than ELISA for detection of early Lyme 
disease. The specificity of immunoblot is greater than that 
of ELISA, as interpretation of immunoblot relies on the 
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presence of specific immunoreactive bands. The major lim-
itations of the immunoblot assay include the visual scor-
ing and subjective interpretation of band intensity that 
may lead to false- positive readings, the higher cost, and 
the variability of antibody responses in patients with the 
same clinical manifestations of Lyme disease. Of particular 
concern is the scoring of weak bands on the IgM immuno-
blots, which leads to an erroneous positive interpretation. 
For these reasons, immunoblots perform better as supple-
mental tests of a sensitive EIA and should not be used as 
single- step testing.

two- tier serologic testing Algorithm
The use of earlier assays lacking the significant B. burgdor-
feri antigens, plus the indiscriminate use of serologic assays 
in populations with low prevalence for Lyme disease, has 
contributed to the belief that serology is not helpful in this 
disease. In 1994, the U.S. Association of State and Territo-
rial Public Health Laboratory Directors and the CDC recom-
mended a two- step approach in which samples are examined 
first by a sensitive test, such as ELISA or IFA. Samples testing 
reactive (equivocal and positive) by first- step assays are tested 
by separate IgG and IgM immunoblots. Samples showing re-
activity to 2 of 3 significant bands, 41- , 39- , or 23- kDa (OspC) 
are considered positive by the IgM criteria. Samples showing 
5 of 10 significant bands: 93, 66, 58, 45, 41, 39, 30, 28, 23 
(OspC), and 18 kDa in IgG blots are considered positive by 
the IgG criteria (20). This two- step approach is also widely 
used by laboratories in Europe. Furthermore, the recommen-
dations stated that the IgM immunoblot criteria should be 
used in patients with disease of <1 month duration, and IgG 
criteria could be used at any stage of the disease.

Evaluation of the two- tier testing in well- characterized 
populations of patients with different stages of Lyme disease 
has found that this approach offers a sensitivity of about 
40% during the acute phase of EM and increases to over 
60% during convalescence. Antibody development occurs 
regardless of antimicrobial treatment in a majority of pa-
tients. The sensitivity of the two- step approach is about 
90% in patients presenting with early dissemination with 
neurological symptoms, particularly when the IgM immu-
noblot criteria is used and is close to 100% in those with late 
manifestations such as arthritis (21–23) (Table 3).

Limitations of the two- step test are that the first-  and 
second- step assays are not independent, since both include 
antigenic mixtures of B. burgdorferi, in addition to the diffi-
culty in interpreting immunoblot results and their high cost. 
Recently, several studies have addressed whether a one- step 
test, such as ELISAs using the VlsE C6 peptide as antigen, 
or an alternative two- tiered test that consists of a whole- 
cell sonicate EIA followed by a VlsE C6 EIA (22, 24), are 

of sufficient sensitivity and specificity to replace the widely 
used two- step approach. Given the variability of immuno-
dominant antigens observed among different pathogenic 
Lyme Borrelia species and subtypes, particularly in Europe, 
and its slightly lower specificity, the one- step EIA strategy 
is not recommended for serodiagnosis of Lyme disease (18, 
22). Compared to the standard two- step approach using EIA 
and immunoblot, recent studies demonstrated comparable 
sensitivity and specificity but lower cost by a new two- EIA 
test strategy (18, 22). These data are based on studies from a 
few laboratories in a limited number of patients. More stud-
ies are needed to determine the applicability of this two- 
EIA approach to replace the current standard two- step tests 
for serodiagnosis of patients with various manifestations of 
Lyme disease in both the U.S. and Europe.

use of Recombinant or Peptide Antigens in serology 
of Lyme Disease
Several antigens have been purified and recombinants have 
been developed and evaluated as a source of antigens in im-
munoassays. Among those are recombinant OspC, internal 
fragments of 41 kDa (41- i), P39 (BmpA), P66, P93, DbpA 
(decorin- binding protein A), BBK32, and others. The per-
formance of these recombinant and peptide antigens for 
detection of IgM, IgG, or polyvalent antibodies in patients 
with various stages of Lyme disease has been reviewed else-
where (21).

Peptide antigens that have been found to hold great 
promise include the pepC10 that contains the conserved 
C- terminal 10 amino acids of OspC. Although less variable 
than the parent OspC, this peptide also binds IgM antibod-
ies present in sera of patients with early disease. Evaluations 
of the performance of this peptide antigen have shown it to 
be sensitive and specific. An ELISA test based on another 
peptide, OspC1, a highly conserved 20- amino- acid peptide 
epitope, showed comparable sensitivity but higher specific-
ity than a pepC10- based method (25).

Another peptide antigen that has attracted great atten-
tion is the VlsE C6. This is a synthetic peptide reproducing 
the highly conserved invariable region 6 of the VlsE anti-
gen. The C6 peptide- based ELISA and Western immuno-
blot assays with the addition of a VlsE band (26) have been 
reported to be comparable or more sensitive for laboratory 
diagnosis of patients with early and late Lyme disease. 
ELISA assays that use recombinant antigen or peptides or 
a combination have been approved by the FDA as first- 
step assays. Recent FDA- cleared first- step assays include 
the use of recombinant VlsE and synthetic pepC10 in a 
bead format (AtheNA Multi- Lyte system, Zeus Scientific, 
Inc.) and VlsE in a chemiluminescence assay (LIASON, 
DiaSorin S.p.A.).

TABLE 3 Comparative sensitivity of different immunologic methods to detect antibodies to B. 
burgdorferi in Lyme disease patients from the United Statesa

Test
% Reactivity in patients with:

EM, acute phase EM, convalescent 
phase

Neurological 
involvement Arthritis

Whole- cell EIAb 33–52 76–94 79–100 Nearly 100
VlsE C6 EIAb 34–43 59–92 67–100 67–100
Two- EIAb 37 89 100 100
Standard two- tier testingc 27–40 29–78 87–100 97–100

aAdapted from references 21–23.
bEIA, enzyme immunoassay; two- EIA, whole- cell EIA followed by VlsE C6 EIA (22).
cTwo- tier algorithm including a screening EIA and a confirmatory immunoblot as recommended by the CDC (20).
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other Immunologic Methods
Other immunologic methods for serodiagnosis of Lyme dis-
eases include the measurement of functional borreliacidal 
antibodies, antibodies bound to circulating immune com-
plexes, and host cellular immune response by T- lymphocyte 
and mononuclear cell proliferation assays. These assays have 
seldom been used as diagnostic tests due to their cumbersome 
nature and concerns about specificity and standardization.

Clinical Applications and Limitations of Serologic 
Tests
Current serological tests may be limited by the delay in devel-
opment of an antibody response, cross- reactivity with other 
organisms, high background seroprevalence in asymptomatic 
persons residing in endemic areas, difficulty in distinguish-
ing past from present infections, and lack of standardization. 
In addition, antigenic heterogeneity of B. burgdorferi sensu 
lato may influence the sensitivity and specificity of serolog-
ical tests for Lyme disease, especially in Europe where three 
pathogenic species of B. burgdorferi sensu lato and at least 
eight OspA serotypes are well documented.

European investigators have long used assays including 
recombinant antigens derived from B. garinii and B. afzelii, 
the predominant Borrelia species causing disease in Europe. 
The antigenic variability is of greater magnitude in Lyme 
disease- causing organisms in different geographic regions 
of Europe than in the United States. Attempts have been 
made to standardize serologic testing in Europe.

It is noteworthy that serological tests for B. burgdorferi 
antibodies should be used only to support a clinical diagno-
sis of Lyme disease and not as the primary basis for making a 
diagnosis or for treatment decisions. The positive predictive 
value (the ability to diagnose disease) of a test depends on 
both the sensitivity and specificity of the assay and the prev-
alence of the disease in the population in which the test is 
being applied.

In addition, some technical issues need to be addressed 
in the laboratory performing the Lyme serologic tests. For 
example, evaluation of newly introduced first- tier assays and 
lots with well- characterized samples before their use in the 
laboratory is strongly recommended. Variations in reactivity 
using different lots from the same manufacturer as well as 
from different assays are not uncommon. Inclusion of well- 
characterized specimens testing weakly reactive or with bor-
derline reactivities are also recommended.

For immunoblot tests, the most important limitation of 
these assays is the subjective interpretation. The most fre-
quent error is the over- reading of the IgM immunoblots. 
These antibodies may remain detectable for long periods 
after successful treatment of early disease and may be pres-
ent in low concentration in immunoblots. Scoring of faint 
bands leads to misinterpretation of IgM immunoblots. In-
clusion of weak controls against which a band is read as well 
as scoring of bands using densitometry may be of help in 
solving this problem. IgM blots during acute disease char-
acteristically show strong reactivity to the OspC and very 
frequently to the 41-  and/or the 39- kDa antigens (Fig. 1).

IgG blots fulfilling the CDC criteria are found in sera 
of patients with disease of more than 1- month duration. 
Problems in fulfilling blot criteria may be found in sera of 
patients with early disseminated neurological disease who 
usually fulfill IgM criteria but may not yet have a positive 
IgG blot.

Direct Detection of B. burgdorferi
Microbiological confirmation of the presence of B. burgdor-
feri in clinical specimens provides definitive evidence of B. 

burgdorferi infections in patients with suspected Lyme dis-
ease. B. burgdorferi in clinical samples can be detected by 
microscopic examination of intact spirochetes, antigen test, 
in vitro cultivation of B. burgdorferi, and polymerase chain 
reaction analysis of B. burgdorferi nucleic acids. Of these, 
direct microscopic examination and antigen test are rarely 
used in clinical laboratories due to their low sensitivity and 
specificity. Direct detection of spirochetes in tissue speci-
mens by histochemical staining is not reliable, because spi-
rochetes cannot be distinguished easily from elastic tissue or 
procollagen fibers.

B. burgdorferi can be cultured in vitro in liquid Barbour 
Stoenner Kelly medium under microaerophilic conditions. 
The optimum growth temperature for B. burgdorferi is 30 
to 34°C. B. burgdorferi has been cultured in up to 80% of 
skin biopsy samples of patients with EM. The organism has 
also been cultured on whole blood, serum, or plasma in up 
to 40% of samples collected from patients with early Lyme 
disease (27). Better yield of blood culture in early disease 
has been achieved by culturing blood volumes similar to 
those used in routine bacterial blood cultures. Recently, a 
new method of culturing spirochetes from the serum of U.S. 
patients with Lyme disease was reported to have exception-
ally high clinical sensitivity (94%) and specificity (100%). 
Assessment of the culture results revealed potential false 
positivity due to laboratory contamination of patient sam-
ples (28). B. burgdorferi has been infrequently isolated from 
other samples, such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

Molecular Diagnosis of B. burgdorferi Infection
Polymerase chain reaction detection of B. burgdorferi DNA 
represents an alternative approach for diagnosis of Lyme 
disease (reviewed in references 21 and 29). The diagnostic 
value of PCR may vary depending on the clinical diseases 
and PCR method being used. Currently, PCR- based molec-
ular tests are employed in research settings. Such uses have 
involved (i) detection of nucleic acids of tick- borne patho-
gens in Ixodes ticks, (ii) culture confirmation of B. burgdor-
feri, and (iii) direct detection on skin or synovial tissues.

PCR has been used to detect the DNA of B. burgdor-
feri in skin biopsy, blood, urine, CSF, and synovial fluid 
specimens with variable diagnostic value. The sensitivity 
of PCR for detection of B. burgdorferi DNA in skin lesions 
is usually high with a median percent positivity of 69% for 
patients with EM and 76% for patients with ACA (21). In 
general, the sensitivity of PCR for detection of B. burgdor-
feri DNA in blood, plasma, or serum samples from patients 
with Lyme disease is low (<20%) due to the lack of spi-
rochetemia or to transient or low- level spirochetemia. In 
a U.S. retrospective study, only 6 of 5,703 (0.1%) blood 
and 14 of 15,939 (0.09%) CSF specimens examined by a 
real- time PCR assay in the Mayo Clinic Laboratory were 
positive (30). PCR has also been successful on joint fluid 
or tissues from patients with untreated Lyme arthritis. PCR 
has a median sensitivity of 78% and is more sensitive than 
culture for detection of B. burgdorferi in synovial fluid spec-
imens (21).

Limitations of Direct- Detection Methods
Due to the lack of commercially available and adequately 
validated assays, a reliable and standardized PCR protocol 
is needed to address the current challenges of persistent 
misconceptions, misunderstanding, and misdiagnosis of 
Lyme disease (31). Due to the above reasons, use of PCR 
in clinical settings— particularly on blood, CSF, or other 
body fluids, with the exception of synovial— should be 
discouraged.
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Test Interpretation and Practical Considerations
Diagnosis of EM is clinical and is based on the presence of 
an erythematous skin lesion at the site of the tick bite. Such 
lesion should be of a minimum of 5- cm diameter. For pa-
tients with atypical EM and noncutaneous manifestations 
or late Lyme disease, laboratory evidence of B. burgdorferi 
infection is required for confirmation of a diagnosis. Table 
4 shows a comparison of the different diagnostic modalities 
used to confirm the diagnosis of Lyme disease.

The use of diagnostic methods aiming at the direct de-
tection of B. burgdorferi in clinical samples such as culture 
or PCR is currently restricted to research laboratories in ac-
ademic centers. PCR is also available through commercial 
laboratories, and its use should be restricted to joint fluids 
or joint tissues. A positive PCR result in a synovial- fluid 
specimen of a patient with exposure to an area where Lyme 
disease is endemic and who also has a positive B. burgdorferi 
sensu lato ELISA and IgG immunoblot is strongly support-
ive of a diagnosis of Lyme arthritis. Untreated patients with 
Lyme arthritis, as well as patients during the first days to 
weeks of therapy, may exhibit a positive PCR result in sy-
novial fluid.

Positive PCR results for B. burgdorferi sensu lato nucleic 
acids obtained in samples from patients with possible ex-
tracutaneous manifestations of Lyme disease in the absence 
of serological evidence of B. burgdorferi sensu lato infection, 

however, should be interpreted with caution. In those situ-
ations, PCRs are often false positive. One of the limitations 
of nucleic acid- amplification methods is the generation of 
false- positive results due to contamination. Adherence to 
rigorous quality control steps is of utmost importance.

Serology is the most useful laboratory test that is widely 
available to support a clinical diagnosis of Lyme disease. The 
current recommended approach includes the use of two- tier 
testing. Interpretation of serology in Lyme disease requires 
an understanding of the use and limitations of the currently 
available tests for B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibodies, as 
follows.

(i) These tests detect antibodies reacting with B. burg-
dorferi sensu lato and can support the clinical suspicion of 
Lyme disease, but in and of themselves they do not diagnose 
Lyme disease.

(ii) Antibodies may not be detectable at the time the 
patient presents with signs and symptoms of early Lyme dis-
ease with EM, and their presence correlates directly with 
the duration of disease prior to seeking medical attention as 
well as with the presence of symptoms or objective signs of 
dissemination (for example, multiple EMs or cranial nerve 
palsies). For patients with early Lyme disease who have EM, 
the diagnosis is established on clinical grounds if the skin 

FIGURE 1 (A) Examples of positive Lyme IgM (lane 1) and IgG (lane 2) Western blots (MarDx Inc). 
The IgM and IgG bands in the CDC interpretive criteria are indicated. (B) VlsE–IgG Western blots ( Viralab 
Inc, not currently FDA- approved in the U.S.) (26). Sequential sera from a culture- confirmed EM patient are 
shown in lanes 1 to 4. Serum samples were collected at Baseline (BL, lane 4), 8 days (d8, lane 3), 20 days 
(d20, lane 2) and 3 months (3m, lane 1) post onset of illness.
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lesion is characteristic. In situations where the skin lesion 
is atypical or absent, tests to detect B. burgdorferi sensu lato 
antibodies may be necessary, as follows.

(a) When antibodies are not detectable or not diagnos-
tic in the acute- phase serum specimen, a convalescent- 
phase specimen should be collected 2 to 4 weeks later 
and tested for B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibodies.

(b) In patients treated with antimicrobials, testing of 
the convalescent- phase sample within 1 month of onset 
of symptoms will maximize sensitivity, since the criteria 
for test positivity at this time point include IgM immu-
noblot seroconversion, whereas after 1 month IgG sero-
conversion is required for seropositivity.
(iii) Testing for B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibodies should 

include the two- tier approach as currently recommended. 
In those specimens testing positive or equivocal by first- tier 
assays, second- tier immunoblot is used to improve specific-
ity. Immunoblot assay should not be used with sera testing 
negative by the first tier, as this would reduce specificity 
compared to the two- tier testing strategy.

(iv) B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibodies, both IgG and 
IgM, may persist for many years after successful treatment 
of Lyme disease. Thus, persistent seropositivity is not, per se, 
an indication of treatment failure. Persistence of antibodies 
to B. burgdorferi sensu lato in sera of individuals residing in 
areas where Lyme disease is endemic and who have been 
treated for Lyme disease, or who have resolved an asymp-
tomatic infection, may limit the utility of future serologic 
testing as a diagnostic tool when such persons present with 
a new clinical event. In these circumstances, a change in re-
activity between acute-  and convalescent- phase specimens 
may be of assistance, although this has never been system-
atically evaluated. An increase in antibody concentration 
as determined by optical density in EIA, or by IFA titers, in 
first- tier assays, or by an increase in intensity or appearance 
of new immunoreactive bands by immunoblot might suggest 
a new or recent B. burgdorferi sensu lato infection. Physi-
cians caring for these patients should store an aliquot of an 
acute- phase serum specimen to be submitted along with the 
convalescent- phase sample for testing in parallel for B. burg-
dorferi sensu lato antibodies.

(v) Patients with late manifestations of Lyme disease 
usually have a high concentration of antibodies by first- 
step tests and have numerous immunoreactive bands in IgG 

blots, often far surpassing the number of bands required in 
the IgG immunoblot interpretation criteria. A lack of sero-
positivity in patients suspected of having late Lyme disease 
practically excludes this diagnosis.

(vi) Laboratories performing B. burgdorferi sensu lato 
serology should use assays of proven performance as de-
termined by the summary of surveys run by the College of 
American Pathologists or local or state proficiency programs.

(vii) Laboratorians should make an attempt to avoid 
scoring weak bands leading to false- positive readings in 
immunoblot, particularly IgM immunoblot. This can be 
avoided by strict adherence to comparison of band intensity 
to those of cutoff- intensity- control materials.

(viii) The use of laboratory tests or interpretation strat-
egies that have not been appropriately validated is of great 
concern and is strongly discouraged. Currently there are com-
mercial laboratories offering B. burgdorferi sensu lato urine an-
tigen tests, immunofluorescent staining for cell wall- deficient 
forms of B. burgdorferi sensu lato, and lymphocyte transforma-
tion tests. In addition, some laboratories are performing PCR 
for B. burgdorferi sensu lato DNA on inappropriate samples, 
such as blood and urine, or are interpreting immunoblot by 
using criteria that have not been validated.

(ix) The use of B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibody testing 
should be restricted to patients with a 0.2 to 0.8 pretest 
probability of having Lyme disease, as recommended by the 
American College of Physicians (13). The use of these tests 
in unselected populations with a low pretest probability of 
the disease is more likely to yield false- positive than true- 
positive results. Testing is not recommended for patients 
presenting with classic EM, since treatment without testing 
is more cost effective, and B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibody 
assays have low sensitivity at this stage. Since the specificity 
of B. burgdorferi sensu lato antibody testing is not 100% and 
since 2.8 to 3.4 million tests are estimated to be done an-
nually in the U.S., for every 1% reduction in test specificity 
there will be approximately 28,000 to 34,000 false- positive 
results per year, dwarfing the true- positive incidence of 
about 33,000 cases/year.

RELAPSING FEVER

Taxonomy
Currently there are 23 validated species in the RF Borrelia 
group (5). All but two of the 23 RF Borrelia species, Borrelia 
coriaceae and Borrelia miyamotoi, were described before the 
delineation of B. burgdorferi in 1984. The “new” RF Borrelia 
species isolated from patient blood samples and Ornithodoros 
erraticus ticks in Spain in the mid- 1990s was recently con-
firmed to be Borrelia hispanica based on multilocus sequence 
data analysis (32). Recent genomic sequence analysis raises 
the possibility that B. recurrentis, B. duttonii, and B. microti 
may belong to a single species (33).

A few novel RF Borrelia- related species have been de-
scribed, including Borrelia lonestari from hard tick Ambly-
omma americanum in North America, Borrelia mvumii from 
Ornithodoros ticks and patients in Tanzania, and Borrelia mi-
croti from O. erraticus in Iran.

Epidemiology and Disease Spectrum
Relapsing fever has been reported in continents of both the 
northern and southern hemispheres. It was once the cause 
of worldwide epidemic disease, especially for louse- borne 
relapsing fever (LBRF). Although the incidence of LBRF 
has decreased significantly during the last century, largely 

TABLE 4 Comparison of different modalities for laboratory 
diagnosis of Lyme disease

Test method Sensitivity (%)a

Culture
 Skin biopsy (EM, ACA) 60–80
 Blood 10–40
PCR
 Skin biopsy (EM, ACA) 60–80
 Blood and CSF 10–30
 Synovial fluid 50–70
Two- tier serology
 EM, acute phase 30–40
 EM, convalescent phase 80
 Neuroborreliosis 80–90
 Lyme arthritis 90–100

aAdapted from reference 21.
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due to improved living standards, there have been recent 
reports of LBRF in homeless people from France and there 
still exist areas of endemicity in Ethiopia and Sudan (34). 
Some authors have cautioned that relapsing fever is under-
reported and not considered in the differential diagnosis of 
febrile illnesses, particularly that tick- borne relapsing fever 
(TBRF) Borrelia can infect a variety of hosts, establishing a 
vast reservoir (34). Relapsing fever is now mostly a sporadic 
disease in most regions of the Old and New World, includ-
ing the western U.S., southern British Columbia in Canada, 
the plateau regions of Mexico, Central and South America, 
the Mediterranean, Central Asia, and throughout much of 
Africa (35). In the U.S., human TBRF is typically distrib-
uted in a few states no further east than Montana, Colorado, 
New Mexico, and Texas.

Human relapsing fever is caused by at least 15 Borrelia 
species and is transmitted by the soft tick Ornithodoros, 
with the exception of LBRF, which has only humans as 
reservoirs and is transmitted only by the human- specific 
body louse Pediculus humanus. TBRF cases associated with 
infection of B. miyamotoi- like spirochete and transmitted 
by Ixodes ticks have recently been reported in Russia and 
the northeastern U.S.

In the U.S., human TBRF is mainly caused by infec-
tions of B. hermsii and B. turicatae, which are transmitted 
by soft ticks O. hermsi and O. turicata, respectively. TBRF 
in Eurasia is attributed mainly to B. persica, although other 
Borrelia species have also been described. O. tholozani is the 
most important tick vector for TBRF in Eurasia and can be 
found in India and Kashmir, the southern countries of the 
former USSR, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Turkey, Israel, Egypt, 
and Cyprus. B. hispanica is responsible for the majority of 
cases in the Mediterranean regions where O. erraticus is 
predominant.

The overall clinical manifestations of louse LBRF and 
TBRF are similar, although not identical. Characteristically, 
both types of relapsing fever have recurring episodes of fever 
and nonspecific symptoms, i.e., severe headache, myalgias, 
arthralgias, and lethargy. The primary febrile episode nor-
mally has an acute onset with high fever that subsides in 
3 to 6 days. After 7 to 9 days, fever and symptoms recur, 
although the duration and the intensity of the symptoms 
progressively decrease with each relapse. LBRF is usually 
associated with a single relapse, whereas multiple relapses 
can been seen in TBRF. The most common clinical signs of 
relapsing fever may include altered sensorium, conjunctival 
suffusion, petechiae, and diffuse abdominal tenderness with 
hepatomegaly and splenomegaly (35, 36).

Direct Microscopic Examination of Spirochete in 
Blood
Relapsing fever has traditionally been diagnosed by the 
demonstration of spirochetes in the blood of patients during 
febrile episodes. During the febrile illness, RF borreliae mul-
tiply in the bloodstream and are often present at levels in 
excess of 105 organisms/µL of blood. Among febrile patients, 
spirochetes can be found in approximately 70% of cases 
when blood smears are examined in Giemsa-  or Wright’s- 
stained thin and thick films by light microscopy, or by use 
of dark- field or phase- contrast microscopy of wet prepara-
tions (36). The sensitivity of microscopic methods can be 
improved by the use of acridine orange- stained blood smears 
with a fluorescence microscope or by examination of buffy 
coat smears.

The use of a centrifugation- based enrichment method, 
followed by Giemsa staining, allows detection of less than 

10 spirochetes/ml in blood (37). If validated, this simple 
method can be an interesting alternative in a rural relapsing 
fever- endemic area.

Molecular Detection and Genotyping of Relapsing 
Fever Borreliae
PCR- based molecular techniques have shown promise for 
improved clinical diagnosis and epidemiologic assessment 
of relapsing fever (38). Elbir et al. reported that a multi-
plex real- time PCR assay targeting the 16S rRNA, glpQ, 
recN, and recC not only detected but also speciated the four 
closely related RF borreliae: B. crocidurae, B. duttonii, B. re-
currentis, and B. hispanica, found in Africa (38).

Serologic Test Methods
Serological methods are not widely in use for laboratory di-
agnosis and management of patients with RF. Serologic tests 
include IFA, ELISA, and Western immunoblot. The cur-
rently available serological approaches that use whole- cell 
spirochete lysates as antigen sources may fail to discrimi-
nate between different Borrelia species, resulting in probable 
misidentification of patients as cases of Lyme disease. Also, 
seroconversion is rarely demonstrated during the first febrile 
episode, and prompt antibiotic therapy may abrogate the 
antibody response. Therefore, while positive results in any 
of these assays may strongly support the clinical diagnosis of 
relapsing fever, negative results are inconclusive.

Recent data suggest that relapsing fever may be distin-
guished from Lyme disease based on the presence of anti-
bodies against an immunoreactive 39- kDa surface protein, 
glycerophosphodiester phosphodiesterase (GlpQ) (39) or 
a 57- kDa Borrelia immunogenic protein A (BipA) (40). 
Further evaluation and standardization of assays utilizing 
this antigen may justify its greater use. Despite the utility 
of laboratory diagnostic tests, the importance of a detailed 
case history and clinical presentation in the diagnosis of 
relapsing- fever borreliosis cannot be overemphasized.

Culture of Relapsing Fever Borreliae
Like B. burgdorferi, a variety of RF borreliae, including B. 
hermsii, B. parkeri, B. turicatae, B. duttonii, and B. recur-
rentis, can be cultivated in vitro in Barbour-Stoenner-Kelly 
medium. The sensitivity of culture is not yet sufficient for 
diagnosis and now is infrequently used compared to that in 
Lyme disease.

Alternatively, intraperitoneal injection of patient blood 
into mice or rats usually produces large numbers of spiro-
chetes in the animals’ blood within 3 to 5 days for TBRF 
borreliae. This provides another means for the isolation and 
presumptive identification of RF Borrelia.

Clinical Indications and Test Interpretation
Relapsing fever has usually an acute onset of high fever with 
systemic symptoms. During the course of illness, fever is re-
mittent and often accompanied by tachycardia and tachy-
pnea. Laboratory confirmation is recommended for patients 
with suspected LBRF or TBRF, based on the patient’s clin-
ical syndrome, tick bite history, and local epidemiological 
data.

The definitive diagnosis of relapsing fever is established 
by demonstrating the presence of borreliae in the periph-
eral blood of infected patients. The most direct and sim-
ple method is by microscopy. During acute febrile phases, 
spirochetemia often reaches 106 to 108 spirochetes/ml, and 
 motile spirochetes can be visualized by dark- field microscopy 
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from wet preparations. In patients with low spirochetemia, 
concentration of the spirochetes by buffy coat or other ap-
proaches will increase the yield of positivity.

Like Lyme disease, culture is not a practical approach 
for laboratory diagnosis of relapsing fever. Real- time PCR 
assays are promising tools in detecting and genotyping the 
infecting spirochetes in patients in early stages of relapsing 
fever if available. Serologic tests are not routinely employed 
in the laboratory for the confirmation of relapsing fever. Im-
munoassay using recombinant GlpQ antigen is worthy of 
further exploration.

LEPTOSPIROSIS

Taxonomy
The genus Leptospira belongs to the family Leptospiraceae 
within the order Spirochaetales and class Spirochaetes. His-
torically, Leptospira was the only genus in the family Lep-
tospiraceae. It was divided into two species: L. interrogans, 
comprising all pathogenic strains, and L. biflexa, containing 
the free- living, saprophytic strains from the environment. 
Within each species, strains are further differentiated by se-
rovars on the basis of their reactivity with representative 
agglutination antibodies. Since a large number of serovars 
(>250) were described for pathogenic leptospires, antigeni-
cally related serovars were grouped into serogroups for con-
venience in serologic testing.

During the past 2 decades, the classification of spiro-
chetes in the family Leptospiraceae has undergone signifi-
cant changes. Many new species have been defined based 
on their genetic characteristics and relatedness. The family 
Leptospiraceae has now three genera. The genus Leptospira 
consists of at least 15 species with variable pathogenicity to 
humans, while single, nonpathogenic species belonging to 
the genera Leptonema and Turneriella have been defined (1).

Currently, there are 15 validated species and four addi-
tional genospecies with tentative species names in the genus 
Leptospira (Table 5). Based on 16S rRNA gene sequences, 
these Leptospira species are grouped into pathogenic, sap-
rophytic species and intermediate species with uncertain 
pathogenicity. However, some species may contain both 
pathogenic and nonpathogenic serovars and strains, and 
one serovar may be found in more than one species. There-
fore, it has been suggested that Leptospira strains should be 
characterized by both serologic and DNA- based techniques, 
and accurate differentiation of Leptospira species must rely 
on molecular characterization comparing 16S rRNA se-
quences or DNA-DNA reassociation analysis (41).

Epidemiology and Disease Spectrum
Leptospirosis is a globally important zoonotic disease and an 
important public health problem in developing countries. 
Human infections are endemic in most regions, with the 
peak incidence occurring during the rainy season in tropical 
regions and during late summer to early fall in temperate 
regions.

The World Health Organization estimates the inci- 
dence of leptospirosis is 0.1 to 1.0 per 100,000 population 
per year in regions with a temperate climate, and >10 cases 
per 100,000 population in humid tropical regions. As a ne-
glected infectious disease, the incidence of leptospirosis is 
probably largely underestimated, because of its asymptom-
atic nature in most cases and the limited diagnostic capacity 
in the regions where it has the highest prevalence. The most 
recent epidemics in Nicaragua (2007), Sri Lanka (2008), 
and the Philippines (2009) each affected thousands of 

patients and caused hundreds of deaths (42). In the United 
States, the highest incidence is found in Hawaii, with an 
annual incidence of approximately 128 cases/100,000 based 
on active surveillance in 1992.

Leptospirosis is maintained in nature by chronic renal 
infection of carrier animals. The most important reservoirs 
are rodents and other small mammals. Infected animals may 
excrete leptospires in their urine intermittently or con-
tinuously throughout life. Human infection often occurs 
through direct or indirect contact with urine or tissues of 
infected animals due to occupational exposure (i.e., veter-
inarians, workers in milking sheds on dairy farms, abattoir 
works, butchers, hunters, and animal handlers) or recre-
ational or accidental contact.

Human leptospirosis is associated with a very broad spec-
trum of severity, ranging from subclinical, self- limited mild 
systemic illness to severe, potentially fatal illness accompa-
nied by renal failure and liver failure. Approximately 90% of 
infected individuals have a subclinical presentation of mild 
severity. The clinical presentation in symptomatic patients 
usually has two distinct stages: an initial septicemic phase 

TABLE 5 Leptospira species and selected pathogenic 
serovars

Species Selected pathogenic serovars

Pathogenic species
 L. interrogans Icterohaemorrhagiae, 

Copenhageni, Canicola, 
Pomona, Australis, Autumnalis, 
Pyrogenes, Bratislava, Lai

 L. alexanderi Manhao 3
 L. borgpetersenii Ballum, Hardjo, Javanica
 L. kirschneri Bim, Bulgarica, Grippotyphosa, 

Cynopteri
 L. meyeri Sofia
 L. noguchii Panama, Pomona
 L. santarosai Bataviae
 L. weilii Celledoni, Sarmin
 Leptospira  

 genomospecies 1
Sichuan

B. Saprophytic species
 L. biflexa
 L. wolbachii
 Leptospira  

 genomospecies 3
 Leptospira  

 genomospecies 4
 Leptospira  

 genomospecies 5

C. Indeterminate
 L. broomii
 L. fainei Hurtsbridge
 L. inadai
 L. licerasiae
 L. wolffii
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followed by an immune phase in which the severe symptoms 
occur.

The acute septicemic phase of illness lasts 5 to 7 days in 
the majority of cases and presents with a febrile illness of 
sudden onset, fever (38 to 40°C), headache, chills, myal-
gias, abdominal pain, and conjunctivitis without purulent 
discharge. The immune phase of illness generally lasts 4 
to 30 days with clinical symptoms such as jaundice, renal 
failure, cardiac arrhythmias, pulmonary symptoms, aseptic 
meningitis, conjunctivitis with or without hemorrhage, 
photophobia, eye pain, muscle tenderness, lymphadenopa-
thy, and hepatosplenomegaly. Weil’s disease, characterized 
by impaired hepatic and renal function, is the most distinc-
tive form of severe leptospirosis.

Due to its nonspecific clinical presentations and poten-
tially severe disease outcome, an early diagnosis of leptospi-
rosis is essential for patient management because antibiotic 
treatment is most effective when initiated early in the 
course of the disease.

Serologic Diagnosis

Microscopic Agglutination test
The microscopic agglutination test (MAT) detects both 
IgM and IgG classes of agglutinating antibodies against the 
surface antigens of Leptospira. MAT is considered the stan-
dard reference assay for laboratory diagnosis of leptospirosis.

Serum sample is the preferred specimen for serologic 
testing. The antibodies can be detected approximately 1 
week after onset of symptoms and reach peak titers usually 
within 4 weeks. The titers following acute infection may 
be extremely high and may take months, or even years, to 
fall to low levels. Therefore, a pair of sera should be drawn 
at least 1 week apart and tested to confirm a diagnosis of 
leptospirosis if available.

Test Method
The MAT is an agglutination test, in which patients’ 

sera are reacted with live or killed antigen suspension rep-
resenting different serogroups or serovars of Leptospira. Af-
ter incubation, the serum-antigen mixtures are examined 
by darkfield microscopy for agglutination and the titers are 
determined.

The MAT uses a panel of serovars (antigen) relevant 
to a testing region. The most commonly used serovars in 
the panel include Alexi, Australis, Autumnalis, Ballum, 
Bataviae, Borincana, Bratislava, Canicola, Celledoni, Co-
penhageni or Icterohaemorrhagiae, Cynopteri, Djasiman, 
Georgia, Grippotyphosa, Javanica, Mankarso, Pomona, Py-
rogenes, Tarassovi, and Wolffi. The MAT is generally done 
using live spirochetes, but formalin- killed Leptospira may 
also be used. If the latter are used, titers are lower and the 
reactivity is somewhat less specific.

Also, a collection of antisera, corresponding to each 
serovar with a titer of ≥3,200, is needed as homologous 
controls for each antigen used in the assay. Antisera are 
available commercially or from the National Veterinary 
Services Laboratories, Ames, Iowa. A detailed protocol for 
performing the MAT can be found in the 7th edition of this 
Manual (43).

Interpretation and Limitations
The MAT results are reported as the reciprocal of the 

serum dilution that tested reactive for each antigen; a titer 
of ≥100 is considered positive.

The MAT can be used for confirmation and presumptive 
diagnosis of human leptospirosis cases, especially for febrile 

patients with nonspecific symptoms in endemic areas. It can 
also be used with human and animal sera in epidemiologic 
studies or outbreaks to determine the potential source of 
infection.

A 4- fold or greater increase in MAT titer to one or more 
serovars between paired serum specimens run in parallel, 
regardless of the interval between samples, confirms a diag-
nosis of leptospirosis. If only a single serum sample is avail-
able for testing, a titer of at least 800 in the presence of 
compatible symptoms is generally considered diagnostic in 
areas of endemic infection. In regions where leptospirosis is 
not endemic, the threshold titer for a presumptive diagnosis 
may be correspondingly lower. Currently, the U.S. Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention uses a titer of ≥200 in 
a patient with clinically compatible illness as evidence for 
recent or current infection to indicate a probable case for 
epidemiological surveillance.

The diagnostic and epidemiological applications of the 
MAT are limited by its relatively low sensitivity when acute 
serum samples are tested. Up to 10% of patients may have 
delayed seroconversion or fail to seroconvert within 30 days 
of the clinical onset. Also, cross- reactive antibodies may be 
associated with syphilis, relapsing fever, Lyme disease, viral 
hepatitis, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, 
legionellosis, and autoimmune diseases.

In addition, antibodies in serum may cross- react between 
different serovars, especially in acute- phase samples; this is 
attributed to IgM antibodies. Most MAT assays use only 
12 to 19 of the more than 250 known serovars. Thus, the 
MAT should not be used to infer the identity of the infect-
ing serovar.

Rapid IgM Antibody screening tests
Due to the complexity of performance and interpretation, 
the use of MAT is now limited to regional and national ref-
erence laboratories. A rapid screening test for serum samples 
from suspected leptospirosis plays an important role in im-
mediate case detection and clinical management. Several 
rapid screening tests are currently available. They are pri-
marily IgM detection assays. Use of these assays as screening 
tests offers the potential to enhance the diagnostic capacity 
of many laboratories, particularly in developing countries, 
where most cases of leptospirosis occur.

Test Methods
Rapid IgM detection assays are available in several for-

mats, including conventional IgM antibody- capture micro-
plate ELISA (IgM ELISA) assay and some rapid diagnostic 
tests (RDTs).

The IgM ELISA assay is a useful screening tool for test-
ing few or large numbers of specimens. It is commercially 
available or it can be prepared in house. Most IgM ELISA 
assays use whole- cell- derived antigens. It has been reported 
that the selection of antigens representing local serovars 
and the use of antigen prepared from intermediate species, 
such as L. fainei, may increase the assay sensitivity (44). The 
commercially available Leptospira IgM ELISA kit (PANBIO 
Inc, Columbia, MD) contains antigen- coated plates (12 8- 
well strips), wash buffer concentrate, serum diluent, horse-
radish peroxidase- conjugated anti- human IgM, tetramethyl 
benzidine substrate, stop solution, positive control serum, 
cutoff calibrator serum, and negative control serum. It is a 
solid- phase assay in which IgM present in serum binds to 
leptospiral antigen attached to the polystyrene surface of 
the microwell. Peroxidase- conjugated anti- human IgM re-
acts with the antigen- bound antibody. The detection system 
is a colorless substrate, tetramethyl benzidine substrate plus 
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hydrogen peroxide, which is hydrolyzed by the enzyme, and 
the chromogen changes to a blue color. The color intensity 
is directly related to the concentration of anti- Leptospira 
IgM antibodies in the test sample.

A variety of RDTs have been described and evaluated for 
screening of suspected cases of leptospirosis. These RDTs are 
based either on the immunochromatographic lateral flow 
technology (i.e., LeptoTek Lateral Flow, Organon Teknika 
BV, Boxtel, The Netherlands; Leptocheck- WB, Zephyr Bio-
medicals, Verna Goa, India) or on latex agglutination (i.e., 
LeptoTek Dri Dot, bioMérieux BV, Boxtel, The Nether-
lands). The dot ELISA dipstick (INDX Dip- S- Ticks; PAN-
BIO Inc, Columbia, MD) uses a genus- specific antigen (L. 
biflexa serovar Patoc) dispensed as discrete dots on a solid 
membrane. Diluted patient serum reacts with the antigens 
on the assay strip, and alkaline phosphatase- conjugated 
anti- human immunoglobulin reacts with the bound anti-
bodies from the patient’s serum.

Interpretation and Limitations
The rapid IgM ELISA and RDTs can be quantitative or 

qualitative. The cutoff for positive may be test- kit and assay- 
specific and may need to be adjusted, verified, or established 
by the testing laboratory based on the prevalence of testing 
population.

A recent meta- analysis of IgM ELISAs reported an over-
all sensitivity and specificity of 80% and 94%, respectively 
(45). These IgM detection assays are intended for use in the 
diagnosis of acute infection. The presence of IgM antibody 
is considered suggestive of a recent or acute Leptospira infec-
tion. However, IgM may persist for months or years follow-
ing recovery in some cases. Most rapid IgM assays should 
be used for screening tests, and confirmation of results with 
MAT and alternative tests is strongly recommended. The 
assay detects antibodies earlier than do the agglutination 
assays (indirect hemagglutination assay and MAT) and is 
ideal for use when only a few specimens are tested at a time.

Because IgM antibodies are not detectable until days 5 
to 7 days after symptom onset, the sensitivity of these assays 
is low for patients in the early acute phase of illness. Cross- 
reactions in this assay have been observed with sera positive 
for autoimmune diseases, cytomegalovirus, HIV, group C 
Neisseria meningitidis, and viral hepatitis.

Culture of Leptospira in Body Fluids and Tissues
Leptospira can be detected by culture from blood, CSF, and 
peritoneal dialysate fluids during the first 10 days of illness, 
and from urine samples from the beginning of the second 
week of symptomatic illness. In some severe cases, the or-
ganisms can be detected in almost all tissues and organs and 
in urine for several weeks. For culture, the specimens should 
be collected as soon as possible while the patient is febrile 
and before the initiation of antibiotic treatment. Whole 
blood and deposit from spun plasma specimens are the pre-
ferred types of blood for culture.

The medium for cultivation of Leptospira is the semisolid 
Ellinghausen- McCullough- Johnson- Harris (EMJH) medium 
or Fletcher medium (Difco EMJH or Difco Fletcher medium; 
BD Diagnostic Systems, Sparks, MD). A modified solid me-
dium (LVW agar) has also been described for rapid isolation 
and susceptibility testing of Leptospira spp. (46). Cultures 
in EMJH medium are incubated in sealed bottles at 28 to 
30°C and examined weekly by dark- field microscopy. In one 
prospective cohort study in Thailand, the median time to 
culture positivity for the primary culture was 21 days, rang-
ing from 7 to 84 days, indicating that the cultures should be 

maintained for at least 3 months before a negative result can 
be reported (47).

A positive culture provides the definitive diagnosis for 
leptospirosis in patients with compatible clinical syndromes. 
The overall yield of culture is only approximately 10% for 
patients with suspected leptospirosis (48).

Molecular Methods for Diagnosis and Subtyping
Because of the difficulty in culture and serologic identifica-
tion of Leptospira, the development of accurate molecular 
tests for direct detection of leptospiral nucleic acid in clin-
ical specimens has been a major advance in enabling early 
diagnosis of leptospirosis.

The most widely applicable molecular method is real- 
time PCR. 16S rRNA (rrs) is the most commonly used 
target for PCR assays (48). In a recent study, Agampodi et 
al. reported that the diagnostic sensitivity of a quantitative 
real- time PCR assay was 18.4% and 51.0% for whole blood 
and serum specimens, respectively (49). The bacterial load 
in serum and blood ranged from 102 to 106 organisms/ml, 
with a median leptospiral load of 8,616, 11,007, 36,100, and 
15,882 organisms/ml for uncomplicated, renal failure, myo-
carditis, and multi- organ failure patients, respectively (49).

Two recent studies demonstrated that real- time PCR 
assays, using primers and probes targeting a gene encoding 
surface lipoprotein LipL32, have comparable sensitivity but 
higher specificity to rrs- based assays (50, 51). These LipL32- 
based PCR assays can potentially be a reliable, sensitive, and 
rapid test for the detection of Leptospira in acute patients.

Of the numerous molecular methods evaluated for sub-
typing, pulsed- field gel electrophoresis is the recommended 
method for strain typing and subtyping.

Clinical Indications and Test Interpretation
Culture and the microscopic agglutination test are gold- 
standard methods for leptospirosis diagnosis; however, they 
are not useful for early diagnosis. Current whole- cell- based 
rapid serological tests have low sensitivity for early phase 
leptospirosis and may have low specificity in highly endemic 
areas. PCR is demonstrably useful for early diagnosis, but it 
is unavailable in most developing countries. Thus, diagnostic 
methods that not only have higher sensitivity and accuracy for 
early phase leptospirosis but that are also widely applicable in 
developing countries remain to be developed. The availability 
of genome sequences and genetic tools of Leptospira spp. will 
accelerate our understanding of Leptospira pathogenesis and 
provide insights into the development of more efficient and 
accurate diagnostic tests for acute- phase leptospirosis.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the most common serious bac-
terial infections and remains a major challenge to global 
health. One- third of the human population has been in-
fected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Globally, drug- 
resistant tuberculosis is emerging as a new epidemic, with 
approximately 0.5 million new multidrug- resistant cases 
annually. TB is second only to HIV as a worldwide cause of 
death from an infectious disease, and HIV infection, in turn, 
is a major risk factor for TB.

In 2011, there were an estimated 8.7 million new cases 
of TB (13% coinfected with HIV) and 1.4 million people 
died from the disease. These figures include almost 1 million 
deaths among HIV- negative individuals and 430,000 among 
people who were HIV positive. Unfortunately, the impair-
ment of immunity caused by HIV infection implies that tra-
ditional immunological tests may be of limited value in the 
diagnosis of coexistent TB. The value of TB immunological 
testing in HIV- positive individuals is discussed for each of 
the available assays.

MODE OF SPREAD, RISK OF INFECTION, AND 
RISK OF PROGRESSION TO ACTIVE DISEASE
Most infections with M. tuberculosis are due to inhalation 
of bacteria- laden droplet nuclei transmitted by close con-
tact with heavily infected individuals. After exposure to M. 
tuberculosis, approximately 30% of persons develop active 
infection (1). The remainder of infected persons harbor tu-
bercle bacilli, which are either slowly replicating or killed in 
granulomas, and are without clinical symptoms. However, if 
cell- mediated immunity becomes impaired, residual living 
organisms may no longer be held in check and lead to the 
development of active TB. Latent TB infection (LTBI) is 
therefore defined as a clinical condition in which an individ-
ual has been infected with M. tuberculosis, but has no clinical 
manifestation of disease and negative cultures for the organ-
ism. In general, about 3 to 4% of infected individuals progress 
to active TB after the first year of exposure, and an additional 
5% carry a lifetime risk of progressing to active disease (2).

DIAGNOSIS
Culture of the tubercle bacillus remains the gold standard 
for the diagnosis of active TB. Yet, at least one- third of 

patients with TB do not have a positive culture because of 
the inherent difficulty to grow Mycobacterium spp. Nucleic- 
amplification assays offer another technique for the direct 
detection of M. tuberculosis in clinical specimens. Signifi-
cant progress has been made in the area of molecular diag-
nostics of TB infections. In July 2013, the FDA approved 
the Xpert MTB/RIF assay, which, in addition to having the 
ability to detect M. tuberculosis in clinical specimens, can 
also simultaneously determine if the M. tuberculosis strains 
contain genetic markers that makes them resistant to rifam-
pin. For the diagnosis of LTBI, a delayed- hypersensitivity 
reaction to tuberculin or a blood test based on gamma inter-
feron (IFN- γ) production by effectors and memory immune 
responses directed against M. tuberculosis antigens can be 
used. Currently, there are two commercially available FDA- 
approved IFN- γ release assays.

IMMUNOLOGY
TB requires a cellular immune response for control of in-
fection. Antibodies are produced during active disease, but 
play no role in host defense. During infection, the differ-
ent immune cells (e.g., macrophages, T cells) involved in 
the immune response directed against M. tuberculosis act to 
contain the infection (3). M. tuberculosis infection triggers 
a complex immune response that usually leads to the estab-
lishment of long- lasting memory T cells specifically directed 
against M. tuberculosis antigens. CD4 T cells that specifi-
cally recognize M. tuberculosis antigens produce IFN- γ 
essential for the activation of M tuberculosis- infected mac-
rophages which, upon activation, can inhibit growth of the 
bacillus (4). IFN- γ release assays have been shown to pre-
dominantly measure the presence of M. tuberculosis- specific 
effector- memory T cells, the presence of which are consid-
ered indicative of previous in vivo exposure to the bacilli.

SCREENING TESTS FOR LATENT TB 
INFECTION

Tuberculin Testing
The tuberculin skin test (TST) has been used as a screen-
ing test for latent M. tuberculosis infection for more than a 
century. The test relies on the principles of delayed hyper-
sensitivity to recruit memory T cells to the TST site. The 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch48
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TST was first described by Koch in 1890 and developed by 
Mantoux in 1907. The first reagent used in skin testing, 
old tuberculin, was prepared by autoclaving and filtering 
autolyzed 8- week- old liquid cultures of M. tuberculosis. 
This protein extract was termed purified protein derivative 
(PPD). A large single lot of PPD produced by Seibert in 
1939 (PPD- S) has become the international standard. Sub-
sequent preparations have equivalent biological reactivity. 
The concentration has been determined such that 0.1 ml 
will be biologically equivalent to 0.1 μg of PPD- S (5 tuber-
culin units).

Tuberculin testing is performed by intradermal injec-
tion of PPD (0.1 ml) on the volar surface of the forearm 
with a beveled 26-  or 27- gauge needle with the bevel fac-
ing upward (Mantoux test). The skin becomes raised and 
blanched with a 6 to 10 mm wheal if the injection has been 
properly placed intradermally. Deeper injections may result 
in false negatives due to wash out by vascular flow. The skin 
reaction is read at 48 to 72 h. The appropriate measurement 
is the diameter of induration, not the area of erythema. The 
diameter of induration should be read transversely across 
the forearm. The edge of induration can be established us-
ing a ballpoint pen.

Interpretation of the tuberculin test
Based on the sensitivity and specificity of the TST, three 
cutoff levels have been recommended for positive reac-
tions: 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm, depending on the clinical 
situation (Table 1). The 5- mm cutoff is used for high- risk 
patients such as those exposed to TB- infected persons or im-
munocompromised patients. The 10- mm cutoff is used for 
other types of high- risk patients. The 15- mm cutoff is used 
for patients with no risk factors.

The sensitivity of the TST ranges from 75 to 90% with 10 
mm of induration, and nearly all patients with greater than 
15 mm of induration are infected with M. tuberculosis. False- 
positive reactions may be caused by prior Bacilli- Calmette 
Guérin (BCG) vaccination or by cross- reactions caused by 

nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) (5). Technical failure 
due to improper injection of the PPD in the subcutaneous 
tissue rather than intradermally may cause a false- negative 
reaction. False- negative reactions occur in at least 20% of 
patients with active TB. Most of these false- negatives are due 
to the general illness and malnutrition that can reduce de-
layed hypersensitivity. These patients will become PPD pos-
itive 2 to 3 weeks after effective treatment of TB is initiated. 
Vaccination with live virus (measles, smallpox), viral infec-
tions (HIV), reticuloendothelial disease, and corticosteroid 
therapy may also cause false- negative reactions. During HIV 
infection, delayed hypersensitivity and tuberculin reactivity 
decreases as the CD4 cell count decreases. Testing for cuta-
neous anergy with antigens such as Candida or tetanus toxoid 
to control for this decrease in delayed hypersensitivity is not 
recommended because of the lack of reproducibility and stan-
dardization. Responsiveness to control antigens but not PPD 
will not necessarily exclude tuberculous infection. Immuno-
suppression due to stress, age, and various infectious diseases 
are other common causes of anergy.

Booster effect
Tuberculin can restimulate remote hypersensitivity that 
has deteriorated over many years. The booster effect (a 
positive TST after a negative one) develops over several 
days after a first injection and may be persistent. This may 
cause interpretation problems, especially if a negative result 
is followed by a positive test approximately 10 weeks after 
a negative TST. For this reason, the “two- step method” is 
recommended at the time of initial testing for persons who 
may be tested periodically on a routine basis (e.g., health 
care workers). Nonreactors are retested 1 to 3 weeks after 
the initial test. If the second test result is positive, this in-
dicates boosting rather than a recent tuberculin conversion 
due to a recent exposure. The individual should be consid-
ered infected and evaluated accordingly. However, booster 
reactions cannot always be distinguished from false- positive 
reactions due to past exposure to atypical mycobacteria.

TABLE 1 Definition of a positive tuberculin test

Diam of 
induration (mm) Clinical situation

>5 Recent contacts of TB- case patients
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)- infected persons
Persons with fibrotic changes on chest radiograph consistent with prior TB
Patients with organ transplants or otherwise immunosuppressed (e.g., receiving 

the equivalent of ≥15 mg/day of prednisone for 1 month or more)
>10 Recent immigrants (i.e., within the last 5 years) from countries with a high 

prevalence of TB
Residents and employees of high- risk congregate settings: prisons and jails, 

nursing homes and long- term care facilities, hospitals, residential facilities for 
patients with AIDS, homeless shelters

Injection- drug users
Persons with the following clinical conditions that place them at high risk: 

silicosis, diabetes mellitus, chronic renal failure, some hematologic disorders 
(e.g., leukemias and lymphomas), other specific malignancies (e.g., carcinoma 
of the head, neck, or lung) weight loss of ≥10% of ideal body weight, 
gastrectomy, jejunoileal bypass

Children <5 years of age
Infants, children, and adolescents exposed to adults at high risk for developing 

active TB
>15 Patients with no known risk factor for tuberculosis
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IFN- γ Release Assays
In the past 10 years, IFN- γ release assays have been devel-
oped for the identification of an immune response to M. 
tuberculosis- specific antigens and are approved by the U.S. 
FDA and recommended by the U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) as an aid for the detection of 
LTBI. A major scientific advance has been the identification 
of the region of difference 1 (RD1) of M. tuberculosis, which is 
absent from all strains of BCG, thus reducing the potential for 
cross- reactivity with BCG. Sequence data show that RD1 was 
deleted upon attenuation of Mycobacterium bovis for develop-
ment of BCG. Several antigenic proteins of M. tuberculosis 
encoded by genes located in RD1 have potential for specific 
diagnosis of TB. The best- studied RD1 proteins are culture- 
filtered protein 10 (CFP- 10) and early- secreted antigenic- 
target 6- kDa protein (ESAT- 6). These two proteins have been 
utilized as specific antigens in the IFN- γ release assays.

Currently, there are two commercially available FDA- 
approved IFN- γ release assays: the QuantiFERON- TB Gold 
In- Tube assay (QFT- GIT) (Cellestis Ltd, Australia) and 
 T- SPOT.TB assay (T- SPOT.TB) (Oxford Immunotec, UK). 
The characteristics of the two different assays are summa-
rized in Table 2.

QuantiFeRon-tB gold In- tube Assay
The QFT- GIT is performed by drawing 1.0 ml of blood into 
each of three specialized blood collection tubes: the nil con-
trol tube, the mitogen control tube (containing phytohem-
agglutinin, a T- cell- activating mitogen), and a TB antigen 
tube. The TB antigen tube contains three highly specific M. 
tuberculosis antigens: ESAT- 6, CFP- 10, and TB7.7. In con-
trast to the PPD, the antigens in the QFT- GIT are absent 
in most NTM and BCG strains except for M. marinum, M. 
kansasii, and M. szulgai. M. flavescens, M. gastrii, M. xenopi, 
and M. gordonae may also be associated with false- positive 
reactions with either the QFT- GIT or the T- SPOT.TB.

Within 16 h of collection, the tubes are incubated for 16 
to 24 h at 37°C. The incubation is needed to allow mem-
ory CD4 T- cells to respond to the TB antigen. The plasma 
is harvested after centrifugation to separate the plasma and 

the red cells to assess the concentration of IFN- γ by an 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

Method for Quantiferon- TB Gold In- Tube Assay

Specimen. QuantiFERON- TB GIT uses the following 
collection tubes:

Nil control (gray cap with white ring)
TB antigen (red cap with white ring)
Mitogen control (purple cap with white ring)

Collection. For each subject, collect 1 ml of blood by 
venipuncture directly into each of the QuantiFERON- TB 
GIT blood collection tubes. The black mark on the side of 
the tubes indicates the 1- ml fill volume.

Antigens have been dried onto the inner wall of the 
blood- collection tubes, so it is essential that the contents 
of the tubes be thoroughly mixed with the blood after blood 
draw.

Incubation.

1. Incubate the tubes upright at 37°C for 16 to 24 h.
2. After incubation of the tubes at 37°C, harvesting of 

plasma is facilitated by centrifuging tubes for 15 min 
at 2,000 to 3,000 relative centrifugal force (RCF).

3. Plasma samples can be loaded directly from blood- 
collection tubes into the ELISA plate.

4. Alternatively, plasma samples can be stored prior to 
ELISA, either in the centrifuged tubes or collected 
into plasma- storage containers.

Reagents. Included within the QuantiFERON- TB GIT 
kit:

Microplate strips coated with murine anti- human IFN- γ 
monoclonal (2 × 96- well plates)

Human IFN- γ standard, lyophilized (contains recom-
binant human IFN- γ, 8 IU/ml when reconstituted, 
bovine casein, 0.01% wt/vol thimerosal) (1 × vial)

TABLE 2 Methodological characteristics of T- SPOT and QFT- GIT assays

Characteristic T- SPOT- TB QFT- GIT

Format ELISPOT ELISA
Assay time PBMC isolation & setup: 0.5 h Incubation at 37°C: 16–24 h

Incubation at 37°C: 16–20 h Testing: 3.5 h
Testing: 6 h
Drying time: 4–16 h

Specimen Peripheral blood mononuclear cells Whole blood
Instrumentation Microplate washer Microplate washer and reader

Hemocytometer or hematology analyzer Centrifuges
Stereomicroscope or plate imager
Centrifuges

TB antigens ESAT-6, CFP-10 ESAT-6, CFP-10, TB7.7
Positive control 

(mitogen)
Phytohemagglutinin Phytohemagglutinin

Units Spot- forming units (SFU) IU/ml IFN- γ
Equivocal zone 5–7 SFU None
Positive result ≥8 SFU ≥0.35 IU/ml, and >25% of nil
Indeterminate >10 SFU in Nil, or <20 SFU Mitogen >8 IU/ml nil and/or <0.5 IU/ml
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Green diluent (contains bovine casein, normal mouse 
serum, 0.01% wt/vol thimerosal) (1 × 30 ml)

Conjugate 100× concentrate, lyophilized (murine anti- 
human IFN- γ horseradish peroxidase [HRP], contains 
0.01% wt/vol thimerosal when reconstituted) (1 × 
0.3 ml)

Wash buffer 20× concentrate (pH 7.2, contains 0.01% 
wt/vol thimerosal) (1 × 100 ml)

Enzyme- substrate solution (contains H2O2, 3,3′,5,5′ tet-
ra methylbenzidine) (1 × 30 ml)

Enzyme- stopping solution (contains 0.5M H2SO4) (1 × 
15 ml)

Store kit refrigerated at 2 to 8°C.

Equipment and supplies.

Biohazard cabinet class II
Mechanical pipetting device
Sterile graduated 5-  or 10- ml pipettes (1 pipette/patient)
37°C humidified incubator (5% CO2 optional)
1 ml microtubes with caps in 96- well format racks for 

plasma storage (20 patients/rack)
QuantiFERON microplate shaker capable of speeds be-

tween 50 and 1,000 revolutions per min (RPM)
Calibrated variable- volume pipettes capable of deliver-

ing 10 to 1,000 μl with disposable tips
Multichannel pipette capable of delivering 50 μl and 

100 μl with disposable tips
Centrifuge capable of centrifuging the blood tubes at 

least to 3,000 RCF (g)
Variable- speed vortex
Timer
Measuring cylinder, 1 or 2 liters
Deionized or distilled water (enzyme immunoassay [EIA] 

quality), 2 liters
Microplate washer (optional)
Microplate reader fitted with 450-  and 620- nm (or 650- 

nm) filters
Protective clothing for handling potentially infectious 

material
Reservoirs (polypropylene)

Procedure.

1. All plasma samples and reagents, except for conjugate 
100× concentrate, must be brought to room tempera-
ture (22 ± 5°C) before use.

2. ELISA PLATE. Remove strips that are not required 
from the frame, reseal in the foil pouch, and return 
to the refrigerator for storage until required. Allow at 
least two strips for the QuantiFERON- TB Gold IT 
standards and sufficient strips for the number of sub-
jects being tested.

3. HUMAN IFN- γ STANDARD. Reconstitute the hu-
man IFN- γ kit standard with the volume of deion-
ized or distilled water as indicated on the label of the 
standard vial, ensuring complete resolubilization. Mix 
gently to minimize frothing. Reconstitution of the 
standard to the correct volume will produce a solu-
tion with a concentration of 8.0 IU/ml.
a. Use the reconstituted kit standard to produce a di-

lution series of eight IFN- γ concentrations.

b. 300 μl of the kit standard to a tube labeled as 
Standard 1.

c. 150 μl of green diluent to 7 tubes (labeled Stan-
dard 2–Standard 8).

d. Perform serial dilutions by transferring 150 μl of 
each standard to the next tube. Mix each tube 
thoroughly before the next transfer.

e. The undiluted kit standard serves as the highest 
concentration (Standard 1).

f. Green diluent serves as the zero standard (Stan-
dard 8).

4. CONJUGATE (contains 0.01% wt/vol thimerosal). 
Reconstitute freeze- dried conjugate 100× concen-
trate with 0.3 ml of deionized or distilled water.

5. Add 50 μl of freshly prepared working- strength con-
jugate to each ELISA well.

6. Add 50 μl of test plasma samples to appropriate wells. 
Finally, add 50 μl each of the Standards 1 to 8. The 
standards should be assayed in at least duplicate.

7. Mix the conjugate and plasma samples/standards 
thoroughly using a microplate shaker for 1 min at 500 
to 1,000 RPM.

8. Cover each plate and incubate at room temperature 
(22 ± 5°C) for 120 ± 5 min.
a. Plates should not be exposed to direct sunlight 

during incubation.
b. Deviation from specified temperature range can 

lead to erroneous results.
9. WASH BUFFER. Each plate (12 × 8- well strips) re-

quires 1 liter of working- strength wash buffer. Dilute 
1 part wash buffer 20× concentrate with 19 parts de-
ionized or distilled water and mix thoroughly.

10. Wash wells with 400 μl of working- strength wash 
buffer. Perform wash steps at least six times.

11. Add 100 μl of enzyme- substrate solution to each well 
and mix for 1 min at 500 to 1,000 RPM using a micro-
plate shaker.

12. Cover each plate with a lid and incubate at room 
temperature (22 ± 5°C) for precisely 30 min.

13. After 30 min, add 50 μl of enzyme- stopping solution 
to each well and mix by gentle agitation.

Read the absorbance of each well within 5 min of ter-
minating the reaction using a 450- nm filter, with either a 
620- nm or 650- nm reference filter. Absorbance values are 
used to calculate results.

Calculations. The QuantiFERON- TB GIT analysis soft-
ware (version 2.13 or later) that is used to generate stan-
dard curves for IFN- γ and to calculate results for the patient 
values is available from Cellestis. The software performs 
quality control of the assay, generates a standard curve, and 
provides a test result from calculations performed on each 
plasma test based on the method of interpretation.

Interpretation Criteria QFT- GIT
The positive- control mitogen assesses the performance 

of the test by measuring the ability of T cells to produce 
IFN- γ. A low- mitogen result may indicate low T- cell counts 
or immunosuppression, or may also indicate improper han-
dling of the specimen. A mitogen result less than 0.5 IU/ml 
will result in an indeterminate result.

The negative- control nil tube assesses the background 
IFN- γ levels in the patient. High- background IFN- γ can be 
seen in patients with recent viral illness or recent live- virus 
vaccination (i.e., measles, polio). High- background nil 
levels above 8 IU/ml will result in an indeterminate result. 
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The nil- tube IFN- γ value is subtracted from the TB- antigen 
IFN- γ value and mitogen IFN- γ value to determine their 
absolute numbers. A positive result consistent with previ-
ous exposure to M. tuberculosis is an absolute TB- antigen 
value of ≥0.35 IU/ml that is also greater than 25% of the 
nil value.

Preanalytical Sources of Variability and Quality 
Control Issues, QFT- GIT
During the sample- collection process, there are sev-

eral possible sources of error or variability of the IFN- γ 
quantitative result. If any of the three blood draw tubes 
(nil, antigen, mitogen) are underfilled or overfilled from 
the recommended 1.0 ml, an incorrect measurement of the 
IFN- γ level will occur, changing the IFN- γ quantitative 
result and possibly the qualitative interpretation. Addi-
tionally, if there is incomplete mixing of the TB- antigen 
or mitogen tubes following the blood draw, there is a po-
tential for a false- negative result in the antigen tube or an 
indeterminate result due to a low mitogen- tube response. 
Delays in incubation or processing also negatively impact 
the IFN- γ result.

Quality- control issues have been discovered with the 
QFT- GIT in two separate incidents. In November 2011, the 
Stanford Hospital and Clinics clinical microbiology labora-
tory noted a sharp increase in positivity rate in their QFT- 
GIT (6). They had previously instituted a daily surveillance 
program since 2010 for tracking positive rates. On investi-
gation of the increase in positivity rate, all TB- antigen tubes 
giving false results were traced to a single lot number. Efforts 
undertaken by the laboratory and the manufacturer could 
not discover the root cause of the problem. The FDA was 
contacted and subsequently that particular lot number was 
recalled from all laboratories in the U.S.

The second incident involving quality control with the 
QFT- GIT was reported by the Veterans Affairs Palo Alto 
Health Care System (6). A sharp increase in the indetermi-
nate rate was discovered on review of patient results. The 
source of error was traced to the transportation route of the 
blood draw tubes through the Panama Canal; it was discov-
ered that there was heat damage to the mitogen peptides 
in the tubes, subsequently resulting in low mitogen results.

These isolated problems in reagent quality of the QFT- 
GIT highlight the need to institute a surveillance system 
to monitor and detect sudden changes in positivity and 
indeterminate rates, and also the need to conduct parallel 
testing of new lots with old lots to ensure quality control is 
maintained.

Reproducibility, Conversions, and Reversions: 
Proposal of an Equivocal Range for the QFT- GIT
The QFT- GIT does not have an FDA- approved equiv-

ocal range. Studies examining the reproducibility of the 
QFT- GIT have observed reversions and conversions of 
the QFT- GIT with frequencies ranging from 12% to 50% 
(7–9). Conversions and reversions are thought to be sec-
ondary either to biological factors such as within- subject 
fluctuations, laboratory artifact, or test- related error (10, 
11). There has been no consensus for how to interpret the 
accuracy of the test in situations where there are conver-
sions and reversions. Because of this variability, a gray zone 
has been suggested for persons with fluctuating results (12, 
13). Most of the reversions and conversions in the studies 
occurred with IFN- γ levels between 0.35 and 0.69 IU/ml. 
Thanassi et al. (14) used receiver- operating- characteristic 
(ROC) analysis on serial QFT- IT results in 575 U.S. health 
care workers to find the separation point between those 

who test repeatedly positive and those who revert. Their 
recommendation was to retest low- risk individuals with 
initial QFT results <1.11 IU/ml.

Most reversions of QFT- GITs from positive to negative 
come to attention when the positive result is suspected to 
be a false positive and the clinician repeats the test. Re-
versions, however, may also occur spontaneously or after 
therapy. Reversions after therapy are thought to represent 
immune clearing of the infection. Studies have shown a de-
crease in quantitative results of IFN- γ responses with the 
treatment of LTBI. Studies, however, have not confirmed 
that LTBI treatment increases the reversion rate of IGRAs 
from positive to negative (15).

t-sPot. TB Assay
For the T- SPOT.TB assay, 8 ml of whole blood is required 
and the assay must be performed within 8 h of blood col-
lection. Alternatively, the manufacturer provides a reagent 
(T- Cell Xtend) which extends processing time to 32 h after 
blood collection. The T- cell- containing peripheral blood 
mononuclear cell (PBMC) fraction is separated from whole 
blood, counted, and inoculated into four separate microtiter 
plate wells (250,000 cells/well) provided in the T- SPOT.TB 
assay kit. The microtiter wells are precoated with antibodies 
against IFN- γ. Specific TB antigens (ESAT- 6 and CFP- 10) 
and mitogen (PHA) are also added.

Microtiter- plate wells are incubated 16 to 20 h at 37°C 
with 5% CO2. During incubation, IFN- γ is released from 
activated T- cells and captured by monoclonal antibodies. 
The number of IFN- γ- secreting T- cells (represented as 
spot- forming units [SFU]) are detected by ELISPOT assay, 
an enzyme- linked immunospot assay that labels the IFN- γ- 
secreting T- cells as dark spots on the plate wells. After in-
cubation, the wells are washed and a secondary conjugated 
IFN- γ antibody is added and incubated for 1 h. After an-
other wash, substrate is added, which produces spots where 
the IFN- γ was secreted by the activated T- cells. The spots 
are counted using a magnifying glass or stereomicroscope.

Method for T- SPOT.TB Test

Specimen.

1. When using the T- SPOT.TB test without the use of 
T- Cell Xtend reagent, blood samples should be pro-
cessed within 8 h of collection.

2. Samples may be collected into either sodium ci-
trate or sodium heparin Vacutainer- CPT tubes with 
 PBMCs separated in the tube.

3. Alternatively, blood samples may be collected into 
lithium- heparin tubes, with PBMCs being subse-
quently separated using standard separation tech-
niques such as Ficoll- Paque or alternative methods to 
purify the PBMC fraction.

4. Blood- collection tubes containing the anticoagulant 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) should not 
be used.

5. If using Ficoll- Paque Plus, dilute the blood with an 
equal volume of RPMI- 1640 medium (1 part blood to 
1 part RPMI).

6. Layer carefully the diluted blood onto Ficoll- Paque 
Plus (2 to 3 parts diluted blood to 1 part Ficoll- Paque) 
and centrifuge at 1,000 RCF (g) for 22 min at room 
temperature (18 to 25°C).

7. When using the T- SPOT.TB test with T- Cell Xtend 
reagent, blood samples should be collected into 
lithium- heparin tubes. The T- Cell Xtend reagent 
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should be added prior to PBMC separation using stan-
dard separation techniques. Whole- blood samples 
should be stored at room temperature (18 to 25ºC) 
between 0 and 32 h postvenipuncture with the use of 
T- Cell Xtend reagent.

8. Collect the white, cloudy band of PBMCs using a pi-
pette and transfer to a 15- ml conical centrifuge tube. 
Bring the volume to 10 ml with prewarmed cell cul-
ture medium.

9. Centrifuge at 600 RCF (g) for 7 min. Pour off the su-
pernatant and resuspend the pellet in 1 ml medium.

10. Bring the volume to 10 ml with fresh medium and 
centrifuge at 350 RCF (g) for 7 min.

11. Pour off the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 
0.7 ml cell- culture medium.

Reagents. Included within the T- SPOT.TB Kit:

1 microtiter plate: 96 wells, supplied as 12 × 8- well strips 
in a frame, coated with a mouse monoclonal antibody 
to IFN- γ.

2 vials (0.8 ml each) Panel A: contains ESAT- 6 antigens.
2 vials (0.8 ml each) Panel B: contains CFP- 10 antigens.
2 vials (0.8 ml each) positive control: contains phyto-

hemagglutinin (PHA).
1 vial (50 μl) 200× concentrated conjugate reagent: 

mouse monoclonal antibody to the cytokine IFN- γ 
conjugated to alkaline phosphatase.

1 bottle (25 ml) substrate solution: BCIP/NBT plus 
solution.

Equipment and supplies.

8- well strip plate frame.
Biohazard cabinet class II.
Blood- collection tubes, such as Vacutainer CPT or hep-

arinized tubes.
T- Cell Xtend reagent: whole- blood samples stored at 

room temperature (18 to 25°C) between 0 and 32 h 
postvenipuncture; can be processed with the use of 
T- Cell Xtend reagent.

Ficoll (if not using CPT tubes).
A centrifuge for preparation of PBMCs (capable of at 

least 1,800 RCF (g) and able to maintain the sam-
ples at room temperature (18 to 25°C) if using density 
centrifugation methods to separate the PBMCs).

Equipment and reagents to enable counting of PBMCs, 
either manually using trypan blue (or other appro-
priate stain) and a hemocytometer on a microscope 
or automatically using a suitable hematology analyzer.

A humidified incubator capable of 37 ± 1°C with a 5% 
CO2 supply.

An automatic microtiter plate washer or an 8- channel or 
stepper pipette to manually wash plates.

Adjustable pipettes to cover a range of volumes from 1 
to 1,000 μl (such as four Gilson pipettes capable of 
delivering volumes of 1–10 μl, 2–20 μl, 20–200 μl, 
and 100–1,000 μl) and sterile pipette tips.

Sterile phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) solution such 
as GIBCO 1× D- PBS (Invitrogen; catalogue no. 
14040- 133).

Distilled or deionized water.
A means of visualizing the wells or capturing a digi-

tal image of the well, such as a stereomicroscope, 

magnifying glass, or plate imager to allow counting 
of spots.

Sterile cell culture medium such as GIBCO AIM- V. Cell 
culture media should be prewarmed to 37°C before 
use with the T- SPOT.TB test.

Reagent preparation.

1. The vials of M. tuberculosis ESAT- 6 antigens, M. tu-
berculosis CFP- 10 antigens, and the positive control 
are supplied ready to use.

2. Prepare a 1:200 dilution working conjugate- reagent 
solution.

3. The substrate solution is supplied ready to use.

Cell counting and dilution. The T- SPOT.TB test re-
quires 250,000 ± 50,000 PBMCs per well. A total of four 
wells are required for each patient sample; thus 1 × 106 
 PBMCs is required per patient. The number of M. tubercu-
losis T cells in the specimen is normalized to a fixed number 
of PBMCs.

1. Perform a PBMC count. Cells can be counted by a 
variety of methods, including manual counting us-
ing trypan blue (or other appropriate stain) and a 
hemocytometer, or using an automated hematology 
analyzer.

2. Calculate the concentration of PBMCs present in the 
stock cell suspension.

Plate setup and incubation.

1. The T- SPOT.TB test requires four wells to be used 
for each patient sample. An ESAT- 6, CFP- 10, nil 
control, and positive control well should be run for 
each individual patient sample. No standard curves 
are required.

2. Remove the precoated 8- well strips from the packag-
ing, clip into a plate frame, and allow to equilibrate 
to room temperature. Remove the required number 
of strips only, reseal any remaining unused strips and 
the desiccant pouch in the outer foil packaging, and 
return to storage at 2 to 8°C.

3. Add 50 μl of AIM- V cell culture for nil, positive con-
trol, and CFP- 10 or ESAT- 6 to one of the four wells 
for each patient sample.

4. To each of the four wells to be used for a patient sam-
ple, add 100 μl of the patient’s final cell suspension 
(containing 250,000 cells). Use a new tip for each in-
dividual patient’s cells to avoid cross- contamination 
between wells.

5. Incubate the plate with the lid on in a humidified in-
cubator at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 16 to 20 h.

Spot development and counting.

1. Remove the plate from the incubator and discard the 
cell- culture medium.

2. Add 200 μl PBS solution to each well.
3. Discard the PBS solution. Repeat the well washing an 

additional 3 times with PBS.
4. Dilute concentrated conjugate reagent 200× in PBS.
5. Add 50 μl conjugate- reagent solution to each well 

and incubate at 2 to 8°C for 1 h.
6. Discard the conjugate and perform four PBS washes.
7. Add 50 μl substrate solution to each well and incu-

bate at room temperature for 7 min.
8. Wash the plate thoroughly with distilled water to stop 

the reaction.
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9. Allow the plate to dry. Allow 4 h drying time at 37°C 
or at least 16 h at room temperature.

10. Count and record the number of distinct, dark- blue 
spots on the membrane of each well.

Interpretation Criteria: T- SPOT.TB Test
As with the QFT- GIT, the positive- control mitogen as-

sesses the performance of the test by measuring the ability of 
T- cells to produce IFN- γ and should be at least ≥8 SFU for 
the test to be valid. A low mitogen result may indicate low 
T- cell counts, immunosuppression, or improper handling of 
the specimen.

The negative- control nil tube assesses the background 
IFN- γ levels in the patient. High background IFN- γ levels 
of >10 SFU will result in an indeterminate result and can be 
seen in patients with recent viral illness or recent live- virus 
vaccination. When a patient’s sample shows indeterminate 
results or borderline results (5 to 7 SFU), it is recommended 
that new blood samples be drawn and retested. If after re-
testing the results remain indeterminate and a technical er-
ror is ruled out, T- cell anergy may be a possible explanation. 
A positive result consistent with previous exposure to M. 
tuberculosis is a TB antigen value of ≥8 SFU.

Interpretation of Quantitative IgRA  
(QFt- gIt or t- sPot.TB) Results
According to CDC recommendations, “both the qualitative 
results and the quantitative assay measurements for IGRAs 
should be reported” (16). However, in the absence of in-
terpretive guidelines, the practice of reporting quantitative 
results can lead to false assumptions and misinterpretation. 
It is not clear whether higher IFN- γ levels correlate with 
greater risk of progression to active TB. There are two rec-
ommendations that should be followed with regard to the 
interpretation of quantitative IGRA results. First, there is 
not enough evidence at this time to use quantitative results 
for the purpose of therapeutic monitoring or to predict the 
risk of progression to active disease. Quantitative results, 
however, are useful for predicting the likelihood for rever-
sion or conversion of test results when the IFN- γ response 
is in the gray zone (i.e., between 0.35 and 1.11 IU/ml; see 
discussion above).

Advantages and Disadvantages of IgRAs
IGRAs detect the presence of persistent cellular immune 
responses toward M. tuberculosis specific antigens ESAT- 6, 
CFP- 10, and TB7.7 (additionally for QFT- GIT), which are 
known to be absent in most NTM as well as in BCG strains. 
Therefore, there will be fewer false- positive reactions in pa-
tients previously vaccinated with BCG and those patients 
previously infected with NTM. There are, however, a num-
ber of NTM that are known or reported to cause a positive 
IGRA; these include M. flavescens, M. marinum, M. kansa-
sii, M. szulgai, M. xenopi, and M. gordonae. It is important to 
note that these same patients may also have a positive PPD, 
though usually ≤10 mm. Since IGRAs detect the presence 
of M. tuberculosis- specific effector- memory T- cells, it cannot 
distinguish between latent or active disease. Clinical mani-
festations, culture, sputum microscopy, and chest X ray may 
be needed to confirm the diagnosis of active TB infection. 
As discussed earlier, the higher specificity of the antigens 
used in IGRAs may decrease the number of false- positive 
test results when investigating LTBI and, therefore, prevent 
further medical evaluations and treatment. Individuals be-
ing tested for LTBI need only present once to the testing 
facility for blood draw, increasing the likelihood that a 

diagnosis will be made. The in vitro assays have a rapid turn-
around time and are standardized to decrease interperson 
variability when interpreting the results.

There are several disadvantages of performing IGRA 
testing that should be pointed out. IGRA testing requires 
drawing blood from individuals, which may be especially 
problematic in children. The QFT- GIT requires 3 ml of 
blood, whereas the T- SPOT.TB requires 8 ml. The testing 
needs to be conducted within a specific time period. The 
QFT- GIT needs to be incubated at 37°C by the blood- draw 
laboratory within 16 h after blood draw, spun down after 
16 to 24 h of incubation, then sent (refrigerated) to a ref-
erence laboratory. With the T- SPOT.TB, the blood draw 
needs to be received by the reference lab and the T- cells 
need to be isolated within 8 h of the blood draw and pro-
cessed. These tests are more technically demanding and 
have higher laboratory resource needs. Highly trained per-
sonnel are required along with access to reagents and labo-
ratory instrumentation.

Direct and Indirect Costs of IgRAs versus tst
Two types of costs for IGRAs should be considered: direct 
costs and indirect costs. In a cost- effectiveness study of LTBI 
contact screening in the United Kingdom by Pooran et al. 
(17), QFT- GIT testing cost 54 EUR ($69 U.S. dollars), 
 T- SPOT.TB cost €66 ($85 US), and TST cost €19.30 ($24 
US). The main conclusion of the study was that although 
the direct costs of IGRAs are overall more than for the TST, 
a dual strategy of reflex- testing positive TSTs to an IGRA 
for confirmation was the most cost- effective strategy.

In a study by Shah et al. (18), in a low TB- prevalence 
setting in the U.S., the QFT- GIT cost $44 per test. They 
found in testing for LTBI that the dual strategy was, again, 
the most cost- saving algorithm. Numerous other studies 
have shown that IGRAs are more cost- saving than TST for 
certain groups such as close contacts, those infected with 
HIV, and foreign- born, regardless of time in the country. 
In conclusion, IGRAs lead to fewer false- positive results, 
and consequently to fewer chest X rays, fewer prescriptions 
of prophylaxis, and fewer clinic visits, leading overall to a 
more cost- effective diagnostic test either as a single test or 
dual- strategy test. Cost effectiveness values will increase in 
areas with a lower prevalence of LTBI.

sensitivity and specificity of IgRAs in the Diagnosis 
of LtBI
The ability to judge the accuracy of the TST and IGRAs has 
been complicated by the lack of a gold standard for LTBI. 
Sensitivity has been estimated by using culture- confirmed 
cases. Using culture as a gold standard is problematic since 
active disease and latent infection are two distinct disease 
conditions with very different clinical outcomes. More accu-
rate estimates based on progression of LTBI to active TB are 
now being used. There are wide variations in sensitivity esti-
mates for the QFT- GIT, T- SPOT.TB, and TST depending on 
the type of population studied and the type of study. When 
meta- analyses are conducted on a large number of studies, 
overall, the T- SPOT.TB tends to be more sensitive than 
QFT- GIT, whereas the QFT- GIT tends to be more specific. 
In an extensive review of a number of studies comparing the 
TST and IGRAs in patients with culture- confirmed TB, the 
overall sensitivities for T- SPOT.TB, QFT- GIT, and TST were 
90%, 83%, and 89%, respectively (16) (Table 3). In the same 
study, the collective specificities for T- SPOT.TB, QFT- GIT, 
and TST were 88%, 99%, and 85%, respectively. Yet, in a 
number of studies involving patients who progressed to active 
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TB after exposure to active TB, the sensitivities have been 
widely variable, ranging from 40 to 100% (13). These results 
emphasize the caveat that a negative IGRA does not neces-
sarily rule out the diagnosis of LTBI. IGRAs, especially the 
QFT- GIT, have a distinct advantage over TST in diagnosing 
LTBI in BCG- vaccinated populations, as the IGRAs do not 
give false positives in BCG- vaccinated patients. In a system-
atic review and meta- analysis by Pai et al. (19), the specificity 
of QFT- GIT in BCG- nonvaccinated and BCG- vaccinated 
populations was 99% and 96%, respectively (Table 3). The 
specificity for T- SPOT.TB and TST in non- BCG- vaccinated 
populations was 100% and 97%, respectively. In contrast, 
the specificity for T- SPOT.TB and TST in BCG- vaccinated 
populations was only 84.7% and 59%, respectively (Table 3). 
Therefore, in a low- risk, BCG- vaccinated patient with a pos-
itive TST and negative IGRA, it is reasonable to assume that 
the TST result is a false positive.

In the case of a patient with a negative TST and pos-
itive IGRA, if the individual is considered to be high risk, 
then the negative TST should not preclude further studies. 
Longitudinal studies suggest that the TST is more sensitive 
than the IGRA in high- risk populations (20). IGRAs, how-
ever, may be more sensitive than TST in detecting recent 
exposure.

Is there a Role of IgRAs in the Diagnosis of  
Active tB?
Active TB infection is diagnosed by evaluating the patient’s 
medical history, physical exam, and chest X ray and by iden-
tifying M. tuberculosis by microbiologic techniques such as 
sputum- smear microscopy and/or culture, or by molecular 
techniques such as nucleic acid amplification. IGRAs have 
not been developed for the diagnosis of active TB. IGRAs 
were primarily developed to detect the cell- mediated im-
mune response toward a set of recombinant M. tuberculosis 
antigens. Therefore, these tests cannot differentiate be-
tween active and latent TB infection.

However, in certain clinical circumstances— such as in 
patients with extrapulmonary TB, in patients who test neg-
ative for acid- fast bacilli in sputum and/or are negative on 
culture, in TB diagnosis in children, or in the differential 
diagnosis of NTM— IGRAs may provide useful supplemen-
tary information. Overwhelming active TB infection may, 
however, suppress the cellular immune response and cause a 
negative IGRA result.

In a meta- analysis assessing the accuracy of QFT- GIT, 
T- SPOT.TB, or TST in patients with a clinical suspicion 
of active TB disease, both culture- confirmed and noncon-
firmed cases, the pooled sensitivities of the QFT- GIT, T- 
SPOT.TB, and TST were 80% (95% confidence interval 
[CI] 75–84%), 81% (95% CI 78–84%), and 65% (95% CI 

61–68%), respectively (21). In the same meta- analysis, the 
specificity of IGRAs in the diagnosis of TB specificity was 
assessed in control groups who were considered to have a 
low risk of being infected with M. tuberculosis. The pooled 
specificities of the QFT- GIT, T- SPOT.TB, and TST were 
79% (95% CI 75–82%), 56% (95% CI 56–62%), and 59% 
(75% CI 72–78%), respectively (21). Quantitative results 
from IGRAs have not been shown to have a predictive 
value for progression to active disease. Therefore, quanti-
tative results should not be used for risk assessment for pa-
tients with a concern for active TB disease.

IgRAs in Immunocompromised Persons and  
HIV- Infected Patients
Immunocompromised patients, such as those who are re-
ceiving immunosuppressive drugs or individuals with HIV, 
represent a group of patients who are at a high risk of reac-
tivating latent TB infection. Screening for LTBI is highly 
recommended for these groups of individuals. However, 
there are only a limited number of studies available on the 
accuracy of IGRAs in these high- risk groups. There are no 
U.S. data on the predictive value of IGRAs in HIV- infected 
patients, and poor concordance has been reported between 
TSTs and IGRAs in this population (22). Current CDC 
guidelines recommend treatment of LTBI in HIV- infected 
patients with either a positive TST or IGRA. Immunocom-
promised patients have been shown to have reduced IGRA 
responses compared to immunocompetent patients, with 
immunocompromised patients exhibiting a higher percent-
age of indeterminate results. It is recommended that IGRAs 
be performed as early as possible in the course of HIV infec-
tion, before a decline in CD4 T- cell counts occurs.

The positive- control mitogen tube will measure the 
ability of the patient’s CD4 T- cells to produce IFN- γ. This 
function will be impaired with CD4 T- cell counts below 
100/ml. False- negative or indeterminate IGRA results are 
commonly seen in HIV- infected individuals with advanced 
HIV infection and low CD4 T- cell counts. Studies have 
suggested that the T- SPOT.TB test may have less indeter-
minate results since a standardized number of cells per assay 
is used for lower CD4 T- cell counts, whereas the QFT- GIT 
test uses a standardized volume of blood per assay (23).

False- positive QFT- TB results have also been reported in 
HIV- infected patients. A study by Gray et al. in 2012 (24) 
observed that 80.5% of U.S.- born HIV- infected patients 
at low risk for TB exposure reverted to negative from pos-
itive in serial testing. Seventy- six percent of the reversions 
occurred in patients with an IFN- γ level of <1.0 IU/ml, 
which is consistent with the reversion rate observed in a 
number of previous studies of low- risk individuals with low- 
positive IGRA results (see discussion in previous section). 

TABLE 3 Sensitivities and specificities of QFT- GIT, T- SPOT, and TST assays

Assay
Overall for LTBI (%)a

Non- BCG- 
vaccinated for 

LTBIb (%)

BCG- 
vaccinated for 

LTBIb (%)

Suspected active  
TBc (%)

Sensitivity Specificity Specificity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
QFT- GIT 83 99  99 96.7 80 79
T- SPOT.TB 90 88 100 84.7 81 56
TST 89 85  97 59 65 59

aReference 16: meta- analysis of the overall accuracy of all three assays.
bReference 19: specificity of all three assays in non- BCG-  and BCG- vaccinated populations for LTBI.
cReference 21: meta- analysis assessing the accuracy of all three assays in suspected active TB disease.
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However, 24.2% of the HIV- positive patients who reverted 
to negative had IFN- γ IU/ml levels that were >1.0 IU/ml 
on initial testing. The authors of the study concluded that 
the positive predictive value of IGRAs is quite low when 
testing a large number of HIV- infected patients at low risk 
for TB. This study thus provided supportive evidence for the 
high rate of poor concordance between IGRAs and TSTs in 
HIV patients in the U.S. in general (22). They promoted 
the strategy of retesting positive IGRAs in HIV- infected pa-
tients with no TB exposure risks.

IgRAs in Children
A very limited number of studies exist describing the utility 
of QFT- GIT and T- SPOT.TB testing in children, especially 
for those aged <5 years. For this reason, and because rates of 
progression from latent infection to active disease are higher 
in infants and young children, extreme caution is warranted 
when using IGRAs in children aged <5 years. Lewinsohn 
et al. (25) observed that indeterminate rates for IGRAs 
were much more frequent in immunocompromised children 
and in young children <5 years of age. The authors also 
concluded that children ≥5 years of age can be tested with 
 IGRAs for LTBI and that IGRAs may be used as an adjunct 
to other tests for active TB.

Although the majority of indeterminate results in chil-
dren are thought to be due to a low mitogen response, the 
reasons for low mitogen responses in young children are not 
clear. The mitogen might not work well in young children 
as a result of a lack of immunologic maturity. Children ≥5 
years are less likely to develop active TB or to have severe 
forms of the disease. Therefore, less caution might be re-
quired when implementing IGRA testing in these older 
children.

The sensitivity of IGRAs in children is expected to be 
comparable to TST. In one study of 28 children with culture- 
confirmed active TB who were aged 4 months to 7 years, 
estimates of sensitivity for TST, QFT- GIT, and  T- SPOT.TB 
were comparable at 100%, 93%, and 93%, respectively (P = 
0.15) (26). However, in a recent study performed in Africa 
by Machingaidze et al. (27), there was no clear evidence 
that IGRAs should replace TST for detecting LTBI in chil-
dren. These investigators concluded that it may be best to 
use both tests in screening for LTBI. Sensitivity of the IGRA 
for TB disease was no different from TST, and a significantly 
reduced IGRA sensitivity was found in high- burden TB set-
tings compared with low- burden TB settings. The specificity 
of IGRAs in children, however, should be expected to be 
high. In one study, QFT- GIT and T- SPOT.TB showed high 
specificity for M. tuberculosis infection even among children 
whose TST specificity was reduced to 22% because of NTM 
infections (26).

SEROLOGIC TESTS FOR ACTIVE TB 
INFECTION
The first attempt to diagnose active TB by serology was 
in 1898 by Arloing (28), who reported that sera from TB 
patients could agglutinate tubercle bacilli. Since the intro-
duction of the ELISA methodology, there has been a con-
siderable amount of interest in the development of serologic 
tests for the detection of active TB infection, particularly 
with regard to patients who are unable to produce adequate 
sputum, are sputum- smear negative, or are suspected of 
having extrapulmonary TB. Although the role of antibody- 
mediated immunity in the protection against M. tuberculo-
sis is unclear, active M. tuberculosis infection often elicits 
the production of antibodies to several antigens that may 

be used as markers of active TB infection. Most researchers 
in the field agree that accurate serological tests for the diag-
nosis of active TB will require using multiple TB antigens 
(29, 30). Any single M. tuberculosis antigen is probably not 
sensitive enough to be used to cover the multiple- antibody 
profiles of active- TB patients. A number of companies have 
developed and marketed commercial tests for the serologi-
cal detection of antibodies, mostly of the IgG class, typically 
using the ELISA technique.

Sensitivity and Specificity of Commercial TB 
Serological Tests
Commercially available TB serological tests have varied 
widely in accuracy, with reported sensitivities and specific-
ities that range from 10% to 90% and 47% to 100%, re-
spectively, depending on antigens used, number of subjects, 
study design, and geographic site (31).

Although recent studies have identified important prob-
lems in TB serodiagnostics, they have also identified several 
promising candidate antigens (32–35). Important meth-
odological problems have been identified that are inher-
ent with ELISA testing in general, including false- positive 
results due to autoimmune disease and false- negatives due 
to immunosenescence or immune deficiency (36). Despite 
their limitations, TB serologic tests could eventually have 
adjunctive value in smear- negative pulmonary and ex-
trapulmonary cases. Testing for IgG antibodies to M. tuber-
culosis multiepitope recombinant antigens is offered only in 
a few reference laboratories and ELISA kits are available 
commercially.

URINE ANTIGEN TESTING FOR THE 
DIAGNOSIS OF ACTIVE TB INFECTION
M. tuberculosis urinary- antigen detection has been viewed 
as a possible future adjunctive test for the diagnosis of ac-
tive TB infection, since it has the potential to overcome the 
limitations inherent with immune- based assays. The most 
studied M. tuberculosis urinary diagnostic assay detects the 
cell wall lipopolysaccharide lipoarabinomannan (LAM).

Simple lateral- flow versions of the LAM assay have 
been produced as point- of- care tests. The first clinical eval-
uation of the Determine TB- LAM (Alere, Waltham, MA) 
was conducted among HIV- infected patients in South Af-
rica. The overall sensitivity was low (28.2%) but was high-
est in those with the lowest CD4 count (<50 cells/ml), 
with a sensitivity of 66.7% (37). In a second study from 
South Africa, two groups of patients were recruited: HIV- 
infected patients suspected of having TB and a control 
group of HIV- infected patients with a non- TB diagnosis 
(37). Sensitivity was 45% when compared to a gold stan-
dard that additionally incorporated clinical- radiological 
diagnoses with a positive response to TB treatment. Sen-
sitivity increased to 71% when the results were combined 
with those of sputum- smear microscopy. Specificity, how-
ever, was poor, 66% when using a very faint positive band 
as a positive, but improved to 96% when a darker positive 
band was used. Cross- reactivity studies with the LAM 
ELISA system showed low- level cross- reactivity with M. 
avium, M. kansasii, and M. fortuitum.

In summary, the high specificity and moderate sensitivity 
of a urinary antigen LAM may be useful in the diagnosis of 
active TB in HIV- infected patients, especially those with 
advanced immunodeficiency. Further studies will be needed 
to evaluate the clinical indications and usefulness of the as-
say as an adjunctive TB diagnostic.
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Mycoplasmas and ureaplasmas are members of a unique 
group of organisms (class Mollicutes) that are characterized 
by their small genomes, lack of cell walls, sterols in cell 
membranes, and complex nutritional requirements. The 
role of Mycoplasma and Ureaplasma species in human dis-
eases was largely underappreciated until recent years. As a 
result, most diagnostic laboratories ignored them. Because 
of their complex nutritional requirements as well as their 
adaptation to the host during infection, these fastidious or-
ganisms can be difficult and time- consuming to culture from 
patient samples. However, there are improved methods for 
detection, including PCR detection assays, serologic assays, 
and commercially available growth media, but these are still 
limited compared with the products for other organisms.

Several organisms in the class Mollicutes are associated 
with human disease. The best- known Mycoplasma disease in 
humans is Mycoplasma pneumoniae respiratory disease, and 
it remains a leading cause of respiratory illness worldwide. 
Some members of the Mollicutes are also significant causes 
of urogenital tract disease; these include Mycoplasma geni-
talium, Ureaplasma species, and Mycoplasma hominis. A num-
ber of other mycoplasma species occur in humans, which 
in some instances, may also contribute to disease. Thus, 
mycoplasmas are emerging as primary etiologic agents in a 
number of human diseases. Additional evidence supports 
their role in exacerbation of other diseases. As diagnostic 
approaches become better established and more frequently 
used by clinical laboratories, the impact of this unique group 
of infectious agents in humans is likely to become better 
appreciated.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the advantages 
and disadvantages of current molecular and serological 
diagnostic techniques for mycoplasmal and ureaplasmal 
infections. Established approaches to the detection of M. 
pneumoniae, Ureaplasma spp., M. genitalium, and M. homi-
nis infections are discussed. In addition to immunologic 
and molecular- based methods for detection of these organ-
isms, several molecular- based methods have been applied 
to typing clinical isolates for epidemiological purposes. 
Such procedures are not yet suitable or necessary for diag-
nostic purposes in a clinical setting. It is beyond the scope 
of this chapter to include descriptions of molecular typing 
systems, as this information has been summarized in other 
publications (1).

M. PNEUMONIAE
M. pneumoniae occurs endemically and epidemically in per-
sons of all age groups. The most frequent clinical syndrome 
is tracheobronchitis, often accompanied by upper respira-
tory tract symptoms. Typical symptoms can persist for weeks 
to months and include hoarseness, fever, cough, sore throat, 
headache, chills, coryza, and general malaise (2). M. pneu-
moniae may occur in up to 20% of adults requiring hospital-
ization for community- acquired pneumonias in the United 
States and probably an even greater proportion of those not 
requiring hospitalization. The incubation period is 1 to 3 
weeks, and spread throughout households often occurs. M. 
pneumoniae can persist in the respiratory tract for several 
months after initial infection and sometimes for years in hy-
pogammaglobulinemic persons (2). Some people may expe-
rience extrapulmonary complications, including skin rashes, 
pericarditis, hemolytic anemia, arthritis, meningoencepha-
litis, and peripheral neuropathy (2).

Serology
Historically, serology was the most common laboratory 
means of diagnosis of M. pneumoniae respiratory tract infec-
tions. It has the advantages of not requiring viable micro-
organisms, of allowing easy acquisition of small amounts of 
serum for storage and testing, and of having the availability 
of many different commercially available assays in various 
formats. M. pneumoniae has both lipid and protein anti-
gens, which elicit antibody responses in clinical infections 
that can usually be detected after about 1 week of illness, 
peaking at 3 to 6 weeks, followed by a gradual decline, al-
lowing the use of several different serologic assays based on 
different antigens and technologies. Although serology is a 
historically common and useful approach to the diagnosis 
of Mycoplasma infection, its use alone has several potential 
disadvantages.

One disadvantage of serology is that both acute-  and 
convalescent- phase sera collected 3 to 4 weeks apart need 
to be tested for IgM and IgG levels for the most accurate 
diagnosis of recent or current M. pneumoniae infection, 
especially in adults older than 40 years, in whom an IgM 
response may be minimal or absent, presumably because of 
reinfection (2). Infants younger than 6 months of age may 
also lack IgM production following acute M. pneumoniae in-
fection. A 4- fold or greater rise in antibody titer indicates 
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a current or recent infection. The duration of the IgM re-
sponse can be variable; it usually peaks after about 3 weeks 
and then gradually declines. However, IgM antibodies can 
last for several weeks to months in some cases, further com-
plicating the interpretation of serologic data in diagnosis of 
acute M. pneumoniae infection and making it risky to base 
a diagnosis on the analysis of a single serum specimen. M. 
pneumoniae is primarily a pathogen of mucosal surfaces, and 
therefore IgA antibodies are produced early in infection. 
Serum IgA levels decrease quickly, since the half- life of IgA 
in serum is short. Thus, IgA may theoretically be more re-
liable and useful for diagnosis of acute infection than IgM. 
However, our experience is that IgA measured in sera from 
children and adults with pneumonia proven to be caused by 
M. pneumoniae by culture and/or PCR assay does not detect 
any more seropositive specimens than can be identified by 
a positive IgM. A Japanese study also did not find a signifi-
cant advantage of IgA in detection of acute M. pneumoniae 
infection in children (3).

One of the first serologic indicators used in diagnosis 
of M. pneumoniae infection is the presence of cold agglu-
tinins, which does not rely on Mycoplasma- specific antibody 
responses. Cold agglutinins are IgM antibodies that agglu-
tinate human erythrocytes at 4°C. They occur in associa-
tion with M. pneumoniae infection in about 50% of cases 
within a few days, and their levels remain elevated for about 
6 weeks. One hypothesis is that cold agglutinins result from 
cross- reactive autoantibodies against the I antigen of hu-
man erythrocytes. Another is that they develop directly as 
a result of antigenic alteration of erythrocytes caused by M. 
pneumoniae infection.

Performance of a qualitative “bedside cold- agglutinin 
test” involves placing 1 ml of anticoagulated blood in a cup 
of crushed ice for several minutes and then visually examin-
ing it for agglutination. On warming, the agglutination will 
resolve, but repeating the cooling procedure can reproduce 
it. A positive test for a patient in whom mycoplasmal infec-
tion is strongly suspected may have some clinical value. A 
more precise test is to determine the cold- agglutinin titer by 
reacting 0.1 ml of doubling dilutions of patient sera with 0.1 
ml of a 1% suspension of washed human type O erythrocytes 
in a microtiter plate and determining the highest dilution 
at which agglutination occurs after 30 min of incubation at 
4°C. Titers of 64 to 128 or a 4- fold or greater rise in titer 
suggest a recent M. pneumoniae infection, and the magnitude 
of the cold- agglutinin response may correlate directly with 
the severity of pulmonary disease. Detection of cold agglu-
tinins is generally not recommended for the diagnosis of M. 
pneumoniae infection since cold agglutinins are associated 
with a wide variety of conditions, such as viral infections 
and  collagen vascular diseases, and, more importantly, M. 
pneumoniae- specific serologic assays are now widely available.

Complement fixation (CF) was the major diagnostic 
technique used to measure M. pneumoniae- specific serum 
antibodies for many years. Seroconversion, defined as a 4- 
fold change in titer, measured in paired sera collected 3 to 4 
weeks apart and assayed simultaneously, provides the great-
est diagnostic accuracy. However, CF measures mainly the 
early IgM response and is unable to differentiate the other 
antibody classes. In addition, CF has limited sensitivity and 
specificity because the glycolipid antigen mixture used is not 
specific for M. pneumoniae and may be found in other micro-
organisms, as well as human tissues and even plants. Cross- 
reactions with other organisms, most notably M. genitalium, 
are well recognized, and false- positive results due to cross- 
reactive autoantibodies induced by acute inflammation 

from other unrelated causes may occur. To help overcome 
the problem with cross- reactivity, confirmation of positive 
CF results using Western blotting can be done, but this adds 
to the time and cost. Commercial assays for detection of 
M. pneumoniae antibodies by Western immunoblotting are 
available in Europe but not yet in the United States.

Most clinical laboratories have replaced CF with tech-
niques of greater sensitivity and specificity. Numerous assay 
formats have been developed over the past several years and 
sold as commercial kits. Commercial kits are often evaluated 
using CF as the reference method. However, considering its 
lack of antibody class distinction and its cross- reactivity 
with other microorganisms, CF is not really suitable as a 
reference standard. Many of these tests, however, have not 
been fully evaluated and compared. In addition, the extent 
to which newer commercial serologic assays for M. pneumo-
niae will cross- react with M. genitalium or other mycoplas-
mas was not established with certainty, but this seems less 
likely to be a problem than with CF.

In- depth discussions of various types of commercial M. 
pneumoniae antibody assays and comparative evaluations of 
several products are available in other publications (2, 4–8). 
Table 1 summarizes the most popular types of serologic assays 
used to detect M. pneumoniae infection that have been devel-
oped commercially. These are indirect immunofluorescence, 
particle agglutination, and enzyme immunoassay (EIA).

Experience with EIAs dates back to the 1970s, and these 
assays are now the most widely used techniques for mea-
suring antibodies against M. pneumoniae. A review of Food 
and Drug Administration- approved diagnostic tests reveals 
at least a dozen different M. pneumoniae EIAs marketed in 
the United States over the past several years, all of which 
are described as having either moderate or high complexity 
according to Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ment (CLIA) classification. EIAs are more sensitive for 
detecting acute infection than is culture and can be com-
parable in sensitivity to PCR, provided that sufficient time 
has elapsed since infection for antibody to develop, if paired 
sera are tested, and if the patient has a functional immune 
system. Although most EIAs are sold as 96- well microtiter 
plate formats, some can be obtained as breakaway micro-
well strips, which allow smaller numbers of sera to be tested 
economically.

Two EIAs are packaged as qualitative membrane- based 
procedures for the detection of single test specimens. These 
are truly rapid EIAs (taking 10 minutes or less) and are sim-
ple to perform. The Meridian ImmunoCard (Meridian Bio-
science, Inc., Cincinnati, OH) is an IgM- only assay that is 
simple to read and is especially useful for testing pediatric 
samples. The Remel EIA (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., 
Waltham, MA) is another membrane- based assay that de-
tects IgM and IgG simultaneously. As discussed above, there 
are limitations in interpreting the results of IgM- only assays 
when a single acute- phase specimen is tested due to the po-
tential for delayed or absent IgM response in many persons. 
This is more of a reflection on the erratic humoral immune 
response against M. pneumoniae than on the performance 
of a specific assay type. Multiple investigations, involving 
adults as well as children, have shown that the ImmunoCard 
sensitivity for detection of acute M. pneumoniae infection is 
well below 50%, but it improves considerably if convalescent 
sera are tested (5, 7, 9). Similar poor sensitivity has been 
documented for other IgM assays when testing is limited to 
the acute phase when a positive PCR assay was used to de-
fine infection (5). Likewise, a single IgG measurement has 
no diagnostic meaning for an acute infection and is useful 
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only in prevalence studies since the time of seroconversion 
cannot be determined. Although acute-  and convalescent- 
phase sera should be tested quantitatively for both IgG and 
IgM for greatest diagnostic accuracy, the practical value of 
the qualitative single point- of- care tests offered by both kits 
is lost if paired specimens are required. Thus, these single 
point- of- care tests can be useful in some settings if the po-
tential limitations are considered in the diagnosis. Csango 
et al. (10) concluded in their evaluation of 4 commercial 
EIAs sold in Europe that a substantial proportion of healthy 
adult blood donors were serologically positive for IgA, IgM, 
and/or IgG, suggesting the likelihood that these tests result 
in overdiagnosis of acute M. pneumoniae infections. Despite 
limitations on the analysis of a single serum specimen, many 
commercial kits provide interpretive criteria for single mea-
surements of IgM or IgG. Such information should be inter-
preted with great caution. It is clear that there are potential 
problems with all of the commercial antibody tests used to 
detect the immune response to acute M. pneumoniae infec-
tion that have been evaluated in independent studies. For 
tests that have not undergone such comparisons, nothing is 
known about their diagnostic accuracies beyond what the 
manufacturer states in package inserts.

Molecular Biology- Based Techniques
The attention focused on nucleic acid amplification tech-
niques (NAATs) such as PCR has largely eclipsed earlier 
interest in nonamplified antigen detection or DNA hybrid-
ization systems. Numerous studies since the late 1980s using 
simulated clinical specimens, animal models, and clinical 
trials have validated the ability of the PCR assay to detect 
M. pneumoniae, often in conjunction with serology and/or 
culture. The same types of clinical specimens that can un-
dergo culture, such as throat swabs, nasopharyngeal swabs, 
sputum, and other sterile tissues or body fluids, can also be 
tested by the PCR assay. Additional advantages of PCR as-
says are that they can be used to detect mycoplasmas in tissue 
that has already been processed for histologic examination 
or in cultures that are contaminated. Furthermore, PCR as-
says generally require only one specimen, can be completed 
in 1 day, may give positive results earlier in infection than 
serology does, and do not require viable organisms.

Most PCR- based techniques are somewhat similar and 
do not differ in principle from PCR assays used for detection 
of other microorganisms. Although most approaches focus 
on amplifying sequences of genomic DNA, RNA- based 
amplification has also been used. Specific advantages of 

TABLE 1 Major commercial serologic test formats for M. pneumoniae in the United States

Assay formata Antibodies measured Equipment required Comments and limitations

EIA IgM, IgG, or IgA 
separately

Spectrophotometer/ 
EIA reader

EIAs are typically performed using a microtiter plate format in 
which antigens are adsorbed onto the polystyrene surface. 
Dilutions of test serum are added to the wells and incubated. 
Antibodies bound to the solid- phase antigen are visualized by 
using enzyme- labeled conjugates directed against the primary 
antibody and substrate read in a spectrophotometer. The 
amount of conjugate reacting is proportional to the levels 
of antibody present. EIAs have the advantages of requiring 
very small serum volumes (<100 μl), are adaptable to testing 
larger or small numbers of specimens, and can be made isotype 
specific.

Membrane 
EIA

IgM or IgG separately None Membrane EIAs are rapid, qualitative, point- of- care procedures 
designed for testing single- serum specimens. A permeable 
membrane or filter paper is impregnated with antigen to which 
serum is added. This step is followed by addition of anti- human 
IgG or IgM enzyme conjugate. Development of color after 
enzyme substrate is added constitutes a positive test. Lipemic or 
hemolyzed serum samples will interfere with results.

PA IgG or IgM separately 
or simultaneously

None PA tests utilize latex or gelatin as carrier particles coated 
with antigen that are incubated with test serum. If specific 
antibodies are present, the particles agglutinate, resulting in a 
visible reaction. PA products may provide qualitative results 
that can be visualized on a card or quantitative data read in a 
microtiter plate format. PA assays do not offer any advantages 
over other techniques such as EIAs or IFAs, except possibly 
their ease and simplicity of performance.

IFA IgG or IgM separately Fluorescence 
microscope

Antigen is fixed to glass slides. Specific antibody is detected in 
dilutions of test serum after staining with anti- human IgM or 
IgG fluorochrome conjugate. Results can be affected by the 
presence of rheumatoid factor and high M. pneumoniae- specific 
IgG antibody levels. Additional procedures to validate IgM 
results are needed in these settings. IFA provides quantitative 
data, but interpretation is very subjective.

aPA, particle agglutination; IFA, indirect immunofluorescence.
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RNA- based amplification techniques are the high sensitiv-
ity that can be achieved due to the large number of rRNA 
copies per mycoplasmal cell and the fact that its detection 
is more indicative of viable mycoplasmas in a clinical sam-
ple. NAATs for M. pneumoniae that are used in diagnostic 
laboratories have usually been developed in- house and have 
not been subjected to rigorous comparisons with culture, 
serology, or other NAATs. During the past few years, most 
newly described assays have utilized real- time detection as 
opposed to conventional gel- based PCR techniques. Nu-
merous advantages exist for this newer technology, includ-
ing greater sensitivity, lower risk of contamination- related 
false positives, shorter turnaround time, and the ability to 
provide quantitative results. Gene targets for PCR assays 
for detection of M. pneumoniae in clinical specimens have 
included 16S rRNA, P1, tuf, parE, dnak, pdhA, ATPase op-
eron, CARDS toxin gene (mpn372), the non- coding re-
petitive element repMp1, and intracellular protease gene. 
Various detection systems have also been described (Table 
2), and multiple types of instrumentation have been used. 
Both conventional and real- time nucleic acid sequence 
based amplification (NASBA) have also been used to de-
tect M. pneumoniae RNA. There have been very few side- 
by- side comparisons to determine whether one assay format 
or gene target is better than another. Many of the evalua-
tions that have been done compared PCR with culture and/
or serology as a reference method and, predictably, yielded 
disparate results in some cases.

Over the past several years, various commercialized kits 
have become available in Europe for the detection of M. 
pneumoniae alone or in combination with other respiratory 
tract bacteria or viruses, either in mono or in multiplex for-
mats. Two molecular- based NAATs are now FDA- approved 
for use in the United States. One of these is the illumigene 
Mycoplasma Assay (Meridian Bioscience, Inc., Cincinnati, 
OH). This loop- mediated isothermal amplification assay 
(LAMP) enables detection of M. pneumoniae in as many 
as 10 clinical specimens that can be tested simultaneously 
within 1 hour after extracted DNA is set up in the incuba-
tor/reader. This instrumentation, which does not require a 
thermocycler, can easily be incorporated into clinical micro-
biology laboratories that do not have extensive molecular 
diagnostic facilities. The second NAAT sold commercially 

in the United States is the multiplex Biofire Diagnostics 
FilmArray RP (BioFire Diagnostics, Salt Lake City, UT; 
recently merged with bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France). 
This kit detects nucleic acids in nasopharyngeal swabs for 
20 respiratory tract pathogens, including M. pneumoniae, 
processing one sample at a time with results in about an 
hour. The BioFire Diagnostics FilmArray performance was 
shown to be comparable to real- time PCR for detection of 
M. pneumoniae in one study (11). This assay is also avail-
able in Europe. Additional technical information, primer 
sequences, and tabulations of various nucleic acid amplifi-
cation assays according to respiratory specimen tested and 
further discussion of commercial NAATs are available in 
other recent publications on these topics (1, 12–15).

Comparison of various NAATs, mainly PCR assays, with 
culture has yielded varied results. In view of the enhanced 
analytical sensitivity of the PCR assay over culture, a pos-
itive PCR result together with negative culture can be easily 
explained. However, in a situation of a negative PCR assay 
with a positive culture, the presence of inhibitors or some 
other technical problem with the PCR assay must be con-
sidered. Interestingly, PCR inhibition may be more likely to 
occur with nasopharyngeal aspirates than with throat swabs, 
and sputum may be more likely to be PCR- positive than 
nasopharyngeal specimens, throat swabs, or throat washes. 
However, from a practical standpoint in sampling young 
children and many adults with fairly mild illness, sputum 
is not produced in M. pneumoniae infections, so nasopha-
ryngeal or oropharyngeal samples may be the only specimen 
types available. Sometimes dilution of samples overcomes 
inhibition of PCR due to a reduction in inhibitors during 
the reaction, but this is at the cost of diminished sensitivity 
because the nucleic acid is diluted along with any inhibitors. 
Several commercial reagents with automated procedures for 
nucleic acid purification are effective in removing most in-
hibitors of amplification in PCR assays, and these appear to 
work as well as nonproprietary methods. Thus, the type of 
sample and its preparation can influence the ability to de-
tect Mycoplasma infection using the PCR assay.

PCR results may not always correspond with serologic 
results. For example, elderly adults with pneumonia might 
have age- related impairment in immunity, resulting in low 
serologic responses after M. pneumoniae infection. The 

TABLE 2 Examples of M. pneumoniae nucleic acid amplification assays

Gene target Assay type Detection format Mono or 
multiplex Reference

P1 PCR Real- time Monoplex 38
P1 LAMPa Turbidimeter Monoplex 39
P1 PCR Scorpion probe Monoplex 40
P1 PCR Hybridization Multiplex 41
repMp1 in P1 PCR Real- time Monoplex 42
CARDS toxin PCR Real- time Monoplex 43
ATPase PCR Real- time Monoplex 43
tuf Broad- range PCR Real- time Monoplex 44
16S rRNA PCR Real- time Multiplex 45
16S rRNA PCR Molecular beacons Monoplex 46
16S rRNA PCR Real- time Monoplex 47
16S rRNA NASBAb Real- time Monoplex 48
Not specified PCR Resequencing microarray Multiplex 49

aLAMP, loop- mediated isothermal amplification.
bNASBA, nucleic acid sequence based amplification.
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same situation may occur with very young infants. A pos-
itive PCR test together with a negative serologic test could 
also mean that the specimen was collected too soon in the 
course of the illness to allow sufficient time for antibody 
to develop. Analysis of paired acute and convalescent sera 
might help resolve this situation. PCR results may also be-
come negative within days following antibiotic treatment, 
whereas serologic results should remain positive for a lon-
ger time. It is not known with certainty whether there is a 
specific threshold quantity of M. pneumoniae in respiratory 
tract tissues that can differentiate colonization versus infec-
tion. Therefore, relying solely on a positive result by PCR 
may overestimate the clinical importance of M. pneumoniae 
as a pathogen if the population sampled has a high carriage 
rate, which sometimes occurs in children, or at a time when 
there is an epidemic ongoing in a given community and 
exposure rates would be elevated and because of the pro-
pensity of this organism to cocirculate with other bacterial 
and viral pathogens. Concern for spread of clinically signif-
icant macrolide- resistant M. pneumoniae has become a ma-
jor issue because of its high prevalence in Asia and growing 
presence in the United States and Europe. Various real- time 
PCR assays to detect 23S rRNA mutations associated with 
macrolide resistance have been described and can be incor-
porated into a diagnostic scheme so that clinicians can be 
told whether an infection might be suitably treated with a 
macrolide antibiotic at the same time a positive PCR result 
for M. pneumoniae is provided (1, 13).

Published studies describing multicenter comparisons 
of various NAATs for M. pneumoniae detection (16, 17) 
reported significant variations in test performance among 
participating laboratories, making a strong case for an orga-
nized proficiency test program, which has been pilot- tested 
in Europe. Proficiency testing panels for NAATs for vari-
ous pathogens, including M. pneumoniae, are also available 
through the College of American Pathology.

Recommended Diagnostic Approach
Clinical manifestations, radiographic presentation, and 
general laboratory tests are not sufficiently specific to al-
low the differentiation of M. pneumoniae infection from 
infections caused by other common microorganisms, and 
more specific laboratory methods are needed to confirm the 
diagnosis. This situation is complicated further by the fact 
that mycoplasmal respiratory infections often coexist with 
infections caused by several other respiratory pathogens. 
Most M. pneumoniae infections are relatively mild and 
amenable to management on an outpatient basis, so phy-
sicians may rely on clinical suspicion and provide empiric 
treatment. However, a microbiological diagnosis should be 
sought if illness is sufficient to warrant hospitalization, if 
there is unsatisfactory clinical response to initial antimi-
crobial therapy, if there are underlying comorbid condi-
tions or immunosuppression that would make severe and 
disseminated disease more likely, or if significant extrapul-
monary symptoms are present.

The ideal diagnostic strategy, especially in children, 
can take advantage of both serology for IgM and PCR, 
since culture is laborious, time- consuming, insensitive, 
and expensive and because serology or PCR alone can be 
problematic for reasons discussed above. If a single serolog-
ical test is to be performed, the rapid EIAs mentioned ear-
lier may be the most logical alternatives. The additional 
expense of performing two tests has to be considered along 
with the very limited availability of PCR assays in the 
United States.

M. GENITALIUM
M. genitalium is a very fastidious, slow- growing mycoplasma 
first identified in 1981 from the urethras of men with ure-
thritis. Its role in human disease is now becoming more 
apparent, mainly as a result of epidemiological studies that 
have used PCR to detect infections. Despite the increased 
awareness of the pathogenic potential of M. genitalium, 
there are relatively few clinical isolates of the microbe be-
cause of its extremely fastidious nature. This mycoplasma is 
known to play a role in cervicitis and pelvic inflammatory 
disease in women and in urethritis in men.

Serology
A microimmunofluorescence assay for M. genitalium can 
detect antibody responses in men with nongonococcal ure-
thritis and women with salpingitis (18). This method is 
rapid, reproducible, and quite sensitive and specific, with 
less cross- reactivity with M. pneumoniae than is seen with 
other methods. EIA protocols using lipid- associated mem-
brane protein antigens were applied to population studies, 
and the results were confirmed by Western blotting (19). 
These antigens have limited cross- reactivity with M. pneu-
moniae, and the EIA platform is more amenable to large- 
scale testing than is Western blot analysis. However, these 
assays are not available outside of specialized research lab-
oratories and therefore cannot be recommended for diag-
nostic purposes.

Molecular Biology- Based Techniques
Perhaps more than for any other mycoplasma, molecular 
biology- based techniques have played the critical and in-
deed defining role in diagnosis of M. genitalium infections. 
M. genitalium is notoriously difficult to culture, perhaps in 
part because of its ability to persist in the intracellular en-
vironment but also because of its fastidious growth require-
ments and extremely slow generation time (18 h). The 
anatomical sites that are sampled, preparation of DNA 
template material, and PCR approaches are basically sim-
ilar to those used for other mycoplasmas. M. pneumoniae 
and M. genitalium are structurally and antigenically related, 
with 98% homology in their respective 16S rRNA, thus 
challenging development of specific diagnostic assays that 
can differentiate them, even though M. pneumoniae is much 
less likely to be found in the urogenital tract. Quantitative, 
rapid, real- time PCR assays for M. genitalium have utilized 
targets such as the MgPa operon, 16S rRNA, the 115- kDa 
gene, and gap encoding glyceraldehyde- 3- phosphate dehy-
drogenase (20–24). Use of gap as a gene target overcomes 
some of the limitations identified for 16S rRNA and MgPa 
(1, 13). Since PCR- based assays are the primary means of 
M. genitalium diagnosis, it is essential that whichever type 
of procedure is employed should be stringently controlled 
and carefully monitored. There is a strong association be-
tween serology and PCR for M. genitalium, but the ana-
lytic sensitivity of a single PCR assay for M. genitalium will 
certainly vary according to the technique and gene targets 
that are used. Additional techniques such as transcription- 
mediated amplification (TMA) have been developed for 
detection of M. genitalium. Multiplex PCR- based systems 
for detection of M. genitalium, along with Chlamydia tracho-
matis, Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and other urogenital mycoplas-
mas and ureaplasmas, are sold as kits in several European 
countries by multiple companies using various formats and 
instrument platforms. PCR assays have also been devel-
oped that can detect mutations mediating antimicrobial 
resistance in M. genitalium (1).
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Recommended Diagnostic Approach
The lack of readily available molecular diagnostic testing for 
M. genitalium in clinical laboratories and the unavailability 
of culture or serology as alternatives has had the expected 
result that clinicians in the United States rarely request mi-
crobiological confirmation of infections suspected to be due 
to this organism. Some reference and specialty laboratories 
offer their own in- house PCR assays for this mycoplasma, but 
none of these assays are validated. Few comparative studies of 
different assay formats and gene targets have been performed, 
and no organized proficiency testing program is available. 
Given the rapid development of molecular- based tests for M. 
pneumoniae over the past few years in Europe and the intro-
duction of two FDA- cleared tests, it seems possible that com-
mercially available rapid diagnostic tests for M. genitalium 
may soon come to the United States as they have in Europe. 
Since M. genitalium is less commonly detected in the lower 
urogenital tract in the absence of clinical infection than is 
Mycoplasma hominis or Ureaplasma spp., when it is detected 
by PCR in the lower urogenital tract of a symptomatic indi-
vidual, it should be considered clinically significant.

M. HOMINIS
Like Ureaplasma species and M. genitalium, M. hominis is 
associated with urogenital infections. However, unlike 
Ureaplasma species, detection of M. hominis in the vagina is 
of clinical significance since this microbe is a component of 
the suite of bacteria associated with bacterial vaginosis. M. 
hominis is also more closely linked to systemic diseases, in-
cluding pyelonephritis, postpartum endometritis, arthritis, 
pericarditis, peritonitis, and wound infections in adults, as 
well as meningitis, bacteremia, and pneumonia in infants. 
Like Ureaplasma species, M. hominis, although somewhat 
slower growing, is relatively easy to cultivate and can be 
isolated using commercial SP4 agar and broth or 10B broth 
and A8 agar. Classic “fried- egg” colonies can be observed 
within 3 to 7 days.

Serology
As with the other urogenital mycoplasmas, no commercial 
serological assays are available in the United States. An EIA 
is based on lipid- associated membrane antigens and is more 
broadly cross- reactive among different M. hominis strains 
than are assays using cell lysates as antigens. Confirmation 
by immunoblot analysis is also appropriate. Seroepidemiol-
ogy to determine exposure to M. hominis within a popula-
tion can be done with a single serum sample. However, for 
diagnostic purposes, paired acute-  and convalescent- phase 
sera are likely to be more informative. As is the case for 
ureaplasmas, clinical experience using serology for diagnosis 
of M. hominis infections is scant.

Molecular Biology- Based Techniques
The molecular biology- based techniques and considerations 
are essentially the same as for the other mycoplasmal spe-
cies. Both multiplex PCR and real- time PCR assays have 
been developed, some of which are commercially sold in Eu-
rope but not in the United States at this time. PCR assays 
for M. hominis have mainly utilized 16S rRNA or 16S- 23S 
intergenic spacer regions as gene targets (25, 26). Since het-
erogeneity may occur in the 16S rRNA gene of M. hominis, 
other targets, including fstY, yidC, tuf, and rpoB, have been 
developed (1, 13, 27–30). Microtiter plate hybridization as-
says used with M. genitalium and Ureaplasma spp. have also 
been employed for M. hominis (26, 31).

Recommended Diagnostic Approach
Since no serologic or molecular assays are available com-
mercially in the United States, most clinical laboratories 
still depend on culture using specific procedures designed 
to recover these organisms. M. hominis is the easiest of the 
pathogenic human mycoplasma species to grow in culture 
using the appropriate methods. Use of Columbia blood agar 
or automated blood culture systems is discouraged because 
the number of false- negative results would be significant, 
and culture results would therefore be unreliable. Since M. 
hominis is a common inhabitant of the female cervix and 
male urethra, a positive PCR assay or culture may not be 
meaningful in the absence of clinical manifestations com-
monly associated with infections with this organism. How-
ever, an organism load exceeding 104 colony- forming units 
(CFU)/ml may be clinically significant. In addition, a pos-
itive culture or PCR from an extragenital site should be con-
sidered clinically significant.

U. UREALYTICUM AND U. PARVUM
Ureaplasma spp. are implicated in a number of human uro-
genital infections. Ureaplasma was proven to cause non-
gonococcal urethritis in experimental infection studies of 
humans. However, demonstrating their role in disease is 
complicated due to the high carriage rate of the microbe in 
the lower genital tract of asymptomatic persons. Coloniza-
tion of the placenta and/or amniotic fluid with Ureaplasma 
spp. is also associated with histologic chorioamnionitis and 
premature birth. Importantly, colonization of developing 
fetuses in utero or preterm neonates is linked to the develop-
ment of chronic lung disease and is associated with necrotiz-
ing enterocolitis, and the organisms can also cause neonatal 
bacteremia and meningitis.

Originally, human ureaplasmas were thought to consist of 
a single species with two biovars composed of 14 serotypes. 
Ureaplasma is now recognized as two species: Ureaplasma 
parvum (formerly biovar 1; serovars 1, 3, 6, and 14) and 
Ureaplasma urealyticum (formerly biovar 2; serovars 2, 4, 5, 
and 7 to 13). Although some serovars are more fastidious 
than others, most ureaplasmas are relatively easy to culture 
and develop classic colonies on A7 or A8 agar within 2 to 3 
days, making culture the most common means for diagnosis 
used by clinical laboratories.

Serology
Although several EIA protocols have been published, no 
commercial product is available in the United States. The 
EIA does not differentiate between U. parvum and U. urea-
lyticum, and other approaches, such as monoclonal antibody 
capture assays, microimmunofluorescence, growth inhibi-
tion, and metabolic inhibition, were used to detect serovar 
differences. As with M. pneumoniae, seroconversion, a 4- 
fold rise in titer, or change in subclass- specific response may 
be useful for epidemiological studies. However, serology has 
never been used to any significant degree for the diagnosis of 
ureaplasmal infections in a clinical setting, and assays have 
never been standardized.

Molecular Biology- Based Techniques
The same principles, limitations, and considerations that 
were discussed for M. pneumoniae also apply to the detec-
tion of Ureaplasma species. The most commonly tested 
samples from adults include urine, urethral swabs, semen, 
prostatic fluid, vaginal swabs, endocervical swabs, placen-
tal or endometrial tissues, amniotic fluid, and synovial 
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fluid. Synovial fluid has a particular problem in that some 
samples appear to be inhibitory for PCR assays, and there-
fore, false- negative results can occur. Due to high carriage 
rates, vaginal swabs are of limited clinical significance for 
Ureaplasma. In contrast, urethral swabs from males are 
more informative than are those from females due to lower 
carriage rates. In addition, first- void urine is a frequent 
sample used for PCR, but again there is the inherent caveat 
that first- void urine may reflect transient contamination 
rather than a clinically significant finding. Thus, the type 
of samples and carriage rates will impact interpretation of 
the results obtained.

The newest molecular biology- based tools using real- 
time PCR permit the identification of the individual spe-
cies, although this is not essential for diagnostic purposes 
(1, 13). Ureaplasma- specific primers have been developed 
to target several different genes in real- time PCR assays; 
the most commonly used are the urease, multiple- band an-
tigen (mba), and 16S rRNA genes, but other systems have 
been described based on the U. UREALYTICUM063 gene, 
which encodes a conserved hypothetical protein that is 
identical in all 4 serovars of U. parvum and U. UREALYT-
ICUMR10_0680 that is conserved in all 10 serovars of U. 
urealyticum (13, 32) (Table 3). One approach incorporates 
hybridization with specific labeled probes to standard PCR 
reactants in a microtiter plate format (26, 31, 33). This 
system has the advantage of using a single primer pair to 
amplify the 16S rRNA target from the major genital my-
coplasmal species, as well as the two ureaplasmal species, 
followed by a probe specific to each of the species. Multiplex 
PCR assays have been developed for several sexually trans-
mitted microbes, including U. urealyticum and U. parvum, 
as well as M. hominis, M. genitalium, Chlamydia trachomatis, 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae, and Trichomonas vaginalis (1). Some 
are now sold commercially in Europe, but not in the United 
States. Multiplex PCR can also be used in combination 
with other techniques, including reverse line hybridization 
blotting (mPCR/RLB) and microarrays. The mPCR/RLB 
technique integrates multiplex PCR using biotin- labeled 
primer pairs or biotin- dNTPs to generate labeled PCR prod-
ucts that hybridize with highly specific, membrane- bound, 
amine- labeled oligonucleotide probes by reverse line blot 
hybridization. To visualize the hybridized PCR products, the 
membrane is incubated with peroxidase- labeled streptavi-
din and chemiluminescent detection liquid. Chemilumines-
cence results can be detected by a light- sensitive film or a 
lumino- imager. The mPCR/RLB technique has been used 
to develop assays that detect numerous res piratory patho-
gens, including M. pneumoniae and a variety of urogenital 
pathogens, including Ureaplasma spp., M. genitalium, and 
M. hominis (34–36). The microarray used for the detec-
tion of Ureaplasma spp. is based on immobilizing probes 
on a glass surface that hybridize to their complementary 
biotin labeled- DNA targets produced by a previous PCR 
procedure. The microarray is then incubated with gold- 
conjugated streptavidin. The interaction of biotin and 
streptavidin leads to silver precipitation visualized on the 
microarray. In situ hybridization (ISH) is a non- PCR- based 
molecular technique that has been specifically utilized for 
detection of ureaplasmas in lung tissue samples (37). Thus, 
there are a wide variety of molecular- based approaches that 
are developed to detect ureaplasmas in samples.

Recommended Diagnostic Approach
Since none of the serologic or PCR assays are available com-
mercially in the United States, most diagnostic laboratories 

TABLE 3 Examples of real- time PCR- based assays and gene targets for detection of urogenital 
mycoplasmas

Species Gene target/
region

Analytical sensitivity 
(no. of genome copies 

or CFU/reaction)
References

U. urealyticum 
and U. parvum

16S rRNA 10 copies 50

U. parvum Urease 5 copies 51
U. parvum UU063 0.6 CFU 32
U. parvum Urease 10 copies 52
U. parvum Urease 1 CFU 53
U. urealyticum Urease 10 copies 52
U. urealyticum Urease 5 copies 51
U. urealyticum Urease 3 CFU 53
U. urealyticum UUR10_0680 0.8 CFU 32
M. genitalium gap 5 copies 23
M. genitalium 16S rRNA 10 copies 54
M. genitalium 16S rRNA 1 copy 20
M. genitalium 16S rRNA 10 copies 55
M. genitalium MgPa <5 copies 22
M. hominis 16S rRNA 10 copies 56
M. hominis gap 10 copies 28
M. hominis yidC 7 copies 27
M. hominis fstY 10 copies 29
M. hominis tuf 100 copies 30
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depend on the use of culture for detection of ureaplasmas in 
clinical specimens, because results can usually be provided 
within 2 to 3 days. The 10B broth and A8 agar used for cul-
ture are available commercially from various vendors. Even 
though PCR is clearly more sensitive than culture from an 
analytical perspective, it is considerably more expensive and 
much less practical for laboratories that may receive speci-
mens on an occasional basis and particularly if they do not 
have molecular diagnostic facilities. A positive ureaplasma 
culture or PCR from the urethra or urine of men or women 
with symptoms consistent with urethritis, from prostatic 
fluid, or from an extragenital site in adults should be con-
sidered clinically significant. Similarly, if organisms are 
detected in samples from the lower respiratory tract in neo-
nates with lung disease or from normally sterile sites such as 
the bloodstream or cerebrospinal fluid, these results should 
be considered clinically significant. U. urealyticum may be 
more pathogenic than U. parvum in some conditions, such 
as male urethritis, so it may be useful to identify the species 
present in these cases. However, no such associations have 
been consistently shown for other conditions.
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Chlamydiaceae is a unique family of bacteria which con-
sists of small Gram- negative coccobacilli that are obligate 
intracytoplasmic organisms, typically causing infection in 
warm- blooded animals (1). The genus name Chlamydia first 
appeared in the literature in 1945 but was not fully recog-
nized until 1956 (1, 2). The family had only one genus until 
1999 when the genus Chlamydophila was added. However, 
the name Chlamydophila has not become widely adopted 
in the medical community, and Chlamydophila spp. are still 
commonly referred to as Chlamydia spp.

The diverse species of Chlamydia and Chlamydophila are 
unified by their characteristic two- stage developmental cycle, 
alternating between the elementary body and the reticulate 
body. The small (~ 0.3 μm), extracellular, and metabolically 
inactive elementary body infects eukaryotic cells. After being 
internalized, it develops within an inclusion body into the 
metabolically active reticulate body, which then undergoes 
multiple rounds of binary fission. The reticulate body is larger 
(~1 μm) and has a cell membrane resembling that of other 
Gram- negative bacteria. Within the host membrane- bound 
inclusion, it differentiates into elementary bodies, lysing the 
host cell and releasing infective organisms to repeat the cy-
cle (3). Organisms in the Chlamydiaceae are reliant on the 
host cell for energy or ATP (4). Organisms in the Chlamyd-
iaceae family cause several important and pervasive human 
diseases. Chlamydia trachomatis causes venereal and ocular 
disease and Chlamydophila pneumoniae causes respiratory in-
fections. Rarely, Chlamydophila psittaci causes zoonotic infec-
tion in bird handlers.

C. TRACHOMATIS

Organism Description
The 20 genotypes and serovars of C. trachomatis are differ-
entiated by their major outer membrane protein (MOMP). 
Serovars A to K are the most common and infect epithelial 
cells of the human genital tract and eye. L1, L2, L2a, and 
L3 serovars cause lymphogranuloma venereum (LGV) and 
infect mononuclear cells (5).

Clinical Disease
Chlamydia trachomatis is the cause of the most common re-
portable sexually transmitted infection in the United States 
(6). Serovars D to K have a predilection for the genital 

tract, where they can infect both the lower and upper gen-
ital tracts. The disease tends to be mild or asymptomatic 
in both males and females, but particularly in females. For 
this reason, annual screening is recommended in all sexu-
ally active females 25 years of age or younger, as well as in 
older women with risk factors such as new or multiple sex-
ual partners. In males, the organism can cause urethritis and 
epididymitis (7). There are no recommendations for routine 
screening in males except in sexually active men who have 
sex with men (MSM) (8). In females, as the organism is 
capable of establishing chronic infection, it can further lead 
to complications such as chronic pelvic pain, pelvic inflam-
matory disease, tubal scarring, and ectopic pregnancy. In the 
MSM population, C. trachomatis is a major cause of proctitis 
and less commonly a cause of pharyngeal infection. C. tra-
chomatis may also cause neonatal conjunctivitis and infant 
pneumonia (8).

Serovars A, B, Ba, and C cause trachoma, a leading cause 
of blindness worldwide that has recently been subject to in-
tense eradication efforts. Infections frequently begin as a 
keratoconjunctivitis in children who then develop patho-
logical scarring and blindness as adults. Recurrent infections 
are thought to sustain the inflammatory response (9).

LGV is more prevalent in developing countries but there 
has been a recent surge in rectal LGV among MSM in West-
ern Europe and the United States (10). In the genital tract, 
the disease is characterized by formation of buboes and ulcers. 
LGV may also involve the rectum in those practicing anal 
sex. Untreated, the disease may result in scarring with subse-
quent lymphatic obstruction and elephantiasis of the genital 
region, rectal fistulas, or rectal stricture formation (5).

Laboratory Diagnosis

Recommended Laboratory tests
For screening and diagnosis of genital tract infection caused 
by C. trachomatis, the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) recommends nucleic acid amplification 
testing (NAAT). Vaginal and endocervical swabs and urine 
are acceptable for female patients. Urine or a urethral swab 
is collected for male patients. Urine specimens should be 
a first- catch 10 to 30 ml collection (8). Detailed screening 
recommendations are available elsewhere (8). Test of cure, 
such as may be done 3 to 4 weeks after initiation of ther-
apy, is specifically not recommended by the CDC except in 
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pregnancy. The concern is that nucleic acid from nonviable 
organisms may be present and detectable by NAATs despite 
effective therapy, leading to false positive results. On the 
other hand, persistence of low- level infection may be diffi-
cult to detect and result in false- negative results. It is, how-
ever, recommended that retesting of newly infected patients 
be done 3 months after treatment. This follow- up testing is 
mainly to assess for reinfection, which increases the risk of 
complications (8).

For sexual abuse cases, legally acceptable testing will de-
pend on the locality. Because of its superior specificity, chla-
mydial culture has long been considered the only acceptable 
test, until recently. Although not FDA- cleared for testing 
in children, NAAT has gained wider acceptance for test-
ing in cases of suspected sexual abuse. When culture is not 
available and positive NAAT results can be confirmed by 
an alternate target, NAAT may be acceptable. Studies have 
been done on vaginal and urinary specimens from girls, but 
no recommendations are made for boys. It is important for 
laboratories to retain and not prematurely discard specimens 
tested for medicolegal reasons in the case that further testing 
is needed (8).

specimen Collection
Swabs of the suspected site of infection are taken to col-
lect cellular specimens. Besides genitourinary sources, eye, 
rectal, and throat swabs may be tested depending on the 
patient history. In LGV, an aspirate or biopsy of an affected 
lymph node may be examined or tested by culture or NAAT 
(if validated by the laboratory). In neonates, nasopharyn-
geal collection may be appropriate if respiratory C. tracho-
matis infection is suspected from vertical transmission.

Collection devices and transport media for C. tracho-
matis NAAT are test- specific and available from the man-
ufacturer. Some kits are conveniently FDA- cleared for use 
on liquid- based Pap specimen media (i.e., BD SurePath or 
ThinPrep Autocyte) if aliquoted before cytology testing. For 
culture or antigen detection methods, specimens should be 
transported in sucrose- containing media such as 2- sucrose 
phosphate (2SP), M4, or universal transport media. In terms 
of timing of specimen collection for serologic testing, most 
patients develop detectable IgM and IgG response within 2 
to 3 weeks (11).

Culture
Tissue culture for C. trachomatis is done with cells such as 
McCoy, Buffalo green monkey, or HeLa 229. The addition 
of 1% cycloheximide to the isolation media helps to opti-
mize recovery; it is thought that cycloheximide inhibits host 
cell metabolism, thereby increasing availability of ATP for 
chlamydial organisms that may be present (12). Centrifuga-
tion yields 100-  to 1000- fold more organisms with culture 
(4). The typical protocol is to centrifuge inoculated shell 
vials at 1,000 to 3,000 × g for 1 hour at 30 to 35°C (12). 
Blind passage of cells increases yield by 5 to 10% but must 
be balanced with increased labor, expense, and turnaround 
time (13). Blind stains should be done after 48 to 72 hours 
of incubation. Fluorescent antibodies, not Giemsa or other 
nonspecific stains, should be used (Fig. 1). Laboratories may 
choose to start with less expensive, genus- specific antibod-
ies, and if positive, confirm with species- specific MOMP 
monoclonal antibodies (8).

Because of its poor sensitivity compared to NAAT, cul-
ture is not widely used or performed. The delay associated 
with specimen transport to an off- site laboratory can de-
crease recovery of these fastidious organisms (14). It is still 
of value in instances of medicolegal testing, when there is 

suspected failure of therapy requiring an isolate for suscepti-
bility testing, or when non- genitourinary specimen types are 
not validated by the laboratory for NAAT (8).

Direct Antigen Detection
Older methods of direct antigen detection for C. trachomatis 
such as enzyme immunoassay and Giemsa staining are in-
sensitive and not recommended for routine clinical testing 
(15). The classic intracytoplasmic inclusions of Chlamydia 
may occasionally be appreciated on histologic or cytologic 
specimens, but are not a reliable finding. Examination of 
lymph node tissue for LGV reveals somewhat nonspecific 
pathology, although in the appropriate clinical context it 
can suggest the correct diagnosis (16).

Direct fluorescent antibody testing for C. trachomatis in-
volves detection of elementary bodies in smears of patient 
cells. It has limited utility but is an option when NAAT has 
not been validated and a rapid test would be helpful, e.g., 
for ocular sources. Although highly specific, its sensitivity is 
only 50 to 70% compared to that of NAAT (17).

Nonamplified nucleic acid detection methods used more 
widely in the past (i.e., Gen- Probe [Hologic] PACE 2 and 
Digene Hybrid Capture 2) also lack sensitivity compared to 
NAAT (18). The PACE 2 assay’s only advantages are that 
it is inexpensive and FDA- cleared for use on conjunctival 
specimens.

serology
Serologic diagnosis is challenged by cross- reactivity of anti-
bodies between species of Chlamydia and Chlamydophila. It 
should not be used as the primary diagnostic modality for C. 
trachomatis infection. Antibody response may be delayed up 
to 1 month after infection, and elevated titers may be seen 
in the case of either current or past infection. If used, sero-
logic testing for C. trachomatis is best done using paired spec-
imens, e.g., collected in the acute and convalescent phases 
of illness. It may sometimes be useful in patients previously 
treated with antibiotics or patients with upper genital tract 
infection, in whom detection of the organism may be dif-
ficult (19). Serologic testing can also support the clinical 
presentation in the diagnosis of LGV (5, 8). Because LGV 
is an invasive infection, high titers, i.e., > 1:128, are usually 

FIGURE 1 Example of culture positive for Chlamydia trachoma-
tis, as confirmed by fluorescently labeled monoclonal antibody to 
chlamydial group antigens using reagents from Diagnostic Hybrids 
(Athens, OH).
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observed, but do not necessarily distinguish LGV from in-
vasive infections caused by other serovars (5). Studies sug-
gest that an elevated IgA titer may be useful in detecting 
anorectal LGV (20). Infants with suspected chlamydial 
pneumonitis may also benefit from serologic testing with an 
assessment for an IgM response (21).

Microimmunofluorescence (MIF) antibody testing is 
considered the gold standard for detection of chlamyd-
ial antibodies, although complement fixation and enzyme 
immunoassay (EIA) methods are also described. In MIF, 
formalin- fixed elementary bodies are spotted onto a glass 
slide for incubation with patient sera. This method is highly 
manual and technically complex and subjective. Subjectiv-
ity in interpreting endpoint titers and lack of interlabora-
tory agreement are some of the issues to consider (22). Most 
available serologic tests do not distinguish antibodies to 
LGV serovars from A to K serovars, but specialized testing 
for LGV serovars can be done at reference laboratories or re-
search centers. Because elevated titers against C. trachomatis 
may result from cross- reactivity with related species, it is ad-
visable to obtain titers against a panel of chlamydial species, 
e.g., C. pneumoniae, C. psittaci, and C. trachomatis, to ensure 
that the highest titer is to C. trachomatis. Interpretation of 
chlamydial antibody panels must be made carefully, taking 
into account the high incidence of both C. trachomatis and 
C. pneumoniae infection (23).

IgM antibodies by MIF testing appear to be less heterol-
ogous than IgG antibodies, but false positive titers may re-
sult from presence of rheumatoid factor or with Epstein Barr 
virus infection (24). Notably, a rise in IgM is observed after 
primary but not repeat exposure to C. trachomatis; therefore, 
single- point serology for C. trachomatis is difficult to inter-
pret and rarely useful in sexually active individuals (25).

Molecular testing
The standard of care for C. trachomatis screening and diag-
nosis from genital, pharyngeal, and rectal sources is NAAT 
(8). Numerous FDA- cleared methods are available and 
can suit different laboratory test volumes and workflow 
considerations (Table 1). The different methods include 
PCR, strand displacement amplification, and transcription- 
mediated amplification. Performance characteristics of 
these tests are roughly equivalent (26, 27). For testing in 
females, urine may be less sensitive than vaginal or endo-
cervical swabs (28). The available assays can also target 
Neisseria gonorrhoeae in the same kit or platform. Although 
NAAT is recommended for diagnosis of rectal and pharyn-
geal infection, as of yet there has been no FDA clearance 
of such specimen sources (8). Performance will depend on 
laboratory validation of these sources according to Clini-
cal Laboratory Improvement Amendments standards. The 
FDA- cleared NAATs are not approved for use in children, 
but NAAT has been shown to perform reliably in girls un-
dergoing evaluation for sexual abuse, detecting all culture- 
positive cases and being able to be confirmed by secondary 
target testing. Recommendations are not made for boys 
(29). NAAT tests for C. trachomatis are designed to detect 
all serovars, but specific identification of LGV serovars re-
quires specialized molecular tests available at some public 
health laboratories and the CDC.

The sensitivity of NAAT testing for C. trachomatis is in-
disputably superior to other available methods. The spec-
ificity approaches that of culture, but it is important that 
laboratories follow strict practices to minimize the possi-
bility of contamination of the testing environment. Many 
of the FDA- cleared systems are considered closed envi-
ronments, but laboratories should still monitor surfaces for 

contamination. Internal or amplification controls are either 
included or an available option among most FDA- cleared 
assays. Repeat or alternate target testing was once recom-
mended to confirm positive results in low- prevalence areas. 
But because of evidence demonstrating a lack of overall 
benefit of this approach, it is no longer advocated for most 
circumstances (30).

Several NAATs target the cryptic DNA plasmid of C. 
trachomatis as this target is present in 7 to 10 copies per cell. 
Plasmid- deficient strains are rare as the plasmid appears to 
play a significant role in the virulence of the organism (31). 
It is noted that in 2006, a strain with a plasmid harboring 
a 377- base- pair deletion emerged in Sweden, with limited 
spread within Europe (32). Because of the deletion, the 
variant strain could not be detected by the Abbott m2000 
PCR or the Roche AMPLICOR assays (33). Most current 
NAAT systems are designed to detect this variant.

C. PNEUMONIAE

Organism Description
Chlamydia strain TWAR was renamed Chlamydia pneumo-
niae in 1989, then 10 years later was reclassified into a new 
genus as Chlamydophila pneumoniae based on nucleic acid 
sequence analysis (34). It is distinct from C. trachomatis 
in several ways, such as having a characteristically pear- 
shaped instead of round elementary body. The organism is 
globally distributed and there is only one known serovar 
(22, 35).

Clinical Disease
C. pneumoniae is a common pathogen with a high popula-
tion seroprevalence and is well described to cause atypical 
pneumonia, asthma exacerbation, tracheobronchitis, phar-
yngitis, laryngitis, and sinusitis (36). The prevalence among 
patients with community- acquired pneumonia is reported 
to be 6 to 22% (22). It is also known to cause sporadic out-
breaks of respiratory tract infection (37). Prolonged dura-
tion of relatively mild respiratory symptoms is characteristic 
and may help differentiate it from other agents of respiratory 
tract infection (35, 38). C. pneumoniae commonly coinfects 
the respiratory tract with other pathogens, raising questions 
regarding its pathogenic role (39). Because it is believed to 
be capable of causing latent infection, it has been implicated 
in diverse extrapulmonary disease processes. C. pneumoniae 
has been associated with multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s dis-
ease, and atherosclerosis, among other illnesses, although its 
exact role is still debated (40).

Laboratory Diagnosis
It is important to distinguish C. pneumoniae from other re-
spiratory tract pathogens as treatment can differ. C. pneu-
moniae is an obligate intracellular organism best treated 
with a macrolide or tetracycline and not with beta- lactam 
drugs. Unfortunately, laboratory diagnosis in the outpatient 
setting, where most C. pneumoniae infections present, is 
infrequently undertaken due to poor availability of onsite 
testing. Diagnostic methods include culture, PCR, and se-
rology, but C. pneumoniae suffers from a lack of a true gold 
standard for laboratory diagnosis. Culture requires extended 
incubation times and has a poor rate of recovery. PCR and 
serology are considered more reliable tests though perfor-
mance is nonstandardized and laboratory dependent (22). 
Recent advances in technology may make molecular testing 
more readily available in the future.
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specimen Collection
C. pneumoniae has been isolated from a variety of body sites 
but the optimal specimen type has not been thoroughly ex-
amined. It is currently presumed that for respiratory tract 
infections, a variety of specimen types are acceptable, in-
cluding sputum, nasopharyngeal swab, throat swab, tracheal 
specimens, and bronchoalveolar samples. One study found 
that nasopharyngeal swabs yielded more positive results for 
C. pneumoniae by PCR than throat, throat wash, or sputum 
samples, but could not rule out nasopharyngeal colonization 
unrelated to lower respiratory tract infection (39). It is best 
to use swabs with a Dacron tip and to avoid wooden shafts. 
For culture, specimens should be kept at 4°C and only fro-
zen at –70°C if culture cannot be set up within 24 h (35, 
41, 42). All specimens should be transported in 2SP, M4, 
or universal transport media. For NAAT assays, it is best to 
collect specimens as early in the course of disease as possi-
ble because sensitivity has been shown to decrease after the 
first week of illness (43). If collecting samples for serologic 
testing, it is important to note that IgM antibodies may not 
appear until 2 to 3 weeks after illness onset (11, 43). Paired 
IgG samples are required for diagnosis of acute infection, 
one taken during acute phase and one taken 6 to 8 weeks 
later (11).

Culture
Culture has been shown to be insensitive compared to serol-
ogy or PCR for diagnosis of C. pneumoniae infection (39). 
Furthermore, it is a specialized test requiring tissue culture, 
and thus it is mainly limited to reference laboratories. Or-
ganisms lose infectivity during prolonged storage, which 

may explain why recovery in culture is inconsistent, espe-
cially in the reference laboratory setting (44). HEp- 2 cells 
appear to be the most effective at cultivating C. pneumo-
niae, although use of other cells, such as HL or McCoy cells, 
has also been described (45). Centrifugation of specimen 
onto tissue culture monolayers enhances organism recovery 
(46). Organisms grow slowly and cultures may take up to 
one week. Passage of cells during the course of culture and 
blind stain using fluorescently labeled antibodies are recom-
mended as these procedures enhance detection and identifi-
cation (47). The CDC recommends at least two passages to 
optimize culture sensitivity (41).

serology
Serologic assays for C. pneumoniae, which include MIF, 
complement fixation, and EIA, are criticized for their lack 
of standardization and their inability to provide a timely di-
agnosis (22, 48). The reader is referred to the 7th edition 
of this manual for more detailed information on the per-
formance of serologic methods. MIF can be accomplished 
by using in- house laboratory preparations of chlamydial 
elementary bodies or by using commercial kits (e.g., from 
Labsystems [Vantaa, Finland], Savyon Diagnostics [Ashdod, 
Israel], etc.). Agreement between the various MIF tests is 
dependent on differences in antigen preparation, bacterial 
strains used, and interpretation of the stain (48). None-
theless, MIF is considered the gold standard and is the se-
rologic method recommended by the CDC (Fig. 2) (41). 
The C. pneumoniae MOMP is not species specific, and as 
already mentioned, there is substantial cross- reactivity be-
tween Chlamydiaceae antibodies (35). Therefore, as with C. 

TABLE 1 Select nucleic acid- amplified methods (FDA- cleared) for detection of Chlamydia trachomatis from clinical specimens

Kit name and 
manufacturer Method Gene target FDA- cleared sources Comments

APTIMA Combo 2, 
APTIMA CT; Gen- 
Probe (San Diego, 
CA)

Transcription- 
mediated 
amplification

23s rRNA Male and female urine
Endocervical, vaginal (clinician-  

or patient- collected), and 
male urethral swabs

Kit for alternate target testing 
available

No internal control included
PreservCyt solution, liquid 
Pap specimens also FDA cleared

GeneXpert CT/
NG; Cepheid 
(Sunnyvale, CA)

PCR Chromosomal 
DNA

Male and female urine
Endocervical swab
Patient- collected vaginal swab 

(in a clinical setting)

Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement 
Amendments – moderate 

complexity

ProbeTec ET (BD, 
Franklin Lakes, NJ)

Strand 
displacement 
amplification

Cryptic plasmid 
DNA

Male and female urine
Endocervical and male urethral 

swabs
Patient- collected vaginal swab 

(in a clinical setting)

SurePath and PreservCyt 
solution

Liquid- based Pap media also 
FDA cleared

COBAS AMPLICOR 
CT/NG Test; Roche 
(Indianapolis, IN)

PCR Cryptic plasmid 
DNA

Male and female urine
Endocervical and male urethral 

swabs

PreservCyt solution
Liquid Pap specimens also FDA 

cleared
Does not detect Swedish 

variant with 377- bp deletion 
in cryptic plasmid DNA

RealTime CT/NG; 
Abbott Diagnostics 
(Santa Clara, CA)

PCR Cryptic plasmid 
DNA

Male and female urine
Endocervical, vaginal (clinician-  

or patient- collected), and 
male urethral swabs

Dual cryptic plasmid targets
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trachomatis antibody testing, it is best to interpret antibody 
titers to C. pneumoniae in the context of antibody titers to 
other species of this family.

EIA or enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)- 
based methods are objective and less labor- intensive than 
MIF and thus may be a good alternative, although perfor-
mance characteristics are kit dependent (43). Several kits, 
such as the Labsystems C. pneumoniae IgG EIA, the Medac 
sandwich ELISA (Medac, Wedel, Germany), and the Bio-
pharm Elegance EIA (R- Biopharm, Darmstadt, Germany), 
have shown good correlation with MIF (49). False- negative 
results for some assays, including the SeroCP ELISA 
(Savyonn Diagnostics), Medac sandwich ELISA, and Lab-
Systems EIA, have been noted in specimens with low IgG 
titers by MIF (50). False- positive results have also been 
documented, with one study showing cross- reactivity of the 
LabSystems EIA for C. pneumoniae IgG when high titers of 
C. trachomatis antibodies were present (51). In outbreak sit-
uations, a recombinant EIA (Medac) and the LabSystems 
EIA were found to be highly sensitive and specific when 
compared to MIF (52). While IgM by EIA or ELISA has 
been shown to aid in identifying cases during C. pneumoniae 
outbreaks, they are also less specific than IgG antibodies, 
with ∼8% of asymptomatic healthy persons having positive 
results (50, 53).

Paired IgG serology results are recommended for a more 
reliable diagnosis of acute infection (41). A 4- fold or greater 
change in titer is considered diagnostic of recent C. pneumo-
niae infection. Given that paired samples should be drawn 
6 to 8 weeks apart and that single- point serology is not 
recommended, an accurate serologic diagnosis of acute C. 
pneumoniae infection is retrospective. Admittedly, the pre-
vailing clinical practice is to request single- point serology 
for the sake of convenience and a timely result. Clinicians 
should be advised that even high single- point titers (e.g., 
IgG ≥1:512 or IgM ≥1:16) are commonly seen in healthy, 
asymptomatic individuals (54).

When elevated, IgM antibodies for C. pneumoniae are 
considered indicative of acute infection. The utility of IgM 
is hampered by the fact that it may not be elevated early in 
the disease course or with reinfection. Rheumatoid factor 
has been shown to produce false- positive IgM results (11). 

During repeat infection, IgM may be low titer or absent, 
whereas IgG titers usually greatly increase within 1 to 2 
weeks of reinfection (35).

Molecular testing
Numerous laboratory- developed NAATs for C. pneumoniae 
have been described in the literature (39, 54). Early in dis-
ease onset, PCR has been shown to be highly sensitive and 
superior to culture and possibly more predictive of infection 
than serology in the outbreak setting (39). Nonetheless, in 
peer- reviewed studies there is great discrepancy in test re-
sults between NAAT, serology, and culture. Performance of 
NAATs as a whole is difficult to assess due to the lack of 
standardization and difficulty in defining a gold standard for 
C. pneumoniae infection. Interestingly, the positivity rate by 
PCR has not been as high as serology in multiple studies 
(22, 44). This may be related to sporadic occurrence of dis-
ease, timing of specimen collection, and lack of specificity 
of serologic testing, among other variables. Caution should 
be taken with interpreting NAAT results as C. pneumoniae 
is known to asymptomatically colonize the respiratory tract 
and can be shed for up to 8 weeks after infection (54).

Real- time PCR testing may be performed using commer-
cially available analyte- specific reagents either in single- 
target format or multiplexed for simultaneous detection of 
other atypical bacterial pathogens of the respiratory tract. 
Reagents include those from Focus Diagnostics (Cypress, 
CA), ELiTech Molecular Diagnostics (Princeton, NJ), AR-
GENE (bioMérieux) (Durham, NC), Seegene (Seoul, Ko-
rea), and others. Recently, the FilmArray Respiratory Panel 
(BioFire Diagnostics Inc, Salt Lake City, UT) became the 
first FDA- cleared PCR assay with C. pneumoniae as one of 
the analytes on this sample- to- answer multiplexed assay. 
More convenient, affordable, and accurate test options for 
C. pneumoniae are still needed in the outpatient setting.

C. PSITTACI

Organism Description
The agent causing psittacosis was described as early as 1930 
and eventually placed in the genus Chlamydia in 1966 (55). 
In 1999 it was reclassified as Chlamydophila psittaci. The spe-
cies name is derived from the Greek for parrot, or psittakos. 
C. psittaci consists of eight serovars (34).

Clinical Disease
C. psittaci infects individuals who come in close contact 
with birds or bird secretions, such as pet shop keepers, 
poultry handlers, bird owners, and veterinarians. Infectious 
agents are found in the nasal discharge, feces, or tissues of 
the infected bird. In human cases, transmission is most com-
mon from infected birds of the parrot family but has also 
occurred with poultry and free- ranging birds (56). An av-
erage of 16 cases per year were reported to the CDC in the 
United States between 2000 and 2009 (57). This zoonotic 
illness known as psittacosis consists of influenza- like symp-
toms which uncommonly result in severe pneumonia. It is 
thought that many milder presentations go unrecognized or 
misdiagnosed (56).

Laboratory Diagnosis
Laboratory tests for diagnosis of psittacosis are performed 
only by a handful of reference laboratories. While numerous 
studies on diagnostic testing have been performed in birds, 
few have examined optimal test modalities in humans. 
 Serologic testing and culture are used most commonly. As 

FIGURE 2 Example of a positive microimmunofluorescence 
(MIF) serologic reaction for C. pneumoniae. Bright green fluores-
cent dot- like staining highlights the elementary bodies which have 
reacted with the patient serum (100× magnification). Photo cour-
tesy of Marc R Couturier.
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with the other chlamydial species, MIF is considered to be 
the most reliable. A 4- fold increase in IgG between paired 
serum samples drawn 2 to 4 weeks apart, or an IgM titer 
elevated at least to 1:32, supports diagnosis. Because cross- 
reactivity is observed with other chlamydial species (23), it 
is best to obtain titers to C. pneumoniae and C. trachomatis 
concomitantly to be able to interpret results. The IgG titer 
to C. psittaci should also be highly elevated (≥1:128) to sup-
port the diagnosis (56).

C. psittaci may also be cultivated from respiratory or pe-
ripheral blood specimens (56). Centrifugation of the spec-
imen onto the cell monolayer and treatment of cells with 
cycloheximide are shown to improve organism recovery 
(58). HeLa, McCoy, and mouse L cells have been used suc-
cessfully (58, 59). Because of its low incidence, reference 
laboratories do not generally offer NAAT testing for C. 
psittaci. Testing may be performed by the CDC.

OTHER ZOONOTIC CHLAMYDIAL 
INFECTIONS
Besides C. psittaci, several other chlamydial species have 
been reported to cause rare, sporadic infections in people 
who come into contact with an infected animal. C. psittaci 
has, in fact, been separated into five species: C. psittaci, C. 
pecorum, C. felis, C. abortus, and C. caviae. Chlamydophila 
felis, which causes conjunctivitis and respiratory tract in-
fection in cats, has been suggested to rarely cause human 
disease according to various case reports (60). Chlamydophila 
abortus infection causes abortion in sheep and other rumi-
nants and has been reported to cause systemic infection and 
miscarriage in pregnant women (61). Testing for these zoo-
notic Chlamydiaceae is limited and done only in specialized 
reference laboratories.
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Organisms belonging to the families Rickettsiaceae, Anaplas-
mataceae, and Coxiellaceae are a diverse group of intracellu-
lar bacteria that cause a variety of infections in humans. As 
in the case of the Rickettsiaceae and Anaplasmataceae, he-
matophagous arthropod vectors play a role in maintaining 
the agents in nature and transmit the agents to cause dis-
ease. Coxiella burnetii, the sole pathogen of the family Cox-
iellaceae, is a zoonosis spread to humans by the inhalation 
of contaminated aerosols. In the last 2 decades, there has 
been an emergence of new rickettsial and ehrlichial species 
as well as new syndromes attributed to species previously 
deemed nonpathogenic. The growing list of pathogens and 
syndromic illnesses adds a layer of complexity to their rec-
ognition. Additionally, the clinical manifestations of infec-
tions caused by these agents are protean and nonspecific. 
For these reasons, establishing an accurate and timely di-
agnosis is often difficult. Therefore, knowledge of available 
laboratory tests, their interpretation, and their shortcom-
ings is crucial for the management of infections caused by 
these bacteria.

TAXONOMY
The order Rickettsiales consists of two families – Rickettsiaceae 
and Anaplasmataceae (Fig. 1). Members of both families are 
small obligately intracellular Gram- negative bacteria. The 
family Rickettsiaceae contains the genera Rickettsia and Ori-
entia, both coccobacilli. Historically named Rickettsia tsu-
tsugamushi, phenotypic and genotypic differences prompted 
the creation of the genus Orientia in 1995 (1). Rickettsiae im-
plicated in human disease are divided into two main groups, 
the spotted fever group (SFG) and the typhus group (TG). 
The distinction between these groups is based on antigenic 
differences of the lipopolysaccharides, the presence of outer 
membrane protein A in the SFG, and phylogenetic relation-
ships. Although the TG consists of two species, R. prowazekii 
and R. typhi, the SFG consists of over 20 named species and 
species candidates. The recent designation of a third group, 
the transitional group, classifies species that have variable 
serologic cross- reactivity and phylogenic placement be-
tween the SFG and TG. Members of the transitional group 
consist of R. felis, R. australis, and R. akari (2). Orientia tsut-
sugamushi is an antigenically diverse species with over 70 
different strains. Although the genus has been traditionally 
recognized as consisting of only one species, a newly isolated 

strain has been proposed to be different enough to warrant 
classification as a separate species, O. chuto (3). The family 
Anaplasmataceae consists of five genera, Ehrlichia, Anaplasma, 
Neorickettsia, Neoehrlichia, and Wolbachia (4). These organ-
isms are pleomorphic cocci that form inclusion- like clusters 
in host cell vacuoles. Whereas Ehrlichia, Anaplasma, Neorick-
ettsia, and Neoehrlichia cause diseases in humans, Wolbachia is 
an endosymbiont of arthropods and filarial nematodes (5). 
Coxiella burnetii is the agent responsible for Q fever. As a 
small pleomorphic Gram- negative coccobacillus, it was once 
classified in the order Rickettsiales, but it is now classified in 
the order Legionellales (Gammaproteobacteria) (6).

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Rickettsiae have a worldwide distribution (Table 1). Those 
in the SFG cause disease in geographic locations that cor-
respond to the ecological niches of their tick vectors. Al-
though SFG rickettsioses have a variety of names, some of 
which are geographic, they do not necessarily reflect their 
full distribution. For example, Rocky Mountain spotted fe-
ver (RMSF), caused by R. rickettsii, is more prevalent in the 
southeastern and south- central regions of the United States 
than it is in the Rocky Mountain region. The organism also 
causes disease throughout the Americas with cases reported 
in Mexico, Costa Rica, Panama, Colombia, Brazil, and Ar-
gentina (7). R. conorii is a prevalent SFG organism with a 
distribution that includes the Mediterranean basin, Africa, 
and Asia. It is transmitted by the ubiquitous brown dog tick, 
Rhipicephalus sanguineus. Consequently, infection caused by 
R. conorii is known by several names: Mediterranean spotted 
fever (MSF), Marseilles fever, Kenya tick typhus, Israeli tick 
typhus, Astrakhan spotted fever, and Indian tick typhus. 
Rickettsia slovaca causes disease in Europe (8). Other SFG 
rickettsiae worth noting include R. africae and R. parkeri, 
which cause a relatively mild disease in sub- Saharan Africa 
and the Americas, respectively (9, 10).

Typhus- group organisms include R. prowazekii and R. 
typhi. R. prowazekii causes typhus, which is also known as 
epidemic typhus. The human body louse, Pediculus huma-
nus corporis, is the vector responsible for transmission of R. 
prowazekii between infected humans. Lice become infected 
by feeding on rickettsemic patients prior to finding a new 
host. The new host becomes infected by either scratching 
Rickettsia- laden louse feces into the louse- bite site or by 
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inoculating the organism into mucous membranes. After 
recovery, R. prowazekii may remain in a latent state and re-
sult in recrudescent infection later in life. This reactivation 
syndrome is known as Brill- Zinsser disease, and if reactiva-
tion occurs under conditions that promote louse infestation 
(e.g., extreme cold, poverty, war, overcrowding, poor hy-
giene), epidemics may occur. Louse- borne typhus is now an 
uncommon infection, but it still has a natural endemicity 
in the Peruvian Andes and has caused recent outbreaks in 
Burundi and Rwanda (11). A sylvatic cycle for the trans-
mission of R. prowazekii exists in eastern North America, 
where Glaucomys volans, the southern flying squirrel, acts as 
an extrahuman reservoir for R. prowazekii. Infection is rare 
and occurs when humans are exposed to the feces of flying 
squirrel ectoparasites (12).

In contrast to infection caused by R. prowazekii, R. ty-
phi infection occurs throughout the world and is especially 
prevalent in tropical and subtropical seaboard regions. Rats 
(Rattus sp.) are the primary reservoir, and their fleas (Xen-
opsylla cheopis) serve as vectors. This cycle is often responsi-
ble for disease in urban environments where rats thrive. In 
the United States, most cases occur in southern California 
and south Texas where a suburban cycle for transmission in-
volves opossums and cat fleas (Ctenocephalides felis) as reser-
voirs and vectors, respectively (13).

O. tsutsugamushi is the causative agent of scrub typhus. 
The disease is endemic within the triangle- shaped region 
bound by northern Australia, Afghanistan, and the Primorje 
region of eastern Russia. Larval trombiculid mites (chiggers) 
maintain O. tsutsugamushi transovarially and transmit dis-
ease to humans while feeding. Rats are important in the 
maintenance of the chigger population. Transmission most 
frequently occurs in rural and suburban areas (14).

E. chaffeensis is the cause of human monocytotropic ehr-
lich iosis (HME). It is primarily transmitted by Amblyomma 
americanum ticks and occurs predominantly in the south- 
central and southeastern United States where these ticks are 
most prevalent. The organism is transtadially transmitted 
from one tick stage to another, but it is not transovarially 
maintained. Persistently infected white- tailed deer play a key 

role in maintaining the bacterium in nature by acting as a 
reservoir for acquisition of the infection by uninfected ticks. 
HME is likely vastly underdiagnosed (7). Other ehrlichiae of 
human importance include Ehrlichia ewingii and the recently 
described E. muris- like agent. E. ewingii is also transmitted 
by A. americanum. Most cases have been recognized in im-
munocompromised hosts (15). The E. muris- like agent has 
been recognized only in Wisconsin and Minnesota, with case 
descriptions suggesting an HME- like illness (16).

Similar to the aforementioned ehrlichioses, Anaplasma 
phagocytophilum is a tick- transmitted bacterium of the family 
Anaplasmataceae. This agent causes human granulocytotro-
pic anaplasmosis (HGA). Ixodes scapularis is the vector re-
sponsible for transmission to humans. Infection occurs in 
the northeastern and upper midwestern United States and 
less often in California, in parallel to Lyme disease, which 
shares the same vector. HGA also occurs in northern Eu-
rope and Asia, where it is transmitted by other Ixodes species 
ticks (7).

Other members of the family Anaplasmataceae of human 
importance include Neorickettsia sennetsu, Neoehrlichia miku-
rensis, and Wolbachia sp. N. sennetsu causes a mononucleosis- 
like illness. It is believed to be acquired from the ingestion 
of infected uncooked fish in Japan, Malaysia, and Laos (17). 
N. mikurensis can cause severe and occasionally prolonged 
illness in immunocompromised persons or mild illness after 
exposure to Ixodes ricinus ticks in Europe or I. persulcatus and 
Haemaphysalis concinna ticks in Asia (18–23). Although the 
filarial endosymbiont Wolbachia does not directly cause hu-
man infection, the organism influences the pathogenesis of 
infections caused by their filarial hosts in human disease (5).

Coxiella burnetii is responsible for Q fever, a zoonosis 
transmitted to humans by the inhalation of contaminated 
aerosols. With the exception of New Zealand, C. burnetii 
causes disease throughout the world. The organism has been 
found in ticks and in a wide variety of animals where it is 
maintained (24). Cattle, sheep, and goats are important 
animal reservoirs (25). During the pregnancy of infected 
animals, the organism reactivates and increases in num-
ber within placental tissue. At the time of parturition, the 

Order         Rickettsiales           Legionellales 

Family Rickettsiaceae Anaplasmataceae            Coxiellaceae

Genus Rickettsia Orientia       Ehrlichia        Anaplasma    Neoehrlichia     Neorickettsia

Bio Group    Spotted fever     Typhus

Species      R. rickettsii R. prowazekii      E. chaffeensis    N. mikurensis                   C. burnetii

     R. conorii R. typhi      E. ewingii                                                         N. sennetsu

     R. slovaca      E. muris-like agent

     R. africae           O. tsutsugamushi                  A. phagocytophilum

     R. parkeri 

FIGURE 1 Taxonomy of representative human pathogens in the order Rickettsiales with the addition of 
Coxiella, formerly in the order Rickettsiales.
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TABLE 1 Summary of representative human pathogens

Species Disease Distribution Transmission Target cells Cellular location LPS C + G 
content (%)

R. rickettsii RMSF Americas Tick bite Endothelium Cytosol Yes 32.5
R. conorii MSF Europe, Asia, 

North Africa
Tick bite Endothelium Cytosol Yes 32.4

R. slovaca Tick- borne 
lymphadenopathy

Europe Tick bite Endothelium Cytosol Yes 32.5

R. africae African tick bite fever Sub- Saharan Africa Tick bite Endothelium Cytosol Yes 32.4
R. parkeri Unnamed Americas Tick bite Endothelium Cytosol Yes 32.4
R. prowazekii Epidemic typhus

Sylvatic typhus

Africa, South 
America

United States

Infected louse feces 

Contact with flying 
squirrels

Endothelium Cytosol Yes 29

R. typhi Murine typhus Worldwide Infected flea feces Endothelium Cytosol Yes 28.9
O. tsutsugamushi Scrub typhus Asia Chigger bite Endothelium Cytosol No 30.5
E. chaffeensis HME United States A. americanum Mononuclear 

phagocytes
Early endosome No 30.1

E. ewingii HGE United States A. americanum Granulocytes Nonlysosomal 
compartment

No

E. muris- like agent HME United States Ixodes ticks — a Uncharacterized 
cytoplasmic vacuole

— a — a

A. phagocytophilum HGA United States, 
Europe, Asia

Ixodes ticks Granulocytes Nonlysosomal 
compartment

No 41.6

N. sennetsu Sennetsu ehrlichiosis Japan and Malaysia Metacercaria in fish Mononuclear 
phagocytes

Early endosome No 41.4

N. mikurensis Unnamed Asia, Europe, and 
Africa

Tick bite Granulocytes Uncharacterized 
cytoplasmic vacuole

— a — a

C. burnetii Q fever Worldwide Inhalation of infected 
aerosols

Mononuclear 
phagocytes

Phagolysosome Yes 42.3–42.7

aCurrently unknown.
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organism is shed and aerosolized (26). Therefore, those han-
dling livestock are at higher risk for exposure (25).

PATHOBIOLOGY
Upon inoculation of Rickettsia sp., rickettsial surface pro-
teins such as Omp B, Sca1, and Sca2 act as adhesins to 
promote attachment and induce entry into endothelial 
cells, their principal target cell. The SFG has an additional 
surface protein, OmpA, which also facilitates the host cell 
entry process. Within the cell, rickettsiae have transport 
mechanisms to take advantage of the host cell cytosol to 
provide necessary energy and nutrients (e.g., adenosine tri-
phosphate, amino acids, and phosphorylated sugars). The 
SFG organisms are able to polymerize the host cell’s actin 
filaments to mediate propulsion through the cytosol and in-
vasion of neighboring cells. Organisms of the typhus group 
do not exhibit actin- based motility, but cause their host cell 
to burst, resulting in spread to other cells. The endothelial 
tropism of rickettsiae leads to the inflammation and vascular 
hyperpermeability that are responsible for the clinicopatho-
logic features of rickettsioses (27).

The clinical spectrum of rickettsial infections varies from 
severe to mild, depending on the infecting pathogen. Of the 
SFG rickettsiae, R. rickettsii is the most pathogenic (un-
treated case- fatality rate of RMSF is 23%) while R. africae, 
the agent responsible for African tick bite fever (ATBF), 
has never been implicated in a human death (7). Typical 
manifestations of SFG rickettsial infection include fever, 
headache, myalgias, and rash. The rash of RMSF occurs in 
up to 90% of patients, is typically macular or maculopapular, 
and begins peripherally (wrists and ankles) before spreading 
proximally (28). Rash is also a frequent finding in MSF, and 
an eschar (a cutaneous lesion with a black necrotic center) 
is found in up to 72% of patients at the tick bite site (29). 
Infections with R. africae, R. parkeri, and R. slovaca are also 
associated with an eschar but cause milder illnesses com-
pared to RMSF and MSF (8–10). In addition to an eschar 
usually occurring on the scalp, R. slovaca causes lymphade-
nopathy of the draining cervical lymph nodes, but seldom 
causes fever and rash.

Typhus- group rickettsioses have similar clinical manifes-
tations as those caused by SFG rickettsiae. Both epidemic 
and murine typhus cause an undifferentiated febrile illness. 
The rash is typically macular or maculopapular and is first 
noted on the trunk prior to spreading to the extremities. 
Although clinical suspicion for a TG rickettsiosis is often 
prompted by the presence of rash, the sign may be subtle and 
difficult to detect in those with darkly pigmented skin. In 
those afflicted with epidemic typhus during a large outbreak 
in Burundi, rash was detected in only 20 to 40% (11). Rash 
is detected in 54% of those with murine typhus (30). Since 
outbreaks of louse- borne epidemic typhus often occur in the 
setting of great stress (e.g., wars, famine, and migration), 
the case- fatality rate may be quite high. The untreated 
case- fatality rate in the worst conditions of malnutrition is 
as high as 50% (11). In contrast, flying squirrel- associated 
typhus and murine typhus are generally less severe (12, 30).

O. tsutsugamushi infection follows the bite of a trom-
biculid mite, which releases O. tsutsugamushi from its sali-
vary glands as it feeds on tissue fluids from the dermis. The 
organism enters cells by induced phagocytosis. The initial 
targets are likely dendritic cells, which phagocytose the 
pathogen and carry it to draining lymph nodes prior to its 
hematogenous spread. The primary target cells of O. tsut-
sugamushi are vascular endothelial cells and macrophages 
(31). As with infections caused by the aforementioned 

Rickettsia spp., scrub typhus is largely characterized by non-
specific symptoms (e.g., fever, headache, myalgia) that are 
often indistinguishable from symptoms caused by other 
endemic diseases, e.g., malaria, dengue fever, and leptospi-
rosis. The finding of an eschar at the usually unrecognized 
mite bite site separates scrub typhus from these other in-
fections. Patients often have tender draining lymph nodes 
proximal to the eschars. Severe manifestations such as 
pneumonia, prerenal azotemia, and meningoencephalitis 
may occur (14).

After inoculation by a feeding infected tick, ehrlichiae 
and Anaplasma phagocytophilum spread to the bone marrow 
and spleen where they infect their respective hematopoi-
etic target cells. E. chaffeensis primarily infects monocytes 
and A. phagocytophilum infects neutrophils. These organisms 
reside in cytoplasmic vacuoles where they manipulate the 
host cell to promote their survival and evade host defenses, 
e.g., through the inhibition of phagosome- lysosome fusion. 
Clinical illness is a consequence of the host’s immune sys-
tem more than a result of direct cellular damage by the 
bacteria. For the most part, HME and HGA are clinically 
indistinguishable from infections caused by other species 
discussed in this chapter. Symptoms include fever, chills, 
headache, myalgia, and malaise. Physical examination is 
usually unremarkable, and unlike SFG and TG rickettsial 
infections, rash is an infrequent finding (up to 36% in those 
with HME). Laboratory abnormalities (leukopenia, throm-
bocytopenia, and hepatic- transaminase elevation) may 
suggest infection with these agents in the appropriate ep-
idemiologic scenario. Although many patients experience 
mild illness, severe manifestations (septic shock, respiratory 
insufficiency, acute kidney injury, and, in HME, meningo-
encephalitis) may occur (32, 33).

C. burnetii- infected ruminants typically do not mani-
fest illness. At the time of parturition, the heavily infected 
placenta sheds the organism (34). Viable bacteria can be 
found for weeks in the environment. After inhalation, the 
organism proliferates in the lungs followed by bloodstream 
invasion and eventual dissemination to other organs (35). 
C. burnetii undergoes phase variation in the laboratory. The 
phase I state is the form found in nature and reacts slightly 
with early sera and strongly with sera of chronically infected 
hosts. Phase II avirulent organisms occur after serial passage 
in embryonated chicken eggs or cell culture owing to dele-
tion of genes for the synthesis of complete lipopolysaccha-
ride. A stable form gives the organism the ability to survive 
in harsh environments (36).

The most frequent form of acute Q fever in humans is a 
self- limited nonspecific illness characterized by fever, chills, 
fatigue, and headache. In some areas, the relatively high per-
centage of seropositive individuals without previous history 
of severe febrile illness and outbreak investigation predicts 
that 60% of infections are asymptomatic. Pneumonia is of-
ten a feature of Q fever and may manifest as a spectrum of 
mild to severe manifestations. Incidentally discovered pul-
monary infiltrates found on chest radiography are the most 
frequent pulmonary finding. Others may have symptoms of 
cough and pleuritic chest pain that mimic other causes of 
viral or atypical bacterial pneumonia. Rarely, severe pro-
gressive pneumonia leads to respiratory failure. Hepatitis is 
another manifestation of Q fever. It usually presents with 
hepatic transaminases elevated up to 3- fold the upper limit 
of normal in the setting of fever or pneumonia. A liver 
biopsy reveals granulomatous hepatic inflammation. An 
important manifestation of Q fever occurring as a chronic 
infection is endocarditis, which often afflicts those with 
preexisting valvular abnormalities. Associated signs and 
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symptoms include digital clubbing, pruritic rash, and hepa-
tosplenomegaly (24).

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS
As obligately intracellular organisms, laboratory isolation 
of the bacteria described in this chapter requires techni-
cal expertise and specialized facilities that are not readily 
available to most physicians and diagnostic clinical labo-
ratories. Because of the ability of small inocula to cause ill-
ness when aerosolized, Rickettsia sp., O. tsutsugamushi, and 
C. burnetii require isolation to be carried out in a biosafety 
level- 3 laboratory. Isolation of Ehrlichia and Anaplasma can 
be undertaken in a biosafety level- 2 laboratory. Culture of 
these organisms may also require a significant amount of 
time for growth to occur when compared to more typical 
bacteria. This situation limits isolation as a method for di-
agnosis in acute infections (24, 36, 37). For these reasons, 
serologic methods are the mainstay of diagnosis for all infec-
tions described in this chapter. Unfortunately, serology can 
only confirm a diagnosis retrospectively, and results of such 
studies should not preclude prompt empiric therapy if such 
an infection is suspected. In the past several years, molecu-
lar methods such as PCR- based assays have become more 
refined and continue to show promise as a method for the 
diagnosis of infections caused by these organisms during the 
acute stage of illness. In the following sections, the current 
serologic and molecular methods of diagnosis are presented. 
Additionally, promising new techniques are discussed.

Immunodiagnosis

Rickettsia and Orientia
The gold- standard serodiagnostic method for diagnosis 
of RMSF is the indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA). 
This method uses a fluorescein- labeled conjugate to detect 
serum antibodies bound to antigen (R. rickettsii- infected 
cells) fixed on a slide. The performance of IFA has greatly 
surpassed that of older methods, e.g., Weil- Felix, latex ag-
glutination, and complement fixation (38). The test is 
available commercially and is also available through state 
health laboratories. Antigens used by various laboratories 
may differ in quality. Consequently, each laboratory should 
have its own cutoff titer, which it has validated as diagnostic 
for the population tested. As with infections caused by all 
the pathogens discussed in this chapter, the patient anti-
body response lags behind clinical illness. As a patient’s ill-
ness progresses, a detectable antibody response follows. The 
sensitivity of IFA two weeks after the onset of illness is 94 
to 100% (39). The timing of the IgM and IgG responses is 
similar in patients with RMSF. Antibodies of both isotypes 
increase simultaneously during the second week of illness 
(40). Since the appearance of IgM does not occur sooner, 
and IgM antibodies cross- react with nonrickettsial antigens 
more often than the IgG isotype, testing for IgM does not 
offer greater sensitivity or specificity during early illness. 
IFA testing for IgM is also affected by rheumatoid factor, ne-
cessitating the use of rheumatoid factor absorbent. Because 
IFA predictably fails to detect antibodies during the acute 
phase of illness, paired sera should be obtained during acute 
illness and after convalescence. Seroconversion or a 4- fold 
rise from acute- to convalescent- phase samples confirms the 
diagnosis (39).

Another commercially available and quite sensitive 
test for RMSF is the enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA). The ELISA is sensitive, and its automation lends 
itself well to high- throughput applications. The subjective 

nature of reading IFA slides and requirement for a proficient 
microscopist is also avoided by using the ELISA technique 
(40). Because of the qualitative nature of ELISA, this assay 
is unable to quantify antibody titers. ELISA is therefore un-
able to monitor the change in antibody response over time. 
Like IFA, results depend on the particular laboratory, qual-
ity of the antigen, and threshold levels determined to yield 
a result considered reactive (39).

Other SFG rickettsioses can be diagnosed serologically 
as described above. Species belonging to this group induce 
antibodies that cross- react with antigens of other SFG 
members. Serum antibody titers are usually higher or the 
same when reacted with homologous antigens as compared 
to heterologous antigens. Therefore, it is helpful to use an-
tigen prepared from Rickettsia species endemic to the area of 
interest. The micromethod format of the IFA is an efficient 
method to test for seroreactive antibodies to several differ-
ent rickettsial antigens. This method may be useful in areas 
where several rickettsial species coexist and cause human 
diseases. The micro- IFA can detect antibodies to up to nine 
antigens within a single well containing multiple antigen 
dots (35).

The serodiagnosis of typhus- group rickettsioses is sim-
ilar to that of RMSF and other SFG rickettsioses. IFA is 
the serologic method of choice (41). Antibodies may not 
be present during early illness, but almost all patients will 
have developed antibodies detected by IFA 2 weeks after 
the onset illness (30). Seroconversion or a 4- fold rise in an-
tibody titer from the acute phase of illness to convalescence 
confirms the diagnosis of a typhus- group infection. As in 
the case with the SFG, the serologic response to infection 
with one species of the typhus group induces cross- reactive 
antibodies to the other species. Although a patient’s clin-
ical history and difference in IFA titers using both R. 
prowazekii and R. typhi antigens can offer clues to the of-
fending agent, standard serologic methods may not establish 
a definitive species- specific diagnosis. R. felis, a flea- borne 
organism with features that resemble both the SFG and ty-
phus groups, induces an antibody response that is variably 
cross- reactive with members of the typhus group and SFG 
organisms. Because R. prowazekii and R. typhi tend to burst 
cells during their propagation in cells, IFA slides using these 
organisms as antigen may show the presence of many extra-
cellular organisms. Fluorescence of these small extracellular 
forms creates what has been described as a fine gold dust- like 
appearance, which is often mistaken for background fluores-
cence. IFA slides for the typhus group have been therefore 
considered as being more difficult to read than those of the 
SFG or O. tsutsugamushi (42).

The conventional methods of serodiagnosis are unable 
to distinguish a species- specific cause for a rickettsiosis. 
Whereas knowledge of the epidemiological situation in 
which the infection was acquired may be a helpful clue in 
typhus group infections, the diversity of the SFG renders 
it very difficult to determine a species- specific cause based 
on clinical and epidemiological assumptions. Although 
molecular methods or cultivation of the pathogen are the 
methods of choice for determining the exact etiologic agent 
implicated in an infection, a cross- absorption study can help 
determine a species- specific cause. Cross- absorption is per-
formed by separately mixing the serum in question with the 
different bacterial antigens involved in the cross- reaction. 
This results in the disappearance of homologous and heter-
ologous antibodies by Western blotting when absorption is 
carried out with the agent responsible for the disease. The 
disappearance of homologous antibodies by Western blot-
ting occurs only when absorption is carried out with the 
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agent responsible for the cross- reaction. This technique is 
time- consuming. Although relatively straightforward for 
the distinction of two agents, cross- absorption becomes 
quite cumbersome when multiple rickettsial agents are in 
question and impossible when the actual agent is not in-
cluded in the absorptions and reactions or has yet to be dis-
covered (43).

Immunohistochemical staining of rickettsiae within 
formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissues is useful to demon-
strate the presence of the offending agent prior to the patient’s 
developing reactive antibodies (44). Prior to molecular meth-
ods, immunohistochemistry (IHC) was the only approach 
with the ability to reliably yield a diagnosis during acute ill-
ness. The technique can be performed on autopsy specimens 
including those from the skin, liver, spleen, lung, heart, kid-
ney, and brain. In patients with RMSF, skin biopsy of the rash 
has a reported sensitivity and specificity of 70% and 100%, 
respectively (45). This technique can be used to detect other 
members of the SFG as well as those of the typhus group (46, 
47). Of the SFG species causing eschars, such as R. conorii, 
R. africae, and R. parkeri, IHC can demonstrate the organism 
within eschar- biopsy specimens. The chance of demonstrat-
ing rickettsiae within tissues is greatest prior to or within 24 
hours of antimicrobial administration (39).

The serodiagnostic methods of choice for the diagnosis of 
infection caused by O. tsutsugamushi (scrub typhus) include 
the indirect immunofluorescent and the immunoperoxidase 
assays. IFA has a high sensitivity and specificity, but as with 
the aforementioned rickettsioses, specific antibodies to O. 
tsutsugamushi are often absent during early illness (48). The 
use of the immunoperoxidase assay (IPA) yields compara-
ble titers to those by IFA but holds a cost advantage, as it 
does not require a fluorescence microscope to view prepared 
slides (49, 50). Both the IFA and IPA are more sensitive 
than the Weil- Felix test (the first serologic test for the di-
agnosis of scrub typhus) and are much more specific (50). 
Over 70 strains of O. tsutsugamushi exist, and there is vari-
able cross- reactivity among these strains. Therefore, proto-
type strains of O. tsutsugamushi (Karp, Kato, and Gilliam) 
are used in addition to local strains during the preparation 
of antigen for these assays. A definitive diagnosis can be 
established by demonstrating a 4- fold rise in antibody titer 
between acute and convalescent samples. Caution should 
be taken when using a single unpaired sample, as there is 
no consensus with regard to titer cutoff values to suggest 
recent infection. Each laboratory should base its cutoff titers 
on the local prevalence and titer of scrub typhus antibod-
ies. In highly endemic areas, a titer as high as 1:400 may 
be appropriate (51). The reading of IFA and IPA slides and 
determination of endpoint titers are somewhat subjective. It 
appears that there is more inter- operator variability between 
microscopists with less experience than those with exten-
sive experience (42).

Ehrlichia and Anaplasma
Serology remains the mainstay for the diagnosis of 
both ehrlichiosis and anaplasmosis. The IFA using E. 
chaffeensis- and A. phagocytophilum- infected cells is the 
method of choice for the serodiagnosis of HME and HGA, 
respectively. Slides incubated with sera reactive with the 
respective antigen will reveal morulae (characteristic 
mulberry- like microcolonies of bacteria) in the cytoplasm 
of cultured cells. Those living in areas where these diseases 
are endemic may have baseline serologic reactivity due to 
previous exposure to these or other antigenically related 
pathogens (52). It is therefore necessary to observe a 4- fold 
rise in titer by testing both acute- and convalescent- phase 

serum samples. In patients with HME, relatively few pa-
tients (22 to 44%) will demonstrate a reciprocal titer of at 
least 1:80 when tested in the first week of illness. After the 
first week of illness, the geometric mean titer rises sharply 
so that 68% of patient sera tested will yield a diagnostic 
titer. By week 4 or more of illness, all patients with HME 
should have seroconverted. The geometric mean titer 
peaks at 1:1280 in week 6 (53). Those with HGA have a 
slow early antibody response similar to those with HME; 
antibodies against A. phagocytophilum are detected in only 
24 to 44% of patients in the acute stage of infection (54, 
55). All patients with HGA will have seroconverted by 
the fourth week of illness (55).

Immunohistochemical analysis is an effective technique 
for the visualization of morulae within infected tissues. 
Whereas serodiagnosis requires the collection of convales-
cent sera to retrospectively confirm or refute a diagnosis, 
IHC can provide more timely results. The bone marrow, 
liver, lung, spleen, lymph nodes, kidneys, and adrenal gland 
have yielded positive results when collected at autopsy (56). 
Many of these tissues, such as the bone marrow, can be eas-
ily sampled during the course of a patient’s workup and vi-
sually yield the presence of the organism. This technique 
uses formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissue incubated with 
biotinylated anti- E. chaffeensis antibodies followed by incu-
bation with avidin- alkaline phosphatase (57).

Coxiella
As with infections caused by the aforementioned bacteria, 
acute Q fever is usually confirmed via serologic means. It 
is important to understand the host’s immunoglobulin re-
sponses to the phase I and phase II antigens when inter-
preting serologic assays. In acute infection, IgM and IgG 
antibodies to phase II antigen appear prior to antibodies to 
phase I antigen. There is also a greater magnitude of an-
tibody response to phase II antigen early after infection. 
Although the magnitude of IgM as measured in reciprocal 
titers to both phase I and II antigens decreases over time, 
these IgM antibodies may persist for several months (58) 
and even up to 2 years (59). IgG antibodies decrease over 
time but persist for life. In chronic Q fever, IgG- antibody 
titers to phase I antigens are quite high (60).

Several serologic methods for the detection of anti- 
Coxiella antibodies have been described. Techniques in-
clude microagglutination (61), complement fixation (62), 
microimmunofluorescence (63), and the ELISA (64). All 
of these methods are effective for the diagnosis of acute Q 
fever (65). The ELISA offers automation and the advan-
tage of removing the subjectivity and inter- observer varia-
tion associated with IFA, but the sensitivity is not as high 
(66). The preferred and most frequently used serodiagnostic 
method in the United States is the indirect immunofluores-
cence assay, which is commercially available (67).

A 4- fold rise in phase II IgG titers by IFA from sera ob-
tained during acute and convalescent stages of illness (sep-
arated by 3 to 6 weeks) confirms the diagnosis of acute Q 
fever, as almost all patients will have seroconverted by week 
3 of illness (67). A single IgM titer to phase II antigen is 
not useful as a stand- alone test as the sensitivity in early 
disease is low and cross- reaction with other pathogens lim-
its its specificity (68, 69). Early diagnosis and treatment of 
those with acute Q fever does not seem to prevent the IgG- 
antibody response (70). Paired samples should be sent to the 
same laboratory, and if possible, the acute- phase specimen 
should be frozen and sent with the convalescent specimen 
for simultaneous processing. This is to eliminate interlabo-
ratory, interassay, and antigen variation (67).
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Chronic Q fever can be diagnosed when the associated 
clinical picture is paired with the characteristic antibody 
profile. During chronic infection, IgG antibodies to phase I 
antigen are used to help confirm the diagnosis. The modified 
Duke Criteria, a diagnostic schema that includes clinical, 
microbiologic, and echocardiographic data for the diagnosis 
of endocarditis, includes a single phase I IgG- antibody titer 
of >1:800 or a single positive blood culture for C. burnetii as 
a major criterion. This, in combination with a second ma-
jor criterion (echocardiographic evidence of endocarditis) 
or three minor criteria (predisposing heart condition, fever, 
vascular phenomena, immunologic phenomena), confirms 
a clinical diagnosis of Q fever endocarditis (71). Although 
the 1:800 cutoff value has been reported to be sensitive 
(100%) with a high positive predictive value (98%) (72), 
use of higher cutoffs such as 1:1,024 have been proposed 
based on follow- up studies of patients from large outbreaks 
in Europe (60, 73, 74). The Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention recommend that the diagnosis of chronic Q fe-
ver can be demonstrated using a single phase I IgG titer of 
1:1,024 in the setting of an identifiable chronic infection 
(endovascular infection, granulomatous hepatitis, chronic 
septic arthritis, osteomyelitis, or chronic pulmonary infec-
tion) (67).

Current serodiagnostic methods for Q fever are well es-
tablished, but, as with most serologic tests, have limitations. 
The identification of novel seroreactive protein biomark-
ers is an attractive strategy for the development of safe and 
efficient diagnostic assays. Potential markers have been 
identified by immunoproteomic and microarray approaches 
(75, 76). The recombinant proteins corresponding to these 
immunoreactive antigens may aid in the development of 
new serologic tests. An enzyme- linked immunospot assay 
to measure C. burnetii- specific T- cell responses has been 
developed and shows promise as a useful diagnostic tool to 
identify an immunologic profile consistent with chronic Q 
fever (77).

Molecular Diagnosis

Rickettsia and Orientia
The use of PCR to amplify rickettsial DNA offers a rapid 
method to diagnose rickettsioses during acute infection. 
Prior to molecular methods, IHC was the only means of 
confirming a diagnosis early in disease. Conventional, 
nested, and real- time PCR techniques have been developed 
to amplify portions of various rickettsial genes. These meth-
ods can be used to detect rickettsial DNA within blood or 
tissue samples. Due to the intracellular endothelial tropism 
of organisms in the genus Rickettsia, few bacteria are found 
in the circulating bloodstream. This limits the sensitivity of 
PCR when performed on whole blood, except in late- stage 
or fatal cases (78, 79). The ability of PCR to detect organ-
isms within biopsied tissue, such as the skin, makes these 
samples of much higher diagnostic yield when a rickettsi-
osis is suspected. Eschar biopsy specimens are also a good 
source for the detection of rickettsial DNA (35). The swab-
bing of eschars has also shown promise in the detection of 
rickettsial DNA. This technique uses a sterile saline- dipped 
swab rubbed onto the base of an unroofed eschar as a DNA- 
collection method. The swab is then placed in a tube with 
a small amount of saline for storage prior to processing (80). 
As in the case of culture and IHC methods, the sensitivity 
of PCR- based diagnosis decreases after the administration of 
effective antibiotics (39).

Screening for the presence or absence of rickettsial 
DNA within a sample can be achieved initially by using 

genus- specific primers designed to amplify conserved por-
tions of genes encoding citrate synthase, OmpB, or the 
17- kDa- antigen gene (78, 81, 82). Real- time PCR assays using 
primers and probes to detect these genes offer much greater 
sensitivity (83). If a sample screen detects target DNA, fur-
ther analysis using primers to amplify OmpA, common to the 
SFG, can help delineate a SFG from typhus group infection.

For most clinical purposes, determination of a species- 
specific cause is not necessary after a rickettsial diagnosis 
is established, as treatment of these infections is identical. 
When identification of an infecting rickettsial agent is 
sought, the nucleotide- sequence analysis of PCR amplicons 
can reveal the exact causative agent. Since many primer 
sets amplify relatively conserved portions of genes encoding 
OmpA, OmpB, citrate synthase, and the 17- kDa antigen, 
it may be necessary to analyze portions of sequences from a 
gene fragment with sufficient diversity to identify the infect-
ing species. An inexpensive alternative method to sequenc-
ing is restriction- fragment- length polymorphism (RFLP) 
analysis, which can be performed using products amplified 
from the aforementioned genes. The differentiation of 
ricket tsiae can be achieved by using the endonuclease AluI 
for citrate synthase (82, 84) and the 17- kDa antigen gene 
PCR products (85). Digestion of an ompB PCR product us-
ing RsaI enables differentiation of several SFG rickettsiae 
(84). Finally, a primer set to amplify a portion of the ompA 
gene digested with a combination of endonucleases (RsaI, 
PstI, AluI, XbaI, and AvaII) can help identify most of the 
recognized SFG rickettsiae (86, 87).

O. tsutsugamushi DNA may be detected by PCR of whole 
blood, buffy coat, eschars, and other tissues to aid in the di-
agnosis of scrub typhus. Primers to amplify portions of a va-
riety of genes have been described: the 56 kDa protein gene, 
47 kDa protein gene, groEL, and 16S rRNA gene. Methods 
using conventional, nested, and real- time PCR techniques 
have been described. A nested PCR reaction to amplify a 
portion of the gene encoding the 56- kDa protein from es-
chars was 86% sensitive and 100% specific for the diagnosis 
of scrub typhus when compared to IFA as the gold standard 
test (88). Real- time PCR assays show promise of a high sen-
sitivity as predicted from their ability to detect low copy 
numbers of O. tsutsugamushi in a variety of samples (89, 90).

Considering the nonspecific clinical presentations of 
rickettsioses and scrub typhus, they are undoubtedly mis-
taken for other prevalent febrile illnesses throughout the 
world. The development of inexpensive, reliable, and mul-
tiplexed point- of- care tests for the diagnosis of acute in-
fections is a great need. Although attempts at PCR- based 
methods in resource- limited settings is troubled by cost 
and need for specialized equipment (91), reports of loop- 
mediated isothermal PCR assays show promise by offering 
an inexpensive and less technically demanding method for 
the amplification of pathogen DNA. Assays targeting the 
ompB and groEL genes of Rickettsia species and O. tsutsu-
gamushi, respectively, have been described (92, 93).

Ehrlichia and Anaplasma
The presence of Ehrlichia within the bloodstream of those 
with acute infection makes PCR a useful tool during the early 
phases of these illnesses. In one study, PCR amplification of 
each of three targets (16S rRNA gene, the variable- length 
PCR target gene, and the groEL operon) was able to detect 
ehrlichial DNA in all cases of acute culture- proven HME 
(94). Techniques using conventional, nested, and real- time 
PCR and PCR with reverse- line blot hybridization have all 
been developed for the detection of Ehrlichia species (95–97). 
Quantitative real- time PCR offers the opportunity to detect 
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as few as one gene copy per reaction. The use of species- 
specific probes, rather than QuantiNova SYBR Green PCR 
(QIAGEN, Germantown, MD), has been demonstrated to 
increase species specificity (95). The pathogen can be de-
tected from whole blood, buffy coat, cerebrospinal fluid, and 
tissue samples (56, 98, 99). PCR has demonstrated serum to 
contain ehrlichial DNA (97), but the yield of serum in those 
with HME is likely much lower than the aforementioned 
sources. The use of multiplexed assays may be of particular 
interest in regions where several pathogens coexist. A quan-
titative multiplexed real- time PCR assay using primers for the 
Ehrlichia- specific disulfide bond formation gene (dsb) has been 
developed to detect DNA of both E. chaffeensis and E. ewingii 
in human blood (100).

As in the case of ehrlichiosis, those with HGA have 
organisms circulating in the peripheral blood (within neu-
trophils) that are readily detected by PCR (101, 102). Util-
ity of PCR is greatest during early illness. The likelihood 
of diagnostic PCR results diminish as the patient develops 
antibodies and clears the organism (103). The A. phago-
cytophilum p44 gene is reported to be much more sensitive 
than targeting the 16S rRNA gene due to the presence of 
a large number of p44 paralogs in the genome (104). A 
loop- mediated isothermal amplification assay targeting the 
msp2 gene has been developed in hopes of offering molec-
ular diagnostics to rural areas (105). In addition to use as 
a diagnostic tool, molecular methods have identified new 
pathogens causing human disease. Melt- curve analysis of a 
real- time PCR assay targeting the groEL heat shock protein 
operon found melt curves outside the typical range for E. 
chaffeensis, E. ewingii, and A. phagocytophilum in several pa-
tients with a syndrome resembling HGA and HMA. Fur-
ther analysis revealed a novel organism, Ehrlichia muris- like 
agent, to be the pathogenic cause (16).

Coxiella
The molecular identification of Coxiella is performed with 
both conventional and real- time PCR methods. A variety of 
gene targets have been studied in these assays. Sensitivity and 
specificity may differ depending on the assay. It appears that 
real- time PCR assays targeting an insertion sequence with 
multiple genomic copies (IS1111) are quite sensitive (106). 
In the diagnosis of acute Q fever, an assay that detects the 
IS1111 target has been touted to have a sensitivity of 98% 
in those tested prior to the IgM phase II antibody response. 
With the progressive appearance of IgM and IgG antibodies, 
the ability to detect Coxiella DNA is lost (107). Since those 
with chronic Q fever may experience recurrent bacteremia, 
blood or serum should be sent for PCR when the diagnosis is 
suspected. PCR may also be performed on tissue from excised 
heart valves or other tissues taken from the site of infection 
(67). A loop- mediated isothermal- amplification assay has 
been developed, which may serve as a platform to offer a sim-
ple and cost- effective approach to support the molecular diag-
nosis of Q fever in resource- limited settings. Matrix- assisted 
laser desorption- time of flight (MALDI- TOF) mass spec-
trometry is a highly reproducible method that shows promise 
in the molecular diagnosis of Q fever by detecting protein 
markers consistent with a C. burnetii fingerprint (108).

INTERPRETATION
The protean manifestations of the diseases described in this 
chapter make a definitive clinical diagnosis difficult without 
the use of confirmatory laboratory testing. However, several 
important caveats need to be considered when interpreting 

the aforementioned serologic and molecular diagnostic assays. 
The unifying principle of utmost importance is to consider 
the results of these tests in the context of a clinically com-
patible syndrome. For reasons discussed below, positive test 
results obtained from those without a current or preceding 
compatible syndrome may be difficult to interpret accurately.

Because many of these infections go unnoticed and un-
diagnosed, there may be a substantial number of individuals 
residing in endemic areas with baseline antibodies to these 
agents. For example, up to 11% of healthy blood donors in 
Westchester County, New York, have been demonstrated to 
have antibodies reactive to A. phagocytophilum by IFA (52). 
A serosurvey of representative individuals throughout the 
United States found a seroprevalence of 3.1% to C. burnetii 
(109). This underscores the importance of demonstrating 
seroconversion or a 4- fold rise in titers in sera obtained 
during acute illness and convalescence. Unlike other organ-
isms described in this chapter, C. burnetii may cause chronic 
forms of infection. The appropriate phase I IgG- cutoff value 
to support the diagnosis of chronic Q fever has been dis-
puted and depends largely on local prevalence rates (60, 73, 
74). All these points highlight the need to correlate serol-
ogy with clinical findings.

Cross- reactivity of serum antibodies is also a concern 
when interpreting serologic data. The diversity of the genus 
Rickettsia exemplifies this. An infection with a SFG organ-
ism will induce an antibody response that will react to het-
erologous SFG antigens (35). Therefore, in the context of a 
serologic assay, infection with R. parkeri may appear no dif-
ferent than an infection with R. rickettsii. The prevalence of 
nonpathogenic or mildly pathogenic rickettsiae within ticks 
biting humans may contribute to confusing serologic results. 
The SFG species, R. amblyommii, is highly prevalent within 
the tick Amblyomma americanum, an aggressive and nondis-
criminant feeder that frequently bites humans. Exposure to 
R. amblyommii and the resultant cross- reactivity of antibod-
ies to R. rickettsii have likely contributed to the skyrocketing 
reported incidence of RMSF in the United States (7). Al-
though cross- reactivity between SFG and TG rickettsiae may 
be present, the extent is less than that of species within the 
same group (35). It is also possible for sera to cross- react with 
other bacteria, such as Legionella and Proteus species (110). 
Serologic cross- reactivity not only exists among members of 
the genus Rickettsia, but also exists among strains of O. tsutsu-
gamushi and among species in the genus Ehrlichia.

Finally, establishing a serologic diagnosis is retrospective. 
As mentioned above, the patient’s antibody response gener-
ally lags behind the symptoms of early illness. It may take 2 
or more weeks for detectable antibodies to appear. Many of 
these infections cannot be differentiated from one another 
clinically in their early stage, and since some of these infec-
tions, such as RMSF, have a high case- fatality rate, treat-
ment should not be withheld while awaiting confirmatory 
serologic results. Even if clinicoepidemiologic data suggest 
exposure to an organism of mild virulence (as in the traveler 
to sub- Saharan Africa with suspected African tick bite fe-
ver), early appropriate treatment can quickly alleviate fever 
and other systemic symptoms.

PCR- based techniques have the potential to yield use-
ful results during an acute illness. The ability of PCR to 
detect the presence of bacterial nucleic acids is highly de-
pendent on the host- target cells. For example, rickettsiae, 
which primarily infect the vascular endothelium, do not 
cause sufficient rickettsemia to allow consistent PCR ampli-
fication of rickettsial DNA from whole blood. In contrast, 
the monocyte and neutrophil targets of E. chaffeensis and 
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A. phagocytophilum, respectively, allow relatively easy detec-
tion in whole blood or buffy coat preparations (39). Because 
of the variable sensitivities of these assays, the presence of 
PCR inhibitors in blood samples, and the effect of bacterial 
clearance in those treated early with antibiotics, negative 
PCR results do not definitively rule out infection or pre-
clude the use of empiric antimicrobial treatment. Although 
PCR- based assays offer the ability to detect only a few or-
ganisms, these exquisitely sensitive techniques can generate 
false- positive results due to amplicon carryover from previ-
ous reactions. In laboratories processing many clinical sam-
ples without strict separation of processing, amplification, 
and analysis steps, PCR contamination can render results 
invalid. Melt- curve analysis of real- time PCR assays may 
allow the differentiation between true amplification of the 
target gene and non- specific DNA amplification.
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The three families of bacteria described in this chapter share 
several common characteristics despite the phylogenetic dis-
tance between the group that includes Bartonella and Brucella, 
from the Alphaproteobacteria, and the more distantly related 
Francisella in the Gammaproteobacteria class. All three genera 
are zoonotic bacteria with species capable of infecting both 
animals and humans and are fastidious with special growth 
requirements; many species among these three genera cause 
emerging infections in humans. The diversity of natural ani-
mal reservoirs for members of the genera Bartonella and Bru-
cella are just now becoming fully defined and appreciated and 
are likely all around us. Brucella spp. and Francisella spp. are 
well- established as agents that warrant special attention and 
focus because of their potential for misuse and intentional re-
lease in acts of bioterrorism or biowarfare. This chapter briefly 
summarizes our knowledge of the taxonomy, epidemiology, 
and pathobiology of these zoonotic bacteria and describes the 
immunologic and molecular tools for the laboratory diagnosis 
of infections caused by these microbes.

TAXONOMY

Bartonella
The genera Bartonella and Brucella are classified within the 
order Rhizobiales, with Bartonella belonging to the family 
Bartonellaceae and Brucella to the family Brucellaceae (Fig. 
1). There are currently 31 validated Bartonella species, 11 
of which have been associated with human disease. Most 
reported cases of human infection involve B. bacilliformis, B. 
henselae, or B. quintana. However, B. clarridgeiae, B. elizabe-
thae, B. vinsonii subsp. berkhoffii, B. vinsonii subsp. arupensis, 
B. koehlerae, B. alsatica, B. rochalimae, and B. grahamii have 
all been associated with infections in humans.

Brucella
Brucella species have traditionally been grouped according 
to their ability to transmit naturally within their zoonotic 
reservoir hosts. Six “classical” Brucella species, B. abortus 
(cattle), B melitensis (sheep and goats), B. suis (swine and 
some wildlife species), B. canis (dogs), B. ovis (sheep), and 
B. neotomae (desert wood rat) have been described, of which 
the first four are able to cause zoonotic infections in humans. 
Recently, new Brucella species have been isolated from ma-
rine mammals (B. pinnepedialis and B. ceti), from voles (B. 

microti), and from a breast implant wound (B. inopinata) (1, 
2). While a proposal to consider all of the Brucella species 
as subspecies of B. melitensis has been adopted by some da-
tabases such as the National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation, the individual species names are considered by 
many to provide valuable biological information and con-
tinue to be used in the literature (3).

Francisella
Francisella tularensis is a small, highly pleomorphic, Gram- 
negative coccobacillus and the etiologic agent of tularemia. 
First isolated in 1911 in Tulare County, CA, the organism 
was ultimately assigned to a new genus named Francisella, in 
honor of Dr. Edward Francis, who detailed the human disease 
decades after the organism was first described (4). Over the 
past century, the taxonomy of F. tularensis has remained com-
plicated and ever changing due to the expanding diversity of 
the genus Francisella. Francisella is the sole genus in the family 
Francisellaceae, falling within the class Gammaproteobacteria. 
Francisella contains two established species, F. tularensis and 
F. philomiragia, and several newly proposed species. F. novicida 
was recently reclassified as a subspecies within F.  tularensis 
rather than a species (5). Currently, F. tularensis contains 
four recognized subspecies: F. tularensis subsp. tularensis, 
F.  tularensis subsp. holarctica, F. tularensis subsp. novicida, and 
F. tularensis subsp. mediasiatica (Fig. 1) (6).

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Bartonella
Cats, and in particular kittens, serve as the natural host for 
B. henselae, the main causative agent for cat scratch disease 
(CSD). CSD can result from a cat scratch or bite. The cat 
flea, Ctenocephalides felis, plays a critical role in the hori-
zontal cat- to- cat transmission of B. henselae. Zangwill et al. 
found that patients with CSD were more likely to have at 
least one kitten that was infested with fleas, to own a kitten 
12 months or younger, and to have been scratched or bitten 
by a kitten (7). Rare cases of CSD occur after exposure to 
dogs, presumably from flea bites.

CSD has a worldwide distribution and is generally a disease 
of children and young adults, with 80% of cases occurring in 
children. It infrequently causes serious illness, with the severity 
and presentation of disease usually related to immune status. 
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However, there have been accounts of severe disease such as 
endocarditis, persistent bacteremia, and bacillary angioma tosis 
reported in immune- competent individuals. On the other 
hand, CSD- like symptoms can also occur in immunocompro-
mised patients and have been described in patients who have 
undergone solid organ transplantation. Contact with cats and 
previous valvular disease serve as the major risk factors for 
B. henselae endocarditis. HIV- infected patients with bacillary 
angiomatosis and bacillary peliosis caused by B. henselae also 
usually have an epidemiologic link to cat exposure.

During World War I, B. quintana infection became a ma-
jor source of morbidity and mortality among soldiers and was 
commonly known as trench fever. Lice generally have been 
considered to be the major vector for B. quintana in classic 
trench fever. Three lice species, Pediculus humanus var. ca-
pitis (head louse), P. humanus var. corporis (body louse), and 
P. humanus var. pubis (pubic louse), can potentially transmit 
B. quintana. The body louse is felt to be the predominant 
vector. After World War II, reports of B. quintana infections 
were rare until infections with HIV were described. Both B. 
henselae and B. quintana can cause bacillary angiomatosis, 
especially in HIV patients. Homelessness, alcoholism, and 
body lice are now the major risk factors associated with con-
temporary B. quintana trench fever infections, bacteremia, 
and endocarditis (8).

Bartonellosis (or Carrion’s disease) caused by B. bacilli-
formis is usually confined to limited areas of South America 
within the Andes, with the sand fly (Lutzomyia verrucarum) 
as the presumed vector in Peru. Occasional cases among 
travelers to other countries in South America such as Ec-
uador and Colombia suggests that other additional vectors 
may be involved in the transmission of B. bacilliformis.

Brucella
Brucellosis is a zoonotic infection with worldwide distribu-
tion. In the United States, brucellosis is mainly associated 

with travel to areas of endemicity such as the Middle East, 
the Balkan peninsula, Central Asia, and countries of Latin 
America, especially Mexico and Peru (9). However, in these 
areas, brucellosis is encountered frequently and is a signif-
icant cause of morbidity and disability, with an estimated 
500,000 new cases annually.

The majority of brucellosis cases result from consump-
tion of unpasteurized dairy products, especially goat’s milk 
and cheese. In individuals with occupational exposure to 
Brucella- infected animals, infection may occur via mucosal 
or respiratory routes or via breaks in the skin. Brucella spp. 
can form highly infectious aerosols during manipulation of 
cultures in the laboratory, and for this reason, brucellosis 
is one of the most frequently reported laboratory- acquired 
infections (10).

Francisella
Tularemia is a zoonotic disease transmissible by inoculation, 
ingestion, or inhalation of F. tularensis (6). Clinical disease 
is caused largely by F. tularensis subsp. tularensis (type A 
strains), endemic in North America, and F. tularensis subsp. 
holarctica (type B strains), endemic in the terrestrial eco-
zones comprising the holarctic regions (6). The association 
of type A strains with lagomorphs and type B strains with 
rodents and aquatic environments is well described (6). 
Geographically, the distribution of type A and type B strains 
appears largely similar in the United States.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

Bartonella
The clinical syndromes associated with Bartonella species 
are varied and include CSD, cutaneous bacillary angiomato-
sis (BA), extracutaneous infection such as bacillary peliosis, 
fever with bacteremia, trench fever, and endocarditis (11). 

Phylum: Proteobacteria 

  Class:  Alphaproteobacteria    Betaproteobacteria     Gammaproteobacteria 

Order:    Rhizobiales       Thiotrichales    

Family:   Bartonellaceae    Brucellaceae      Francisellaceae 

Genus:       Bartonella     Brucella         Francisella 

Species:     B. henselae            B. abortus     F. tularensis 
     B. quintana  B. melitensis       
     B. bacilliformis      B. suis      F. philomiragia 

28 addi�onal species    8 addi�onal species 

Subsp. tularensis 
Subsp. holarc�ca 
Subsp. novicida 
Subsp. mediasia�ca 
  

FIGURE 1 Taxonomy of the major human pathogens in the families Bartonellaceae, Brucellaceae, and 
Francisellaceae. Additional Bartonella spp. and Brucella spp. not shown here have also been associated with 
human disease but are not listed due to space constraints. Members of the Bartonella and Brucella genera 
are Alphaproteobacteria, while members of the genus Francisella are Gammaproteobacteria.
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CSD typically presents as a subacute regional lymphadenitis 
with an associated inoculation site due to a cat scratch or 
bite. With the originally described trench fever, symptoms 
are usually described as an abrupt- onset high fever, severe 
frontal or retro- orbital headache, rash, conjunctivitis, and 
bone and muscle tenderness, particularly involving the 
shins. In urban trench fever, the symptoms described above 
are present more variably and are less prevalent than in the 
initial description of the disease.

Disseminated infections by B. henselae or B. quintana 
have been reported in both immunocompetent and immu-
nocompromised patients but are far more common in the 
latter group. In HIV- infected patients with BA, multiple cu-
taneous and interstitial subcutaneous nodules that contain 
bacteria are present. These nodular lesions have a unique 
histopathology characterized by proliferation of endothelial 
cells and angiogenesis, similar to that observed in the ver-
ruga peruana resulting from infection with B. bacilliformis.

B. bacilliformis causes Oroya fever and verruga peruana. 
The bacteremia of Oroya fever begins 3 to 12 weeks after 
a bite from an infected sand fly. The illness may range from 
mild to very severe. In severe cases, fever, chills, headache, 
sweating, aches, dyspnea, mental status changes, and seizure 
may occur. Verruga peruana occurs after organisms invade 
capillary endothelial cells and produce hemangioma- like 
nodules in the skin and mucous membranes. Verruga peru-
ana can appear 2 to 8 weeks after the patient has apparently 
recovered from Oroya fever, although most patients do not 
have a previous history of febrile illness.

Brucella
Brucellosis is a febrile illness characterized by an acute or grad-
ual onset of symptoms, including night sweats, fatigue, weight 
loss, lack of appetite, headache, and joint and muscle pain. 
In addition to constitutional symptoms, enlargement of the 
spleen, liver, or lymph nodes is present in a subset of patients; 
these result from localization of bacteria to the mononuclear 
phagocyte system. Focal complications of brucellosis are most 
frequent in the large, weight- bearing joints and in the spine; 
however, any organ may be affected. Brucellosis is difficult to 
diagnose, especially in areas where it is not endemic such as 
North America. The rare occurrence and nonspecific presen-
tation of brucellosis in these areas often result in a failure of 
clinicians to consider brucellosis as a possible diagnosis.

Three species of Brucella have a high zoonotic potential: 
B. melitensis, B. abortus, and B. suis. B. melitensis, which has 
goats and sheep as its zoonotic reservoirs, is by far the most 
common cause of human infection and is most frequently 
acquired via consumption of unpasteurized goat’s milk and 
cheese. B. abortus naturally infects cattle, and while some 
reports of foodborne infection exist, these appear to be less 
common than those caused by B. melitensis. Occupational 
infections with B. abortus, B. melitensis, and B. suis have 
been reported in veterinarians, farmers, abbatoir workers, 
and laboratorians. Human infection with a fourth species, 
B. canis, is infrequently reported and results from transmis-
sion from infected dogs (12).

Francisella
Six clinical forms of tularemia, caused mainly by F. tularensis 
subsp. tularensis and subsp. holarctica, have been described to 
date in which the type and severity of disease depend on the 
infecting strain, dose, and route of infection (13). Although 
disease caused by F. tularensis type A strains can be severely 
debilitating and even fatal, diagnoses of disease caused by 
less virulent strains remains problematic due to the nonde-
script nature of the symptoms.

Infection through the skin, following the bite of an in-
fected vector or through direct contact with infected an-
imals, results in ulceroglandular and glandular tularemia. 
Ulceroglandular tularemia is the most common clinical pre-
sentation. Nondescript flulike symptoms can occur abruptly 
following a relatively short incubation period (3 to 6 days). 
In the case of ulceroglandular disease, a localized ulcer de-
velops at the site of infection. Subsequent bacterial dissemi-
nation from the inoculation site results in enlarged draining 
lymph nodes resembling the classic bubo associated with 
bubonic plague. Systemic dissemination can occur, yet this 
form of disease is rarely fatal. The clinical presentation of 
glandular tularemia is very similar, but the formation of an 
ulcer at the inoculation site does not occur (13). Oculoglan-
dular tularemia is a rare presentation of disease in which the 
conjunctiva is the initial site of infection, usually as a result 
of inadvertent transfer of the bacteria present on an individ-
ual’s fingertips to the eye.

Oral exposure can result in oropharyngeal or gastroin-
testinal tularemia, often via ingestion of infected foods or 
drinking water. Sore throat and enlarged tonsils and cer-
vical lymph nodes often accompany oropharyngeal disease, 
while gastrointestinal tularemia is characterized by abdomi-
nal pain and mild diarrhea. If the infectious dose is high, an 
acute, potentially life- threatening disease marked by exten-
sive ulceration of the bowel may ensue.

Typhoidal tularemia is a systemic form of disease, al-
though the route of infection is unknown. Clinical presen-
tation includes septicemia without lymphadenopathy or 
formation of an ulcer; mortality rates of 30 to 60% have 
been reported.

Inhalation of F. tularensis subsp. tularensis or subsp. hol-
arctica can result in pneumonic tularemia, which can also 
develop as a secondary complication of ulceroglandular dis-
ease. Clinical presentation of pneumonic disease can vary 
widely and may or may not include ulcers, dry cough, and 
chest pain or be accompanied by pneumonia. Inhalational 
pneumonic disease is considered the most acute form of tu-
laremia, with a reported case- fatality rate of approximately 
40%. Naturally occurring cases of inhalation tularemia have 
been associated with agriculture and/or landscaping activ-
ities that promote the generation of infectious aerosols.

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS

Bartonella

Microbiologic Culture
Since most Bartonella isolates require a 2- to 6- week incuba-
tion for primary isolation, routine bacterial culture methods 
usually do not allow Bartonella spp. to be detected. Special-
ized procedures are needed for the isolation of Bartonella from 
tissue and blood. Isolation and culture of Bartonella spp. are 
covered in detail in the 11th edition of the Manual of Clinical 
Microbiology.

serology

Indirect Fluorescent Antibody Assay
Serology is used frequently for diagnosing infections with 

Bartonella spp., since culture is usually not feasible. The in-
direct fluorescent antibody (IFA) (14) assay is the most rou-
tinely used method for the detection of B. henselae and B. 
quintana antibodies. Originally developed by Regnery et al. 
(15), IFA uses a Vero cell cocultivated antigen to reduce the 
autoadherent nature of the bacterium.
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Interpretation of test results. A positive IgM titer of 
≥16 is indicative of acute infection. The use of IgM se-
rology can be somewhat limited since the window of IgM 
production is often very early and minimal. Often, patients 
present to clinicians with symptoms (e.g., lymphadeno pathy 
in CSD) and are tested long after IgM titers have reverted 
to negative (16).

A positive IgG titer of >1:64 is suggestive of recent in-
fection. Stronger evidence of recent infection is a 4- fold or 
greater rise in IgG titer in acute- and convalescent- phase 
serum samples drawn at least 2 weeks apart. Serial mea-
surements of antibody titers is highly recommended since 
antibody titers may remain high above controls for a year 
or more after infection. Initial titers of ≥1:64–256 are gen-
erally considered seropositive for Bartonella spp. infection. 
However, very high titers of ≥800 suggest a clinical diagno-
sis of Bartonella endocarditis.

Although there is widespread use of the IFA methodol-
ogy, the assays often demonstrate wide variations in sensi-
tivities and specificities in different in- house preparations 
and commercially manufactured IFAs. Numerous cross- 
reactivity issues have also been found with the IFA. Sen-
sitivities for the IgM IFA assay vary between 54–98% and 
69–96% for the IgG assay, according to numerous publica-
tions (17). Overall, the sensitivity of the IFA does not ap-
pear to be optimal, especially with the IgG assays.

Enzyme- Linked Immunosorbent Assay
Enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is used by 

a few commercial laboratories for the detection of B. hense-
lae antibodies (18, 19). Many in- house ELISA assays use B. 
henselae sonicated (whole- cell) proteins or outer membrane 
proteins fractionated by N- lauroyl- sarcosine (insoluble or 
soluble) (18). IgM ELISAs have been reported to also show 
wide variations in accuracy, with sensitivities and specific-
ities ranging between 53–75% and 91–100%, respectively. 
IgG ELISAs tend to show sensitivities and specificities rang-
ing from 28–77% to 91–94%, respectively (17).

A recombinant B. henselae 17- kDa antigen first described 
by Anderson et al. (20) has been developed into a commer-
cial IgG ELISA with a reported sensitivity and specificity 
of 71.1% and 93.0%, respectively (21). An IgM- capture 
ELISA- based assay has also been developed using this an-
tigen, with sensitivity and specificity values of 100% and 
97.1%, respectively, based on comparisons with B. henselae 
IgM IFA IgM- negative and positive samples (19). IFA, indi-
rect hemagglutination, and ELISA tests are available for the 
detection of antibodies to B. bacilliformis. Cutoffs for deter-
mining a positive, negative, or equivocal ELISA result vary 
with the manufacturer.

Interpretation of test results. Immunologic cross- 
reactivity as a result of conserved epitope recognition across 
species occurs frequently for many bacterial serological as-
says, including the Bartonella antibody assays. The first se-
rological cross- reactivity between a Bartonella species and a 
heterologous pathogen was first reported in 1976 by Cooper 
et al. (22) when C. burnetii (Q fever) antibody- positive sera 
were discovered to cross- react and cause false- positive reac-
tions with the hemagglutination test used in the diagnosis of 
trench fever (B. quintana).

Since that first publication, numerous cross- reactions 
have been cited with other bacterial and viral agents, in-
cluding Afipia felis, Anaplasma phagocytophila, Brucella spp., 
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, Chlamydia psittaci, C. trachoma-
tis, cytomegalovirus, Epstein- Barr virus, Ehrlichia canis, Ori-
entia tsutsugamushi, Rickettsia conorii, Rickettsia prowazekii, 

Rickettsia rickettsii, and Rickettsia typhi (22–24). Studies using 
serologic assays other than the IFA, including ELISA, West-
ern blot, immunoperoxidase staining, immunohistochemis-
try, and the passive hemagglutination test, have all described 
significant cross- reactivities, especially between B. henselae 
and B. quintana in patients with confirmed or suspected CSD 
or bacillary angiomatosis (22–24). Due to this high degree of 
cross- reactivity, most reference labs include both B. quintana 
and B. henselae in their antigenic panel of serologic assays. 
The degree of antibody reaction to either species in the IFA 
can then allow inference about which species might be re-
sponsible for a particular infection. The titer of the infecting 
organism is typically higher than the titer of the noninfect-
ing organism. This is more important when the species can 
cause overlapping infections such as fever with bacteremia, 
endocarditis, or bacillary angiomatosis but is less important 
with CSD.

Other Immunological Methods
CSD typically produces primary inoculation papules 

followed a number of weeks later by lymphadenopathy, 
whereas bacillary angiomatosis produces cutaneous or sub-
cutaneous angiomatous lesions. Microscopic evaluation of 
infected tissue using more specific immunohistochemistry, 
along with the Warthin- Starry (silver impregnation) stain, 
has been used to give a pathologic diagnosis of Bartonella 
spp. infection, especially in cases of CSD, bacillary angio-
matosis, and endocarditis (25). Warthin- Starry stains have 
historically been the preferred method for the detection of 
Bartonella species. The use of this stain for diagnostic pur-
poses is technically challenging due to the high background 
of silver precipitate in the tissue, which may result in false- 
positive diagnoses.

Lymph node removal or biopsy may be performed to 
determine the cause of lymphadenopathy or angiomatous 
lesion. The histologic findings of CSD (i.e., lymphadenopa-
thy) may be nonspecific and the findings may be dependent 
on the stage of the disease. Nonspecific reactive follicular 
hyperplasia is usually seen early in disease. Later in disease, 
the lymph nodes develop stellate suppurative granulomas 
with acellular necrotic centers with a surrounding zone of 
histiocytes and an outer zone of plasma cells and lympho-
cytes. Immunoreactive bacteria are usually identified within 
the areas of necrosis in the suppurative granulomas. The 
typical angiomatous lesions of bacillary angiomatosis pro-
duce characteristic lobular proliferations of blood vessels 
histologically distinct from the granulomatous lymph node 
lesions of CSD. The immunoreactive bacteria are identi-
fied within the proliferative endothelial cells in the blood 
vessels. In patients with Bartonella endocarditis, clusters of 
bacteria are usually seen in an extracellular location in the 
fibrin deposits, mainly in the valvular vegetation.

As a rule, the immunohistochemical assay is performed 
on formalin- fixed, paraffin- embedded sections of embedded 
lymph nodes or biopsy tissue that are routinely sectioned 
to 5- mm- thick slices. A commercially available monoclo-
nal antibody specific for B. henselae (clone H2A10; Biocare 
Medical, Concord, CA) is available. For the H2A10 clone, 
cross- reactivity tests were performed with B. quintana, B. 
elizabethae, B. grahamii, B. taylorii, B. doshiae, and B. vinsonii 
strains. Reactivity was obtained only with B. henselae.

A polyclonal rabbit antibody that does not differenti-
ate between B. henselae and B. quintana can be used to de-
tect CSD, bacillary angiomatosis, and peliosis hepatis. In 
a study by Caponetti et al. (25) on patients with suspected 
CSD, immunohistochemical analysis was positive in 25% 
of cases and PCR was positive in 38% of 22 patients with 
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lymphadenopathy and histopathological findings compatible 
with CSD. Overall, the diagnostic sensitivity of immuno-
histochemical analysis is low for the detection of B. henselae 
in tissue. PCR is slightly more sensitive than immunohis-
tochemical analysis and should be performed on all cases 
negative by immunohistochemical analysis. Warthin- Starry 
seems to be the most sensitive test, but it is the least specific 
for Bartonella because of issues with background staining.

Molecular Diagnosis
PCR has played an important role in the association of Bar-
tonella spp. with new disease syndromes. In fact, the initial 
association of Bartonella (then Rochalimaea) with bacillary 
angiomatosis resulted from the amplification and subsequent 
sequencing of 16S rRNA genes from the lesions of patients 
with bacillary angiomatosis (26). A similar approach, when 
applied to preparations of CSD skin test antigens, identified 
only the B. henselae 16S rRNA gene sequence, which pro-
vided compelling evidence that the delayed hypersensitivity 
reaction, used for many years to diagnose CSD, was elicited 
by a B. henselae antigen (27).

Currently, most applications of PCR in the clinical mi-
crobiology laboratory fall primarily into two areas. The first 
is the identification and strain typing of Bartonella isolates, 
a powerful tool for research microbiologists but somewhat 
impractical and time- consuming in the clinical laboratory 
since it relies on growth of the Bartonella isolates. The sec-
ond is the detection of Bartonella DNA directly in clinical 
specimens. Recently, a strategy was described that com-
bined enrichment culture in liquid media of bartonellae 
from clinical specimens, followed by PCR for detection and 
identification (28). PCR identification from clinical spec-
imens is currently available only in a few select reference 
laboratories.

Initial approaches for PCR of Bartonella used primers to 
amplify all or part of the 16S rRNA gene coupled with se-
quencing (26, 29). However, the utility of the 16S RNA 
gene as a means of species identification is limited, as it is 
highly conserved among Bartonella spp. (30). Many other 
target genes have been used for PCR detection of Barton-
ella, including specific primers for serine protease (htrA) (31, 
32); NADH dehydrogenase gamma subunit (nuoG) (33); 
RNA polymerase beta subunit (rpoB) (33); heme- binding 
protein A/Pap31 (hbpA/pap31) (34); the intergenic region 
between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes (35); and tmRNA 
(ssrA) (36). Newer approaches utilizing real- time PCR have 
been described which shorten the time to obtain results. 
Liberto et al. used real- time PCR to detect the Bartonella 
bqtR transcriptional regulator gene in blood specimens and 
demonstrated differential melting curves to specifically dis-
tinguish B. henselae from B. quintana (37). Diaz et al. utilized 
real- time PCR of the ssrA gene coupled with sequencing to 
differentiate among Bartonella species DNA amplified from 
blood specimens collected from wild and domestic animals 
(36). More recently, a two- step approach using real- time 
PCR of the gltA gene and pyrosequencing was applied to 
clinical specimens to detect and differentiate Bartonella spe-
cies (38). However, currently, there is no consensus on the 
optimal approach to detect Bartonella DNA or RNA in clin-
ical specimens, and a wide range of methods is employed by 
both commercial and reference laboratories.

Brucella

Microbiologic Culture
Definitive diagnosis of human brucellosis requires the isola-
tion of Brucella spp. from clinical specimens such as blood, 

bone marrow, or joint aspirates. The success in obtaining 
positive blood cultures from patients varies, depending on 
the stage of the disease and the culture methods. In patients 
presenting acutely with brucellosis, between 40 and 90% of 
patients are culture positive, while in patients presenting 
with focal, chronic or recurrent infection, this decreases to 
5 to 20% (39). Culture from bone marrow and lysis cen-
trifugation have been shown to improve culture yields in 
patients with brucellosis. Methods for isolation and culture 
of Brucella spp. are detailed in chapter 47 of the Manual of 
Clinical Microbiology, 11th ed. (40), and a detailed compar-
ison of yields from different culture methods can be found 
in reference 39.

serology

Serum Agglutination Test (SAT)
Because of the long incubation time for primary culture, 

difficulty in reliable isolation of Brucella spp. from clinical 
specimens, and biohazards associated with culturing Brucella 
in the laboratory, serological assays are important tools for 
the rapid diagnosis of brucellosis. The humoral response to 
Brucella infection is dominated by antibodies specific for 
the O- polysaccharide moiety of lipopolysaccharide (LPS). 
During the early stage of primary infection, IgM predom-
inates, while later during the course of infection, IgG and 
IgA can be detected (41). Early during the course of infec-
tion, serologic results may be negative, and if the patient’s 
clinical presentation and history are consistent with brucel-
losis, it is important to perform a repeat serology test after 
2 weeks (42). A shortcoming of all serological tests is the 
lack of standardization of the antigen preparations, and this 
can influence the sensitivity and specificity of these assays. 
Further, agglutination tests tend to lack sensitivity in pa-
tients with chronic or complicated brucellosis (39–43). For 
suspected infections with B. canis or with the veterinary 
vaccine RB51, which do not make the LPS O- antigen, sero-
logic testing is not available.

The serum agglutination test (SAT), which detects IgM, 
IgA, and IgG responses to Brucella infection, is considered 
to be the definitive test because of its sensitivity and spec-
ificity. The test is performed by incubating a fixed volume 
and concentration of an inactivated Brucella cell suspension 
with doubling serial dilutions of serum for 24 h. The highest 
dilution with more than 50% of the suspension agglutinated 
is the titer.

Interpretation of test results. In areas of nonendemicity, 
an agglutination titer of ≥1:160, or a 4- fold rise in titers 
between acute- and convalescent- phase samples, is consid-
ered to be positive in symptomatic patients. In areas of en-
demicity, repeated exposure to Brucella or previous infection 
may lead to persistently elevated agglutination titers in the 
absence of an active infection, which must be considered 
when interpreting serology results. In the United States, be-
cause of the low number of suspected cases and the need for 
standardized assay conditions, the SAT is performed primar-
ily by reference laboratories. A variation on this test, the 
microagglutination test (MAT), uses a microtiter format.

Rose Bengal Test
A second agglutination test, the Rose Bengal test, is 

a rapid slide agglutination test that utilizes a stained sus-
pension of B. abortus buffered to a pH of 3.65 to inhibit 
nonspecific agglutinins (44). Rose Bengal is an inexpensive, 
simple, and sensitive test that can be performed rapidly in 
resource- limited settings.
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Interpretation of test results. While studies with smaller 
numbers of samples have found the Rose Bengal test to have 
lower sensitivity than the SAT, a recent large- scale compar-
ative study found that use of the Rose Bengal test with se-
rum dilutions yielded a sensitivity and specificity similar to 
those of the SAT (45). While the Rose Bengal test performs 
well under optimal conditions, the varying sensitivity and 
specificity reported in the literature for this test has led to 
a recommendation by the World Health Organization that 
the results of the Rose Bengal test be confirmed by a second 
test method (46).

ELISA
Several commercial vendors offer ELISA kits for detec-

tion of Brucella- specific IgG and IgM, and in- house assays 
have been developed using Brucella antigen as well. ELISA 
has been reported to perform well in an area of endemicity 
(47). Further, it can be performed within a few hours and 
was shown to be superior to agglutination assays in diagno-
sis of chronic brucellosis (43). In an area of nonendemicity, 
IgM ELISA was reported to yield some false- positive results 
(48, 49). As a result, confirmation of positive ELISA results 
with serial sampling and a second test method, such as SAT, 
has been recommended (48).

Other Antibody Detection Assays
The Coombs test is used as a follow up to a negative 

SAT to detect incomplete, blocking, or non- agglutinating 
antibodies (50). In this test, the cell suspensions from the 
negative SAT are centrifuged. The resulting cell pellets are 
washed and incubated with anti- human IgG, then incubated 
to detect agglutination. The Coombs test is useful for com-
plicated and chronic cases, in which it was shown to yield 
titers from 16- to 256- fold higher than the SAT (51). A sec-
ond assay for the detection of nonagglutinating antibodies is 
the Brucellacapt (Vircell, Santa Fe, Spain), a commercially 
available immunocapture test for total anti- Brucella antibod-
ies (52). This assay is simple to perform but was found to be 
inferior to the Coombs test for following small changes in 
antibody titer in chronically infected patients (53).

Interpretation of test results. Serologic tests continue 
to play an important role in diagnosis of brucellosis in the 
clinical laboratory. These assays are well suited for use in ar-
eas of endemicity because of their low cost and low degree of 
technical complexity. However, for each area, the appropri-
ate cutoff for positive serology should be determined based 
on the regional prevalence of positive- serology Brucella spp. 
in the healthy population.

The interpretation of serologic test results for brucellosis 
requires consideration of the clinical presentation and the 
patient’s detailed history, including possibility of zoonotic 
or occupational exposure to the agent. For patients with 
confirmed brucellosis, serological tests are used to monitor 
treatment progress. Declining antibody titers with antibi-
otic treatment are indicative of a good prognosis, while a re-
bound in titers suggests possible relapse or reinfection (43).

It should be emphasized that a single negative serology 
result is insufficient to rule out brucellosis. Since some pa-
tients may be seronegative at disease onset, paired serum 
samples taken at presentation and 2 weeks later should be 
compared and/or a second serologic test should be performed. 
B. canis and some of the newly described Brucella species dif-
fer in their LPS composition from the other zoonotic species 
and can therefore be missed using serologic assays based on 
LPS- containing antigen preparations from B. abortus or B. 
melitensis (54). A second instance in which serologic tests 

may fail to detect infection is occupational exposure to the 
veterinary vaccine strain RB51, which does not harbor the 
serodominant LPS O- antigen. In this case, high- risk expo-
sures may warrant postexposure antibiotic prophylaxis (55).

In areas of endemicity, repeated exposure to Brucella spp., 
or past infection, may cause persistently high IgG titers in the 
absence of active infection. Since serology is based primarily 
on antibody responses to LPS, infections with bacteria that 
share epitopes on their LPS, including Escherichia coli O157, 
Yersinia enterocolitica O9, Vibrio cholerae, Salmonella enterica se-
rotype Urbana, and Francisella tularensis, could elicit positive 
responses in the serological tests for brucellosis (56). How-
ever, in this case, the patient would not be expected to have 
the 4- fold increase in anti- Brucella titer between acute- and 
convalescent- phase sera that is required for a definitive di-
agnosis (43). In the United States, brucellosis is a reportable 
disease, and Brucella spp. are among the organisms that have 
been developed as bioweapons; therefore, a confirmed case 
of brucellosis in an individual with no history of exposure 
could prompt concerns of bioterrorism as well as a costly ep-
idemiologic investigation by public health authorities (48). 
For this reason, a diagnosis based on serology in the absence 
of a positive culture result should utilize two independent test 
results and be prompted by a compatible clinical presentation 
and patient history.

Molecular Diagnosis
PCR has been shown to be a rapid and highly sensitive way 
to detect Brucella spp. DNA in serum and tissue samples 
(57). Multiple targets for PCR assays have been evaluated 
and have been shown to have differing levels of sensitivity. 
The 16S- 23S rRNA spacer region, present in three copies 
in the genomes of B. abortus, B. suis, and B. melitensis, has 
shown promise as a diagnostic target; however, standardiza-
tion is necessary. Brucella spp. DNA has been detected in 
circulation weeks to months after successful antibiotic treat-
ment and resolution of symptoms, so a positive PCR result 
may not always be indicative of an active infection with 
Brucella spp. (58). PCR tests for the diagnosis of Brucella 
infection are offered only in a few reference laboratories and 
are not available commercially.

Francisella

Microbiologic Culture
Tularemia can be diagnosed by culturing the isolate from 
relevant clinical samples, by antigenic and molecular de-
tection methodologies, and by serological analyses. F. tula-
rensis is a notoriously fastidious organism that is difficult to 
culture, requires advanced containment laboratories, and is 
potentially hazardous to laboratory personnel, underscoring 
the challenges of recovery and culture of an isolate directly 
from clinical specimens. Isolation and culture of Bartonella 
spp. is covered in detail in the 11th edition of the Manual of 
Clinical Microbiology.

serology
Serology relies on the presence of anti- F. tularensis antibod-
ies and has been used historically for definitive diagnosis of 
tularemia, yet cross- reactivity has been observed (59). As 
such, most cases of tularemia are diagnosed qualitatively 
based on clinical presentation of symptoms compatible with 
tularemia coupled with semiquantitative serology.

Tube Agglutination and Microagglutination
During the course of infection, peak antibody responses 

typically occur during the end of the second week after 
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disease onset, at which point titers begin to decline slowly 
upon recovery from disease, although these antibody re-
sponses can be long- lived, having been shown to persist for 
years. Two agglutination methodologies, tube agglutination 
and microagglutination (MA), demonstrate marked sensi-
tivity and specificity (59).

Interpretation of test results. When an individual pre-
sents clinically with symptoms compatible with tularemia, 
F. tularensis antibody titers of ≥160 during the acute phase 
of the disease support a presumptive tularemia diagnosis. 
Definitive tularemia diagnosis relies on a 4- fold rise in F. 
tularensis antibody titers between acute-  and convalescent- 
phase sera, usually 2 to 4 weeks. While cross- reactivity has 
been reported at low titers with serum from patients with 
brucellosis or yersiniosis, the specificity of serology for tu-
laremia is high. However, a titer ≥160 may also reflect past 
infection and may not be indicative of active disease (59), 
underscoring the importance of considering clinical symp-
toms in combination with serology for disease diagnosis.

ELISA
In addition to agglutination assays, a variety of ELISAs 

have been described, most of which use F. tularensis- derived 
LPS as antigen. ELISA detection methodologies have also 
been shown to achieve high degrees of sensitivity and spec-
ificity and also allow for the differentiation of antibody iso-
types (60). More important, ELISA cannot distinguish past 
F. tularensis infections from current infections. A competitive 
ELISA (cELISA) assay was recently developed, based on the 
ability of serum antibodies to inhibit the binding of mono-
clonal antibodies (MAbs) directed against F. tularensis lipo-
polysaccharide antigens, and was reported to exhibit superior 
levels of sensitivity and specificity for serodiagnosis of human 
disease compared with the standard MA method (61).

More recently, a strategy termed in vivo microbial anti-
gen discovery (InMAD) was reported for the identification 
of F. tularensis antigens that are shed into serum in mice 
during infection. While preliminary, such a strategy could 
ultimately lead to a more rapid diagnosis of F. tularensis, 
thereby facilitating timely, effective treatment of disease 
(62). In addition, recent efforts— comparing both com-
mercially available and noncommercial immunochromato-
graphic assay (ICA) (63) for tularemia diagnostics with the 
traditional, gold- standard MA assay— demonstrated that 
ICA achieved similar levels of sensitivity and specificity as 
MA, and the commercial ICA exhibited no cross- reactivity 
when screened against human immune and nonimmune 
sera. The ease of use of ICA indicates that this method 
could be more broadly adapted for tularemia diagnostics.

Immunological Methods
Immunofluorescence analysis has been broadly applied to 
detect F. tularensis in wild animal carcasses and laboratory 
necropsy specimens, but it has not been widely applied for 
the diagnosis of human tularemia due, in large part, to the 
lack of specialized reagents and media, the qualitative na-
ture of the technique, and the inherently weak staining of 
F. tularensis using standard reagents.

The direct fluorescence antibody (DFA) assay, based 
on the use of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- labeled 
anti- whole cell F. tularensis, is a rapid and specific test used 
routinely for the identification of F. tularensis (type A and 
type B) by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
It should be noted that the DFA has sensitivity limitations, 
and in rare cases of infection caused by F. philomiragia or F. 
tularensis subsp. novicida, DFA results were negative (64, 65).

Molecular Methods
The development of molecular- based assays remains par-
amount both for the detection of F. tularensis and for the 
diagnosis of disease. Over the years, myriad PCR- based 
methodologies have emerged for tularemia diagnostics, and 
subsequent iterations of these assays have led to improved 
limits of detection and more rapid sample processing (66–
68). PCR has been increasingly utilized to diagnose human 
disease, as culture of F. tularensis directly from human sam-
ples, long considered the gold standard for definitive diag-
nosis, remains challenging for the reasons mentioned above. 
The development of PCR assays for tularemia diagnostics 
have largely focused on targeting genes encoding the outer 
membrane lipoproteins Tul4 and FopA, as well as the isfut2 
insertion sequence element (69). Sequencing methodolo-
gies have recently been employed for the rapid identifica-
tion of suspected isolates of Francisella species in clinical or 
environmental samples (70).

We would like to thank Christopher Polage for helpful discussions 
during the preparation of this section.
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Combining the sections on parasitic and fungal infections 
into one unit stems not so much from the similarity between 
parasites and fungi but rather from their not being part of the 
infectious diseases mainstream. From a phylogenetic perspec-
tive, parasites (even the single- cell protozoa) differ from the 
fungi by a considerable evolutionary distance; interestingly, 
based on phylogenetic analyses, the differences between pro-
tozoan parasites and fungi are less significant than the differ-
ences between protozoa and helminth parasites.

Parasitic diseases are historically defined as infectious 
illnesses caused by unicellular protozoa or multicellular 
helminths distinct from viral, bacterial, or fungal etiologic 
agents. They are the special health care problem of tropical 
and subtropical countries, where their marked prevalence 
imposes major medical and economic burdens. These in-
fections afflict billions of people worldwide and are respon-
sible for millions of deaths every year. The importance of 
parasitic illness has received recent additional emphasis 
by the emergence of Toxoplasma, Leishmania, Cryptospo-
ridium, and Strongyloides as pathogens in patients who are 
immunosuppressed.

Both protozoan and helminth pathogens have character-
istically complex life cycles, often with two or more develop-
mental stages present in the host during infection. Because 
each stage of parasite development may be antigenically 
distinct, protozoan or helminth infections are often charac-
terized by a series of discrete immune responses that evolve 
at different times during the course of disease. Immune re-
sponses directed against a single stage may be circumvented 
by parasite differentiation. Each stage of parasite develop-
ment may also entail a change in tissue trophism, introducing 
a compartmental feature to the immune responses. This tem-
poral evolution of antigenic complexity and tissue trophism 
is unique to parasite immunology and further distinguishes 
this field from that of viral, fungal, or bacterial immunology.

Nevertheless, the immunology and molecular biology 
of fungal and parasitic infections converge at several lev-
els. First, based on parasite and yeast genomics, many of the 
diagnostic antigens used for both parasitic and fungal in-
fections are more specific now than heretofore. Moreover, 
since the diagnosis of mycotic infections cannot always be 
definitively addressed by culture or histology, the diagnosis 
of most parasitic infections has relied most commonly on 
the identification of the organism in appropriately collected 
specimens. At present, diagnoses of both mycotic and par-
asitic infections are most often based on immunologic and 
molecular methods of diagnosis.

Indeed, antigen detection immunoassays have been 
extraordinarily useful in diagnosing infections caused by 
Aspergillus, Candida, Cryptococcus, Histoplasma, and Paracoc-
cidioides among the fungi and in parasitic infections caused 
by Entamoeba, Giardia, Cryptosporidium, Wuchereria, and 
Plasmodium. Many of these antigen detection systems have 
moved into the commercial arena and are available for use. 
In contrast, PCR- based assays, although definitive in many 
instances, are not in widespread use, but a number of multi-
plex platforms are becoming available for clinical microbi-
ology laboratories, albeit at a significant cost.

Continued efforts to improve the predictive value (both 
positive and negative) of immunologically and molecularly 
based assays will remain the major goal of those interested 
in the diagnosis of both mycotic and parasitic infections. 
Although heralded as the new diagnostic gold standard, mo-
lecularly based assays are not yet in the mainstream. Not-
withstanding the cost of molecular assays and issues related 
to quality control, the time required for sample preparation, 
PCR itself, and detection of the product suggests that other 
methods for diagnosis of fungal and parasitic infections are 
on the horizon, with the most hope placed on rapid antigen 
detection systems or nonisothermal DNA amplification.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch53
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Definitive diagnosis of parasitic infections is made by iden-
tification of parasites in properly collected specimens or in 
affected tissues. Microscopy for observation and identifica-
tion of parasites is the laboratory method of choice for the 
diagnosis of some important parasitic infections, namely, 
malaria, babesiosis, and enteric parasitic infections. There 
are, however, important parasitic diseases that cannot be di-
agnosed by microscopic examination of clinical specimens. 
In infections such as angiostrongyliasis, schistosomiasis, par-
agonimiasis, and strongyloidiasis, parasites may be detected 
in stool or other specimens, but due to the limitations of 
intermittent shedding or sampling, direct observation of 
parasites is not sensitive or reliable. So, for these infections 
and others caused by parasites that are localized and seques-
tered in tissues, such as baylisascariasis, cysticercosis, echi-
nococcosis, toxocariasis, toxoplasmosis, or trichinellosis, 
detection of specific antibodies is almost always required to 
confirm clinical suspicion.

Most parasitic infections induce a vigorous humoral im-
mune response, so the presence of parasite- specific antibod-
ies can be a valuable indicator of infection, especially if the 
patient has no prior history of exposure. The presence of 
specific antibodies, however, does not necessarily indicate 
current infection in a patient who resides or has recently 
lived in an area of endemicity. In general, detection of an-
tibodies to parasitic antigens indicates infection at some 
indeterminate time and not necessarily acute or current in-
fection. Parasite- specific antibodies may persist for as little 
as 6 months after infection or treatment or for many years, 
depending on the infecting parasite.

The humoral immune response usually precedes clinical 
manifestations for most parasitic infections; therefore, IgG 
is being produced by the time serological testing is consid-
ered, making collection of acute- phase serum specimens and 
the ordering of assays to detect parasite- specific IgM- based 
assays unnecessary. Detection of IgA and IgE alone is not 
informative, so tests for parasite- specific IgG are the primary 
tests that should be ordered. The notable exception to this 
is detection of Toxoplasma- specific IgM and IgA as indica-
tors of acute neonatal toxoplasmosis. In some cases, detec-
tion of parasite- specific IgG4 has proven useful and more 
specific than detection of parasite- specific IgG (1–4). IgG4 
detection has been shown to be particularly useful for the 
diagnosis of filarial infections (5). In many cases, if infection 
with a parasite is suspected and blood film, stool, or urine 

examinations are either not indicated or negative, then a 
serology test for parasite- specific Ig/IgG antibodies should 
be requested. If the test for parasite- specific IgG is negative, 
a positive IgM, IgA, or IgE result is generally a false- positive 
reaction and should be interpreted with caution.

Serological testing for parasitic diseases is limited to a 
few commercial laboratories in the United States (Table 
1), with confirmatory testing available at the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Commercial lab-
oratories and the CDC utilize a combination of test types: 
commercial kits that are approved or cleared by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for in vitro diagnos-
tic use, commercial kits that are manufactured for research 
use only, and laboratory- developed tests. Federal regulations 
require that laboratories conduct rigorous evaluations when 
commercial kits designated for research use and laboratory- 
developed tests are adopted for clinical diagnosis. The levels 
of reliability of commercially manufactured kits vary widely, 
so suspicious results, both positive and negative, should 
be repeated or confirmed. Standardized proficiency testing 
surveys for serology tests for parasitic diseases are limited 
(Table 2). The participant summaries include information 
about the performance of specific kits, if applicable. This 
information can be used to inform specific test selection. 
Proficiency must be demonstrated by alternative assess-
ments using split- sample testing of patient- derived material 
if commercially prepared challenges are not available.

Parameters for development and evaluation of tests used 
for clinical diagnosis are mandated by CLIA regulations 
and can be found in guidance documents published by the 
CLSI, CAP, and FDA. Optimally, determinations of test 
sensitivity, specificity, and precision should be made using 
specimens collected from patients with definitive diagnoses. 
Unfortunately, a definitive diagnosis is often not possible 
for parasitic infections caused by tissue- dwelling parasites, 
such as those causing toxoplasmosis, toxocariasis, or trichi-
nellosis. Specimens from well- defined clinical cases may be 
used for evaluations of tests for these diseases. Panels should 
be prepared from specimens that represent the spectrum 
of clinical illness and should reflect the diagnostic dilem-
mas encountered in clinical practice. For example, immu-
nodiagnosis is needed prior to surgery if echinococcosis is 
suspected. Accordingly, tests for Echinococcus- specific anti-
body should be evaluated using some specimens that were 
collected prior to surgery. Patients who have undergone 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch54
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TABLE 1 Serological testing for parasitic infections available in commercial laboratoriesa

Organism (disease)
Serological test(s) used atb:

CDC ARUP Focus LabCorp Mayo PDC Quest

Angiostrongylus cantonensis EIA
Ascaris IgEc IgEc IgEc EIA
Babesia microti IFA IFA IFA IFA IFA (Focus) IFA
Babesia duncani IFA IFA IFA (Focus)
Baylisascaris IB
Taenia solium (cysticercosis) IB EIA, IB EIA, IB EIA EIA, IB (Focus) EIA, IB EIA, IB (Focus)
Echinococcus granulosus IB EIA EIA, IB EIA EIA, IB (Focus) EIA IgE, EIA, IB 

(Focus)
Entamoeba histolytica 

(amebiasis)
EIA EIA EIA EIA EIA EIA

Fasciola EIA
Filaria EIA EIA EIA EIA (Focus) EIA EIA (Focus)
Giardia IFA IFA IFA (Focus)
Hookworm EIA
Leishmania IFA, EIA IFA IC EIA IFA (Focus)
Plasmodium (malaria) IFA EIA IFA (PDC) IFA
Paragonimus IB EIA
Schistosoma EIA, IB EIA EIA IgEc FMI (Focus) EIA FMI (Focus)
Strongyloides EIA EIA EIA EIA (ARUP) EIA EIA (Focus)
Toxocara EIA EIA EIA EIA (Focus) EIA EIA (Focus)
Toxoplasma EIA EIA, 

ICMA
EIA, 

avidity
EIA, 

ICMA
EIA, dye test 

(PAMF), 
ELFA (PAMF)

EIA EIA, dye test, 
avidity, AC/
HS

Trichinella EIA EIA EIA EIA EIA EIA EIA (Focus)
Trypanosoma cruzi IFA, EIA, 

IB
IA EIA EIA EIA IA

aTest offerings were gathered from review of the following laboratory Web pages (last accessed 1 September 2013): ARUP Laboratories (ARUP; http://www.aruplab 
.com); Focus Diagnostics (Focus; http://www.focusdx.com); Laboratory Corporation of America (LabCorp; http://www.labcorp.com); Mayo Medical Laboratories (Mayo; 
http://www.mayomedicallaboratories.com/); Parasitic Disease Consultants (PDC; http://www.parasitic.com); Quest Diagnostics, Nichols Institute of Valencia (Quest; 
http://www.questdiagnostics.com/); and PAMF, Palo Alto Medical Foundation, Palo Alto, CA (http://www.pamf.org/). A laboratory name in parentheses in the table 
indicates that the test is referred to that laboratory.

bAbbreviations: AC/HS, the test for differential agglutination of acetone (AC)- fixed tachyzoites versus that of formalin (HS)- fixed tachyzoites; IFA, indirect fluo-
rescent antibody; EIA, enzyme immunoassay; IB, immunoblotting; FMI, fluorescent microsphere immunoassay; IC, immunochromatographic strip assay ; ELFA, enzyme- 
linked fluorescence assay; ICMA, immunochemiluminometric assay; dye test, Sabin- Feldman dye test; Diff Aggl, differential agglutination.

cIgE testing refers to allergen testing and is listed for completeness; clinical utility has not been demonstrated.

surgery for echinococcal liver cysts will almost always have 
detectable antibodies immediately after surgery; these same 
patients may have been seronegative prior to surgery. A test 
for echinococcosis that has been evaluated with specimens 
collected only postsurgery will have close to 100% sensitiv-
ity, but a test will have a lower sensitivity if it is evaluated 
with specimens collected before surgery. An understanding 
of test performance in the presurgery setting is important 
and, when available, provides a valuable basis for result in-
terpretation to the clinician.

The antigen is generally the assay component which has 
the most influence on test sensitivity and specificity. Con-
sideration of the specific parasite life cycle stage is critical 
when selecting antigens for immunodiagnosis. Ideally, anti-
gens derived from the specific parasite stage seen in human 
infection are preferred over antigens that are present in all 
stages or only in intermediate hosts. For instance, diag-
nostic assays for schistosomiasis that utilize worm antigens 

theoretically detect infections earlier than those that utilize 
egg antigens (6). Other factors that affect test performance 
include the purity of the antigen and the solid phase used 
in the assay.

For decades, immunodiagnostic assays for parasitic in-
fections were based on detection of antibodies to native 
parasite antigens present in crude parasite extracts. Over 
time, crude parasite materials have become more difficult 
to obtain as fewer laboratories maintain animal models of 
infection. Fortunately, the availability of recombinant anti-
gens for the diagnosis of parasitic infections has increased. 
Recombinant- antigen- based assays have several advantages 
over existing technologies. In general, recombinant- protein- 
based assays are more specific because the cross- reacting 
molecules in the crude mixture are not present, but because 
recombinant- protein- based assays generally rely on one or 
just a few antigens, these methods may be less sensitive, 
since the full- scope extent of the humoral immune response 

http://www.aruplab.com
http://www.aruplab.com
http://www.focusdx.com
http://www.labcorp.com
http://www.mayomedicallaboratories.com/
http://www.parasitic.com
http://www.questdiagnostics.com/
http://www.pamf.org/
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is not measured. The use of recombinant proteins eliminates 
the need for crude parasite materials. Therefore, the devel-
opment of recombinant- protein- based assays for diagnosing 
parasitic infections should be less expensive to manufacture 
and consequently may make reliable methods more avail-
able to reference, commercial, and hospital laboratories.

In addition to antibody detection assays, antigen de-
tection assays are commonly used to confirm the diagnosis 
of parasitic infections. This is especially true for enteric 
protozoal infections, as detection of parasite antigens is in-
dicative of current infection and testing can be completed 
in a short amount of time by most technicians. Many an-
tigen detection systems are commercially available for the 
intestinal parasites Cryptosporidium parvum, Entamoeba 
histolytica, Giardia lamblia, and Trichomonas vaginalis. An-
tigen detection tests are also increasingly considered for 
the diagnosis of malaria. These tests will be discussed in 
detail below.

Detection of parasite nucleic acids by PCR is now avail-
able for diagnosing many parasitic infections. In general, 
parasite DNA can be detected in the same specimen type 
used for direct parasite detection; however, some fixatives 
typically used for parasitological examination, especially 
formalin, interfere with the DNA amplification process, 
making some fixed specimens unsuitable for PCR analyses. 
For a more comprehensive presentation of available molec-
ular methods, we refer readers to a recently published text 
on molecular methods for parasitic disease diagnosis (7).

Although immunodiagnosis and antigen and nucleic 
acid detection methods are important laboratory tools used 
to establish a diagnosis for many parasitic infections, defin-
itive diagnosis is made by visualization and identification 
of the parasite. For detailed procedures and information 
about the morphological identification of parasites of clin-
ical importance, see the CDC website DPDx, http://dpd 
.cdc.gov/dpdx/, and other texts dedicated to classical par-
asitology (8, 9).

Finally, this review chapter will focus on the most fre-
quently used methods for detection of parasite- specific an-
tibodies that are currently used for the diagnosis of parasitic 
diseases in the United States. Experimental antibody de-
tection tests may be discussed if they add insight into test 
selection or result interpretation. For some diseases, testing 
is not available in the United States. Although the CDC 
can recommend international laboratories where testing 
may be available, their results generally cannot be reported 
by referring laboratories, since international laboratories 
are not CLIA approved. Results from international labo-
ratories may be treated as results from research tests. The 
terms “sensitivity” and “specificity,” as used here, refer to di-
agnostic sensitivity and diagnostic specificity, or the ability 
of the test to detect diseased cases and truly negative cases, 
respectively.

SPECIMEN REQUIREMENTS

Specimens for Antibody Detection
Serum and plasma are acceptable specimens for virtually all 
serological tests that are used for parasitic- disease diagno-
sis. For toxocariasis and toxoplasmosis, aqueous and vitre-
ous eye fluids may be tested when accompanied by a serum 
specimen. For central nervous system infections, such as 
cysticercosis or toxoplasmosis, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) ac-
companied by a serum specimen may be tested. In general, 
acute-  and convalescent- phase specimens are not required; 
valid results generally can be obtained by testing only one 
specimen because many parasitic infections have progressed 
past the acute stage when initially considered. Sera may be 
stored for up to a week with refrigeration prior to shipment 
but should be frozen if storage for a longer period is antici-
pated. Specimens for serological testing may be shipped at 
room temperature.

TABLE 2 CAP challenges for proficiency testing for parasitic infectionsa

Analyte CAP panel 
code(s)

Challenge panel 
name Grading method

Anti- Toxoplasma antibodies VR3 Infectious disease 
serology

80% participant consensus

Anti- Trypanosoma cruzi antibodies VM4 Viral markers 80% participant consensus
Anti- Babesia antibodies TTD Tick- transmitted 

diseases
80% participant consensus

Blood parasites for 
parasite identification in 
a parasite screen, namely, 
Plasmodium, Babesia, 
Trypanosoma, and microfilariae

BP Blood parasite 80% participant consensus

Giardia for 
parasite identification in a 
parasite screen (parasitology, 
immunoassay), Cryptosporidium 
(immunoassay)

P, P3, P4, P5 Parasitology 80% participant consensus

Malaria antigen RMAL Rapid malaria 
detection

Educational challenge, not 
formally evaluated

Helminths WID Worm 
identification

Educational challenge, not 
formally evaluated

aBased on the 2014 CAP surveys.

http://dpd.cdc.gov/dpdx/
http://dpd.cdc.gov/dpdx/
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Specimens for Antigen Detection
Fresh or preserved stool samples are acceptable for most 
antigen detection testing for enteric protozoa, but refer to 
the specific manufacturer’s recommendations in the pack-
age insert, as exceptions do exist. Venous blood collected 
in EDTA and fingerstick blood samples are acceptable spec-
imens for testing using rapid malaria diagnostic tests. Gen-
erally, fresh specimens are preferred for molecular testing; 
however, stools fixed in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) may be 
acceptable. Formalin- fixed specimens are not acceptable for 
molecular testing. Refer to the testing laboratory’s specific 
shipping requirements before shipping specimens for anti-
gen and molecular testing.

AFRICAN TRYPANOSOMIASIS
African sleeping sickness or human African trypanoso-
miasis (HAT), caused by Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, is 
diagnosed using a 3- step laboratory algorithm: screening, 
diagnostic confirmation, and staging (10). Detection of 
specific antibodies is the best method for screening; di-
agnostic confirmation and staging require examination of 
CSF for trypanosomes. The card agglutination test for try-
panosomiasis (CATT/T. b. gambiense) is the most reliable 
test available for initial serological screening (11–13). The 
CATT utilizes whole, fixed, Coomassie blue- stained try-
panosomes that react with serum IgG or IgM antibodies to 
form a visible precipitate. False- positive results can occur 
in patients with malaria and other parasitic diseases, in-
cluding transient infection with nonhuman trypanosomes. 
Rare false- negative results have been reported and may be 
the result of infection with trypanosomes that lack the sur-
face antigen (LiTat 1.3) used in the CATT assay. Positive 
CATT results must be confirmed by microscopic detection 
of trypanosomes in lymph node aspirates, blood, or CSF. If 
trypanosomes are present and HAT is confirmed, classifica-
tion of HAT into the first (hemolymphatic) or second (me-
ningoencephalitic) stage of the disease is recommended 
before treatment (14).

The CATT is available through the World Health Or-
ganization, Geneva, Switzerland, or the National Refer-
ence Centre for Parasitology (NRCP) in Montreal, Canada 
(https://www.mcgill.ca/tropmed/services/national- reference  
-centre- parasitology/immunodiagnostic- service).

AMEBIASIS CAUSED BY ENTAMOEBA 
HISTOLYTICA
Several protozoan species in the genus Entamoeba infect hu-
mans, but not all are pathogenic. Entamoeba histolytica is as-
sociated with both intestinal and extraintestinal infections. 
Antibody detection is most useful in patients with extrain-
testinal disease, i.e., amebic liver abscess, when organisms 
are not generally found upon stool examination. Antigen 
detection and PCR may be useful adjuncts to microscopic 
diagnosis especially for differentiating between pathogenic 
and nonpathogenic Entamoeba infections (15).

The serological tests for diagnosing amebiasis detect an-
tibodies to antigens present in crude soluble extracts of ax-
enically cultured organisms. Enzyme immunoassays (EIA) 
are most frequently used, but indirect hemagglutination as-
says (IHA) are also available in some laboratories. Various 
EIA kits are manufactured commercially, making serology 
available in most specialty laboratories and at larger research 
hospitals. EIA kits detect antibodies specific for E. histolytica 
in approximately 95% of patients with extraintestinal ame-
biasis, 70% of patients with active intestinal infections, and 

10% of asymptomatic patients with intestinal E. histolytica 
infections. If antibodies are not detectable in patients with 
an acute presentation of suspected amebic liver abscess, a 
second specimen should be drawn 7 to 10 days later. If the 
second specimen does not show seroconversion, other agents 
should be considered. Detectable E. histolytica- specific anti-
bodies may persist for years after successful treatment, so the 
presence of antibodies does not necessarily indicate acute 
or current infection. The specificity of the EIA that utilize 
culture- derived parasites is 95% or higher. Detection of E. 
histolytica- specific IgM antibodies has been reported but is not 
reliable; the sensitivity of the IgM tests is only about 65% in 
patients with invasive disease. Several commercial EIA kits 
for antibody detection are available in the United States.

Immunodetection of E. histolytica antigens in fecal 
specimens may be used to distinguish the morphologically 
identical pathogenic E. histolytica and nonpathogenic En-
tamoeba dispar. Several FDA- cleared kits for antigen detec-
tion of the E. histolytica/E. dispar group are available in the 
United States (Table 3). These assays detect the galactose- 
inhibitable adherence protein, which is necessary for 
pathogenesis, and have excellent sensitivity and specificity. 
Assays that detect the E. histolytica- specific antigen require 
a fresh or frozen stool sample instead of a fixed sample; stool 
has to be collected specifically for this test.

Differentiation of E. histolytica and E. dispar DNA can 
also be made by PCR. This assay is available in some com-
mercial laboratories, in state public health laboratories, and 
from the CDC. Contact information for specific state health 
laboratories is available at the Association of Public Health 
Laboratories website, http://www.aphl.org.

AMEBIASIS CAUSED BY FREE- LIVING AMEBAE

Granulomatous Amebic Encephalitis
Granulomatous amebic encephalitis (GAE) caused by 
Acanthamoeba spp. and Balamuthia mandrillaris is best diag-
nosed by immunoperoxidase or immunofluorescent staining 
of parasites in tissue sections. Electron microscopy and ob-
servation of parasites in wet preparations of CSF have also 
been used successfully, although Acanthamoeba or Balamuthia 
is rarely found in CSF (16). Methods to detect Balamuthia- 
specific antibodies have been reported, but their usefulness 
in clinical diagnosis is unproven (16, 17).

Primary Amebic Meningoencephalitis
Primary amebic meningoencephalitis (PAM) is a rare and 
devastating infection of the brain caused by a single free- 
living ameba species, Naegleria fowleri. Because of the rapid 
progression of PAM, immediate diagnosis is required; immu-
nodiagnosis is not useful. Like GAE, PAM is diagnosed by 
observation of parasites in CSF and biopsy specimens.

PCR methods that can differentiate all three free- living 
amebae discussed here have been developed and used suc-
cessfully to diagnosis GAE or PAM (18).

ANGIOSTRONGYLIASIS
Immunodiagnostic tests for the detection of antibodies to 
Angiostrongylus cantonensis, which may cause eosinophilic 
meningitis, or Angiostrongylus costaricensis, the causative 
agent of abdominal angiostrongyliasis, are not commercially 
available (19). Serological testing is currently offered in a 
few laboratories worldwide; contact the Division of Parasitic 
Diseases & Malaria, CDC, at dpdx@cdc.gov for information 
on the availability of diagnostic testing.

https://www.mcgill.ca/tropmed/services/national-reference-centre-parasitology/immunodiagnostic-service
https://www.mcgill.ca/tropmed/services/national-reference-centre-parasitology/immunodiagnostic-service
http://www.aphl.org
mailto:dpdx%40cdc.gov?subject=serological%20testing
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A recently developed PCR test for A. cantonensis can be 
performed at the CDC for cases of acute eosinophilic menin-
goencephalitis. Clinical sensitivity is yet to be defined, but a 
positive result can be interpreted with confidence, whereas a 
negative result does not rule out angiostrongyliasis (20).

BABESIOSIS
Natural transmission of Babesia microti occurs primarily in 
the coastal areas of the northeastern United States and in 
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Rare human infections with 
Babesia duncani in California, Washington, Missouri, and 
Kentucky have occurred (includes strains formerly known 
as Babesia WA- 1, WA- 2, CA- 5, and CA- 6), Babesia CA- 1, 
CA- 3, and CA- 4, and Babesia divergens- like organisms, 
which are antigenically distinct from B. microti (21). Be-
cause Ixodes scapularis, the primary tick vector of B. microti 
in the United States, also transmits the causative agents of 
Lyme disease and ehrlichiosis, dual and triple infections of 
B. microti, Borrelia burgdorferi, and Ehrlichia may occur (22, 
23). Tick vectors for the other human Babesia species in the 
United States have not been described.

Diagnosis of Babesia infection should be made after micro-
scopic review of thick and thin Giemsa- stained blood smears. 

Antibody detection tests are useful, however, for identifying 
infected individuals with very low levels of parasitemia (such 
as asymptomatic blood donors in transfusion- associated ba-
besiosis), for posttherapy diagnosis after parasitemia is no 
longer detectable, and for discrimination between Plasmo-
dium falciparum and B. microti infection in cases that cannot 
be differentiated by blood film examination.

The indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA) test using B. 
microti parasites as the antigen detects antibodies in 88 to 
96% of patients with B. microti infection (24). IFA antigen 
slides are prepared using washed, parasitized erythrocytes 
produced in hamsters. Patients’ antibody levels generally 
rise to ≥1:1,024 during the first weeks of illness and decline 
gradually over 6 months to levels of 1:16 to 1:256, but an-
tibodies may remain detectable at low levels for a year or 
more. Antibodies produced in response to other tick- borne 
infections do not cross- react. Cross- reactions may occur in 
sera from patients with malaria.

Babesia microti, B. duncani, and B. divergens are antigen-
ically distinct, and minimal cross- reactivity is seen with 
heterologous Babesia antigens; generally, antibody levels are 
highest with the homologous Babesia antigen. Therefore, a 
negative B. microti antibody result for a patient exposed on 
the West Coast may be uninformative and testing using a 

TABLE 3 FDA- cleared tests for detection of parasite antigensa

Organism(s) and kit name Manufacturer Assay typeb

Cryptosporidium, Giardia, and Entamoeba histolytica
 Triage Micro parasite panel Alere ICT
Cryptosporidium and Giardia
 Cryptosporidium/Giardia direct fluorescent antigen assay IVD Research DFA assay
 Merifluor Cryptosporidium/Giardia Meridian Biosciences DFA assay
 Immuno Card STAT! Crypto/Giardia Meridian Biosciences ICT
 ProSpecT Giardia/Cryptosporidium Thermo Scientific EIA
 Xpect Giardia/Cryptosporidium lateral- flow assay Thermo Scientific ICT
 Giardia/Cryptosporidium Chek TechLab EIA
 Giardia/Cryptosporidium Quik Chek TechLab ICT
Cryptosporidium
 ProSpecT Cryptosporidium Thermo Scientific EIA
 Xpect Cryptosporidium Thermo Scientific ICT
 Cryptosporidium II TechLab EIA
Giardia
 ProSpecT Giardia EZ Thermo Scientific EIA
 ProSpecT Giardia Thermo Scientific EIA
 Xpect Giardia Thermo Scientific ICT
 Giardia II TechLab EIA
Entamoeba histolytica
 ProSpecT Entamoeba histolytica Thermo Scientific EIA
 E. histolytica II TechLab EIA
Plasmodium
 BinaxNOW malaria Alere ICT
Trichomonas vaginalis
 OSOM Trichomonas Sekisui ICT

aBased on data from the FDA website (http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/devicesatfda/) and the following manu-
facturers’ websites: Alere (http://www.alere.com); Gold Standard Diagnostics (GSD; http://www.gsdx.us/); InBios (http://www 
.inbios.com/); IVD Research, Inc. (http://www.ivdresearch.com); Meridian Bioscience, Inc. (http://www.meridianbioscience.
com); Thermo Scientific (http://www.thermoscientific.com/); Sekisui Diagnostics (http://www.sekisuidiagnotics.com); and 
TechLab, Inc. (http://www.techlab.com).

bDFA, direct fluorescent antibody; ICT, immunochromatographic card test; EIA, enzyme immunoassay.

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/devicesatfda/
http://www.alere.com
http://www.gsdx.us/
http://www.inbios.com/
http://www.inbios.com/
http://www.ivdresearch.com
http://www.meridianbioscience.com
http://www.meridianbioscience.com
http://www.thermoscientific.com/
http://www.sekisuidiagnotics.com
http://www.techlab.com
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B. duncani- specific test should be considered. There is a high 
level of background reactivity in the B. duncani IFA assay 
(25) that is not well understood, and this has led to false- 
positive results in the B. duncani IFA assay for patients who 
are not infected with this species. Positive B. duncani IFA 
results for patients with no history of exposure to ticks on 
the West Coast and no history of transfusion should be con-
sidered with caution and confirmed at the CDC. IFA assays 
for B. microti and B. duncani are available at the CDC and 
from commercial laboratories, and B. microti and B. duncani 
IFA antigen slides are also available commercially. IFA as-
says for infections caused by the B. divergens- like parasites 
are available at the CDC, after consultation.

B. microti PCR assays are available in several commercial 
laboratories and at the CDC. PCR is at least as sensitive as 
microscopy, but the persistence of Babesia DNA is variable, 
ranging from 3 weeks posttherapy to 3 or more months in 
untreated patients. Antibody detection is the initial test of 
choice for the detection of B. microti infection in asymp-
tomatic infected blood donors or in patients posttherapy, 
because it is more sensitive than microscopy or nucleic 
acid detection in these situations. If Babesia organisms are 
observed and serology tests are negative, blood specimens 
should be collected in EDTA for species determinations 
made by DNA sequence analysis at the CDC (21).

BAYLISASCARIASIS
Baylisascariasis is a severe infection requiring immediate 
diagnosis. Histological sectioning of infected tissues is in-
formative if parasites can be observed in the tissue sections, 
but organisms may not be present in the sections obtained, 
so negative results do not rule out infection. Immunodiag-
nostic methods have been the most reliable method for lab-
oratory diagnosis. Antibodies can be detected in serum or 
CSF using an immunoblot assay that detects antibodies to 
a recombinant protein, repeated antigen 1 (rRAG1) (26). 
The rRAG1 immunoblot does not detect cross- reacting 
Toxocara antibodies and therefore represents an important 
improvement in testing over previously used EIA (27).

Because of the small number of cases reported to date, 
specimens are not available in sufficient quantity for robust 
calculations of sensitivity for any of the immunodiagnostic 
methods described for baylisascariasis. Serological testing 
for baylisascariasis using rRAG1- based immunoblotting is 
available at the CDC or the National Reference Center for 
Parasitology in Montreal, Canada.

CHAGAS’ DISEASE
Infections with Trypanosoma cruzi may occur throughout 
Central and South America. During the acute stage of 
illness, blood film examination generally reveals the pres-
ence of trypomastigotes. During the chronic stage of infec-
tion, parasites are rare or absent from the circulation and 
immunodiagnosis is the method of choice for determining 
whether the patient is infected. Although differentiating 
between acute and chronic infection is very important in 
determining the necessity for therapy, serology cannot be 
used to make this distinction. A positive antibody response 
indicates only infection at some unknown time and not spe-
cifically acute infection.

When Chagas’ disease is suspected in patients with HIV/
AIDS, it is important to differentiate chagasic brain lesions 
from those caused by Toxoplasma. Serological tests as well 
as direct examination of CSF for parasites and PCR should 

be performed. Negative serology results can rule out Cha-
gas’ disease in these patients, especially in patients with no 
history of intravenous drug use (28). In contrast, serologi-
cal tests may be negative for patients who are immunosup-
pressed due to organ transplantation (29, 30).

A variety of serological tests for the diagnosis of Chagas’ 
disease are used throughout Latin America, where the great-
est experience exists. Diagnosis usually requires positive re-
sults from at least two different serological methods (31). A 
laboratory algorithm that uses EIA methods for screening, fol-
lowed by confirmatory testing if screening tests generate pos-
itive results, has been proposed. Serological methods include 
IHA, IFA assays, complement fixation, EIA, immunoblot-
ting, and radioimmunoprecipitation (32–38). These assays 
detect antibodies that react with parasite antigens found in 
crude trypanosome extracts or in the excretory- secretory (ES) 
products of cultured parasites or recombinant proteins (39). 
An immunoblot which detects antibodies that react with the 
ES antigens of a trypomastigote fraction, TESA blotting, has 
been proposed as a reliable confirmatory test (40, 41).

The IFA assay, an EIA, and TESA blotting are employed 
at the CDC. IFA antigen slides are prepared from a suspen-
sion of epimastigotes, and crude soluble antigens of epimas-
tigotes are used in EIA. Although the IFA assay is sensitive, 
cross- reactivity occurs with sera from patients with leishman-
iasis. The sensitivities (93 to 98%) and specificities (99%, 
excluding patients with leishmaniasis) of EIA that use crude 
antigens are similar to those of the IFA assay. EIA kits utilize 
a variety of antigens, either crude parasite lysate, recombi-
nant proteins, or a combination of both. The sensitivities 
and specificities of the EIA kits vary widely (39). Two FDA- 
cleared kits are available in the United States for clinical 
diagnosis (Table 4). In the United States, the radioimmuno-
precipitation assay has been used as a confirmatory test for 
blood donor screening (36). It is important to recognize that 
a test that is FDA cleared for blood donor screening does not 
imply clearance or approval for in vitro diagnostic use.

Molecular detection of T. cruzi DNA is most useful for 
cases of transfusion or transplant transmission or for con-
genital Chagas’ disease. Laboratory exposures can also be 
monitored using PCR. At the CDC, molecular detection 
of T. cruzi DNA is performed using a combination of three 
real- time PCR assays (42). Acceptable specimen types are 
EDTA blood (minimum of 2.2 ml), heart biopsy tissue (in 
saline or paraffin embedded), and, in cases of suspected cere-
bral involvement, CSF. Using PCR to detect T. cruzi DNA 
in EDTA blood is appropriate only when the parasitemia 
is expected to be high, such as in the acute phase of the 
infection or if reactivation of chronic Chagas’ disease due to 
immunosuppression is suspected.

In the United States, specific laboratory testing to con-
firm Chagas’ disease may be required before release of drugs 
that are available only under an investigational new drug 
(IND) application.

CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS
Microscopic identification of Cryptosporidium parasites and 
detection of antigen in stool specimens are the current di-
agnostic tests of choice. Antigen detection methods provide 
sensitivity that is equal to or greater than microscopy. Ta-
ble 3 lists 11 commercial products (two direct fluorescent 
antibody [DFA] tests, four EIA, and five rapid tests) that 
are FDA cleared (approved) for diagnosis of cryptosporidial 
infections. Seven of the kits are combined tests for Crypto-
sporidium and Giardia, and one test detects Cryptosporidium, 
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Giardia, and E. histolytica. The most sensitive (99%) and 
specific (100%) method is the DFA test, which identifies 
oocysts in concentrated or unconcentrated fecal samples 
by using a fluorescein isothiocyanate- labeled monoclonal 
antibody (43). A combined DFA test for the simultane-
ous detection of cryptosporidial oocysts and Giardia cysts is 
available; however, this method did not perform better than 
routine microscopy in a recent study (44).

Four commercial EIAs are available in the microplate 
format for the detection of cryptosporidial antigen in fresh 
or frozen stool samples and also in stool specimens preserved 
in formalin, merthiolate- iodine- formalin, or sodium acetate- 
acetic acid- formalin fixatives. Concentrated or PVA- treated 
samples are unsuitable for testing with antigen detection 
EIA kits. The kits are reportedly superior to microscopy 
(especially acid- fast staining), and their results show good 
correlation with those of the monoclonal antibody- based 
DFA test. In head- to- head studies comparing multiple kits 
in clinical settings, sensitivities ranged from 70% to 100%; 
specificities are typically high, 99% to 100% (43, 45–47). 
Laboratories which use these EIA kits need to be aware of 
potential problems with anecdotal reports of false- positive 
results and take steps to monitor a kit’s performance (48).

Four rapid immunochromatographic assays are available 
for detection of Cryptosporidium antigens alone or in com-
bination with Giardia or Giardia and E. histolytica (Table 3). 

These tests are easy to use and provide results for more than 
one organism in a single reaction device. Initial evaluations 
indicate sensitivity and specificity comparable to those of 
microplate assays (or EIA) (43).

PCR tests are available in commercial laboratories and 
at the CDC for detection of Cryptosporidium DNA in stool 
specimens (49). These tests are highly sensitive and specific 
but require either fresh stool specimens or stools collected in 
PVA. Formalin- fixed stools are not acceptable for molecular 
studies.

Tests for the detection of Cryptosporidium- specific anti-
bodies are not currently recommended due to a lack of sen-
sitivity and specificity. Serological tests have been reported 
for Cryptosporidium, but their use should be limited to epi-
demiological studies.

CYCLOSPORIASIS
Cyclosporiasis in humans is caused by Cyclospora cayetan-
ensis. Currently, the most practical diagnostic method of 
diagnosis is identification of oocysts in stool specimens. The 
sediment from concentrated stool specimens can be exam-
ined microscopically with different techniques: wet mounts 
(by conventional light microscopy, which can be enhanced 
by UV fluorescence microscopy or differential interference 
contrast) or stained smears, using modified acid- fast stain 
or a modified safranin stain. If cyclosporiasis is suspected, 
these special tests should be ordered specifically, as classical 
ova and parasite examination may not detect Cyclospora. 
Tests for antibody detection for cyclosporiasis have not 
been developed to date. Sensitive and specific PCR tests are 
available and can be used to detect parasite DNA in stool 
specimens (50). Molecular tests require either fresh stool 
specimens or stools collected in PVA. Formalin- fixed stools 
are not acceptable for molecular studies.

CYSTICERCOSIS (LARVAL TAENIA SOLIUM)
Diagnosis of neurocysticercosis (NCC), caused by the larval 
stages of Taenia solium, is established using a combination 
of imaging and serological results. Today, the CDC enzyme- 
linked immunoelectrotransfer blot (CDC- EITB) assay and 
EIA are the antibody detection test formats most frequently 
used for the diagnosis of NCC.

The CDC- EITB assay, which utilizes partially purified T. 
solium antigens, is the immunodiagnostic test of choice for 
confirming a presumptive clinical and radiologic diagnosis 
of neurocysticercosis (51). Briefly, the CDC- EITB assay is 
an immunoblot test that detects antibodies to one or more 
of seven lentil lectin- bound glycoproteins (LLGP) present 
in an extract of T. solium cysts. It has a sensitivity superior 
to that of any other test yet evaluated.

In the original description of the assay, serum specimens 
from 97% of 108 confirmed parasitological cases of cysticer-
cosis had detectable antibodies (52). No serum samples from 
376 patients with other microbial infections contained an-
tibodies that reacted with any of the T. solium- specific anti-
gens. After several decades of use, the most important factors 
identified as determining positive immunoblot reactions are 
the numbers and stage of development of cysticerci. Cumu-
lative clinical experience has confirmed that in patients with 
multiple (more than two) lesions, the test has a sensitivity 
of more than 95% (51). However, seropositivity in biopsy- 
confirmed patients with single, enhancing parenchymal cysts 
was <50%; in clinically defined patients with a single cyst 
but who were not biopsied, sensitivity was 70%. Seroposi-
tivity in the sera and CSF of patients with multiple but only 

TABLE 4 Commercially available FDA- cleared kits for 
detection of parasite specific antibodiesa

Organism and company, test IgG kit(s) IgM kit(s)

Echinococcus granulosus
 Euroimmun EIA
Leishmania NA
 InBios, Kalazar Detect ICT NA
Toxoplasma gondii
 Beckman Access Access
 bioMérieux Vidas, IgG 

avidity
Vidas

 Bio- Rad BioPlex, EIA BioPlex, EIA
 Diamedix EIA, IFA EIA
 DiaSorin Liaison Liaison
 GenBio EIA, IFA EIA, IFA
 GSD EIA EIA
 Ortho Clinical Diagnostics Vitros Vitros
 Siemens Advia, 

Immulite
Advia, 

Immulite
 Trinity Biotech EIA EIA
Trypanosoma cruzi (Chagas’ 

disease)
 Hemagen EIA NA
 Wiener Laboratories EIA NA

aBased on data from the FDA website (http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/
cdrh/devicesatfda/) and the following manufacturers’ websites: Alere (http://www 
.alere.com), Beckman Coulter (http://www.beckmancoulter.com), bioMérieux 
(http://www.biomerieux- diagnotics.com), Bio- Rad (http://www.bio- rad.com), Di-
amedix (http://www.diamedix.com), DiaSorin (http://www.diasorin.com), Euroim-
mun US (http://www.euroimmun.us/fda- released/elisa), Gold Standard Diagnostics 
(GSD, http://www.gsdx.us/), GenBio (http://www.genbio.com), Hemagen (http://
www.hemagen.com), Ortho (http://www.orthoclinical.com), Siemens (http://usa 
.healthcare.siemens.com/laboratory- diagnostics), Trinity Biotech (http://www 
.trinitybiotech.com), and Wiener (http://www.wiener- lab.com). NA, not appli-
cable.

bAccess, Vidas, Advia, Liaison, and Vitros are automated laboratory systems.

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/devicesatfda/
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/devicesatfda/
http://www.alere.com
http://www.alere.com
http://www.beckmancoulter.com
http://www.biomerieux-diagnotics.com
http://www.bio-rad.com
http://www.diamedix.com
http://www.diasorin.com
http://www.euroimmun.us/fda-released/elisa
http://www.gsdx.us/
http://www.genbio.com
http://www.hemagen.com
http://www.hemagen.com
http://www.orthoclinical.com
http://usa.healthcare.siemens.com/laboratory-diagnostics
http://usa.healthcare.siemens.com/laboratory-diagnostics
http://www.trinitybiotech.com
http://www.trinitybiotech.com
http://www.wiener-lab.com
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calcified cysts was 82% and 77%, respectively. Seropositivity 
in the sera and CSF of patients with intraventricular neuro-
cysticercosis was 93% (single cyst) and 95% (two or more 
cysts). In all patients, regardless of their clinical presentation, 
the immunoblot assay is 10% more sensitive with serum than 
with CSF specimens: consequently, there is no need to obtain 
CSF solely for use in the immunoblot assay.

The specificity of the CDC- EITB assay using LLGP is re-
markable (virtually 100%), with only rare anecdotal reports 
of false- positive results documented (53, 54). However, in 
one study, only 2 of 13 patients with antibodies to only 
the gp50 protein were associated with a clinical diagnosis 
of neurocysticercosis; seven cases had other final diagnoses 
(55). Therefore, in patients for whom the suspicion of neu-
rocysticercosis is low, reactivity to the gp50 protein alone 
should be interpreted with caution.

Other EITB tests, or immunoblot methods, have been 
described (56) and are manufactured and offered by com-
mercial laboratories (Table 1). These other EITB methods 
do not necessarily utilize the LLGP antigen extract used in 
the CDC- EITB assay, so interpretation of results from these 
other tests should be made carefully, recognizing that the 
performance attributes of the CDC- EITB assay may not ap-
ply to other immunoblot- based methods (57).

EIA methods continue to be used extensively for clini-
cal diagnosis, mainly because of their technical simplicity. 
In general, EIA methods are reliable if CSF, not serum, is 
tested. Many EIA have high rates of false positivity (with 
specificities ranging from 81% to 97%) and false negativity 
(with sensitivities ranging from 62% to 93%) compared to 
the CDC- EITB assay (58–61); results should be confirmed 
using the CDC- EITB assay if they are deemed inconsistent 
with the clinical picture (62).

Serology is not useful for evaluating the outcomes and 
prognoses in patients treated with anthelmintics (63). How-
ever, recent studies showed that antigen detection may be 
useful in cases for monitoring NCC patients with live par-
asites. Antigen was detected more frequently in CSF than 
in serum, so CSF is the preferred specimen type for NCC 
antigen testing (64–66). Antigen testing is available at the 
CDC for management of specific cases after consultation.

It is important to note that the presence of T. solium ova 
or tapeworm segments in stool specimens does not diagnose 
NCC but rather taeniasis (infection with the adult tape-
worm stage of the parasite). Identification and treatment of 
taeniasis are important public health measures that can pre-
vent NCC. Follow- up with family members associated with 
cases of NCC reported to the Los Angeles County Health 
Department from 1988 to 1991 demonstrated at least one 
active tapeworm carrier among family contacts of 22% of 
locally acquired cases and 5% of imported cases (67).

ECHINOCOCCOSIS
Immunodiagnostic tests can be very helpful in the diagnosis of 
echinococcal disease, and they should be used before surgery 
(68, 69). However, the clinician must have some knowledge 
of the characteristics of the available tests and the factors 
associated with false results. False- positive reactions may oc-
cur in persons with other helminthic infections, cancer, and 
chronic immune disorders. Negative test results do not rule 
out echinococcosis because approximately 10% of patients 
with cysts are seronegative (70). The presence of detectable 
antibodies is dependent on the physical location, structural 
integrity, and viability of the larval cyst. Cysts in the liver are 
more likely to elicit an antibody response than cysts in the 
lungs, and, regardless of localization, antibody detection tests 

are least sensitive in patients with intact hyaline cysts. Cysts 
in the lungs, brain, and spleen are associated with decreased 
or nondetectable antibody levels, whereas those in bone ap-
pear to elicit a detectable immune response. Fissuration or 
rupture of a cyst is followed by an abrupt stimulation of anti-
body production. A patient with senescent, calcified, or dead 
cysts is generally found to be seronegative.

Detection of Echinococcus- specific IgG4 antibodies has 
been shown to be more sensitive than detection of total IgG 
and has been associated with progression of cystic echino-
coccosis (71, 72). Specific IgG4 is not specifically measured 
by any of the kits available today, but next- generation assays 
may exploit detection of IgG4.

Molecular tools are used primarily for isolate or strain 
identification for epidemiological purposes and not for clin-
ical diagnosis.

Cystic Echinococcal Disease (Echinococcus 
granulosus)
EIA and immunoblotting are sensitive tests for detecting an-
tibodies in the sera of patients with cystic echinococcal dis-
ease; sensitivity rates vary from 60 to 90%, depending on the 
characteristics of the cases. Crude hydatid cyst fluid is gener-
ally employed as the antigen. At present, the best available 
serologic diagnosis is obtained by using combinations of tests. 
EIA are used to screen all specimens; a positive reaction is 
confirmed by immunoblotting. Although these confirmatory 
assays give false- positive reactions with sera from 5 to 25% of 
persons with neurocysticercosis, the clinical and epidemio-
logical presentation of neurocysticercosis patients should be 
rarely confused with that of cystic echinococcosis.

Antibody responses have also been monitored as a way of 
evaluating the results of treatment, but with mixed results. 
Following successful radical surgery, antibody levels decline 
and sometimes disappear; antibodies rise again if secondary 
hydatid cysts develop. Antibody levels do not consistently 
decline following chemotherapy. Consequently, the useful-
ness of serology to monitor the course of disease is limited; 
imaging techniques provide a more accurate assessment of 
the patient’s condition.

Alveolar Echinococcal Disease (Echinococcus 
multilocularis)
Immunodiagnostic tests utilizing specific E. multilocularis 
antigens are available, but tests developed for the detec-
tion of E. granulosus antibodies can also be used, although 
E. granulosus- based immunoblot assays detect only 50% of 
E. multilocularis cases. EIA that use affinity- purified or re-
combinant forms of several E. multilocularis antigens, Em2, 
Em10, or Em18, are available in Europe and can detect spe-
cific antibodies in more than 95% of alveolar cases (73–76). 
Em18 is highly specific, so if positive results are obtained, 
a diagnosis of alveolar echinococcosis can be made. Tests 
for E. multilocularis infection are not presently available in 
the United States but may be in the immediate future. As 
in cystic echinococcosis, antibody detection tests are more 
useful for postoperative follow- up than for monitoring the 
effectiveness of chemotherapy.

FASCIOLIASIS
The acute manifestations of human fascioliasis may pre-
cede the appearance of eggs in the stool by several weeks; 
immunodiagnostic tests may be useful for early indication 
of Fasciola infection as well as for confirmation of chronic 
fascioliasis when egg production is low or sporadic and for 
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ruling out “pseudofascioliasis” associated with ingestion of 
parasite eggs in sheep or calf liver.

The current test of choice for immunodiagnosis of hu-
man Fasciola hepatica infection is an EIA that uses ES an-
tigens combined with confirmation of positive results by 
immunoblotting (77, 78). Antibodies specific to Fasciola 
may be detectable within 2 to 4 weeks after infection, which 
is 5 to 7 weeks before eggs appear in stool. The sensitivity 
of the Falcon assay screening test (FAST) system enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay (FAST- ELISA) was reported 
to be 95%, while the sensitivity of immunoblotting using 
12- , 17- , and 63- kDa antigens appeared to be 100%. Cross- 
reactivity may occur in the FAST- ELISA with serum spec-
imens of patients with schistosomiasis. Antibody levels 
decrease to normal 6 to 12 months after chemotherapeutic 
cure and can be used to predict the success of therapy. More 
recently, an EIA that measures antibodies to a recombinant 
cathepsin l- protease has been developed (78). This assay 
reports greater than 99% sensitivity and 99% specificity and 
is available in the NRCP in Canada.

In the United States, specific laboratory testing to con-
firm fascioliasis may be required before release of drugs that 
are available only under an IND application. Testing for 
fascioliasis is available at the NRCP in Montreal, Canada.

FILARIAL INFECTIONS
Among the eight filarial species that commonly infect hu-
mans, the four most likely to be pathogenic are three blood- 
borne filariae— Brugia malayi, Wuchereria bancrofti, and Loa 
loa— and the skin- dwelling parasite Onchocerca volvulus. 
For each of these infections and the other filariae (Man-
sonella perstans, Mansonella ozzardi, Mansonella streptocerca, 
and Brugia timori) demonstration of the parasite or parasite 
DNA by PCR (microfilariae in the blood or skin or adult 
parasites in tissue samples) remains the gold standard for de-
finitive diagnosis. Nevertheless, diagnosis can be elusive not 
only because occult infections (low parasite burdens) occur 
but also because microfilariae (for most Brugia and Wuchere-
ria organisms at least) are nocturnally periodic.

Lymphatic Filariasis (Wuchereria bancrofti and 
Brugia spp.)
A definitive diagnosis of lymphatic filariasis can be made only 
by detection of Wuchereria bancrofti and Brugia species par-
asites and hence can be difficult. Adult worms localized in 
lymphatic vessels or lymph nodes are largely inaccessible. Mi-
crofilariae can be found in blood, in hydrocele fluid, or (oc-
casionally) in other body fluids. Such fluids can be examined 
microscopically, either directly or— for greater sensitivity— 
after concentration of the parasites by the passage of fluid 
through a polycarbonate cylindrical pore filter (pore size, 3 
μm) or by the centrifugation of fluid fixed in 2% formalin 
(Knott’s concentration technique). The timing of blood 
collection is critical and should be based on the periodicity 
of the microfilariae in the region of endemicity involved. 
Many infected individuals do not have microfilaremia, and 
definitive diagnoses in such cases can be difficult. Assays for 
circulating antigens of W. bancrofti permit the diagnosis of 
microfilaremic and cryptic (amicrofilaremic) infection. Two 
tests are commercially available: one is an ELISA and the 
other a rapid- format immunochromatographic card test. 
Both assays have sensitivities that range from 96 to 100% 
and specificities that approach 100% (79, 80). There are cur-
rently no tests for circulating antigens in Brugian filariasis.

PCR- based assays for DNA of W. bancrofti and B. malayi 
in blood have been developed (81). A number of studies 

indicate that this diagnostic method has a sensitivity equiv-
alent to or greater than those of parasitologic methods, de-
tecting patent infection in almost all infected subjects.

Immunologically based diagnostics which measure IgG 
responses against crude extracts of Brugia or Dirofilaria 
worms have traditionally suffered from poor specificity. Ex-
tensive cross- reactivity is found in the sera of individuals 
infected with closely related helminth parasites and even 
certain protozoal parasites. Further, it is difficult to differen-
tiate previous infection or exposure to the parasite (aborted 
infection) from current active infection; most residents of 
regions where filariasis is endemic are IgG antibody pos-
itive. Nevertheless, such serologic assays for IgG antibody 
have a definite place in diagnosis, as a negative assay result 
effectively excludes past or present infection. The promi-
nent role of antifilarial antibodies of the IgG4 subclass in 
filarial infection has led to the development of serodiagnos-
tic assays based on antibodies of this subclass. Antifilarial 
IgG4 assays have improved specificity (82), but positive 
assays may still be seen in uninfected individuals living in 
areas of endemicity and in those infected with other filar-
ial species (e.g., O. volvulus, L. loa, and Mansonella spp.). 
More recently, a Wuchereria bancrofti- specific recombinant 
antigen (named Wb123) has been identified and used in 
both IgG4-  and IgG- based immunoassays (ELISA, Lucifer-
ase immunoprecipitation assays, Luminex) for more- specific 
screening applications, with the understanding that, again, 
these antibody- based assays cannot distinguish between cur-
rent and previous infections (83–85).

In cases of suspected lymphatic filariasis, examination of 
the scrotum or the female breast using high- frequency ultra-
sound in conjunction with Doppler techniques may result 
in the identification of motile adult worms within dilated 
lymphatics. Worms may be visualized in the lymphatics of 
the spermatic cord in up to 80% of men infected with W. 
bancrofti.

Confirmation of serological results obtained at commer-
cial laboratories is usually required for release of therapeu-
tics (e.g., diethylcarbamazine) administered under an IND 
application.

Onchocerciasis
Definitive diagnosis of onchocerciasis depends on the de-
tection of an adult worm in an excised nodule or, more 
commonly, of microfilariae in a skin snip or in the anterior 
chamber of the eye using a slit lamp. Skin snips are obtained 
with a corneal- scleral punch, which collects a blood- free 
skin biopsy sample extending to just below the epidermis, 
or by lifting of the skin with the tip of a needle and excision 
of a small (1-  to 3- mm) piece with a sterile scalpel blade. 
The biopsy tissue is incubated in tissue culture medium or 
in saline on a glass slide or flat- bottomed microtiter plate. 
After incubation for 2 to 4 h (or occasionally overnight in 
light infections), microfilariae emergent from the skin can 
be visualized by low- power microscopy.

Because detection of parasites in the skin is invasive and 
insensitive, immunodiagnostic assays have been sought. IgG 
antifilarial antibody assays, while positive in individuals 
with onchocerciasis, suffer from the same lack of specific-
ity and positive predictive value seen in the blood- borne 
filarial infections. The combined use of three groups of re-
combinant antigens provided sensitivities and specificities 
that approach 100% for the serological assessment of on-
chocerciasis (86, 87). Although no recombinant antigen 
test is available commercially, an experimental rapid card 
test that detects IgG4 antibodies in serum or whole blood 
to the Ov- 16 recombinant antigen has been shown to have 
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>90% sensitivity and specificity (88, 89) and should be 
available commercially in mid-  to late 2014. Antigen de-
tection methods for use on serum/plasma or urine specimens 
are theoretically feasible, but prototypes have lacked both 
specificity and sensitivity.

Assays using PCR to detect onchocercal DNA in skin 
snips are now in use in filariasis research laboratories and are 
highly sensitive and specific (90, 91).

Loiasis
Definitive diagnosis of loiasis requires the detection of mi-
crofilariae in the peripheral blood or the isolation of the 
adult worm from the eye or from a subcutaneous biopsy 
specimen from a site of swelling developing after treatment. 
PCR- based assays for the detection of L. loa DNA in blood 
are now available in filariasis research laboratories (and a 
few clinical microbiology departments) and are highly sen-
sitive and specific.

Antifilarial IgG and IgG4 may be useful in confirming 
the diagnosis of loiasis in visitors to areas of endemicity who 
have suggestive clinical symptoms or unexplained eosino-
philia; however, currently available methods using crude 
antigen extracts from Brugia or Dirofilaria species do not 
differentiate between L. loa and other filarial pathogens. 
The utility of such testing in populations living where the 
disease is endemic is limited by the presence of antifilarial 
antibodies in up to 95% of individuals in some regions. A 
Loa- specific recombinant antibody (Ll- SXP- 1) has been 
tested; IgG4 antibody- based assays have been found to be 
>95% specific, but with limited (50%) sensitivity (92). 
When used with a luciferase immunoprecipitation system 
format, the Ll- SXP- 1 test has been shown to provide a high 
degree of both sensitivity and specificity (93).

Confirmation of serological results obtained at commer-
cial laboratories is usually required for release of therapeu-
tics (e.g., diethylcarbamazine) administered under an IND 
application.

GIARDIASIS
Giardia lamblia is the most common human intestinal 
protozoal pathogen in the United States and is an impor-
tant cause of diarrhea in children and adults. Outbreaks of 
disease are common within day care centers as a result of 
person- to- person contact and may also occur in communi-
ties as a result of drinking water contaminated by infected- 
human or - animal feces. Infected persons often excrete cysts 
intermittently, so multiple stools collected over at least sev-
eral days must sometimes be examined to detect the par-
asite. Tests for antibody detection of Giardia infection are 
available at commercial laboratories but are not currently 
recommended because of a lack of sensitivity and specific-
ity. Highly sensitive and specific PCR tests are available and 
can be used to detect parasite DNA in stool specimens (94). 
Molecular tests require either fresh stool specimens or stools 
collected in PVA. Formalin- fixed stools are not acceptable 
for molecular studies.

Table 3 lists 12 FDA- cleared (approved) kits for diagnosis 
of giardiasis (two DFA tests, five EIA, and five rapid tests). 
DFA assays that employ fluorescein isothiocyanate- labeled 
monoclonal antibody for detection of Giardia cysts may be 
purchased in a combined kit for the simultaneous detection 
of Giardia cysts and Cryptosporidium oocysts. Both the sensi-
tivity and the specificity of these kits were 100% compared 
to those of microscopy. They may be used for quantitation 
of cysts and oocysts and thus may be useful for epidemiologic 
and control studies.

Five commercial EIA are available in the microplate for-
mat for the detection of Giardia antigen in fresh or frozen 
stool samples and also in stool specimens preserved in forma-
lin, merthiolate- iodine- formalin, or sodium acetate- acetic 
acid- formalin fixatives. Concentrated or PVA samples are 
not suitable for testing with EIA kits. EIA kit sensitivity 
rates were recently reported as ranging from 94 to 100%, 
while all specificity rates were 100% (63, 95).

Five rapid immunochromatographic assays are available 
for the detection of Giardia alone or in combination with 
Cryptosporidium or Cryptosporidium and E. histolytica. These 
offer the advantage of short test times and multiple results 
in one reaction device. Initial evaluations indicate a sen-
sitivity and specificity comparable to those of previously 
available tests.

GNATHOSTOMIASIS
Immunodiagnostic tests for the detection of antibodies to 
Gnathostoma are not available in the United States. If gna-
thostomiasis is suspected, contact the CDC at dpdx@cdc 
.gov for information on the availability of diagnostic testing.

LEISHMANIASIS
Diagnostic testing for leishmaniasis should include exam-
ination of bone marrow aspirates and tissue impression 
smears and culture for parasite isolation followed by isoen-
zyme analysis or molecular tests for species determination. If 
visceral leishmaniasis is suspected, antibody detection tests 
can be a useful adjunct to clinical findings. In contrast, the 
sensitivity of antibody tests for cutaneous leishmaniasis is 
poor, as most infections do not induce a detectable circu-
lating antibody response to the parasite; serological testing 
in not recommended for cases of cutaneous leishmaniasis.

The IFA tests and EIA are used for the detection of an-
tibodies to Leishmania (96). IFA slide antigens are prepared 
from cultured epimastigotes of various Leishmania species, 
while EIA antigens are usually crude solubilized epimasti-
gotes. These procedures can differentiate leishmaniasis from 
other clinically similar conditions but cannot determine the 
species of Leishmania. Cross- reactions also occur in patients 
with antibodies to T. cruzi (Chagas’ disease). Antibody de-
tection tests can be a useful because test sensitivity is >95%. 
A recombinant protein, K39, has been used in rapid immu-
nochromatographic card tests and EIA formats to detect 
Leishmania- specific antibodies with success in immunocom-
petent patients (97); however, the sensitivity is greatly re-
duced (∼20%) in HIV- infected patients (98). More recently, 
another recombinant protein, rK28, has been evaluated in a 
limited study and has been shown to perform better than K39 
in both EIA and a rapid diagnostic test (RDT) format (99).

Recently, molecular methods have been developed for 
discrimination of Leishmania species (100). This method 
is based on PCR amplification followed by DNA sequenc-
ing analysis of the Leishmania ITS2 fragment. The method 
was shown to be highly concordant with culture/isoenzyme 
analysis, and results can be obtained within days, compared 
to the weeks required for culture.

In the United States, specific laboratory testing to con-
firm leishmaniasis may be required before release of drugs 
that are available only under an IND application.

MALARIA
Diagnosis of malaria is based on microscopic review of thick 
and thin Giemsa- stained blood smears. Serological tests for 
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malaria antibodies are not recommended for diagnosing ma-
laria except in a few specific instances: (i) testing a febrile 
patient suspected of having malaria who is repeatedly blood 
smear negative, (ii) diagnosing cases of suspected tropical 
splenomegaly syndrome, and (iii) screening blood donors 
involved in cases of transfusion- induced malaria. IFA tests 
and EIA are available in commercial laboratories in the 
United States (Table 1).

IFA tests for malarial antibody detection are 97% sensitive 
and 99% specific, but the presence of antibodies indicates 
that infection occurred at some time in the past and does not 
necessarily indicate current infection (101). Antibodies may 
persist for years, especially in cases from areas where malaria 
is endemic. Interestingly, antibody titers decreased signifi-
cantly after treatment (within 6 months) in troops after their 
return from Vietnam, suggesting that antibodies may not be 
long lived in naive hosts (102). Although multiple IFA tests 
are frequently performed using IFA slides prepared from Plas-
modium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, or Plasmodium malariae 
parasites, determination of the infecting Plasmodium species 
should not be inferred from IFA titers.

There are many RDTs for the detection of Plasmodium 
antigens in blood or serum available outside the United 
States. One RDT has been cleared by the FDA for in vi-
tro diagnostic use in the United States (Table 4). The Bi-
naxNOW malaria test detects the histidine- rich protein 
2 (HRP- 2) of P. falciparum and lactate dehydrogenase, a 
pan- malarial parasite antigen. Carefully review the package 
insert for test interpretation. Recently, some P. falciparum 
isolates from Peru and nearby countries that lack the HRP- 2 
protein and thus produce false- negative results in the Bi-
naxNOW malaria RDT were identified (103). Microscopic 
examination of Giemsa- stained blood films should be per-
formed for all cases regardless of RDT results to determine 
the species of Plasmodium identified and to quantify the 
parasitemia as well as to rule out false- negative results from 
infections with HRP- 2- negative strains. More information 
about the BinaxNOW malaria RDT is available at http://
www.cdc.gov/malaria/diagnosis_treatment/rdt.html.

PCR is a sensitive method for diagnosing malaria (104) 
and is available in commercial laboratories, some state pub-
lic health laboratories, and at the CDC. If malaria is sus-
pected, submit blood smears for morphological examination 
and EDTA blood for PCR. The blood smears should be ex-
amined first for the presence of parasites. If malarial parasites 
are observed and the species is determined, the diagnosis is 
complete. However, if parasites are not observed or if para-
sites are observed but the infecting species cannot be deter-
mined morphologically, PCR can then be performed. PCR 
should also be ordered if cerebral malaria is suspected, as it is 
more sensitive than blood film examination for the diagno-
sis of cerebral malaria. Plasmodium DNA generally becomes 
nondetectable within a week of antimalarial chemotherapy.

For more information about malaria and its diagnosis, 
visit http://www.cdc.gov/malaria.

PARAGONIMIASIS
Pulmonary paragonimiasis is the most common presenta-
tion of patients infected with Paragonimus spp., although 
extrapulmonary (cerebral, abdominal) paragonimiasis may 
occur. Detection of eggs in the sputum or feces of patients 
with paragonimiasis is often difficult; therefore, serodiagno-
sis may be helpful in confirming infections and for monitor-
ing the results of individual chemotherapy.

Both EIA and immunoblot tests are used for immuno-
diagnosis of paragonimiasis. The immunoblot assay for 

antibody detection performed with a crude antigen extract 
of Paragonimus westermani has been in use at the CDC since 
1988 (105). Positive antibody reactions, based on demon-
stration of reactivity with an 8- kDa antigen, were obtained 
with serum samples of 96% of patients with parasitologically 
confirmed P. westermani infection. Specificity was ≥99%; of 
210 serum specimens from patients with other parasitic and 
nonparasitic infections, only 1 serum sample from a patient 
with Schistosoma haematobium reacted. Antigens present in 
P. westermani extracts may also be useful for the diagnosis of 
infections with other Paragonimus species, such as P. kelli-
cotti, but species- specific tests may be more sensitive (106, 
107). Serological methods for clinical diagnosis are avail-
able only at the CDC at this time.

SCHISTOSOMIASIS
Antibody detection can be useful to indicate schistosome 
infection in patients who have traveled in areas of schisto-
somiasis endemicity if schistosome eggs cannot be demon-
strated in fecal or urine specimens. The test sensitivities and 
specificities of the many tests reported for the serologic di-
agnosis of schistosomiasis vary widely and are influenced by 
both the type of antigen preparation used (crude, purified, 
adult worm, egg, cercarial) and the test format.

At the CDC, a combination of tests with purified adult 
worm antigens are used for antibody detection (108, 109). All 
serum specimens are initially tested by FAST- ELISA using 
Schistosoma mansoni adult microsomal antigen (MAMA). A 
positive reaction indicates infection with Schistosoma species. 
The sensitivity of the FAST- ELISA is 99% for S. mansoni 
infection, 95% for Schistosoma haematobium infection, and 
>50% for Schistosoma japonicum infection. The specificity of 
this assay for detecting schistosome infection is 99%. Because 
test sensitivity with the MAMA is reduced for species other 
than S. mansoni, immunoblots of the species appropriate to 
the patient’s travel history are also tested to ensure antibody 
detection of S. haematobium and S. japonicum infections. In-
fections caused by Schistosoma mekongi can be detected using 
S. japonicum immunoblotting (110), and Schistosoma interca-
latum can be diagnosed using S. haematobium blotting. The 
number of serum specimens from confirmed cases of S. me-
kongi and S. intercalatum is limited, so sensitivity cannot be 
calculated. Immunoblots with adult worm microsomal anti-
gens are species specific, and so a positive antibody reaction 
indicates the infecting species. The presence of antibody is 
indicative only of schistosome infection at some time and 
cannot be correlated with clinical status, worm burden, egg 
production, or prognosis.

Immunodiagnostic tests offered in commercial laborato-
ries utilize S. mansoni antigens. It is important to note that 
these assays may have limited sensitivity to detect infections 
caused by other schistosome species.

Detection of schistosome antigens in serum and urine 
has been suggested as an indicator of cure after chemother-
apy. These techniques are being used in control programs in 
Africa, but antigen detection tests for clinical use are not 
yet available in the United States (111). Similarly, quan-
titative stool or urine exams can be performed, but their 
limits of detection are usually not adequate to monitor cure.

STRONGYLOIDIASIS
Immunodiagnostic tests for strongyloidiasis are indicated 
when the infection is suspected and the organism cannot 
be demonstrated by duodenal aspiration, string tests, or 
repeated examinations of stool. Antibody detection tests 

http://www.cdc.gov/malaria/diagnosis_treatment/rdt.html
http://www.cdc.gov/malaria/diagnosis_treatment/rdt.html
http://www.cdc.gov/malaria
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should use antigens derived from Strongyloides stercoralis fi-
lariform larvae for the highest sensitivity and specificity. A 
variety of different EIA are currently available, and many 
have reported sensitivities in the range of 90 to 95% (112–
116). Although some Strongyloides EIA perform well, with 
good sensitivity and specificity, other tests may be unreli-
able, neither sensitive nor specific. Cross- reactions in pa-
tients with most filarial infections and some other nematode 
infections may occur (117). Several limitations are recog-
nized: approximately 5 to 10% of individuals infected with 
Strongyloides are seronegative, and a single antibody test 
result cannot be used to differentiate between past and cur-
rent infection. A positive test warrants continuing efforts 
to establish a parasitological diagnosis followed by anthel-
mintic treatment. Suspicious results, positive or negative, 
which are not consistent with clinical presentation, should 
be confirmed in a reference laboratory.

The sensitivity for detecting Strongyloides- specific anti-
bodies in immunocompromised patients is variable depend-
ing on the type or cause of immunosuppression. Reactivity 
in patients with HIV/AIDS or human T cell leukemia virus 
type 1 (HTLV- 1) infection or hematological malignancies 
may be reduced (118, 119). Immunocompromised persons 
with disseminated strongyloidiasis usually have detectable 
IgG antibodies despite immunosuppression (120). Trans-
plant recipients may be seronegative.

Serologic monitoring may be useful in the follow- up of 
treated immunocompetent patients; antibody levels de-
crease markedly within 6 months after successful chemo-
therapy, but the decrease is less dramatic in patients from 
areas of endemicity or in those who have been infected for 
years (121, 122).

The use of a recombinant protein, NIE, shows promise 
for improving the serodiagnosis of strongyloidiasis. In one 
evaluation, in immunocompetent persons, the assay demon-
strated 97% sensitivity and 100% specificity; seropositivity 
was not associated with Ascaris or hookworm coinfections 
(116).

TOXOCARIASIS (LARVA MIGRANS)
Antibody detection tests are the best means of confirma-
tion of a clinical diagnosis of visceral larva migrans (visceral 
toxocariasis), ocular larva migrans (ocular toxocariasis), and 
covert toxocariasis, the most common clinical syndromes as-
sociated with Toxocara infections (123, 124). The currently 
recommended serologic test for toxocariasis is an EIA that 
utilizes larval- stage antigens extracted from embryonated 
eggs or released in vitro by cultured infective larvae (125). 
Toxocara canis excretory- secretory antigens are preferable 
to larval extracts because they are convenient to produce 
and because an absorption- purification step is not required 
to obtain maximum specificity. T. canis excretory- secretory 
antigens prepared from T. canis larvae also detect antibodies 
produced during Toxocara cati infections (126).

Evaluation of the true sensitivity and specificity of se-
rologic tests for toxocariasis in human populations is not 
possible because very few patients who have been defini-
tively diagnosed exist. This inherent problem results in un-
derestimations of sensitivity and specificity. Evaluation of 
the Toxocara EIA in groups of patients with presumptive 
diagnoses of visceral larva migrans or ocular larva migrans 
(OLM) indicated sensitivities of 78 and 73%, respectively, 
at an antibody titer of ≥1:32. When the cutoff titer for 
OLM cases was lowered to 1:8, sensitivity was increased to 
90%. Further confirmation of the specificity of the serologic 
diagnosis of OLM can be obtained by testing aqueous or 

vitreous humor samples for antibodies. Specificity has been 
reported to be >90% at an antibody level of ≥1:32.

When interpreting the serologic findings, clinicians must 
be aware that a detectable antibody level may not neces-
sarily indicate current clinical Toxocara infection. In addi-
tion, in most human populations, a number of those tested 
have positive EIA antibody levels that apparently reflect the 
prevalence of asymptomatic toxocariasis. In a recent study, 
approximately 14% of the U.S. population was determined 
to be seropositive, with the percentage varying according to 
age, race, and socioeconomic status (127).

TOXOPLASMOSIS
Numerous immunodiagnostic tests are available at commer-
cial laboratories for toxoplasmosis diagnosis and are used to 
distinguish acute versus chronic toxoplasmosis. Commercial 
laboratories offer testing for Toxoplasma- specific IgG and 
IgM using kits that are FDA cleared or approved (Table 4). 
Additional tests, such as the Sabin- Feldman dye test, the 
test for differential agglutination of acetone (AC)- fixed ver-
sus formalin (HS)- fixed tachyzoites (AC/HS test), and an 
IgG avidity test, as well as tests for Toxoplasma- specific IgA 
and IgE, are used to try to establish the time of infection. 
The College of American Pathologists offers Toxoplasma 
antibody proficiency testing as part of the Infectious Dis-
ease Serology survey (Table 2). The participant summary 
includes information about the performance of the differ-
ent kits that can be used to inform specific test selection. 
Commercial kit comparison studies indicated that most 
kits perform comparably in detecting Toxoplasma- specific 
IgG antibodies but vary markedly in detecting Toxoplasma- 
specific IgM antibodies (128). To help evaluate the accuracy 
of commercial Toxoplasma antibody test kits, the CDC cre-
ated a Toxoplasma serum panel, the CDC 1998 Toxoplasma 
human serum panel, that contains known positive and neg-
ative sera. The FDA now requires that any new commercial 
test kit intended to measure Toxoplasma antibodies performs 
adequately based on results obtained using this panel (129), 
which is available from the CDC.

The Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute has 
published a guideline entitled Clinical Use and Interpretation 
of Serologic Tests for Toxoplasma gondii to assist clinical mi-
crobiologists and physicians in interpreting serological tests 
for toxoplasmosis (130). EIA or IFA tests for IgG and IgM 
antibodies are the tests most commonly ordered. Patients 
should be initially tested for the presence of Toxoplasma- 
specific IgG antibodies to determine their immune status. A 
positive IgG titer indicates infection with the organism at 
some time. If more precise knowledge of the time of infec-
tion is necessary, then an IgG- positive person should have 
an IgM test performed by an IgM capture EIA. A negative 
IgM test essentially rules out infection in recent months. A 
positive IgM titer combined with a positive IgG titer may be 
suggestive of recent infection. However, Toxoplasma- specific 
IgM antibodies may be detected by EIA for as long as 18 
months after acute acquired infection.

If a patient is tested initially for both Toxoplasma- specific 
IgM and IgG antibodies, the results will sometimes be pos-
itive for IgM but negative for IgG. A positive IgM result 
with a negative IgG result in the same specimen should be 
viewed with great suspicion. A follow- up serum specimen 
then should be collected 2 weeks after the first and tested 
together with the first specimen if possible. If the first speci-
men was drawn very early after infection, the patient should 
have highly positive IgG and IgM antibodies in the second 
sample. If the IgG is negative and the IgM is positive in 
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both specimens, the IgM result should be considered to be 
a false- positive result and the patient can be considered to 
be uninfected.

If the patient is pregnant, an IgG avidity test should then 
be performed. A high- avidity result in the first 12 to 16 weeks 
of pregnancy (with time dependent upon the commercial test 
kit) essentially rules out an infection acquired during gesta-
tion. A low- IgG- avidity result should not be interpreted as 
indicating recent infection, because some individuals have 
persistent low- IgG- avidity antibodies for many months after 
infection. Suspected recent infection of a pregnant woman 
should be confirmed prior to intervention by having sam-
ples tested at a toxoplasmosis reference laboratory, such as 
the Toxoplasmosis Serology Laboratory, Palo Alto Medical 
Foundation, Palo Alto, CA (http://www.pamf.org). Newborn 
infants suspected of having congenital toxoplasmosis should 
be tested by both an IgM-  and an IgA- capture EIA. Detec-
tion of Toxoplasma- specific IgA antibodies is more sensitive 
than IgM detection in congenital infections.

Toxoplasma- specific IgG antibody levels in HIV- AIDS 
patients often are low to moderate, but occasionally no spe-
cific IgG antibodies can be detected. Because toxoplasmosis 
in HIV- AIDS patients and in patients with other immuno-
depressed disease states typically represents activation of a 
previously latent infection, tests for IgM antibodies are gen-
erally negative.

Detection of T. gondii DNA by PCR is useful for diagnos-
ing congenital, ocular, and central nervous system toxoplas-
mosis and reactivation disease. PCR performed on amniotic 
fluid is especially useful to establish early diagnosis of con-
genital toxoplasmosis (131, 132).

TRICHINELLOSIS
The immunodiagnostic test for trichinellosis that is currently 
used in the United States is an EIA that detects antibodies 
specific to Trichinella spiralis ES products produced by cultured 
larvae (133). The TSL- 1 group of larval secretory antigens is 
conserved in all species/isolates of Trichinella and thus can be 
used to detect infection in animals or people infected with 
any of the species of Trichinella currently recognized. Positive 
antibody reactions are detectable at some time during infec-
tion in serum samples of 80 to 100% of patients with clinically 
symptomatic trichinellosis. Trichinella- specific antibodies typ-
ically are detectable between 3 and 5 weeks after infection 
but may take as long as 60 days postinfection to develop (134, 
135). As a result, serology may not be useful for diagnosing 
acute cases. Multiple serum specimens should be drawn sev-
eral weeks apart to demonstrate seroconversion in patients 
whose initial specimen was negative. Positive serology results 
are ultimately seen in 80 to 100% of patients with clinically 
symptomatic trichinellosis. The antibody response is affected 
by the infecting dose of larvae: the higher the infecting dose, 
the sooner specific antibodies will develop. IgG, IgM, and IgE 
antibodies are detectable in many patients; however, tests 
based on IgG antibodies are most sensitive. Antibody levels 
peak in the second or third month postinfection and then 
decline slowly for several years. Antibody tests that utilize 
T. spiralis ES antigens can be used to detect human cases of 
trichinellosis caused by other Trichinella species (136, 137).

TRICHOMONIASIS
Trichomoniasis, an infection caused by Trichomonas vaginalis, 
is a common sexually transmitted disease. Diagnosis is made 
by detection of trophozoites in vaginal secretions or urethral 
specimens by wet- mount microscopic examination, culture, 

or detection of parasite antigens or nucleic acid. The sensitiv-
ities of the assays compared to that of culture were reported as 
60% for wet mounts, 86% for DFA tests, 80% for the Affirm 
VP test, 78.5% for the OSOM rapid test, and 78% for the 
Xeno Strip rapid test (138, 139). The DFA test, the nucleic 
acid probe test, and two rapid antigen detection tests are 
available commercially (Table 4). Antibody detection meth-
ods are not used for clinical diagnosis. PCR methods are also 
available to detect parasite- specific nucleic acids.
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Analysis of the signs and symptoms of disease, in conjunc-
tion with an evaluation of available epidemiologic infor-
mation and the results of modern imaging procedures, can 
often provide a presumptive clinical diagnosis of a fungal in-
fection. However, the clinical presentation of many mycotic 
diseases is nonspecific, and a presumptive diagnosis must 
therefore be confirmed by appropriate laboratory tests. A de-
finitive diagnosis of fungal disease is usually based upon the 
isolation of the etiologic agent in culture and/or microscopic 
demonstration of the organism in histopathologic or other 
clinical specimens. Unfortunately, these laboratory methods 
are insensitive and often unsuccessful, despite repeated sam-
pling efforts. In the absence of positive microscopy or culture, 
immunologic and molecular tests offer alternative laboratory 
procedures to aid in the diagnosis of a mycotic disease. Ad-
vances in molecular diagnostic methods and the commer-
cial introduction of new antigen and antibody detection 
tests hold promise for an earlier and more specific diagnosis 
than previously possible. Antibody detection tests are often 
helpful for the diagnosis of fungal infections. For example, 
when acute-  and convalescent- phase serum specimens are 
tested, seroconversion from negative to positive or a 4- fold 
rise in antibody titer is considered to be diagnostic.

Despite recent advances in the production of purified 
antigens using biochemical and recombinant techniques, 
many antigens used in antibody detection tests possess cross- 
reactive epitopes that are shared among different fungal 
genera or which cross- react with entirely different classes of 
microorganisms. To rule out possible false- positive results, 
several serologic tests must be performed with a battery of 
antigens (including those from antigenically related genera).

Likewise, mycotic infection is not definitively excluded 
by negative antibody results, which may be a result of ob-
taining the specimen before the antibody response can 
be detected. In this instance, an examination of serial se-
rum specimens to detect temporal changes in titer may be 
helpful. Furthermore, no or low antibody production may be 
the result of an altered immune response in some immuno-
compromised individuals.*

Patients who are immunosuppressed are very susceptible 
to many fungal infections in which false- negative antibody 

*This chapter contains information presented by Mark D. Lindsley, David 
W. Warnock, and Christine J. Morrison in chapter 66 of the 7th edition of this 
Manual.

assay results are common. Non- antibody- dependent diag-
nostic assays, such as detection of fungal antigens, are not 
dependent on a functioning immune system and may there-
fore allow diagnosis early in the infectious episode, before 
an antibody response occurs. Fungal antigens such as β- 1- 
3- d- glucan, galactomannan, and glucuronoxylomannan, 
the capsular polysaccharide antigen of Cryptococcus, are 
very stable and have long half- lives in a patient’s specimen. 
Assays for the detection of these antigens are often very 
sensitive.

Nucleic acid- based tests also offer the promise of in-
creased sensitivity and specificity compared to conven-
tional diagnostic tests in both immunocompromised and 
immunocompetent patients. Nucleic acids, once extracted 
from clinical materials, can be amplified using PCR or other 
DNA or RNA amplification technologies. An advantage 
of molecular diagnostic tests is the capacity to identify the 
infecting organism to the species level and to detect mixed 
as well as single- organism infections. However, whereas 
amplification technologies may provide greater test sensi-
tivity and specificity for the above reasons, these advantages 
are counterbalanced by the concomitant increased risk of 
sample contamination resulting in false positivity and a loss 
of specificity. Moreover, the extraction of fungal DNA or 
RNA from clinical materials is not a straightforward or stan-
dardized process at present. The rigid fungal cell wall can 
be difficult to penetrate and may result in a reduced DNA 
yield. In these instances, isolation of extracellular DNA 
may be helpful; however, the presence of DNases in the 
specimen may affect the assay sensitivity. Also, procedures 
used to remove inhibitors of the PCR assay may cause loss of 
target DNA, thereby reducing test sensitivity. Many DNA- 
based tests have been developed in single laboratories and 
are quite successful; confirmation of the usefulness of these 
technologies awaits multicenter clinical evaluations.

It is important to note that the performance of the dif-
ferent methods discussed is not mutually exclusive. Combi-
nations of methods often provide an increase in diagnostic 
sensitivity. When available, a combination of antibody and 
antigen assays can result in enhanced sensitivity. Likewise, 
the use of DNA and antigen assays may improve diagnostic 
sensitivity.

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first 
section provides the methods used for the diagnosis of 
fungal infections. The second section describes the most 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch55
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TABLE 1 Commercially available antibody detection tests for fungal diseases
Disease and 

testa Specimen Antigen Interpretation Sensitivity Specificity Source(s)b

Aspergillosis
 CF Serum Culture filtrate from A. 

fumigatus
Titer of ≥1:8 is strong evidence for Aspergillus 

infection; seroconversion or ≥4- fold increase in 
titer between acute-  and convalescent- phase sera 
confirms diagnosis

Aspergilloma: 79%
ABPA: 46%
Invasive pulmonary or 

disseminated: 20%

95–100% IMMY

 EIA Serum Purified recombinant 
Aspergillus proteins

<5 AUc, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 
AU, positive

CAP: 90.2–94.1%
ABPA: 92.3%

Colonized but not 
infected:  
54.3–84.0%

No pulmonary disease: 
99.5–100%

Bio- Rad

 ID Serum Culture filtrate from 
Aspergillus spp.d

≥1 line of identity indicates aspergilloma, ABPA, 
or IA; ≥3 lines of identity is strong evidence for 
aspergilloma

ABPA: 50–61%
Aspergilloma: 80–93%

97–100% Gibson, IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Microgen

Blastomycosis
 CF Serum Purified A antigen Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence of infection; 

titer of ≥1:32 is strong presumptive evidence 
of recent infection; seroconversion or ≥4- fold 
increase in titer between acute-  and convalescent- 
phase sera confirms diagnosis

Disseminated: 50%
Localized: 33%

97–100% IMMY

 EIA Serum Proprietary mixture of 
purified yeast- phase 
antigens

EIA units: <1.0, negative; 1.0–<1.5, indeterminate; 
≥1.5, positive

83.3–100% 100% IMMY

 ID Serum Purified A antigen Presence of A band suggests recent infection Disseminated: 85%
Localized: 33%

100% Gibson, IMMY, 
Meridian

Candidiasis
 EIA Serum Purified mannan from C. 

albicans
<5 AU, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 

AU, positive; >20 AU, dilute serum 1:4 and retest
C. albicans: 71–88%
Other Candida spp.: 

25–77%

63–94% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ab

Serum, 
plasma

Purified mannan from C. 
albicans

<5 AU, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 
AU, positive; >80 AU, dilute serum 1:10 and 
retest

62.5% 65.0% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ab 
Plus

 ID Serum Culture filtrate and cell 
lysate of yeast- phase C. 
albicans

≥1 line of identity is positive for the presence of 
antibody; seroconversion or increase in number of 
lines suggests systemic infection; the greater the 
number of lines, the more severe the infection in 
immunocompetent patients

58–94% 94–98% IMMY, Gibson

 IFA Serum Germ tubes of C. albicans Titer of ≥1:640 suggests invasive candidiasis 78–85% 85–100% Vircell
Coccidioidomycosis
 CF Serum, CSF Culture filtrate 

(coccidioidin)
Titer of ≥1:2 is positive for acute pulmonary disease; 

titer of ≥1:16 suggests disseminated disease
Acute pulmonary: 75%
Disseminated: 98%

80–95% IMMY, Meridian

 EIA Serum, CSF Mixture of purified TP 
and CF antigens to 
detect IgM or IgG, 
respectively

Absorbance values: <0.150, negative; 0.150–
<0.200, indeterminate; ≥0.200, positive

IgM only: 74%
IgG only: 92%
IgM and IgG: 97%

IgM only: 96%
IgG only: 97%
IgM and IgG: 94%

Meridian

Serum TP antigen- coated wells 
(IgM), CF antigen- 
coated wells (IgG)

For both CF and TP antigens (EIA units): <1.0, 
negative; 1.0–<1.5, indeterminate; ≥1.5, positive

92.5% Normal population: 
98.3%

Other fungal infections: 
95.2%

IMMY

 IDCF Serum, CSF Culture filtrate 
(coccidioidin)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

77% 100% IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Gibson

 IDTP Serum Heat- treated culture 
filtrate (coccidioidin, 
60°C, 30 min)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

75–91% — e IMMY, Meridian

 LA Serum Heat- treated 
coccidioidin- coated 
latex particles

≥2+ agglutination is positive for the presence of 
antibody; must confirm with ID and/or CF

65–70% 93% IMMY, Meridian

Histoplasmosis
 CF Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 

(histoplasmin)
Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence for infection; 

titer of ≥1:32 is strongly presumptive for infection
21% 81–99% IMMY, Meridian

Serum, CSF Yeast cell suspension Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence for infection; 
titer of ≥1:32 is strongly presumptive for infection

82% 81–88%

 ID Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 
(histoplasmin)

M band indicates acute or chronic histoplasmosis 
(observed in 75% of patients); H and M bands 
indicate acute histoplasmosis (observed in 20% of 
patients); positivity for H and/or M band indicates 
Histoplasma meningitis

65–100% 89–100% IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Gibson

 EIA Serum Inactivated Histoplasma 
antigen

EIA units: <0.9, negative; ≥0.9–≤1.10, equivocal; 
>1.0, positive

58.0–82.4% 88.0–93.3% Focus 
Diagnostics

 LA Serum Mycelial culture filtrate 
(histoplasmin)

Titer of ≥1:16 is presumptive evidence of active or 
very recent infection

Acute: 97–100%
Chronic: 46–96%

97%
97%

IMMY

Paracoccidioidomycosis
 ID Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 

(contains gp43 and 
other antigens)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

94% 95–99% IMMY

Ag7 84% 99%
Sporotrichosis
 LA Serum Sporothrix antigen Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence of 

sporotrichosis
Disseminated: 100%
Articular: 86–100%
Pulmonary: 73–87%
Cutaneous: 56–93%

100% IMMY

aFor abbreviations, see the text.
bVendor contact information is given at the end of the chapter.
cArbitrary units compared to a standard curve.
dDetection of precipitins to A. fumigatus, A. flavus, A. nidulans, A. niger, or A. terreus was performed separately.
eInsufficient data.
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TABLE 1 Commercially available antibody detection tests for fungal diseases
Disease and 

testa Specimen Antigen Interpretation Sensitivity Specificity Source(s)b

Aspergillosis
 CF Serum Culture filtrate from A. 

fumigatus
Titer of ≥1:8 is strong evidence for Aspergillus 

infection; seroconversion or ≥4- fold increase in 
titer between acute-  and convalescent- phase sera 
confirms diagnosis

Aspergilloma: 79%
ABPA: 46%
Invasive pulmonary or 

disseminated: 20%

95–100% IMMY

 EIA Serum Purified recombinant 
Aspergillus proteins

<5 AUc, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 
AU, positive

CAP: 90.2–94.1%
ABPA: 92.3%

Colonized but not 
infected:  
54.3–84.0%

No pulmonary disease: 
99.5–100%

Bio- Rad

 ID Serum Culture filtrate from 
Aspergillus spp.d

≥1 line of identity indicates aspergilloma, ABPA, 
or IA; ≥3 lines of identity is strong evidence for 
aspergilloma

ABPA: 50–61%
Aspergilloma: 80–93%

97–100% Gibson, IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Microgen

Blastomycosis
 CF Serum Purified A antigen Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence of infection; 

titer of ≥1:32 is strong presumptive evidence 
of recent infection; seroconversion or ≥4- fold 
increase in titer between acute-  and convalescent- 
phase sera confirms diagnosis

Disseminated: 50%
Localized: 33%

97–100% IMMY

 EIA Serum Proprietary mixture of 
purified yeast- phase 
antigens

EIA units: <1.0, negative; 1.0–<1.5, indeterminate; 
≥1.5, positive

83.3–100% 100% IMMY

 ID Serum Purified A antigen Presence of A band suggests recent infection Disseminated: 85%
Localized: 33%

100% Gibson, IMMY, 
Meridian

Candidiasis
 EIA Serum Purified mannan from C. 

albicans
<5 AU, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 

AU, positive; >20 AU, dilute serum 1:4 and retest
C. albicans: 71–88%
Other Candida spp.: 

25–77%

63–94% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ab

Serum, 
plasma

Purified mannan from C. 
albicans

<5 AU, negative; 5–<10 AU, intermediate; ≥10 
AU, positive; >80 AU, dilute serum 1:10 and 
retest

62.5% 65.0% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ab 
Plus

 ID Serum Culture filtrate and cell 
lysate of yeast- phase C. 
albicans

≥1 line of identity is positive for the presence of 
antibody; seroconversion or increase in number of 
lines suggests systemic infection; the greater the 
number of lines, the more severe the infection in 
immunocompetent patients

58–94% 94–98% IMMY, Gibson

 IFA Serum Germ tubes of C. albicans Titer of ≥1:640 suggests invasive candidiasis 78–85% 85–100% Vircell
Coccidioidomycosis
 CF Serum, CSF Culture filtrate 

(coccidioidin)
Titer of ≥1:2 is positive for acute pulmonary disease; 

titer of ≥1:16 suggests disseminated disease
Acute pulmonary: 75%
Disseminated: 98%

80–95% IMMY, Meridian

 EIA Serum, CSF Mixture of purified TP 
and CF antigens to 
detect IgM or IgG, 
respectively

Absorbance values: <0.150, negative; 0.150–
<0.200, indeterminate; ≥0.200, positive

IgM only: 74%
IgG only: 92%
IgM and IgG: 97%

IgM only: 96%
IgG only: 97%
IgM and IgG: 94%

Meridian

Serum TP antigen- coated wells 
(IgM), CF antigen- 
coated wells (IgG)

For both CF and TP antigens (EIA units): <1.0, 
negative; 1.0–<1.5, indeterminate; ≥1.5, positive

92.5% Normal population: 
98.3%

Other fungal infections: 
95.2%

IMMY

 IDCF Serum, CSF Culture filtrate 
(coccidioidin)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

77% 100% IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Gibson

 IDTP Serum Heat- treated culture 
filtrate (coccidioidin, 
60°C, 30 min)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

75–91% — e IMMY, Meridian

 LA Serum Heat- treated 
coccidioidin- coated 
latex particles

≥2+ agglutination is positive for the presence of 
antibody; must confirm with ID and/or CF

65–70% 93% IMMY, Meridian

Histoplasmosis
 CF Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 

(histoplasmin)
Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence for infection; 

titer of ≥1:32 is strongly presumptive for infection
21% 81–99% IMMY, Meridian

Serum, CSF Yeast cell suspension Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence for infection; 
titer of ≥1:32 is strongly presumptive for infection

82% 81–88%

 ID Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 
(histoplasmin)

M band indicates acute or chronic histoplasmosis 
(observed in 75% of patients); H and M bands 
indicate acute histoplasmosis (observed in 20% of 
patients); positivity for H and/or M band indicates 
Histoplasma meningitis

65–100% 89–100% IMMY, 
Meridian, 
Gibson

 EIA Serum Inactivated Histoplasma 
antigen

EIA units: <0.9, negative; ≥0.9–≤1.10, equivocal; 
>1.0, positive

58.0–82.4% 88.0–93.3% Focus 
Diagnostics

 LA Serum Mycelial culture filtrate 
(histoplasmin)

Titer of ≥1:16 is presumptive evidence of active or 
very recent infection

Acute: 97–100%
Chronic: 46–96%

97%
97%

IMMY

Paracoccidioidomycosis
 ID Serum, CSF Mycelial culture filtrate 

(contains gp43 and 
other antigens)

Band of identity with reference serum indicates 
active infection

94% 95–99% IMMY

Ag7 84% 99%
Sporotrichosis
 LA Serum Sporothrix antigen Titer of ≥1:8 is presumptive evidence of 

sporotrichosis
Disseminated: 100%
Articular: 86–100%
Pulmonary: 73–87%
Cutaneous: 56–93%

100% IMMY

aFor abbreviations, see the text.
bVendor contact information is given at the end of the chapter.
cArbitrary units compared to a standard curve.
dDetection of precipitins to A. fumigatus, A. flavus, A. nidulans, A. niger, or A. terreus was performed separately.
eInsufficient data.
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TABLE 2 Commercially available antigen detection tests for fungal diseases

Disease and 
antigen testa Specimen Antigen detected Interpretation Sensitivity Specificity Source(s)b

Aspergillosis
 EIA MAb 

(EBA- 2)c
Serum (boiled) Galactomannan EIA index: ≥0.5 units, positive; 

detection limit, 1 ng/ml
60–100% 78–99% Bio- Rad

Candidiasis
 EIA MAb 

(EBCA- 1)
Serum (boiled) α- (1,2)- Oligomannosides <0.25 ng/ml, negative; ≥0.25 to <0.5 

ng/ml, intermediate; ≥0.5 ng/ml, 
positive

Overall, 52%; C. albicans, 
53–60%; other Candida 
spp., 20–70%

85–100% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ag

 Mab 
(EBCA- 1)

Serum, plasma <62.5 pg/ml, negative; ≥62.5 to <125 
pg/ml, intermediate; ≥125 pg/ml, 
positive

69.6% 93.5% Bio- Rad 
Candida Ag 
Plus

 LA PAb Serum (not boiled) Uncharacterized heat- 
labile C. albicans 
antigen

Titer of ≥1:4 suggests invasive 
candidiasis

Titer of 1:4, 48–81%; 
titer of 1:8, 2–59%; 
titer of 1:16, 59%

Titer of 1:4, 80–97%; 
titer of 1:8, 93–95%; 
titer of 1:16, 98%

Ramco

Cryptococcosis
 EIA PAb Serum, CSF Capsular polysaccharide 

antigen
Visual: definite yellow color, positive
Spectrophotometric: <0.100 OD, 

negative; ≥0.100–<0.150 OD, 
intermediate; ≥0.150 OD, positive

Detection limit: 0.63 ng/ml

96–100% 93–99% Meridian

 MAb Serum, CSF Capsular polysaccharide 
antigen

≤0.265, negative; >0.265, positive
Detection limit: serum, 5.3 ng/ml; CSF, 

1.7 ng/ml

100% 99.8% IMMY

 LA PAb Pronase- treated 
serum; CSF 
(boiled)

Capsular polysaccharide 
antigen

≥2+ agglutination is positive; titrate 
positive sera; titer of ≥1:8 is strongly 
suggestive evidence for infection

93–100% 93–98% IMMY, 
Meridian

 LFA MAb Serum, CSF Capsular polysaccharide 
antigen

Positive, control and test band visible; 
negative, only control band visible

98–100% 94–100% IMMY

 LA MAb 
(E1)

Urine; pronase- 
treated serum, 
CSF, BAL fluid

Glucuronoxylomannan Any agglutination indicates positivity; 
titrate positive sera; detection limit, 
50 ng/ml

Overall, 92%; urine, 
93%; serum, 85%; 
CSF, 100%; BAL fluid, 
100%

Overall, 98%; urine, 
97%; serum, 100%; 
CSF, 100%; BAL 
fluid, 100%

Bio- Rad

 Panfungald

 Modified 
Limulus 
amebocyte 
assay

Serum (1,3)- β- d- Glucan Negative, <60 pg/ml; indeterminate, 
60–79 pg/ml; positive, ≥80 pg/ml

100% 90% Associates of 
Cape Cod

aFor abbreviations, see the text.
bVendor contact information is given at the end of the chapter.
cClone name in parentheses.
dDetects species of Candida, Aspergillus, Pneumocystis, Fusarium, and Trichosporon asahii but not Zygomycetes or Cryptococcus spp.
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extensively evaluated or routinely used tests for the serodi-
agnosis of mycotic infections. Commercially available anti-
body and antigen detection tests are listed in Tables 1 and 
2; vendor contact information is provided at the end of the 
chapter. Specific details regarding the clinical indications 
for test application and the mechanics of test performance 
are presented in the body of the text. Experimental antigen 
and antibody detection tests and molecular biological tests 
are reviewed briefly in the text.

Abbreviations. ABPA, allergic bronchopulmonary asper-
gillosis; AC, anticomplementary; AU, arbitrary units; BAL, 
bronchoalveolar lavage; BDG, (1,3)- β- d- glucan; CAGTA, 
Candida albicans germ tube- specific antibodies; CF, comple-
ment fixation; CH50, amount of complement required for 
50% hemolysis; CNPA, chronic necrotizing pulmonary asper-
gillosis; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EIA, enzyme immunoassay 
(fluid or solid phase); ELISA, enzyme- linked immunosorbent 
assay; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; GM, galacto-
mannan; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSCT, he-
matopoietic stem cell transplant; IA, invasive aspergillosis; 
ID, immunodiffusion in an agarose gel; IDCF, immunodif-
fusion variation to detect antibody to the CF F antigen in 
patients with coccidioidomycosis; IDTP, immunodiffusion 
variation to detect antibody to the tube precipitin antigen 
in coccidioidomycosis; IFA, immunofluorescent antibody; Ig, 
immunoglobulin; ITS, internal transcribed spacer region of 
the rRNA gene; LA, latex agglutination; LFA, lateral flow 
assay; MAb, monoclonal antibody; OD, optical density; 
PAb, polyclonal antibody; PCP, Pneumocystis pneumonia; 
QC, quality control; RBCs, red blood cells; SOT, solid- organ 
transplant; SRBCs, sheep erythrocytes; TP, tube precipitin; 
VBD, veronal- buffered diluent; WB, Western blotting.

METHODS USED FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF 
FUNGAL INFECTIONS

Immunodiffusion

theory
The ID assay is a solid- phase assay based on the liquid tube 
agglutination assay in which, when solubilized antigen and 

antibody are combined at equimolar concentrations, a “lat-
ticework” complex is formed, producing a visible precipi-
tate denoting a positive result. The ID assay is performed 
by placing antigen and antibody in opposing wells formed 
in an agar matrix. The reagents diffuse into the agar matrix, 
and when equimolar concentrations are achieved, the lat-
ticework is formed and a visible precipitin line, or band, is 
visualized as the positive result. A seven- well format is used 
in the performance of this procedure (Fig. 1).

sample Requirements
Serum or CSF may be used in the ID test. Because the re-
ported sensitivity of the ID test is low early in infection, 
patients with negative serum reactions during the acute 
phase of infection should have additional sera drawn 3 to 
4 weeks later to detect the development of precipitin bands 
that would indicate seroconversion and recent infection. 
Concomitant evaluation of patient specimens by using the 
CF test is also recommended.

Materials
Plexiglas matrix (3- mm- diam wells) with 17 patterns of 

seven wells each
Plastic petri dish, 15 by 100 mm
Agar medium (see below for formulation)
Spatula, 1- mm tip (flattened)
Organism- specific reference antigen

Aspergillus: genus- specific antigen
Species- specific antigens: A. fumigatus, A. niger, A. flavus, 

A. terreus
Histoplasma: histoplasmin
Blastomyces: Blastomyces A antigen
Coccidioides: Coccidioides IDCF antigen (F antigen), Coc-

cidioides IDTP antigen
Paracoccidioides: yeast antigen

Organism- specific reference antisera
Humidified chamber
Light box with indirect backlighting
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FIGURE 1 Examples of ID results observed when a seven- well agar gel pattern is used. (A) Band of 
identity (patient 2); (B) band of partial identity (patient 1); (C) band of nonidentity (patient 3). Ag, 
reference antigen; Ab, reference antiserum; 1 to 4, patient test sera. A standard reference band is shown 
midway between the antiserum- containing wells and the central antigen- containing wells in all three 
panels.
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Agar Medium: Aspergillus Formulation

Stock barbital buffer (pH 8.6), 0.05 M, made up to 
500 ml.

Sodium diethylbarbiturate ..................................5.16 g
Diethylbarbituric acid ..........................................0.92 g
Sodium acetate ......................................................2.05 g

Store at 4°C. Buffer is stable for 2 months. Discard if bac-
terial growth develops.

Phenolized medium.

Noble agar (or equivalent) ...................................1.00 g
Phenol, liquefied ...................................................0.25 ml
Stock barbital buffer (above) ...............................25.0 ml
Distilled water ................................................... to 100 ml

Heat until the agar is completely dissolved.

Agar Medium: Dimorphic Pathogen Formulation

Phenolized medium.

Sodium chloride ..................................................0.9 g
Noble agar (or equivalent) ..................................1.0 g
Sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7 ∙ 2H2O) ................0.4 g
Phenol, liquefied ............................................. 0.25 ml
Glycine ..................................................................7.5 g
Distilled water ..............................................to 100 ml

Autoclave the mixture at a pressure of 15 lb/in2 for 10 
min. The final pH of the medium should be 6.3 to 6.4.

Larger volumes of agar can be produced and divided into 
aliquots in smaller containers for later use. Store at 4°C. Al-
iquots can be reliquefied in a boiling water bath or micro-
wave set at low power.

Procedure

Making Agar ID Plates
1. Using a pipette, place 6.5 ml of molten (60 to 75°C) 

agar into a petri dish (15 by 100 mm) and allow to solidify 
for at least 2 h.

2. Overlay the first agar layer with 3.5 ml of molten (85 
to 90°C) agar and immediately place the Plexiglas matrix 
on top of the liquid agar.

3. Plates may be used 30 min after the agar has solidified 
or may be stored for up to 1 week at 4°C in a humidified 
chamber.

Preparing and Inoculating ID Plates
1. Number each seven- well pattern on the bottom of the 

dish (not on the template).
2. Place plates on a dark background to facilitate well 

filling.
3. Carefully remove the excess agar from the upper 

section of the template wells with the pointed end of the 
spatula.

4. Place the reference serum in the top and bottom wells 
of each pattern and place the patient’s test sera in the four 
lateral wells (Fig. 1). Note, wells should be filled with the 
proper reagent, but overfilling and accidental mixing of well 
reagents should be avoided.

5. At this step, with assays for antibodies against Asper-
gillus, Blastomyces A antigen, or Coccidioides IDTP antigen, 

the plate should be covered and incubated at room tempera-
ture for 30 min before going on to step 6. For all other assays, 
preincubation is not necessary and you can proceed directly 
to step 6.

6. Place the reference antigen in the center well of each 
pattern. All wells must be examined for air bubbles.

7. If bubbles are observed, they should be broken by 
being gently pierced with toothpicks. Separate toothpicks 
should be employed for each different antigen and antibody 
solution.

8. Place closed plates on a level surface in a humidified 
chamber and incubate them at 25°C for 48 h.

Reading of ID Plates
1. Remove the Plexiglas matrix by gently pressing the 

sides of the petri dish. Place Plexiglas matrix in a 10% solu-
tion of bleach for 15 min, and then wash and rinse.

2. Gently wash the agar surface with water and finish by 
adding enough water to sufficiently cover the agar surface.

3. Cover the petri dish and incubate it for 10 to 30 min, 
allowing the ID band to intensify.

4. Read ID reactions using a light box with indirect light-
ing and record visible reactions.

5. Very carefully, remove the upper layer of agar overlay 
by gently sweeping the surface with a cotton swab.

6. Wash the remaining agar with water to remove excess 
agar from the upper layer.

7. Cover the agar with a minimal volume of water.
8. Examine the plate for lines of identity between test 

and reference wells.

Interpretation
1. Visible ID bands must be present between the an-

tigen and reference antisera for each seven- well pattern 
inoculated.

2. The lack of ID bands between the antigen and ref-
erence antisera invalidates the results of the sera for that 
pattern, and the test must be repeated.

3. Four results may be observed for the ID reactions with 
patient sera (Fig. 1).

a. No band present: negative reaction. Note, this re-
action can occur in the event of antibody excess. If 
the index of suspicion for infection is great, serum 
dilutions should be performed.

b. Band of identity: patient serum precipitates an an-
tigen with identical specificities.

c. Band of partial identity: patient serum precipitates 
an antigen that possesses common but not identi-
cal antigen determinants.

d. Band of nonidentity: patient serum precipitates 
an antigen with no antigenic determinant in 
common; precipitation occurs with a component 
of the antigen preparation that is different from 
that with which the specific reference antisera 
reacts.

4. A band of identity is considered a positive reaction. 
Bands of partial and nonidentity are bands of unknown 
significance.

5. Patient serum must react with the homologous refer-
ence antigen to form a line of identity with the reference 
band to be considered positive.

notes for the Performance of the ID Assay
1. Some antigenic extracts (particularly Aspergillus) con-

tain C substance, and this can react with C- reactive protein 
in the serum of some patients with inflammatory disease. 
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The resulting complex forms a precipitate, which may be 
erroneously interpreted as the presence of anti- Aspergillus 
antibodies. This false- positive reaction is easily eliminated 
if the test plates are soaked in 5% sodium citrate for 45 min 
before being read. In addition, C substance generally pro-
duces lines of nonidentity with reference antisera.

2. When using in- house- prepared antigen and/or refer-
ence antisera, the reagents must be titrated to determine the 
optimum concentration for use in the assay. For example, 
to determine the optimum concentration of antigen, serial 
dilutions of antigen are sequentially placed in the 6 wells 
surrounding the center well. The center well receives the 
reference antisera at the previously determined optimum 
concentration. Read the ID reactions after incubation for 
48 h at room temperature. The optimum concentration is 
that which places the ID band equidistant between the an-
tigen and antibody well.

3. The sensitivity of the ID assay is sometimes compromised 
due to the presence of antibody below the level of detection 
of the assay. Concentration of serum 4-  to 8- fold increases 
the concentration of antibody in the serum and subsequently 
the sensitivity of the assay. Concentration can be performed 
through evaporation using a Savant SpeedVac (Thermo Sci-
entific; Waltham, MA) or an Amicon/Centricon centrifugal 
filter device (EMD Millipore; Billerica, MA).

Commercial ID Test Procedures
Kits and/or individual reagents for the ID assay are available 
for purchase from several vendors, as listed in Table 1.

Materials
Reagents purchased commercially necessary to perform this 
assay are as follows:

1. Precast agar medium available using different 
formulations
a. Agarose
b. Cleargel (IMMY); note, Cleargel plates are not to 

be used with rabbit antiserum
c. Well sizes can vary between vendors which require 

a variable amount of reagents and patient serum to 
perform the assay

2. Organism- specific reference antigen
3. Organism- specific reference antisera (purchase twice 

the volume of antisera as antigen, since two wells are 
used for the reference antisera to one of antigen per 
7- well pattern) (Fig. 1)

4. Humidified chamber
5. Light box with indirect backlighting

Procedure
Performance of the ID procedure using commercial reagents 
should follow the procedure as described in the vendor’s 
package insert. Briefly, the inoculation of the ID plates and 
reading of the ID reactions are identical to those listed above. 
Inoculated agar plates are placed in a humidified chamber. 
Positive results are reported after 24 h of incubation, and 
negative results are reported after 72 h of incubation.

Interpretation
Refer to the manufacturer’s package insert for the interpre-
tation of the results using commercial reagents.

notes for Performance of Commercial ID Assays
1. Commercial antigens and antibodies should be used 

with the agar plates provided by the vendor.

2. An advantage with precast agar medium is, unlike the 
method described above, there is no Plexiglas template that 
obscures the view of precipitin band formation. Therefore, 
the ID bands can be visualized regularly; positive reactions 
can be determined after 24 h and negative results can be 
monitored throughout the entire 72 h of incubation.

Complement Fixation Assay

theory
Complement is a series of lytic proteins that binds to anti-
body/antigen complexes and ultimately causes the lysis of 
cells by embedding into and disrupting the cell membrane. 
The CF assay takes advantage of the complement binding 
or “fixing” to antibody/antigen complexes. Antigen spe-
cific for the disease in question is combined with the pa-
tient serum along with a known quantity of complement. 
Specific antibody in the patient serum, if present, binds to 
the antigen. Complement binds to the antibody/antigen 
complex, reducing the amount of active complement in 
the mixture; the greater amount of antibody present, the 
greater the number of antibody/antigen complexes formed 
and the greater the reduction of active complement. In pa-
tients with no antibody present in their serum (seronegative 
patients) antibody/antigen complexes are not formed, and 
subsequently, there is no reduction of active complement 
in the mixture.

The amount of active complement present in the mix-
ture is measured using antibody- coated RBCs as an indicator 
system. The greater percentage of RBCs lysed, the greater 
amount of active complement present in the mixture. Total 
lysis of the RBCs indicates the lack of antibody present in 
the patient serum. No lysis of the RBCs indicates a large 
amount of antibody present in the patient serum. Methods 
and assay interpretation are detailed below.

The advantage of the CF test is that it provides a quan-
titative measurement of the amount of antibody present in 
the test specimen. To assess disease progression or treatment 
efficacy, the titer for a given early (acute- phase) specimen 
can then be compared to the titer of a later (convalescent- 
phase) specimen as measured by the respective increase or 
decrease in antibody titer. For accurate comparisons, seri-
ally acquired specimens must be tested in parallel during the 
same assay.

The disadvantages of the CF test are as follows: (i) it is a 
relatively complex, labor- intensive assay that should be per-
formed by only highly trained technical staff; (ii) accuracy 
depends on constant, complex QC standardization or titra-
tion of test reagents (hemolysin, complement, SRBCs) each 
time a new lot of reagent is obtained; and (iii) specimens 
may possess AC activity (i.e., patient serum fixes or destroys 
complement in the absence of any added antigen), making 
test results in these wells uninterpretable.

If infection by one of the dimorphic pathogens is sus-
pected, it is important to include antigens for each of the 
dimorphic pathogens when performing CF because cross- 
reactivity can occur at low antibody titers. Furthermore, 
overlap of the areas of endemicity for Histoplasma, Blasto-
myces, and Coccidioides and the ease of travel between zones 
of endemicity may confound the diagnosis. Paracoccidioides 
antigen should also be included when there is a history of 
travel to Central or South America.

Because of the complexity of the procedure, only an 
abbreviated description of the CF test is outlined below. 
Readers are directed to a more detailed protocol (1) or a 
modified version, available from Immuno- Mycologics for 
use with their reagents. No commercial kits are available 
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for the CF test, but antigens, antisera, and other reagents 
can be purchased individually from the commercial sources 
listed in Table 1.

sample Requirements
Serum, peritoneal fluid, or CSF may be used in the CF test. 
Serum is most often tested in cases of suspected acute fungal 
infections. CSF may be used to detect localized antibody 
production if meningitis is suspected. Other body fluids are 
examined in cases of suspected disseminated disease. Acute- 
phase sera should be obtained after the onset of symptoms, 
and convalescent- phase sera should be collected 3 to 4 
weeks later and tested in parallel to identify changes in titer 
compared to the titer obtained for the acute- phase sera. To 
remove any red or white blood cells, CSF should be centri-
fuged before being tested. Sera and CSF are heated at 56°C 
for 30 min immediately prior to use to inactivate endoge-
nous complement activity.

Serum and CSF can be stored at 4°C for 72 h or stored 
for longer periods in frozen aliquots at −20°C or colder in 
a nondefrosting freezer. Repeated freezing and thawing of 
the samples, which can reduce reactivity, should be avoided.

unacceptable specimens
1. Plasma. Blood collected with any anticoagulant is an 

unacceptable specimen for the CF assay.
2. Excessively pigmented specimens. As the results of 

the CF assay are measured by the hemolysis of red blood 
cells, excessively hemolyzed specimens can interfere with 
test interpretation. Slightly pigmented specimens may be 
used because the color will be diluted out during sample 
processing and titer determination which will not interfere 
with test interpretation.

3. Excessively lipemic specimens. Lipids should be re-
moved with a 0.45-  to 0.8- μm- pore- size filter attached to a 
syringe (Millipore Corp.).

Materials
Antigens and reference antisera may be purchased from 
Immuno- Mycologics, Inc., or from Meridian Diagnostics, 
Inc. Other key materials, listed below, may be purchased 
from vendors that sell biological products (e.g., Lonza, 
Walkersville, MD; Rockland Immunochemicals, Inc., Gil-
bertsville, PA; TCS Biosciences Ltd., Buckingham, United 
Kingdom; and Colorado Serum Company, Denver, CO).

equipment

pH meter
Centrifuge with microtiter plate carriers
Incubator (37°C)
Glass serologic tubes (15 by 125 mm and 12 by 75 mm)
Pipettes (1, 5, and 10 ml)
Water baths (37 and 56°C)
Refrigerator
Microtiter equipment
25-  to 50- μl multichannel pipetter
U- bottom polystyrene microtiter plates
Reading mirror (concave)

Procedure

Reagent Preparation and Standardization
1. Gelatin solution. Make a 0.05% (wt/vol) solution of 

gelatin in deionized H2O and heat to 100°C. Allow it to 

cool to room temperature, and use it to dilute 5× VBD to 
1×. The shelf life of the 0.5% gelatin water solution is 7 
days at 4°C.

2. VBD. VBD is prepared and stored as a 5× stock solu-
tion. The working 1× VBD solution is prepared by diluting 
the 5× stock solution of VBD to 1× with 0.05% gelatin- 
water solution. The 1× VBD is used throughout the test 
procedure as a reagent diluent. The pH of the 1× VBD must 
be between 7.3 and 7.4; if it is not, prepare new 1× VBD 
from the 5× stock. Do not adjust the pH of the 1× VBD. If 
the pH of the 1× VBD is continually out of range, obtain 
new 5× buffer. Keep the 1× VBD on ice during the assay. 
The shelf life of 1× VBD is 24 h at 4°C.

3. SRBCs, supplied in Alsever’s solution. SRBCs must 
be washed three times with 1× VBD by gentle centrifuga-
tion on the day the CF test is to be performed (final working 
concentration, 2.8% [vol/vol] in 1× VBD). If red pigment 
remains after three consecutive washes, the SRBCs are too 
old and too fragile for use. A fresh lot of SRBCs should be 
obtained (SRBCs should be between 5 and 28 days old at 
the time of use). The shelf life of the stock SRBCs in Alsev-
er’s solution is 1 month, whereas the shelf life of washed and 
diluted SRBCs in 1× VBD is 24 h.

4. Hemolysin. Hemolysin (complement- fixing, anti- 
SRBC antibody) is used to “sensitize” (i.e., coat with 
antibody) the SRBCs, allowing them to be lysed in the 
presence of complement. To determine the optimal con-
centration of hemolysin for the sensitization of SRBCs, 
serially dilute hemolysin in 1× VBD in 15-  by 125- mm 
glass tubes (1:1,500, 1:2,000, 1:2,500, 1:3,000, 1:4,000, and 
1:8,000) and titrate it against multiple dilutions of guinea 
pig complement (1:300, 1:350, and 1:400 [see item 5 be-
low]). After adding SRBCs and incubating them in a water 
bath at 37°C for 1 h, centrifuge tubes and determine the 
percent hemolysis in each tube by comparison to a stan-
dard curve (color standards) constructed from differing 
proportions of hemoglobin and 0.28% SRBCs (percent ly-
sis = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100). Plot 
the percent hemolysis against the hemolysin dilution, and 
identify the second dilution on the plateau of the graph. 
This hemolysin dilution is optimum to sensitize SRBCs for 
complement titration, antigen titration, and serum tests. 
Hemolysin must be titrated each time a new lot of SRBCs 
or hemolysin is obtained. The shelf life of the stock hemo-
lysin (a 1:100 dilution of hemolysin in VBD containing 
0.2% phenol) at 2 to 8°C is up to 1 year.

5. Guinea pig complement. Reconstitute guinea pig 
complement into single- use glass vials, and freeze at −70°C 
until ready to use. Storage in plastic vials will cause a re-
duction of complement activity over time. The complement 
must be subjected to titer determination before each use.

Titration of guinea pig complement. (Note: during this 
procedure, the stock complement, VBD, and further com-
plement dilutions must be kept on ice, unless otherwise in-
structed. Tubes and flasks should be made of glass and kept 
on ice while performing the procedure.)

a. Remove an aliquot of complement from the 
−70°C freezer and thaw on ice.

b. Keep complement and subsequent dilutions on 
ice, unless otherwise instructed.

c. Serially dilute complement with VBD (1:200, 
1:250, 1:300, 1:350, and 1:400) in 12-  by 75- mm 
glass test tubes and add 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, and 0.40 
ml of each complement dilution to 0.60, 0.55, 
0.50, and 0.40 ml of VBD, respectively.
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d. Then add 0.20 ml of sensitized SRBCs (see below) 
to the tubes, shake the mixture, and incubate the 
tubes in a 37°C water bath for 30 min (shake again 
after 15 min and return the tubes to water bath).

e. Remove the tubes, and centrifuge the cells. Deter-
mine the percent hemolysis compared to the color 
standards.

f. Calculate the ratio of lysed to unlysed cells (lysis 
ratio = lysed/[100 − lysed], i.e., 10/[100 − 10] = 
0.111).

g. Using log- log graph paper, plot the volume of 
complement added to the tubes (0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 
and 0.40) against the lysis ratio. For valid analysis, 
the lysis ratio values of the two lower complement 
concentrations (0.2 and 0.25) must be less than 1, 
and the lysis ratio values of the two higher com-
plement concentrations (0.30 and 0.40) must be 
greater than 1.

h. With a ruler, join the two points plotted for the 
two lowest volumes of complement and do the 
same for the two highest volumes. Draw a line 
connecting the midpoint of one line to the mid-
point of the other line.

i. From the point where this line intersects the verti-
cal line at 1 on the x axis, draw a horizontal line to 
the y axis on the left. This is the volume, in millili-
ters, that contains 1 CH50 unit. Multiply this value 
by 5 to obtain the equivalent of 5 CH50 units.

6. Sensitized SRBCs. While gently swirling the flask, 
slowly add an equal volume of SRBCs to an equal volume 
of the optimum concentration of hemolysin (determined as 
described in item 4 above). Incubate the mixture for 15 min 
in a 37°C water bath before use.

CF Test
1. All reagents (hemolysin, complement, SRBCs, and 

VBD) must be optimally standardized as described above 
before the test is used with patient samples or the positive 
control.

2. Using cold VBD, prepare a 1:8 dilution of the fol-
lowing samples in plastic screw-cap tubes: patient sample, 
positive control, and negative control. Samples may also be 
diluted 1:2 instead of 1:8 or may be diluted more than 1:8 
during repeat testing to detect lower or higher antibody ti-
ters, respectively.

3. Heat the diluted sera for 30 min in a 56°C water bath, 
and cool to room temperature.

4. Label the microtiter plates as shown in Fig. 2.
5. Pipette 25 μl of cold VBD into the wells of rows B to 

H of columns 1 to 12 of the patient plate(s) (Fig. 2A) and 
columns 1 to 9 of the control plate (Fig. 2B).

6. Add 50 μl of heat- inactivated patient sera to wells 1 to 6 
of row A for patient 1 and wells 7 to 12 of row A for patient 2. 
Add 50 μl of control sera to the appropriate wells in row A of 
the control plate that correspond to the appropriate antigen.

7. Using a multichannel pipette, serially pass 25 μl of 
serum sequentially from row A through row H and mix. Re-
move 25 μl from the wells in row H and discard (25 μl of 
serially diluted sera should remain in all wells).

8. Dilute fungal antigens to the appropriate concentra-
tion as determined by the antigen titration assay performed 
for that lot of antigen. Add 25 μl of diluted antigen to wells 
A through H of the appropriate columns as follows:

a. Histoplasma mycelial antigen (histoplasmin) to 
columns 2 and 8 on patient plate(s) and column 2 
of the control plate.

b. Histoplasma yeast antigen to columns 3 and 9 on 
patient plate(s) and column 3 of the control plate.

c. Blastomyces A antigen to columns 4 and 10 on pa-
tient plate(s) and column 5 on the control plate.

d. Coccidioides culture filtrate antigen (coccidioidin) 
to columns 5 and 11 on the patient plate(s) and 
column 7 on the control plate.

e. Paracoccidioides antigen in columns 6 and 12 on 
the patient plate(s) and column 9 on the control 
plate.

9. Add 25 μl of cold VBD to columns 1 and 7 on the 
patient plate(s) and columns 1, 4, 6, and 8 on the control 
plate to control for serum activity in the CF test.

10. Thaw guinea pig complement on ice, and dilute with 
cold VBD in a glass container to the concentration deter-
mined by the complement titration assay. Allow to stand on 
ice for at least 20 min, but use within 2 h.

11. Add 50 μl of diluted complement to all patient spec-
imen wells and columns 1 to 9 of the control plate.

12. A complement “back titration” is performed with 
each assay to determine the accuracy of the complement 
titration/dilution. On the control plate, add 50 μl of cold 
VBD to rows A to F in columns 11 and 12.

a. Add 100 μl of diluted complement to wells A to 
F of column 10. Serially transfer 50 μl of diluted 
complement from wells A to F of column 10 to 
wells A to F of column 11 and then to wells A to 
F of column 12. After gently mixing the content 
of the wells of column 12, remove 50 μl of diluted 
complement and discard.

b. Add 50 μl of cold VBD to wells 10 to 12 in row A. 
In wells 10 to 12 of rows B to F, add 25 μl of cold 
VBD.

c. Add 25 μl of diluted antigen from step 8 to the ap-
propriate wells in rows B to F of columns 10 to 12.

13. Finally, add 100 μl of cold VBD to wells 11 and 12 
of row H. Each well should now contain a total volume of 
100 μl.

14. Mix the contents of the wells for 5 to 10 s on a vibrat-
ing microtiter plate shaker.

15. Place plates at 2 to 8°C for 15 to 18 h. Cover the plates 
to prevent evaporation (an unused plate can serve this func-
tion; plates can be placed in stacks of five to eight plates).

16. Place VBD and SRBCs on ice and store at 2 to 8°C 
for use in the following steps.

17. As the incubation period in step 15 concludes, sen-
sitize SRBCs are sensitized as described above; add 25 μl 
of sensitized SRBCs to all wells of the patient and control 
plates.

18. Mix the contents of the wells for 5 to 10 s on a vibrat-
ing microtiter plate shaker.

19. Cover the plates, and incubate them at 37°C for 30 
min. Stack the plates no more than two high.

20. Centrifuge the plates for 5 min at 400 to 450 × g.
21. Read the plates for percent hemolysis compared to 

the color standard.

Reading and Interpretation of CF Reactions
1. Control sera must display the titer recommended by 

the manufacturer (or the typical titer for laboratory- derived 
control sera) ± 1 dilution. If not, the sera must be repeated 
for the particular antigen.

2. The complement back titration controls should dis-
play 95 to 100% lysis in column 10, 90 to 100% lysis in 
column 11, 30 to 50% lysis in the VBD control well (A of 
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column 12), and 0 to 50% lysis in the antigen control wells 
(B to F of column 12). The cell control wells (H 11 to 12) 
should display no lysis (0%).

3. Wells with patient or control serum that display 
≤30% lysis are considered positive. The dilution at which 
the last well of serially diluted serum displays ≤30% lysis 
is the antibody titer for that sample. Serum control wells 
should display >70% lysis.

4. Serum that displays ≤70% lysis in a serum control 
well is considered AC at that serum dilution, and results 
cannot be interpreted for that dilution (Fig. 2A, patient 
2). AC activity often disappears as the serum is serially 
diluted. A patient’s serum may contain an antibody titer 

that is greater than that of the AC activity. In this case, a 
titer of the fungal antigen can be interpreted and reported 
(i.e., a patient serum with AC activity that ends at a serum 
dilution of 1:8 and with a positive antibody to Coccidioides 
antigen observed at a 1:64 dilution can be reported as AC 
at 1:8 and positive for antibody to Coccidioides at 1:64). 
Parallel testing of serum using the ID assay can help to 
resolve antibody detection in serum that contains AC ac-
tivity, as ID results are not affected by AC. However, ID 
tests may not be as sensitive as the CF test. Also, all of the 
QC measures described in the text under “Reagent Prepa-
ration and Standardization” above must be followed for 
optimal operation of the test.
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FIGURE 2 Diagram displaying organization of the microtiter plates and results for the CF assay. Solid 
circles, 100% lysis; shaded circles, 30 to 90% lysis; open circles, 0% lysis. SC, serum control wells receiv-
ing buffer in place of antigen; H, column receiving Histoplasma mycelial histoplasmin antigen; Y, column 
receiving Histoplasma yeast antigen; B, column receiving Blastomyces antigen; C, column receiving Coc-
cidioides coccidioidin antigen; P, column receiving Paracoccidioides yeast antigen; CC, cell control; CH50, 
amount of complement required for 50% lysis of SRBC. (A) Patient plate. Patient 1 demonstrates serum 
that is positive for Histoplasma antibodies with a 1:16 titer against mycelial histoplasmin antigen and a 
1:64 titer against Histoplasma yeast antigen. Patient 2 displays serum that contains an AC titer of 1:16. 
However, because antibodies to coccidioidin are present at a titer that is >2 dilutions beyond the AC 
titer, the patient CF result is AC 1:16, Coccidioides 1:128. (B) Control plate. Columns 1 to 9 depict the 
reactivity of the control sera to specific fungal antigens. Columns 10 to 12, rows A to F, depict the results 
of the back titration of complement in CH50 units (5, 2.5, or 1.25) in the presence of fungal antigens or 
the VBD buffer control. Columns 11 and 12, row H, depict the cell control wells that receive SRBC only.
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Latex Agglutination

theory
The LA test is a qualitative slide agglutination assay using 
latex particles to detect antibodies or antigen of interest. 
Antigen- coated latex particles measure antibody levels, and 
antibody- coated particles measure the presence of antigen in 
the specimen. Like the ID assay, the LA test depends on the 
formation of latticework structures to agglutinate the latex 
particles, resulting in visible clumping. Results are graded 
according to the level of agglutination (1+ to 4+ aggluti-
nation) observed for a particular dilution of serum. If a pa-
tient specimen contains an excessive quantity of antigen or 
antibody, a false negative, or prozone effect, may occur. In 
these instances, dilution of the patient specimen may reveal 
the positive reaction.

Commercial Methods— Antibody Detection
The assay is rapid and simple to perform, and no special 
equipment is needed. Commercial sources are listed in Ta-
ble 1. The LA test yields results in a matter of minutes and 
may be used with sera giving AC activity in the CF test.

Sample Requirements
Blood should be collected into tubes that contain no an-

ticoagulant, since anticoagulant can interfere with test per-
formance. Specimens can be held at 2 to 8°C for up to 72 h 
before being tested but must be placed at −20°C or colder 
for long- term storage. Specimens should not be stored in 
frost- free freezers because repeated freezing and thawing can 
affect test results. Serum must be heat inactivated at 56°C 
for 30 min before being tested.

Performance of the LA assay procedure using commer-
cial reagents should follow the procedure as described in the 
vendor’s package insert. Briefly, serum and latex particles 
are placed on a reaction card provided by the manufacturer, 
mixed using a separate applicator stick for each serum to 
avoid cross contamination of samples, and placed on a ro-
tary shaker or rotated by hand for the recommended time 
and speed. The reaction card is immediately examined mac-
roscopically for signs of agglutination.

Agglutination is graded as follows: negative, a homoge-
neous suspension of particles with no visible clumping; 1+, 
fine granulation against a milky background; 2+, small but 
definite clumps against a slightly cloudy background; 3+, 
large and small clumps against a clear background; 4+, large 
clumps against a clear or very clear background. An aggluti-
nation grade of 2+ or greater is considered positive.

Avoid freezing of the latex particle suspension, since this 
can result in granularity, leading to false- positive results. 
Materials should not be allowed to dry on the slide.

Commercial Methods— Antigen Detection
The LA test for antigen detection is a noncompetitive direct- 
binding slide agglutination test to detect fungal antigens 
in clinical samples by employing latex particles adsorbed 
with an antigen- specific detection antibody (monoclonal 
or polyclonal). Specimens can be screened using a single 
dilution; positive samples are subsequently diluted serially 
to obtain an end point titer (2–4).

Sample Requirements
1. Various vendors provide kits for antigen detection for 

latex agglutination. Follow the requirements listed in the 
kit’s package insert, as they vary as to the specimens for 
which they are approved. For cryptococcosis, most tests are 
approved for serum and CSF; some are also approved for 
BAL fluid. Plasma may not be used.

2. For serum, most kits recommend pretreatment with 
pronase before testing to disrupt antigen/antibody com-
plexes. Pronase must be inactivated with pronase inhibitor 
or by boiling prior to use.

3. For CSF, heat in a boiling- water bath for 5 to 10 min as 
directed by the manufacturer. Pronase treatment of CSF is 
generally not recommended but was reported to increase LA 
titers by 2 to 3 dilutions in 14 (20%) of 70 CSF specimens 
tested (5).

4. BAL fluids should be treated with pronase prior to 
assay.

Performance of the LA assay procedure for antigen de-
tection using commercial reagents should follow the pro-
cedure as described in the vendor’s package insert. The 
procedure for antigen detection is the same as for antibody 
detection described above except that specimens are heat 
inactivated and/or pronase treated to remove immune 
complexes prior to use. An agglutination grade of 2+ or 
greater is considered positive. However, a 1+ reaction may 
be the result of a prozone effect as a result of excess antigen 
present in the specimen. If suspected, the assay should be 
repeated after serially diluting the specimen.

If desired, samples with a positive result upon initial 
screening can be diluted for end point titer determinations 
using serial 2- fold dilutions up to 1:1,024; greater dilutions 
may be required if testing determines that the specimen is 
still positive at the 1:1,024 dilution.

Enzyme Immunoassay

theory
The EIA is a sensitive, solid- phase immunoassay that is used 
for the detection of either antibody or antigen. For anti-
body detection, a specific antigen, coated on the surface of 
a plastic microtitration well, binds or immobilizes specific 
antibody present in the patient’s serum. The addition of 
an enzyme- labeled anti- human antibody results in the for-
mation of an antigen/antibody/enzyme- labeled antibody 
complex. After the addition of the enzyme’s substrate, a 
positive reaction is indicated by a color change measured 
spectrophotometrically.

Antigen is detected by coating the microtiter wells with 
a polyclonal or monoclonal antibody to the specific anti-
gen. Antigen in the patient specimen is immobilized by 
the coating antibody and is detected by the addition of an 
enzyme- labeled antibody specific for the antigen. As with 
the antibody assay, the presence of enzyme is demonstrated 
by the addition of the appropriate substrate. While this 
method is very sensitive, often more sensitive than other 
methods, the specificity is variable depending on the spec-
ificity of the reagents employed in the assay. While several 
enzyme/substrate combinations can be used, horseradish 
peroxidase- tetramethylbenzidine is most frequently used.

eIA for Detection of Antifungal Antibody
EIAs available commercially for the detection of antifun-
gal antibodies in patient specimens are detailed in Table 1. 
The kit contains all necessary reagents and microtiter plates 
precoated with antigen. Microtiter plates are composed of 
eight- well strips so that the entire plate does not have to be 
used at one time. Unused microwells must be placed back 
inside the foil ziplock pouch provided and sealed immedi-
ately to protect them from moisture.

A detailed stepwise procedure can be found in the pack-
age insert included with each kit. Briefly, all reagents should 
be brought to room temperature prior to performing the 
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assay. Diluted specimens are added to the antigen- coated 
microtiter plate, followed stepwise with a peroxidase- 
conjugated anti- human antibody and substrate solution. 
Each step is followed by an incubation and washing of 
the microwells using a plate washer. Plates are read spec-
trophotometrically at 450 nm or at 450/630 nm, if a dual- 
wavelength plate reader is available.

To reduce assay background, it is essential that excess 
wash buffer is removed after each wash by forcefully invert-
ing the microtiter plate onto a paper towel until no more 
moisture is seen on the paper towel. Care must be taken 
that the microtiter well strips do not come loose from the 
microtiter well frame.

eIA for Detection of Fungal Antigen
Assays available commercially for the detection of fungal 
antigens in patient specimens are listed in Table 2. Such 
assays include the Platelia assays for Aspergillus GM anti-
gen and for Candida antigen (BioRad) and a variety of tests 
for cryptococcal antigen. As with the antibody assay above, 
detailed stepwise procedures can be found in the package in-
sert included with each kit. The methods are essentially the 
same as that for the EIA for antibody detection. The major 
difference between the two assays is that the wells of the 
microtiter plate are coated with antigen- specific antibody 
instead of antigen.

Lateral Flow Assay

theory
The LFA is a rapid, low- complexity, immunochromato-
graphic assay in which diluted serum/CSF travels by cap-
illary action along a filter test strip to a sector containing 
immunogold- conjugated antibody. If antigen is present, an-
tibody/antigen complexes form, continue to travel down the 
test strip, and are finally trapped by a line of immobilized 
anti- antigen antibodies. A red/purple line appears, resulting 
from the accumulation of immunogold particles and signify-
ing a positive reaction. LFA results are available in 10 min.

sample Requirements
Acceptable specimens are nonhemolyzed serum and asepti-
cally collected CSF. Store specimens at 2 to 8°C for up to 
72 h. For longer periods, store below −20°C. Do not repeat-
edly thaw and refreeze. If shipping is required, specimens 
should be maintained at 2 to 8°C or below −20°C.

Materials
The LFA kit contains all reagents necessary to perform the 
test. The kit is stored at room temperature (22 to 25°C).

Details of the procedure can be found in the kit package 
insert. Briefly, the patient specimen and specimen diluent 
are combined in a reaction tube, followed by placement of 
the LFA strip into the tube. After a 10- min incubation, the 
results are observed.

Interpretation
1. Positive: a line of any intensity visible on the LFA 

strip at the test position, plus a strong positive line at 
the control position.

2. Negative: a strong positive line at the control posi-
tion on the LFA strip with no visible line at the test 
position.

3. Invalid test: no line present at the strip control po-
sition. The results are invalid and the test should be 
repeated.

Panfungal Detection Using 1,3-β-d-Glucan Assay

theory
BDG is a component of the cell wall of all fungi except the 
Mucormycetes, and only low levels of BDG are released 
from C. neoformans (6). BDG activates factor G, a coagu-
lation enzyme found in horseshoe crab amoebocyte lysates. 
Once activated by BDG, the enzyme cleaves a chromogenic 
substrate (t- butyloxycarbonyl- Leu- Gly- Arg- p- nitroanilide) 
included in the test, releasing p- nitroanilide. The free 
p- nitroanilide can then be quantitated with respect to a 
glucan standard. Two methods have been employed to mea-
sure the reaction, a colorimetric method and a turbidimetric 
method.

Two species of horseshoe crab, the North American 
horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus) and the Asian horse-
shoe crab (Tachypleus tridentatus) have been used in the 
production of BDG assays. The FDA- approved Fungitell 
assay (Associates of Cape Cod, East Falmouth, MA) uses 
the amoebocyte lysate from Limulus polyphemus and employs 
the colorimetric method. Alternative colorimetric (Fung-
itec G Test MK [Seikagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan] 
and BGSTAR β- glucan test [Maruhua, Tokyo, Japan]) (7) 
and turbidimetric (Wako- WB003; Wako Pure Chemical In-
dustries, Ltd., Osaka, Japan) (8) forms of amoebocyte lysate 
assays are available in Japan (9).

Materials Required
The kit provides all necessary reagents
Pipette tips, must be glucan free
13-  by 100- mm borosilicate glass test tubes, must be glu-

can free
Certified glucan- free tips and tubes can be purchased 

from the kit manufacturer
Spectrophotometer, capable of maintaining a tempera-

ture of 37°C and capable of dual- wavelength moni-
toring at 405 and 490 nm with a dynamic range up to 
at least 2.0 absorbance units

Computer with appropriate kinetic assay software

specimen Requirements
Sterile serum samples should be placed in a container that is 
free of interfering levels of BDG and stored at 2 to 8°C before 
assay or frozen at <−20°C. False- positive results have been 
observed in specimens from patients undergoing hemodial-
ysis when certain cellulose dialysis membranes are used (10, 
11). Treatment with fractionated blood products such as se-
rum albumin and immunoglobulins (12) have also resulted 
in false- positive results. Likewise, care must be taken with 
subjects or specimens exposed to glucan- containing gauze. 
Surgical gauzes and sponges can leech high levels of BDG 
that may contribute to a contamination- based transient 
positive result, as has been observed in postsurgical patients 
(13). In these cases, sera should be drawn 3 to 4 days after 
final exposure (hemodialysis or surgical exposure to BDG- 
containing sponges and gauze).

Procedure
Note, the outside wells of the microtiter well plate are 
not used in this assay. When first performing the assay, it 
is recommended to test patient sera and glucan standards 
in triplicate. As the use of the assay becomes more familiar 
and results more consistent, the assay can be performed in 
duplicate. During the procedure, avoid the use of gauze or 
other glucan- containing material which may contaminate 
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the specimen or assay. Use suitable protective clothing and 
powder- free gloves when handling patient specimens.

The Fungitell assay is quantitative, which measures the 
reaction from the patient specimen compared to the reac-
tion of serially diluted glucan standard (measuring 31.25 
to 500 pg/ml). For a detailed description of the procedure, 
refer to the package insert that is provided with the assay 
kit. Briefly, the patient specimen is initially treated with an 
alkaline reagent (equal volumes of 0.25 M KOH and 1.2 
M KCl), converting triple- helix glucans that may be pres-
ent in the serum into more- reactive single- stranded glucans 
(14, 15). This reagent also prevents false- positive and false- 
negative results by inactivating serine proteases and serine- 
protease inhibitors (16). The patient specimen is combined 
with the alkaline reagent in the microwell and incubated 
for 10 min in the spectrophotometer, preheated to 37°C. 
At the end of the incubation period, the standards and neg-
ative controls are added to appropriate wells of the microti-
ter plate and the Fungitell reagent (a BDG- specific LAL) is 
added to all reagent- containing wells. The microtiter plate 
is placed into the spectrophotometer (37°C) and shaken 
for 5 to 10 s with the lid on, and the plate is read at 405 
to 490 nm, with the lid removed, for 40 min at 37°C. The 
spectrophotometer is set to collect data using the kinetic 
data point, reading the result as frequently as allowed by the 
software and instrument over the 40- min period of the test, 
and plotted using “linear/linear” or equivalent.

Interpretation
Negative, <60 pg/ml
Indeterminate, 60 to 79 pg/ml
Positive, ≥80 pg/ml

The accuracy of the assay is up to 500 pg/ml. For accurate 
results, specimens for which results are greater than 500 pg/
ml must be diluted and retested. Results are multiplied by 
the dilution factor for the final result.

SERODIAGNOSIS OF FUNGAL INFECTIONS

Aspergillosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Patients with ABPA, pulmonary aspergilloma (fungus ball), 
or CNPA and immunocompetent patients with obscure 
pulmonary or sinus infections should be tested for Asper-
gillus antibodies. ABPA should be considered in patients 
with asthma, transient pulmonary infiltrates, and peripheral 
eosinophilia. Pulmonary aspergilloma occurs when A. fumi-
gatus or other Aspergillus species colonize preexisting cavi-
ties of tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, or bronchiectasis. Assays to 
detect antibodies to Aspergillus species should be applied in 
such cases (see below; Table 1). Antibody testing has been 
suggested by some to play a role in the diagnosis of IA in 
nonneutropenic, high- risk SOT recipients. The sensitivity 
of such testing may be low, however, requiring repeated test-
ing to detect the antibody response.

The commercial antigen detection test for IA (Platelia; 
Bio-Rad) detects circulating cell wall GM from medically im-
portant Aspergillus species (see below; Table 2) (17). The GM 
EIA may be used as a screening tool for high- risk patient pop-
ulations such as allogeneic HSCT recipients. The European 
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer/Mycoses 
Study Group (EORTC/MSG) consensus group now includes 
a positive GM result as one of the factors in the definition of 
probable and possible fungal infections (18).

The website www.aspergillus.org.uk offers a listing of 
Aspergillus diagnostic tests approved for use in the United 
States and in Europe.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of Aspergillosis
Serologic results can be helpful for the diagnosis of as-
pergillosis, but results from these assays should be used in 
conjunction with other diagnostic procedures including cul-
ture, histopathologic examination of biopsied tissues, and 
radiologic evidence of infection.

Immunodiffusion
The ID test is effective and specific for diagnosing as-

pergillosis in immunocompetent persons, and individual 
reagents can be purchased from several different sources 
(Table 1). Precipitins can be found in over 90% of patients 
with aspergillomas and in 70% of patients with ABPA or 
CNPA (19). Only serum samples that produce a line or 
lines of identity with reference serum from a patient with 
a proven case of human aspergillosis are considered positive 
in the ID test. Although one or two precipitins may occur 
when serum from patients with any clinical form of aspergil-
losis is used, the presence of three or more bands is usually 
associated with either aspergilloma or CNPA. Pulmonary 
fungus balls can also be produced by Pseudallescheria boydii 
and by other fungi; noninfectious conditions or other ab-
normalities may also be misinterpreted as aspergillomas on 
chest radiographs. In such cases, the Aspergillus ID test is 
usually negative. However, the ID test may also be negative 
in some patients with aspergillosis who are receiving long- 
term antifungal or corticosteroid therapy.

Complement Fixation
Reagents for the detection of anti- Aspergillus fumigatus 

antibodies by CF are available commercially (Table 1). 
While the specificity of the assay is very good, the sensitivity 
has been reported to be low for tests using cell homogenate 
antigens and to be variable (20 to 79%) for tests employing 
culture filtrate antigens (20). Few laboratories now use the 
CF test for the diagnosis of aspergillosis.

Enzyme Immunoassay
A commercial EIA (Platelia Aspergillus IgG; Bio- Rad, 

Redman, WA) for the diagnosis of aspergillosis using puri-
fied recombinant antigens has recently become available for 
the detection of antibodies in serum or plasma. In immu-
nocompetent patients (329 sera) diagnosed with noninva-
sive aspergillosis, including ABPA (164 sera) and chronic 
pulmonary aspergillosis (16 sera), the sensitivity of the as-
say was 92.3% and 90.2 to 94.1%, respectively (21). The 
specificity was measured using sera from control patients 
suspected of having noninvasive aspergillosis but where 
aspergillosis was ruled out (114 sera) and was found to be 
67.2 to 84.0%. Sera (n = 222) from noninfected persons 
displayed a specificity of 99.5 to 100%. Further reports will 
be needed to determine the usefulness of this assay.

Antigen Assays for the Diagnosis of Aspergillosis

Enzyme Immunoassay
A commercial monoclonal sandwich EIA to detect cir-

culating serum GM antigen is effective in diagnosing IA 
in the immunocompromised host (Platelia Aspergillus EIA; 
Bio- Rad, Inc.), and it detects the disease approximately 1 
week before clinical signs of infection. This assay uses a rat 
MAb, EB- A2, as both the capture and detector antibody 
for the (1,5)- β- d- galactofuranose residues of GM, an outer 

http://www.aspergillus.org.uk
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cell wall component found in the most clinically important 
species of Aspergillus. The detection limit of this assay is 1 ng 
of GM per ml (Table 2) (22, 23).

Serum specimens may be collected at regular intervals 
before suspicion of infection and collected serially during 
the infectious episode. A 300- μl volume of patient serum is 
consumed each time the test is performed. Because the test 
may need to be repeated more than once and because some 
sample loss occurs during immune complex removal (pre-
cipitation of serum proteins during boiling in the presence 
of neutral disodium EDTA), at least 1 ml of patient serum 
is required for testing. The FDA has recently approved the 
use of BAL specimens in the GM assay. BAL fluids from 
lung transplant patients with proven or probable cases of IA 
demonstrate a sensitivity of 81.8% (24). Specificities in lung 
transplant patients not colonized with Aspergillus were 95.8 
and 96.6% when using cutoffs of 0.5 and 1.0, respectively.

Results are expressed as an index (i.e., the ratio of the OD 
of the test sample to the OD of the mean cutoff control serum 
provided in the kit). An index of ≥0.5 is considered a pos-
itive result, and an index of <0.5 is considered a negative re-
sult. Positive results obtained with the Platelia Aspergillus EIA 
should be interpreted in conjunction with other diagnostic 
procedures including culture, histopathologic examination 
of biopsied tissues, and radiologic evidence of infection. For 
all positive samples, it is recommended that a second aliquot 
of the same sample be retested and a new sample collected 
from the same patient be tested in a follow- up procedure. In 
the absence of positive culture or histopathology, if tests for 
serum GM are repeatedly positive in patients at risk for IA, 
such results may be interpreted as a probable Aspergillus infec-
tion. On the other hand, negative test results do not rule out 
a diagnosis of IA. Even in cases of culture- proven or histo-
pathologically proven IA, not every serum sample from each 
patient is expected to be positive.

Neonatal or pediatric serum samples have been reported 
to give a higher rate of false- positive results, and this may be 
related to the finding that the EB- A2 MAb used in the test 
reacts with components found in infant milk formulas and 
with the lipoteichoic acid of a common neonatal gut com-
mensal, Bifidobacterium bifidum. False- positive test results 
may also occur in patients receiving piperacillin- tazobactam 
and amoxicillin- clavulanic acid antibiotics, since these 
agents also react with the EB- A2 MAb in vitro. Positive 
test results in such individuals should be interpreted with 
caution and confirmed by other diagnostic means. Other 
fungal genera, including species of Histoplasma, Penicillium, 
Alternaria, and Paecilomyces, have demonstrated reactivity 
with the EB- A2 MAb used in the Platelia Aspergillus test 
and could cause false- positive test results. Other possible 
reasons for false- positive results have been suggested, in-
cluding reactions with cyclophosphamide and/or adsorption 
of dietary GM through a damaged intestinal wall.

Reduced detection of GM may occur in patients with 
chronic granulomatous disease or hyper IgE (or Job’s) syn-
drome or in those with IA who are receiving antifungal 
therapy (25). Sera from such patients giving negative results 
should be retested. False- negative results have also been at-
tributed to limited invasion of blood vessels by the organism 
or to especially high antibody titers in the host.

Lateral Flow Assay
Recently, an Aspergillus LFA was developed using MAb 

JF5, which is specific for a protein epitope on a glycoprotein 
antigen (26). In a guinea pig model of IA, the LFA was shown 
to be more sensitive and specific than the GM and BDG as-
says (27). In hematology patients with IA (28), LFA was more 

sensitive and specific than GM: 81.8 versus 77.3% and 98.0 
versus 91.5%, respectively. The authors found that PCR was 
more sensitive (95.5%) but less specific (96.6%) than LFA. 
The combination of PCR and LFA provided the best sensitiv-
ity (100%) and specificity (100%). There is no commercial 
source for this assay, and it is still considered experimental.

1,3- β- d- Glucan
Several reviews regarding the diagnosis of invasive asper-

gillosis using nonculture methods, including the detection 
of BDG, have recently been published (29–31). Sensitivity 
and specificity for the diagnosis of IA are approximately 70 
to 71% and 82 to 87%, respectively (29, 30), and 77 and 
85%, respectively, for invasive fungal infections in general 
(32). Combining BDG detection with the GM assay further 
enhances the diagnostic capabilities of both assays to 80 to 
88% sensitivity and 98 to 100% specificity (29, 33, 34).

Immunohistochemistry
Aspergillosis may also be diagnosed histopathologically 

by observing in biopsy tissue the typical dichotomous, 
branched, septate hyphae after Grocott’s methenamine sil-
ver or periodic acid- Schiff staining (35). However, other fil-
amentous fungal agents may appear similar morphologically 
to Aspergillus. A murine MAb, WF- AF- 1, directed against a 
cell wall fraction of A. fumigatus, is commercially available 
(AbD Serotec, Raleigh, NC) for the immunohistochemical 
diagnosis of major Aspergillus species in tissues (36). After 
the tissue is deparaffinized and antigen cross- linking is dis-
rupted, the tissue is stained using a standard immunohisto-
chemistry method (36). The primary mouse MAb is placed 
on the slide followed by a secondary, anti- mouse antibody 
conjugated with a fluorescent or enzymatic label. If a fluo-
rescent label is used, the slide is now ready to be examined 
using a fluorescence microscope with the appropriate fil-
ters specific for the fluorescent label. If an enzymatic label 
is used, the slide is next treated with a substrate solution 
specific for the enzyme label. The substrate reacts with the 
enzyme, forming a colored precipitate which is deposited on 
the tissue in places where the antibody is located, and can 
be detected using a bright field microscope.

Blastomycosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Blastomyces dermatitidis is a thermally dimorphic fungus 
that has a range of endemicity from the upper Midwest-
ern states of the United States extending east and north-
east through the St. Lawrence River Valley. While recent 
outbreaks suggest that exposure may occur in more urban 
environments, and with less active outdoor exposure (37, 
38), the classic mode of infection is inhalation of conidia 
of disturbed moist soil, most frequently in relation to water-
shed areas and nearby waterways (39, 40). Infections may 
resolve spontaneously or slowly progress as a slow indolent 
process. Dissemination to multiple organs including bone, 
skin, and genitourinary system may occur. Antibody detec-
tion tests for blastomycosis should be performed with sera 
from patients showing signs of suspected acute pulmonary 
blastomycosis, especially if they reside in or have recently 
traveled to geographic areas where blastomycosis is endemic 
(40). Symptoms of acute pulmonary blastomycosis include 
a nonspecific respiratory infection characterized by fever, 
chills, productive cough, myalgia, arthralgia, pleuritic chest 
pain, and weight loss. Antibody detection tests should also 
be performed with sera from patients presenting with symp-
toms of chronic pulmonary blastomycosis, which are similar 
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to those of tuberculosis and include productive cough, he-
moptysis, night sweats, malaise, weight loss, and low- grade 
fever. Antibody detection can be helpful when lesions are 
present on the skin, a common site of dissemination, and 
for monitoring CSF specimens from patients with suspected 
blastomycotic meningitis.

Immunocompromised patients are predisposed to severe 
forms of the disease, which can relapse and are often associ-
ated with a high mortality rate. Up to 40% of AIDS patients 
with blastomycosis have central nervous system disease that 
manifests as either meningitis or brain lesions. Others have 
presented with a septic shock- like syndrome. Experimental 
antigen detection tests, should they prove to be sensitive 
and specific, would be helpful for the diagnosis of dissemi-
nated blastomycosis in immunocompromised patient popu-
lations whose antibody responses may be limited or variable.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of Blastomycosis
Substantial improvement in the serodiagnosis of blastomyco-
sis can be attributed to the use of a purified surface antigen of 
Blastomyces dermatitidis called the “A antigen” by one group 
of investigators (41) and WI- 1 by another group (42); both 
are released from the yeast form of B. dermatitidis by autolysis 
and are recovered from culture filtrates. Immunologically, the 
A antigen and WI- 1 are related in that antibodies directed 
against the WI- 1 antigen recognize the A antigen and vice 
versa. The A antigen has a molecular mass of 135 kDa and is 
glycosylated, whereas the WI- 1 antigen is a 120- kDa protein 
that is not glycosylated.

ID test kits and reagents to conduct the ID and CF tests 
are commercially available (Table 1) for the detection of 
anti- B. dermatitidis antibodies. The A antigen is now incor-
porated into most commercially available kits and is also 
supplied as a reagent for in- house ID and CF testing.

Immunodiffusion
A positive reaction in an ID test using the purified A an-

tigen is specific and diagnostic for blastomycosis. However, 
a negative ID test does not rule out a diagnosis of blasto-
mycosis, since this test has been reported to be negative in 
10% of patients with disseminated infection and over 60% 
of patients with localized disease.

Complement Fixation
Initial CF assays for the diagnosis of blastomycosis used 

a crude yeast antigen which resulted in unsatisfactory sensi-
tivity and specificity. With the incorporation of purified A 
antigen into the CF assay, the specificity improved markedly 
from initial reports of 30 to 87% (43–45) to 97 to 100% (43, 
45). However, the sensitivity still remains unsatisfactory for 
the diagnosis of disseminated infection (50%) or localized 
infection (33%) (43). Although the CF test is still in use, 
its sensitivity is poor and much reduced compared to the ID 
test, and it is therefore not discussed in further detail here.

Interpretation. The ID test performed using a B. der-
matitidis yeast- form culture filtrate containing the A anti-
gen is highly specific for blastomycosis. A positive reaction 
denotes a recent or current infection with B. dermatitidis. 
Positive reactions can therefore be the basis for immediate 
treatment of the patient without parallel testing for coccid-
ioidomycosis or histoplasmosis. Negative test results, how-
ever, do not exclude a diagnosis of blastomycosis because 
the sensitivity of the ID test has been reported to range from 
33% for localized infection to 88% for disseminated disease. 
In the absence of a positive A precipitin band or in cases 
where the CF test is positive for blastomycosis but the ID 

test is negative, patients should be examined extensively for 
evidence of infection with other endemic fungi as well as 
with B. dermatitidis (especially because the areas of endemic-
ity for blastomycosis and histoplasmosis overlap and cross- 
reactivity can occur).

In patients where a high suspicion for blastomycosis 
exists, testing of an additional serum drawn 3 to 4 weeks 
after initial sampling may be necessary to detect the devel-
opment of an A precipitin band indicating seroconversion 
and recent infection. In addition, sera should be drawn at 
3- week intervals and examined by CF and ID tests with B. 
dermatitidis, Coccidioides immitis, and Histoplasma capsulatum 
antigens. Such testing may detect increases in CF titers to 
a causative organism other than B. dermatitidis or the de-
velopment of precipitin bands diagnostic for blastomycosis, 
histoplasmosis, or coccidioidomycosis. In established cases 
of blastomycosis, the disappearance of the precipitin line is 
evidence for a favorable prognosis. The serologic response, 
however, is often not as rapid as the clinical response.

Enzyme Immunoassay
A commercial EIA (Blastomyces antibody enzyme im-

munoassay; IMMY) using a proprietary mixture of fungal 
yeast- phase antigens has recently been developed. The 
manufacturer reports a sensitivity of 83.3% compared to 
positive CF titers at ≥1:8 and 100% at ≥1:16. Sensitivity 
and specificity are 100% compared to ID. This assay looks 
very promising given the less than desirable results of the ID 
and CF assays. Independent evaluation of this assay has not 
been reported at this time.

Antigen Assay for the Diagnosis of Blastomycosis

Enzyme Immunoassay
A double- antibody sandwich EIA employing rabbit poly-

clonal antibodies to detect an uncharacterized antigen from 
B. dermatitidis in urine, serum, CSF, BAL fluid, and other 
body fluids is available only through a commercial reference 
laboratory (MiraVista Labs, Indianapolis, IN). Test sensitiv-
ity was reported to be 89 and 100%, respectively, for the 
detection of urinary antigen in the disseminated and pulmo-
nary forms of blastomycosis (46). Little or no cross- reactivity 
was observed when specimens obtained from healthy volun-
teers or from patients with aspergillosis, candidiasis, coccid-
ioidomycosis, or cryptococcosis were used, but significant 
cross- reactivity occurred when specimens from patients with 
disseminated histoplasmosis (96%), paracoccidioidomycosis 
(100%), or penicilliosis marneffei (70%) were used (46). 
Because the areas of endemicity for blastomycosis and his-
toplasmosis overlap, additional tests are required to obtain 
a specific diagnosis. The assay has recently been converted 
to a quantitative assay in which the result from the patient 
specimen is evaluated against a standard curve derived from 
serial dilutions of B. dermatitidis galactomannan isolated 
from the pooled urine of blastomycosis patients (47). The 
sensitivity of the assay on average is 89.9% but ranged from 
88.2% in patients with only extrapulmonary involvement 
to 92.3% in patients with isolated pulmonary involvement. 
However, the assay continues to cross- react with 95.6% of 
samples from histoplasmosis patients. Patients with paracoc-
cidioidomycosis and penicilliosis marneffei were not evalu-
ated with the updated version. Individual case reports have 
shown that the assay appears to correlate well with con-
firmed cases of blastomycosis.

The use of the Blastomyces antigen test in outbreak in-
vestigations has displayed only a low success rate for the di-
agnosis of blastomycosis (37). The lack of sensitivity in this 
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case may reflect the delay in patient presentation until after 
the antigen in urine is cleared.

Candidiasis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Candida albicans and other Candida species are part of the 
normal microbiological flora of humans, often found on the 
skin and in the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts. Disease 
ranges from superficial cutaneous/mucocutaneous infections 
to severe disseminated infections. Tests for Candida antibod-
ies have been extensively evaluated but remain of uncertain 
usefulness in the diagnosis of invasive forms of candidiasis. 
The clinical utility of these tests has been hampered by false- 
positive results in patients who are colonized with Candida 
species or who have superficial infections as well as by false- 
negative results in immunocompromised patients, who pro-
duce small or variable quantities of antibodies. Those most at 
risk for these infections include neutropenic cancer patients, 
HSCT and SOT recipients receiving immunosuppressive 
agents, and patients receiving critical care, particularly those 
in adult surgical and neonatal intensive care units. On the 
other hand, in immunocompetent patients, seroconversion 
from antibody negative to antibody positive may be diagnos-
tically helpful. A decision to treat a patient with antifungal 
drugs must not be based on serologic data alone, however, 
but rather should be made after consideration of all available 
clinical and laboratory data.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of Candidiasis

Immunodiffusion
ID tests to detect antibodies to Candida species have been 

applied using sera from patients with acute disseminated 
candidiasis, chronic hepatosplenic candidiasis, or localized 
deep- organ candidiasis (e.g., endocarditis). Patient serum 
containing antibodies that react with homogenate antigens 
of C. albicans in the ID test may produce one or several lines 
of identity. Systemic candidiasis should be suspected when 
serial serum specimens demonstrate seroconversion (i.e., 
when negative antibody test results become positive) or 
show temporal increases in the number of precipitins. ID 
kits are commercially available (Table 1).

The ID test for antibodies has good specificity (94 to 
98%) but has variable sensitivity, ranging from >90% for 
confirmed cases of invasive candidiasis in immunocompe-
tent hosts to much lower in more localized or superficial 
infections (Table 1).

Interpretation. Sera from candidiasis patients, which re-
act with homogenate antigens of C. albicans in the ID test, 
may produce between one and seven precipitin bands. Se-
roconversion from negative to positive or an increase in the 
number of positive bands may be a strong indication for the 
diagnosis of systemic candidiasis. Negative results do not 
rule out the diagnosis of candidiasis. The serum may have 
been obtained too early, before the generation of antibod-
ies. Serial specimens can be obtained every 2 to 3 weeks to 
observe seroconversion.

Enzyme Immunoassay
An EIA to detect antibodies to circulating mannopro-

tein, a major cell wall component of Candida species, is 
commercially available in some countries but not in the 
United States (Platelia Candida Antibody; Bio- Rad). The 
assay uses a four- point calibrator range (2.5 to 20.0 AU) 
that is created through user- developed dilutions. Clinical 

evaluations of the test with sera from patients with invasive 
candidiasis demonstrated that the test specificity ranged 
from 63 to 94% but the test sensitivity ranged from 25 to 
88%, depending on the identity of the infecting Candida 
species (the lowest sensitivity occurred for detecting C. 
parapsilosis infections, and the highest occurred for detect-
ing C. albicans infections) (Table 1).

An updated version of the antibody EIA was recently 
developed (Platelia Candida Ab Plus; Bio- Rad), allowing 
measurement of antibody levels in either serum or plasma. 
Prediluted assay calibrator reagents are provided which 
form a five- point curve with a broader range (0 to 80 AU/
ml). Sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of candidi-
asis are maximized when combining the results of the anti- 
mannan antibody assay with the Candida mannan antigen 
assay (see below).

The production and use of recombinant proteins as anti-
gens has recently displayed promise for the serodiagnosis of 
candidiasis. A panel of four recombinant Candida antigens 
was evaluated in an EIA format for the detection of anti- 
Candida antibodies in serum of systemic candidiasis patients 
(48, 49). A combination of these assays displayed a sensi-
tivity of 96.6% and specificity of 95.6% (37). It has been 
suggested that the use of a panel of recombinant Candida 
antigens improves utility in the diagnosis of candidiasis, 
as antibody titers to individual antigens vary during infec-
tion (49). EIAs using recombinant enolase and fructose- 
bisphosphate aldolase (50) for the diagnosis of candidemia 
were 72 and 95% and 87 and 93% sensitive and specific, 
respectively. Combining the results of both assays resulted 
in a sensitivity and specificity of 90 and 91%, respectively. 
There are no commercial sources for assays using recombi-
nant antigens for the serodiagnosis of candidiasis, and they 
are still considered experimental.

IFA Assay
An IFA assay to detect antibodies to C. albicans is avail-

able commercially (Table 1). The assay detects antibodies 
to the germ tubes of C. albicans cells (CAGTA) and has 
a sensitivity and specificity of 76 to 94% and 95 to 100%, 
respectively (51). In a study of nonneutropenic intensive 
care unit patients, mortality rates were significantly lower 
in patients that developed CAGTA (52). A significantly 
larger number of patients with invasive candidiasis dis-
played CAGTA antibodies compared to uninfected or 
colonized patients. Combining the results of CAGTA and 
BDG resulted in a sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 94 
to 100% (50, 53, 54).

Antigen Assays for the Diagnosis of Candidiasis
Antibody detection tests have limited sensitivity for the 
diagnosis of invasive candidiasis in immunocompromised 
patients because antibody production may be limited due 
to the suppressed immune response. Furthermore, antibody 
that is present may be bound to antigen present in the sera. 
Therefore, antigen detection assays have been developed 
to aid in diagnosis in these cases. Among these are tests to 
detect heat- labile antigens by reverse passive LA (Cand- 
Tec test; Ramco Laboratories, Inc., Stafford, TX) and heat- 
stable Candida cell wall mannan by EIA (Platelia Candida 
Ag EIA; Bio- Rad Laboratories, Inc.).

Latex Agglutination
The Cand- Tec test has been commercially available for 

many years. The nature of the antigen is unknown, but its 
susceptibility to heat (56°C), pronase, 2- mercaptoethanol, 
and sodium periodate treatment suggests that it may be a 
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glycoprotein. Test sensitivity varied widely among studies 
(2 to 59%), whereas test specificity ranged from 93 to 95%, 
using a threshold titer of ≥1:8. A threshold titer of ≥1:4 
resulted in a somewhat increased sensitivity (41 to 81%) 
and a specificity of 80 to 97% (55–57) (Table 2).

Enzyme Immunoassay
The Platelia Candida Ag (Bio- Rad Laboratories) (Table 

2) is a commercial double- antibody sandwich EIA anti-
genemia detection test that can be conducted as either a 
quantitative (results are compared to a standard curve) or a 
qualitative (results are expressed as an index relative to the 
calibrator serum) test. This assay uses a rat MAb, EB- CA1, 
as both the capture and detector antibody for α- (1,2)- linked 
oligomannosides, outer cell wall components of most clin-
ically important species of Candida (58). The assay is not 
available in the United States. The quantitative assay uses a 
four- point calibration curve (0.25 to 2.0 ng/ml) from which 
the patient antigen concentration is calculated. The Plate-
lia Candida Ag EIA has an overall sensitivity of 52% and a 
specificity of 85 to 95%.

An updated version of the Candida antigen EIA has 
recently become available (Platelia Candida Ag Plus; Bio- 
Rad) which measures antigen levels in both serum and 
plasma. Prediluted assay calibrator reagents are provided 
and form a five- point curve with a broader range (0 to 500 
pg/ml). The Platelia Candida Ag Plus EIA has an overall 
sensitivity of 62% and a specificity of 98 to 99%. The re-
duced sensitivity is due to the extremely low sensitivity of 
the assay in detecting infections due to C. parapsilosis, C. 
krusei, and C. guilliermondii (59). Sensitivity and specificity 
for the diagnosis of candidiasis is maximized when combin-
ing the results of the anti- mannan antibody assay with the 
Candida mannan antigen assay.

Sample requirements. Serum and/or plasma (i.e., EDTA, 
heparin, or citrate anticoagulants) specimens should be col-
lected serially during the infectious episode. If the test is to 
be used as a screening tool in high- risk patient populations, 
such as SOT recipients and critical care patients, sera may 
also be collected at regular intervals before any symptoms 
develop. Mannan is found in the serum in low nanogram- 
per- milliliter concentrations and is rapidly cleared from 
the circulation, necessitating frequent sampling of patients 
during periods of high risk. Therefore, the use of multiple 
serum specimens, collected at least twice per week, increases 
test sensitivity.

Strict compliance with the prescribed 100°C temperature 
for the boiling water bath is essential for success of the test. 
A negative control serum (no mannan), a calibrator serum 
(containing 2.0 ng of mannan per ml and the concentration 
from which to prepare a standard curve for the quantitative 
assay or from which to dilute to 0.5 ng for the qualitative 
assay), and a positive control serum (containing between 
0.5 and 1.5 ng of mannan) are included in each kit. Results 
are expressed in nanograms per milliliter extrapolated from 
the standard curve (quantitative assay) or as an index (semi-
quantitative assay; i.e., the ratio of the OD of the test sample 
to the OD of the mean calibrator serum provided in the kit). 
In both test modes, OD values for the calibrator, for the four 
points comprising the standard curve (quantitative mode), 
and for the positive and negative controls must be within 
their designated ranges.

Interpretation. Serum samples with a mannan concen-
tration of less than 0.25 ng/ml are considered negative, 
serum samples with a mannan concentration of between 

0.25 and 0.5 ng/ml are considered intermediate, and serum 
samples with a mannan concentration greater than or equal 
to 0.5 ng/ml are considered positive. Range points used to 
plot the standard curve do not allow precise determination 
of mannan concentrations above 2.5 ng/ml, and strongly 
positive sera should be diluted 1:5 (vol/vol) with negative 
serum and retested. Positive results obtained with the Plate-
lia Candida Ag test should be interpreted in conjunction 
with other diagnostic procedures including culture, histo-
pathology of biopsied tissues, and radiographic evidence of 
infection. Negative test results do not rule out a diagnosis of 
invasive candidiasis. Even in cases of culture or histopatho-
logically proven candidiasis, not every serum sample from 
each patient is expected to be positive.

The EB- CA1 MAb is specific for an α- linked mannopen-
tose common to all Candida species (60), but test sensitivity 
varies depending upon the Candida species being detected. For 
example, in a retrospective study conducted on 106 patients 
(366 sera) residing in various hospital wards (surgery, hema-
tology, intensive care, burns, and others) and from whom 
Candida species were isolated from the blood or other sterile 
body sites, the overall sensitivity of the EIA was 52%. For 
infections with specific Candida species, however, sensitivities 
were 70% for C. tropicalis; 50 to 58% for C. kefyr, C. albicans, 
and C. glabrata; 38% for C. parapsilosis; and only 20% for C. 
krusei. The moderate sensitivity exhibited by the test does not 
provide an optimum negative predictive value for diagnosing 
invasive candidiasis. However, because the overall specificity 
of the EIA is so high (98%), a positive result obtained with 
samples from patients at risk suggests infection.

1,3-β-d-Glucan Assay
BDG has been evaluated for utility in the diagnosis and 

prognosis of patients with candidiasis. In a study of patients 
in a surgical intensive care unit, the sensitivity of BDG 
to detect invasive candidiasis on the day of diagnosis was 
87% with specificity of 73% (61). In 3 patients, however, 
the BDG became positive 4 to 8 days prior to diagnosis. 
BDG may be more useful in determining the prognosis of 
the infection. Serial samples from invasive candidiasis pa-
tients showed a decline in BDG levels in successfully treated 
patients compared to those with treatment failure that re-
sulted in increased levels of BDG (62, 63).

Coccidioidomycosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Coccidioides species are thermally dimorphic fungi that are 
endemic to the desert southwestern United States, northern 
Mexico, and parts of Central and South America. While 
infections in many cases are asymptomatic, symptomatic in-
fection is known as Valley fever, a severe pulmonary disease 
in immunocompetent persons and sometimes fatal, dissem-
inated infection in immunocompromised individuals. Coc-
cidioides is found in dry desert soil and when disturbed by 
manmade or natural forces, the coccidioidal arthroconidia 
are aerated and infection is initiated upon inhalation of the 
arthroconidia. Serologic tests should be considered when-
ever patients display signs and symptoms of coccidioidomy-
cosis and have lived in or traveled to areas where C. immitis 
(California) or C. posadasii (Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, 
Texas, Mexico, and Central and South America) are en-
demic. Coccidioidin, a liquid culture filtrate of Coccidioides 
immitis, is the antigen upon which the serologic assays are 
based. The antigen is prepared from cultures grown in syn-
thetic asparagine- glycerol salt medium (64). Serologic assays 
do not distinguish between the two species of Coccidioides.
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Tests to detect anti- C. immitis antibodies are of proven use-
fulness for the diagnosis and management of coccidioidomy-
cosis. One of the original serologic methods for the diagnosis 
of this disease was the TP test which detects IgM antibodies 
reactive against a heat- stable, carbohydrate- containing com-
ponent in coccidioidin. However, this assay is rarely used 
today. Current serologic test formats include ID (IDTP and 
IDCF), LA, CF and EIA. The IDTP and LA assays measure 
predominantly IgM, IDCF and CF predominantly measure 
IgG, and the EIA measures both IgG and IgM.

The CF and TP assays were the original, liquid- phase 
assays that used unheated coccidioidin (containing F an-
tigen) and heated (60°C, 30 min) coccidioidin. Through 
the heating process, the predominant F antigen is inacti-
vated, revealing the heat- stable TP antigen. These assays 
were subsequently converted to solid- phase ID assays: IDCF 
and IDTP.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of 
Coccidioidomycosis

Immunodiffusion
The ID test format can be used to simultaneously detect 

IgM (IDTP) and IgG (IDCF) antibodies. Both the IDTP 
and the IDCF tests are performed using separate seven- 
well ID patterns. Positive control IDTP and IDCF sera are 
placed in independent wells and are tested against patient 
sera using optimally diluted heated (for IDTP) or unheated 
(for IDCF) coccidioidin. Lines of identity between patient 
sera and positive reference sera, corresponding to reactive 
IgM (for IDTP) and IgG (for IDCF) antibodies, can then 
be observed for positive cases of early or late disease, respec-
tively (65). Serum demonstrating AC activity, making CF 
test results difficult to interpret, can be successfully used in 
the ID test. In addition, the ID test is more specific than 
CF and may help resolve CF cross- reactivity issues often en-
countered among the endemic mycoses during CF testing. 
Commercial sources for ID kits and reagents for use in ID 
tests are listed in Table 1.

Sample requirements. Serum from symptomatic patients 
may give negative or indeterminate test results early in in-
fection. Additional serum from such patients should be ob-
tained 3 to 4 weeks later, and the tests should be repeated. 
CSF should be obtained and tested in parallel with serum 
specimens from patients presenting with signs and symp-
toms of meningitis. The sensitivity of the IDTP and IDCF 
tests can be increased by 4-  to 8- fold concentration of serum 
prior to testing. Serum can be concentrated by evaporation 
in vacuo (Speed- Vac; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA) or by the use of centrifugal ultrafiltration devices 
(Centricon; Millipore, Billerica, MA). Concentration of 
test serum may be especially helpful to improve IDTP de-
tection of low levels of IgM antibodies present early in in-
fection or to improve IDCF detection of IgG antibodies in 
specimens from patients with chronic disease.

Interpretation. IDTP. Observation of a band of identity 
in the IDTP assay indicates that the patient is in the early 
stages of coccidioidomycosis. Of patients with coccidioido-
mycosis, 75% develop a detectable IDTP antibody response 
as early as 1 week after the onset of symptoms and 91% are 
positive within 3 weeks. Negative test results, however, do 
not exclude a diagnosis of coccidioidomycosis. In the ab-
sence of a positive precipitin band, or in cases where the 
CF test is positive but the IDTP test is negative, patients 
should be examined extensively for evidence of infection 

with another endemic fungus as well as with C. immitis. In 
addition, sera should be drawn at 3- week intervals and ex-
amined using CF and ID tests with B. dermatitidis, C. im-
mitis, and H. capsulatum antigens to detect increases in CF 
titer specific for infection with one of the endemic fungi or 
to detect the development of precipitin bands diagnostic 
for blastomycosis, histoplasmosis, or coccidioidomycosis. 
IDTP antibodies may not be detected in immunosuppressed 
patients with disseminated coccidioidomycosis (66). False- 
positive IDTP reactions have been reported to occur in 15% 
of sera obtained from cystic fibrosis patients in the absence 
of a positive culture for C. immitis (67). A positive IDTP test 
can also rarely indicate the presence of chronic pulmonary 
cavities. Although infrequent, a positive result using CSF 
in the IDTP test indicates the presence of acute meningitis. 
IDTP- reactive antibodies may also occur in cases of dissem-
inated coccidioidomycosis; 347 (48%) of 722 patients with 
disseminated infections demonstrated reactivity to this an-
tigen, and in some cases, patient sera were reactive for up to 
several years (68). Persistence of IDTP- reactive antibodies 
(along with positive CF titers) may therefore be an indica-
tion of disease severity.

Interpretation. ICDF. Observation of a band of identity 
in the IDCF assay is presumptive evidence that the patient 
had recent or chronic coccidioidomycosis. IDCF- reactive 
antibodies can usually be detected within 2 to 6 weeks after 
the onset of symptoms. Occasionally, a band of nonidentity 
may be observed very close to the ID well containing the 
patient’s serum. This band may represent the presence of 
reactive IgM antibodies; in such cases, the IDTP test should 
be performed.

Although the IDCF test is generally not performed as a 
quantitative test, it can be used in this manner after serial 
dilution of patient serum to obtain an end point titer. Titers 
obtained by using the quantitative IDCF test are not identical 
to titers obtained from the CF test, but the observed trends are 
comparable (titers of each will rise or fall in parallel). Results 
using specimens collected longitudinally may show differ-
ences in the intensity of bands or in banding patterns which 
have prognostic value. On the other hand, IDCF- reactive an-
tibodies may not be detected in immunosuppressed patients 
with disseminated coccidioidomycosis (66).

Latex Agglutination
The LA test is a simple and rapid method, using par-

ticles adsorbed with heated coccidioidin, to measure early 
antibody production corresponding to that detected by the 
TP or IDTP tests. The LA test is a qualitative slide agglu-
tination assay in which antibodies to C. immitis present in 
patient specimens bind to the antigen- coated latex parti-
cles and are graded according to the level of agglutination 
observed for a particular dilution of serum. The assay mea-
sures predominantly IgM antibodies and therefore is used to 
diagnose early coccidioidomycosis. Commercial sources are 
listed in Table 1.

Interpretation. Agglutination of 2+ or greater is consid-
ered a positive test result, indicating early or primary coccid-
ioidomycosis. The LA test is more sensitive than the IDTP 
test but is less specific; 5 to 10% false- positive rates have 
been reported (69, 70). Therefore, a positive LA result with 
undiluted serum or CSF must be confirmed by ID and/or CF 
testing (65). This false- positivity rate is greater if sera have 
been diluted before testing. Therefore, the LA test cannot 
be used as a quantitative test and results which are positive 
by this method must be confirmed by the IDTP test. The 
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LA test, however, may yield a positive result earlier than 
the IDTP test. False- negative LA results may occur in spec-
imens from immunocompromised patients. Also, 10 to 30% 
of individuals with culturally or serologically (CF or ID) 
positive results may demonstrate a negative or 1+ reaction 
in the LA test, limiting the test’s negative predictive value. 
Such test negativity is thought to be related to the rapid rise 
and fall of IgM levels early in infection.

Complement Fixation
The CF assay, using unheated coccidioidin antigen, de-

tects antibodies predominantly of the IgG subtype. Sera 
from approximately 98% of patients with disseminated 
infection are positive in the CF test within 2 to 6 weeks 
after the onset of illness. The CF- reactive antibodies typi-
cally disappear within 6 months after onset but can persist 
in disseminated or chronic infection. An advantage to the 
use of the CF test for the diagnosis of coccidioidomycosis 
is that it is a sensitive assay which provides quantitative 
results. Testing serial specimens to detect rising or falling 
antibody titers can reveal the progression or regression of 
illness (65, 71) and the response to antifungal therapy. The 
major disadvantage of the CF assay is that it is a laborious 
and time- consuming test that requires experienced person-
nel for optimum performance. No commercial CF test kit 
is available, but reagents for in- house use can be obtained 
from the vendors listed in Table 1.

Sample requirements. The CF test may be performed 
with serum and CSF. Pleural, peritoneal, and joint fluids 
(in conjunction with serum) may also be tested when the 
corresponding anatomical sites are thought to be involved. 
Concentration of sera before performance of the CF test can 
be useful in the detection of chronic cases of coccidioidomy-
cosis which might otherwise be missed.

Interpretation. A CF titer to coccidioidin at any dilution 
should be considered presumptive evidence for C. immitis in-
fection. Sera giving titers of 1:2 to 1:8 in the CF test that 
are also positive in the IDCF test reflect currently active or 
recent infection. CF titers of >1:16 generally indicate ex-
trapulmonary dissemination, whereas titers of 1:2 or 1:4 
usually indicate early, residual, or meningeal coccidioidomy-
cosis. However, titers of 1:2 and 1:4 have also been obtained 
when sera from patients without coccidioidomycosis were 
used. The parallel use of the IDCF test and the CF test can 
therefore help confirm or refute the significance of low titers. 
Negative serologic test results do not exclude a diagnosis of 
coccidioidomycosis. Patients with clinical presentations con-
sistent with coccidioidomycosis whose sera give negative or 
low CF titers should be retested at 3-  to 4- week intervals; all 
sera should then be tested in parallel to detect any increases 
in titer or to detect seroconversion. Approximately 5% of all 
CSF specimens from patients with coccidioidal meningitis 
are negative in the CF test. Sera from patients with chronic 
cavitary coccidioidomycosis may also frequently be negative.

Enzyme Immunoassay
The Premier Coccidioides EIA (Meridian Diagnostics, 

Inc.) is a qualitative test to determine the presence of anti- 
Coccidioides IgG and IgM antibodies in serum or CSF by us-
ing microtiter plates coated with a mixture of purified CF 
and TP antigens. Antibodies in serum or CSF are detected 
colorimetrically after addition of peroxidase- labeled, class- 
specific, anti- human IgM or IgG. The assay detects IgG and 
IgM antibodies separately, but maximum test sensitivity is 
achieved by using results from the detection of both IgG and 

IgM antibodies (Table 1). It is recommended that any pos-
itive result in the EIA be confirmed by the ID assay.

Interpretation. Absorbance values of ≥0.200 are con-
sidered positive, and values of <0.150 are considered neg-
ative. Specimens with absorbance values between 0.150 
and 0.199 are defined as indeterminate, and testing must 
be repeated. A new specimen should be obtained from any 
patient whose original specimen gives repeatedly indeter-
minate results. Because the test uses a mixture of TP and 
CF antigens to coat microtiter plate wells, it does not dis-
tinguish between antibodies reactive to one antigen or the 
other. The kit may be used to detect reactive antibodies of 
a single class (IgG or IgM); however, optimum test sensitiv-
ity is obtained by using results for both Ig classes. Attempts 
to operate the Premier Coccidioides EIA as a quantitative 
test have not given results that correlate precisely with ti-
ters obtained by the conventional CF test. Nonetheless, the 
EIA has been used as a qualitative test in a series of eval-
uations and has been demonstrated to have an estimated 
sensitivity of 95 to 100%, a specificity of 96 to 99%, and 
positive and negative predictive values of >95% (72–74). 
There have been some reports questioning the specificity of 
the IgM result, particularly in cases that are IgG negative. 
While the manufacturer reports a 4 to 6% false- positivity 
rate in IgM- only positive patients, others report 18% and 
as high as 82% false- positivity rates (75–77). It has been 
suggested that IgM- positive results from patients with a high 
suspicion of infection are less likely to be false positives (76, 
78). Therefore, positive EIA test results should be confirmed 
by IDTP and IDCF assays. The standard CF test should be 
employed in cases where there is concern about possible ex-
trapulmonary dissemination (79).

Enzyme Immunoassay
Another commercial EIA for the antibody diagnosis of 

coccidioidomycosis has recently become available (Omega 
Coccidioides antibody EIA; IMMY) which uses a mixture of 
recombinant and native antigens. In contrast to the previ-
ous EIA, this kit provides 196 wells (2 plates). The wells 
from one plate are coated with CF antigen and the others 
with TP antigen. In comparison to complement fixation, 
the assay is 92.5% sensitive and 98.7% specific in a “nor-
mal” population. The specificity was 78.6%, with 16.7% in-
determinate and 4.8% (2/42) false positive, using sera from 
patients with other fungal infections. These results were 
reported by the manufacturer. Studies to determine the effi-
cacy of this assay by independent laboratories have not yet 
been reported.

Interpretation. Results are reported in EIA units which 
are calculated by dividing the absorbance reading from the 
patient serum by the absorbance reading from an internal 
calibrator control provided by the manufacturer. Results of 
<1.0 are considered negative and ≥1.5 are considered pos-
itive. Results of ≥1 to <1.5 are indeterminate.

Antigen Assays for the Diagnosis of 
Coccidioidomycosis

Enzyme Immunoassay
A commercial antigen assay for the detection of Coc-

cidioides antigens in urine (Coccidioides antibody EIA) is 
offered as a fee- for- service assay at a commercial reference 
laboratory (MiraVista Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN). The 
assay has been shown to be 70.8% sensitive (80). Polyclonal 
capture antibodies for this assay were produced by injecting 
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rabbits with a mixture of purified Coccidioides galactoman-
nan and formalin- killed mold. The specificity of the assay 
was 99.4% when compared to healthy individuals and pa-
tients with nonfungal infections. There was a 10.7% cross- 
reaction with other endemic molds.

Cryptococcosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Cryptococcus neoformans and C. gattii are yeasts that are ubiq-
uitous in nature. While infection can occur in immunocom-
petent persons (81), cryptococcosis is most often associated 
with HIV infection or other immunocompromising disorders. 
Antibody assays are generally not considered helpful in the 
diagnosis of cryptococcosis, as most individuals have been ex-
posed and have seroconverted early in life (82). However, se-
rologic tests to detect C. neoformans/C. gattii antigens are an 
indispensable tool for the rapid diagnosis of pulmonary, men-
ingeal, or disseminated forms of cryptococcosis and should 
be considered for immunosuppressed patients with signs and 
symptoms of a subacute meningitis or meningoencephalitis. 
In HIV- infected persons, headache and fever are common, 
but overt neurological symptoms and signs are unusual. In 
HIV- negative persons, headache may be common, but fever 
is often minimal or absent until late in the course of the in-
fection. A subset of HIV- negative persons infected with C. 
gattii preferentially develop pulmonary disease instead of neu-
rologic disease.

Antigen assays for the diagnosis of cryptococcosis have 
been developed using a variety of formats including LA, EIA, 
and most recently, the LFA. The Cryptococcus LA test to de-
tect capsular polysaccharide in CSF and serum of patients in-
fected with C. neoformans/C. gattii is one of the most reliable 
diagnostic tests in immunomycology. The EIA provides more 
objective end points with equivalent sensitivity and is more 
amenable to large numbers of specimens. A new assay based 
on lateral flow technology has been developed for the detec-
tion of capsular antigen. All three assays are designed to de-
tect antigen in serum and CSF and are commercially available 
(Table 2). The selection of the method to use is dependent 
upon the laboratory’s specimen load and equipment available. 
The LA and LFA are less amenable to large specimen loads.

Antigen Assays for the Diagnosis of Cryptococcosis

Latex Agglutination
The LA test is a noncompetitive direct- binding slide ag-

glutination test to detect C. neoformans/C. gattii  antigens 
in clinical samples. Latex particles adsorbed to anti- C. 
neoformans antibodies are employed and can be used to 
screen specimens for positivity, and positive samples can 
subsequently be diluted serially to obtain an end point titer 
(2–4). There are multiple commercial sources for LA tests 
to detect cryptococcal antigen, including those which ad-
sorb latex particles with PAbs (Latex- Cryptococcus antigen 
test [Immuno- Mycologics, Inc.], CALAS [Meridian Diag-
nostics]) or with mouse anti- glucuronoxylomannan MAb 
(Pastorex Crypto Plus; Bio- Rad Laboratories) (Table 2). Re-
sults and end point titers vary among LA tests from different 
manufacturers, and reagents are not interchangeable. Gen-
erally, tests detect both C. neoformans and C. gattii infec-
tions. Similar sensitivities were reported for the MAb- based 
LA test compared to the two PAb- based LA tests using sera 
obtained from patients with culture- confirmed cryptococco-
sis (4). Unlike the PAb- based tests, the MAb- based LA test 
is recommended for use with BAL fluid and urine specimens 
as well as with serum and CSF (4).

Before running the assay, sera should undergo a pronase 
treatment step and CSF specimens should be boiled for 5 to 
10 min to remove interfering substances which may cause 
false reactions in the LA assay. False- negative reactions may 
occur as the result of immune complex formation resulting 
from patient antibody masking the antigen epitopes recog-
nized by the antibody- coated latex particles. On the other 
hand, the presence of rheumatoid factor in serum can result 
in a false- positive reaction. Rheumatoid factor, an anti- IgG 
autoantibody, can cause false agglutination by cross- linking 
the IgG antibody- coated latex particles.

Also, specimens containing a high concentration of 
cryptococcal antigen may show false- negative reactivity due 
to prozone effect, where excessive antigen inhibits the ag-
glutination reaction, displaying weak or no agglutination. 
In cases where negative or weak reactions are observed but 
cryptococcosis is strongly suspected, the specimen should be 
retested after dilution (1:10 and 1:100) in glycine- buffered 
saline. Rarely, false- negative results may occur when sera 
from patients infected with poorly encapsulated strains of 
C. neoformans are tested. Such strains produce insufficient 
amounts of polysaccharide antigen to be detected and give 
false- negative results.

Latex particles should not be frozen, since this can re-
sult in granularity, leading to false- positive results; excessive 
hand rotation during observation may also lead to misinter-
pretation of results. False- positive reactions have also been 
reported to occur as the result of inadequate removal of de-
tergent from the surface of reusable glass ring slides used for 
the LA test. Detergent can be removed by soaking slides 
in 10% bleach followed by thorough washing with distilled 
water. Rare false- positive results may be caused by the pres-
ence of contaminating hydroxyethyl starch, by nonspecific 
reactivity found in the serum of HIV- infected patients, and 
by cross- reactions with serum from patients infected with 
Capnocytophaga canimorsus or Trichosporon asahii.

Periodically, the sensitivity of the latex particles coated 
with anti- cryptococcal globulin should be tested by ti-
tration against purified capsular polysaccharide antigen 
included in the kit. Pronase provided in the kit must be 
stored frozen in aliquots after initial reconstitution to 
eliminate exposure to repeated freezing and thawing and 
subsequent loss of enzyme activity. Also, at least once per 
month, an aliquot of frozen pronase should be examined for 
proteolytic activity by testing, in parallel, goat anti- rabbit 
globulin (PAb- based systems) or goat anti- mouse globulin 
(MAb- based systems) that have and have not been pro-
nase treated before use. The untreated pronase control 
must demonstrate agglutination of 2+ or greater, and the 
pronase- treated control must demonstrate agglutination of 
less than 1+ in the reaction.

Interpretation. The LA test to detect C. neoformans an-
tigen has both diagnostic and prognostic value. A positive 
LA reaction at a titer of 1:4 or less using CSF, serum, or 
urine from an untreated patient is suggestive of cryptococcal 
infection, whereas titers of 1:8 or greater usually indicate 
active cryptococcosis (strong presumptive evidence). An-
tigen is detected in the CSF of over 90% of patients with 
untreated meningeal cryptococcosis. On the other hand, a 
negative serum antigen test result does not exclude a diag-
nosis of cryptococcosis, particularly if only a single specimen 
has been tested and the patient continues to have symptoms 
consistent with cryptococcal infection.

In HIV- negative patients, the antigen titer is usually pro-
portional to the extent of infection. Whereas increasing titers 
reflect progressive infection and a poor prognosis, declining 
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titers generally indicate a favorable response to chemother-
apy and progressive recovery; failure of the titer to fall during 
therapy suggests inadequate treatment. High initial titers of 
antigen (1:1,024 or greater) in the serum or CSF prior to 
treatment indicate a poor prognosis, and high titers at the 
end of treatment often predict later relapse. In contrast, HIV- 
positive patients may manifest elevated titers that decline 
very slowly even in the face of clinical improvement, whereas 
an unchanged or increased titer in the CSF of these patients 
is often associated with clinical and mycological failure to re-
spond to treatment. Positive CSF antigen tests, despite no 
recovery of viable cryptococci from the CSF, may indicate 
persistent release of capsular antigen from dead as well as from 
living cells or may indicate slow elimination of capsular anti-
gen from the CSF rather than ongoing infection.

Enzyme Immunoassay
The Premier Cryptococcal Antigen test (Meridian Di-

agnostics, Inc.) is a double- antibody sandwich EIA for the 
detection of cryptococcal polysaccharide antigen in patient 
serum and CSF. Rabbit polyclonal anti- C. neoformans anti-
bodies, adsorbed onto the surface of microtiter plate wells, 
are used to capture cryptococcal polysaccharide antigen 
found in the serum and CSF of patients with cryptococcosis. 
Peroxidase- labeled detector MAbs are applied, and plates are 
read visually or spectrophotometrically after the addition of 
peroxide and a colorimetric substrate. Its sensitivity has been 
reported to be equivalent to or somewhat better than that of 
the LA test produced by the same manufacturer, and it does 
not require serum to be heat inactivated or pretreated with 
pronase to remove immune complexes or rheumatoid factor, 
nor does it require that CSF be boiled before testing (2–4). 
The EIA is not subject to prozone effects and has also been 
reported to detect cryptococcal antigen earlier, and at lower 
concentrations, than does the LA test (2). LA titers and EIA 
titers are not equivalent but generally follow the same trend 
(i.e., both titers increase and decrease in parallel).

Sample requirements. Serum and CSF samples may be 
tested, but urine may not be tested. Sample preparation 
of CSF and serum for the EIA consists only of centrifu-
gation to remove any cells or other particulate matter. 
Pretreatment of specimens is not recommended by the 
manufacturer. However, samples that have previously been 
pronase or heat treated (56°C for 15 min) may be used in 
the screening assay but should not be tested in the semi-
quantitative test mode, since such treatment may alter 
EIA titration results. Therefore, it is recommended that all 
serial specimens from a given patient be pronase or heat 
treated in the same manner and that all samples be assayed 
in parallel when monitoring patients for disease changes 
or response to drug therapy; earlier specimens collected as 
part of these series should be aliquoted and frozen if stored 
for longer than 72 h at 2 to 8°C.

Procedure. A detailed stepwise protocol can be found 
in the package insert included with each kit. The EIA can 
be performed in one of two modes: (i) as a screening as-
say examining a patient specimen at a single concentration 
and designed solely for the differentiation of positive from 
negative specimens, and (ii) as a semiquantitative assay 
where the patient specimen is serially diluted (starting at 
1:2) to obtain an end point titer. An analysis of a series of 
specimens collected longitudinally can be used to monitor 
relative changes in antigen levels in serum and CSF for the 
evaluation of patient progress and to monitor the efficacy of 
drug therapy. Specimens from the same patient should be 

assayed in parallel, in the same run, for accurate compari-
sons between time points.

Interpretation. For the screening assay, results can be 
recorded either visually or spectrophotometrically. For vi-
sual reading: negative, colorless well; positive, definite 
yellow color in well. For spectrophotometric reading with 
a single wavelength (OD450): negative, <0.100; indetermi-
nate, ≥0.100 and <0.150; positive, ≥0.150. For spectro-
photometric reading with a dual wavelength (OD450/630): 
negative, <0.070; indeterminate, ≥0.070 and <0.100; 
positive, ≥0.100. Tests giving indeterminate results should 
be repeated; if the results are still indeterminate, a second 
specimen should be obtained and tested. Extremely strong 
reactions may produce a purple precipitate, but these sam-
ples are considered positive.

If the 1:2 dilution of the specimen yields an OD of 
<0.100 when using the semiquantitative method, the assay 
should be repeated using an undiluted sample. A negative 
result does not preclude a diagnosis of cryptococcosis, es-
pecially if only a single specimen has been tested and if the 
patient shows symptoms consistent with the disease. The 
sensitivity of the EIA was reported to be 93% for serum and 
100% for CSF (3), whereas the specificity of the EIA was 
reported to be 97% (83).

A new commercial EIA is available for the detection of 
cryptococcal antigen (ALPHA cryptococcal antigen en-
zyme immunoassay; IMMY) and has recently been approved 
by the FDA. The manufacturer- reported positive and nega-
tive agreements for serum were 98.5% and 97.7% and those 
for CSF were 93.5% and 99.2%, respectively, compared with 
the Premier EIA. In an evaluation with 118 sera and 15 
fungal culture filtrates, the specificity was 96.1%; Paracoc-
cidioides culture filtrates were positive 67% of the time. An 
independent comparison of the ALPHA cryptococcal anti-
gen enzyme immunoassay to other cryptococcal antigen as-
says (84) reported a 100% sensitivity and a 99.8% specificity 
when compared to the consensus result of the other assays. 
Limitations of this study were the low number of positive 
patients evaluated and that specimens from patients with 
other fungal infections were not examined.

Lateral Flow Assay
The latest methodology for use in fungal serology is the 

LFA (IMMY). Cryptococcal antigen LFA is a rapid, low- 
complexity assay with results available in 10 min. Compared 
to EIA, the sensitivity and specificity are 96 to 100% and 96 
to 100%, respectively (85, 86). Similar sensitivity and spec-
ificity values were also seen when LFA was compared to LA 
and culture (87). The limit of sensitivity of the cryptococcal 
LFA is 1 ng/ml for serotypes A and B and 4 to 16 ng/ml for 
serotypes C and D (88). The use of cryptococcal antigen 
LFA shows tremendous promise. The assay is inexpensive 
and does not require significant laboratory infrastructure or 
refrigeration. Currently, the incidence of infection is great-
est in the more underdeveloped areas of Africa and South-
east Asia. Needing no cold chain for shipment to the end 
user, the LFA can be provided to the most remote areas 
of these continents. The potential to detect antigen prior 
to onset of symptoms may reduce morbidity and mortality 
through the initiation of earlier treatment (89, 90).

Histoplasmosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Histoplasma capsulatum is a thermally dimorphic fungus that 
is endemic to the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys of the 
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United States and parts of Central and South America. His-
toplasma is found particularly in soil that has been enriched 
with bird or bat guano. Therefore bat- infested caves and 
highly frequented bird roosts are locations with high ende-
micity of infection. In the absence of culture or microscopic 
evidence of infection, the primary methods used to diagnose 
histoplasmosis are the ID, CF, and LA antibody detection 
tests and EIA to detect H. capsulatum antigen. Antibodies 
in primary pulmonary infections are generally demonstrable 
within 4 weeks after exposure to the fungus or, frequently, 
when symptoms appear. Serologic tests for histoplasmosis 
should be applied to clinical specimens (serum, peritoneal 
fluid, CSF, or urine) from patients with respiratory illness, 
hepatosplenomegaly, signs of extrapulmonary systemic in-
fection, or meningeal involvement. The patient’s residence, 
travel, and occupational history is useful as a guide to the 
application of these tests.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of Histoplasmosis

Immunodiffusion
The ID procedure detects H. capsulatum precipitins di-

rected against the immunodominant H and M glycoprotein 
antigens present in histoplasmin (91, 92). In the immuno-
diffusion reaction, the M band is found closer to the antigen 
well and the H band is found closer to the antiserum well. 
The ID test is a useful screening procedure or adjunct to 
the CF test for the serologic diagnosis of histoplasmosis. In 
contrast to the CF test, the ID test is generally performed as 
a qualitative rather than a quantitative test. The ID assay is 
generally more specific but less sensitive than the CF test, 
so that when both assays are employed, the overall sensitiv-
ity and specificity to detect histoplasmosis are quite good 
(85%). Because of this enhanced specificity, the ID test 
provides a more accurate diagnosis than the CF test, par-
ticularly in samples that display CF cross- reactivity to other 
fungal diseases. The ID test may also help to resolve the 
diagnosis in cases where the CF results are made uninterpre-
table by AC activity in the test sample.

Interpretation. In the ID test, the M band is demonstrated 
with serum from patients with acute or chronic pulmonary 
histoplasmosis and is frequently the first to appear in patients 
with acute disease (4 to 8 weeks after exposure). A positive 
M band is considered presumptive evidence of H. capsulatum 
infection and may be attributed to active or previous disease. 
Antibodies to the H antigen are specific for active disease 
but occur in fewer than 20% of cases; they usually disappear 
within the first 6 months of infection and are seldom, if ever, 
found in the absence of M precipitins. The demonstration of 
both the M and H precipitin bands in serum is highly sugges-
tive of active histoplasmosis. Seroconversion from no bands 
to the presence of an M or H band is strong evidence for re-
cent infection. The detection of M and H precipitins in CSF 
specimens indicates meningeal histoplasmosis (93). Precipi-
tins can frequently be detected in the CSF of patients with 
meningeal histoplasmosis before H. capsulatum is detected by 
culture and when cultures are sterile.

Complement Fixation
The CF test is very sensitive, but the current incor-

poration of unpurified antigens reduces test specificity. 
Cross- reactions may occur with sera from patients with 
blastomycosis, coccidioidomycosis, and other mycoses. Sera 
from patients with leishmaniasis may cross- react in the CF 
test with H. capsulatum yeast- form antigens. It is generally 
recommended that both the ID and CF tests be performed 

to obtain maximum sensitivity and specificity. Use of the 
histoplasmosis ID and CF tests in parallel, with histoplas-
min as the antigen, results in an overall sensitivity of ap-
proximately 85%. The CF and ID tests are also useful in 
diagnosing meningitis caused by H. capsulatum (93).

CF tests can be valuable in the diagnosis of acute, 
chronic, disseminated, and meningeal histoplasmosis. The 
CF microtitration procedure (1) yields information of both 
diagnostic and prognostic value. Over 90% of patients 
with culture- proven histoplasmosis demonstrate a positive 
CF test if serum is collected and tested at 2-  to 3- week 
intervals during infection. For the serodiagnosis of histo-
plasmosis, the CF assay incorporates two different antigen 
preparations: “histoplasmin,” a soluble filtrate of mycelial- 
phase broth cultures (containing the H and M antigens), 
and Histoplasma yeast antigen, a suspension of merthiolate- 
killed, whole yeast- form cells. Histoplasmin is produced by 
harvesting and filtering the supernatant from H. capsulatum 
cultures grown at 25°C for approximately 4 to 5 weeks in 
Smith’s synthetic asparagine broth on a gyratory shaker at 
150 rpm (94). The optimal dilution for each antigen is de-
termined by a block titration. These antigens may also be 
purchased commercially (Table 1). The CF assay is more 
sensitive (82% versus 21%) but less specific (88% versus 
99%) when yeast cells rather than mycelial antigens are 
used. Antibodies to yeast cells are usually the first to appear 
and the last to disappear after resolution of infection. How-
ever, antibodies produced during infection with other fungi 
such as Coccidioides or B. dermatitidis, and with bacterial in-
fections such as tuberculosis, may react with the yeast anti-
gen and give false- positive results (95). Antibodies to the 
yeast antigen usually appear within 4 weeks after exposure, 
whereas antibodies to the mycelial antigen occur later and 
have titers which are considerably lower. In contrast, histo-
plasmin titers are usually higher when serum from patients 
with chronic histoplasmosis is used.

Interpretation. CF test results can be difficult to inter-
pret because cross- reactions or nonspecific reactions with 
the yeast or histoplasmin antigens are often encountered. 
In such instances, titers usually range between 1:8 and 1:32 
and occur mainly against yeast- form antigen. Many serum 
samples from culture- proven cases of histoplasmosis, how-
ever, give titers in the same range. Consequently, titers of 
1:8 and greater with either antigen are generally considered 
presumptive evidence of histoplasmosis. Titers above 1:32 
or rising titers offer strong presumptive evidence of infec-
tion. The probability of infection increases in proportion to 
the CF titer.

On the other hand, one cannot rely solely on CF titers 
above 1:32 as a means of diagnosis because false- positive 
reactions of similar magnitude may occur in patients with 
other endemic mycoses. For example, the first serologic re-
sponse noted in a patient with histoplasmosis may be ob-
tained only with B. dermatitidis antigen. Some patients with 
histoplasmosis may demonstrate antibodies against the an-
tigens of H. capsulatum, B. dermatitidis, and C. immitis or 
may demonstrate antibodies to only some of these antigens 
or to none. Furthermore, a lack of immunologic response 
does not exclude histoplasmosis, particularly when only 
one specimen has been tested and when the clinical picture 
strongly suggests a pulmonary mycosis. For example, in cases 
of disseminated or terminal histoplasmosis, humoral anti-
body responses may or may not be positive. In contrast, the 
CF test is usually positive when CSF specimens obtained 
from patients with chronic meningitis are used; titers in 
such cases may range from 1:8 to 1:128.
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Increases or decreases in titer of 4- fold or greater are 
significant indicators of disease progression or remission, 
respectively. However, culture, clinical, and other labora-
tory data should also be considered in assessing the patient’s 
prognosis or making treatment decisions. Occasionally, in 
some patients, positive titers decline slowly and persist long 
after the patient has been cured. The significance of per-
sistently elevated or fluctuating CF titers is unclear, as is the 
effect of antifungal treatment on antibody clearance.

Latex Agglutination
The histoplasmosis LA test is a rapid, semiquantitative 

test that uses latex particles sensitized with histoplasmin 
for the detection of agglutinating antibodies against H. 
capsulatum. This assay measures predominantly the IgM 
subclass of antibodies and therefore is most useful in the 
early diagnosis of acute histoplasmosis. A positive LA test 
result can be obtained as early as 2 to 3 weeks after expo-
sure and has been reported to have an overall sensitivity 
(including both acute and chronic forms of the disease) 
of 62% and a specificity of 97% (96). Antibody to H. 
capsulatum present in the patient’s specimen binds to the 
antigen- coated latex particles, resulting in visible clump-
ing. Results are graded according to the level of agglutina-
tion observed for a particular dilution of serum. The assay 
is rapid and simple to perform, and no special equipment 
is needed. Histoplasmin- sensitized latex particles are avail-
able commercially prepared (Table 2).

The histoplasmosis LA test is satisfactory for the detection 
of acute primary infections but may yield negative results for 
sera from persons with chronic histoplasmosis (96). It is par-
ticularly valuable in the detection of early disease. Because of 
the transitory nature of the agglutinins, the LA test cannot 
be considered a replacement for the CF test.

Interpretation. The LA test yields results in a matter of 
minutes and may be used with sera giving AC activity in 
the CF test. Although the LA test may be negative with 
sera from persons with chronic histoplasmosis or from im-
munosuppressed individuals, it is an excellent presumptive 
test aiding in the early diagnosis of acute histoplasmosis. A 
titer of 1:16 or greater is presumptive evidence of infection, 
and a titer of 1:32 or greater is considered strong presump-
tive evidence for active or very recent infection. Although 
a positive LA test result can be demonstrated as early as 2 
to 3 weeks after infection by H. capsulatum, false- positive 
results can occur with other systemic mycoses. It is there-
fore recommended that results be confirmed by using ID or 
other laboratory tests. Low- titer results from single speci-
mens should especially be interpreted with caution. In such 
cases, the test should be performed with another specimen 
collected 4 to 6 weeks later.

Enzyme Immunoassay
Attempts to replace the CF test with an EIA format 

have been frustrated because of cross- reactive carbohydrate 
moieties found on the immunodominant H and M antigens 
(97, 98). Periodate treatment of the M antigen before use 
in an immunoblot format, however, was reported to remove 
most of the cross- reactivity and increase the test specificity 
to 91% (98, 99). Recently, an ELISA for the early diagnosis 
of histoplasmosis was described in which purified native his-
toplasmin was compared to its deglycosylated counterpart 
(100). Deglycosylation resulted in an increase in test speci-
ficity from 93 to 96%; more surprisingly, the test sensitivity 
also increased from 57 to 92% (98–100). The sensitivity of 
the assay was 100% for patients with acute histoplasmosis 

and mediastinal histoplasmosis. However, sensitivity was 
reduced in other forms of histoplasmosis: 90% in chronic 
disease, 89% for disseminated disease, and 86% in dissem-
inated disease in HIV- infected patients (101). An EIA for 
histoplasmosis antibodies using “inactivated” histoplasmin 
antigen to coat microtiter wells is commercially available 
(Histoplasma DxSelect; Focus Diagnostics). According to 
the manufacturer, when compared to CF titers of ≥1:8, 
the assay has 82.4% sensitivity and 88% specificity. When 
compared to CF titers of ≥1:32, specificity is improved to 
93.3%; however, sensitivity was reduced to 58%. There are 
currently no independent reports evaluating the perfor-
mance of this commercial assay.

Antigen Assays for the Diagnosis of Histoplasmosis

Enzyme Immunoassay
EIA for detecting Histoplasma antigen in urine and serum 

is useful for diagnosing disseminated histoplasmosis, partic-
ularly in AIDS patients (102). Antigen detection is less 
effective in diagnosing histoplasmosis in immunocompe-
tent patients with self- limited disease or in cases of chronic 
pulmonary disease (103). Although less sensitive for the 
diagnosis of primary disease than disseminated disease, the 
test can be useful for diagnosis in the early stages of acute 
pulmonary disease (first 3 to 4 weeks after onset), permitting 
appropriate therapy to be initiated sooner.

An EIA to Histoplasma antigen uses polyclonal rabbit 
antisera against formalin- killed yeast forms of H. capsulatum 
as both the capture and detector antibody (103). This test 
is performed as a fee- for- service reference test (MiraVista 
Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, www.miravistalabs.com). 
The antigen detected is poorly defined but is believed to be 
a galactomannan based on its stability to heat (100°C for 
30 min) and its reduced reactivity after passage through a 
concanavalin A affinity column (99, 104). Antigen can be 
detected very early in disease (during the first 2 weeks after 
the onset of symptoms), and then its level rapidly declines 
in self- limited disease. It can be detected for longer peri-
ods in cases of disseminated disease. The MiraVista assay 
has undergone various revisions of specimen and assay per-
formance since it was first designed. Acceptable specimens 
include urine, serum, plasma, CSF, and BAL fluid. CSF and 
serum are initially pretreated with EDTA to dissociate anti-
gen/antibody complexes. Results are reported quantitatively 
through comparison to a standard curve made from antigen 
serially diluted from 19.0 to 0.4 ng/ml (105). Significant 
EIA cross- reactivity has been reported for the other en-
demic mycoses, particularly blastomycosis, paracoccidioido-
mycosis, and penicilliosis marneffei.

The use of the antigen assay, however, may not be the 
most sensitive assay with all patient populations. A multi-
center study (106) compared the efficacy of detecting an-
tigen in urine to conventional antibody detection for the 
diagnosis of histoplasmosis. The antigen assay was more 
sensitive for the diagnosis of disseminated infection in im-
munocompromised patients (69 to 84% [antibody] versus 92 
to 94% [antigen]). However, in immunocompetent patients 
with disseminated or localized pulmonary infections, anti-
body diagnosis was more sensitive (86 to 100% [antibody] 
versus 39 to 80% [antigen]). Therefore, diagnostic sensitiv-
ity and specificity of these assays are dependent upon the 
particular population that is being tested. Therefore, test re-
sults must be interpreted in light of the clinical presentation 
and the patient’s history of travel to or residence in areas 
of endemicity in conjunction with other laboratory results, 
including those for antibody detection and for culture.

http://www.miravistalabs.com
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Recently, another commercial antigen assay has been 
developed and is available for purchase (Histoplasma anti-
gen enzyme immunoassay; IMMY). This assay uses rabbit 
polyclonal antibodies for antigen detection and was stated 
by the manufacturer to have a sensitivity and specificity of 
80.9% and 98.7%, respectively. However, an independent 
report showed much lower values (62% and 79%, respec-
tively) (107). A new version of this assay uses monoclonal 
antibodies for antigen detection and provides a much better 
sensitivity and specificity (90.5% and 96.3%, respectively) 
(107, 108).

Paracoccidioidomycosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Paracoccidioides brasiliensis is a dimorphic fungus whose en-
demic range is found in parts of Central and South Amer-
ica. Infection is found most frequently in persons 30 years 
or older and most commonly in men. Primary infection 
occurs in the lungs as observed through abnormal chest X 
rays but is often asymptomatic. Secondary manifestation 
can be observed in the mucous membranes, reticuloendo-
thelial system, skin, adrenals, and other organs. Serologic 
tests for paracoccidioidomycosis should be performed on 
specimens from patients with symptoms of chronic disease 
or who present with ulcerative lesions of the mucosa (oral, 
nasal, or intestinal) or the skin. A history of travel to or res-
idence in Latin America in conjunction with typical clini-
cal signs should raise suspicion for paracoccidioidomycosis. 
Serologic tests are useful for the rapid presumptive diagnosis 
of paracoccidioidomycosis, particularly for diagnosing cases 
of disseminated disease and for monitoring the response to 
treatment.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of 
Paracoccidioidomycosis

Immunodiffusion
The ID test is simple to perform and is among the most 

specific procedures available (reported sensitivities, 84 to 
94%; reported specificity, 99%). The ID test employing 
concentrated yeast- form culture filtrate antigens and refer-
ence sera is 100% specific and has a sensitivity of 94% when 
sera from patients with paracoccidioidomycosis are tested. 
The major diagnostic precipitin is a 43- kDa glycoprotein re-
ferred to as gp43 (also known as E2 or A) and is found in 95 
to 98% of patients with paracoccidioidomycosis (109, 110). 
Commercial mycelium- phase P. brasiliensis culture filtrate 
antigens, containing gp43 and other antigens are available 
from IMMY (Table 1).

Interpretation. The ID test is valuable for the diagnosis 
of acute or chronic pulmonary infection and disseminated 
paracoccidioidomycosis. The greatest number of precipitin 
bands has occurred when sera from patients with lung in-
volvement or disseminated disease have been used; up to 
three precipitin bands have been observed (111). A major 
diagnostic precipitin is consistently found in the sera of 
patients with paracoccidioidomycosis, which reacts with a 
soluble, specific P. brasiliensis antigen. Band 1, which ap-
pears closest to the antigen- containing well, is thought to 
contain gp43 on the basis of immunochemical analysis. 
The precipitin that reacts with the gp43 antigen has been 
observed to occur in 95 to 99% of sera from patients with 
active paracoccidioidomycosis and can be found in patient 
serum for longer periods following infection than the other 
two major serum precipitins; the latter disappear during a 

favorable response to treatment. The positive predictive 
value of a positive ID test result is 100%.

Complement Fixation
CF tests that use unpurified antigens have a similar sen-

sitivity to the ID (87%) but are less specific (68%) (112). 
Therefore, the ID test should be performed in conjunction 
with the CF test. The CF test detects antibodies in 80 to 96% 
of patients with paracoccidioidomycosis. CF antibodies are 
diagnostic, but CF test results with P. brasiliensis yeast- form 
culture filtrate antigens are not always specific, and cross- 
reactions may occur when sera from patients with other en-
demic mycoses, particularly histoplasmosis, are used. These 
cross- reactions are infrequent and occur mainly at titers of 
1:8 or below. Nonetheless, concomitant use of the CF and 
ID tests allows a correct serodiagnosis of paracoccidioido-
mycosis in over 98% of cases. No commercial reagents for 
CF are available.

Culture filtrate antigens of P. brasiliensis, referred to as 
paracoccidioidin, are prepared by growing P. brasiliensis in a 
tryptic soy broth- dialysate medium supplemented with glu-
cose, ammonium sulfate, and vitamins (113). Yeast- form 
shake cultures of three stock isolates of P. brasiliensis are grown 
singly at 35°C in this medium for up to 4 weeks. Consult ref-
erences 112 and 114 for isolate selection. The culture filtrate 
from each isolate is dialyzed, concentrated 10- fold, and mixed 
in equal volumes with those from the other isolates. The op-
timal dilution for each antigen pool is determined by titra-
tion with low-  and high- titer CF- positive sera from human 
paracoccidioidomycosis cases or by the use of ID tests with 
precipitin- positive sera. References 111 and 114 give details 
of the kinetics of P. brasiliensis antigen production during 
growth and discuss alternative growth media.

Interpretation. CF titers of ≥1:8 are considered presump-
tive evidence of paracoccidioidomycosis. However, 85 to 95% 
of patients with active disease have titers of ≥1:32. Low CF 
titers are usually associated with localized disease or involve-
ment of the mononuclear phagocyte system, whereas high 
titers are found in patients with pulmonary lesions or mul-
tifocal disease. Sera from young children with disseminated 
paracoccidioidomycosis are an exception and ordinarily show 
low or negative CF reactivity. Serial CF determinations are 
prognostic in that a decreasing titer generally indicates effec-
tive therapy, whereas relapses are accompanied by increasing 
titers. High and fluctuating titers suggest a poor prognosis. 
Low levels of CF antibodies may persist long after the patient 
is cured.

Experimentally, other approaches have also been ex-
plored for the detection of antibodies to Paracoccidioides. A 
WB method (115) used to detect antibodies against gp43 
in patient sera showed an increase in sensitivity when com-
pared to ID (80% versus 95.5%). However, specificity was 
better with ID. Another approach evaluated the use of latex 
agglutination assay for the diagnosis of paracoccidioidomy-
cosis (116). Using serum, the LA assay was 73% sensitive 
and 79% specific. However, when the serum was first pre-
treated with a citrate buffer for dissociation of immune com-
plexes, sensitivity and specificity of the assay improved to 
90% and 90%, respectively (116).

Penicilliosis Marneffei

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Penicillium marneffei is a thermally dimorphic fungus en-
demic only to portions of Southeast Asia. Disseminated in-
fection with P. marneffei is observed almost exclusively in 
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immunocompromised patients who either live in or have 
traveled through Southeast Asia. Recent taxonomic eval-
uation has determined that P. marneffei is closely aligned 
with the genus Talaromyces and renaming this mould to Ta-
laromyces marneffei has been proposed (117). However, as P. 
marneffei is still most frequently used in the literature, the 
name P. marneffei will continued to be used in this section 
to avoid any confusion.

Diagnosis of P. marneffei infections relies mainly on cul-
ture and/or histopathologic identification. Serologic tests for 
the diagnosis of P. marneffei infections should be considered 
for use with patients who have lived in or traveled to South-
east Asia and who display symptoms of intermittent fever, 
marked weight loss, nonproductive cough, and debilitation. 
About 60 to 70% of patients present with multiple papular 
lesions, some of which show a central necrotic umbilication 
resembling molluscum contagiosum. Other presenting signs 
include hepatosplenomegaly, generalized lymphadenopathy, 
anemia, and thrombocytopenia. These symptoms may be 
confused with those of other fungal infections such as histo-
plasmosis or cryptococcosis as well as with those of tubercu-
losis. No commercial serology assays are currently available 
in the United States.

A major antigenic protein of P. marneffei, Mp1p, has re-
cently been cloned and expressed in the yeast Pichia pastoris 
(118). Rabbit polyclonal antibodies and mouse monoclonal 
antibodies were subsequently produced against the recombi-
nant protein for the development of antigen capture assays 
using either the MAb or PAb as capture antibodies and the 
MAb as the detector antibody. An antibody EIA was also 
produced using the recombinant antigen to coat the mi-
crowells for a microtiter plate. Evaluation of each assay was 
performed with sera from confirmed penicilliosis marneffei 
cases and control sera. Sensitivity and specificity of the an-
tigen detection assays were 55% and 99% compared to 75% 
and 99% using the PAb and the MAb as capture antibodies, 
respectively. While the antibody assay was equally as spe-
cific (98%), the sensitivity was only 30%. A combination of 
antigen and antibody assays improved the diagnostic sensi-
tivity to 85% with the MAb antigen assay and 100% with 
the PAb antigen assay, with a 98% specificity for both.

Pneumocystosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
The cause of pneumocystis disease in humans has recently 
been reclassified as Pneumocystis jirovecii (119). Until 1988, 
these organisms were widely thought to be protozoa, but 
comparative DNA sequence analysis demonstrated that 
Pneumocystis strains were phylogenetically more closely 
related to the fungi (120). The route of transmission of P. 
jirovecii is not understood, but seroprevalence studies have 
suggested that exposure occurs in early childhood. It was 
hypothesized that the strains acquired during first exposure 
persisted in the lungs in a dormant state throughout life and 
became active on subsequent immunosuppression of the 
host (119, 121). However, this hypothesis has recently been 
challenged, and it has been suggested that P. jirovecii organ-
isms are frequently acquired and cleared by the immune sys-
tem in immunocompetent hosts and do not persist (122).

Pneumonia caused by P. jirovecii (PCP) is rare in immuno-
competent adults but is a leading cause of illness and death in 
individuals with impaired immunity including malnourished 
or premature children, persons with AIDS, SOT recipients, 
and patients receiving long- term corticosteroid therapy. It is 
often described as interstitial plasma cell pneumonia; histo-
pathologic studies of patients’ lungs typically show alveolar 

interstitial thickening and the presence of a frothy eosino-
philic exudate in the lumina. The clinical presentation in 
children is characterized by cyanosis, mild cough without fe-
ver, and, in severe disease, intercostal retractions. In contrast, 
adults with PCP frequently present with dyspnea, nonpro-
ductive cough, chest tightness, night sweats, and an inability 
to breathe deeply. Tachypnea and low- grade fever often oc-
cur, but hemoptysis is rarely present. Adults with CD4 counts 
below 200 per μl are at increased risk for PCP, and persons 
with AIDS have a more insidious progression than those who 
are immunosuppressed but HIV negative. Extrapulmonary 
pneumocystosis has been reported in 1 to 3% of postmortem 
examinations of patients known to have pulmonary infec-
tions (123, 124) and most often involves the lymph nodes 
(44%) and the spleen, bone marrow, and liver (33%). In-
fection at multiple extrapulmonary sites is associated with a 
rapidly fatal outcome (123, 124).

The laboratory diagnosis of pneumocystosis depends 
largely on the use of Gomori methenamine silver, calcofluor 
white, Gram- Weigert, toluidine blue- O, or fluorescent anti-
body staining of lung biopsy specimens, induced sputum, or 
BAL fluid specimens to detect the cyst form of the organism 
and the use of Giemsa stain to detect the trophozoite form 
or clusters of cysts containing intracystic bodies. Specific 
anti- Pneumocystis MAbs have been developed that can de-
tect not only the cyst form of the organism but also the sig-
nificantly more abundant trophozoite form (125, 126). The 
sensitivity of the MAbs with either induced sputum or BAL 
fluid specimens has been reported to be similar to or some-
what greater than that of conventional staining methods.

Indirect and direct immunofluorescent assays employing 
MAbs have most commonly been used for the detection 
of P. jirovecii in induced sputum and in BAL fluid samples; 
however, less frequently, these reagents have also been used 
for tissue diagnosis (127–129). MAbs directed against Pneu-
mocystis for use in direct or indirect staining procedures 
are available commercially from Axis- Shield Diagnostics 
(Dundee, United Kingdom), Bio- Rad Laboratories, Inc., 
Chemicon International, Inc. (Temecula, CA), and Me-
ridian Diagnostics. Other immunologic methods including 
counterimmunoelectrophoresis, ELISA, WB, and LA tests 
have also been developed experimentally and are discussed 
in more detail below. Finally, the increased sensitivity of 
molecular biology- based diagnostic methods may allow a 
minimally invasive procedure, such as oral washings (130), 
to be sufficient for diagnostic purposes.

The serologic diagnosis of pneumocystosis has proven 
to be difficult because most humans become seropositive 
for Pneumocystis antibodies at an early age and are exposed 
to the organism multiple times throughout life. Therefore, 
the detection of serum antibodies may not correlate with 
true infection. In addition, conflicting results have been ob-
tained, primarily because different test methods have been 
used (LA, WB, ELISA, and indirect immunofluorescence), 
a variety of antigen sources have been employed (rat versus 
human), and the antigens used have been purified to differ-
ent degrees (column purified or recombinant).

Other tests include the detection of antigens ranging 
from 35 to 45 kDa, as well as a 95- kDa major surface glyco-
protein antigen, in BAL fluids (131). WB analysis demon-
strated that the 35-  to 45- kDa antigen was found in 88% 
of the BAL fluids tested, whereas the 95- kDa antigen was 
detected in only 49% of specimens. Recent analysis of sera 
from HIV- infected patients show that those infected with 
PCP contain much higher antibody titers to a recombi-
nant protein that is part of the major surface glycoprotein 
(Msg), particularly MsgC, when compared to HIV- infected 
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patients without PCP (132). It has also been demonstrated 
that health care workers who care for HIV- infected PCP- 
positive patients are also more likely to have antibodies to 
MsgC (133, 134).

A recent meta- analysis of 12 studies analyzed the use-
fulness of BDG in the diagnosis of Pneumocystis infection 
which included the use of any of the commercially avail-
able BDG assays. The study concluded that BDG in PCP 
patients was 96% sensitive and 84% specific (135). Another 
particularly useful study showed that a decrease in BDG lev-
els following treatment strongly correlated with a favorable 
outcome (136).

Sporotrichosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
Sporothrix schenckii organisms, while found worldwide, are 
found in the soil and plants of tropical and subtropical re-
gions of North, Central, and South America. The disease 
sporotrichosis is a subdermal infection that begins after a 
skin injury where the fungal conidia are implanted resulting 
in ulcerated, verrucous, or erythematous nodules which may 
spread locally through the lymphatics. Rarely, a pneumo-
nitis can occur if conidia are inhaled. Dissemination may 
occur in both immunocompetent and immunosuppressed 
individuals.

Serologic tests for sporotrichosis may be applied to sera 
from patients with skin lesions, subcutaneous nodules, bone 
and joint lesions, lymphadenopathy, or pulmonary disease 
and to CSF from patients with undiagnosed chronic menin-
gitis. The disease should be suspected in individuals whose 
work brings them into contact with soil, plants, timber, 
plant materials, or sphagnum moss. Cutaneous sporotricho-
sis is more common in adults than in children, and extracu-
taneous disease is found more often in men older than 30 
years. Although not common, disseminated infection is 
more likely to occur in immunosuppressed than immuno-
competent individuals.

Serologic tests are sometimes helpful for the diagnosis 
of the extracutaneous or systemic forms of sporotrichosis. 
A slide agglutination test to detect anti- Sporothrix schenckii 
antibodies has been demonstrated to be the most useful 
method. This test has been reported to have sensitivities 
of 100, 86, 73, and 56% for disseminated, articular, pulmo-
nary, and cutaneous disease, respectively, and a specificity of 
100% (137). Antibodies are most probably directed toward 
a peptido- l- rhamno- d- mannan, localized in the outer layer 
of the S. schenckii cell wall. Comparable sensitivity for the 
detection of S. schenckii antibodies has not been reported for 
an ID test format.

Antibody Assays for the Diagnosis of sporotrichosis

Latex Agglutination
The LA test is a semiquantitative slide agglutination as-

say in which S. schenckii antigen- coated latex particles are 
used to detect antibody to S. schenckii. The assay is rapid 
and simple to perform and requires no special equipment. A 
commercial kit is available from IMMY (Table 1).

Interpretation. LA titers of 1:8 or greater are consid-
ered presumptive evidence of sporotrichosis. False- positive 
reactions have, however, been noted at titers of 1:8 when 
sera from patients with nonfungal infections were used. Sera 
from patients with localized cutaneous, lymphocutaneous, 
or extracutaneous sporotrichosis may display titers ranging 
from 1:8 to 1:512. An increasing titer or a sustained high 

titer indicates pulmonary sporotrichosis. The test has lim-
ited prognostic value, since antibody levels may show little 
change during and after convalescence. Slide latex aggluti-
nin titers of >1:8 with CSF are considered presumptive evi-
dence of meningeal sporotrichosis.

Mucormycosis

Clinical Indications and Diagnostic Rationale
The primary agents of mucormycosis in the order Mucora-
les include species of Lichtheimia, Apophysomyces, Cunning-
hamella, Mucor, Rhizopus, Rhizomucor, and Saksenaea, and 
those in the order Entomophthorales include Conidiobolus 
and Basidiobolus (104, 138). The major risk factors for mu-
cormycosis are neutropenia, uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, 
other forms of metabolic acidosis, and burns. Other contrib-
uting factors include corticosteroid use and treatment with 
deferoxamine. Although ID tests have been successfully 
used to detect antibodies in patients with active mucormy-
cosis (97, 139), these methods have not been extensively 
evaluated.

Immunohistochemistry
In tissue, these organisms are difficult to differentiate 

and appear as sparsely septate, irregularly branched, broad, 
ribbon- like hyphae (138, 140). A murine MAb, WSSA- 
RA- 1 (141), directed against somatic antigens of Rhizopus 
arrhizus (oryzae), has been reported to react specifically 
with Lichtheimia corymbifer (Absidia corymbifera), R. arrhi-
zus (oryzae), and Rhizomucor pusillus when applied as an 
immuno peroxidase histopathology stain; this reagent is 
commercially available (AbD Serotec; Raleigh, NC). The 
method used for staining is the same as that for Aspergillus 
and can be found in the section above.

MOLECULAR METHODS FOR FUNGAL 
DETECTION
DNA- based methods have been used extensively to iden-
tify fungi from biological specimens in culture. However, 
DNA- based identification methods for isolate identification 
are outside the scope of this chapter; for the description of 
molecular methods used for identification of fungal cultures, 
the readers are referred to CLSI document MM18- A (142).

Methods for direct detection and diagnostics of fungal 
DNA in biological specimens remain experimental and can 
be divided into two major groups based on the method that 
is used for DNA detection and identification, such as (i) 
PCR amplification using universal fungal primers followed 
by DNA sequencing and (ii) real- time PCR amplification 
using species- specific molecular probes.

Panfungal PCR with universal fungal primers is most 
frequently used for diagnostics when the exact agent of 
infection is unknown. For this procedure, total DNA is 
extracted from the biological samples and amplified us-
ing panfungal primers specific to portions of the rRNA 
gene locus, such as ITS1, ITS2, and/or portions of the 28 
rRNA gene (143). The PCR products are then visualized, 
purified, and sequenced. The fungus is identified by com-
paring the DNA sequence with those in the GenBank or 
other fungal databases (MycoBank, www.mycobank.org; 
 Fusarium- ID, http://isolate.fusariumdb.org). The advan-
tage of this approach is that it can be used to amplify and 
detect pathogens for which molecular probes have not 
been developed. For example, recently this method was 
used to detect and identify DNA of Exserohilum rostratum 
in fluids and tissues from an outbreak of fungal meningitis 

http://www.mycobank.org
http://isolate.fusariumdb.org
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and other infections associated with contaminated steroids 
(144). This approach is also frequently used for detection/
identification of fungi in formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded 
tissues (145, 146).

Real- time PCR with species- specific molecular probes 
can be used for detection/identification when the agent of 
infection is already known or strongly suspected. The ad-
vantage of real- time PCR is that this method is more sen-
sitive than conventional PCR. However, the disadvantage 
is that molecular probes used for identification are targeted 
toward specific species and would miss other pathogens that 
might be causing infection. In addition, because real- time 
PCR does not include a DNA sequencing step, extensive 
testing is required to ensure the specificity of the probes. 
Converse to the panfungal PCR method described above, 
probes and PCR primers for real- time PCR are often de-
signed to amplify unique regions of DNA. Some of the 
studies where real- time PCR has been used for detection 
of fungal infections include Aspergillus fumigatus in sera of 
patients with suspected invasive aspergillosis (147, 148), 
Pneumocystis jirovecii in respiratory samples of non- AIDS 
patients (149, 150), Candida sp. DNA in blood of neonatal 
patients (151–153), and Coccidioides sp. in respiratory speci-
mens of suspected cases of Valley fever (154, 155).

Regardless of the method that is used for the detec-
tion of fungal DNA, one of the most challenging aspects 
of molecular detection is obtaining sufficient amounts of 
fungal DNA from the patients’ specimens. This procedure 
is complicated by (i) the presence of thick cell walls that 
need to be disrupted to release fungal DNA from cells prior 
to extraction and (ii) excess human DNA that competes 
with fungal DNA when using extraction columns. To re-
lease fungal DNA from hyphae, cell walls can be mechan-
ically disrupted by bead beating (147, 148), sonication, or 
shaking or enzymatically digested using protease (156) or 
lyticase (145). Once the fungal cell walls are fragmented, 
a variety of DNA purification methods can be used. Some 
studies have compared such methods (148). As an alter-
native, free circulating fungal DNA can be concentrated 
and purified using methods developed for extraction of 
viral DNA from body fluids, such as the QIAamp Ultra-
Sens virus kit (Qiagen). Furthermore, when fungal DNA 
is extracted from formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissue 
scrolls, removal of paraffin and rehydration of specimens 
need to be performed (145, 146).
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It is probably not unreasonable to say that the clinical vi-
rology laboratory has experienced the greatest amount of 
change of any clinical pathology laboratory since the last 
edition of this Manual. The traditional virology laboratory, 
as found in many larger hospital- based facilities, often no 
longer exists, having been replaced by molecular diagnos-
tics. Accordingly, the first chapter in this section now cov-
ers rapid and molecular diagnostic methods as well as the 
traditional diagnostic procedures that still pertain. Rarely 
are culture or antigen detection methods still in regular use. 
Likewise, the ability to detect low copy numbers of viral 
nucleic acids, as well as the ability to accurately quantify 
the amount of virus present based on nucleic acid ampli-
fication, has limited the practical application of serologic 
methods to immune status testing, with a few well- known 
exceptions. There are many obvious benefits associated 
with the adoption of molecular diagnostics for viral infec-
tions, such as an increase in the diagnostic sensitivity. In 
addition, these technologies allow for the rapid deployment 
of tests for newly described viral pathogens. Quantitative 
methods facilitate diagnosis and allow prognostic applica-
tion and facilitate patient management. This is not to say 
that serologic methods have been stagnant. There has been 

increasing adoption of avidity- based testing for chronic 
viral infections to facilitate the differentiation of primary 
infection from reactivation.

As viral diagnostic methods have evolved, so has this 
section of the 8th edition of this Manual. Several impor-
tant revisions have been made, the most significant of 
which concerns HIV. Rather than an entire section, a  single 
chapter on HIV diagnosis now details the application of the 
recently adopted new HIV diagnostic algorithms and no 
longer addresses viral load testing or genotyping.

Further changes include the combination of three chap-
ters from the 7th edition into one authoritative discussion 
of respiratory viruses. The measles and mumps and rubella 
chapters likewise have been merged because they stress a 
common theme; since these three childhood viruses are eas-
ily managed by vaccination, serology remains important to 
identify unvaccinated or nonimmune individuals. Finally, 
the remaining chapters in this section offer the current state 
of the art concerning herpes simplex virus; varicella- zoster 
virus; Epstein- Barr virus and cytomegalovirus; human her-
pesviruses 6, 7, and 8; parvovirus B19; viral hepatitis; viral 
agents of gastroenteritis; arboviruses; hantavirus; rabies virus; 
human T- cell lymphotropic virus types 1 and 2; and prions.
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Tremendous strides have been made in viral diagnosis in the 
past decade. Many infections are now treatable and, for opti-
mum effect, antivirals must be started early. For hospitalized 
patients, rapid and accurate viral diagnosis is essential not 
only for patient management, but for infection control and 
prevention of nosocomial transmission. The impact of sea-
sonal and pandemic influenza on morbidity and mortality of 
all ages has received increasing attention in both the medical 
literature and the popular press. Emerging, highly virulent 
viruses such as severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
coronavirus (CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome CoV, 
and avian influenza H5N1 and H7N9 have also heightened 
concerns. Lastly, immunosuppressed and other vulnerable 
populations at risk for serious or life- threatening viral infec-
tions continue to increase. In response to these needs, there 
has been an explosion in viral diagnostic test development.

Tests are now available that can provide results within 
minutes of sample collection for some viruses and within 
hours for others, thus significantly shortening the time to 
diagnosis over conventional culture and serologic methods. 
In the past, on- site availability of viral diagnosis was limited 
by the need for cell culture facilities and expertise. Now, 
with simple- to- use, FDA- cleared immunologic and molec-
ular tests, viral diagnosis has become more widely available 
and has entered the mainstream of diagnostic testing.

This chapter will present a practical approach to the 
rapid diagnosis of acute viral infections, focusing on the ad-
vantages and limitations of common methods and, impor-
tantly, the availability of new molecular methods. Routine 
serology and conventional cell culture techniques will not 
be covered, but details can be found in other texts (1).

VIRAL DIAGNOSTIC METHODS
The methods used for diagnosis of acute viral infection can 
be generally grouped according to the following strategies: 
(i) direct detection of viral proteins or particles in clinical 
specimens; (ii) biochemical amplification of nucleic acid in 
clinical samples; (iii) biologic amplification of infectious vi-
rus in culture followed by early detection of viral antigens 
in the infected cells; and (iv) detection of an IgM antibody 
response to viral infection. The test of choice may vary with 
the virus and the circumstance (Table 1).

Immunoassays historically have provided the most rapid 
results, with the most common antigen detection tests 

consisting of only one step, no reagent additions, and 10 
to 20 min of incubation. Rapid cell culture methods, with 
incubation times of only 1 to 2 days followed by monoclo-
nal antibody (MAb) staining, provide efficient detection 
of multiple viruses. Nucleic acid amplification techniques 
(NAATs) have been significantly shortened by more rapid 
thermocycling and real- time detection strategies. Some pro-
vide “on- demand” or “random- access” testing.

Whereas conventional culture and electron microscopy 
can detect the unexpected, immunologic and molecular 
methods detect only the specific agent(s) sought. However, 
multiplex strategies can now detect multiple viruses asso-
ciated with a particular syndrome in a single reaction and 
more quickly, and thus have led to replacement of culture 
methods in many situations.

IMMUNOLOGIC METHODS

Direct Detection of Viral Antigens in Clinical 
Specimens
With direct antigen detection methods, the target is not 
amplified; thus, these tests are inherently less sensitive than 
culture or NAATs. Nevertheless, immunoassays are still 
widely used for influenza, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), 
and rotavirus antigens, due to ease of use, cost, ability to ac-
commodate single to multiple samples, rapid time to result, 
point- of- care (POC) capability including use in resource- 
poor or remote areas, and potential impact on patient 
management (Table 2). However, during the 2009 H1N1 
influenza pandemic, the suboptimal sensitivity of rapid in-
fluenza diagnostic tests (RIDT) received a great deal of at-
tention (2). This has led to a renewed focus on improving 
sensitivity of simple antigen assays. As molecular methods 
become more user- friendly and less expensive, antigen im-
munoassays must become more sensitive if they are to re-
main relevant.

Immunofluorescence
Immunofluorescence (IF) is by far the most demanding an-
tigen detection technique and requires careful attention to 
detail throughout. When done well, it is an excellent test. 
When done poorly, it is neither sensitive nor specific. First, 
cells are applied to slides by touch prep, by pipette, or by 
cytocentrifugation. After fixation in acetone, methanol, or 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch57
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TABLE 1 Application of various methods for rapid diagnosis of acute or primary viral infectionsa

Commonly 
encountered virus

Immunologic
CommentsViral 

antigen
Rapid 
culture

IgM Molecular: 
NAAT

Adenovirus + ++ NA +++ DFA suboptimal for adenovirus; rapid antigen assays 
available for enteric adenovirus in stool; rapid culture 
may require longer incubation than 2 days for optimal 
sensitivity; NAAT can be falsely negative or falsely low 
due to genome diversity

Arbovirusesb NA NA +++ ++ Serology is primary diagnostic method for encephalitis- 
associated arboviruses; NAAT is commercially 
available only for WNV and dengue

Coronavirus NA NA NA +++ NAAT for common respiratory CoV is available as part of 
some commercial multiplex respiratory virus panels

Cytomegalovirus ++ ++ +/− +++ CMV pp65 antigenemia can be used to monitor viral 
load; rapid culture useful for congenital CMV urine or 
saliva, BAL, and tissue biopsy samples; quantitative 
NAAT most common method for viral load; while 
IgM can be useful in diagnosis of primary infection in 
normal hosts, it lacks specificity

Enterovirus and 
parechovirus

NA ++/− NA +++ NAAT preferred for CNS enterovirus infection; separate 
NAAT required for parechovirus detection

Epstein- Barr virus NA NA +++ +++ Serology is test of choice for routine diagnosis; NAAT 
useful for virus- related tumors; quantitative NAAT 
useful for monitoring viral load in blood of transplant 
recipients; ISH can be used on tumor biopsies

Hepatitis A virus NA NA +++ NA Serology is the standard diagnostic test; false- positive IgM 
common in low- prevalence areas

Hepatitis B virus +++ NA +++ +++ Detection of specific viral antigens and antibodies allows 
for diagnosis and for monitoring the course of infection; 
NAAT used to monitor therapy and determine 
genotype

Hepatitis C virus NA NA NA +++ Serology is used for diagnosis; qualitative NAAT used 
to confirm active infection; quantitative NAAT used 
to monitor response to therapy; genotyping helps 
determine duration of therapy

Herpes simplex virus ++ ++ Not 
reliable

+++ IFA used for rapid detection in skin/mucous membrane 
lesions or tissue specimens; NAAT is test of choice for 
CNS infection and used for other sample types as well; 
serology, including HSV- 2- specific serology, used to 
determine prior infection

Herpesvirus 6 NA NA + +++ NAAT test of choice for diagnosis; MAbs available to 
differentiate virus isolates and for IHC; serology can 
document primary infection in children

Human 
immunodeficiency 
virus

++ NA ++ +++ Serology is primary diagnostic method; rapid antibody 
testing becoming more widely available; proviral DNA 
and plasma RNA tests used to diagnose neonatal 
infection; quantitative RNA tests used to guide therapy 
and monitor response

Human 
metapneumovirus

++ ++ NA +++ NAAT is the test of choice for diagnosis; DFA and shell 
vial culture rapid and fairly sensitive; conventional 
culture difficult

Human T- cell 
lymphotropic 
virus

NA NA NA +++ Serology is primary diagnostic method; NAAT useful for 
virus identification in HTLV Western blot- positive but 
untypeable specimens

Influenza virus +/++ ++ NA +++ Rapid antigen tests widely used but suboptimal in 
sensitivity and specificity; DFA and rapid culture 
more sensitive; NAAT most sensitive and increasingly 
available; serology useful for epidemiological studies or 
retrospective diagnosis

(Continued on next page)
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Commonly 
encountered virus

Immunologic
CommentsViral 

antigen
Rapid 
culture

IgM Molecular: 
NAAT

Measles virusb NA NA +++ +++ Serology most useful for diagnosis and determination 
of immunity; isolation only useful if attempted early 
(prodromal period to 4 days post- rash); NAAT done at 
CDC

Mumps virusb NA ++ ++ +++ Serology used most commonly for diagnosis and 
determination of immunity; NAAT done at CDC

Norovirus NA NA NA +++ NAAT challenging due to strain variability; reagents for 
antigen detection not commercially available

Parainfluenza virus NA/++ ++ NA +++ IFA most common rapid detection method; NAAT more 
sensitive than isolation but not widely available, except 
as part of multiplex panel

Papillomavirus NA NA NA +++ NAAT test of choice for detection and genotype 
differentiation. Cytopathology useful for diagnosis; 
serologic diagnosis of exposure not available

Parvovirus NA NA ++ +++ Serology used to diagnose acute B19; NAAT test 
of choice for amniotic fluid or fetal tissue and for 
individuals who cannot mount an antibody response 
or who present early, before antibody has developed; 
NAAT can be used to detect human bocavirus

Polyomavirus Kidney 
or 
brain 
tissue

NA NA +++ NAAT test of choice, but genetic variability can lead to 
falsely low or negative results; JCV DNA detection 
in CSF used for presumptive diagnosis of PML; BKV 
DNA quantification in plasma/urine used for pre- 
emptive diagnosis of PVAN; IHC and EM useful for 
biopsy tissues

Respiratory syncytial 
virus

+/++ ++ NA +++ Rapid antigen tests, such as DFA, more sensitive than 
culture; NAAT most sensitive, especially in adults

Rhinovirus NA NA NA +++ NAAT much more sensitive than culture; cross- reaction 
with enteroviruses can occur

Rotavirus ++ NA NA +++ Direct antigen detection useful for diagnosis; NAAT 
testing now commercially available as part of panels

Rubella virusb NA NA +++ +++ Serology used for diagnosis of acute infection and 
immunity; NAAT most sensitive, but not commercially 
available; isolation useful for postnatal rubella if 
attempted early (prodromal period to 4 days post- rash); 
in CRS, virus can be isolated for weeks to months after 
birth

Varicella- zoster virus ++ + Not 
reliable

+++ DFA and NAAT are most commonly used tests; rapid 
culture less sensitive than DFA; conventional culture 
insensitive; serology most useful for determination of 
immunity

aKey: +++, most sensitive and rapid; ++, moderately sensitive; +, least sensitive; −, not sensitive; NA, not available for routine clinical use in hospital or commer-
cial laboratories. Pathology and tissue stains not included. Abbreviations: BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; BKV, BK virus; CNS, central nervous system; CRS, congenital 
rubella syndrome; EM, electron microscopy; HTLV, human T- cell lymphotropic virus; IFA, immunofluorescent assay; IHC, immunohistochemistry; ISH, in situ hybridiza-
tion; JCV, JC virus; PML, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy; PVAN, polyomavirus- associated nephropathy; WNV, West Nile virus.

bAdditional specialized tests available at CDC and possibly other public health laboratories.

TABLE 1 Application of various methods for rapid diagnosis of acute or primary viral infectionsa (Continued)

formalin, the cells are overlaid with antibodies labeled with 
fluorophores. After incubation and washing to remove un-
reacted antibodies, slides are examined under a fluorescence 
microscope. Free virus cannot be detected by IF microscopy; 
rather, viral proteins that accumulate during viral replica-
tion are visualized in infected target cells. IF is commonly 
performed on cell smears from skin lesions and nasopharyn-
geal (NP) aspirates or swabs, and has also been successfully 
applied to peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL). Advantages 
of IF include the opportunity to assess the quality of the 
sample (i.e., presence of an adequate number of target cells 

for a valid result), to discern specific from nonspecific stain-
ing patterns, to detect a single infected cell, and, in contrast 
to other immunoassays, to test one sample for multiple viral 
pathogens in a single cell spot. It can be applied to single 
or multiple samples, and per- test reagent costs are generally 
less than for other methods. Time to result is typically 1 to 
2 hours.

Clinical utility of IF has been enhanced by reducing total 
time to as little as 25 min (D3 FastPoint, Diagnostic Hybrids), 
by using cytocentrifugation to enhance slide quality (3), and 
by combining antibodies with different fluorochrome labels 
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TABLE 2 Uses and limitations of immunologic detection methods for viral antigensa

Method Common clinical 
applications

Time 
required Uses Limitations

Direct antigen 
detection

Immunofluorescence RSV, influenza A and 
B, parainfluenza 1–3, 
adenovirus, HMPV in 
respiratory cells; VZV 
and HSV in skin- 
lesion smears; CMV 
in leukocytes

0.5–2 h Can evaluate quality of sample, 
characteristic staining pattern 
and morphology; can detect a 
single positive cell, multiple 
pathogens in single sample, 
or quantitate CMV load in 
leukocytes; can test single or 
multiple samples; can run test 
multiple times a day; more 
sensitive than other antigen 
tests

Requires significant expertise 
and training; endpoints 
subjective; needs good sample 
with adequate cells; requires 
fluorescent microscope with 
good- quality objectives; 
cytocentrifuge desirable

Microwell, tube, or 
bead EIA

Rotavirus, HBV, fourth- 
generation HIV test

2–4 h Suitable for large test volumes, 
batch testing; breakaway 
strips for smaller sample 
size; cheaper per test reagent 
costs; objective endpoints, 
computerized data analysis, 
automated format

Sensitivity varies with virus and 
kit used; neutralization test 
needed to detect nonspecific 
reactions; multiple controls 
processed with each run; 
EIA reader and washer, 
multichannel pipette required

Membrane EIA RSV, influenza 15–30 
min

Simple format, minimal training 
required; can test single or 
multiple samples, and run test 
multiple times a day; no major 
equipment

Relatively expensive per test 
reagent cost; nonspecific 
reactions difficult to detect; 
single agent detected

Latex agglutination Rotavirus, enteric 
adenovirus

30 min Simple format, no major 
equipment; suitable for single- 
sample testing

Subjective; weak positives 
difficult to read; nonspecific 
reactions; not as sensitive as 
EIA

Lateral flow 
immunoassay

Influenza, RSV, fourth- 
generation HIV test

10–20 
min

Simple format, add sample, no 
reagent additions; no major 
equipment required; suitable 
for single- sample testing; 
many CLIA- waived tests for 
POC or resource- poor areas

Subjective unless reader used; 
weak positives difficult to 
read; some transport media 
may give spurious results

Rapid cultureb

Shell vial 
centrifugation 
culture

CMV, VZV, HSV, RSV, 
influenza A and B, 
parainfluenza 1–3, 
adenovirus, HMPV, 
enterovirus

16–48 h Centrifugation enhances 
infectivity; characteristic 
staining pattern enhances 
specificity; can detect a single 
positive cell; can detect 
multiple viruses in one culture 
by combining two cell cultures 
in one shell vial and staining 
with pool of antibodies; 
detects replicating and not 
latent virus

Cell culture toxicity and 
contamination can reduce 
sensitivity; requires infectious 
virus; labor- intensive; need 
expertise in cell culture and 
IF; tissue culture facilities, 
centrifuge, fluorescent 
microscope required

Immune response
IgM antibody Parvovirus B19, EBV, 

arboviruses including 
West Nile virus, HBV, 
HAV, rubella, measles, 
mumps, CMV, HIV

1–4 h Valuable when virus detection 
methods not available and/or 
disease is immune mediated 
and IgM antibodies detectable 
at clinical presentation; 
economical screening test

Compromised hosts and 
neonates may not have 
detectable antibodies; 
heterologous antibody rises 
can occur; appearance of IgM 
can be delayed until week 2 
of illness; rheumatoid factor 
and IgG may interfere

aAll rapid methods except electron microscopy are limited to the detection of suspected viruses; direct antigen tests do not amplify the target, thus are less sensitive 
than culture and NAATs.

bLimited to viruses that grow in commonly available cell cultures.
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in one reagent to simultaneously detect and differentiate 
multiple viruses in the same cell spot (4). The dual fluoro-
phore approach has been used to simultaneously test for her-
pes simplex virus (HSV) and varicella- zoster virus (VZV) in 
skin lesion samples, and influenza A and RSV in respiratory 
epithelial cells (SimulFluor Millipore). For a more compre-
hensive respiratory virus screen, a pool of MAbs to seven or 
eight common viruses (RSV; influenza A and B; parainfluenza 
types 1, 2, and 3; adenovirus; and human metapneumovirus 
[HMPV]) can be used without compromising test sensitivity. 
With D3 Ultra DFA (Diagnostic Hybrids), either the RSV or 
influenza A MAb is labeled with a yellow- gold fluorophore, 
and the remaining MAbs are labeled with green fluorescein. 
If the screen is positive with a green fluorescein- labeled MAb, 
additional slides must be stained with dual or single reagents 
to determine the infecting pathogen.

The essential prerequisites for accurate IF testing are an 
experienced and well- trained microscopist, sensitive and spe-
cific reagents, a fluorescence microscope with high- quality ob-
jectives, and a sufficient and steady flow of samples to develop 
and maintain expertise. IF works best in settings that allow 
re- collection of inadequate specimens. Established criteria for 
interpretation must be strictly followed, and results should be 
validated initially and intermittently thereafter by culture or 
other methods. IF staining can be more sensitive than culture 
for detection of RSV in NP aspirates, VZV in skin lesions, 
and cytomegalovirus (CMV) in blood leukocytes, but is vari-
able for other viruses or sample types, ranging from 60% to 
95% compared to culture (5, 6). IF is a labor- intensive, man-
ual method, highly operator dependent, and not amenable 
to automation or high- volume testing. Most reagents now 
use the faster direct fluorescence staining method (i.e., the 
primary antiviral antibody is labeled) and are referred to as 
direct immunofluorescence assays (DFA).

Reasonable sensitivity, speed, and multiplex capability 
make DFA an attractive alternative to culture, particularly 
for respiratory viruses in pediatric patients. DFA has also 
been shown to reduce antibiotic use and lead to reduced 
hospitalization costs (7, 8). However, NAAT tests, such as 
BioFire FilmArray with 1- hour time to result, detect more 
pathogens, provide more sensitive results, and require less 
expertise than DFA. Although DFA is less expensive than 
NAAT, its use has decreased (9).

eIA
Enzyme immunoassay (EIA) employs an enzyme label and a 
colorimetric substrate and is the main test format in clinical 
laboratories for the detection of antibodies. In indirect EIA 
for antigen detection, antiviral antibody is immobilized on a 
solid support, sample is added, and viral antigen, if present, 
binds to the antibody. A second enzyme- labeled antibody is 
added, followed by addition of a substrate that usually gen-
erates a colorimetric signal. The reaction can be detected 
visually or with a spectrophotometer. Whereas IF micros-
copy can only visualize viral antigens produced in infected 
cells, EIA detects both cell- associated and cell- free antigens 
in clinical samples. Therefore, EIA can be used for non- 
cellular samples, such as serum and stool. However, with 
EIA one cannot assess the quality of the sample and cannot 
distinguish nonspecific reactions unless a neutralization or 
blocking antibody test is done. EIA using microtiter plates is 
well suited to automated, high- volume batched- sample test-
ing, with results analyzed by computer. Samples may be held 
until a sufficient number are available for testing and assay 
times are 2 to 4 hours. Alternatively, rapid membrane EIA 
in single sample cassettes with 15-  to 30- min assay times can 
be performed multiple times a day as needed.

EIA for detection of viral antigens has been most successful 
when high titers are present in clinical samples and is most 
useful for viruses that do not grow in routine cell cultures, 
such as rotavirus, hepatitis B virus (HBV), and HIV (10, 11). 
Membrane EIA was widely used for influenza and RSV, es-
pecially in pediatric patients, until replaced with lateral flow 
assays. EIA has been less successful for other pathogens, such 
as HMPV. Although readily implemented in laboratories 
without virology experience, EIAs may not be commercially 
available for the desired pathogen or in the preferred format.

CLIA
In the chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA), a chemi-
luminescent label combined with a trigger reagent produces 
light. Random access instruments using CLIA are beginning 
to replace batch testing of blood samples by EIA. Testing 
can be performed “on demand” throughout operating hours, 
as samples arrive in the laboratory. Time to result is gener-
ally 1 hour. Compared to EIA, CLIA is more sensitive, has a 
lower background, and has a greater dynamic range.

An important advance in the diagnosis of acute HIV 
infections is the fourth- generation HIV screening test that 
combines IgM and IgG detection with detection of HIV- 1 
p24 antigen. Once antibody develops, p24 is bound in im-
mune complexes, but prior to the appearance of antibody, 
p24 antigen is a sensitive marker for acute HIV infection. 
Currently one fourth- generation HIV EIA (Bio- Rad Ge-
netic Systems), one CLIA (Abbott Architect), and one 
lateral flow immunoassay (Alere) are FDA cleared in the 
United States, although numerous fourth- generation HIV 
tests have long been used in Europe (11).

Latex Agglutination
The advantages of latex agglutination assays include sim-
plicity, speed, and lack of expensive equipment. Antiviral 
antibody bound to latex beads is mixed with sample. If anti-
gen is present, the beads clump or agglutinate, which can be 
seen by eye. When the specimens contain large amounts of 
viral antigen, agglutination assays can be used with accept-
able results. This would include rotavirus and enteric ade-
novirus in stools of infants with gastroenteritis (12). When 
antigen is present in great excess, however, a prozone reac-
tion can occur, leading to a false- negative result. This can 
be detected by repeating the test at a higher sample dilution. 
Limitations are lack of sensitivity, subjective interpretation 
of results, and difficulty reading borderline samples.

LFIA
In a lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA) for antigen detection, 
a sample is applied to a device or a strip and antigen, if pres-
ent, binds to labeled antiviral antibodies. Antigen- antibody 
complexes move along the test strip by capillary action until 
bound by capture antibodies at the distal end of the strip, 
giving rise to a visible band. Whereas EIA involves a series 
of reagent additions, incubations, wash steps to remove un-
reacted materials, addition of substrate, and stop reagent, 
LFIA requires addition of sample only and provides results 
in 10 to 20 min that are comparable to EIA. Almost all rapid 
influenza and RSV tests are currently LFIA. These tests can 
be used at the point of care and have been shown to affect 
management (13). Both membrane EIA and lateral flow as-
says must be read within 5 to 10 min of assay completion for 
valid results. It should be noted that kit performance can be 
adversely affected by the transport media used. Media with 
gelatin such as M4 RT (Remel), especially when cold, can 
impair flow and lead to spurious results (false positives and 
false negatives). Like EIA, LFIA requires high viral load in 
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the sample for a positive result and thus performs best in 
infants and young children. Rapid influenza diagnostic tests 
(RIDT), predominantly LFIA, received increased scrutiny 
during the 2009 influenza pandemic and their inadequate 
sensitivity was widely recognized. Furthermore, detection of 
circulating influenza strains varies year to year, affecting kit 
performance.

To improve sensitivity, several rapid influenza and RSV 
LFIA tests utilize a fluorescence label, instead of the stan-
dard colloidal gold, and a small reader. Two readers (3M 
by Focus Diagnostics and Sofia by Quidel) are walkaway, 
provide a printout, and can be interfaced to the laboratory 
information system (LIS) (2, 14–16). One reader (Veritor, 
Becton Dickinson) is less expensive but is not walkaway 
(17). RIDT false positives are a significant problem when 
influenza prevalence is low. Due to the public health im-
plications of influenza and advantages of having a simple 
POC test, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) has begun to monitor performance with currently 
circulating strains and has encouraged manufacturers to 
prioritize improved performance. Research into improving 
labels and enhancing sensitivity are a priority (18). For an 
update on use of RIDT, consult the CDC website at http://
www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/diagnosis/.

POC tests combining viral antigen with IgM and IgG 
antibody detection have been recently developed for HIV 
(Determine, Alere) and for dengue viruses (19).

Rapid Detection of Viruses in Culture by 
Immunologic Methods
Conventional virus isolation typically requires inoculation 
of multiple cell lines in roller tubes, followed by daily mi-
croscopic examination of cell monolayers for virus- induced 
cytopathic effects (CPE), which can take days to weeks to 
appear. The expertise required and the delay in virus de-
tection limit the impact of conventional culture on patient 
therapy and management.

Rapid Culture
In contrast, rapid cultures involve centrifugation of samples 
onto cell monolayers in shell vials or multiwall plates, then 
fixation of cells after 16 to 48 hours of incubation, followed 
by staining with virus- specific MAbs to detect viral proteins 
in infected cells. Rapid culture for CMV utilizes one cell 
line, usually a human fibroblast, and staining with a MAb to 
CMV immediate- early antigen (20).

To detect a spectrum of viruses in conventional culture 
requires inoculation of multiple cell lines. To simplify the 
process for rapid cultures, two to three cell lines have been 

combined into one vial, and after sample inoculation and 
incubation for 1 to 2 days and up to 5 days, the cell mono-
layer is stained with a pool of antibodies to potential viral 
pathogens (21, 22). There are a variety of mixed cell cul-
tures to choose from (Diagnostic Hybrids), depending on 
whether herpesviruses, respiratory viruses, or enteroviruses 
are sought (Table 3). The training time for personnel to be-
come competent at interpreting IF staining in shell vial cul-
tures is much shorter than required for conventional CPE or 
DFA of clinical samples.

Detection of Antibody Response to Virus Infections
In general, rapid diagnosis of acute viral infections in a 
timeframe to impact patient management relies on detec-
tion of the virus itself. Antibody develops in response to vi-
ral replication and therefore appears later. Nevertheless, in 
some virus infections, antibody detection remains the initial 
test of choice for several reasons.

IgM
IgM detection is primarily useful when viral detection 
methods are not readily available or are too slow to give 
clinically useful results, or when patients present coincident 
with the appearance of IgM. Examples include arboviruses 
and rubella, measles, and mumps viruses. In most infections, 
IgM antibodies can usually be detected within 5 to 7 days of 
clinical symptoms, but may require up to 2 weeks.

Third- and fourth- generation HIV tests that detect both 
IgM and IgG provide an earlier diagnosis than provided by 
first-  and second- generation tests, which detected only IgG 
(11). Likewise, some hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody tests 
detect both IgM and IgG and reduce the seronegative win-
dow after initial infection.

For some virus infections, the clinical symptoms prompt-
ing medical attention are immune mediated; therefore, IgM 
is usually detectable when the patient first presents. Exam-
ples include hepatitis A virus (HAV), HBV, parvovirus B19, 
and Epstein- Barr virus (EBV). Antibodies to several distinct 
viral antigens provide useful information regarding the stage 
of HBV and EBV infections.

Limitations of IgM testing include variability in test 
methods, weak or undetectable antibody responses in im-
munocompromised patients or neonates, heterologous IgM 
responses, interference by IgM- class rheumatoid factor 
(RF), competition between IgG and IgM antibodies leading 
to false positives and false negatives, failure to detect IgM 
due to timing of sample collection, persistence of IgM in 
some chronic viral infections, and frequent absence of IgM 
in reinfections or reactivations. For CMV, IgM antibody 

TABLE 3 Mixed- cell cultures available commerciallya

Culture type Cell culture composition Viruses targeted by stainingb Other potentially recoverable viruses

R- mix Mink lung (Mv1Lu) and A549 RSV; influenza A and B; parainfluenza 
1, 2, and 3; adenovirus (antibody 
pool); HMPV (separate antibody)

HSV, VZV, CMV, enterovirus

R- mix Too MDCK and A549 Same as R- mix, except not susceptible 
to SARS CoV

HSV, VZV, enterovirus

H&V Mix African green monkey kidney 
(strain CV- 1) and MCR- 5 cells

HSV- 1 and 2, VZV CMV, mumps, measles, RSV, rotavirus, 
SV40, rhinovirus, adenovirus, 
enterovirus

Super E- mix BGMK- hDAF and A549 Enterovirus HSV, VZV, adenovirus
aDiagnostic Hybrids, a Quidel Company. Table modified from reference 2. Abbreviations: A549, human lung carcinoma; BGMK, Buffalo green monkey kidney; BHK, 

baby hamster kidney; MDCK, Madin- Darby canine kidney; MRC- 5, human diploid fibroblasts; SV40, simian virus 40.
bIF staining is at 1 and 2 days for mixed cells except Super E- mix, for which staining at 2 and 5 days is recommended.

http://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/diagnosis/
http://www.cdc.gov/flu/professionals/diagnosis/
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increases with age in seropositive individuals, presumably 
due to subclinical reactivation. Cross- reactions between 
anti- parvovirus, rubella, and measles IgM are a particular 
problem if one is investigating a rash in pregnancy.

Methods to remove RF or interfering IgG prior to test-
ing have been developed. While the best approach has 
been use of the IgM- class capture- assay format to improve 
specificity (23), background subtraction may still be nec-
essary (24). Nevertheless, false- positive IgM results are 
common and can lead to inappropriate care. Although a 
positive IgM result may be the first indication of the viral 
pathogen, IgM tests are not definitive, but require confir-
mation by detection of virus or seroconversion of IgG or, 
for arboviruses, the more specific plaque- reduction neutral-
ization test. The relative intensity of IgM and IgG reactiv-
ity (i.e., high IgM and low or negative IgG), followed by a 
rise in IgG over time, increases the likelihood of a true re-
sult. False- positive IgMs are a particular problem when the 
disease prevalence is low, as is commonly seen with HAV 
IgM in the U.S. population. The use of synthetic peptides 
to replace virion antigen- based immunoassays may reduce, 
but not eliminate, interference by RF, nonspecific reac-
tions, and cross- reactivity.

MOLECULAR METHODS
Recent advances in nucleic acid amplification, detection, 
sample processing, and extraction techniques have enabled 
increased adoption of molecular tests for the diagnosis and 
monitoring of viral infections (2, 25–27). Molecular viral 
testing offers several advantages, including rapid detection of 
outbreaks and newly emerging strains or genotypes, identi-
fication of resistant viral pathogens, and the ability to cor-
relate viral load with disease severity, all of which contribute 
to timely therapeutic decisions and early infection- control 
interventions. For discussion, molecular techniques can be 
divided into four main categories based on the numbers of 
targets detected and the diagnostic purpose. Table 4 provides 

an overview and comparison of commercial molecular in vi-
tro diagnostic devices (IVD) that have been cleared by the 
U.S. FDA for detection, quantification, and genotyping of 
viral pathogens in clinical virology. Details and updates con-
cerning these devices are available from the FDA website 
(http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ProductsandMedical 
Procedures/InVitroDiagnostics/ucm330711.htm#microbial). 
In addition to IVDs, laboratory- developed tests (LDT) and 
commercial analyte- specific reagents (ASR) are used in labo-
ratories with molecular expertise that are capable of validat-
ing and troubleshooting these tests for clinical use.

Monoplex Assays
Conventional PCR includes three steps: sample extraction, 
target nucleic acid amplification, and amplicon detection. 
Real- time amplification methods greatly accelerated the tran-
sition to NAATs in clinical laboratories and have become the 
main platform for detection and identification of viral patho-
gens. In real- time PCR, nucleic acid amplification and am-
plicon detection occur simultaneously in a closed tube, thus 
shortening time to result and reducing cross contamination.

Numerous LDTs using molecular technologies have been 
in the forefront of the effort to implement rapid and sensi-
tive detection methods. One of the first molecular assays 
used successfully for clinical diagnosis was PCR for detec-
tion of HSV in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (28). PCR quickly 
became the test of choice when studies demonstrated that 
CSF PCR was equivalent to culture of brain tissue for diag-
nosis of HSV encephalitis and meningitis (28, 29). Inter-
estingly, after almost a quarter of a century, probably due to 
market size, there were no FDA- cleared commercial HSV 
assays designated for CSF specimens until Simplexa HSV 1 
& 2 was approved in 2014. In contrast, quite a few commer-
cial NAATs are now available for detection and identifica-
tion of HSV in skin and mucosal lesions (30). Among them, 
MultiCode- RTx HSV 1 & 2 (Luminex Corp), PROBETEC 
HSV (Becton Dickinson), and IsoAmp HSV (Quidel) are 
FDA- cleared IVD (30).

TABLE 4 FDA- cleared molecular methods for detection, quantification, and genotyping of viral pathogensa

Testing method Viruses covered TAT Applications Limitations

Monoplex Adenovirus, CMV, dengue 
viruses, enterovirus, 
HCV, HSV, HMPV, HPV, 
influenza, and WNV

0.5–4 hours Virus detection and infection 
diagnosis

“One stone for one bird”; 
limited test capacity; cannot 
be used as a test- of- cure

Multiplexb Respiratory panel: 
adenovirus, bocavirus, 
coronavirus (4 species), 
influenza A and B, HMPV, 
parainfluenza 1, 2, 3, and 
4, RSV, enterovirus, and 
rhinovirus

Gastroenteritis panel: 
rotavirus, norovirus

1–8 hours “One stone for many birds”; 
enhance diagnostic yields; 
reveal mixed infections

Slightly decreased sensitivities; 
cross- reaction can occur

Quantification CMV, HIV, HBV, HCV 4- 8 hours Viral load determination; 
predict disease; monitor 
therapeutic response

Not ideal for diagnosis or 
confirmation; lack of inter- 
lab standardization

Genotyping HCV, HPV, HIV, influenza 6–48 hours Predict antiviral resistance; 
direct therapeutic regimens 
and prognosis; foresee means 
of spread of infection

Unknown and emerging 
mutations; indirect clinical 
correlation

aIn addition to FDA- cleared IVD kits, commercial analyte- specific reagents are available for many viruses. Abbreviations: TAT, test turnaround time; WNV, West 
Nile virus.

bIn addition to viral pathogens, these multiplex panels may cover nonviral pathogens; see companies’ product inserts for details.

http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ProductsandMedical Procedures/InVitroDiagnostics/ucm330711.htm#microbial
http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/ProductsandMedical Procedures/InVitroDiagnostics/ucm330711.htm#microbial
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Studies have shown the superior sensitivity of real- time 
PCR- based assays compared to other assays for the detection 
of respiratory viruses (2, 27). Recent FDA approval of a num-
ber of commercial molecular assays for influenza virus testing 
has prompted many laboratories to discontinue culture or 
RIDT (2). Devices that have received FDA clearance include 
Human Influenza Virus Real- time RT- PCR Detection and 
Characterization Panel (CDC, Atlanta, GA), Xpert Flu (Ce-
pheid, Sunnyvale, CA), Simplexa Flu A/B & RSV test (Focus 
Diagnostics, Cypress, CA), Liat Influenza A/B Assay (IQuum, 
Marlborough, MA), Autus Influenza A/B RG RT- PCR Kit 
(Qiagen, Inc., Germantown, MD), and Influenza A+B Assay 
(Quidel Corporation, San Diego, CA) (31). It merits mention 
that influenza- diagnostic test performance can be adversely 
affected by viral genetic and antigenic changes and should be 
re- assessed annually. Variability in sensitivity and specificity 
of the same test in different settings highlights the need for 
each laboratory to ensure optimal procedures and work with 
clinicians to improve sample quality (32).

Recently, the FDA has accelerated its clearance pace for 
a variety of viral pathogens (33). In addition to HSV and 
influenza, the FDA has cleared real- time PCR- based de-
vices for adenovirus, CMV, dengue virus, enterovirus, HBV, 
HCV, HIV, HMPV, RSV, human papillomavirus, (HPV), 
and West Nile virus (33).

The monoplex assay will likely be the main platform for 
urgent, random- access, low- throughput assays such as POC 
testing that can be performed at home, in the workplace, 
at pharmacies and physician’s offices, outpatient clinics, 
emergency rooms, or at the bedside of patients. POC test 
development has been driven by the need to make rapid, 
evidence- based, clinical, and therapeutic decisions at or 
near the site of patient care (30). While currently there 
are no FDA- approved molecular assays that can be used in 
a POC setting, considerable effort has been expended in 
developing POC devices including Xpert (Cepheid), Liat 
(IQuum), illumigene (Meridian Biosciences, Madison, WI), 
and iNAT (Alere Scarborough, Scarborough, ME).

Multiplex Assays
Multiplex design enables simultaneous detection and identi-
fication of multiple viral agents in a single reaction. Relative 
simplicity, powerful multiplexing capabilities, and high- 
throughput detection make multiplex assays most attractive 
for screening and detection of a panel of respiratory viruses. 
These methods are able to identify multiple pathogens more 
rapidly and with greater sensitivity than culture. This is par-
ticularly important in immunocompromised hosts. In addi-
tion, multiplex assays provide potent tools to detect mixed 
infections. Multiplex assays with relatively high throughput 
will likely become the main platform for batched specimens.

Multiplex reverse- transcriptase (RT)- PCR- based detec-
tion of respiratory viral pathogens has become part of the rou-
tine diagnostic algorithm in clinical laboratories over the past 
5 years (25, 34) and several systems are commercially avail-
able. Some are rapid but low- throughput, whereas others use 
slower, conventional PCR assays, but with higher throughput. 
Examples include the FilmArray Respiratory Panel from Bio-
Fire Inc., the Infiniti Respiratory Viral Panel from AutoGe-
nomics, Inc., the Jaguar system from HandyLab, Inc., the 
Multi- Code- PLx respiratory virus panel from EraGen Biosci-
ences, the NGEN Respiratory Virus ASR from Nanogen, the 
ResPlex II assay from Qiagen, the Seeplex respiratory virus 
detection assay from Seegene, Inc., the eSensor Respiratory 
Virus Panel from GenMark Diagnostics, Verigene Respiratory 
Virus Nucleic Acid Test from Nanosphere, and the xTAG 
Respiratory Viral Panel from Luminex Molecular Diagnostics 

(25, 31, 34–36). Among them, the BioFire FilmArray Respi-
ratory Panel, the GenMark eSensor Respiratory Virus Panel, 
the Nanosphere Verigene Respiratory Virus Nucleic Acid 
Test, and the Luminex xTAG Respiratory Viral Panel have 
been cleared by FDA.

With the success of multiplexing molecular detection 
in the respiratory arena, one would anticipate that highly 
multiplexed molecular assays will soon become a reality for 
detection of gastroenteritis pathogens (37). Indeed, progress 
has been made in the past few years on this front and there 
are a few multiplex RT- PCR- based commercial assays avail-
able for multi- target detection and identification in a single 
sample for gastroenteritis. Seegene’s Seeplex Diarrhea ACE 
Detection detects diarrhea- causing viruses and/or bacteria 
directly from stool and rectal swab (38). A FilmArray GI 
Panel has been developed by BioFire to detect a panel of 
pathogens including adenovirus genotypes 40/41, human 
astrovirus, norovirus GI/GII, rotavirus A, and sapovirus. 
The xTAG Gastrointestinal Pathogen Panel (Luminex) us-
ing the xMAP Technology platform detects and identifies 
11 pathogens including adenovirus 40/41, rotavirus A, and 
norovirus GI/GII and has become available as an IVD re-
cently in the U.S. (39). The overall assay turnaround time is 
approximately 5 hours with bead- based detection on either 
the Luminex 100/200 or MAGPIX instruments.

Opening of postamplification tubes and subsequent pi-
petting steps in some test systems that use conventional PCR 
increase the risk for intra-  and inter- run contamination. 
Careful attention should be paid to contamination control 
measures including the re- establishment of dedicated post-
amplification laboratory space, which had become unnec-
essary in the real- time PCR era. Simultaneous testing for 
all possible pathogens is an efficient means to obtain a con-
clusive result and improves etiologic diagnosis (35, 36, 40). 
Assaying for all potential pathogens may also yield crucial 
information regarding coinfections or secondary infections 
(41). However, one study from the Netherlands indicated 
that implementation of multiple molecular assays for the 
etiologic diagnosis of lower respiratory tract infections in-
creased the diagnostic yield considerably, yet did not reduce 
antibiotic use or costs (42). Thus, the clinical relevance and 
cost- effectiveness of simultaneous multi- pathogen detec-
tion and identification strategies merit further investigation.

Quantitative Assays
One of the first applications of NAAT in virology included 
quantitative detection of HIV, followed by assays to detect 
HBV and HCV. Over time, these assays have progressed 
from conventional to real- time methods with increased au-
tomation and have been extensively evaluated and shown 
to be essential to monitor and guide patient management. 
Calibration can be performed using a calibrator within each 
reaction or by comparing the quantitative results versus 
those generated using a stored calibration curve. The pre-
cision and linear range of viral loads can be measured pre-
cisely across the observed concentration range in plasma or 
serum collected from infected persons.

HIV infection results in lifelong viral persistence. In 
chronically infected patients, the HIV- 1 RNA viral load 
in the plasma together with CD4 T cell numbers are the 
two routine laboratory markers used to guide antiretroviral 
therapy (ART) initiation, monitor treatment effectiveness, 
determine clinical progression, and modify treatment reg-
imens. An HIV- 1 RNA level below the detection limit is 
indicative of excellent adherence by patients and ART 
efficacy (43). Commercially available devices, including 
COBAS AmpliPrep/TaqMan HIV- 1 (Roche), VERSANT 
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HIV- 1 RNA (Siemens), NucliSens HIV- 1 RNA QT (bio-
Merieux), and RealTime m2000 HIV- 1 (Abbott Molecu-
lar), have been cleared by the FDA.

Abbott Molecular, Roche, and/or Siemens provide FDA- 
cleared devices for HCV and/or HBV viral load determina-
tion in plasma or serum (26, 44). Development of a World 
Health Organization (WHO) standard has resulted in the use 
of international units (IU) per milliliter and has improved 
agreement between assays (45). With the exception of the 
branched- DNA quantitative assay, the analytical sensitivity 
of these assays approaches limits of detection as low as 12 IU/
ml (44). The highly sensitive quantitative data are used to 
help determine the rate of sustained virologic response (46).

Real- time PCR- based assays are commonly used for di-
agnosis and monitoring of CMV viral load in hematopoi-
etic stem cell and solid organ transplant recipients (47, 48). 
Subsequent to CMV, quantitative viral load testing has 
been extended to monitoring other viruses in various trans-
plant groups, including EBV, BK virus, and adenoviruses 
(49). However, the biggest challenge associated with the use 
of these mostly LDT quantitative assays is the inability to 
compare viral load results obtained across laboratories due 
to differences in genomic target (single versus multi- copy 
genes), extraction methods (manual versus automated), and 
detection platforms and the lack of international standards 
and calibrators (50). These limitations have made the es-
tablishment of quantitative thresholds for treatment diffi-
cult to establish (51, 52). However, the variability in viral 
loads measured across methods might be solved for some 
viruses with the recent introduction of the first WHO inter-
national standards for CMV (51) and EBV (52), as well as 
the availability of the first FDA- approved commercial real- 
time quantitative assay from Roche for monitoring of CMV 
viral loads (53).

Genotyping Assays
Genotyping is defined broadly here as assays that provide se-
quence or genotype, track disease outbreaks, provide strain 
resistance data and/or treatment prognosis, and determine 
the method or source and means of spread of infection. A 
variety of commercial tests, based on PCR coupled with 
sequencing, matrix probe hybridization, or electrospray 
ionization/mass spectrometry (ESI- MS), are available for 
genotype determination (43, 54, 55).

HIV- 1 drug resistance tests— which include genotyping 
assays to detect known resistance- associated nucleotide 
mutations in the viral genome— and phenotype assays to 
detect viral replication in the presence of antiretroviral 
drugs have become routine in the management of patients 
receiving ART. Genotypic drug resistance testing has been 
recommended by the International AIDS Society- USA 
panel as an important tool to guide changes in therapy, the 
overall direction of therapy, and more recently, the initi-
ation of therapy. There are currently two FDA- approved 
commercial drug resistance assays: (i) the TruGene HIV- 1 
Genotyping Kit and OpenGene DNA Sequencing System 
(Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Tarrytown, NY), and (ii) 
the ViroSeq HIV- 1 Genotyping System (Abbott Molecular, 
Des Plaines, IL) (55). Both systems generate reverse tran-
scriptase and protease gene sequences following RT- PCR 
amplification. TruGene HIV-1 was recently discontinued by 
Siemens but will be made available through RTT Molecular 
Dx (Buford, GA). LDT- PCR assays coupled with sequenc-
ing have been used to detect antiviral drug resistance- 
related mutations such as those in CMV (UL97 mutations) 
(56) and influenza viruses (neuraminidase gene) (57).

HCV genotyping is widely used to determine therapy 
duration in conjunction with baseline viremia and viral 
load kinetics during treatment. A wide variety of tech-
nical platforms are available, including PCR followed by 
strip- based reverse hybridization, PCR followed by Sanger 
sequencing, and real- time PCR (58). All of these assays 
use the 5′ untranslated region (UTR) as their primary tar-
get, which has difficulty reliably differentiating between 
genotypes 1 and 6, as well as between subtypes, such as 
1a and 1b. To remedy this, a second target region (core or 
NS5b) has been added to some of the 5′ UTR- based assays 
(59). Two complications impact current genotyping assays. 
First, multiple genotypes have been detected in intrave-
nous drug users, and current population- based sequencing 
assays may miss minor genotype populations (60). The 
other complication is the presence of recombinant HCV 
isolates; current assays likely do not detect recombinants 
(61). Next- generation sequencing is predicted to provide 
more accurate HCV genotyping in these complicated set-
tings (62). Currently, the Abbott Real Time HCV Geno-
type II, which differentiates genotypes 1, 1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5, is FDA- cleared to aid in determining the appro-
priate approach to treatment (63).

Recently, HPV vaccines have demonstrated effectiveness 
in preventing type- specific persistent infection and disease. 
To monitor the impact of vaccine implementation strate-
gies, determine type- specific persistence, and evaluate the 
clinical significance of coinfection with multiple genotypes, 
type- specific results are desirable (64). Most established 
HPV typing assays are based on consensus PCR to amplify 
the relatively conserved L1 gene region with hybridization, 
restriction enzyme digestion, or sequencing of the amplicon 
to determine type(s) (65). Recently, several solid or liquid 
microarray- based techniques have been reported for simul-
taneous detection and typing of HPV (54). Currently, there 
are four FDA- approved tests for detection of HPV in endo-
cervical specimens. Among them, the Cervista HPV 16/18 
(Hologic, Inc.) and the Cobas HPV Test (Roche) are the two 
FDA- cleared devices providing limited HPV genotyping in-
formation (33, 65). Microarrays have also been used to char-
acterize and type other viral pathogens, including rotavirus, 
norovirus, astrovirus, and HBV (66–68). The PLEX- ID Flu 
Assay (Abbott Molecular Inc., Des Plaines, IL), which in-
corporates multilocus PCR and ESI- MS, has been recently 
cleared by FDA to detect and differentiate influenza A 2009 
H1N1, seasonal H1N1, H3N2, and influenza B in nasopha-
ryngeal swab specimens (37).

TEST SELECTION, VALIDATION, AND 
MONITORING
Selecting which tests to offer in the laboratory has become 
more challenging as each diagnostic method has advantages 
and limitations (Table 1). An assessment and understanding 
of clinical needs, including communication with clinicians, 
is essential. In what settings would intervention, either 
therapeutic or preventive, be benefited by a laboratory di-
agnosis? Is targeted diagnosis of one or two agents accept-
able, or is a test that detects multiple pathogens needed? 
Turnaround time, anticipated test volume, personnel exper-
tise, fit with laboratory workflow, cost, equipment needed, 
number of tests available on the platform, etc. should be 
carefully considered. In smaller hospital laboratories, testing 
may be limited, whereas in laboratories serving large tertiary 
care hospitals, multiple methodologies are commonly avail-
able and algorithms for test use should be in place.
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Once a test is selected, it is important to establish how the 
test functions in the setting into which it will be introduced, 
and not to rely on manufacturer’s claims in the package insert 
or publications from other institutions. If the test does not 
function as anticipated, the reasons should be investigated 
(e.g., poor sample collection, transport media used, improper 
test procedure, different patient population, lack of technical 
expertise, etc.) and corrective action should be taken or a 
more suitable method employed. Each test offered should be 
monitored and periodically re- evaluated to assess its perfor-
mance and to determine whether it continues to serve the 
needs of patients and physicians. For DFA and in- house am-
plification methods in particular, the pitfalls are many and 
careful monitoring of results is critical. Genetic and antigenic 
variability and genetic change can be a problem with any 
virus, but particularly with influenza viruses. Commercial kits 
provide many advantages, but primer and probe sequences 
are proprietary and can become outdated over time. Users 
should be aware that molecular tests can miss high- positive 
samples due to primer or probe mismatches. In critical situ-
ations when the molecular diagnosis is questioned, retesting 
with a different molecular assay may be warranted. Monitor-
ing clinical correlation for test results and seeking feedback 
from clinicians are best practices that should be ongoing.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The choices for rapid viral diagnosis continue to increase. 
A variety of test formats are available, from walk- away auto-
mated systems to single- specimen immunoassays read visually. 
The number and types of techniques chosen will vary with the 
individual viruses, laboratory expertise, and clinical needs, 
and will continue to change as both test methods and anti-
viral therapy evolve. Laboratories must establish and monitor 
the performance of each test in their hands and their patient 
population. To provide clinically relevant, cost- effective, and 
accurate information for patient management, it is important 
to work with clinicians to establish priorities, improve sample 
collection, and seek clinical correlation and feedback.

Efforts to improve the sensitivity of simple immunoas-
says are underway. NAATs continue to evolve at a dazzling 
rate, with increasing automation, high- volume throughput, 
random access capability, faster time to result, and highly 
multiplexed test capability. With increasing demand, manu-
facturers are now motivated to seek FDA approval for their 
products, which in turn has increased adoption of NAAT in 
clinical laboratories.

NAATs are now the standard against which other meth-
ods are judged. Yet NAAT reagent costs are higher than other 
methods and equipment can be costly. To facilitate imple-
mentation, some facilities restrict more expensive NAATs to 
the patient groups that will benefit most from a viral diagno-
sis. Although we can detect more viruses more quickly, the 
significance of a positive result may sometimes be unclear in 
the individual patient. Outcomes research is urgently needed 
to provide guidance to both laboratories and clinicians on 
the cost- effective use of viral diagnostic tests to improve out-
comes in diverse patient groups and clinical settings.
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Human infections with herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV- 
1) and type 2 (HSV- 2) are common throughout the world. 
HSV infection can cause a variety of illnesses depending on 
the anatomic site infected, whether it is a primary or recur-
rent infection, and the immune status of the person infected. 
Persons at risk for serious or prolonged active HSV infection 
are those with eczema, severe burns, or immunosuppressive 
conditions, such as organ transplant patients or HIV- infected 
persons. Primary infection occurs in individuals who have 
not previously been infected with either HSV- 1 or HSV-2. 
Primary infections may be subclinical or mild enough to 
be unrecognized in a majority of cases, whereas clinically 
apparent infections comprise a wide array of presentations, 
ranging from mild pharyngitis or cutaneous infections to se-
vere generalized disease and, on rare occasions, death (1). 
HSV- 1 has a greater propensity to cause oral infections and 
is typically acquired during childhood. The most frequent 
manifestation of primary HSV- 1 infection in children is gin-
givostomatitis. Primary HSV- 1 infection in adolescents and 
adults usually manifests as pharyngitis or tonsillitis. Con-
junctivitis, keratitis, vesicular eruptions of the skin, herpes 
whitlow, and encephalitis occur much less frequently. While 
the most common manifestation of sexually acquired HSV- 2 
is genital disease, both HSV- 2 and HSV- 1 can cause genital 
infection. HSV is the most common cause of genital ulcer 
disease in developed countries. In recent years, HSV- 1 has 
been more frequently implicated as the etiologic agent (1). 
Complications of HSV- 2 infection include aseptic menin-
gitis and other neurological complications, extragenital le-
sions, and disseminated infection. Neonatal herpes is caused 
by mother- to- child transmission of HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 in utero, 
during the birth process, or during the neonatal period. In-
fants infected during delivery or postpartum present in one of 
three ways: (i) disease localized to the skin, eyes, or mouth; 
(ii) central nervous system disease with or without skin, eye, 
or mouth disease; or (iii) disseminated infection. HSV- 1 se-
roprevalence in the United States declined about 7% from 
1999 to 2004 and from 2005 to 2010, with roughly 60% of 
persons being HSV- 1 seropositive among 40-  to 49- year- olds 
(2). HSV- 2 seroprevalence in the United States increased by 
more than 50% between the mid- 1970s and the mid- 1990s 
but then began to decline; in 2005 to 2010, the estimated 
seroprevalence was 25% in 40-  to 49- year- olds (2).

As with all human herpesviruses, HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 
establish a lifelong latent infection following primary 

infection, in this instance by colonizing sensory neurons of 
either the trigeminal or the lumbosacral ganglia (1, 3). Re-
activation from either site may result in subclinical or clin-
ical disease, both with viral shedding. Recurrent infection 
in the form of fever blisters or, rarely, ocular herpes occurs 
in up to 40% of HSV- 1- seropositive people (1, 3). Genital 
eruptions may recur in one- third to two- thirds of individu-
als infected with HSV- 2 (1, 3); reactivation is less frequent 
with genital HSV- 1 than with genital HSV- 2 infection. Re-
current infections are frequently subclinical and, as such, 
may result in unrecognized virus transmission, including 
neonatal infection (4, 5). A previous oral HSV- 1 infection 
does not protect a person against a genital HSV- 2 infection; 
however, persons with prior HSV- 1 infection who are sub-
sequently infected with HSV- 2 frequently experience a less 
severe clinical course (1).

CLINICAL INDICATIONS
A presumptive clinical diagnosis of HSV infection can 
frequently be made from the appearance of cutaneous or 
mucosal lesions alone; however, given the large differential 
diagnoses for genital ulcer disease, laboratory confirmation 
of the infection should always be sought. The serologic 
results obtained after waiting to collect and test an appro-
priately timed convalescent- phase serum sample offer little 
guidance for therapy in the clinical management of most 
patients. The definitive diagnostic method is HSV type- 
specific PCR (1, 6), which has largely supplanted other 
methods, e.g., viral culture, direct fluorescent- antibody 
assay (DFA), and the Tzanck smear. HSV PCR has been 
shown to be substantially more sensitive than virus culture 
(2-  to 4- fold more sensitive) in a head- to- head compar-
ison (7). Culture is valuable primarily because it provides 
a viable isolate for further study, but this is unlikely to be 
a paramount consideration in most clinical settings. Some 
patients suspected of having HSV encephalitis may have 
negative PCR results, in which case parallel testing of serum 
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for HSV antibody should be 
considered (8–10). A CSF- to- serum HSV antibody index 
of >2 (10) or an antibody titer in CSF that exceeds 6% of 
the titer in serum strongly suggests intrathecal production 
of HSV- specific antibody and recent central nervous system 
infection. Tests for HSV antibody may also be helpful in the 
diagnosis of HSV infection in immunosuppressed patients 
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with prolonged fever of unknown etiology and infants with 
undiagnosed congenital disease.

Procedures for the determination of type- specific anti-
body to HSV are most useful in epidemiologic, clinicopath-
ologic, and natural history studies (1, 2, 6, 11, 12). Serologic 
confirmation of HSV- 2 infection may alert physicians to the 
need for prophylactic treatment of severely immunosup-
pressed patients and guide physicians in their discussions of 
acyclovir therapy, the risk of recurrence, and ways to de-
crease the risk of HSV transmission with contacts. An accu-
rate diagnosis for persons with mild or unrecognized clinical 
manifestations also aids in infection control and in issues 
associated with pregnancy (5, 13). The prenatal detection 
of specific HSV antibodies indicates which women may be 
at risk of transmitting HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 to their infants at 
delivery, although the presence of IgG antibody does not in-
form when active HSV shedding occurs in the genital tract. 
Conversely, a negative result indicates that a woman may 
be at risk of acquiring HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 during pregnancy, 
particularly if her partner is positive (5, 13). Finally, HSV- 1 
and HSV- 2 PCR testing should be considered part of the 
rule- out diagnosis for suspected cases of bioterrorism- related 
smallpox (14, 15).

SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Clinical specimens for HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 culture can be ob-
tained by swabbing skin lesions that have been unroofed. 
Polyester swabs with synthetic applicator sticks should be 
used, as cotton swabs with wooden sticks may complicate 
nucleic acid extraction and PCR testing. Culture may also 
be successfully performed with specimens of aspirated vesic-
ular fluid or CSF. Direct detection methods require swab-
bing the base of unroofed lesions to ensure that infected 
epithelial cells are collected. In patients with disseminated 
HSV, peripheral blood mononuclear cells may be useful as 
specimens for either culture or PCR. For PCR or electron 
microscopy (EM) detection, scabs from crusted- over lesions 
are excellent specimens, but they are not useful for virus cul-
ture or direct detection methods. Specimens for PCR may 
be stored under dry conditions for extended periods at ambi-
ent temperature without substantial loss in specimen qual-
ity. In contrast, swabs collected for direct detection methods 
should be immersed in a small volume of isotonic transport 
medium and, ideally, tested within 24 h of collection. Virus 
isolation in cell culture is far more likely to succeed if speci-
mens are inoculated immediately after collection.

VIRUS ISOLATION
Collected specimens are quite labile and must be trans-
ported to the laboratory and processed without delay. It is 
advisable to use several different HSV- susceptible cell lines, 
such as HEp- 2, Vero- E6, and RD, to maximize the chance 
for successful culture. Inoculated cells should be checked 
daily for 7 days (incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2) for the ap-
pearance of cytopathic effect. Positive wells should be used 
to reinoculate conventional tissue culture for additional 
conformational testing.

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
EM is not commonly used as a method for diagnosing HSV 
infection, since individual species of the herpesvirus family 
are indistinguishable on the basis of virion morphology. It 
is chiefly used today by specialized pathology laboratories 
as an initial screening tool to narrow probable etiology. 

Suitable specimens for EM include dried smears of mate-
rial from lesions (which can be resolubilized and placed 
on a copper grid), vesicular fluid, and scabs that have been 
ground in water. The chief limitations of this method are 
its relative insensitivity (the sensitivity is low compared 
with those of methods other than virus isolation) and the 
nonspecific result produced. EM is capable of identifying an 
agent as a member of the herpesvirus family on the basis 
of its distinctive morphology, but individual species cannot 
be discriminated on the basis of morphology. The method 
can be rendered specific by using type- specific monoclonal 
antibodies coupled to electron- dense particles.

PCR METHODS
Serological methods are not useful for detecting current HSV 
infection or viral shedding, and culture is relatively insensi-
tive even when performed under optimal conditions. HSV- 
specific PCR has now been clearly established as the method 
of choice for the direct detection of active HSV infection 
(1, 16), whether due to primary infection, reactivation, or 
reinfection. HSV PCR of CSF has also largely supplanted 
brain biopsy as the method of choice for diagnosing herpes 
encephalitis (17), although as previously mentioned, HSV 
PCR- negative results can often be resolved by measuring 
HSV- specific intrathecal antibody synthesis. A variety of dif-
ferent methods have been described, including single- agent 
methods (17, 18), multiplex methods (16, 19), and real- time 
PCR (7). In studies directly contrasting the performance of 
PCR with that of culture, direct fluorescent- antibody assay, 
and other techniques, PCR is invariably more sensitive and 
at least comparably specific. The most frequently used target 
genes for type- specific PCR are the glycoprotein D (gD) and 
gB genes, although reported methods have also targeted the 
thymidine kinase, gG, UL42, DNA polymerase, and ICP27 
genes. The highly conserved DNA polymerase gene has 
been used most frequently for consensus PCR methods that 
amplify all recognized human herpesviruses. As commercial 
PCR formats for clinical diagnosis have become more widely 
available, the use of PCR in clinical settings for routine 
diagnosis has become increasingly common. It is the most 
sensitive and specific method available for the detection of 
HSV in a wide variety of specimens. Since atypical HSV- 1 
and HSV- 2 disease was, as with varicella, historically misdi-
agnosed as smallpox prior to eradication, HSV PCR is also 
recommended as part of a testing panel to exclude small-
pox used as a bioterrorist weapon. It must also be kept in 
mind, however, that not all PCR methods are created equal. 
Direct comparisons of various formats have sometimes re-
vealed substantial differences in the performance standards. 
In addition, care should be taken to ensure that substances 
potentially inhibitory to PCRs are eliminated during DNA 
purification.

DIRECT DETECTION METHODS

Tzanck (Giemsa) Smear
The Tzanck smear technique is not in common use cur-
rently, having been replaced by more sensitive and specific 
type- specific HSV PCR protocols. Smears of material from 
mucocutaneous lesions can be dried on glass microscopic 
slides, stained with Giemsa reagent, and examined for the 
presence of cellular anomalies (syncytia, cytoplasmic bal-
looning, intranuclear inclusions). These anomalies are ob-
served in all alphaherpesvirus infections and as such do not 
provide a specific diagnosis.
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Direct Fluorescent- Antibody Assay
For the DFA, the same type of clinical specimen as for the 
Tzanck smear is used, except that the test sample is sus-
pended in transport medium. Cellular matter is then pelleted 
by centrifugation, and the pellet is washed and resuspended 
in a small volume. The cell suspension is spotted onto glass 
slides, thoroughly air dried, fixed in ice- cold isopropyl al-
cohol, and stained with fluorescent antibodies specific for 
HSV- 1 or HSV- 2. If monoclonal antibody reagents are used 
in the protocol, it is preferable to use more than one type- 
specific antibody for each agent, since an individual epitope 
may be missing due to mutations in some circulating strains. 
Variations of this method include the use of shell vial mono-
layers that are first inoculated with specimen and then ex-
amined with HSV- specific fluorescent- antibody reagents.

There is also a commercially available enzyme- linked 
virus- inducible system that takes advantage of a genetically 
engineered reporter cell line. The cell line includes a hy-
brid gene that is induced by the HSV UL39 gene product 
to express bacterial galactosidase. Cells infected with HSV 
undergo a colorimetric change with the addition of the sub-
strate. Type specificity is determined by use of fluorescent 
antibodies. As with conventional DFA, this method is con-
siderably less sensitive than HSV- specific PCR.

SERODIAGNOSTIC TESTS
Enzyme immunoassays (EIA), immunoblotting, the indirect 
fluorescence assay, and the neutralization assay have had 
the widest application for serodiagnosis and serosurveys. 
Radioimmunoassays (3) are rarely used because current EIA 
and immunoblotting procedures fulfill the same purpose and 
avoid the problem of using and disposing of radioisotopes.

Type- Specific Antibody Tests
The extensive cross- reactivity between HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 
prevents accurate delineation of type- specific antibody with 
standard antigen preparations (1, 3, 4, 20). Early efforts to 
devise type- specific serologic assays met with limited success, 
and none of these formats is currently regarded as reliable. 
The discovery of a type- specific protein, gG, and the craft-
ing of assays using gG1 and gG2 have largely resolved the 
problem of discriminating antibodies to HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 
(20, 21). This approach concomitantly solved the problem 
of cross- reactivity to the other human alphaherpesvirus, 
varicella- zoster virus (VZV), since no gG protein is encoded 
in the VZV genome. A variety of protocols based on the 
use of gG have been developed over the years, including 
Western blotting (22, 23), monoclonal antibody blocking 
EIA (24), indirect IgG enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) (25), and capture ELISA (26). A number of com-
parisons of the performances of commercial type- specific EIA 
have been conducted, and several excellent commercial gG 
type- specific assays are now available. There are still some 
marketed methods that rely on techniques like antigen cross- 
absorption, but these methods do not reliably discriminate 
HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 antibody (27). Excellent reviews of the 
history of the development of type- specific and gG- based 
assays have been published by Bergström and Trybala (20) 
and Ashley (28). gC of HSV- 1 was initially believed to be 
type specific but was later found to have epitopes that cross- 
react with HSV- 2 antibodies (3, 23). Subsequently, gG1 and 
gG2 were discovered and shown to be type- specific targets 
for the human immune response by an immunodot EIA (24), 
immunoblot assays (1, 3, 12), and EIA (5, 25). The avail-
ability of these type- specific recombinant or purified proteins 
from commercial sources (29–31) has now made possible 

large- scale testing of human sera in a variety of type- specific 
formats. HSV- 2- specific monoclonal antibodies have also 
been used to directly bind gG2 to microtitration plates and 
detect HSV- 2 antibodies by EIA (6). Although the immune 
response to gGl and gG2 is not immunodominant, sufficient 
antibodies to these proteins are made within a month postin-
fection (29) that gG assays can usually determine the HSV- 
1/- 2 infection history of a patient.

Immunoblotting
The immune response to HSV can be finely dissected by the 
immunoblot assay as developed by Ashley and colleagues 
(3, 29). Briefly, the proteins of HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 recovered 
from lysed infected cells are separated by sodium dodecyl 
sulfate- polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS- PAGE), 
transferred to a nitrocellulose substrate, and reacted with 
human sera. Bound antibody is detected with a peroxidase- 
conjugated anti- human IgG and a substrate with an insolu-
ble colored product. In each test, one HSV- 2 nitrocellulose 
strip is incubated with a monoclonal antibody that identifies 
the 92- kDa band of gG2 as a positive control. Sera with 
predominant reactivity on the HSV- 1 strip and no reaction 
with the gG2 band on the HSV- 2 strip have only HSV- 1 
antibodies. Sera with predominant reactivity on the HSV- 2 
strip, including the gG2 band, have HSV- 2 antibodies. Sera 
with both profiles reveal an infection history by both vi-
ruses. Sera with atypical or equivocal results, without a clear 
92- kDa gG2 band on the HSV- 2 strip, are adsorbed sepa-
rately with HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 antigens, and each aliquot is 
retested with both HSV strips. The immunoblot assay de-
scribed by Ashley (28) is a highly sensitive and specific assay 
for HSV type- specific antibodies. Control sera with known 
reactivity for HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 are required. Since immu-
noblot assays include multiple HSV proteins that detect a 
range of both type- specific and type- common antibodies, 
they remain the standard by which other type- specific assays 
are evaluated (20, 21).

A modification of this approach using baculovirus- 
expressed gG1 and gG2 has also been described (25). Abun-
dant quantities of HSV gG1 and gG2 have been produced 
in insect cells by use of a baculovirus expression system (12, 
32). Insect cells infected with recombinant baculovirus 
expressing gG1 or gG2 are harvested and disrupted under 
conditions that release the proteins. The partially purified 
proteins are separated by SDS- PAGE, transferred to nitro-
cellulose, and incubated with test and control sera. This 
method has been extensively compared with other HSV 
antigen- specific methods and has high specificity and sen-
sitivity (12, 32).

Immunodot EIA
Lee et al. (11) purified gG1 and gG2 antigens with immu-
noaffinity columns prepared with HSV type- specific murine 
monoclonal antibodies for an immunodot EIA performed 
on nitrocellulose disks in 96- well microtitration plates that 
required very little antigen. The assays are developed using 
an enzyme immunoaffinity colorimetric reaction. This is 
a high- throughput technique that has been instrumental 
in determining population- based seroprevalence rates for 
HSV- 2 in the United States (2).

Commercially Available Type- Specific Assays
A number of commercially available gG2- based EIA have 
been evaluated against serum samples from persons with 
culture- confirmed HSV- 1 and/or HSV- 2 infection (8, 27, 
30) or by using gG- based Western blotting as a gold standard 
(33, 34). With some variation, nearly all of these methods 
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performed with acceptably high specificity and sensitivity 
compared with those of the gold standards of HSV culture 
and gG- based Western blotting. Some caution is advised 
in the interpretation of slightly positive results (possible 
false- positive results), and such samples should be further 
evaluated with a confirmatory test. At least two rapid point- 
of- care tests for the detection of HSV- 2 antibody are also 
commercially available; both have been evaluated against 
immunoblot assays and were shown to perform with excel-
lent sensitivity (29, 35). The sensitivity and specificity of 
the tests in comparison with the immunoblot results were 
in the 90 to 95% range. Timing in the collection of sera 
is important because it was shown that the median time 
for the point- of- care kit HSV- 2 test and the immunoblot 
assay to become positive after the onset of symptoms was 
13 days, and only 80% of the samples were positive at the 
end of 4 weeks. Almost all of these methods that use HSV 
gG have shown good agreement when evaluated with spec-
imens from cross- sectional studies (21). A study in which 
samples were collected serially over a 2- year period from 
Thai military recruits found that the serologic status of some 
individuals determined by gG assays changed from positive 
to negative over time (12). The inaccuracy was found in 
four separate assays, and the variation was not confined 
to the same specimens with each assay. In some cases, the 
loss of positivity may be associated with weakly positive 
specimens. It is suggested that testing of cohort specimens 
from population- based studies in addition to clinical ones 
should be part of any assay evaluation scheme (12). Com-
mercial gG- based methods have also been developed based 
on technologies other than standard ELISA, including flow 
cytometry and lateral- flow, gG peptide- based, and luciferase 
immunoprecipitation.

Neutralization Assay
Several neutralization methods have been described but 
have not been adopted for routine clinical use and have 
been used only sporadically in studies of HSV epidemiology 
(36–39).

IgG Avidity
Methods for measuring the avidity of the IgG response to 
HSV- 2 have been reported in the literature and, as with 
neutralization, have not been extensively used to character-
ize responses on a population level in the literature (40, 41). 
It has been proposed that the method would serve a useful 
routine diagnostic role in the assessment of relative risk for 
neonatal HSV infection (40, 42).

ELISpot Assay
ELISpot methods for detecting gamma interferon (43) and 
tumor necrosis factor beta (44) have been developed to eval-
uate the HSV- specific T cell response. While these methods 
have been used to generate useful information about the T 
cell response to HSV, they are probably too cumbersome in 
their current form to be adopted for routine clinical use.

Interpretation
Infection with either type of HSV gives rise to humoral 
and cell- mediated immune responses that, while capable of 
neutralizing HSV and destroying virus- infected cells, do not 
eliminate latent infection or prevent recurrent disease. Hu-
mans produce antibody to the structural components of the 
virus, namely, the envelope, capsid, and internal proteins, 
as well as soluble virally encoded proteins not included in 
the virion. A majority of persons are HSV- 1 seropositive 
by 29 years of age (1). Consequently, evidence of antibody 

against HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 in a single serum sample by any 
serologic test, with the exceptions of an IgM- specific anti-
body assay (25, 45) and the avidity assay described below 
(46), provides no information about the time of onset of 
infection or reactivation. Serologic diagnosis of active in-
fection with either virus type depends on demonstration of 
a significant increase in antibody titer. The two HSV types 
share many epitopes that give rise to extensively homolo-
gous antigens (1, 3, 4), and a major portion of the antibody 
produced in response to a primary infection is cross- reactive 
to these shared epitopes. Virus culture or type- specific se-
rologic tests, many of which are now commercially avail-
able (29–31), must be performed to determine whether an 
individual has been infected with HSV- 1, HSV- 2, or both. 
Primary infection with either HSV type is documented by 
testing for seroconversion in paired serum samples (con-
sisting of an acute- phase serum sample collected as close 
as possible to the onset of illness and a convalescent- phase 
serum sample collected 10 days to 3 weeks later) by any of 
the type- specific serologic tests. Evidence for primary in-
fection can also be documented using an IgG avidity assay. 
An HSV IgG avidity assay was found to distinguish primary 
HSV infections from nonprimary HSV infections for as long 
as 100 days after the onset of infection (46). Detection of 
HSV- specific IgM in the absence of other evidence is proof 
of recent exposure (primary infection, reactivation, or reex-
posure) but does not demonstrate a primary infection (45).

The immune response to recurrent infection or reinfec-
tion with either HSV type is much more complicated and 
depends on the number, frequency, and type of previous in-
fections as well as the severity of the subsequent infection. 
After primary HSV infection, antibody levels may decline 
and then be boosted by subsequent recurrences or infection 
with the heterologous type. Patients who experience severe 
recurrences, particularly those associated with systemic or 
neurologic symptoms, may have a significant rise in anti-
body levels. On the other hand, most adults with recurrent 
localized HSV- 1 or HSV- 2 lesions show stable, typically high 
titers (1, 3) in the neutralization test, complement fixation 
test, and many EIA (45). Initial infection with HSV- 2 in per-
sons previously infected with HSV- 1 (or vice versa) usually 
causes a significant rise in the level of antibodies to both the 
shared HSV antigens and the specific antigens of the infect-
ing type. The only human herpesvirus that shows significant 
cross- reactivity with HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 is VZV. Paired serum 
samples from patients with recent VZV infection who have 
preexisting HSV antibody may sometimes show a rise in the 
level of antibodies to HSV- 1 and HSV- 2 in nonspecific tests 
(6). A similar rise in the level of antibody to VZV may occur 
in patients with recent HSV infection who have prior an-
tibody to VZV. This concern has been eliminated with the 
adoption of type- specific serologic methods that use gG as 
the antigen source, since VZV does not encode a gG protein.

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the author and 
do not necessarily represent the official views of the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention.
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Varicella- zoster virus (VZV) is a readily contagious alpha-
herpesvirus that commonly causes two distinct exanthema-
tous illnesses. Primary infection with VZV causes varicella, 
known colloquially as chicken pox, which is characterized 
by a generalized vesicular rash typically accompanied by fe-
ver and other nonspecific symptoms. VZV establishes a life-
long latent infection in the dorsal root ganglia during the 
first infection, and it can reactivate decades later to cause 
zoster, also called shingles, a dermatomally distributed and 
often painful vesicular rash (1, 2). A number of zoster pa-
tients present with postherpetic neuralgia, characterized by 
severe pain that may persist for long periods after the rash 
has resolved. Some rare complications of zoster include en-
cephalitis, conjunctivitis, keratitis and other eye disorders, 
Ramsey- Hunt syndrome, neurogenic bladder, and transverse 
myelitis.

Most varicella cases are mild in nature and resolve with-
out serious sequelae. Varicella may be complicated by bac-
terial infections, pneumonia, encephalitis, cerebellar ataxia, 
hepatitis, thrombocytopenia, and nephritis. Studies have 
shown that patients with recent varicella have a 40- fold 
greater risk of developing severe group A streptococcal dis-
ease. Populations at increased risk for serious VZV disease 
include immunocompromised adults and children, VZV- 
seronegative adults, pregnant women, and newborn infants 
(2). Prior to the introduction of the varicella vaccine, com-
plications of varicella infections resulted in approximately 
100 deaths and 10,000 hospitalizations each year in the 
United States (1–3).

A live, attenuated varicella vaccine was approved for 
use in the United States in 1995 and is recommended for 
routine immunization of children and for susceptible ado-
lescents and adults (4). National coverage for the vaccine in 
the United States is now greater than 90% for children, and 
a proportionate reduction in varicella incidence has been 
observed, with evidence of herd immunity (5, 6). A mild 
rash can occasionally occur in the first 2 to 6 weeks after 
vaccination, and breakthrough infections by wild- type VZV 
strains sometimes occur in vaccinated patients, usually caus-
ing less severe disease than a typical primary infection. The 
vaccine virus establishes latency and can reactivate to cause 
herpes zoster, albeit less frequently than the wild- type virus. 
The observation of varicella outbreaks among children in 
highly vaccinated populations (7–10) led to the recommen-
dation of a second dose of varicella vaccine for children, to 

be administered at 4 to 6 years of age (4). A more potent 
preparation of Oka vaccine (zoster vaccine) was shown in 
a large clinical trial to reduce the risk of herpes zoster by 
50% and that of severe zoster and postherpetic neuralgia by 
more than 60% (3). The zoster vaccine was recommended 
for routine immunization of adults of ≥60 years of age in 
2008 (11).

When varicella was commonplace in the United States, 
laboratory testing to verify varicella or zoster was generally 
unnecessary, since both varicella and zoster could readily 
be diagnosed by a clinician. The dramatically reduced inci-
dence of varicella, together with the increasingly common 
occurrence of modified disease and zoster among vaccinated 
persons, has made laboratory confirmation of VZV infection 
and discrimination of the vaccine strain from the wild- type 
virus increasingly important. Serology has limited useful-
ness for the confirmation of acute infection, and among var-
ious direct virus detection methods, VZV PCR has emerged 
as the most reliable method for confirming VZV infection. 
VZV PCR methods designed to both detect the virus and 
distinguish the vaccine strain (Oka) from wild- type viruses 
in vaccinated persons have been developed but are currently 
available only in a few government, academic, and corporate 
laboratories. Screening of persons at high risk of varicella for 
susceptibility is important and can be accomplished using 
most available serologic methods, even those that are insuf-
ficiently sensitive to consistently detect vaccine seroconver-
sion. This is particularly true for adults (e.g., for health care 
workers), in whom varicella tends to be more severe than it 
is in children. Persons who have been immunized with var-
icella vaccine are presumed to be protected; documentation 
of vaccine seroconversion is not recommended, since most 
methods are unable to reliably detect it. In many cases of 
VZV neurologic disease, VZV DNA is undetectable in the 
cerebrospinal fluid. In those instances, detection of synthe-
sis of intrathecal immunoglobulin can be used to confirm 
the etiology. Routine varicella immunization has led to a 
>90% reduction of the incidence of varicella, and young 
physicians are less likely to encounter cases of varicella; 
this is further complicated by the increased likelihood of 
encountering disease that does not meet the conventional 
case definition for varicella. Consequently, effective mon-
itoring of the changing epidemiology of this virus will de-
pend critically on reliable diagnostic testing. Furthermore, 
laboratory services are essential for the identification of 
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susceptible health care workers or other individuals at high 
risk for exposure to varicella or zoster. Varicella vaccine is 
recommended for all susceptible adults; those at elevated 
risk for VZV exposure should receive special consideration 
for vaccination (4, 12).

In the aftermath of several instances of deliberate release 
of anthrax as a bioterrorism agent, there was heightened 
concern about a deliberate release of smallpox. Since var-
icella was the disease most commonly mistaken for small-
pox during the eradication program, a recommendation was 
made that VZV PCR testing should be performed as part of 
the rule- out diagnosis for suspected cases of bioterrorism- 
related smallpox (13, 14).

GENETIC STABILITY OF VZV
A variety of techniques, including complete genomic se-
quencing, have revealed that the VZV genome is highly 
conserved. Only about 0.1% of the nucleotides vary among 
individual strains of VZV, and the sequence diversity is dis-
tributed randomly throughout the genome. Thus far, nine 
distinct circulating VZV clades have been identified from 
clinical VZV isolates around the globe, three of which are 
provisional pending more complete genetic information 
(15–17; my unpublished observation). Notably, VZV clades 
have been shown in several publications to have distinctive 
geographic distributions, perhaps driven by a combination 
of climate and immigration patterns (18–20). Clades 1 and 
3 dominate in North America, Europe, and Australia, with 
smaller numbers of clade 4 viruses in the same regions; clade 
2 dominates in Asia; and clade 5 dominates in Africa. The 
attenuated vaccine strain (Oka) is derived from a Japanese 
clade 2 strain that has only 42 base- pair differences from 
the parental strain. Vaccine preparations are now known to 
contain a mixture of strains, and only four of the vaccine 
markers— all of which are located in open reading frame 62 
(ORF62)— are relatively fixed in all vaccine strains (21). 
The mutations responsible for vaccine attenuation have not 
yet been determined, however. Limited as it is, the genetic 
variability can affect the performance of serological assays, 
particularly those involving the use of VZV- specific mono-
clonal antibodies (MAbs).

METHODS

Specimen Collection
Laboratory diagnosis of VZV infection requires the identi-
fication of the virus or one of its products in skin lesions, 
tissues, or fluids from the patient. In the absence of suitable 
specimens for direct detection, VZV infection can be con-
firmed with serum or plasma by evidence of seroconversion 
or by a fourfold or greater increase in IgG titer between 
acute-  and convalescent- phase sera. Primary VZV infec-
tion in an unvaccinated person can also be confirmed by 
detection of low- avidity VZV IgG in a single serum sample, 
which is dependent on the production of sufficient levels of 
VZV IgG by the patient. Direct detection techniques are 
preferable and include isolation of the virus in tissue culture, 
direct immunofluorescence staining of cells obtained from 
lesions, and detection of the virus genome by techniques 
based on PCR. Among these techniques, PCR- based detec-
tion methods are easily the most sensitive. Suitable clinical 
samples for VZV testing include smears or swabs of vesicular 
fluid, skin scrapings, crusts, cerebrospinal fluid, and various 
tissues obtained by biopsy or at autopsy. Vesicular lesions 
may be sampled by unroofing a vesicle with a sterile needle 

and then vigorously swabbing the base of the lesion with a 
sterile swab, applying enough pressure to collect epithelial 
cells without causing bleeding. Collection of infected epi-
thelial cells from the base of the lesion is important because 
the majority of VZV virions are cell associated. It is best 
to use swabs made from synthetic materials, as it may be 
difficult to elute virus from cotton swabs, porous wooden 
sticks may absorb the extraction buffer, and substances in 
wood may inhibit PCR. To avoid contamination, each swab 
must be placed directly into a separate tube and labeled. 
Vesicular fluid can also be collected onto a glass slide and 
air dried (again, taking care that specimens are placed in 
separate containers to avoid contamination). For virus iso-
lation, vesicular fluid may be collected in sealed capillary 
tubes; however, VZV is extremely sensitive to heat and 
desiccation, making isolation difficult under the best of 
circumstances. Ideally, vesicular fluid should be inoculated 
into cell culture immediately upon harvesting. Samples may 
be frozen at −80°C for several days prior to culture, but this 
procedure results in a significant loss of infectivity. Crusts 
are also outstanding specimens for PCR detection of VZV 
DNA; they may be collected in sterile tubes or plastic bags. 
Refrigeration is preferred for smears to be examined for viral 
antigen, but air- dried specimens for PCR can be kept at am-
bient temperature indefinitely.

Virus Isolation
VZV can be isolated from vesicular fluids of patients with 
zoster or varicella following the onset of rash as long as new 
vesicles erupt, but culture of VZV from respiratory secretions 
or biopsy specimens is rarely successful. Crusts do not con-
tain infectious virus. Various tissue cell lines can be used to 
culture VZV from vesicular fluid, including human fetal dip-
loid lung or kidney cells, human embryonic lung fibroblasts 
(MRCS or WI38), human melanoma (MeWo) cells, and 
human lung fibroblasts. Primary embryonic guinea pig cells 
will support VZV propagation but are generally less produc-
tive than human cells. Sufficient cell culture medium must 
be used to maintain the culture for 10 to 14 days without 
change. Several studies have shown that even under opti-
mal conditions, virus isolation is significantly less sensitive 
than direct immunodetection or PCR for the detection of 
VZV. VZV produces a distinctive specific cytopathic effect 
(CPE) in cell monolayers. In human lung fibroblasts, the 
CPE is characterized by discrete football- shaped foci of differ-
ent sizes and consists of rounded and swollen cells. The CPE 
most often appears between 4 and 7 days into culture but may 
manifest as early as day 3 or as late as day 14 after inoculation. 
If VZV- specific CPE has not appeared after a week to 14 days, 
it may be useful to passage the inoculated cultures. CPE may 
develop even if the amount of vesicular fluid in the capillary 
tube is barely discernible to the naked eye, if the specimens 
are obtained within the first 2 days of rash. Confirmation of 
VZV- specific CPE may be obtained, if necessary, by staining 
with a fluorescein- labeled specific antibody.

Preliminary identification of VZV can be made on the 
basis of the characteristic CPE, which is usually more focal-
ized and progresses significantly more slowly than the CPE 
from herpes simplex virus (HSV). However, the definitive 
identification of VZV requires additional testing with im-
munological assays or PCR. Specific identification of a VZV 
isolate can be made by demonstrating its ability to interact 
with reference sera from patients who have had a clinically 
diagnosed case of varicella or with a VZV- specific MAb. 
Human sera used for identification of VZV should be free 
of antibodies against other human herpesviruses that may 
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cross- react with VZV proteins due to structural homology 
(e.g., HSV- 1 and HSV- 2). VZV- specific MAbs are commer-
cially available and are the preferred reagents, since they 
significantly increase the sensitivity and specificity of detec-
tion compared with those for human serum or polyclonal 
serum produced in animals. Specific VZV identification can 
be accomplished by direct or indirect immunofluorescence 
staining of infected cells. Due in part to the fragility of VZV, 
viral culture is substantially less sensitive than PCR. In one 
study, only 44% of samples from PCR- confirmed cases were 
successfully cultured (22).

Direct Examination of Material from Skin Lesions
Scrapings of vesicular lesions obtained with a scalpel blade 
or the beveled edge of a microscope slide can be examined 
for giant cells or intranuclear inclusions by staining with 
Giemsa reagent (Tzanck smear). Staining for examination 
for inclusions must be performed properly, using specific 
methods for this purpose, or specimens may yield false- 
negative results. It should be recognized that the presence of 
intranuclear inclusions or multinucleated giant cells is not 
specific for VZV; similar changes are seen with HSV. Thus, 
the method is limited to identifying the presence of an al-
phaherpesvirus. The method is also not as sensitive as PCR 
(22). Direct fluorescent- antibody staining appears to have 
good sensitivity and specificity, although its performance is 
also substantially inferior to that of PCR (23). Staining of 
the scrapings with conjugated anti- VZV MAbs can enable 
specific identification. A number of MAbs are available for 
this purpose, although more than one MAb reagent should 
be used, since false- negative results have been obtained due 
to VZV strains lacking the specific target epitope. Speci-
mens must be collected with care; scraping of unroofed le-
sions must be sufficiently vigorous to ensure the collection 
of infected cells, but the specimen should contain as little 
blood as possible, since this can produce false- negative re-
sults. Crusts cannot be used for direct detection methods.

Electron Microscopy
Vesicular fluids, crusts that have been ground in water, or 
skin lesion sections can be examined by electron microscopy 
(EM). Good results can be obtained with air- dried smears 
of fluids prepared on glass microscope slides, which can be 
resolubilized and transferred to a grid. This method is use-
ful only for the identification of herpesviruses as a family; it 
does not facilitate the identification of VZV. The finding of a 
virus with a morphology characteristic of herpesviruses iden-
tifies the etiological agent as a member of the Herpesviridae 
and serves to distinguish it from orthopoxviruses and other 
agents. Specificity can be accomplished through the use of a 
specific antibody conjugated to an electron- dense material, 
such as colloidal gold. EM is somewhat insensitive, as it is 
capable of reliably detecting virions only at relatively high 
concentrations. It has been estimated that more than a quar-
ter of direct- fluorescent- antibody- positive specimens may 
give negative results by EM. EM was also shown to be consid-
erably less sensitive than PCR in a head- to- head comparison 
(24). The availability of PCR methods with superior perfor-
mance and no requirement for costly equipment has greatly 
reduced reliance on EM as a diagnostic tool for this purpose. 
EM is now employed most frequently as a preliminary screen-
ing tool for case patients with diseases of unknown etiology.

PCR
PCR is the most accurate and sensitive method for VZV de-
tection and differentiation. In addition, virus isolation and 
culture are time- consuming, and viral DNA is much more 

stable than infectious virus. Accordingly, quite apart from 
its superior performance specifications, PCR is the much 
preferred method for confirming the presence of VZV in 
a specimen. PCR is particularly useful for confirming mild 
VZV disease in vaccine recipients or patients in the late 
stages of varicella, when crusted lesions contain no viable 
virus. Amplification and analysis of targeted VZV DNA 
regions form the method of choice for discriminating vac-
cine from wild- type VZV isolates. For routine laboratory 
diagnostic purposes, the best materials to use are vesicular 
fluids or swab samples collected with capillaries or swabs, 
scrapings dried onto glass slides, or crusts from lesions. For 
disseminated disease, VZV DNA can be detected in various 
tissues, including the lungs, liver, kidneys, skin and adre-
nal glands, trigeminal ganglia, and dorsal root ganglia. The 
viral genome can also sometimes be detected in peripheral 
mononuclear cells, cerebrospinal fluids, bronchoalveolar la-
vage fluids, breast milk, oropharyngeal swabs, throat swabs, 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and nasal secretions. In 
some specific situations, VZV DNA can be found in other 
tissues, such as the synovial fluid of patients with arthritis; 
intraocular fluids, corneal scrapings, and tear films of pa-
tients with retinal necrosis; temporal bone sections from pa-
tients who had herpes zoster oticus; and amniotic fluid, fetal 
tissues, and the placenta during neonatal varicella. There 
has also been some success at detecting VZV DNA in en-
vironmental samples, which is a potentially useful tool for 
evaluating outbreaks whose index case has already resolved 
(25, 26). The VZV PCR protocols available commercially 
or through testing laboratories are generally designed for 
DNA detection only, but several laboratories have designed 
PCR strategies for both VZV DNA detection and vaccine 
and wild- type strain discrimination. These include methods 
that rely on restriction fragment length polymorphism (27), 
real- time fluorescence resonance energy transfer (28), and 
TaqMan real- time PCR (26, 29, 30). All of these methods 
share a strategy for detecting one or more single nucleotide 
polymorphisms that are (i) unique to the Oka vaccine or (ii) 
unique to the clade 2 subvariant from which the Oka vac-
cine was derived. Reliance on single nucleotide polymor-
phisms in the latter category is no longer sufficient by itself, 
since wild- type clade 2 viruses with the parental Oka profile 
have now been isolated in the United States (31). Currently 
available commercial VZV PCR methods perform with ex-
cellent sensitivity and specificity if only the detection of 
VZV DNA is desired.

Serologic Testing
Serologic testing is useful primarily for determining suscep-
tibility to VZV in outbreak settings or as a screening tool 
for persons at high risk of exposure or severe disease. As a 
diagnostic tool, in cases where suitable specimens for direct 
detection by PCR are unavailable, IgG testing of acute-  
and convalescent- phase sera can be used to confirm sero-
conversion to VZV or to provide evidence for suspected 
breakthrough infection. Acute- phase serum should be ob-
tained as soon as possible after the onset of illness, and the 
convalescent- phase serum should be obtained 4 to 6 weeks 
after onset. A variety of methods are available to determine 
whether there are significant rises in the level of VZV- 
specific serum immunoglobulin; however, all must be per-
formed in an endpoint dilution format. Assay formats used 
for simple determination of VZV serostatus include enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), assay of fluorescent 
antibody to membrane antigen (FAMA assay), latex bead 
agglutination assay, and lateral flow assay. Each of these test 
formats has limitations, which are discussed in greater detail 
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below. Measurements of IgM antibody in individuals with 
known recent exposure to VZV are inconsistent, and the 
detection of IgM may reflect primary infection, reinfection, 
or reactivation. IgM testing cannot be used to confirm a pri-
mary infection.

Commercial Serologic Tests
A number of commercial products for the detection of VZV 
antibodies have been marketed in recent years. These in-
clude ELISA, latex bead agglutination, and flowthrough 
membrane- based enzyme immunoassay (EIA) methods. Se-
rum, plasma, or in some instances whole blood can be tested. 
In general, these assays are designed to detect IgG antibod-
ies. A number of these methods have been compared against 
various gold standard methods and can vary considerably in 
their performance specifications (32–34; unpublished data). 
None of them is as reliable as either glycoprotein- based 
ELISA (gpELISA) or FAMA tests, particularly for detect-
ing seroconversion in VZV- vaccinated persons. One study 
revealed that the latex bead agglutination test can be prone 
to false- positive results (35). Most commercial methods are 
sufficiently reliable to identify unvaccinated health care 
workers and other persons at high risk for exposure to VZV. 
As with HSV, the use of VZV serologic methods to detect 
VZV- specific intrathecal antibody synthesis can be used to 
confirm the etiology of neurological illness, for which viral 
DNA is detectable in only about a third of cases (36–38).

FAMA Assay
The FAMA assay is one of the most sensitive assays for the 
detection of VZV antibodies when it is performed in an ex-
perienced laboratory. It has been recognized for some time 
as one of several tests sufficiently sensitive and specific to 
reliably detect VZV antibodies in vaccinated individuals. In 
part, the enhanced sensitivity of this assay may be attribut-
able to the preservation of the natural three- dimensional 
configuration of VZV glycoproteins expressed on the sur-
faces of infected cells. Chemical fixation of infected cells 
inevitably results in modifications of surface antigen struc-
tures, and this generally leads to a decrease in assay sensi-
tivity. The FAMA assay can be used in various formats to 
detect any of the major classes of specific immunoglobulin. 
While this method can be quite powerful, accurate inter-
pretation of results is somewhat subjective, and extensive 
experience is needed to perform the method reliably. An 
adaptation of the FAMA assay to an objective flow cyto-
metric readout resulted in a slightly diminished sensitivity 
and specificity of the method (39). The FAMA assay is not 
available commercially.

gpELISA
Merck and Company developed a highly sensitive and 
specific ELISA method predicated on the use of a purified, 
concentrated solution of VZV glycoproteins. It is another 
method that, like the FAMA assay, reliably detects serocon-
version in response to VZV vaccination, and it was used 
for the large efficacy trial of the Varivax Oka vaccine. The 
method is not currently available commercially and has 
been performed routinely only by a few laboratories that 
have obtained supplies of the purified glycoproteins from 
Merck and Company through material transfer agreements. 
Direct comparison between the FAMA assay and gpELISA 
reveals that they have comparable levels of performance, 
and the ELISA method has the advantage of being easily 
performed (my unpublished data). A commercially avail-
able purified VZV glycoprotein preparation (Virusys Cor-
poration, Tarrytown, MD) was recently shown to perform 

indistinguishably from the Merck antigens, provided that a 
custom- ordered normal tissue control antigen is used to sub-
tract background reactivity (my unpublished observation). 
Hopefully this development will lead to a commercially 
available VZV gpELISA in the near future.

TRFIA
A time- resolved fluorescence immunoassay (TRFIA) was 
developed in England and was shown in a pilot study to 
have performance specifications comparable to those of 
gpELISA (32). A subsequent study provided additional 
support for the performance specifications of the method 
(33). The method has the advantage of performing com-
parably to gpELISA without relying on highly purified and 
concentrated glycoprotein antigen preparations. Rather, 
crude lysate from VZV- infected cells is used as an antigen 
source. One drawback is that it requires the use of a fluoro-
metric reader, which may be too costly compared with con-
ventional spectrophotometers. As with gpELISA and the 
FAMA assay, TRFIA is not currently commercially avail-
able and has not been reviewed or approved by the FDA.

NT Tests
The presence of neutralizing antibodies in serum can be 
detected by using a neutralization (NT) assay based on re-
ductions of plaque formation by titrated VZV preparations 
pretreated with serum (40). VZV is aggressively cell asso-
ciated in tissue culture, making the production of cell- free 
virus preparations with reliable titers problematic. The Oka 
vaccine is relatively cell- free and can be used as a virus re-
agent for these protocols, although it is important to deter-
mine an accurate titer before use. NT assays for VZV will 
likely prove helpful for evaluating the duration of protec-
tive immunity among vaccine recipients. They may also be 
useful for identifying the primary neutralization targets for 
VZV. There are no clear recommendations or standardized 
data for the evaluation of neutralizing antibody for VZV. A 
high- throughput NT method using a semiautomated pro-
tocol is in development at the CDC and is currently being 
validated.

Antibody Avidity
Evaluations of antibody avidity are straightforward to per-
form and can provide useful insights into the relative ma-
turity of immunoglobulin responses to VZV (41). As such, 
they provide the only reliable laboratory test for primary 
VZV infection, other than measuring seroconversion in 
acute-  and convalescent- phase sera. A recent study indi-
cated that 14% of adult health care workers who received 
a two- dose regimen of varicella vaccine were still producing 
low- avidity IgG, and half of the recipients with no detect-
able IgG seroconverted upon receiving a third dose, with 
the production of low- avidity antibody (41). This suggests 
that a substantial fraction of adults may either respond to 
varicella vaccine with suboptimal T cell engagement or fail 
to establish B cell memory. Determination of antibody avid-
ity is based on the separation of low-  and high- avidity anti-
bodies by using chemicals that disrupt hydrogen bonding in 
immunoassays (EIA) or immunofluorescence assays. Chem-
icals used for this purpose include guanidine hydrochloride, 
diethylamine, isothiocyanate, and urea. Calculations of the 
avidity results have been approached in several ways his-
torically. Most commonly, avidity is expressed as the per-
cent ratio of antibody titers or EIA absorbance values, with 
and without dissociation. Avidity results based on endpoint 
titration, with and without denaturant, are considered to 
be the “gold standard” for avidity determination. An IgG 
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avidity method has been developed at the CDC and is now 
being validated for inclusion under the Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments (CLIA).

INTERPRETATION
PCR- based methods are more sensitive and informative 
than the other methods, since they are agent specific and 
also can be designed to discriminate the vaccine strain from 
wild- type isolates. Moreover, real- time single- tube meth-
ods and more rapid DNA extraction have greatly reduced 
the turnaround time required to obtain a result. Serologic 
testing is not a preferred method for confirming an acute 
infection, as paired acute-  and convalescent- phase sera are 
required and greatly delay test results. In addition, signifi-
cant rises in titer between acute- phase and convalescent- 
phase sera are not always observed. For determination of 
susceptibility, a properly standardized and specific method 
is essential. Serologic assay specificity trumps sensitivity as 
a consideration if the goal is to determine susceptibility to 
varicella in persons at high risk of VZV exposure. Passively 
acquired antibody may also yield false- positive test results, 
and immunocompromised patients may have lower levels 
of antibody that may be difficult to detect in some immune 
patients if the test used is too insensitive.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Serologic Testing
There have been several reports of inappropriate manage-
ment of patients due to false- positive reactions (35, 42). 
While this is the greatest concern in settings where suscep-
tible adults are at high risk of VZV exposure, it is also clear 
that the majority of VZV serologic assays currently available 
fail to consistently detect seroconversion in response to vac-
cination. In some public health organizations, this has led 
to unnecessary multiple vaccinations of the same individual. 
The use of serology to confirm seroconversion in response to 
vaccination is not recommended; rather, persons who have 
received the recommended two- dose regimen are presumed 
to be immune. Suitable normal tissue control antigens in an 
ELISA are essential to reduce the risk of false- positive test 
results, although such controls are generally not included in 
commercially available assays. New methods are commonly 
validated by comparing their performances with that of an 
established method that is itself inevitably inaccurate, since 
no method is perfect. Ideally, a set of well- defined samples 
(e.g., pre-  and postvaccination sera from toddlers) should be 
evaluated by receiver operating characteristic analysis rather 
than being compared to another method, however well the 
“gold standard” assay is thought to perform. Samples for VZV 
test validation that are seronegative with a high degree of 
confidence are difficult to obtain. Sera from seronegative 
susceptible individuals with no reported history of varicella 
can be used to standardize an assay, although vaccine recip-
ients increasingly fail to develop detectable antibody titers 
as determined by some methods and might inadvertently 
be selected. The establishment of optimal cutoff values for 
seropositivity will ideally employ a combination of evalua-
tion criteria (e.g., receiver operating characteristic analysis 
of sensitivity and specificity, reproducibility with the same 
operator, and reproducibility between operators). VZV IgM 
test results are difficult to interpret. IgM antibody capture as-
says are preferred because they avoid the obfuscating effect 
of rheumatoid factor and are the most effective means for 
eliminating all of the IgG in serum specimens. IgM kits that 

rely on absorbents to remove IgG are commercially avail-
able, but they may not succeed in removing all of the IgG 
from a specimen. In addition, extensive studies of sera from 
persons with documented recent exposures to VZV indicate 
that VZV IgM antibodies are inconsistently detectable even 
in persons with PCR- documented infections. Finally, since 
naïve B lymphocytes are constantly replenished, IgM is inev-
itably produced on every exposure to antigen. As such, IgM 
assays are not able to establish primary infection and cannot 
distinguish infection from VZV reinfection or reactivation.

The findings and conclusions in this chapter are those of the author 
and do not necessarily represent the official views of the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention. The use of product names in this chapter 
does not imply their endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services.
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Epstein- Barr virus (EBV; also known as human herpesvi-
rus 4 [HHV- 4]) and cytomegalovirus (CMV; also known as 
HHV- 5) logically belong in the same chapter. Both of these 
human herpesviruses are major pathogens for the immuno-
compromised host, and both are capable of causing disease 
during primary infection, reactivation, or superinfection. 
They, along with BK polyomavirus, are the feared viral 
triumvirate that complicates hematopoietic cell transplan-
tation (HCT) or solid organ transplantation. This chapter 
emphasizes recognition of EBV and CMV diseases and fo-
cuses on the clinical relevance of laboratory findings.

EBV

Background and Biology
EBV was discovered in 1964 by Epstein et al., who visualized 
it by electron microscopy of suspension cultures of African 
Burkitt’s lymphoma cells (1). Four years later, EBV was con-
clusively linked to infectious mononucleosis, which is its 
most common clinical manifestation (2).

EBV, whose systematic name is HHV- 4, is one of the 
eight human herpesviruses recognized to date. The EBV 
virion has a double- stranded linear DNA genome of ap-
proximately 170 kb surrounded by a protein capsid. Ma-
ture virions vary in size from 120 to 180 nm in diameter. 
A protein tegument lies between the capsid and the lipid 
envelope, which carries embedded glycoproteins that are 
important for cell tropism, host range, and receptor recogni-
tion. The EBV genome of about 85 genes has been described 
in detail (3).

EBV is classified as type 1 or type 2 (also referred to as 
type A or type B), based on sequence variation in the EBV 
nuclear antigen (EBNA) genes EBNA- 2, - 3A, - 3B, and 
- 3C (4). The pathogenic potentials of the two types are not 
clearly differentiated. EBV type 1 predominates in most ar-
eas of the globe. Genetic diversity exists at other gene loci, 
especially in the latent membrane protein 1 gene (5). How-
ever, the link between strain variation, disease, and geo-
graphic distribution is unclear (6).

EBV invades and maintains itself in the host through 
interactions between infected B lymphocytes and infected 
oropharyngeal epithelial cells (7). EBV infects B cells by 
binding of its viral gp350 protein to CD21 (8, 9). EBV gp42 
then interacts with B cell HLA class II molecules and triggers 

fusion with the host membrane. To infect oral epithelial 
cells, which lack CD21, the EBV transmembrane glycopro-
tein BMRF- 2 interacts with β1 integrins (10), and the EBV 
envelope glycoproteins gH/gL trigger fusion by interacting 
with integrin αvβ6 or αvβ8 (11). Endocytosis of the virus 
by vesicles and fusion of the virus with the vesicle mem-
brane release the nucleocapsid into the cytoplasm. Once the 
viral nucleocapsid is dissolved, the genome is transported to 
the nucleus, where it is replicated by DNA polymerases. Vi-
ral DNA polymerase accomplishes linear viral replication, 
which occurs during the lytic phase of the viral life cycle. 
There are three temporal classes of viral lytic gene products 
(immediate early [IE], early [E], and late [L]), as reviewed 
by Tsurumi et al. (12). BZLF1 and BRLF1 are some of the 
IE products that further act as transactivators of the viral 
lytic program. Activation of lytic replication or reactivation 
from latency is key to transmission. The early products (e.g., 
BNLF2a) have a wide array of functions, including replica-
tion, metabolism, and blockade of antigen processing, while 
late products tend to be structural proteins, such as the viral 
capsid antigens and gene products used for immune evasion 
(e.g., BCRF1). An important consequence of EBV infection 
in B cells is to activate their growth program and trigger 
differentiation into memory B cells via the germinal cen-
ter reaction. Infected memory B cells are released into the 
peripheral circulation, resulting in detectable levels of virus 
in the blood. The number of infected B cells decreases over 
time after the onset of symptoms of primary infection, but 
these cells are never entirely eliminated.

Latency is the state of persistent viral infection without 
active viral proliferation. EBV establishes latency in the 
memory B cell compartment, and possibly also in epithelial 
cells. It is generally thought that EBV genomes in latently 
infected B cells exist as episomes (13), although it is possible 
that they also exist as integrated DNA (14). Memory B cells 
do not express EBV proteins during latency and hence can-
not be recognized by the host’s immune system (15).

Reactivation of EBV is thought to occur when B cell re-
ceptor stimulation by antigens not related to EBV induces 
memory B cells to differentiate into plasma cells, which 
are capable of initiating active viral replication (16). Viral 
progeny can then infect new B cells and epithelial cells, ren-
dering the host infectious to other persons.

Humans are the only natural hosts for EBV. Primary in-
fection occurs in the oral compartment in adolescents and 
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young adults, who most often acquire the virus from deep 
kissing (17). We presume that primary infection in young 
children is also acquired by the oral route, but this has not 
been documented conclusively.

Besides oral transmission, EBV has been acquired from 
blood transfusions (18) or from transplanted hematopoi-
etic cells (19) or solid organs (20), and such infections can 
be life- threatening, especially among recipients who were 
EBV naive before transplantation (21). Several reports of 
intrauterine transmission of EBV have been published, but 
none has been substantiated by appropriate viral labora-
tory data.

The overall prevalence of EBV antibody, indicative of 
past infection, varies widely by geographic location (22–24). 
Primary EBV infection occurs at a younger age among per-
sons from lower versus higher socioeconomic backgrounds 
(25) and among non- Hispanic whites versus non- Hispanic 
blacks or Mexican Americans (26). Acquisition of EBV by 
young children indicates that it can be transmitted without 
deep kissing. However, this does not rule out saliva as the 
source of EBV, because young children commonly share ob-
jects that they put in their mouths.

Healthy people continue to shed EBV for many months 
after their acute infection and are potentially capable of 
transmitting it (27, 28). Because such virus “donors” are 
asymptomatic and hence not considered as sources of infec-
tion, they often go unrecognized. For the most part, shed-
ding becomes intermittent rather than continuous several 
months after the primary infection. Hadinoto et al. reported 
that EBV is shed continuously in the saliva at relatively sta-
ble levels over short periods (hours or days), but quantities 
vary as much as 4 to 5 log10 copies over months or years (7). 
This suggests that a person’s likelihood of transmitting EBV 
fluctuates over time.

Indications for Laboratory Tests and Their 
Interpretation
Table 1 outlines recommended tests for the diagnosis and 
management of various states of EBV infection, which are 
discussed in some detail below.

Documentation of Past eBV Infection
Documentation of past infection is most commonly done 
to determine the dose and duration of antiviral prophylaxis 
after solid organ transplantation or HCT. EBV- naive recip-
ients usually receive a longer course of posttransplant pro-
phylaxis than recipients who have previously experienced 
an EBV infection. As shown in Table 1, the best single 
test for documenting a past EBV infection is detection of 
IgG antibodies against the viral capsid antigen (VCA) of 
EBV. There are various platforms for this test, with the most 
widely used being an enzyme immunoassay (EIA). Indirect 
immunofluorescence assay (IFA) used to be the criterion 
standard method until assays suitable for high throughput, 
such as EIAs, were perfected (29). Detecting IgG antibod-
ies against EBNA- 1 can distinguish past from subacute in-
fection, because EBNA- 1 IgG antibodies generally do not 
develop until 3 months or longer after primary infection. 
However, they are not as sensitive as VCA IgG antibodies 
for documenting a previous EBV infection. Among subjects 
who experienced primary EBV infections while being mon-
itored prospectively, 82/82 (100%) developed VCA IgG 
antibodies, whereas 67/74 (91%) subjects became  EBNA- 1 
IgG positive (17; unpublished data). Patterns of EBV- 
specific antibody responses associated with various stages of 
infection are shown in Table 2.

Description of Primary eBV Infection and Diagnostic 
Approaches
Primary EBV infections, especially those in children under 
the age of 10 years, often go undiagnosed, either because they 
are entirely asymptomatic or because they do not present as 
the typical infectious mononucleosis syndrome. A clinical 
dilemma for making the correct diagnosis in children is that 
point- of- care laboratory tests, which are essentially all het-
erophile antibody assays, may be falsely negative (30, 31). 
Hence, even infections in children suspected of having EBV 
infection might not be confirmed. Primary EBV infection 
may not be recognized in adolescents and young adults, ei-
ther, but 90% of these patients report some symptoms, espe-
cially sore throat, if seen shortly after the onset of infection 
(17), and the infection can be diagnosed with appropriate 
laboratory tests.

Infectious mononucleosis was named in 1920 by Sprunt 
and Evans, who used the term to describe a syndrome that re-
sembled an acute infectious disease accompanied by atypical 
large peripheral blood lymphocytes in the peripheral blood 
(32). We now understand that these atypical lymphocytes, 
also called Downey cells, are activated CD8 T lymphocytes 
that are responding to EBV- infected B cells. Interestingly, 
EBV, the major cause of infectious mononucleosis, was not 
identified until 44 years after infectious mononucleosis was 
recognized as a distinct disease (1).

It is important to emphasize that the diagnosis of infec-
tious mononucleosis cannot be made on clinical grounds 
alone. The illness most often begins insidiously, with vague 
malaise followed several days later by fever, sore throat, swol-
len cervical lymph nodes, and fatigue. Some patients experi-
ence an abrupt influenza- like onset, with fever, chills, body 
aches, and sore throat. Hepatitis, documented by abnormal 
liver function tests, is seen in 80% of cases and thus should 
be considered part of the acute disease rather than a com-
plication. Liver involvement is subclinical in 90 to 95% of 
patients, but the remainder develop jaundice, and a few of 
them complain of tenderness in the right upper quadrant 
of the abdomen that is likely due to hepatic swelling with 
pressure on the liver capsule. Eyelid edema, which gives the 
patient a slit- eyed appearance and may be accompanied by 
facial puffiness, is a valuable clinical finding that is unique to 
primary EBV infection (33). Unfortunately, eyelid edema is 
present in only 10% of cases (34).

The median duration of infectious mononucleosis is 10 
days (17), which is much longer than those of most acute 
viral illnesses. Recovery is gradual, and it may take months 
for the patient to feel entirely well (35). Fatigue interferes 
with productivity and quality of life and is usually the last 
symptom to resolve.

The severity of primary EBV infection increases with 
age, and adults older than 40 years of age are especially 
prone to serious illness (36, 37). They have more prolonged 
fever and more serious hepatic involvement but less notice-
able lymphadenopathy than younger patients.

A flare- up of symptoms before the acute illness ends 
occurs occasionally (38). However, recurrences or “second 
cases” of infectious mononucleosis, documented by labora-
tory evidence of active EBV infection after recovery from 
the acute illness, are very uncommon. Hoagland reported 
no recurrences in his series of 200 patients, most of whom 
were hospitalized during their acute illness, according to 
military policy (39). We have had just one laboratory- 
documented recurrence among 132 subjects who acquired 
infectious mononucleosis between the ages of 16 and 26 
years (Balfour, Jr., unpublished data).
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Complications of primary EBV infection may be due to 
tissue- invasive viral disease or to immune- mediated damage. 
Many complications have been associated with infectious 
mononucleosis, but nearly all of them are uncommon or rare 
(40, 41). Complications reported in ≥1% of cases are air-
way obstruction, meningoencephalitis, hemolytic anemia, 
thrombocytopenia, and maculopapular rash (34). Splenic 
rupture is a rare but serious complication that excludes ath-
letes from contact sports for various lengths of time.

The correlations between time of primary infection, dis-
ease expression, immune responses, and viral loads are shown 
in Fig. 1. EBV infects the host approximately 42 days before 
the onset of overt symptoms. The first laboratory indicator of 

primary infection is oral viral shedding, which can occur as 
early as 2 weeks before the onset of symptoms. This is not a 
good test for diagnosis of acute primary EBV infection, be-
cause essentially all persons ever infected by EBV shed virus 
intermittently from the oral compartment. The next indica-
tors of primary infection arise almost simultaneously. They are 
development of VCA IgM antibodies, development of het-
erophile antibodies, and viremia. These may be detected as 
early as 7 days before symptoms develop. Viremia, found in 
approximately 75% of patients, is short- lived in most cases but 
may persist for up to 6 months in unusual instances (17, 28).

A heterophile antibody test is the practical choice for 
the diagnosis of acute infectious mononucleosis (Table 1), 

TABLE 1 Recommended laboratory tests for diagnosis and management of EBV infectionsa

Indication Recommended test Alternative test Comment(s)

Documentation of 
past infection

VCA IgG antibody 
test

EBNA- 1 IgG 
antibody test

A small percentage of patients 
(~3%) never develop EBNA- 1 
antibody.

Detection of primary 
EBV infection 
(acute)

Heterophile 
antibody test

VCA IgM 
antibody test

Heterophile antibody testing 
may be negative in children 
of <4 years of age and may 
not become positive in older 
children and adults until 10 
days after onset of symptoms.

Detection of primary 
EBV infection 
(subacute)

Tests for VCA 
IgM and IgG 
antibodies

This is usually considered to 
be 3 weeks to 3 months after 
primary infection.

Monitoring 
posttransplant EBV 
infections

Blood viral load 
measurement

The matrix tested in most centers 
is whole blood, but some prefer 
plasma. Serial testing at the 
same center is important.

Diagnosis of PTLD ISH of biopsy 
material for 
detection of 
EBER

Blood viral load 
measurement

The PTLD risk has been shown to 
increase significantly with the 
peak whole- blood viral load.

Diagnosis of oral hairy 
leukoplakia

Diagnosis usually 
based on clinical 
findings without 
lab tests

ISH of lesion 
swab or 
biopsy 
specimen for 
detection of 
EBV DNA

EBV is actively produced under 
these conditions and usually 
responds to antiviral agents, 
such as acyclovir or ganciclovir.

Diagnosis of EBV 
central nervous 
system infection

PCR of 
cerebrospinal 
fluid

A positive result, regardless 
of quantity, should initiate 
a thorough neurologic 
evaluation, including imaging.

Diagnosis of EBV- 
associated cancers

ISH of biopsy 
material for 
detection of 
EBER

EBV- associated cancers include 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
endemic Burkitt’s lymphoma, 
gastric carcinoma, and 
leiomyosarcoma.

Diagnosis of 
EBV- associated 
lymphoproliferative 
diseases in nonim-
munocompromised 
hostsb

Determination of 
antibody profile 
of primary 
EBV strain and 
phenotype of 
infected cell 
type

Clonality 
analysis

CAEBV is the most common 
form.

aAbbreviations: CAEBV, chronic active EBV; EBER, EBV- encoded RNA; EBNA, EBV nuclear antigen; ISH, in situ hybrid-
ization; PTLD, posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorder; VCA, viral capsid antigen.

bThese include CAEBV, hematophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, severe mosquito bite allergy, and hydroa vacciniforme.
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because of its simplicity and relatively low cost (42). Hetero-
phile antibody tests use various mammalian erythrocytes to 
detect IgM class antibodies that are present during the gener-
alized immune upregulation that characterizes acute primary 
EBV infection. Paul and Bunnell discovered heterophile 
antibodies in 1932 (43), which they defined as “having the 
capacity to react to certain antigens, which are quite different 
from, and phylogenetically unrelated to the one instrumental 
in producing the antibody response [in this case EBV].”

Heterophile antibody tests do have drawbacks. As men-
tioned above, children 4 years of age or younger may not de-
velop heterophile antibodies during primary EBV infection 

(31). Thus, the heterophile antibody test may be falsely 
negative for young children. Second, heterophile antibodies 
are nonspecific and may be present in infections not caused 
by EBV or in malignancies or autoimmune diseases (44, 45). 
Finally, these antibodies may persist for a year or more and 
therefore are not always diagnostic of an acute EBV infec-
tion (46).

If the clinical impression is primary EBV infection but 
heterophile antibodies are absent, we recommend testing 
for the following three EBV- specific antibodies: anti- VCA 
IgM, anti- VCA IgG, and anti- EBNA- 1 IgG. The category 
of EBV infection can then be assigned as naive (never in-
fected), acute (1 to 3 weeks old), convalescent (4 weeks to 6 
months old), or past (>6 months old), as shown in Table 2. 
The criterion standard for measuring these antibodies used 
to be IFAs, but assays with a higher throughput that are less 
labor- intensive, such as EIAs, have essentially supplanted 
them (29).

Examination of a peripheral blood smear may be helpful, 
especially when antibody results are inconclusive. In acute 
primary EBV infection, large atypical lymphocytes (also 
known as Downey cells) may constitute 10% or more of the 
total lymphocyte population (47). We now understand that 
these are CD8+ cytotoxic lymphocytes, most of which are 
probably reacting against EBV- infected B cells (48).

IgG antibody against VCA is first detected at differ-
ent times during the course of primary EBV infection, de-
pending on the target antigen used in the test. If the target 
antigen is EBV p18, which is the antigen reagent in the 
Diamedix EIA, the antibody response starts about 10 days 
after the onset of illness. If it is p23, the VCA IgG antibody 
response may be seen as early as the first few days of illness. 
The EBNA- 1 antibody response develops slowly and nor-
mally is not detected until at least a month after the onset of 
symptoms (17). Because of its late appearance, the presence 

TABLE 2 EBV infection category according to patterns of 
EBV- specific antibody testsa

Infection category
Presence of antibody

VCA 
IgM

VCA 
IgG

EBNA- 1 
IgG

Common patterns
 Never infected (naive) − − −
 Acute primary infection ++ − −
 Subacute primary infection ++ + −
 Convalescent- phase primary 

infection
± ++ ±

 Past infection (>6 months old) − +++ +++

Unusual patterns

 Past infection (>6 months old) − +++ −

 Past infection (>6 months old) − − ++
aSymbols for presence and semiquantitation of antibody response: −, no anti-

body response; ±, equivocal result; +, low positive response; ++, moderate pos-
itive response; +++, strong positive response.

FIGURE 1 Correlations between time of primary infection, disease expression, immune responses, and 
viral loads.
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of EBNA- 1 antibody is useful for distinguishing past from 
recent or subacute infections. Also, EBNA- 1 antibody 
indices are significantly elevated in patients with multiple 
sclerosis compared with matched controls (49).

Monitoring Infections in the Immunocompromised 
Host
EBV infections in immunocompromised patients are best 
evaluated in the laboratory by serial measurements of the 
blood viral load (Table 1) (50, 51). Most assays employ a 
DNA template, and the matrix tested is usually blood, so 
EBV blood viral loads are also referred to as EBV  DNAemia. 
While there are options in terms of platforms, volumes, 
probes, and targets, a multicenter comparison of different 
real- time PCR assays suggested that if samples are tested at 
one center on the same platform, real- time PCR is a pre-
cise technique for measuring viral load. However, substan-
tial quantitative differences were found when samples were 
tested in different laboratories (52). A WHO quantitative 
calibration standard is now available, which should improve 
interlaboratory variability (53).

At a number of institutions, viral loads of >4,000 copies/
ml of whole blood (54, 55) or steadily rising levels often 
prompt a reduction of immunosuppression and initiation 
of specific treatment for solid organ transplant recipients. 
The threshold triggering an intervention is lower for hema-
topoietic cell transplants (usually ~1,000 copies/ml). The 
best matrix to use for monitoring EBV infections has been 
a subject of debate. Some centers consider EBV in plasma 
to be more indicative of active infection (56), but the ma-
jority favor whole blood (57, 58). Copy numbers in plasma 
are usually 10-  to 100- fold lower than those in concomi-
tant whole- blood samples. The diagnosis of posttransplant 
lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD) requires a tissue diag-
nosis, but some centers consider rising blood viral loads, es-
pecially those exceeding 100,000 copies/ml, to be consistent 
with PTLD (Table 1) and treat patients accordingly (59).

An unusual manifestation of EBV infection, oral hairy 
leukoplakia (OHL), is seen mainly in patients with HIV/
AIDS but occasionally occurs in individuals not infected 
with HIV. OHL lesions are characterized as white, nonre-
movable plaques most commonly seen on the lateral bor-
ders of the tongue. These can usually be diagnosed clinically 
and do not require laboratory confirmation. In atypical in-
stances, in situ hybridization (ISH) to detect EBV DNA in 
incisional biopsy tissue or lesion swabs may be used to make 
the diagnosis (60). Because OHL plaques are the result of 
active EBV replication, they often regress during antiviral 
therapy (61).

Central nervous system Infections
Cerebrospinal fluid testing by PCR is the method of choice 
to diagnose EBV infection of the central nervous system (Ta-
ble 1). A positive result, regardless of quantity, should ini-
tiate a thorough neurologic evaluation, including imaging.

eBV- Associated Cancers
EBV is best identified by examination of biopsy or surgical 
samples of cancer tissue by using immunohistochemical 
(IHC) approaches (Table 1). ISH to detect EBV- encoded 
RNA transcripts (EBERs) is the criterion standard for de-
tecting EBV in tissue (62). PCR is the technique of choice 
for detecting and quantifying EBV in body fluids and can 
also be used to quantify the virus in tissue samples (63). 
Diagnosis and monitoring of therapy of nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma by noninvasive sampling techniques, such as 

quantification of EBV DNA in bronchial brushings, are un-
der investigation (64, 65).

eBV- Associated t or nK Cell Lymphoproliferative 
Diseases
A subset of patients do not recover from primary EBV in-
fection because they develop clonal proliferation of EBV- 
infected T or NK cells. The majority of these individuals 
are Japanese, with a median age of onset of 8 years (66). 
These patients have no prior evidence of immune dysfunc-
tion; therefore, this group of diseases has been referred to 
as EBV- associated lymphoproliferative diseases in nonim-
munocompromised hosts. There are four clinical categories: 
chronic active EBV, hematophagocytic lymphohistiocyto-
sis, severe mosquito bite allergy, and hydroa vacciniforme. 
These conditions are life- threatening, with an overall mor-
tality of 40 to 50%. The diagnosis is based on documenta-
tion of a primary EBV infection followed by determination 
of the phenotype of the infected cells by immunobead sep-
aration or ISH followed by flow cytometry. Viral clonality 
may also be assessed by Southern blot analysis using an EBV 
terminal repeat probe. Most patients’ EBV- infected cells are 
monoclonal.

Laboratory Methods

Methods in Clinical use
Methods are presented in order of relative clinical value for 
both methods in clinical use and research methods with po-
tential clinical application.

Detection of Heterophile Antibody
There are numerous commercial kits that detect hetero-

phile antibodies (also referred to as monospot tests). Our 
laboratory employs the Acceava Mono test, which is an 
immunoassay using a qualitative membrane strip for the de-
tection of heterophile antibodies in anticoagulated whole 
blood, plasma, or serum. The membrane strip is coated with 
a bovine erythrocyte antigen extract at the test line on 
each strip. Diluent and a specimen sample are added in the 
proper dilution to a small tube, and the strip is placed into 
the solution, which migrates up the membrane strip. A col-
ored line appears in the test strip if heterophile antibodies 
are present. No colored line in the test strip area indicates a 
lack of heterophile antibodies. Each strip contains a control 
to show that proper volumes and wicking of the sample are 
present.

Detection of EBV- Specific Antibodies (VCA IgG, 
VCA IgM, and EBNA- 1 IgG) by EIA
A number of commercial assays are available for detec-

tion of EBV- specific antibodies. We use the semiquantitative 
Diamedix platform, which has proven to be quite reliable. 
We have published three studies in which the EBV- specific 
antibody responses correlated closely with clinical findings 
for primary EBV infection and EBV loads (17, 28, 67). 
 Serum is the preferred matrix, but plasma is acceptable. For 
the detection of EBV VCA IgG, VCA IgM, and  EBNA- 1 
IgG antibodies, recombinant VCA antigen or recombinant 
 EBNA- 1 antigen is bound to plastic micro wells. A cutoff cal-
ibrator, negative and positive controls, and diluted patient 
serum samples are pipetted into the micro wells for incuba-
tion. A diluent is supplied for the IgG or IgM antibodies and 
is not lot specific. The specimen and diluent are used at a 
1:21 ratio for IgG testing and a 1:101 ratio for IgM testing. If 
EBV antibodies are present in the sample, they will bind to 
the antigen coating the wells, forming an antigen- antibody 
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complex. Other antibodies that may be in the specimen are 
eliminated through aspiration or “flicking” of the sample in 
the wells and then washing of the wells with a prepared wash 
solution. A kit- specific conjugate (horseradish peroxidase- 
labeled anti- human IgG or IgM) is added to the wells to 
bind to the antigen- antibody complex. Unbound conjugate 
is removed through aspiration or “flicking” and washing. 
A substrate solution of 3,3′,5,5′- tetramethylbenzidine is 
then added to the well for incubation. The substrate is con-
verted to the end product by a bound enzyme. The reaction 
is stopped with 1 N H2SO4. The absorbance at 450 nm of 
the end product is measured by using a spectrophotometer 
(with reference band reading at 630 nm). The amount of 
color produced is relative to the quantity of antibody in the 
specimen.

Some laboratories prefer an antibody capture assay, es-
pecially for detection of VCA IgM antibodies. The ma-
jor advantage of this method is enhanced specificity. The 
procedure involves coating wells with an anti- human IgM 
antibody that “captures” the patient’s antibody. VCA an-
tigen and an anti- EBV antibody conjugate are then added, 
followed by a color substrate to visualize the bound enzyme.

Detection of EBV DNA by PCR
Detection and quantification of EBV DNA by PCR cur-

rently form the criterion standard for monitoring EBV in-
fections and disease posttransplantation. DNA is extracted 
from the sample through a series of washes with buffers of 
various salt concentrations. Membranes are ruptured using 
protease enzymes, and DNA is removed from cellular and 
extracellular debris during DNA extraction by using col-
umns that loosely bind DNA. The DNA is washed off in 
a final step with a salt solution. Both in- house and com-
mercial assays are in use, and a number of EBV DNA tar-
gets have been designed, including BNRF- 1, BALF- 5, and 
EBNA- 1. We employ an in- house TaqMan assay with an 
amplicon that is a 71- bp segment of the EBNA- 1 gene. 
TaqMan technology for the determination of viral load uses 
fluorescently labeled probes that lie between specific prim-
ers. Each probe is labeled on its 5′ end with a reporter dye 
that allows for product detection during amplification and is 
labeled on its 3′ end with tetramethylrhodamine or another 
quencher dye to reduce the unbound fluorescence signal and 
prevent the probe from acting as a primer. Probes attach 
to their complementary DNA sequence targets, and when 
the PCR proceeds, the fluorescence signal is released at a 
rate relative to the quantity of EBV DNA in the sample. 
Most assays are run for 40 to 45 thermocycles. The cycle 
threshold is reached sooner when the sample contains large 
amounts of EBV DNA and later when smaller quantities are 
present. The controls that we use include serial dilutions of 
Namalwa cells (these contain two copies of EBV DNA per 
cell), no template, and six quantitative amplicon standards 
calibrated to contain 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, and 107 copies 
of EBV/ml. Patient samples are run as a pair, with one well 
containing an internal control to ensure that the sample 
does not inhibit detection of DNA. The best matrix to use 
for monitoring chronic EBV infections is still in question. 
As discussed above, whole blood is preferred by many cen-
ters, whereas some test plasma.

In Situ Hybridization
ISH is an IHC technique to detect and localize a tar-

get sequence in samples that have been treated to fix the 
target in place and to facilitate access of the probe to the 
area of interest. ISH is the method of choice to diagnose 

tissue- invasive EBV disease. The assay is quite sensitive if 
probes designed to bind to EBV- encoded RNAs (EBER- 1 
and EBER- 2) are employed, because latently infected B 
lymphocytes contain ~106 copies of EBERs/cell, which ag-
gregate in the nucleus. Commercial reagents are available 
from several manufacturers. Controls should include EBER- 
positive and - negative specimens.

Detection of EBV EA IgG Antibody
Antibody against EBV early antigen (EA) can be de-

tected in serum or plasma by use of an EIA, IFA, or immu-
noblotting. Henle et al. identified two distinct patterns of 
immunofluorescence staining, diffuse and restricted, using 
sera from patients with infectious mononucleosis, Burkitt’s 
lymphoma, and nasopharyngeal carcinoma (68). The more 
common diffuse pattern antigen (EA- D) is encoded by the 
BMRF- 1 gene and is characterized by nuclear and cyto-
plasmic staining. The restricted pattern antigen (EA- R), 
encoded by the BHRF- 1 gene, consists of cytoplasmic aggre-
gates of various sizes without nuclear staining. Both patterns 
can be seen in the same cell. In early infectious mononucle-
osis, the predominant pattern was EA- D, but later on, EA- D 
and EA- R became nearly equal. Nasopharyngeal carcinoma 
patients dominantly showed the EA- D pattern, whereas 
sera from Burkitt’s lymphoma patients most frequently con-
tained EA- R. The clinical utility of EA testing is question-
able today. It is not sensitive for diagnosing acute infectious 
mononucleosis because only 60 to 80% of patients are pos-
itive (29). It is not specific for reactivation of EBV because 
healthy blood donors have been found to be positive for se-
rum EA IgG antibodies (69).

Detection of EBV IgA Antibody
The EBV IgA antibodies purported to have clinical ap-

plication are VCA IgA and EA IgA. They have practical 
value only for diagnosis and management of patients with 
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (70). The sensitivity and speci-
ficity of VCA IgA antibody detection appear to be superior 
to those of EA IgA detection for the diagnosis of nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma (71). VCA IgA antibody has been pro-
posed as a marker of reactivation. However, it is not specific, 
as VCA IgA antibodies have been reported for 74% of pri-
mary EBV infections and have also been seen in 13% of 
healthy subjects (72).

Research Methods with Potential Clinical 
Application

Immunoblotting
Immunoblotting can include immediate early, early, 

and late EBV antigens on one test strip, which may permit 
evaluation of the relative stage of EBV infection by use of a 
single serum or plasma sample (73). Our virology research 
laboratory uses the Mikrogen line blot immunoassay system, 
which provides a choice of reagents for detection of IgA, 
IgG, and IgM class antibodies and IgG antibody avidity. 
Briefly, highly purified recombinant EBV antigens are fixed 
onto nitrocellulose membrane strips. The test strips are 
incubated with the diluted sample, and specific antibodies 
attach to the EBV antigens on the test strip. Unbound an-
tibodies are then flushed away by a wash procedure. In the 
second step, the strips are incubated with anti- human im-
munoglobulin antibodies (IgG, IgA, and/or IgM), which are 
coupled to horseradish peroxidase. Unbound conjugate an-
tibodies are then flushed away by a wash procedure. Specif-
ically bound antibodies are detected by a staining reaction 
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catalyzed by the peroxidase. If an antigen- antibody reaction 
has taken place, a dark band will appear on the strip at the 
corresponding point. Each test strip contains three control 
bands. The reaction control band, at the upper end of the 
test strip, must show a reaction for every serum/plasma sam-
ple. Next on the strip is the conjugate control (IgG, IgA, or 
IgM), which is used for verification of the antibody class de-
tected. If, for example, the test strip is used for the detection 
of IgG antibodies, the conjugate control IgG must show a 
clearly defined band. Finally, there is a cutoff control. The 
intensity of the antigen- antibody bands produced by the 
test sample must exceed that of the cutoff control in order 
to be called positive.

EBV Culture
The classic way to isolate EBV is to incubate body fluid 

or tissue samples with fresh umbilical cord B cells. The cells 
are observed for 6 weeks for evidence of transformation, 
which includes persistent proliferation, mitotic figures, large 
vacuoles, granular morphology, and cell aggregation. There 
is little value in performing this labor- intensive assay that 
takes weeks to give results, because molecular techniques, 
especially nucleic acid detection, are available and are 
much more sensitive than viral culture for identification 
and quantification of EBV.

Neutralization Assays
Neutralization assays are important for evaluation of an-

tibody responses to candidate EBV vaccines. These used to 
rely on viral culture in human lymphocytes, with compar-
ison of endpoint dilutions of infectivity or transformation. 
A streamlined neutralization assay was recently described 
in detail by Sashihara et al. (74). They elegantly showed 
that antibody titers against EBV gp350 correlated tightly 
with neutralization of infectivity. The neutralization assay 
is based on coincubating Raji cells (a Burkitt’s lymphoma 
cell line) with B95- 8 cells (cotton top tamarin lympho-
cytes transformed by EBV from an infectious mononucleosis 
subject) that contain green fluorescent protein. The green 
fluo rescent protein- positive Raji cells indicate infection and 
are enumerated by flow cytometry after a 3- day incubation 
period. The ability of antibody to inhibit Raji cell infection 
can be quantitated by serial dilution of the plasma or serum 
specimen.

Assays of EBV- Specific T Lymphocytes
The two most popular methods to identify and study EBV- 

specific T lymphocytes are HLA- peptide tetramer (75) and 
gamma interferon (IFN- γ) enzyme- linked immunosorbent 
spot (ELISPOT) (76) assays. An extensive list of CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cell epitopes derived from EBV proteins has been 
identified (77) and facilitates the use of these assays. Mea-
suring virus- stimulated IFN- γ production, typically by ELIS-
POT assay, is a very sensitive and specific means to detect 
virus- specific T cells and is used widely to study EBV- specific 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. By using mixtures of peptides from 
different viral proteins and different HLA alleles (78, 79) 
or by using EBV- infected lymphoblastoid cell lines from 
patients’ own B cells (80), ELISPOT assays can be quite 
comprehensive and do not require knowledge of the HLA 
type of the individual. Nonetheless, not all virus- specific T 
cells produce IFN- γ, and if T cells become exhausted due to 
overstimulation, they may fail to produce IFN- γ (79, 81). 
This is particularly problematic for detection of EBV during 
acute infection. Identification of virus- specific T cells by use 
of HLA- peptide tetramers avoids this issue.

During acute infection, large numbers of tetramer- 
binding (EBV- specific) CD8+ T cells are observed in the 
peripheral blood (77, 80, 82), as well as CD4+ T cells, to 
a lesser extent (83). However, since our knowledge of EBV 
epitopes and the alleles that present them is not exhaustive, 
neither ELISPOT assays nor tetramers can identify all of 
the EBV- specific T cells in an individual. Nonetheless, the 
pattern of expansion and contraction of tetramer- binding 
T cells over time after primary infection is generally simi-
lar to that of total CD8+ T cells in peripheral blood (17). 
Some studies have estimated the total number of pathogen- 
specific T cells during infection by assessment of cell surface 
activation markers, such as CD38 and HLA- DR, assum-
ing that these activated T cells are pathogen specific (84). 
However, our study clearly showed that “bystander” CD8+ 
T cells (those specific for other viruses) become activated 
during acute EBV infection as well (48). Although it re-
mains challenging to precisely determine the fraction of T 
cells that are specific for EBV, it is clear that the CD8+ T 
lymphocytosis observed during acute EBV infection is un-
usually large and that this effect is not as pronounced for 
CD4+ T cells.

Finally, HLA- peptide tetramers can be combined with 
flow cytometric analysis of cytokine production, cell cycle 
markers, cytolytic proteins, activation/memory/exhaustion 
markers, and survival proteins. These types of studies have 
provided great insight into the kinetics and character of the 
T cell responses to different EBV epitopes (77) but are not 
yet being employed to distinguish pathogenic versus protec-
tive responses in the clinical setting.

Detection of Encapsidated versus Naked EBV 
DNA
Whether circulating cell- free DNA is encapsidated in 

virions or exists as fragments of naked DNA may be impor-
tant for managing patients with EBV- related malignancies. 
It is thought that fragments of naked EBV DNA are released 
from tumor cells undergoing apoptosis, whereas encapsi-
dated EBV DNA reflects lysis of cells undergoing active 
EBV replication (13). If most of the DNA is encapsidated, 
signaling ongoing viral replication, then antiviral therapy 
might be effective. On the other hand, naked DNA may be 
a measure of tumor cell burden, and its disappearance after 
a transient increase following radiation or chemotherapy 
could be a positive prognostic factor signifying destruction 
of cancer cells.

Ryan et al. developed a test to distinguish encapsidated 
from naked EBV DNA (85). Their assay is based on the 
observation that viral capsids protect EBV DNA from deg-
radation by DNase I. The assay measures the EBV load by 
real- time TaqMan PCR before and after exposure to DNase 
I. A marked reduction in viral copy number after DNase I 
treatment indicates that the sample contains mostly or all 
naked EBV DNA.

Clonality Analysis
During lytic replication, EBV forms linear intermediates 

of different sizes produced by random cleavage between the 
variable- number terminal repeats in the viral genome. If 
malignant transformation occurs, the same fused terminal 
repeat pattern is inherited by all progeny of the original ma-
lignant cell. Clonality analysis involves digestion of EBV 
DNA with a restriction endonuclease, such as BamHI, that 
does not cut the genome within the terminal repeats. The 
fragments containing the terminal repeats are detected by 
Southern blotting using specific probes. If the EBV- infected 
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cell population is monoclonal, the fragments have a single 
size and appear as a single band when visualized by staining 
or autoradiography. Multiple bands indicate oligoclonality 
or polyclonality, which implies a less aggressive disease.

CMV

Background and Biology
CMV has a very distinct cytopathology that was first de-
scribed by the German pathologist Hugo Ribbert at a 
medical meeting in Bonn in 1881 (86). Similar cells with 
eccentrically placed nuclei containing a central nuclear 
body surrounded by a clear halo were identified in the lungs, 
kidneys, and liver of an 8- month- old stillborn fetus (87). 
The first indication that these cells with intranuclear inclu-
sions were related to viruses rather than to protozoa, as pre-
viously believed, occurred in 1925, when similar cells were 
discovered in a man with herpes zoster and herpes genitalis 
(88, 89).

In 1950, Wyatt et al. reviewed the published data on con-
ditions associated with this unique cytopathology, added six 
cases of their own, and concluded that “the etiologic agent 
of the disease is a specific virus [and] the morphology and 
cytology of the inclusion- bearing cells is pathognomonic 
of the disease” (90). In addition, renal tubules were identi-
fied as a uniform site of involvement, and thus a cytological 
preparation from the urinary sediment of a suspected case 
patient became the first successful diagnostic test for what 
was now being called “cytomegalic inclusion disease” (91). 
In 1953, electron microscopy revealed 199- nm particles in 
the clear halo around the intranuclear inclusion, consistent 
with a viral etiology (92). After Enders et al. discovered how 
to grow human cells in culture (93), for which they received 
the Nobel Prize in 1954, CMV was isolated in cell culture 
by independent laboratories (94–96). The virus was then 
available for the laboratory studies that provided the data 
presented below.

CMV, whose systematic name is HHV- 5, is one of the 
eight human herpesviruses recognized to date. CMV is a 
prototypic member of the betaherpesvirus subfamily, and 
its DNA genome is approximately 230 kb long, the largest 
among known human viruses, and consists of unique long 
(UL) and unique short (US) segments, each of which is 
flanked by inverted repeats (RL and RS). Most of the ap-
proximately 200 genes encode proteins, but some express 
only noncoding RNAs, including approximately 14 micro-
RNAs. The central portion of the UL region contains clus-
ters of core genes that have homologs in other herpesviruses, 
such as genes encoding DNA polymerase, glycoprotein B 
(gB), and glycoprotein H (gH), whereas the remainder of 
the genome contains genes primarily found only in beta-
herpesviruses or unique to human CMV. By convention, 
CMV genes are named by their position within the genome, 
although some also have additional descriptive names. For 
example, UL54 (the 54th gene in the UL region, according 
to the original report of the CMV strain AD169 sequence) 
is the DNA polymerase gene (97).

Following initial infection, a complex set of nonspecific 
and humoral host responses attempt to limit CMV repli-
cation, but the virus has lived in its human host for a very 
long time and has evolved successful evasion strategies. The 
interaction between CMV and the host immune system 
is complex, since the virus itself can cause suppression or 
enhancement of host immune responses and can infect the 
lymphoid system. Nonspecific host defense mechanisms in-
clude NK cells and IFNs. In humans and murine models, 

NK cell deficiency has been linked to severe CMV disease 
(98), and NK cells have been shown to lyse cells infected 
with CMV (99). At least seven genes are able to modulate, 
and in many cases inhibit, NK cell function (100). The pro-
duction of IFN- α and - β is an important part of the defense 
against murine CMV in the early stages of infection. In hu-
mans, too, CMV infection prompts cellular membrane sen-
sors, such as the lymphotoxin beta receptor, to initiate the 
production of antiviral cytokines such as IFN. However, vi-
rion factors, such as pp65 (ppUL83) and viral proteins made 
soon after infection, repress this response by interfering 
with steps in the activation of IFN regulatory factor 3 and 
NF- κB. CMV then exerts a multipronged attack on down-
stream IFN signaling. CMV has multiple genes involved in 
blocking the function of IFN- induced effectors (101).

Adaptive T cell responses are critical for keeping the vi-
rus inactive. Restoration of CD8+ and CD4+ T cells is a 
strong correlate of control of the virus after transplantation 
(102, 103). Adoptive transfer of CMV- specific T cells pro-
tects against clinical reactivation (104).

In antibody- positive humans, a strikingly large proportion 
(10% or more) of circulating T lymphocytes target CMV, 
and the proportion of CMV- specific T cells tends to increase 
with age, which supports the hypothesis that CMV contrib-
utes to immune system exhaustion and dysfunction associ-
ated with aging (105). However, our understanding of these 
inflammatory memory CD8 T cells is incomplete, and they 
alternatively may serve an essential protective role (106). 
Antibodies in CMV- infected individuals have been useful 
for establishing immune status. Although it has long been 
thought that only antibodies to gB or gH neutralize the virus, 
other viral genes, including UL128, UL130, and UL131A, 
also mediate entry into endothelial and epithelial cells.

Like other herpesviruses, once the primary infection is 
brought under control by the host immune response, CMV 
persists in a state of cellular latency in which infected cells 
are not producing any infectious virus or are replicating it 
at a very low level, below the threshold of current detection 
methods. The latent virus retains the complete genome, 
with the potential to start producing virus at any time. The 
site of CMV latency has been thought to possibly be cir-
culating leukocytes. During kidney transplantation, donors 
are thought to transmit CMV via the organ, which is un-
doubtedly contaminated with leukocytes. However, since 
CMV has a propensity to reactivate within the transplanted 
organ, perhaps parenchymal cells harbor latent virus.

CMV replication and the host immune system are in a 
delicate balance, such that even relatively minor perturba-
tions, such as pregnancy or admission to an intensive care 
unit, allow CMV reactivation, often without overt CMV 
disease (107). Moreover, subtle effects of subclinical reac-
tivation or quiescent CMV infection might contribute to 
chronic immune system dysfunction and predispose indi-
viduals to other illnesses, including infections by other mi-
crobes (108).

Clinical Relevance
CMV is a ubiquitous virus, and infections are usually asymp-
tomatic and acquired relatively early in life. The high fre-
quency of CMV antibody in the general population without 
previous overt disease suggests that CMV infection is fairly 
frequent. Transmission occurs during direct contact with 
body fluids. Once a person is infected, the virus establishes 
lifelong latency, with periodic reactivations usually re-
sulting in asymptomatic shedding of virus. Unfortunately, 
CMV infection is not always asymptomatic. CMV is the 
most common cause of congenital infections that result in 
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sensorineural hearing loss and psychomotor retardation, 
with a 5 to 10% mortality rate (109). The birth prevalence 
of congenital CMV is 0.64%, with 11% of these infants be-
ing symptomatic (110). Symptoms can include jaundice, 
hepatosplenomegaly, hydrops, thrombocytopenia, anemia, 
microcephaly, seizures, and chorioretinitis. Even asymp-
tomatic infants remain at risk for later symptoms, such as 
sensorineural hearing loss (109). CMV may also be a cause 
of antenatal stillbirth (111). In immunocompetent adults, 
CMV can cause a self- limiting mononucleosis syndrome, 
and in immunocompromised patients, it can present with 
mild to severe organ involvement that may be fatal. More-
over, even subclinical CMV viremia has been associated 
with deterioration in kidney function in kidney transplant 
recipients (112, 113) and, more recently, was cited as a risk 
factor for cardiovascular disease in transplant recipients 
(114). Breakthrough infections occur despite routine viral 
prophylaxis with valganciclovir for 3 to 12 months post-
transplantation in all transplant recipients (115).

Laboratory Methods

Methods in Clinical use
Since CMV disease can have nonspecific clinical manifes-
tations, laboratory confirmation is essential for diagnosis. A 
summary of the laboratory tests for diagnosis and manage-
ment of CMV infections is provided in Table 3.

Nucleic Acid Amplification Tests
The sensitivity of PCR technology to detect minute 

amounts of viral nucleic acid in clinical samples has made 
this the preferred method of CMV diagnosis, particularly 
after solid organ transplantation or HCT, when timely di-
agnosis is of the essence. Nucleic acid amplification tests 
(NATs) can detect CMV nucleic acid in a variety of sam-
ples, including blood, cerebrospinal fluid, respiratory sam-
ples, and aqueous or vitreous humor fluid, but the matrices 
most often tested are whole blood and plasma. Since the 
vast majority of CMV NATs are developed and validated by 

TABLE 3 Laboratory tests for diagnosis and management of CMV infections

Test Indication Comment(s)

NAT against 
DNA

Detects active or latent CMV infection Detects latent DNA, making it a 
good qualitative test but less useful 
clinically, since it is sensitive but not 
specific

NAT against 
RNA

Detects active CMV infection RNA intermediates are mainly 
produced during active replication, 
so the test is specific for acute CMV 
but has reduced sensitivity, since 
RNA is easily degradable.

qNAT Useful for diagnosis, risk assessment, 
and therapeutic guide for active 
CMV infection

The test is sensitive and specific and is 
the most clinically utilized and useful 
test for detection of CMV infection 
or disease.

Non- PCR 
amplification

Detects active CMV infection Based on signal amplification and 
is therefore less sensitive and less 
utilized clinically

Histopathology Diagnosis of tissue- invasive or 
compartmentalized disease

While very specific for disease, it 
requires an invasive procedure or 
biopsy for specimen retrieval. In 
addition, atypical features may 
overlap the features of other viral 
diseases.

ISH/IHC Diagnosis of tissue- invasive or 
compartmentalized disease

More sensitive and specific than 
histopathology but still requires an 
invasive procedure or biopsy for 
specimen retrieval

Viral culture Useful for samples not suitable for 
molecular testing

Although very specific, it has a reduced 
sensitivity, long turnaround time, 
and laborious method.

pp65 antigen 
testing

Diagnoses active CMV infection This is a rapid test, but it utilizes a 
laborious method with subjective 
interpretation. In addition, there is 
an increased risk of false- negative 
results in cases of severe leukopenia.

Antibody 
testing

Useful for risk stratification of 
transplant patients for CMV disease, 
detects past infection

Denotes past or recent infection 
but is not useful for initiating or 
monitoring the response to therapy

IgG avidity 
assay

Detects recent primary infection Not commercially available in the 
United States
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each performing laboratory, results are not interchangeable 
given the different limits of detection, assay characteristics, 
and levels of precision and accuracy. The U.S. FDA recently 
approved a CMV NAT called the CAP/CTM CMV test 
(Roche) for viral load monitoring in patients receiving an-
tiviral therapy for CMV disease.

In most CMV NATs, the target nucleic acid is CMV 
DNA, which accounts for their high sensitivity, since DNA 
is very stable over time. However, since latent viral DNA 
is also detected by this test, its specificity is reduced. This 
concern led to the development of a CMV NAT to detect 
RNA, since RNA intermediates are produced mainly during 
active replication. But since RNA molecules are readily de-
graded, the sensitivity of the test is lowered.

CMV NAT can be developed as a qualitative test, but 
this is less useful than quantitative testing, whose results are 
reported as absolute values per volume of specimen. Quan-
titative NAT (qNAT) allows for CMV disease risk assess-
ment, since higher initial and peak viral loads or a rapid rise 
in viral load is associated with a higher risk of CMV disease 
development (116, 117) and more severe CMV disease. 
qNAT also guides the initiation and duration of preemptive 
therapy for prevention of CMV disease and allows rapid and 
sensitive diagnosis of CMV disease so that prompt therapy 
can be initiated. The effectiveness of antiviral therapy for 
CMV disease, treatment duration, risk of relapse, and risk of 
antiviral resistance can be assessed by qNAT.

Non- PCR amplification methods based on signal ampli-
fication rather than direct detection of CMV DNA or RNA 
are less sensitive and therefore less utilized clinically.

Histopathology
While histopathology remains the reference standard for 

the diagnosis of tissue- invasive CMV disease, it requires an 
invasive procedure/biopsy to obtain tissue samples. There-
fore, many clinicians rely on a NAT coupled with compati-
ble clinical signs and symptoms to make a diagnosis of CMV 
disease. However, in the case of compartmentalized or local-
ized CMV disease, blood testing may be negative for CMV. 
Histopathology is critical in such cases. Testing for allograft 
biopsy pathology is also useful if transplant rejection is a 
diagnostic consideration for patients with CMV viremia. 
Histopathologic features of CMV infection are classic and 
include cellular and nuclear enlargement with amphophilic 
to basophilic cytoplasmic inclusions. But since there are 
sometimes atypical features that may overlap the presenta-
tion of other viruses, ISH or IHC testing is a useful con-
firmatory test. ISH testing uses CMV- specific DNA probes 
that bind to viral DNA in the cellular material, while IHC 
testing uses a monoclonal/polyclonal antibody against early 
CMV antigen. This increases the sensitivity and specificity 
of histopathology as a diagnostic test for CMV disease.

Viral Culture
Viral culture is highly specific and can be done using 

a conventional plaque assay or the more rapid shell vial 
centrifugation culture system. Isolation of CMV from 
most clinical samples is highly predictive of CMV disease. 
The exception is recovery of CMV from the urine, saliva, 
or stool samples of antibody- positive recipients, in which 
case the shedding is usually of no clinical consequence. 
The utility of CMV culture is limited by its low sensitivity, 
labor- intensiveness, and long turnaround time. The shell 
vial centrifugation method has a shorter turnaround time 
because the cultured cells are stained with monoclonal anti-
bodies to detect immediate early antigen production during 

CMV replication, allowing diagnosis in as little as 2 days. 
Viral culture is useful mainly when samples are not suitable 
for molecular testing. Viral culture used to be required for 
phenotypic drug resistance testing, but molecular genotypic 
assays are now the methods of choice.

Antigen Testing
The CMV antigenemia assay uses monoclonal antibod-

ies to detect CMV lower matrix phosphoprotein pp65 an-
tigen, a structural late protein expressed in CMV- infected 
leukocytes during early CMV replication. The result is re-
ported as the number of positive cells per total number of 
cells counted and generally signifies active CMV infection. 
This test is rapid and is easier to perform and more sensitive 
than viral culture, and it can detect CMV infection ear-
lier than viral culture. The degree of pp65 antigenemia can 
be used to pre- emptively treat patients to prevent CMV 
disease, since it is correlated with the risk of subsequent 
CMV disease, although this is not absolute. The number of 
pp65- positive leukocytes usually declines during successful 
antiviral therapy, and persistence may indicate suboptimal 
dosing or drug resistance.

Despite all these potential uses, it is labor- intensive and 
manual, unlike CMV NATs, and blood must be processed 
rapidly to optimize sensitivity. In addition, the interpreta-
tion of the test is subjective, making interlaboratory stan-
dardization difficult. Since the test relies on a sufficient 
number of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, false- negative 
results may occur in patients with severe leukopenia. There-
fore, the CMV NATs by PCR described above are consid-
ered by most to be more sensitive and can detect CMV 
much earlier than the pp65 antigenemia test.

Antibody Tests
Serologic tests that detect CMV IgM and IgG antibodies 

are widely available from commercial laboratories. Enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay is the most commonly used 
antibody method, but various fluorescence, indirect hemag-
glutination, and latex agglutination tests are also available. 
These tests are performed to detect current active CMV 
infection or past infection in immunosuppressed persons at 
risk for reactivation of CMV infection.

In the field of transplantation, knowledge of donor and 
recipient antibody statuses allows stratification of the risk 
for CMV disease. The highest- risk antibody category is 
donor positive and recipient negative (D+R−), moderate- 
risk categories are D+R+ and D−R+, and the lowest- risk 
category is D−R−  (118). Recommended viral prophylac-
tic regimens often vary depending on the risk category. In 
addition, lack of antibody development by 6 months may 
be useful for identifying patients at risk for late- onset CMV 
disease (119, 120). Antibody testing may also be performed 
to detect CMV infection in newborns.

The presence of antibodies to CMV indicates a current or 
past infection but does not determine when the primary in-
fection occurred. However, if tests performed on paired acute-  
and convalescent- phase sera show a 4- fold rise in CMV IgG 
antibody and CMV IgM antibody is present, or if CMV is 
cultured from a urine or oral sample, then an active CMV 
infection is probable.

The detection of CMV IgM antibody by itself is not 
diagnostic of primary CMV infection because both CMV 
reactivation and exogenous reinfection may elicit a CMV 
IgM antibody response.

IgG avidity assays, which measure antibody maturity, 
can detect recent primary CMV infection. During primary 
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infection, the body produces low- avidity IgG, followed 2 to 
4 months later by high- avidity IgG. Therefore, finding low- 
avidity antibodies suggests that the patient has had a recent 
primary CMV infection.

Research Methods with Potential Clinical 
Application
Delayed recovery of CMV- specific T cells predicts the risk of 
progressive CMV infections in transplants (121), and there-
fore it is of great interest to develop methods to quantify 
and characterize such cells. Like the case for EBV, the most 
widely used research methods to do this utilize HLA- peptide 
tetramers and functional assays that measure IFN produc-
tion or degranulation (122). Many CD4 and CD8 T cell 
epitopes have been identified for CMV, which facilitates 
these approaches. CMV- specific T cells in healthy seropos-
itive individuals exhibit a “late differentiation” phenotype 
(CD45RA+ CD27−) and lower overall frequencies of na-
ive T cells (123). This phenotype is not observed following 
infection with other herpesviruses, such as herpes simplex 
virus (124) or EBV (48), suggesting that CMV is unique in 
eliciting memory T cells with this phenotype. Interestingly, 
this phenotype was associated with control of viral reactiva-
tion, and in patients with uncontrolled reactivations, this 
phenotype did not develop (125). In contrast, chronic viral 
replication can impair T cell responses through exhaustion 
via programmed death 1 (PD- 1) (126). Increased expres-
sion of PD- 1 was observed on CMV- specific CD8 T cells 
with active CMV replication (127), and antibody- mediated 
blockade restored function (128, 129). Expression of PD- 1 
and cytotoxic T lymphocyte- associated antigen 4 on CMV- 
specific CD4 T cells was also recently demonstrated to be a 
specific phenotype associated with CMV viremia in trans-
plant recipients (130).

For measurements of functional responses, T cells are 
typically stimulated with viral antigens, and cytokines such 
as IFN- γ, tumor necrosis factor alpha, and interleukin- 2 are 
measured using the enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay- 
based QuantiFERON- CMV assay, an ELISPOT assay, or 
flow cytometric intracellular staining (131, 132). Quan-
titative decreases of specific immunity are associated with 
symptomatic CMV infection (132–134), and a failure to 
reconstitute CMV- specific immunity soon after the onset 
of CMV viremia is associated with higher peak viral loads 
(135). Also, by examining cytokine production and degran-
ulation in CMV- specific T cells, Krol and colleagues ob-
served that IFN- γ and interleukin- 2 double- producing CD8 
T cells were present in patients who controlled CMV reac-
tivation, whereas CD8 T cells that produced IFN- γ alone 
were present in noncontrollers (136).

For all these reasons, phenotypic and functional analyses 
of CMV- specific T cells are promising approaches to predict 
CMV reactivation episodes (137), and several studies have 
begun to report on the comparative precision and reproduc-
ibility of the different assays (135, 137–141). It is very likely 
that in the future, such assays will serve as a guide to treating 
patients at risk of developing progressive CMV disease.
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Herpesviruses 6, 7, and 8 are the most recently described 
members of the human herpesvirus family. Like other herpes-
viruses, they have the ability to establish a latent or persistent 
infection following primary infection, and reactivation may 
occur in healthy and immunocompromised people in re-
sponse to different stimuli. A variety of methods are available 
or under development for the laboratory diagnosis of each 
virus, including viral isolation in cell culture, demonstration 
of viral antigens or nucleic acids in body fluids or tissues, and 
serology for detection of virus- specific antibodies. This chap-
ter focuses on the immunologic and molecular diagnosis and 
monitoring of infections with human herpesvirus 6 (HHV- 
6), HHV- 7, and HHV- 8, and provides information on the 
unique features of the epidemiology and biological and clini-
cal characteristics of these viruses.

HHV-6

Introduction
HHV- 6 is a lymphotropic virus which was discovered in 
1986 in cultures of lymphocytes from patients with lymph-
oproliferative disorders and AIDS. Since that time, much 
has been learned about the biology, epidemiology, clinical 
features, and diagnosis of HHV- 6, and a number of compre-
hensive reviews have been published (see references 1 to 6 
for examples of reviews).

HHV- 6 is similar in morphology to other known human 
herpesviruses but is genetically and serologically distinct (Ta-
ble 1). The completed virion has a diameter of 160 to 200 nm 
and consists of an internal core containing double- stranded 
DNA of approximately 160 to 170 kb and an icosahedral 
nucleocapsid surrounded by a tegument and a protein- spiked 
envelope. The virus has a primary cell tropism for mature 
CD4+ T lymphocytes but also infects CD8+ T cells, natural 
killer (NK) cells, monocytes, macrophages, megakaryocytes, 
epithelial cells, endothelial cells, fibroblasts, and neural cells. 
CD46 has been identified as part of the cellular receptor for 
infection; this marker is expressed on the surfaces of many 
human cell types, leading to the broad cellular tropism of 
HHV- 6. Viral replication occurs in the nucleus of the host 
cell, and the viral envelope is acquired during maturation 
within cytoplasmic vacuoles before budding of the completed 
virus from the host cell membrane.

The DNA genome of HHV- 6 differs from that of other 
human herpesviruses by both restriction mapping and 

nucleic acid hybridization and is unique in that it has a 
significantly lower guanine- plus- cytosine content at 43 to 
44%. Regions of sequence homology between HHV- 6 and 
cytomegalovirus (CMV) have been identified, and HHV- 6 
is now classified with CMV among the betaherpesviruses. 
Together with HHV- 7, it is a member of the genus Roseolo-
virus. Genetic polymorphism among different isolates of 
HHV- 6 exists, and evidence suggests that HHV- 6 isolates 
form two distinct but very closely related groups (variants 
A and B) that differ in molecular, biological, and clinical 
properties. Most isolates of HHV- 6 from patients with symp-
tomatic primary infections have been of variant B. Variant 
A has been isolated or detected only rarely in children with 
primary HHV- 6 infection, with the exception of African 
children with febrile illnesses. Both variants have been 
isolated from immunocompromised individuals, including 
AIDS patients, transplant recipients, and patients with leu-
kemia; dual infections with both variants also have been de-
scribed. Variant A is seen more frequently in patients with 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, and it may 
be more neurotropic than variant B. Otherwise, an etiologic 
role for variant A in causing disease has not been clearly 
identified. Recently, HHV- 6A and HHV- 6B have been for-
mally classified as distinct virus species by the International 
Committee on Virus Taxonomy.

The HHV- 6 genome has a coding capacity of approxi-
mately 100 to 120 proteins, and a number of polypeptides 
ranging in size from 30 to 220 kDa, including six or seven 
glycoproteins, have been identified. A 101- kDa nucleocap-
sid protein was found to be highly reactive with human sera 
by Western immunoblotting and appears to be a specific 
marker for HHV- 6 infection. A set of five monoclonal an-
tibodies has been developed and used to identify nine pro-
teins designated gp105 and gp82; gp116, gp64, and gp54; 
gp102; p41 and p110; and p135.

A unique feature of the DNA genome of HHV- 6 is that it 
can integrate into the subtelemeric region of host cell chro-
mosomes in approximately 1% of the human population (see 
references 7 and 8 for reviews). This chromosomally inte-
grated form of HHV- 6 DNA is passed from parent to child 
through the germline, and both HHV- 6A and HHV- 6B can 
integrate into the chromosomes. Because the viral genome 
can be found in every human somatic and germ cell in the 
body, individuals with chromosomally integrated HHV- 6 will 
have very high levels of HHV- 6 DNA in blood and tissues. 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch61
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The clinical consequences of this are not fully understood, 
and chromosomal integration is often mistaken for active in-
fection and unnecessarily treated with antiviral drugs.

Similar to cases of CMV and Epstein- Barr virus (EBV) 
infection, infections with HHV- 6 are common and often 
mild or inapparent; however, HHV- 6 is now recognized 
as the causative agent of roseola (roseola infantum, exan-
them subitum, sixth disease) in children aged 6 months to 
3 years (see reference 9 for a review). The disease presents 
with an onset of high fever (39 to 40°C) for 3 to 5 days 
that resolves abruptly and is followed by the appearance of 
an erythematous, blanching, maculopapular, nonpruritic 
rash beginning on the neck or trunk and spreading to the 
face and other areas of the body. The rash usually lasts for 
1 to 3 days, and there are no subsequent desquamation or 
pigment changes. Recovery is usually rapid and without 
complications. Interestingly, most cases of acute primary 
HHV- 6 infection in young children do not result in an 
illness recognizable as roseola. Studies have revealed that 
acute viremic HHV- 6 infection accounts for 14% of febrile 
children younger than 2 years seen in an emergency room, 
most of whom have a nonspecific febrile illness without a 
rash. Other clinical manifestations of primary infection in-
clude rash without fever, fever of >40°C, intussusception, 
bulging of the anterior fontanelle, lymphadenopathy, hep-
atitis, an infectious mononucleosis- like syndrome, inflamed 
tympanic membranes, myocarditis, aseptic meningitis, me-
ningoencephalitis, and encephalitis (see references 10 to 14 
for reviews). Febrile seizures are a common complication 
of roseola; approximately one- third of all febrile seizures in 
childhood have been attributed to HHV- 6 infection. Pri-
mary infection in adults is rare but may result in prolonged 
lymphadenopathy, hepatitis, encephalitis of variable sever-
ity, or an illness resembling infectious mononucleosis. Re-
activated infection in healthy persons is asymptomatic. It 
remains to be fully established whether HHV- 6 causes or 
contributes to disease in immunocompromised hosts, al-
though reactivation of clinical importance in recipients of 
hematopoietic stem cell and solid- organ transplantation has 
been associated with isolated fever, hepatitis, leukopenia, 
delayed engraftment, neurologic dysfunction, skin rashes 

resembling graft- versus- host disease, bone marrow suppres-
sion, and interstitial pneumonitis (see references 15 to 20 
for reviews). Also, reactivation of HHV- 6 has been associ-
ated with the pathogenesis of drug- induced hypersensitiv-
ity syndrome or drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic 
symptoms syndrome. Evidence suggests that HHV- 6 infec-
tion may contribute to disease progression with HIV type 1 
(HIV- 1) and may interact with other viruses, such as CMV, 
EBV, parvovirus B19, and human papillomaviruses, to af-
fect their behavior and exacerbate disease. HHV- 6 has also 
been associated with a number of other diseases in patients 
in whom elevated titers of HHV- 6 antibody have been de-
tected and from whom replicating virus was isolated and/or 
viral antigens or DNA was found. The role of the virus in 
most of these clinical settings, however, remains unproven 
and controversial.

HHV- 6 is a ubiquitous virus, and humans are the only 
known natural host (Table 2). The mode of transmission of 
the virus is poorly understood but presumably requires di-
rect, personal contact. Virus has been identified in saliva, 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), cervical and 
vaginal secretions, urine, and various tissues, including skin, 
lymph nodes, liver, spleen, heart, lungs, kidneys, and brain. 
HHV- 6B, but not HHV- 6A, actively replicates in the sali-
vary glands of children and adults, making oral secretions 
the most likely source of transmission for this species. Intra-
uterine or perinatal transmission has been suggested. Con-
genital infections with HHV- 6 have been described to occur 
in 1% of births; infected infants are asymptomatic at birth, 
in contrast to the acute febrile illnesses observed with pri-
mary postnatal infection (3). In this study, species A was re-
sponsible for one- third of the congenital infections, whereas 
species B was observed in all postnatal infections. The inci-
dence of antibody to HHV- 6 is high throughout the world, 
although variation in seroprevalence based on age and the 
serologic method employed has been reported. Newborn in-
fants have titers of antibody to HHV- 6 that are comparable 
to those in adults, suggesting passive transfer of transplacen-
tal maternal antibodies. With the loss of maternal antibody, 
the seroprevalence to HHV- 6 decreases significantly by 4 to 
6 months of age but subsequently rises to 90% at the end of 

TABLE 1 Biological characteristics of HHV- 6, HHV- 7, and HHV- 8

Characteristics HHV- 6 HHV- 7 HHV- 8

Family Herpesviridae
 Subfamily Betaherpesvirinae Betaherpesvirinae Gammaherpesvirinae
 Genus Roseolovirus Roseolovirus Rhadinovirus
Properties
 Genome (linear 

double- stranded 
DNA)

~159 kb; encodes 110–120 
proteins

~145 kb; encodes 
at least 70 
proteins

~165 kb; 97 genes 
identified

 DNA relatedness 
(% homology)

CMV (66%) HHV- 6 (50- 60%) Herpes saimiri (51%), EBV 
(39%)

 Species/strains Species HHV- 6A, HHV- 
6B

Unknown HHV- 8 strains A, B, and C

 Cell tropism in 
vitro

CD4+ T lymphocytes, 
NK cells, macrophages, 
CD8+ T cells, 
megakaryocytes, neural 
and epithelial cells

CD4+T 
lymphocytes

CD19+ B lymphocytes, 
spindle cells, endothelial 
cells

 Virus 
interactions

EBV, CMV, HIV, 
parvovirus B19, human 
papillomaviruses

HHV- 6, CMV, 
HIV

EBV, HIV
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the first year of life. By 3 years of age, almost 100% of indi-
viduals have antibody to HHV- 6; immunity is maintained 
throughout childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood 
but may decline after 40 years of age and then rise to high 
titers following increased rates of reactivation in elderly per-
sons. With the exception of HHV- 7, no significant serologic 
cross- reactivity between different herpesviruses and HHV- 6 
has been detected.

Immunology of HHV- 6 Infection
The host response to HHV- 6 infection is thought to involve 
both humoral and cell- mediated immunity. Children with 
exanthem subitum develop an immunoglobulin M (IgM) 
response on day 4 of illness, and the response peaks between 
7 and 14 days and declines over a period of 1 to 2 months. In 
addition, IgM antibodies to HHV- 6 can persist for extended 
periods after a primary infection and can reappear in reac-
tivated infections. IgG appears on day 7 of illness, peaks at 
approximately 4 weeks, and persists for long periods.

The role of cell- mediated immunity in HHV- 6 infections 
is less well defined. However, the virus appears to have the 
ability to modulate or alter the expression of a number of 
cytokines and immune activation molecules. Increased lev-
els of alpha interferon (IFN- α) have been found during the 
febrile phase of exanthem subitum, while an increase in NK 
cell activity has been observed during the exanthem period. 
In vitro infection of PBMC with HHV- 6 decreases the ex-
pression of interleukin 2 (IL- 2) and cell proliferation, upreg-
ulates NK cell cytotoxicity, and induces the synthesis of the 
soluble cytokines IFN- γ, IL- 1β, tumor necrosis factor alpha, 
and IL- 15. The virus can downregulate CD3, CD46, and 

CXCR4 expression and upregulate the chemokine receptor 
CCR7 in infected T cells and can stimulate IL- 10 and IL- 
12 expression in monocytes and macrophages. Also, HHV- 6 
infection of transformed T- cell lines in vitro results in an en-
hanced susceptibility to apoptosis. The significance of these 
immunomodulating properties to the interaction of infected 
T cells with other components of the immune system and 
to the pathogenesis of the virus is unclear. Macrophages are 
infected with HHV- 6 following primary infection and may 
serve as a reservoir for reactivation of the virus.

Clinical Indications
Although a diagnosis of exanthem subitum in a child can be 
made on the basis of clinical presentation alone, laboratory 
confirmation is needed to detect atypical and more severe 
manifestations of HHV- 6 infection and to more clearly define 
the role of HHV- 6 in other childhood illnesses and in diseases 
of adults and immunocompromised persons (see references 
21 and 22 for reviews). Various diagnostic methods can be 
used, including viral isolation in cell culture, demonstration 
of viral antigens or nucleic acids in body fluids or tissues, and 
serology for detection of virus- specific antibodies (Table 3).

Immunologic Diagnosis

Antigen Detection

Immunohistochemistry
Monoclonal antibodies suitable for the direct detection 

of HHV- 6 antigens by immunofluorescence have been de-
veloped and employed with tissue samples (1). Some are 

TABLE 2 Epidemiologic and clinical characteristics of HHV- 6, HHV- 7, and HHV- 8

Characteristics HHV- 6 HHV- 7 HHV- 8

Epidemiology
 Distribution Worldwide Worldwide Worldwide
 Natural host Human Human Human
 Transmission Oral secretions (HHV- 6B only); 

possible blood and urine; 
intrauterine and perinatal 
transmission

Oral secretions; possibly blood 
and urine

Predominantly sexual contact; 
possibly oral secretions and 
blood; transplanted allograft

 Seroprevalence 90% or greater 80–90% 0–25% in healthy American 
and European blood donors; 
higher in some African and 
Mediterranean populations; 
75–95% of KS patients

 Population affected Infants (0–3 yr), organ transplant 
recipients

Infants (1–5 yr) Homosexual or bisexual HIV+ 
males or their sexual partners; 
Mediterranean males; Africans; 
organ transplant recipients

 Incubation period 9–10 days Unknown Unknown
Attributable clinical 

illnesses
Exanthem subitum, infantile 

febrile illnesses without 
rash, rash without fever, 
febrile seizures, infectious 
mononucleosis- like illness in 
adults, posttransplantation and 
central nervous system diseases, 
hepatitis, drug- induced 
hypersensitivity syndrome/
drug rash with eosinophilia 
and systemic symptoms, 
malignancies

Exanthem subitum, infantile 
febrile illnesses without 
rash, febrile seizures, other 
neurologic events in children, 
pityriasis rosea (?)

KS, multicentric Castleman 
disease, primary effusion 
lymphoma, herpesvirus 
inflammatory cytokine 
syndrome
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available commercially and react with HHV- 6A and/or 
HHV- 6B, although discrimination of the two species is not 
necessary for clinical purposes. HHV- 6 antigen has been 
demonstrated in biopsy material from allografts of kidney 
transplant patients, lung tissue from bone marrow trans-
plant recipients with interstitial pneumonitis, cervical lymph 
nodes of patients with histiocytic necrotizing lymphadenitis 
and lymphoma, oligodendrocytes from patients with multiple 
sclerosis, abortive villous tissues from spontaneous abortions, 
patients with AIDS, and the salivary and bronchial glands of 
latently infected individuals. Productive infection of tissues 
with HHV- 6 can be detected by using monoclonal antibodies 
reactive against the structural protein p101 of species B and 
the structural protein gp82 of species A. More recently, an 
HHV- 6 antigenemia assay similar to that described for detect-
ing CMV has been developed to monitor active HHV- 6 in-
fection in liver and allogeneic stem cell transplant recipients 
(23, 24). This immunohistochemical method involves the 
cytocentrifugation of purified PBMC onto microscope slides 
followed by the detection of HHV- 6- specific early and struc-
tural antigens by monoclonal antibodies and indirect immu-
noperoxidase staining. The significance of the results from 
immunohistochemical testing is still unclear, and the results 
must be further validated and correlated with clinical findings 
and data obtained from other laboratory tests.

EIA
A commercial antigen capture enzyme immunoassay 

(EIA) has been developed for the detection of HHV- 6 an-
tigens directly from clinical specimens (25). The assay is 
based on the gp116- gp64- gp54 antigen and is specific for 
HHV- 6 species A and B. The EIA has a sensitivity similar 
to that of viral culture from plasma obtained from children 
with exanthem subitum. Additional studies are needed 
to determine the utility of this EIA for rapid diagnosis of 
HHV- 6 infection and for monitoring of HHV- 6 activity in 
the immunocompromised host. The EIA has the advantages 
of being relatively simple and inexpensive to perform rela-
tive to culture or nucleic acid detection methods.

Viral Identification in Conventional Cell Culture
HHV- 6 can be isolated from PBMC grown in primary 

culture or by cocultivation of these cells with stimulated 
cord blood cells (CBC) or donor PBMC (26) and has been 
considered the reference method for the diagnosis of active 
infection. Saliva and other body fluids and tissues can be co-
cultured with activated donor cells for isolation of the virus as 
well. The optimal time for collection of specimens from chil-
dren with roseola is during the febrile phase, before the devel-
opment of rash. Infected PBMC show a specific cytopathic 
effect, with intracytoplasmic and intranuclear inclusion bod-
ies appearing within 7 to 10 days. The cytopathic effect on 
primary isolation can be subtle and difficult to recognize, and 
virus production from infected cells should be confirmed by 
detection of viral antigens, in situ hybridization, or electron 
microscopy. Viral antigens can be detected by indirect immu-
nofluorescence assay (IFA), anticomplement immunofluores-
cence (ACIF), or EIA with commercially available reagents 
or kits. IFA staining reveals a characteristic granular nuclear 
and cytoplasmic fluorescence in infected cells. The sensitivity 
and specificity of immunologic reagents for confirmation of 
viral growth have not been extensively studied, and it is rec-
ommended that appropriate antigen and antibody controls 
be used when attempting to identify infected cells. HHV- 6 
infects a number of established continuous T- cell lines, most 
notably HSB- 2, MOLT- 3, Sup- T1, J- Jhan, MT- 4, and ET62, 
which are used mainly to grow virus following primary isola-
tion. The two species can be differentiated in culture by their 
growth in different cell lines; species B strains of HHV- 6 do 
not replicate in HSB- 2 cells, and species A strains do not 
replicate in MOLT- 3 cells. The described culture methods are 
insensitive, slow, and labor- intensive and require a high level 
of technical expertise. Their routine use in clinical labora-
tories is quite limited and they are primarily performed for 
research purposes.

Spin Amplification Shell Vial Assay
The human diploid lung fibroblast line MRC- 5 has been 

reported to support primary virus isolation and has been used 

TABLE 3 Diagnostic methods for HHV- 6, HHV- 7, and HHV- 8

Method HHV- 6 HHV- 7 HHV- 8

Virus culture PBMC grown in primary culture 
or cocultured with CBC or 
donor PBMC; culture in 
continuous T- cell lines (HSB- 2, 
MOLT- 3, Sup- T1, J- Jhan,  
MT- 4, ET62); spin 
amplification shell vial assay

PBMC grown in primary culture 
or cocultured with CBC 
or donor PBMC; culture 
in continuous T- cell line 
(Sup- T1)

Not available; CD19+ B 
cells, BB19 papillomavirus- 
transformed endothelial cells, 
and adenovirus- transformed 
human kidney epithelial cell 
line 293 have been used to 
attempt culture without success

Antigen detection Immunohistochemistry (IHC), 
EIA

IHC IHC

Antibody detection IgG and IgM by IFA, ACIF, EIA, 
NT test, and immunoblotting; 
IgG antibody avidity assay

IgG and IgM by IFA, EIA, NT, 
and immunoblotting

IgG by IFA using latent or lytic 
cells; IgG by EIA using whole- 
virus lysates and recombinant 
proteins; immunoblotting using 
latent and lytic recombinant 
proteins

Nucleic acid detection Qualitative and quantitative 
real- time PCR from whole 
blood, PBMC, plasma, serum, 
and CSF; multiplex assays with 
other herpesviruses; reverse 
transcriptase PCR for mRNA 
transcripts

Qualitative and quantitative real- 
time PCR from whole blood, 
PBMC, plasma and serum; 
multiplex assays with other 
herpesviruses

Qualitative and quantitative real- 
time PCR; tissues, whole blood, 
PBMC, plasma, serum; urine, 
saliva, bone marrow, semen
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in a centrifugation- assisted shell vial amplification assay for 
the detection of the immediate- early antigen of HHV- 6 from 
PBMC of patients (27). Panspecific polyclonal and mono-
clonal antibodies to the immediate- early antigen of species 
A and B of HHV- 6 and monoclonal antibodies specific to 
either species A or B are commercially available; they stain 
the nucleus of infected MRC- 5 cells as early as 12 h after in-
fection and give maximum staining within 48 to 72 h of in-
fection. In the assay, PBMC are obtained from heparinized 
whole blood by Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient centrifuga-
tion, washed once with Hanks’ balanced salt solution, and 
resuspended in 1 ml of RPMI 1640 medium supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 20 mM HEPES, and 2 μg of 
Polybrene per ml. MRC- 5 cells are grown to confluency on 
12- mm- diameter round coverslips in 1- dram (3.7- ml) vials 
and inoculated with 0.5 ml of specimen to each of two vials. 
After inoculation, the vials are centrifuged at 800 × g for 
45 min at 25°C, and then 1.5 ml of RPMI 1640 medium 
is added as described above. The cultures are incubated at 
37°C for 48 to 72 h, fixed in cold (−20°C) acetone for 10 
min, and stained by IFA. Uninfected and HHV- 6- infected 
monolayers are included as negative and positive controls, 
respectively. The monolayers are counterstained with Evans 
blue. Coverslips are scanned at magnifications of ×200 to 
×250 with a fluorescence microscope, and specific staining 
is confirmed at ×400 to ×630. Staining of immediate- early 
antigen occurs in the nucleus of an infected fibroblast and 
appears as a speckled or an even matte green fluorescence. 
The spin amplification shell vial assay has the important 
features of being more rapid and less labor- intensive than 
conventional culture, but the sensitivity and specificity of 
this assay are not well defined.

In general, positive culture results are most useful to di-
agnose primary infection but can be difficult to interpret for 
immunocompromised hosts and during reactivation of the 
virus, when the presence of the virus may be unrelated to 
the clinical presentation. As with conventional cell culture, 
spin amplification cultures have limited utility and are not 
routinely used in most clinical laboratories.

Antibody Detection
A number of tests have been developed for the serodiagnosis 
of HHV- 6 infection, of which IFA, ACIF, EIA, and the neu-
tralization (NT) test have been most commonly employed 
(see references 1 and 26 for reviews). The method that is 
chosen depends on the volume of specimens, turnaround 
time, cost, equipment needs, ease of performance, reagent 
availability, and levels of assay sensitivity and specificity. 
Some commercial reagents and kits are available from a 
limited number of manufacturers. Overall, variation in the 
rates of seropositivity for HHV- 6 appears to be related to the 
assay systems and the need for standardization of methods 
and reagents. The use of different cutoff values and serum 
dilutions and the method of preparing antigen substrates for 
individual assays can have a marked effect on the percent-
age of serum specimens that are determined to be positive 
for antibody to HHV- 6. Overall, higher rates of seropositiv-
ity are observed when either NT or EIA is used than when 
the less sensitive method of IFA is used.

Collection and storage of specimens
Serum is the specimen of choice for most serologic assays, 
although plasma can normally be used as well. A total of 1 
to 2 ml of serum should be collected from clotted blood. The 
serum should be refrigerated at 4°C shortly after collection 
and during transport to the laboratory. If an extended de-
lay in transport or testing of a specimen is anticipated, the 

specimen should be frozen to at least –20°C. Freeze- thawing 
of specimens that have been frozen should be avoided. A 
single serum specimen is required to determine the immune 
status of an individual or to detect IgM- specific antibody. 
Paired serum specimens, collected 2 to 3 weeks apart, are re-
quired for the diagnosis of a current or recent HHV- 6 infec-
tion when specimens for IgG antibody are examined. The 
acute- phase serum should be obtained as soon as possible af-
ter the onset of illness. The most useful results are obtained 
by submitting acute-  and convalescent- phase sera together 
to be tested simultaneously.

Methods

IFA
The IFA is the most widely used method for detect-

ing antibodies to HHV- 6. Initially, IFAs were found to be 
both insensitive and nonspecific, in part because of the use 
of infected CBC as a source of antigen but also because of 
variations in the criteria used for positive results. With the 
preparation of HHV- 6 antigen in continuous T- cell lines, 
such as HSB- 2, MOLT- 4, and J- Jhan, and following im-
provements in the definition of seropositivity, IFAs have 
become increasingly more sensitive and reliable.

In the IFA, HHV- 6- infected cells are spotted onto wells 
of Teflon- coated slides, allowed to air dry completely, and 
then fixed in cold (–20°C) acetone for 10 min. Fixed slides 
can be used immediately or stored at 4°C for short periods 
or at –20 to –70°C for extended times. Serial dilutions of 
patient and positive and negative control sera are added to 
individual wells, and the slides are incubated at 37°C for 30 
min in a humidified chamber. The slides are then washed 
two or three times in phosphate- buffered saline (PBS), and 
an appropriate dilution of fluorescein- labeled anti- human 
IgG or IgM is added to each well. The slides are again incu-
bated at 37°C for 30 min in a humidified chamber, washed 
two or three times in PBS, counterstained with Evans blue, 
and air dried. Coverslips are mounted in buffered glycerol 
(pH 8.0), and the slides are examined at magnifications of 
×200 to ×400 under a fluorescence microscope. The pres-
ence of HHV- 6 antibodies in the serum is determined by the 
observation of positive fluorescence within infected cells. 
Antigen substrate slides can be purchased commercially, 
and some manufacturers provide kits that contain all the 
necessary reagents for staining, including diluted conjugated 
antibody, wash buffer, mounting fluid, control sera, and sub-
strate slides. When testing for HHV- 6- specific IgM antibod-
ies, serum samples should be appropriately treated before 
the test, to decrease the incidence of false- positive results 
due to interfering rheumatoid factor or false- negative results 
caused by high levels of specific IgG antibodies blocking the 
binding of IgM to HHV- 6 antigen.

ACIF
The ACIF test is an immunofluorescence assay that has 

been developed to reduce the nonspecific fluorescence ob-
served when CBC are used in the IFA. It also has the added 
advantage of enhancing the fluorescent signal from positive 
cells. As with IFA, HHV- 6- infected cells are spotted onto 
wells of Teflon- coated slides, allowed to air dry completely, 
and then fixed in cold (–20°C) acetone for 10 min. Sera are 
heat inactivated at 56°C for 30 min, and serial dilutions are 
added to individual wells. The slides are incubated at 37°C 
for 30 min in a humidified chamber and then washed two 
or three times in PBS. HHV- 6- specific antibody bound to 
the infected cells is detected by incubating the slides with 
a source of complement at 37°C for 30 min in a humidified 
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chamber, washing the slides in PBS, and then incubating 
the slides with fluorescein- conjugated anticomplement an-
tibodies for a final 30 min at 37°C. The slides are washed, 
counterstained, air dried, mounted in buffered glycerol (pH 
8.0), and examined at magnifications of ×200 to ×400 un-
der a fluorescence microscope. The presence of nuclear and 
cytoplasmic fluorescence within infected cells indicates pos-
itivity for antibodies to HHV- 6.

EIA
EIAs for the determination of HHV- 6 antibodies have 

been developed. HHV- 6- infected and uninfected HSB- 2 
cells are harvested by centrifugation and disrupted by one 
of several methods, such as sonication in glycine buffer (pH 
9.5) for 30 s, solubilization in Tris- Triton X- 100 buffer, or 
cycles of freezing and thawing. Polystyrene 96- well micro-
titer plates are then coated with optimal dilutions of anti-
gen by overnight adsorption of the antigen at 4°C. Coated 
plates can be stored at –20°C for extended periods. Prior to 
use, the plates are washed three times in PBS- 0.05% Tween 
20 and the wells are blocked for 30 min with PBS contain-
ing 1% bovine serum albumin. Diluted patient serum and 
controls are added to antigen wells of infected and unin-
fected cells, and the plates are incubated for 1 h at 37°C. 
The plates are then washed three times with PBS- Tween 20, 
and bound antibody is detected by reaction with an enzyme- 
conjugated anti- human IgG or IgM antibody at 37°C for 
1 h. After washing is performed as described above, a sub-
strate is added, and the plates are incubated for 30 to 45 
min at room temperature. Following color development, the 
reaction is stopped and the absorbance of each well is read 
with a spectrophotometer. The results are calculated by sub-
tracting the absorbance in wells containing uninfected cell 
antigen from the absorbance in wells containing infected 
cell antigen. The main advantages of the EIA are that it is 
rapid and more sensitive than the IFA and the results can 
be evaluated in an objective manner. In addition, the EIA 
is applicable to large numbers of specimens, and the poten-
tial for automation is excellent. Kits that detect HHV- 6 
IgG and IgM antibodies are now commercially available, 
although the performance characteristics of these reagents 
have not been fully elucidated. A μ- capture EIA has been 
developed to enhance the specificity for the detection of 
HHV- 6- specific IgM antibody in human sera (28).

NT Assay
Neutralizing antibodies to HHV- 6 are determined in 

the NT assay by mixing serial two- fold dilutions of patient 
sera in microtiter plates with an equal volume of cell- free 
virus containing 102.5 50% tissue culture infective doses per 
0.1 ml. After 1 h of incubation at 37°C, 2 × 105 HSB- 2 
or MOLT- 4 cells or CBC are added to each well, and the 
cultures are maintained for 7 days at 37°C. The antibody 
titer is determined as the reciprocal of the highest dilution 
of serum that completely prohibits the observation of viral 
cytopathic effect or the detection of antigen by IFA. The 
NT assay has a sensitivity and a specificity that are compa-
rable to those of EIA, but the method is cumbersome, labor- 
intensive, and less suited to a routine diagnostic laboratory.

Antibody Avidity Assay
An indirect immunofluorescence antibody avidity test 

has been used to distinguish primary from past infections 
with HHV- 6 (29). Since the binding of an antibody in-
creases with time after exposure to an antigen, a primary 
antibody response to HHV- 6 infection would be of much 
lower avidity than an antibody response that had occurred 

in the more distant past or following viral reactivation. By 
using urea to disrupt hydrogen bonds following binding of 
HHV- 6- specific IgG antibody to antigens in the immu-
nofluorescence assay, low- avidity antibody- antigen reac-
tions are preferentially dissociated and differentiated from 
high- avidity antibody- antigen reactions. This test has been 
successfully used to diagnose primary HHV- 6 infection in 
children with rashes and to distinguish primary from second-
ary antibody responses in solid- organ transplant recipients.

Other Serologic Tests
Western immunoblots and radioimmunoprecipitation 

are other serologic assays that are used to measure antibody 
to HHV- 6. These assays have been used mainly in research 
settings to identify and analyze the role of specific pro-
teins in the immune response to HHV- 6. More recently, a 
microwell- adapted immunoblot system using recombinant 
antigens has been developed to distinguish specific antibody 
responses to HHV- 6A and HHV- B (30).

Molecular Diagnosis
The diagnosis of HHV- 6 infection is increasingly being made 
by the amplification of viral DNA by molecular methods (see 
references 31 and 32 for reviews), and PCR is now consid-
ered the reference method used by most clinical laboratories 
worldwide. Many in- house and some commercial qualita-
tive assays have been developed and have been shown to be 
sensitive and specific for the diagnosis of HHV- 6 infection. 
Multiplex conventional and real- time PCR assays for the si-
multaneous detection and differentiation of HHV- 6 species 
A and B and HHV- 7 also have been described (33, 34), al-
though it is not clinically necessary to discriminate between 
the two species of HHV- 6. Amplification has been performed 
with a number of different primer pairs, including those from 
the immediate- early antigen 1 and 2, large tegument protein 
(U31), DNA polymerase, U22, U65- U66, and U67 regions 
of the HHV- 6 genome. PCR has been used successfully to 
qualitatively detect HHV- 6 DNA in a variety of clinical 
specimens from solid- organ and hematopoietic stem cell 
transplant recipients; children with roseola, acute febrile ill-
nesses, encephalitis, and other clinical manifestations of pri-
mary HHV- 6 infection; AIDS patients; and individuals with 
less common forms of HHV- 6 infection. However, qualita-
tive PCR for HHV- 6 diagnosis cannot reliably distinguish be-
tween active disease and asymptomatic infection or latency, 
and HHV- 6 DNA can often be detected in saliva and, to a 
lesser extent, in blood of healthy individuals. Measuring the 
level of HHV- 6 DNA appears to be necessary to predict and 
diagnose HHV- 6 disease, particularly in immunocompro-
mised individuals such as transplant recipients with illnesses 
that may be associated with reactivation of the virus or that 
are possibly caused by another pathogen. Consequently, con-
ventional and real- time quantitative PCR assays have been 
developed (35–39) and used to monitor the levels of HHV- 6 
DNA in a variety of different body fluids and tissues of both 
healthy subjects and selected patient populations. Similar to 
the diagnostic paradigm for CMV, these assays may be use-
ful to associate HHV- 6 infection with disease, to predict and 
monitor disease progression, to assess the efficacy of antivi-
ral drugs, and to facilitate our understanding of the natural 
history and pathogenesis of this virus. Currently, there is a 
definite need for traceable and commutable international ref-
erence HHV- 6 DNA standards for institutional comparison 
of results, since significant variability in HHV- 6 quantifica-
tion has been observed between laboratories (40). As with 
CMV, viremia is considered to be the best predictor of dis-
ease, and quantitative measures of HHV- 6 DNA in PBMC, 
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plasma, serum, or whole blood have proven useful for the 
continued surveillance and management of transplant recipi-
ents. When testing transplant recipients, it is more important 
to monitor the relative changes in DNA levels from serial 
blood specimens collected over time, since absolute HHV- 6 
DNA levels or breakpoints for symptomatic disease have not 
been determined. It may also be important to monitor both 
plasma and PBMC fractions of blood or to use whole blood, 
since it has been reported that both HHV- 6 species A and 
B are detected in plasma but only species B can be found in 
PBMC of patients after bone marrow transplantation (41). 
In general, whole blood is considered to be the most practical 
specimen of choice for the detection of HHV- 6 viremia by 
PCR (42). Plasma has been shown not to be as sensitive as 
whole blood or PBMC for detecting HHV- 6 and may not be 
as useful to distinguish between active viral replication and 
chromosomal integration since HHV- 6 DNA in plasma may 
reflect the presence of infected blood cells rather than circu-
lating virus particles indicative of active infection (43, 44).

Reverse transcriptase PCR assays for the detection and 
quantification of specific HHV- 6 mRNA transcripts that 
are expressed only during active infection have been used as 
a substitute for quantitative measures of DNA in blood to 
assist in identifying patients at greatest risk for developing 
symptomatic infection (45, 46). These assays have targeted 
immediate- early, early, and late gene transcripts and may 
prove to be more specific and applicable to correlate detection 
with active disease. In a recent study, reverse transcriptase 
PCR was shown to accurately distinguish between primary 
HHV- 6 infection, chromosomal integration of HHV- 6, and 
latent HHV- 6 infection. Alternatively, qualitative detection 
of HHV- 6 in cell- free specimens such as serum or plasma can 
be diagnostically useful in supporting a causal relationship 
between active HHV- 6 infection and disease (47).

Antiviral susceptibility testing
Resistance of HHV- 6 to ganciclovir is extremely rare, but 
has been reported in a patient with AIDS and in recipients 
of solid organ and hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
(48). Mutations in the U69 and/or U38 genes confer resis-
tance to ganciclovir. Both culture- based phenotypic assays 
and PCR- based molecular genotypic assays have been de-
scribed to measure the susceptibility of HHV- 6 to antiviral 
drugs, although neither system is currently available for use 
in a clinical setting.

Interpretation of Results
The ubiquitous distribution of HHV- 6 throughout the 

world, its latency in a variety of cell types, and the inte-
gration of the complete HHV- 6 genome into the human 
genome complicates the interpretation of laboratory stud-
ies, and a combination of methods may be required to 
confirm the relationship of HHV- 6 infection with various 
diseases. Also, most diagnostic methods for HHV- 6 are not 
fully developed; the sensitivity, specificity, and positive and 
negative predictive values of each assay have not been sys-
tematically evaluated in controlled, prospective studies; and 
reagents have only more recently been made available to 
diagnostic laboratories through commercial sources.

In general, conventional and spin amplification culture- 
based assays for growth of HHV- 6 from specimens have 
limited utility and little to no impact on clinical decision 
making due to their overall lack of sensitivity and technical 
difficulties in performing these assays. Serologic testing is 
most useful for diagnosing primary infections with HHV- 6 
in children with acute illnesses and for studies of the epide-
miology, clinical pathology, and natural history of the virus. 

For interpretation of serologic tests, a history of seroconver-
sion from a negative to a positive IgG antibody response to 
HHV- 6 between acute-  and convalescent- phase sera or the 
presence of IgM or low- avidity IgG in a single serum sam-
ple during a primary infection helps establish HHV- 6 as the 
causative agent. If a serum sample from early in an illness 
contains HHV- 6 antibodies and a four- fold or greater rise 
in titer is demonstrated in a second specimen taken several 
weeks later, a diagnosis of recent infection due to reactiva-
tion or reinfection can be made. If acute-  and convalescent- 
phase sera are both positive for HHV- 6 antibody but the 
antibody titer is unchanged, the result is interpreted as 
HHV- 6 infection at some time in the past. Screening a sin-
gle serum specimen for IgG antibody to HHV- 6 can also 
provide evidence of previous exposure to the virus and as-
sists in identifying individuals at risk for HHV- 6 infection.

The use of serologic techniques to establish the pres-
ence of active HHV- 6 infection can be problematic; the 
detection of HHV- 6- specific IgG or IgM antibodies may 
not always indicate primary infection, and in the setting 
of reactivation or latent infection, conventional serologic 
studies have limited value in establishing an association 
with disease. Increased titers of IgG to HHV- 6 may occur 
during infections with other herpesviruses, such as CMV, 
EBV, or HHV- 7, and the relative importance of each virus 
in producing disease may be difficult to determine. Varia-
tions in the detection of HHV- 6- specific antibodies have 
been observed and may be related to the methods and re-
agents used. The use of insensitive assays may inappropri-
ately indicate that HHV- 6 infection has been excluded or 
that a positive seroconversion had occurred when, in fact, 
this may represent an inability to detect low levels of anti-
body during reactivation. Assays should also be extensively 
evaluated for specificity to detect potential cross- reactivity 
with other herpesviruses. Results of serologic tests for IgM 
antibody should be interpreted with caution; IgM antibody 
can appear in both primary and reactivated HHV- 6 infec-
tions and can persist for extended periods after a primary 
infection. Also, some children may not develop detectable 
IgM responses during primary infection. A recognized tech-
nical problem with HHV- 6 IgM assays is the occurrence of 
false- positive and false- negative reactions due to high levels 
of competing rheumatoid factor and HHV- 6- specific IgG.

In the immunocompromised host, the use of direct de-
tection methods to diagnose HHV- 6 disease is most bene-
ficial for patient care. To implicate HHV- 6 as the cause of 
an illness, laboratory confirmation of active disease in an 
appropriate clinical setting is required. However, the proper 
selection of methods for the diagnosis and monitoring of 
HHV- 6 disease is a challenge. Differentiation between pri-
mary, latent, or reactivated infection or chromosomally in-
tegrated HHV- 6 can be difficult and may require that more 
than one assay be used. Quantitative measures of HHV- 6 
DNA may provide a rapid diagnosis of active disease, identify 
patients at risk of developing disease, assess the progression 
of disease, and possibly direct the initiation of antiviral ther-
apy in most patients, while detection and quantification of 
specific HHV- 6 mRNA transcripts may also be necessary to 
differentiate active disease in individuals suspected of having 
chromosomally integrated HHV- 6. Of note, in the small per-
centage of individuals who have chromosomally integrated 
HHV- 6, viral loads are persistently high in specimens such 
as whole blood, plasma, PBMC, saliva, urine, and hair folli-
cles and other tissues in the absence of viral replication, and 
viral loads of >1 × 106 copies/ml in whole blood or 1 × 104 
copies/ml in plasma are strongly suggestive of chromosomally 
integrated HHV- 6 DNA rather than active infection (7, 8). 
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However, these values are not absolute, and overlapping viral 
loads have been observed in children during primary infec-
tions and in immunocompromised patients with symptom-
atic reactivated infections. Such levels are normally transient 
and will decline with time in the latter populations, while 
serial testing of patients with chromosomally integrated 
HHV- 6 DNA will show persistently high HHV- 6 viral loads. 
Also of concern is the fact that in patients with chromosom-
ally integrated HHV- 6 DNA who have acute neurologic pre-
sentations and a cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pleocytosis due to 
other pathogens, a CSF PCR for HHV- 6 DNA may be inci-
dentally positive and not be a true reflection of central ner-
vous system disease with this virus. Recently, a droplet digital 
PCR assay has been developed which appears to accurately 
identify chromosomally integrated HHV- 6 DNA in cellular 
patient specimens by determining the ratio of HHV- 6 to cel-
lular DNA; a ratio of 1:1 of virus to human genomes confirms 
the diagnosis (49). Lastly, testing of hair follicles or nails by 
real- time PCR can also be used to confirm the presence of 
chromosomally integrated HHV- 6 since only individuals 
with HHV- 6 DNA integrated into the host chromosome 
have detectable HHV- 6 DNA in these tissues (50, 51). How-
ever, receipt and processing of these types of specimens in a 
clinical laboratory is unusual.

The lack of well- defined, commercially available re-
agents and standardized methods and controls has made 
the interpretation of laboratory results for HHV- 6 more 
difficult. Whenever possible, serologic diagnoses of HHV- 6 
infection should be confirmed by virus isolation or suitable 
direct detection methods. To implicate HHV- 6 as the cause 
of certain diseases, it may also be necessary to use methods 
that measure active virus replication, since the qualitative 
detection of virus or viral DNA may simply indicate the 
presence of the virus in a latent state. A more accurate as-
sessment of the involvement of HHV- 6 in a given disease 
may be provided by the detection of cell- free viral DNA 
in serum or plasma by PCR, by qualitative or quantitative 
amplification of specific HHV- 6 mRNA transcripts, by de-
tection of viral antigen expression in tissues or PBMC by 
immunohistochemistry or in situ hybridization, or by quan-
titative assessment of the viral load by DNA PCR.

HHV-7

Introduction
HHV- 7 was first isolated in 1989 from PBMC of a healthy 
individual (52) and belongs to the genus Roseolovirus (Table 
1). In contrast to HHV- 6, little is known about the prev-
alence, biology, and pathogenesis of this virus. HHV- 7 is 
morphologically identical to other herpesviruses but, like 
HHV- 6, is characterized by having a tropism for CD4+ T 
lymphocytes, by causing infection early in life, and by being 
ubiquitous, with a seroprevalence rate of more than 85% in 
U.S. and European populations (see references 5, 11, 21, 
and 53 for reviews). Lower rates of seropositivity in Japan 
have been reported. After primary infection, HHV- 7 can 
persist in the host in a latent state and reactivation can 
occur. Primary infection in children is thought to occur 
somewhat later in life than primary infection by HHV- 6, 
usually after 24 months of age and by 5 years of age, al-
though higher rates of seropositivity have been reported at 
a younger age (54). Salivary glands appear to be a main site 
of viral replication for HHV- 7 as the virus is frequently and 
consistently isolated from the saliva of infected individuals, 
and transmission is likely to occur from contact with respi-
ratory secretions. HHV- 7 has also been detected in breast 

milk, PBMCs of most healthy adults, cervical secretions, 
bone marrow, cerebrospinal fluid, and bronchoalveolar la-
vage fluid. Seroconversion to HHV- 7 antibody positivity is 
a separate and distinct event from production of antibody 
to HHV- 6. The virus can be grown in PBMC or CBC and 
shows a characteristic cytopathic effect of membrane bleb-
bing and large, refractile multinucleated giant cells indis-
tinguishable from the cytopathic effect of HHV- 6. A single 
continuous T- cell line (Sup- T1) can support the growth of 
HHV- 7 with variable success. In general, HHV- 7 has a nar-
rower cell tropism and its growth in culture is more cell as-
sociated, less cytopathic, and slower than HHV- 6. The virus 
is closely related to HHV- 6 but has been shown to be ge-
netically and immunologically distinct. Unlike for  HHV- 6, 
genetic variants have not been described for  HHV- 7. The 
linear, double- stranded DNA of HHV- 7 is approximately 
145 kb and has no homology to that of EBV, herpes sim-
plex virus, or varicella- zoster virus and has limited homol-
ogy to that of CMV. Therefore, HHV- 7 has been classified 
as a member of the subfamily of betaherpesviruses with 
HHV- 6 and CMV. Virus particles of HHV- 7 measure 170 
nm and contain an icosahedral nucleocapsid surrounded by 
a tegument and an envelope containing virus- encoded gly-
coproteins. Western immunoblot analyses of viral proteins 
reveal different patterns for HHV- 6-  and HHV- 7- infected 
cells, although monoclonal antibodies to HHV- 6 can cross- 
react with HHV- 7- infected cells. The HHV- 7 genome has 
the capacity to code for 84 different proteins and a number 
of viral proteins have been identified, ranging in size from 
30 to 136 kDa.

The clinical spectrum of disease caused by HHV- 7 is 
poorly understood. Most infections are asymptomatic, but 
HHV- 7 has been associated with up to 10% of roseola cases 
and, as with HHV- 6, primary infection is thought to be re-
sponsible for febrile seizures and other neurologic events in 
children (Table 2) (see reference 55 for a review). The virus 
also has been isolated from patients with a chronic viral syn-
drome and occasionally in children with a nonspecific fe-
brile syndrome without rash. No viruses other than HHV- 7 
were isolated in these cases, and a seroconversion to HHV- 7 
but not HHV- 6 positivity was documented. There is some 
evidence to suggest that HHV- 7 also may play an etiologic 
role in pityriasis rosea. Little is known about disease caused 
by HHV- 7 in immunocompromised patients, although reac-
tivation of the virus in bone marrow and solid- organ trans-
plant recipients is common (see reference 16 for a review). 
The glycoprotein CD4 is a critical component of the recep-
tor on the surface of T lymphocytes for HHV- 7; it has been 
shown that a selective and progressive downregulation of 
the expression of CD4 in HHV- 7- infected T cells leads to a 
marked reciprocal interference of HIV infection, although 
the clinical significance of this interaction is unknown. In-
fection of PBMC with HHV- 7 enhances NK cell cytotox-
icity by induction of IL- 15. HHV- 7 also may interact with 
other herpesviruses, leading to the reactivation of HHV- 6 
and CMV. Reactivation of HHV- 7 has been reported to 
be a cofactor for the progression of CMV disease in renal 
transplant patients infected with CMV, and isolated cases of 
encephalitis, meningitis, myelitis, and optical neuritis have 
been reported following stem cell transplantation.

Immunologic and Molecular Diagnosis
The methods for laboratory diagnosis of HHV- 7 are essen-
tially identical to those for diagnosis of HHV- 6 (Table 3) 
and currently include the direct examination of clinical 
specimens for viral antigens by immunohistochemistry (56) 
or viral nucleic acids by in situ hybridization and PCR (35, 
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57), virus identification in cell culture (52), and detection 
of antibodies against the virus (54). An HHV- 7 antigen-
emia assay similar to that described above for HHV- 6 has 
been developed for the detection of HHV- 7 early and late 
antigens in PBMC isolated from recipients of liver and al-
logeneic stem cell transplants (23). The serodiagnosis of 
HHV- 7 infection can be made by IFA, EIA, and Western 
immunoblot assays, using HHV- 7- infected cells as an an-
tigen source. Seroconversion to HHV- 7 antibody positiv-
ity, as determined by IFA, is independent of that to HHV- 6 
antibody positivity and is diagnostic for primary infection. 
An antibody response to HHV- 7 is induced only by HHV- 7 
infection, since neither seroconversion nor a significant rise 
in the titer of antibody to HHV- 7 can be detected following 
primary infection with HHV- 6. Conversely, seroconversion 
to HHV- 7 antibody positivity can cause a simultaneous rise 
in the titer of antibody to HHV- 6. This is thought to be 
due to the ability of HHV- 7 to induce a response of mem-
ory B cells against HHV- 6 cross- reactive antigens or to be 
due to reactivation of HHV- 6 during infection with  HHV- 7. 
HHV- 6 antibodies are not protective against HHV- 7 infec-
tion, since seroconversion to HHV- 7 antibody  positivity 
can occur in the presence of high titers of antibody to 
HHV- 6. The presence of antigenic cross- reactivity between 
HHV- 6 and HHV- 7 should be considered when performing 
serologic assays; it may be necessary to preadsorb patient 
sera to infected cells for specific determination of titers of 
antibody to each virus. Antibody assays based on an 89- kDa 
protein or glycoprotein B of HHV- 7 also have been devel-
oped and do not appear to cross react with antibodies to 
HHV- 6. More recently, an HHV- 7 antibody avidity assay 
has been developed and validated and used in conjunction 
with the HHV- 6 avidity test described above to detect and 
distinguish primary from past infections with either HHV- 6 
or HHV- 7. In addition, dual primary HHV- 6 and HHV- 7 
infections have been confirmed by using these assays.

Both conventional and real- time PCR assays have been 
described for the detection of HHV- 7 DNA from clinical 
specimens. As with HHV- 6, qualitative PCR assays are not 
able to differentiate active disease from asymptomatic in-
fection or latency, and HHV- 7 DNA is frequently found in 
saliva and PBMC of healthy individuals. To this end, PCR 
assays for quantitating HHV- 7 DNA from whole blood 
and mononuclear and polymorphonuclear cells in infected 
individuals have been developed and are being evaluated 
for the ability to correlate the viral load of HHV- 7 with 
clinical disease and response to antiviral therapy, and to 
facilitate studies of the epidemiology of the virus (35, 42, 
58, 59).

The interpretation of laboratory results for HHV- 7 is 
similar to that described for HHV- 6 and is confounded by 
a paucity of commercially available reagents and, as with 
HHV- 6, by the ubiquitous nature of this virus. In addition, 
caution is needed in interpreting the results of serologic stud-
ies because of the cross- reactivity of HHV- 7 with HHV- 6 
and because of the ability of HHV- 7 to reactivate other 
members of the herpesvirus family. With serologic evidence 
of dual infection, it may be difficult to determine the rela-
tive importance of each virus in causing disease. Virologic 
methods, including viral culture, rapid direct detection of 
antigens and/or nucleic acids, and serology, must be com-
bined with a clinical assessment of the patient to provide a 
reliable determination of HHV- 7 infection and to establish 
a clear relationship between infection and human disease. 
It may also be necessary to monitor viral load or other mea-
sures of active virus replication to help in our understanding 
of the natural history and pathogenesis of this virus.

HHV-8

Introduction
Using the molecular technique of representational differ-
ence analysis, HHV- 8, also termed Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS)- 
associated herpesvirus, was first identified by Chang et al. 
(5) in 1994 in more than 90% of KS tissues obtained from 
patients with AIDS. Subsequently, HHV- 8 has been de-
tected in patients with all forms of KS from all parts of the 
world, including AIDS- related or epidemic KS and classic 
KS in older men of Mediterranean and Eastern European 
origin, HIV- 1- negative African endemic KS of adults and 
children, and KS in persons with iatrogenic immunosup-
pression, most often organ transplant recipients (see refer-
ences 60 to 65 for reviews). HHV- 8 also has been detected 
in other lymphoproliferative disorders such as AIDS- related 
primary effusion lymphomas (formerly called body cavity- 
based lymphomas) and multicentric Castleman disease and 
in KS- associated herpesvirus inflammatory cytokine syn-
drome (66, 67). In addition, HHV- 8 has been implicated 
in the pathogenesis of other diseases, including multiple 
myeloma, sarcoidosis, angiosarcoma, non- KS skin lesions 
(including squamous and basal cell carcinomas) of immu-
nocompromised patients, and multiple sclerosis. However, 
numerous follow- up studies using PCR- based and serologic 
assays have failed to corroborate the original findings, mak-
ing it unlikely that HHV- 8 is associated with these latter 
disorders. Little is known about primary HHV- 8 infection 
in healthy individuals, and the diseases associated with this 
virus are thought to be more probably due to viral reacti-
vation. Primary infection in immunocompetent children 
may be associated with fever and a maculopapular rash and 
severe clinical manifestations, including marked fever, sple-
nomegaly, pancytopenia, lymphoid hyperplasia and occa-
sionally rapid- onset- KS among immunocompromised solid 
organ transplant recipients and HIV- infected individuals.

The biology, epidemiology, and pathogenesis of this vi-
rus are still not fully understood, but significant advances 
have been made over the years (see references 60, 61, and 
68 to 70 for reviews). HHV- 8 is classified as a gammaher-
pesvirus in the genus Rhadinovirus and has sequence homol-
ogy to the simian virus herpesvirus saimiri and EBV (Table 
1). These viruses establish persistent, latent infection and 
are associated with immortalization and transformation of 
cells and play an important role in the development of ma-
lignancies. The replicative form of the HHV- 8 genome is 
approximately 165 kb in length, and 97 genes have been 
identified. Several genes have homology to human genes, 
such as those encoding cyclin D (a cell cycle inducer), vari-
ous cytokines, and Bcl- 2 (a blocker of apoptosis). Expression 
of these genes may help explain the association of HHV- 8 
with cell transformation and the development of tumors. 
Viral replication may be affected by interaction with other 
viruses such as HIV- 1 and EBV, since body cavity lymphoma 
cells are frequently coinfected with EBV and tumors asso-
ciated with HHV- 8 are often seen in persons infected with 
HIV- 1. It also has been demonstrated that HIV- 1 can in-
crease HHV- 8 replication in a body cavity lymphoma cell 
line. Genetic diversity exists among viral isolates of HHV- 8, 
resulting in the identification of strains A, B, and C; strain 
A has been found mainly in patients with AIDS- associated 
or classical KS, while strains B and C are seen more often 
among African patients. The virus has a broad cell tropism 
and can infect CD19+ B lymphocytes, the flat endothelial 
cells lining vascular spaces, macrophages, and the perivas-
cular spindle cells of KS lesions. Its distribution is world-
wide, although it is not ubiquitous in most populations and 
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there is considerable variation in its prevalence, which is 
related to the geographic and demographic distribution of 
KS (Table 2). The precise modes of transmission are un-
known. Based on the epidemiology of HHV- 8, however, it is 
thought to be transmitted through sexual contact, predom-
inantly among homosexual and bisexual HIV- 1- positive 
males or their sexual partners. Likely sources of infection for 
sexual transmission are semen and possibly female genital 
secretions; HHV- 8 DNA has been found in the semen of 
male AIDS patients and in cervicovaginal specimens from 
HHV- 8- seropositive women. Although HHV- 8 DNA has 
yet to be found in feces, sexual practices involving oral- anal 
contact may be a risk factor for homosexual transmission. 
HHV- 8 also has been detected in oral secretions and PBMC 
of HIV- 1- infected males and in the blood of an apparently 
healthy blood donor following multiple donations. Wide-
spread horizontal transmission from oral secretions may be 
responsible for the high rate of HHV- 8 infection in areas 
where KS is hyperendemic. However, the transmission of 
HHV- 8 by blood or the respiratory route in populations 
at low risk for KS is likely to be uncommon. Transmission 
through organ transplantation has been documented and is 
of concern for this patient population.

Immunologic and Molecular Diagnosis
The laboratory diagnosis of HHV- 8 infection is possible us-
ing molecular methods such as PCR or using serologic assays 
(Table 3) (see reference 71 for a review), although the clin-
ical need for testing has not been defined. These methods 
have been used mainly to study the epidemiology of HHV- 8 
and to investigate the relationship between HHV- 8 and the 
pathogenesis of various diseases. Assays are currently avail-
able only in research laboratories, and there are few com-
mercial sources of reagents.

PCR is the primary method used for the direct detection of 
HHV- 8 from tissues, from body fluids such as serum, plasma, 
urine, saliva, bone marrow, and semen, and in PBMC from 
infected individuals. The most widely used primers are those 
originally described by Chang et al. (72) and are specific for 
the highly conserved 233- bp region of the KS330Bam frag-
ment (open reading frame [ORF] 26). Other useful primer 
sets have been evaluated and include those that amplify 
gene sequences of ORFs 8, 25, 37, 65, 72, 73, 75, K5, and 
K6. Quantitative conventional (73) and real- time (74–78) 
PCR assays have been developed to measure the HHV- 8 viral 
load in PBMC, plasma, or tissues of individuals with AIDS- 
associated KS, classical KS, AIDS- related primary effusion 
lymphomas, and multicentric Castleman disease and organ 
transplant recipients. These assays may be useful to determine 
the exact mode(s) of transmission of the virus, to assist in the 
diagnosis of KS and other diseases associated with HHV- 8 in-
fection, to identify those individuals at highest risk of disease, 
to predict the progression to and development of KS, and 
to assess the efficacy of different therapeutic regimens. It has 
been shown that individuals with HHV- 8- related diseases 
have more HHV- 8 DNA in either plasma or PBMC than 
do persons without disease, but the level of HHV- 8 DNA in 
plasma is significantly higher than that in PBMC. Quantita-
tion of HHV- 8 in plasma, therefore, may be more accurate 
for evaluating the risk of HHV- 8 disease progression and the 
efficacy of therapy.

Attempts to culture HHV- 8 have met with great dif-
ficulty, and current methods are labor- intensive and im-
practical for diagnostic use. Nevertheless, CD19+ B cells, 
the human papillomavirus- transformed endothelial cell 
line BB19, and the adenovirus- transformed human kidney 
epithelial cell line 293 have been used to grow virus from 

KS spindle cells, fluids from body cavity lymphomas, and 
filtered cell culture fluids from CD19+ cells positive for 
 HHV- 8. However, continual replication in these cell lines 
has not been successful. Monoclonal antibodies specific to 
HHV- 8 have been described and are currently being used to 
localize HHV- 8 in infected cells and tissue by immunocy-
tochemistry and flow cytometry. These antibodies are not 
widely available for diagnostic use.

Serologic testing for HHV- 8 can be done by a variety 
of formats, including IFA, EIA, and immunoblot assays. 
Similar to serologic tests for EBV, these assays have been 
designed to detect antibody responses to HHV- 8- specific an-
tigens expressed during latency or lytic infection. Antigens 
currently used in HHV- 8 serologic assays include purified 
viral particles, whole cells, or isolated nuclei prepared from 
HHV- 8- infected cell lines derived from body cavity- based 
lymphomas, whole- cell lysates, recombinant viral proteins, 
and synthetic peptides.

IFAs for measuring HHV- 8- specific antibody responses 
from patient sera are usually done with HHV- 8- infected 
whole cells fixed onto slides as the substrate. The cell lines 
BC- 1 and HBL- 6, which are latently infected with HHV- 8 
and coinfected with EBV, were originally used to develop 
some of the first IFAs for the detection of HHV- 8 antibodies 
against nonstructural latent antigens of the virus, particularly 
the latency- associated nuclear antigen (LANA). Antibody 
cross- reactivity is of primary concern with assays that use 
cells infected with both HHV- 8 and EBV; cell lines such as 
BCP- 1 and BCBL- 1, which are infected with HHV- 8 alone, 
are now being used in most whole- cell IFAs to minimize 
cross- reactions with antibodies to other herpesviruses. For 
measurement of antibodies to lytic antigens by IFA, HHV- 8- 
infected cell lines are treated with phorbol esters or sodium 
butyrate. This results in the chemical induction of a lytic cy-
cle of viral replication and the expression of lytic antigens 
that usually correspond to structural viral proteins. When 
using IFA, the presence of stippled immunofluorescence in 
the nuclei of uninduced cells is representative of an antibody 
response to LANA, while antibodies against HHV- 8 lytic 
antigens are measured by observing fluorescence as diffuse 
cytoplasmic staining, spots in the nucleus, or localized to 
the membrane of the induced cells. A monoclonal antibody- 
enhanced IFA (mIFA) has been described and uses a mouse 
monoclonal antibody and induced or uninduced BCBL- 1 
cells for detecting antibodies to latent and lytic HHV- 8 an-
tigens. Although IFAs can be used to detect a range of anti-
body responses to various latent and lytic proteins of HHV- 8, 
the procedures are labor- intensive and subjective, requiring 
considerable experience and critical evaluation to ensure 
reliable results. Extensive quality control is also needed to 
monitor the appropriate expression of lytic antigens in in-
duced cells and to prepare the substrate slides.

EIAs have been developed that use whole viral lysates as 
antigens for detecting HHV- 8 antibodies. The whole- virus 
EIA is designed to detect IgG antibodies to nonstructural 
and most structural HHV- 8 antigens; it uses a viral lysate 
prepared from sucrose gradient- purified whole virions ob-
tained from the cell line KS- 1. More recently, recombinant 
proteins of the lytic viral capsid antigen from ORF 65 or 
peptides corresponding to a fragment of the minor capsid 
protein from ORF 26 have been used in the development of 
HHV- 8 serologic EIAs.

Immunogenic latent (encoded by ORF 73 [LANA]) and 
lytic (encoded by ORFs 65, K8.1, K8.1A, and K8.1B, and 
ORF 26) proteins have also been recombinantly expressed 
and used in immunoblot assays (79). Reactions to LANA 
on immunoblot assays are seen as a high- molecular- mass 
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doublet of 226 and 234 kDa. The ORFs corresponding to 
K8.1 encode HHV- 8- specific envelope glycoproteins of 35 
to 40 kDa. As a whole, the performance characteristics of 
these immunoblot assays have not been fully established.

With most of the available serologic assays, HHV- 8- 
specific antibodies have been detected in the majority of 
individuals with KS, AIDS- related primary effusion lym-
phomas, or multicentric Castleman disease. Among per-
sons infected with HIV- 1, the seroprevalence for HHV- 8 
is highest in HIV- 1- infected homosexual males, indetermi-
nate in intravenous drug users and persons infected through 
heterosexual contact, and lowest in hemophiliacs, women, 
and children. It also has been shown that seroconversion 
to HHV- 8 antibody positivity precedes the progression to 
KS and predicts the subsequent appearance of KS lesions 
in HIV- 1- infected individuals. In the general population, 
the highest seroprevalence rates for HHV- 8 are seen in sub- 
Saharan Africa and Mediterranean countries, while rates in 
northern European, North American, and Southeast Asian 
countries are relatively low.

In several studies done to compare the various HHV- 8 an-
tibody assays (79–81), good assay correlation was obtained 
when testing sera from individuals with KS. The most signif-
icant discrepancies between assays were observed when de-
termining the seroprevalence of HHV- 8 in high- risk groups 
without KS or in groups at minimal risk for HHV- 8 infection, 
such as blood donors. While the different methods showed 
similar antibody trends within the various epidemiological 
and population groups, they did not always agree. Consid-
erable variation in sensitivity and specificity was observed 
from one assay to another when testing individual serum 
specimens within defined panels of sera from different pop-
ulations. This appears to be related to the choice of assays, 
the use of different serum dilutions and cutoff values, the 
selection and preparation of antigen(s) used, and the lack 
of standardized methods and reagents. In general, the mIFA 
using lytic antigens identifies the highest number of individ-
uals with HHV- 8- specific antibodies, while assays based on 
latent antigens or individual HHV- 8 proteins and peptides 
are less sensitive. The specificity of the lytic mIFA has been 
questioned because this assay detects HHV- 8 antibodies in 
a much higher percentage of healthy blood donors and the 
results have not been corroborated by other assays. However, 
it is still unknown whether the lytic mIFA is just more sen-
sitive or truly detects cross- reactive antibodies. In general, 
nonspecific reactions have been found to occur when IFAs 
are performed with sera at dilutions of <1:40, particularly if 
the cells used as an antigen source were chemically induced. 
Dilutions as high as 1:100 or 1:160 have been recommended 
to avoid such reactions, but such dilutions also may lead to 
false- negative results. Single- antigen assays do not appear to 
detect all antibody responses to infection with HHV- 8, but 
use of these tests has demonstrated that individuals may dif-
fer in their abilities to recognize different HHV- 8 proteins 
and that different antibody profiles can develop during the 
course of HHV- 8 infection (81). It is clear that no one assay 
is completely sensitive and specific, and that combinations of 
several assays or combinations of several antigens in a single 
assay may be required to accurately determine the seroposi-
tivity to HHV- 8, particularly in the general population (81). 
Zhu et al. (79) have shown that IFA antibody positivity to 
both latent and lytic antigens followed by confirmation with 
an immunoblot assay using a panel of latent and lytic immu-
nogenic recombinant antigens provides a reliable, sensitive, 
and specific measure of HHV- 8 antibodies. More recently, 
a luciferase immunoprecipitation assay has been developed 
that can measure profiles of antibody responses against 

multiple latent and lytic HHV- 8 antigens (82). Significant 
differences in antibody levels were observed between pa-
tients with KS, multicentric Castleman disease, and primary 
effusion lymphoma when using this assay, possibly reflecting 
altered protein expression and/or differences in immune rec-
ognition among these diseases.

Until serologic assays are extensively evaluated and bet-
ter standardized, their utility for diagnosing HHV- 8 infec-
tion and for determining the immune status of an individual 
is limited and the interpretation of results is difficult. As 
with HHV- 6 and HHV- 7, it may be necessary to correlate 
serologic results with direct antigen and/or nucleic acid de-
tection and to quantify the HHV- 8 viral load to reliably de-
tect infection and to establish a clear relationship between 
infection and human disease.
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Autonomous parvoviruses capable of helper- virus- 
independent replication have been isolated from many 
animal species. The human serum parvovirus B19 was ac-
cidentally discovered in 1975 in healthy donor blood used 
in the development of hepatitis B virus surface antigen di-
agnostic tests. To date, three B19- type genotypes have been 
described: types 1 (B19), 2 (A6/K71), and 3 (V9). Disease 
variation has not been reported amongst the three genotypes 
(1–3). Bocavirus, another parvovirus, has been associated 
with pulmonary infection (4). PARV4 has been identified 
in a parenteral drug abuser, but human disease causation has 
not been confirmed (5, 6). Recently, a proposal was submit-
ted to the International Committee on Taxonomy of Vi-
ruses to reclassify B19 as primate erythroparvovirus type 1. 
The most frequent clinical presentation of B19 infection is 
erythema infectiosum, or fifth disease, a common childhood 
exanthem. Application of sensitive molecular biological 
and immunological methods to viral diagnosis has allowed 
recognition of the ever- expanding spectrum of clinical pre-
sentation (7).

BIOLOGICAL, CLINICAL, AND 
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FEATURES

Physicobiochemical Characteristics
B19 and its variants are currently members of the Erythrovi-
rus genus, subfamily Parvovirinae, family Parvoviridae; the ge-
nus contains members of the family that infect mammalian 
hosts and are autonomous in their ability to replicate in host 
erythroid precursors. Parvovirus B19 is one of the smallest 
(18 to 26 nm in diameter) DNA viruses known to infect 
humans. It forms nonenveloped icosahedral virions. The 
single- stranded genome contains approximately 5,600 nu-
cleotides (8) and has double- stranded palindromic hairpin 
termini. B19 encapsidates a single copy of genome. Progeny 
virus populations are represented by equal numbers of viri-
ons containing positive-  or negative- sense DNA.

B19 employs a simple coding strategy. A single strong 
promoter at map unit 6 initiates transcription for both a left- 
handed nonstructural protein region and a right- handed 
structural protein region (9). The nonstructural protein, 
NS1, is approximately 74,000 Da and is encoded between 
nucleotides 435 and 2448. NS1 is a helicase that provides 
the “nickase” activity for reduction of replicative DNA 

forms to progeny virus DNA that can be packaged into the 
virion and may also play a role in the assembly of viral DNA 
into mature capsids during viral replication. NS1 causes 
apoptosis in replication- permissive erythroid precursor cells 
as well as in nonpermissive cells, e.g., hepatocytes (10, 11).

Both structural proteins, VP1 and VP2, are encoded in 
the same open reading frame by nucleotides at positions 
2444 to 4786 and 3125 to 4786 and are 84,000 and 58,000 
Da, respectively. VP2 transcription is initiated at an alter-
nate start site at nucleotide 3125 (12). Small proteins mea-
suring 7.5 kDa and 11 kDa, respectively, are encoded in the 
capsid region, but their function has not been well defined.

Pathogenesis and Pathology
Experiments on healthy volunteers provided a detailed pic-
ture of the natural history of B19 infection in the normal 
host (13). When B19 viremic plasma was inoculated into 
the nostrils of previously seronegative individuals, B19 was 
first detected in recipient serum by day 6 postinoculation. 
Viremia lasted up to 7 days, with the peak occurring on days 
8 and 9 postinoculation. During this period, B19 DNA ap-
peared in nasal and oropharyngeal secretions but virus was 
not detected in urine or stool. Approximately 11 days post-
inoculation, high- titer anti- B19 immunoglobulin M (IgM) 
antibody developed, followed by the appearance of anti- B19 
IgG antibody. Volunteers with a significant level of preexis-
tent anti- B19 antibody did not show any evidence of viremia 
or anti- B19 IgM response. During the viremic phase, some of 
the subjects had a flulike illness with malaise, myalgia, and 
transient fever. Coincident with the onset of viremia, reticu-
locytosis was absent and remained so for up to 10 days. Vire-
mia was cleared with the onset of the anti- B19 IgM antibody 
response, which was associated with the second phase of 
clinical illness, characterized by rash, arthralgia, and arthritis 
(13). The cell receptors for B19 have been reported to be the 
neutral glycosphingolipid globoside, which is widely distrib-
uted in various cell types (14–16). α5 β1- Integrins and Ku80 
may serve as coreceptors (17, 18). Endothelial cell uptake 
may occur by anti- B19 IgG- bound C1q via C1q receptor on 
endothelial cells (19). Cell injury occurs by NS1- mediated 
host cell DNA damage and resulting apoptosis and down-
stream events (10, 20–24).

During natural infection, the incubation period may 
vary from 6 to 18 days, with a maximum of 28 days. By the 
time most patients present, usually with rash, polyarthralgia, 
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 and/or polyarthritis, an anti- B19 IgM response has begun 
and the patients are not infectious. An exception is the pa-
tient with aplastic crisis, who typically presents during the 
viremic phase. Usually, anti- B19 IgM is present for up to 2 
to 3 months postinfection, after which its level may wane. 
Specific IgG response to B19 is long- lived. Approximately 
50% of the adult population has anti- B19 IgG antibodies 
(25).

Clinical Manifestations
The clinical spectrum of parvovirus B19 infection may be 
classified by common (Table 1) and uncommon (Table 2) 
presentations.

Nearly half of infected children and adults have subclin-
ical or asymptomatic infection. Erythema infectiosum, or 
fifth disease of childhood, is the best- known manifestation 
of B19 infection. Children aged 4 to 7 years are typically 
infected as they enter school, but children as young as 1 
year of age and adolescents may present with fifth disease. 
Prodromal symptoms are often mild. The majority of the 
children have the hallmark rash characterized by bright red 
“slapped cheeks.” The rash may also appear on the torso and 
extremities. It may recur after sun exposure, hot bath, or 
physical activity. Usually the exanthem is a lacy, reticular, 
“fish net,” or blotchy macular or maculopapular eruption, 
but occasionally it is vesicular or hemorrhagic. Other symp-
toms usually are mild and include sore throat, headache, 
fever, cough, anorexia, vomiting, diarrhea, and arthralgia. 
Children presenting with rash usually have serum anti- B19 
IgM antibody present at presentation. Uncommon derma-
tological manifestations include vesiculopustular eruption, 
purpura with or without thrombocytopenia, and a “socks- 
and- gloves” erythema. Erythema infectiosum may also be 
encountered in adults in whom the rash tends to be more 
subtle and the bright red slapped- cheeks symptom is often 
absent; the flu- like symptoms may be more severe in adults.

Approximately 10% of children with erythema infectio-
sum have associated arthritis and arthralgia. In adults, the 
polyarthralgia and joint swelling tend to be more prom-
inent (26–28). The arthropathy typically appears as an 
acute, moderately severe, symmetric, peripheral polyarthri-
tis. The joints most frequently affected include the meta-
carpophalangeal joints, proximal interphalangeal joints, 
wrists, knees, and ankles. The duration of these symptoms 
is usually brief (approximately 10 days), but one- third of 
patients continue to have persistent joint symptoms 2 to 
3 months after onset of the disease. About half of patients 
who have chronic parvovirus arthropathy meet the criteria 
of the American Rheumatism Association for a diagnosis 
of rheumatoid arthritis (27). Patients may have transient 
expression of autoantibodies, usually in low to moderate 
titer, including rheumatoid factor, anti- DNA, antilympho-
cyte, antinuclear, anticardiolipin, and antiphospholipid an-
tibodies (28, 29). Unlike rheumatoid arthritis, there is no 

major histocompatibility HLA DR4 predisposition to B19 
arthropathy (30, 31). The pathogenesis of B19 arthropa-
thy has not been fully elucidated. In patients with chronic 
B19 arthropathy, B19 DNA may be found in bone marrow 
aspirates and in synovial biopsy specimens, suggesting B19 
viral persistence in apparently immunocompetent individ-
uals (32–34). B19 DNA has been detected in the normal 
synovium of young adults by using sensitive PCR tech-
niques (33, 34). One group reported B19 DNA and capsid 
protein in rheumatoid synovium (35). Coculture of B19- 
positive rheumatoid synovium with normal cells increased 
tumor necrosis factor alpha production, a finding typical of 
rheumatoid arthritis; the group suggested that B19 may be 
a causative agent of rheumatoid arthritis, a provocative sug-
gestion that remains to be confirmed (35). Others observed 
that inoculation of normal synovial fibroblasts with B19 vi-
rus induces a cartilage matrix invasive phenotype more typ-
ical of rheumatoid arthritis synoviocytes (36). Transgenic 
mice expressing B19 nonstructural protein, NS1, are prone 
to developing polyarthritis (37).

Fetal parvovirus B19 infection presents as fetal or con-
genital anemia, hydrops fetalis, spontaneous abortion, or 
stillbirth. In some cases, fetal infection is asymptomatic and 
self- limited. During B19 infection in utero, virus infects fe-
tal erythroid progenitor cells, causing maturation arrest and 
severe anemia. The resulting hypoxia causes high- output 
cardiac failure with fluid accumulation in body cavities and 
generalized edema of the fetus. B19 may also infect the fetal 
liver, spleen, kidneys, heart, lungs, thymus, adrenal glands, 
skeletal muscle, eyes, and placental tissue (7, 10, 38).

Individuals with inherited or acquired conditions causing 
a decrease in reticulocyte production or shortened erythro-
cyte survival may develop aplastic crisis during an acute 
B19 infection. These predisposing conditions include iron 
deficiency; congenital dyserythropoietic anemia; α-  and β- 
thalassemias; hereditary spherocytosis, stomatocytosis, or 
elliptocytosis; deficiencies in the production of erythrocyte 
enzymes such as glucose- 6- phosphate dehydrogenase, pyru-
vate kinase, pyrimidine- 5′- nucleotidase; sickle cell disease; 

TABLE 2 Less common clinical presentations of parvovirus 
B19 infection
Skin
 Vesiculopustular eruption
 Henoch- Schönlein purpura
 Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura
 Socks- and- gloves syndrome
Hematological
 Anemia
 Thrombocytopenia
 Leukopenia
 Benign acute lymphadenopathy
 Hemophagocytic syndrome
Cardiovascular
 Polyarteritis nodosa
 Wegener’s granulomatosis
 Myocarditis
Liver
 Hepatocellular enzyme elevations
 Hepatitis
 Non- A, non- B, non- C, non- E, non- G fulminant liver failure
Nervous system
 Paresthesias
 Meningitis
 Sensorineural hearing loss

TABLE 1 Common clinical presentations of parvovirus B19 
infection
Asymptomatic infection
Aplastic crisis
Erythema infectiosum (fifth disease)
Hydrops fetalis
Arthropathy, acute and/or chronic
Chronic or recurrent bone marrow suppression in immunocom-

promised individuals
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chronic autoimmune hemolytic anemia; antibody- mediated 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia; paroxysmal nocturnal 
hemoglobinuria; virus- associated hemophagocytosis; and 
blood loss. In healthy individuals, B19 causes transiently 
decreased reticulocyte production, but this is not usually 
clinically evident (39, 40).

Chronic or recurrent bone marrow suppression with ane-
mia, thrombocytopenia, and/or leukopenia has been found 
in patients with immune compromise including Nezelof’s 
syndrome; those who had undergone prior chemotherapy for 
lymphoproliferative disorders including acute lymphocytic 
leukemia, chronic myeloid leukemia, Burkitt’s lymphoma, 
acute lymphoblastic lymphoma, myelodysplastic syndrome, 
astrocytoma, and Wilms’ tumor; those with human immu-
nodeficiency virus infection and AIDS; and those who were 
receiving immunosuppressive therapy for bone marrow or 
organ transplantation. In immunocompetent hosts, anti- B19 
IgM and acute- phase IgG antibody recognize antigenic 
determinants on VP2 and may last for 2 months or more. 
Convalescent- phase anti- B19 IgG antibody recognizes deter-
minants on VP1 (40). VP1 differs from VP2 by containing 
unique N- terminal determinants absent from the shorter 
VP2 (12). Patients with congenital or acquired immunodefi-
ciencies fail to produce convalescent- phase IgG antibodies to 
VP1, and their serum is unable to neutralize B19 in vitro (40). 
These individuals have less intensive viremia than that expe-
rienced during acute infection or aplastic crisis, but viremia 
may be recurrent or chronic and associated with recurrent or 
chronic suppression of one or more bone marrow- derived lin-
eages, causing anemia, leukopenia and/or thrombocytopenia. 
Since IgG seroprevalence in the adult population is approx-
imately 50%, neutralizing activity to B19 is present in com-
mercially available pooled immunoglobulin. Administration 
of commercial immunoglobulin with anti- B19 activity to 
patients with immunodeficiency who have chronic B19 in-
fection and cytopenias is effective in clearing B19 infection 
and allowing bone marrow recovery (41).

Several uncommon presentations of B19 infection 
have been described, including idiopathic thrombocyto-
penia purpura, transient erythroblastopenia of childhood, 
Diamond- Blackfan anemia, encephalitis, aseptic menin-
gitis, brachial plexus neuropathy, paresthesias, neuralgic 
amyotrophy, and motor weakness. Unusual rheumatologic 
presentations attributed to B19 infection include systematic 
vasculitis, Henoch- Schönlein purpura, Kawasaki’s disease, 
polyarteritis nodosa, adult Still’s disease, fibromyalgia, and 
systemic lupus erythematosus. Parvovirus B19 has also been 
associated with hepatitis, acute fulminant liver failure, myo-
carditis, mononucleosis- like syndrome, Koplik’s spots, and 
pneumonia (7, 10, 39, 41–44).

Epidemiology
Parvovirus B19, genotype 1, has a worldwide distribution. 
Genotypes 2 and 3 tend to be found in Europe and Africa 
(1–3). B19 infection occurs in all age groups throughout the 
year in epidemics or as sporadic cases. The peak incidence 
is seasonal, occurring predominantly in late winter and 
early spring. Serological studies show that B19 has usually 
infected 2 to 15% of children under the age of 5 years, 15 
to 60% of school- age children (5 to 19 years old), and 30 to 
60% of adults. The highest rates of natural infection (50 to 
60%) were observed during outbreaks of erythema infectio-
sum or B19- induced aplastic crisis (45, 46).

Natural transmission of B19 occurs mostly via respira-
tory secretions or vertically from mother to fetus. Recently, 
transmission via transfusion of blood and blood products 
was reported. The frequency of contamination of blood 

obtained from single donors usually ranges from 1 in 30,000 
to 1 in 50,000 donations. However, the frequency of con-
tamination of pooled clotting- factor concentrates can be 
much higher (47).

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS

Cell Culture
A major limitation in studies of B19 has been the absence 
of appropriate cell lines permissive for the virus. Attempts 
to detect B19 virus in standard cell cultures have not been 
successful. Several investigators use cell cultures of eryth-
roid origin for B19 propagation. B19 infection of primary 
cell cultures of erythroid precursors derived from human 
fetal liver and bone marrow or of human megakaryocytic 
leukemic cell lines has been successful. However, cultiva-
tion of B19 in these cell cultures is not routine, and the viral 
yield tends to be low. Attempts to use animals, including 
anthropoid primates, for modeling B19 infection have been 
unsuccessful.

Electron Microscopy
Standard electron microscopy methods of negative staining 
allow the examination of a liquid sample dried on an elec-
tron microscopy grid that had been previously coated with a 
thin layer of plastic, followed by staining with phosphotung-
stic acid or uranyl acetate. Electron- dense material accumu-
lates around viral particles, giving a bas relief appearance or 
negative- contrast image (Fig. 1).

Specific viral identification may be confirmed by im-
munoaggregation with polyclonal or monoclonal anti- B19 
antibodies (immunoelectron microscopy [IEM]), or by im-
munogold labeling. However, successful IEM requires the 
absence of excess endogenous anti- B19 antibody in the 
sample. In serum samples, “bare” virions are present only in 
the very early stages of infection before specific antibody de-
velops. IEM may be useful when used with nonserum body 
fluids or tissues in which anti- B19 antibody is not present 
in high titer. After incubation of the sample with specific 
antiserum or anti- B19 monoclonal antibody, centrifugation, 
and negative staining, the aggregated virions can be seen by 
electron microscopic examination.

Combined pseudoreplica- immunochemical staining 
may be more useful, even in the presence of endogenous 
anti- B19 antibody, since even a few antigenic sites may be 
adequate to allow the labeling of B19 by specific anti- B19 
monoclonal antibodies. Virus can be detected in various 
body fluids by this method (38). In the pseudoreplica tech-
nique, a sample is absorbed into an agarose block, leaving 
viral particles on the surface. The agarose is then overlaid 
with a plastic film, which, after hardening, is floated off the 
agarose, inverted, applied to a support grid, and negatively 
stained. Combined pseudoreplica- immunochemical stain-
ing uses second- stage gold- conjugated labeling antibodies 
to detect first- stage anti- B19 monoclonal antibody before 
negative staining. Examination of viral particles with spe-
cific colloidal- gold- conjugated antibodies permits species 
identification. Otherwise, it may be difficult to discriminate 
B19 virions from other nonenveloped icosahedral viruses of 
a similar size, such as enteroviruses, on the basis of morphol-
ogy alone. B19 may be present as “full” particles with the 
contrast stain excluded, or stain may enter the capsid, giving 
the appearance of an “empty” shell (Fig. 1). Although these 
methods have high specificity, they require special equip-
ment and experienced examiners and are labor- intensive, 
rendering them suboptimal for routine diagnosis (38).
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Immunoassays
Immunofluorescence assay, radioimmunoassay (RIA), and 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) have been 
used to detect both B19 antigen and specific anti- B19 an-
tibody. The indirect immunofluorescence assay was suc-
cessfully applied to the cellular localization of B19 antigen 
in tissue and cell culture samples but has not found wide 
clinical application. Several RIA and ELISA systems were 
developed for detecting B19 antigen and anti- B19 IgM and 
IgG antibody. Prior to laboratory cloning and production of 
recombinant capsid proteins, native virus from viremic pa-
tients served as an antigen source (Fig. 2A) (48, 49). Briefly, 
for antibody capture RIA or ELISA to detect anti- B19 IgM 
or anti- B19 IgG, microtiter plates (solid phase) are incu-
bated overnight to coat the wells with anti- human IgM 
(μ- chain specific) or anti- human IgG (γ- chain specific) an-
tibody, respectively. After the plates have been washed with 
phosphate- buffered saline containing a low concentration 
of nonionic detergent to prevent nonspecific aggregation, 
the serum to be tested for antibody is added. After incuba-
tion and washing with buffer, a high- titer B19 viremic serum 
without endogenous anti- B19- specific antibodies is added as 
an antigen source; an antigen- negative control serum may 
be added to parallel wells to detect nonspecific reagent 
cross- reactivity. Detection of such cross- reactivity may be 
necessary to avoid false- positive results for patients present-
ing with autoantibodies such as rheumatoid factor (27). Af-
ter overnight incubation and washing with buffer, murine 

monoclonal antibody with anti- B19 activity is added. Af-
ter nonadherent anti- B19 murine monoclonal antibody is 
washed off, anti- mouse class- specific antibody labeled with 
125I (RIA) or peroxidase (ELISA) is added. After incubation 
and washing, radioactivity is counted or color developer is 
added in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, and the reac-
tion is stopped with 2 M H2SO4.

If the RIA or ELISA is used for detection of antigen, a 
defined serum with high- titer anti- B19 IgM is added instead 
of patient serum. After incubation and washing, the serum 
to be tested for virus is added instead of known viremic 
serum. In the antigen capture assay, parallel wells with an 
anti- B19 IgM negative control capture serum and parallel 
wells with appropriate virus negative control sample (e.g., 
normal serum, body fluid, and cell lysate) must be added to 
detect nonspecific reagent cross- reactivity. In both the anti-
body capture and antigen capture assays, test wells must be 
compared to background wells for a given sample (27).

Identification of a stock of high- titer viremic serum 
without endogenous anti- B19 antibody for use as antigen 
in immunoassays (Fig. 2A and B) requires significant effort. 
B19 virus in a panel of candidate antigen sources may be 
detected by screening antigen capture RIA or ELISA (Fig. 
2C) and confirmed by molecular detection of B19 DNA. 
Screening may be performed for sera candidates by PCR 
methods, and positive samples may be tested in an antibody 
capture assay to eliminate those with endogenous anti- B19 
antibody.

FIGURE 1 Electron micrograph of serum from a patient with sickle cell disease and aplastic crisis, 
showing full (white arrow) and empty (black arrow) nonenveloped, icosahedral viral particles measuring 
~23 nm in diameter, visualized by negative staining with uranyl acetate. Bar, 100 nm (original magnifica-
tion, ×196,000). Reprinted from reference 26 with permission of the publisher.
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To overcome the problem of limited access to antigen for 
diagnostic testing, a number of commercially available anti-
body capture ELISA assays were developed using recombinant 
VP2 (Fig. 2D). VP2 protein expressed in Chinese hamster 
ovary cells, bacteria, or baculovirus expression systems spon-
taneously self-assembles into empty capsids (10, 50–54).

Antibodies to genotypes 1 and 3 may be detected equally 
well by using ELISAs targeting B19 or V9, respectively (47).

Methods for Detection of B19 Nucleic Acid
B19 DNA may be detected by hybridization with cDNA 
probes, riboprobes (synthetic RNA), or synthetic oligonu-
cleotide probes. Hybridization may be performed directly on 
tissue or cells by in situ hybridization allowing localization 
of viral DNA. Disrupted virus- containing sample or ex-
tracted DNA may be blotted onto a nitrocellulose or nylon 
membrane before being hybridized with B19- specific probe. 
Numerous modifications of this basic approach have been 
used to detect B19 in body fluids, blood products, tissue, 
and cell culture extracts. Nonradioactive labels for probes 
may be used for safety and long shelf life. B19 DNA has 
been detected in serum by using a digoxigenin- labeled RNA 
probe to hybridize with target DNA, followed by capture 
of the hybrid onto a solid phase (microtiter wells) previ-
ously coated with a second anti- B19 oligonucleotide probe 
to an unhybridized portion of the B19 target DNA; an 
 alkaline phosphatase- conjugated antidigoxigenin antibody 
and chemi lu minescent substrate allow the detection of B19 
DNA on a scintillation counter.

PCR- based technologies offer exquisite sensitivity and 
the ability to detect B19 DNA in different types of clinical 
specimens. Various oligonucleotide primers directed against 
sequences in both the nonstructural and viral capsid protein 
genes have been used (55–58). PCR is more sensitive than 
traditional dot blot hybridization; the use of an internal ra-
diolabeled probe to detect amplification product by Southern 
analysis is still more sensitive than dot blot hybridization. 
Many investigators have now reported the use of PCR to de-
tect B19 in fetal and adult tissues, body fluids, blood products, 
and cell cultures. However, PCR detection of B19 DNA in 
clinical samples is not problem free. The most common prob-
lem is the presence in clinical samples of inhibitors of Taq 
polymerase (56). Different approaches to avoid this problem 
have been used, including controlled heating of the sample, 
detergent extraction of DNA, and the use of a second round 

of amplification with nested primers. In antigen capture or 
immunoadherence PCR, virus is adhered to PCR tubes pre-
coated with anti- B19 monoclonal antibody, and after incu-
bation and washing, the PCR mixture (containing primers, 
deoxynucleoside triphosphates, and Taq polymerase) is 
added, virions are disrupted by heating, and viral DNA is 
amplified. This approach avoids nonspecific inhibition and 
provides high sensitivity and specificity (34, 38). While PCR 
primers and conditions may be optimized to preferentially 
amplify genotypes 2 and 3, B19- specific assays detect most 
isolates of genotypes 2 (A6/K71) or 3 (V9) (58).

Interpretation
Molecular testing for B19 DNA in serum is helpful during 
the viremic phase in acute infection. Viremia is accompa-
nied by constitutional symptoms of fever, chills, and mal-
aise, but once arthralgia, arthritis and/or rash appears in 
immunocompetent individuals, standard PCR methods are 
typically negative. However, immunocompromised patients 
may have chronic viremia or intermittent viremia for years. 
A positive PCR test confirms a B19 infection in any setting, 
but in acute infection viremia is typically 1011 virions or 
more per mL (39). In chronic infection in immunocompro-
mised patients, viremia may be as low as 103 virions per mL 
(59). Initial PCR screening methods had analytical sensitiv-
ity of as little as 5 virions per mL (60).

When immunocompetent individuals present with ar-
thralgia, arthritis and/or rash, they typically have B19 IgM. 
B19 IgG is often present, but if not present initially, it 
usually appears within a few days. Sensitivity for B19 IgM 
detection at this time using commercially available kits 
is essentially 100%. Specificity ranged between 94.2 and 
98.5% in patients with other acute infections or autoim-
mune diseases (61).

DISEASE PREVENTION AND THERAPY
Parvovirus B19 infection is widespread in the community. 
It is therefore difficult to prevent exposure and to control 
the spread of infection. Community and household contacts 
are frequently asymptomatic. Hospital exposures may occur. 
However, isolation of viremic patients may decrease the 
level of exposure (46).

Specific antiviral therapy has not been identified. In gen-
eral, patient management is symptomatic and supportive. 

FIGURE 2 ELISA- based tests showing antibody capture ELISA for anti- B19 IgM antibody (A), anti-
body capture ELISA for anti- B19 IgG antibody (B), antigen capture ELISA for B19 virus (C), and recom-
binant or synthetic B19 antigen- based ELISA for detection of B19 antibody (D).
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Patients with acute aplastic crisis may require blood trans-
fusion. Adults with chronic B19 arthropathy are managed 
with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (27). Fetal trans-
fusion in utero may be required to support the fetus during 
B19 infection complicated by severe anemia; fetuses trans-
fused in utero and surviving the aplastic crisis have been 
born without apparent long- term sequelae (38). Immuno-
compromised patients who lack neutralizing anti- B19 an-
tibodies and who present with manifestations of persistent 
B19 infection benefit from commercial intravenous immu-
noglobulin (41). Intramuscular immunoglobulin for pro-
phylaxis following B19 exposure has not been adequately 
evaluated (55). Specific antiviral chemotherapy for parvovi-
rus B19 has not been demonstrated.
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Respiratory viruses are among the most common acute viral 
infections affecting humans and contribute appreciably to 
school and to work absenteeism. Globally, acute respiratory 
tract infections (ARTI) cause frequent morbidity and mor-
tality among children under the age of 5 years, and are a ma-
jor health care burden (1). Among the very young and the 
very old, as well as those with chronic medical conditions, 
respiratory viruses contribute substantially to medical visits, 
prescription of antibiotics and antivirals, hospitalizations, 
and deaths.

Most ARTI are caused by viruses, such as human meta-
pneumovirus (hMPV), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), 
influenza viruses (IFV), parainfluenza viruses (PIV), ade-
noviruses (AdV), human rhinoviruses (HRV), human bo-
cavirus (HBoV) and human coronaviruses (HCoV), but 
bacteria also contribute to similar clinical syndromes. How-
ever, the etiology of up to 70% of ARTI remains unknown 
from a laboratory perspective (2). The diagnosis, preven-
tion, and therapy of respiratory viruses, particularly influ-
enza, has been a major imperative for virology laboratories, 
public health departments, and international public health 
authorities such as the World Health Organization. There-
fore, this chapter discusses the common viruses manifesting 
as ARTI in humans, the clinical syndromes, and how these 
pathogens can be diagnosed. The explosion of knowledge 
regarding the etiologic agents involved has expanded faster 
than the methods to ascertain whether they are causal or 
colonizers and has far outstripped the ability to develop 
preventive or treatment methods. In coming years, the an-
ticipated development of new vaccines and antiviral drugs 
for the more important respiratory viruses will increase the 
need for prompt diagnosis.

The recognition of new species of HRV (i.e., rhinovirus 
C, with ≥50 genotypes), HCoV (i.e., HCoV- NL63, HCoV- 
HKU1, and MERS- CoV), HBoV, and polyomaviruses  (i.e., 
WUPyV, KIPyV, and BKPyV) suggests that our knowledge 
is accelerating. Nevertheless, the majority of adults with 
ARTI, and as many as half of the children, do not have an 
etiologic diagnosis. The large number of undiagnosed ARTI 
is due to inefficient application of suitable detection meth-
ods, inadequate sampling methods or delay in obtaining 
diagnostic specimens, and the limitations on viral testing 
in many laboratories. Most respiratory viruses cause simi-
lar clinical symptoms, from fever and myalgia to abdomi-
nal pain and respiratory symptoms (3). In mild to moderate 

disease there may be no perceived clinical need to make a 
specific etiologic diagnosis, thus hampering development 
and availability of appropriate diagnostics. Conversely, the 
recognition that these agents may play a more severe or 
more chronic role in the immunocompromised patient has 
necessitated the development of improved testing.

Diagnostic testing has improved markedly over the past 
20 years. Previous detection methods included serology and 
isolation of viruses by cell culture, but neither is optimal for 
all respiratory viruses because they are cumbersome, require 
large turnaround times (up to 10 days to diagnose influenza), 
and are insensitive. As well, many viruses, such as HCoV, 
are fastidious (4). Immunochromatic methods for detecting 
virus- specific antigens are much faster than culture, provid-
ing results in minutes, and may provide acceptable diagnos-
tic test accuracy, particularly in children and during known 
influenza or RSV circulation. Furthermore, newly devel-
oped molecular methods are faster than culture and more 
accurate than either culture or antigen detection, and thus 
are replacing traditional methods and have enhanced the 
laboratory diagnoses of respiratory viruses. These changes 
have enabled diagnosis of a broader group of viruses, with 
consequent challenges in interpretation of certain viruses 
and of multiple viral infections. Finally, the advances in 
viral diagnosis have not been accompanied by a parallel 
improvement in the diagnosis of bacterial respiratory infec-
tions. Since viral and bacterial infection may coexist, di-
agnosis of a viral infection does not necessarily rule out a 
clinically important and treatable bacterial coinfection. As 
a result, the role of viruses as the sole cause of many respira-
tory syndromes remains controversial, and unnecessary an-
tibiotic prescriptions for viral syndromes remain common.

Clinicians will increasingly demand rapid, accurate, 
and broad- spectrum diagnostic testing for viruses, particu-
larly for hospitalized patients. In choosing which diagnostic 
tests to offer, the laboratory director will need to balance 
clinical needs against the plethora of testing modalities, 
the different technical and capital costs required, and the 
changing clinical utility of these tests in driving antibiotic 
and antiviral use, patient isolation and other infection con-
trol treatments, and in forecasting prognosis. Ultimately, 
the cost- effectiveness of providing an accurate diagnosis 
in different clinical settings will affect the provision of ap-
propriate services. These are likely to be a combination 
of point- of- care molecular tests or enhanced sensitivity 
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immunochromatographic assays to aid in making immedi-
ate decisions (such as hospital admission or use of influenza 
antiviral drugs), combined with high- throughput, batched 
multiplex syndromic panels (for making a definitive viral 
diagnosis for a broader number of viruses).

TAXONOMY AND DESCRIPTION OF AGENTS
The majority of respiratory viruses are RNA viruses: non-
enveloped, positive- sense single- stranded RNA viruses 
(e.g., HRV); enveloped, negative- sense single- stranded 
RNA viruses (e.g., IFV and PIV); nonenveloped, negative- 
sense single- stranded RNA viruses (e.g., RSV and hMPV); 
or enveloped positive- sense RNA viruses (e.g., HCoV). 
The minority are DNA viruses, such as the nonenveloped 
double- stranded AdV, the nonenveloped single- stranded 
HBoV, or the enveloped human herpesviruses (HHVs).

Orthomyxoviruses: Influenza A, B, and C
Influenza viruses, belonging to the family Orthomyxoviridae, 
are the most clinically important respiratory viruses due to 
their role in severe lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI), 
explosive outbreaks and epidemics, and in occasional global 
pandemics. Influenza viruses are spherical or filamentous, 
enveloped, single- stranded RNA viruses containing seven 
or eight separate segments of RNA. These viruses attach to 
human respiratory epithelium via sialic acid residues, are 
internalized, and multiply in the cell nucleus. The hemag-
glutinin antigen (HA) is expressed on the viral envelope, 
interacts with cell surface receptors in attachment, and 
is a major target of the body’s immune defenses. Vaccines 
against influenza A and B target the HA. The neuramin-
idase (NA) facilitates viral release from infected cells to 
enable subsequent new generations of infections and is in-
hibited by commonly used antiviral drugs such as oseltami-
vir and zanamivir. The M2 ion channel, which enables viral 
entry, is a target of the drugs amantadine and rimantadine 
and is found only in influenza A but not in influenza B (5). 
Only influenza A causes pandemics, usually due to a genetic 
reassortment of HA and NA subtypes to confer a novel virus 
for which humans have limited immunity. Both influenza A 
and B cause seasonal outbreaks, whereas influenza C causes 
milder disease that is rarely specifically diagnosed.

Paramyxoviruses: RSV, hMPV, and PIV- 1 to - 4
The family Paramyxoviridae is a large family of negative- 
sense, single- stranded RNA viruses that cause measles, 
mumps, and respiratory infections. The associated respira-
tory viruses include RSV (subfamily Pneumovirinae, genus 
Pneumovirus), hMPV (genus Metapneumovirus), and four 
PIV types (PIV- 1 and PIV- 3 belong to the genus Respirovi-
rus while PIV- 2 and PIV- 4 belong to the genus Rubulavirus). 
This group of viruses is the most clinically important after 
influenza. RSV is named after its propensity to cause syncy-
tia formation in cell culture and is a common cause of child-
hood infections and hospitalizations. hMPV was discovered 
in 2001 and has four subtypes with a different subtype pre-
dominating in each year (6). PIV types 1 to 4 cause similar 
respiratory diseases but are generally less severe than RSV.

Picornaviruses: HRV and EV
The small, nonenveloped, positive- sense, single- stranded 
RNA viruses in the order Picornavirales, family Picornavi-
ridae, genus Enterovirus, include the respiratory pathogens 
HRV and enterovirus (EV). Some authors refer to human 
enteroviruses with the abbreviation HEV, which is also used 

for hepatitis E virus and, as such, is ambiguous. Further con-
fusion arises from the reclassification of HRV into the genus 
Enterovirus, with recognition of three rhinovirus species (A, 
B, and C), and five enterovirus species (A to E). HRV causes 
outbreaks of upper respiratory tract infections (URTI), as 
rhinovirus A and B infect respiratory epithelial cells via the 
ICAM- 1 or LDL- receptors. The receptor for rhinovirus C 
viruses is unknown. HRVs are acid labile and grow best at 
33°C. The EVs cause gastrointestinal, respiratory, and sys-
temic diseases. The EVs have a larger genome than HRV, 
use a wide variety of receptors for cell entry, and are acid 
stable.

Coronaviruses: HCoV
Members of the family Coronaviridae, genus Coronavirus, are 
large (120 to 160 nm), roughly spherical, enveloped viruses, 
which carry a positive- sense- strand RNA genome approxi-
mately 30 kb in length. The name “coronavirus” is derived 
from the crown- like appearance of these viruses when ex-
amined using electron microscopy. This appearance is due 
to an envelope studded with long, petal- shaped spikes of 
glycoprotein (7, 8). Four HCoVs are in circulation.

HCoV- OC43 and HCoV- 229E were initially identified 
in the 1960s and are responsible for up to 30% of common 
cold symptoms but have received little attention as serious 
human pathogens (7, 9, 10). HCoVs were overlooked in di-
agnosis because they were thought to only cause outbreaks 
of URTI and are difficult to culture (11). This view was 
dramatically altered in November 2002 when the newly 
identified severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) CoV 
was associated with severe pneumonia in more than 8,000 
people, contributing to over 800 deaths worldwide (12, 
13). Since the outbreak of SARS- CoV, two novel HCoVs 
(HCoV- NL63 and HCoV- HKU1) have been discovered 
in association with LRTI. Research has also shown that 
HCoVs have a marked seasonal distribution (14, 15). 
HCoV- NL63 was first isolated from a 7- month- old child 
suffering from bronchiolitis, conjunctivitis, and fever in 
April 2004 in the Netherlands and was placed in group 1 
based on genetic similarity to HCoV- 229E (16). Since the 
discovery of HCoV- NL63, a seasonal distribution has been 
identified among HCoV- OC43 and HCoV- NL63 which 
peaks during late winter (15, 17, 18). HCoV- HKU1 was 
initially discovered as a codetection of severe LRTI in two 
patients in Hong Kong in January 2005 and has since been 
found to cause community- acquired pneumonia in winter 
and spring with a 2.4% incidence (19–21). HCoV- HKU1 
has been classified as a group 2 HCoV based on genomic 
analyses (22). More recently, the Middle Eastern respira-
tory syndrome (MERS) CoV was identified in 2012 in the 
Netherlands from a Saudi Arabian patient who died with 
severe respiratory illness.

DNA Respiratory Viruses: AdV, HBoV, and Others
The nonenveloped AdV is a double- stranded DNA virus 
containing 51 serotypes. These are small viruses that mul-
tiply in the cell nucleus and invade respiratory epithelium 
and the gastrointestinal tract as well as the systemic circu-
lation and heart.

HBoV is a single- stranded DNA virus which was the 
first member of the family Parvoviridae, genus Bocaparvovi-
rus, to cause disease among humans and has been suggested 
to cause respiratory and gastrointestinal disease in children 
(23). There are four known serotypes. Infections often oc-
cur as dual infections together with another respiratory virus 
(21).
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Newly described polyomaviruses (WUPyV, KIPyV, and 
BKPyV) have been associated with respiratory disease 
symptoms (24, 25). Their role remains undefined.

Other DNA viruses causing respiratory disease include 
the HHVs, particularly cytomegalovirus (CMV), but also 
varicella- zoster virus (VZV). CMV is more commonly recog-
nized in the immunocompromised host. HHV- 6 and HHV- 8 
have also been associated with respiratory symptoms.

Other Viruses and Bacteria
Other RNA viruses such as measles and mumps can cause 
respiratory symptoms. Bacteria such as Chlamydophila (for-
merly Chlamydia) pneumoniae and Mycoplasma pneumo-
niae, while not viruses, overlap clinical syndromes caused 
by viruses and may be diagnosed in virology and molecu-
lar laboratories. C. pneumoniae is an obligate intracellular 
bacterium infecting respiratory epithelial cells. Mycoplasma 
spp. are cell- wall- free bacteria infecting the upper and lower 
respiratory tract. Both are sensitive to antibiotics, and, as 
part of the differential of upper and lower respiratory tract 
infection, both are included in some viral multiplex pan-
els for laboratory detection. Finally, Bordetella pertussis, the 
bacterium that causes whooping cough, presents initially as 
URTI ,with antibiotics being effective only if started during 
the “catarrhal” stage of illness. Some molecular respiratory 
panels include B. pertussis as a target.

EPIDEMIOLOGY, TRANSMISSION, AND 
PATHOGENESIS
Respiratory viruses cause acute, self- limited infections spread 
person to person via infected hands, infected objects in 
the environment (fomites), large droplets from sneezing or 
coughing, and potentially via small- particle aerosols. Incu-
bation times vary from as little as 10 hours for HRV, to 1 to 
4 days for influenza, and up to 14 days for AdV and HCoV.

The transmission of respiratory viruses is highly sea-
sonal in temperate and subtropical climates but may be 
year- round in tropical climates. In temperate and subtrop-
ical climates, influenza, RSV and other paramyxoviruses, 
and HCoVs predominate in the winter and spring. In 
North America, influenza is most common between De-
cember and April, whereas HRV is present year- round but 
peaks in the spring and early fall, and EV is most common 
in the summer months. In Australia, the “cold and flu sea-
son” starts as the prevalence of influenza peaks from late 
June to early August (early to mid- winter in the Southern 
Hemisphere) and is followed with a peak in HCoV preva-
lence in August (late winter), when they can be detected 
in 22% of specimens tested (15). The epidemic peak of 
hMPV is from August (late winter) to November (late 
spring) with a change in predominant viral genotype seen 
in most years (26). Seasonality also differs by serotypes 
(e.g., PIV- 1 versus PIV-  3), and there are both synergistic 
and potentially antagonistic relationships between viruses. 
Seasonality may reflect effects of temperature, humidity, 
and indoor exposure, as well as lower vitamin D levels in 
winter months. In North America, peaks of HRV in Sep-
tember have been associated with school return and spread 
among children.

Most respiratory viruses multiply initially in the up-
per respiratory tract, in respiratory epithelial cells in the 
nose, nasopharynx, oropharynx, tonsils, or trachea. HRV 
is characterized by infection of only small numbers of epi-
thelial cells, and symptoms may result from inflammatory 
cytokines.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Respiratory virus infections may be asymptomatic or symp-
tomatic and may affect the upper respiratory tract and its 
related structures, the lower respiratory tract, the gastroin-
testinal tract, or occasionally other organs.

Asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic illness may 
occur with most respiratory viral infections and can be de-
tected by asymptomatic seroconversion or as an incidental 
finding with testing of asymptomatic study subjects in epi-
demiologic studies or volunteer inoculation studies. Com-
munity cohort studies have demonstrated asymptomatic 
infection with influenza or HRV, with rates of asymptomatic 
infection estimated at 15 to 20% for influenza and up to 
80% for HRV (27). Asymptomatic infection and/or pro-
longed carriage after initial infection likely occurs with most 
respiratory viruses, thus complicating the interpretation of 
causality when a virus is detected.

The most common symptomatic presentation of respira-
tory viruses is URTI, also known as the common cold. Nasal 
congestion, rhinorrhea, sneezing, coughing, and/or throat 
irritation occur for 1 to 9 days, with shedding of virus for 3 
to 7 days and resolution of symptoms generally in about 10 
days. Neutrophils are present in nasal secretions, along with 
mucous and water. While HRV is the most common cause 
of URTI, all respiratory viruses can cause URTI and may be 
clinically indistinguishable. AdV, influenza, or HCoV may 
be more commonly associated with fever in the context of 
URTI, but HRV and EV can also be associated with fever— 
particularly in young children.

Pharyngitis and tonsillitis may be viral (especially HRV, 
but also influenza, AdV, HCoV, and other respiratory vi-
ruses) or bacterial (especially Streptococcus pyogenes, also 
referred to as group A Streptococcus). Viral sore throat is 
more likely to be accompanied by nasal congestion and 
cough, whereas fevers and painful lymphadenopathy favor 
a bacterial etiology. Persisting symptoms may be a manifes-
tation of primary Epstein-Barr virus infections (i.e., acute 
mononucleosis).

Otitis media, or infection of the middle ear, is more com-
mon in the setting of acute viral infection and may be due to 
the virus itself (as evidenced by isolation of virus from mid-
dle ear fluid), bacterial (as with Streptococcus pneumoniae), 
or a bacterial complication of an initial viral infection. AdV, 
which affects the tonsils and adenoids, may obstruct the Eu-
stachian tubes that aerate the middle ear and may predis-
pose the patient to a bacterial middle ear infection.

Sinusitis is common with concurrent URTI, and the 
infection may be referred to as “rhinosinusitis.” The con-
tiguous respiratory epithelium covers the nasal, pharyngeal, 
and sinus surfaces, and a large proportion of HRV and other 
viral URTI involve nasal and sinus cavities even in uncom-
plicated infections. Bacterial sinusitis may result later, often 
after 7 to 10 days, with exacerbation of fevers, sinus conges-
tion, and nasal discharge.

Laryngitis, or inflammation of the larynx, may be viral, 
bacterial, or noninfectious. PIV, RSV, influenza, HRV, and 
AdV have all been associated with laryngitis, as have My-
coplasma pneumoniae and Chlamydophila pneumoniae. These 
are usually self- limited and accompanied by other signs of 
URTI or LRTI.

Influenza- like illness (ILI) is a syndrome characterized by 
upper and potentially lower respiratory tract symptoms. A 
combination of fever, abrupt onset of cough, and new- onset 
sore throat characterize ILI, which may also involve con-
stitutional symptoms of muscle aches, tiredness, and loss of 
appetite. The diagnosis of ILI is not highly sensitive for influ-
enza infections, which may present as URTI or pharyngitis 
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without fevers or as LRTI (see below) without fever, particu-
larly in the elderly, nor is ILI specific for influenza, but it may 
be due to any respiratory virus including HRV. ILI remains a 
key tool for tracking potential influenza in the community, 
and, when influenza outbreaks occur, ILI incidence is a use-
ful epidemiologic measure. From a health- care perspective, 
screening emergency departments and clinic patients for ILI 
enables timely testing and infection control in order to pre-
vent infection of other patients and staff.

LRTI is a broad term for symptoms and clinical signs of 
infection below the level of the larynx. Infections of the 
trachea (tracheitis), bronchi (bronchitis), and smaller air-
ways (bronchiolitis) are primarily due to viral infections, 
including influenza, PIV, RSV, hMPV, HCoV, and AdV. In-
fections of the lung parenchyma, or pneumonia, are often 
of bacterial origin, although pneumonia may be a mixed 
viral and bacterial infection or a sole viral infection. In-
creasingly, HRV is being recognized as a cause of lower re-
spiratory tract infection, particularly in young children, the 
elderly, and those with immune deficiencies such as bone 
marrow or solid organ transplantation, chemotherapy, or 
advanced infection with the human immunodeficiency vi-
rus type 1 (HIV- 1).

Bronchitis/tracheitis is common with influenza and 
other respiratory viruses and causes cough, pain on tracheal 
pressure, and exacerbation of preexisting chronic respiratory 
diseases such as asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD). The presentation may be exacerbation 
of asthma or COPD. COPD exacerbations are often ac-
companied by increased sputum production suggestive of a 
bacterial infection, and physicians will often treat with anti-
biotics since tests do not clearly rule out bacterial infection.

Croup, or laryngotracheobronchitis, is a common ARTI 
caused by PIV and other respiratory viruses. It affects young 
children, who develop acute difficulty with breathing out 
and develop a characteristic “seal- like” barking cough. 
Children are often brought to an emergency department 
and may require observation, with treatments consisting of 
oxygen and antiinflammatory corticosteroids for moderate 
to severe disease. The disease is self- limited and mortality 
is rare.

Bronchiolitis is an acute and potentially life- threatening 
illness and can be particularly severe in young children and 
premature infants or in infants with heart or lung disease. 
Bronchiolitis is characterized by fever, rapid and labored 
breathing, difficulty with oxygen exchange (resulting in 
lower oxygen saturation), and wheezing. RSV is the most 
common cause, although hMPV, PIV, and HRV can also 
cause bronchiolitis. Virtually all children are infected with 
RSV by 2 years of age, as evidenced by seroprevalence stud-
ies, and younger children are more likely to develop severe 
disease. RSV causes bronchiolitis and may require hospital-
ization. Severe disease may lead to intensive care unit ad-
missions with therapies that include intravenous hydration, 
bronchodilators, antibiotics, oxygen, and even intubation 
and mechanical ventilation. Intravenous or inhaled ribavi-
rin may be used in severe disease, although its effectiveness 
remains controversial. No vaccine is available for preven-
tion of RSV, but RSV immunoglobulin is used to prevent 
severe disease among infants under the age of 2 years who 
are at high risk of developing severe RSV bronchiolitis and 
pneumonia. Risk groups include premature infants and 
those with severe heart or lung disease. RSV immunoglobu-
lin is given monthly throughout the RSV season in a given 
community. While effective for preventing disease, RSV 
immunoglobulin is not effective for treatment once symp-
toms are established. Development of effective antivirals 

is currently being researched and is a high priority for the 
medical community.

Episodes of wheezing with respiratory viral infections in 
young children may be labeled as reactive airway disease, 
as airways in the young child do not have sufficient smooth 
muscle to cause bronchospasm characteristic of asthma. 
However, children with severe RSV or HRV bronchiolitis/
reactive airway disease are more likely to manifest with 
childhood asthma by 6 years of age, although the role of 
these viruses in causing— as opposed to unmasking— asthma 
remains unclear. In younger children, all respiratory viruses 
can cause asthma exacerbations, including live attenuated 
influenza vaccine (which is not recommended for children 
with moderate to severe asthma). In older children and in 
adults, both HRV and EV are common causes of asthma ex-
acerbations. In the late summer and fall of 2014, a serotype 
of Enterovirus, EV- D68, was associated with an outbreak of 
asthma exacerbations in hospitalized children in Kentucky, 
Colorado, and Canada (28). EV- D68 had been previously 
associated with similar outbreaks in the Philippines and in 
the Netherlands. The virus was first identified in California 
in 1962, and the cause for its recent increased activity is 
unknown.

Pneumonia is an infection of the lung parenchyma, with 
fluid, pus, and often bacteria in the alveoli affecting oxygen 
exchange by the lungs. Patients may need oxygen, fluids, 
hospital admission, and occasionally mechanical ventila-
tion. In industrialized countries, pneumonia is a rare cause 
of death in children but remains a common cause of death 
in the elderly and immunocompromised. Viral pneumonia 
occurs with influenza and with most respiratory viruses and 
may be severe and result in diffuse lung white- out and severe 
difficulty with oxygen transport. Viruses such as influenza 
also predispose to bacterial pneumonia, often Streptococcus 
pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, or Streptococcus pyogenes. 
Haemophilus influenzae, first associated with pneumonia 
during the H1N1 influenza pandemic of 1918, is now a rare 
cause of pneumonia since the onset of childhood vaccina-
tion against H. influenza type B (29, 30).

In 2009, a novel reassortment of animal and human 
viruses resulted in the pandemic H1N1 virus that orig-
inated in Mexico. Within 3 months, the pH1N1 virus 
spread worldwide and rapidly infected populations includ-
ing children and adults. While the elderly were relatively 
spared and overall hospitalizations and deaths were lower 
than in the H3N2 years, there was an excess of deaths in 
children and young adults. Overall, the combined category 
of influenza and pneumonia remains the eighth most com-
mon cause of adult death in the United States, and the pre-
vention, diagnosis, and treatment of influenza remain key 
health priorities.

Prevention of influenza includes annual vaccination of 
at- risk groups, such as young children, the elderly, and those 
with heart, lung, or immune diseases. Health care work-
ers are recommended for vaccination to prevent hospital- 
based outbreaks. Universal vaccination of all children over 
6 months of age, and of all adults, has long been recom-
mended in jurisdictions such as the Province of Ontario and 
has recently been recommended in the United States by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (31). Universal 
influenza vaccination has been associated with a reduction 
in hospitalizations and complications among the elderly. A 
vaccination strategy targeting children was shown to reduce 
infection in the elderly in Japan, and more recently in a 
cluster- randomized clinical trial in Canada (32), the key 
role of children in spreading influenza in the community 
was demonstrated. Antiviral prophylaxis and treatment of 
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influenza includes amantadine and rimantadine, which are 
rarely used today because of drug resistance, and the neur-
aminidase inhibitors oseltamivir, zanamivir, and peramivir. 
Used early, these drugs are highly effective for the preven-
tion or treatment of influenza (33).

Other influenza strains also occasionally cause human 
disease. In 1998, a novel H5N1 avian influenza virus in-
fected 18 people in Hong Kong and was controlled by the 
culling of millions of birds. Since 2003, H5N1 continues to 
circulate among birds, with sporadic zoonotic infections of 
humans from bird markets or from direct exposure to dead 
birds. Person- to- person spread has only rarely been docu-
mented, and a total of 844 cases and 449 (53%) deaths have 
been recorded as of July 2015 (34). The most affected coun-
tries have been Egypt, Indonesia, and Vietnam, each with 
over 100 human cases. Other novel influenza viruses have 
infected humans exposed to bird markets in China, such as 
H7N9 in 2013 to 2015. Both H5N1 and H7N9 human cases 
have occasionally been imported into North America.

In 2002/2003, a novel CoV in China caused SARS, which 
affected 8,800 people in 29 countries and resulted in over 800 
deaths (12, 13). The lungs and gastrointestinal tract were 
heavily infected in those who died and underwent autopsy. 
Diagnosis was complicated by the nonspecific nature of the 
illness, the frequent absence of virus in upper respiratory tract 
samples, and the delay to seroconversion among infected pa-
tients. Serology or molecular testing of lower respiratory tract 
specimens was helpful in making the diagnosis. Treatment 
was supportive, and the pandemic was controlled with careful 
infection control and other public health measures.

In 2012, a novel CoV was associated with severe respi-
ratory disease in Saudi Arabia. Since then, MERS- CoV has 
infected over 1,000 people in Saudi Arabia and the Middle 
East, with occasional importation and secondary spread in 
the United States, United Kingdom and elsewhere. Serologic 
studies in Saudi Arabia suggested that 0.15% of surveyed peo-
ple had serologic exposure to disease, with higher rates among 
shepherds (35). In June 2015, an outbreak in South Korea af-
fected 186 patients, with 36 deaths, with at least three gener-
ations of infections (36). As of July 2015, over 16,500 South 
Koreans were transiently in quarantine, with concern for the 
potential of a much broader MERS- CoV outbreak.

Respiratory viruses can also contribute to extrapulmonary 
disease. In young children, respiratory viruses can also cause 
nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. Extrapulmonary disease is 
also common with EV and AdV, with occasional involve-
ment of the central nervous system (enterovirus meningitis, 
encephalitis, and acute flaccid paralysis), heart (myocarditis), 
liver (hepatitis), or muscle (myositis). Influenza, particularly 
influenza B, has been associated with myositis.

The respiratory illness in 2014 due to EV- D68 was also 
associated with neurologic disease, including acute flaccid 
paralysis— mimicking poliomyelitis— during the same time 
period. Virus was demonstrated in respiratory secretions in 
half of the examined children but could not be detected ei-
ther in cerebrospinal fluid or in stools (37).

COLLECTION, TRANSPORT, AND STORAGE

Whom To Test
When considering testing, the first consideration is the pa-
tient. A young child, an elderly patient, or an immunocom-
promised patient would be at high risk for respiratory virus 
infections including severe disease or chronic/complicated 
disease. If admitted to hospital, they would be a potential 
source of infection for staff, visitors, and other patients. Any 

individual who is part of an institutional outbreak should be 
tested to guide prevention and treatment strategies. Trav-
elers may warrant testing for exotic causes of their illness 
but will benefit from standard testing as well. Knowledge of 
worldwide outbreaks such as MERS- CoV in Saudi Arabia 
and other Middle Eastern countries, or H7N9 influenza in 
China, may direct specific testing and will require higher 
biosafety levels for specimen collection, transport, and lab-
oratory testing.

When To Test
The second issue becomes when to test, although timing 
is often dictated by the point of contact between the pa-
tient and the medical system. Generally, viruses are shed 
from the upper respiratory tract for 3 to 7 days with many 
respiratory viral infections, but may be shed longer with 
certain viruses or in certain hosts (the young, the elderly, 
and the immunocompromised). Certain specimen types 
(e.g., nasopharyngeal swab [NPS]) may be positive early in 
the disease but do not rule out LRTI later in the disease. 
Similarly, transient viremia has been noted with influenza 
and with other viral infections, but blood is not commonly 
used as a direct test for infections in general. Wherever 
possible, samples should be obtained early in the disease, 
and certainly within the first 3 to 5 days of symptom onset. 
Children and the immunocompromised may shed viruses 
for weeks and may be tested if clinically relevant to guide 
decisions regarding etiology, isolation, and treatment. 
Testing for unusual infections such as novel influenza hem-
agglutinin serotypes may include acute and convalescent 
sera, although such testing requires prolonged turnaround 
time and is rarely helpful in treatment and infection con-
trol decisions for the patient.

Choice of Specimen Type
The next issue is the specimen type. Most commonly used 
specimens include NPSs and nasopharyngeal aspirates 
(NPAs). Nasal/mid- turbinate swabs (38), nasal washes, 
throat swabs or washes, and lower respiratory tract sam-
ples (tracheal aspirates or bronchoalveolar lavage samples) 
may all be submitted for respiratory virus testing. Choice of 
specimen type will involve decisions regarding the patient 
population (children versus adults, outpatients versus in-
patients), the skills of the collecting nurse or physician, or 
the preference for self- collection or parental- collection of 
samples. In general, nasopharyngeal swabs or aspirates are 
the specimens of choice for acute diagnosis, with the excep-
tion of intubated patients, in whom supplementation with 
a lower respiratory tract specimen (such as bronchoalveolar 
lavage) is recommended (39). However, a lower respiratory 
tract specimen should not substitute for an upper respira-
tory tract specimen, as the latter is generally more sensitive.

Choice of Swab Type
Flocked swabs may be preferred to conventional nylon swabs 
and have been shown to be superior in collecting more re-
spiratory epithelial cells and more infected cells (40). Viral 
transport media enable preservation of virus for antigen test-
ing, culture, or molecular detection, and certain commercial 
media have demonstrated stability at room temperature for 
up to 3 weeks (41). Unless the stability characteristics of 
the viral transport medium are known, however, refrigera-
tion of the sample at 2 to 8°C and processing of the sample 
within 48 hours are recommended. Samples can be stored 
for a prolonged period at −70°C but may be less stable to 
storage at −20°C.
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 Test Ordering
Test orders for respiratory virus detection may be limited 
(e.g., influenza alone by rapid antigen detection), ex-
panded (e.g., influenza, PIV, RSV, hMPV, and AdV by di-
rect fluorescent antibody and rapid shell vial culture), or 
comprehensive (multiplex PCR for 12 to 22 viruses and 
bacteria). These may be offered by setting (more limited 
for outpatients, more comprehensive for inpatients), pa-
tient comorbidities (immunocompromised), travel history, 
or physician ordering preference. However, the complexity 
of the ordering algorithm may be confusing and delay ap-
propriate diagnosis, whereas an unrestricted policy of or-
dering comprehensive multiplex panels is costly and may 
result in overdiagnosis of incidental viral shedding unre-
lated to the current illness.

Test Utility
A diagnostic test for respiratory viruses may decrease the 
number of ancillary tests performed, affect decisions to ad-
mit a patient to the hospital, alter the degree of respiratory 
isolation required, and influence the choice of antiviral and 
antibacterial treatments for an overall cost savings (42). 
However, as respiratory viruses and bacteria may coexist, 
the cost savings may be exaggerated, as most physicians will 
continue to prescribe antibiotics in the setting of proven 
respiratory viruses amongst patients admitted to the hospi-
tal. Thus, in a retrospective review, 90% of adult inpatients 
with laboratory- confirmed influenza received antibiotics in 
our hospital, whereas, disturbingly, only 30% received an-
tivirals (43). During known influenza activity in the com-
munity, we advise starting all admitted or high- risk patients 
with influenza- like illness on appropriate antiviral drugs, 
and discontinuing antivirals if subsequent batched multi-
plex PCR (generally available within 6 to 12 hours) proves 
negative for influenza A or B. Antibiotics are used for clini-
cal or radiographic suspicion of pneumonia or for suspected 
bacteremia/sepsis.

Preanalytic Quality Control
Minimization of the number and types of swabs and trans-
port media distributed throughout a hospital system may 
enable better inventory and quality control. Viral transport 
media may require refrigeration or be stable at room tem-
perature, and many have a pH- dependent indicator dye to 
identify acid and unusable media in addition to an expiry 
date. In the future, as molecular testing replaces antigen 
and culture testing, simpler transport media enabling opti-
mized molecular testing may extend shelf life and facilitate 
inventory and quality control. However, methods such as 
culture will still be required on a proportion of patients to 
enable characterization of a random sampling of influenza 
isolates each year, for travelers or others potentially exposed 
to novel influenza strains, or for phenotypic antiviral test-
ing. One option may be to use molecular specific transport 
media routinely and to take additional specimens for culture 
when epidemiologic risk factors dictate the need.

Biohazard
Sample collection may entail a biohazard to the medical 
personal collecting the specimen as well as to laboratory per-
sonnel processing the sample. Thus, NPS and NPA collec-
tion may cause sneezing or coughing, with potential droplet 
and even aerosol spread of the virus to mucous membranes 
including the conjunctiva. Appropriate droplet precautions, 
including a gown, surgical mask, and eye protection, should 
be worn by clinical personnel when taking a nasopharyngeal 

specimen. Where a biosafety level 3 or higher pathogen is 
suspected (e.g., MERS- CoV, H5 influenza), enhanced bio-
safety during collection and laboratory processing will be 
required. Respiratory virus collection should be avoided al-
together among patients with a suspected biosafety level 4 
pathogen such as Ebola virus.

DIRECT FLUORESCENT ANTIBODY TESTING 
AND RAPID SHELL VIAL CULTURE
Conventional tube culture was the mainstay of respiratory 
virus diagnostics for many years. Both primary and continu-
ous cell lines were used, including green monkey and rhesus 
monkey kidney cells, MDCK cells, A535, mink lung cells, or 
embryonal lung cells. These cells required considerable ex-
pertise to maintain and interpret and were time consuming, 
requiring daily examination and maintenance and taking 5 
to 10 or more days to grow and identify viruses. Cytopathic 
effect of the viruses on the cell line, hemagglutination, or 
monoclonal antibody staining was used to verify detection of 
a virus. Tube culture methods continue to be used by some 
reference laboratories to prepare control material and to grow 
viruses for antigen characterization. However, they are gener-
ally impractical for clinical laboratories requiring a diagnosis 
to aid individual patient treatment or infection control.

Many clinical laboratories replaced conventional tube 
culture with rapid shell vial culture, in which one or more 
cell lines are placed below a cover slip, with a centrifuged 
patient sample, and incubated for 24 to 48 hours. The sam-
ple is then stained with a monoclonal antibody conjugated 
to FITC, and typical intranuclear or intracytoplasmic apple- 
green fluorescence is identified under a UV microscope.

Antigen detection using pools or individual monoclo-
nal antibodies is available for influenza A, B, PIV- 1, - 2 and 
- 3, RSV, hMPV, AdV, and EV. Commercial mixes of two 
or more cells are available, such as R- Mix, R- Mix- Too, or 
E- Mix shell vials (Diagnostic Hybrids). Antigen can be de-
tected in a primary sample prior to culture, known as direct 
fluorescent antibody (DFA), enabling rapid identification in 
90 to 120 minutes. Negative specimens are then inoculated 
into shell vial culture, and staining is repeated after 24 and 
48 hours of culture, as described above.

The sensitivity of DFA is ~75% compared with culture, 
with a lower yield if insufficient numbers of respiratory ep-
ithelial cells are visible on the slide. Insufficient quantity 
would be reported, with an indication on the report that 
a negative could be a false- negative due to poor specimen 
adequacy. True sensitivity of DFA/culture, compared with 
a molecular test reference standard, is approximately 10% 
lower. The specificity of DFA approaches 100% but requires 
specialized equipment and experienced laboratory technolo-
gists. The requirement for fluorescent microscopy limits the 
daily throughput, although a result can be available as soon 
as 90 minutes after the specimen arrives in the laboratory.

Today, some laboratories may continue providing DFA/
shell vial culture for respiratory virus detection, particularly 
for patients who are less urgent or in whom influenza has 
been excluded by molecular tests (described in “Molecular 
Tests for Respiratory Viruses” below).

IMMUNOCHROMATOGRAPHIC ASSAYS FOR 
INFLUENZA
Rapid methods for the identification of influenza and RSV 
have involved the detection of antigen using specific mono-
clonal antibodies raised in animals. Detection from an NPS 
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with a rapid immunochromatographic assay can be done in 
as little as 10 minutes, potentially enabling rapid institution 
of antiviral therapy and infection control procedures. Fur-
thermore, monitoring of respiratory specimens in aggregate 
can identify when influenza is highly active. These assays 
are considerably less expensive than current multiplex mo-
lecular panels.

A representative sampling of currently available an-
tigen assays is summarized in Table 1. The sensitivity of 
these assays is highly variable (44). Sensitivity of 60 to 90% 
compared with conventional or shell vial culture has been 
documented but depends on the patient’s age (child versus 
adult), specimen type (NPS or NPA versus nasal swabs), 
duration of illness, and sensitivity of the reference standard 
(culture versus molecular). Compared with molecular refer-
ence standards, which are more sensitive than culture, an-
tigen detection is appreciably less sensitive analytically and 
clinically. During pH1N1, it was estimated that rapid anti-
gen detection had a very poor sensitivity of 20 to 40% (45).

Specificity of rapid antigen testing, however, is quite 
high at >90%, and the positive predictive value is >90% 
during influenza season. Thus, during known circulation 
of influenza in a community, a positive rapid antigen test 
would confirm the presence of influenza. However, at times 
without circulating influenza, the positive predictive value 
(which is a function of prevalence) would be much lower, 
and a second method (such as culture or molecular testing) 
would be required to verify the presence of influenza.

Two new, higher- sensitivity influenza assays have 
been cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA): the Sofia Influenza A+B fluorescent immunoas-
say (Quidel Corp) and the BD Veritor Systems Flu A+B 
(46–49). These use analyzers that improve reliability, use 
signal- amplification methods, and incorporate algorithms 
to improve the sensitivity of the immunochromatographic 
influenza assays. These take 10 to 15 minutes to give results 
and are low- complexity assays requiring minimal sample 
preparation. These offer 80 to 90% sensitivity and 90 to 
95% specificity, with higher sensitivity for children versus 
adults and for influenza A versus influenza B. The BD Veri-
tor is low complexity and Clinical Laboratory Improvement 

Amendments (CLIA)- waived for NPSs and nasal swabs. 
The Sofia Influenza A+B is CLIA- waived for NPSs or nasal 
swabs but is classified as moderate complexity for NPAs or 
washes. Quidel has also introduced a Sofia RSV assay.

In settings in which viral load is high, such as early 
disease in children, these assays are likely to perform ad-
equately. They are rapid, simple, and appreciably cheaper 
than molecular assays. However, among adults, or with any 
genetic drift in the virus, these assays may perform subopti-
mally. In a point–counterpoint, Dunn and Ginocchio argue 
for and against the use of these rapid immunochromato-
graphic assays (50).

Antigen assays may still have a role in the diagnosis of in-
fected children (particularly if not requiring hospital admis-
sion), in outbreaks (in which a single positive would suggest 
that the entire outbreak is due to the same infection), and 
in remote communities (in which a single viral infection 
may predominate, and knowledge of the circulation of influ-
enza or RSV would enable appropriate decision making and 
treatment in other community members). Thus, an “eco-
logic” or “cluster” diagnostic tool, with imperfect abilities 
to diagnose (especially to exclude illness) in an individual, 
may still be highly useful in these particular group settings.

If antigen- based tests are to be used for influenza diag-
nosis, the two newer, higher- sensitivity tests would be pre-
ferred. Testing children during known influenza activity, 
or multiple individuals involved in an outbreak, may be a 
cost- effective use for these assays. However, decisions on 
treatment and isolation for individual patients, particularly 
for adults with comorbidities and among inpatients, should 
ideally rely on the more sensitive molecular diagnostics, 
described below. The FDA has proposed annual retesting 
for influenza assays, and these assays should not be relied 
upon for novel influenza strains until adequate validation 
has been performed.

Rapid immunochromatographic assays, including the 
newer, higher- sensitivity Sofia assay from Quidel, are also 
available for RSV. As with influenza antigen detection as-
says, both low- complexity immunochromatographic assays, 
as well as more complex enzyme immunoassays that are 
more amenable to high- throughput batch processing, are 

TABLE 1 Reported ranges of sensitivity and specificity of a representative selection of influenza 
rapid antigen detection kits1

Kit (manufacturer)
Targets Sensitivity 

(%)
Specificity 

(%)Flu A Flu B

Actim Influenza A&B (Medix Biochemica) X X 65–770 99–100
BD Veritor System for Flu A+B (Becton- Dickinson) X X 70–940 99–100
BinaxNOW Flu A and Flu B (Alere) X X 44–650 92–100
BinaxNOW Influenza A&B (Alere) X X  4–820 92–100
Directigen Flu A (Becton- Dickinson) X 61–100 85–100
Directigen Flu A+B (Becton- Dickinson) X X 22–800 92–100
ESPLINE Influenza A&B- N (Fujirebio) X X 23–910 72–100
FLU OIA (BioStar) X X 41–930 83–950
QuickVue Influenza Test (Quidel) X X 22–960 75–100
QuickVue Influenza A+B Test (Quidel) X X  4–750 84–100
SD Bioline Influenza (Standard Diagnostics) X X 45–700 98–100
Sofia Influenza A+B FIA2 (Quidel) X X 62–980 96–100
ZstatFlu (ZymeTx) X X 37–960 77–970

1Adapted from references 44 and 50.
2FIA, fluorescent immunoassay.
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available. Sensitivities are reported at 70 to 90%, although 
a study comparing a rapid assay with PCR found only 41% 
sensitivity (51).

MOLECULAR TESTS FOR RESPIRATORY 
VIRUSES
Molecular tests for respiratory viruses have been extensively 
developed since 2005. Uniplex or multiplex testing for in-
fluenza A alone, A and B, or for influenza and RSV, has been 
instituted by many clinical virology laboratories around the 
world, using laboratory- developed tests (LDTs), published 
primers from the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention, commercially available analyte- specific reagents 
(ASRs), or commercially available in vitro diagnostic kits for 
diagnosis of one or more respiratory viruses. Use of molecu-
lar diagnostics greatly accelerated after the pandemic H1N1 
influenza of 2009, at which time nonmolecular methods 
were found to have poor sensitivity.

Most of these LDTs, ASRs, and multiplex kits require 
manual or automated nucleic acid extraction, followed by 
reverse transcription (RT), amplification (usually using 
PCR), and then detection of amplicon using gels, real- time 
instruments and SYBR Green intercalating dyes, or specific 

hydrolysis probes. These methods generally take 3 to 8 
hours, are moderately or highly complex, and are most ap-
propriate for a skilled molecular laboratory. Unidirectional, 
three- phase workflows with separate reagent preparation, 
amplification, and detection areas are essential to prevent 
false positives from specimen or amplicon contamination 
(52). Contamination has also been minimized by the use 
of closed tubes and uracil- N- glycosylase as well as proper 
training of laboratory staff.

There are a number of FDA- approved molecular assays 
for the diagnosis of influenza A and B (Table 2). Many of the 
approved assays can differentiate influenza A from B, and 
can also differentiate influenza A H1, H3, and pandemic 
H1 subtypes (53). Three of the listed assays detect both in-
fluenza and RSV, whereas four diagnostic kits (from three 
manufacturers) were multiplex panels for a larger number 
of viral targets.

Most assays are RT- PCR assays requiring initial nucleic 
acid extraction followed by amplification and detection. 
Most assays take 4 to 8 hours to results. Two exceptions are 
the Cepheid Xpert for influenza A and B, with or without 
RSV, and the Alere iNAT Flu A/B assay (54). The Cepheid 
assay is cartridge- based, with self- contained extraction and 
multiplex PCR on a dedicated, expandable instrument. 

TABLE 2 Representative molecular assays for influenza cleared by the U.S. FDAa

Product (Manufacturer)
Targets

Specimens Time Complexity
Flu A Flu B Other

iNAT Flu A/B (Alere) X X Nasal 0.25 h Lowb

CDC RT- PCR X X NS, NPS, 
NA, BAL

4 h High

Xpert Flu (Cepheid) X X NPS, NA, 
NW

1 h Moderate

Xpert Flu/RSV X X RSV NPS, NA, 
NW

1 h Moderate

eSensor Respiratory Viral 
Panel (GenMark)

X X RSV, PIV, 
hMPV, 
AdV, RV

NPS 8 h High

FilmArray Respiratory 
Panel (BioFire/
BioMérieux)

X X RSV, PIV, 
hMPV, 
HRV/
EV, AdV, 
HCoV

NPS 1 h Moderate

IMDx Flu A/B (Abbott) X X NPS 8 h High
Prodesse ProFlu 

(Hologic)
X X RSV NPS 4 h High

Prodesse ProFAST X X NPS 4 h High
Influenza A+B (Quidel) X X NPS, NS 4 h High
Artus Influenza A/B 

(Qiagen)
X X NPS 4 h High

Verigene Respiratory 
Virus (Nanosphere)

X X RSV NPS 4 h Moderate

xTAG Respiratory Viral 
Panel (Luminex)

X X RSV, PIV, 
MPV, RV, 
AdV

NPS 8 h High

xTAG Respiratory 
Viral Panel FAST 
(Luminex)

X X RSV, MPV, 
RV, AdV

NPS 6 h High

aAdapted from reference 53. BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; NA, nasal aspirates; NPS, nasopharyngeal swabs; NW, nasal 
wash.

bCLIA-waived.
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Amplicon is identified with real- time detection in about 
one hour, and the instrument can be expanded to take a 
small, medium, or large number of cartridges simultane-
ously. The Alere iNAT is even faster; using a rapid isother-
mal molecular amplification method, this CLIA- waived, 
low- complexity assay for Influenza A and B requires only 
15 minutes to results. Sensitivity was similar to culture, 
although more extensive evaluation versus the “gold stan-
dard” RT- PCR methods is needed. Nevertheless, such 
“point- of- care” molecular assays appear attractive, particu-
larly in settings where immunochromatographic assays are 
currently used, such as in physicians’ offices or emergency 
departments. While most diagnostic tests are approved for 
various specimen types, the Alere is approved for nasal 
swabs, which may be the most practical and easily obtained 
specimen in the outpatient setting.

The development of multiplex commercial panels 
started with the introduction of the TM Bioscience (now 
Luminex) xTAG Respiratory Viral Panel (RVP), which 
detects influenza A (with subtyping of H1 and H3), in-
fluenza B, RSV (subtyping of A and B), hMPV, PIV 1 to 
4, HRV/EV, AdV, and four HCoV (NL63, 229E, OC43, 
and HKU1) (55). As with many uniplex PCR assays, the 
xTAG RVP assay required initial extraction of sample (via 
the bioMérieux NucliSENS easyMag), followed by reverse 
transcription and multiplex PCR, and then followed by hy-
bridization to tagged oligonucleotide beads. Detection used 
the Luminex- 100 with dual lasers. The process was highly 
complex and required 8 hours to run. A newer version of the 
assay, RVP FAST, decreased run time to 6 hours.

The eSensor Respiratory Viral Panel from GenMark de-
tects influenza A and B (with subtyping A into H1, H3, and 
pandemic H1); RSV (subtype A or B), PIV 1 to 3, hMPV, 
AdV, and HRV. The assay takes approximately 8 hours and 
is of high complexity.

The final FDA- cleared assay is considerably less complex 
and much faster. The FilmArray from BioFire (now part 
of bioMérieux) is a self- contained, nested RT- PCR assay 
for influenza A (H1, H3, pandemic H1), RSV, PIV 1 to 4, 
hMPV, HRV/EV, AdV, and HCoV (HKU1 and NL63). This 
is a moderate- complexity assay requiring 2 minutes to set up 
and 1 hour to results. Each instrument processes one sample 
at a time and is best suited for ongoing, small- volume test-
ing near the point of care. With one- hour turnaround time, 
the results can be used to influence antiviral treatment, ad-
mission, and isolation decisions. However, a large number 
of instruments are needed to run multiple specimens, and 
the tests are more expensive than many other molecular 
platforms.

A comparison of Luminex RVP and RVP FAST, Gen-
Mark eSensor, and BioFire FilmArray found sensitivity of 
84 to 98% and specificity of 99 to 100%. Adenovirus and 
influenza B were the most likely to be false negative (56).

Other multiplex PCR diagnostic kits have been devel-
oped by Seegene and Qiagen and have CE- mark approval 
for sale in the European Community.

PHENOTYPING, GENOTYPING, ANTIVIRAL 
SUSCEPTIBILITY
While culture is increasingly rare in the clinical virology 
laboratory, it will continue to be used in some academic 
research laboratories and in reference laboratories. Cul-
ture continues to be important for the characterization 
of influenza for vaccination preparation and for pheno-
typic characterization of antiviral sensitivity. Neutraliza-
tion assays for serologic testing also require culture of the 

relevant virus. However, molecular methods for both virus 
characterization and drug susceptibility are increasingly 
performed with Sanger sequencing of partial and whole 
genomes.

Antiviral susceptibility testing remains important for 
monitoring influenza antivirals. Between 2007 and 2009, 
increasing resistance to oseltamivir in seasonal H1N1 vi-
ruses was found, as well as amantadine resistance of H3N2. 
Subtyping was essential in severely ill, hospitalized patients 
to guide therapy and prophylaxis. Since 2009, amantadine 
resistance of all influenza A (influenza B is naturally resis-
tant), but only minimal resistance to oseltamivir or zanami-
vir, has been seen. Resistance may emerge during treatment 
of severe disease, particularly among the immunocompro-
mised, and can be measured with phenotypic or genotypic 
testing. The signature mutation for H1N1 is H275Y, but 
other mutations could also contribute to antiviral resis-
tance. Resistance testing is primarily performed at reference 
laboratories by sequencing of the neuraminidase gene (57).

EVALUATION, INTERPRETATION, AND 
REPORTING OF RESULTS
The result of a respiratory virus molecular or immuno-
chromatographic test may indicate the presence of virus 
(nucleic acids or antigen). The detection of virus does not 
prove that the virus is the cause of the current respiratory 
symptoms, nor does it exclude the coinfection of multiple 
viruses or concurrent bacterial infections. Thus, results will 
need to be interpreted in the appropriate clinical context. 
Multiplex PCR has demonstrated frequent coinfection 
with multiple viruses, particularly in children. Detection 
of more than one virus has unknown clinical consequences 
but may be of value to prevent cohorting of children with 
multiple viruses.

While a positive result indicates the presence of virus, 
as long as all quality controls are adequate, a negative or 
nonreactive result does not entirely rule out the absence of 
a viral infection. This is true particularly for the antigen- 
based assays, which have lower analytical sensitivity com-
pared with molecular assays, and particularly in adults or in 
patients several days after symptom onset. However, even in 
children, inadequate collection of specimen could lead to 
false negatives. Inadequate extraction or inhibition would 
also lead to false negatives. These are controlled with most 
molecular assays by the addition of exogenous nucleic acid, 
such as MS2 phage, to the sample prior to extraction. De-
tection of MS2 will then control for extraction, reverse 
transcription, as well as amplification.

With individual tests, each can be reported as positive, 
negative, or indeterminate. For indeterminate results, a 
protocol is required for resolving these, which may include 
repeat testing before the report is finalized, reflexing to 
supplementary tests, or requesting a repeat or alternative 
sample.

For assay panels with a long list of tested analytes, a poten-
tial issue is how to report all of the results. A report in which 
each analyte is listed, and a “positive” or “negative,” would 
be the simplest solution. However, clinicians may object to 
a long list of results, and a positive result may not be quickly 
apparent from a cursory glance at the report. An alternative 
is to report as “positive” for the individual viruses detected, 
or “negative for all tested viruses,” and to list all the viruses 
tested at the bottom of the report. The latter solution may be 
clearer for clinicians to interpret. Some infections, such as 
influenza, are reportable to public health authorities, and this 
should be documented on the report as well.
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The assay used for testing should be reported, whether 
an LDT, ASR, or commercial IVD. The source of the mate-
rial, and version of the test, should be specified. Laboratories 
should consider assigning version codes to protocols using 
LDTs and ASRs, and should include a comment regarding 
the target of the assay. Finally, comments are added such as 
“Positive for rhinovirus/enterovirus by PCR. This assay does 
not distinguish rhinovirus from enterovirus. Please request 
additional testing if clinically relevant.” Additional testing 
is then offered if enterovirus typing is clinically relevant.

Antigen- based assays, culture, or qualitative molec-
ular assays would be reported as positive/negative or as 
detected/not detected. However, many LDTs, ASRs, and 
commercial assays will give a continuous outcome measure 
such as a cycle threshold or viral load. In the absence of a 
clear clinically important interpretation, these should gen-
erally not be reported. However, we choose to report these 
verbally to the infectious- diseases consultant in settings of 
apparent serial testing and nonresponse, as a marker for po-
tential antiviral resistance for infections such as influenza.

All molecular tests are run with internal controls such 
as MS2, which indicate extraction, reverse transcription, 
and amplification. The presence of target indicates gen-
erally adequate extraction, reverse transcription, and am-
plification, but cannot rule out target- specific or relative 
(incomplete) inhibition of the reaction. Most current 
methods do not include a method for ascertaining speci-
men adequacy, which was done by laboratories using DFA 
by noting whether adequate epithelial cells were seen. 
While molecular methods are more tolerant of poor sample 
collection, validated methods for ascertainment of sample 
adequacy, such as measurement of beta- actin or GAPDH 
DNA or RNase P, may help identify inadequate specimens, 
although thresholds for specimen adequacy have not been 
well established. Ideally, multiplex assays will include a 
specimen- adequacy marker, such that an inadequate con-
centration could be reported as “Inadequate specimen col-
lected, which may result in false negative results. Please 
repeat if clinically necessary.”

Laboratories conducting respiratory virus testing must be 
attuned to regional and global outbreaks with novel strains of 
virus and must be aware of whether their current tests are ca-
pable of detecting currently circulating strains. Assays prone 
to changing diagnostic accuracy may require annual recertifi-
cation by the FDA in the future; such recertification may be 
less important for molecular diagnostics which are capable of 
detecting broad targets such as influenza A matrix gene.

THE FUTURE OF RESPIRATORY VIRUS 
TESTING
Laboratory- developed and commercial assays are utilizing 
extraction- free methods and exploring the potential of al-
ternate enzymes and isothermal conditions, such as loop- 
mediated isothermal amplification or helicase- dependent 
amplification. These may be faster and cheaper than 
conventional and real- time PCR- based molecular tests, 
although they currently have severe limitations for mul-
tiplexing targets. There will likely be many new assays 
available using the “molecular point of care” model of near- 
patient rapid testing.

Further into the future, chips and microarrays will be in-
creasingly used for broad testing of viruses, bacteria, fungi, 
and parasites. Nucleic acids are applied to microarrays, and 
the hybridized products are detected. The very broad range 
of detection is offset by the expense and limited analytical 
sensitivity of these systems, but improvements are likely in 

the next few years and these methods may eventually be 
feasible in the clinical virology laboratory.

Finally, viral metagenomics with “shotgun” sequenc-
ing of all nucleic acids in a given clinical sample may 
obviate the need for pathogen- specific diagnostic testing. 
Rather, extraction of a specimen followed by amplification 
and sequencing of all nucleic acid material, using next- 
generation sequencing instruments such as the Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Ion Torrent or Illumina HiSeq, will en-
able identification of all potential infections in a sample. 
Currently, these methods remain highly complex, requir-
ing extensive preparation and postanalysis bioinformatics 
manipulation, and analytical sensitivity remains inferior 
to uniplex or multiplex PCR. However, these methods will 
continue to develop and will increasingly supplement de-
tection in a multiplex test- negative sample, where clini-
cally relevant.

The development of respiratory virus diagnostics in the 
past decade has been dramatic, and the pace of change is 
accelerating. The dominance of rapid antigen detection and 
rapid culture has largely been replaced by molecular testing 
for influenza alone or with multiplex panels for various re-
spiratory viruses. Molecular testing has been demonstrated 
to be more sensitive than antigen detection or culture, com-
patible with high specimen throughput, and more adaptable 
to new viruses and to new variants of old viruses.

The coming years are likely to see further development 
of uniplex assays, limited panels, and large multiplex panels. 
One type of test will be a new point- of- care rapid molecular 
test, performed in the emergency department or in a core 
laboratory and available in time to influence treatment and 
hospitalization decisions. Conversely, there will continue 
to be a need for high- throughput, batched testing for large 
numbers of viruses. On a more limited basis, reference lab-
oratories will continue to use viral culture or more complex 
molecular methods for characterization of novel viruses and 
viral strains and for elucidation of antigens for vaccination 
and mutations for drug resistance.

Most importantly, the improved detection of viruses will 
drive a greater demand for effective prevention and therapy, 
which in turn will mandate improved detection. Currently, 
effective prevention and treatment strategies exist only for 
influenza. Laboratory directors should pay attention to the 
development of vaccines or drugs for common infections 
such as RSV or HRV, both common causes of morbidity and 
occasional mortality in young children and in the elderly. 
The demand for rapid testing will further accelerate in the 
future when specific antivirals are available.
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Measles virus, also called rubeola, and mumps virus are 
both RNA viruses of the family Paramyxoviridae, subfamily 
Paramyxovirinae; measles is in the Morbillivirus genus, and 
mumps virus is in the Rubulavirus genus. Rubella virus is also 
an RNA virus but is a member of the Togaviridae family. These 
three viruses, despite differences in their families and genera, 
are often considered together because the epidemiology of 
the infections they produce in humans and the preventive 
measures used against them are similar for all three. Measles 
and rubella, both of which produce rash- associated illness, 
and mumps, which typically infects the parotid glands, were 
all included among the expected illnesses of childhood in 
the United States prior to the introduction of vaccination 
programs in the late 1960s. Measles epidemics involving 
500,000 to 700,000 cases occurred every 2 years (1), approx-
imately 180,000 cases of mumps were reported annually (2), 
and approximately 58,000 rubella cases that included 60 con-
genital rubella syndrome (CRS) cases (3) were seen annually.

Individual vaccines for mumps (Mumpsvax, licensed 
in 1967), measles (Attenuvax, licensed in 1967), and ru-
bella (Meruvax, licensed in 1969), all from Merck and 
Company, Inc., started the downward trend in numbers of 
infections. With the licensing of the first measles/mumps/
rubella (MMR) vaccine in 1971, the epidemiology of mea-
sles, mumps, and rubella virus changed dramatically, with 
the number of cases in the United States decreasing rap-
idly throughout the 1970s and 1980s. In 1986 and 1987 in 
the U.S., there was a brief resurgence of mumps cases that 
peaked at 8,000 to 12,000 cases. A similar resurgence in 
the number of measles cases occurred from 1989 to 1991, 
peaking at nearly 30,000 cases. Resurgences were attributed 
to susceptible populations of children under 5 years of age 
residing in urban settings and to an accumulation of under-
immunized children born between 1967 and 1977 (1).

Following measles and mumps resurgences, a two- dose 
schedule was implemented for the MMR vaccine in the 
United States. The first dose is given between 12 and 15 
months and the second between 4 and 6 years of age (4). 
Although measles was declared eliminated from the U.S. in 
2000, sporadic outbreaks continue to occur due to importa-
tion of infection from areas of the world in which measles 
remains endemic (5). Sporadic outbreaks are also seen with 
mumps, with infections sometimes seen in fully vaccinated 
individuals, although there is no longer endemic transmis-
sion of measles, mumps, or rubella in the U.S.

With the decrease in incidence of measles, mumps, and 
rubella, the demand for diagnostic services has changed. 
Although previously diagnosed on clinical grounds alone, 
these infections are now so rare that they are not readily rec-
ognized by physicians. Likewise, they may occur in underim-
munized individuals or in immunocompromised individuals, 
in whom typical clinical signs and symptoms are absent. 
Laboratory- based confirmation of infection is essential to 
ensure an accurate diagnosis (6), but most hospital diagnos-
tic laboratories do not offer testing to confirm current infec-
tion, focusing instead on immune- status evaluations. Each 
of these viruses continues to present unique epidemiologic 
and diagnostic challenges, so measles, mumps, and rubella 
viruses are discussed separately in the pages that follow.

MEASLES
Measles is a leading cause of vaccine- preventable death 
among children around the world, having killed approxi-
mately 139,000 people in 2010, most younger than 5 years 
old (7). Although seldom fatal in developed countries, 
measles is especially deadly in resource- challenged coun-
tries where death rates may reach 10 to 30% among young 
children, most of whom have not received vaccine (7). In 
the U.S., measles cases decreased to an average of 63 cases 
per year between 2000 and 2007 but increased in 2008 to 
the highest level in more than a decade; half of the cases 
were in children whose parents had refused to have them 
vaccinated. During 2011, there were 222 measles cases in 
the U.S., 200 of which were associated with importations 
from other countries and occurred in unvaccinated individ-
uals (8). In the first 3 months of 2013, England experienced 
587 confirmed measles cases, which is twice the number in 
the same period the previous year. Experts describe these 
cases as “the ‘legacy’ of unvaccinated children in the 10 to 
16 age bracket who missed out on vaccination in the late 
1990s and early 2000s when there was widespread concern 
over the now discredited link between autism and the MMR 
vaccine” (9).

Measles virus causes classic 7- day measles. In measles 
infection, after 1 to 2 weeks of incubation, fever, rhinor-
rhea, cough, and conjunctivitis appear, followed by a macu-
lopapular rash and Koplik spots (1-  to 3- mm red spots with 
a bluish- white speck in the center located on the buccal 
mucosa— pathognomonic for measles). The rash usually lasts 
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7 days, and recovery is rapid and complete. The complica-
tions of measles may include otitis media, lower respiratory 
infections, confusion, and seizures. Subacute sclerosing pan-
encephalitis (SSPE) is believed to be a persistent measles 
infection of the central nervous system. Onset is 4 to 7 years 
after the initial measles episode and is characterized by per-
sonality changes, mental deterioration, involuntary move-
ments, and muscular rigidity, invariably ending in death (1). 
The incidence of SSPE has been estimated as 1 per 11,000 
measles cases (10). However, SSPE has been largely elimi-
nated in countries like the United States in which measles 
has been reduced to low levels for more than a decade.

Transplacental transfer of antibodies traditionally pro-
vided protection from measles for infants for 6 months or 
longer after birth. Currently, the level of transplacental an-
tibody is lower at birth, and infants are more susceptible be-
cause mothers whose measles immunity is vaccine induced 
have lower levels of antibodies. By 6 months of age, only 
18% of infants born to vaccinated mothers were shown 
to have protective levels of measles antibodies; this is in 
contrast to the 50% of infants born to naturally infected 
mothers (11). Premature infants (<32 weeks gestation and 
weighing less than 1,000 g) may demonstrate seronegativity 
of 45% for measles, with further deterioration of immunity 
over the next 3 months, resulting in seronegativity of 94% 
for measles (12).

Interestingly, despite the lower measles- specific antibody 
levels following vaccination compared to those after natu-
ral infection, antibody in vaccinated individuals has been 
shown to persist (13). Measles antibody has been detected 
in two- dose MMR recipients 26 to 33 years after vaccine 
administration, with 92% of these individuals showing anti-
body at protective levels. Measles occurs very rarely in vac-
cinated individuals.

DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGIES FOR MEASLES
For measles, both current infection and immune status may 
need to be determined. For confirmation of current infec-
tion, virus isolation in culture, detection of viral RNA by 
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT- PCR), 
or confirmation of measles- specific IgM is needed. Throat 
or nasopharyngeal swabs are usually the preferred sample 
for virus isolation and RT- PCR, although urine may also 
contain virus (14). Oral fluids, buccal swabs, and blood are 
sometimes used in testing. Measles virus can be isolated in 
Vero/hSLAM cells. These are Vero cells transfected with a 
plasmid encoding the gene for human signaling lymphocyte 
activation molecular (hSLAM) protein, which is a receptor 
for both wild- type and laboratory- adapted strains of measles. 
Measles virus produces the cytopathic effect of syncytium 
formation in these cells (15). These cells are available to 
World Health Organization (WHO) laboratories. Measles 
virus may also proliferate in B95a cells, another cell type not 
used routinely in most hospital laboratories. Virus isolation 
typically takes several days or weeks.

Efficient and timely molecular testing by real- time RT- 
PCR performed directly on the specimen is likely the most 
effective approach for detecting current infections. Several 
RT- PCR methods have been developed (16–19), including 
one that simultaneously detects measles and rubella RNA 
(20). Sensitivities and specificities vary among methods, 
with typical lower limits of detection estimated as 10 (18) to 
20 (19) copies per reaction. Specificity has been confirmed 
by testing with samples positive for respiratory viruses (respi-
ratory syncytial virus, influenza A and B, and human meta-
pneumovirus) (18, 19), mumps (18, 19), and enteroviruses 

(19). Some RT- PCR methods also provide quantitation and 
genotyping information. In addition to the types of samples 
listed previously, lysates of measles- infected cells dried onto 
filter paper can be used for molecular testing (15).

Detection of measles- specific IgM in blood or oral fluid 
is another accepted method for laboratory confirmation of 
suspected cases. In natural measles infection (in an unim-
munized host), IgM is detectable initially within 3 to 4 
days of appearance of clinical symptoms and persists for 8 
to 12 weeks. IgM is most effectively detected between day 
4 and 28 after the onset of rash; in the first 72 hours after 
the appearance of the rash, up to 30% of tests for measles 
IgM may be falsely negative (14). Enzyme immunoassay 
(EIA) methods for measles IgM detection in serum have 
been estimated to have a false- positive rate of 4%, with 
false- positives occurring in patients with parvovirus B19 
and rubella (21, 22).

A significant increase in IgG between two samples, one 
collected at or near the time of the rash and the second 
collected 2 weeks later, can be confirmation of current in-
fection. IgG is detectable within 7 to 10 days of the onset 
of symptoms, is maintained at high levels for years, and re-
mains detectable for life. Confirmation of current measles 
infection by IgG measurements is slow and may be compli-
cated by obtaining samples at the appropriate intervals.

Measles infection in vaccinated individuals is rare but 
presents a diagnostic challenge. Clinical signs and symp-
toms may be different from those seen in unvaccinated in-
dividuals, and laboratory confirmation of infection is more 
complicated. IgM and the virus itself may be difficult to de-
tect. IgG avidity determinations may be useful in these cases 
to differentiate measles IgG produced in the new infection 
from IgG related to previous immunization. Commercially 
available measles- specific IgG assays can be modified to de-
termine IgG avidity and have shown 91.9% sensitivity and 
98.4% specificity in differentiating low- avidity (new infec-
tion) IgG from high- avidity (previous immunization) IgG 
(23). Avidity determinations, in addition to measurement 
of measles- neutralizing antibody levels, may be needed to 
confirm infection in previously vaccinated individuals (21). 
Unfortunately, at this writing, measles avidity assays remain 
as research or investigational tools. Further standardization 
of control materials and implementation of guidelines for 
use are needed (25).

Testing for measles immune status, rather than for cur-
rent infection, is the focus of most hospital laboratories. 
Although antibodies are produced against various measles 
proteins, protection is most closely correlated with antibod-
ies to the measles virus hemagglutinin (H) protein. Most as-
says use whole virus or viral extract antigens that will detect 
antibodies of various specificities, but most detect antibod-
ies against the measles H proteins effectively.

The most widely used methods in measles antibody de-
tection are EIA, indirect immunofluorescence (IFA), and 
multiplex bead fluorescence immunoassays (FIA) that si-
multaneously detect IgG antibodies to measles, mumps, 
rubella, and varicella zoster viruses. EIAs, IFAs, and FIAs 
can be designed to detect either IgG or IgM. U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA)- cleared EIA, IFA, and FIA kits 
are readily available commercially, and testing is not diffi-
cult to perform. Most EIAs and FIAs are fully automated, 
so they are optimal for large- volume testing. The IFAs are 
performed manually and require expertise for microscopic 
evaluation and interpretation.

Complement fixation (CF), hemagglutination inhibi-
tion (HI), neutralization (NT), and plaque reduction neu-
tralization (PRN) are seldom used in diagnostic laboratories 
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but may be available at reference or research facilities. PRN 
can be modified to allow a comparison of IgM and IgG lev-
els, as well as to measure total (IgG + IgM) response. The 
other methods detect total response and do not distinguish 
between IgG and IgM. CF, HI, NT, and PRN assays are more 
complicated, requiring a variety of reagents and consider-
able expertise on the part of the technologist. These are 
used primarily for difficult cases that are not resolved with 
routine testing methods.

Comparisons of IgG or total antibody (IgM and IgG 
together) levels can be achieved with IgG- specific EIA, 
IFA, and FIA or by total antibody detection by CF, HI, 
NT, or PRN. With assays performed in serial 2- fold dilu-
tions, a 4- fold increase in antibody level between acute-  and 
convalescent- phase samples confirms infection. With meth-
ods such as EIA that are not performed in serial dilutions, 
the manufacturer must provide guidelines for defining sig-
nificant differences in antibody level. No standardized in-
terpretation is available for these assays. EIA results show 
very good correlation with HI and PRN in testing of paired 
serum samples to detect rises in IgG (14).

The laboratory confirmation of SSPE is less straightfor-
ward. Measles virus often cannot be isolated due to its defec-
tive nature, and antibodies are detectable but in abnormally 
high quantities. A comparison of antibody levels in serum 
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) shows greater elevations in 
the CSF than in the serum (26).

Most commercially available FDA- cleared EIAs, IFAs, 
and FIAs have shown acceptable sensitivity and specificity 
for immune status determinations. However, endpoints of 
these assays are usually set to maximize confidence in pos-
itive results, causing these methods to yield false- negative 
results in low- titered immunity (26). In situations where 
very low levels of antibody are suspected, testing for measles 
antibodies by the NT, HI, or PRN assays— performed at a 
reference or research laboratory— may be needed.

TECHNOLOGY FOR MEASLES TESTING

Molecular Methods
After the appearance of the measles rash, RT- PCR methods 
are often able to detect measles virus for 3 to 4 days beyond 
the time of successful virus isolation. Typical samples such 
as nasal pharyngeal swabs, oral fluids, and blood can be 
tested. Oral fluid sampling devices which include a preser-
vative for stabilizing IgM should not be used for collection 
of RT- PCR samples (14). None of the measles RNA real- 
time RT- PCR assays are FDA- cleared for in vitro diagnostic 
testing, but several published methods have been shown 
to be effective. Most of these use TaqMan technology to 
detect measles RNA alone (16–19) or in combination with 
rubella RNA (20). The multiplex assay detects measles 
and rubella RNA in a single tube as effectively as indi-
vidual RT- PCR for measles alone or rubella alone. Prim-
ers and probes for the multiplex assay are based on highly 
conserved regions of the complete measles nucleo protein 
(N) gene sequences available in GenBank; the assay has 
a lower limit of detection of 100 copies per reaction. A 
multiplex RT- PCR has been developed that identifies the 
RNAs of measles virus, rubella virus, parvovirus B19, en-
terovirus, human herpes virus type 6 (HHV- 6), and human 
herpes virus type 7 (HHV- 7). Infections with each of these 
viruses can be accompanied by a “measles- like rash.” In 26 
patients clinically diagnosed with measles, measles virus 
was detected in only eight; parvovirus was detected in two, 
HHV- 6 in three, and HHV- 7 in one (27).

Serologic Methods
Sample requirements: The specimen collection guidelines 
are similar for most serologic assays: collect whole blood, 
separate serum, store the serum in the refrigerator (2 to 8°C) 
for up to 48 h, and freeze the serum (–20°C) if testing will 
be performed after 48 h. For most methods, heat inactiva-
tion of the serum (incubation at 56°C for 30 min) is not 
required. Some methods specify that heat- inactivated sam-
ples cannot be used. In general, contaminated, hemolyzed, 
lipemic, or icteric specimens should not be used.

An alternative to serum collected by venipuncture is 
whole blood obtained by finger stick or heel prick, spotted on 
Whatman filter paper, air dried, sealed in air- tight packets, 
and stored at 2 to 8°C. Venous blood collected by venipunc-
ture may also be spotted on filter paper and stored. Following 
elution and dilution of the dried blood sample, commercial 
EIAs may be used to test the sample. Results of EIA testing 
for measles IgG and IgM from dried blood spots have shown 
excellent correlation with those of fresh serum or plasma test-
ing (28–31). Storage of blood spots for up to 24 months with-
out significant change in antibody testing results has been 
demonstrated, although storage for 6 months or less is recom-
mended (32). Prior to testing, the dried blood is eluted from 
the filter paper using phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 
Tween 20 at room temperature for 30 minutes. The eluted 
sample is then diluted in PBS containing 5% fat- free milk 
powder before testing by EIA (28).

eIA
Most diagnostic laboratories use FDA- cleared, commercially 
supplied measles antibody EIA testing systems and follow 
protocols provided and validated by the manufacturer. The 
typical configuration involves an antigen- coated solid phase 
(often microwells). The antigen may be an extract of cells 
infected with virus (often Edmonston strain for measles) or 
a recombinant protein. Testing is performed either manu-
ally or with an automated system. All controls are supplied 
by the manufacturer to ensure accuracy and reproducibility. 
Most EIAs detect only IgG, but IgM- specific EIAs are avail-
able. IgM- specific assays may include a serum pretreatment 
step to eliminate interference from virus- specific IgG and 
rheumatoid factor or an “IgM capture” step featuring mi-
crowells coated with antibodies against human IgM. In the 
first step of a capture assay, patient’s serum is added to the 
antibody- coated microwell, and any IgM present in the sam-
ple is bound or captured. In subsequent steps, reagents are 
added to confirm that the captured IgM is, indeed, specific 
for the virus. Most large reference laboratories list measles- 
specific IgM testing in their menus.

IFA
IFA can be used for measles antibody detection. Written 
procedures, along with proper reagents and controls, are 
included with each FDA- cleared commercial product, and 
manufacturer’s guidelines must be followed. Like the EIAs, 
most IFAs are designed to detect IgG antibodies but can be 
used for IgM detection. As described above for IgM- specific 
EIAs, IgM- specific IFA testing is preceded by a serum pre-
treatment step to aid in eliminating interference from IgG 
and rheumatoid factors.

FIA
Automated FIA technology is comparatively new to the di-
agnostic laboratory. Sets of tiny polystyrene beads are dyed 
various shades of color with fluorescent dyes, and each bead 
set is coated with a particular antigen. Beads from each set 
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are combined in a single reaction vessel to which the pa-
tient’s serum is added. Following incubation and washing, a 
fluorescein- labeled antibody (either antihuman IgG or anti-
human IgM) is added that binds to patient’s IgG or IgM that 
bound to the antigen on the bead during the first incubation. 
After washing to remove unbound conjugate, beads are ana-
lyzed (up to 20,000 per second) by a dual- beam laser system. 
One laser identifies the bead set (by color of the bead), and 
the other laser measures bound conjugate to determine if the 
patient’s antibody bound to the antigen on the bead surface. 
One multiplex bead FIA by BioRad Inc, the BioPlex 2200, 
features an FDA- cleared multiplex assay that simultaneously 
detects antibodies to measles, mumps, rubella, and varicella 
antibodies. The system is totally automated.

CF
CF depends on the binding of antibodies to the viral anti-
gen to make antigen–antibody complexes that bind com-
plement, thus making it unavailable for lysis of sensitized 
indicator red blood cells. CF is a lengthy and cumbersome 
method of antibody detection, requiring multiple reagents 
and an overnight incubation period (33–35). Few diagnos-
tic laboratories currently use this method for measles anti-
body determinations because the EIAs, IFAs, and FIAs are 
more sensitive and so much easier to perform.

nt
Virus NT measures the capacity of serum antibody to neu-
tralize live virus, thus preventing it from infecting suscep-
tible cell cultures. NT testing requires laboratory facilities 
suitable for management of live, infectious viruses and cell 
cultures. The virus must be quantitated prior to the start of 
the assay, and cell cultures are observed to determine the 
result (36). This method is sometimes considered the ref-
erence method against which other assays should be com-
pared because neutralizing antibodies, which are the type of 
antibody considered protective for infection, are measured.

HI
An overview of the HI test for measles (and mumps) anti-
bodies is presented below. A detailed procedure was pub-
lished previously (26, 37).

Antigens
Commercially purchased measles and mumps virus hem-

agglutinating antigens are used. Antigen suspensions must 
be treated to break up antigenic particles and titrated to 
determine a challenge dose of two 50% hemagglutinating 
units.

Erythrocytes
For measles antibody testing, African green, Patas, or 

rhesus monkey erythrocytes are used. For mumps antibody 
testing, chick, goose, or monkey cells are used.

Specimen Preparation
Serum, plasma, or CSF may be used. Nonspecific inhibi-

tors of agglutination must be removed from serum or plasma 
by treatment with saturated ammonium sulfate, and nonspe-
cific agglutinins must also be removed by mixing inhibitor- 
free sample with packed erythrocytes. CSF is usually free of 
nonspecific inhibitors and agglutinins.

Performance of the Test
A U- bottom microwell plate may be used to prepare 

serial 2- fold dilutions (from 1:2 to 1:2,048) of test serum. 

Add prepared, titrated hemagglutinating antigen to serum 
dilutions, incubate, and add a 0.5% erythrocyte suspen-
sion to all wells. Allow erythrocytes to settle. Read for 
hemagglutination.

IgG and IgM titers can be determined separately in a se-
ries of three titrations. The first is carried out as described 
above. The second titration uses serum that has been ex-
tracted with Staphylococcus aureus protein A, and the third 
titration is conducted on sera that have been further treated 
for 30 min with 0.2 volume of 1 M 2- mercaptoethanol. The 
IgG level is the difference between the arithmetic titers of 
the first two tests, and the IgM level is the difference be-
tween those of the second and third tests. IgG3 and IgA 
remain in the third test.

PRn
The PRN assay is used for detecting measles antibodies only. 
An overview of the PRN test is presented below. A detailed 
procedure was published previously (26, 37).

Challenge Virus
Use a low- pass measles virus (previously titrated).

Cell Cultures
Use Vero cells grown to confluence in 24- well 

(16- mm- diameter) plates.

Performance of the Test
Mix portions of serial dilutions of inactivated serum with 

an equal volume of virus containing 125 PFU. Incubate mix-
tures for 1 h at 37°C. Inoculate this mixture into cell cultures 
drained of their medium. Incubate cultures for 1 h at 37°C. 
Replace the inoculum with agarose overlay. Incubate for 4 to 
7 days, with timing determined by plaque formation. Remove 
the overlay, stain the cells with neutral red diluted in cell cul-
ture medium, and count. A 50% reduction in plaque count, 
relative to controls, is considered the endpoint.

INTERPRETATION OF MEASLES TESTING
Isolation of measles virus in culture or the presence of mea-
sles RNA in clinical samples is the preferred approach for 
confirming current or very recent infection or vaccination. 
If the serologic approach is used for diagnosis of current or 
very recent infection, serum is tested for measles IgM. The 
presence of IgM indicates current or recent experience with 
the virus, either through infection or vaccination. Timing 
of collection of samples for IgM testing relative to onset of 
symptoms is important for accurate detection. Both false- 
positive and false- negative results are possible.

Interpreting a positive IgM result from a person with 
suspected measles can be difficult if the person has recently 
received measles vaccine. Because measles- specific IgM may 
appear as early as 8 days after vaccination and persists for at 
least 8 weeks after primary vaccination, IgM- positive results 
obtained during this time should not be assumed to confirm 
infection (38). IgM is not produced routinely upon revacci-
nation of those previously immunized but may be detected 
following clinical measles in these individuals (1). An ab-
sence of IgM does not rule out measles infection. Samples 
collected within 72 h after onset of rash may not yet contain 
detectable IgM, and IgM may not be produced in infection 
of those previously immunized (1).

A significant increase in IgG level between acute-  and 
convalescent- phase samples is also indicative of infection or 
vaccination but may be seen in those with a history of nat-
ural infection or vaccination when they are again exposed 
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to the virus. Failure to detect a significant increase between 
acute-  and convalescent- phase samples in infection may 
occur if the samples are collected too long after the onset 
of symptoms. This approach is slower than the other ap-
proaches and is, thus, the least desirable.

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) currently recommends collection of respiratory 
specimens for culture or RNA testing and blood for sero-
logic testing in suspected measles cases. Clinical and epi-
demiological information should also be considered in the 
final interpretation of test results (25).

Most measles serologic testing in U.S. laboratories is for 
determination of immune status. Testing of a single serum 
sample for measles IgG is sufficient for this purpose. A pos-
itive (antibody detected) result by any of the many U.S. 
FDA- cleared methods correlates with immunity.

MUMPS
Mumps virus causes the infection known simply as 
“mumps,” which typically involves swollen parotid glands. 
This infection is clinically unapparent in 25 to 30% of cases, 
is typically mild, and is characterized by slightly elevated 
temperature and enlargement of one or both parotid glands. 
Complications of mumps include meningoencephalitis (up 
to 15% of cases) and, in postpubertal individuals, orchitis 
(20 to 30% of males) and oophoritis (7% of females) (39). 
Mumps remains common throughout much of the world.

Although numbers of mumps cases in the U.S. dimin-
ished rapidly with the success of the MMR vaccine, isolated 
outbreaks continue to occur. Only 231 mumps cases were 
reported in the United States in 2002 (40), but the largest 
U.S. outbreak in 2 decades occurred in the Midwestern states 
in 2006 (41). More than 6,500 cases were involved in this 
outbreak, and a high percentage of the cases had received two 
doses of mumps vaccine. Waning immunity and incomplete 
vaccine- induced immunity to circulating wild- type virus 
were suspected as causes (41). The overall estimate of mumps 
antibody seroprevalence in the U.S. in 1999 through 2004 
was 90%, which is the lower end of the level of immunity (90 
to 92%) needed to achieve herd immunity (42).

During 2009 and 2010, another mumps outbreak oc-
curred in the U.S involving 3,502 cases of mumps (43). As 
with the 2006 outbreaks, a high percentage of infected indi-
viduals had received either one (14%) or two (76%) doses 
of the MMR vaccine, so waning of vaccine- induced pro-
tection against mumps was again suggested as a contribut-
ing factor. It was also concluded that the level of immunity 
required to protect against clinical mumps may depend on 
the size of the inoculum of virus involved in the exposure, 
indicating that a particular antibody titer versus protection 
from infection is not absolute (43). However, there is evi-
dence that individuals with lower antibody titers are more 
likely to become infected (44).

At this writing, the incidence of mumps has returned to 
its pre- 2006 outbreak levels, but it remains unclear whether 
a change in the vaccine itself or in vaccine administration 
schedules will be needed to prevent future outbreaks in the 
United States. Mumps remains common throughout much 
of the world, usually infecting 6-  to 10- year- old children in 
the spring in unvaccinated populations.

Similar to measles antibodies, mumps antibodies trans-
placentally transferred from vaccinated mothers are at lower 
levels at birth, and infants are more susceptible to infec-
tion than in the prevaccine era when mothers experienced 
natural infection. Premature infants may demonstrate sero-
negativity of 55% for mumps, with further deterioration of 

immunity over the next 3 months, resulting in seronegativ-
ity of 100% for mumps (12).

DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGIES FOR MUMPS
Both current infection and immune status may need to 
be confirmed for mumps. Virus isolation, RNA detection, 
and detection of mumps- specific IgM are evidence of cur-
rent infection. Saliva, blood, urine, and CSF are suitable 
specimens for virus isolation and RNA testing. Mumps vi-
rus proliferates in several cell lines routinely used in viral 
diagnostic laboratories, including primary monkey kidney, 
human neonatal kidney, HeLa, and Vero cells. Better pro-
liferation may be obtained in B95a and Vero/hSLAM cells, 
but these lines are not available at most diagnostic laborato-
ries. The process of virus isolation is slow, and reagents may 
not be available for confirmation at most laboratories.

Molecular techniques are the method of choice for con-
firmation of current infection. The assays are more sensitive 
than virus isolation in culture and can provide sequence in-
formation needed for genotyping. RT- PCR methods can de-
tect mumps RNA in oral fluids, CSF (45, 46), saliva/throat, 
and urine specimens (45, 47). There are currently no FDA- 
cleared molecular assays for mumps detection.

Mumps IgM is detectable initially within 3 to 4 days 
of appearance of clinical symptoms and persists for 8 to 
12 weeks. Detection of mumps- specific IgM is one of the 
ways to confirm current infection. However, there is cross- 
reactivity of mumps antibodies and antibodies against other 
related viruses (human parainfluenza viruses, types 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 and others), so falsely positive results may be encoun-
tered. Samples collected too soon after infection may be 
falsely negative in IgM testing.

Mumps IgG is detectable within 7 to 10 days of the 
onset of symptoms, is maintained at high levels for years, 
and remains detectable for life. Confirmation of a signifi-
cant increase in antibody level between two samples col-
lected 2 weeks apart supports current infection, but— as 
seen in mumps IgM assays— increases in IgG may be seen 
in patients infected with related viruses. In general, cross- 
reactivity with related viruses can be ruled out by testing for 
antibodies to the related viruses in parallel with mumps vi-
rus antibody testing. The greatest increase in antibody level 
should identify the true infection. Given the lack of sero-
logic test specificity, virus isolation and RNA detection in 
clinical samples remain the most effective ways to confirm 
infection in unvaccinated individuals.

Confirmation of current mumps infection in previously 
infected or immunized individuals is very difficult. Virus 
isolation and RNA detection have been recommended for 
mumps diagnosis in these individuals. Buccal swabs should 
be procured early (within 3 days of parotitis onset), as the 
duration of viral replication is likely to be shorter in these 
hosts. Virus isolation in culture or RNA detection can be 
variable, presumably due to low viral loads. IgM is not con-
sistently observed in this situation, so it is not a reliable in-
dicator of recent infection. IgM may be produced weakly 
or not at all in a secondary immune response. In a recent 
outbreak, mumps virus IgM antibodies were detected in 
fewer than 15% of mumps virus- infected persons who were 
previously immunized, and 95% of these patients were pos-
itive for mumps virus IgG (48). The CDC provides guidance 
online for mumps testing in both previously vaccinated and 
unvaccinated individuals (http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/lab/
qa- lab- test- infect.html).

Because standard diagnostic tests for mumps that detect 
virus or virus- specific antibody perform inconsistently for 

http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/lab/qa-lab-test-infect.html
http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/lab/qa-lab-test-infect.html
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individuals with prior immune exposure via either immuni-
zation or natural infection, an alternate approach has been 
developed. Detection of activated mumps- specific antibody- 
secreting memory B cells (ASCs/plasmablasts) by EIA has 
been shown to be a more reliable test (49). ASCs are de-
tectable in circulation only following recent activation by 
antigen. In testing for ASCs, peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells are cultured in the presence of polyclonal mitogens, and 
the ASCs are detected by exposure to viral antigen. Trials 
with this method detected mumps ASCs in recently MMR- 
vaccinated individuals and in those with clinical mumps 
during a mumps outbreak. Detection of ASCs appears to be 
more sensitive for longer periods of time than RT- PCR or 
IgM EIA and may be useful for diagnosing mumps cases that 
cannot be confirmed with standard methods and for testing 
asymptomatic case contacts in an outbreak. Interestingly, 
mumps ASCs appear to be produced in lower numbers than 
measles or rubella ASCs, suggesting that mumps infection 
may not generate robust B- cell memory (49).

As with measles, most mumps antibody testing in the 
United States involves immune status determinations us-
ing FDA- cleared, commercially available EIA, IFA, and 
FIA test kits. Because these methods may yield falsely neg-
ative results in low- titered immunity, NT and HI assays for 
mumps antibodies may be needed but are available only at 
reference or specialty laboratories.

TECHNOLOGY FOR MUMPS TESTING

Molecular Methods
At present, there are no FDA- cleared methods for mumps 
RNA detection, but high- quality reagents are available. 
Two RT- PCR assays have been developed and standardized 
by the CDC, with information available online. Step- by- 
step procedures are provided and commercial sources of re-
agents are identified for one standard RT- PCR that detects 
the SH gene of mumps virus (http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/
downloads/lab- rt- pcr.doc) and for one real- time RT- PCR 
assay (http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/downloads/lab- rt- pcr 
- assay- detect.doc). Molecular assays are more sensitive than 
virus isolation in culture and can provide sequence informa-
tion for the coding region of the SH gene that is needed to 
determine the viral genotype. Laboratories with advanced 
molecular assay capabilities may be able to offer mumps de-
tection by RT- PCR, but most routine virology laboratories 
rely on mumps virus isolation as the standard method for 
diagnosing mumps virus infection.

Serologic Methods
As presented above for measles serologic methods, serum 
sample collection, processing, and storage are similar for 
most serologic assays. Blood spotted onto Whatman filter 
paper can be eluted and tested for mumps antibodies. Re-
sults of EIA testing for mumps (28) IgG and IgM from dried 
blood spots have shown excellent correlation with those of 
fresh serum or plasma testing. Protection from infection is 
most closely correlated with antibodies to the mumps virus 
hemagglutinin/neuraminidase (HN) protein. Most assays 
use whole virus or viral extract antigens that will detect an-
tibodies of various specificities, but most detect antibodies 
against the mumps HN proteins effectively.

eIA, IFA, and FIA
FDA- cleared, commercially available EIA, IFA, and FIA 
kits are used by most laboratories for mumps antibody testing 
(as described above for measles EIA). Most EIAs and FIAs 

use either an extract of cells infected with Enders strain of 
mumps virus or a recombinant protein as the antigen in the 
system. IFA methods use mumps- infected cells fixed on a 
microscope slide as the antigen. Various configurations are 
available and may test for IgM alone, IgG alone, or IgM and 
IgG together. An IgM- capture EIA was used recently for de-
tection of mumps virus IgM (48).

CF, nt, and HI
CF, NT, and HI can be used to detect mumps antibodies. 
All are cumbersome technologies seldom used in routine 
laboratories. The CF technique can be used with two dif-
ferent mumps virus antigens, V and S. Antibodies against 
the S antigen appear earlier and rise quickly, in contrast to 
the antibodies to the V antigen, which appear later. The 
presence of both V and S antibodies is thought to signal 
a recent past infection, while V antibodies alone signal a 
long- past infection (50). A detailed procedure for mumps 
virus antibody HI testing was published previously (26, 37). 
The NT method was described above for measles antibody 
detection (36).

INTERPRETATION OF MUMPS TESTING
As with measles virus infection, isolation of mumps virus 
or the presence of mumps RNA in clinical samples is evi-
dence for current or very recent infection or vaccination. 
However, the interpretation of mumps antibody testing re-
sults is less straightforward than that of measles. Mumps IgM 
maybe detected, along with significant increases in IgG, in 
patients infected with related viruses such as the paramyxo-
viruses. In general, cross reactivity with related viruses can 
be ruled out by testing for these antibodies in parallel with 
mumps antibody testing. The greatest increase in antibody 
level should identify the true infection. Virus isolation and 
RT- PCR are the most accurate methods for resolving this 
issue. Interpretation of mumps serology can be obscured in 
patients previously vaccinated. Various therapeutic treat-
ment regimens such as chemotherapy may result in a de-
crease in seropositivity for measles and mumps. Additional 
precautions in interpretation of testing results in diseases of 
low prevalence such as mumps are presented at the end of 
this chapter.

Testing for mumps IgG by various U.S. FDA- cleared 
methods is used to determine mumps immune status. De-
tection of IgG in a single serum sample is indicative of 
immunity.

RUBELLA
Rubella virus is the cause of a contagious, acute infectious 
disease called rubella, which is often colloquially referred 
to as German measles and 3- day measles. The rubella virus 
is principally transmitted by contact with infectious respi-
ratory secretions and through inhalation of droplet nuclei, 
but vertical transmission is also possible. In symptomatic 
postnatal infections, the disease is characterized by mild 
fever, lymphadenopathy of suboccipital, postauricular, and 
posterior cervical nodes, and a discrete maculopapular rash 
that follows an incubation period averaging 16 to 18 days 
(range 10 to 21 days). Some patients may also experience 
conjunctivitis, arthralgia or arthritis (51). The disease 
is most often self- limited and without postinfectious se-
quelae, but rare complications including encephalitis (52, 
53), polyradiculoneuritis (53), and thrombocytopenia 
(54) have been reported. Infection of pregnant women 
with rubella virus can lead to potentially devastating 

http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/downloads/lab-rt-pcr.doc
http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/downloads/lab-rt-pcr.doc
http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/downloads/lab-rt-pcr-assay-detect.doc
http://www.cdc.gov/mumps/downloads/lab-rt-pcr-assay-detect.doc
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consequences for the fetus. Congenital rubella syndrome 
has been associated with miscarriages, stillbirths, and a 
host of birth defects that include developmental delays, 
cataracts, hearing impairment, and congenital heart dis-
ease, among others. The risk of CRS appears to be greatest 
if infection occurs during the first trimester of gestation, 
and the risk declines after 12 weeks gestational age, with 
rare defects presenting in fetuses at risk of infection equal 
to or older than 20 weeks gestation.

The implementation of stringent vaccination campaigns 
such as The Measles and Rubella Initiative (http://www 
.measlesrubellainitiative.org/), a multicollaborator global 
partnership geared toward the eradication of measles and 
rubella, has essentially eliminated the endemic spread of 
rubella virus in the Americas. However, cases are still re-
ported in many regions of the Western Hemisphere as a 
result of importation of cases from areas of endemicity. In 
other parts of the world, the disease remains endemic and, 
in 2012 alone, approximately 94,000 cases were reported to 
the World Health Organization by reporting countries (55).

Strict infection control precautions are mandatory to 
avoid transmission of the highly infectious rubella virus. 
Studies have demonstrated the presence of rubella virus in 
nasopharyngeal secretions 1 week prior to and 2 weeks fol-
lowing rash onset in postnatal cases. Because infected in-
fants can remain infectious for 1 year or longer, enrollment 
of these children in daycare should be avoided, and isolation 
precautions should be implemented when they present to 
healthcare institutions (47).

DIAGNOSTIC STRATEGIES FOR RUBELLA
For rubella, laboratory testing to confirm acute or recent 
rubella infection, CRS, and immune status is needed. Im-
mune status testing is straightforward and widely avail-
able at most diagnostic laboratories. As described above 
for measles and mumps immune status determinations, a 
single serum sample collected at random and tested by a 
rubella IgG- specific method such as EIA or FIA is all that 
is needed.

For diagnosis of current postnatal infections, serologic 
testing for rubella virus- specific IgG and IgM is the usual ap-
proach, although virus isolation in culture and detection of 
rubella virus RNA are useful. For serologic testing, a serum 
sample should be collected as soon as possible (within 7 to 10 
days) after onset of illness and another collected 2 to 3 weeks 
later. If IgM antibodies are detected in the first sample, a di-
agnosis of rubella infection is supported; however, persons 
infected with parvovirus, those demonstrating the hetero-
phile antibodies of infectious mononucleosis, or those who 
test positive for rheumatoid factors may have false- positive 
results for rubella IgM. Follow- up testing for these other an-
alytes should be done if a false- positive rubella IgM result is 
suspected (57). A negative rubella IgM test may be encoun-
tered if the sample is collected before day 5 after rash onset, 
and testing should be repeated on another sample collected 
later. A significant increase in IgG levels between the first 
and second sample supports current rubella infection. Assays 
for IgG avidity can aid in distinguishing between recent and 
past rubella infections, with low avidity associated with re-
cent primary infection and high avidity associated with past 
infection. These assays are most often performed in reference 
laboratories.

For investigation of rubella infection in pregnant 
women, rapid and accurate diagnosis is imperative. For pa-
tients who develop clinical signs, serum should be collected 

immediately and tested for the presence of anti- rubella IgM 
by EIA (58, 59). If a rubella IgM test result is positive in a 
woman with no history of illness and low or no risk of expo-
sure to rubella, additional laboratory evaluation should be 
completed (57).

In current postnatal infection the virus can be isolated 
in culture. Virus shedding is greatest up to day 4 after rash 
onset, but virus may be isolated 1 to 2 weeks after rash on-
set. Throat swabs are the specimen of choice for isolation, 
although virus can be isolated from nasal, urine, and cata-
ract specimens (57). RT- PCR provides a result more quickly 
than viral culture. Detection of rubella RNA confirms cur-
rent infection. RT- PCR can be performed on the same spec-
imens used for virus isolation.

Isolation of rubella virus in culture is not routinely per-
formed since most diagnostic laboratories lack both the ex-
pertise and the technical capacity for it. In addition, rubella 
virus culture is quite slow, so most laboratories have aban-
doned cultivation- based methods in favor of faster and less 
challenging approaches such as serologic and nucleic acid 
amplification assays. For culture, many cell lines are permis-
sive for rubella virus infection and include African green 
monkey kidney (AGMK), BHK21, RK- 13, and Vero (51, 
60). Detection of rubella virus in infected cell cultures has 
historically proved difficult because of the lack of apparent 
cytopathology in first- passage wild- type virus cultures. In-
terestingly, assays exploiting the fact that the rubella virus 
infectious cycle interferes with the replication of cytopatho-
genic enteroviruses have been devised to improve rubella 
virus detection. However, these assays are beyond the tech-
nical capability of most clinical laboratories. The availabil-
ity of high- quality reagents and easily reproducible assays, 
such as viral antigen- specific IFAs and PCR, has replaced 
these older methods for detecting rubella virus in cell cul-
tures. Also, reverse transcription- loop- mediated isothermal 
amplification (RT- LAMP) has been used for the detection 
of rubella virus RNA in media from infected cell cultures 
(61). The CDC provides guidance online for culture- based 
detection of rubella virus using Vero cells (http://www.cdc 
.gov/rubella/lab/ifa_protocol.html).

Diagnostic tests used to confirm CRS include serologic 
assays, isolation of the virus, and detection of rubella virus 
by RT- PCR. A positive IgM result in the infant’s cord blood 
or serum supports the diagnosis of CRS. In CRS, IgM anti-
body is expected to persist for 6 to 12 months but may not be 
detectable until at least 1 month of age. Infants with symp-
toms suspicious for CRS but testing negative for IgM shortly 
after birth should be retested at 1 month of age (57). Per-
sistence of rubella IgG beyond 6 months of age also supports 
CRS. The virus may be isolated from the throat and urine 
of CRS infants, but chances for isolation are best in samples 
collected before 5 months of age (57). Molecular detection 
by RT- PCR and molecular typing are recommended because 
epidemiologic information is needed to track rubella in the 
U.S. By comparing virus sequences from new cases with se-
quences from other cases, the origin of particular virus types 
in this country can be tracked (56).

Historically, serologic diagnosis of postnatal rubella and 
CRS as well as demonstration of immunity to rubella has 
been performed by a number of methods, including EIA, 
FIA, IFA, CF, HI, passive hemagglutination (PHA), latex 
agglutination (LA), hemolysis in gel, radioimmunoassay, 
and a variety of IgM detection assays. However, FDA- 
cleared, commercially available EIAs for detection of IgG 
and IgM are used by most laboratories for rubella antibody 
testing.

http://www.measlesrubellainitiative.org/
http://www.measlesrubellainitiative.org/
http://www.cdc.gov/rubella/lab/ifa_protocol.html
http://www.cdc.gov/rubella/lab/ifa_protocol.html
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TECHNOLOGY FOR RUBELLA TESTING

Molecular Methods
Currently, there are no FDA- cleared assays for the detection 
of rubella virus RNA in clinical specimens. However, nu-
merous laboratory- developed assays have been extensively 
evaluated for detection of viral RNA from clinical samples, 
including conventional and real- time reverse transcription- 
PCR methods (57) that test for rubella virus alone or in 
multiplex with other analytes. Specimens from which ru-
bella RNA can be detected include blood, CSF, nasal and 
throat swabs, and urine (57).

Serologic Methods
Sample requirements: As discussed above for serologic 
methods for measles and mumps, serum sample collection, 
processing, and storage are similar for most rubella serologic 
assays. In addition, detection of anti- rubella virus IgM and 
IgG has been successful using eluates from dried blood spots 
(29). In general, sera should be rejected if they are grossly li-
pemic, icteric, contaminated, or hemolyzed. For many EIAs, 
heat- inactivated specimens should also be rejected. Always 
follow assay manufacturer guidelines for the collection, pro-
cessing, and storage of specimens for rubella serology.

eIA and FIA
As with measles and mumps serology, most diagnostic lab-
oratories use FDA- cleared commercial EIA testing systems 
for the detection of antibodies produced against rubella vi-
rus. These assays are perhaps the most inexpensive, widely 
available, and most commonly used assays for detection 
of anti- rubella IgM and IgG. All commercial systems are 
solid- phase (often microwells, beads, microparticles, or fil-
ters) capture assays that detect antibodies to rubella virus 
capsid and/or envelope antigens in serum or other clinical 
specimens (e.g., oral fluid). Both manual and automated ru-
bella EIA testing platforms are available, and many of the 
tests are either quantitative or semiquantitative and have 
built- in controls.

IFA
IFA assays can be used for detection of antibodies against ru-
bella. Historically, chronically infected rhesus monkey kid-
ney cells (LLC- MK2 cells) fixed to glass slides have served 
as the solid- phase antigen (62) to which aliquots of patient 
sera are added followed by fluorescein isothiocyanate- 
conjugated antihuman secondary antibodies. Other sources 
of rubella antigen, including purified viral proteins, have 
also been used for IFA assays. Because IFA assays are read 
visually using a fluorescence microscope, subjective inter-
pretation of results is possible. As with any other diagnostic 
test, controls should always be run in parallel with patient 
specimens to ensure validity of results and to provide stan-
dards for comparison.

CF and HI
CF testing for rubella antibody detection is performed by a 
standard technique (33). An excellent overview of HI testing 
for rubella antibodies has been published previously (63).

PHA and LA
PHA and LA assays use either erythrocytes or latex parti-
cles as carriers for rubella virus antigens in the test system. 
Anti- rubella antibodies react with rubella antigen coated 
on the particle to cause agglutination. Antibodies produced 

against both structural and nonstructural viral proteins usu-
ally remain measurable for years following natural infection 
or immunization. PHA is performed in a V- shaped microwell 
plate, and hemagglutination appears as a dispersed settling of 
erythrocytes within a plate well. Formation of an erythrocyte 
button in the bottom of the microwell is interpreted as neg-
ative. LA methods, which are routinely performed on slides, 
are read macroscopically for clumping of coated latex parti-
cles by rubella antibodies. Both PHA and LA have largely 
been replaced by EIA for detection of rubella antibodies.

INTERPRETATION OF RUBELLA TESTING
The isolation of rubella virus or the presence of rubella virus 
RNA in clinical samples, including those from infants with 
suspected congenital rubella, indicates current or very re-
cent infection. Demonstration of a 4- fold rise in anti- rubella 
antibody titers in paired sera also indicates current or recent 
infection with rubella virus.

Because the incidence of rubella virus infection in the 
Western Hemisphere is very low, the majority of positive 
rubella IgM tests most likely represent false- positive results 
that must be confirmed by additional methods (57). Infec-
tion with other viruses and the presence of cross- reacting 
IgM class antibodies and rheumatoid factors have been 
shown to produce biological false- positive results (64, 65). 
If there is a likelihood that these substances may be pres-
ent, additional testing, such as antibody avidity testing, is 
needed to confirm rubella infection. Care should also be 
taken when interpreting rubella serology data from preg-
nant women exposed to rubella; the CDC has constructed 
an algorithm to facilitate the serologic evaluation of such 
patients (available at http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/
surv- manual/chpt14- rubella.html#f20).

Interpretation/Applications of Laboratory Results in 
Diseases of Low Prevalence
Even assays of high specificity will have a low positive pre-
dictive value in populations with low prevalence (less than 
1%) of infection, making a high percentage of positive re-
sults “false- positives” (66). This precautionary note fits well 
with the current status of measles, mumps, and rubella infec-
tions in the United States, suggesting that a single positive 
laboratory value should be carefully scrutinized. Thorough 
clinical histories and confirmatory laboratory testing are 
warranted in order to differentiate true-  from false- positive 
laboratory findings. For example, a single positive measles 
IgM result should be supported/confirmed with follow- up 
measles IgG testing to demonstrate seroconversion from 
negative to positive or a significant increase in IgG titer. 
Also, in such cases, detecting viral RNA in clinical sam-
ples would give the necessary confirmation and would do so 
more quickly than monitoring the IgG level.
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The term “hepatitis” refers to the inflammation of the liver, 
and in this chapter the five so- called major or primary vi-
ruses that cause this inflammation are described. These 
are the viruses hepatitis A virus (HAV), hepatitis B vi-
rus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), hepatitis delta virus 
(HDV), and hepatitis E virus (HEV). In Table 1, the char-
acteristics of these hepatitis viruses are described. Although 
there are also secondary viruses that can infect the liver and 
cause hepatitis, such as cytomegalovirus, Epstein- Barr virus, 
herpes simplex virus 1, and enterovirus, the five primary vi-
ruses account for at least 95% of hepatitis virus infections. 
They primarily cause an infection of the liver and may in-
fect other organs, while the secondary viruses infect the 
liver only during the course of a systemic infection.

The initial diagnosis of hepatitis is based on biochemical 
parameters that give information on the function and integ-
rity of the liver. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspar-
tate transaminase (AST) are the most important enzymes 
and are easy to measure in serum because their levels are 
indicators for hepatocellular damage and inflammation. But 
these biochemical parameters do not give any information 
about the presence of viruses involved, since damage to the 
liver may also be caused by other routes, like medication or 
autoimmune hepatitis.

Clinically, hepatitis can be divided into acute infection 
and persistent or chronic infection. The latter is defined as 
infection lasting >6 months as established by the presence 
of the surface antigen of HBV, known as HBsAg, or by the 
detection of viral RNA in the case of a chronic or persistent 
HCV infection. In some immunocompromised patients, 
HEV can also cause a chronic infection. Symptoms can also 
be variable, from mild, subclinical infection without jaun-
dice to fulminant infection, as well as chronic hepatitis. Ful-
minant hepatitis is a rare form of acute hepatitis associated 
with liver failure and may lead to death of the patient or the 
need for liver transplantation. A summary of the different 
forms of viral hepatitis is given in Table 2. The immune sys-
tem plays a very important role in the pathogenesis of these 
viruses, because the immune system attacks the infected he-
patocytes, which express viral antigens. Therefore, in those 
individuals in whom the immune system is suppressed, the 
manifestation of the infection can be less severe and less 
obvious. Also, in an infection that occurs prenatally or peri-
natally, as in many cases of HBV, the immune system does 
not attack the infected hepatocytes and the infection is very 

likely to become chronic. The immune system is crucial for 
clearing the viral infection, and thus it is obvious that in 
patients who are immunosuppressed, whether by HIV infec-
tion or immunosuppressive treatment, it is more difficult to 
cure the infection.

Both HAV and HEV are transmitted mainly by the fecal- 
oral route, while HBV (potentially accompanied by HDV) 
and HCV are blood- borne viruses (see Table 1). This im-
plies that these viruses can be transmitted through activ-
ities in which blood is exchanged (e.g., medical procedures, 
tattooing, sexual contact, bites, and exchange of infected 
needles). In particular, HBV can persist with a high viral 
load in chronically infected individuals.

In general, HBV and HCV are the only viruses that can 
become chronic, although in the immunocompromised host 
(e.g., an organ transplant patient), HEV also has the ability 
to result in a chronic infection.

The importance of the five major hepatitis viruses (HAV, 
HBV, HCV, HDV, and HEV) is high due to their impact on 
global health issues. Billions of people are or have been in 
contact with one of these five viruses, and hundreds of mil-
lions are chronically infected with HBV or HCV. For HEV, 
the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that every 
year ~20 million people are infected, with 3 million symp-
tomatic cases and 56,600 HEV- related deaths. The numbers 
for HBV are even higher, with 240 million people chron-
ically infected and 780,000 persons dying every year from 
HBV- related disease. HDV is actually a companion virus of 
HBV in some areas of the world. For HCV, it is estimated by 
the WHO that 180 million people are chronically infected, 
with 500,000 HCV- related deaths annually. For HAV, these 
figures are not completely known, but in developing coun-
tries ~90% of children are infected at a young age due to poor 
sanitation and unclean and unsafe drinking water. Generally, 
HAV does not cause a chronic disease and fatal cases are rare.

Because globally so many people are at risk of contact 
with a hepatitis virus, it is logical that diagnostic laborato-
ries are involved in the detection of these viruses. With the 
availability of vaccines for HAV, HBV, and soon HEV, as well 
as different antiviral strategies to combat viruses like HBV 
and HCV, diagnostic laboratories are involved in monitoring 
treatment options and in the quantitation of viral genomes 
during different intervention strategies using molecular diag-
nostic assays, real- time genome amplification and detection, 
and sequencing strategies to understand the epidemiology as 
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well as resistance against antivirals. But it must also be noted 
that one of the difficulties with the primary hepatitis viruses 
is the inability to grow them in culture for diagnostic pur-
poses, and therefore serology and molecular methods are the 
only diagnostic instruments that laboratories have. Although 
this was a drawback in the earlier days of diagnostics, these 
methods are now common in clinical virology.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES
Diagnostic procedures can be handled using serology or mo-
lecular methods. During the last decade, molecular tech-
nologies have been implemented in laboratories worldwide, 
although there are different regulations in different coun-
tries and continents. Serological markers can be analyzed 
using automated systems, and for most targets, including 
HAV, HBV, and HCV, these systems are generally available. 
The assays must be Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
cleared/approved in the United States and CE- IVD marked 
in Europe, using serum and plasma as the materials of choice. 
Serum and plasma are readily available. There is a marked 
difference between CE- IVD- marked and CE- marked assays; 
in the latter case more attention is given to the manufactur-
ing of the assays, while in CE- IVD as well as in FDA- cleared/
approved assays, more information should be provided on the 
analytical and clinical performance and utility of the assays.

In the case of HEV serology, a number of serum-  and 
plasma- based assays are available, used mostly in Europe and 
Asia; in Europe these serological assays are CE marked. Per-
formance of the different assays varies, resulting in different 
epidemiological outcomes as well as differences in diagnostic 
decisions. They need to be used in laboratories with special 

interest and expertise in hepatitis. A similar situation exists 
with serological assays for HDV; they are of greater interest 
in specific cases or regions where HDV is more prevalent and 
less available in routine diagnostic laboratories.

Molecular methods have changed tremendously in re-
cent decades. With the development of real- time detection 
systems for HBV and HCV, more information has become 
available for understanding the pathogenesis of these viruses. 
At the same time, diagnostic tools to monitor the effect of 
treatment using antiviral agents have become accessible to 
monitor the development of antiviral resistance, to charac-
terize the genotype of the virus for epidemiological reasons, 
and to acquire insight into the route of trans mission. Ini-
tially, these assays were used by laboratories with interest in 
hepatitis, but now they are more common in more and more 
laboratories worldwide. With the availability of WHO inter-
national standards for these viruses, the standardization of 
these molecular— mostly real- time- based— assays has made 
huge progress, although differences in genotype detection 
can sometimes still be a challenge. All of these assays can be 
used with serum or plasma, but it is of importance that the 
blood taken is handled quickly for transport to the laboratory 
and stored at low temperatures. These assays are also FDA 
cleared/approved and CE- IVD marked, and some of them can 
be used for the detection of these viruses in blood donations.

The use of molecular methods for detection of the other 
hepatitis viruses, meaning HAV, HDV, and HEV, is less com-
mon, and these assays are performed mainly in specialized ref-
erence laboratories or centers specializing in the treatment of 
hepatitis- infected patients. These viruses can be detected in 
both serum and plasma; however, HAV and HEV are also de-
tectable in fecal samples. This can be used to understand how 
long treatment in the case of HEV infection should be con-
tinued; however, no clear guidelines are currently available.

Aside from detection, further characterization of these 
viruses is performed mostly in specialized laboratories, like 
the determination of the genotype and subtype, relevant 
for assessing treatment options for HBV and HCV. Now 
that sequencing technologies, including next- generation 
sequencing, are becoming more readily available, it is ex-
pected that this genetic characterization will be performed 
in more laboratories in the near future.

Diagnostics and Quality Control
Whether an assay is FDA cleared/approved, CE- IVD marked, 
or CE marked, the laboratory has to validate or verify the 
performance of the assay itself, and there might be special 
requirements in different countries or U.S. states. Laborato-
ries have to be accredited or certified, and these regulations 
by official agencies will become more stringent in the years 
to come. Important parts of these regulations include qual-
ity assurance of the diagnostic performance in laboratories, 

TABLE 1 Characteristics of the five primary hepatitis viruses

Virus Nucleic 
acid Type of infection Route of 

transmission
Incubation 

period (days) Antigens

HAV RNA Self- limiting Fecal- oral 15–45 HAV antigen
HBV DNA Self- limiting or 

persistent
Parenteral, 

other
40–180 HBsAg, HBcAg, and HBeAg

HCV RNA Self- limiting or 
persistent

Parenteral, 
other

15–150 HCV antigen

HDV RNA Self- limiting or 
persistent

Parenteral, 
other

30–50 HDV antigen

HEV RNA Self- limiting Fecal- oral 15–60 HEV antigen

TABLE 2 Clinical forms of hepatitis

Name Clinical signs

Acute 
hepatitis

Typically associated with jaundice (icteric phase) 
and seroconvalescence. Infection will resolve.

Fulminant 
hepatitis

Severe infection with hepatic failure. High 
mortality.

Subclinical 
hepatitis

No jaundice, no clinical signs. Antibodies 
demonstrable in serum. Will resolve. Example: 
HEV.

Chronic 
hepatitis

Infection of the liver for a period of >6 months 
(rule of thumb). Caused by HBV (age 
dependent) and HCV. Chronic inflammation 
of the liver and higher risk for necrosis, fibrosis, 
and HCC. Chronic infections of HEV are 
described in specific patient groups.
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participation in proficiency programs, risk analyses, and dedi-
cated  responsibilities for the people involved in the complete 
workflow. Taking regional differences into account, different 
guidelines are available and continuously updated. Labora-
tories therefore will have to select the suitable guideline and 
make quality control and accreditation efforts accordingly. 
The ISO 15189:2012 guideline for medical laboratories is 
available in a number of countries.

HEPATITIS A VIRUS
HAV is a very small, nonenveloped, icosahedral RNA vi-
rus (size, ~27 to 32 nm) with a single- stranded and linear, 
positive- sense RNA genome. This RNA genome is ~7,500 
bases in length and has only one open reading frame (ORF), 
two untranslated regions (UTRs) at the 5′ and 3′ ends, and 
a poly(A) tail. It is the prototype virus of the Hepatovirus 
genus within the Picornaviridae family. The virus is present 
worldwide and is more common in developing countries, 
where ~90% of the population may have been exposed to 
it. It has a tropism for the liver and is thermally very stable.

All human HAV strains belong to only one serological 
group; however, genetic analysis has shown that there are 
as many as six distinct genotypes, which correlate with geo-
graphic origin. Genotype I is the most common type world-
wide, and in particular genotype IA.

Pathogenesis
The virus has an average incubation time of 30 days, with a 
range between 15 and 45 days. The prodromal period is nor-
mally 4 to 6 days and is characterized by nonspecific symp-
toms, like general malaise, vomiting, abdominal pain, loss 
of appetite, and headache. Transmission is via the fecal- oral 
route, and therefore poor hand hygiene and bad sanitation 
are strong contributing factors for exposure. It is estimated 
that ~1.5 million cases are reported annually worldwide. 
Transmission through water, food, and food additives is well 
known. Food may not only become contaminated during 
preparation, but contamination may also occur via HAV- 
contaminated water or ice. Alternatively, shellfish caught 
in HAV- contaminated water is a source of infection, par-
ticularly if contaminated sewage is dumped into the water. 
Person- to- person transmission is rare but may occur under 
poor hygienic circumstances.

Most infections are self- limiting, with no long- term se-
quelae or chronicity of the infection. An HAV infection 
may be more symptomatic in older patients due the matu-
rity of the immune system, and fulminant hepatitis due to 
an acute HAV infection may occur, often accompanied with 
fever over 40°C, possibly resulting in liver transplantation 
or death (1). HAV infections occur outside the developing 
world in outbreaks surrounding a common source, or sporad-
ically when visitors acquire the infection in countries where 
the virus is more prevalent. The virus can also be transmitted 
sexually, and epidemiological data have identified particular 
risk groups in which the virus can be easily transmitted (2, 3).

The virus invades the liver and subsequently replicates 
extensively in hepatocytes. As a result of this replication, 
huge amounts of virus are produced and the hepatocytes 
are damaged, resulting in the release of several biochemi-
cal markers in serum like ALT and to a lesser degree AST, 
which roughly correlates with the severity of the disease. 
No extrahepatic replication sites for HAV are clearly iden-
tified. Virus is already shed into the gastrointestinal tract 
towards the end of the incubation period, before clinical 
symptoms are observed; fecal shedding is at its highest just 
before the onset of clinical symptoms, and HAV RNA may 

be detected in feces for up to several months (4). During 
the prodromal phase, nonspecific symptoms may occur, 
like vomiting, abdominal pain, malaise, loss of appetite, 
headache, and fever, as well as some constipation and di-
arrhea. These symptoms disappear with the onset of jaun-
dice; however, in 15% of cases, no prodromal symptoms 
are observed. The icteric phase that follows is marked by 
symptoms accompanying jaundice, such as scleral icterus, 
dark brown urine, clay- colored stool, and interestingly, a 
clearly decelerated heart rate. The icteric phase typically 
lasts for up to 3 weeks.

Viremia is present from a few days before and during 
the early acute phase of the infection when ALT and AST 
are high. The level of viremia is estimated to parallel the 
shedding of the virus in stool, albeit at a lower magnitude. 
But blood, serum, or plasma may be used to detect the viral 
RNA during the onset of disease using molecular amplifica-
tion methods. The viral RNA can also be detected in stool 
samples. The typical course of the immunological events in 
symptomatic patients is described in Fig. 1, in which the 
similarity between HAV and HEV infections is depicted.

Diagnostics for HAV: Serology
Serological testing is necessary to distinguish an HAV in-
fection from other viral infections and noninfectious causes 

FIGURE 1 Typical course of the virological and immunological 
manifestations of HAV (top) and HEV (bottom). Neither of these 
viruses results in a chronic infection in the immunocompetent 
host. Infections with both viruses are in most cases asymptomatic. 
The virological parameters for both viruses are very similar. Both 
viruses are transmitted through the fecal- oral route.
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of hepatitis, like autoimmune diseases or toxicity caused by 
medication or drugs. At the onset of symptoms, anti- HAV 
IgM antibodies are present in almost all patients, as well 
as viral RNA which can be detected in stool and in blood 
(serum or plasma) samples. The IgM antibodies disappear in 
about 3 to 6 months, but in some cases of relapsing hepati-
tis A, these IgM antibodies can be detected for a period of 
up to 1 year. One should keep in mind that IgM antibodies 
might not be caused by an acute HAV infection, although 
commercial assays to detect anti- HAV IgM antibodies are 
very sensitive and specific, nearly 100%. The detection of 
anti- HAV IgG antibodies coincides in most cases with the 
appearance of anti- HAV IgM antibodies, but the compar-
ison of these two classes of antibodies has no added diag-
nostic value. If the anti- HAV IgM antibody titer is very 
low in a patient with a fulminant liver failure, one needs 
to confirm that the infection is truly caused by HAV. This 
could warrant an amplification- based RNA detection assay 
on stool or serum or plasma. Serum is usually available and 
so might be the first choice for additional diagnostics. In 
general, one must remember that the diagnostics for acute 
HAV infection must be carefully considered based on a sin-
gle serological assay, but should always be viewed in cor-
relation with the clinical data, like the onset of symptoms 
like jaundice, as well as the elevated biochemical parame-
ters (ALT and AST). Furthermore, it is also impor tant to 
determine whether there is a risk factor for this infection,  
e.g., shellfish consumption, travel to developing countries, 
or homosexual contact. For an algorithm of laboratory tests 
for HAV infection, see Table 3.

Diagnostics for HAV: Molecular Detection
Molecular detection methods are based on real- time ampli-
fication of viral RNA by PCR, enabling the detection of 
a few copies per reaction. Molecular detection is useful for 
epidemiological purposes and to supplement the diagnosis 
of an HAV infection when, for instance, the IgM ratio is 
low and one cannot be sure this is really a specific signal, as 
well as for blood safety. Detection methods based on ampli-
fication are being implemented more and more frequently 
in diagnostic laboratories, and currently there is a WHO 
international standard available for the detection of HAV 
RNA; this standard contains genotype IA (2nd WHO In-
ternational Standard for Hepatitis A Virus for Nucleic Acid 
Amplification Techniques, NIBSC code 00/562) (5). This 
should be very helpful for standardizing real- time assays for 
the detection in blood or blood products, food samples, as 

well as environmental samples. The best region for diag-
nostic testing is the 5′ UTR of the virus, as it is for other 
Picornaviridae.

The transmission of HAV by blood or blood products is 
rare but has been described, despite the fact that currently 
one can implement enough inactivation and filtration steps 
to eliminate this virus from blood products. Some European 
countries and the United States have started to test pooled 
plasma samples from blood donors, as has been done already 
for other blood- borne viruses. The currently available com-
mercial molecular detection assays are not registered for 
blood screening purposes and have some limitations in the 
detection of the most common genotypes. The LightCycler 
HAV quantitation assay (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapo-
lis, IN) is not registered for diagnostics, while the RealArt 
HAV assay (QIAGEN Diagnostics, Valencia, CA) seems to 
be less sensitive for the detection of genotype I. Adapta-
tions to these commercial assays have been made to over-
come sensitivity issues in detecting the different genotypes 
of HAV. It is expected that more commercial assays will 
become available in the near future (6–8). Also, an Exter-
nal Quality Assessment program has been set up by Qual-
ity Control for Molecular Diagnostics (QCMD) (Glasgow, 
United Kingdom) to assess the performance of laboratories 
(9). Currently, no FDA-approved molecular assays exist.

Epidemiology
While the detection of HAV is based on the 5′ UTR, typing 
of Picornaviridae is based on the sequencing of the VP1/2A 
junction. Sequence analysis is the method of choice and 
is getting easier every year. Currently six genotypes are de-
scribed based on sequence homology in the complete VP1 
protein gene. Genotypes I, II, and III can each be divided 
into subtypes A and B. They all can infect humans and cor-
relate with geographic regions. The most prevalent genotype, 
IA, is present in North, Central, and South America, China, 
Japan, Thailand, and Europe, while genotype IB is found 
in the Mediterranean, South Africa, and Turkey. Genotype 
IIIA is prevalent in India, Nepal, and South Korea. Geno-
types IIA, IIB, and IIIB are rarely found.

Molecular epidemiological investigation, including phy-
logenetic analysis, allows the linkage of HAV cases to one 
another as well as back to a common source in outbreaks. 
With the globalization of food and food components, it 
has been shown to be a useful means to identify infectious 
products, as has been illustrated by a case of acute liver 
failure and liver transplantation after the consumption of 

TABLE 3 Algorithm and interpretation of serological and molecular tests for the detection of 
HAV

Sample 
type Test and result Interpretation

Serum/
plasma

IgM anti- HAV negative; 
IgG anti- HAV negative

No indication for HAV infection. No protection against 
HAV.

Serum/
plasma

IgM anti- HAV negative; 
IgG anti- HAV positive

Past HAV infection or vaccinated against HAV. Protected.

Serum/
plasma

IgM anti- HAV positive; 
IgG anti- HAV positive

Indications for a recent or acute infection with HAV. 
Check with clinical parameters and epidemiological 
factors. If ratio of IgM is low, measurement of RNA 
in serum/plasma or stool supportive for diagnostics to 
determine whether there is an acute infection.

Plasma/
stool

HAV RNA positive Indication for an acute infection with HAV.
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contaminated food (1). Furthermore, these epidemiologi-
cal investigations are helpful to understand local epidemics 
that may occur when there is an introduction of a strain, 
e.g., by travelers, as well as for investigating the distribution 
of strains among specific susceptible populations, like men 
who have sex with men (2). Indeed, it has been shown that 
HAV strains can be transmitted within networks of people 
who have the same risk factor.

The continuous surveillance of HAV strains among the 
populations in different countries enables better anticipa-
tion of public health questions that may arise. Subsequently, 
intervention strategies, like vaccination of at- risk groups, 
can be implemented if these risk groups are not already part 
of other vaccination programs. Despite the fact that HAV 
infections can be prevented by vaccination, there is still a 
public health concern among some populations who have 
more recently been identified as being at risk (10).

HEPATITIS B VIRUS

Introduction
HBV is the major virus causing hepatitis worldwide. It is 
estimated that ~2 billion people have been in contact with 
the virus, as demonstrated by the detection of antibodies 
(anti- HBc) against the virus. The WHO estimates that 
~240 million people are chronically infected, defined as 
having detectable HBsAg for a period of >6 months. Other 
findings suggest that the number must be higher and that 
>350 million persons are chronically infected. It is esti-
mated that >780,000 persons die every year from compli-
cations of HBV infection. The virus is transmitted through 
contact with blood or other body fluids, for instance, during 
sexual activity, and is an important occupational risk factor 
for health care workers. However, a very good and safe vac-
cine has been available since the early 1980s.

The virus was discovered in the 1960s and 1970s when 
it was recognized that a virus must have been the cause of 
hepatitis in indigenous Australians. Once the connection 
with the so- called Australia antigen (discovered in 1966), 
now known as HBsAg, was established, studies using elec-
tron microscopy by Dane et al. (11) and Almeida and Wa-
terson (12) in 1970 led to the visualization of the infectious 
virus (known as Dane particle) and the nucleocapsid. Later, 
the virus was better studied, the genome was analyzed, and 
the serological profiles were described in more detail in both 
acutely as well as chronically infected individuals. The con-
nection between HBV and the development of hepatocellu-
lar carcinoma (HCC) followed soon thereafter (13).

HBV is the prototype human virus of the family 
 Hepadnaviridae and belongs to the genus Hepadnavirus, 
which also contains the woodchuck hepatitis virus and 
the duck hepatitis virus. Primates can also be infected with 
HBV- like strains.

HBV has interesting biological characteristics. It has a 
partially double- stranded circular DNA genome ~3,200 bp 
in length. The virion particle contains a membrane. Repli-
cation occurs mostly within the hepatocytes, although ex-
trahepatic sites are also known. After the virus enters the 
cell, a double- stranded covalently closed circular DNA is 
generated (called cccDNA). This cccDNA is the template 
for the host RNA polymerase II, and it generates an RNA 
molecule longer than the genome, known as pgRNA. In-
terestingly, the large HBV polymerase which is generated 
has essentially three functional domains: a terminal protein 
involved in priming; a reverse transcriptase (unique for he-
padnaviruses since they are essentially DNA viruses); and 

an RNAse H domain, which degrades the pgRNA while the 
new partially double- stranded HBV DNA is formed. The 
reverse transcriptase activity of HBV polymerase is remark-
able because it has been shown that some nucleotide inhib-
itors against the reverse transcriptase of HIV- 1 could also 
inhibit the replication of HBV. Another remarkable feature 
of the HBV genome is its compact size, resulting in the fact 
that most of the nucleotides encode two proteins and thus 
the genes of HBV have overlapping coding sequences. The 
reverse transcriptase of HBV takes up ~75% of the genome 
and overlaps sequences for the surface protein HBsAg and 
the core protein known as HBcAg.

During viral replication, the surface glycoprotein HBsAg 
is produced in three forms, i.e., as preS1- HBsAg, preS2- 
HBsAg, and an excessive amount of HBsAg. This overpro-
duction of HBsAg results in free protein in the bloodstream, 
and the HBsAg is present as large tubular as well as spherical 
aggregates without the presence of infectious DNA. Further-
more, HBeAg is produced and part of it is cleaved off to pro-
duce the core protein used within the virion. The HBeAg 
protein is released from infected hepatocytes and circulates 
freely in the bloodstream. This protein can be used as a 
marker of infectivity or replication of HBV, since its presence 
is accompanied by a high viral load. However, mutants are 
present in certain genotypes and populations that result in 
no production of HBeAg. In that case, HBV DNA viral load 
is high in the absence of HBeAg or anti- HBeAg. Aside from 
replication of HBV, the virus can also integrate into the host 
DNA as a nonreplicating particle (14, 15).

Clinical Parameters
Most primary infections with HBV do not result in detect-
able disease; this results in an asymptomatic seroconversion 
and is known as subclinical hepatitis.

In the case that there is damage to the liver, the pa-
tient initially presents clinically with acute hepatitis; this 
is observed in ~5% of perinatal infections and up to 30% 
of adult infections. These acute infections often have a pre-
icteric phase during which the patient may have specific 
complaints such as loss of appetite, nausea, fever, and loss 
of tolerance to alcohol. After this, the liver damage is more 
severe and functions fail, such as the processing of pigments 
derived from hemoglobin in the blood and subsequent ex-
traction of the products into the bile and feces. This results 
in clinical signs of jaundice caused by the excess of bile in 
circulation. These pigments are now filtered by the kidney, 
and the urine becomes darker. These acute infections often 
resolve within a few months (it can take up to 6 months).

During acute infections, HBsAg can be readily detected 
from about 4 weeks after the initial infection (Fig. 2A). 
HBV DNA can also be detected after 4 weeks using molec-
ular techniques, and viral load can rise up to 1 billion to 5 
billion IU per ml of serum or plasma. HBeAg, which is only 
produced during active replication of HBV, can be detected 
easily using immunological methods. As long as HBsAg is 
detectable, the patient is infectious. Resolution of the infec-
tion is accompanied by the appearance of antibodies against 
HBsAg or anti- HBsAg, the appearance of anti- HBeAg 
antibodies, and the decrease to low and subsequently un-
detectable levels of HBV DNA. During the course of an 
HBV infection, the first antibodies directed against HBV 
are antibodies against HBcAg. These antibodies appear 
within a few weeks after the appearance of HBsAg and they 
remain detectable a very long period and even lifelong. The 
appearance of IgM anti- HBcAg is detected at a very early 
stage of infection and may give information about whether 
the infection occurred recently. IgM anti- HBcAg titers rise 
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rapidly in the acute phase of the infection but disappear in 
most patients after 3 to 6 months, although they may persist 
longer in some patients.

Since an excess of HBsAg is produced and also shed 
as noninfectious particles into the blood, the initial anti- 
HBsAg will form complexes and might give a negative 
value in the early stage of seroconversion. This anti- HBsAg 
has neutralizing activity against the virus and its levels rise 
when the infection is controlled by the immune system. Of-
ten, protective values of >1,000 IU/ml are reached.

A number of patients, especially those who acquired 
the infection at an early age, are not able to suppress the 
virus, which is recognizable by the continued production 

of HBsAg and no detectable anti-HBeAg antibodies. 
These patients continue to have replication of HBV in the 
liver and HBV DNA blood levels remain high. Chronicity 
of HBV infection is defined as having HBsAg present for 
a period of >6 months. Chronic infections also include 
partly suppressed infections, which can be distinguished 
by the presence of anti-HBe antibodies and usually low 
HBV DNA levels. During chronic infections there will 
be fluctuations of HBV DNA levels, notably when ALT 
levels are changing during so- called flares, while also IgM 
anti- HBc antibody can reoccur and fluctuate. These high 
levels of HBV replication result in a continuous infection 
of hepatocytes and ultimately may result in fibrosis and cir-
rhosis of the liver and in HCC. For a serological profile of a 
chronic HBV infection, see Fig. 2B. Persistent and chronic 
HBV infections may resolve spontaneously, but this is rare, 
occurring at a rate of ~1% per year.

The different HBV profiles are summarized in Table 4. 
Serology is the keystone in diagnostics, since it gives infor-
mation on the presence or absence of the virus. Information 
on protection can be obtained by measuring anti- HBsAg 
levels. Anti- HBsAg is obtained after vaccination or after 
resolving a mostly acute HBV infection. In the latter case, 
anti- HBcAg is also detected. Anti-HBs levels of >10 IU/
ml are considered protective. Following vaccination, levels 
of >1,000 IU/ml are not unusual. Serology is a relatively 
inexpensive diagnostic method, and serum or plasma is 
readily available. However, there may be more- complicated 
serological profiles in which the measurement of HBV DNA 
levels can be of assistance.

In the rare cases that only HBV DNA is measured and no 
other serological parameters are present, we describe this as 
an occult infection. The diagnosis of these infections remains 
a challenge, but they have been described in the absence of 
measurable HBsAg and/or anti- HBc (16–18). The measure-
ment of HBsAg in the presence of naturally occurring mu-
tants was shown in previous years to be a problem, but with 
the current commercial assays this has been resolved.

Cases in which only anti- HBc is detected need additional 
testing using sensitive molecular techniques, as these could 
be the result of low and undetectable levels of HBsAg or 
undetectable levels of anti-HBs, but also false- positive tests.

The loss of HBeAg followed by the appearance of anti- 
HBeAg signals seroconversion and suppression of the 
infection. HBV DNA levels decrease during HBeAg sero-
conversion, and levels of <20,000 IU/ml are indicative of 
this seroconversion. However, there are also known muta-
tions in the HBV DNA, and particularly in the so- called 
precore protein, like the G1896A guanine- to- adenine sub-
stitution, which will result in the TAG stop codon and pre-
vention of the production of HBeAg. The second known 
and prevalent dual mutation involves two substitutions at 
positions A1762T and G1674A. Both mutations result in 
high HBV DNA levels and no detection of HBeAg and 
anti- HBeAg in chronic HBV infections. They are more 
prevalent in HBV genotypes B, C, and D and less in HBV 
genotype A. There are data indicating that these mutations 
coexist together with the wild- type virus. With this profile 
it must be considered to include the measurement of HBV 
DNA, since many chronically infected patients do not have 
elevated ALT  levels (13, 19, 20).

Molecular Methods: Measurement of HBV DNA
The measurement of HBV DNA is useful in cases in 
which patients are treated with antiviral therapy, and the 
viral load is indicative of the success as well as failure of 
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FIGURE 2 Virological profiles observed in patients infected with 
HBV. (A) Typical profiles in individuals with an acute HBV infec-
tion and subsequent resolution of the infection. HBV DNA is de-
tected during a limited period of time and is ultimately undetectable 
using molecular techniques. Similarly, HBsAg is not detected any-
more. The resolution of the infection and symptoms results in the 
presence anti- HBsAg antibodies, which is a marker for protection. 
(B) Profiles observed in individuals with a chronic HBV infection. 
In these cases, HBsAg and anti- HBc remain positive, while the pat-
terns of HBeAg and anti- HBeAg may vary in time. The latter might 
be absent in the case of a precore mutation. HBV DNA is detectable 
at high levels during the whole period of the chronic infection.
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treatment. The latter can be the case in those instances 
in which, for instance, resistance to antiviral drugs is ob-
served with an increase in viral HBV DNA levels. Also, 
when no HBeAg as well as no anti- HBeAg is observed, 
the measurement of HBV DNA is useful to identify those 
cases in which precore mutations are present, resulting in 
no production of HBeAg.

During the past decade, several commercial assays for the 
quantitation of HBV DNA have been introduced, in most 
cases based on real- time amplification assays with a decreas-
ing limit of detection with every new test and a large linear 
range, currently up to 100 million IU/ml and down to <10 
IU/ml. To improve consistency of measurement between 
laboratories, the WHO established a standard preparation 
from a high- titer HBV DNA genotype A (code 97/746) 
sample with an assigned potency of 1 million IU/ml (1 IU/
ml equals in this case ~5.4 genome equivalents). The pro-
posal is that all results should be reported in IU per milliliter 
(20–23). These levels of replication described in IU per mil-
liliter are important parameters to define and select patients 
who need treatment, also taking into account ALT levels, 
liver histology, and age. In the United States, the updated 
HBV algorithm for the management of chronic HBV infec-
tion even mentions specifically which assays need to be used 
routinely, both of which are real- time amplification assays 
(13). Important threshold levels are 2,000 and 20,000 IU/
ml, which need to be identified accurately, since these lev-
els are pivotal in identifying patients who require treatment 
and patients who could achieve HBeAg seroconversion.

Since measurement of HBV DNA is important in treat-
ment strategies, it is also important in follow-up of patients 
who are receiving treatment with antivirals, whether it is 
to identify resistance variants, viral breakthrough, or suc-
cess of treatment by looking at kinetic patterns (24–28). 
When treatment is started, serum HBV DNA levels should 
be monitored at week 12 to identify primary treatment fail-
ure, which is defined as a reduction of <1 log. Continued 
follow- up at week 24 is recommended to ensure virological 
suppression. Continued monitoring every 3 to 6 months is 
recommended to prove viral suppression or to identify viral 
breakthrough. Viral breakthrough is defined as an increase 
of HBV DNA levels by >1 log above nadir after achiev-
ing a virological response during treatment. A real viral re-
bound is defined as HBV DNA levels of >20,000 IU/ml or 
above the pretreatment level. Since HBV DNA levels are 
often measured in reference laboratories, strategies in which 
 HBsAg is measured quantitatively can also be used as a rapid 
and cheaper way to predict HBeAg seroconversion or to 
measure the effect of antiviral treatment (29, 30).

HBV Sequencing: Epidemiology, Typing, and 
Mutation Detection
HBV was initially classified into several immunological se-
rotypes, based on determinants in the so- called antigenic 
determinant (designated a), present in all serotypes, in com-
bination with a second determinant that is present in two 
forms, i.e., d- y or w- r. This resulted in the serotypes adw, adr, 
ayw, and ayr. However, since there is only one serotype of 
HBV, this was initially used for epidemiological purposes. 
With the availability of sequencing technologies, HBV can 
now be analyzed according to sequence homology. There are 
currently eight genotypes described. Genotype A is present 
globally, while genotypes B and C are more prevalent in 
Asia, and genotype D more prevalent in southern Europe and 
Turkey; genotype E is present in Africa, genotype F in the 
Americas, genotype G in the United States and France, and 
genotype H in Central America. Moreover, several subgen-
otypes have been described. The relation between genotype 
and response to therapy is of greatest importance, but geno-
typing may also predict the occurrence of HBeAg mutations, 
resistance to antiviral drugs, the likelihood of achieving 
resolution of an infection, and the development of HCC. 
There are different potential responses to antiviral treatment 
among the HBV genotypes, and this is used for selecting the 
optimal strategy. Patients with genotype A, for instance, are 
better responders to pegylated interferon α- 2b compared to 
genotypes B, C, and D (31). There are several options to de-
termine the genotype, whether by Sanger sequencing of part 
of the genome or by performing a line probe assay (32, 33).

Currently, sequencing technologies are developing very 
quickly and becoming more easily accessible. Minor vari-
ants can be detected by using ultradeep pyrosequencing or 
next- generation deep- sequencing technologies. But they 
all have to be used as fit- for- purpose, and most of them are 
still for research use only. At this time, standard population 
sequencing techniques can be used to identify variants (if 
present above 20 to 25%), precore mutations, or HBV gen-
otypes (13, 34, 35).

HEPATITIS C VIRUS
In the late 1970s, blood and blood products could be 
screened relatively easily for HAV and HBV, but a num-
ber of cases of blood transfusion- related hepatitis were still 
observed that tested negative for the two above- mentioned 
viruses. This infection was classified as non- A, non- B hep-
atitis until 1989, when the virus was discovered by Kuo and 
coworkers as the causative agent of this parenterally trans-
mitted hepatitis (36). The positive- stranded RNA virus was 

TABLE 4 Algorithm and interpretation of serological and molecular tests for the detection of HBV

Status, matrix is serum (usual)/plasma HBsAg Anti- 
HBsAg

IgM anti- 
HBc Anti- HBc HBeAg Anti- 

HBeAg
HBV 
DNA 

Susceptible to HBV Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative
Immune after natural HBV infection Negative Positive Positive Negative
Immune after HBV vaccination Negative Positive Negative
Acute HBV infection Positive Negative Positive Positive Positive Negative Positive
Chronic HBV infection, high viral load Positive Negative Negative Positive Positive Negative Positive
Chronic HBV infection, low viral load Positive Negative Negative Positive Negative Positive Positive
Chronic HBV infection, look for 

HBeAg variant
Positive Negative Negative Positive Negative Negative Positive

Anti- HBc only Negative Negative Positive
Occult HBV infection Negative Positive
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named hepatitis C virus. HCV is an important cause of liver 
disease, cirrhosis, and HCC worldwide. Humans are known 
to be the only natural reservoir of the virus.

HCV belongs to the genus Hepacivirus and is the only 
member of this group, within the family Flaviviridae. Other 
genera within the Flaviviridae are Pestivirus and Flavivirus. It 
is an enveloped, positive- sense RNA virus with a genome of 
9.6 kb in length that encodes a single long ORF of ~3,000 
amino acids, flanked by short UTRs at the 5′ and 3′ ends. 
The viral genome is translated directly into a polyprotein 
that is cleaved both post-  and cotranslationally by viral and 
cellular proteases to generate 10 gene products. HCV parti-
cles are 40 to 80 nm in diameter and are pleomorphic, with-
out apparent symmetry.

The amino- terminal part of the polyprotein encodes the 
structural proteins, i.e., the capsid- forming “core” protein and 
the envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2. The carboxy- terminal 
two- thirds of the polyprotein encodes the nonstructural 
proteins, i.e., p7 (an ion channel), NS2 (a transmembrane 
protein), NS3 (the protease and RNA helicase), NS4A and 
NS4B (cofactors), NS5A (a phosphoprotein), and NS5B 
(the viral RNA- dependent RNA polymerase).

The lack of suitable culture systems has hampered research 
into the interactions between host and virus. Therefore, es-
sential details required for more advanced understanding of 
virus entry, replication, interaction with the immune system, 
and virus assembly are still unknown. A striking feature of in-
fectious HCV particles is their association with lipoproteins. 
These are particles, produced in the liver, that serve to trans-
port lipids between liver and tissues. The apolipoproteins 

are a group of molecules, present on the surface of lipopro-
teins, that act as chaperones directing the trafficking of lip-
ids throughout the body. Serum- derived HCV particles have 
been found to associate with apolipoproteins A1 (apoA1), 
apoB- 4B, apoB100, apoC- 1, and apoE. This interaction 
suggests that HCV forms hybrid lipoviral particles, which 
facilitate virus entry into hepatocytes and possibly protect 
the virus from antibody neutralization (37). Moreover, the 
apoproteins may have a role in virus entry into the host cell. 
HCV has been shown to use the low- density lipoprotein re-
ceptor for attachment, and this receptor also interacts with 
apoE. However, other cell surface molecules are needed in 
the entry process, of which the precise mechanisms are still 
under debate. HCV shows distinct tropism for hepatocytes 
but also replicates in lymphoid cells, circulating plasmacytoid 
dendritic cells, and other cell types.

Pathogenesis
In primary infections, the virus usually becomes detectable 
in blood within 1 to 3 weeks and peaks a few weeks later; 
then the viral load in plasma gradually declines over the 
following months. Just before and shortly after seroconver-
sion, the load of HCV in plasma can fluctuate extensively 
and drops to very low levels. In this phase, spontaneous 
clearance of primary infections has been observed and the 
infection becomes self- limiting. However, in the majority 
of patients, up to 85%, the infection becomes persistent. 
Modulations in HCV load and clearance of the virus (when 
it occurs) are believed to result from the host’s immune re-
sponse, which is slower than in most other systemic viral 
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FIGURE 3 Virological profiles observed in patients infected with HCV: the course of an HCV infection 
and the immunological events that follow. Most patients become chronically infected, while a limited 
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infected, do not know that they are infected or are having overt signals of the disease. They do, however, 
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infections. As a result, seroconversion may take as long as 9 
months to a year. In most individuals, antibodies are never-
theless detectable within 2 months following infection. In 
Fig. 3, the typical immunological and virological profiles are 
presented both for the acute and self- limiting as well as for 
the chronically infected patient. Recently some host factors 
have been described that are associated with spontaneous 
clearance of acute infections. Individuals carrying a single 
nucleotide polymorphism of the interleukin- 28B gene are 
more likely to clear the infection with and without treat-
ment, and they are less likely to develop complications of 
chronic HCV infections (38). The C/C genotype, which 
is associated with a more favorable outcome, occurs to dif-
ferent degrees in different populations in the world. The C 
allele is the most prevalent in Asia, whereas in Africa the 
T allele is more prevalent. In Western Europe and North 
America, the C allele has an intermediate frequency. In ad-
dition to this polymorphism, a number of markers such as 
levels of particular cytokines and apolipoproteins have now 
been identified to be associated with spontaneous clearance 
of the infection (39, 40). Spontaneous clearance of HCV 
is rare in HIV- positive individuals, of whom it is estimated 
that 25% worldwide are coinfected with HCV.

In chronically infected individuals, up to 1010 to 1012 
viral particles per day are produced and cleared. Levels of 
circulating HCV usually remain fairly constant over time, 
although they may fluctuate. HCV levels hardly ever fall 
below the detection levels of molecular assays. Spontaneous 
clearance of chronically established HCV infections has 
rarely been reported.

Acute infections are often mild or without clear symp-
toms, with ALT levels typically <1,000 IU/liter. Fulminant 
liver failure is seldom reported. Acute infections develop 
following an incubation period of 4 to 20 weeks and are fre-
quently unnoticed. It is generally accepted that signs and 
symptoms of acute HCV infections are caused by the im-
mune system, and the finding that symptomatic infections 
are more frequently associated with spontaneous clearance 
is in accordance with this.

Most individuals who have acquired the infection are 
not diagnosed due to the lack of symptoms, and may not be-
come aware of the infection unless they are tested for other 
reasons. The long- term persistence of the virus nevertheless 
leads to damage to the liver, which progresses even without 
symptoms. In about a third of chronic infections, ALT levels 
remain normal for prolonged periods. Most patients start to 
show intermittently or persistently elevated levels of ALT 
and progressively deteriorated liver functions after 2 or 3 de-
cades of infection, and up to 20% go on to develop cirrhosis. 
HCC can develop in 10% of cirrhotic livers. Male gender, 
old age at the time of infection, alcohol intake, elevated 
ALT levels, and coinfection with HBV and/or HIV- 1 are all 
factors that negatively affect prognosis.

A significant proportion of patients acquire HCV in 
the absence of risk factors. Case control studies show that 
these cases, which are designated community acquired or 
sporadic, are associated with hospitalization, invasive med-
ical procedures such as endoscopy, receiving injections in 
an outpatient setting, participating in contact sports, and 
beauty treatments (41, 42).

With no existing HCV vaccine and no demonstrated 
activity of postexposure prophylaxis in the form of immu-
noglobulins or drugs, the key to prevention of HCV lies in 
prevention of transmission. Needle- exchange programs for 
intravenous drug users have had mixed results, with some 
countries reporting a significant decrease in transmission 
and others no effect (43, 44). With a majority of HCV 

carriers being unaware of their HCV status, screening may 
well represent the way forward (45). Treatment options for 
chronic HCV infections have improved enormously in re-
cent years and will continue to do so in the next few years, 
as new drugs become available in more countries. Treatment 
as prevention is already being considered in some settings 
(46). For now, unfortunately, the expense of the newly 
available regimens limits these prospects to high- income 
countries.

Diagnostics for HCV: Serology Combined with 
Molecular Testing
Anti- HCV screening is the first step in the diagnostic al-
gorithm for HCV infection. Improvements in assay perfor-
mance have been achieved in the past 2 decades, resulting 
in higher sensitivity and specificity of the tests currently in 
use. Due to delayed antibody formation in hepatitis C in-
fection compared to other viral infections, the serological 
window period still is 4 to 6 weeks with the third- generation 
tests that are widely used. These third- generation assays can 
detect antibodies directed against the core gene as well 
against the nonstructural proteins NS3, NS4A, and NS5B. 
They are all enzyme immunoassays (EIAs) or chemilumi-
nescence assays and have a sensitivity as well as specificity 
close to 100%. A negative screening test, however, does not 
exclude an acute hepatitis C infection, and testing blood 
for the presence of virus either by nucleic acid amplification 
techniques or by antigen testing is necessary for cases of sus-
pected acute hepatitis C infection within the last 6 months. 
Also, for patients who are immunosuppressed, HCV RNA 
testing might be considered. However, under normal cir-
cumstances and without any risk factors, a negative result 
using HCV antibody testing with the third generation of 
serology testing implies no further investigation (47).

For patients at high risk of infection, who present with 
elevated ALT levels and high anti- HCV reactivity, supple-
mental anti- HCV testing can be skipped, since the correla-
tion between a positive screening test and infection is nearly 
100%. In all other cases a confirmatory test is essential. 
While some laboratories rely on a second immunological 
assay in these cases, other laboratories proceed to viremia 
testing, as recommended by the updated Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention guidelines (48). For an algorithm 
for HCV detection, see Table 5.

If laboratories want to perform a serological confirmation, 
this usually involves immunoblotting, which allows dissec-
tion of antibodies directed to different viral determinants. 
Sera that react with products derived from at least two viral 
genes are considered positive, and those that are reactive 
with a single protein are indeterminate; reactivity to the 
carrier polypeptide fused to recombinant antigens shows 
that the positivity might be nonspecific. Indeterminate im-
munoblots may be indicative of false positivity, especially in 
low- risk individuals. Immunocompromised individuals with 
HCV infection nevertheless often show reactivity only to C 
and NS3 antigens, which may yield indeterminate results. 
Antibodies in response to NS4 and NS5 tend to be pro-
duced later during the infection, and these antibodies also 
wane earlier following spontaneous or posttreatment resolu-
tion of infection.

testing for Viral Antigen
Immunoassays for HCV antigen detection and quantifica-
tion have become available as an alternative to nucleic acid 
testing. Classical EIAs target the core antigen of HCV. The 
tests are highly specific and have a lower detection limit of 
1,000 IU of HCV RNA per ml. They can be carried out in 
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automated systems that give a result in 60 min. Therefore, 
they are faster but also less expensive than PCR assays. The 
assays have a role in the diagnosis of hepatitis C infection 
after anti- HCV antibodies have been detected. HCV core 
antigen tests nevertheless become positive a few days after 
the appearance of HCV RNA. These tests, which are avail-
able for testing on blood or saliva, have been evaluated for 
screening of high- risk individuals. In these settings, these 
rapid tests provide sensitivity and specificity comparable to 
that of the HCV EIAs, and provide a low- cost, easy- to- use 
assay alternative that can be used outside traditional labo-
ratories (49).

testing for Viral RnA
Methods of accurate quantification of HCV RNA levels 
are essential for the clinical management of patients with 
hepatitis C infection. Serum and plasma are routinely used, 
but recent research has shown good results using dried blood 
spots, which are easily transportable. Several automated, 
closed devices are available for nucleic acid extraction, de-
tection, and quantitation while maintaining high sensitiv-
ity and specificity of tests. The benefits of these automated 
systems include minimal hands- on time and minimal po-
tential for contamination of samples. The detection limits 
are as low as 12 to 50 IU/ml, and intra-  and interassay vari-
abilities are small. The available automated platforms have 
minor differences in detection of HCV RNA levels of differ-
ent HCV genotypes. Underestimation of HCV RNA levels 
is most likely due to sequence polymorphisms in one of the 
primer or probe target regions. Quantification of HCV RNA 
is essential not only for making a decision to treat a patient 
but especially for monitoring the response to therapy.

In contrast with the relatively long serological window 
following infection, HCV RNA is usually detectable within 
just 1 week after infection. Viral RNA levels may reach 107 
IU/ml, but commonly levels of 105 to 106 IU/ml are measured. 
Although there is some evidence that links plasma RNA lev-
els to viral replication in the liver, the determination of HCV 
RNA is most relevant in response-guided treatment, where 
it is currently the standard procedure for measuring response 
to HCV treament. Quantitative HCV viral load testing is 
recommended at week 4 after the start of treatment and at 
12 weeks after the therapy is completed. Antiviral therapy 
should not be interrupted or stopped if HCV RNA measure-
ment has not yet been performed. If viral load has not been 
successfully reduced at week 4, the testing can be repeated 

at week 6 or week 8. Any increase in viral load is indicative 
of failure of treatment. Expressing the viral loads in IU has 
allowed comparison of results obtained by different methods, 
but quantitative differences between the different assay sys-
tems are such that in follow- up of patients the same method 
should be used throughout. Currently, levels of 12 IU/ml can 
be measured with high accuracy.

In a prospective study that followed a cohort of high- risk 
individuals for acute hepatitis C infections, it was shown 
that 28% had very low to undetectable HCV RNA levels 
at the time of the first serologically positive blood sample.

Detection of HCV: Epidemiology and Viral 
Genotype
Diversity among HCV isolates is minimal in the 5′ UTR 
and maximal in the E2 glycoprotein, where a stretch of 31 
amino acids, the hypervariable region, has been proposed 
as a decoy for the immune system. Six major genotypes can 
be distinguished, designated 1 through 6. A genotype 7 has 
also been described (50). Each genotype can be divided into 
subtypes designated by lowercase letters. Intergenotype re-
combinants and more recently intragenotype recombinants 
have been reported (51, 52), of which so far only one, i.e., 
the 2k/1b intergenotype recombinant, has been transmitted 
(53). In addition to their epidemiological purposes, the sub-
types have been shown to influence the response to certain 
therapeutic regimens.

About 3% of the world population is estimated to be 
infected, with prevalence rates ranging from <1% in some 
Western European countries to >10% in some African 
countries. The highest prevalence is found in Egypt, where 
14.7% of the population is infected. Because the infection 
is asymptomatic in many individuals, the virus may con-
tinue to spread. The risk of transmission of HCV through 
blood transfusion is currently extremely low due to the use 
of molecular detection of HCV RNA in pooled blood do-
nations. Intravenous drug use, tattooing, acupuncture, body 
piercing, and any other practice that involves contact with 
contaminated blood account for most of the new infections. 
Mother- to- child transmission, which is generally believed 
to be inefficient, still leads to infection of 1 in 20 children 
born from HCV- positive mothers, concurrent HIV infection 
being the most important predictor of HCV transmission in 
this group. Transmission to household contacts is rare, and 
there is no evidence for transmission through insect bites. 
Humans are the only known reservoir of HCV.

TABLE 5 Algorithm and interpretation of serological and molecular tests for the detection of 
HCV

Sample type Test and result Interpretation

Serum/plasma Total anti- HCV negative/
nonreactive

No HCV antibody detected. No indication for an 
HCV infection. If patient is immunosuppressed, 
HCV RNA testing can be considered. If exposed 
to possible HCV infection during the past 6 
months, follow- up antibody testing or HCV RNA is 
recommended.

Serum/plasma Total anti- HCV positive; 
HCV RNA negative

No indication for a current HCV infection. Repeat 
HCV RNA testing might be considered if exposure 
to HCV suspected within the past 6 months or 
clinical evidence of HCV disease, or if there 
are concerns with storage and handling of test 
specimen.

Serum/plasma Total anti- HCV positive; 
HCV RNA positive

This is a current HCV infection and should be linked 
to care of the patient.
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The prevalence of the genotypes depends largely on the 
population in which the screening was performed. Geno-
type 1 is most prevalent in Western Europe, North  America, 
Central and South America, Australia, Indonesia, and 
 Japan. Genotype 2 does not form the most prevalent geno-
type anywhere in the world, while genotype 3 infections are 
highly prevalent in the United Kingdom, Russia, India, and 
Brazil. Genotype 4 is prevalent almost exclusively in Egypt 
and surrounding countries; genotype 5 is found mostly in 
South Africa; and genotype 6 is so far found only in South-
east Asia, where this genotype is highly prevalent, and in 
Southeast Asian populations elsewhere in the world. The 
newly described genotype 7 was isolated from an individual 
from the Congo (50). Determining the viral geno type and 
subtype is essential for optimizing both treatment regimen 
and duration of treatment with current treatment protocols.

Until very recently the combination of ribavirin and 
peg ylated alpha interferon formed the mainstay of treat-
ment, with differences in dosing and duration depending 
on the genotype. Recently, new direct- acting antivirals 
have become available, which as a whole have improved 
the prospects of cure for all genotypes, but differences in re-
sponse to different agents exist depending on the genotype. 
The new direct- acting antivirals are not universally avail-
able yet, because treatment of HCV infections with these 
agents is considered too expensive, even for many high- 
income countries. It is expected that direct- acting antivi-
rals will continue to be introduced in Western countries but 
that their use will be restricted to some patient categories. 
Predicting the a priori chance that a patient will respond, 
and the subsequent adaptation of treatment and regimen 
to optimize treatment success, is expected to become the 
mainstay of HCV treatment. The need for reliable geno-
typing is therefore only becoming more obvious. Sequence 
analysis of the viral genome is the gold standard for any gen-
otype determination, and in the case of HCV sequencing, 
the 5′- UTR region was historically chosen as the main tar-
get. Studies have shown more recently that analysis of the 
5′ UTR unfortunately has its limitations for subtyping due 
to its high genetic conservation. Moreover, some genotype 
1b subtypes and several genotype 6 subtypes have identical 
5′- UTR sequences and are therefore indistinguishable by 
5′- UTR analysis. For genotype and subtype sequencing, the 
core and NS5B regions are better targets, providing optimal 
genotype and subtype resolution. Methods such as reverse 
transcriptase PCR assays that amplify and detect portions of 
both 5′- UTR and NS5B regions have much better perfor-
mance than methods that rely on amplification of 5′ UTR 
only. A frequently used commercial test exploits the ability 
of 5′- UTR amplicons to hybridize to type- specific probes 
immobilized on nitrocellulose strips (line probe assay). The 
line probe assay has a reasonable concordance with geno-
types that have been identified by nucleotide sequencing; it 
misclassifies the subtypes of 10 to 40% of isolates, depending 
on genotype (54–56). At this time, all commercially avail-
able assays that aim to reduce hands- on time and are suit-
able for routine laboratories have significant shortcomings 
in accuracy (57).

Testing for Antiviral Resistance
Even before the introduction of the first direct- acting an-
tiviral agents, reports showed the appearance of drug resis-
tance mutations in regions targeted by antiviral agents. It 
has become clear that preexisting mutations are prevalent 
in treatment- naive patients and that this affects success 
rates of particular antiviral regimens (58). Early studies with 

the first protease inhibitors showed that the preexisting 
mutations were more common in treatment- naive patients 
with genotype 1a than with 1b (59). The major resistance 
mutation R155K, which is associated with treatment fail-
ure, required two nucleotide changes in subtype 1b strains 
and only one nucleotide change in subtype 1a strains (60). 
This resistance mutation confers resistance to all protease 
inhibitors currently on the market.

Following the introduction of protease inhibitors as the 
first direct- acting antiviral agents, the second class to be-
come available were the polymerase inhibitors, of which 
sofosbuvir was the first available drug. This agent appears to 
possess a very high genetic barrier. The S282T mutation is 
most frequently seen, but it occurs in few patients with early 
relapses (61, 62).

The third class is the NS5A inhibitors, with daclatasvir 
and ledipasvir as the first representatives. Similarly to what 
was seen for protease inhibitors, resistance mutations are 
frequently seen in patients who have failed treatment, and 
preexisting drug resistance mutations are found in small per-
centages of treatment- naive patients.

The existence of preexisting mutations to certain direct- 
acting antiviral agents, together with the high prevalence 
of mutations in pretreated individuals and the high cost of 
modern hepatitis treatment options, is likely going to in-
crease the demand for resistance testing. Some methods for 
targeted genotyping are now being explored, which could 
facilitate detection of resistance mutations more efficiently. 
Sequencing, however, remains the most commonly used 
method (63–65).

HEPATITIS DELTA VIRUS
HDV, initially called the delta agent, was described for the 
first time in 1977 in patients in Italy with a more severe 
form of HBV infection (66). It was found to resemble cer-
tain subviral agents of plants. Strictly it is not a virus since 
it requires the HBV surface protein HBsAg as its outer en-
velope protein, and is therefore called a subviral or satellite 
virus. There is no nucleotide homology between HBV and 
HDV. HDV has a single- stranded RNA genome structure 
of ~1,700 nucleotides and its infectious particles contain a 
ribonucleoprotein in a complex with ~70 copies of the delta 
antigen (HDV-Ag), which is the only protein encoded by 
its genome. This is the smallest circular RNA viral genome 
known in humans, and it forms an imperfect duplex by 
roughly 75% pairing of its nucleotides. Because of its small 
size, it is interesting to note that the replication of this ge-
nome is done by the host’s RNA polymerase II and takes 
place in the nucleus of the cell. HDV replicates only in the 
liver, and no extrahepatic sites are known.

Pathogenesis
HDV infections can be more severe and may result in a more 
progressive liver disease, resulting in cirrhosis and liver fail-
ure, compared to HBV infections alone. An infection with 
HDV may be acquired at the same time as the HBV infec-
tion (coinfection) or may be acquired as a superinfection in 
a person already infected with HBV. The course of the in-
fection is different in the two cases. With a coinfection, the 
number of HBsAg particles is low in the beginning, having 
an impact on the replication of HDV. This HDV infection 
therefore peaks at lower levels and has no influence on the 
replication of HBV itself. In superinfection, HBsAg is al-
ready abundantly present in the blood, and the replication 
of HDV is at full speed to begin with, in contrast with the 
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coinfection. It briefly causes a suppression of the replication 
of HBV. In the case of a superinfection with HDV, it may 
even worsen the HBV infection itself. For a typical course 
of these infections, see Fig. 4, in which the differences in 
profiles of coinfection and superinfection are described.

Diagnostics for HDV

serology
Serological markers for the diagnosis of HDV are HDV- Ag 
and the anti- HDV antibody. Although IgM antibodies are 
detectable during the window phase of the infection, most 
diagnostics are based on the detection of total anti- HDV 
antibodies. The detection of IgM antibodies against HDV is 
only available in a limited number of reference laboratories. 
Total anti- HDV is indicative of an infection and may per-
sist for several years even after the clearance of the infection. 
Patients with HBsAg- positive results from regions where 
HDV is endemic should be tested. HBV serological mark-
ers and HBV DNA levels can be of assistance in deciding 
whether treatment of the HBV infection is required. During 
an acute infection with HDV, HDV- Ag is detected in the 
early phase in serum or plasma but also disappears relatively 
quickly, making IgG anti- HDV in combination with HDV 

RNA the method of choice to establish the proper diagno-
sis. HDV- Ag can be detected in liver biopsy specimens using 
standard technologies (staining with anti- HDV- Ag peroxi-
dase). The use of IgM antibodies as well as HDV- Ag is lim-
ited since its value can only be shown in the early phase of 
the acute super-  or coinfection of HDV with HBV. During 
an acute coinfection with HBV, the IgM anti- HBcAg marker 
can be used. In conclusion, the detection of IgG anti- HDV 
is the most suitable test and can be viewed as a marker of 
exposure to the delta particle. For an algorithm of laboratory 
tests for HDV infection, see Table 6. The virological profiles 
are also summarized in Fig. 4. The first test to be performed 
has to show that indeed an HBV infection is also present by 
detecting HBsAg and anti- HBcAg, since HBsAg is needed 
for HDV replication.

Molecular Methods
The most efficient diagnostic parameter is the detection of 
HDV RNA as a result of viral replication. In the case of a 
coinfection of HDV with HBV, the resolution of HBV as 
determined by the presence of anti- HBsAg will also result 
in the resolution of HDV RNA. In the case of a superinfec-
tion with HDV when an HBV infection is already present 
chronically, HDV RNA is detected in most patients, if not 
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FIGURE 4 Virological profiles observed in patients infected with HDV. There are two routes of HDV 
infections. (Top) In the first one, HBV and HDV coinfect the same individual at the same time. Since 
the individual has not been infected previously with HBV, the replication of HBV and the production of 
HBsAg control the replication of HDV. As soon as the level of HBsAg is reduced due to the presence of 
anti- HBsAg, the replication of both HBV and HDV is dramatically reduced, and eventually both HBV 
DNA and HDV RNA are no longer detected in serum or plasma. Anti- HDV antibodies are present. (Bot-
tom) In the case of a superinfection, HDV replication is enhanced from the beginning since an abundant 
amount of HBsAg is present in the liver. HDV RNA is detected by real- time amplification technologies as 
long as HBV replication and thus the production of HBsAg continue. In the case of this chronic infection 
with HDV, anti- HDV is also detected.
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all, continuously. The replication of HDV can be moni-
tored by the detection of HDV RNA in serum or plasma, 
and with the availability of a WHO international standard, 
quantitative assays can be made more reliable, although no 
commercial assay is available at this moment. Currently, 
laboratory- developed tests based on real- time detection 
are available in laboratories with a special interest in diag-
nostics for hepatitis viruses. There are limited commercial 
assays available for the detection of HDV, but their perfor-
mance and detection of the different HDV genotypes are 
not yet completely established (67–69).

Detection of HDV: Epidemiology
HDV was initially discovered in Italy and is more common 
in southern European countries (70). The particle has also 
been shown to be more endemic in certain parts of South 
America, in indigenous tribes living in the Amazon, and 
some parts of Asia. In North America and Western Europe, 
most of the infections are in intravenous drug users and 
their partners, and it coincides with the prevalence of HBV 
infections. It is estimated that in the United States, ~70,000 
individuals are infected with HDV. These infections are all 
chronic. However, with increased vaccination against HBV 
in at- risk populations, the incidence of HDV infections is 
also decreasing in those countries. One has to be aware, 
however, that through migration of individuals from areas 
where HDV is endemic, the infection can still spread rela-
tively easily and be maintained in specific populations like 
intravenous drug users, homosexuals, and practitioners of 
high- risk practices like tattooing or piercing, which are not 
often checked for their HBV vaccination status.

In the Asian- Pacific region, there is concern over an in-
crease of HDV infections in Pakistan, Iran, and countries of 
Southeast Asia, where there is a higher prevalence of HBV 
and registration of HBV and HDV is absent. In Africa, too, 
the prevalence of HBV is high, and HDV is endemic in a 
number of countries, although this may not give a complete 
picture. HDV is known to be present in the Congo, Equa-
torial Guinea, Nigeria, and Cameroon. Phylogenetic data 

from Cameroon show that there are four different genotypes 
of HDV present, of which genotype 1 is the most prevalent 
(71–75).

HEPATITIS E VIRUS
HEV is an enterically transmitted hepatitis virus, similar 
to hepatitis A virus. It is a small (32 to 34 nm in diam-
eter), nonenveloped, single- stranded, positive- sense RNA 
virus of ~7,200 bases that is capped and polyadenylated at 
the 5′ and 3′ termini and is organized in three ORFs. The 
first ORF codes for the nonstructural proteins and contains 
methyltransferase- , cysteine protease- , macrodomain- , RNA 
helicase- , and RNA- dependent RNA polymerase- encoding 
sequences. The second and third ORFs overlap and encode 
the structural proteins of the virus. ORF2 codes for the viral 
capsid protein and consists of three linear domains: the shell 
domain (S), a middle domain (M, also called P1), and a pro-
truding domain (P, also called P2). The protein translated 
from ORF3 is a small phosphoprotein involved in virion 
morphogenesis and release.

The virus was discovered in the 1980s during a military 
campaign in Afghanistan among Soviet soldiers who had an 
unexplained hepatitis not caused by HAV. Its transmission 
route was discovered by a successful transmission to a human 
volunteer via the fecal- oral route with a stool sample from 
a non- A, non- B hepatitis patient. The logical next letter 
was E. Viral- like particles were seen by electron microscopy. 
HEV was already known to cause waterborne epidemics 
in developing countries, and it was also known that it co-
incided with a high fatality rate among pregnant women. 
There were also reports of outbreaks of jaundice caused by 
HEV in Europe with coincident fatalities among pregnant 
women, which is typically related to HEV genotype 1 (76).

HEV was initially classified in the family Caliciviridae, 
genus Calicivirus, based on the clinical symptoms and struc-
tural features. However, after subsequent studies, the virus 
is now a member of the family Hepeviridae and the genus 
Orthohepevirus A (formerly Hepevirus). Within this group of 

TABLE 6 Algorithm and interpretation of serological and molecular tests for the detection of 
HDV

Sample type Test and result Interpretation

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HDV negative; total anti- 
HDV negative

No indication for an HDV infection. 
Determine HBV serological markers.

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HDV negative; total anti- 
HDV positive

If HBsAg is negative and anti- HBsAg is 
positive, this is a past infection. HDV RNA 
will be negative.

If HBsAg is positive and anti- HBsAg is 
negative, this is an acute HBV/HDV 
coinfection (early phase) or a chronic 
infection. Determine presence of IgM anti- 
HBc and HDV RNA.

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HDV positive; total anti- 
HDV positive

Based on IgM anti- HDV positivity, this 
is most likely an acute HDV infection. 
Determine HDV RNA and HBV 
parameters (HBsAg, IgM anti- HBc). Total 
anti- HDV may be present for a long period 
of time and without clearance of HBV 
parameters.

Serum/plasma HDV RNA positive Indication for an active infection with HDV. 
Might be acute in early phase if IgM anti- 
HBcAg is positive.
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Orthohepevirus A, there are four genotypes known (named 1 
to 4) that can infect humans.

HEV genotypes 1 and 2 are strictly human viruses and 
mostly prevalent in areas of poor sanitation, causing en-
demic acute hepatitis in developing countries and resource- 
limited countries, resulting in occasional large waterborne 
outbreaks, and travel- related cases in developed countries. 
HEV genotype 1 is mainly present in Asia and Africa and 
genotype 2 in Mexico. Genotypes 3 and 4 have a zoonotic 
origin with a main reservoir in domestic pigs. Genotype 3 
has a worldwide distribution, while genotype 4 is mostly 
found in Asia. These latter two genotypes, and in particular 
genotype 3, are drawing more and more interest as there 
is growing evidence of their zoonotic potential. Epidemics 
caused by genotypes 3 and 4 are rare. All four HEV geno-
types belong to one serotype.

Pathogenesis
The clinical features of HEV infections range from asymp-
tomatic infection to mild hepatitis to subacute liver failure. 
Following an incubation period of 15 to 60 (average, 40) days, 
patients may present with fever, nausea, jaundice, abdominal 
pain, vomiting, anorexia, malaise, and hepatomegaly. There 
are some differences in the clinical course between the de-
veloping and developed countries due to the different geno-
types. In developing countries, hence mainly genotype 1 and 
2 infections, most infected individuals present in their young 
adulthood with a mild self- limiting hepatitis. The fatality 
rate is low, but may still be up to 2% due to fulminant hepati-
tis. Exceptions are patients with underlying chronic liver dis-
ease. A unique feature of HEV infection is the high mortality 
rate, up to 25%, exclusively found among pregnant women in 
their third trimester and/or their unborn babies. The mech-
anisms of this fulminant hepatitis are still unknown. There 
have been no reports of such high mortality among pregnant 
women with infections of HEV genotype 3 or 4.

In developed countries, genotypes 3 and 4 are more 
prevalent. Symptomatically infected individuals are usually 
middle- aged and elderly males. Besides small clusters of cases 
due to a single food-related source, large outbreaks have not 
been documented. Most patients present, however, with a 
self- limiting hepatitis with elevated ALT levels up to 3,000 
IU/liter. In contrast, HEV genotype 3 may cause a chronic 
infection that may lead to rapidly progressive cirrhosis in 
immunocompromised patients such as solid organ transplant 
recipients, individuals with HIV infection, or patients with 
a hematologic malignancy. This chronic infection, due to 
its often asymptomatic course, may be mistaken for drug- 
induced liver injury. Also, extrahepatic manifestations have 
been documented, including neurological syndromes, renal 
manifestations, pancreatitis, and hematologic disorders.

Transmission of HEV
HEV genotypes 1 and 2 are transmitted via contaminated 
water due to fecal shedding of HEV- infected individuals; 
transmission occurs from human to human through an en-
vironmental reservoir. In contrast, transmission of HEV 
genotypes 3 and 4 occurs mainly via an animal reservoir. 
HEV strains from domestic pigs, wild boar, deer, and rabbits 
have been identified as zoonotic causative agents for human 
infections. This is supported by phylogenetic studies show-
ing that HEV strains circulating in pigs and humans are very 
closely related (77, 78). The main zoonotic transmission 
route is via consumption of undercooked meat of infected 
animals, yet persons with direct contact with infected an-
imals are also at risk (79). Besides zoonotic transmission, 

waterborne infection and transfusion- transmitted HEV in-
fection have been documented. Overall, clinicians should 
be aware of the fact that HEV diagnostics should be con-
sidered if elevated liver enzymes are detected, and that this 
should not be always travel related (80).

HEV RNA- positive blood products have been described 
repeatedly, and in almost all cases, HEV genotype 3 is in-
volved, and to a much lesser extent genotype 4 (81–84). 
Only a limited number of transfusion- related transmissions 
have been reported, but there are more data suggesting that 
such transmissions may happen frequently. The incidence of 
HEV RNA- positive blood varies among countries, and rates 
of 1 in 1,000 blood donations have been reported (84). One 
should keep in mind that in most cases, blood and blood 
products are given to patients who already have an under-
lying condition that may cause immunodeficiency, such as 
hematological disease or transplantation. This may be one 
explanation why chronic HEV infections, which by defini-
tion are infections of >6 months, have been described in 
those immune- suppressed patients. The scale of the problem 
is still not known. A growing number of blood banks have 
begun to screen for HEV RNA by PCR to provide an in-
dication of the problem of whether and how often viremic 
HEV- positive blood is drawn from a donor. There is growing 
evidence that HEV infections might be transmitted through 
blood transfusion, because HEV RNA can be detected in 
plasma pool samples (85, 86).

Diagnostics for HEV

serology
As with other forms of hepatitis, HEV infection can be di-
agnosed either indirectly by using serology to detect anti- 
HEV antibodies in serum or directly by detecting the HEV 
genome in blood or stool. The serological profile is similar to 
that for infection with HAV, depicted in Fig. 1. After an in-
cubation period of 2 to 6 weeks, antibodies can be detected. 
First, IgM antibodies appear as a marker of a recent infec-
tion; their levels may remain high for up to 8 weeks after 
an acute infection. IgG antibodies peak around week 4 and 
can remain high for >1 year (87). In immunocompetent 
individuals, these antibodies appear at the time of clinical 
onset of disease. There are several commercial EIAs based 
on ORF2/ORF3 peptides or recombinant antigens mainly 
from HEV genotypes 1 and 2, varying widely in sensitivity 
and specificity. Only one assay uses the combination of HEV 
genotype 1 and 3 antigens (88, 89). A WHO reference re-
agent for hepatitis E serum IgG (NIBSC code 95/584) can 
be used for evaluating the analytical sensitivity of anti- HEV 
IgG assays (90). Since many infections with HEV have oc-
curred years before a serological assay is performed, one has 
to consider that the detection of antibodies may represent 
past infections. Moreover, some assays appear to have sen-
sitivity problems for some genotypes, which may result in 
an underestimation of the seroprevalence in certain popu-
lations. Western blotting is still used in small- scale studies. 
There are assays available that use a specific pE2 peptide 
(amino acid residues 394 to 606), which is superior to alter-
native assays using shorter E2 peptides because of the sta-
bilizing effect a 60- amino- acid extension has on the dimer 
formation of this antigen. This assay also uses a μ- chain 
capture strategy, which is known to improve both sensitiv-
ity as well as specificity of assays by combining the results 
of IgM and IgG assays (91). However, one has to keep in 
mind that not all IgM positive samples are also viremic for 
HEV. In those cases, HEV RNA has to be detected. For an 
algorithm of laboratory tests for HEV infection, see Table 7.
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Molecular Methods
In immunocompromised individuals, antibody produc-
tion may be delayed or even absent, making detection of 
the HEV genome essential for diagnosing HEV infection. 
Most detection assays that are currently used are laboratory- 
developed tests, a phenomenon that is seen globally as the 
development of commercial assays is always behind the de-
velopment needed in clinical practice. It has been shown 
that standardization is needed to enable a better compari-
son as well as to monitor the effect of antiviral treatment. 
A WHO international standard for nucleic acid testing of 
HEV genotype 3 is available (92), and a WHO genotype- 
specific reference panel will be made available in 2016. 
Also, an External Quality Assessment program is organized 
through the QCMD (9). However, one has to realize that 
laboratory- developed assays are currently used to screen 
blood and blood products, as no commercial assay is ap-
proved for screening these products for HEV RNA.

The existing commercial HEV viral load assays appear 
to have good sensitivity and specificity (93, 94). In immu-
nocompetent patients, viremia peaks during the incubation 
period and during the first phase of disease. The window of 
HEV RNA detection may be rather short (3 to 6 weeks) in 
these patients; therefore, a negative HEV RNA result does 
not exclude a recent infection. On the other hand, in im-
munocompromised patients, HEV RNA testing is necessary 
to monitor for a chronic infection and to further character-
ize, using sequence analysis, the virus. If the HEV RNA re-
mains detectable for 3 months, it is unlikely that the patient 
will spontaneously clear the infection without therapeutic 
intervention (95, 96). HEV RNA is less stable compared to 
HAV RNA, and therefore precautions have to be taken to 
ensure the integrity of the material, like storage at –80°C 
and rapid transportation of clinical materials to the diag-
nostic laboratory.

Treatment Options for HEV
HEV infections in developing countries can be prevented 
by good sanitary infrastructure and clean drinking water. As 
mentioned previously, most of these outbreaks of HEV are 
caused by genotype 1 or 2. Despite the clinical and epide-
miological differences among the four different genotypes, 
cross- neutralization occurs, indicating that they belong to 
a single serotype (97). HEV infection is preventable by 

vaccination. Two recombinant genotype 1 HEV vaccines 
have been developed and have been shown to be safe and 
immunogenic in clinical trials. Immunizations resulted in 
cross- protection against different HEV genotypes (98, 99). 
All the trials were carried out in China and showed that the 
vaccines are well tolerated. These vaccines are very promis-
ing, although there are no data yet on their efficacy against 
emerging strains of HEV— including the animal strains with 
zoonotic potential— or in prevention of the infections seen 
in high- risk groups, specifically those caused by genotype 3.

For HEV infections in developed countries, a better un-
derstanding of the route of transmission and the relation to 
the zoonotic origin is needed to effectively prevent trans-
mission. Discussion is ongoing on the exact routes of trans-
mission, although eating of uncooked meat is certainly one 
such route, and contaminated water has also been seen as 
a source. The use of blood or blood products has been im-
plicated for people in high- risk groups, although the virus 
might be inactivated during preparation of blood products 
as it is less stable than, for instance, HAV.

The first step in the treatment of chronic HEV infection 
in solid organ transplant recipients is to reduce the dose of 
immunosuppressive medications. This may result in viral 
clearance in nearly one- third of patients (100). For antiviral 
treatment of HIV- infected patients, patients with hemato-
logic conditions, solid organ transplant recipients, or patients 
with severe acute infection, the first line of treatment is oral 
ribavirin. In addition, pegylated interferon α- 2b has also 
been described as a potentially effective treatment of HEV 
infection (101). Recently several cell culture systems have 
been developed for HEV genotypes 3 and 4, making it pos-
sible to further analyze the basic biology of HEV (102, 103).

FINAL CONCEPT: THE DIAGNOSTICS OF 
HEPATITIS CAUSED BY THE PRIMARY FIVE 
HEPATITIS VIRUSES
In normal circumstances, the determination of the cause of 
viral hepatitis of unknown origin is not focused on a single 
determinant, but a combined testing scheme is used.  For 
this purpose, low-cost serological screening methods could 
be used. Follow-up of viral infections after diagnosis is rather 
specific for each pathogen. When liver function tests are se-
verely abnormal, or when specific risk factors in a patient 

TABLE 7 Algorithm and interpretation of serological and molecular tests for the detection of 
HEV

Sample type Test and result Interpretation

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HEV negative; IgG anti- 
HEV negative

No indication for an HEV infection.

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HEV negative; IgG anti- 
HEV positive

Past HEV infection. If immunosuppressed, 
HEV RNA should be determined (like in 
transplant patients).

Serum/plasma IgM anti- HEV positive; IgG anti- 
HEV positive

Indications for a recent or acute HEV 
infection. Check with clinical 
parameters and epidemiological factors. 
Measurement of RNA in serum/plasma 
or stool supportive for diagnostics to 
determine whether there is an acute 
infection.

Plasma/stool HEV RNA positive Indication for an acute infection with 
HEV. May be chronic in specific patient 
populations, like immunosuppressed 
patients (transplant).
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are identified such as travel history, vaccination status, and 
alcohol and drug use, more specific tests are appropriate.

In the case of fulminant hepatitis, serology for HAV and 
HBV is recommended, as IgM directed against HAV is gen-
erally present in the acute phase, and in the case of acute 
HBV infection, HBsAg is detectable. Serology for HCV 
usually does not contribute in this context, as HCV is an 
extremely rare cause of fulminant hepatitis and acute infec-
tions are not diagnosed by serological testing. HCV RNA 
testing could be considered when other infections have 
been excluded. In some countries, HEV serology is appro-
priate in patients presenting with fulminant hepatitis, de-
pending on local epidemiology of the circulating genotypes.  
If needed, PCR against HAV and HEV can be carried out in 
those cases where it is not clear. 

In cases where chronic hepatitis is suspected, it is obvious 
to start with detection of IgG antibodies against anti- HBc, 
anti- HCV, anti- HAV, anti- HEV, and HBsAg. If HBsAg is 
positive, reflex testing should be performed to determine 
HBeAg and anti-HBe. In cases where antibodies are positive 
against HBV and HCV, viral load is needed to determine 
the need for treatment. IgG anti- HEV in the immunocom-
promised is frequently absent even in chronic infections. 
The detection of IgM has to be complemented by an HEV 
PCR in these patients, and HEV PCR may even have to be 
considered without any serological markers compatible with 
HEV infection.

An important point is that new and acute infections of 
HAV, HBV, HCV, and in some countries even HEV must be 
reported to public health authorities. This should be done 
in countries where the prevalence of these viruses is low as 
well as in high- prevalence areas. Due to the high infectivity 
of primary hepatitis viruses, reporting is a first step in con-
trolling continuous transmission.
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The healthy human enteric tract is populated by a complex 
community of microbiota in synergistic balance with its 
host. Infection with a pathogenic virus can cause intestinal 
damage, inflammation, and diarrhea that alter the gut envi-
ronment. The ability to diagnose pathogenic viruses rapidly 
and accurately is important in providing appropriate patient 
care and in controlling virus spread.

Diagnostic virology is riding the wave of a technologic 
revolution. The increasing ability to assay small amounts of 
nucleic acid and protein in a clinical sample offers tremen-
dous opportunity to identify viruses that were previously 
below the threshold of detection. However, this technology 
also presents new challenges in sorting through massive data 
sets and establishing etiologic significance. Multipathogen 
detection panels for gastrointestinal viruses will cast a wider 
net that will help establish the true incidence of viruses that 
have never been fully surveyed. However, they may also 
increase the number of diagnosed mixed infections, again 
demanding the ability to distinguish between symptomatic 
and asymptomatic infection and establishing the true etio-
logic agent of a diarrheal illness.

The purpose of this chapter is to review current tech-
niques that are available for the specific detection and ge-
notyping of major viral enteric pathogens associated with 
gastroenteritis, focusing on the rotaviruses, noroviruses, 
sapoviruses, astroviruses, and adenoviruses. Key features of 
these viruses and other enteric viral pathogens detected in 
stool are summarized in Table 1. Although the field of di-
agnostic virology is advancing rapidly, with multipathogen 
formats gaining widespread use, the techniques described 
here for individual viral pathogens will continue to provide 
important information on the epidemiology, natural history, 
and evolution of these viruses.

ROTAVIRUSES

Overview
Rotaviruses are a major cause of acute gastroenteritis in 
humans and animals. They have a double- stranded RNA 
genome divided into 11 segments that encode the viral pro-
teins: 6 structural proteins (VP1 to VP4, VP6, and VP7) and 
at least 5 nonstructural proteins (NSP1 to NSP5) (Fig. 1A) 
(1). The rotavirus segmented genome is enclosed within a 
triple- layered protein icosahedral capsid, in which the inner 

capsid is formed by the VP2, the intermediate capsid by the 
VP6, and the outer capsid by the VP7 and VP4 (Fig. 1A). 
Based on differences within the VP6 protein, rotaviruses 
can be divided into nine groups (A to I) (2), with group A 
rotavirus (RVA) the most prevalent (>99% of the isolates) 
in humans (1).

Antigenic and genetic differences within the two out-
ermost proteins, VP4 and VP7, have been used to classify 
RVA by a dual nomenclature system into P and G types, 
respectively. Currently, 37 P types and 27 G types have been 
described in different animal species (3, 4). Surveillance 
of RVA in humans has shown that five strains (G1P[8], 
G2P[4], G3P[8], G4P[8], and G9P[8]) are the most common 
(Fig. 1B), but temporal and geographic changes in strain 
prevalence as well as the emergence of strains bearing un-
usual G types (e.g., G8, G10, or G12) have been observed 
(1, 5). Based on full- genome sequencing and differences 
within each of the 11 segments, a comprehensive classifi-
cation system has been established for RVA. This system 
recognizes the genomic characteristics of RVA from differ-
ent species and defines the presence of three major genomic 
constellations, with two prevalent in humans (WA- like and 
DS1- like) and one in animals (AU1- like) (6).

Two RVA vaccines, Rotarix (monovalent G1P[8]) and 
Rotateq (pentavalent G1 to G4 and P[8]), are currently li-
censed for use in children. Both vaccines are highly effective 
against severe rotavirus gastroenteritis in high-  and middle- 
income countries, which has reduced the public health bur-
den of RVA (7). Interestingly, vaccination of children has 
been associated with a reduction in disease prevalence in 
older children and adults (8). Vaccination in low- income 
countries has been less effective (reviewed in reference 9).

Detection and Characterization

nucleic Acid- Based
Early detection methods relied on direct visualization of 
RVA virions in stool by electron microscopy, as the virus (70 
nm in diameter) is often abundant and exhibits a distinct 
morphology. The migration of rotavirus double- stranded 
RNA genome segments by PAGE (known as electrophero-
typing) became a popular technique during the 1980s and 
early 1990s. Depending on the mobility of segment 11, two 
electropherotypes have been described for RVA (i.e., long 
or short). In humans, strains with “short” electropherotypes 
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usually correspond to G2P[4] or G9P[6] strains, and those 
with “long” electropherotypes to G1P[8], G3P[8], G4P[8], 
or G9P[8] strains (1, 5).

The most widely used current technique for the detection 
and characterization of RVA double- stranded RNA is a multi-
plex reverse transcription- PCR (RT- PCR) that targets either 
the VP4 or the VP7 gene. Briefly, the strategy utilizes an an-
choring cross- reactive primer and a pool of genotype- specific 
primers in the PCR reaction. Each genotype- specific primer 
yields an amplicon of defined length, so that the genotype 
can be assigned following sizing of the products by electro-
phoresis (Fig. 2). Two RT- PCR strategies have been reported 
for identification of the most common G types in humans 
(10, 11) and one for the most common P types (12). RT- PCR 
methods for detection of G and P types characteristically 
found in RVA strains infecting animals are also available 
(13) and have the potential to be multiplexed with human 
RVA typing assays. A modified scheme developed by Das et 
al. (11) for G typing is illustrated in Fig. 2. Although these 
multiplex RT- PCR assays are widely used, it is recommended 
that the results be validated by sequencing or an alternative 
strategy such as hybridization. Intragenotypic diversification 
could lead to mutations in the primer- binding sites, which 
might result in negative results or the misidentification of the 
genotype (14, 15). The state- of- the- art method for the com-
plete genetic characterization of RVA strains is full- genome 
(or nearly full) sequencing analysis (6, 16).

Quantitative real- time RT- PCR (RT- qPCR) assays have 
been developed for rotaviruses that enhance the sensitivity 
of detection and that also allow the quantification of virus 
genome (17, 18). The use of RT- qPCR is advantageous in 
the analysis of environmental or food samples containing 
small amounts of virus. However, its higher cost often lim-
its its general use because cheaper assays (antigen- based or 
multiplex RT- PCR) work well to detect the high levels of 
rotaviruses often present in patient stool. Recently, Bennett 
et al. have reported a correlation between low threshold cy-
cle values and more severe infections when testing for the 
presence of rotavirus RNA in stool samples (17). This type 
of test could prove useful as a quantitative readout in vac-
cine efficacy studies that score disease severity.

Antigen- Based
Multiple tests are commercially available for the detection 
of rotavirus antigen in stool samples. Most are based on the 
use of antibodies directed to the VP6 (inner capsid protein), 

which is highly conserved among rotavirus strains from the 
same group (19). Most kits provide results within 2 h, and 
some strip- based kits provide detection of rotaviruses within 
the first 10 min. The method used for the interpretation of 
results can vary from visual inspection to spectrophotomet-
ric reading of the wells. The antigen- based methods present 
higher sensitivity than the molecular methods (like RT- 
PCR or PAGE); however, they are limited by the specificity 
of the antibodies, which in some cases may fail to detect 
certain strains.

NOROVIRUSES

Overview
Noroviruses are a major cause of acute gastroenteritis in 
humans and have gained increasing importance after the 
successful introduction of rotavirus vaccines in different 
countries worldwide (20, 21). Currently, noroviruses are the 
major cause of hospitalizations and emergency visits due to 
acute gastroenteritis in the United States (20), and it is es-
timated that they are responsible for up to 200,000 deaths 
per year, predominantly in children <5 years of age in de-
veloping countries (22). These viruses are known to cause 
outbreaks in semi- enclosed settings such as child care fa-
cilities, schools, universities, nursing homes, family events, 
and cruise ships. Norovirus outbreaks often occur during the 
coolest months of the year, and the illness has been called 
“stomach flu” and “winter vomiting disease” (23).

Noroviruses possess a single- stranded, positive- sense RNA 
genome organized into three open reading frames (ORFs) that 
are flanked by 5′-  and 3′- end nontranslated regions (NTRs). 
ORF1 encodes the nonstructural proteins required for rep-
lication, including the RNA- dependent RNA polymerase 
(RdRp); ORF2 encodes the major capsid protein (VP1); and 
ORF3 encodes a minor capsid protein (VP2) (Fig. 3A) (23). 
The current norovirus classification scheme is based on dif-
ferences in the genes encoding RdRp (polymerase or P geno-
type) and the VP1 (capsid or C genotype). Currently, at least 
7 genogroups (GI to GVII) and >30 genotypes have been de-
fined (24). Noroviruses in GI, GII, and GIV infect humans, 
and GII.4 strains are the most prevalent worldwide (Fig. 3B) 
(25). Because noroviruses can undergo recombination near 
the ORF1/ORF2 junction during coinfection, recombinant 
strains with different P and C genotypes are not unusual 
(26). The interchange of P and C genotypes occurs almost 

TABLE 1 Common viral agents of gastroenteritis identified in stoola

Virus Classification Nucleic acid Characteristic 
epidemiologic features

Rotavirus Reoviridae Segmented, double- stranded RNA Pediatric diarrhea
Norovirus Caliciviridae Nonsegmented, single- stranded RNA Sporadic diarrhea and 

outbreaks in all age 
groups

Sapovirus Caliciviridae Nonsegmented, single- stranded RNA Pediatric diarrhea
Astrovirus Astroviridae Nonsegmented, single- stranded RNA Pediatric diarrhea
Adenovirus Adenoviridae Nonsegmented, double- stranded DNA Pediatric diarrhea
Bocavirus Parvoviridae Nonsegmented, single- stranded DNA Pediatric diarrhea 

(human bocavirus-2, 
- 3, and - 4)

Aichivirus A Picornaviridae Nonsegmented, single- stranded RNA Sporadic diarrhea in all 
age groups

aCommon features of these viruses are as follows. (i) They are nonenveloped, icosahedral particles; (ii) infectious virions are 
shed in stool; (iii) viruses have a global distribution with multiple genotypes or serotypes; and (iv) severe cases occur most often 
in young individuals and immunocompromised patients. Currently, vaccines are available only for the rotaviruses.
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exclusively between strains within the same genogroup (i.e., 
intragenogroup recombinants).

The absence of a robust in vitro cell culture system or 
small animal disease model to study human noroviruses has 
been a roadblock in the field. The major capsid protein VP1 
self- assembles into virus- like particles (VLPs) in several in 
vitro expression systems, and VLPs have been employed in 
the study of virus structure, antigenic diversity, diagnostics 
development, and virus- cell interactions. Furthermore, 
VLPs are currently under investigation as a promising vac-
cine candidate (27, 28).

Detection and Characterization

nucleic Acid- Based
The detection of viral RNA in stool is currently the most 
widely used diagnostic method for the noroviruses (reviewed 

in reference 29), and commercial kits for RT- PCR are avail-
able. The two most common RT- PCR- based techniques 
require the initial isolation of highly purified viral RNA 
from stool specimens that is free of PCR inhibitors. In the 
first technique, RNA is subjected to RT- PCR with primers 
targeted to conserved regions of the genome (Fig. 3A) and 
the amplicon is directly sequenced (30–32). Sequences can 
be interrogated against an extensive norovirus database 
with the Norovirus Genotyping Tool (http://www.rivm.nl/
mpf/norovirus/typingtool), and the P and/or C genotype 
assigned. Furthermore, sequence analysis provides the abil-
ity to track the emergence of new norovirus variants and 
recombinants. In the second technique, viral RNA is ana-
lyzed by RT- qPCR for virus detection and, if desired, quanti-
fication of genome copies. This method is sensitive and fast 
and provides the identity of genogroup (but not genotype, 
which requires sequence analysis of genomic RNA).

FIGURE 1 Rotavirus genome and genotype distribution. (A) Representation of rotavirus virion, pro-
teins, and double- stranded RNA gene segments. Proteins are color coded, and genes used for typing are 
highlighted with corresponding colors. The rotavirus virion was modeled using crystal coordinates from 
VP2, VP6, VP7, and VP4 proteins (PDBs: 3IYU and 3N09) and visualized in Chimera. (B) Global inci-
dence of the most predominant rotavirus strains in humans according to genotype. Numbers represent the 
percentage of total strains included (n = 16,474). (Adapted from reference 5.)

http://www.rivm.nl/mpf/norovirus/typingtool
http://www.rivm.nl/mpf/norovirus/typingtool
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Antigen- Based
Although noroviruses are antigenically diverse, many 
strains within GI or GII share cross- reactive epitopes that 
have proven useful in the development of antigen- based 
diagnostic assays (33). Over the last decade, a number of 
commercial diagnostic immunoassays have become avail-
able that are generally based on an antigen capture step 
with cross- reactive antibodies (29). These assays can prove 
useful when rapid diagnosis is especially beneficial, such as 
during an outbreak investigation when the implementation 
of infection control measures is needed to limit virus spread.

SAPOVIRUSES

Overview
The association of sapoviruses with pediatric diarrhea 
was recognized long before their better- known calicivirus 
relatives the noroviruses. The sapoviruses (30 to 38 nm 
in diameter) were described initially as “classical calici-
viruses” because of their distinct virion morphology that 
was similar to that of prototype animal caliciviruses such 
as feline calicivirus. The molecular characterization of 
the sapovirus viral genome showed that it was phyloge-
netically distinct from that of norovirus. Furthermore, 
the first ORF of sapovirus encodes a long, nonstructural, 
polyprotein- capsid protein fusion that is proteolytically 
processed to release the individual proteins, including the 
major capsid protein VP1. The second ORF encodes the 
putative minor capsid protein VP2 (34). Like noroviruses, 
the classification of sapoviruses is based on genetic differ-
ences within the RdRp and the major capsid protein VP1 
genes (reviewed in reference 34). There are presently five 
major capsid- based genogroups (GI to GV), with human 
sapoviruses belonging to GI, GII, GIV, and GV. The GI 
and GII groups are further divided into genotypes, with 
GI.2 reported as predominant for a number of years (35). 
The dominance of a particular sapovirus genogroup varies 
according to region and year, and increased global tracking 

will be needed to fully establish the molecular epidemi-
ology. Both intergenogroup and intragenogroup recombi-
nant sapovirus strains have been described (36, 37), with 
the junction between the RdRp and VP1 genes as a major 
breakpoint for recombination.

Detection and Characterization

nucleic Acid- Based
The detection of viral RNA in stool is the most widely used 
diagnostic method for sapoviruses. A number of primer pairs 
have been described for sapovirus RT- PCR assays that rec-
ognize the RdRp, the capsid, or the overlapping genomic 
region between the two genes, and these are reviewed by 
Oka et al. (34). Genotype identification requires sequence 
analysis of the full- length VP1 gene and comparison with 
sapovirus reference strains (34). A number of RT- qPCR as-
says have been developed to detect sapovirus RNA in stool, 
with some of these offered by commercial companies as part 
of a multipathogen array (38, 39).

Antigen- Based
Immunoassays have been developed for the detection of hu-
man sapoviruses in stool samples based on antibodies raised 
against VLPs (40, 41), but these are not yet commercially 
available.

ASTROVIRUSES

Overview
Soon after the discovery of rotaviruses and noroviruses, two 
groups independently reported the presence of small vi-
ruses (~28 nm in diameter) in fecal samples from children 
with acute gastroenteritis (42, 43). These viruses received 
the name “astrovirus” for their star- like (astron = “star” 
in Greek) appearance under the electron microscope, and 
early detection methods relied on this unique morphology 
for detection. Although initially described in humans, a 

FIGURE 2 Representation of the RT- PCR genotyping strategy for human rotaviruses based on am plicon 
sizing. Genotype- specific primers annealing at different regions of the VP7 gene produce different- sized am-
plicons, which allows the genotype identification after electrophoresis of the PCR products. The molecular 
size marker (100- bp ladder) is shown in the first lane. (Primers were designed using reference strains and 
adapted from references 11 and 13.)
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wide variety of astroviruses have been reported in different 
mammals (including pigs, cattle, sheep, minks, dogs, cats, 
bats, mice, and sea mammals) and birds (including chick-
ens, ducks, pigeons, and turkeys) (44, 45). Astroviruses are 
an important cause of gastroenteritis in children and ani-
mals, but they have been also associated with neurological 
disease in immunocompromised patients or mammals, and 
fatal hepatitis in ducklings (44, 46–50).

Astroviruses are nonenveloped viruses with a single- 
stranded, positive- sense RNA genome that varies in length 
from 6.2 to 7.8 kb. The genome contains three overlapping 
ORFs and a 5′-  and 3′- end NTR. ORF1a encodes multiple 
proteins required for replication, including a helicase, prote-
ase, and genome- linked viral protein (VPg). ORF1b encodes 
the RdRp, and ORF2 the proteins that form the viral capsid 
(44, 45). The proteolytic cleavage of the primary transla-
tion product (VP90) is required for maturation of the virion, 
which comprises VP34 (the highly conserved N- terminal re-
gion of ORF2) and VP27/29 and VP25/26 (both the variable 
C- terminal region of ORF2) (45).

Astroviruses can be cultured in LLC- MK2 (monkey kid-
ney) cells and Caco- 2 (human colorectal adenocarcinoma) 
cells (45). Based on their reactivity with type- specific rab-
bit antisera and neutralization assays, human astroviruses 
(HAstVs) have been classified into eight serotypes (HAstV- 1 
through HAstV- 8) (45). The genetic characterization of 

the capsid gene (ORF2) of these viruses confirmed the pres-
ence of eight genotypes that correlated with the serotype 
designation (45). Epidemiological studies have shown that 
HAstV- 1 is the most prevalent type in children with diar-
rhea, but outbreaks with different genotypes have been re-
ported in various settings (45). Recently, two HAstV strains 
that were phylogenetically distinct from all other genotypes 
were detected by next- generation sequencing methods in 
stools from children with diarrhea in Australia (HAstV- 
MLB) and Virginia (HAstV- VA) (51, 52).

Detection and Characterization

nucleic Acid- Based
Conventional RT- PCR is the method chosen by most re-
search groups for screening and characterization of astro-
viruses. There are multiple primer pairs designed to detect 
HAstVs in stool samples (reviewed in reference 53). Most 
diagnostic primers target the conserved genomic regions 
encoding nonstructural proteins (ORF1a or ORF1b), while 
genotyping primers target the ORF2 region. The capsid ge-
notyping primers flank a region of genomic variability near 
the 3′ end of ORF2 that is most commonly analyzed for 
typing (45, 53–55). Matsui et al. (55) developed a hemi-
nested RT- PCR that in a first step amplifies the entire ORF2 
with primers that anneal to the conserved 5′ and 3′ ends. 

FIGURE 3 Norovirus genome and capsid genotype distribution. (A) Schematic representation of the 
norovirus positive- sense, single- stranded RNA genome (~7.5 to 7.6 kb) showing three of the major target 
regions for norovirus identification and characterization (regions A, C, and D) (30–32). The ORFs; the 
virus protein, genome- linked (VPg); and the poly(A) tail are indicated. (B) Prevalence of norovirus cap-
sid genotypes in humans. Numbers represent the percentage of total number of strains tested (n = 2,968). 
(Adapted from reference 25.)
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The resulting amplicon is then used as a template in a sec-
ond PCR step with eight genotype- specific primers that al-
low typing based on size of the amplicon (a strategy similar 
to the one developed for rotavirus genotyping). This PCR 
strategy has been shown to be orders of magnitude (≥105) 
more sensitive than enzyme immunoassay (54). Sequence 
analysis of ORF2 amplicons provides definitive identifica-
tion and can be used to monitor viral evolution.

There are several different RT- qPCR assays developed 
for astroviruses, with many of them part of multipathogen 
screening systems. The advantage of the RT- qPCR is that 
in some cases results can be obtained in <2 h. Several com-
panies offer standardized RT- qPCR assays for astrovirus or 
multivirus screening in stool samples (38, 39).

Antigen- Based
Antigen- based detection kits for astroviruses offer the ad-
vantage of providing results within 1 or 2 h. Most of the 
tests use a combination of hyperimmune antisera as capture 
antibody and a panel of monoclonal antibodies that spe-
cifically detect the capsid protein of each of eight HAstV 
serotypes. The enzyme immunoassay tests for astroviruses 
have demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity (>90%) 
for the most common astroviruses circulating in humans 
(56, 57), although they do not detect the newly discovered 
HAstV- MLB and HAstV- VA viruses.

ADENOVIRUSES

Overview
Adenoviruses were first detected in individuals with respi-
ratory disease, and their name derives from their initial iso-
lation from human adenoids (nasopharyngeal tonsil) (58, 
59). Adenoviruses can cause a variety of symptoms includ-
ing respiratory distress, conjunctivitis, gastroenteritis, renal 
failure, and, to a lesser extent, neurological diseases.

Adenoviruses are medium- sized (90 to 100 nm in diam-
eter), nonenveloped viruses with an icosahedral capsid that 
contains a long (34-  to >37- kbp), double- stranded DNA 
genome. The genome is covalently linked at both ends to 
a 55- kDa protein that is required for the initiation of vi-
ral replication. Upon interaction with the cellular receptor, 
human adenovirus enters the cell by endocytosis and the 
genome is translocated to the nucleus to start replication. 
The “early” genes are mostly involved in viral DNA replica-
tion, while the “late” genes mediate viral assembly (59, 60).

Adenoviruses possess a complex capsid that is composed 
of multiple proteins, with three of them (hexon, penton, 
and fiber) containing the major antigen determinants (Fig. 
4A). The most abundant protein in the virion is the hexon 
(240 trimers), and therefore most of the neutralizing anti-
bodies are directed against the loops (outermost region) of 
this protein (Fig. 4A). Neutralizing epitopes are also present 

FIGURE 4 Adenovirus proteins and genome. (A) Capsid of adenovirus showing the three major exter-
nal proteins: penton (pink), hexon (light gray), and fiber (shaft domain: gray; knob domain: navy blue). 
The three external loops of the hexon are indicated by yellow, green, and light blue. The model was visu-
alized using Chimera and the structural coordinates from adenovirus type 5 (PDB: 3IYN) and adenovirus 
type 2 (PDB: 1QIU). (B) Schematic representation of the adenovirus double- stranded DNA genome (34 
to 37 kbp) showing the position of the penton, hexon, and fiber genes used for molecular characterization.
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in the penton and fiber proteins (61). The fiber protein is 
divided into two structural domains, the shaft and the knob, 
with the latter involved in interactions with the cellular 
receptor. The classification of adenoviruses is based on the 
biological and antigenic characteristics of these three pro-
teins (59).

Based on genomic analyses, serological differences, and 
pathology, human adenoviruses can be divided into seven 
species (A to G) and >50 serotypes/genotypes (59, 60). 
Although different species of adenoviruses can be found in 
stool samples, species F (types 40 and 41) and G (type 52) 
have been directly associated with gastroenteritis in humans 
(59). In general, the incidence of enteric adenovirus in spo-
radic cases of diarrhea in children and adults is low (~5%), 
but adenovirus requires special attention in immunocom-
promised individuals, who can develop severe complica-
tions during infection (60).

Detection and Characterization

nucleic Acid- Based
Because serotyping was expensive and time- consuming and 
required type- specific sera, the analyses of the DNA fragment 
patterns obtained by restriction enzymatic fragmentation of 
the whole genome became widely used in the 1990s. This 
technique was replaced by the amplification and sequencing 
of the genes encoding the hexon, penton, or fiber (Fig. 4B), 
which allowed the faster detection and characterization of 
clinical isolates (60). A qPCR that uses primers that anneal 
in a conserved region of the hexon gene proved to detect 
>50 different adenovirus prototype strains in different sam-
ples (62). Detection of adenovirus is also included in multi-
plex assays for screening stool samples (38, 39).

Cell Culture-  and Antigen- Based
Isolation and propagation of clinical adenoviruses can be 
achieved in different continuous cell lines, including but 
not limited to HEp- 2, HeLa, KB, and HEK 293. Upon infec-
tion, cells round, swell, and form grape- like clusters, which 
is the characteristic cytopathic effect. Adenoviruses were 
initially characterized and classified into serotypes by cross- 
neutralization or hemagglutination inhibition assays. Serum 
neutralization and hemagglutination inhibition serotyping 
assays correlate well for adenovirus strains that share hexon, 
penton, and fiber specificity. However, because hemaggluti-
nation specificity is conferred by the fiber protein, such cor-
relation may not be seen in recombinant strains that bear a 
unique fiber protein (59, 60).

The hexon protein is the most abundant in the virion 
and is the major target for immunoassays developed to de-
tect adenoviruses in stool. Although the tests are faster and 
require less equipment and training, they present lower sen-
sitivity as compared to the nucleic acid- based tests (57).

SUMMARY
Multiplex nucleic acid- based tests are rapidly gaining wide-
spread use in diagnostic laboratories. These multipathogen 
formats provide positive identification of the pathogen and 
may eventually provide in- depth information on the iden-
tity of the virus genotype. Next- generation sequencing and 
genome assembly is another emerging technology that is be-
coming more cost- effective and that will allow the ability 
to track viral evolution at the nucleotide level. Point- of- 
care diagnostics that are rapid and inexpensive and based 
on the detection of viral antigens in stool will undoubtedly 
continue as a popular and practical choice as these assays 

improve in specificity and sensitivity. The comparison of 
acute (or preinfection) and convalescent immune responses 
following infection will remain instructive in establishing 
the etiology of viral gastroenteritis when paired samples are 
available. This chapter reviewed key aspects of several viral 
diarrheal pathogens that are important in the development 
of diagnostic assays and in virus characterization. Basic in-
formation on virus structure and diversity, coupled with the 
clinical features and epidemiology of a pathogen, will also 
continue to be important parameters in the establishment 
of the etiology of viral gastroenteritis.

This writing of this review was funded by the Division of Intramural 
Research, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services.
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The arthropod- borne viruses (arboviruses) represent a di-
verse amalgam of more than 500 animal viruses that are 
grouped together because of their ability to replicate in 
both vertebrates and arthropods. While more than 150 ar-
boviruses are known to cause human illness or infection, 
the list of the most medically important viruses is consider-
ably shorter (Table 1) (1–3). Because of the vast number of 
agents that potentially should be considered in a differential 
diagnosis, the use of epidemiologic, ecologic, and clinical 
data to guide the choice and interpretation of clinical lab-
oratory diagnostic tests is essential. Most arboviruses are 
transmitted seasonally in specific geographic locations or 
ecological habitats. The patient’s history of travel, activ-
ities, and potential exposures to arthropods or habitats as-
sociated with arbovirus transmission provides vital data for 
selection of appropriate antigens and relevant diagnostic ap-
proaches. Knowledge of the patient’s immunizations against 
yellow fever (YF), Japanese encephalitis (JE), or tick- borne 
encephalitis (TBE) viruses is also important for the proper 
interpretation of serological results. Although the labora-
tory diagnosis of arboviral infections still relies chiefly on 
serology, other approaches that directly detect viral antigen 
or genomic material and not antibodies are now routine.

METHODS

Antibody Detection

IgM eLIsA
Assays that detect virus- elicited immunoglobulin M (IgM) 
are useful because they detect antibodies produced within 
days of a primary viral infection. IgM antibody capture 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (MAC- ELISA) is the 
preferred approach to IgM detection because it is simple, 
sensitive, and applicable to serum and cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) samples. False- positive reactions due to rheumatoid 
factor also are minimized (4, 5). While most ELISAs are 
based on a 96- well microplate format, assays have been de-
veloped and adapted to microsphere- based systems (6, 7). 
These new systems require very small volumes of test spec-
imens and permit antigen multiplexing, resulting in a con-
siderable savings of time and money (8, 9).

IgM from serum or CSF is first captured onto the solid 
phase with μ- chain- specific antispecies antibody. IgM an-
tibodies of all reactivities are thus concentrated, but during 

an acute infection, IgM antibodies directed at the etiologic 
agent are the principal circulating species. Virus antigen is 
next added, and if virus- specific IgM is present, viral antigen 
is bound to the plate. A variety of antigen sources such as 
virus- infected mouse brain, lysed cells, cell culture superna-
tant, or recombinant antigen can be employed. The bound 
antigen can be detected by a variety of means; however, the 
most practical approach is to use an enzyme- labeled anti-
viral monoclonal antibody (MAb). Since the reactivity of 
the patient’s IgM with the test antigen in part defines the 
specificity of the assay, broadly reactive labeled antibodies 
can be used as detectors for most of the medically impor tant 
arboviruses, e.g., monoclonal antibodies reactive against 
flavivirus group (6B6C- 1), alphavirus group (2A2C- 3), and 
California serogroup (10G5.4) (Table 2) (10).

Approximately 75% of patients with flavivirus encepha-
litis (e.g., JE or St. Louis encephalitis [SLE]) have detectable 
IgM in serum or CSF in the first 4 days of illness, and nearly 
100% of samples are reactive by 7 days. Similar levels of 
sensitivity have been reported for patients with LaCrosse 
(LAC) encephalitis or alphavirus encephalitis and in pa-
tients with dengue (DEN) or YF. For patients with central 
nervous system (CNS) infections, greater sensitivity and 
specificity are obtained by also testing CSF.

The specificity of the MAC- ELISA is similar to that of 
the complement fixation (CF) test, and heterologous anti-
bodies to related viruses may interfere with interpretation, 
particularly in patients with previous related infections. 
To improve diagnostic specificity, ratios of absorbances to 
related viruses can be calculated, yielding indices that are 
better discriminators than the individual absorbances alone. 
For example, antibodies to DEN and JE viruses cross- react 
in hemagglutination inhibition (HI) tests and ELISAs, but 
patients with the respective infections can be identified by 
calculating ratios of ELISA absorbances to the two viruses. 
Similarly, ratios of absorbances in IgM and IgG capture tests 
have a high predictive value in discriminating recent from 
previous infections with these viruses (11).

Although levels of IgM antibodies generally decline af-
ter 2 to 4 weeks and are absent after 90 to 120 days, IgM 
persists for a year or more after infection in some patients. 
This phenomenon has been reported for patients with JE, 
SLE, West Nile (WN) encephalitis, Murray Valley enceph-
alitis (MVE), LAC encephalitis, and Sindbis and Ross River 
(RR) virus polyarthropathy, and it is common in patients 
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of selected medically important arbovirus disease

Disease Viral agent Arthropod vector 
or source Clinical syndrome(s) Geographic distribution Risk factor(s) Case- fatality 

ratio (%)

EEE Alphavirus Mosquito CNS infection Eastern United States, Central and 
South America

Advanced age 30

JE Flavivirus Mosquito CNS infection Asian rice- growing areas Exposure to rural areas 15–30
LAC encephalitis Bunyavirus Mosquito CNS infection East- central United States (children) Males > females; agricultural occupations <1

Rocio encephalitis Flavivirus Mosquito CNS infection Sao Paulo state, Brazil Males > females; agricultural occupations 5

SLE Flavivirus Mosquito CNS infection North, Central, and South America Advanced age 7
TBE Flavivirus Tick CNS infection Europe, Asia Forest exposure 1–10
Powassan 

encephalitis
Flavivirus Tick, mosquito CNS infection Canada, United States, Russia, China Forest exposure 10

WEE Alphavirus Mosquito CNS infection Western United States, South 
America, Canada, Mexico

Males > females; extremes of age 5

CTF Coltivirus Tick Febrile grippe Rocky Mountain states, South Dakota, 
California, western Canada

Exposure to areas >5,000 ft (ca. 1,500 m) in elevation <1

DEN Flavivirus Mosquito Febrile grippe and rash; 
hemorrhagic fever

Tropical locations worldwide Urban, peridomestic exposure 5

WN fever Flavivirus Mosquito Febrile grippe and 
rash; encephalitis

United States, Africa, Europe, Asia Advanced age <1

Oropouche fever Bunyavirus Midge Febrile grippe Central and South America Agricultural occupation <1

Phlebotomus fever Phlebovirus Phlebotomine fly Febrile grippe Europe, Africa, Asia Peridomestic exposure <1

Chikungunya Alphavirus Mosquito Febrile 
polyarthropathy 
and rash; rarely 
hemorrhagic fever

Africa, Asia Urban, peridomestic exposure <1

Mayaro fever Alphavirus Mosquito Febrile 
polyarthropathy 
and rash

Central, South America Males > females; forest exposure <1

RR arthropathy Alphavirus Mosquito Febrile 
polyarthropathy 
and rash

Australia, Pacific Females > males <1

Sindbis virus fever Alphavirus Mosquito Febrile 
polyarthropathy 
and rash

Africa, Europe, Asia Woodland exposure <1

Crimean- Congo 
hemorrhagic fever

Nairovirus Tick, infected 
blood

Hemorrhagic fever Africa, Europe, Asia Animal husbandry; agricultural and medical 
occupations

10–50

Rift Valley fever Phlebovirus Mosquito, 
infected blood

Febrile grippe; 
hemorrhagic fever

Africa, Middle East Animal husbandry; butchering <1

YF Flavivirus Mosquito Febrile grippe; 
hemorrhagic fever

South America, West and Central 
Africa

Forest or rural exposure 15
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TABLE 2 Selected arbovirus monoclonal antibodies for serologic and antigen detection assaysa

Antibodyb Prepared against: Reactivity Use

6B6C- 1 SLE virus (MSI- 7) Flavivirus group As HRPc conjugate in antigen capture and 
IgM capture ELISAs

4G2 DEN virus 2 (New Guinea C) Flavivirus group Viral identification by IF or ELISA; ELISA 
capture antibody

6B4A- 10 JE virus (Nakayama) JE- SLE- WN- MVE complex Capture antibody in antigen capture ELISA
JE314H52 JE virus (Nakayama) JE virus specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
6B5A- 2 SLE virus (MSI- 7) SLE virus specific Viral identification by IF and neutralization
4A4C- 4 SLE virus (MSI- 7) SLE virus specific Capture antibody in antigen capture ELISA
4B6C- 2 MVE virus (original) MVE virus specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
D2- 1F- 3 DEN virus 1 (Hawaii) DEN virus 1 specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
3H5- 1- 21 DEN virus 2 (New Guinea C) DEN virus 2 specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
D6- 8A1- 12 DEN virus 3 (H87) DEN virus 3 specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
1H10- 6- 7 DEN virus 4 (H- 241) DEN virus 4 specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
5E- 3 YF virus (17D) YF virus specific Capture antibody in antigen capture ELISA
117 YF virus (Asibi) YF wild- type virus specific Viral identification by IF
864 YF virus (17D) YF vaccine virus specific Identification of vaccine strains by IF
4D9 TBE virus Tick- borne flavivirus complex Viral identification by IF or ELISA
H5.46 WN virus WN virus specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
2A2C- 3 WEE virus (McMillan) Alphavirus group As HRP conjugate in antigen and IgM 

capture ELISAs
2A3D- 5 WEE virus (McMillan) WEE complex Capture antibody for WEE and HJ antigen 

capture ELISA
2B1C- 6 WEE virus (McMillan) WEE virus specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA; as HRP 

conjugate in antigen capture ELISA
1B5C- 3 EEE virus (NJ 60) EEE North American virus 

specific
Viral identification by IF or ELISA; as HRP 

conjugate in antigen capture ELISA
1C1J- 4 EEE virus (BeAn 5122) EEE South American virus 

specific
Viral identification by IF or ELISA

1B1C- 4 EEE virus (BeAn 5122) EEE complex specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
2D4- 1 Highlands J virus (B230) Highlands J virus specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA; as HRP 

conjugate in antigen capture ELISA
1A2B- 10 VEE virus (E2 peptide) VEE complex Viral identification by IF or ELISA
5B4D- 6 VEE virus (TC- 83) TC- 83 (vaccine) specific Viral identification by IF or ELISA
1A3A- 5 VEE virus (IC) Epizootic VEE virus Viral identification by IF or ELISA
1A1B- 9 VEE virus (IE) Enzootic VEE virus Viral identification by IF or ELISA
807- 18 LAC virus (original) LAC virus specific Viral identification by HI, neutralization, or 

ELISA
10G5.4 LAC virus (original) California serogroup reactive Viral identification by ELISA

aAdapted from reference 35.
bAntibodies and/or conjugates are available from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
cHRP, horseradish peroxidase.

IgM for all the antigens of interest. Although reactive hu-
man sera for many of the common arbovirus infections are 
available from the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion and other laboratories, human positive- control sera for 
less prevalent infections are unavailable. To solve this prob-
lem, chimeric murine/human IgM and IgG MAbs (cMAbs) 
have been developed for both alphaviruses and flaviviruses 
(12–14). These cMAbs are based on the broad flavivirus-  and 
alphavirus- reactive MAbs, 6B6C- 1 and 1A4B- 6, respectively, 
Due to the presence of a human Fc region in these cMAbs, 
they react like human antibodies in ELISA and other binding 
assays, e.g., indirect immunofluorescence assay.

Reference laboratories can also provide testing panels of 
serum for quality control of test performance. Unlike the 

with YF or after YF vaccination. This observation is of diag-
nostic importance, because in areas where the diseases are 
endemic, IgM from infection during a previous transmission 
season could be mistaken as evidence of recent infection. 
For this reason, demonstration of IgM in a single serum 
sample alone does not necessarily indicate a recent infec-
tion. Virus- specific IgM in CSF has been detected 50 to 180 
days after onset of acute JE, indicating continuing intrathe-
cal production of antibody and the possibility of persistent 
CNS infection. However, these appear to be unusual cases, 
and in most circumstances, detection of arbovirus- specific 
IgM in CSF is a reliable indication of recent infection.

A practical problem in implementing the MAC- ELISA is 
the unavailability of human positive- control sera containing 
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HI, CF, and neutralization tests described below, in which 
mouse immune fluids can be used as controls, the MAC- 
ELISA incorporates a species- specific capture antibody and 
requires reactive human samples. MAC- ELISAs for agents 
of arbovirus encephalitis are offered by commercial refer-
ence laboratories, and a kit for TBE diagnosis is available 
in Europe. Commercial MAC- ELISAs for human WN and 
dengue infections that have U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) approval are also available. Commercial dot 
blot kits for DEN and JE are available in Asia, but their 
sensitivity and specificity require further characterization.

The original source of flaviviral antigen (virus- infected 
mouse brain) used in ELISA protocols has been replaced 
for some flaviviruses with virus- like particles (VLPs) also 
known as recombinant soluble particles (15). These anti-
gens are either transiently or stably secreted from animal 
cells (e.g., primate COS- 1 cells) that have been transformed 
with a plasmid containing the flaviviral prM and envelope 
(E) glycoproteins. The prM and E proteins self- assemble into 
particles with a structure similar, but not identical, to virus 
without the nucleocapsid. The viral antigenic properties are 
retained in the VLP, so they are satisfactory substitutes for 
virus in binding assays, since the major antibody responses 
are against these viral surface proteins. Some VLPs have 
been modified to remove major flavivirus cross- reactive E 
protein epitopes, thus improving virus specificity (16).

Igg eLIsA
IgG ELISA has replaced the HI test for the diagnosis of most 
infections because the procedure is less cumbersome and ti-
tration curves for the two procedures are similar. Various 
indirect procedures to measure the levels of IgG antibodies 
to arboviruses differ chiefly in the procedures for antigen 
preparation and methods for their attachment to the solid 
phase. Conventional mouse brain antigens extracted with 
sucrose and acetone generally do not have adequate potency 
as antigens unless they are first captured and concentrated 
onto the solid phase with antibody (mouse monoclonal or 
polyclonal ascitic fluid) (10). Dot ELISAs, in which anti-
gens are adsorbed to nitrocellulose or other membranes, also 
have been used successfully. The sensitivities of IgG ELISAs 
generally are similar to or greater than those of HI tests, and 
their specificities correspondingly are equal or lower.

IF test
The procedures for arbovirus diagnosis generally use virus- 
infected Vero or other cells fixed onto slides in monovalent 
or polyvalent preparations. Commercially available spot 
slides with SLE, western equine encephalitis (WEE), east-
ern equine encephalitis (EEE), and LAC virus- infected cells 
make it possible to screen a serum sample simultaneously 
against several arbovirus agents of encephalitis in the United 
States. A similar polyvalent slide is available to screen pa-
tients with suspected viral hemorrhagic fever for antibodies 
against Crimean- Congo and Rift Valley fever (RVF) viruses, 
two strains of Ebola virus, and Lassa and Marburg viruses in 
a single CRE2LM (derived from the names of the viruses) 
slide. Virus- specific IgM and IgG antibodies in CSF also can 
be measured by immunofluorescence (IF), although the ti-
ters generally are lower than in serum. With all indirect tests 
for IgM, the confounding effects of IgM rheumatoid factors 
should be controlled.

Indirect IF, HI, and neutralization tests have similar sen-
sitivities, but IF is less sensitive than ELISA. The indirect IF 
test for antibodies to most arboviruses is as specific as or less 
specific than the HI test. Indirect IF cannot be relied upon 
to distinguish infections among the flaviviruses, among the 

alphaviruses, or among viruses in bunyavirus serogroups. 
However, the broad reactivity of IF can be exploited in 
screening tests and in epidemiologic studies.

HI and CF tests
Classical serodiagnosis of arbovirus infections relied on the 
HI and CF tests. These technically demanding assays rely 
on the availability of goose or other erythrocytes and have 
largely been abandoned in favor of the more readily stan-
dardizable IgM and IgG ELISAs except in the largest diag-
nostic reference laboratories (17). The major advantage of 
both the HI and the CF test is that species- specific positive- 
control reagents are not necessary. Consequently, more 
readily available, experimentally derived antiviral antibod-
ies from mice, rabbits, or goats can be used in these tests.

HI antibodies are long- lived, and for this reason HI has 
often been used as a screening test, especially in serosurveys. 
After infection, HI antibodies rise within the first week, 
peak by the third week, and decline to low levels that may 
persist for years or decades. HI antibodies arising from a pri-
mary infection are relatively specific; however, with second 
and repeated flavivirus infections (superinfection), such as 
with DEN, YF, or JE virus, the antibody response broadens 
and heterologous reactions preclude differentiation of the 
most recent infection from previous infections. Patients 
with repeated exposures to flaviviruses routinely develop 
heterologous antibodies to agents to which they have never 
been exposed. Often, these heterologous reactions have ti-
ters that are equal to or higher than those of the presumed 
homologous reaction. More specific assays, described below, 
are required to differentiate these cross- reactions.

The CF test provides a level of specificity intermediate 
between those of HI and neutralization tests (17). CF anti-
body levels usually are late to rise, and in some patients they 
are not detectable until 6 weeks after infection. In up to 
one- third of proven SLE patients, no CF antibodies can be 
detected. Because of its insensitivity, the CF test should not 
be used alone as a diagnostic procedure. The test remains 
useful for viruses that do not hemagglutinate, such as Colo-
rado tick fever (CTF) virus. The kinetics of the rise and fall 
(half- life of 2 years) of CF antibody levels can be exploited 
to identify infections that have occurred relatively recently, 
in the period after which IgM antibodies have disappeared. 
The test also is relatively specific in differentiating natural 
from vaccine- induced immunity to YF virus. Immunized pa-
tients generally do not produce detectable CF antibodies to 
YF virus unless they have had previous flavivirus infections.

neutralization test
The serum neutralization test is the most virus- specific 
test for serologic diagnosis and is used to confirm other 
serologic testing results (17). The serum dilution- plaque 
reduction neutralization test performed in cell culture is 
the standard method; however, animal, especially mouse, 
protection tests follow the same principle. A detailed de-
scription of the plaque- reduction neutralization test for 
DEN viruses has been published (18). Dilutions of heat- 
inactivated serum are added to equal volumes of a viral 
preparation known to contain a predetermined viral in-
put dose from previous infectivity titrations. The result-
ing mixtures of serum, beginning at a 1:10 final dilution, 
and virus (100 plaques for 35- mm- diameter wells and 25 
plaques for 16- mm- diameter wells) are incubated either 
overnight at 4°C or for 1 h at 37°C for viral neutralization 
to proceed. The resulting mixtures are used to inoculate 
confluent cell monolayers and are overlaid with a nutrient 
semisolid or solid medium (methylcellulose, agarose, gum 
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tragacanth, or agar can be used); after a suitable interval 
(e.g., 2 to 7 days, depending on the virus), when plaques 
have formed, a vital stain is added to differentiate infected 
nonviable cells, which appear as unstained plaques, from 
the uninfected stained monolayer. Neutral red in agar or as 
a liquid solution is conventionally used, but when remov-
able semisolid overlays are used, a permanent record of the 
test can be made by fixing the monolayer and staining it 
with amido black or crystal violet.

Numerous variations of the procedure have been de-
scribed, including (i) the use of DEAE- dextran or other cat-
ionic polymers to reduce electrostatic charges on agar that 
interfere with virus–cell interactions, and (ii) the addition 
of complement or normal human or animal serum to serum–
virus mixtures to increase the sensitivity of neutralization.

The last serum dilution that significantly reduces the in-
put dose of virus is the end point (80 to 90% reduction of 
the plaque count in the virus control). End points in ani-
mal protection assays are calculated by the Reed- Muench or 
Karber method, and six animals per serum dilution should 
be the minimum number used.

Neutralizing- antibody levels generally rise within days of 
the onset of illness, peak in the second week, and decline 
slowly to moderate or low levels, where they persist for years 
and often a lifetime. The sensitivity of the test is high, usu-
ally equal to that of HI or IF tests, but, most importantly, no 
other approach is as virus specific.

An alternative approach to measuring the neutraliz-
ing power of a serum is the constant serum- varying virus 
dilution test, resulting in a log neutralization index. This 
procedure has fallen into disuse because it is somewhat less 
specific than the serum dilution method and large quantities 
of serum are needed.

One of the most significant improvements in the plaque 
reduction neutralization test for pathogenic or poorly grow-
ing viruses has been the creation of chimeric viruses using 
recombinant DNA technology and full- length infectious 
cDNA clones of viruses (19). This technique has been ap-
plied most to flaviviruses. Chimeric flaviviruses that encode 
the nucleocapsid and nonstructural proteins of one virus 
(e.g., YF virus) and the prM E protein of a second flavivirus 
(e.g., WN virus) yield a chimeric, usually attenuated virus 
that maintains the growth parameters of YF virus and the 
serological reactivity of WN virus. This approach permits 
construction of chimeric viruses that have similar growth 
characteristics, but with differing serological attributes. By 
preparing chimeric viruses for all four DEN virus serotypes, 
the improved chimeric virus growth characteristics have re-
sulted in a more robust and reproducible DEN virus plaque 
reduction neutralization test.

Antigen Detection
Certain arboviruses produce a viremia of sufficient mag-
nitude and duration that the viruses can be isolated from 
blood during the acute phase of illness, e.g., 0 to 5 days after 
onset. Epidemiologically, this is significant because during 
the period of viremia, the viruses may be transmitted from 
person to person by biting vectors. Examples of these viruses 
include the agents of YF, DEN, chikungunya, sandfly, RR, 
and Oropouche fevers. The viremia in CTF is unique be-
cause it can extend for weeks or months and infection has 
been transmitted by transfusion. Recently, several commer-
cial assays have been developed for the detection of soluble 
NS1 DEN antigen (20).

While Venezuelan equine encephalitis (VEE) virus can 
be recovered from the throat of one- fourth of patients, 
person- to- person spread has not been conclusively proven. 

SLE virus and certain hantaviruses can be detected in urine 
(see below). Many encephalitogenic arboviruses can be re-
covered from CSF obtained during the acute phase of ill-
ness, and, rarely, SLE, JE, WEE, and EEE viruses have been 
recovered from blood. The virus of TBE commonly contam-
inates milk of infected sheep, cows, and goats, but its occur-
rence in human milk has not been reported.

Antigen Capture eLIsA
Antigen capture ELISA has been used to directly detect an-
tigens of YF, DEN, sandfly fever, Rift Valley fever, Sindbis, 
and chikungunya viruses directly in blood. In some cases, 
viral antigens complexed with antibody must first be dis-
sociated by use of a reducing agent, e.g., dithiothreitol. 
Generally, an overnight incubation of antigen maximizes 
sensitivity, which approaches 103 PFU/0.1 ml. The sensitiv-
ity of antigen capture ELISA for YF virus is similar to that of 
viral isolation from cell cultures, mosquitoes, or mice and is 
accomplished 3 to 7 days more quickly.

Antigen capture ELISA also has proved useful in epi-
demiologic surveillance of arbovirus infection rates in vec-
tor mosquitoes. A single infected mosquito in a pool can 
be detected rapidly and cheaply by the direct detection of 
antigen, allowing greater flexibility and time to implement 
emergency vector- control measures. This approach has 
been applied to SLE, WN, EEE, and LAC viruses (21). The 
SLE and EEE virus tests have been converted to a commer-
cial dipstick format. Other arbovirus antigens have been 
detected directly in sandflies and ticks.

Immunohistochemical staining
Certain arbovirus infections can be rapidly diagnosed by 
direct detection of virus- infected cells by IF or other histo-
chemical techniques. The various causes of potentially fatal 
viral hemorrhagic fever, including DEN virus, cannot be 
reliably differentiated on a clinical basis, and immunohisto-
chemical examination of liver tissues is a means by which a 
specific diagnosis can be reached. When liver biopsy speci-
mens from patients with suspected YF are available, ordinary 
histopathological examination should be supplemented 
with more specific immunohistochemical techniques such 
as indirect IF. Similarly, IF and immunoperoxidase staining 
of brain biopsy or autopsy specimens have been helpful in 
differentiating arbovirus infections such as WEE, EEE, and 
LAC virus infections from other causes of encephalitis.

In disseminated infections such as YF and DEN, viral 
antigen has been demonstrated in various sites, including 
myocardium and kidney (YF) and bone marrow, spleen, 
lymph nodes, and dermal mononuclear cells (DEN) (22).

The CTF virus is unusual because it infects erythrocyte 
precursors, and infected erythrocytes can be detected in pe-
ripheral blood for the life of the infected cells. Examination 
of peripheral blood smears by IF is the most rapid approach 
to diagnosis and is more sensitive than serology. For patients 
with RR virus polyarthropathy, IF viral antigen has been 
found in monocytes and macrophages of synovial exudates, 
and it has been possible to rapidly identify infected patients 
by examining fluid from inflamed joints. Peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells are a principal replicative site for DEN 
virus and other flaviviruses. DEN and JE virus- infected 
mononuclear cells have been detected in peripheral blood 
by IF, and JE virus- infected cells have been found in CSF, 
making a specific diagnosis possible within hours of a diag-
nostic lumbar puncture. SLE virus- infected cells have been 
detected by IF in urinary sediment of some patients, and 
free viral particles were visualized by electron microscopy; 
however, virus was not recovered from urine. Patients with 
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suspected viruria had urinary incontinence and other symp-
toms possibly associated with myelitis.

IF is the simplest approach to identifying viral isolates re-
covered from clinical samples. The source of the isolate, the 
rapidity and characteristics of viral growth in cell culture, 
and mortality patterns and average survival time in mice 
may provide clues to its identity; e.g., alphaviruses kill suck-
ling mice and produce plaques in cell culture within 1 to 5 
days. The basic approach to viral identification is to prepare 
spot slides with an infected cell culture suspension. After 
being dried, the slides are fixed in acetone and stained by 
the indirect method with a series of mouse ascitic grouping 
fluids containing antibodies to various groups of arboviruses 
(National Institutes of Health grouping fluids) or broadly 
cross- reactive monoclonal antibodies (Table 2). A positive 
reaction to a single grouping fluid is followed by further IF 
and neutralization tests with monospecific ascitic fluids or 
monoclonal antibodies until the virus is identified (23–27). 
Inoculated cell cultures that do not show cytopathic effects 
still should be tested by the aforementioned method because 
arboviruses may not be lytic in every cell line. Alternatively, 
frozen brain sections of intracerebrally inoculated suckling 
mice or squashes of intrathoracically inoculated mosquitoes 
can be stained by the same procedure. Morphologic char-
acteristics of the isolate should be confirmed by electron 
microscopy, but definitive antigenic classification requires 
the production of a homologous antibody (immune mouse 
ascitic fluid) and cross- serologic tests, especially cross- 
neutralization tests, with antigenically related agents.

In situ ELISA combines the sensitivity of cell culture 
systems for viral isolation with the rapidity of ELISA to 
identify the amplified isolates. Virus in clinical specimens 
is amplified briefly by growth in cell culture in 96- well pan-
els; after fixation, the resulting amplified cell- associated an-
tigens are detected directly by ELISA in the same vessel. 
Infected cell cultures can be identified within 24 to 72 h 
after inoculation, depending on the titer of the inoculum 
and viral growth characteristics. The approach is especially 
useful for mass screening, such as for inhibitory effects of 
candidate antiviral drugs and for viruses that do not produce 
cytopathic effects. If a long- working- distance objective is 
available, the monolayer also can be examined microscopi-
cally for infected foci.

Detection of Viral Genomic Sequences

In Situ Hybridization
In situ hybridization has been used to identify genomic se-
quences of LAC virus and other bunyaviruses, SIN virus, 
and DEN virus in mosquitoes; bluetongue virus in sandflies; 
and DEN and YF virus genomic sequences in formalin- fixed, 
paraffin- embedded liver tissue (28).

The principal advantage of in situ hybridization over 
immunohistochemical detection of viral proteins is the 
greater stability of viral RNA than of viral protein anti-
gens in fixed, embedded specimens. Paraffin- embedded liver 
samples that had been stored at ambient temperatures for 
23 years still had detectable viral RNA when viral antigens 
were undetectable by immunohistochemical stains. Non- 
isotopelabeled probes, such as biotin, have been used for the 
detection of DEN virus in human tissues.

nucleic Acid Amplification tests (nAAt) for the 
Detection of Arboviruses
A variety of nucleic acid amplification platforms have 
been successfully utilized for the detection of arboviruses, 
including standard reverse transcriptase PCR (RT- PCR) 

(with agarose gel analysis), real- time RT- PCR using fluo-
rescent probes, nucleic acid sequence- based amplification 
(NASBA), and reverse transcription loop- mediated iso-
thermal amplification (RT- LAMP). More recently, next- 
generation sequencing technologies have been described 
for the sequence- based identification of arboviruses (29). 
Because no prior sequence information is needed to em-
ploy this approach, it is anticipated that next- generation 
sequencing will be used more in the future both for virus 
identification as well as virus discovery. Several of these 
technologies will be described below; however, important 
issues common to each approach will be presented first. In 
general, the sensitivity of any of the NAATs in identifying 
arboviruses has been shown to be equal to or greater than 
that of the most sensitive viral isolation procedures (either 
in cultured cells or in neonatal mice) while providing equal 
specificity in identifying specific viruses. The dynamics of 
in vivo viral replication and tissue tropisms must be care-
fully considered so that the utility of a NAAT to a partic-
ular arbovirus can be properly applied and interpreted. For 
example, the encephalitic flaviviruses (i.e., WN, SLE, and 
JE viruses) demonstrate a short viremia which is often low 
or absent at the time of clinical presentation of CNS symp-
toms. With these viruses, the detection of virus in serum 
by NAAT (or any method) is typically unproductive and 
a negative result is not informative. Detection of virus in 
CSF obtained from meningitis or encephalitis patients is of-
ten better. In one study of WN encephalitis patients, virus 
was detected by a real- time RT- PCR in 14% of acute- phase 
serum specimens and 57% of CSF specimens (30). In con-
trast, the DEN viruses often achieve a much higher viremia 
of longer duration which can be detected by virus isolation 
or NAAT methods; as a result, NAATs are a good choice 
for detecting and serotyping the DEN viruses. In general, 
the alphaviruses demonstrate replication kinetics similar 
to those of the flaviviruses and are not commonly detected 
in acute- phase serum and/or CSF specimens, although de-
tection is generally greater than with the flaviviruses. In 
contrast, NAATs have been highly successful in detecting 
arboviruses from tissues obtained from fatal human cases 
when the appropriate tissue target is known and assayed 
(i.e., brain tissue for WN virus, LAC or EEE virus cases, 
liver tissue from YF cases, etc.).

The use of NAATs for the detection of arboviruses in 
surveillance protocols is highly successful, in particular the 
testing of field- collected mosquitoes. In this application, 
NAATs have often demonstrated superior sensitivity com-
pared to virus isolation or antigen detection assays. With the 
addition of automation, these NAAT approaches have been 
used to test hundreds of mosquito specimens in a single day 
(31). NAATs have also been successfully utilized in envi-
ronmental surveillance by detecting arboviruses from tissues 
obtained from field- collected vertebrate hosts. Detection of 
WN virus in field- collected dead birds and detection of EEE 
virus from fatal equine cases are typical applications of this 
technology.

RnA extraction and Purification
Most arboviruses have a single- stranded RNA genome, and 
as a result the sensitivity and specificity of all amplification 
strategies depend upon the efficient extraction and purifi-
cation of the target RNA template. In the past, RNA ex-
traction protocols were developed primarily in- house and 
suffered from inconsistency due to RNA degradation during 
purification; however, a variety of highly efficient RNA 
extraction and purification protocols which allow for more 
rapid, consistent, and high- volume sample processing are 
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now commercially available. Most of these utilize a chao-
tropic lysis buffer for efficient solubilization and stabilization 
of RNA from a variety of sources, followed by binding to 
silica, subsequent washing, and then elution in a low- salt 
solution. This approach also has been automated, and hun-
dreds of samples can be processed within a single day (31). 
The use of a chaotropic lysis buffer has also enabled the ef-
ficient extraction of intact RNA from a variety of sources, 
including serum or plasma, whole blood, CSF, tissues, and 
homogenized ticks or mosquitoes. The last are particularly 
useful for environmental surveillance of arboviruses.

testing Algorithms and Interpretation
Sound testing algorithms for NAATs are necessary to en-
sure that results have a high degree of confidence. The 
most desirable testing algorithm is one in which the am-
plification assays are complemented by another virus de-
tection assay, such as an alternate NAAT, virus isolation, 
antigen capture ELISA, or direct IF assay. At a minimum, 
NAAT- positive results should be confirmed by retesting 
using the same technology with an additional primer set. 
NAAT assays must also incorporate the appropriate con-
trols to ensure against false- positive or false- negative re-
sults. At a minimum, clinical samples should be tested in 
duplicate. Positive controls included in each assay should 
contain various levels of target RNA (high, medium, low, 
etc.) to evaluate the sensitivity of each test in compari-
son with previous tests. An internal positive control also 
can be very useful when specimens that may contain in-
hibitors of RT- PCR (i.e., blood, mosquito lysates, etc.) 
are tested. In all amplification- based technologies, it is 
essential that proper laboratory procedures be followed 
that prevent cross- contamination of nascent samples with 
amplified DNA (amplicon) from previous tests, resulting 
in the generation of false- positive results. In general, there 
should be complete physical separation of pre-  and post- 
amplification laboratory space and equipment. Of particu-
lar importance is the use of several no- template (negative) 
controls spaced randomly throughout the assay to monitor 
for amplicon contamination.

Rt- PCR
Standard RT- PCR- based assays (compared to the real- time 
assays described below) to detect arbovirus genomic se-
quences have been developed for a number of agents (32). 
These assays use either virus- specific primers or consensus 
primers that are designed to amplify genetically related vi-
ruses. These “first- generation” assays typically involve RT- 
PCR amplification followed by agarose gel electrophoresis 
with DNA visualization by staining with ethidium bromide 
to characterize the amplified DNA by molecular weight. 
Obtaining a DNA fragment of the predicted size is consid-
ered by some to be diagnostic. However, note that in some 
instances nonspecific amplification can generate DNA 
products with mobility on agarose gels similar or identical 
to that of the predicted fragment, which would lead to a 
false- positive interpretation of results. Greater specificity 
can be achieved by using sequence- specific approaches 
for detecting and confirming the identity of the amplified 
DNA, including hybridization with virus- specific probes 
(e.g., Southern blot, dot blot, or microtiter plate hybridiza-
tion), PCR amplification with additional primers internal to 
the original primers (nested or seminested PCR), restriction 
endonuclease digestion of the DNA product, or nucleic acid 
sequence analysis. When consensus primers are utilized, a 
sequence- specific detection method such as one of those 

described above must be employed to specifically identify 
the resulting DNA, since by the design of the assay all re-
lated viruses would all be amplified. Consensus RT- PCR as-
says have been described for alphaviruses, flaviviruses, and 
the California and Bunyamwera serogroup bunyaviruses 
(33–36). Virus- specific assays include assays for the DEN 
viruses; the YF, JE, WEE, EEE, SLE, MVE, Powassan, TBE, 
and WN viruses; the California serogroup viruses; and the 
RR and Ockelbo and CTF viruses.

Real- time 5′- exonuclease Fluorogenic Assays
Real time RT- PCR assays combine RT- PCR amplification 
with fluorescently labeled virus- specific probes able to detect 
amplified DNA during the amplification reaction. These 
assays offer numerous advantages over standard RT- PCR, 
namely, increased sensitivity and specificity, quantitation of 
initial target RNA, high throughput, and rapid turnaround 
of results. The increased specificity of the TaqMan assay 
compared to that of standard RT- PCR is due to the use of 
the virus- specific internal probe during the amplification. 
The hybridization of this probe to the target sequence is de-
tectable by the increase in fluorescence in real time. This 
sequence- specific detection obviates the need for any post-
amplification characterization of the amplified DNA. As a 
result, amplified DNA is not manipulated in the laboratory 
as occurs with standard RT- PCR, thus greatly reducing the 
likelihood of amplicon contamination. Real- time fluoro-
genic assays also offer the advantage of the ability to detect 
multiple targets at the same time in the same amplification 
reaction (multiplexing). This can be accomplished by using 
multiple oligonucleotide probes (up to four in some instru-
ments), each labeled with fluorescent reporter dyes with 
discrete emission spectra. Several TaqMan assays for the 
detection of arboviruses have been described, including as-
says for WN, SLE, CHIK, TBE, DEN, EEE, WEE, and LAC 
viruses (37–40).

nAsBA
Another amplification technology which has successfully 
been used for the detection and identification of arbovi-
ruses is NASBA. This approach shows some similarities to 
RT- PCR at the initial stages. However, there are several 
significant differences; namely, the reaction is isothermic 
(41°C); the enzymes utilized are RT, RNase H, and T7 
RNA polymerase; and the final amplification product is 
single- stranded RNA. Amplified RNA can be detected in 
a sequence- specific manner either by utilizing an electro-
chemiluminescence probe detection format or by using a 
fluorescently labeled molecular beacon probe in real time. 
These approaches have been successfully employed for the 
detection of a number of arboviruses, including WN, SLE, 
EEE, WEE, LAC, and DEN viruses (37, 41, 42).

Rt- LAMP
A number of reports describing the detection of arboviruses 
by reverse- transcriptase loop mediated amplification have 
recently been described in the literature (43). The ampli-
fication is based upon strand- displacement DNA polymer-
ization utilizing six target- specific oligonucleotide primers. 
After reverse transcription, isothermal DNA amplification 
proceeds using a DNA polymerase with high displacement 
activity (Bst DNA polymerase). The LAMP strategy gener-
ates double- stranded DNA stem- loop molecules of varying 
stem lengths based upon primer design, specifically the in-
corporation of complimentary target sequences into the 5′ 
region of some of the primers. The final DNA products can 
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be visualized as a DNA “ladder” on an agarose gel. Alterna-
tively, amplification can be detected in real time by measur-
ing the turbidity (using a photometer/turbidimeter) of the 
reaction mixture, which increases with the amount of DNA 
synthesized due to the accumulation of magnesium pyro-
phosphate. The specificity in LAMP is due to the binding 
of the six oligonucleotide primers; therefore, specific iden-
tification of the amplified DNA is not considered necessary, 
and the final detection can be accomplished by turbidity. 
LAMP reagent kits and detection equipment are available 
commercially, and the overall reaction costs are similar to 
those for real- time PCR reactions. LAMP assays have been 
described for the detection of WNV, RVFV, CHIK, JE, YF, 
CCHF, TBE, and DEN (44–50).

SELECTION AND SEQUENCE OF TESTS
The laboratory diagnosis of an arbovirus infection presents a 
unique set of problems because of the large number of arbo-
virus agents that must be considered in a differential diagno-
sis. The approach is simplified by first considering the viruses 
according to the clinical illness they produce, e.g., viruses 
that produce principally CNS infection, hemorrhagic fever, 
polyarthritis, or nonspecific febrile illnesses with or without 
a rash (Table 1). The geographic distribution of certain ar-
boviruses may be restricted to certain countries or regions, 
and the choice of antigens to be included in a diagnostic 
battery can be reduced further by including only those that 
are relevant to the patient’s history of travel and exposure. 
If the patient gives a history of exposure to a specific vector, 
the choice of antigens can be narrowed further; e.g., if the 
patient reports an attached tick or tick exposure, antigens of 
tick- borne viruses should be emphasized.

When brain or liver specimens are available from pa-
tients with encephalitis or hemorrhagic fever, respectively, 
the tissues should be submitted for viral isolation and de-
tection of viral genome or antigens. The tissue should be 
divided, and portions should be fixed in buffered formalin 
for histochemical staining and frozen in liquid N2 on dry 
ice or in a mechanical freezer at −70°C for viral isolation 
or molecular detection. If sufficient quantities are available, 
tissues in 10% (wt/vol) suspensions should be used to inoc-
ulate cell cultures and to intracerebrally inoculate suckling 
mice for viral isolation. While areas of the cerebral cortex 
have served as good sources of virus and antigen for many 
arboviruses, recent experience with WN virus suggested that 
more virus and antigen can be obtained from the brain stem 
and spinal cord. This observation is supported by the flaccid 
paralysis demonstrated by WN virus- infected patients.

Although a probable diagnosis sometimes can be made 
serologically from a single serum specimen, paired sera 
should always be used when possible. In patients with a 
CNS infection, an accompanying CSF sample should be 
requested routinely. The MAC- ELISA is more sensitive 
when CSF samples are tested, and IgM can often be demon-
strated in CSF slightly earlier than in acute- phase serum. 
MAC- ELISA is now the serologic test of first choice in the 
laboratory diagnosis of arbovirus infections because of its 
sensitivity and the possibility that a presumptive diagnosis 
can be made in an early stage of infection.

The conventional sequence of serologic testing, which is 
still a valid and sensitive approach, is to test paired sera to 
quantify a change in antibody titer. Often, an elevated ti-
ter in an acute- phase serum sample is sufficient information 
upon which to make a presumptive diagnosis. If heterolo-
gous reactions are present, the sera are tested subsequently 
by neutralization to better elucidate the cause of infection.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Serologic test results should be interpreted in the context 
of the clinical and epidemiologic features of the case. Het-
erologous antibodies from previous infections or from im-
munizations (namely, to YF) may interfere with the correct 
interpretation of a result, especially if serum specimens are 
tested by a single screening assay. For example, anti- SLE vi-
rus antibody may be present in people who previously were 
infected with DEN virus during travel or residence in trop-
ical countries of South or Central America or Asia. Unless 
changes in antibody titer or specific IgM antibody levels are 
demonstrable or more specific tests are done, it may be dif-
ficult to differentiate these reactions. Epidemiologically and 
clinically, 4- fold changes in serum antibody titer or the pres-
ence of virus- specific IgM in CSF confirms a recent infection.

Until the introduction of WN virus into the United 
States, the incidence of arbovirus infections had been low 
and the diseases occurred in certain geographic locations 
or episodically. Seroprevalence remains low, except in ar-
eas where WN virus outbreaks have been documented or 
where LAC virus is transmitted in an endemic pattern. 
Therefore, the discovery of specific arbovirus antibodies in 
a single serum specimen of an ill patient is likely to be asso-
ciated with a recent infection. The recent introduction of 
WN virus into the United States has also complicated the 
serodiagnosis of SLE virus infections in regions where these 
viruses may cocirculate. Seroprevalence to EEE virus is the 
lowest among all the domestic arboviruses, and the positive 
predictive value of a single seroreactive serum sample for 
other arboviruses depends on the clinical and epidemiolog-
ical circumstances of the case. For example, the majority 
of SLE virus infections are asymptomatic or result in mild 
symptoms of headache and fever. The probability of SLE 
in seroreactive patients without frank signs of CNS infec-
tion normally is low, but in an epidemic, seroreactions in 
patients with less distinctive symptoms, such as acute fever 
and headache, may have a high predictive value.

The interpretation of ELISA results is not standardized, 
and the significance of raw absorbance values has been de-
termined by methods established in individual laboratories. 
Thorough evaluations of the operating characteristics of 
arbovirus ELISAs have been hampered by the large num-
ber of agents for which assays must be established and the 
scarcity of positive human specimens for rare infections. A 
frequently used standard for a positive absorbance value is 
3 standard errors above the mean absorbance of a sample of 
known negative sera. An alternative approach is to calcu-
late the ratio of the sample absorbances with test (positive) 
and control (negative) antibodies (positive- to- negative ra-
tio). With the diagnosis of RR and JE virus infections, a 
binding index, in which the sample absorbance is expressed 
in units in relation to the absorbance of a known positive 
sample, has also been used.

The isolation and identification of an arbovirus or its 
antigen or viral genomic sequences in a clinical sample gen-
erally are specific evidence of a recent infection. With few 
exceptions, arboviruses cause acute self- limited infections 
without persistence or latency. Certain flavivirus infections, 
however, cause subacute or persistent CNS infection. A 
progressive degenerative infection of the brain stem and 
cervical spinal cord leading to paralysis and atrophy of the 
shoulder girdle and upper arm after infection with viruses of 
the tick- borne flavivirus complex has been described, and 
in a small proportion of patients with JE, clearance from the 
CNS is delayed for several months after the onset of acute 
illness. Experimental infection of monkeys with WN virus, 
another flavivirus, also results in persistent CNS infection. 
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IgM antibodies to YF virus remain detectable in a large pro-
portion of patients for years or decades following infection 
or immunization, leading to the suspicion that this flavivirus 
persists in some individuals. Infections with certain viruses 
of the Bunyaviridae family also are followed by persistent si-
lent infections in animals, of which the clearest examples 
are the lifelong infections of rodents with Hantaan, Seoul, 
and Prospect Hill viruses and other hantaviruses. There is 
no evidence, however, of persistent bunyavirus infections 
in humans.

CONCLUSIONS
Arbovirus infections in the wealthy countries of the world 
are usually rare events. As a result, funding for research on 
arboviruses had fallen dramatically, resulting in only small 
advances and improvements in the diagnosis of arboviral 
infections. Two events which have shifted these priorities 
have occurred in recent years. One is the renewed empha-
sis on preparedness for bioterrorist events. Three of these 
arboviruses (VEE, EEE, and WEE viruses) have been clas-
sified as possible biological threats. This designation has 
renewed interest in rapid and sensitive diagnosis of alphavi-
ruses. The second event was the introduction of WN virus 
into the Western Hemisphere for the first time, reminding 
us of the ease with which new and emerging infections can 
travel great distances. As mentioned above, the introduc-
tion of a second mosquito- borne flaviviral encephalitis vi-
rus into the United States resets the diagnostic algorithms. 
It will be imperative for the diagnostic virologist to keep 
close watch for new, faster, and more sensitive diagnostic 
methods, which will undoubtedly result from this new level 
of recognition of this group of viral pathogens.
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Hantavirus is a genus in the family Bunyaviridae that includes 
small mammal- borne viruses. These viruses are causative of 
severe human diseases such as hemorrhagic fever with re-
nal syndrome (HFRS) in Asia and Europe and cardiopul-
monary syndrome (HCPS) in the Americas. Hantaviruses 
are 80-  to 120- nm enveloped RNA viruses. Their negative- 
sense single- stranded genome has approximately 12,000 
nucleotides and is divided into three fragments named S 
(small), M (medium), and L (large) (1). The S fragment 
encodes the nucleoprotein (N), the M segment encodes the 
envelope glycoproteins (Gn and Gc), and the viral RNA 
(vRNA)- dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), the largest 
viral protein (250 to 280 kDa), is codified by the L segment. 
The viral RNA segments are circular, include base- paired 
inverted complementary sequences at the 3′ and 5′ ends, 
and wrap up by the N protein (1). An open reading frame 
encoding NSs can be found in American hantavirus and in 
the vole- borne Puumala and Tula viruses, all evolutionarily 
related (2, 3).

Hantaviruses are emergent zoonotic pathogens harbored 
by rodents and other small mammals (shrews, moles, and 
bats). Small mammals infected by hantavirus can be ob-
served in the subtropics and tropics worldwide and transmit 
these pathogens to humans by inhalation of aerosols con-
taining particles of their feces, urine, or other excreta (4, 5). 
The virus remains infectious in the environment for several 
weeks depending on humidity, temperature, and association 
with protective proteins (6). Risk factors for hantavirus 
infection include involvement in rural and forest- related 
activities, cohabitation with domestic and peridomestic ro-
dents, exposure to potentially infected dust, and field mil-
itary training (4). Additionally, in Argentina and Chile, 
human- to- human transmission of Andes hantavirus was 
reported (7–9). Different trends of hantavirus case numbers 
have been observed; whereas in China about 10,000 HFRS 
cases occur every year, even after implementation of a vac-
cination program, the number of cases in the Americas is 
much lower, about 500 HCPS cases per year (1, 10).

Hantaviruses produce acute febrile diseases, HFRS and 
HCPS. More severe than HFRS, HCPS produces 35 to 50% 
case fatalities. The pathogenesis of these hantavirus diseases 
includes capillary leakage of intravascular fluid into inter-
stitium tissues that leads to respiratory and renal failure and 
shock (1). In fact, a comparative analysis of hantavirus dis-
eases has revealed that HFRS and HCPS are mostly didactic 

names. Considering that most American HCPS patients 
also have renal failure and many HFRS European or Asiatic 
patients also have respiratory failure, it has been recently 
proposed to use the term hantavirus fever worldwide (11).

We present here laboratory diagnostic techniques used for 
diagnosis of hantavirus infections (summarized in Table 1).

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS
Most hantavirus diseases (HCPS and HFRS) are rapidly pro-
gressive and often confused with other severe diseases, such 
as bacterial sepsis with respiratory failure, pneumocystosis, 
and leptospirosis. Blood biochemistry findings that may be 
helpful for clinical diagnosis of HCPS are low albumin levels 
in serum (<3.5 g/dl), thrombocytopenia (<130,000 plate-
lets/μl), leukocytosis, and increased creatinine levels in se-
rum (12, 13). However, specific and rapid laboratory assays 
should be used to confirm the clinical suspicion of a han-
tavirus disease. Laboratorial techniques confirm hantavirus 
infection based on (i) the presence of hantavirus- specific 
IgM or more than 2- fold rising titers of IgG in paired sera, 
(ii) the detection of hantavirus RNA by RT- PCR, and (iii) 
the detection of hantavirus antigens in tissues by immuno-
histochemistry. Other classical techniques such as hantavi-
rus isolation in cell culture and neutralization assay are not 
routine procedures in laboratory diagnosis because they are 
laborious and time- consuming and can be performed only 
in laboratories of biosafety level 3 (BSL- 3) by trained per-
sonnel (1). To develop fast, easy, reliable, and specific assays 
for diagnoses of hantavirus that infect humans and could be 
used in the laboratory routine is a major task for the next 
decade. We show below procedures used in each hantavirus 
diagnostic method.

SPECIMENS FOR DIAGNOSIS
Clinical specimens required for serological testing should 
be blood drawn into a silicone- coated tube containing no 
additive. For ideal diagnostic purposes, the sample should 
be collected at or immediately after hospital admission. A 
second specimen should be collected 2 or 3 weeks later, in 
the convalescent phase of the disease. Blood collected from 
the heart in autopsy should also be collected in tubes as 
mentioned above. Blood samples should be centrifuged, and 
the serum should be aliquoted and stored at 4°C when it is 
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TABLE 1 Laboratory methods used for hantavirus diagnosisa

Methods Advantages Disadvantages Future perspectives

Virological
Hantavirus isolation in cell 

culture
Allows studies on viral ultrastructure, 

replication, and genomics and 
infection of experimental models

Laborious and time- consuming
Can only be performed by trained 

personnel in BSL- 3 laboratories
Far from being always successful

New cell cultures and 
techniques to enhance 
hantavirus isolation

Detection of 
hantavirus antigens 
(immunohistochemistry) 
by immunofluorescent 
test and enzyme 
immunoassay

Allows diagnosis on infected tissues 
of organs (lungs, heart, salivary 
glands, etc.)

Allows mostly diagnosis postmortem
Requires laborious preparations

Improve the technique to 
process in vivo blood or 
organ tissues

Molecular
Conventional RT- PCR Fast, sensitive, and specific technique 

using primers selected for 
matching high- homology regions 
of the genome

Allows diagnosis of hantavirus 
infection in the viremic phase

Allows sequencing of amplicon 
nucleotides of the viral genome

Does not allow diagnosis of 
hantavirus infection after the 
viremic phase

More expensive than serologic 
methods

Future improvements are 
likely

Real- time RT- PCR Allows faster results than those from 
conventional RT- PCR

Higher levels of sensitivity and 
specificity than conventional 
RT- PCR

Lower risk of contamination than 
conventional RT- PCR

Informs on the specific virus causing 
the infection and the viral load

More expensive than conventional 
RT- PCR

Requires further procedure to 
obtain amplicon for nucleotide 
sequencing

Increase the specificity of 
the test using multiple 
targets

Hantavirus detection DNA 
microarray

Fast, sensitive, and specific
Allows simultaneous detection of 

tens to thousands of virus genes

Still too expensive and complex for 
routine use

Increase in targets
Reduction of costs
Simplification of data 

analysis
Serological

Indirect 
immunofluorescence 
assay

Allows detection of IgG and IgM 
antibodies to hantavirus

Low sensitivity
Result of the test depends on a 

subjective analysis of microscopy

Increase the use of this 
technique with distinct 
and simultaneous 
fluorescent targets 
for research on 
viral replication 
and pathogenesis of 
hantavirus infections

Indirect IgG and IgM 
ELISAs and IgM capture 
ELISAs

Can be used in the acute viremic 
phase of the disease

Sensitive
Low cost and easy to perform
Provides cross- reacting results among 

hantaviruses

Cross- reacting results among 
hantaviruses create difficulties in 
identifying the hantavirus species

Improvement of antigens 
that allow hantavirus- 
specific antibody 
detection

Neutralization test The most specific of serological tests Laborious, time- consuming, and 
expensive

New approaches to 
facilitate reading of 
results of the test

Immunoblotting More sensitive and specific than 
ELISA

Allows detection of antibody 
response to distinct viral antigens

Expensive and time- consuming Improvement of 
the technique for 
hantavirus- specific 
antibody detection

Immunochromatographic 
test for diagnosis of 
hantavirus disease

Rapid test (15–30 min) detects IgM 
and IgG antibodies in patient sera

Easy to perform
Low cost

Cross- reacting results among 
hantaviruses create difficulties in 
identifying the hantavirus species

Improvement of antigens 
allowing increase 
in sensitivity and 
hantavirus- specific 
antibody detection

aTable adapted from Kruger et al., 2014 (5).
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to be processed within 24 h or frozen at −70°C for later use. 
Shipped samples should be either frozen or stored with an 
ice pack. These samples are not considered as having “etio-
logic agents” for purposes of shipment even if a hantavirus 
has been previously diagnosed in the donor patient.

SEROLOGICAL TESTS

Immunofluorescence Assays
Immunofluorescence assays (IFA) have been widely used for 
hantavirus diagnosis. Advantages of IFA include low cost, 
simplicity, and a possibility of quantitative detection of ei-
ther IgM or IgG. After the discovery of Hantaan virus, IFA 
was the first method used for diagnosis of HFRS in Europe 
and Asia (outbreaks in China or Korea) (1, 14).

The indirect type of IFA has been used to detect anti-
bodies to hantavirus. For the assay, Vero- E6 cells in culture, 
which are normally susceptible to the hantavirus, are in-
fected, collected, and fixed on glass microscope slides. Di-
lutions of the test serum are added to the slide, which is 
incubated and washed to remove the excess. In sequence, 
specific antibody- antigen complexes are detected by adding 
an anti- human IgG or IgM antibody conjugated to fluores-
cein isothiocyanate. This fluorescent dye is used because 
the human eye is more sensitive to the green portion of the 
spectrum; the background autofluorescence of clinical spec-
imens is commonly red, highlighting the green fluorescence. 
The nonspecific background caused by the fluorescent dye 
can be blocked by Evans blue or dark stain. Finally, the 
slides are washed, dried, and examined under UV light in 
a fluorescence microscope. The results of immunofluores-
cence assays are subjective and usually require evaluation 
by an experienced technician. This is because the number 
of positive- fluorescing cells and the quality and intensity of 
the fluorescence must be carefully compared with those of 
uninfected cells. The direct- type IFA using positive sera has 
been used to detect infected cells and thus confirm the iso-
lation of hantavirus or to look for the virus in human and 
animal tissues.

Major disadvantages of immunofluorescent assays for di-
agnosis of hantavirus are that (i) the preparation of hanta-
virus antigens for serologic testing is usually difficult because 
cell culture infections result in low virus yield, (ii) handling 
of hantavirus for concentration and purification procedures 
can be performed only in BSL- 3 facilities, (iii) nonspecific 
binding of antibodies occurs, (iv) the procedure requires a 
darkroom and a fluorescence microscope, and (v) it may be 
difficult to read and interpret the test results. Currently, an 
approach used for IFA is a multiparametric IFA- based detec-
tion of hantavirus IgG and IgM available commercially by 
Euroimmun (Luebeck, Germany). This assay is performed 
with serum samples diluted 1:100 added into biochips con-
taining either cells infected with Puumala virus (PUUV), 
Saaremaa virus (SAAV), Dobrava- Belgrade virus (DOBV), 
Hantaan virus (HTNV), or Seoul virus (SEOV) or unin-
fected cells. The cells are fixed by acetone and sterilized by 
gamma irradiation. These commercial assays do not depend 
on propagation of hantavirus in cell culture and can be used 
in any laboratory able to perform IFA- based diagnostics 
(15). Another test commercially available is a PUUV- IFA 
(Progen, Heidelberg, Germany), which requires only a pos-
itive reaction in sera diluted 1:32.

Neutralization Assays
Neutralization assays (NTs) are the most specific among all 
serologic tests, and that is why these assays are included in 

the four criteria of the International Committee on Tax-
onomy of Viruses (ICTV) to delineate new species of han-
tavirus. NTs can detect the ability of a serum to neutralize 
the infectivity and replication of the virus in cell culture. 
Also, NT is important to differentiate species of hantavirus 
in serological tests. This is necessary because in serological 
assays for hantavirus, cross- reaction between species is com-
mon. However, usually, high titers of neutralizing antibodies 
are found only against the hantavirus that is infecting the 
patient (16).

In the NT node focus reduction neutralization test 
(FRNT), a defined quantity of viable virus is mixed to test 
serum. Thus, heat- inactivated serum specimens (56°C for 30 
minutes) are diluted 2- fold (1:10 to 1:160) in minimum es-
sential medium (MEM), and 250 μl of each serum dilution 
is added to a mixture of the same volume containing a con-
stant amount of virus (e.g., 100 PFU). Also, it is impor tant 
to test negative sera as controls of the assay. Following the 
incubation to allow neutralizing antibodies to bind with the 
virus, the mixture is inoculated into Vero E6 cultured cells 
that are further incubated for 6 to 14 days, in order to present 
a visible focus of virus- induced cell death. At this moment, 
the cell monolayer is stained with naphthalene black, and 
the focus of dead cells is visualized and counted under mi-
croscope. The neutralizing antibody titer is defined as the 
reciprocal dilution of the serum able to reduce more than 
5- fold the number of foci (microplaques) in comparison with 
the virus titer without serum (17, 18). Another NT is based 
on the cytopathic effect (CPE) produced by the hantavirus 
infecting Vero E6 cells. The test is performed as described 
above and after incubation, in order for the infected cells to 
present CPE (18).

The major disadvantages of NTs for routine diagnosis of 
hantavirus are that these in- house tests (i) are cumbersome, 
(ii) are expensive, (iii) are time- consuming, (iv) and require 
BSL- 3 facilities for handling hantavirus and that (v) hanta-
virus infection in cell culture usually produces little or min-
imal CPE and development of plaques in the monolayer.

Alternatively, the FRNT for hantaviruses can be read 
using a chemiluminescent substrate. This assay is based on 
the conversion of a substrate into a luminescent product 
by peroxidase- antibody conjugates; the emitted light of in-
fected cell foci can easily be recorded by autoradiography or 
video imaging, providing a hard copy for documentation. 
The main advantage of this method compared to conven-
tional immunochemical staining is higher detection sen-
sitivity due to the magnification effect of luminescence, 
which produces a boost in focal image and intensity. This 
technique enables reduction of the incubation period for 
the virus- infected cells and also reduces the amount of anti-
body necessary for antigen detection in foci (19). Another 
alternative method for NT of hantavirus is the replication 
reduction neutralization test (RRNT), which uses a quanti-
tative reverse transcriptase (qRT)- PCR- based system. This 
assay is performed as previously described, but after an incu-
bation of 2 weeks, virus titers are determined by qRT- PCR 
(20). Last, there is a recently published NT using recombi-
nant pseudotyped lentivirus bearing the envelope glycopro-
teins of hantavirus (21).

Immunoblotting
Immunoblotting is basically used to detect antibodies 
to specific hantavirus proteins previously separated and 
immobilized after electrophoresis. In Western blotting, 
whole- virus lysates containing inactivated and disrupted 
viral proteins are separated by electrophoresis according to 
their molecular weight or relative mobility as they migrate 
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through a polyacrylamide gel in the presence of sodium do-
decyl sulfate. The resolved protein bands are transferred to 
a nitrocellulose membrane that is cut into strips that are 
used in reaction with serum specimens. Hantavirus- specific 
antibodies bind to the viral proteins separated, and this 
produces bands in the nitrocellulose paper. The bands are 
directly visualized by using an enzyme- labeled anti- human 
antibody followed by a chromogenic substrate. The test 
results are determined by comparison of the nitrocellulose 
strip with those containing positive and negative controls 
(22). Western blotting produces a lower background and 
has a higher specificity than does IFA.

To minimize the use of infected cell culture in Western 
blotting, recombinant proteins of hantavirus have been 
used as antigens to detect IgM and IgG specific antibodies 
in human and small mammal sera. The sera of infected pa-
tients or animals commonly show antibodies to recombi-
nant nucleocapsid protein of hantavirus, and that is why it 
is commonly used in diagnosis by Western blotting. The ma-
jor disadvantages of this technique for routine diagnosis of 
hantavirus are that it (i) is labor- intensive, (ii) is expensive, 
(iii) is time- consuming, and (iv) requires BSL- 3 facilities for 
handling of hantavirus.

Enzyme- Linked Immunosorbent Assays
Indirect enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) 
IgM- ELISA, IgG- ELISA, and IgM capture ELISA are the 
most frequently used serological tests for diagnosis of hanta-
virus infections. ELISAs are capable of detecting hantavirus- 
specific IgM antibodies in human acute infections (HCPS 
and HFRS), since these antibodies are detectable starting 
on the first days of disease. The detection of IgG by ELISA is 
used in epidemiological surveys worldwide. ELISAs can use, 
as hantavirus antigens, infected cell lysates or viral proteins 
purified or produced by recombinant molecular techniques. 
The Nucleocapsid protein (N), which is the most immu-
nogenic viral protein, is commonly used as the antigen in 
these tests. Recombinant N proteins have been produced in 
Escherichia coli or baculovirus (23, 24).

For the indirect ELISA, 96- well polystyrene plates are 
coated with hantavirus antigens and incubated at 4°C for 16 
hours. These plates can be held for up to 7 days. The plate 
wells are washed with phosphate- buffered saline (PBS), 
blocked with milk or gelatin, and incubated at room tem-
perature. The wells are washed with pure PBS or with PBS 
containing Tween- 20. Following this, PBS- diluted serum 
samples to be tested are added to the wells. After another in-
cubation, an anti- IgM or anti- IgG antibody conjugated with 
an enzyme, such as peroxidase, is added. The plates are incu-
bated, the wells are washed with PBS, and a substrate, either 
3,3′,5,5′- tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) or 2,2′- azinobis(3-  
ethylbenzthiazolinesulfonic acid) (ABTS) peroxide, is added 
to the wells. The optical density (OD) of the color generated 
in the reaction can be read visually or in the spectrophotom-
eter. The capture- IgM ELISA is similar to the indirect IgM- 
ELISA, except that the wells of the plate are first coated with 
an anti- human IgM mu chain antibody and the plates are 
incubated overnight. At this point, plates may be prepared 
weekly and stored. The proper assay begins by adding the 
hantavirus antigen into the rows of wells A through D. A 
negative cell extract is added to rows E through H. Following 
this, the serum for test diluted is added. After incubation and 
washing, an enzyme (such as horseradish peroxidase) conju-
gated to an anti- human IgM is added to the wells. Finally, 
after incubation and washing, a substrate (ABTS) is added 
and the color reaction is read visually and/or spectrophoto-
metrically. The washing steps of the plate wells are used to 

remove unspecific IgG and unwanted immune complexes, 
thus reducing background and improving the accuracy of the 
test. IgM capture assays are considered more sensitive and 
specific than those of indirect IgM- ELISA formats.

ELISAs are fast (4 to 6 hours) and sensitive, are simple to 
perform, allow titration of IgM or IgG, and do not require a 
BSL- 3 laboratory, viral isolation in culture cells, or use of a 
darkroom or fluorescence microscope. The specificity of the 
assay depends on the virus antigen used. The rapid capture 
IgM- ELISA developed by the U.S. Army Medical Research 
Institute of Infectious Diseases and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention is effective for diagnosis of HFRS 
and HCPS (1). In addition, other ELISAs have been devel-
oped for many species of hantavirus worldwide.

Other enzyme immunoassays (EIA) for detection of IgM 
or IgG to hantavirus are available commercially. The Rea-
gena EIA (Finland) is able to detect IgM and IgG antibodies 
to PUUV, DOBV, and HTNV in human serum. The IgM 
antibodies for PUUV are captured in the microtiter plate 
and are detected by a horseradish peroxidase coupled to re-
combinant PUUV N protein. Finally, the color is developed 
by TMB substrate. The test requires 2.5 hours. The Han-
tavirus IgG Dx Select ELISA (Focus Diagnostics, Cypress, 
CA, USA) is supposed to detect all known European han-
taviruses and is used for initial screening of sera. This assay 
has high specificity and sensitivity and is a suitable solution 
for routine testing in a reference laboratory.

Immunochromatographic Test
Highly sensitive and fast serodiagnostic tests for hantavirus 
include those using immunochromatography and stain reve-
lation with protein A- labeled colloidal gold. This technique 
using representative antigens of different hantaviruses is an 
effective tool for screening the infection in humans (25).

Currently, three commercial immunochromatographic 
assays are used for hantavirus diagnosis. The recomLine 
Bunyavirus IgG/IgM test kit (Mikrogen, Neuried, Germany) 
evaluates serum samples diluted 1:100, incubated on test 
strips with six lines containing nucleocapsid proteins from 
HTNV and PUUV or a recombinant N terminus of the nu-
cleocapsid antigen of PUUV, HTNV, DOBV, and SEOV and 
a control band for IgG or IgM. The rapid immunoblot strip as-
say (RIBA) (Novartis Vaccines and Diagnostics, Cambridge, 
MA, USA) employs combinations of recombinant N and/or 
G1 antigens from at least six different hantavirus serotypes, 
including HTNV, PUUV, SEOV, DOBV, Sin Nombre virus, 
and Andes virus. In Europe, there is also the POC PUUM-
ALA test (Reagena Ltda, Finland), which uses a lateral- flow 
membrane- based assay technology, in which baculovirus- 
expressed highly purified PUUV N antigen is immobilized in 
a nitrocellulose membrane (23). The test result is visualized 
by using gold- conjugated rabbit anti- human IgM antibodies. 
These methods provide highly accurate results and allow the 
detection of infection so that treatment can be administered 
and death avoided. However, Western blot assays commonly 
have a limited use as a supplemental assay to confirm results 
obtained by other serologic tests.

Interpretation of Results of Serologic Tests
In patients having hantavirus fever, the appearance of IgM 
antibodies is detected until 3 days after the onset of symp-
toms. IgG antibodies to hantavirus are usually detected later 
than IgM. Therefore, specific IgM antibodies are used to di-
agnose hantavirus fever.

In order to improve control measures in serologic assays 
detecting IgM to hantavirus, tests of positive samples, besides 
the test with negative antigen control, should be performed 
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in duplicate, and their results should also be compared to the 
results observed with positive and negative controls. Positive 
results should be determined by subtracting of the OD value 
of a serum diluted 1:100 or more in the well containing the 
hantavirus antigen from the OD of the same serum under the 
same conditions, tested to the negative antigen. The result of 
this difference must be greater than 0.1. A good- quality test 
should have low fluctuation of OD values among replicates of 
positive and negative controls.

Besides the detection of specific IgM antibodies in serum, 
the conversion of IgG- negative serum obtained in the acute 
phase of disease into IgG- positive in serum obtained at the 
convalescent phase can be diagnostic of recent infection by 
hantavirus. Likewise, 4- fold or greater rises in IgG antibody 
titers in the serum obtained at the convalescent phase may 
support the diagnosis of recent infection. Unchanged titers 
of specific antibodies in paired sera indicate an old hanta-
virus infection or a vaccine. Negative tests in paired sera 
may exclude infection by hantavirus. However, the results 
of serologic tests for detection of hantavirus- specific anti-
bodies must be interpreted with caution. A lack or delay in 
production of IgM or IgG antibodies in the serum may oc-
cur, giving false- negative results in the acute phase of han-
tavirus disease. IgM antibodies also may persist for extended 
periods after primary infection, giving false- positive results 
in infections by other pathogens. Significant rises in IgG 
antibodies do not always occur as a result of recurrent infec-
tions or exogenous reinfection. There is no “gold standard” 
to which any serological assay can be compared. Therefore, 
many caveats related to the serologic diagnosis of hantavi-
rus infections indicate that the direct methods of detecting 
viral antigens or nucleic acids are more reliable.

MOLECULAR METHODS
Rapid diagnosis is essential for management of patients with 
severe diseases caused by hantavirus, such as HCPS, which 
produce respiratory failure, shock, and high case fatality 
rates. Thus, fast and highly sensitive diagnostic tests have 
been developed based on detection of the virus genome. 
This genome can be rapidly detected in clinical samples, 
such as blood, serum, or organ fragments, by reverse tran-
scription (RT)- PCR. Hantavirus genome detection can be 
allowed starting on the first day of onset of symptoms. Detec-
tion of the hantavirus genome has been reported in patients 
before the first day of symptoms. However, the low levels of 
viral RNA present in human and rodent tissue samples can 
sometimes require the nested- RT- PCR or, alternatively, the 
real- time RT- PCR amplifying regions of high homology in 
the hantavirus genome. A large number of potential vari-
ants of RT- PCRs are available, including those involving 
different primer combinations. A representative procedure 
for these methods is described below.

Reverse Transcription- PCR
RT- PCR is a molecular method commonly used worldwide 
for diagnosis of hantavirus infections. This technique allows 
detection of the virus RNA in serum, in blood clots, in nu-
cleated blood cells, and in lung tissues. However, RT- PCR 
is very prone to cross- contamination and meticulous care 
must be taken to avoid this contamination. For RT- PCR, 
it is essential to use specific primer sets for hantavirus. The 
small (S) genomic segment is a common place for selection 
of suitable primers for routine diagnostic work. However, for 
increasing the specificity and the sensitivity of the RT- PCR, 
it is recommended to perform an additional assay using 
primers for the M segment of the hantavirus genome (1, 26).

For the extraction of RNA from serum or plasma, there 
are commonly used commercial kits or TRIzol. A positive- 
control RNA, a negative- control RNA, and negative- 
control water are required for the interpretation of RT- PCR 
results. Hantaviruses are RNA viruses; they require a pre-
vious reaction of reverse transcription to make the cDNA, 
which in sequence is added into a mixture for PCR con-
taining a heat- stable Taq- DNA polymerase, an excess of 
deoxynucleoside triphosphates, and forward and reverse 
oligonucleotide primers that flank the DNA sequence of 
interest. The PCR process is then performed during re-
peated cycles of heating and cooling of the reaction mix-
ture, when the double- stranded target DNA (dsDNA) is 
heat denatured and cooled, enabling forward and reverse 
primers to anneal to complementary sequences on each 
target in the DNA strand. The primers are extended by 
the DNA polymerase and create double- stranded copies of 
the target DNA, which can act as templates for new DNA 
amplifications. In some cases, when the concentration of 
RNA of hantavirus is low or when a virus- specific detec-
tion is required, a second- turn PCR using internal primers 
to those of the first round (nested PCR) enables a more 
sensitive new amplification that could also be more spe-
cific, depending on the primers. The PCR products ampli-
fied from the hantavirus genome are visualized under UV 
light, in an agarose gel previously subjected to electropho-
resis (26–28).

Currently, the number of commercial assays for hanta-
virus diagnosis is limited, and this leads to an extensive use 
of “in- house” protocols of RT- PCR. Subjective result in-
terpretation, high cost, and laborious performance are lim-
itations of the PCR technique. Additionally, in the nested 
PCR, manipulations of all reagents should be carried out 
exclusively with plugged pipette tips. Great caution must be 
taken to separate pre- PCR from post- PCR steps, including 
the use of separate pipettes and pipette tips and different 
bench or hood spaces.

Real- Time RT- PCR
The advent of real- time PCR represents a remarkable leap 
in DNA amplification technology. Therefore, numerous real- 
time PCR protocols have been described worldwide (29–33). 
Briefly, real- time PCR is achieved through the use of fluores-
cent detection technology. Fluorescent molecules are added 
to the reaction mixture and interact with the PCR product 
to produce an increase in fluorescent signal while DNA am-
plification occurs. This fluorescent signal is measured during 
each thermal cycle and monitored in real time.

There are two main types of fluorescent technolo-
gies used in real- time PCR. One uses DNA intercalating 
dyes, such as SYBR green, which bind nonspecifically into 
dsDNA; upon intercalation into dsDNA, SYBR green emits 
a fluorescent signal, which can be observed by a fluorescent 
reader. Thus, the SYBR green technology is a very simple 
and quick method for real- time monitoring of the cDNA 
amplification of hantavirus by PCR. The main disadvantage 
of SYBR green is its binding into any dsDNA, including 
nonspecific PCR products, such as primer dimer, and it re-
quires an additional analysis of the melting curve for assay 
specificity (32–34). The other real- time PCR fluorescent 
technology is the TaqMan system that uses reporter fluo-
rescent dye covalently coupled specifically into probes. The 
probe is degraded when it is found by Taq polymerase, and 
it hybridizes into a strand of the amplimer. In sequence, 
an endonuclease breaks the probe into shorter fragments, 
thus liberating the reporter fluor. The sequence detection 
system continuously interrogates each tube by using light 
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and simultaneously monitors the intensity of light in the 
wavelength emitted as fluor response (29–31).

Thus, real time RT- PCR provides numerous advantages 
over conventional RT- PCR. From a practical perspective, 
real- time PCR removes the need for a separate detection 
step, which significantly reduces test time. Also, the system 
is closed, reducing the potential for carryover contamina-
tion. Additionally, this technology allows the establishment 
of a parallel standard curve using a template molecule of 
known concentration and thus the determination of the 
quantity of the viral RNA in a sample (qRT- PCR). How-
ever, the equipment for the test is still expensive, and the 
real- time RT- PCR method for diagnosis of hantavirus has 
not been widely used in diagnostic laboratories.

Interpretation of RT- PCR Results
The RNA of hantavirus is present in samples from viremic 
symptomatic patients at the acute phase of infection. How-
ever, in later phases of illness, viral RNA becomes increas-
ingly less abundant until it is undetectable, usually within 7 
to 12 days after hospitalization. Using serum samples as the 
RNA source, nested PCR can detect viral genetic material 
in about 70% of acute- phase samples. Because RT- PCR as-
says are positive only in the acute phase of hantavirus infec-
tion, RT- PCR and qRT- PCR should be performed together 
with other diagnostic tests, such as IgM- ELISA. RT- PCR as-
says are fundamental for molecular epidemiology, including 
identification of emergent hantavirus genotypes in a region, 
and also for studies of pathogenesis.

NEW PLATFORMS FOR DIAGNOSIS

Microarray
A hantavirus- specific microarray was developed to detect 
amplicons from independent- sequence PCR amplifications. 
Nordström et al. developed a diagnostic DNA microarray spe-
cific for detection of PUUV, Prospect Hill virus, SNV, DOBV, 
SEOV, and HTNV. The array contains RNA fragments of S 
and M segments of 12 hantaviruses. The assay is performed 
with purified PCR products, and the amplicons from viral 
sequences contain nucleotides Cy3- dCTP or Cy5- dCTP 
(Amersham Biosciences). These amplicons are then annealed 
to a microarray chip, which is read by the GSI Lumonics Sca-
narray 4000 confocal laser scanner (GSI Lumonics, Billerica, 
MA). The slide produces TIFF images, which are quanti-
fied using ImaGene 4.0 (Biodiscovery, Inc., Marina del Rey, 
CA), identified (CloneTracker 1.3; Biodiscovery, Inc.), and 
analyzed (Microsoft Excel 2000; Microsoft Corp.) (35). The 
microarray possesses a large number of specific primers that 
can be used for detection of a panel of hantaviruses based on 
their diversity. However, this assay (i) is cumbersome, (ii) is 
highly expensive, (iii) requires laborious analysis, and (iv) has 
a high risk of contamination. Thus, the microarray is still an 
experimental method, which currently is not attractive and 
competitive for the clinical routine laboratory.

Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry can be used for detection and titration of 
hantavirus. This technique was developed using an anti- N 
monoclonal antibody for detection of viral nucleocapsid pro-
tein (N). The flow cytometry method was used in cells in-
fected with Andes virus. The viral titer was calculated based 
on the percentage of cells tagged for the nucleocapsid protein 
of hantavirus, and the results of flow cytometry were corrobo-
rated by viral titers obtained in the focus assay. This new assay 
for hantavirus is highly sensitive and a suitable tool to detect 

and quantify the virus in human samples. It also can be a fast 
quantitative method, applicable to studies on antiviral drugs 
(36). Although providing the advantage of circumventing 
the use of BSL- 3 laboratories, flow cytometry requires expen-
sive cytometers and labeled monoclonal antibodies.

Luminex
The Luminex system can be utilized for detection of many 
pathogens. When used for diagnosis, nucleic acid or protein 
probes of the pathogen are usually conjugated to distinct 
bead types and a mixture of these beads is used in an array for 
detection and differentiation, based on the products that are 
bead linked. Recently, it was established that a multiplexed 
Luminex- based immunoassay simultaneously detected the 
IgG antibodies produced in hemorrhagic fever, including 
those produced by Hantaan virus, Seoul virus, Puumala 
virus, Andes virus, Sin Nombre virus, Crimean- Congo 
hemorrhagic fever virus, Rift Valley fever virus, Severe fe-
ver with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus, bunyavirus, 
and dengue virus. This assay uses recombinant N proteins 
of each hantavirus linked into microspheres that are ana-
lyzed by lasers in the Luminex, allowing identification of the 
specific bead and also any IgG binding into the bead. The 
evaluation of this new method with clinical serum samples 
showed 98.04% diagnostic sensitivity for HFRS and a spec-
ificity ranging from 66.67 to 100% (37). The Luminex x 
MAP technology is rapid and sensitive and detects multiple 
pathogens. It is a high- throughput method but is still too 
expensive for use in clinical routine laboratories.
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Rabies virus (RABV) and RABV- related lyssaviruses are the 
causative agents of zoonotic viral encephalitis, with a case/
fatality ratio approaching 1:1. These viruses are endemic in 
a number of terrestrial mammals and bat species throughout 
much of the world. Lyssaviruses (family Rhabdovirus, order 
Mononegavirales, of which RABV is the type species) are 
characteristically bullet- shaped particles averaging 75 by 
180 nm with a single- stranded, negative- sense RNA genome 
encoding five proteins. In genome order, these proteins are 
nucleoprotein (N), which tightly encapsulates the genome; 
phosphoprotein (P), which was formerly referred to as the 
nonstructural (NS) protein; matrix (M) protein; glycopro-
tein (G), the primary target of neutralizing antibodies, which 
is found spread over the surface of the virus; and polymerase 
(L), the RNA- dependent RNA polymerase. Genetically and 
antigenically more diverse in glycoprotein than in nucleo-
protein, the different lyssavirus variants are each associated 
with a particular host species. The major reservoir of RABV 
in Asia is the dog, historically and currently the cause of most 
human rabies cases; wildlife, including foxes, coyotes, skunks, 
raccoons, and bats, carry RABV or RABV- related viruses in 
diverse geographic regions. Effective vaccines and postex-
posure prophylaxis (PEP) regimens consisting of active and 
passive vaccination have been available for some time, and 
where animal reservoirs of the virus have been controlled 
by vaccination and PEP is readily available, human rabies is 
no longer the well- known disease of antiquity. However, in 
Asia, where dog rabies persists, human rabies is not uncom-
mon, with cases estimated to occur at a rate of over 50,000 a 
year. Elsewhere, human rabies is sporadic, generally resulting 
from the bite of an infected dog while a traveler is in a re-
gion where rabies is endemic or from an interaction with an 
infected animal when the possibility of virus transmission is 
not recognized. As RABV can infect all mammals, the virus 
may be transmitted between a reservoir species and humans 
by intermediate species that are not normally associated with 
rabies, such as cats. However, the more common cause of un-
recognized infection is through contact with an infected bat. 
In such cases, the bite or scratch responsible for the infection 
may be so minor as to go unnoticed.

HUMAN RABIES AND ITS PREVENTION
Historical evidence that the highest rabies mortality results 
from the bite of an infected animal on the head and face 

(1, 2) suggests that the lethality of RABV infection is re-
lated to the distance between the inoculation site and cen-
tral nervous system (CNS). Generally, the initial signs of 
disease appear 2 to 6 weeks after exposure, but there have 
been occasional cases that developed a number of years after 
exposure (3, 4). Clinical rabies becomes apparent initially 
in nonspecific symptoms, which may include general mal-
aise, chills, fever, headache, photophobia, anorexia, sore 
throat, cough, and musculoskeletal pain. In the case of a 
bite, there is often a prodromal period generally lasting from 
2 to 10 days, with itching, burning, numbness, or paresthe-
sia around the site. An acute neurologic phase in which 
patients manifest signs of neurological dysfunction, such as 
anxiety, agitation, paralysis, or episodes of delirium, follows. 
Various proportions of patients exhibit the classical patho-
gnomonic sign of rabies, hydrophobia. Disease progression 
is variable but usually proceeds through coma to death from 
respiratory arrest by approximately 30 to 60 days after infec-
tion. The prolonged incubation period between infection 
and the development of the first clinical signs of rabies in 
humans led Louis Pasteur to speculate that the virus re-
quired time to spread from the inoculation site to the brain 
and that vaccination during this period might be protective 
(5). His proof of this principle is the foundation for PEP, 
which continues to be widely used where RABV exposure 
is suspected (6). Rabies PEP is highly effective in prevent-
ing the development of clinical rabies if administered in the 
first days after exposure but is ineffective once clinical signs 
of rabies appear, and the infection most often has a lethal 
outcome (7, 8). However, a number of individuals treated by 
the Milwaukee protocol, an experimental intervention that 
includes supportive care along with administration of neu-
roprotective and antiviral agents, have survived confirmed 
rabies (9, 10). Moreover, immune mechanisms capable of 
clearing RABV from CNS tissues have been described in 
animal models (11–14).

Human rabies is minimized by control of reservoirs of 
the virus, for example by vaccinating dogs, and by promptly 
providing PEP to individuals who may have been exposed. 
Recognition of potential exposure is the most important 
criterion for successful PEP, which entails the passive ad-
ministration of RABV- neutralizing antibodies (VNA) and 
immunization with a potent vaccine. In the case of contact 
through broken skin or mucosal surfaces with the saliva of a 
suspect animal, as would occur with a bite, the decision to 
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administer PEP can be based on testing of the animal, if it 
is available. For a domestic animal that should have been 
vaccinated against rabies, confirmation of adequate VNA 
titers by serology is warranted. For wildlife, if the animal 
can be caught, the general approach is to have its neural tis-
sues tested for RABV by immunohistochemistry or molec-
ular techniques. Delaying the administration of PEP while 
tests are being conducted or the animal is observed for the 
development of clinical rabies is not advised. If the animal 
cannot be captured and the species is known to carry rabies 
in the area, PEP is recommended. Modern PEP is safe and 
effective, generally with minimal side effects, and should 
be commenced within the first several days of a possible 
exposure.

Bats present a unique problem with respect to human 
rabies, as the RABV and RABV- related lyssavirus reservoirs 
in these animals are difficult to eliminate through vaccina-
tion and the event transferring the virus between bat and 
human is often not recognized as the potential cause of an 
infection. Human deaths from bat RABV variants have 
been reported in North America and Europe and from the 
RABV- related Australian bat lyssavirus in Australia. In 
some cases where there was no history of possible exposure, 
“cryptic” rabies cases were initially classified as encephalitis 
of unknown origin and correctly identified as rabies only in 
the terminal stages of the disease or postmortem. As an in-
fected individual presents a risk of infection to others, this 
can greatly expand the numbers of people who might be ex-
posed to the virus and must receive PEP.

Because of the lack of specificity of the clinical signs of 
rabies, diagnosis of the disease requires immunohistochem-
ical or molecular analysis of infected tissues. The failure to 
test for rabies when tissues from subjects who die of unex-
plained encephalitis are used for transplantation can have 
lethal consequences for recipients. Cornea, kidney, kidney/
pancreas, liver, lung, and a segment of iliac artery are among 
the tissues known to have transmitted RABV to recipients 
(15–18). In one case, rabies was not suspected in the donor 
until the disease manifested in a recipient over a year later 
(18). RABVs originating in dogs, bats, and raccoons have 
all been implicated in the transmission of rabies by trans-
plantation (15–18). Analysis of the donors’ brain tissues for 
RABV by immunohistochemistry or molecular approaches 
would likely have prevented these deaths.

Due to the importance of rabies surveillance, a number 
of national and international agencies maintain recommen-
dations for assessing RABV infection and immunity as well 
as guidelines for what to do in the case of a possible expo-
sure. These are available on the Internet from the World 
Health Organization (WHO) at http://www.who.int/rabies/ 
and the United States Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) at http://www.cdc.gov/rabies/.

LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS

Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence
Historically, the diagnosis of rabies was most often validated 
postmortem by histological examination of brain tissue for 
the intraneuronal cytoplasmic inclusions of RABV nucle-
ocapsid particles (RNP) called Negri bodies. The presence 
of infectious virions may be confirmed by injecting suspect 
material into suckling mouse brain and looking for Negri 
bodies when the animal succumbs several days later. How-
ever, Negri bodies are not always present in RABV- infected 
brain tissue or may be confused with other viral inclusion 
bodies. Thus, more- specific immunohistochemical and 

immunofluorescence techniques have supplanted simple his-
tology in testing of tissue specimens for evidence of RABV. 
The greater sensitivity of these approaches also allows RABV 
antigens to be detected in antemortem samples, including 
neural tissue biopsy specimens, skin biopsy specimens, saliva, 
and corneal impressions from individuals with rabies.

Since nucleoprotein antigens are more conserved 
among different RABV isolates than glycoprotein antigens, 
nucleoprotein- specific antibodies are normally used to de-
tect RABV in histological specimens. The most widely em-
ployed methods for the general diagnosis of RABV infection 
utilize monoclonal anti- nucleoprotein- specific antibodies. 
A variety of different antibody- based tests have been de-
veloped to provide specificity and improve the sensitivity 
of RABV antigen detection in specimens. The method of 
choice for the detection of RABV infection in postmor-
tem samples from either animals or humans is the direct 
fluorescent- antibody (dFA) test, which utilizes fluorescein 
isothiocyanate- conjugated RABV nucleoprotein- specific 
antibodies to detect viral antigen. The dFA test is more 
sensitive and specific than histochemical visualization of 
Negri bodies in CNS tissues, allowing a specific diagnosis 
to be made earlier in the infection, provided that appro-
priate samples are available. This methodology can detect 
RABV antigen in a variety of samples, including fixed and 
frozen material of varied quality. A positive dFA test on 
brain tissue sections, impressions, or smears (brain stem and 
cerebellum are preferred) is the minimum standard for the 
diagnosis of RABV infection in the United States (19, 20).

The fluorescein- conjugated N- specific monoclonal anti-
bodies capable of detecting all known RABV variants that 
are used for dFA tests are commercially available. Such 
antibodies can also detect Australian bat lyssavirus as well 
(21). Preparation of samples from field specimens and clin-
ical isolates for dFA analysis has been extensively detailed 
elsewhere (22), and a detailed protocol for the postmortem 
diagnosis of rabies in animals by the dFA test that includes 
sample preparation and the test procedure as well as a list of 
reagent suppliers can be found on the CDC website http://
www.cdc.gov/rabies/.

The requirement for a fluorescence microscope for the 
dFA test and related technologies can be problematic in 
certain regions and in the field. Consequently, immunohis-
tochemistry (IHC) techniques that can be performed with 
a light microscope have been developed (23). Through the 
use of enzyme- labeled, RABV- specific antibodies and sub-
strate, IHC is as specific as the dFA test and may be prefera-
ble for fixed tissue specimens.

ELISA- Based Tests for Detection of RABV Antigen
The need to test tissue samples for RABV infection in the 
field where sophisticated technology is unavailable has led 
to the development of several enzyme- linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA)- based methods that enable the detec-
tion of RABV antigens by direct visual examination. The 
rapid rabies enzyme immunodiagnosis (RREID) assay and 
its many variants are essentially ELISAs in which RABV 
antigens are detected by a substrate reaction, the product 
of which, under optimal conditions, is readily visible. In 
RREID, plates coated with anti- N antibodies are used to trap 
RNP from specimen preparations, which is then detected 
using additional enzyme- conjugated anti- N antibodies and 
conventional ELISA. The sensitivity of the technique can 
be improved by the use of biotinylated N- specific antibod-
ies for detection and peroxidase- streptavidin (24). Both 
the sensitivity and the specificity of these approaches are 
generally considered to be somewhat lower than those of 
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the dFA test with appropriately prepared samples. However, 
sample quality may be less critical than for the dFA test and 
the assay may be structured such that positive results can be 
visualized without microscopy (24, 25). Moreover, ELISA- 
based assays are more readily amenable to the quantitation 
of antigen content than is dFA analysis (26).

Detection of Rabies Viral RNA by RT- PCR
While dFA is the current standard for the analysis of both 
post-  and antemortem samples from animals and humans 
suspected of having rabies, molecular technologies are in-
creasingly used to confirm and assess RABV infection. 
Reverse transcription- PCR (RT- PCR) for RABV genomic 
RNA or mRNA can rapidly confirm a diagnosis from a rel-
atively small amount of an infected sample, which has im-
portant implications for patient management, particularly 
with respect to transplantation and PEP of a patient’s con-
tacts. A number of different procedures for RT- PCR detec-
tion and characterization of RABV RNA using a variety of 
oligonucleotide primers and probes specific for conserved or 
strain- specific sequences have been developed (27–34). In 
addition, certain well- established RT- PCR- based technolo-
gies, such as real- time quantitative RT- PCR (QRT- PCR), 
are useful for the analysis of poor- quality specimens and ar-
chived material.

RT- PCR for RABV RNAs has been shown to sensitively 
detect evidence of infection in tissues from experimentally 
infected animals as well as in human autopsy material, 
including fresh, snap- frozen, formalin- fixed, and paraffin- 
embedded material (see, e.g., references 28, 29, 32, and 
33). RNA purified from these specimens by conventional 
technology, or in situ, can be subjected to RT- PCR or nested 
RT- PCR if greater sensitivity and specificity is required. 
Through the use of the appropriate primer or primer/probe 
combinations, RT- PCR- based techniques can be used to 

screen for RABV infection as well as identify RABV strains 
associated with a particular reservoir species (see below). In 
addition, individual viral isolates can be identified by se-
quencing RT- PCR products (27).

For general screening for RABV infection, as is the case 
for antibody- based techniques, RT- PCR approaches com-
monly test samples for the presence of the more conserved 
nucleoprotein gene. For conventional RT- PCR, primers de-
rived from the nucleoprotein gene sequence, such as a sense 
primer near the initial methionine codon of N and an an-
tisense primer close to the initial methionine residue of the 
NS protein (Table 1), are appropriate for amplifying RABV 
RNA from a range of street virus isolates (22). This pair 
of primers will amplify a fragment of 1.4 kb. For increased 
sensitivity and specificity, nested PCR can be performed on 
this product (34). The lack of a product should not be con-
sidered confirmation that there is no infection. The quality 
of the RNA should be assessed by examining the expres-
sion of a cell housekeeping gene, such as those for β- actin, 
glyceraldehyde- 3- phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 
and ribosomal L13a, etc., as RNA degradation is not un-
common, particularly in field specimens. In this case, an RT- 
PCR reaction targeting a smaller RNA fragment may have 
greater success. For example, primers RabNfor and RabN-
batl.l (Table 1) amplify a fragment of about 200 nucleotides 
of RNA from a large variety of RABV strains, including a 
silver- haired bat RABV (35). PCR amplification of viral 
mRNA can also be performed but is usually limited to re-
search specimens, as opposed to field specimens.

QRT- PCR is well suited for the analysis of samples for 
RABV genome RNA or mRNA. This technology is based 
upon the replication of only a relatively short stretch of 
RNA (120 to 150 nucleotides) and therefore has utility 
for a wide variety of samples of varying quality, including 
archived paraffin tissue sections. As is the case for other 

TABLE 1 Primer and probe sets for PCR for rabies N protein mRNAa

Test and direction 
of primer (name) Primer or probe sequence Virus 

strain(s)

Conventional 
PCR

Multiple

Forward 5′- CTACAATGGATGCCCAC- 3′ 1.4- kb 
product

Reverse 5′- TTGACGAAGATCTTGCTCAT- 3
Forward 

(RabNfor)
5′- TTGT(AG)GA(TC)CAATATGAGTACAA- 3′ ~200- nt 

product

Reverse 
(RabNbatl.l)

5′- TTCCATAGCTGGTCCAGTCA- 3′

QRT- PCR CVS/SHBRV
Forward 5′- CACTTCCGTTCACTAGGCTTGA- 3′
Reverse 5′- GACCCATGTAGCATCCAACAA- 3′
Probe 5′- FAM- TGAACACATGACCGACAGCATTCGA- BHQ- 3′ +++/−

Forward 5′- TGTGCCCTAACTGGAGTACCA- 3′
Reverse 5′- GTGCCTACCCTAATTGCTGAA- 3′

NA (probe) 5′- FAM- CCGAACTTCAGATTCCTAGCTGGAACC- BHQ- 3′ −/+++
aPrimers and probes for QRT- PCR were designed from the N mRNA sequences of a CVS (NCBI accession no. AF406696) 

and SHBRV- 18 (NCBI accession no. AY705373). FAM, carboxyfluorescein; BHQ, Black Hole Quencher; NA, not applicable; 
nt, nucleotides. +++ indicates a strong reaction and – indicates none, such that +++/– means that CVS is detected but not 
SHBRV and –/+++ means that CVS is not detected but SHBRV is. QRT- PCR was performed with a Bio- Rad iCycler on sam-
ples of mouse brain infected with CVS- 24, CVS- N2C, CVS- F3, and a silver- haired bat rabies virus (SHBRV) isolate obtained 
from a human rabies case.
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technologies, the choice of primers and probes for QRT- 
PCR (Table 2) is of paramount importance because of the 
extensive variability between RABV strains. The product 
may be detected nonspecifically using SYBR Green or with 
a sequence- specific probe, with the latter offering greater 
specificity and sensitivity. As is the case for conventional 
RT- PCR, the quality of the sample and the success of RNA 
extraction are assessed by examining the levels of expres-
sion of a housekeeping gene. Using the level of expression 
of a housekeeping gene as a measure of the quantity of the 
sample, QRT- PCR readily provides information about the 
extent of infection. To accurately assess the amount of 
RABV in a sample (genomic RNA) or extent of replication 
(mRNA) and provide a positive control for the reaction, 
synthetic DNA templates are advantageous. Using these, 
the absolute number of copies of RABV genomic RNA or 
mRNA in a sample can be determined and normalized to 
the quality of tissue studied.

RABV Characterization with Monoclonal Antibodies
A wide variety of monoclonal antibodies that can be used 
to antigenically phenotype different RABV isolates have 
been produced by a wide variety of laboratories (42–47). 
Since RABV glycoprotein has greater antigenic variabil-
ity than nucleoprotein, glycoprotein- specific monoclonal 
antibodies have greater utility for the identification of di-
verse RABV and RABV- related lyssaviruses (48). While 
the dFA test, IHC, and other antibody- based technologies 
can be used to phenotype RABV, panels of antibodies for 
this purpose are not readily available, and more detailed 
characterization of isolates is generally performed using 
molecular approaches.

Molecular Characterization of RABV
Since each animal and bat species carries unique RABV 
strains, molecular analysis can determine the origin of an 
infecting virus, which is important in understanding the eti-
ology of a human infection such that appropriate risk man-
agement strategies can be implemented. Conventional and 
real- time quantitative RT- PCR analyses using strain- specific 
primers or primer/probe combinations are now extensively 
used for this purpose. A number of these and their specific-
ities have been reviewed elsewhere (34). Through analysis 
of areas of the genome that are highly variable, such as the 
pseudogene found between the G and L cistrons (32), in-
dividual RABV isolates may be identified. Sequencing the 
RT- PCR product of primers surrounding a region of interest 
is useful for this purpose.

PREPARATION OF RABV

Isolation
Wild- type (street) RABVs are highly neuronotropic and 
have limited potential to replicate in most common cell 
lines. Consequently, isolates of wild- type RABVs have his-
torically been prepared by injecting the homogenate of an 
infected tissue sample or infected saliva into the brains of 
1-  to 3- day- old suckling mice, waiting over the next few 
days for neurological signs to manifest, and testing the tis-
sues for the presence of virus by the dFA test or by titration 
as described below. However, many RABV variants, includ-
ing all wild- type virus isolates tested so far, also replicate in 
cultures of neuroblastoma cells, such as mouse NA Cl300 
cells (NB41A3, ATCC CCL- 147). The dFA test is also the 

TABLE 2 Primer and probe sets for QRT- PCR for RABV strains

Virus strain(s) and 
protein Primer and probe seta Apparatus 

(manufacturer) Reference

SHBRV
N protein

5′- TGTGCGCTAACTGGAGTACCA- 3′ (forward)
5′- GTGCCTACCCTAAATTGCTGAA- 3′ (reverse)
5′- FAM- CCGAACTTCAGATTCCTAGCTGGAACC- BHQ- 3′ (probe)

iCycler (Bio- Rad) 36

CVS- F3
N protein

5- ’CACTTCCGTTCACTAGGCTTGA- 3′ (forward)
5′- GACCCATGTAGCATCCAA- 3′ (reverse)
5′- HEX/FAM- TGAACACATGACCGACAGCATTCGA- BHQ- 3′ (probe)

iCycler 12

Dog isolates 5′- CTGGCAGACGACGGAACC- 3′ (forward)
5′- CATGATTCGAGTATAGACAGCC-3′ (reverse) 
5′- FAM- TCAATTCTGATGACGAGGATTACTTCTCCGG- TAMRA- 3′ 

(probe)

LightCycler 2.0 
(Roche)

37

Dog rabies virus 
from Mexico

5′- GGAAAAGGGACATTTGAAAGAA- 3′ (forward)
5′- AGTCCTCGTCATCAGAGTTGAC- 3′ (reverse)

Mx3000P 
(Stratagene)

38

Fujian strain
N protein

5′- GTGGGTACTGTTGTCACTGCTTA- 3′ (forward)
5′- GTGAGATTTATCTGCTTTATGAACCCTGTA- 3′ (reverse)
FAM- TCCTGAGCAATCTTC- NFQ (probe)

Mx3005P 39

DRV- 4
N protein

5′- CAGGCATGAACGCTTCCAAA- 3′ (forward)
5′- CGTCAGTGCGCTTTATCTCCAA- 3′ (reverse)
FAM- 5′- GATCCCGATGATGTATGCTCCTACTTGGC- 3′- TAMRA (probe)

iCycler 40

Silver- haired- 
bat- associated 
RABV strain 
SHBRV- 18

5′- AGGAAAAGCCCCTGACTTG- 3′ (forward)
5′- TGCTCCCTCAAAGAACTGC- 3′ (reverse)
FAM- 5′- GCTCGACCCTGATGATGTATGCTCTTATCT- 3′- 6- TAMRA 

(probe)

LightCycler 1.5 41

aHEX, hexachlorofluorescein; TAMRA, 6- carboxytetramethylrhodamine.
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method of choice to confirm that cultured cells are infected. 
General methodologies for the isolation of RABV by mouse 
inoculation and in cell culture can be found elsewhere (22).

Production
For preparation of virus for VNA assays or of antigen for se-
rology or more- detailed analysis, RABV may be produced in 
vitro. Wild- type and certain animal- passaged RABVs gener-
ally exist as quasispecies, and their culture in different cell 
types can cause the ratios of the different RABV variants to 
vary widely (49). Consequently, when stocks of wild- type 
RABVs must be expanded with minimal selection pressure, 
the method of choice is to infect suckling mice intracrani-
ally and to prepare virus from these tissues several days later.

Due to their antigenic cross- reactivity with most RABVs 
and related viruses and their capacity to infect and replicate 
in cell lines, fixed laboratory strains of RABV, such as chal-
lenge virus standard (CVS) strain 11 (CVS- 11) and Evelyn- 
Rokitnicki- Abelseth, are normally used for these purposes. 
Unlike wild- type RABVs, these laboratory strains readily 
infect and can replicate to high titer in BHK cells (BHK- 
21[C- 13]; ATCC CCL- 10) and BSR cells, an interferon- 
incompetent clone of BHK cells which are widely used for 
virus production in laboratories. The WI- 38 human diploid 
lung fibroblast cell line or Vero cells, an African green mon-
key kidney epithelial cell line, are generally used to pro-
duce virus for human vaccines using the Pitman- Moore or 
Pasteur RABV strains. Other cell lines, such as mouse NA 
cells, are more permissive for the growth of diverse RABV 
isolates but more fastidious and do not readily support high- 
titer virus production.

For small- batch production of RABVs, confluent cultures 
of BHK or BSR cells are infected with seed RABVs at 37°C 
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium- bovine serum albu-
min and then cultured at 34°C. Since many of these viruses 
have limited pathogenicity for the cells, virus- containing 
supernatants can often be collected twice at 3-  to 4- day 
intervals. The supernatant is concentrated, for example by 
tangential- flow filtration, and the virus purified by centri-
fugation in a sucrose gradient, followed by centrifugation at 
24,000 rpm for 1 h at 5°C. The virus is then resuspended in 
Tris- saline buffer and stored at −80°C. Virus stability can be 
greatly enhanced by including low concentrations of bovine 
serum albumin in the buffer.

Titration of RABV: The Fluorescent- Focus Assay
RABVs in general and wild- type RABVs in particular have 
limited cytotoxicity in vivo and in vitro (50, 51). Due to the 
nonlytic nature of the virus, conventional plaque assays are 
not possible and titration of the virus in cell culture is rou-
tinely performed by visualizing foci of infected cells with 
fluorescein- conjugated rabies antigen- specific antibodies. 
For example, in brief, 10- fold dilutions of sample contain-
ing virus are made in medium (e.g., 10 μl to 90 μl), and 
90 μl is added to 30 μl of BHK or NA cells in suspension 
(approximately 2.5 × 106 cells per ml). The mixtures are 
transferred to the wells of flat- bottom 96- well microtiter 
plates and incubated for 24 to 48 h at 34°C, washed once 
with phosphate- buffered saline, and fixed with ice- cold 80% 
acetone for 20 to 30 min. The acetone is then removed, the 
plates are dried, and the cell monolayers are stained with 
fluorescein- labeled anti- RABV antibodies. Nucleoprotein- 
specific antibodies are preferred for virus detection because 
wild- type RABV strains tend to express relatively low lev-
els of glycoprotein (52), and as noted above, the antigenic 
structure of nucleoprotein is more conserved than that of 
glycoprotein. The results of the assay, with each initially 

infecting virion being represented by a fluorescent focus of 
cells into which the virus has spread, are read with a fluo-
rescence microscope. The RABV titer is then reported in 
focus- forming units (FFU).

SEROLOGIC ASSESSMENT OF RABV 
IMMUNITY

Titration of Rabies VNA by Fluorescent- Focus 
Reduction Assays
RABV- neutralizing antibodies are the principal effectors 
of RABV immunity, and serum VNA levels are universally 
used to assess the level of protective immunity in individu-
als vaccinated either due to an occupational risk of exposure 
or due to contact with a suspect animal. Determination of a 
domestic animal’s RABV immune status is also appropriate 
if it has been involved in an event consistent with exposure. 
RABVs do not lyse but bud from infected cells; therefore, a 
fluorescent- focus assay, measuring FFU, rather than a plaque 
assay, is used for quantifying virus levels and the reduc-
tion in FFU is generally used to titer serum levels of rabies 
VNA. While there are many variations and adaptations of 
this fluorescent- antibody virus neutralization (FAVN) tech-
nique in practice, the basic principle is the same. Generally, a 
known titer of fixed, tissue culture- adapted virus (Table 3) is 
incubated with dilutions of sera and then added to cultures of 
a susceptible cell line (e.g., BHK, BSR, or NA cells) prior to 
measurement of FFU, visualized using fluorescein- conjugated 
antibodies to RABVs and a fluorescence microscope (53). 
RABV N- specific antibodies are normally used due to the 
more highly conserved antigen structure of N. With these 
reagents, the capacity of sera to neutralize essentially any 
RABV strain can be assessed. A widely used RABV neu-
tralization assay is the rapid fluorescent- focus inhibition test 
(RFFIT). A representative microculture RFFIT protocol is as 
follows. Test sera (inactivated at 56°C for 30 min) or anti-
body preparations are serially diluted (e.g., 3- fold, starting at 
a 1:5 dilution) in medium to give a final volume of 30 μl and 
added to an equal volume of RABV, prediluted to contain 
sufficient virus to infect 50 to 70% of 30 μl of a 2.5 × 106/ml 
suspension or a monolayer of BHK, BSR, or NA cells (e.g., 5 
to 10 FFU per cell). Virus plus cells in media alone is used as 
an infection control, and reference sera are used to establish 
potency in international units (IU). The mixtures are incu-
bated in the wells of a microtiter plate at 37°C for 60 min 
and then added to 30 μl of a 1 × 106 to 2 × 106 BHK, BSR, 
or NA cell suspension for overnight culture at 37°C in 96- 
well flat- bottom microtiter plates. Following incubation, the 
plates are washed once with phosphate- buffered saline and 
then fixed and stained as described for the fluorescent- focus 
assay described above. The numbers of infected cells are read 
using a fluorescence microscope. The virus- neutralizing anti-
body titer is defined as the highest antibody dilution causing a 
50% reduction in infected cells. A standard antirabies serum 
(e.g., the WHO reference serum) with a virus- neutralizing 
titer of at least 2 IU per ml should be included in each test so 
that the assays can be standardized.

To take into account variables in the assay, such as the 
percent infection obtained in the control and the reference 
serum titer, the RFFIT results may be calculated as follows:

1. Determine the average percentage of infected cells in 
the control wells (C; virus plus cells without serum).

2. Determine the dilution of the reference serum that 
causes 50% of the number of control infected cells 
(C/2) in wells containing infected cells plus reference 
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serum dilutions. Determine the percentage of infec-
tion in wells containing the next- higher dilution of 
serum (A) as well as the percentage of infection in 
wells containing the next- higher concentration of 
serum (B). The 50% dilution point of the reference 
serum is calculated as follows: the dilution of serum 
giving A − {[(C/2 −  B)/(A − B)] × (the dilution 
of serum giving B – the dilution of serum giving A)}. 
This number represents the dilution of reference se-
rum that contains 2 IU (S).

3. Calculate the 50% dilution point in the test serum us-
ing the same formula and substituting the test values 
of A and B and their respective dilutions (the result of 
this calculation is T).

4. The titer of the test serum can now be expressed in 
international units by the following relationship: the 
titer of test serum (IU) = 2 × S × (1/T).

The FAVN test, based on the fluorescence principle used 
in the RFFIT but with an endpoint titer determined by the 
absence of fluorescence, has also been described (54). No 
significant differences in specificity or sensitivity between 
the RFFIT and FAVN test were detected in comprehensive 
comparisons (55, 56), and the assessment of fluorescence in 
both assays has been automated (55), which is highly advan-
tageous in the screening of large numbers of serum samples.

For humans vaccinated against rabies, WHO guide-
lines recommend that effectiveness of immunization, 
as well as the persistence of immunity, be assessed by vi-
rus neutralization at 6- month intervals and that a booster 
vaccination be administered if the neutralizing titer drops 
below 0.5 IU/ml (20; (http://www.who.int/rabies/vaccines/
other_rabies_biolog_product/en/).

Analysis of RABV- Specific Antibody by ELISA
ELISA can be used for the general assessment of RABV- 
specific antibody titers. While the majority of antibodies 
are generally specific for the virus glycoprotein, substantial 
amounts of antibodies to the nucleoprotein and other com-
ponents may be present. The majority of antibodies spe-
cific for RABV nucleoprotein and other viral proteins fail 
to neutralize the virus yet are readily detectable by ELISA. 
Thus, ELISA with virus as the capture reagent should not be 

taken as a surrogate for neutralization assays. On the other 
hand, glycoprotein- specific antibody titers determined by 
ELISA with glycoprotein- coated plates generally parallel 
virus- neutralizing antibody titers. Since RABV nucleopro-
tein is highly antigenically conserved and a significant seg-
ment of the humoral response to RABV is directed against 
the nucleoprotein, detection of these antibodies by ELISA 
may have particular utility where the virus that elicited the 
antibody is unknown or antigenically distinct from those 
available in the laboratory. A situation in which ELISA for 
RABV- specific antibodies may also be more advantageous 
than a neutralization test is for the screening of serum and 
CSF from individuals with encephalitis of unknown ori-
gin. Late in the disease process, individuals infected with 
RABVs often produce some RABV- specific antibodies. 
ELISA can sensitively detect these antibodies regardless 
of whether they are neutralizing, with increasing titers of 
RABV- specific antibodies in consecutive serum samples or 
the appearance of such antibodies in CSF being indicative 
of an active infection. ELISA is more suited than neutral-
ization tests for automated screening. Moreover, ELISA can 
be used to profile the RABV- specific antibody isotypes pro-
duced, which provides valuable insight into the nature of 
the immune response responsible for their generation. For 
example, conventional killed RABV vaccines predomi-
nantly elicit Th2 antibodies (IgG2 and IgG4 in humans, 
IgG1 in mice), while infection elicits Th1 antibodies (IgG1 
and IgG3 in humans, IgG2a in mice).

ELISA for RABV- specific antibody is straightforward. 
ELISA plates can readily be coated with purified inacti-
vated (β- propiolactone or UV) virus, isolated virus RNP 
(for nucleoprotein- specific antibodies), or isolated or 
recombinant- expressed glycoprotein and nucleoprotein. 
Plates can also be sensitized with rabies antigen- specific an-
tibodies to trap antigens from crude preparations contain-
ing the virus (e.g., infected suckling mouse brain) as long 
as cross- reactivity between the different trapping, primary, 
and secondary antibodies is avoided. After incubation with 
serum, bound antibodies can be detected and their isotypes 
characterized by conventional methods using secondary 
peroxidase-  or alkaline phosphatase- conjugated antibodies. 
Commercial ELISA kits for the detection of RABV- specific 
antibodies are available.

TABLE 3 Selected laboratory (fixed) strains of rabies virus

Virus designation Origin

CVS Thought to be derived from the original Pasteur rabies virus isolate passaged 
in rabbit brain and then in mouse brain; several variants exist in different 
laboratories (e.g., CVS- 11, passaged in cell culture, and CVS- 24, passaged in 
mouse brain)

Evelyn- Rokitnicki- 
Abelseth

Derived from Street Alabama Dufferin by passage in mouse brain

Flury (low and high 
passage numbers 
in eggs)

Isolated from a human with rabies by mouse brain inoculation and then 
passaged in chick brain and a chicken embryo

Kelev Isolated from a rabid dog by mouse brain inoculation and then passaged in a 
chicken embryo

Louis Pasteur Isolated from a rabid cow infected by a dog bite; passaged in rabbit brain and 
then cultured in primary hamster kidney cells

Pitman- Moore Thought to be derived from a rabbit brain- passaged isolate from the original 
Pasteur virus, adapted to cell culture

Street Alabama 
Dufferin

Isolated from a rabid dog by mouse brain inoculation and then passaged in a 
chicken embryo and cultured in cells

http://www.who.int/rabies/vaccines/other_rabies_biolog_product/en/
http://www.who.int/rabies/vaccines/other_rabies_biolog_product/en/
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QUALITY CONTROL AND INTERPRETATION
Natural RABV infection can be difficult to diagnose, the 
gold standard being the immunofluorescent detection of vi-
ral nucleoprotein in patient samples, such as neural tissue 
biopsy specimens, skin biopsy specimens, saliva, and corneal 
impressions. Detection of viral mRNA in these specimens 
is also useful for diagnosis and can provide additional infor-
mation about the origin of the virus strain. Infection with 
wild- type RABVs, which spread with minimal glycoprotein 
production, may progress through the nervous system with-
out producing substantial immunostimulatory antigen, de-
pending upon the initial site of virus entry and the amount 
of viral antigen present in the initial inoculum. Thus, serum 
antibodies, which begin to appear 6 to 8 days after optimal 
immunization and generally peak at about 3 to 4 weeks, may 
not be detected until near the end stage of rabies in humans 
if at all. Rabies serology is therefore more useful in confirm-
ing that immunization has been successful than in diagnosis. 
The assessment of RABV- specific neutralizing antibody ti-
ters by fluorescent- focus inhibition tests like the RFFIT re-
quires technical expertise. With variability in the quality of 
the cell culture and the percentages of cells infected by the 
assay virus in the absence of antibody and with changes in 
the appearance of the fluorescent signal when different assay 
viruses are used, individual assays give results which can be 
difficult to interpret and must be equilibrated using antibody 
standards. Observation of the correct staining pattern is im-
portant for both the dFA test and RFFIT. As nucleoprotein- 
specific antibodies are generally used, the staining pattern 
should be punctate intracellular, reflecting the detection of 
the RNP aggregates of Negri bodies, as opposed to a surface 
stain. NA cells infected with CVS- 11, the positive control 
in an RFFIT, are shown in Fig. 1. ELISA- based technolo-
gies are relatively straightforward technically but cannot 
discriminate between neutralizing and non-neutralizing an-
tibodies. Thus, while it is generally accepted that the level 
of glycoprotein- specific antibodies parallels the neutraliza-
tion capacity of sera, ELISA cannot directly be used to as-
sess protective immunity. However, quantitation by ELISA 
of RABV N produced by cells cultured with RABV in the 
presence and absence of antiserum can be used to provide 
an estimate of antibody neutralizing activity. Neverthe-
less, these and similar assays in which virus replication is 
assessed by RT- PCR have not been generally accepted. For 

both antibody and molecular analysis of RABV infection 
and immunity, antigenic and sequence disparities between 
different RABVs must always be taken into account. False 
negatives can occur where the antigenic cross- reactivity or 
sequence homology between assays and field viruses differ 
substantially. The use of nucleoprotein- specific antibodies 
and targeting highly conserved sequences for molecular 
analysis should always be the starting points for dealing with 
an unknown infection. Should RABV be identified as a pos-
sibility, strategies and reagents to more completely charac-
terize the origin of the virus are readily available.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR WORKING WITH 
RABV
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Pub-
lic Health Service, CDC, and National Institutes of Health 
recommend biosafety level 2 practices and facilities for all 
activities with materials infected or potentially infected 
with RABV. Immunization is recommended for individuals 
whose occupations or other activities may predispose them 
to exposure to RABV. It is noteworthy in this regard that 
antigenic cross- reactivity between RABV G and human 
immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV- 1) gp120 has been de-
scribed, and sera from rabies- immune individuals have oc-
casionally cross- reacted with HIV- 1 gp120 in ELISAs (57).
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INTRODUCTION

Discovery and General Characteristics
Human T- cell lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV- 1) was the 
first pathogenic human retrovirus to be discovered. It was 
isolated in 1979 from the peripheral blood lymphocytes of 
a patient with adult T- cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) 
(1). Following years of research to find a retroviral agent 
involved in ATLL, Yoshida and Yamamato isolated a ret-
rovirus from an ATLL patient in 1986 that they named 
adult T- cell leukemia virus. Soon, the similarities between 
HTLV- 1 and adult T- cell leukemia virus were confirmed, 
and the name HTLV- 1 was chosen. Shortly thereafter, the 
closely related virus HTLV- 2 was isolated from the splenic 
cells of an individual with hairy cell T- cell leukemia (2).

HTLV- 1 and - 2 belong to the Deltaretrovirus genus of the 
Retroviridae family and share approximately 70% nucleotide 
sequence homology. This genus also includes HTLV- 3 and 
- 4, simian T- cell lymphotropic virus types 1, 2, and 3, and 
bovine leukemia virus, all of which are characterized by 
an extra genomic region, pX, between the envelope gene 
(env) and the 3′ long terminal repeat (3′ LTR). pX en-
codes regulatory and accessory proteins that are implicated 
in pathogenesis. Both viruses also produce negative- strand 
transcripts: HBZ for HTLV- 1 and APH- 2 for HTLV- 2.

Free virions of HTLV- 1 and - 2 are poorly infectious. Their 
transmission requires the transfer of live infected cells fol-
lowed by the formation of specialized cell- to- cell contacts 
called virological synapses, which favor the infection of new 
cells (3). Despite a wide range of target cells in vitro, in vivo 
HTLV- 1 primarily infects CD4+ T cells, and HTLV- 2 primar-
ily infects CD8+ T cells (4). Additionally, there is evidence 
that dendritic cells, B cells, and monocytes can be infected in 
individuals with HTLV- 1 and - 2 (5). HTLV- 1 and - 2 replicate 
mainly through clonal expansion of the infected cells; there-
fore, they both predominantly utilize the cellular DNA poly-
merase rather than the viral reverse transcriptase, which is 
less reliable, to duplicate their genomes. As a result, HTLV- 1 
and - 2 are genetically stable, unlike other retroviruses.

Epidemiology and Geographic Distribution
It is estimated that 20 million people worldwide are in-
fected with HTLV- 1 (6). HTLV- 1 is not ubiquitous but in-
stead is found in clusters in areas where it is highly endemic, 
which include southwestern Japan (where the virus was first 

isolated from patients with ATLL), the Caribbean islands, 
equatorial Africa, and foci in South America (Colombia, 
French Guyana, and Brazil), the Middle East (the Mashad 
region in Iran), and Melanesia. In North America and Aus-
tralia, the highest prevalence is among the indigenous pop-
ulations. In Europe, the highest prevalence is in Romania.

Variations in the LTR region of HTLV- 1 led to the dis-
covery of four major subtypes of HTLV- 1 (A, B, C, and D) 
based upon geographic origins. The cosmopolitan subtype A 
is the most widespread and is endemic in Japan, the Carib-
bean, Central and South America, North and West Africa, 
and parts of the Middle East. The other three subtypes are 
endemic to the areas specified by their names: Central Afri-
can subtype B, Melanesian subtype C, and Central African/
Pygmies subtype D. There have also been reports of other 
rare subtypes (E, F, and G) found only in Central Africa 
(7). Interestingly, these rare subtypes tend to cluster in ar-
eas where simian isolates have also been found, suggesting 
a possible simian- to- human transmission. Moreover, an Af-
rican origin of HTLV- 1 has been suggested, as Africa is the 
only continent where all the HTLV- 1 subtypes and their 
simian counterparts have been found. Phylogenetic studies 
estimate that the virus originated in Africa about 27,000 
years ago (8).

Currently, the prevalence of HTLV- 2 infection remains 
unknown. HTLV- 2 is endemic among Amerindian pop-
ulations and intravenous drug users (IDUs) in the United 
States, Europe, South America, and Asia. There are four 
known subtypes of HTLV- 2 (A, B, C, and D), with spe-
cific geographic distributions. Subtypes A and B are found 
throughout the Americas and in Europe. In the Americas, 
subtype A is found mostly in IDU populations, and subtype 
B is found predominantly in Amerindian populations. In 
Europe, subtype B is more common in IDUs in Italy and 
Spain, but subtype A is more common in IDUs in Ireland 
and Sweden. Subtype C is found exclusively in the indige-
nous populations of the Amazon region of Brazil, and sub-
type D is found in the indigenous populations of Central 
Africa. The discoveries of HTLV- 2D and simian T- cell lym-
photropic virus type 2 support an African origin for HTLV- 2 
as well (7).

Transmission
Transmission of HTLV- 1 and - 2 requires the transfer of 
live infected T cells via one of the following three routes: 
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mother to child, intravenous exposure to infected cells, and 
sexual contact.

For HTLV- 1, mother- to- child transmission, mainly 
through breastfeeding, is the major mode of infection in 
areas of endemicity, with an infection rate as high as 35% 
when breastfeeding is prolonged beyond 6 months (9). 
Fewer than 5% of mother- to- child transmissions occur 
in utero or at birth (10). Intravenous exposure to infected 
cells also transmits HTLV- 1 very efficiently, with reported 
seroconversion rates of 40 to 60% following transfusion of 
HTLV- 1- contaminated blood products. Another currently 
more prevalent mode of parenteral transmission is through 
sharing of contaminated needles and syringes (11). Trans-
mission through sexual contact appears to be more efficient 
from male to female because of infected T cells present in 
semen, though transmission in the reverse direction also oc-
curs (12). HTLV- 2 is transmitted similarly to HTLV- 1, but 
much less is known about the specific modes and efficiency 
of transmission of this virus.

Pathogenesis
The majority of HTLV- 1- infected subjects remain lifetime 
asymptomatic carriers of the virus; however, rarely, HTLV- 1 
can lead to serious neoplastic and inflammatory conditions. 
The outcome of the infection is influenced by several fac-
tors, including the route of transmission, genetic back-
ground, and age.

The two major HTLV- 1- related conditions are ATLL 
and HTLV- 1- associated myelopathy/tropical spastic parapa-
resis (HAM/TSP) (13). Other associations include uveitis, 
infective dermatitis, and polymyositis (13).

ATLL is a lymphoproliferative malignancy of T cells 
that was first described in Japan in 1977 (14). It occurs in 
up to 5% of HTLV- 1- infected subjects, is more common in 
males, and typically occurs 20 to 30 years after infection, 
which explains the higher risk for subjects infected via 
vertical transmission (15). ATLL can be divided into four 
types: smoldering, chronic, lymphoma, and acute. Clinical 
characteristics and laboratory features include subacute or 
chronic leukemia with a rapidly progressive terminal course, 
frequent leukemic cells with indented lobulated nuclei, skin 
involvement, lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly, and 
a high frequency of hypercalcemia (16).

In 1985, Gessain and colleagues suggested an association 
between HTLV- 1 seropositivity and a myelopathy endemic 
to the tropics known as tropical spastic paraparesis (TSP) 
(17). Independently, a group in Japan recognized HTLV- 1 
infection and its association with a similar disorder that 
they called HTLV- 1- associated myelopathy (HAM) (18). 
An international consensus conference sponsored by the 
World Health Organization in 1988 determined that these 
two syndromes were the same. The combined name HAM/
TSP was selected, and diagnostic criteria for the disease were 
established (19). HAM/TSP is a chronic and progressive 
myelopathy that primarily affects the spinal cord. Patients 
typically present with weakness of the lower extremities, 
back pain, bladder dysfunction, constipation, sexual dys-
function, and sensory disturbances, including paresthesias 
of the lower extremities. HAM/TSP occurs more frequently 
in females than in males and is associated with transmission 
from sexual intercourse or blood transfusion.

Unlike the case for HTLV- 1, the role of HTLV- 2 in dis-
ease remains poorly understood. Some studies have sug-
gested that HTLV- 2 can be associated with a disorder similar 
to HAM/TSP, and others have suggested a relationship with 
other neurological disorders (20–22). Establishing a clear as-
sociation of HTLV- 2 with disease has been difficult to assess 

because of confounding factors, such as intravenous drug use 
or concomitant HIV- 1 infection. Therefore, the clinical sig-
nificance of HTLV- 2 infections is an area of ongoing study.

INDICATIONS FOR HTLV-1 AND -2 TESTING
Testing for HTLV- 1 is indicated for patients with clinical 
conditions that can be related to HTLV- 1, such as myelitis, 
uveitis, arthritis, or CD4+ T- cell leukemia, and can inform 
prognostic and therapeutic choices. Testing is especially in-
dicated for high- risk individuals, such as those from areas 
of endemicity or with possible exposure to HTLV- 1 or - 2. 
Importantly, HTLV- 1/2 testing is offered to asymptomatic 
at- risk subjects, such as sexual partners of known infected 
people, to help formulate specific counseling advice.

In Japan, a country where HTLV- 1 is endemic, there is 
a nationwide public health policy requiring the screening 
of all pregnant women during antenatal care. This is aimed 
at decreasing the risk of mother- to- child transmission and 
subsequent ATLL. Unfortunately, other areas of endemic-
ity still lack such policies. Finally, given that HTLV- 1 and 
- 2 can be transmitted by blood transfusion and solid organ/
tissue transplantation, testing for these agents has become 
routine in these settings.

Screening for HTLV is based on the detection of anti- 
HTLV antibodies, which develop 1 to 3 months after in-
fection and persist for life. In a clinical setting, this is 
typically done by use of enzyme- linked immunosorbent as-
says ( ELISAs), which are very sensitive but lack specificity 
for low- prevalence populations. Samples that are positive 
twice by ELISA are referred to as “repeat reactive.” There 
is currently no FDA- licensed HTLV- confirmatory test, and 
confirmation is based on any of several available, more spe-
cific tests, including a second manufacturer’s enzyme immu-
nosorbent assay, Western blotting (WB), and a specific line 
immunoassay, which can differentiate between HTLV- 1 and 
- 2 by identifying specific viral proteins. PCR, a nucleic acid 
sequence- based amplification test, can also be used to di-
agnose the infection and quantify the proviral load (PVL).

LABORATORY ASSAYS FOR HTLV-1 AND -2 
DETECTION

Particle Agglutination
Particle agglutination was the first commercially available 
assay for HTLV screening. This method traditionally tests 
for HTLV- 1 infection, so it is most useful in areas where 
HTLV- 2 is not endemic, such as Japan. The assay is based on 
the ability of antibodies to cross- link their target antigens. 
This cross- linking allows the formation of a lattice due to 
antibody interactions with multivalent antigens.

Particle agglutination utilizes a particulate form of the 
target antigen, such as whole bacterial cells, antigen- coated 
red blood cells, or an inert particle sensitized with the target 
antigen. The test for HTLV- 1 uses gelatin particles sensi-
tized with antigen for HTLV- 1 purified from concentrated 
culture fluid of an HTLV- 1- producing cell line. This strat-
egy uses whole- virion antigens and enriched whole Env pro-
teins, which yields a greater sensitivity to HTLV- 1 infection 
(23). Sensitized gelatin particles are preferred over antigen- 
coated red blood cells because they do not show nonspecific 
agglutination (24). If the test is negative, the suspension 
will remain homogenous and opaque. If the test is positive, 
the suspension will become clear with visible aggregates. 
The test is graded based upon the pattern and size of agglu-
tination, on a scale of 1+ to 4+. A score of 2+ or higher is 
considered positive for HTLV- 1 antibody (25).
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In order for visible clumping to occur, the proportion of 
antigen to antibody should allow sufficient lattice forma-
tion. In the case of excess antibody in the sample, cross- 
linking is not observed because each antigen molecule can 
bind to a single antibody, and thus no lattices are formed, 
yielding a false- negative result. On the other hand, if there 
is very little antibody, then there may be no visible agglu-
tination because there are insufficient antibodies for cross- 
linking to occur. Therefore, it is advisable to run samples at 
multiple dilutions to avoid these concentration issues (25).

Enzyme- Linked Immunosorbent Assay
The first ELISA developed for the detection of HTLV- 1 and 
- 2 became available in the mid- 1980s (26). ELISAs do not 
differentiate between HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections but are use-
ful for initial screening because of their low cost and easy 
adaptation for large- scale use. The first assay used whole- 
virus lysates from HTLV- 1- infected cells, relying upon cross- 
reactivity to detect HTLV- 2 (26). As a result, there was a 
high rate of false- positive reactions and a poor sensitivity 
for detecting HTLV- 2 infections (27). Second- generation 
ELISAs combined HTLV- 1 lysates with synthetic HTLV- 1 
peptides and recombinant proteins. One of the biggest de-
velopments was the addition of a recombinant envelope 
protein, rgp21e, which increased the detection of HTLV- 2 
infections. Although these second- generation ELISAs per-
formed better, they still required a confirmatory test to elim-
inate false- positive reactions (26, 28). The third generation 
of ELISAs that are now available make use of the “sand-
wich” format for the detection of antibody. There have 
been additional improvements in sensitivity and specificity 
through the use of both HTLV- 1 and HTLV- 2 lysates, artifi-
cial proteins, recombinant proteins, and synthetic peptides 
(27, 29, 30).

Microwells included in assay kits have been coated with 
HTLV antigens. The exact components differ by kit: some 
include purified viral lysates, recombinant proteins, and/or 
synthetic peptides. Each assay kit includes a second recom-
binant HTLV antigen that has been conjugated to horserad-
ish peroxidase, the enzyme used as a color indicator for this 
assay. Samples that are negative for HTLV infection remain 
colorless, while positive samples contain a yellow product 
that is proportional to the amount of antibodies present in 
the specimen.

One difficulty with interpreting ELISA results has been 
determining the cutoff value for differentiating between neg-
ative and positive results. The third- generation ELISAs show 
much higher specificities than those of their predecessors, and 
the majority of HLTV- infected specimens show very strong 
signals, making these assays suitable for use for screening (27, 
30). However, these assays still show some false- positive re-
sults (23). Some researchers believe that optimization of the 
cutoff value can eliminate many of the false- positive reactions 
that have been reported (23, 30). It is still necessary that re-
peat reactive samples be tested using a confirmatory assay to 
differentiate between HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections. More prob-
lematic than the false- positive results by ELISA are the false- 
negative results that have been reported. Studies have shown 
that anywhere from 1 to 7.5% of ELISA- negative samples are 
actually positive for HTLV- 1 or - 2 by PCR (26, 31). One pos-
sible explanation for these false- negative ELISA reactions is 
a mutation in the MTA1 envelope gene which causes a trun-
cated protein that results in false- negative ELISA outcomes 
(32). This is a significant concern in areas where HTLV is 
endemic. The use of a dual- ELISA screening assay can help 
to eliminate false- positive results and catch false- negative 
ones, which is an appealing solution in areas where access to 

confirmatory assays is more difficult due to the higher costs 
associated with these tests (33, 34).

Western Blotting
In 1994 and 1995, a commercially available WB kit became 
available to confirm all ELISA- reactive HTLV samples (26). 
The current WB kit contains nitrocellulose strips that con-
tain HTLV- 1 and - 2 proteins derived from native inactivated 
viral particles and genetically engineered proteins. The de-
velopment of recombinant proteins has been important in 
clarifying the interpretation of WB patterns. The older WB 
kits contained a native form of gp46 which was not recog-
nized by almost half of HTLV- 1 infections and most HTLV- 2 
infections (30). In recent years, a new clone was developed 
that produces a more specific recombinant envelope protein, 
GD21 (rgp21), which permits the detection of antibodies to 
envelope proteins in all HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections. The ad-
dition of rgp46- I (MTA1), a unique recombinant HTLV- 1 
envelope protein, and rgp46- II (K55), a unique recombinant 
HTLV- 2 envelope protein, has allowed for more accurate dif-
ferentiation between HTLV- 1 and - 2 (30).

Samples are considered HTLV- 1 positive when reactiv-
ity to two Env proteins (GD21 and MTA1) and two Gag 
proteins (p19 with or without p24) is present (Fig. 1). Sam-
ples are considered HTLV- 2 positive when reactivity to two 
Env proteins (GD21 and K55) and two Gag proteins (p24 
with or without p19) is present (Fig. 1) (26, 30). HTLV se-
ropositivity can be confirmed if reactivity to GD21, p19, 
and p24 is present, but further investigation is needed to 
differentiate between HTLV- 1 and - 2 (30). All other band-
ing patterns are indeterminate (some examples are shown 
in Fig. 1); however, follow- up is recommended if reactivity 
to GD21 is present, because this pattern may correspond to 
recent seroconversion (16, 35).

A major concern in interpreting WB results is the pres-
ence of indeterminate patterns. Studies have shown that a 
surprisingly large proportion of ELISA- positive sera display 
indeterminate WB profiles. This is especially true for sera 
from areas of endemicity in Melanesia (36), Africa (37, 38), 
Brazil (34), and tropical areas (39). Estimates for WB seroin-
determinate status range from as high as 67% for patients 
from Zaire with neurologic disease (38) to 4.1% for HIV- 
positive patients from Brazil (40) and <0.1% for healthy 
blood donors from Argentina (41). However, the true inci-
dence of indeterminate WB results may be higher than esti-
mated, because ELISA- negative individuals could also have 
a seroindeterminate status (35, 38). The clinical significance 
of a seroindeterminate status is still unclear. Occasionally, 
HTLV- 1 or - 2 has been confirmed by PCR for those with a 
seroindeterminate status, indicating that at least some cases 
are due to early seroconversion or low antibody titers (16, 
38, 42). Others have found an indeterminate status in those 
exposed to HTLV- infected blood products without serocon-
verting (35). Still others believe that it could be due to the 
presence of a viral variant, but studies using PCR have not 
supported this claim (43). This difficulty, combined with the 
high cost associated with running the assay, does not make 
WB a good first- line screening assay for large- scale use, espe-
cially in areas of endemicity; however, WB remains a useful 
secondary confirmation test (26, 44).

Line Immunoassay
Recently, a highly sensitive and specific line immunoassay 
was developed for the confirmation and differentiation of 
HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections. The assay uses a combination of 
recombinant antigens and synthetic peptides derived from 
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HTLV- 1 and - 2 immunodominant protein sequences that 
are purified and fixed on a nylon membrane. It is designed to 
allow the detection of antibodies with a wide specificity to 
all known isolates of the HTLV strains, while also providing 
the ability to distinguish between HTLV- 1 and - 2. The man-
ufacturers included antigens for Gag (p19 and p24) and Env 
(gp46 and gp21) that are common between HTLV- 1 and - 2, 
along with antigens that are type specific (Gag p19- 1 and 
Env gp46- 1 for HTLV- 1 and Env gp46- 2 for HTLV- 2). The 
strips also contain four control lines: one negative- control 
line and three positive- control lines that include strong 
(3+), moderate (1+), and weak (cutoff) lines to allow for 
semiquantitative interpretation of results.

To evaluate the pattern on a strip, the color development 
of each line is compared to that on the control lines, and the 

intensity is scored. Results are considered positive if there is 
reactivity above the cutoff line with at least one envelope 
antigen (gp21 or gp46) and one Gag antigen (p19 or p24) 
or both envelope antigens. Positive results are classified as 
HTLV- 1 if the sum of the gp46- 1 and p19- 1 band inten-
sities is greater than the gp46- 2 band intensity, HTLV- 2 if 
the gp46- 2 band intensity is greater than the gp46- 1 band 
intensity or the sum of the gp46- 1 and p19- 1 band intensi-
ties, and nontypeable if the band intensities do not meet the 
criteria for HTLV- 1 or - 2. The results are considered inde-
terminate if gp21 is reactive or if any two bands are reactive 
without a detectable gp21 band.

Like WB, line immunoassays can have indeterminate 
results; however, research has suggested that line immuno-
assays produce a much smaller number of seroindeterminate 
results than the most current WB (45, 46). The line im-
munoassay is also more sensitive than WB for the verifica-
tion of HTLV- 2 infection (26). Because each strip contains 
three internal positive controls, comparing each band to the 
controls allows for more accurate differentiation between a 
band that is reactive and a band that is below the reactivity 
threshold. Researchers believe that this has helped to elim-
inate some false- positive and indeterminate results that are 
due to the subjectivity of scoring (45, 46). To help further 
reduce the subjectivity, companies have developed software 
that rates each band’s intensity to create a report for each 
individual strip. The strips can be scanned and uploaded in 
batches for more efficient, high- throughput analyses. There 
are also options for automation available to facilitate large- 
scale use of this assay. Line immunoassays are cheaper than 
WB, making them a more economical option for use in 
screening donor populations. Several researchers have sug-
gested making line immunoassays the standard confirmatory 
assay for HTLV- 1 and - 2, with WB becoming a secondary 
confirmation assay when needed (26, 45, 46).

Polymerase Chain Reaction
PCR is a DNA amplification technique that was devel-
oped in the 1980s for the detection and analysis of specific 
sequences of DNA (47). It has changed the field of viral 
diagnostics by allowing the sensitive detection and quanti-
fication of viral infections based on amplification of specific 
viral nucleic acid sequences. Several types of PCR are cur-
rently used for the detection of HTLV- 1 or - 2.

nested PCR
Nested PCR increases the specificity of DNA amplification 
by reducing nonspecific amplification of DNA. In this tech-
nique, two sets of primers are used in two successive PCRs 
(48). In the first PCR, one set of primers is used to amplify 
the intended product but the reaction mixture may also 
contain nonspecific DNA products. Some of the product 
from the first PCR is added to a second PCR mixture that 
has a different set of PCR primers specific for the target se-
quence (49). The products are then analyzed on an agarose 
gel for the presence of a band at the predicted product size. 
Different PCR primers can be designed in order to differen-
tiate between HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections (49).

Nested PCR is very sensitive because it utilizes two sep-
arate amplification reactions with two different primer sets. 
This makes it useful for situations where the HTLV status 
is in question, such as for samples that are seroindetermi-
nate by WB. Faintly positive samples by WB are typically 
the most difficult to amplify by PCR because they generally 
have low antibody titers, which may be indicative of low vi-
ral loads. For this reason, several studies have suggested that 

FIGURE 1 Representative examples of HTLV- 1- positive and 
HTLV- 2- positive WB patterns. WB patterns can also demonstrate 
indeterminate reactivity, and two examples of this are shown here 
(IND- 1 and - 2). This can complicate the interpretation of results.
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nested PCR be used for the analysis of seroindeterminate 
samples (30, 48, 49). On the downside, the sensitive nature 
of nested PCR makes it prone to contamination, which can 
complicate the interpretation of results.

Quantitative Real- time PCR
Although several methods existed for detecting viruses, 
it was not until the advent of quantitative real- time PCR 
(qPCR) in the 1990s that scientists were able to quantify 
viral loads in HTLV- infected patients. Quantification of 
the HTLV- 1 PVL has contributed to the understanding of 
HTLV- 1 pathogenesis. In particular, it highlighted the as-
sociation between an elevated PVL and the development 
of HTLV- 1- related disease in infected subjects. Currently, 
a PVL of >1% is recognized as a risk factor for HAM/TSP 
and ATLL in infected subjects (50, 51). Additionally, the 
HTLV- 1 PVL is an important biomarker in clinical trials for 
both HAM/TSP and ATLL (50, 52–54).

For qPCR, a single PCR mixture is prepared that contains 
primers complementary to a portion of the viral genome and 
a probe with a fluorescent reporter molecule attached. The 
most commonly examined genes for HTLV- 1 detection are 
the tax and pol genes (Table 1). The most commonly exam-
ined genes for HTLV- 2 detection are the pol, tax, and LTR 
genes (Table 1).

While the sample undergoes PCR, the qPCR instrument 
monitors and detects fluorescence to produce an amplification 
plot. All qPCR assays are characterized by the quantification 
cycle (Cq), which represents the number of cycles needed to 
reach a threshold fluorescence signal. To calculate the Cq, a 
threshold is set by a software- determined algorithm or man-
ually by the user. However, the Cq can be affected by the ef-
ficiency of PCR amplification, the efficiency of hybridization 
of the fluorescent probe, and the sensitivity of detection. In 
order to determine the amplification efficiency, a standard 
curve is created by using HTLV- 1-  or - 2- infected material. 
Different labs use different reference materials for their stan-
dard curves, including various infected cell lines or plasmids 
(Table 1) (54–56). Importantly, the use of a standard curve 
also allows for the quantification of HTLV- 1 or - 2. Typically, 
a lower Cq correlates with a larger amount of viral DNA and 
a higher Cq correlates with a smaller amount of viral DNA.

Due to the nature of detection, multiple target products 
can be analyzed in parallel by using different fluorophores. 
Therefore, it is common for a viral gene and a housekeep-
ing gene to be examined for each sample. There are many 

different housekeeping genes that can be quantified, includ-
ing albumin, β- actin, and β- globin. The housekeeping gene 
allows for normalization of the amount of virus detected in 
a sample to the amount of input DNA, which can then be 
translated into the PVL as a percentage of infected cells.

Like nested PCR, qPCR has been a useful tool for differ-
entiating between HTLV- 1 and - 2 infections in seroindeter-
minate cases (29, 56–58). Moreover, qPCR has acceptable 
intra-  and interassay reproducibility, making it a good 
method for quantifying PVL in patient samples (55, 56).

The major problem with qPCR, however, is the lack of 
standardization. Currently, different laboratories use dif-
ferent viral target genes and a variety of internal controls 
(Table 1). In addition, laboratories also use different refer-
ence materials for the creation of their standardized curves, 
which can affect the relative quantification of virus (Table 
1). Taken together, these factors create known laboratory- 
to- laboratory variations in PVL quantification, limiting the 
relevance of this measure as a “gold standard” biomarker. In 
particular, this hinders the establishment of a threshold that 
differentiates asymptomatic carriers from those with disease, 
and it also complicates the use of PVL as a diagnostic cri-
terion (46, 59, 60). In addition, the use of qPCR remains 
inconvenient for large- scale screening, impeding its imple-
mentation in blood banks as a confirmatory test (46).

Droplet Digital PCR
Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) was developed in 2011 and is 
considered the third generation of PCR, which allows for the 
direct absolute quantification of target genes. The reagents 
used in ddPCR are very similar to those used for qPCR; 
therefore, primer and probe sets specific for the detection 
of HTLV- 1 or - 2 can be designed to allow for differentiation 
of these viruses. Unlike qPCR, which amplifies mixtures in 
single wells in duplicate or triplicate, in ddPCR each PCR 
mixture is randomly partitioned into 20,000 nanoliter- sized 
droplets. PCR amplification of the template occurs in each 
droplet and is then analyzed for fluorescence in a flow cy-
tometer, and the sample is designated either PCR positive 
or PCR negative based upon the level of fluorescence. As 
in qPCR, multiple genes can be analyzed simultaneously by 
using fluorophores that can be read on different channels of 
the flow cytometer. Because of the randomization of the sam-
ple partitioning and the large number of events queried, the 
data meet the criteria for analysis by Poisson statistics. The 
fraction of positive droplets is fitted to a Poisson distribution 
to directly determine the amount of template in the sample, 
most importantly without the need for a standard curve (61). 
The quantification of the HTLV- 1 or - 2 gene together with a 
housekeeping gene is sufficient to calculate the PVL.

Because of the statistical nature of the quantification, 
ddPCR has the ability to detect and quantify virus even in 
samples with very low viral copy numbers (61). Moreover, 
it is a highly precise and reproducible method of viral de-
tection and quantification because it lacks the variability of 
relative quantification by qPCR (62). Because ddPCR is a 
novel technology, the ddPCR machinery is still expensive 
and the procedure is time- consuming, which limit the large- 
scale implementation and use of ddPCR as a confirmatory 
assay. However, it is a useful tool for monitoring patient 
PVL and for analyzing therapeutic interventions (62).
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Prion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalop-
athies (TSEs), are a large group of transmissible, progres-
sive, and invariably fatal neurodegenerative conditions that 
affect both animals and humans (1–5). Prion diseases are 
unique in that they can be inherited, occur sporadically, or 
can be acquired by infection (1, 3–5). As described below, 
the infectious agent in the prion disease is composed mainly 
or entirely of an abnormal conformation of a host- encoded 
glycoprotein called the cellular prion protein (PrPC). The 
replication of prions involves the recruitment of the nor-
mally expressed prion protein (PrPC) structure, which is 
largely alpha- helical, into a disease- specific conformation 
(PrPSc) that is rich in beta- sheets and that can adopt a 
fibrillar aggregated structure that is characteristic of many 
of the deposits found in the brains of TSE- affected species. 
In contrast to the protease- sensitive PrPC, the beta- sheet 
conformation along with the aggregation properties of PrPSc 
makes this protein partially resistant to proteolytic diges-
tion (6). Furthermore, this posttranslational modification of 
PrPC into the abnormal, infection- associated isoform, PrPSc, 
is believed to be the principal molecular basis underlying 
prion diseases. Animal prion diseases include scrapie of 
sheep and goats, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) 
or mad cow disease, chronic wasting disease (CWD) of cer-
vids (predominantly mule deer and elk), transmissible mink 
encephalopathy (TME), feline spongiform encephalopathy, 
exotic ungulate spongiform encephalopathy, and spongi-
form encephalopathy of nonhuman primates. Although 
some cases of sporadic atypical scrapie and BSE have also 
been reported, most animal prion diseases occur via the ac-
quisition of infection from contaminated feed or via expo-
sure to environmental contaminants. Scrapie and CWD are 
naturally sustaining epidemics. The human prion diseases 
can be sporadic, inherited, or acquired. Sporadic human 
prion diseases include Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease (sCJD), 
fatal insomnia, and variably protease- sensitive prionopathy 
(VPSPr) (3, 4). Genetic prion diseases are caused by inher-
itance of autosomal dominant mutations in the host PRNP 
gene, which encodes the normal cellular PrPC and includes 
genetic CJD (gCJD), fatal familial insomnia (FFI), and 
Gerstmann- Sträussler- Scheinker syndrome (GSS) (3, 4). 
Acquired human prion diseases account for only 5% of cases 
of human prion disease. They include kuru, iatrogenic CJD 
(iCJD), and variant CJD (vCJD) (3, 4), which was transmit-
ted to humans from affected cattle via meat consumption. 

The transmission of BSE to humans has resulted in more 
than 200 cases of vCJD and has raised serious public health 
concerns. All prion diseases have long incubation periods 
but are typically rapidly progressive once clinical symptoms 
begin. Currently, there are no effective treatments for prion 
diseases, although increased understanding of their patho-
genesis has recently led to the promise of effective thera-
peutic interventions. Numerous therapeutic approaches are 
under development both for the prevention of prion disease 
prior to or shortly after exposure and for treatment of al-
ready symptomatic disease (2, 7–10).

ETIOLOGY OF PrP-RELATED DISEASES
Highly divergent hypotheses have been put forward regard-
ing the makeup of the prions, including the existence of a 
nucleic acid- derived agent, the protein- only hypothesis, 
that they lack both proteins and nucleic acids, and that the 
prion is a polysaccharide. The most widely accepted hy-
pothesis, first described by Griffith (11) and more explicitly 
detailed by Stanley Prusiner, is the protein- only hypothesis 
(1, 12). Prusiner introduced the term “prion” to indicate 
that scrapie is related to a proteinaceous infectious particle 
(i.e., PrP) (1, 13).

This prion hypothesis was initially greeted with great 
skepticism by the scientific community. Now it represents 
the current dogma, with Prusiner winning the 1997 Nobel 
Prize in Physiology and Medicine. This hypothesis suggests 
that prions contain no nucleic acid and are composed pre-
dominantly, if not entirely, of the conformationally mod-
ified prion protein PrPSc. PrPC is found on the surface of 
many cells, in particular neurons. PrPSc, when introduced 
into normal healthy cells, causes the conversion of PrPC 
into PrPSc, initiating a self- perpetuating vicious cycle (1, 
12). PrPSc originates from an exogenous source in acquired 
prion diseases and, presumably, from a spontaneous somatic 
conformational change in sporadic disease. In recent years, 
it has become clear that the prion hypothesis is an epigen-
etic mechanism of transmitting information on protein 
conformation and can be applied to numerous other bio-
logical and pathological situations (14–19). If one defines 
a “prion” more broadly as a protein- based inheritance unit 
that confers a trait based on a posttranslational switch in-
volving the acquisition of increased β- sheet structure, along 
with an increased propensity for aggregation, then a number 
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of yeast proteins can be viewed as prions, such as Ure2p, 
Sup35p, Rinq1p, and HETs (the respective prion forms 
are URE2, PSI+, PIN+, and Het- s) (16, 17). These yeast 
“prions” are not associated with disease but serve as an epi-
genetic mechanism for cellular responses to environmental 
stress (20, 21). It has also been demonstrated that long- term 
potentiation is regulated by a prion- like switch in Aplysia, 
involving the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding 
protein (CPEB) (18, 19). In addition, a “prion- like” spread 
of pathology has been invoked to explain the behavior of 
numerous proteins involved in a broad spectrum of neu-
rodegenerative disorders, including amyloid β (Aβ), tau, 
TDP- 43, FUS, α- synuclein, and huntingtin (which are as-
sociated with Alzheimer’s disease [AD] [Aβ and tau] , fron-
totemporal dementia [tau, TDP- 43, and FUS], Parkinson’s 
disease [α- synuclein], and Huntington’s disease) (12, 13). 
The specific targeting of the shared pathological prion- like 
conformation of these different neurodegenerative disease- 
associated proteins is currently being investigated as a novel 
therapeutic approach (22–25).

CELL BIOLOGY OF PRIONS

Function(s) of PrPC

The human PrP gene (PRNP) is found on chromosome 
20 and encodes a protein of 253 amino acids. PrPC is a 
glycosylphosphatidylinositol- anchored cell surface glyco-
protein with numerous suggested roles, although its exact 
cellular function(s) remains unknown. Expression of PrPC 
is a prerequisite for prion replication and the development 
of pathology (26). The N- terminal region of PrPC contains 
a segment of 5 repeats of an 8- amino- acid sequence (i.e., 
an octapeptide repeat region) that contains a high- affinity 
binding site for metal ions; hence, PrPC may have a role in 
copper and manganese transport or metabolism (27). PrPC 
has also been reported to facilitate uptake of zinc into neu-
ronal cells at the synaptic cleft (28, 29). Metal imbalance 
has been reported as an early change during prion infections 
(30, 31). Chelation of both copper and manganese has been 
shown to prolong the incubation period of prion infection 
(32, 33). Immunological functions have also been suggested 
for PrPC, such as involvement in T- cell development and 
macrophage phagocytosis (34). PrPC and/or Shadoo (a 
PrPC- like protein) have also been shown to be important for 
early mouse embryogenesis and trophoblastic development 
(35, 36). A surprising recently identified role for PrPC is as a 
receptor for Aβ oligomers, in part mediating their toxicity 
(37–39). At least some of the function(s) of PrPC is likely 
to be important because PrPC is highly conserved among 
mammals and is found in all tetrapods and birds (5, 40, 41), 
although PrPC knockout mice are viable (42).

PrPC is found in most tissues of the body but is expressed 
at the highest levels in the central nervous system (CNS), 
especially in neurons. PrPC is also expressed widely on cells 
of the immune system. PrPC knockout mice, which were en-
gineered to block expression of the PrP gene, show no obvi-
ous pathological phenotype (42). However, these mice have 
been shown to have abnormalities in synaptic physiology 
(43) and in circadian rhythms and sleep (44).

An amino acid polymorphism at codon 129 of PRNP is 
an important genetic risk modifier for human prion disease. 
Among Caucasian populations, about 51% of individuals 
are methionine- valine (MV) heterozygous, 38% are MM 
homozygous, and 11% are VV homozygous (45–47). MM 
homozygotes are significantly overrepresented among sCJD 
patients, as are, to a lesser extent, VV homozygotes. MV 

heterozygotes are relatively protected. For example, among 
300 cases of reported sCJD cases from the United States and 
Europe, 71.6% were MM, 16.7% were VV, and only 11.7% 
were MV (46). Furthermore, all confirmed cases of vCJD 
have been MM homozygotes, with only one potential case 
of vCJD being an MV heterozygote (48).

The secondary structure of PrPC was first elucidated by 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging using recombi-
nant mouse PrP (49, 50). NMR was subsequently performed 
using recombinant hamster and human PrP as well (51–53). 
These studies showed that PrPC is about 40% alpha- helix 
and about 3% beta- sheet. No high- resolution structural stud-
ies, such as NMR imaging, have been performed on PrPSc 
due to its insolubility and aggregation, which are properties 
that preclude the use of these techniques (54). However, 
less exact structural methods, such as circular dichroism and 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, demonstrated that 
PrPSc contains about 45% beta- sheet and 30% alpha- helix 
(54–56). The high beta- sheet content correlates with PrPSc 
resistance to enzymatic digestion and infectivity.

Prion Strains and the Species Barrier
Many lines of evidence support the protein- only hypoth-
esis of prion propagation. However, the protein- only hy-
pothesis has had difficulty explaining the existence of 
several distinct isolates or strains of prions that can be 
stably passaged among inbred mice of the same genotype 
(1, 5, 57). The existence of strains suggests that PrPSc 
may adopt multiple distinct pathological conformations. 
Strains are defined by their incubation time, distribution 
of CNS involvement, and the pattern of proteolytic cleav-
age of PrPSc following proteinase K (PK) digestion (14, 
58). For example, at least 14 significantly different scra-
pie strains have been isolated from natural sheep scrapie 
by passage into mice (57, 59). Each strain of prion has 
a characteristic range of infectivity. For example, strain 
263K is pathogenic for hamsters but does not infect mice 
(60). This effect is called a species barrier and is related 
to PrPSc being an effective template for homologous PrPC 
and a poor template for heterologous PrPC; hence, mouse 
PrPSc can effectively convert mouse PrPC but is a very poor 
template for human or hamster PrPC. The species barrier is 
not absolute, as illustrated by the emergence of BSE.

Among the best- studied strain differences are the two 
strains of TME called hyper (HY) and drowsy (DY) (61, 62). 
The truncated DY PrPSc fragments (PrP27- 30) migrate 1 to 
2 kDa faster than similar preparations of HY because the 
sites of PK cleavage differ. The two strains also differ in the 
amount of beta- sheet content (61–64). Parchi et al. (47, 65, 
66) defined two distinct types of sCJD based on the pattern of 
sodium dodecyl sulfate- polyacrylamide (SDS- PAGE) migra-
tion of the PrP27- 30 fragment. Type 1 sCJD has a molecular 
mass of the deglycosylated PrP27- 30 of about 21 kDa, while 
type 2 has a mobility of about 19 kDa. This allows the divi-
sion of sCJD into six major phenotypic subtypes with distinc-
tive clinicopathological features based on the genotype at the 
polymorphic codon 129 (M/M, M/V, or V/V genotype) in the 
prion protein gene, as well as the type 1 or 2 electrophoretic 
migration pattern. Collinge et al. (67, 68) reported two fur-
ther types related to infectious CJD.

How Prion Agents Reach the CNS
Acquired prion diseases are naturally transmitted via periph-
eral routes, most commonly orally (69), but transcutaneous 
(70–73) or aerosol (74–77) transmission is also possible. 
Consequently, determining the route that prions employ to 
reach the CNS is an important issue. Aerosol transmission 
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has been identified to have a major role in CWD, which is 
the most infectious prionosis to date (74, 75, 77–79). Al-
though the prion diseases are neurological conditions, criti-
cal events in their pathogenesis take place in restricted sites 
out of the nervous system, especially in peripheral lymphoid 
organs (80–83).

Lymphoid organs have long been known to be involved 
in the early stages of prion diseases (83–86). In particular, 
the spleen and lymph nodes were demonstrated to be the 
first sites of PrPSc replication after infection by peripheral 
routes, and they are also significantly involved following 
intracerebral challenge (87, 88). Their importance for neu-
roinvasion after peripheral inoculation was suggested by 
studies showing that splenectomy and other methods that 
reduce peripheral lymphoid structures delay clinical mani-
festations (85). Replication in the lymphoid organs is par-
ticularly important for specific prionoses, which are more 
“lymphotrophic”; these include scrapie, CWD, BSE, and 
vCJD (89–92). The lymphotrophic nature of vCJD allows 
the use of tonsil biopsy for its preclinical diagnosis and for 
analysis of appendices in nationwide prevalence screening 
studies (93–95). Following oral exposure, which is thought 
to be the most common route for acquired prionoses such 
as vCJD, BSE, and CWD, prions are able to resist expo-
sure to digestive enzymes due to their protease resistance. 
Prions are able to cross the epithelial gut barrier and ac-
cumulate rapidly in Peyer’s patches prior to colonization of 
the spleen (69). Susceptibility to prion infection following 
an oral challenge is correlated with the number of Peyer’s 
patches present in the small intestine (96). At the epithe-
lial level, three cell types can be involved in PrPSc entry 
in non- mutually exclusive pathways: enterocytes, dendritic 
cells (DCs), and microfold (M) cells (82, 83). Enterocytes 
express the 37- kDa/67- kDa laminin receptor (LRP/LR) on 
their apical brush border, which has been shown to bind 
PrPSc (96–98). It has also been shown that human entero-
cytes internalize BSE PrPSc via the LRP/LR receptor (99). M 
cells are unique epithelial cells that specialize in the trans-
cytosis of particles. Coculture systems have been used to 
demonstrate that M cells are able to facilitate transcytosis 
of PrPSc (100) and that M cell depletion inhibits prion in-
fection after oral challenge (101). DCs are known to patrol 
the gut- associated lymphoid tissue and are able to transcy-
tose antigens for presentation to B and T cells. Depletion of 
CD11c+ DCs was shown to inhibit PrPSc accumulation in 
the gut- associated lymphoid tissue and spleen, reducing sus-
ceptibility to prion infection after an oral challenge (102).

Once PrPSc gains entry and replicates in the secondary 
lymphoid organs, further spread to the CNS occurs via the 
autonomic nervous system (69, 103). Hence, following in-
traperitoneal or oral delivery of prions, onset of disease can 
be delayed by sympathectomy or can be accelerated by sym-
pathetic hyperinnervation of lymphoreticular organs (104). 
Prions can also gain entry to the CNS via the circulation. 
The hematogenic spread of prions to the CNS is suggested 
by experiments that show BSE and CWD to be transmis-
sible from sheep to sheep and deer to deer, respectively, by 
blood transfusion (105, 106). Three cases of vCJD infection 
associated with blood transfusion have also been identified 
(48). All received nonleucodepleted red blood cells and 
were homozygous for methionine at codon 129 of the PRNP 
gene, similar to all other vCJD cases (see discussion of vCJD 
below). The first patient developed vCJD in 2003, 6.5 years 
following transfusion from a donor who developed vCJD 3.5 
years after donating blood. The second patient developed 
vCJD in 2006, 7.8 years after transfusion from a donor who 
was diagnosed with vCJD about 20 months after donation. 

One additional case received vCJD- contaminated red blood 
cells and died of causes unrelated to vCJD; however, at au-
topsy PrPSc was found in the spleen and cervical lymph nodes 
but not in the brain. Interestingly, this case was MV hetero-
zygous at codon 129 (107). These cases raise the possibility 
of future human prion disease cases related to transmission 
through blood or blood products. Hematogenic neuroinva-
sion has been shown to be dependent on the presence of 
B lymphocytes (108). However, because expression of PrPC 
by B cells is not required for neuroinvasion, some have sug-
gested that their main function is to allow maintenance of 
follicular dendritic cells (109). A number of studies have 
implicated follicular dendritic cells as having a critical role 
in the replication of lymphotrophic strains of prions (85). 
Other studies have also implicated a distinct CD11c+ den-
dritic cell population in prion neuroinvasion (110).

Establishing a better understanding of how PrPSc gains 
entry via the gut and ultimately into the CNS may lead to 
novel therapeutic approaches to prevent prion infection. A 
Salmonella- based vaccine applied orally to wild- type mice 
was observed to induce a specific anti- PrP mucosal immune 
response that can prevent prion infection after oral chal-
lenge in mice (111). More recently, a similar approach was 
shown to give partial protection to white- tailed deer immu-
nized with a Salmonella vaccine strain expressing cervid PrP 
from oral challenge with CWD (112).

ANIMAL PRION DISEASES
The first of the animal diseases to be described was scrapie 
in the United Kingdom over 250 years ago (113). Referred 
to as scrapie based on the disheveled appearance of the af-
fected sheep, at that time diagnosis relied solely on a phys-
ical description. Scrapie was subsequently found to affect 
goats as well. This illness, manifested by hyperexcitability, 
itching, and ataxia, leads to paralysis and death. It is called 
scrapie because of the tendency of affected animals to rub 
against the fences of their pens in order to stay upright, re-
flecting their cerebellar dysfunction. In the 1930s, scrapie 
was shown to be transmissible (114). The transmission of 
this disease was further demonstrated in 1943, when a popu-
lation of Scottish sheep was accidentally inoculated against 
a common virus using a formalin extract of lymphoid tissue 
from an animal with scrapie. Accidental transmission of pri-
ons is a recurrent event in the history of these agents and is 
related to their unusual biophysical properties.

The observation that some strains of sheep were more 
susceptible to infection than others led to the hypothesis 
that scrapie may be inheritable as well (115). We now know 
that there are polymorphic sites in the protein underlying 
the disease, and genetic analysis of flocks is done to assess 
the risk of scrapie (http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_
health/animal_diseases/scrapie/index2.shtml). At about the 
same time, TME, a disease in farmed mink, which presum-
ably resulted from feeding scrapie- infected sheep to mink, 
arose (116), although recent speculation is that the source 
may actually have been an uncommon type of BSE (117).

The transmissible nature of the disease was used to cre-
ate a bioassay in which brain homogenates from suspect 
animals were used to infect a test animal, of late typically 
transgenic mice (118). An important concept that arose 
from the transmission studies was, as mentioned above, that 
of the species barrier, i.e., the increased latency or inability 
to transmit disease between some species (119). One of the 
principal determinants of species barrier is the difference in 
the primary amino acid sequences of the PrP of the infected 
species and the PrP of the uninfected new host.

http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/animal_diseases/scrapie/index2.shtml
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/animal_diseases/scrapie/index2.shtml
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Of greater impact than any of the previously identified 
diseases was the identification of BSE as a prion disease 
(120). Primarily limited to the United Kingdom, a few cases 
traced to imported cattle from the United Kingdom were 
also identified in continental Europe. The suspected etiol-
ogy was the ingestion of scrapie- contaminated feed, which 
may be linked to a change in rendering practices (121). 
Others have speculated that the origin of BSE may be linked 
to a mutation in an animal that initiated the epidemic. The 
origin of CWD in North America, while unknown, may 
also be linked to contaminated feed given to farmed deer 
and elk, which escaped to infect wild populations of cer-
vids, although this is less certain (122). The spread of CWD 
throughout North America and to South Korea was facili-
tated by the transport of captive animals.

Unifying all of these diseases is its transmissibility, 
whether through vertical transmission from mother to off-
spring or by contaminants in the environment. Character-
ization of the pathogen indicated that it was resistant to 
those treatments that eliminate most infectious agents (UV 
inactivation, nucleases, heat, etc.) (123, 124), leading to 
the proposal that the prion agent may be composed solely of 
protein (13). Of note, while protease treatment reduced the 
titers of the agent, the partially protease- resistant PrPSc (also 
called PrP27- 30 or PrPres) could be detected in the CNS 
from infected animals (125) and has been subsequently used 
as a biomarker to identify infected animals (see below).

Diagnosis of Animal Prion Diseases
On the diagnostic front, the first neuropathological descrip-
tion of animal prion diseases characterized the vacuole- 
laden neurons found in scrapie- affected sheep (126). At 
that time, based on the transmissible nature of the diseases, 
they became known as TSEs. Another diagnostic feature 
was the presence of scrapie- associated fibrils (SAFs) in the 

detergent extract of brains from infected animals observed 
by negative- stain electron microscopy (127). However, it 
was the purification of the disease- linked PrPSc and the dis-
covery that it was encoded by the PRNP gene that opened 
up a new age in prion disease diagnosis (125, 128, 129).

Purification of SAFs or PrP27- 30, the PK- resistant core 
of the prion, permitted the development of PrP- specific 
antibodies (Abs) (130, 131). An early application to diag-
nosis that entailed performing PK treatment (a necessary 
step since PrP- specific Abs do not distinguish between PrPC 
and PrPSc) prior to Western blotting was proposed (132). 
An alternative method using immunohistochemistry (IHC) 
was quickly adopted as the “gold standard” for diagnosis of 
TSEs (133) for its greater sensitivity. IHC staining used 
protease treatment or formic acid pretreatment of tissue to 
remove PrPC before addition of Abs, while Western blot-
ting required protease pretreatment. These tests were largely 
confined to academic laboratories and regulatory agencies 
monitoring scrapie. Table 1 lists the animal diseases and the 
clinical and pathological symptoms used to diagnose them 
as prion diseases. Final diagnosis depends on demonstrating 
PrPSc by Western blotting or IHC staining of fixed tissue.

The identification of vCJD in 1996 (134) and the link 
to BSE dramatically affected the demand for sensitive diag-
nostic tests for prion diseases to screen cattle. The diagnostic 
needs were 2- fold. First, there was a need for epidemiologic 
screening, and second, there was a need for a test to ensure 
food safety. While the nature of the infectious agent was still 
under debate, the utility of diagnosis based on the presence of 
PrPres in brain was quickly accepted. Up to this point, animal 
bioassays using mice or hamsters were viewed as the defin-
itive test. However, the long latency between intracerebral 
inoculation and infection, a minimum of 90 days in hamsters 
and >120 days in mice, and the cost of these studies made 
them impractical for screening samples from the abattoir. The 

TABLE 1 Animal prion diseases

Species Disease Route Clinical symptoms Pathology Genetics

Sheep, goats Scrapie Environmental 
contamination; 
vertical 
transmission

Ataxia, tremors, 
behavioral 
changes, pruritus

Spongiosis, astrogliosis, PrPSc 
deposition in CNS, tonsil, 
spleen, lymph nodes, 
nictating membrane (third 
eyelid), muscle, placenta, 
distal ileum, proximal colon

Polymorphisms 
at codons 
136, 154, and 
171 affecting 
susceptibility

Mink Transmissible mink 
encephalopathy

Contaminated feed 
(MBM)a

Behavior, neglected 
grooming, ataxia, 
compulsive biting

Spongiosis in CNS as well as 
astrogliosis

Cattle Bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy

Contaminated feed 
(MBM)

Gait abnormalities, 
tremors, 
aggressiveness, 
hyperreactivity

Spongiosis, PrPSc deposition 
in CNS, spinal cord, retina, 
dorsal root and thoracic 
ganglia, and trigeminal 
ganglion

Deer, elk, 
moose

Chronic wasting 
disease

Environmental 
contamination; 
contaminated 
feed (MBM)

Ataxia, tremor, teeth 
grinding, polyuria, 
polydipsia

Spongiosis in thalamus, 
hypothalamus, midbrain, 
pons, medulla oblongata, 
olfactory bulb, and cortex. 
PrPSc and infectivity found in 
virtually all tissues and fluids

Polymorphisms 
at codons 
96, 132, and 
225 affecting 
susceptibility

Domestic cats, 
large cats 
and exotic 
ungulates

Spongiform 
encephalopathy

Probably BSE- 
contaminated 
feed (MBM)

Behavioral changes, 
ataxia, loss of 
coordination, 
aggressiveness

Spongiosis in neuropil of brain 
and spinal cord. Plaques 
in CNS, PNS, retina, 
lymphoreticular system, 
kidney, and adrenal gland

aMBM, meat and bone meal.
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European Food Safety Agency (EFSA) approved 3 postmor-
tem diagnostic screening tests for cattle from 1999 to 2001 
(Table 2). These approved tests depended on the difference 
in protease sensitivity between PrPC and PrPSc to remove the 
normal prion protein in the sample. Although there have 
been claims of PrPSc- specific monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), 
the difference in affinity was not sufficient for use in assays 
with samples that had not been treated with protease, given 
the great excess of PrPC in the samples (135, 136).

The major time factor in testing was delivery of samples 
from the abattoir to the testing facility. Turnaround time was 
typically >24 hours and, depending on the site of the abat-
toir, could range to >3 days. While point- of- slaughter testing 
was never adopted, Prionics and Prion Developmental Labo-
ratories developed capillary flow test devices that could have 
been used in that application (see below). For all of these 
tests, sample isolation and preparation were a significant is-
sue. Unlike conventional infectious agents that are detected 
in body fluids, the highest titer, and hence greatest sensitivity, 
is obtained from solid CNS tissue. A key determinant of as-
say sensitivity in the postmortem tests was identification of 
the tissue region containing the highest amount of PrPSc. For 
BSE testing, a precisely defined section of the brain stem, the 
obex, was sampled, homogenized, treated with protease, and 
then analyzed (https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/ 
cattle-tse-surveillance-statistics). To facilitate higher 
throughput for sample processing, homogenization of tissue 
samples used devices such as the ribolyzer to produce homog-
enates from multiple samples simultaneously. The ribolyzer 
incorporates ceramic beads in a microcentrifuge tube and a 
modified centrifuge that shakes while it rotates to produce 
the homogenate. The Prionics Western blot used SDS gels 
to separate proteins before transfer to membrane for probing 
with MAb 6H4. One potential advantage of this system is the 
ability to create “glycoform” profiles; the PrP contains two 
nonobligatory N- linked glycosylation sites that potentially 
yield information about specific strains (137). Subsequently, 
the glycoform profile has also been used to distinguish natural 
scrapie from potentially BSE- infected ruminants (138). The 
two enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)- based 
tests prepared the sample in the same way as did Prionics ex-
cept that they used a sandwich assay comprised of two Abs 
to detect the residual PrPSc. The Enfer test differed from the 
CEA/BioRad in that the second Ab used in the Enfer assay 
was fluorescently labeled.

In further rounds, the EFSA validated additional rapid 
postmortem BSE tests as well as rapid TSE tests for ovine and 
caprine animals (see the report entitled “Scientific Opinion 
on the Evaluation of new TSE rapid test submitted in the 
framework of the Commission Call for expression of interest 
2007/S204- 247339 2012” from the EFSA [http://www.efsa 
.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/2660] and references therein). 
With the exception of the Prionics PrioStrip, the tests ap-
proved were largely variants on the ELISA platform. The 
PrioStrip is a chromatographic assay that employs a capture 

Ab in the well of a 96- well plate and a dipstick containing 
two immobilized Abs, one of which is PrP specific and the 
second an IgG control to demonstrate the integrity of the test 
strip. While not as sensitive as the ELISAs, the robust nature 
of this testing modality could have allowed on- site testing, 
although this was never done. As originally, all of these tests 
were dependent on protease treatment to remove the PrPC 
from the sample.

An alternative diagnostic modality is provided by the 
conformational difference between PrPC and PrPSc. Caughey 
and colleagues demonstrated that PrPSc could serve as a seed 
for converting PrPC to a protease- resistant form (139). The 
observation that PrPSc could seed conversion in vitro led 
to the development of the cyclic protein- refolding assays 
PMCA (protein misfolding cyclic amplification) and QuIC 
(quaking- induced conversion), which “amplify” the con-
formationally altered structure in a PrPC substrate. In these 
assays, the test sample is added to PrPC, generally bacterially 
produced recombinant protein, to determine whether there 
is a prion- associated seeding activity in the sample (140, 
141). The major difference between the two techniques, and 
the variants thereof, is that PMCA uses Western blotting of 
amplified, protease- treated samples for detection and in its 
most recent iteration RT- QuIC is a real- time assay employ-
ing thioflavin T to assess the accumulation of amyloid in the 
sample (142). A further refinement to the RT- QuIC assay 
was an immunoprecipitation step to concentrate the seed 
before addition use (143). In addition to concentrating the 
seed, this step also removes inhibitory substances from the 
sample that prevents conversion, which has been a particular 
problem with blood samples. The sensitivity of PMCA has 
been enhanced by the adoption of a novel detection plat-
form, surround optical fiber immunoassay (SOFIA), which 
has provided detection as low as 10 attograms (144). SO-
FIA is based on a sandwich ELISA and also uses Rhodamine 
Red- X coupled to streptavidin. Specially designed hardware 
that enables maximum light collection and very high sen-
sitivity of the method at the same time makes SOFIA less 
accessible for widespread use. However, the significance of 
this is that improving sensitivity at the level of the detec-
tion equipment can reduce the number of cycles required for 
amplification, which in turn reduces the number of false pos-
itives. PMCA- SOFIA has been used to demonstrate prion- 
associated seeding activity in blood (145), urine (146), and 
semen (147). The major limitation of this assay is that the 
detection equipment is still in prototype form. For the first 
time, however, the conformation- based assays offer the possi-
bility of antemortem testing for prion diseases (Table 3).

While they represent a significant improvement in sensi-
tivity relative to Western blotting of samples or ELISAs, the 
conformation- based tests do have some limitations. First, 
test results take a minimum of 1 day and range up to as long 
as 16 days. Second, the tests have been difficult to repro-
duce when moved to new laboratories. In many cases, lab 
personnel needed to visit the lab of the assay developers to 
successfully achieve results similar to those published. One 
reason may be the importance of the PrPC preparation (B. 
Caughey, personal communication). Another difficulty with 
these tests is, like PCR in the early stages of development, 
the generation of false positives due to the sensitivity of the 
tests and the tendency for PrPC to spontaneously undergo 
conversion to an abnormal isoform in vitro. The difficulty in 
standardizing the sonication step in PMCA (148) and the 
inherent tendency of PrPC to undergo spontaneous fibrilliza-
tion in QuIC remain as outstanding problems.

Finally, another test based on conformation that depends 
on epitope masking in structural variants of a protein was 

TABLE 2 Postmortem diagnostic testsa

Company Assay Time (h) Sensitivity 
(dilution)

Prionics Western blot 6–7 (total) ~1:100
CEA/BioRad ELISA 5 ~1:1,000
Enfer ELISA 3 (after sample 

preparation)
~1:100

aData from http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri= 
OJ:L:2001:147:0001:0040:EN:PDF.

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/cattle-tse-surveillance-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/cattle-tse-surveillance-statistics
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/2660
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/2660
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developed by Safar and colleagues (149). In this assay, Abs 
are added to samples in a native state or following denatur-
ation. An Ab that reacts with native PrPC but not PrPSc 
would show different amounts of reaction with native or de-
natured samples. The difference in signal reflects the amount 
of PrPSc in the sample. Sensitivity can be enhanced by the 
selective precipitation of PrPSc using sodium phosphotung-
state (150). In addition, recent studies have demonstrated 
that there are protease- sensitive forms of PrPSc that are asso-
ciated with prion disease (151–153).

HUMAN PRION DISEASES
A unifying feature of all the human prionoses is their neu-
ropathology. These illnesses tend to affect the gray matter of 
the CNS, producing neuronal loss, gliosis, and characteris-
tic spongiform change (1, 3, 4). The latter is a vacuolation 
of the neuropil and, to a variable degree, of the neurons. 
In addition, plaques with the typical staining properties of 
amyloid (e.g., apple- green birefringence after Congo Red 
staining when viewed under polarized light) are observed in 
many of these conditions. In approximately 10% of patients 
with sCJD, amyloid is present in the cerebellum or in the 
cerebral hemispheres. All cases of GSS are associated with 
multicentric cerebellar plaques. These amyloid plaques are 
immunoreactive with Abs to PrP and are not immunoreac-
tive with Abs to other amyloidogenic proteins, such as Aβ 
(which is deposited in AD).

Several different forms of human prion disease exist 
( Table 4). As described above, human prion diseases are 
classified into three groups: sporadic (~85 to 90%), genetic 
(~10 to 15%), and acquired (~1 to 3%) (3, 4).

Kuru
The first human prionosis to be described is called kuru 
(154, 155). This is an illness of the Fore people living in 
the highlands of New Guinea that is thought to be linked 
to ritualistic cannibalism. Presumably, this illness originated 
with the consumption of an initial tribe member that died 
of sCJD. Kuru was once a major cause of death among Fore 
people; however, the disease has virtually disappeared with 
the end of cannibalistic rituals in the 1950s. A peak an-
nual mortality of more than 2% was recorded in some Fore 
villages (155, 156). Human prion diseases have no gender 
preponderance, with kuru being the exception. Women 
had a greater tendency than men to develop kuru because it 
was part of the ritual cannibalism for women to prepare and 
eat the brains (neural tissue has the highest titer of PrPres); 
some Fore villages became largely devoid of young women 
at the peak of the epidemic. Exhibiting symptoms similar to 
those of scrapie, patients present clinically with difficulty 
walking, and they develop progressive signs of cerebellar 
dysfunction (“kuru” means shivering in the Fore language). 
Death occurs approximately 1 year following the onset of 

symptoms. Between July 1996 and June 2004, 11 new cases 
of kuru were documented, suggesting that the incubation 
period of human prion disease can last as long as 56 years 
(that being the length of time following the last known 
cannibalism- related exposure and the onset of clinically 
symptomatic kuru) (157). This is an important fact to con-
sider when evaluating the potential risks to humans for new 
animal prion diseases such as CWD, which have an unclear 
zoonotic potential (2, 78, 112).

The neuropathology of kuru, in common with all prion-
oses to a variable extent, includes widespread spongiform 
change and astrocytosis, as well as neuronal loss affecting 
the cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum. More intraneu-
ronal vacuolation is observed in kuru than in sCJD (see be-
low). In about 70% of cases, amyloid plaques are found, with 
amyloid deposition being a common, but not invariable, ac-
companiment of the prionoses. Carlton Gajdusek’s detailed 
description of this illness led the scrapie scientist W. J. Had-
low to suggest that kuru might be the human homologue of 
scrapie (158). This in turn inspired Gajdusek and his team 
to test whether kuru was also transmissible. In 1965, they 
first showed that kuru was transmissible to chimpanzees, af-
ter a long incubation (159), and Gajdusek was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in 1976 for this work.

Similar to what is seen in sCJD, MM or VV homozygos-
ity at codon 129 is overrepresented in kuru. Interestingly, 
among Fore women over 50 years of age who survived the 
kuru epidemics of the 1950s, there is a marked overrepre-
sentation of the resistant MV genotype at codon 129 (160, 

TABLE 4 Human prion diseases

Disease Mechanism

Kuru Cannibalism
sCJD Spontaneous PrPC- to- PrPSc conversion or 

somatic mutation
iCJD Infection from prion- containing material 

(e.g., dura mater, cornea, electrode, 
hormones)

gCJD Mutations in the PRNP gene
vCJD Infection from consumption of BSE- 

infected meat
GSS Mutations in the PRNP gene
FFI D178N mutation in the PRNP gene with 

M129 polymorphism
Sporadic fatal 

insomnia (or 
sCJD MM2 
thalamic type)

Spontaneous PrPC- to- PrPSc conversion or 
somatic mutation

VPSPr Spontaneous PrPC- to- PrPSc conversion or 
somatic mutation

TABLE 3 Conformation based testsa

Test name Time/sensitivityb Samples Detection method

Protein misfolding cyclic 
amplification (PMCA)

1–16 days/1 
attogram

Brain, blood, CSF, urine, 
semen

Western blotting, SOFIA

Quaking- induced 
conversion (QuIC)

1–3 days/1 
attogram

Brain, blood, CSF, nasal 
fluids

Western blotting, 
thioflavin T detection

Conformation- dependent 
immunoassay (CDI)

2.5–4 h/≤1 ng/ml Brain, plasma Fluorescence, europium- 
labeled Ab

aData from references 267 and 271–287.
bSensitivity depends on the strain/species tested.
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161). A novel PRNP variant, G127V, was found exclusively 
among people living in the region where kuru was prevalent 
and was present in ~50% of otherwise susceptible women 
from regions of highest exposure, who were homozygous 
for methionine at codon 129. This polymorphism was not 
found in patients with kuru or unexposed population groups 
worldwide (156). This is an example of recent human gen-
otype evolution resulting from the selection pressures of an 
infectious human prion disease.

Sporadic Creutzfeldt- Jakob Disease
By far, the most common human prion disease is sCJD, ac-
counting for about 85% of all human prion diseases. sCJD 
is found throughout the world, with an incidence of about 
1 to 1.5 cases per million population per year (3). The peak 
age of onset of sCJD is ~68 years, with a wide range of 12 to 
98 years (162, 163). However, sCJD patients that are <30 
years old are rarely presented (164). The median duration of 
disease is from 4 to 6 months, with death occurring within 1 
year in 90% of cases and another 5% dying in the second year 
of disease (165). Jakob initially described CJD in 1921 (166); 
ironically, the case reported by Creutzfeldt a year earlier is 
probably unrelated to the disease that carries his name.

An issue that has not been fully resolved is how sCJD 
arises. This has been suggested to be the result of either a 
random somatic mutation in the PRNP gene or more com-
monly a spontaneous conformational conversion of PrPC 
to PrPSc (167, 168). Aging is recognized to contribute to 
protein quality control failure in the CNS, and this may be 
a factor in sCJD being an age- related disease. In fact, a re-
cent therapeutic avenue for prion disease, which has shown 
some promise in mouse models, is ameliorating an aberrant 
unfolded protein response (169, 170). An argument in favor 
of the spontaneous- conversion hypothesis is the uniform 
worldwide occurrence of sCJD with no convincing geo-
graphic clustering, with the exception being areas with an 
increased incidence of genetic forms of CJD (i.e., gCJD). 
However, some case- control studies suggest that at least a 
portion of “sporadic” CJD can in fact be related to surgical 
procedures much earlier in life (hence in fact representing 
acquired CJD, i.e., iCJD). In a comparison of 241 patients 
with sCJD from the Australian CJD registry to 784 controls, 
there was an association with past surgical treatments that 
increased with the number to a maximum of three proce-
dures producing an odds ratio of 2.13 (171). In another 
case- control study, using Danish and Swedish registries of 
167 CJD patients compared to 3,059 controls, a similar asso-
ciation was found with past surgical procedures (172). The 
authors conclude, “We provide evidence to indicate that 
surgery, acting with long incubation periods, has constituted 
a risk factor for sCJD.” A more recent risk- based classifi-
cation of surgical interventions found that past procedures 
involving the retina and optic nerve as well as peripheral 
nerves were particularly associated with an increased risk 
of CJD (173). As mentioned above, PrPSc is known to be 
highly resistant to inactivation. Even ashing of the agent at 
600°C does not result in complete inactivation (174). PrPSc 
is also known to bind to metals with a very high affinity (27, 
175), hence perhaps allowing for the low- level contamina-
tion of some surgical instruments. This may be related to the 
reported association of “sporadic” CJD to prior surgical pro-
cedures, in particular, those related to the nervous system, 
many years prior to clinical presentation, discussed above. 
This issue requires further investigation.

Clinically, sCJD is classically characterized by a rapidly 
progressive dementia associated with myoclonic jerks, as 
well as a variable constellation of pyramidal, extrapyramidal, 

and cerebellar signs. However, the clinical presentation can 
be quite variable and is in part a feature of the six molecular 
subtypes that are based on the PRNP codon 129 polymor-
phism (MM, MV, or VV) and the type 1 or type 2 banding 
pattern of PrPres on SDS- PAGE (as introduced above) (49, 
68, 176–178). The most common phenotypes are the MM1 
and MV1 variants, which are combined because they are 
very similar clinically. Together they account for ~50% of 
all sCJD cases (47, 176–178). The onset of symptoms is at 
a mean age of 65 years, and the average clinical duration is 
4 months. Clinical signs typically include rapid cognitive 
decline at onset in almost all cases, with ataxia in about 
50% of cases, as well as myoclonus and visual abnormali-
ties. Periodic sharp wave complexes (PSWCs) are seen on 
electroencephalograms (EEG) in >80% of cases, usually in 
the first 3 months of onset of symptoms (179). Diffusion- 
weighted (DW) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows 
increased signal in the basal ganglia in ~70% of cases and 
involvement of ≥3 cerebral cortical areas in ~50% of cases 
(180). The neuropathology displays the classical features 
of spongiform change, consisting of small vacuoles (2 to 
10 μm) throughout the cortical neutrophil, with the basal 
ganglia and thalamus also affected. Often, the hippocam-
pus and the brainstem are spared. The cerebellum typically 
shows focal spongiform change in the molecular layer. IHC 
with anti- PrP Ab shows a pattern of synaptic type (178). 
The next most frequent type is VV2, also called the ataxic 
variant, consisting of ~15% of cases (47, 176–178). The 
mean age at onset is 60 years, and the mean duration is 6.5 
months. Typically, patients exhibit ataxia with dementia 
quickly developing in the course of the disease. Prominent 
myoclonus is a feature in one- third of the patients. Most 
patients lack the PSWC on EEG. DW MRI sequences com-
monly show increased signal in the basal ganglia and thal-
amus, while cortical signal changes are typically limited to 
the limbic cortex. The spongiform change is of similar fine 
vacuoles as in the MM1/MV1 type, but in the cortex it is 
often laminar and involves mainly the deeper layers. Im-
munostaining with anti- PrP antibodies shows plaque- like 
reactive deposits; however, these are Congo red and thio-
flavin S negative (and therefore not amyloid). The third 
most common type is MV, type 2, comprising ~8% of cases. 
This type is also called the kuru plaque variant. The mean 
age and clinical course are 59 years and 18 months, respec-
tively. Clinically, both ataxia and dementia are prominent 
at disease onset. The longer duration of disease can cause 
diagnostic confusion. It is not usual for these patients to 
survive >2 years. Typically, there are no PSWCs on EEG. 
The DW MRI sequences, like the VV2 type, show abnor-
mal signal in the basal ganglia and thalamus. Specifically, 
the thalamic signal hyperintensity is most commonly seen 
in the pulvinar, sometimes displaying the “pulvinar sign” 
(181). Neuropathologically, a distinctive feature is kuru- 
like plaques in the cerebellum, which are round, dense 
PrPSc immunoreactive deposits that are Congo red positive 
and are also easily seen on hematoxylin and eosin stains. 
These are abundant in the molecular and granular layers of 
the cerebellum but are rare in other cerebral locations. Two 
distinct clinical phenotypes can occur among individuals 
who are MM type 2. The first phenotype, MM2- cortical or 
MM2C, affects ~1% of patients. The mean age at onset is 
65 years, with an average duration of ~17 months. These 
patients present with cognitive deficits and myoclonus, 
but typical EEG findings and visual symptoms are typically 
absent. Ataxia is mild or absent, even late in the clinical 
course. DW MRI hyperintensity is typically seen involv-
ing the temporal lobes, while basal ganglia involvement is 
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absent or limited. Thalamic hyperintensity may be present. 
The neuropathological changes are distinct by the lack of 
cerebellar involvement and by the spongiform change typ-
ically consisting of larger and coarser vacuoles. PrPSc im-
munoreactivity is often found at the rim of these coarse 
vacuoles. The second clinical phenotype associated with 
the MM2 type is also referred to as the sporadic form of 
fatal insomnia or MM2 thalamic type. This variant affects 
<1% of sCJD patients and is clinically characterized by 
insomnia and psychomotor hyperactivity. Motor signs may 
include diplopia, dysarthria, dysphagia, pyramidal tract 
signs, and gait abnormalities. Myoclonus is a typical find-
ing. Typically, there are no PSWCs on EEG and there are 
no signal abnormalities on DW MRI. However, evidence 
of hypometabolism and/or gliosis may be found by fluoro-
deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG- PET) 
and MR spectroscopy, respectively. The neuropathological 
changes principally affect the thalamus and inferior olive, 
consisting of atrophy of these structures, neuronal loss, and 
gliosis. Spongiform change can be absent or limited to focal 
areas of the cerebral cortex. PrPSc immunoreactivity may be 
limited to the entorhinal cortex. The least common molec-
ular phenotype of sCJD is VV1, type 1, also called “early 
onset sCJD,” since the average age at onset is ~39 years, 
with a disease duration of ~15 months (47, 176). Clinically, 
there is a progressive dementia at onset, often with features 
of a frontotemporal dementia. PSWCs are typical absent 
on EEG. Neuropathologically, there is severe fine spongi-
form change affecting the cortex and striatum with relative 
sparing of the cerebellum. PrP immunostaining shows a fine 
punctuate pattern in the cerebral cortex.

Other classical sCJD clinical phenotypes have been rec-
ognized. The Heidenhain variant, seen in ~10% of sCJD 
patients, mostly with the MM1 molecular subtype, is char-
acterized by visual symptoms at presentation, typically visual 
hallucinations, cortical visual deficits, and/or oculomotor 
apraxias (182, 183). The Brownell- Oppenheimer variant 
has ataxia as its major feature, with a typical lack of PSWCs 
on EEG and with striatal DW MRI hyperintensities (182, 
184). This variant is associated mostly with the MV2 mo-
lecular subtype. In addition, there is a panencephalopathic 
form, which has significant involvement of the white mat-
ter, along with severe global atrophy and status spongiosus 
(185–187). This form has been reported primarily in Japan, 
and some have suggested that this type of sCJD is related 
to Wallerian degeneration in the white matter, which may 
occur in patients with a prolonged survival, found among 
cultures in which more extraordinary life extending mea-
sures are taken (3).

In 2008, a new type of sCJD was described, termed vari-
able proteinase- sensitive proteinopathy (VPSPr) (151, 188). 
The defining feature of VPSPr is the Western blot profile of 
PrPSc after PK digestion containing a ladder- like banding 
pattern including at least 4 bands. Relatively few cases have 
been described in the literature so far (151, 188–193). Di-
agnostic criteria for VPSPr remain to be determined, and 
most cases are diagnosed postmortem. The disease affects all 
three codon 129 genotypes, with slightly increased suscep-
tibility with expression of valine. Symptoms include apha-
sia, parkinsonism, cognitive dysfunction, and ataxia. The 
14- 3- 3 protein in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is typically 
negative, and most cases do not have cerebral DW MRI 
hyperintensities. Neuropathologically, there is widespread 
spongiform change consisting of relatively large vacuoles. 
Small amyloid plaques containing PrPSc are often present 
in the cerebellar molecular layer among the MM and MV 
subjects. In these subjects, the PrPSc immunoreactivity is of 

target- like rounded clusters of granules, while in MM sub-
jects a more plaque- like pattern like the one seen in VV2 
sCJD is found (178).

Diagnosis of sCJD

neuroimaging
Currently, the single most accurate method for the diagnosis 
of sCJD is by MRI using DWI (diffusion- weighted imaging) 
and apparent diffusion coefficient sequences, with a reported 
sensitivity of 91 to 96% and a specificity of 92 to 94% (3, 
177, 194, 195). The major patterns of DWI MRI hyperin-
tensities are cortical and subcortical (68% of cases), mainly 
cortical (24%), and predominantly striatal, with or without 
thalamic involvement (5%) (196). MRI abnormalities are 
often seen very early in the disease course, but in some cases 
these will appear only after repeated studies (197). MRI cri-
teria for the diagnosis of sCJD have been published (194).

eeg
The classical EEG pattern in sCJD is PSWCs consisting of 
sharp or triphasic waves that occur about once per second. 
This pattern occurs in about two- thirds of sCJD patients, 
usually after serial EEGs are performed (197). PSWCs, al-
though helpful in making an sCJD diagnosis, can also be 
seen in other conditions, such as Lewy body dementia, 
toxic- metabolic states, anoxic encephalopathy, progressive 
multifocal leukoencephalopathy, AD, and autoimmune en-
cephalitis (197, 198).

surrogate Biomarkers
The ultimate goal of TSE diagnosis is an antemortem test 
that would be sensitive enough to detect prions in body flu-
ids such as blood, CSF, or urine. The standard CSF anal-
ysis of cell count, protein, and glucose is typically normal in 
sCJD. For antemortem diagnosis of sCJD, different proteins 
have been employed in tests that reach high sensitivity and 
are often used to complement clinical neurological assess-
ment. However, none of these tests is 100% specific for 
prion diseases, and so far their use in diagnostics has been 
limited to the advanced stages of disease. In current clinical 
practice, the two widely used markers are CSF 14- 3- 3 pro-
tein and total tau. The American Academy of Neurology 
recommends ordering a CSF 14- 3- 3 protein when CJD is 
suspected (199). The 14- 3- 3 proteins are a group of cyto-
solic proteins that are released into the CSF as a result of 
neuronal damage; hence, all conditions with acute neuro-
nal damage exhibit elevated CSF 14- 3- 3, including auto-
immune, viral, paraneoplastic, or Hashimoto’s encephalitis 
or a recent stroke (178). Rapidly progressive AD or Lewy 
body dementia may also elevate 14- 3- 3 (200, 201). A sys-
tematic review indicated that the sensitivity of 14- 3- 3 was 
92% and the specificity was 80%. Total tau is also used as a 
marker of neuronal damage. Using a cutoff of >1,150 pg/ml 
of total tau in CSF, the reported sensitivity and specificity 
are >90% (202, 203). Other markers for neuronal damage 
have also been explored, such as neuronal specific enolase 
(a glycolytic enzyme) and S- 100β protein (a glial protein), 
but they do not offer any advantage over 14- 3- 3 or total tau 
(201). The use of existing biomarkers, such as PrPSc, and the 
development of new biomarkers and/or methods that would 
enable their detection during preclinical stages will be im-
portant in the future for antemortem diagnosis of prion dis-
eases. PMCA has been reported to be an efficient method 
for the amplification of PrPSc in human tissues and body 
fluids and thus can increase the sensitivity of disease diag-
nosis (204, 205). To lower the detection limit even further, 
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SOFIA was used in conjunction with PMCA for detection 
of PrPSc in human CSF from CJD (206).

As described above for animal prion diseases, the hu-
man prion diseases can also be diagnosed using immu-
nochemical assays (IHC, Western blotting). Because of 
the abundance of PrPSc, CNS tissue is the most common 
and reliable diagnostic material. These methods exploit 
the physicochemical differences between PrPC and PrPSc, 
namely, the resistance of PrPSc to denaturation and pro-
teolytic degradation. However, PK digestion has in recent 
years become somewhat controversial since studies have 
identified PK- sensitive PrPSc that may comprise as much 
as 80% of the PrPSc population (151). Further, it is still 
debated whether PrPTSE is unequivocally associated with 
prion infectivity, as there are occasions in which PrPSc is 
either not associated with infectivity (207) or absent in 
infected hosts (208). Despite these limits, PrPSc remains 
the best available choice for confirming the diagnosis of 
prion diseases and for the identification of prion- associated 
infectivity in tissues and body fluids. Moreover, the profile 
that PrPSc generates in Western blotting, reflecting differ-
ent pathological conformations, is of great help in making 
a correct molecular diagnosis of sCJD and for differentiat-
ing sporadic from variant CJD (209).

In addition to PMCA, QuIC (210) and then real- time 
QuIC (RT- QuIC) have been used for amplification of hu-
man PrPSc (142, 210, 211). The two disadvantages of RT- 
QuIC are the relatively poor performance in amplifying 
PrPSc from vCJD tissues (211) and the failure to reproduce 
the original PrPSc signature, thus impeding the molecular 
diagnosis of sCJD and the distinction between sCJD and 
vCJD.

Safar and colleagues (150) developed an ELISA- 
formatted, dissociation- enhanced time- resolved fluorescence 
detection system, known as the conformation- dependent 
immunoassay, based on specific antibody binding to epitopes 
that are accessible in PrPC but that are unmasked only after 
denaturation of PrPSc. This method does not require PK treat-
ment and is able to recognize different PrPSc conformations. 
The assay was able to discriminate PrPSc signatures in differ-
ent molecular forms of sCJDs, iCJDs, and genetic TSEs (212) 
with a detection limit at a 10−5 dilution of PrPSc from vCJD 
brain used for spiking human normal plasma (213, 214).

Brain Biopsy
The only definitive diagnosis of sCJD is by brain biopsy. 
However, this procedure is currently done less often, given 
the availability of the diagnostic methods discussed above. 
Current neuropathological diagnostic criteria require pos-
itive PrPSc immunoreactivity and the presence of spongi-
form change (215).

Genetic Prion Diseases
The genetics, clinical presentation, and pathological fea-
tures of genetic prion diseases divide them into four types: 
genetic CJD (gCJD), GSS, FFI, and the newly described 
prion disease associated with diarrhea and autonomic 
neuropathy (3, 12, 216–218). Genetic prion diseases are 
sometimes referred to as familial; however, this often is not 
accurate, as studies have shown that up to 60% of genetic 
prion disease cases have no positive family history (219). In 
these cases, previous generations’ family members may have 
been misdiagnosed with other neurodegenerative diseases 
such as AD. Alternatively, there can be an age- dependent 
penetrance or there may be incomplete information on the 
family history.

More than 20 CJD- associated point and octapeptide re-
peat mutations of PRNP are known. gCJD has been linked 
to point mutations leading to amino acid substitutions or 
deletion/insertions in the number of octapeptide repeats (3, 
220). The clinical features of gCJD are extremely variable, 
with inter-  and intrafamily differences reported (234, 235). 
A number of gCJD- associated point mutations have been 
reported, including G131V, D178N (with V129), V180I, 
T183A, H187R, T188K, E196K, E200K, D202N, V203I, 
R208H, V210I, E211Q, Q212P, and M232R (216, 217). 
On average, gCJD is associated with an earlier age at onset 
(<55 years) and a much longer clinical course. However, 
onset may be as late as the 9th decade of life. The codon 
E200K mutation (which is the most common PRNP mu-
tation worldwide) is unusual in that it has been described 
in several unaffected elderly individuals, suggesting that the 
penetrance of this mutation is incomplete (3, 221). The 
penetrance has been calculated to be ~1% at age 40 but is 
closer to 100% after the 9th decade of life (222, 223). CSF, 
EEG, and brain MRI markers are not as sensitive in gCJD as 
in sCJD (3, 217, 220).

GSS was initially described in a large kindred in 1936 
and is a slowly progressive autosomal dominant disease 
(224). It was the first human prion disease in which a mu-
tation in the PRNP gene was discovered (225). The disease 
is rare, with a prevalence in the range of 1 and 10 per 100 
million (12). GSS is most often caused by the P102L muta-
tion in the PRNP gene, but additional mutations at codons 
105, 117, 131, 198, 202, 212, 217, and 218 and insert muta-
tions can also cause the syndrome. Patients with this illness 
present with a slowly progressive limb and truncal ataxia, 
as well as dementia. Death occurs 2 to 12 years following 
presentation. The prominent involvement of the brainstem 
often leads to symptoms suggestive of olivopontocerebellar 
degeneration. The neuropathology of GSS is remarkable in 
that extensive and invariable amyloid deposition occurs, in 
addition to the typical spongiform change, gliosis, and neu-
ronal loss. The amyloid deposits are large and often multi-
centric. On Western blots, the PrPSc of GSS typically shows 
a 7-  to 8- kDa or an 11- kDa band, distinct from the type 1 or 
2 banding patterns seen in sCJD (226, 227). These lower- 
molecular- mass bands are most prominent in areas of the 
brain with the most abundant amyloid deposits. Interest-
ingly, in several kindreds of GSS, extensive neurofibrillary 
tangle (NFT) formation is found (in association with muta-
tions Y145X, F198S, Q217R, and Y218N) (228–230). NFTs 
are an essential feature of AD but are also observed in other 
neurodegenerative conditions.

FFI is only associated with the D178N mutation with a 
methionine at codon 129 (231). Patients with FFI present 
with intractable insomnia, dysautonomia (i.e., hyperther-
mia, hypertension, tachycardia, tachypnea, hyperhydrosis), 
dementia, and motor paralysis. However, the phenotypic 
expression is quite variable even within the same family 
(217, 221, 222, 232). The age of onset is also variable, rang-
ing from 18 to 60 years, but occurs most commonly between 
40 and 50 years of age. Once symptoms begin, the disease 
course ranges from 6 months to 3 years. Because of the di-
versity of clinical presentations of this disorder, genotyping 
is very important for definitive diagnosis. FDG- PET can also 
be helpful in the diagnosis, as a selective hypometabolism 
can typically be seen within the thalamus (221, 222). Neu-
ropathologically, marked atrophy of the anterior ventral and 
mediodorsal thalamic nuclei occurs because of neuronal loss 
and gliosis. Unlike other prionoses, spongiform change can 
be a minor feature or can be absent altogether.
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Recently, a novel human prion disease associated with 
diarrhea and autonomic neuropathy has been described 
(218). This condition is linked to a Y163X truncation mu-
tation in the PRNP gene. The syndrome begins clinically 
with a chronic diarrhea in the patient’s 30s. Next, symptoms 
of a length- dependent axonal and mainly sensory peripheral 
neuropathy begin. Cognitive decline and seizures occur in 
patients in their 40s and 50s. There is systemic deposition 
of PrP amyloid systemically including peripheral nerves 
and the gut, corresponding to the clinical symptoms. Neu-
ropathologically, there are extensive cortical PrP amyloid 
plaques, PrP- related cerebral amyloid angiopathy, and a 
tauopathy. Spongiform change appears to be more limited, 
mainly to superficial cortical areas. The PrP banding pat-
tern after PK digestion is distinct, with a ladder of protease- 
resistant fragments ranging in masses from 10 kDa to >100 
kDa (218). Typical MRI findings are not present in these 
patients. Elevated total tau and 14- 3- 3 levels were found in 
one patient with advanced disease (218).

Iatrogenic Creutzfeldt- Jakob Disease
iCJD was first described in 1974 in a patient who received a 
cadaveric corneal transplant from a patient who was subse-
quently diagnosed with CJD (233). More than 400 cases of 
iCJD have been reported worldwide related to use of cadaver- 
derived human pituitary hormones (growth hormones [hGH] 
and gonadotrophic hormones [hPG]), dura mater grafts, cor-
neal transplants, EEG electrodes, or neurosurgical instru-
ments (234, 235). The greatest number of cases of iCJD are 
related to either hGH (226 cases, mainly in France) or dural 
grafts (228 cases, mainly in Japan) (234, 235). As noted with 
sCJD, susceptibility to infection is linked to the codon 129 
polymorphism, with the majority of iCJD cases being MM 
homozygous (12, 184). Between the late 1950s and 1985, 
about 30,000 children were treated with hGH; it is estimated 
that about 1/100 may have developed iCJD. Presumably, this 
was due to contamination by a cadaveric pituitary infected 
with sCJD during the batch processing (which included 
5,000 to 20,000 cadaveric pituitaries in a single batch). With 
the availability of recombinant hormones, this source of iCJD 
is no longer an issue. The initiation of separate processing of 
individual dura mater grafts since 1987 has also eliminated 
this source of iCJD. The clinical and pathological features 
of iCJD linked to hGH were more similar to those of kuru, 
with prominent cerebellar signs at the onset, with dementia 
only late in the course of disease (184, 236). The incubation 
period range was from 4.5 to over 25 years, with a mean of 12 
years. The features of iCJD linked to dural grafts were more 
similar to those of sCJD, with the incubation period being 
1.5 to 18 years with a mean of ~6 years (234, 235). iCJD 
cases have been greatly reduced in number by increased sur-
veillance in recent years (235). However, one caveat noted 
in the discussion above (“Diagnosis of sCJD”) is that some 
epidemiological evidence suggests that a portion of appar-
ently sporadic CJD cases may be acquired, related to surgeries 
much earlier in life (171–173).

Variant Creutzfeldt- Jakob Disease
vCJD is a novel human prionosis linked to BSE or “mad cow 
disease” (48). BSE caused more than 180,000 cattle deaths, 
mainly in the United Kingdom (3, 48, 237). This disease is 
thought to be caused by meat and bone meal dietary supple-
ments to cattle that were contaminated with scrapie- infected 
sheep or to cattle with BSE. Extensive evidence suggests that 
BSE caused a new type of CJD called vCJD (48, 238). The first 
cases of vCJD were reported in 1995, when CJD was found 

in 2 British teenagers (48, 239, 240). The incidence of BSE 
has greatly declined since 1992 (48). Up to November 2013, 
225 cases (http://www.cjd.ed.ac.uk) were reported worldwide, 
with no new cases in the United Kingdom in 2012 or 2013. 
All cases of vCJD have been methionine homozygous at co-
don 129, with the possible exception of one vCJD case (48, 
241). vCJD patients differ from sCJD patients in that they 
are typically younger, with a median age of ~27 years (range, 
12 to 74 years) (48). The disease duration is longer, ~14.5 
months, and prominent psychiatric symptoms are often the 
presenting feature of vCJD, often for >6 months before clear 
neurological symptoms develop. An EEG rarely shows classic 
PSWCs. The brain MRI typically shows the “pulvinar sign,” 
whereby the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus has hyperin-
tense signal on DWI MRI. This MRI finding is present in 
>85% of vCJD cases on the first examination (242). The 
definitive diagnosis of vCJD is dependent on PrPSc identifi-
cation on brain biopsy or autopsy. PrPSc can also be identified 
in the lymphorecticular system, such as the tonsil (48). Neu-
ropathologically, vCJD shows abundant PrPSc deposition in 
multiple fibrillary plaques surround by a halo of spongiform 
vacuoles, called “florid plaques” (48). Although the number 
of vCJD patients is declining, as discussed above, three cases 
of vCJD infection associated with blood transfusion have also 
been reported (48). Furthermore, a recent survey of 32,441 
appendix samples in the United Kingdom has indicated a 
vCJD subclinical infection rate of ~1:2,000 (95), largely con-
sistent with four prior prevalence surveys (94, 243–245). This 
suggests that a substantial number of United Kingdom indi-
viduals might be carriers of vCJD. It is unclear if any of these 
subclinically infected individuals will ever develop clinical 
vCJD. However, this represents a substantial pool of patients 
for a possible secondary spread of prion infection. At present, 
no effective method for screening blood for vCJD contami-
nation exists (246, 247), although such assays are under de-
velopment (248, 249). Therefore, the risk of further cases of 
vCJD occurring due to blood transfusion remains a distinct 
possibility. This highlights the need to develop better diag-
nostic means for the specific identification of PrPSc or prion- 
associated seeding activity in biological fluids.

EMERGING RISKS OF FUTURE NOVEL PRION 
DISEASES
The divergent clinical and neuropathological features of the 
more recent additions to the list of human prion diseases, such 
as FFI, VPSPr, and the recently described prion disease associ-
ated with diarrhea and autonomic neuropathy, highlight the 
wide spectrum of diseases associated with PrPSc accumulation 
and suggest that there may be other human illnesses that 
have yet to be recognized as a prionosis. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant area of concern for a further outbreak of human prion 
disease relates to CWD in North America. CWD appears to 
be the most infectious prionosis to date, affecting free- ranging 
and farmed ungulates (white- tailed deer, mule deer, elk, and 
moose) (78, 250–252). CWD was first described in 1967 and 
was recognized to be a prion disease in 1978 on the basis of 
brain histopathology (78, 250, 252–254). CWD has been de-
tected in 19 states in the United States, two Canadian prov-
inces, and South Korea (78, 252, 255). Up to 90% of captive 
cervids have been reported to be prion positive, while in the 
wild the prion infection prevalence has been reported to be 
as high as 50%. The cervid population in the United States is 
estimated to be ~33 million, a large at- risk population. Trans-
mission of CWD is mainly horizontal via a mucosal/oral route 
(252, 256, 257). CWD has been shown to be transmissible to 

http://www.cjd.ed.ac.uk
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nonhuman primates (squirrel monkeys) by two groups using 
intracerebral inoculation (258, 259). Significantly, a recent 
study also showed CWD to be orally transmissible to squirrel 
monkeys (259). Interestingly, the clinical symptoms of CWD 
infection in the CWD- infected monkeys resembled a wasting 
syndrome rather than more typical symptoms such as ataxia, 
leading to the speculation that if CWD was transmitted to 
humans and presented in a similar manner, the disease would 
not be identified as a prion disease without neuropathological 
evaluation (something that is done on a very small propor-
tion of patient deaths) (259). CWD has also been shown to 
be transmissible to sheep, cattle, fallow deer, reindeer, and 
several North American rodents (prairie voles, mice, and 
ferrets), which can scavenge on CWD carcasses (260–265). 
These animals can enter the human food chain directly or 
indirectly by accidental inclusion in grain and forage. Large 
predators of cervids in the wild are, not surprisingly, prefer-
entially killing incapacitated CWD- infected animals, raising 
the possibility of further cross- species spread (266). Thus far, 
studies using transgenic mice expressing human PrPC have 
failed to show transmission of CWD, indicating that this 
presents a more significant species barrier than BSE to human 
transmission (267–269). On the other hand, two different 
strains of CWD have been identified to date, with the likeli-
hood that there may be more (79, 270). The possibility that 
these other, future strains of CWD will have greater poten-
tial for human spread remains to be explored. Recent studies 
have also shown evidence for strain- dependent, peripheral 
infection in humanized transgenic mice challenged by cervid 
prions (Q. Kong, unpublished results). Hence, CWD presents 
a significant threat to human populations, again highlighting 
the need to develop assays that can specifically detect PrPSc 
infection in biological fluids. Recent technologies that in-
clude PMCA- SOFIA and RT- QuIC are showing great prom-
ise at fulfilling this critical need.

CONCLUSION
Prion diseases continue to present a diagnostic and thera-
peutic challenge to clinicians and researchers worldwide. 
There are many aspects of prion biology that remain unclear; 
we still do not know the precise physical nature of the in-
fectious agent, the molecular and biochemical mechanisms 
underlying associated neurodegeneration, or the physiologi-
cal function of PrPC. Current diagnostic methods are based 
mainly on the physicochemical differences between PrPC 
and PrPSc, which, to date, are the only reliable markers for 
TSEs. The tests differ mainly at the level of the detection 
methods. Although the diagnostic tools currently available 
for prion diseases are less sensitive than those available for 
other infectious diseases, continued technological advances 
are being made. In addition, the search for additional mark-
ers for the detection of TSEs is of utmost importance. Sev-
eral approaches to detect additional surrogate markers have 
already been undertaken. Furthermore, assessment of ther-
apeutic advances are dependent on disease diagnosis and 
biomarker monitoring. Interestingly, with increasing under-
standing of neurodegenerative processes, it appears that pro-
tein misfolding and subsequent propagation of rogue proteins 
are a generic phenomenon shared with diseases caused by 
tau, α- synucleins, and β- amyloid proteins. Consequently, 
effective antiprion agents may have wider implications. In 
the past decade, research on prion diseases has advanced our 
knowledge and understanding of basic prion biology, and this 
trend will trigger further advances in disease diagnosis and 
therapeutics.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is the etiologic 
agent of AIDS. The clinical manifestations of AIDS were first 
recognized in 1981 (1). Search for the cause of this severe cellu-
lar immune dysfunction led to isolation of lymphadenopathy- 
associated virus in 1983 (2). The following year, additional 
researchers isolated cytopathic retroviruses from persons with 
AIDS, which they termed human T- lymphotrophic virus type 
III (3, 4). These viruses were soon confirmed to be identical, 
and in 1986 the International Committee on Taxonomy of 
Viruses named the virus causative of AIDS HIV (5). Genetic 
sequences of HIV have been identified retrospectively in hu-
man plasma specimens from as early as 1959 (6). It is esti-
mated that approximately 75 million people worldwide have 
become infected with HIV. In the United States, the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that 1.1 
million persons are living with HIV.

HIV exists as two major viral species. Both are mem-
bers of the genus Lentivirus within the family Retroviridae. 
HIV type 1 (HIV- 1), identified first, is the more virulent 
of the two and responsible for the majority of AIDS cases 
worldwide. HIV- 2, first isolated in 1986, has biological and 
morphologic properties similar to those of HIV- 1 but differs 
from HIV- 1 in some of its antigenic components (7). HIV- 2 
is less pathogenic and has a more limited geographic distri-
bution than HIV- 1. Both HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 are related to 
simian immunodeficiency viruses, which are found in 26 dif-
ferent species of African primates but do not cause disease 
in their native hosts (8). A schematic of virus structure is 
shown in Fig. 1. HIV- 2 has a comparable structure, and the 
major proteins of diagnostic significance for each virus type 
are shown in Table 1.

Laboratory Markers of HIV Infection
Analyses of specimens from seroconversion panels have es-
tablished the dynamics of HIV- 1 viremia after infection and 
the sequential appearance of different laboratory markers. 
The approximate times at which different markers appear 
have been estimated from multiple sources and are outlined 
schematically in Fig. 2 (9–12).

Immediately after HIV infection, low levels of HIV- 1 
RNA might be present intermittently, but no viral markers 
are consistently detectable in plasma (13). Within approxi-
mately 5 to 28 days after infection (median, ~10 days), HIV- 1 
RNA becomes detectable by nucleic acid testing (NAT) in 

plasma, and quantities increase to very high levels (9, 10). 
Next, HIV- 1 p24 antigen is expressed, and quantities rise 
to levels that can be detected by antigen/antibody combo 
immunoassays within 4 to 10 days after the initial detection 
of HIV- 1 RNA (11, 12). However, p24 antigen detection is 
transient because, as antibodies begin to develop, they bind 
to the p24 antigen and form immune complexes that inter-
fere with p24 assay detection unless the assay includes steps 
to disrupt the antigen- antibody complexes (14, 15). Next, 
immunoglobulin M (IgM)- class antibodies, which can be 
detected by antigen/antibody combo, and antibody immu-
noassays, which detect IgM, are expressed 3 to 5 days after 
p24 antigen is first detectable, 10 to 13 days after the appear-
ance of viral RNA (10–12, 16). Finally, IgG- class antibodies 
emerge and persist throughout the course of HIV infection. 
Immunoassays designed to detect only IgG exhibit consid-
erable variability in their sensitivities during early infection, 
becoming reactive 18 to 38 days or more after the initial 
detection of viral RNA (10, 12). The antigenic targets for 
the majority of the circulating antibodies directed against 
the virus are shown in Table 1.

The pattern of emergence of laboratory markers is highly 
consistent and allows classification of HIV infection into 
distinct laboratory stages. The phases are as follows. (i) The 
eclipse period is the interval after infection with HIV when 
no laboratory markers are consistently detectable. (ii) Acute 
HIV infection is the interval between the appearance of de-
tectable HIV RNA and the first detection of antibodies. Its 
duration depends on the design of the antibody immuno-
assay used and the sensitivity of the immunoassay during 
seroconversion. (iii) The seroconversion window period is 
the interval between infection with HIV and the first detec-
tion of antibodies. Its duration depends on the design of the 
antibody immunoassay and the sensitivity of the immuno-
assay during seroconversion. (iv) Established HIV infection 
is the stage characterized by a fully developed IgG antibody 
response sufficient to meet the interpretive criteria for a pos-
itive Western blot or immunofluorescence assay (IFA) (17).

HIV Testing Algorithms
Accurate laboratory diagnosis of HIV infection relies on 
testing algorithms that maximize overall sensitivity and 
specificity by employing a sequence of tests in combina-
tion and applying decision rules for resolving discordant 
test results. Beginning in 1989, the diagnostic algorithm 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch72
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for HIV testing in the United States, recommended by the 
CDC and the Association of Public Health Laboratories 
(APHL), began with screening using a sensitive HIV- 1 an-
tibody immunoassay. Specimens with repeatedly reactive 
initial immunoassays were then tested with a more specific 
HIV- 1 antibody test, either the HIV- 1 Western blot or the 
HIV- 1 indirect IFA, to validate those results (18). In 1992, 

the CDC recommended specific testing for both HIV- 1 and 
HIV- 2 antibodies if demographic or behavioral information 
suggested that HIV- 2 infection might be present, if there 
was clinical evidence or suspicion of HIV disease in the 
absence of a positive test for antibodies to HIV- 1, and in 
cases in which the HIV- 1 Western blot exhibited an unusual 
indeterminate pattern. At that time, the CDC also recom-
mended that laboratories initiating testing with an HIV- 1/
HIV- 2 antibody immunoassay conduct additional, more- 
specific tests to detect the presence of antibodies against 
HIV- 2 if the HIV- 1 Western blot was negative or indetermi-
nate (19). In 2004, the CDC recommended confirmation of 
all reactive rapid HIV test results by either HIV- 1 Western 
blotting or the HIV- 1 IFA, irrespective of results of inter-
mediate immunoassays that may have been conducted (20).

Since those recommendations were issued, improved 
immunoassays, an HIV- 1 NAT and differentiation immu-
noassays that distinguish HIV- 1 from HIV- 2 antibodies, 
received FDA approval for use in the diagnosis of HIV in-
fections (43, 44). These developments resulted in the CDC 
and APHL issuing updated recommendations for laboratory 
HIV diagnostic testing in 2014. The updated algorithm em-
ploys an initial HIV- 1/2 antibody/p24 antigen combination 
immunoassay followed by an antibody assay that differenti-
ates HIV- 1 from HIV- 2 and, if necessary, a NAT to identify 
HIV RNA before antibodies develop. The currently rec-
ommended laboratory algorithm was designed to improve 
detection of acute/early HIV infection, improve diagnosis 
of HIV- 2 (important for appropriate clinical management), 

FIGURE 1 Structure of the HIV virion. The HIV genome consists of three major genes that encode the 
viral enzymatic and structural proteins: group- specific antigens or capsid proteins (Gag), polymerase, pro-
tease, and integrase enzymes (Pol), and envelope glycoproteins (Env). The nomenclature of viral proteins 
indicates either “gp” for glycoprotein or “p” for protein, followed by a number indicating its molecular 
weight in thousands. The major components of diagnostic utility for HIV- 1 include envelope proteins 
(gp160, gp120, gp41), the gag core gene proteins (p55, p24, p17), and polymerase gene proteins (p66, p51, 
p31). HIV- 2 proteins are similar but differ somewhat in the molecular weights of the three gene products 
(refer to Table 1).

TABLE 1 Major HIV proteins of diagnostic significance

HIV gene and products
Viral protein in:

HIV- 1 HIV- 2

env
 Precursor gp160 gp125
 External glycoprotein gp120 gp105
 Transmembrane glycoprotein gp41 gp36
pol
 Reverse transcriptase p66 p68
 Reverse transcriptase p51 p53
 Endonuclease p31 p31a

gag
 Precursor p55 p56
 Core p24 p27
 Matrix p17 p16

aThe molecular weight of p31 is 34,000.
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decrease result turnaround time, allow more locations to 
conduct the first supplemental test, and not significantly 
increase the cost of HIV testing. A schematic diagram of 
the current laboratory algorithm recommended by the CDC 
and APHL is shown in Fig. 3, and the full set of guidelines 
(82) can be found at the following link: http://www.cdc.gov/
hiv/pdf/hivtestingalgorithmrecommendation- final.pdf.

In addition to diagnostic assays, genotypic and pheno-
typic resistance assays guide the selection of antiretroviral 
regimens, and quantitative viral load assays that can detect 
fewer than 50 viral copies per ml are useful for prognosis 
and to monitor the response to therapy. These tests, while 
not strict diagnostic assays, are very important prognostic 
testing tools for monitoring and guiding the health care of 
HIV- infected individuals.

SEROLOGIC TESTS
As mentioned above, diagnosis of HIV infection has typi-
cally been accomplished via detection of HIV antibody us-
ing a sensitive initial immunoassay validated by a subsequent 
supplemental test. Because HIV infection typically persists 
for the lifetime of the individual and the initial infection 
may be minimally symptomatic, most patients who are iden-
tified by antibody detection are in the clinically latent or 
later phases of the illness. Immunoassays for HIV antibody 
are rapid and economical, but they suffer an important lim-
itation because of the window period, i.e., the time between 
initial infection and the expression of detectable antibody. 
During the eclipse and window period, active viral repli-
cation and high levels of viremia occur. Different types of 
antibody immunoassays have different window periods, as 
indicated in Fig. 2, but all tests based on detection of anti-
body miss patients during early infection. Recognition that 

the risk of transmission from persons with acute infection 
is much higher than that from persons with established in-
fection and indications of the clinical benefits from antiret-
roviral treatment during acute HIV infection have served 
as the impetus to adopt techniques that detect HIV earlier 
after initial infection (21–26). Antigen/antibody combina-
tion immunoassays and an HIV- 1 NAT that allow earlier 
detection of HIV have received FDA approval and are now 
considered essential components in HIV diagnosis.

Laboratory Assays
HIV immunoassays based on different design principles are 
generally grouped into generations. Immunoassays for labo-
ratory use consist of enzyme immunoassay (EIA) and che-
miluminescence immunoassay (CIA) methods. Most of the 
commonly used assays incorporate specific antigens for the 
detection of HIV- 1 group M and O and HIV- 2. HIV anti-
gens (and, in fourth- generation assays, anti- p24 antibodies) 
are adsorbed to a solid phase, usually plates, beads, or tubes, 
which bind HIV antibodies (or p24 antigen) in the speci-
mens. Antibodies (and, with fourth- generation assays, p24 
antigen) are conjugated to enzymes (alkaline phosphatase or 
horseradish peroxidase) or to acridinium esters. The indirect 
EIA format uses an enzyme- labeled antiglobulin conjugate 
(first-  and second- generation assays); the antigen sandwich 
EIA and CIA formats used in third-  and fourth- generation 
assays use a conjugate with enzyme- labeled HIV antigens (or 
anti- p24 monoclonal antibodies). With an EIA, the result 
is a color change, measured as optical density by a spectro-
photometer, proportional to the amount of antibody (or an-
tigen) in the specimen. CIA results are expressed in relative 
light units, also proportional to the amount of antibody (or 
antigen) in the specimen. Results are compared to internal 
control values; a result with a signal- to- cutoff ratio of >1.0 

FIGURE 2 Time course of appearance of laboratory markers for HIV- 1 infection. Units for vertical axis 
not given because the magnitude differs for RNA, p24 antigen, and antibody. Adapted data from reference 
9 and updated with data from references 10–12.

http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/hivtestingalgorithmrecommendation-final.pdf
http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/hivtestingalgorithmrecommendation-final.pdf
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is considered to be reactive. Both EIAs and CIAs are suit-
able for automation. CIAs generally have a shorter process-
ing time and wider dynamic range than EIAs. They have 
also been developed for random- access immunochemistry 
platforms with the potential to make laboratory- based HIV 
testing simpler and faster. In fact, some CIAs can produce 
results in a time frame similar to those of non- laboratory 
rapid tests and are a good alternative to rapid tests in situa-
tions where blood can be drawn and processed.

All third- generation antibody assays and the fourth- 
generation antigen/antibody assays report 100% sensitivity 
in their package inserts for specimens known to have HIV 
antibodies. For the fourth- generation antigen/antibody 
assays, the analytical sensitivity for p24 is reported to be 
between 5.2 and 18.39 pg/ml of p24. The specificity range 
reported for the third- generation assays is 99.58 to 99.92%. 
The specificities reported by the manufacturers for the an-
tigen/antibody combo assays range from 99.72 to 99.87%. 
Analyses of specimens from seroconversion panels have es-
tablished the approximate time of detection by the different 
generations of immunoassays. Estimates derived from sev-
eral data sources are outlined schematically in Fig. 2 (9–12). 
Commercial assays currently available in the United States 
are summarized in Table 2.

Cautionary Remarks
The prevalences of HIV- 1 group M subtypes and circulat-
ing recombinant forms (CRFs) vary geographically. All 
subtypes and most CRFs are found in sub- Saharan Africa. 
Subtype B is the predominant strain in the United States, 
Europe, Canada, and Australia. However, the prevalence of 
non- B subtypes in these countries is increasing. The most 
recent estimates for the United States indicate that non- B 
infections account for approximately 3 to 5% of HIV infec-
tions (27, 28). Current HIV immunoassays reliably detect 
the overwhelming majority of HIV- 1 group M, B, and non- B 
subtype infections (11, 12). Group O infections remain rare 
in the United States. While HIV- 1 group O infections can 

be missed by immunoassays that do not contain specific re-
agents for the detection of antibody to group O, most cur-
rently available assays now incorporate group O peptides 
(Table 2).

Immunoassays specific for the detection of HIV- 1 anti-
bodies can detect HIV- 2 infections due to cross- reactivity to 
HIV- 1 antigen present in the assay. However, levels of de-
tection of HIV- 2 infection by HIV- 1- only immunoassays are 
highly varied: different assays detect 51 to 100% of HIV- 2 
infections (11). The ability of HIV- 1/2 and HIV- 2 assays to 
detect HIV- 2 infections must be demonstrated for the assays 
to obtain approval by regulatory agencies, and most cur-
rently available FDA- approved HIV- 1/2 assays incorporate 
gp36 antigen for reliable detection of HIV- 2 (Table 2).

As with any assay capable of processing large numbers of 
test specimens at any one time, immunoassay methodology 
is subject to a number of technical drawbacks that should be 
considered. These range from procedural errors in the han-
dling of samples, such as mislabeling of specimens, to defi-
ciencies in the manual or automated performance of sample 
processing, such as well- to- well carryover during pipetting 
and the resultant contamination of neighboring wells. A 
false- positive result can also be caused by inadequate wash-
ing of the specimen or incorrect dilution of the sample or 
of any one of the assay reagents. Usually such false- positive 
reactions are corrected either by repeating the assay or by 
testing with another manufacturer’s enzyme- linked immu-
nosorbent assay kit. Apart from these purely technical con-
siderations, the causes of false- positive immunoassay results 
may be both varied and obscure.

Rapid Immunoassays
The logistics of conventional laboratory HIV immunoassays 
require phlebotomy and, typically, a follow- up visit for test 
results after the specimen has been processed. This compli-
cates HIV testing for many hard- to- reach populations for 
which phlebotomy is impractical; many persons may also 
fail to return for their test results. In addition, an immediate 

FIGURE 3 CDC and APHL recommended laboratory diagnostic HIV testing algorithm showing se-
quence of follow- up testing. Ag, antigen.
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HIV test result is medically desirable under certain circum-
stances when antiretroviral prophylaxis should be initiated 
promptly, for example, in assessment of the source patient 
after an occupational blood or body fluid exposure and for 
pregnant women in labor whose HIV status is unknown. To 
meet these needs, rapid HIV tests that are suitable for use 
at the point of care (POC) as well as in clinical laboratories 
have been developed.

Rapid HIV immunoassays are single- use devices that use 
either immunoconcentration (flowthrough) or immuno-
chromatographic (lateral- flow) principles (29). Flowthrough 
assays require the sequential addition of specimen, conju-
gate reagent, and a clarifying buffer through a membrane. 
Lateral- flow assays contain all necessary reagents and are 
extremely simple to perform because they require the ad-
dition of only specimen or specimen and buffer. Rapid tests 
differ in their required specimen volumes (range, 3 μl to 50 
μl for whole blood, serum, or plasma) and processing times 
(range, 1 to 20 min). Rapid tests that can use direct, unpro-
cessed specimens (whole blood or oral fluid) have been clas-
sified as CLIA waived by FDA and are regulated differently 
under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments 
(CLIA) (83); they are especially well suited for testing 
outside traditional laboratory settings. There are currently 
nine rapid HIV antibody tests that are FDA approved in the 
United States and a multitude of other assays that are avail-
able outside the United States. Descriptions of the currently 
FDA- approved tests are shown in Table 3. Furthermore, one 
of these tests, OraQuick by OraSure Technologies, has been 
FDA approved for over- the- counter purchase and home use 
with oral fluid specimens (30, 31).

Cautionary Remarks
Disadvantages of rapid assays include their subjective inter-
pretation, possible errors if the reader has vision problems, 
such as color blindness, and the potential for procedural er-
rors when performed by less- skilled personnel (32, 33). Ac-
curate specimen volumes must be dispensed and tests read 

within specified time limits, control lines must be observed, 
and instructions must be followed carefully. Rapid tests are 
useful primarily for small- volume testing. Accurate timing 
of steps can be adversely affected when multiple specimens 
are tested simultaneously. Nevertheless, rapid HIV tests have 
become valuable tools for clinical situations in which rapid 
results are essential and for outreach settings (34).

Published studies suggest that rapid HIV antibody immu-
noassays perform similarly to laboratory- based conventional 
immunoassays in identifying established HIV infection 
(35). For example, package inserts state that sensitivities 
range from 99.6 to 100% for all of the available rapid tests 
when used with blood specimens known to contain HIV 
antibodies. Specificities for antibody- only rapid tests range 
from 99.7 to 100% according to package inserts. However, 
most use colloidal gold bound to protein A for detection 
of IgG antibodies; the sensitivity of plasma seroconversion 
panels is similar to those of second- generation conventional 
immunoassays. Comparative studies of rapid tests performed 
on oral fluid, whole blood, and serum demonstrate that 
rapid tests identify fewer HIV infections than conventional 
laboratory immunoassays, and sensitivity with oral fluid 
specimens is lower than that with whole blood or serum 
in persons from populations with increased prevalences of 
early HIV infection (36, 37). One rapid HIV test that de-
tects and distinguishes HIV antibodies and p24 antigen, the 
Alere Determine HIV Combo, has received FDA approval 
(Table 3). Its overall sensitivity is similar to those of third- 
generation assays; the sensitivity of the antigen component 
is lower than those of laboratory- based fourth- generation 
assays (37–39).

Alternative Specimens for Antibody Testing
Alternative specimens to blood, serum, or plasma for HIV 
antibody testing include oral fluid, urine, and dried blood 
spots (DBS). These may be useful in testing patients who 
are reluctant to undergo phlebotomy or who have poor 
vascular access, in mass- screening settings, in locations in 

TABLE 2 FDA- approved conventional laboratory HIV immunoassays

Test Markers used for detection Analyte(s) detected Generation

Conventional EIAs
 Avioq HIV- 1 Microelisa system Viral lysate, native gp160 IgG antibodies 2nd
 Bio- Rad GS HIV- 1/2 PLUS O Recombinant p24, gp160, HIV- 2 gp36, 

synthetic group O peptide
IgG and IgM antibodies 3rd

 Bio- Rad GS HIV Combo Ag/Ab EIA Synthetic gp41, recombinant gp160, HIV- 2 
gp36, synthetic group O peptide, p24 
monoclonal antibodies

IgG and IgM antibodies, p24 
antigen

4th

Chemiluminescence assays
 Abbott Architect HIV Ag/Ab Combo Synthetic and recombinant gp41 and HIV- 2 

gp36, group O peptide, p24 monoclonal 
antibodies

IgG and IgM antibodies, p24 
antigen

4th

 Ortho Vitros Anti- HIV 1+2 Recombinant p24, gp41, gp41/120, HIV- 2 
gp36

IgG and IgM antibodies 3rd

 Bio- Rad BioPlex 2200 HIV Ag- Aba Recombinant gp160, synthetic HIV- 1 group 
O peptide, HIV- 2 gp36 peptide, p24 
monoclonal antibodies

IgG and IgM antibodies, p24 
antigen

4th

 Siemens Advia Centaur HIV 1/O/2 Recombinant gp41/120, p24, HIV- 2 gp36, 
synthetic group O peptide

IgG and IgM antibodies 3rd

 Siemens Advia Centaur HIV Ag/Ab 
Combo

Recombinant HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 antigens, 
HIV- 1 group O peptide antigen, anti- p24 
antibodies

IgG and IgM antibodies, p24 
antigen

4th

aThis assay has the ability to differentiate between analyte reactivities.
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which phlebotomy is impossible, in infants, and for sero-
prevalence studies. It is essential to employ only specimen 
collection systems and testing methods designed and vali-
dated for the specific specimen type. Oral fluid is a complex 
mixture of secretions from several different sets of glands, as 
well as transudated plasma from the capillaries of the gum 
and mucosa. Glandular secretions of saliva contain primar-
ily secretory IgA, which is not a reliable target for diagnostic 
testing. Most IgG in the oral cavity derives from the crevic-
ular space between the gums and the teeth and not from sal-
ivary glands, or can be obtained by inducing an oral mucosal 
transudate. The OraSure specimen collection device is de-
signed to collect oral mucosal transudate for conventional 
testing with an FDA- approved oral- fluid- based HIV- 1 EIA 
and Western blot. Two rapid tests are FDA approved for use 
with oral fluid as well as whole blood and plasma specimens 
(Table 3). DBS, after appropriate elution, can be tested for 
HIV antibody, p24 antigen, and HIV RNA and produce re-
sults comparable to those from matched serum or plasma 
specimens when the reduced sample volumes contained in 
DBS are taken into consideration.

Cautionary Remarks
None of the newer immunoassays that allow detection of 
IgM antibodies and p24 are approved for use with DBS (Ta-
ble 2). Data indicate that infection is detected later when 
oral fluid specimens are used than when blood specimens 
are used (36, 40).

DIRECT DETECTION

p24 Antigen Assays
In the early days of the AIDS epidemic, p24 antigen test-
ing played an important role as a tool for the diagnosis, 

prognosis, and evaluation of antiretroviral activity and for 
monitoring of HIV- 1- infected cultures. In 1996, the FDA 
approved the Coulter HIV- 1 p24 antigen assay (Coulter 
Co., Miami, FL) for screening blood products. This test was 
used for screening blood and plasma donors in the United 
States for a few years until it was replaced with more- 
sensitive nucleic acid tests in 1999 (55). Currently, there 
are no FDA- approved, stand- alone p24 antigen tests, and 
the use of individual p24 antigen assays is very limited in 
the United States. However, standalone p24 assays are still 
utilized by laboratories in various other countries as part of 
their HIV testing algorithm.

NUCLEIC ACID TESTING

HIV RNA Qualitative Assays

Aptima HIV- 1 RnA Qualitative Assay
Presently, the Aptima HIV- 1 RNA qualitative assay is the 
only nucleic acid test (NAT) that is FDA approved for diag-
nosis of HIV- 1. The assay is intended for detection of HIV- 1 
in serum and plasma, which has utility for the identification 
of acute and neonatal HIV- 1 infection. The sample prepara-
tion, amplification, and amplicon detection steps occur in a 
single tube. During the sample preparation step, HIV- 1 RNA 
is isolated from clinical specimens by hybridization to target- 
specific, oligonucleotide- bound magnetic microparticles. 
The target RNA is amplified via transcription- mediated am-
plification, followed by detection of the amplified material by 
a hybridization protection assay (HPA), which involves cap-
ture via a chemiluminescent labeled oligonucleotide comple-
mentary to the amplicon sequence. The assay is capable of 
detecting virus sequences within HIV- 1 groups M, N, and O, 
with a limit of detection of 30 RNA copies/ml. The Aptima 
assay does not detect HIV- 2.

TABLE 3 FDA- approved rapid and POC HIV tests

Test Manufacturer Specimen types CLIA category Antigen(s) 
represented

Yr of FDA 
approval

OraQuick Advance 
rapid HIV- 1/2 
antibody test

OraSure Technologies, 
Inc.

Oral fluid, whole blood, 
plasma

Waived; moderate 
complexity

gp41, gp36 2002

Reveal G3 Rapid 
HIV- 1 antibody test

MedMira, Inc. Serum, plasma Moderate complexity gp41, gp120 2003

Uni- Gold 
Recombigen HIV- 
1/2

Trinity Biotech Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Waived; moderate 
complexity

gp41, gp120, gp36 2003

Multispot HIV- 1/
HIV- 2 rapid testa

Bio- Rad Laboratories Serum, plasma Moderate complexity gp41, gp36 2004

Alere Clearview HIV 
1/2 Stat Pak

Alere Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Waived; moderate 
complexity

gp41, gp120, gp36 2006

Alere Clearview 
Complete HIV 1/2

Alere Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Waived; moderate 
complexity

gp41, gp120, gp36 2006

INSTI HIV- 1 
antibody test kit

bioLytical Laboratories Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Waived; moderate 
complexity

gp41, gp36 2010

Chembio DPP HIV 
1/2 assay

Chembio Diagnostics Oral fluid, whole blood, 
serum, plasma

Moderate complexity gp 41, gp120, gp36 2012

Alere Determine HIV 
1/2 Ag/Ab combo

Alere Scarborough Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Moderate complexity gp41, gp120, gp36; 
p24 antibodies

2013

Bio- Rad Geeniusb Bio- Rad Laboratories Whole blood, serum, 
plasma

Moderate complexity gp41 2014

aThis assay was FDA approved for screening or as a supplemental assay. The interpretive criteria used differ depending on the application.
bThis assay was FDA approved for supplemental testing only.
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NAT Platforms on the Horizon for HIV Testing

Point- of Care nAts
NAT is restricted primarily to centralized laboratories, 
since the platform characteristics preclude testing in de-
veloping countries or other resource- limited settings. Viral 
load platforms are costly and require extensive training 
and laboratory resources, including space for the dedicated 
equipment. Although the platforms are typically high- 
throughput platforms, the turnaround time is relatively 
high and test results cannot be provided during the same 
office visit. Sample collection, storage, and shipment pre-
sent a challenge for most POC settings, especially since 
care must be taken in order to preserve the integrity of 
the RNA for viral load testing. Dried blood spots have im-
proved sample collection in resource- limited settings, as 
they are easier to transport and are stable at room tempera-
ture; however, they still must be shipped to a centralized 
laboratory for testing. Implementation of viral load testing 
at the POC is critical in order to avoid loss to follow- up 
and clinical progression. Thus far, NAT at the POC is not 
feasible, though several rapid NAT technologies are in 
development or in the early stages of commercialization. 
To highlight a few promising technologies, the following 
rapid NAT platforms are available commercially for other 
pathogens and are currently in development or in early- 
phase distribution for HIV: Alere q HIV- 1/2 Detect (Alere 
Technologies, Jena, Germany), Liat HIV (Roche Molec-
ular Branchburg, NJ), GeneXpert (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, 
CA), and a simple amplification- based assay (SAMBA) 
(Cambridge, United Kingdom). Currently, none of the 
HIV tests are FDA approved or available for purchase in 
the United States, but several have received CE marks 
(Alere, Cepheid, and SAMBA).

Alere q HIV- 1/2 Detect
The Alere q HIV- 1/2 Detect is a fully automated, portable 
real- time PCR platform for quantitative detection of HIV- 1 
and HIV- 2 in whole blood or plasma. The assay is intended 
for detection of early infant diagnosis and acute/early in-
fection at the POC or in resource- limited settings (41). A 
total of 25 μl of blood from a finger stick, venous blood, 
or plasma is added directly to the preloaded test cartridge, 
and the cartridge is immediately placed in the analyzer. The 
analyzer has a touchscreen interface and integrated battery 
for use if electricity is not available. The total run time for 
detection of HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 results is approximately 1 h. 
Internal controls are incorporated into each test cartridge. 
The Alere q is optimized to detect group M (A to H), group 
N, group O, CRFs, and HIV- 2 groups A and B.

Liat
Like the Alere q HIV- 1/2 Detect, the Liat (lab- in- a- tube) 
HIV Quant VL assay is a fully automated platform that can 
be used with either whole blood or plasma (42, 43). The sam-
ple preparation, target amplification, and amplicon detec-
tion occur in a single disposable tube, which is encoded with 
a barcode. All of the assay reagents, along with an internal 
RNA control, are prepackaged in segments of the Liat tube, 
which are separated by peelable seals. The clinical sample 
is added directly to the Liat tube with a disposable pipette, 
the barcode on the tube is scanned by the Liat analyzer, and 
the tube is placed in the analyzer. The tube compartments 
are compressed by an actuator in the analyzer to expose the 
reagents needed for the next step in the process. Sample 
processing involves silica magnetic bead extraction, fol-
lowed by multiplexed real- time reverse transcription- PCR 

(RT- PCR) amplification. The Liat analyzer has a display 
screen with a keypad that indicates test time remaining and 
final test result, which is achieved within 30 to 35 min. One 
of the drawbacks of the current Liat platform for POC use is 
that the testing cartridges require cold storage at 4°C. Both 
qualitative and quantitative assays are being finalized.

GeneXpert
The GeneXpert is a fully automated rapid real- time PCR 
platform. The sample processing, amplification, and 
fluorescence- based detection are all performed in a single- 
use, microfluidic cartridge, which is preloaded with all of 
the test reagents. The GeneXpert platform is currently 
available in 1- , 2- , 4- , 16- , 48- , or 80- module configura-
tions to customize throughput. The modules are stackable 
to reduce space requirements. For HIV- 1 detection, the 
GeneXpert platform supports a qualitative and quantita-
tive version of the assay, the Xpert HIV- 1 Qual and Xpert 
HIV- 1 viral load assays, respectively. For the HIV- 1 Qual 
assay, 100 μl of blood and 750 μl of sample reagent are 
added to the test cartridge, while the HIV- 1 viral load assay 
requires 1 ml of plasma. After transfer of the clinical spec-
imen to the cartridge, the cartridge is scanned and placed 
in the module to begin the run. The GeneXpert platform 
can also be used with dried blood spots. Unlike the Alere 
q and Liat analyzers, the GeneXpert modules do not con-
tain a display screen but communicate with an external 
computer. The total test time is approximately 90 min for 
both the Xpert HIV- 1 Qual and Xpert HIV- 1 viral load 
assay. A new, even- more- simplified instrument for run-
ning Cepheid GeneXpert assays (Omni) is projected to be 
available in 2016 and will be capable of easy transport and 
battery- powered operation.

Simple Amplification- Based Assay
The SAMBA is available in two different formats: SAMBA 
I and II. SAMBA I is intended for semiautomated batch 
testing and can run four samples at a time or 24 to 48 sam-
ples a day (44, 45). SAMBA II is fully automated, and 
individual assay modules can be added to the system to cus-
tomize throughput. The assay modules are controlled by a 
display module, which is linked via Bluetooth. Each display 
module can support up to 16 assay modules. The SAMBA 
platform supports the following tests: whole- blood qualita-
tive, plasma semiquantitative, and whole- blood semiquan-
titative. The intended use for the whole- blood qualitative 
test is early infant and acute- infection diagnosis, while the 
plasma semiquantitative and whole- blood semiquantitative 
assays are for therapy monitoring. The display module con-
tains an integrated barcode scanner, which is used to scan 
the barcode on the cartridge box to identify the specific test 
and to scan the sample identifier. Unlike with most other 
rapid NAT platforms, the SAMBA involves isothermal 
amplification of target sequences. Test results are obtained 
within 90 min by a lateral- flow- based visual readout. The 
disposable, preloaded cartridges are stable at room tempera-
ture and have been shown to maintain stability at room 
temperature or at 37°C for up to a year.

Cautionary Remarks
HIV NAT testing has utility in screening high- risk individ-
uals suspected of having had recent exposures, since RNA is 
the first marker of infection that can be detected in plasma 
(9). However, it is known that RNA detection is not always 
reliable in persons with established infections. It has been 
shown that approximately 2 to 4% (46) of specimens from 
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patients with established HIV infections are not reactive/
positive for HIV RNA (11, 47).

Supplemental Assays for HIV
Initial screening immunoassays for HIV are optimized 
to provide very high sensitivity, often at the expense of 
specificity. HIV diagnostic testing therefore relies on 
a sequence of tests used in combination to improve the 
accuracy of HIV laboratory diagnosis. Specimens that 
are nonreactive in the initial immunoassay are generally 
considered HIV negative. If the initial immunoassay re-
sult is reactive, it must be followed by one or more sup-
plemental tests. Four assay methods are FDA approved 
as supplemental tests: HIV- 1 Western blotting, indirect 
IFA, HIV- 1/HIV- 2 anti body differentiation assay, and 
qualitative HIV- 1 RNA assay. The following Web link 
lists licensed and approved tests: http://www.fda.gov/
BiologicsBloodVaccines/ BloodBloodProducts/Approved 
Products/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonorScreening/
InfectiousDisease/UCM080466. Both the Western blot 
and the IFA are highly specific, but because they rely on 
viral lysate antigens and anti- human IgG conjugates, they 
detect HIV- 1 later during seroconversion than most cur-
rently available conventional initial immunoassays and 
thus may produce false- negative or indeterminate results 
(9, 10). In addition, because of cross- reactivity, the HIV- 1 
Western blot has been interpreted as positive for HIV- 1 in 
46 to 85% of specimens from persons infected with HIV- 2 
(48–50). An HIV- 1/HIV- 2 antibody differentiation assay 
was approved by the FDA in 2013 for use as a supplemen-
tal test and for differentiation of HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 anti-
bodies. Because the differentiation assay uses an indirect 
EIA format with an anti- human IgG conjugate, it also 
detects HIV antibodies later during seroconversion than 
most currently available conventional initial immunoas-
says (51, 52).

Historically, the HIV- 1 Western blot has been the gold 
standard for HIV diagnosis (18). The Western blot owes 
its specificity to separation and concentration of viral com-
ponents. A viral lysate of HIV is applied in a gel under an 
electric field; the mixture of viral components is separated 
by their molecular weights into specific “bands.” Each viral 
component becomes relatively pure as it is separated. Com-
ponents are blotted separately onto a membrane which is cut 
into strips. The testing laboratory incubates the strips with 
patient serum, plasma, or dried blood spot eluates and then 
develops the reaction with an enzyme- labeled anti- human 
antibody. Antibodies to the following HIV- 1- associated an-
tigens can be detected: gp160, gp120, p66, p55, p51, gp41, 
p31, p24, p17, and p15. Additional viral bands may be de-
scribed by some manufacturers, and the molecular weights of 
some antigens might vary slightly between assays produced 
by different manufacturers. Because Western blot antigens 
are prepared from HIV grown in cell culture, non-viral cel-
lular proteins may be present on the nitrocellulose strip and 
lead to nonspecific reactions. The interpretation of HIV- 1 
Western blots predominantly follow CDC guidelines. A pos-
itive result requires detection of at least two of three antigens: 
p24, gp41, and gp120/gp160 (18). The absence of all bands 
is a negative result. The presence of HIV- associated bands 
not meeting the criteria for positivity or the presence of non- 
viral bands is interpreted as an indeterminate result. After a 
reactive initial HIV- 1/HIV- 2 immunoassay, additional nega-
tive or indeterminate HIV- 1 Western blot testing specific for 
HIV- 2 antibodies was recommended (19). Western blots that 
include HIV- 2 antigens (e.g., gp36 or gp105) are available 

outside the United States, but none are FDA approved. Line 
immunoassays employ a principle similar to that of the West-
ern blot, but recombinant or synthetic antigens are placed on 
the strip instead of viral lysate antigens from an electropho-
retic gel. This approach has the advantage of using only viral 
antigens in the reaction mixture, eliminating the background 
from cross- reactivity with nonspecific cellular proteins. The 
manufacturer also has control over the quantity and type of 
antigens represented and can include HIV- 2 and group O an-
tigens to confirm these infections with a single assay (53). 
The INNO- LIA HIV I/II Score test (Innogenetics, Ghent, 
Belgium) is a line immunoassay widely available outside the 
United States.

The Fluorognost HIV- 1 IFA (Sanochemia) has been used 
as both an initial screening test and a supplemental test for 
HIV- 1 infection with serum, plasma, and dried blood spot 
eluates. HIV- infected and uninfected lymphocytes are fixed 
on a slide. The slide is incubated first with patient serum 
and then with a fluorescently labeled anti- human antibody 
(54). For interpretation, patterns of fluorescence in infected 
and uninfected cells are compared for each patient speci-
men; fluorescence on the infected lymphocytes that exceeds 
that from nonspecific antibody binding on the uninfected 
lymphocytes is interpreted as a positive result. Considerable 
skill is required, and indeterminate results can be produced 
for patients with autoantibodies and other conditions. In 
addition to being used as an independent supplemental test, 
IFA can be used to resolve indeterminate HIV- 1 Western 
blots. An HIV- 2- specific IFA has been described, but it is 
not FDA approved.

The Multispot HIV- 1/HIV- 2 rapid test (Bio- Rad Lab-
oratories, Redmond, WA) is a flowthrough rapid EIA that 
differentiates HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 antibodies in a single- use 
cartridge. Microscopic particles are coated separately with 
a synthetic gp41 peptide and recombinant gp41 antigen for 
HIV- 1 and a synthetic gp36 peptide for HIV- 2. The micro-
particles are immobilized separately on the reaction mem-
brane in three separate test spots. Antibodies against HIV- 1 
or HIV- 2 in the test specimen bind to the antigens in the 
spots on the membrane. Alkaline phosphatase- labeled goat 
anti- human IgG is added to the cartridge and binds to the 
antibody/antigen complexes immobilized in the spots. When 
development reagent is added to the cartridge, a purple 
color develops at the spots in proportion to the amount of 
antibodies present. The membrane is examined visually for 
the presence of purple color on the test spots. Reactivity at 
both gp41 spots is required to define a positive supplemen-
tal HIV- 1 test result; reactivity at only one HIV- 1 spot is in-
terpreted as indeterminate. The sensitivity of the Multispot 
antibody differentiation assay for established HIV infection 
is comparable to that of the HIV- 1 Western blot, but it pro-
duces fewer indeterminate results and accurately identifies 
HIV- 2 antibodies, including those in specimens misclassified 
as HIV- 1 by the HIV- 1 Western blot (51, 52, 55, 56). Because 
of cross- reactivity, approximately 0.4% of reactive specimens 
remain dually reactive at the HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 spots after 
recommended dilution procedures (52). Although most 
dually reactive specimens represent HIV- 1 infections with 
cross- reactivity to HIV- 2 (57), one U.S. study of five dually 
reactive specimens found detectable HIV- 2 RNA in the one 
specimen with strong HIV- 2 reactivity, suggesting that strong 
reactivity at the HIV- 2 spot indicated the need for further 
investigation with HIV- 2 NAT (56).

Recently, another rapid assay designed for differentiation 
of HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 antibodies has been FDA approved as 
a supplemental test. This test, the Geenius HIV 1/2 supple-
mental assay (Bio- Rad Laboratories, Redmond, WA) is an 

http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonorScreening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080466
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonorScreening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080466
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonorScreening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080466
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonorScreening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080466
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immunochromatographic test. The Geenius HIV 1/2 sup-
plemental assay cassette contains antibody- binding protein 
A, which is conjugated to colloidal gold dye particles, and 
HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 antigens (gp36 HIV- 2 envelope peptide, 
gp140 HIV- 2 envelope peptides, p31 HIV- 1 polymerase 
peptide, gp160 HIV- 1 envelope recombinant protein, gp41 
group M and O HIV- 1 envelope peptides, and p24 HIV- 1 
core recombinant protein), which are bound to the mem-
brane’s solid phase. The sample is applied to the sample- 
plus- buffer well. After the sample and buffer have migrated 
onto the test strip, additional buffer is added to the buffer 
well. The buffer causes the specimens and reagents to flow 
laterally and facilitates the binding of antibodies to the 
antigens. In a reactive sample, the antibodies are captured 
by the antigens immobilized in the test area. The protein 
A- colloidal gold binds to the captured antibodies, causing 
development of pink/purple lines. When there are no HIV 
antibodies, there are no pink/purple lines in the test area. 
The sample continues to migrate through the membrane, 
and a pink/purple line develops in the control (C) area, 
which contains protein A. In the FDA- approved version, 
the results are read with a reader that incorporates a stan-
dardized algorithm to make a final determination of HIV- 1 
or HIV- 2 reactivity (58, 59).

The Aptima HIV- 1 qualitative assay is FDA approved 
for detection of HIV- 1. HIV- 1 RNA in the test specimen 
is hybridized to capture nucleotides homologous to highly 
conserved regions of HIV- 1. The hybridized target is then 
captured onto magnetic microparticles and separated from 
plasma in a magnetic field. Target amplification occurs via a 
transcription- based nucleic acid amplification. Detection is 
achieved by chemiluminescence- labeled nucleic acid probes 
that hybridize specifically to the amplicon. The chemilumi-
nescent signal, measured in a luminometer, is reported as 
relative light units. Analytical sensitivity is 30 copies/ml 
of HIV- 1 RNA. The HIV- 1 qualitative RNA assay can be 
used for the diagnosis of acute HIV- 1 infection in serum or 
plasma from patients without antibodies to HIV- 1 and as 
a supplemental test, with specimens repeatedly reactive for 
HIV antibodies.

Cautionary Notes
Some tests, such as Western blotting and the Geenius assay, 
are designed to be used only as supplemental assays. Use of 
either of these tests as screening assays may result in false- 
positive or false- negative results.

While HIV- 1 RNA levels are generally very high in re-
cently infected individuals, HIV- 1 is undetectable in 2 to 4% 
of HIV- 1 Western blot- positive specimens from infected per-
sons (11, 46, 47, 59) and thus one of the reasons why NAT is 
currently not the second step in the lab diagnostic algorithm 
recommended for use in the United States. Quantitative 
HIV- 1 and HIV- 2 RNA and DNA NAT are also available 
but are not FDA approved for HIV diagnosis http://www.fda 
.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ 
ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonor 
Screening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080.

Nucleic acid testing technology is subject to contami-
nation due to the highly sensitive nature of the technique. 
Extreme care should be taken to separate pre-  and postam-
plification specimens and reagents.

PROGNOSTIC HIV TESTING
Following HIV- 1 diagnosis or presentation of clinical symp-
toms associated with infection, HIV RNA viral load assays 
are used as a clinical tool to monitor disease prognosis. Viral 

load assays measure HIV- 1 RNA in plasma as a means of 
monitoring the response to antiretroviral therapy, adher-
ence to treatment, or virological failure, which, in turn, aids 
clinicians in making decisions about treatment changes. 
Studies strongly indicate that HIV- 1 RNA levels are predic-
tive of transmission risk; therefore, viral load assays may be 
used to guide treatment- for- prevention interventions (60). 
In the United States, viral load testing is the standard for 
assessing care in patients (61, 62), and five commercial as-
says are FDA approved for the quantification of HIV- 1 RNA 
in plasma; however, only three of these assays can still be 
obtained in the United States from the manufacturer: Ab-
bott RealTime HIV- 1, Roche COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS 
TaqMan HIV- 1 v2.0, and Roche Amplicor HIV- 1 Monitor 
v1.5. None of the viral load platforms are intended for di-
agnosis, donor screening, or detection of HIV- 2 (Table 4).

RealTime HIV- 1
The RealTime HIV- 1 assay is an RT- PCR- based, automated 
platform that quantitates HIV- 1 RNA in human plasma. 
The automated m2000 system includes two components: 
the m2000sp for sample preparation and the m2000rt for 
real- time amplification and detection. Prior to sample pro-
cessing, an internal control RNA sequence is added to the 
clinical specimen to ensure quality control of sample pro-
cessing and amplification steps. Magnetic particles capture 
RNA in the sample, and bound nucleic acids are washed, 
eluted, and transferred to a 96- well plate. At this point, 
the assay plate is transferred to the m2000rt component for 
amplification of the target by real- time RT- PCR. Detection 
of the amplicon is mediated by a 5′ fluorochrome- labeled 
oligonucleotide probe that is complementary to the target 
sequence. In the absence of the target amplicon, the probe 
is bound to a shorter complementary sequence that contains 
a quencher molecule at the 3′ end. In the presence of tar-
get amplicon, the probe will preferentially bind the ampli-
con and dissociate from the quencher sequence, allowing 
fluorescence emission. Quantitation is based on a standard 
curve generated from two controls included in the assay kit.

There are several advantages to the RealTime HIV- 1 as-
say. The test is designed to quantify all group M, N, and O vi-
ruses and CRFs, with a broad linear range of 40 to 10,000,000 
RNA copies/ml. There is also a reduced risk for carryover am-
plicon contamination since the amplification and detection 
steps are carried out in a sealed 96- well optical plate.

COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV- 1
The COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV- 1 test 
version 2.0 is an automated platform based on real- time 
TaqMan technology for detection of HIV- 1 in plasma. Auto-
mated sample processing is performed by the COBAS Am-
pliPrep instrument, and automated amplification/detection 
is carried out on the COBAS TaqMan analyzer or COBAS 
TaqMan 48 analyzer. Docking the COBAS TaqMan ana-
lyzer to the AmpliPrep instrument creates a fully automated 
system. Alternatively, the amplification tubes can be man-
ually loaded into the COBAS TaqMan 48 analyzer. Sample 
processing involves a silica- based extraction method. The 
target RNA binds to silica- coated magnetic glass particles. 
An internal- control quantitation standard is added to the 
clinical sample along with the lysis buffer. After sample 
processing, the target RNA is added to the amplification 
mixture and transferred to the COBAS TaqMan analyzer 
or COBAS TaqMan 48 analyzer for amplification and de-
tection, involving a fluorochrome- labeled oligonucleotide 
probe/quencher pair. Viral load is quantitated based on the 
threshold cycle of the QS standard, which is added at a 

http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonor%20Screening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonor%20Screening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonor%20Screening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080
http://www.fda.gov/BiologicsBloodVaccines/BloodBloodProducts/ApprovedProducts/LicensedProductsBLAs/BloodDonor%20Screening/InfectiousDisease/UCM080
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TABLE 4 Nucleic acid tests

Type of test Test(s) Manufacturer Intended use Amplification 
method

Detection range 
(no. of RNA 
copies/ml)d

Specificities

Qualitative 
RNA

Aptima HIV- 1 RNA 
qualitative assaya

Gen- Probe, Inc., 
San Diego, CA

Diagnostic Transcription- 
mediated 
amplification

30–ND HIV- 1 groups M, 
N, and O

Viral load RealTime HIV- 1b Abbott Molecular, 
Des Plaines, IL

Patient 
monitoring, 
quantification

Real- time RT- 
PCR

40–10,000,000 HIV- 1 groups M 
and O, CRFs

COBAS AmpliPrep/
COBAS TaqMan 
HIV- 1 version 
2.0b

Roche 
Diagnostics, 
Indianapolis,  
IN

Patient 
monitoring, 
quantification

Real- time RT- 
PCR

20–10,000,000 HIV- 1 groups M 
and O, CRFs

Amplicor HIV- 1 
Monitor version 
1.5

Roche 
Diagnostics, 
Indianapolis,  
IN

Diagnosis 
of HIV, 
qualitative

RT- PCR 400–750,000 
(standard), 
50–100,000 
(ultrasensitive)

HIV- 1 group M

Point of care Alere q HIV- 1/2 
Detectc

Alere, 
Technologies, 
Jena, Germany

Proposed 
diagnostic use 
and patient 
monitoring

Real- time RT- 
PCR

ND HIV- 1 groups 
M, N, and O, 
CRFs, HIV- 2 
groups A and B

Liat systemc Roche Molecular 
Diagnostics, 
Branchburg,  
NJ

Proposed 
diagnostic use 
and patient 
monitoring

Real- time RT- 
PCR

100–1,500,000 HIV- 1 groups M 
and O, HIV- 2

GeneXpert (Xpert 
HIV- 1 viral load 
and Xpert HIV- 1 
Qual)c

Cepheid, 
Sunnyvale,  
CA

Proposed 
diagnostic use 
and patient 
monitoring

Real- time RT- 
PCR

40–10,000,000 
(Xpert HVI- 1 
viral load)

HIV- 1 groups M, 
N, and O

SAMBA (SAMBA I 
and SAMBA II)c

Diagnostics 
for the Real 
World, Ltd., 
Cambridge, 
United 
Kingdom

Proposed 
diagnostic use 
and patient 
monitoring

Isothermal 
amplification

ND HIV- 1 groups M 
and O

aCurrently FDA approved for diagnostic use.
bCurrently FDA approved for patient monitoring (viral load).
cNot currently FDA approved.
dND, not determined.

constant concentration to each sample. Like the RealTime 
HIV- 1 assay, the COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan 
HIV- 1 assay has the ability to quantify all group M, N, and 
O viruses, including CRFs4, with a broad detection range of 
48 to 10,000,000 copies/ml.

Amplicor HIV- 1 Monitor
The Amplicor HIV- 1 Monitor can be performed with the 
standard or UltraSensitive specimen processing procedure, 
which quantitates HIV- 1 RNA in plasma over a range of 
400 to 750,000 copies/ml or 50 to 75,000 copies/ml, respec-
tively. The standard procedure includes a sample lysis step, 
followed by RNA precipitation with alcohol, while the ul-
trasensitive procedure involves ultracentrifugation of the 
virus particles in the sample prior to lysis and precipitation 
of the nucleic acid. A known concentration of QS RNA is 
added to each specimen along with the lysis reagent for qual-
ity control. Amplification of HIV- 1 RNA in the plasma is 
mediated by RT- PCR, followed by PCR of the cDNA. One 
of the advantages of the Amplicor assay is the use of dUTP in 

the deoxynucleoside triphosphate mix. The enzyme uracil- 
N- glycosylase is added in the master mix reagent, which 
catalyzes the cleavage of DNA containing dUTP. Any 
contaminating amplicon from prior amplification reactions 
is destroyed at the start of the reaction, but the target am-
plicon is not affected. Colorimetric detection of the target 
amplicon is mediated by a probe- bound microplate contain-
ing sequences complementary to the target and QS. RNA 
is quantitated relative to the QS, which is a noninfectious 
RNA molecule with the same sequence as the target. The 
probe- binding sequence on the microplate distinguishes the 
QS amplicon from the target amplicon. A disadvantage of 
the Amplicor HIV- 1 Monitor is that the assay has a smaller 
dynamic range than the RealTime HIV- 1 and COBAS Am-
pliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV- 1 assays. The Amplicor assay 
is also optimized for the detection of group M subtypes only.

Cautionary Remarks
Biological variation of HIV- 1 RNA levels among clinically 
stable patients has been estimated to be approximately 0.3 
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log10. The abilities of commercial assays to be reproduced 
range from 0.1 to 0.3 log10 depending on the region of the 
assay’s dynamic range. Numerous studies comparing the 
performances of the conventional FDA- approved viral load 
assays show high correlations between assays in terms of net 
changes in plasma RNA levels after antiretroviral therapy 
(63–65). Early assays showed larger variations in absolute 
values between assays with the same sample, but current- 
generation assays have been standardized so that the dif-
ferences in values between assays are narrowing. The two 
real- time RT- PCR assays show improved correlation and 
agreement between viral load values (66). Although there 
is improved overall agreement between the different viral 
load assays, it is still considered optimal for patient care to 
monitor viral load values over time with the same assay.

HIV- 1 RNA load testing is sometimes requested to re-
solve equivocal serologic findings, to facilitate the diagnosis 
of HIV- 1 infection during the acute phase of infection, or 
to diagnose disease in children. Viral load tests can be per-
formed for these purposes with a physician’s order, but they 
are not approved by the FDA for the diagnosis of HIV- 1 
infection and they should be validated within a laboratory 
prior to routine use for these purposes. False- positive results 
can be obtained because of contamination during specimen 
processing, carryover of amplified products, or selection of 
incorrect thresholds for defining positivity.

ANTIVIRAL SUSCEPTIBILIES

Drug Resistance Testing
Antiviral drug resistance testing is an essential element in 
the management of antiretroviral therapy. Testing is im-
portant for the selection of initial regimens because of the 
prevalence of transmitted drug resistance in therapy- naive 
patients and is a recommendation of the Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS). The HHS recommen-
dations are updated periodically and can be found in refer-
ence 62. Drug resistance testing is also important for the 
selection of alternative antiretroviral treatment for patients 
who are failing their current regimen due to the develop-
ment of antiviral resistance.

The clinical utility of HIV resistance testing has been 
evaluated in a number of prospective randomized clinical 
trials (67–69). Patients whose antiretroviral treatment was 
based on the results of resistance testing had greater de-
creases in viral load than patients in whom the antiretrovi-
ral regimen was based on prior antiretroviral usage, and the 
use of resistance testing to guide treatment is cost- effective 
(70, 71). Two types of methods are available to assay for 
HIV resistance. Genotyping tests examine the population of 
viral genomes in the patient sample for the presence of mu-
tations known to confer decreased susceptibility to antiret-
roviral drugs. Phenotypic assays measure viral replication of 
the patient’s virus in the presence of antiretroviral drugs. 
In addition, HIV tropism assays have become important to 
evaluate susceptibility to HIV entry inhibitors that inhibit 
viruses using the CCR5 coreceptor for cell entry. Table 5 
provides a list of the currently available commercial HIV- 1 
resistance and tropism assays.

Genotyping Assays
The initial steps of genotypic assays for antiviral drug re-
sistance include extraction of viral RNA from plasma and 
RT- PCR to amplify viral RNA sequences which code for 
portions of the viral genome that are targeted by antiretro-
viral drugs. These sequences include genes in the pol region 

of the virus for reverse transcriptase, protease, and integrase, 
as well as envelope regions related to the entry inhibitors. 
The nucleotide sequence is determined and examined for 
the presence of known resistance mutations. This can be 
accomplished most commonly using automated sequencing 
technology. The nucleotide sequence of the gene(s) of inter-
est is obtained and compared to the sequence of wild- type 
virus to identify resistance mutations. The process requires 
alignment and editing of the sequence, comparison to the 
wild- type sequence, and final interpretation to identify mu-
tations associated with resistance to specific antiretroviral 
drugs. FDA- approved kits containing sequencing reagents 
and the software programs required for sequence alignment 
and interpretation are commercially available. The Trugene 
HIV- 1 genotyping kit, the OpenGene DNA sequencing 
system (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics), and the ViroSeq 
HIV- 1 Genotyping System (Abbott Molecular) have been 
found to perform in equivalent manners (72), although 
the Trugene kit may be coming off the market. These tests 
detect mutations in the reverse transcriptase and protease 
genes but do not detect mutations associated with resistance 
to the integrase or CCR5 inhibitors. The databases used for 
interpretation of resistance mutations require regular updat-
ing, as the number of new antiretroviral drugs continues to 
expand (http://hivdb.stanford.edu/).

One limitation of genotypic assays is that they are able 
to detect only mutants comprising major fractions of the pa-
tient’s virus; resistant variants must constitute at least 25 
to 30% of the virus population (73). Although the clinical 
significance of resistance mutations present at low levels re-
mains to be fully elucidated, there is evidence that minor 
mutations which are missed by standard genotyping assays 
can lead to failure of subsequent treatments (74). Because 
standard genotyping assays lack sensitivity for low- frequency 
drug resistance mutations, efforts are under way to increase 
sensitivity by various methods, including PCR- based assays 
(75) and single- genome analysis (76). These techniques are 
not FDA approved, and the single- genome sequencing ap-
proach is not yet a practical clinical tool because the process 
is expensive and labor- intensive. However, next- generation 
sequencing technologies offer the promise of decreasing the 
cost of sequencing, and evaluations of this approach for 
clinical laboratories are under way (77).

Phenotyping Assays
Phenotyping assays measure the ability of HIV- 1 to grow in 
the presence of various concentrations of an antiretroviral 
agent. The amount of drug required to inhibit virus replica-
tion by 50% or by 90% is determined and given as a 50% 
or 90% inhibitory concentration (IC50 or IC90). The IC50 or 
IC90 obtained with the patient sample is compared to that of 
a control wild- type virus, and the result is reported as a rela-
tive difference. Early phenotypic resistance assays were labor- 
intensive because they necessitated the isolation and culture 
of HIV from the patient’s specimen. Currently, commercially 
available methods use HIV- 1 RNA amplified from plasma 
and are based on recombinant DNA technology. These phe-
notypic assays are automated but remain labor- intensive and 
technically complex. One such commercial assay is avail-
able from Monogram Biosciences (South San Francisco, 
CA). The first step involves extraction of HIV- 1 RNA from 
plasma. Reverse transcription and PCR amplification of the 
protease and reverse transcriptase genes follow. The ampli-
fied genes from the patient’s specimen are then inserted into 
vectors, and recombinants are used in culture to examine 
resistance against a drug concentration gradient. The Pheno-
Sense assay (Monogram Biosciences) uses an HIV- 1 vector 

http://hivdb.stanford.edu/
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with a luciferase reporter gene that replaces the viral enve-
lope gene, allowing viral replication to be quantified by mea-
suring luciferase activity. PhenoSense tests are also available 
to measure resistance to the entry inhibitor and integrase 
inhibitors. As with genotypic testing, the phenotypic assays 
can detect only mutant variants that comprise at least 25% 
of the viral population. The combination of genotyping and 
phenotyping tests may offer a benefit to patients by better 
resolving potentially conflicting test results.

Tropism Assays
A new CCR5 inhibitor, maraviroc, has brought about a 
need for a tropism assay, because the drug is effective only 
against virus that uses CCR5 as a coreceptor for entry. The 
drug is not active against CXCR4- tropic virus or dual- 
tropism or mixed- tropism virus. The tropism assay must be 
performed prior to initiating maraviroc or any other CCR5 
inhibitor to determine whether the virus is CCR5 tropic. 
As with drug resistance assays, there are two general ap-
proaches in use, and two tropism assays are commercially 
available. The Trofile (Monogram Biosciences) uses the 
phenotypic approach, and the SensiTrop II HIV core-
ceptor tropism assay (Pathway Diagnostics, Malibu, CA) 
uses the genotypic approach. For the Trofile assay, the env 
gene from the patient is amplified and used to construct 
pseudoviruses. Coreceptor tropism is then determined by 
measuring the ability of the pseudoviral population to in-
fect CD41/U87 cells that express either CXCR4 or CCR5. 
Depending on which cells they infect, the viruses are then 
designated CXCR4 tropic, CCR5 tropic, or tropic to both. 
The SensiTrop assay uses a heteroduplex tracking assay 
combined with sequence analysis to identify minor viral 
populations that may be CXCR4 tropic. Only patients that 
are solely CCR5 tropic are candidates for a CCR5 inhibi-
tor. Resistance to maraviroc has been reported and results 
from the development of mutations that allow the virus to 

use CXCR4 coreceptors or mutations that lead to structural 
changes in the envelope that prevent the drug from being 
effective (78, 79). In addition to the commercially avail-
able tropism assays, research tools are being developed for 
the prediction of virus tropism, including prediction of af-
finity for CCR5 binding (80) and next- generation sequenc-
ing to predict viral quasi- species binding to CXCR4 (81).

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
All laboratories that report results for clinical care must 
have a quality assurance program in place. This includes 
quality control and proficiency testing to ensure the ac-
curacy of laboratory results. Such a program consists of 
written policies and procedures that the laboratory has im-
plemented to ensure that its performance is acceptable to its 
clients and regulatory agencies. Information related to the 
Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act can be found at the 
Web link https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/
Legislation/CLIA/index.html?redirect=/clia/.

CONCLUSIONS
HIV diagnostic and prognostic assays have continued to 
evolve as information has been gained about virus replica-
tion, therapy, and the importance of timely diagnosis and 
monitoring. As a result of this evolution, new tests and al-
gorithms that allow for earlier diagnosis of infection and im-
proved patient monitoring are available.
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Patients with primary immunodeficiency diseases most of-
ten are recognized because of their increased susceptibility 
to infection (chronic or recurrent infections without other 
explanation, infection with an organism of low virulence, or 
infection of unusual severity). However, these patients may 
also present with autoimmune or inflammatory disorders 
(e.g., hemolytic anemia, inflammatory bowel disease, vas-
culitis, or systemic lupus erythematosus) or as part of a syn-
drome complex (Table 1). Finally, in the future we will see 
an increasing number of people who are identified as having 
an immunodeficiency because of an abnormal newborn- 
screening test for T- cell receptor- excision circles (TRECs) 
or a mutation identified by genome sequencing.

SYMPTOMS OFTEN CAN GUIDE THE 
LABORATORY EVALUATION
The type of pathogen and the location of the infection may 
give valuable insight into the nature of the immunologic 
defect. For example, individuals with antibody deficiencies 
are unusually susceptible to encapsulated bacteria and en-
teroviruses, which cause infections along mucosal surfaces. 
Individuals with defects in cell- mediated immunity can 
have problems with almost any microorganism, including 
opportunistic pathogens. Individuals with complement defi-
ciencies most often present with bacteremia, septic arthritis, 
and meningitis, caused by encapsulated bacteria. Phagocytic 
disorders are characterized by bacterial and fungal infections 
of the skin and abscesses in the reticuloendothelial system 

(lymph nodes, spleen, and liver). Defects in natural killer 
cell function cause life- threatening viral infections and he-
mophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH).

Autoimmune and inflammatory diseases are more com-
monly seen in particular primary immunodeficiency diseases, 
most notably common variable immunodeficiency, selective 
immunoglobulin A (IgA) deficiency, chronic mucocutane-
ous candidiasis, and deficiencies of early components of the 
classical complement pathway (C1 to C4).

When immunodeficiency is part of a constellation of 
signs and symptoms in a syndrome complex, the diagnosis 
of immunodeficiency may be made before there are any 
clinical manifestations of that deficiency. For instance, chil-
dren with DiGeorge syndrome are most often first identified 
because of the neonatal presentation of congenital heart 
disease and/or hypocalcemic tetany. This should lead to T- 
lymphocyte evaluation prior to the onset of opportunistic 
infections. Similarly, a diagnosis of Wiskott- Aldrich syn-
drome can often be made in young boys with eczema and 
thrombocytopenia even prior to the onset of infections.

LABORATORY EVALUATION
Although immune system dysfunction can be suspected by 
the clinician after careful review of the history and physical 
exam, specific diagnoses are rarely evident without the use 
of the laboratory. However, the types of infections and other 
symptoms should help to focus the laboratory workup on 
specific compartments of the immune system (Table 2).

TABLE 1 Examples of immunodeficiency syndromes

Syndrome Usual clinical presentation(s) Immunologic abnormality

DiGeorge syndrome Congenital heart disease, 
hypoparathyroidism, abnormal facies

Thymic hypoplasia

Wiskott- Aldrich 
syndrome

Thrombocytopenia, eczema Variable B-  and T- lymphocyte 
dysfunction

Ataxia- telangiectasia Ataxia, telangiectasia Variable B-  and T- lymphocyte 
dysfunction

Ivemark syndrome Congenital heart disease, bilateral three- 
lobed lungs

Asplenia

Polyendocrinopathy 
syndrome

Endocrine organ dysfunction Chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis
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Screening tests that should be performed for almost all 
patients include a complete blood count with differential, 
and quantitative measurement of serum immunoglobu-
lins. Other tests should be guided by the clinical features 
of the patient (Table 3). Finally, whenever primary im-
munodeficiency is suspected, consideration must also be 
given to secondary causes of immunodeficiency, including 
infections (e.g., HIV and Epstein- Barr virus), therapy with 
anti- inflammatory or immunosuppressive medications (e.g., 

TABLE 3 Screening tests for primary immunodeficiency

Suspected abnormality Diagnostic test(s)

Antibody Quantitative immunoglobulins 
(IgG, IgA, and IgM)

Antibody response to 
immunization

Cell- mediated immunity Lymphocyte count
T- lymphocyte enumeration 

(CD4 and CD8)
HIV serology
Delayed- type hypersensitivity 

tests
Complement Total hemolytic complement
Phagocytosis Neutrophil count

Nitroblue tetrazolium dye test 
or equivalent

Natural killer (NK) cells NK cell enumeration
NK function, measurement of 

intracellular perforin

TABLE 2 Patterns of illness associated with primary immunodeficiency

Disorder
Illnesses

Infection Other

Antibody Sinopulmonary (pyogenic bacteria) 
Gastrointestinal (enterovirus, 

giardiasis)

Autoimmune disease (autoantibodies, 
inflammatory bowel disease)

Cell- mediated 
immunity

Pneumonia (pyogenic bacteria, 
Pneumocystis jiroveci, and viruses) 

Gastrointestinal (viruses)
Skin, mucous membranes (fungi)

Complement Sepsis and other blood- borne 
infections (streptococci, 
pneumococci, and neisseriae)

Autoimmune disease (systemic lupus 
erythematosus, glomerulonephritis)

Phagocytosis Skin, reticuloendothelial system, 
abscesses (Staphylococcus, enteric 
bacteria, fungi, and mycobacteria)

Natural killer 
cells

Herpes family and papilloma viruses Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis

corticosteroids, rituximab), and other underlying illnesses 
(e.g., lymphoreticular neoplasms and protein- losing en-
teropathy). Details about the selection and performance of 
specific laboratory tests are discussed in the following chap-
ters, organized by immunologic compartment: antibody, 
cell- mediated immunity (severe combined immunodefi-
ciency), complement, phagocytes, and natural killer cells.
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PURPOSE AND BENEFIT OF NEWBORN 
SCREENING
The history of newborn screening (NBS) in the United 
States began in 1963, when Guthrie demonstrated that phe-
nylketonuria (PKU) can be detected using dried blood spots 
(DBSs) on filter paper from newborns (1). Neonatal testing 
for PKU proved to be inexpensive, sensitive, specific, and 
amenable to high- throughput screening. The ability to screen 
neonates for other serious diseases increased dramatically, and 
in 1968, Wilson and Jungner published a landmark report 
that included guidelines for population- based health screen-
ing (Table 1) (2). This report tried to balance the desire for 
early detection and treatment of disease with the potential 
harms to patients, family, and society. The report defined 
principles for NBS programs and has undergone revisions to 
address concerns for both newborn screening and population- 
based screening programs in general (Table 1) (3–5).

SCID as a Model Disorder for NBS
Severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) is a geneti-
cally heterogeneous group of disorders with a common phe-
notype characterized by profound deficiencies in cellular 
and humoral immunity (6–9). The vast majority of infants 
with SCID lack lymphoid tissue. However, this finding is 
frequently missed on routine physical examination, and 
most infants otherwise appear physically normal at birth. 
Subsequently, these infants develop failure to thrive, se-
vere infections, and ultimately death, without intervention. 
Absent NBS, the median age of diagnosis of SCID is 6.6 
months, with an average delay of 2 months from the onset 
of symptoms to diagnosis (10, 11). Viral and opportunistic 
infections acquired in the first few months of life can be per-
sistent and fatal, even with aggressive treatment (9, 11, 12). 
Importantly, the current Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention recommendation for vaccinations includes the 
live attenuated rotavirus vaccine at 2 months, which causes 
life- threatening rotavirus infection in children with undiag-
nosed SCID (13–16).

SCID is estimated to occur in 1 in 50,000 to 100,000 
live births (17). More recent estimates based on prelimi-
nary data by NBS screening programs in the United States 
put the incidence closer to 1:40,000 to 1:60,000 (18–20). 
SCID is treated through immunologic reconstitution by 
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) (6) or, in 
certain cases, gene therapy (e.g., X- linked SCID, adenosine- 

deaminase [ADA] deficiency) (21, 22). ADA deficiency can 
also be treated with enzyme replacement (23). Children 
who receive HSCT early in life, before the development of 
severe infections, have improved survival and immune re-
constitution (6, 10, 24). For example, at one center, infants 
who received HSCT before 3.5 months had a 95% survival 
rate, compared with a 76% survival rate for those who re-
ceived HSCT later (6).

There are several characteristics that fulfill the criteria 
proposed by Wilson and Jungner and that make SCID an 
ideal disease for NBS (2). The incidence of the disease is 
high enough to warrant screening, there is a test amenable 
to population- based screening that detects SCID (i.e., the 
T- cell receptor excision circle [TREC] assay), and there is 
a definitive and potentially curative treatment for the dis-
ease. Finally, the cost associated with screening all infants 
and the treatment of the infants found to have SCID needs 
to be considered. This is a complex question and can be 
definitively answered only when NBS screening for SCID is 
widely used. However, there are studies that have modeled 
NBS for SCID, taking into account numerous factors, and 
indicate that it is cost effective if the screening test is suffi-
ciently robust and relatively inexpensive (25).

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF TYPES OF SCREENING 
AND METHODOLOGY
Newborn screening refers to any testing done on all infants 
during the newborn period and includes both blood- based 
and other modalities. For example, NBS for hearing defects 
is performed in a number of states. Blood- based screening 
tests include sickle cell anemia, hypothyroidism, and cystic 
fibrosis. With the advent of tandem mass spectroscopy, the 
number of metabolic disorders screened at birth increased 
greatly. SCID is the first disease in which the NBS assay uses 
DNA- based technology.

Current NBS programs in the United States and else-
where (Brazil, Canada) use the TREC assay to screen ne-
onates for SCID. However, other methods of screening for 
SCID have been proposed, such as determining the absolute 
lymphocyte count from a complete blood count (CBC) or 
by flow cytometry (9, 26). These screening modalities have 
significant shortcomings, including the cost of a CBC and 
the need to obtain, transport, and analyze an additional 
blood sample. A normal absolute lymphocyte count will 
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result in a small but significant rate of false negatives in in-
fants with SCID due to maternal engraftment of T cells, 
certain subtypes of SCID that have normal numbers of B 
and NK cells, or SCID due to hypomorphic mutations that 
result in expansion of a few clones of T cells (9, 27, 28).

Other modalities to detect SCID have been proposed, in-
cluding assays to detect interleukin- 7 (IL- 7) or T cell- specific 
proteins in the peripheral blood. High IL- 7 levels are associ-
ated with T- lymphopenic states, and one study demonstrated 
that 11 of 13 infants with SCID had high levels of IL- 7 in the 
serum or extracts from DBSs (29). The use of the IL- 7 assay 
to detect SCID has not been replicated to date. Other studies 
have evaluated serum levels of T cell- specific proteins, in-
cluding CD3 or CD45 (30). These modalities have not been 
implemented as population- based screening tests, but have 
been proposed as ancillary or follow- up testing.

The TREC Assay
The TREC assay is currently the test used for neonatal 
screening for SCID and relies on the fact that all forms of 
SCID lead to a reduction in the number of naive T cells in 
the affected infant. The theoretical basis of the TREC assay is 
as follows. In order to exit the thymus, all T cells must express 
a functional T cell receptor (TCR). In the normal develop-
ment of T cells, the variable (V), diverse (D), and joining 
(J) segments of the TCR genes undergo a process of DNA 
rearrangement that involves DNA breakage and repair. This 
rearrangement process brings distant segments of the TCR 
genes together (VDJ rearrangement). The by- products of 
this process are small, circular, nonreplicating pieces of DNA 
known as TRECs. The δRec- ψJα TREC is produced by ap-
proximately 70% of all T cells that express the α/β T cell 
receptor, which is the most common type of TCR produced 
by the thymus (31). By performing RT- qPCR using DNA ex-
tracted from the DBS, the TREC assay enumerates the copy 
number of the δRec- ψJα TREC (32). Since TRECs do not 
replicate, the number of TRECs per cell is diluted as T cells 
divide into memory T cells. Consequently, TRECs serve as a 
biomarker of naive T cells (33).

The ability of the TREC assay to serve as a biomarker 
for naive T cells is extremely important. In some cases of 
SCID or so- called “leaky” SCID, the specific mutation may 
result in a gene that encodes for a protein that has partial 
activity. Consequently, a small number of T cells may be 
generated in the thymus and then expand in the periph-
ery of the affected infant and cause disease (e.g., Omenn’s 
syndrome). In other cases, T cells from the mother may 
engraft in the infant. Infants with hypomorphic mutations 
in genes that cause SCID or Omenn’s syndrome, or infants 
with maternally engrafted T cells, may not have profound 

T cell lymphopenia. However, the majority of T cells in 
these infants will have expanded by cellular division and are 
memory T cells (CD45RO+). TRECs do not replicate, and 
therefore the number of TRECs enumerated by the TREC 
assay will be abnormally low. Thus, regardless of the molecu-
lar cause, in all forms of SCID there is a profound reduction 
of naive T cells that will be detected by the TREC assay (28, 
31, 34). It is important to acknowledge that the TREC assay 
will detect SCID as well as known and unknown causes of T 
cell lymphopenia (TCL).

NBS cards are sent to central labs in extremely variable 
environmental conditions, which may result in poor DNA 
template integrity. In addition, the DBS may contain sub-
stances that inhibit the PCR component of the TREC assay. 
For example, there are times when the blood is obtained 
through an intravenous line rather than the conventional 
heel stick (35). In either of these cases, the resulting TREC 
number may be falsely low. This important issue is addressed 
by performing RT- qPCR using the same DNA as the TREC 
assay on a housekeeping gene such as β- actin.

Optimization and Validation of the RT/PCR 
Reaction for TRECs
Successful implementation of NBS for SCID using the 
TREC assay requires careful optimization of the assay to 
ensure sensitivity and reproducibility. Optimizing the yield 
of DNA extracted from DBSs, as well as amplification ef-
ficiency of the RT- qPCR reaction, is essential. Once opti-
mized, reproducibility of the assay should be determined 
on DNA isolated from DBSs. Finally, the sensitivity of the 
assay should be determined. This is ideally determined with 
blood spots with specific amounts of TRECs added, which 
can be accomplished with leukocyte- poor blood or blood 
from a known SCID patient. Attempts have been made to 
standardize the TREC assay with cell lines that express a 
single TREC per cell (36). Finally, a pilot study using large 
numbers of anonymized NBS cards should be performed to 
determine the range and variability of the assay (34).

Determination of TREC Cutoff Value and Sensitivity
As NBS for SCID moves forward in other states and coun-
tries, the number of TRECs considered abnormally low as 
determined by the TREC assay must be determined em-
pirically. The different laboratories performing the TREC 
assay use different methodologies of DNA extraction and 
RT- qPCR. Even laboratories utilizing the very similar 
methodologies have reported different sensitivities in the 
TREC assay. Thus, before implementation for NBS, it is 
important that each laboratory establish its unique TREC 
cutoff values. In Wisconsin, the number of TRECs con-
sidered abnormally low was empirically determined based 
on a pilot study of 10,000 anonymized blood spots (34). 
In addition, the cutoff value for the TREC assay needs to 
be adjusted longitudinally, as small changes in any com-
ponent of the assay may result in slightly enhanced or re-
duced assay efficiency.

During the first 5 years of screening for SCID in Wiscon-
sin, 340,037 infants were screened; 0.03% of term births and 
0.48% of preterm births (<37 weeks adjusted gestational age 
[AGA]) were abnormal on initial testing (Table 1) (20). The 
rate of inconclusive results due to a low β- actin level was 
0.03% in term infants and 1.25% in preterm infants. Thus, 
the repeat testing rate of preterm infants (inconclusive and 
abnormal results) and full- term infants (inconclusive results) 
was 0.18%. In total, 110 infants were ultimately classified as 
abnormal after repeat screening of inconclusive results (20). 

TABLE 1 Criteria for newborn screeninga

The incidence of the disease should be sufficiently high to 
warrant screening.

The disorder should not be readily identifiable by physical 
examination.

The disorder should cause serious medical complications.
There should be an accepted treatment for patients with 

recognized disease.
There must be a sensitive and specific screening test.
The screening test should be economically viable.
There should be a definitive confirmatory test.

aAdapted from reference 55.
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Of these, 56 infants were ultimately found to be normal, re-
sulting in a false- positive rate of 0.016% and a specificity of 
99.98% (Fig. 1). Fifty- four infants were found to have TCL 
of varying degrees, giving a positive predictive value of the 
TREC assay predicting TCL of 49%.

FOLLOW-UP ALGORITHM AND RESULTS OF 
NBS FOR SCID
In Wisconsin, an algorithm was developed that established 
a standard operating protocol for the TREC assay, and this 
was in part based on the high false- positive rate of preterm 
infants (35). Briefly, full- term infants with a TREC level 
below the cutoff were first tested for DNA integrity by ana-
lyzing β- actin by RT- qPCR. If the β- actin level was normal 
with abnormally low TRECs, an abnormal report was issued, 
and the primary care provider was contacted for confirma-
tory testing by flow cytometry. If the β- actin result was low, 
an inconclusive report was issued, and the screening test was 
repeated with a new newborn screening card. For preterm 
infants with an abnormal or inconclusive TREC assay, the 
screening test was repeated either until it was normal or un-
til the infant reached 37 weeks AGA, at which time the 
infant’s results were reclassified as an abnormal. Lymphocyte 
subset analysis by flow cytometry was recommended on all 
full- term infants and all preterm infants with an AGA of 
37 weeks with an abnormal TREC assay. Infants with an 
abnormal flow cytometry were then referred for evaluation 
by a clinical immunologist.

Each state that has implemented NBS for SCID has gen-
erated an algorithm for follow up of positive NBS results. In 
some states, DNA integrity is determined using a control 
gene (β- actin or RNase P) at the time of the initial TREC 
analysis using multiplex assays (37). In contrast, other states 
such as Wisconsin check DNA integrity only if the TREC 
assay is abnormal (19, 35). Determining DNA integrity at 
the time of TREC analysis is convenient, but it may in-
crease the cost of the assay due to the need for extra primers 
and fluorescent probes. In Wisconsin, a repeat TREC assay 

is performed using DNA obtained from a different part of 
the DBS on all abnormal TREC assays. By repeating abnor-
mal TREC assays and retesting infants until they reach an 
AGA of 37 weeks, the number of infants who have needed 
the much more costly lymphocyte subset analysis performed 
by flow cytometry has been reduced.

Findings in 5 Years of NBS in Wisconsin
Of infants with an abnormal TREC assay who were found 
to have TCL, 43% (n = 23) had secondary causes for their 
TCL such as anatomic abnormalities of the lymphatics, 
chromosomal abnormalities, multiple congenital anom-
alies, infections (necrotizing enterocolitis or sepsis), or a 
presumed metabolic disorder (Table 2). The remaining 30 
infants had primary TCL, including 7 infants with 22q11.2 
deletion syndrome, 14 infants with idiopathic mild TCL, 
8 infants with SCID/severe TCL, 1 infant with ataxia tel-
angiectasia, and 1 infant with a RAC2 mutation. Of note, 
no known cases of SCID have been identified in infants 
screened in Wisconsin since the implementation of neona-
tal screening in 2008. For comparison, we show the results 
of 2 years of NBS for SCID of 993,724 infants in California 
(Table 3).

FIGURE 1 Final diagnoses of 110 infants with abnormal TREC screen for SCID. Secondary causes in-
clude metabolic disorders, chromosomal abnormalities, infections (e.g., necrotizing enterocolitis, sepsis). 
22q11, 22q11 deletion syndrome; AT, ataxia telangiectasia.

TABLE 2 Initial screening results and results of confirma-
tory flow cytometrya

Testing Abnormal Inconclusive

Initial testing  
(340,037 births)

 Preterm (30,664; 9%) 147 (0.48%) 382 (1.25%)
 Term (309,373; 91%) 99 (0.03%) 90 (0.03%)
Second testing  

(110 abnormal)
54 (49%) 

(lymphopenic)
56

aAdapted from reference 55.
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LIMITATIONS WITH SCID AND  
NON-SCID IDENTIFICATION THROUGH  
NBS PROGRAMS

Vunerable Populations (Amish, Athabascans, etc.)
It is clear that the TREC assay is effective at identifying 
SCID. However, all mass screening programs require screen-
ing of all infants to ensure that these rare patients are not 
missed. This becomes problematic with certain populations 
that may be unwilling to undergo NBS, such as the Amish, 
Mennonite, or Navajo Indian populations. Due to consan-
guinity, these populations exhibit much higher rates of SCID 
than the general population (38). In these situations, babies 
with SCID may be missed until they have SCID- defining 
illnesses. It is essential that outreach programs approach 
these communities to inform them of the NBS assays, what 
they detect, and how these disorders are treated, in hopes of 
alleviating any fears regarding the screening program.

Immune Deficiencies Not Detected
Although the TREC assay detects a variety of causes of 
SCID and TCL, several serious immune defects could be 
missed by the TREC assay. In bare lymphocyte syndrome, 
there is a defect in HLA class II expression resulting in loss 
of development of CD4 T cells. Since CD8 cells are still 
present, these patients likely will express approximately 
one- third the level of TRECs present in a normal infant, 
which could be above the cutoff value. In this regard, an in-
fant screened for SCID who had bare lymphocyte syndrome 
was not detected (39, 40). In delayed ADA deficiency, the 
initial TREC value at birth can be normal but become neg-
ative later in life (41). In addition, there are serious SCID- 
like illnesses that do not result in a lack of T cells. Defects 
in ORA1, STIM1, or CD25 result in illness with a severe 
propensity to opportunistic and other infections, but these 
disorders can have relatively normal T cell counts (42–45). 

Thus, primary immunodeficiencies should still be consid-
ered in children presenting with SCID- defining disorders 
(e.g., failure to thrive, opportunistic or severe infections), 
even if NBS for SCID was normal.

Since the TREC assay detects any form of TCL, it is not 
uncommon to detect an infant with a T cell level that is 
low but not at levels typically seen in SCID (<200 T cells/
mm3); these disorders can be considered combined immu-
nodeficiencies (CID). The decision of whether to perform 
HSCT on infants with CID can be difficult, particularly if a 
specific genetic mutation known to cause CID is not iden-
tified. This illustrates why it is of the utmost importance 
that infants with SCID or CID identified by the TREC assay 
should be referred to centers of excellence in the diagnosis 
and treatment of primary immunodeficiencies.

The more widespread implementation of the NBS using 
the TREC assay has resulted in some unexpected findings. 
One infant was identified with immunodeficiency due to a 
de novo mutation in the RAC2 gene, the second reported 
case of this primary immunodeficiency (46). The previously 
described case of a RAC2 mutation resulted in immunode-
ficiency secondary to dysfunction of neutrophils (47). How-
ever, immunological assessment of the infant identified by 
neonatal screening for TCL demonstrated both neutrophil 
and T cell abnormalities. In addition, two cases of Jacobsen 
syndrome have been detected, and reports have linked this 
chromosomal abnormality with the development of com-
mon variable immunodeficiency (20, 48–50). Finally, a case 
of DOCK8 deficiency has been detected by the TREC assay 
(51). These cases illustrate that the NBS using the TREC 
assay will identify infants with known and unknown cellular 
immunodeficiencies.

Finally, the TREC assay will not detect defects in B cell 
development, such as x- linked agammaglobulinemia. A RT- 
qPCR- based assay has been developed that detects excision 
circles that are generated during B cell receptor formation. 
Similar to T cell receptor development, B cell receptors are 
generated by the rearrangement of the light chains of the B 
cell receptor (i.e., kappa and lambda chains) and the heavy 
chain of the B cell receptor, resulting in the production of 
circular episomal pieces of DNA known as kappa receptor 
excision circles (KRECs). The KREC assay is able to de-
tect all forms of inherited agammaglobulinemia character-
ized by an absence or near absence of naive B cells (52, 53). 
Since the KREC assay is performed in a similar manner to 
the TREC assay, a TREC/KREC multiplexed assay could be 
used to screen for defects in both T and B cell development. 
This multiplexed assay could be performed with a minimal 
increase in cost, as only an extra primer pair and probe need 
to be added to the RT- qPCR assay. Although congenital 
agammaglobulinemias do not inevitably result in death, 
when they are undiagnosed they are associated with signif-
icant morbidity and mortality (54). As definitive therapy 
that may lead to a normal or near- normal life expectancy ex-
ists for congenital agammaglobulinemias (i.e., intravenous 
or subcutaneous immunoglobulin replacement), it appears 
that these disorders may fulfill the abridged criteria for NBS 
proposed by Wilson and Jungner. However, the KREC assay 
has yet to be implemented on a statewide basis, and the issue 
of fulfilling the NBS criteria is still a matter of debate.

SUMMARY
The establishment and implementation of the TREC assay 
for SCID has proven highly effective in the detection of 
SCID as well as other primary immune deficiencies. Suc-
cessful implementation of this program requires a validated, 

TABLE 3 Final diagnoses of patients with SCID or severe 
TCL from Wisconsin and Californiaa

Wisconsin
 4 T–B+NK+
  3 Diagnosis unknown
  1 Complete DiGeorge
 4 T–B–NK+
  1 RAG1−/−
  2 Likely RAG1−/−
  1 unknown
 1 ADA
 1 Ataxia telangiectasia
 1 RAC2

California
 5 T–B+NK–
  4 IL2TG
  1 Jak3
 3 T–B–NK+
  3 RAG1−/−
 6 T–B+NK+
  3 IL7R
  1 Complete Digeorge
  1 RMRP
  1 Unknown

aAdapted from references 20 and 56.
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sensitive assay and appropriate algorithms for follow up of 
abnormal results. Since this assay detects a variety of defects 
other than SCID, and evaluating these infants can be diffi-
cult, referral to a clinical immunologist with expertise in the 
evaluation and treatment of SCID and other primary im-
mune deficiencies is recommended. The DNA- based TREC 
assay is amenable to multiplex analysis, which allows the 
addition of other tests such as the KREC assay for B cell 
defects with incremental increases in cost.
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This chapter is dedicated to describing combined immu-
nodeficiencies (CIDs) and useful diagnostic assays. Here, a 
CID is defined as a defect that affects the two most prom-
inent arms of the adaptive immune system: T cells and B 
cells. The molecular defect may directly affect both cell 
types or just one cell type, specifically T lymphocytes, with 
indirect effects on B- cell function. CIDs are distinguished 
from severe combined immunodeficiencies (SCIDs) because 
T- cell numbers and function are higher than per established 
criteria for SCID and thus may not be detected on SCID 
newborn screening (NBS). Several CIDs are attributed to 
distinct genetic mutations in SCID- associated genes. In re-
cent years, the field of immunology has witnessed increased 
reporting of unique CIDs affecting isolated families or small 
numbers of individuals. This increase is attributable to the 
advent of improved genetic testing, such as whole- exome 
sequencing. In Table 1, we provide a comprehensive list of 
CIDs, their immunophenotypes, and useful diagnostic tests. 
Common themes for CIDs include aberrant T- cell develop-
ment, function, cytoskeletal regulation, and survival. These 
defects translate to clinical problems secondary to immune 
deficiency and, in many instances, immune dysregulation. 
This chapter does not include in- depth description of all 
CIDs but rather focuses on categorical descriptions and 
highlights more prevalent genetic abnormalities along with 
overviews of diagnostic assays for CID confirmation.

ABNORMALITIES OF THYMOPOIESIS

Defects in T- Cell Development
T- cell development occurs in the thymus over a period of 
2 weeks in humans and via a complex series of gene rear-
rangements and productive T- cell signals mediated by inter-
actions between thymic stromal cells, bone marrow- derived 
antigen- presenting cells, and developing thymocytes. These 
interactions provide signals to developing thymocytes to 
survive, proliferate, and egress from the thymus to the pe-
riphery. Profound defects in any of these pathways result in 
severely diminished T- cell development and a SCID im-
munophenotype. Defects that partially affect T- cell devel-
opment result in CID.

MHC Class I and II Deficiencies
A number of genetic defects have been described for both 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II 

deficiencies with an associated broad spectrum of clinical 
phenotypes, ranging from mild defects to severe and life- 
threatening (Table 1). Defects in MHC- I affect CD8+ T- 
cell development without impairing CD4+ T cells (1), 
while defects in MHC- II affect CD4+ T- cell development 
and spare CD8+ T cells (2). The most common cause of 
MHC- I deficiency is a homozygous inactivating mutation in 
one of the two subunits of the protein transporter associated 
with MHC- I endoplasmic reticulum processing (TAP1 and 
TAP2). Severe clinical phenotypes of MHC- II deficiency 
or “bare lymphocyte syndrome” that would be classified as 
SCID are most often due to homozygous mutations in es-
sential transcription factor genes, such as CIITA, required 
for MHC- II gene transcription. Interestingly, MHC- II de-
ficiency is not detected on SCID NBS (3). Genetic mu-
tations in CD8A, encoding the CD8α chain, have been 
described in one family and represent another example of 
a critical interaction between T- cell surface receptors and 
MHC molecules on thymic stromal cells during T- cell de-
velopment (4).

Diagnostic Evaluation

MHC- I deficiency. Flow cytometry for lymphocyte sub-
set enumeration demonstrates decreased peripheral blood 
CD8+ T cells, and diagnosis is supported by unsuccess-
ful serological HLA class I typing but normal molecular 
typing or observation of significantly diminished cell sur-
face expression of MHC- I antigens by flow cytometry using 
a pan- anti- HLA class I antibody (such as clone W6/32). 
These patients are often from consanguineous families and 
have homozygous HLA genotyping. Rare causes of MHC- I 
deficiency, including transcription defects, may be charac-
terized using Epstein- Barr virus (EBV)- transformed B- cell 
lines before and after incubation with proinflammatory 
cytokines.

MHC-II deficiency. Decreased CD4+ T cells by flow 
cytometry and diminished in vitro T- cell responses to for-
eign antigens in proliferative assays or in mixed lymphocyte 
culture are seen. Hypogammaglobulinemia with inability 
to make specific antibody is typical despite normal B- cell 
numbers. Diagnosis is confirmed by absence of cell surface 
expression of MHC- II antigens on peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMCs) and EBV- transformed B- cell lines by 
flow cytometry or by serological HLA class II typing.
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TABLE 1 CIDs, their immunophenotypes, and useful diagnostic tests

Combined immunodeficiency disease Gene mutation(s) Immunophenotype Useful diagnostic tests Reference(s)

Defects in T- cell development
 MHC- II deficiency CIITA (MHC2TA), RFX5, 

RFXAP, RFXANK
Absent MHC- II expression, low CD4+ T cells, 

diminished T- cell- antigen- specific function
Flow cytometry, T- cell function 2, 43

 MHC- I deficiency TAP1, TAP2, TAPBP Diminished CD8+ T cells Flow cytometry 1

 CD8α deficiency CD8A Absent CD8 T cells, increased CD3+CD4−CD8−

TCRαβ+ T cells
Flow cytometry 4

 Cartilage hair hypoplasia RMRP T- cell lymphopenia T- cell function, flow cytometry, 
TREC

5

Defects in DNA repair and 
recombination

 Rag1/2 hypomorphic mutations RAG1, RAG2 CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, normal Vβ gene usage Flow cytometry 8, 44–46, 72
 Ataxia telangiectasia ATM T- cell lymphopenia, variable T-  and B- cell 

dysfunction
Flow cytometry, T- cell function 12, 47

 Omenn syndrome RAG1, RAG2, IL7RA, 
DCLRE1C, AK2

Oligoclonal and activated T cells, poor T- cell 
function, hyper- IgE, hypereosinophilia

T- cell proliferation, 
spectratyping, TREC, flow 
cytometry

8–11, 21, 48

Defects in proximal T- cell activation
 ORAI- 1 deficiency (CRAC 

channel defect)
ORAI1 Normal lymphocyte numbers, diminished T- cell 

function
T- cell calcium flux 49, 50

 Stromal interaction molecule 
(STIM- 1) deficiency

STIM1 Normal lymphocyte numbers, diminished T- cell 
function

T- cell calcium flux 50

 CD3γ deficiency CD3G Mild T- cell lymphopenia, diminished T- cell 
function, diminished naive T cells

Flow cytometry, TREC, T- cell 
function

13, 51

 TCRα deficiency TRAC Defective surface expression of TCRαβ, diminished 
T- cell function, intact humoral function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 52

 Hyper- IgM (CD40 ligand 
deficiency)

CD40LG Hyper- IgM, hypogammaglobulinemia Flow cytometry 16, 53

Defects in T- cell signal transduction 
pathways

 Lymphocyte- specific protein 
kinase (Lck) deficiency

LCK CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, defective T- cell 
activation, low- level CD4 and CD8 surface 
expression

Flow cytometry, T- cell function, 
spectratyping

18, 54

 ζ chain- associated protein of 70 
kDa (ZAP- 70) deficiency

ZAP- 70 Absent CD8 T cells, defective TCR signaling, 
defective specific humoral antibody response

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 19

 Uncoordinated 119 (Unc119) 
deficiency

UNC119 CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, defective T- cell 
activation, intact humoral function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 17, 20

Defects in cytokine signaling 
pathways

 IL- 21R deficiency IL21R Poor B- cell differentiation, diminished T- cell 
cytokine production, defective NK- cell function

Flow cytometry 55

 Autosomal dominant hyper- IgE 
syndrome

STAT3 Impaired T- cell memory, impaired Th17 
differentiation, impaired T- cell function

Memory- T- cell enumeration, 
Th17 differentiation, T- cell 
function

27, 28, 56, 
57

 JAK3 G2775(+3)C JAK3 Lymphoproliferation, skewed TCR repertoire Flow cytometry, Vβ gene usage 23

 STAT5b deficiency STAT5B T- cell lymphopenia, diminished lymphocyte 
proliferation, decreased Treg- cell number

Treg- cell function and 
enumeration, T- cell function

26, 58

 CD25 deficiency IL2RA Lymphoproliferation, increased T- cell activation 
markers, diminished antigen- specific T- cell 
responses

Flow cytometry, Treg- cell 
function and enumeration

24, 59, 60

 Common γ chain, p.R222C IL2RG Normal T- , B- , and NK- cell numbers, normal 
T- cell function, normal immunoglobulins with 
diminished vaccine response

IL- 2 response, vaccine antibody 
response

22, 61

Defects in T- cell survival
 Mammalian sterile 20- like protein 

(MST1) deficiency
STK4 Defective naive- T- cell survival, possible impaired 

thymic egress
Flow cytometry, TREC, T- cell 

function, apoptosis assay
6, 62, 63

 Coronin- 1A deficiency CORO1A Naive CD4 T- cell lymphopenia, EBV 
lymphoproliferation

Flow cytometry 7, 64

 Purine nucleoside phosphorylase 
deficiency

PNP T- cell lymphopenia T- cell function, serum uric acid, 
flow cytometry

29

Defects in NF- κB activation
 Caspase recruitment domain 

family member 11 (CARD11) 
deficiency

CARD11 Mild lymphopenia (T and NK), blocked B- cell 
differentiation, defective T- cell activation

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 66, 67

 Caspase- 8 deficiency state (CEDS) CASP8 Diminished CD4+ T- cell numbers, diminished T-  
and NK- cell function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function, 
apoptosis assay

68, 69

 X- linked anhidrotic ectodermal 
dysplasia with immunodeficiency 
(X- ED- ID)

NEMO Hyper- IgA/IgM, normal T-  and B- cell 
numbers, variable T- cell function, 
hypogammaglobulinemia with poor 
polysaccharide antibody responses, impaired 
production of cytokines

T- cell function, flow cytometry, 
immunoglobulins

30–32, 70, 
71

Defects in cytoskeletal and migration 
pathways

 Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome WASP T- cell lymphopenia, defective TCR signaling, 
impaired immune synapse, impaired NK- cell 
function

Flow cytometry, T- cell 
functional studies

33, 73

 WASp- interacting protein 
deficiency

WIP Defective TCR signaling, impaired immune 
synapse, impaired NK- cell function

Flow cytometry, T- cell 
functional studies

74
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TABLE 1 CIDs, their immunophenotypes, and useful diagnostic tests

Combined immunodeficiency disease Gene mutation(s) Immunophenotype Useful diagnostic tests Reference(s)

Defects in T- cell development
 MHC- II deficiency CIITA (MHC2TA), RFX5, 

RFXAP, RFXANK
Absent MHC- II expression, low CD4+ T cells, 

diminished T- cell- antigen- specific function
Flow cytometry, T- cell function 2, 43

 MHC- I deficiency TAP1, TAP2, TAPBP Diminished CD8+ T cells Flow cytometry 1

 CD8α deficiency CD8A Absent CD8 T cells, increased CD3+CD4−CD8−

TCRαβ+ T cells
Flow cytometry 4

 Cartilage hair hypoplasia RMRP T- cell lymphopenia T- cell function, flow cytometry, 
TREC

5

Defects in DNA repair and 
recombination

 Rag1/2 hypomorphic mutations RAG1, RAG2 CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, normal Vβ gene usage Flow cytometry 8, 44–46, 72
 Ataxia telangiectasia ATM T- cell lymphopenia, variable T-  and B- cell 

dysfunction
Flow cytometry, T- cell function 12, 47

 Omenn syndrome RAG1, RAG2, IL7RA, 
DCLRE1C, AK2

Oligoclonal and activated T cells, poor T- cell 
function, hyper- IgE, hypereosinophilia

T- cell proliferation, 
spectratyping, TREC, flow 
cytometry

8–11, 21, 48

Defects in proximal T- cell activation
 ORAI- 1 deficiency (CRAC 

channel defect)
ORAI1 Normal lymphocyte numbers, diminished T- cell 

function
T- cell calcium flux 49, 50

 Stromal interaction molecule 
(STIM- 1) deficiency

STIM1 Normal lymphocyte numbers, diminished T- cell 
function

T- cell calcium flux 50

 CD3γ deficiency CD3G Mild T- cell lymphopenia, diminished T- cell 
function, diminished naive T cells

Flow cytometry, TREC, T- cell 
function

13, 51

 TCRα deficiency TRAC Defective surface expression of TCRαβ, diminished 
T- cell function, intact humoral function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 52

 Hyper- IgM (CD40 ligand 
deficiency)

CD40LG Hyper- IgM, hypogammaglobulinemia Flow cytometry 16, 53

Defects in T- cell signal transduction 
pathways

 Lymphocyte- specific protein 
kinase (Lck) deficiency

LCK CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, defective T- cell 
activation, low- level CD4 and CD8 surface 
expression

Flow cytometry, T- cell function, 
spectratyping

18, 54

 ζ chain- associated protein of 70 
kDa (ZAP- 70) deficiency

ZAP- 70 Absent CD8 T cells, defective TCR signaling, 
defective specific humoral antibody response

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 19

 Uncoordinated 119 (Unc119) 
deficiency

UNC119 CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, defective T- cell 
activation, intact humoral function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 17, 20

Defects in cytokine signaling 
pathways

 IL- 21R deficiency IL21R Poor B- cell differentiation, diminished T- cell 
cytokine production, defective NK- cell function

Flow cytometry 55

 Autosomal dominant hyper- IgE 
syndrome

STAT3 Impaired T- cell memory, impaired Th17 
differentiation, impaired T- cell function

Memory- T- cell enumeration, 
Th17 differentiation, T- cell 
function

27, 28, 56, 
57

 JAK3 G2775(+3)C JAK3 Lymphoproliferation, skewed TCR repertoire Flow cytometry, Vβ gene usage 23

 STAT5b deficiency STAT5B T- cell lymphopenia, diminished lymphocyte 
proliferation, decreased Treg- cell number

Treg- cell function and 
enumeration, T- cell function

26, 58

 CD25 deficiency IL2RA Lymphoproliferation, increased T- cell activation 
markers, diminished antigen- specific T- cell 
responses

Flow cytometry, Treg- cell 
function and enumeration

24, 59, 60

 Common γ chain, p.R222C IL2RG Normal T- , B- , and NK- cell numbers, normal 
T- cell function, normal immunoglobulins with 
diminished vaccine response

IL- 2 response, vaccine antibody 
response

22, 61

Defects in T- cell survival
 Mammalian sterile 20- like protein 

(MST1) deficiency
STK4 Defective naive- T- cell survival, possible impaired 

thymic egress
Flow cytometry, TREC, T- cell 

function, apoptosis assay
6, 62, 63

 Coronin- 1A deficiency CORO1A Naive CD4 T- cell lymphopenia, EBV 
lymphoproliferation

Flow cytometry 7, 64

 Purine nucleoside phosphorylase 
deficiency

PNP T- cell lymphopenia T- cell function, serum uric acid, 
flow cytometry

29

Defects in NF- κB activation
 Caspase recruitment domain 

family member 11 (CARD11) 
deficiency

CARD11 Mild lymphopenia (T and NK), blocked B- cell 
differentiation, defective T- cell activation

Flow cytometry, T- cell function 66, 67

 Caspase- 8 deficiency state (CEDS) CASP8 Diminished CD4+ T- cell numbers, diminished T-  
and NK- cell function

Flow cytometry, T- cell function, 
apoptosis assay

68, 69

 X- linked anhidrotic ectodermal 
dysplasia with immunodeficiency 
(X- ED- ID)

NEMO Hyper- IgA/IgM, normal T-  and B- cell 
numbers, variable T- cell function, 
hypogammaglobulinemia with poor 
polysaccharide antibody responses, impaired 
production of cytokines

T- cell function, flow cytometry, 
immunoglobulins

30–32, 70, 
71

Defects in cytoskeletal and migration 
pathways

 Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome WASP T- cell lymphopenia, defective TCR signaling, 
impaired immune synapse, impaired NK- cell 
function

Flow cytometry, T- cell 
functional studies

33, 73

 WASp- interacting protein 
deficiency

WIP Defective TCR signaling, impaired immune 
synapse, impaired NK- cell function

Flow cytometry, T- cell 
functional studies

74

(Continued on next page)
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Combined immunodeficiency disease Gene mutation(s) Immunophenotype Useful diagnostic tests Reference(s)

 Warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, 
infections, myelokathexis 
syndrome (WHIM)

CXCR4 Lymphopenia, decreased naive T cells and memory 
B cells, hypogammaglobulinemia, impaired 
chemotaxis, impaired thymic output

Flow cytometry, TREC, 
immunoglobulins

75

 Ras homology family member H 
(RHOH) deficiency

RHOH Skewing toward effector memory T cells, impaired 
TCR signaling, diminished β7 integrin 
expression on circulating T cells

T- cell function, flow cytometry 76

 Dedicator of cytokinesis 8 
(DOCK8) deficiency

DOCK8 Hyper- IgE, T- cell lymphopenia, eosinophilia, 
impaired T- cell survival, impaired immune 
synapse, impaired NKT- cell survival

TREC, T- cell function, flow 
cytometry

34, 35, 65

Combined immunodeficiencies with 
narrow clinical phenotypes

 X- linked with magnesium defect 
Epstein- Barr virus infection and 
neoplasia (XMEN)

MAGT1 CD4+ T- cell lymphopenia, defective T- cell 
activation

Flow cytometry, T- cell Mg2+ 
and Ca2+ flux

77, 78

 CD27 deficiency CD27 Absent memory B cells, hypogammaglobulinemia Flow cytometry 79, 80
 X- linked lymphoproliferative 

(XLP) disease
SH2D1A Low numbers of NKT cells, 

hypogammaglobulinemia, impaired T- cell 
apoptosis

Apoptosis assay 36, 37, 41

 X- linked inhibitor of apoptosis 
(XIAP) deficiency

BIRC4 Enhanced lymphocyte apoptosis, low numbers of 
invariant NKT cells, hypogammaglobulinemia

Flow cytometry, apoptosis assay 38–41

TABLE 1 CIDs, their immunophenotypes, and useful diagnostic tests (Continued)
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Cartilage Hair Hypoplasia
During thymopoiesis, in addition to critical interactions 
between MHC molecules and T- cell receptors (TCRs), T- 
cell proliferation is essential for T- cell development. Defects 
in cell activation or cell cycle progression can dramatically 
affect T- cell development. One T- cell proliferation defect 
shown to directly impact thymopoiesis results from mu-
tations in the gene encoding the RNA component of the 
mitochondrial RNA- processing endoribonuclease (RMRP), 
which is the genetic basis of cartilage hair hypoplasia (5). 
RMRP is important for ribosomal assembling, telomere sta-
bility, and cell cycle control.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Although the immunologic and clinical phenotype of 

cartilage hair hypoplasia is broad, decreased T- cell numbers 
by flow cytometry, diminished thymic function by TCR ex-
cision circles (TREC) analysis, and reduced in vitro T- cell 
function are usually seen. Unlike MHC- I and MHC- II de-
ficiencies, discussed above, severe RMRP mutations are de-
tected by SCID NBS.

MST1 and CORO1A Mutations
Another mechanism that may affect T- cell development 
is impaired thymic egress of single- positive T cells. This 
abnormality has been described in several distinct CIDs, 
including hypomorphic mammalian sterile 20- like pro-
tein (MST1) mutations (6) and CORO1A mutations, 
encoding coronin- 1A (7). Coronin- 1A regulates actin 
cytoskeletal rearrangement and may be the mechanism 
for impaired egress of T cells from the thymus. MST1 is a 
kinase important for activating Rho family GTPases and 
as such impacts actin cytoskeleton. However, the underly-
ing mechanisms for impaired thymic egress have not been 
fully delineated, and other functional defects have been 
described with these genetic mutations, such as decreased 
survival of naive T cells in apoptosis assays (6, 7). Homo-
zygous MST1 mutations are characterized by progressive 
CD4+ T lymphopenia with few naive T cells in the pe-
ripheral blood. Patients with CORO1A mutations exhibit 
decreased T- cell but not B- cell or NK- cell numbers as well 
as poor T-  and B- cell function.

Diagnostic Evaluation
TREC analysis as a measurement of thymic output, char-

acterization of T- cell surface antigens by flow cytometry 
that differentiate naive (CD45RA+CCR7+) from memory 
(CD45RO+) T cells produced in the periphery, and de-
termination of TCRαβ and TCRγδ expression as well as 
TCR Vβ repertoire by TCR Vβ spectratyping provide in-
formation about thymic function. Expected abnormalities 
of thymic function and egress include T- cell lymphopenia, 
diminished frequency of naive T cells, increased memory 
and activated T cells, and possibly a restricted or skewed 
TCR Vβ repertoire. In vitro proliferative responses to TCR 
stimulation using anti- CD3 or phytohemagglutinin (PHA) 
are diminished. Apoptosis of MST1- deficient T cells is in-
creased and survival decreased by annexin flow cytometry- 
based assays (6).

Defects in DNA Repair and Recombination

omenn syndrome
In addition to adequate cell activation and migration, T- 
cell development requires tightly regulated DNA cleavage 
and repair during thymopoiesis. Complete abrogation of 

nonredundant DNA repair gene activity results in SCID, 
while hypomorphic mutations in SCID- associated genes 
involved in these pathways are associated with CIDs. The 
best examples are hypomorphic mutations in the RAG1 
and RAG2 genes. The classical presentation of hypomor-
phic RAG1/2 mutations results in the CID termed Omenn 
syndrome (8). This is often described as a “leaky” SCID 
and is a disease that is universally fatal in the first 2 years 
of life without hematopoietic stem cell replacement. The 
classic features of Omenn syndrome include dermatitis, 
hepatomegaly, eosinophilia, elevated IgE, and expansion 
of oligoclonal T cells. Hypomorphic mutations in other 
SCID- associated genes have also been described in Omenn 
syndrome patients (IL7RA [9], DCLRE1C [10], and AK2 
[11]). The overarching paradigm in Omenn syndrome is a 
profound immune deficiency with immune dysregulation. 
More recently, hypomorphic RAG1 and RAG2 mutations 
have also been identified in older patients with CID and 
have been associated with a spectrum of clinical phenotypes 
distinct from Omenn syndrome (81).

Diagnostic Evaluation
Initial immunologic testing for DNA repair and recombi-

nation defects includes flow cytometry, TCR Vβ spectratyp-
ing, TREC analysis, and T- cell functional studies. Expected 
abnormalities include diminished T- cell numbers, restricted 
T- cell repertoire by TCR Vβ spectratyping, reduced thymo-
poiesis by TREC analysis, and diminished T- cell functional-
ity (determined by in vitro mitogen responses and expression 
of lymphocyte activation markers by flow cytometry). Se-
quencing of known SCID genes would be required to con-
firm the underlying mutation(s).

Ataxia telangiectasia
Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) is characterized by cerebellar 
ataxia, oculocutaneous telangiectasia, cellular radiosensi-
tivity, and predisposition to malignancy and CID and is 
due to mutations in ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), 
a phosphatidylinositol 3- like protein kinase critical for ac-
tivation of the complex cellular response to double- strand 
DNA breaks and for cellular homeostasis. AT is charac-
terized by progressive cerebellar degeneration in associa-
tion with variable and progressive cellular and humoral 
immune dysfunction and predisposition to T-  and B- cell 
malignancies. Most symptoms are the result of defective 
cellular responses to physiological and induced double- 
strand DNA breaks. AT patients are lymphopenic, with 
selective loss of CD4+ T cells, T- cell dysfunction, and 
progressive hypogammaglobulinemia due to defects in the 
DNA damage and repair responses including phosphoryla-
tion of NF- κB essential modulator (NEMO) during NF- κB 
activation and multiple other signaling events involved in 
cell survival and cell death (12). The neurologic symptoms 
are the typical presenting symptom leading to a diagnosis 
of AT.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Initial immunologic screening includes lymphocyte 

subsets by flow cytometry, in vitro mitogen and antigen 
proliferative responses, immunoglobulin levels, and spe-
cific antibody production. As mentioned, the spectrum 
of immune defects and function is broad. In general, AT 
patients are expected to have decreased T- cell numbers, 
diminished B- cell function (in particular, polysaccharide 
antibody responses), and relatively intact T- cell function. 
SCID NBS has picked up infants with AT (82).
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T-CELL ACTIVATION, SIGNAL 
TRANSDUCTION, AND SURVIVAL

Defects in Proximal T- Cell Activation
The TCR is a multisubunit complex consisting of a disulfide- 
linked αβ heterodimer noncovalently associated with the 
CD3 γ, δ, and ε chains and a ζζ homodimer (CD247). De-
fects in proximal T- cell activation include abnormal cell 
surface expression of TCR and CD3 subunits ε, γ, or δ (5, 
13–15). Defective CD3 expression may present as SCID 
or CID depending on the affected subunit and mutation 
severity.

Patients with typical (complete) CD3δ deficiency have 
virtually no αβ or γδ T cells and present as SCID with absent 
T- cell function. The phenotype of CD3ε deficiency is depen-
dent on the level of residual CD3ε expression. Absence of 
CD3ε causes T−B+NK+ SCID, while partial CD3ε expres-
sion results in CID with decreased T- cell numbers and vari-
ably reduced mitogen responses in vitro. Mutations in CD3γ 
and ζζ usually result in defective, but not absent, T- cell num-
bers and function, although SCID has been reported.

Diagnostic evaluation
A diagnosis of defective CD3 expression is usually suggested 
by moderately to severely decreased numbers of peripheral T 
cells that weakly express TCRαβ and CD3 by flow cytometry 
using a range of monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) to all sub-
units. Measurement of the mean fluorescence intensity of the 
TCR complex on the T- cell surface is critical to determining 
which subunit is affected. TCR Vβ usage is often restricted, 
with some skewing of percentages of TCRαβ versus TCRγδ 
cells. Most peripheral T cells are not recent thymic emigrants 
by TREC analysis or naive by flow cytometry. It is unknown if 
CD3γ or partial CD3ε mutations would be detected in SCID 
NBS. As with other forms of CID and SCID, gene sequenc-
ing is required to confirm mutations in a CD3 subunit.

Hyper- IgM Syndromes
Hyper- IgM (HIGM) syndromes are characterized by low 
serum IgG, IgA, and IgE with normal or elevated IgM as 
a result of failure to complete immunoglobulin class switch 
recombination due to defects in the CD40 ligand/CD40 sig-
naling pathway. X- linked HIGM (X- HIGM) is due to CD40 
ligand (CD154) deficiency, often with absent expression of 
CD40 ligand on CD4+ T cells or failure of mutant CD40 
ligand to bind CD40 on B cells and antigen- presenting cells 
(16). The inability to signal via CD40 interrupts activation 
of NEMO (nuclear factor κB essential modulator) and thus 
NF- κB, preventing immunoglobulin class switching, so-
matic hypermutation, and development of memory B cells. 
In addition, the interaction of CD40 ligand with CD40 is 
important for T- cell costimulation and cytokine responses 
involving gamma interferon (IFN- γ) and interleukin- 12 
(IL- 12). Abnormal CD40 ligand signaling leads to impaired 
T- cell function with defects in T- cell priming and differen-
tiation and increased susceptibility to opportunistic infec-
tions, particularly Pneumocystis jirovecii and Cryptosporidium 
parvum. As a result of chronic cryptosporidial infection of 
the biliary tract, boys with X- HIGM develop sclerosing 
cholangitis and tumors of the biliary tract, and liver autoim-
munity and neutropenia are common.

The autosomal recessive (AR) forms (AR- HIGM) are 
caused by defects in CD40 or in downstream signaling mol-
ecules and are most often due to mutations in the AICDA 
gene, encoding activation- induced cytidine deaminase, but 
also may be due to mutations in CD40, PMS2 (postmeiotic 

segregation increased 2), or UNG (uracil- N- glycosylase) 
(16). As expected, HIGM is also a frequent consequence 
of AT, NEMO deficiency, gain- of- function mutations in the 
IkBα subunit of the IκB kinase (IKK) complex, and Nijme-
gen breakage syndrome.

Diagnostic evaluation
Initial screening includes lymphocyte subset enumeration 
for presence of B cells, measurement of serum immunoglob-
ulins, and specific antibody titers. A rapid screening test for 
X- HIGM uses the knowledge that CD40 ligand is a T- cell ac-
tivation surface marker easily detected by flow cytometry on 
PHA-  or phorbol myristic acetate (PMA)- stimulated PBMCs 
using CD25 and CD69 expression to document T- cell acti-
vation (see below for more detailed protocol). Although de-
ficient expression of CD40 ligand on activated CD4+ T cells 
by flow cytometry is often seen in X- HIGM, genotyping may 
be required to confirm a CD40L mutation, especially in non-
informative families. CD40 expression on PBMCs can also 
be determined by flow cytometry. In contrast to X- HIGM, 
AR- HIGM due to CD40 deficiency is characterized by ab-
sent CD40 expression on B cells and monocytes but normal 
expression of CD40 ligand on activated T cells. Genotyping 
is usually required to confirm diagnosis of AR- HIGM, partic-
ularly when CD40 expression is normal on B cells.

Defects in T- Cell Signal Transduction Pathways
The polymorphic TCRαβ chains are responsible for recog-
nition of peptide bound to self- MHC molecule; these chains 
lack signaling capability. In contrast, the ζ and CD3 proteins 
are able to transduce extracellular antigen- binding events 
to intracellular signaling pathways through associations 
with cytoplasmic protein tyrosine kinases via conserved 
immunoreceptor tyrosine- based activation motifs (ITAMs) 
within their extensive cytoplasmic domains. Propagation of 
antigen- binding signals from the TCR to the nucleus is de-
pendent on the recruitment and activation of two protein 
tyrosine kinases, lymphocyte- specific protein kinase (Lck) 
and ζ chain- associated protein of 70 kDa (ZAP- 70), whose 
functions are critical for lymphocyte responses to antigens. 
Lck and ZAP- 70 are also required for normal TCR signal-
ing, CD4 versus CD8 selection in the thymus, and lympho-
cyte proliferation in the periphery.

Recruitment of Lck to the plasma membrane and its 
subsequent activation is dependent on activity of the sig-
naling adapter protein Uncoordinated 119 (Unc119) (17). 
Roles of Unc119 include activation of the GTPase Rab11 
to facilitate transport of Lck from perinuclear endosomes 
to the plasma membrane in resting T cells, and also as an 
SH3 ligand for Lck activation during early TCR signaling. 
Once activated, Lck mediates ITAM phosphorylation and 
recruitment of ZAP- 70 to the TCR. Activation of first Lck 
and then ZAP- 70 triggers phosphorylation of phospholipase 
Cγ1 via recruitment of numerous proteins to the signal-
ing complex, referred to as the signalosome. The recruited 
downstream proteins include linker for activation of T cells 
(LAT) and SH2 domain- containing leukocyte protein of 76 
kDa (SLP-76). Formation of these protein complexes at the 
plasma membrane is dependent on Unc119 function (17), 
and the resulting TCR- mediated signal amplification culmi-
nates in transcription of genes essential for T- cell activation 
and initiation of T- cell- specific responses.

Lck Deficiency
Lck is expressed at high levels in peripheral T cells and in 
thymocytes at all stages of maturation. Disruption of Lck in 
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humans usually presents with a selective CD4 lymphopenia 
and normal numbers of CD3+ and CD8+ T cells (18) and 
may be missed by SCID NBS. B- cell and NK- cell numbers 
are normal, but hypogammaglobulinemia and defective func-
tional antibody responses are typical. The clinical presenta-
tion of selective CD4 lymphopenia due to Lck deficiency is 
variable and typical of CID, although SCID has been seen.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Despite CD4 lymphopenia, Lck- deficient T cells do pro-

liferate, although not fully, to mitogens (phytohemagglutinin 
[PHA], concanavalin A [ConA], pokeweed mitogen [PWM]), 
anti- CD3, and IL- 2 in vitro, and demonstrate normal alloan-
tigen responses. Genotyping is required for diagnosis in most 
patients, but the underlying genetic defects resulting in de-
creased Lck function in a few sporadic cases of CD4 lympho-
penia are unknown but may include patients with mutations 
in UNC119 (uncoordinated 119 protein) or MAGT1 (mag-
nesium transporter 1) genes (see below and Table 1).

ZAP- 70 Deficiency
ZAP- 70 is expressed in all thymocyte subpopulations, periph-
eral T cells, NK cells, and also aberrantly in a subpopulation 
of human B- cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia. In contrast 
to ZAP- 70- deficient mice, human ZAP- 70 deficiency is 
characterized by the selective absence of CD8+ T cells but 
with abundant nonfunctional CD4+ T cells in the peripheral 
blood (19). B- cell numbers are normal, but serum immuno-
globulins and specific antibody responses are defective due 
to lack of T- cell function in the majority of patients. The 
diagnosis of ZAP- 70 deficiency is suggested by a clinical phe-
notype of SCID requiring hematopoietic stem cell transplan-
tation but with normal numbers of CD3+ and CD4+ T cells 
and absent CD8+ T cells in the peripheral blood. Therefore, 
ZAP- 70 deficiency is missed by SCID NBS.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Diagnosis of ZAP- 70 deficiency is suggested by lack of T- 

cell proliferation in vitro to mitogens and TCR stimuli (PHA, 
ConA, PWM, or anti- CD3) but normal proliferative re-
sponses to PMA plus ionomycin, agents that bypass proximal 
TCR signaling events by mimicking actions of the second 
messengers Ras, in the case of PMA, and [Ca2+]i for iono-
mycin. Further studies to confirm a proximal TCR signaling 
defect include defective [Ca2+]i mobilization by fluorimetry 
or flow cytometry and abnormal tyrosine phosphoprotein 
induction after anti- CD3 stimulation on immunoblots or by 
flow- based methods using phospho- site- specific antibodies 
(phosphoepitope flow cytometry; see below). IL- 2 produc-
tion is also absent in anti- CD3-  or PHA- simulated, ZAP- 70- 
deficient T cells but normal using PMA plus ionomycin. In 
most cases, Western blotting or intracellular flow cytometry 
using permeabilized PBMCs demonstrates lack of ZAP- 70 
protein. DNA sequencing is required to confirm two mutant 
ZAP- 70 alleles in patients with SCID characterized by a pau-
city of circulating CD8+ T cells.

unc119 Deficiency
Unc119 is essential for Lck activity, and its deficiency re-
sults in a rare form of idiopathic CD4 lymphopenia. The 
dominant- negative Unc119 mutation (G22V) interferes 
with both Lck recruitment to the plasma membrane and 
its activation, resulting in impaired immunologic synapse 
formation, defective T- cell activation and proliferation, and 
a CID phenotype on diagnostic testing (20). SCID is not 
seen, possibly due to a less critical role for Unc119 in Lck 
activation during thymocyte development.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Genotyping of the UNC119 gene is reserved for the rare 

patients with reproducible CD4 lymphopenia, reduced T- 
cell proliferation to mitogens and antigens in vitro, and de-
fective Lck activity but normal Lck gene sequencing.

Defects in Cytokine Signaling Pathways

Partial Common γ- Chain Defects
Mutations in the γ chain (γc) common to the receptors 
for IL- 2, IL- 4, IL- 7, IL- 9, and IL- 15 are found in boys with 
X- linked recessive SCID (SCID- X1). The γc molecule is 
essential for the intracellular transmission of cytokine sig-
nals and is required for T- cell development. Absence of γc- 
containing cytokine receptor complexes usually results in 
SCID with early arrest of T-  and NK- cell development and 
normal numbers of immature B cells exhibiting defective 
isotype switching. However, at least one hypomorphic γc 
mutation, R222C, only partially blocks T- cell development, 
resulting in a variant form of Omenn syndrome (21). In 
such patients, normal numbers and subset distribution of T, 
B, and NK cells as well as levels of serum immunoglobulins 
are observed, but specific antibody production is absent.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Unlike in SCID- X1 patients, normal expression of the γc 

chain of the IL- 2 receptor (IL- 2RG; CD132) by flow cytom-
etry is seen and T- cell proliferation to PHA and anti- CD3 
in vitro is normal. However, addition of exogenous IL- 2 to 
mitogen- stimulated T cells in vitro does not increase pro-
liferation further, as would be expected (22). Genotyping 
is required to confirm two hypomorphic R222C mutations.

Partial JAK3 Deficiency
Females, as well as some males with the typical SCID- X1 
phenotype, do not have mutations in γc. Instead, these pa-
tients have autosomal recessive SCID due to mutations in 
the downstream cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase Janus kinase 
3 (JAK3), whose activation is required for transduction of 
ligand- binding signals from γc- containing cytokine recep-
tors. Like CID due to the R222C mutation in γc, the clin-
ical spectrum of JAK3 deficiency may include CID rather 
than SCID if due to hypomorphic mutations, such as A96G 
or G2775(+3)C (23).

Diagnostic Evaluation
Affected patients exhibit CD4 T- cell lymphopenia and 

reduced mitogen proliferative responses in vitro that are 
variably increased with addition of exogenous IL- 2 despite 
poor IL- 2- dependent signal transducer and activator of tran-
scription (STAT) 5 phosphorylation on immunoblots or by 
phosphoepitope flow cytometry (23). However, affected T 
cells do not upregulate Fas ligand in response to IL- 2 by flow 
cytometry. Genotyping is needed to confirm a hypomorphic 
JAK3 mutation.

CD25 Deficiency
The IL- 2R is composed of three chains: α (IL- 2Rα, CD25), 
β (IL- 2Rβ, CD122), and γc (IL- 2Rγ, CD132) (3), and 
only CD25 binds IL- 2 exclusively. Due to its roles in IL- 
2- mediated effector- T- cell responses and regulation of 
CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ T regulatory cell (Treg) responses in 
homeostasis, CD25 deficiency results in both chronic viral 
infections and severe autoimmunity (24), somewhat resem-
bling the immune dysregulation, polyendocrinopathy, en-
teropathy, X- linked (IPEX) syndrome, caused by mutations 
in the FOXP3 gene (25). Patients with CD25 deficiency 
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tend to have normal numbers of CD4+ T cells, unlike in 
IPEX, but elevated CD8+ T cells, possibly from chronic vi-
ral infections, inverting their CD4/CD8 ratio.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Absence of CD25 expression on T- cell subpopulations 

and impaired IL- 2 production can be demonstrated by cell 
surface and intracellular flow cytometry. In vitro prolifera-
tive responses to TCR stimuli are poor but can be partially 
rescued by exogenous IL- 2, unlike specific viral and anti-
gen responses, which are consistently absent. As expected, 
phosphorylation and activation of the transcription factor 
STAT5b is markedly reduced in the presence of IL- 2 but is 
normal with other cytokines. Diagnostic tests to document 
CD25 deficiency include flow cytometry, phosphoepitope 
flow cytometry, soluble CD25 and cytokine production, and 
T- cell function including cytotoxicity and proliferation to 
mitogens and specific antigens in vitro.

stAt5b Deficiency
STAT5b is a critical downstream effector of JAK- mediated 
signal transduction, including for γc- containing cytokines, 
growth hormone, and erythropoietin, and is involved in the 
pathogenesis of a variety of human diseases. The phosphor-
ylation of JAK3 and STAT5b is required for normal IL- 2 
signaling, and disruption of these events results in impaired 
development, immune homeostasis, and proliferation of 
most lymphocyte populations. Engagement of the high- 
affinity IL- 2R on T cells results in activation of JAK3 with 
subsequent phosphorylation and activation of STAT5b. In 
the nucleus, phosphorylated STAT5b initiates transcription 
of multiple genes, including FOXP3 and CD25, required 
for Treg development. As a result, the rare patients with 
STAT5b deficiency have chronic diarrhea, atopic dermati-
tis, recurrent herpesvirus infections, and autoimmunity and 
are very short due to growth hormone insensitivity (26). All 
patients have been from consanguineous families.

Diagnostic Evaluation
The immunophenotype may include SCID or CID with 

pan- lymphopenia, significantly decreased numbers of Treg 
cells by flow cytometry, and diminished Treg- cell suppressor 
function in vitro. Gene sequencing is required to confirm the 
diagnosis.

stAt3 Deficiency (Autosomal Dominant Hyper- Ige 
syndrome)
In contrast to STAT5b, heterozygous mutations in STAT3 
cause the autosomal dominant form of hyper- IgE syndrome 
(AD- HIES), which is characterized by recurrent severe lung 
and skin infections with pneumatocele formation; staphylo-
coccal abscesses; generalized eczema; mucocutaneous can-
didiasis; and abnormalities of bone, teeth, and connective 
tissue in association with markedly elevated serum IgE (27).

Diagnostic Evaluation
In addition to measurement of serum IgE, quantification 

of IL- 17- producing CD4+ T cells (Th17) by intracellular 
flow cytometry after mitogen stimulation has proven to be 
a useful diagnostic test for HIES (28, and see below). A se-
vere reduction or absence of Th17 cells is characteristic of 
AD- HIES.

Defects in T- Cell Survival

PnP Deficiency
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) deficiency is associ-
ated with both immune defects and neurological symptoms, 

including developmental delay and behavioral and motor 
problems (29). Immunologic features of PNP deficiency in-
clude lymphopenia, severely decreased T- cell numbers, poor 
in vitro T- cell function, and attrition of B cells over time. 
Despite significant decline in B- cell function, many patients 
develop autoimmune disease and are at increased risk for 
lymphoma or other malignancies.

Diagnostic Evaluation
Initial immunologic tests include flow cytometry for T-  

and B- cell enumeration and T- cell functional studies (e.g., in 
vitro mitogen proliferation). Absent PNP function results in 
an undetectable serum uric acid level, which can be used to 
screen for the disorder with measurement of erythrocyte or 
lymphocyte PNP activity for confirmation of the diagnosis.

Defects in NF- κB Activation

neMo Deficiency (X- linked Anhidrotic ectodermal 
Dysplasia with Immunodeficiency)
Anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia with immunodeficiency 
(HED- ID or X- ED- ID) is caused by hypomorphic muta-
tions in NEMO (IκKγ). NEMO functions as a regulatory 
subunit of the IκB kinase complex, which tightly controls 
activation of the NF- κB/Rel transcription factor pathways 
by promoting phosphorylation and degradation of cytosolic 
IκB. Null mutations in the NEMO gene IKBG cause in-
continentia pigmenti in females and are lethal in males in 
utero. In contrast, hypomorphic mutations are associated 
with broad phenotypic variability, depending on the local-
ization of the mutation and effect on NEMO function (30, 
31). Affected males usually have ectodermal dysplasia and 
tooth abnormalities and may present with life- threatening 
pyogenic and mycobacterial infections and autoimmune 
disease, especially inflammatory colitis (30, 31).

Diagnostic Evaluation
Defective NF- κB/Rel activation in NEMO patients leads 

to a wide range of immune defects, including hypogamma-
globulinemia with hyper- IgM due to failure to undergo 
CD40- mediated class switch recombination, defective 
CD40 ligand- mediated IL- 12 and tumor necrosis factor 
alpha production, deficient NK cytotoxicity, and impaired 
polysaccharide antibody responses, particularly to Pneumo-
coccus. Sequencing of the IKBG gene is required for diag-
nosis, particularly since phenotype of NEMO deficiency is 
dependent on location and severity of the underlying muta-
tion. A similar phenotype can be seen with a hypermorphic 
(gain- of- function) mutation in the gene encoding the IkBα 
subunit of the IKK complex (32).

DEFECTS IN CYTOSKELETAL AND 
MIGRATION PATHWAYS
Optimal activation of immune cells requires a dynamic and 
intimate interaction between immune cells. This is best ex-
emplified by the immunologic synapse. The immunologic 
synapse is a physical and dynamic engagement of immune 
cells typically with other immune cells brought together by 
receptor- ligand recognition, resulting in numerous outcomes, 
such as T- cell activation, differentiation, or death. A basic 
fundamental process underlying this critical engagement is 
proper actin cytoskeletal rearrangement. Defects in the actin 
cytoskeleton can have profound effects on immune function, 
including aberrant immunologic synapse formation, as well 
as diminished effector function. The characterization of im-
munologic synapse formation, chemotaxis, adhesion, and 
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cell migration remains research-use-only applications that 
have greatly enhanced the biologic knowledge of the role of 
the actin cytoskeleton in immune function and the essen-
tial proteins for key functions. Readily available functional 
immunologic testing for the CIDs with actin cytoskeletal 
defects includes functional tests of B and T cells, including 
proliferation assays and flow cytometric analysis for protein 
expression and immune phenotype.

Wiskott- Aldrich Syndrome
The most prevalent example of an actin cytoskeletal de-
fect resulting in CID is Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome (WAS), 
caused by mutations in the gene encoding the Wiskott- 
Aldrich syndrome protein (WASP). WASp is an impor-
tant regulator of the actin cytoskeleton, and loss of WASp 
activity results in impaired hematopoietic cell migration, 
impaired phagocytosis, and impaired immune cell synapse 
formation. The immunologic defects and clinical findings in 
WAS are broad, and WASP mutations causing the full spec-
trum of WAS simultaneously result in immune deficiency 
and autoimmunity.

Diagnostic evaluation
Initial immunologic assays for immune defects that affect 
cytoskeletal and migration pathways include flow cytome-
try, T- cell function, immunoglobulin levels, specific anti-
body production, and TREC analysis. Platelet volume can 
be used to screen for WAS; unlike immune thrombocytope-
nia, in which platelet size is large, platelet volume is small 
in WAS. Genetic sequencing is done if rapid screening for 
detection of WASp in PBMCs by intracellular flow cytome-
try is abnormal (33).

DOCK8 Deficiency
Dedicator of cytokinesis 8 (DOCK8) loss- of- function muta-
tions are a recently described CID that is often categorized 
as an autosomal recessive form of hyper- IgE syndrome (34). 
DOCK8 is a member of the DOCK180 family of guanine 
exchange factors important for activating Rho family GT-
Pases. DOCK8 is important for actin cytoskeletal regulation 
and has been shown to interact with WASp. Similar to 
WASP mutations, DOCK8 mutations impact immune func-
tion broadly. A full mechanistic understanding of the role 
of DOCK8 in immune function is still an area of active in-
vestigation. Other rarer mutations have been described that 
affect cytoskeletal and migration pathways (RHOH, WIP, 
WHIM, and CORO1A; see Table 1).

Diagnostic evaluation
In addition to the initial immunologic screening tests listed 
above for WAS, serum IgE level is increased in DOCK8 de-
ficiency, unlike in WAS. Interestingly, DOCK8- deficient pa-
tients have been detected by SCID NBS (35). This supports 
a nonredundant role for DOCK8 in naive- T- cell survival and 
T- cell egress from the thymus. Whereas WAS is generally 
not picked up by SCID NBS, retrospective TREC analysis 
revealed diminished values in a subset of WAS patients (83).

COMBINED IMMUNODEFICIENCIES WITH 
NARROW CLINICAL PHENOTYPES

X- Linked Lymphoproliferative Syndromes
X- linked lymphoproliferative syndrome (XLP) is character-
ized by overwhelming susceptibility to EBV infection, leading 
to life- threatening complications such as hemophagocytic 

lymphohistiocytosis (HLH), fulminant infectious mononu-
cleosis, and B- cell lymphoma. Two different genetic defects 
cause XLP. Most cases of XLP (XLP type 1) are due to muta-
tions in SH2D1A, the gene encoding the signaling lympho-
cyte activation molecule (SLAM)- associated protein (SAP) 
(36, 37). SAP is a cytoplasmic adapter protein critical to 
normal lymphocyte signal transduction, and its deficiency 
affects the development and effector functions of T- , NK- , 
and NKT- lymphocyte populations. Observed defects in hu-
moral immunity, including dysgammaglobulinemia, are due 
in large part to lack of T- cell help, particularly failure of 
CD4+ T cells to produce IL- 10 required for generation of 
memory B cells and isotype class switching.

X- linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP) is a member of 
the inhibitor of apoptosis family of proteins and is encoded 
by XIAP/BIRC4, which is mutated in XLP type 2 and the 
cause of X- linked familial HLH (38, 39). In XIAP defi-
ciency, EBV- associated HLH is the most common presenta-
tion and dysgammaglobulinemia is seen less often (40). The 
development of HLH is related to overproduction of IL- 18 
and other proinflammatory cytokines by activated T cells 
and monocytes.

Diagnostic evaluation
Initial immunologic testing includes enumeration of immune 
cell numbers and ascertainment of EBV levels and antibody 
response, as well as apoptosis assays. Flow cytometry and im-
munoblotting can be used to analyze intracellular expression 
of SAP and XIAP and support a diagnosis of XLP (40). How-
ever, genotyping is required to confirm mutations in either 
SH2D1A or XIAP/BIRC4, and clinically it is important to 
make this distinction since XLP type 1 is associated with ma-
lignancy and the clinical features are not overlapping.

DIAGNOSTIC ASSAYS

Flow Cytometry
The invention of flow cytometry and its entry into the clin-
ical laboratory has revolutionized the field of immunology. 
The past 30- plus years in which flow cytometry has been 
available as a clinical laboratory tool have been witness to 
a growing list of quantitative and qualitative assays. With 
ongoing development of novel suitable antibodies, discov-
ery of new immunologic disorders, and development of new 
platforms for cytometry such as mass cytometry, or CyTOF, 
the clinical diagnostic utility of flow cytometry will un-
doubtedly continue to expand.

enumeration of Lymphocyte Cell Populations
Flow cytometry for immune cell quantification is a widely 
used and easily standardized diagnostic test for initial CID 
evaluation. Clinically useful cell surface and intracellu-
lar expression determination of various proteins can be 
achieved with appropriate controls and proper maintenance 
of a four- color flow cytometer. Essentially every initial diag-
nostic screen for CID includes quantification of T cells, B 
cells, and NK cells using various antibodies that recognize 
surface antigens.

1. Peripheral blood should be collected in sterile 
Vacutainer tube or syringe containing anticoagulant. Sam-
ples should be kept at ambient temperature without agitation 
until processing. Samples should be processed within 24 h of 
collection. In the clinical setting, fresh samples are typically 
used. If a sample is being shipped for flow cytometry analysis 
at another site, it is important for the submitting institution 
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to obtain a complete blood count prior to shipment. The flow 
cytometry analysis determines the frequency of the stained 
population. If the sample cannot be processed within 24 h of 
collection, many adaptive immune cells are amenable to flow 
cytometry analysis after recovery from viably frozen samples.

2. For convenience, whole blood with anticoagulant 
is stained and red blood cells are removed by osmotic lysis 
prior to sample acquisition on the flow cytometer when sur-
face staining is performed in unmanipulated samples. Deter-
mine the number of staining conditions needed; wash 0.5 
ml of blood per FACS staining tube needed with 5 ml of 
phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) containing heparin. Cen-
trifuge at 400 × g for 10 min and aspirate carefully. Mix cell 
suspension well by flicking the tube and repeat the wash. 
Resuspend cells in 50 μl of fluorescence- activated cell sorter 
(FACS) staining buffer (e.g., PBS with bovine calf serum and 
azide)/staining tube. Add 10 μl of human IgG (12 mg/ml) to 
block nonspecific staining and incubate for 15 min at 4°C.

3. Add desired antibody cocktail. Manufacturers provide 
recommendations on the amount of antibody used to stain 
a sample, but it is critical that the operator determine the 
optimal antibody concentration in their laboratory since 
results can vary. This can be achieved by using a fixed num-
ber of cells and incubating with a range of concentrations 
that are above and below the manufacturer’s recommended 
amount. This becomes particularly important for intracellu-
lar staining (see below). Mix tube by flicking and incubate 
at 4°C for 30 min in the dark.

4. Add 3.5 ml of FACS buffer and centrifuge.
5. Discard supernatant and resuspend in fixation/red 

blood cell lysis buffer (for example, 1× FACSLyse; BD Bio-
sciences, San Jose, CA). Invert all tubes and centrifuge at 
1,300 rpm for 10 min. Keep samples cold and protected from 
light. The samples can be run on flow cytometer between 30 
min after fix to after an overnight incubation.

6. Run on flow cytometer with appropriate compensa-
tion tubes.

Interpretation
The frequency of the targeted populations can be deter-

mined using compatible software for analysis of acquired 
data. The absolute lymphocyte count from the submitting 
institution is used to determine the absolute values of the 
various lymphocytic cell subsets determined by the flow 
analysis. Age-adjusted normal ranges are available from the 
published literature (84). Determination of T- , B- , and NK- 
cell subsets is by a standard flow cytometry panel used to 
screen for CIDs. Inclusion of additional antibodies against 
various surface molecules can broaden the utility of flow cy-
tometry surface staining. Depending on the staining panel 
used and commercially available antibody conjugates, ac-
quisition beyond four- color flow cytometry may be necessary.

Thymic function and egress can be determined indirectly 
by quantification of CD45RA and CD45RO isoform distri-
bution on peripheral blood lymphocytes with interpreta-
tion of the frequencies using age- related controls. This is 
commonly added to screening panels for CIDs and does not 
require flow cytometer upgrade. Determination of TCRαβ 
and - γδ expression and distribution can provide additional 
information on thymic function and is feasible with the 
flow cytometer platform. Additionally, interrogation of the 
T- cell memory compartment can be done by flow cytom-
etry using a combination of antibodies for T- cell resting 
and activated surface receptors. Naive T cells are defined as 
CD45RA+CCR7+, central memory (CD45RA–CCR7+), 
effector memory (CD45RA−CCR7−), or effector memory 
RA (TEMRA; CD45RA+CCR7−) cells.

Intracellular Protein expression and t- Cell 
Differentiation
Flow cytometry has been essential for expanding diagnos-
tic testing aimed at determining T- cell differentiation and 
quantification of critical intracellular proteins (e.g., tran-
scription factor Foxp3 or cytosolic WASp) and has proven 
to be a useful diagnostic tool. These more in- depth flow cy-
tometry analyses require cellular manipulation and increased 
flow cytometer capability. Example protocols, outlined be-
low, include intracellular staining for Th17 cells, which is 
a useful screening test for AD STAT3 HIES. Intracellular 
and extracellular staining for Treg quantification is discussed 
and serves as a useful screening test for IPEX and STAT5 or 
CD25 deficiency. Intracellular staining for WASp, SAP, or 
XIAP is used to screen for affected males with WAS or XLP 
and also to screen for carrier females.

Intracellular Cytokine staining (IL- 17)
1. Peripheral blood should be collected, stored, and pro-

cessed as described above. One exception is that the anti-
coagulant used should be sodium heparin since EDTA can 
interfere with the activity of the stimulant. Whole blood 
with anticoagulant can be used for intracellular staining of 
unmanipulated cells or stimulated cells. However, PBMCs 
are used more routinely to decrease the volume of the sam-
ple to allow for more accuracy in cell numbers. PBMCs are 
isolated using a density gradient as described elsewhere. If 
the sample cannot be processed within 24 h of collection, 
many adaptive immune cells are amenable to flow cytome-
try analysis after recovery from viably frozen samples.

2. Plate 2 × 106 cells/well in appropriate culture me-
dia (e.g., RPMI-1640 plus 10% fetal calf serum, 100 μg/ml 
penicillin, 100 U/ml streptomycin, and 2 mM l-glutamine)  
with stimulant; options include 1 μg/ml Staphylococcus en-
terotoxin B or PMA (100 ng/ml) + ionomycin (1 μg/ml) 
and 2.5 μg/ml brefeldin A at 37°C for 5 h. Unstimulated 
wells should be included as an appropriate control.

3. Wash cells with FACS buffer. Add predetermined 
concentration of antibody cocktail for surface proteins (e.g., 
CD3, CD4, and CD45RO) and incubate for 30 min at 4°C.

4. Wash the cells once with 2 volumes of FACS buffer, 
followed by resuspension in 2% paraformaldehyde, and in-
cubate for 20 min at room temperature.

5. Wash cells in 1× permeabilization (Perm) buffer 
(commercially available products for intracellular cytokine 
staining work consistently, such as from eBioscience, San 
Diego, CA), then resuspend in 100 μl of 1× Perm buffer 
containing blocking antibody (e.g. human IgG) and incu-
bate at room temperature for 10 min.

6. Add predetermined amount of anti- IL-17A (e.g., 
clone N49-653) and anti- IFN- γ (e.g., clone B27) and incu-
bate for 60 min at room temperature. Appropriate control 
tubes should include fluorescence minus one (FMO) and/
or isotype controls for the intracellular protein. An FMO 
is a staining tube that contains all fluorescent antibodies 
in a panel except for one and controls for spread of fluoro-
chromes into the channel of interest. These controls assist 
with gate setting in data analysis. 

7. Wash twice with 1× Perm buffer, resuspend in FACS 
buffer, and proceed to flow cytometer.

Interpretation
In this assay, IL-17A cytokine production by memory 

Th17 cells is triggered in polyclonally activated PBMCs 
in the presence of brefeldin A to block endoplasmic retic-
ulum release of secretory proteins, thus trapping cytokines 
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produced during activation inside the cells. Determination 
of the frequency of Th17 cells is used as a screening test in 
HIES. Th1 cells (IFN-γ) should not be affected in HIES 
patients.

Foxp3 Analysis
Whole blood or isolated PBMCs can be used. A PBMC pro-
tocol is presented below.

1. Peripheral blood should be collected, stored, and pro-
cessed as described above for IL- 17 staining. PBMCs 
should be resuspended in FACS buffer at a concentra-
tion of 1 × 107 cells/ml.

2. Place 1 × 106 cells/FACS staining tube and incubate 
for 15 min at 4°C. Appropriate control tubes must 
be included to account for background staining and 
assist with setting gates in data analysis, for example, 
isotype control for Foxp3 antibody.

3. Add surface staining antibody cocktail containing 
predetermined concentrations. A standard cocktail 
for Treg surface staining includes CD3, CD4, CD127, 
and CD25 antibodies. Incubate for 60 min at 4°C in 
the dark.

4. Add 2 ml of FACS buffer/tube. Spin at 1,300 rpm for 
10 min at 4°C. Remove supernatant.

5. Add 1 ml of 1× fix/perm buffer to each tube (com-
mercially available from BioLegend or eBioscience 
and should be compared by the investigator). Incu-
bate for 30 min at room temperature in the dark.

6. Spin at 1,300 rpm for 10 min at 4°C and resuspend in 
1 ml of 1× Perm buffer/tube. Repeat. Remove super-
natant, leaving residual 50-100 μl/tube. Add 10 μl 
human IgG (12 mg/ml) to block, and incubate 10 min 
at 4°C in the dark. 

7. Add predetermined anti- FoxP3 (e.g., clone 206D) or 
isotype control (e.g., clone MOPC21) to appropriate 
tube. Incubate for 60 min at room temperature in the 
dark.

8. Add 1 ml of 1× Perm buffer/tube. Spin at 1,300 rpm 
for 10 min at 4°C. Remove supernatant and repeat 
with FACS buffer.

9. Resuspend in 1% paraformaldehyde and store at 4°C 
in the dark until acquired on flow cytometer.

Interpretation
Tregs are defined as CD4+CD25+CD127lo/−Foxp3+. 

Both CD25 and Foxp3 can be upregulated on activated con-
ventional T cells (CD25 routinely and Foxp3 transiently 
and at lower levels than bona fide Treg cells). This assay 
is a helpful screening test in inherited immunodeficiency/
immune dysregulation states that are secondary to Treg ab-
normalities, such as STAT5b deficiency or CD25 deficiency. 
This approach determines Treg cell numbers but does not 
address functionality.

WAsp, sAP, or XIAP expression
Whole blood or PBMCs can be used. Below is an example 
protocol for PBMCs. This assay protocol follows the same 
principles as Foxp3 staining for Treg analysis. 

1. Stain 1 × 106 cells/tube for surface markers with pre-
determined concentration of antibodies in FACS buf-
fer for 30 min at 4°C in the dark.

2. Fix cells with 2% paraformaldehyde.
3. Resuspend cells in 1× Perm buffer; incubate for 15 

min at 4°C in the dark. Wash once and resuspend in 
1× Perm buffer.

4. Incubate with predetermined amount of antibody for 
protein of interest and include tubes for appropriate 
controls (isotype controls).
a. Mouse anti- WASp MAb (e.g., clone 5A5) 
b. Monoclonal anti- SAP (e.g., clone EPR3168)
c. Anti- XIAP (e.g., clone 48)
Incubate 60 min at 4°C in the dark.

5. Wash with 1× Perm buffer. These antibodies are 
not available with directly conjugated fluorophore 
and thus require stain with appropriate fluorophore- 
conjugated secondary antibody for 30 min at 4°C in 
the dark. 

6. Wash once with 1× Perm buffer, followed by FACS buf-
fer, then resuspend in 1% paraformaldehyde and store 
at 4°C in the dark until acquired on flow cytometer.

Interpretation
WASp is expressed in many hematopoietic cells includ-

ing platelets, neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes. 
WASp protein expression in lymphocytes and monocytes 
can be determined after gating by a distribution pattern in 
the forward and side scatter. Protein positivity is compared 
to isotype control and with the results of a healthy control. 
If the sample was shipped, it is critical that a healthy ship-
ping control be included with the test sample.

SAP can be detected in T and NK cells. Patients with SAP 
deficiency typically have severely diminished SAP expression 
detected by flow cytometry. XIAP is detectable in neutrophils, 
monocytes, and all lymphocyte subsets. Reported patients 
with XIAP mutations can have absent or decreased protein 
expression depending on the mutation. Female carriers display 
bimodal distribution of SAP and XIAP expression. Skewing 
toward XIAP- positive cells has been observed and suggests a 
selective survival advantage in XIAP- expressing cells and can 
complicate carrier testing by this methodology (41).

t- Cell Activation
1. Whole blood or PBMCs have been successfully used 

for this assay. Ideally, the anticoagulant should be so-
dium heparin.

2. Stimulate the cells with PMA 15 ng/ml + ionomycin 
300 ng/ml (should determine optimal dose in your fa-
cility with dose- response curve) for 4 h in appropriate 
culture media at 37°C.

3. Wash in FACS staining buffer.
4. Stain with anti- CD3, anti- CD8, anti- CD154, and 

 anti- CD69 antibodies and appropriate controls. Here 
is an example template.
a. Tube 1: anti- CD3, anti- CD8, and isotype control 

(for anti- CD154)
b. Tube 2: anti- CD3, anti- CD8, and anti- CD154 

(e.g., clone TRAP-1)
c. Tube 3: anti- CD3, anti- CD8, and anti- CD69
Incubate for 20 min at room temperature in the dark.

5. Wash cells with FACS staining buffer.
6. Resuspend in 1% paraformaldehyde and store at 4°C 

in the dark until acquired on flow cytometer.

Interpretation
For screening of X- HIGM, peripheral blood T cells stim-

ulated first with PMA and ionomycin are stained for T- cell 
surface markers such as CD69 and CD40 ligand (CD154). 
Cell surface markers of T- cell activation may be analyzed by 
flow cytometry to investigate adequate T- cell activation and 
the ability of T cells to upregulate critical costimulatory mol-
ecules. CD69, a member of the C- type lectin domain fam-
ily, is a surface receptor upregulated within hours of T- cell 
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activation and can serve as a positive control or marker for 
adequate T- cell activation and is routinely used in screen-
ing for CIDs such as X- HIGM. Since CD69 and CD154 are 
not present on resting T cells and are activation markers 
with similar kinetics of expression, CD69 staining serves as 
a suitable positive control for adequate culture stimulation 
conditions. Additionally, since CD69 expression is depen-
dent on activation of the Ras/mitogen- activated protein 
kinase pathway, absence of CD69 expression on activated 
T cells may suggest a proximal signal transduction defect. If 
CD154 is detected but the clinical suspicion is still high for 
HIGM, use of soluble biotinylated CD40:Fc can determine 
the functionality of the expressed protein; however, this re-
agent is more difficult to acquire.

tyrosine Phosphorylation by Flow Cytometry 
(Phosphoepitope Analysis)
A number of suitable reagents are now available to stain for 
phosphorylation of essential signaling molecules by flow cy-
tometry rather than more labor- intensive immunoblotting 
methods and can offer more information since single cells 
can be analyzed for multiple parameters (42).

1. PBMCs should be isolated as detailed elsewhere.
2. Stimulate PBMCs to induce the desired phosphory-

lation step. For example, to screen for signaling defects in 
the IL- 2–IL- 2R axis, PBMCs are incubated with 1,000 U 
of recombinant IL- 2 and then stained intracellularly with 
a fluorophore- conjugated anti- phospho- STAT5 antibody 
(26). A proper control includes unstimulated cells.

3. Wash cells and stain with predetermined concentra-
tion of desired antibodies against surface receptors. Incubate 
for 30 min at 4°C in the dark. Wash with FACS buffer.

4. Fix cells with 2% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 
room temperature in the dark. Wash cells with FACS buffer.

5. Permeabilize cells with ice- cold methanol and incu-
bate at 4°C in the dark for 15 min. Wash with FACS buffer 
× 2.

6. Stain cells with predetermined concentration of anti-
bodies that recognize intracellular protein of interest as well 
as antibodies specific for the phosphorylated form of the pro-
tein of interest in FACS buffer for 30 min at room tempera-
ture in the dark. Proper controls include an isotype control.

7. Acquire data on flow cytometer.

Interpretation
Analysis of tyrosine phosphoproteins is indicated if a de-

fect in proximal antigen receptor signaling is suggested by 
defective lymphocyte proliferation or [Ca2+]i mobilization 
with CD3 cross- linking. The development of these tools 
has resulted in more- rapid screening techniques for CIDs, 
decreased sample volume requirements, and increased 
sensitivity compared with immunoblot assays. STAT5b 
deficiency provides an excellent example for the use of 
phosphoepitope flow cytometry. In this CID, stimulation 
with IL- 2 demonstrates diminished phospho- STAT5 based 
on frequency of positive cells determined with isotype con-
trol and compared to control cells. With flow cytometry 
the amount of protein per cell can be determined with var-
ious software analysis programs and is expressed at median 
fluo rescence intensity. Ratios between phosphorylated and 
nonphosphorylated protein can be determined with the ex-
perimental approach. This is a rapid screening test, and pos-
itive results should be confirmed at the genetic level.

T- Cell Proliferation Assays
Lymphocyte proliferation response in vitro can be assessed 
by [3H]thymidine incorporation and liquid scintillation or 

by flow cytometry using 5- ethynyl- 2′- deoxyuridine. Alter-
natively, carboxyfluorescein succimidyl ester dilution can si-
multaneously determine cell proliferation and cell division 
number by flow cytometry (43). Typical T- cell stimulants 
include mitogens such as PHA, vaccine antigens (e.g., teta-
nus toxoid), PMA plus ionomycin, or antibodies that cross- 
link the TCR complex (i.e., anti- CD3 clone OKT3). The 
response to the stimulant can provide useful information on 
the extent of the T- cell dysfunction and provide guidance 
for additional studies. For example, T- cell proliferation to 
PMA plus ionomycin may be used to screen for proximal 
TCR signaling defects. Since PMA plus ionomycin bypasses 
the need for TCR expression or function, a significantly di-
minished response to PHA or CD3 cross- linking but normal 
PMA plus ionomycin response is suggestive of abnormalities 
in the TCR complex or in very early TCR signaling events.

Lymphocyte Proliferation
1. Suspend PBMCs in appropriate culture media (e.g., 

RPMI- 1640 plus 10% fetal calf serum, 100 μg/ml penicillin, 
100 U/ml streptomycin, and 2 mM l- glutamine) at a con-
centration of 1 × 106 cells/ml.

2. Incubate 1 × 104 cells in 200 μl at 37°C in flat- 
bottomed 96- well plates with 50 ng/ml anti- CD3 antibody 
(agonistic clone, e.g., UCHT1), 5 μg/ml PHA (Burroughs 
Wellcome, Research Triangle Park, NC), or 0.5 ng/ml PMA 
plus 1 μM ionomycin for 72 h.

3. Pulse wells with 0.96 μCi/well of [3H]thymidine for 
6 h, harvest, and count in a scintillation counter.

More- nuanced T- cell proliferation studies can be per-
formed by adding cytokines to the culture alongside CD3 
cross- linking. For example, the addition of IL- 2 increases 
the proliferative response above CD3 stimulation alone. 
The absence of an increased proliferative response would 
be suggestive of a defect in the IL- 2–IL- 2R axis, such as 
STAT5b deficiency, CD25 deficiency, or JAK3/common 
γ- chain hypomorphic mutations. Another example is the 
addition of IL- 7 or IL- 15 to the culture media alongside 
CD3 cross- linking. The absence of additional proliferation 
with IL- 7 suggests a defect in the IL- 7–IL- 7R axis or im-
paired differentiation or maintenance of T- cell memory, as 
seen in STAT3 deficiency.

Recall response to vaccine antigens can be determined 
by all of the methodologies listed above. The responding 
T- cell frequency is diminished and will require longer incu-
bation times and ideally acquisition of high event counts for 
flow cytometry- based methods. Diminished recall response 
is seen in CIDs with global T- cell functional defects, as well 
as in CIDs with intact T- cell function with global stimu-
lants, e.g., PHA, but impaired T- cell memory differentiation 
or maintenance.

Ca2+ Flux Assays
If T- cell proliferation is diminished with CD3 cross- linking, 
measurements of [Ca2+]i mobilization may be indicated in or-
der to localize a putative signaling defect, calcium channel 
dysfunction, or store- operated Ca2+ entry defect. [Ca2+]i flux 
assays may be done either by fluorimetry or by flow cytometry. 
Fluorimetric methods require more cells but do not require 
concomitant cell staining with potentially stimulatory anti-
bodies. The advantages of flow cytometry [Ca2+]i flux assays 
include smaller cell number requirement, and they more eas-
ily allow for continuous monitoring of [Ca2+]i flux alongside 
other immune markers. To test for proximal signaling de-
fects, depletion of intracellular Ca2+ stores is monitored after 
cross- linking of surface TCR (with agonistic antibody such 
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as clone UCHT1) in cells loaded with a ratiometric Ca2+ in-
dicator dye (e.g., Indo- 1). In patients with defects in calcium 
channels or store- operated Ca2+ entry defects, after depletion 
of intracellular Ca2+ stores with activation, Ca2+ is added to 
the analysis tube and reentry is monitored (42).

Fluorimetric Assay
1. Suspend PBMCs at 2 × 107 cells/ml in complete 

RPMI and load with 3 μM Indo- 1 acetomethoxy (AM) for 
30 min at 37°C.

2. Wash cells in calcium-containing buffer (e.g., Hanks  
balanced salt solution plus 1% bovine serum albumin, 1 mM 
CaCl2, and 0.5 mM MgCl2), resuspend at 5 × 106 cells/ml in 
calcium-containing buffer, and keep on ice until use.

3. Warm 400 μl of cell suspension at 37°C for 2 min before 
analysis. Measure absorbance at an excitation wavelength of 
355 nm and emission wavelengths of 400 nm and 500 nm us-
ing a fluorescence spectrophotometer. Maximal fluorescence 
is determined after cell lysis with 5 μl of 10% Triton X- 100 
detergent; minimal fluorescence is determined after addition 
of 50 μl of 1 M Tris base and 15 μl of 0.4 M EGTA.

4. Recordings are made before and after cells are stim-
ulated by TCR cross- linking. For T- cell analysis, add 2 μl 
of biotinylated anti- CD3 antibody (agonistic antibody such 
as clone UCHT1) plus 5 μg/ml streptavidin, or a purified 
anti-CD3 antibody followed by IgM MAb to TCR to cross-
link surface may be used instead. To ensure proper loading of 
Indo- 1, add 1 μl of 1 mM ionomycin to nonresponding cell 
suspensions after 5 min.

Flow Cytometric Assay
1. Stain 2 × 107 PBMCs with a purified, azide-free 

 anti- CD3 antibody for 30 min in the dark at room tempera-
ture, wash, and resuspend 2 × 106 cells in 1 ml calcium/
magnesium- free RPMI or Hanks balanced salt solution.

2. Incubate PBMCs for 30 min at 37°C in 3 μM Indo- 1 
AM, wash, and resuspend in 1 ml calcium/magnesium- free 
RPMI.

3. Measure baseline fluorescence of gated CD3+ for 1 to 2 
min, followed by recordings for 10 min of fluorescence after 
addition of an anti- CD3 cross- linking antibody.

4. Change in calcium flux after stimulation is calculated 
as fluorescence intensity peak increase by subtracting fluo-
rescence intensity value before stimulation from the value 
after stimulation.

Protein tyrosine Phosphorylation by Immunoblotting
Analysis of tyrosine phosphoproteins is indicated if a defect 
in proximal antigen receptor signaling is suggested by de-
fective lymphocyte proliferation or [Ca2+]i mobilization to 
TCR stimulation.

1. Incubate 100 μl of 2 × 106 PBMCs or enriched for 
CD2 using magnetic bead selection (Dynal, Life Technol-
ogies) for 20 min on ice with 2 μl each of biotinylated 
anti- CD3 MAb plus biotinylated anti- CD4 MAb or PBS 
alone. Wash cells, resuspend in 100 μl PBS, and cross- link 
with 5 μg/ml avidin for 4 min at 37°C.

2. Lyse cells in 45 μl of NP- 40 buffer (1% NP- 40 plus 10 
mM Tris [pH 7.6], 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 10 mM 
NaF, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 1 μg/ml pepsta-
tin A, 10 μg/ml leupeptin, 1 μg/ml aprotonin, and 1 mM 
Na3VO4) for 30 min at 4°C. Centrifuge cells at 12,000 × g 
at 4°C for 10 min, collect supernatants, and mix with 15 μl 
of 4× sample buffer dye (2% SDS, 5% 2- mercaptoethanol, 
250 mM Tris, 10% glycerol, and 1 mg/ml bromophenol blue 
[pH 6.8]). Boil at 90°C for 5 min prior to separation by 
SDS–12% PAGE under reducing conditions.

3. Electrophoretically transfer separated protein bands to 
Immobilon- P membranes (Millipore), block in blotting buf-
fer (Tris- buffered saline plus 0.1% Tween) plus 3% bovine 
serum albumin, and incubate at room temperature for 1 h 
in blotting buffer with 4G10 (anti- phosphotyrosine MAb; 
Upstate Biotechnology, Millipore).

4. Wash filters three times in blotting buffer, and incubate 
with horseradish peroxidase- conjugated goat anti- mouse 
MAb (Southern Biotechnology Associates, Birmingham, 
AL) for 1 h at room temperature. Phosphoproteins are as-
sayed using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection sys-
tem (e.g., ECL; GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ).

Apoptosis
Apoptosis, or activation- induced cell death, is a normal con-
sequence of T- cell activation and serves to maintain T- cell 
homeostasis. Defects in apoptosis are observed in several 
CIDs. The clinical consequences of impaired apoptosis in-
clude lymphoproliferation (e.g., SAP deficiency), impaired 
T- cell survival (e.g., MST1 deficiency), and possibly impaired 
CD8+ T- cell effector responses (e.g., XIAP deficiency).

In vitro induction of apoptosis is routinely performed us-
ing T- cell restimulation. PHA T- cell blasts are first gener-
ated in vitro, followed by CD3 cross- linking that typically 
would induce apoptosis in a proportion of the blasting T 
cells. T cells are subsequently stained for annexin V (AV; 
surface phosphatidylserine is an early marker of apoptosis) 
and a marker for necrosis (typically propidium iodide [PI]). 
Survival is determined as the percentage of AV- PI- negative 
cells. It is essential to run healthy controls alongside the 
subject’s cells. T- cell survival above or below healthy con-
trol is suggestive of an apoptosis defect. This activation- 
induced cell death is Fas (CD95) dependent, and CD95 
cross- linking can be a suitable alternative to CD3.

Apoptosis assays are a useful screening tool for some 
CIDs, but correlation with clinical disease is not always 
apparent. Therefore, normal apoptosis results should not 
strongly influence decision making for confirmatory genetic 
testing or additional immunologic studies in cases with ab-
normal immunophenotyping and suggestive CID- associated 
clinical disease (40).
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DISORDERS CHARACTERIZED BY ANTIBODY 
DEFICIENCY
Antibody deficiency can be defined as a condition charac-
terized by a reduction in serum immunoglobulin concentra-
tions below the fifth centile for age. Antibody deficiency 
may affect all classes of immunoglobulins or may be con-
fined to a single isotype.

WHO SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED FOR 
ANTIBODY DEFICIENCY: CLINICAL 
MANIFESTATIONS OF ANTIBODY 
DEFICIENCY

Key Concepts
1. Patients with antibody deficiency typically develop re-

current infection with encapsulated bacteria such as Strep-
tococcus pneumoniae and Haemophilus influenzae type B. The 
common sites affected are the upper and lower respiratory 
tracts and the middle ear. From these sites, infection can 
spread via the bloodstream to produce metastatic infections, 
for example meningitis or bone and joint infection.

2. Structural lung damage (bronchiectasis, pulmonary 
fibrosis) can be a consequence of recurrent respiratory tract 
infections in untreated or inadequately treated, antibody- 
deficient patients, and contributes to morbidity and mor-
tality. Once respiratory tract damage is established, patients 
are prone to sinopulmonary sepsis caused by nontypeable 
Haemophilus influenzae strains and with other bacterial spe-
cies like Pseudomonas. Granulomatous lesions may affect the 
lungs, giving rise to a sarcoid- like state with impaired gas 
transfer and secondary fibrosis, or they may affect other or-
gans like the liver, spleen, kidneys, or lymph nodes.

3. Diarrhea and malabsorption may occur due to chronic 
infection with intestinal pathogens including Giardia, Cam-
pylobacter, Salmonella, or Norovirus, or as a consequence of 
bacterial overgrowth in the small intestine.

4. In general, the course of uncomplicated viral infection 
(chicken pox, measles, etc.) is not significantly different 
from that in normal individuals, except for the rare occur-
rence of enteroviral infections; ECHO viruses or Coxsakie 
viruses can cause meningoencephalitis or dermatomyositis- 
like conditions. Oral polio vaccine- associated poliomyeli-
tis has also been rarely reported in patients with antibody 
deficiency.

5. Arthritis has been reported in about 20% of patients 
and may be septic, caused by Haemophilus influenzae type b, 
S. pneumoniae, or Mycoplasma/ureoplasma, or aseptic, resem-
bling seronegative rheumatoid arthritis.

6. Fungal and intracellular bacterial infections are not a 
feature of antibody deficiency.

7. About one- fifth of patients with antibody deficiency 
due to common variable immunodeficiency (CVID) de-
velop autoimmune disorders. These include autoimmune 
hematological disorders (hemolytic anemia, autoimmune 
thrombocytopenia, pernicious anemia), autoimmune endo-
crinopathies (e.g., thyroid disease) or neurological diseases 
such as Guillain Barre Syndrome, and, rarely, a lupus- like 
syndrome.

8. Infants with antibody deficiency may present with fail-
ure to thrive.

MAJOR CATEGORIES OF PRIMARY 
ANTIBODY DEFICIENCY
Antibody deficiency may occur on its own or as part of a 
syndrome of severe combined immunodeficiency or com-
bined B-  and T- cell immunodeficiency. The latter two 
conditions are outside the scope of this chapter. The main 
features of primary antibody deficiencies are summarized in 
Tables 1 and 2.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION OF PATIENTS 
WITH SUSPECTED ANTIBODY DEFICIENCY
Antibody deficiency should be considered in patients with 
the following problems:

1. Recurrent, severe, or persistent sinopulmonary 
infections

2. Invasive encapsulated bacterial infections
3. Chronic diarrhea, malabsorption, or occasionally in-

flammatory bowel disease
4. Infants with failure to thrive

Suspected antibody deficiency should be confirmed with:

1. Measurement of serum IgG, IgA and IgM (IgG sub-
classes), and comparison with age- specific normal 
ranges to determine if these levels are below the 5th 
centile.
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2. In those above 20 years of age, serum protein electro-
phoresis, and if required, immunofixation should be 
carried out for the exclusion of paraproteinemia.

3. Assess response to immunization with T- cell- 
dependent (tetanus toxoid, haemophilus B conjugate), 
and T- cell- independent (polyvalent pneumococcal 
polysaccharide) (if >2 years of age) vaccines. The use 
and interpretation of these vaccine responses or the 
diagnosis of antibody deficiency is described in Orange 
et al., 2012 (1).

Antibody Deficiency Associated with Absent B Cells
B- cell maturation beyond the pre- B- cell stage found in the 
bone marrow requires signals received through the pre- B- 
cell receptor complex. The pre- B- cell receptor is composed 
of the μ chains, surrogate light chains (heterodimers of λ 

constant region with V pre- β), and the signal- transducing 
components Igα and Igβ. The activities of the protein 
Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) and B- cell linker protein 
(BLNK) are also essential for the transduction of signals re-
ceived via the B- cell (and pre- B- cell) receptors. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that mutations in each of these elements 
cause early onset antibody deficiency associated with lack of 
circulating B cells.

Ninety percent of all such cases occur in boys due to 
mutation of the BTK gene (2), which maps to the X chro-
mosome (Xp22). This condition is called X- linked agam-
maglobulinemia, which was the first immunodeficiency to 
be described in 1952 by Colonel Ogden Bruton. Mutations 
in the genes, including μ (3), λ5 (4), Igα (5), Igβ (6), and 
BLNK (7) cause rare autosomal recessive forms of early on-
set antibody deficiency with severe B lymphopenia.

TABLE 1 The main phenotypes of primary antibody deficienciesa

Phenotype Main clinical features Main B- cell biological features Known affected proteins
Pan- agammaglobulinemia (absence 

of IgM, IgG, and IgA)
Bacterial infections with 

encapsulated organisms 
(mainly respiratory tract) 
and enteroviral infections

Absence of CD19+ B cells λ5, BLNK, BTK, Cμ, Igα, Igβ, 
and PI3Kα

May have trisomy 7 or 8 or 
dyskeratosis congenita

Pan- agammaglobulinemia in 
association with thymoma

Bacterial and opportunistic 
infections; autoimmunity

Decreased number of pro- B 
cells

Unknown

Variable pan- 
hypogammaglobulinemia (CVID)

Bacterial infections (affecting 
respiratory tract and GI 
system), autoimmunity, 
lymphoproliferation, and 
systemic granulomata

Decreased frequency of CD27+ 
memory B cells; defective 
plasma cells in tissues

CD19, CD20, CD21, CD27, 
CD81, DNMT3B, ZBTB24, 
ICOS, SAP, XIAP, TACI, 
BAFFR

CSR deficiencies: reduced or absent 
IgG and IgA with normal or low 
IgM

Bacterial and opportunistic 
infections

Decreased frequency of CD27+ 
memory B cells

CD40 and CD40L

Bacterial infections, 
autoimmunity and 
lymphadenopathies

Normal frequency of CD27+ 
B cells

AID and UNG, PMS2, PI3Kδ, 
NEMO

Isotype or light chain deficiencies:
 Variable low Igs May be asymptomatic Mutation or chromosomal 

deletion at 14q32
 All Igs have lambda light chain Asymptomatic Mutations in κ constant gene

 Isolated IgG subclass deficiency Usually asymptomatic; 
minority poor Ab response 
to specific antigen and 
recurrent viral/bacterial 
infections

Normal B- cell numbers Unknown

 IgA with IgG subclass deficiency Recurrent bacterial infections Unknown

 Selective IgA deficiency Majority asymptomatic; some 
have recurrent bacterial 
infections with poor 
Ab responses; may have 
allergies or autoimmune 
disease

Unknown

Specific antibody deficiency 
(normal Ig concentrations)

Bacterial infections after 2 
years of age associated with 
defective polysaccharide- 
specific Ab production

Normal B- cell numbers NF- κB pathway proteins 
(CARD11, HOIL1, IκBα, 
and NEMO), BTK, LRBA, 
and CD20

aAbbreviations: AID, activation- induced cytidine deaminase; BAFFR, BAFF receptor; BTK, Bruton’s tyrosine kinase; BLNK, B- cell linker; Cμ, constant region μ; 
CD40L, CD40 ligand; CSR, class switch recombination; CVID, common variable immunodeficiency; ICOS, inducible T- cell c- stimulator; NF- κB, nuclear factor κB; 
PI3K, phosphoinositide 3- kinase; SAP, SLAM- associated protein; TACI, transmembrane activator and CAML interactor; UNG, uracil N- glycosylase; PMS2, postmei-
otic segregation 2; LRBA, lipopolysaccharide beige- like anchor protein; Ab, antibody.
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Antibody Deficiency Due to Defect in 
Immunoglobulin Isotope Switching
During primary antibody responses, B cells initially produce 
IgM and later on in the response switch to the production 
of IgG, IgA, and IgE.

During the so- called immunoglobulin class- switching 
process, the heavy- chain constant region changes while an-
tigen specificity is maintained. Immunoglobulin class switch 
takes place within germinal centers contained within B- cell 
follicles of the secondary lymphoid organs. Another process 
that occurs within germinal centers is somatic hypermuta-
tion, which results in the sequential accumulation of point 
mutations in the Ig variable- region gene. If the point muta-
tion(s) result in increased binding affinity to the inducing 
antigen, the B- cell blasts (centrocytes) survive, proliferate, 

and eventually give rise to memory B cells and plasma cells 
that secrete high- affinity antibody (this process is called af-
finity maturation). Through these processes, memory B cells 
are generated within germinal centers.

Defects in genes encoding molecules required for the 
above processes, which operate within germinal centers, 
result in a form of antibody deficiency with elevated (or 
normal) IgM levels but lacking IgG, IgA, and IgE. These 
conditions are called hyper- IgM syndromes (HIGM). A key 
requirement for germinal center formation and function is 
the interaction of CD40 (belonging to the TNF- receptor 
superfamily) found on the surface of B cells with an “activa-
tion induced” CD40- ligand (CD40L) protein expressed on 
the surface of CD4 lymphocytes. Mutations in the CD40L 
(8) gene or the CD40 (9) gene result in X- linked (relatively 

TABLE 2 Inheritance of antibody deficiencies

Disease Gene affected Inheritance
Online Mendelian 
Inheritance in Man 
(OMIM) number

Reference

BTK deficiency BTK X linked 300300 Vetrie et al., 1993 (2)
μ heavy chain deficiency μ heavy chain AR 147020 Yel et al., 1996 (3)
λ5 deficiency λ5 part of surrogate light 

chain
AR 146770 Minegishi et al., 1998 (4)

Igα deficiency CD79a AR 112205 Minegishi et al., 1999 (18)
Igβ deficiency CD79b AR 147245 Ferrari et al., 2007 (9)
BLNK deficiency BLNK AR 604615 Minegishi et al., 1999 (7)
PI3k p85 alpha 

deficiency
PI3KR1 AR 171833 Conley et al., 2012 (19)

CD19 deficiency CD19 AR 107265 van Zelm et al., 2006 (20)
CD20 deficiency CD20 AR 112210 Kuijpers et al., 2010 (21)
CD21 deficiency CD21 AR 120650 Thiel et al., 2012 (22)
CD81 deficiency CD81 186845 van Zelm et al., 2010 (23)
DNMT3B deficiency 

(ICF1)
DNMT3B AR 242860 Xu et al., 1999 (24)

ZBTB24 (ICF2) ZBTB24 AR 242860 de Greef et al., 2011 (25)
ICOS deficiency ICOS AR 604558 Grimbacher et al., 2003 (26)
SAP deficiency SH2D1A XL 308240 Sayos et al., 1998 (27)
XIAP deficiency XIAP XL 300635 Rigaud et al., 2006 (28)
TACI deficiency TNFRSF13B AR, AD, or complex 604907 Castigli et al., 2005 (29)
BAFFR deficiency TNFRSF13C AR 606269 Warnatz et al., 2009 (30)
CD40 deficiency 

(HIGM3)
CD40 AR 109535 Ferrari et al., 2001 (9)

CD40L deficiency 
(HIGM1)

CD40L XL 300386 Korthäuer et al., 1993 (8)

AID deficiency 
(HIGM2)

AICDA AR 605257 Revy et al., 2000 (31)

UNG (HIGM5) 
deficiency

UNG AR 191525 Imai et al., 2003 (32)

PMS2 deficiency PMS2 AR 600259 Péron et al., 2008 (33)
Activated PI3kinase-

delta syndrome 
(APDS)

PI3KCD AD 602839 Angulo et al., 2013 (10)

CARD11 deficiency CARD11 AD and AR 607210 Stepensky et al., 2013 (34)
HOIL1 deficiency RBCK1 AR 610924 Boisson et al., 2012 (35)
NEMO deficiency IKBKG XL 300291, 300584, 300301 Döffinger et al., 2001 (36)
IκBα deficiency IKBA AD 612132 Courtois et al., 2003 (37)
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common) and autosomal recessive (rare) HIGM, respec-
tively. Patients with the CD40L deficiency suffer from re-
current bacterial infections typical of antibody deficiency. 
However, because CD40L function is required for optimal 
T- cell immunity, they also suffer from opportunistic infec-
tions characteristic of T- cell deficiency. About one- third 
of patients with CD40L deficiency develop Pneumocystis 
pneumonia. Infections with cryptosporidiosis, toxoplasmo-
sis, and nontuberculous mycobacteria also occur in this 
condition. These opportunistic infections can be explained 
on the basis that the interaction of CD40L on activated T 
cells with CD40 expressed on the surface of macrophages 
and dendritic cells, which in turn undergo maturation and 
activation, is required for the optimum expression of anti-
microbial immunity.

A high proportion of CD40L- deficient patients develop 
progressive liver damage (sclerosing cholangitis), probably 
the result of cryptosporidial infection of the bile ducts.

Defects in the RNA- editing enzymes, activation- induced 
cytidine deaminase (AID), and uracil- DNA glycosylase 
(UNG) result in two further types of hyper- IgM syndromes: 
defective class switching and affinity maturation. Muta-
tions in the gene encoding the PMS2 component of the 
mismatch repair machinery cause a variable but significant 
defect in class- switch recombination.

Signaling through CD40, which belongs to the TNF- 
receptor superfamily, depends on the activation of the inhibi-
tor of κ kinase complex, resulting in the induction of NF- κB. 
Hypomorphic mutations of the gamma subunit of the inhib-
itor of κ kinase complex, which is called NEMO (NF- κB es-
sential modulator), impair NF- κB activation. Patients with 
mutations in NEMO develop a complex immunodeficiency, 
which includes features of the hyper- IgM syndrome.

An activating heterozygous mutation in PI3 kinase δ is 
responsible for about 10% of cases of hyper- IgM syndrome 
without one of the genetic defects described above, and is 
characterized by IgG2 subclass deficiency, normal or mod-
estly elevated serum IgM levels, impaired specific antibody 
responses to bacterial capsular polysaccharides, and recurrent 
respiratory infection with progressive lung damage (10).

Common Variable Immune Deficiency
Most patients with primary antibody deficiency are col-
lected under the heading “common variable immune de-
ficiency,” which is a condition characterized by low serum 
IgG and IgA and a variable decrease in IgM and the im-
paired production of specific antibodies following natural 
microbial exposure or immunization. The estimated prev-
alence of CVID is between 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 50,000. 
Clinically, CVID is dominated by the effects of antibody 
deficiency. About 20% of patients with CVID develop auto-
immune disorders (arthritis, cytopenias, endocrinopathies). 
Some patients with CVID develop noncaseating sarcoidlike 
granulomata infiltrating various organs (lungs, liver, spleen, 
skin). The mechanisms underlying autoimmunity and gran-
ulomatous disease in CVID are unknown.

The immunological phenotype of CVID is heteroge-
neous with documented defects in B- cell survival, genera-
tion of B memory cells, and in vitro B-  and T- cell activation. 
About 10% of cases of CVID are familial, with a predomi-
nance of autosomal dominant or autosomal recessive inher-
itance. CVID or selective IgA deficiency can affect different 
members of the same kindred. Recently, a number of gene 
defects have been identified in CVID patients, accounting 
for about 10 to 15% of the total patient pool.

The most common defect (in approximately 10% of 
CVID patients) is a mutation of the gene TACI (trans-

membrane activator and calcium modulator and cyclo-
philin ligand interacter). TACI, which belongs to the 
TNF- receptor superfamily, is a ligand for the cytokines BAFF 
(B- cell- activating factor of the TNF family) and APRIL (a 
proliferation- induced ligand), which induce immunoglobu-
lin class- switch recombination.

Mice deficient in BAFF or its receptor have impaired B- 
cell development and antibody deficiency. TACI−/− mice 
have reduced serum IgA and IgM levels, reduced antibody 
responses to T- cell- independent antigens, and tend to de-
velop autoimmunity and B lymphoproliferation. Mutations 
in TACI have been found in CVID patients and their rel-
atives, with selective IgA deficiency, indicating variable 
penetrance of this gene defect. In the majority of currently 
documented patients, TACI mutations affect only one allele, 
indicating a dominant negative effect of the mutated gene. 
A possible explanation is that TACI, like other members 
of the TNF- receptor family, undergo ligand- independent 
preassociation and function as multimeric units. Thus, in-
corporation of a mutated TACI chain in this multimeric 
complex may disrupt ligand binding or signal- transducing 
capacity. Recent studies have found that family members 
of CVID patients possessing heterozygous TACI mutations 
may have completely normal serum immunoglobulin levels 
and “in vitro” B- cell function. This leads to the conclusion 
that the development of antibody deficiency in those carry-
ing heterozygous TACI mutations may depend on modifier 
genes or environmental factors.

Inducible costimulating receptor (ICOS) is a costimu-
latory T- cell molecule that induces cytokines required for 
supporting class- switch recombination, Ig production, and 
terminal B- cell differentiation. ICOS−/− and ICOS li-
gand−/− mice exhibit defective germinal center formation 
and antibody production. Mutations in the ICOS gene ac-
count for about 1% of CVID patients.

A single CVID patient was identified as having a mu-
tation on the gene encoding the BAFF receptor, a finding 
that could be predicted from observations in BAFF−/− mice.

CD19 deficiency has been described in two families with 
CVID. CD19 is a B- cell accessory molecule that is required 
for B- cell activation, proliferation, and hence B- cell devel-
opment. CD19−/− mice exhibit hypogammaglobulinemia 
and poor antibody responses to protein antigens. Deficiency 
of CD20, CD21, CD27, CD81, DNMT3B, and ZBTB24 
have also been reported in rare patients with antibody 
deficiency.

In the case of the large majority of patients with CVID, 
the underlying molecular defect is unknown.

IgA Deficiency
IgA deficiency is characterized by reduced (<0.07 g/liter) 
or absent serum IgA levels. IgA deficiency is the most 
common form of primary antibody deficiency and affects 
about 1 in 700 Caucasians. IgA deficiency is rare in some 
racial groups (Japanese, Africans). The majority of IgA- 
deficient individuals remain free of infection due to the 
ability of IgG and IgM to compensate for the lack of IgA. 
Long- term studies have shown that a small proportion 
of IgA- deficient patients develop recurrent sinopulmo-
nary or gastrointestinal infections. Most infection- prone 
IgA- deficient patients have concomitant IgG2 subclass 
deficiency and a selective inability to produce antibodies 
against bacterial capsular polysaccharides. IgA deficiency 
is associated with an increased incidence of atopy, celiac 
disease, and a range of autoimmune diseases, including ar-
thritis, “lupus- like” syndrome, autoimmune endocrinopa-
thies, and autoimmune cytopenias.
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IgA- deficient patients with serum levels below 0.07 g/
liter are at the risk of developing anti- IgA antibodies after 
receiving blood products. Such individuals are at risk of de-
veloping anaphylaxis on receiving blood products.

IgA deficiency and CVID can affect different members 
of the same kindred. Rarely, IgA deficiency can precede 
the development of CVID. Therefore, in some instances, 
the molecular mechanisms underlying CVID and IgA de-
ficiency may be identical. TACI deficiency can cause IgA 
deficiency in some family members while others develop 
CVID. However, the molecular basis of IgA deficiency in 
most cases is largely unknown.

Genetic analyses of kindred with CVID and IgA deficiency 
have highlighted the existence of susceptibility loci within 
the MHC region of chromosome 6. The strongest linkage lies 
within the DR/DQ within the MHC class II region.

IgG Subclass Deficiency
Serum IgG comprises four subclasses, called IgG1, IgG2, 
IgG3, and IgG4, reflecting the relative abundance of these 
isotypes in the serum. IgG subclass deficiency is diagnosed 
on finding a reduction in the serum concentration of IgG 
subclasses, of more than two standard deviations below the 
mean value for age, despite the total IgG level being normal. 
In practice, IgG subclass assays are difficult to standardize 
due to the lack of an internationally accepted reference 
preparation. Furthermore, genetic variations that influence 

serum IgG subclass levels exist among different ethnic 
groups. Hence, age-  and population- related normal ranges 
are not always available.

Some individuals with IgG subclass deficiencies are asymp-
tomatic. Others with IgG subclass deficiencies are prone to 
recurrent sinopulmonary infections. Such infection- prone 
patients exhibit reduced antibody responses to bacterial cap-
sular polysaccharides. Defective antipolysaccharide antibody 
responses are most often seen in individuals with IgG2 sub-
class deficiency with or without concomitant IgA deficiency. 
The molecular mechanisms underlying IgG subclass deficien-
cies are unknown.

THE LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF 
PRIMARY ANTIBODY DEFICIENCY
Figure 1 shows an algorithm for suggested laboratory 
investigations.

Methods

Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry is a widely available technology that can be 
used to examine surface markers (extracellular staining) and 
intracellular proteins (intracellular staining). Extracellular 
fluorescent staining for lymphocyte markers (CD3, CD19, 
CD56+16, CD4, CD8) is readily available.

IgGAM

All normal

Reassure

Normal GAM
Abnormal vaccine ab 

Check booster vaccine responses

IgA, IgG subclass, 
deficiency or moderately 

Low G/A/M

Normal booster Abnormal booster

Consider CVID
Check LSS, XBEME +/- 

proliferation

Absent (very low) IgG

Absent A and M

Consider XLA/SCID
Check LSS 

Low G and A
Normal/high M

Consider HIGM
Check CD154

Excluded

Consider other diagnoses 
(e.g., XLP1, 2)

Differential includes THI 
and CVID

Resolves THI

Monitor 

Persists:
CVID

Complement function test : if  
abnormal = investigate 
complement deficiency

Investigation of possible antibody deficiency 

LSS and XBMEM

Absent B cells= 
XLA, B cell 
deficiencies

Absent T 
cells=SCID

Directed sequencing where candidate gene identified 
Next generation sequencing: panel vs. exome vs. whole genome  

FIGURE 1 Investigation of possible antibody deficiency. This picture shows laboratory investigations 
in patients suspected of antibody deficiency.
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extended B- Cell Immunophenotyping 
Extended B- cell immunophenotyping enables the mea-
surement of different subtypes of B cells, which aids in the 
classification of CVID as patients with few switched mem-
ory B cells may have defects in genes such as ICOS and 
CD40L, those with increased transitional B cells tend to 
have lymphadenopathy, and the presence of elevated CD-
21low B cells correlates with splenomegaly (11).

Materials and Reagents
5- ml FACS tubes (VWR, catalog no. 734- 0442)
CD27 (V500) (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 561222)
CD38 (PerCp Cy5.5) (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 

551400)
IgM (Alexa 647) (Stratech Scientific, catalog no. 

309- 605- 095)
CD19 (Pe- Cy7) (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 341113)
IgD (FITC) (Life Technologies, catalog no. H15501)
CD21 (PE) (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 555422)
FACS Lyse (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 349202)
Cell Wash (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 349524)
Cell Fix (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 340181)
300 μl of EDTA blood from the patient – should be 

stained within 72 hours of collection

Procedure
1. Label tube with patient identifiers.
2. Add 300 μl of whole blood to a FACS tube. Mark the 

volume on the side of the tube.
3. Add 3 ml of Cell Wash and mix.
4. Spin for 45 seconds in the bench- top centrifuge at 

1,000 rpm (relative centrifugal force of 800).
5. Using a Pasteur pipette, remove the supernatant, 

leaving the packed cells.
6. Add 3 ml of Cell Wash and resuspend the cell pellet.
7. Spin for 45 seconds in the centrifuge.
8. Using a Pasteur pipette, remove the supernatant, 

leaving the packed cells.
9. Add 3 ml of Cell Wash and resuspend the cell pellet.

10. Spin for 45 seconds in the centrifuge.
11. Using a Pasteur pipette, remove the supernatant, 

leaving the packed cells.
12. Resuspend using cell wash to the marked line on the 

tube.
13. Add 2 μl of antibodies (predilute IgM 1/100) to the 

bottom of a new tube.
14. Add 100 μl of washed blood to the bottom of the 

tube.
15. Mix all of the tubes well and incubate at room tem-

perature in the dark for 10 minutes.
16. Add 1 ml of FACS Lyse to all of the tubes, mix well, 

and incubate at room temperature in the dark for 10 
minutes.

17. At the end of the incubation, wash with the centri-
fuge: centrifuge on high for 45 s, and tip the super-
natant off and blot the tubes on tissue. Mix all of the 
tubes to resuspend, and add 1 ml of Cell Wash. Cen-
trifuge on high for 45 s, tip the supernatant off, and 
blot the tubes on tissue.

18. Resuspend in 500 μl Cell Wash or 500 μl Cell Fix.
19. Acquire on the day of staining using a flow cytometer 

that can detect 8 or more colors.
20. Analyze by gating on lymphocytes and then CD19+ 

cells and then the different B- cell populations ( see 
Fig. 2).

Adult normal ranges are the following: naive B cells, 43 to 
82%; non- switched memory B cells, 7 to 32%; class switched 
memory B cells, 6.5 to 29%; CD21Low CD38Low B cells, 09 
to 7.6%; transitional B cells, 0.6 to 3.5%; and plasmablasts, 
0.4 to 3.6% (11). It is important to remember that memory 
B cells increase with age in children, and the younger the 
child, the more naive B cells he or she will have (12).

CD40L (CD154) expression for Diagnosis of X- linked 
Hyper IgM syndrome (HIgM)
Absence of CD154 expression is indicative of X- linked 
hyper- IgM syndrome (13). Whole blood is incubated with 
phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) and phytohemagglutinin 
(PHA) to stimulate the lymphocytes. Monoclonal antibod-
ies conjugated with fluorochromes are then added, the red 
blood cells are lysed, and the results are acquired and ana-
lyzed by flow cytometry.

Materials and Reagents
FACS capped Tubes (VWR, catalog no. 734- 0443)
5- ml FACS tubes (VWR, catalog no. 734- 0442)
CD25 PE (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 36793)
CD154 FITC (Ancell, catalog no. 353040)
CD45 PerCP (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 347464)
CD4 APC (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 58505)
FACS Lyse (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 349202)
Cell Wash (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 349524)
Cell Fix (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 340181)
Culture media (RPMI + 10% FCS)
PHA (working solution, 320 μg/ml) (Bio- Stat Diagnos-

tics, catalog no. HA17)
PMA (working solution, 5 μg/ml) (Sigma, catalog no. 

P8139)
1 ml lithium heparinized patient blood
1 ml lithium heparinized control blood (blood from any 

healthy adult)

Samples should be stimulated on the day the blood is taken 
and must be stained the day after stimulation, but the whole 
blood may be left at room temperature and set up to two 
days later as long as it has been diluted 50:50 in culture me-
dium and kept at room temperature. These results are not 
as clear as samples set up on the day of receipt, and so this 
should be avoided if possible.

Procedure
1. Two FACS capped tubes per sample are required. In 

a tissue culture cabinet while following aseptic tech-
niques, label tube one “Unstim” plus patient or control 
details. Label tube two “Stim” plus patient or control 
details.

2. Add 0.5 ml of culture medium and 0.5 ml of patient 
or control whole blood to each tube.

3. Add 18.5 μl of PHA working solution (final 6 μg/ml) 
and 4 μl of PMA working solution (final 20 ng/ml) to 
the “Stim” tubes. Mix gently.

4. Secure the caps loosely and incubate overnight at 
37°C in CO2.

5. Label two FACS tubes with the patient’s initials and 
antibody combination plus ‘S’ for stimulated or ‘U’ 
for unstimulated. Do the same for the control. Stain 
both ‘Stim’ and ‘Unstim’ tubes, using CD154- FITC, 
CD25- PE, CD4- APC, and CD45- Percp.

6. Add 5 μl of antibody to the bottom of each tube, ex-
cept for CD154.
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7. Dilute the CD154 with Cell Wash according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions, usually 1:50. Add 80 μl 
of this dilution to the appropriate tubes.

8. Add 200 μl of blood/culture media to the bottom of 
each FACS tube. Mix thoroughly and leave to incu-
bate at room temperature for 10 minutes.

9. Add 1 ml of 1× FACS lysing solution. Mix thor-
oughly (important) and leave to incubate at room 
temperature for 10 minutes.

10. Centrifuge on high for 45 s (1,000 rpm), tip the super-
natant off, and blot the tubes on tissue.

11. Mix to resuspend. Add 1 ml of Cell Wash.
12. Centrifuge on high for 45 s, tip the supernatant off, 

and blot the tubes on tissue.
13. Resuspend in 500 μl of Cell Fix.
14. Acquire using a FACS that can detect four or more 

colors.

To analyze, compare unstimulated with stimulated scat-
tergrams and set the quads using the unstimulated tubes. 
Check that cells have activated using CD25 and CD4 ex-
pression as a guide. A good stimulation should produce over 
70% CD25- positive cells. Weak and absent expression with 
less than 70% activation should be interpreted with cau-
tion. (See Fig. 3 for examples of normal and absent CD154 
expression.)

Diagnosis of X- Linked Lymphoproliferative 
syndrome 1 (XLP1), X- Linked Lymphoproliferative 
syndrome 2 (XLP2), and X- Linked Antibody 
Deficiency (XLA) 
Intracellular FACS is a rapid and reliable technique for 
screening patients suspected of having XLP1, XLP2, or 
XLA. If the protein is absent or abnormal, then genetic 
analysis can focus on analyzing that single gene. In addition, 
many carriers of these X- linked conditions may be detected 
using this technique.

Materials
FACS capped Tubes (VWR, catalog no. 734- 0443)
Anti- SLAM- associated protein (Anti- SAP) (Stratech 

Scientific, catalog no. H00004068- MO1)
Anti- mouse IgG1 FITC (Dako, catalog no. F0479)
Anti- BTK (gift of Toshio Miyakawi, clone 48- 2H)
Anti- CD14 PE (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 345785)
Anti- XIAP (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 610763)
IgG1 isotype control (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 

349040)
Anti- CD56 PE (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 345810)
Anti- CD8 PerCP (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 345774)

FIGURE 2 Extended B- cell immunophenotyping. The FACS plots demonstrate the gating strategy 
for B- cell immunophenotyping. Lymphocytes are gated based on forward (FSC) versus side scatter (SSC) 
(panel 1). The lymphocyte population is then used to gate B cells (CD19 versus side scatter) (panel 
2). Using quadrants, naive B cells are defined as IgD+/CD27−, IgD+/CD27+ are non- switched mem-
ory B cells, and IgD−/CD27+ are switched memory B cells (panel 3). Transitional B cells are defined as 
 IgM++CD38+ and IgM- CD38+ B cells and plasmablasts as IgM- CD38+ (panel 4). CD21low/CD38low B 
cells are indicated in panel 5. The presence of double-positive B cells greatly decreases the possibility of 
mutations in the AID gene, and they are used for back gating to confirm the IgM status of naive, switched, 
and non- switched memory B cells.
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Anti- CD3 APC (Becton Dickinson, catalog no. 345767)
Intraprep Perm/Fix (Beckman Coulter, catalog no. 

A07802)
PBS/0.5% BSA/0.1 μM EDTA (SAP wash)
Cell Fix (Becton Dickinson, catalog no.340181)
DMEM/10% FCS (block)
SAP wash: phosphate- buffered saline plus 0.2 mM EDTA 

plus 1.0% bovine serum albumin
0.6 ml EDTA patient blood
0.6 ml EDTA control blood

Procedure
1. Label each tube with control (C) or the patient’s ini-

tials and isotype (I), BTK (B), SAP (S), or XIAP (X). 
Add 50 μl of blood to the bottom of each tube. If BTK 
and SAP/XIAP expression are analyzed for the same 
patient, set up two isotype tubes labeled I- S/X and I- B.

2. Add 100 μl of Intraprep solution 1 to each tube and 
mix immediately upon addition. Incubate at room 
temperature for 15 minutes.

3. Add 1 ml of SAP wash, mix, add a further 2 ml of 
SAP wash, spin for 45 seconds in the bench top cen-
trifuge (1,000 rpm), decant, and drain well.

4. Add 100 μl of Intraprep solution 2. Do NOT mix, but 
let diffuse naturally into cell pellet. Incubate at room 
temperature for 5 minutes.

5. Disperse the cell pellet and add 1 μl of BTK antibody, 
0.5 μl of SAP antibody, 1 μL of XIAP antibody or 
6 μl mouse isotype control antibody to the bottom of 
appropriate tubes. Incubate at room temperature for 
15 minutes. Make up secondary solution during this 
incubation.

6. Wash two times with 2 ml of SAP wash per wash.
7. Add 100 μl of secondary solution (anti- mouse IgG 

FITC/SAP block/SAP wash [1 μl/10 μl/90 μl]) and 
incubate for 15 minutes.

8. Wash two times with 2 ml of SAP wash.
9. Add 5 μl of CD56- PE, CD8- PerCP, and CD3- APC 

to each tube except for the BTK and isotype tube I- B, 
into which 5 μl CD14 should be added instead.

10. Incubate at room temperature for 10 minutes.
11. Wash two times with 1 ml of SAP wash per wash.
12. Add 250 μl Cell Fix.
13. On a four- color FACS, acquire 20,000 CD3+ events 

for the SAP/XIAP/isotype tubes or 20,000 CD14+ 
events for the BTK/isotype tubes. Once fixed, samples 
are stable for 72 hours.

FIGURE 3 CD40L expression. Lymphocytes are defined by CD45 versus SSC. Prior to stimulation, 
there is limited CD25 and CD40L (CD154) expression (“Unstim” panels). Post stimulation in healthy 
individuals, there is an increase in both CD40L and CD25 expression (middle “Stim” panels). In patients 
with XHIM, although there is significant upregulation of CD25 (bottom right “Stim” panel), there is no 
increase in CD40L expression (top right “Stim” panel).
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14. For BTK, gate on monocytes as defined by CD14 ver-
sus SSC and then compare isotype against BTK by 
overlaid histograms (see Fig. 4). For the SAP/XIAP, 
gate on lymphocyte followed by CD8 T cells and then 
analyze using overlaid histogram (see Fig. 5).

GENETIC ANALYSIS
For many PIDs, a genetic diagnosis enables optimal manage-
ment of the condition as well as offering carrier testing and 
prenatal screening. Until recently, direct sequencing (also 
known as Sanger sequencing) of exons and exon/intron 
boundaries was the method of choice.

Direct Sequencing
In direct sequencing, the exons or other regions of interest 
are amplified by PCR using fluorescently labeled oligonu-
cleotides as primers. The primers bind to specific regions of 
DNA and enable those regions to be amplified many times. 
The amplified product is then separated by size and an au-
tomated reader identifies each nucleotide, resulting in a 
trace that shows each nucleotide in sequence order. Direct 
sequencing is rapid for smaller genes and detects not only 
nucleotide changes but also small deletions. It is a recom-
mended method of genetic analysis for single genes (14). 
However, if multiple genes need to be sequenced, direct 
sequencing can be costly and time consuming. Direct se-
quencing cannot detect single chromosomal deletions, du-
plications, or inversions.

MPLA and aCGH
Multiplex ligation- dependent probe amplification (MLPA) 
is a new technique used to detect copy number variation 
(deletions or extra copies of a gene) (15). It is ideal for ex-
amining gene deletions in targeted genes. Like direct se-
quencing, the gene to be analyzed must be known. MPLA is 
based on denaturing the DNA and oligonucleotides, letting 
the oligonucleotides bind the DNA, ligating (joining) the 
oligonucleotides together, amplifying the product by PCR, 
and running and analyzing the products on a gel. MPLA 
can also be used to detect point mutations (single nucle-
otide changes), by designing the probe so that it will only 
bind with a normal sequence. This is useful for detecting 
common point mutations. MPLA is routinely used to detect 
deletions in the SH2DAI (XLP1) gene where exon 2 and 
other deletions are common.

Although relatively few antibody deficiencies are due to 
large deletions and duplications, array comparative genomic 
hybridization (aCGH) is a useful screening tool to detect 
copy number variation in the entire genome. Patients with 
chromosomal abnormalities including Down syndrome may 
have abnormal B cells and/or impaired antibody production 
(16). aCGH can detect changes in copy number where the 
deletion or additional copy is 100 kilobases or greater and 
is unbalanced. It is particularly useful for detecting deletions 
and duplications. There is a consensus group (the Inter-
national Standards for Cytogenomic Arrays Consortium) 
that provides guidance as to best practice for running and 
interpreting this technique (www.iscaconsortium.org). The 

FIGURE 4 BTK analysis by FACs. Monocytes are gated by CD14+ versus SSC. Histograms showing 
isotype staining and BTK staining are then overlaid. Many hypomorphic mutations in BTK show a partial 
overlay as shown in the patient sample.

http://www.iscaconsortium.org
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basis of aCGH is that it compares the patient’s genome to 
a reference genome and any differences are identified. Both 
genomes are labeled with different fluorescent probes, hy-
bridized to normal sequence probes spanning the genome, 
and then measured. If the patient’s sample shows decreased 
fluorescence in a particular area, it indicates a deletion; if the 
patient’s sample shows an increased signal, then a duplication 
is identified.

NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING
(See reference 17 for a fuller discussion of this topic.)

Next- generation sequencing (NGS), also known as high- 
throughput sequencing, is a method for rapidly sequencing 
a large number of genes from a number of patients. The ad-
vantage of NGS is the amount of data that are rapidly gen-
erated. The entire human genome can be sequenced in less 
than three weeks. The main disadvantages are the analysis 
and storage of the data as well as the ethical considerations 
regarding incidental findings (also known as unsolicited in-
formation). These are the discovery of a mutation in a gene 
that the clinician was not expecting (e.g., finding a breast 
cancer mutation in a PID patient). For NGS, DNA is iso-
lated, fragmented, and then hybridized to a library of interest. 
This library contains fragments of a defined list of genes or 
might represent the entire human exome. The hybridized 
fragments are then selected, and nonselected DNA is washed 
away. The selected DNA is then sequenced, the data gen-
erated are checked for quality and aligned to a defined hu-
man genome, and then sequence variants can be identified. 
Once these variants are identified, they can be compared 
to known databases to eliminate known variants; unknown 
variants can then be assessed for likely pathogenicity in silico 
and based on known gene function. The variants are then 

confirmed by direct sequencing, and functional assays can be 
performed to demonstrate that a variant is the likely cause of 
the disease of interest. To speed up analysis, provide better 
coverage, and avoid the possibility of incidental findings, a 
number of groups are using targeted NGS where only a subset 
of genes is analyzed. This is less expensive than exome se-
quencing, the analysis time is much more rapid, and it meets 
the guidelines of the European Society of Human Genetics 
(14). For PIDs, several groups are using the targeted approach 
and have identified a number of patients with mutations in 
rare PID genes (Dury et al., manuscript in preparation). The 
current approach is to use targeted NGS to rapidly screen 
known PID genes, and where no mutation is identified, to 
then undertake whole- exome sequencing.
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Complement deficiencies comprise a small but important 
category of primary immune deficiency diseases. Comple-
ment deficiency states can also be acquired from in vivo acti-
vation or inhibition of the complement system, temporarily 
depleting components faster than they can be replaced or 
causing changes in control of the system. Complement plays 
an important role in the host’s response to infection by di-
rectly killing bacteria, neutralizing viruses, or coating mi-
crobial surfaces with complement fragments that enhance 
uptake and killing by phagocytes, a process called opsoniza-
tion that ensures that objects identified as foreign by com-
plement are dealt with quickly and efficiently. Complement 
serves as a link between many of the activities of acquired 
immunity, with ties to diverse cell signal responses and 
other defense mechanisms, as an ever- increasing number of 
related conditions are identified (1).

Activation of the complement enzyme cascade produces 
fragments that exhibit proinflammatory properties, includ-
ing chemotactic activity and the ability to regulate local 
blood flow and vascular permeability and cause smooth mus-
cle contraction or relaxation. These properties are species 
and tissue dependent. Complement also has “housekeeping” 
activities, such as clearance of immune complexes, effete 
and apoptotic cells, and cellular debris. Deficiencies or mu-
tations of complement components, whether inherited or 
acquired, create a predisposition to infections, autoimmune 
diseases, impaired immune responses, and diverse conditions 
such as acute and chronic renal disease, vasculitis, allergic 
reactions, hereditary angioedema (HAE), and age- related 
macular degeneration (AMD). The discussion that follows 
touches on examples of these and other complement- related 
functions that go awry when one or more of the proteins in 
a pathway is missing or functions abnormally. Figure 1 de-
picts the complement pathways for review of the steps and 
proteins involved.

Measurement of most of the complement components in 
the circulation can be done by standard immunochemical 
techniques. If the protein concentration is relatively high 
(milligrams per milliliter), then nephelometry or turbi-
dimetry can be used, but when the concentrations are lower 
(micrograms per milliliter down to nanograms or picograms 
per milliliter), radial immunodiffusion, radioimmunoassay, 
and enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay are the methods 
of choice. Newer variations on the latter include bead- 
based multiplex tests that allow the measurement of several 

different proteins at a time. Flow cytometry is used to eval-
uate the cell- bound complement control proteins such as 
membrane cofactor protein (MCP; CD46) and decay accel-
erating factor (CD55), as well as receptors for C3 and C4 
fragments such as CR1 (CD35) and CR3 (CD11b/CD18).

Measuring the functions of the complement pathways 
and their individual components presents challenges for the 
clinical laboratory. Except for a few tests, the methods and re-
agents used are, for the most part, not sold commercially, and 
the procedures are done manually. The temperature sensitiv-
ity of the proteins makes it difficult to maintain the serum 
samples at 0°C during the time required for the test setup.

The first functional assay for complement was done by 
bactericidal measurements, either in vivo in guinea pigs or in 
vitro using serum from guinea pigs, humans, or other species. 
The CH50 was developed around 1900 as an easy method 
using available supplies (2–5). The AH50 was built on the 
model of the CH50 except that it required a different target 
cell. For human serum, either guinea pig or rabbit red blood 
cells have been used for the AH50. The two tests, described 
below, cover the function of complement except for the lec-
tin pathways (LPs), which are described in chapter 14.

HEMOLYTIC ASSAYS FOR COMPLEMENT 
FUNCTION
The CH50 assay (name derived from “CP hemolytic 50%”) 
depends on the sequential activation of each of the 11 clas-
sical pathway (CP) components: C1q, C1r, C1s, C4, C2, 
C3, C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9, in that order, ending in lysis 
of sensitized sheep erythrocytes (E) that have been coated 
with polyclonal rabbit IgM or IgG anti- sheep E antibodies 
(A). The antibody- treated cells are referred to as “sensi-
tized,” and the abbreviation EA is used in the following de-
scription of the assay.

The AH50 assay (name derived from “AP hemolytic 
50%”) relies on lysis of rabbit red blood cells (Erab) that have 
a natural charge on their surface that promotes antibody- 
independent activation of the human alternative pathway 
(AP). The AH50 relies on the same terminal pathway com-
ponents (C3, and C5 through C9) as those of the CP, but 
there are unique components in the initiation phase: pre-
formed C3b, factor D (FD), and factor B (FB) are necessary 
to generate the C3bBb enzyme complex that cleaves C3, 
and properdin (P) has a unique role in stabilizing the C3bBb 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch77
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to prolong its half- life and promote the amplification of the 
C3 cleavage process.

The AH50 assay described below depends on AP- 
dependent lysis of unsensitized (i.e., no antibody) Erab by 
human serum complement. Activation of the calcium- 
dependent CP or LP is prevented by adding a calcium che-
lator, EGTA, to the AH50 buffer along with magnesium, 
necessary for the AP activity. In an endpoint titration of the 
patient’s serum using serial dilutions, complement activity is 
quantitated by determining the dilution of serum it takes to 
lyse 50% of the EA in the assay mixture, and the results are 
expressed as the reciprocal of this dilution, in CH50 units 
(U) per milliliter. Thus, if a dilution of 1/20 lyses half the 
cells, the CH50 reported would be 20 units. There are some 
commercially available reagents such as buffers for perform-
ing the CH50 assay, or you can prepare your own.

The CH50 and AH50 are dose- response methods. The 
test article (serum) is tested at different concentrations until 
the amount that gives a 50% effect is found.

CH50 Assay

sample Requirements
The CH50 assay requires 0.5 ml of serum from blood col-
lected in a red- top Vacutainer tube or serum separator tube, 
allowed to clot for 30 to 60 min at 37°C or room tempera-
ture, and centrifuged to separate the serum from the clot. 
The minimum serum requirement from an infant or to al-
low for repeat of the assay is 50 μl. The serum should be 
transferred without cellular contamination to a clean plastic 
tube, capped tightly, and frozen at −70°C until the assay 
is performed. Transportation of the serum to another lo-
cation for CH50 or AH50 analysis should use a box con-
taining enough dry ice to keep it frozen until it reaches its 
destination.

Both the CP and AP contain factors that are heat labile, 
so care must be taken that the specimen to be tested has 
been collected and stored properly. Repeated freeze- thaw 
cycles or allowing specimens to stand at room temperature 

FIGURE 1 Complement was one of the earliest members of the innate immune system to evolve, and, 
as such, different forms of pattern recognition allowed it to become active against a variety of organisms 
and substances without the need for prior exposure. The three boxes to the left (classical pathway [CP], 
blue; lectin pathway [LP], orange; alternative pathway [AP], red) indicate examples of one of the triggers 
for activation of each pathway. As drawn, the C3 molecule is the central target for all three pathways. 
Activation of the CP by immune complexes, or the LP by a recognized target pattern, results in cleavage 
of C3, C4, and C2. Clearance of the complex or LP target from the circulation occurs through interaction 
of the phagocytes in the liver and spleen with the C4b and C3b bound to the complex. The alternative 
pathway is different. In the AP, the unique protein properdin allows the formation of an amplification pro-
cess (shown as circle of arrows) in which a very large amount of C3 but not C4 becomes rapidly cleaved. 
The resulting C3b from this process becomes covalently bound to the surface of nearby proteins, microbes, 
and cells and flags them as targets for destruction by the immune system. The fragments of C3 and C4 
form the major opsonins that are used by cells such as phagocytes and lymphocytes to clear the C3 and C4 
fragments. Note that complement fragments can be useful in the laboratory to identify the pathway in-
volved in a reaction. Note also that a large decrease in serum C3 but not C4 is indicative of AP activation. 
The majority of the physiological effects of complement activation are due to the inflammatory properties 
of the fragments. These include opsonization, chemotaxis, mediator release, priming of phagocytes and 
lymphocytes, apoptosis, and direct killing of microbes by lysis.
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for long periods of time (>30 min) can cause erroneously 
low results. Patients with low CH50 may have immune 
complexes, cryoglobulins, bacteria, or other complement 
activators in their serum that continue to activate the com-
plement after the blood is drawn, so in the case of a low 
CH50, the assay should be repeated with a fresh specimen 
from the patient for confirmation at a later date.

Materials
Chipped or crushed ice: essential for keeping buffers, dilu-

tion tubes, and sera cold while the assay is being set up. A 
tube will stay upright if pushed down in chipped ice, but 
not if ice cubes are used. A mixture of ice and water will 
stay at 0°C as long as there is still ice present.

Container for ice such as ice bucket, Styrofoam box, or 
other insulated container

Plastic dishpans about 10 by 14 in. and at least 4 in. deep, or 
other similar- sized trays to hold racks for dilution tubes

Disposable borosilicate glass or clear plastic culture tubes 
(12 by 75 mm) for preparing the dilutions of serum: 10 
tubes to run each specimen in duplicate, including stan-
dard and controls

Racks to hold tubes (12 by 75 mm): separate racks for mak-
ing dilutions and for incubating serum dilutions with 
EA

2 conical- bottom 50- ml plastic tubes with screw caps

equipment and Instruments
Pipettors with volume ranges covering 10 μl to 1 ml
37°C water bath
Centrifuge
Spectrophotometer capable of reading visible light

Buffers, sera, and other Reagents
Human serum complement standard (available at Quidel 

Corp., San Diego, CA). Normal human serum, pooled 
and standardized for hemolytic assays: need 50 μl per test 
run. Store in 60- μl aliquots so you can recover 50 μl and 
discard the rest. Do not refreeze after thawing.

Normal human serum controls: 50 μl of high, medium, and 
low controls. Prepare these sera from individual or pool 
of donors, making enough individual aliquots as above 
to last for a few months at −70°C. Aliquots of serum 
at 60 μl each can be prepared and stored safely in small 
Eppendorf tubes at −70°C for up to 1 year. The same sera 
should be used each time the assay is run for control of 
interassay variability. The run- to- run coefficient of vari-
ation should be 10% or less.

Test sera: 50 μl each; sera from patients to be tested should 
be run in duplicate

Ice- cold saline: 0.15 M NaCl, 12 ml per sample
Sheep’s whole blood in Alsever’s solution (Colorado Serum 

Co., Denver, CO)
Buffer (gelatin- Veronal buffer with metal ions; GVB2+): 

200 ml of ice- cold Veronal- buffered saline with gelatin, 
calcium, and magnesium (Veronal is another name for 
barbital)

Hemolysin: rabbit anti- sheep E antiserum (Colorado Se-
rum Co.). This is usually whole rabbit serum, so it must 
be heat- inactivated before being used: incubate it at 
56°C for 30 min to inactivate the rabbit complement. 
The heat- treated hemolysin can be stored for months at 
−20°C.

Buffer Preparation
1. For 2 liters of 5× stock GVB2+, dissolve 83.0 g of 

NaCl and 10.19 g of Na- 5,5′- diethyl barbiturate in about 
1.5 liters of warm (75 to 85°C) distilled water, add 10 g of 
gelatin, and continue to stir until it is dissolved. Add 2 ml of 
calcium chloride (0.3 M) and 2 ml of magnesium chloride 
(2.0 M), followed by 4 ml of 10% (wt/vol) sodium azide.

2. Mix well, and bring the pH to 7.35 ± 0.05 with a small 
amount of 1 N HCl or NaOH, as needed. Bring the volume 
to 2.0 liters with distilled water. Store at room temperature 
for up to 1 month. Discard buffer stock if it becomes cloudy 
or develops a strong odor. Aliquots of 40 ml can be frozen 
at −20°C in 50- ml conical- bottom centrifuge tubes if the 
assay is not done frequently.

3. For 1× working buffer, mix 1 part stock with 4 parts 
distilled water.

sensitized sheep Cells (eA)
1. Wash the cells. To obtain about 20 ml of EA at 2 × 

108 cells per ml, gently mix the bottle of sheep’s blood (Col-
orado Serum Co.) and take out 4 ml with a syringe. Put it 
into a 50- ml conical- bottom plastic centrifuge tube and add 
enough GVB2+ to bring the volume to 40 ml. Invert the 
tube a few times to mix, and then centrifuge the cells for 5 
to 10 min at 1,250 × g. Remove the supernatant and buffy 
coat cells. Add more GVB2+ to bring the volume to 40 ml 
and centrifuge again. Repeat wash three or four times until 
the supernatant is clear.

2. Make 5% suspension. Measure the volume of packed 
E after the last centrifugation, and add enough GVB2+ to 
give a 5% cell suspension, by volume. To determine the ac-
tual concentration of cells, remove 100 μl of the 5% cell 
suspension and add it to 1.4 ml of distilled water and mix 
to lyse the cells. Read the optical density (OD) of the lysate 
at 541 nm (OD541). If the cells are at 1 × 109 per ml, the 
OD541 should be 0.700. Adjust the cell suspension by adding 
more buffer if the OD541 is >0.700, or spin the E down and 
resuspend them in less buffer if the OD541 is <0.700.

3. Once the cells are at 1 × 109 cells per ml, put 4 ml of 
the E into a conical- bottom plastic tube. In another tube, 
put 4 ml of GVB2+ and add enough hemolysin to obtain the 
optimum dilution for sensitizing the E (1). Prewarm the E 
and the diluted hemolysin to 37°C; then add the hemolysin 
all at once to the E and quickly mix thoroughly. Incubate 
at 37°C for 20 min. Centrifuge as described above, decant 
the supernatant, and resuspend the E to 20 ml with ice- cold 
GVB2+. At this point, the E should be at 2 × 108 per ml and 
ready to use for the CH50. Keep cells on ice or in refrigera-
tor or cold room (temperature maintained at 2 to 8°C until 
needed for assay). If kept cold, the E should be stable for 1 
to 2 weeks. Discard if the background lysis exceeds 10% of 
the total lysis.

Procedure for CH50 Assay
Once starting the assay, proceed quickly. Thaw serum tubes 
rapidly at 37°C; then put them on ice once they are thawed. 
Keep the cells and buffer on ice.

1. Prepare two test tube racks, one for making the se-
rum dilutions and one for the assay tubes. For each sample 
you will need five tubes in the dilution rack and duplicate 
rows of five tubes in the assay rack. Label each tube with its 
dilution and a code for the sample to be tested. Add four 
additional control tubes to the assay rack: two for 0% (back-
ground lysis) and two for 100% (total lysis) controls. Place 
both racks into a slushy ice bath so that the bottom inch or 
so of each tube is below the ice- water level.
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2. Put 150 μl of GVB2+ into each of the tubes in the di-
lution rack and add an extra 135 μl to the first tube in each 
series. Add 15 μl of the appropriate undiluted test, control, 
or standard serum to the first tube of its series and vortex to 
mix well. To make doubling dilutions, transfer 150 μl from 
the first tube to the second, vortex to mix well, transfer 150 
μl from the second tube to the third, etc. The final dilutions 
will be 1/20, 1/40, 1/80, 1/160, and 1/320.

3. When all the serum samples have been diluted, quickly 
transfer 50 μl of each dilution into the duplicate tubes in the 
assay rack, starting from the most dilute and ending with the 
least dilute. Put 50 μl of GVB2+ into the 0% tubes and 50 μl 
of distilled water into the 100% tubes. Once all the samples 
have been transferred, add 50 μl of EA at 2 × 108 cells per ml 
to each tube. A repeating pipettor works well for this purpose. 
Remove the rack from the ice bath, cover with Parafilm, and 
shake it vigorously to mix the cells with the serum dilutions.

4. Place the rack in the 37°C water bath and incubate for 
30 min at 37°C, with shaking two or three times during that 
time to keep the EA suspended (a shaking water bath can 
be used). Add 1.2 ml of ice- cold saline to each of the tubes 
except the 100% lysis controls, to which 1.2 ml of distilled 
water should be added. Centrifuge all tubes at 1,250 × g for 
5 min to pellet the unlysed EA and read the OD412 of the 
supernatants. Use distilled water or GVB2+ as the blank to 
zero the spectrophotometer. Calculate the percent lysis for 
each tube (divide its OD412 by the OD412 of the 100% lysis 
control tube and multiply by 100). Note: lysis of the back-
ground (0%) tube should be <10% of total lysis. Average the 
results of the duplicate tubes for calculations. Some spectro-
photometers can be programmed to do this step.

5. Data calculations: Manual method: Plot the data 
on 3 log- cycle probability paper (Keuffel & Esser, Mor-
ristown, NJ). Plot the reciprocal serum dilutions on the 
logarithmic y axis, using the percentage scale at the top 
of the page. Draw the best- fit line through the points and 
locate the corresponding y value where it crosses the line 
at 50% lysis. The reciprocal of the dilution at this point 
is the CH50 value (5). Note that lysis of >85% or <15% 
of the cells tends to fall off the straight line formed by the 
points between these values, so use only the points that 
fall within this linear range for calculations. If a computer 
or calculator with linear regression capability is available, 
the data can be calculated using the natural logarithm of 
the reciprocal dilution as the independent variable (x) and 
the percent lysis as the dependent variable (y). Once the 
best- fit line [y = m * ln(x) + b] is determined, the 50% ly-
sis point can be calculated from its slope (m) and intercept 
(b). For the CH50, the value of y = 50%, so x = the anti- ln 
of [(50 – b)/m]. The correlation coefficient, R2, for the line 
should be >0.95.

6. The results are reported as the number of CH50 units 
per milliliter, where the CH50 unit (U) is defined as the 
reciprocal of the dilution of serum. Thus, a sample that ly-
ses 50% of the EA at a dilution of 1:150 will be reported as 
150 CH50 U/ml. Because different laboratories do CH50 
assays using different cell concentrations and conditions, 
the ranges for normal sera vary from one laboratory to the 
next, and when you are setting the test up, you must estab-
lish your own normal range. Interassay variability can be 
controlled by using a calibrated serum standard each time 
you do the test. The experimental CH50 value obtained 
for the standard in the current run is divided by its estab-
lished value, and the resulting factor is used to correct the 
CH50 values of the other samples in the run. This allows 
comparisons to be made between tests run over a long pe-
riod of time. The corrected values for the controls should 

not vary by more than ±10% from run to run for the data 
to be acceptable.

AH50 Assay

Materials and Reagents (sources)
Materials and reagents are the same as for the CH50 proce-
dures except as follows.

Buffer (GVB- Mg2+–EGTA): prepare stock GVB as de-
scribed above for the CH50 procedure, except leave out 
the calcium and add 160 ml of 0.1 M EGTA solution and 
10 ml of 2.0 M MgCl2 before bringing to 2 liters with 
distilled water

Calibrated standard serum: same as for CH50 except use the 
AH50 value assigned to it

Control sera: normal serum pool or sera from individual do-
nors with normal AH50 values. As above, high, middle, 
and low controls should be collected and aliquoted for 
one- time use.

Starting with rabbit whole blood in Alsever’s solution 
(Colorado Serum Co.), prepare Erab at 2 × 108/ml as for 
the CH50 procedure preparation of sheep E. Use the 
GVB- Mg2+–EGTA buffer for washing the cells.

equipment and Instruments
Equipment and instruments are the same as for the CH50 
procedure.

Procedure for AH50 Assay
Apart from the difference in the target cells and the buffer, 
the main difference between the CH50 and the AH50 is 
that the latter is more sensitive to dilution. For this reason, 
the volumes and dilutions are different for the AH50. Ac-
tivity is lost at higher dilutions than those given.

1. Use disposable glass tubes (12 by 75 mm) for the test 
and dilutions. Set up two racks of tubes, one for making 
the dilutions and one for the assay itself. In the dilution 
rack, put five tubes for each serum sample you want to test 
(plus serum pool or other controls). In the assay rack, put 
duplicate rows of the five tubes each for the sera. Label 
each row with the name of its sample and dilution. Place 
the rack of dilution tubes into a slushy ice bath. Put 600 
μl of GVB- Mg2+–EGTA in the first tube of each series and 
200 μl into each of the remaining four tubes. Make 1.5- 
fold dilutions in each row beginning with 1/4 dilution: add 
200 μl of serum to the first tube, and transfer 400 μl from 
tube 1 to tube 2, etc., for the serial dilutions. Transfer 50 
μl of each dilution into the duplicate tubes for the appro-
priate sample in the assay rack. Also include the follow-
ing controls for each assay: two tubes for 100% cell lysis 
(substitute 100 μl of distilled H2O for buffer and serum) 
and two tubes for background lysis (100 μl of buffer only 
but no serum). Background should not exceed 10% of the 
total lysis.

2. Add 50 μl of the Erab suspension to each of the serum 
dilution tubes and transfer the rack to a water bath at 37°C.

3. Incubate for 60 min, with occasional shaking to keep 
the cells in suspension.

4. Add 1.2 ml of ice- cold saline to each tube to stop the 
reaction and spin the cells down (1,000 × g for 5 to 10 min). 
Read the OD412 of each supernatant. If the spectrophotome-
ter you are using has the ability to calculate concentration of 
samples versus a standard, enter 100 as the value of the stan-
dard and read the OD of the 100% lysis tubes. Next, read 
the OD of the background tubes and rezero the machine so 
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that this background will be subtracted from each of the test 
samples to follow.

Calculate Results
1. Using probability paper, plot the percent lysis on the 

x axis (use the percentage scale at the top of the page) ver-
sus the log of the dilution on the y axis. Draw the best- fit 
straight line between the points, excluding those for percent 
lysis >85% or <15%, since the curve is nonlinear at the 
ends. The AH50 is the corresponding point on the y axis 
where the line crosses 50% and is the reciprocal of the di-
lution that caused 50% lysis in the test. Since the volumes 
used were 50 μl, the result can be converted to units per 
milliliter by multiplying the answer by 20.

2. An alternative method for calculating results is as fol-
lows. Calculate y/(1 – y) and graph the results on log paper, 
using the reciprocal of the serum dilution on the y axis and 
the value of y/(1 – y) on the x axis, where y is the fraction 
of cells lysed (3). The AH50 value is then read off the graph 
as the reciprocal of the dilution where y/(1 – y) = 1 (50% 
of the cells lysed). Use a linear regression program to deter-
mine the best- fit line for the data [x = percent lysis and y = 
ln(dilution)] as described for the CH50 method.

standardizing the Results
To minimize the variability of the test from one batch of 
cells and reagents to the next, use a correction factor based 
on your calibrator serum or serum pool so that interassay 
comparisons can be made. Determine the average value for 
your serum pool (from 10 or more assays) or use the given 
value for the calibrated standard or other serum with known 
AH50 titer. Divide the answer obtained in your assay for the 
standard by the value of the standard obtained as described 
above, and use the resulting factor to multiply all other re-
sults in that run. This will bring the amount of interassay 
variability to within the desired limits of ±10%.

Controls
A control serum with predetermined (from 10 to 20 tests) 
CH50 or AH50 units per milliliter should be included with 
each batch of test sera. Ideally, sera with high and low activ-
ities should be used to control for variability at each end of 
the CH50 or AH50 range. The background lysis (0%) and 
total lysis (100%) controls define the OD range that is ac-
ceptable for the assay. The 0% control should be <10% of 
the total lysis.

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance
A calibrated standard serum must be included with each 
run. This can be a serum that is obtained from another lab-
oratory that is using a similar method or prepared in- house. 
To obtain enough to last for a reasonable length of time, 
prepare a pool of sera from 10 or more donors and store it in 
aliquots of 50 to 100 μl each at −70°C. Perform the CH50 
or AH50 assay on this standard pool of serum at least 10 
times and calculate the average CH50 or AH50 value. The 
coefficient of variation should be within 10% for these val-
ues if the assay is working well. The average is then defined 
as the CH50 or AH50 value for the serum pool. Quality 
control should include Levy- Jennings plots of the control 
sera for each assay run, and Westgard rules should be fol-
lowed. A normal range should be established from 50 to 120 
serum samples obtained from healthy individuals. The range 
to be used for the assay is the mean ± 2 standard deviations, 
and any abnormal test results that are >3 standard devia-
tions from the mean should be verified by repeat assay.

Preanalytical Concerns
Proper collection of samples is critical for the CH50 and 
AH50 assays. Serum should be collected and frozen at 
−70°C or placed on dry ice within 1 to 2 h from the time 
the blood is drawn. If the assay is to be done in- house on the 
same day, the serum can be kept on wet ice until the assay, 
or it may be frozen overnight at −20°C in a non- frost- free 
freezer. Prolonged storage at temperatures above −70°C will 
result in loss of complement activity, whereas sera stored at 
−70°C or below are stable for years. Ship specimens for 
CH50 and AH50 assay by overnight mail in a well- insulated 
package with enough dry ice to last 48 h. Note: if the patient 
has cryoglobulinemia, the serum must be kept at 37°C and the 
testing must be done with cells and buffers at that temperature 
within a few hours.

Analytical Concerns
These assays work best when all reagents and serum dilutions 
are kept on ice. The control sera and the standard serum must 
be stored at −70°C in small aliquots that can be thawed once 
for the assay and discarded afterward. Do not refreeze and reuse 
the sera more than one time. Patients’ sera to be tested should 
be stored at −70°C and thawed just before the test is to be 
performed. If the test needs to be repeated, make a few small 
aliquots of the patient’s serum, so that the main tube does 
not undergo repeated freeze-thaw cycles. Do not reuse diluted 
sera, but prepare new dilutions for repeat assays.

The sheep blood and rabbit blood in Alsever’s solution 
are stable for 4 to 6 weeks in the cold (2 to 8°C). If the 
cells continue to lyse during the washing process, discard 
them and obtain a fresh supply. Hemolysin can be stored at 
−20°C for several years in a non- frost- free freezer.

Postanalytical Concerns
Test results should be analyzed as described earlier. If only a 
few specimens are to be tested, the probability paper plot-
ting method is the simplest way to obtain the results. For 
larger runs, use the linear regression program on a personal 
computer.

Normal ranges can be established from 30 to 50 serum 
samples obtained from healthy individuals. The distribution 
should be normal for this population.

Quality control for these assays includes the high (top 
10% of reference range) and low (lowest 20% of reference 
range) serum controls and the background lysis (0%). The 
total lysis (100%) should be within the interassay variabil-
ity range as well. Because there is no established proficiency 
testing available from the College of American Pathologists 
or other organizations, in- house proficiency testing should 
be performed on a regular basis. Specimens for this could in-
clude repeated testing of a patient’s sample, especially if ab-
normal, or varied proficiency test samples prepared in- house. 
For example, serum from a healthy individual, treated by 
dilution (1/2 or 1/5), by heat inactivation (56°C, 30 min), 
or by activation with a known complement activator such 
as zymosan (1 to 10 mg/ml, 20 min, 37°C), will have low or 
completely blocked CH50 or AH50 values. Specimens with 
elevated CH50 or AH50 results can be obtained by testing 
acute- phase sera or by gently concentrating normal sera.

Pitfalls and Troubleshooting
The most common problem encountered with functional 
complement tests is improper sample collection and han-
dling. This occurs often when the blood is collected off- site 
and is allowed to stand for hours with the cells and clot 
present or when the serum is collected and then put into a 
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refrigerator where it may be kept for days before it reaches 
the laboratory. The major problem with running the CH50 
assay is failure to sensitize the E correctly. The hemolysin 
should be titrated before it is used, but once the titer of a 
given hemolysin is known, the titration does not need to be 
repeated for each test (5). Buffers should be made up fresh 
for each assay and discarded after 24 h.

Interpretation
The CH50 and AH50 assays reflect the sequential interac-
tion of all of the components of the CP and AP, respectively. 
If any single component is missing, the resulting CH50 or 
AH50 value will be 0 U/ml. Because the pathways share the 
same terminal components (C3, C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9), a 
deficiency of one of these will lead to the loss of both CH50 
and AH50 activity. Using the algorithm in Table 1, the phy-
sician can decide on the best set of assays to use for a patient 
with a suspected complement deficiency. Thus, if only the 
CP is 0, there is no need to look at late components or AP 
components. If both pathways are blocked, then one of the 
late components is likely to be missing. When the CH50 
and/or AH50 value is between 0 and the low end of the nor-
mal range, the most likely cause is in vivo activation. This 
can be verified in two ways: (i) assays of individual compo-
nents will show that more than one is decreased, or (ii) re-
sults obtained with assays of complement split products will 
be elevated (see chapter 15). The primary pathway that has 
been activated can be determined by which component lev-
els are decreased or which split product levels are elevated.

The CH50 and AH50 assays are excellent screens for 
total complement activity but are relatively insensitive to 
small changes that may occur because of complement acti-
vation. Much more sensitive assays exist to look at ongoing 
inflammatory processes or involvement of complement in 
disease states, as described in chapter 15 of this volume.

The basic screening tests should include hemolytic CH50 
and AH50 tests that measure total CP and AP activity, re-
spectively, or their equivalents that have been developed for 
CP and AP function by enzyme- linked immunosorbent as-
say, liposome lysis, or other methods. Additional tests for LP 
function are available for mannose- binding lectin (MBL) 
(chapter 14), and tests for other LP proteins are in devel-
opment that will further narrow the search for abnormal 
proteins in this important system (6). Since all three initi-
ating pathways, CP, AP, and LP, feed into the same termi-
nal pathway, a missing component unique to any one of the 
pathways blocks progression of the reaction of the affected 
pathway and thus no lysis occurs when that pathway is ac-
tivated. The other pathways are unaffected. A block in the 
late components that make up the terminal pathway affects 
all of the others.

An algorithm depicting a useful sequence for testing is 
given in Table 1. Exceptions to this might be for a patient 
with HAE due to C1- INH deficiency, for whom the testing 
should include C4 level and C1- INH level and function, 
or a patient with one of the C3 glomerulopathies due to 
AP dysregulation, for whom testing might also include C3, 
factor H (FH), factor I (FI), CD46, C3 nephritic factor, or 
antibodies to FH.

As with other laboratory tests, care must be taken with 
specimen collection, handling, and shipping. The best 
policy to follow is to minimize the amount of time that a 
given specimen spends at room temperature, from the time 
it is collected from the patient to the time it is processed 
and safely stored (e.g., frozen at −70°C). Because speci-
mens from patients may contain bacteria, immune com-
plexes, cryoglobulins, drugs, and other potential activators 
of complement, the reaction can continue long after the 
blood has been drawn and result in misleading results when 
tested in the laboratory. It is strongly advised to contact the 

TABLE 1 Testing for complement deficiency or dysfunctiona

First order of 
testing CH50 and AH50 MBL

Results CH50 low 
or absent; 
AH50 
normal

AH50 low 
or absent; 
CH50 
normal

Both CH50 
and AH50 
low or 
absent

MBL low or 
absent; 
CH50 
normal; 
AH50 
normal

▼ ▼ ▼ ▼
Interpretation Likely classical 

component 
deficiency

Likely 
alternative 
component 
deficiency

Likely 
terminal 
component 
deficiency

Likely lectin 
component 
deficiency

▼ ▼ ▼
Next steps C1, C2, and 

C4 function 
and level

C1-INH level 
or function

Factor B and 
factor D 
level or 
function

Properdin 
level or 
function

C3, C5, C6, 
C7, C8, C9 
levels or 
functions

Factor H, 
factor I 
levels and 
H function

Final step Genetic analysis of complement components in pathway identified
aBecause genetic mutations alter the function but not the level of the protein, testing for both the level and the function 

can reveal a defect that the level alone does not pick up. If these tests are inconclusive, consider testing for complement auto-
antibodies against C1q, C1-INH, Factor H, FB, C3NeF, FI, and others.
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laboratory to which the specimen will be sent for instruc-
tions for specific assays.

DEFICIENCIES OF CP PROTEINS: C1q, C1r, 
C1s, C2, AND C4
The CP is critical for the clearance of immune complexes, 
the removal of apoptotic cells, and the defense against 
certain bacterial and viral infections. The phenotype of 
CP component deficiencies is closely linked to diseases in 
which these processes are impaired, such as systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis, anaphylactoid 
purpura, vasculitis, and infections with encapsulated bac-
teria (7). SLE patients with C1q or C4 deficiencies have 
characteristic features such as earlier age of onset, promi-
nent photosensitivity, lower frequency of renal disease, 
variable antinuclear antibody titers, and a nearly equal 
male- to- female ratio. In addition to SLE and other immune 
complex diseases, CP deficiencies also lead to recurrent in-
fections with streptococcal, staphylococcal, and other com-
mon encapsulated bacteria and should not be overlooked in 
the workup for immune dysfunction. Infections with Gram- 
negative organisms, especially Neisseria, are associated with 
the terminal pathway, and the CH50 or equivalent assays 
are the best initial screens for these deficiencies, followed 
by tests for individual components, since the absence of any 
one of the CP proteins prevents lysis by CP activity (8).

The gene for human C1q is located on chromosome 1, 
at 1p34- 1p36.3 (9). The protein is related to the collectin 
family, possessing both collagen- like and globular pattern rec-
ognition structures. There are six each of three different poly-
peptide chains, A, B, and C, in the intact 460- kDa molecule. 
These chains are combined to form six triple- chain helices 
that make up the collagen- like “stalk” of the molecule. The 
stalks branch at flexible hinge regions midway along their 
length, and their ends are capped with globular protein head 
regions. The molecule has been described as a bunch of six 
tulips, based on electron micrographs. This complex struc-
ture is highly labile and becomes denatured if subjected to 
temperatures above 56°C or to repeated freeze- thaw cycles.

Cells of monocyte/macrophage lineage are responsible 
for most of the circulating C1q that is produced, while fol-
licular dendritic cells provide a secondary site of synthesis. 
C1q deficiency is an autosomal recessive condition, with de-
ficient patients having little or no detectable protein or C1q 
function in the circulation. Mutations have been identified 
in the genes for each of the three chains. Almost all patients 
with documented C1q deficiency have developed SLE- like 
disease, and linkage studies demonstrate that the C1q gene 
is close to that for other proposed SLE susceptibility genes 
on chromosome 1 in humans (10, 11). Acquired C1q defi-
ciency occurs when autoantibodies are produced against the 
collagen- like region of the C1q molecule. These anti- C1q 
antibodies are associated with SLE and also with hypocom-
plementemic urticarial vasculitis syndrome (12). C1q can 
also be temporarily reduced in the circulation by ongoing 
CP activation in vivo, as well as activation in the specimen 
after blood is drawn if the patient has an immune complex 
burden, cryoglobulinemia, bacteremia, or other condition 
likely to activate complement.

The genes for C1r and C1s are located on chromosome 
12, at 12p13, where the two genes lie in tandem (13). C1r 
and C1s are synthesized as single- chain proenzyme mole-
cules that, with C1q, form a calcium- dependent complex: 
C1q1C1r2C1s2. During activation of the CP, each proenzyme 
is activated by cleavage of a single bond that produces two 
disulfide- linked peptides, the smaller of which has esterase 

activity. C1r has very limited trypsin- like activity and un-
dergoes autoactivation followed by cleavage of C1s. C1s has 
trypsin- like activity against C4 and C2, each of which it 
cleaves into two fragments: C4a and C4b, and C2a and C2b.

C1r and C1s are synthesized primarily by hepatocytes, 
but monocytes, macrophages, epithelial and endothelial 
cells, and some cells of the central nervous system provide 
secondary synthesis sites. Deficiencies of C1r and C1s are 
very rare and may be partial or combined. They predispose 
the patient to recurrent pyogenic infections as well as im-
mune complex disease and are associated with SLE and 
other autoimmune disorders (14). Without C1r and C1s, 
the CP cannot be activated.

The proteins C4 and C2 are required for formation of the 
C3 convertase of the CP (C4bC2a). C4b has cofactor ac-
tivity required for the enzyme function of C2a. The absence 
of either protein leads to a complete block of CP activity and 
is associated with recurrent infections and immune complex 
disease as described above. In spite of this, many patients 
with C2 deficiency remain asymptomatic for long periods, if 
not for life. A bypass mechanism is provided by the LP that 
allows direct C3 cleavage by the MBL- associated serine pro-
teases (MASPs), generating C3b for AP activation without 
the need for C2 or C4, and explaining why some patients 
have milder disease. Those who do have recurrent severe 
infections may have undetected LP or other defects as well. 
The wider availability of functional assays for the lectins 
and their enzymes will help to answer this question (15, 16).

The genes for C4 and C2, along with those for FB, are 
found in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) on 
chromosome 6, in the class III MHC genes. The null allele for 
C2 deficiency is linked to HLA- A25, B18 haplotype (17, 18).

C4 is produced primarily by hepatocytes but can also be 
made by other cells. It is synthesized as a single chain that 
undergoes posttranslational modification to three chains, α, 
β, and γ, that are disulfide linked. The α chain contains 
an internal thioester linkage that is transiently exposed and 
forms a covalent bond with nearby substances when C4a 
is clipped off the N- terminal end during activation. This 
bond provides a means for attachment of C4b to the nearest 
protein or carbohydrate group when activation occurs, and 
results in long- lasting deposition of C4b and its breakdown 
fragment, C4d, on the activator or nearby cells.

Human C4 exists in two forms called C4A and C4B, 
coded for by different genes. Approximately 75% of the 
Caucasian population has two alleles for each C4 haplotype 
(19). The differences between the two forms of C4 are in a 
few amino acids near the thioester group, and they alter the 
ability of the C4b fragment to bind covalently to nearby 
surfaces when C4 is cleaved during activation. C4A binds 
best to amino groups on proteins such as antibodies, and 
C4B binds to carbohydrate on cell surfaces. The naming of 
these haplotypes is unfortunate, since the uppercase A and 
B are confused with the lowercase in C4a and C4b. Stan-
dard assays for C4 do not distinguish between these forms. 
Variation in C4 gene copy number is not uncommon, and 
the number can range from none to eight or more copies, 
giving this protein a wide range of concentrations in the 
general population (19, 20). More than 100 different poly-
morphisms in the C4 protein make it one of the most vari-
able proteins in the circulation.

Most of the partial C4 deficiencies are without conse-
quence, but some individuals have a total deficiency of one 
haplotype and not the other. C4A deficiency is increased 
(8 to 12%) in Caucasian lupus patients compared to con-
trol individuals (1 to 3%), resulting in decreased binding of 
C4b to protein antigens and antibodies and consequently 
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difficulty with immune complex clearance. An increased 
incidence of C4B null alleles was recently reported for pa-
tients with Henoch- Schönlein purpura (21). A report in 
2010 described two siblings who developed membranopro-
liferative glomerulonephritis type III. The brother was di-
agnosed with Henoch- Schönlein purpura with proliferative 
glomerulonephritis at age 14 and died on dialysis at age 28. 
The lab results and biopsy were not available. The sister, age 
28, presented with proliferative glomerulitis with confirmed 
C4B deficiency. The biopsy showed 3+ staining for C4 and 
IgG, 2+ for C1 and IgM, and weak IgA and C3 (22). This 
case illustrates the need for both protein and genetic anal-
ysis to arrive at the diagnosis.

Many cell types produce C2, including hepatocytes, 
monocytes, macrophages, fibroblasts, astroglioma cells, and 
alveolar type II cells. It is synthesized as a single- chain proen-
zyme that expresses its esterase activity only after it has been 
cleaved. This activity is very weak in the fluid phase but 
becomes efficient when, in the presence of magnesium, the 
C2a fragment binds to C4b that is fixed on a surface. C2a 
that has been dissociated from C4b is rapidly inactivated in 
the fluid phase, and native C2 protein, like C1q, is rapidly 
degraded at temperatures near or above 50°C.

Children and infants with C2 deficiency have increased 
susceptibility to infections such as streptococcal pneumonia 
and other encapsulated bacteria, as well as the previously 
mentioned association with immune complex diseases. In 
Caucasian patients with rheumatologic disorders such as 
SLE, the incidence of C2 deficiency approaches 1/100, as 
opposed to the general population, where the incidence is 
estimated to be 1/10,000 (23, 24). There are two forms of 
C2 deficiency. Type I C2 deficiency, which affects >90% 
of patients, results from a complete lack of protein in the 
circulation, while type II C2 deficiency comes from the pro-
duction of protein that is incapable of normal function but 
that can be detected in the circulation by immunochemical 
assays. The former deficiency is caused by a 28- base- pair de-
letion that stops production of the protein, while the lat-
ter occurs from single nucleotide polymorphisms or point 
mutations identified by sequencing. Because some of the 
latter mutations result in production of normal levels of dys-
functional protein that reacts with the antibodies used in 
C2 analysis, similar to the situation in type II C1- INH defi-
ciency, C2 should also be tested by a functional assay. With 
the increased availability of genetic tests, it is likely that the 
percentage of cases identified as type II C2 deficiency will 
increase in the next few years.

DEFICIENCIES OF THE LP: MBL, FICOLINS, 
AND MASPs
The family of proteins that make up the LP are ancient con-
served pattern recognition molecules that recognize danger 
signals such as microbes as well as altered self surfaces. They 
are involved in clearance of infectious organisms, damaged 
tissues, and inflammatory responses. MBL was the first char-
acterized, and the pathway was initially called the MBL path-
way. Similar in structure to C1q, it is made up of trimers of 
single polypeptide subunits, two to six of which combine to 
form oligomers. The head group of each trimer has specificity 
for sugars and binds with high affinity to mannose, peptido-
glycan, and N- acetylglucosamine residues that are found on 
the surfaces of bacteria, yeasts, and fungi (25). Like C1q, it is 
associated with serine proteases called MASPs that become 
active when MBL is bound to a surface (26). In addition to 
activating complement, MBL may be able to act as an opso-
nin by interacting directly with cell surface receptors.

The gene for MBL is found on chromosome 10, at 
10q11.2- q21, with another gene that encodes a truncated pro-
tein at 10q22.2- 22.3. There is a wide range of serum concen-
trations of MBL, due in part to the presence of gene variants 
that produce different amounts of the protein. Approximately 
5 to 10% of individuals studied to date are MBL deficient (27). 
Because complement activation by the LP is antibody and C1 
independent, it is thought to play an important role in innate 
immunity during infancy at the time when maternal antibod-
ies are disappearing and before the infant’s own adaptive im-
mune responses are mature (28, 29). Deficiency of MBL has 
been linked to an increased frequency of pyogenic infections 
and sepsis, particularly in neonates and young children. It has 
been implicated as a risk factor in ischemia- reperfusion in-
jury, Behçet’s disease, cystic fibrosis, severe acute respiratory 
syndrome, and other respiratory infections (30–34). There is 
a 2-  to 3- fold increase in MBL deficiency in those lupus pa-
tients who tend to have more frequent and severe infections. 
Worse outcomes are also observed in rheumatoid arthritis pa-
tients with MBL deficiency. Autoantibodies that reacted with 
MBL were found in a Japanese study of patients with SLE, but 
the significance of the antibodies was not evident from the 
disease characteristics of the patients (35). A recent report 
from Denmark linked deficiency of MBL (<100 ng/ml) and 
low levels of MASP- 2 along with the MBL2 YA two- marker 
haplotype in a group of patients with panic disorder, and the 
MBL2 LXPA haplotype and low MASP- 2 levels in patients 
with bipolar disorder. Both disorders are associated with in-
fections and inflammation (36).

The ficolins are also similar to C1q and MBL, with four 
or more trimers bound together in a collagen- like tail re-
gion and a C- terminal fibrinogen domain that is thought 
to be the ligand- binding site for N- acetylglucosamine (37). 
Three ficolins have been described: ficolin- 1 (previously 
M- ficolin), ficolin- 2 (previously L- ficolin), and ficolin 3 
(previously H- ficolin, also known as Hakata antigen). The 
genes for ficolin- 1 and ficolin- 2 are at chromosome 9q34 
and are similar, suggesting gene duplication in their past. 
The gene for ficolin- 3 is found at 1p36.11. The ficolin- 1 
and ficolin- 2 proteins are 80% homologous with each 
other, while the ficolin- 3 protein is only 48% homologous 
with ficolin- 1 and ficolin- 2. The carbohydrate binding sites 
differ in that  ficolin- 1 and ficolin- 3 have a single domain 
but ficolin- 2 has four distinct binding sites. Ficolin- 1 is ex-
pressed in monocytes and is present in the spleen and type 
II alveolar cells. Ficolin- 2 is expressed primarily in the liver, 
but low levels of mRNA can be found in the bone mar-
row, tonsils, intestine, and the fetal lung. It is not known 
if these represent synthesis sites. Ficolin- 3 is produced in 
the liver and the lung, with low levels found also in the 
heart, kidney, spleen, pancreas, and placenta. Low levels of 
mRNA have been seen in the brain and in a human glioma 
cell line. The levels in the lung exceed those in the liver, 
suggesting a role for ficolin- 3 in lung defense. Hereditary 
deficiencies of the ficolins are extremely rare, but polymor-
phisms that affect the level and concentration of ficolin- 2 
are relatively common. A frameshift mutation was found in 
ficolin- 3, resulting in a truncated protein. The patient had 
recurrent lower respiratory infections since childhood. He 
later developed cerebral abscesses (38).

The MASP enzymes also associate with the ficolins, with 
MASP- 2 being the primary initiator for activation. MASP- 1 
and MASP- 2 are also capable of cleaving prothrombin and 
fibrinogen and generating a fibrin clot (39, 40).

All forms have similar opsonizing capacities for patho-
gens and are associated with the MASP enzymes found with 
MBL. Although the ficolins were first described as opsonins 
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in 1996, little is known of the prevalence or phenotype of 
ficolin deficiencies.

The four MASP proteins, MASP- 1, MASP- 2, MASP- 3, 
and Map19, are encoded by two genes. Structurally they are 
similar to C1r and C1s, with a serine protease domain in the 
B chain. MASP- 1 and MASP- 3 are alternative splice prod-
ucts of one gene (MASP- 1/3) that have the same A chain 
but different B chains. A different gene encodes MASP- 2 
and Map19, the latter of which has only the first two do-
mains of MASP- 2 plus an additional four amino acids. 
MASP- 2 is responsible for the cleavage of C4 and C2, mak-
ing it analogous to C1s in function. Although there have 
been mutations found in the genes for the MASP proteins, 
the mutations in MBL that prevent the assembly of the 
complete complex are the major known cause of functional 
deficiency of these proteins (29, 41).

DEFICIENCIES OF THE CP AND LP CONTROL 
PROTEINS: C1-INH AND C4BP
The active enzyme forms of C1r and C1s are regulated solely 
by C1- INH, a member of the SERPIN family of serine pro-
tease inhibitors. C1- INH also contributes to the control of 
other enzymes, including coagulation factors XIa, XIIa, plas-
min, and plasma kallikrein. When the enzyme and inhibitor 
interact, the enzyme binds to and cleaves a “bait- sequence” 
on the inhibitor and the resulting change in conformation 
forms a tight complex, rendering the enzyme inactive. The 
enzyme- inhibitor complexes formed in these reactions are 
cleared from the circulation by cells of the reticuloendothe-
lial system. If the inhibitor is present in low levels, if it has 
a defect that makes it nonfunctional, or if there is an auto-
antibody that binds to and inactivates the C1- INH, then 
symptoms of angioedema are likely to occur.

C1- INH deficiency can be of hereditary origin (HAE) or 
acquired (AAE). Clearance of inhibitor- enzyme complexes 
that result from complement activation or action of autoanti-
bodies that react with the inhibitor and result in its inappro-
priate cleavage can decrease the available amount of C1- INH 
present at a given time. Symptoms are similar regardless of the 
cause of the deficiency, so careful evaluation is required to dis-
tinguish between HAE and AAE. In the past few years, other 
forms of HAE have been recognized that are not associated 
with C1- INH deficiency. Konrad Bork, working in Germany, 
found numerous patients, most of whom were women, with 
HAE but normal levels and function of C1- INH. A subgroup 
of these patients was shown to have a mutation in factor XII 
of the contact coagulation pathway. Since his publication, 
other families with the same mutation have been identified 
(42, 43). The biochemical mediator of C1- INH deficiency- 
related HAE, as well as the factor XII- related form, has been 
identified as bradykinin. C1- INH is also involved in the co-
agulation pathway as an inhibitor of factor XIIa, kallikrein, 
plasmin, and other enzymes, so decreased amounts of the C- 
INH would allow increased production of bradykinin. The 
mutation in factor XII makes it less susceptible to control by 
C1- INH, which can also lead to more bradykinin. The fact 
that both kinds of patients respond to inhibition of bradyki-
nin or its receptor supports this assumption.

C1- INH is inherited in an autosomal codominant pat-
tern in which each allele produces approximately half of 
the protein in the circulation, although increased catabo-
lism often causes decreases of the normal gene product to 
below the predicted 50% level. To date, very few patients 
with homozygous deficiency of C1- INH (both alleles defec-
tive) have been reported, and the heterozygous state deter-
mines the dominant phenotype (44). Patients with C1- INH 

deficiency suffer various degrees of intermittent angioedema 
characterized by nonpainful, nonpruritic, and nonerythem-
atous subcutaneous and submucosal swelling that sponta-
neously subsides within 72 h (45, 46). Swelling may arise 
sporadically and spontaneously, or it may be triggered by 
mild trauma or psychological stress. It is not accompanied 
by urticaria and is not responsive to antihistamines, ste-
roids, or β agonists. Symptoms usually begin in adolescence 
and range in severity from mild edema of the extremities 
to life- threatening laryngeal edema. Edema of the bowel 
wall results in severe colicky abdominal pain, nausea, and 
vomiting that can be distinguished from acute abdominal 
syndromes by the absence of fever, peritoneal signs, and el-
evated white blood cell count. Angiotensin inhibitors may 
increase attack frequency and severity. In one case report, 
an underlying autoantibody to the C1- INH was “unmasked” 
by an angiotensin- converting enzyme inhibitor, greatly en-
hancing the patient’s symptoms.

Genetic defects in C1- INH range from single nucleotide 
polymorphisms that may alter the function of the protein 
produced to inappropriate stop codons resulting in large de-
letions and no protein production. Since most patients are 
heterozygous for the deficiency, each patient has one normal 
allele and one abnormal allele, and he or she will have vari-
able amounts of C1- INH protein in the circulation, from very 
low to elevated, depending on the particular mutation in the 
affected gene. In the majority of patients, low levels of C1- 
INH are indicative of the defect, but final diagnosis of HAE 
should be based on the functional activity of C1- INH protein 
in conjunction with decreased levels of C4, the clinical pre-
sentation, and family history. Spontaneous mutations in C1- 
INH genes have been documented in about 20% of cases, so 
the lack of family history does not rule out the defect (47, 48). 
The prevalence of C1- INH deficiency is 1/10,000 in Cauca-
sian populations. MASP- 1 and MASP- 2 are controlled in a 
1:1 manner by C1- INH, in the same way that C1r and C1s are 
controlled. The control of MASP- 3 is not known at this time.

The classification of HAE is undergoing scrutiny by sev-
eral consensus groups that are trying to define the disease 
based on its genetics, symptoms, and response to treatment. 
The two “classical” forms of HAE appear the same clinically. 
Type I HAE (80% of patients) is defined by a reduction of 
C1- INH to less than half of normal antigenic and functional 
levels. Type II patients have normal or elevated C1- INH anti-
genic levels but synthesize a dysfunctional protein that results 
in reduced C1- INH function. Recent studies have identified 
other forms in which the patients, all women, have clinical 
findings consistent with HAE but normal C1- INH level and 
function (49, 50). The underlying estrogen- dependent defect 
has not been identified. In some families, a gain- of- function 
mutation in coagulation factor XII has been associated with 
the HAE (28).

Several forms of AAE have been described, depending 
on the underlying cause. Patients with B- cell lymphoprolif-
erative diseases that produce circulating anti- idiotype anti-
bodies generate immune complexes that cause a persistent 
activation of complement and result in profound C1- INH 
depletion as the enzyme- inhibitor complexes are cleared 
(51, 52). In this form of AAE, the C1q level is decreased 
due to the activation, whereas in the hereditary forms it is 
not, making the measurement of the C1q protein a method 
for identifying these patients. Another form of AAE results 
from inactivation of C1- INH caused by autoantibodies to 
the C1- INH protein (53). In these patients, the C1- INH 
level can be normal by immunoassay but the protein’s func-
tion is blocked, similar to type II HAE. The autoantibody 
can be detected by enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay, 
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and a cleaved form of the C1- INH molecule can be detected 
by Western blotting.

The good news about HAE is the availability of new treat-
ments for patients, and more rapid diagnosis so that they can 
get help sooner. Human plasma- derived purified C1- INH and 
recombinant human C1- INH protein preparations are now 
available for infusion or subcutaneous administration. There 
is also a drug that blocks the receptor for bradykinin and an-
other that acts on the bradykinin itself. The interest that the 
pharmaceutical industry has shown in orphan diseases has in-
creased greatly in the past 10 years and resulted in benefits for 
other complement- related diseases as well.

The fluid- phase control of C4aC2b, the C3 convertase 
of the CP and LP, is accomplished through the combined ef-
fects of C4b- binding protein (C4BP) and FI. Also known as 
proline- rich protein, human C4BP is a member of the gene 
family called regulators of complement activation (RCA). 
Characterized by multiple short consensus repeat motifs, 
also referred to as complement control protein (CCP) units, 
the RCA proteins bind C3b and C4b fragments and possess 
various control properties that are critical for regulation of 
complement activity. These small globular CCP units are 
typically connected in linear fashion like beads on a string. 
They occur in all of the RCA and many other complement 
proteins in various numbers.

C4BP has several isomers made up of two types of 
subunits: six or seven α chains and zero or one β chain. 
These are connected at a central joining region and radi-
ate outward, giving the molecule a spider- like appearance 
in electron micrographs. The α chains bind to C4b and ac-
celerate the dissociation of C4bC2a to form free C2a and 
C4b- C4BP. C2a is unable to bind to newly formed C4b and 
becomes inactivated, while C4b undergoes degradation by 
FI (with C4BP as a cofactor) to form C4c and C4d (54). C3 
convertase activity by the CP enzyme is short- lived due in 
part to the efficiency of C4BP. For this reason, activation of 
the CP does not produce a large amount of C3 fragments 
and activation often stops at this point in the cascade unless 
enough C3b is generated to allow the AP to be activated. In 
autoimmune diseases such as SLE and rheumatoid arthritis, 
the ratio of C4 to C3 is used to determine the state of com-
plement activation in the patient: low C4 but normal C3 
implies low- level CP activity. Another method of looking at 
the amount of activation is to measure the amounts of C4d 
and C3d that are deposited on platelets, erythrocytes, and 
other cells that are in the vicinity of complement activa-
tion. Flow cytometry is used for evaluation of these markers 
for complement activation (55, 56).

In the absence of C1- INH, it is the control of C4bC2a 
activity by C4BP and FI that accounts for the stability of C3 
in HAE patients in spite of decreased C4 and C2 (57). The 
β chain has a binding site for the anticoagulant protein S 
and plays a role in control of coagulation (58).

C4BP is synthesized by hepatocytes. The genes for the 
C4BP α and β chains are located in the RCA gene clus-
ter on chromosome 1, at 1q32. Circulating concentrations 
of C4BP vary according to genetic determinants as well as 
fluctuations due to consumption during disease states. Defi-
ciencies of C4BP are very rare and would logically be asso-
ciated with uncontrolled activation of C3 through the CP. 
The only documented case was a patient with an atypical 
form of Behçet’s disease and angioedema (59).

DEFICIENCIES OF THE AP: FD, FB, AND P
FD is the smallest of the complement proteins and is the 
only serine protease of the system that does not require 

enzymatic cleavage in order to become active. Instead, its 
enzyme activity is a function of its conformational state, 
and it can flip between the active and inactive forms de-
pending on its proximity to its substrate: C3b- bound FB 
(60). Monocytes and their lineage synthesize some of the 
FD found in the circulation, but the major source is in adi-
pose tissue. FD has another role apart from its complement 
duties, in that it is known as adipsin and acts as a regulator 
of fat metabolism. Likewise, C3a is known as acylation- 
stimulating protein, or ACP (61). FD is the only initiating 
enzyme for the AP. It binds to and cleaves FB only when 
the FB is bound to C3b. The resulting complex, C3bBb, is 
the AP C3 convertase.

The gene for FD is located on chromosome 19. FD de-
ficiency is extremely rare. One family with FD deficiency 
has been described to date. In five generations of family 
members, the propositus was a 23- year- old woman who pre-
sented with meningococcemia from Neisseria meningitidis. 
Three relatives had FD deficiency with no health problems, 
and a deceased family member had a history of meningitis 
in his twenties and died from pneumonia and meningitis 
caused by Streptococcus pneumoniae at age 81 (62). Comple-
ment studies for the patient and family members included 
C3 and C4 levels and CH50 (normal in all). The AH50 was 
<10% of normal in homozygous deficient individuals but 
was normal in all others, including those heterozygous for 
the deficiency. When FD was analyzed, it was found to be 
slightly elevated in those members who were homozygous 
for the wild- type FD gene, about half the normal level in 
those heterozygous for the mutation, and undetectable in 
the four patients homozygous for the mutation.

In addition to its participation in the AP of complement, 
FD plays a role in fatty acid metabolism, and the C3adesArg 
fragment produced by FD- mediated cleavage of C3 has been 
identified as the autocrine mediator of hyperapobetalipopro-
teinemia (61, 63). It is tempting to speculate that this involve-
ment with lipid metabolism may be impaired or dysregulated 
somehow in those rare patients with partial lipodystrophy 
who have increased cleavage of C3 due to the presence of 
autoantibodies to the C3bBb complex (C3 nephritic factors) 
(64). Another question that is receiving attention in this re-
gard is the role of complement in cardiometabolic disease or 
type 2 diabetes (121).

FB has been known variably as glycine- rich β- 
glycoprotein, properdin factor B, and C3 proactivator. The 
gene for FB is in the MHC complex on chromosome 6, at 
6p21.1- 6p21.3, 3′ to the C2 gene (65). It is synthesized pri-
marily in the liver, with additional protein produced by cells 
of monocyte/macrophage lineage, fibroblasts, endothelial 
cells, and alveolar type II epithelial cells. Secreted as a sin-
gle polypeptide chain proenzyme, FB is activated only when 
it is bound to C3b and cleaved by FD. Its activity is specific 
for C3 and C5, but it requires C3b as a cofactor to cleave 
the former and an additional C3b to cleave the latter. The 
hydrolyzed form of C3 known as C3(H2O) can also serve as 
the first ligand for FB binding.

FB is an acute- phase protein and increases during inflam-
mation. There are two polymorphic forms of FB, FB*F and 
FB*S, based on their electrophoretic mobilities on immu-
noelectrophoresis. The amount of FB in the circulation is 
higher in individuals homozygous for the former and lower 
in individuals homozygous for the latter, with heterozygous 
individuals intermediate (66). A recent letter to the New 
England Journal of Medicine described an FB deficiency due 
to a nonsense mutation inherited from the patient’s father 
and a frameshift mutation from the mother. The patient had 
normal CH50 and no AH50 activity, while the parents both 
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had normal activity for both assays. The patient had recur-
rent pneumococcal and meningococcal infections, starting 
at age 2 years (67).

P is a unique protein that acts as a stabilizer for the AP 
C3 convertase and makes possible the amplification loop 
that very efficiently cleaves C3 when the AP is activated. 
This unique property makes it the only positive regulator in 
the complement system. P is a single- chain linear molecule 
with no enzyme activity, but it forms head- to- tail polymers, 
about half of which are trimers, with dimers and tetramers 
making up the remainder. P binds to C3b with increasing 
avidity depending on the number of C3b molecules in a 
cluster, and its affinity increases when Bb is present (68, 69). 
In some cases, P binds to the activator surface before any 
other complement proteins, providing a nucleus on which 
the C3bBbP complex can form and start the amplification 
loop for deposition of C3b (70, 71).

P is the only complement protein that is X- linked, with 
its gene at Xp11.3- Xp11.23 (72, 73). The protein is synthe-
sized by monocytes, granulocytic cells, and T cells. Three 
types of P deficiency have been described. Type I deficiency 
is associated with fulminant meningococcal infections, 
with little or no P detectable in the circulation. Partial P 
deficiency found in another family with neisserial septice-
mia was characterized by about 10% of normal levels of P 
in the serum (74). Several dysfunctional mutant forms of 
the protein have been identified that result in decreased AP 
function, making this type III deficiency (75). P deficiency 
increases the susceptibility to bacterial infections, including 
Neisseria infections. Carriers of a defective or absent P gene 
cannot be reliably identified from the protein’s level in the 
circulation or by other lab tests, and genetic typing is neces-
sary to provide evidence of the carrier state (76).

CONTROL PROTEINS OF THE AP: FH, FI, MCP 
(CD46), AND CR1 (CD35)
The amplification, or feedback, loop of the AP makes it one 
of the most efficient enzyme systems in the circulation (77). 
As long as P can continue to stabilize the C3 convertase 
(C3bBbP), C3 cleavage continues unchecked. This leads to 
deposits of C3 clusters on the surface of nearby cells, close 
to where the C3bBb is bound, and greatly enhances op-
sonization and other inflammatory cell interactions with the 
C3- coated particles due to the increased avidity provided by 
multiple closely spaced C3 fragments for C3 receptor interac-
tion. The two major controls of the fluid- phase activation of 
the AP are FH and FI. The former is a member of the RCA 
family with the ability to bind C3b, and the latter is a serine 
protease with specificity for cleaving C3b. When C3bBb is 
formed, FH can bind to the C3b, displacing the Bb. FI can 
then cleave the C3b in two places on the α chain to create 
the fragments: iC3b and C3f (78). FI can then further de-
grade the fragments to C3c, C3dg, and C3d. C3 degradation 
prevents the reuse of the C3b in forming another C3bBb en-
zyme. On cell surfaces, two membrane proteins act in a man-
ner similar to FH. CR1 (CD36) and MCP (CD46) are found 
on the surface of most cells in the body and possess cofactor 
activity for FI in degradation of C3b and C4b. While decay 
accelerating factor (CD55) can dissociate the C3 convertases 
of the CP and AP, it does not provide cofactor function for 
FI, so the dissociated C4b and C3b can reenter the activation 
process with a new partner (79).

FH binds to many anions including those on endothelial 
and other cell surfaces. Thus it can provide local backup 
control on a surface where complement activation is caus-
ing tissue damage, such as in the kidney or the eye. When 

the FH is compromised by a genetic defect that prevents it 
from binding to the surface, there is less help provided and 
the damage proceeds unchecked. The same result is seen 
when one of the other proteins in the pathway is not fully 
functional or has a gain- of- function defect that allows it to 
evade control. This has been shown to be true for mutations 
in FB and C3, and the resulting loss of regulation of the 
AP is seen in the development of uncontrolled deposition 
of C3b in sites such as the macula of the eye, contributing 
to AMD, or in the kidney, generating damage that impairs 
kidney function. The list of complement- related risk factors 
for developing these diseases includes mutations in factors 
H, I, B, C3, and thrombomodulin.

The important complement control protein FH is syn-
thesized as a single chain comprising 20 CCP modules. The 
gene for FH is located in the RCA cluster of genes on chro-
mosome 1, at 1q32 (80). FH is produced primarily in the 
liver, but monocytes, macrophages, fibroblasts, endothelial 
cells, and myoblasts can also produce it. There are several 
variant forms of FH, referred to as FH- like (FHL1) or FH- 
related (FHR1 to - 5) proteins, that differ in size and func-
tion from FH. In humans, these different forms of FH appear 
to represent products of alternative splicing of the FH gene 
rather than separate genes (81).

FH has multiple binding sites that interact with C3b, 
heparin, chondroitin sulfate and other polyanions, bacte-
rial surface components, DNA and other nucleotides, and 
endothelial cells. Its mode of action as a control protein 
is to bind to C3b and displace the Bb enzyme component 
of the AP C3 convertase. If additional C3b fragments are 
bound to or near the convertase, the avidity of this binding 
is increased. Once Bb has been removed, FI can use FH as a 
cofactor in cleaving C3b to form iC3b, C3dg, and C3c, thus 
preventing the C3b from interacting with B to form a new 
convertase. The fragments iC3b and C3dg can interact with 
CR3 receptors on phagocytic cells and with CR2 receptors 
on B cells and dendritic cells, respectively. In addition to 
its function as a fluid- phase control protein, FH has been 
reported to have chemotactic activity for monocytes (82, 
83). It also functions as an adhesion protein for neutrophils, 
possibly through the RGD sequence in the fourth CCP 
module. FH binds to many cell types, including endothelial 
cells, through its polyanion binding regions and can serve as 
a cell surface control protein in this capacity.

FH deficiency involves compromise of the complement 
regulatory action, which can be severe in patients who lack 
FH protein completely. These patients have varied presen-
tations, including recurrent infections, membranoprolifera-
tive glomerulonephritis, SLE, and atypical hemolytic- uremic 
syndrome (aHUS) (84–86). Initial lab results may identify 
them as C3 deficient, since without functional FH, the C3 
in their circulation is diminished or absent. More- subtle de-
ficiencies stem from point mutations in the CFH gene and 
result in decreased ability of the FH to control complement 
on cell surfaces, particularly in the kidney (aHUS) and in 
the eye (AMD) (87–92). In the latter case, the Y402H mu-
tation is strongly associated with the susceptibility to AMD. 
In a recent study by Hageman and colleagues (88), the re-
sult of combining the genetic information with the fundus 
phenotype, age, and smoking history provided better ability 
to predict geographic atrophy or choroidal neovasculariza-
tion as the endpoint. The genes analyzed included ARMS2, 
CFH, C3, C2, FB, CFHR4, CFHR5, and F13B.

An acquired form of aHUS is associated with anti- FH 
autoantibodies (93, 94). The list of complement gene mu-
tations that are risk factors for AMD and renal disease in-
cludes FI, MCP (CD46), as well as missense mutations in 
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C3 and FB that make them unable to allow FH binding and 
thus evade control (95).

Another disease- related property of FH is the preva-
lence of bacterial or viral binding surface proteins that have 
evolved to bind it and thus wrap the microbe in a protective 
coating that prevents complement activation on their sur-
faces. Among the microbes that use this scheme to escape 
complement attack are strains of Borrelia, Streptococcus, 
Yersinia, and Neisseria (96–98). This method of acquiring 
serum resistance also includes binding of other regulatory 
proteins (C4BP and MCP) as well as RCA- like proteins en-
coded by the microbial DNA and expressed on the surface.

FI, also known in the older literature as C3b- inactivator 
and KAF (conglutinogen- activating factor), is a single- 
chain serine protease that cleaves two sites on the α chains 
of both C4b and C3b: one on either side of the thioester 
bond region. This stops further participation of these mol-
ecules in complement activation and creates first iC4b or 
iC3b, followed by the final breakdown fragments C4c and 
C4d, and C3c and C3dg. FI requires C4BP (for C4b cleav-
age) or FH (for C3b cleavage) for cofactor activity in the 
fluid phase. On cell surfaces, the complement receptors CR1 
and CR3 and MCP can fill this role as cofactors (99). FI 
production occurs in many different cell types: hepatocytes, 
monocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, myoblasts, glial 
cells, and Raji cells. The gene for FI is on chromosome 4, 
at 4q25. FI deficiency was first identified in a patient with 
little or no C3 in the circulation (100, 101). FI deficiencies, 
like those of FH, are characterized by low or absent C3 in 
the circulation. FI deficiency is associated with recurrent se-
vere pyogenic infections, vasculitis, glomerulonephritis, and 
aHUS (54, 102, 103).

DEFICIENCIES OF THE TERMINAL PATHWAY 
COMPONENTS: C3, C5, C6, C7, C8, AND C9
Because C3 occupies the central position where the three 
initiating pathways merge with the terminal pathway, it is 
critical in the functioning of the system as a whole. C3 is 
an acute- phase reactant, increasing as much as 2- fold during 
inflammation. This increase may mask decreases due to ac-
tivation, making it difficult to determine what is actually 
happening in vivo. Cleavage of C3 during complement acti-
vation produces a sequence of fragments, most of which have 
biological activities associated with opsonization, phagocyto-
sis, immune adherence, effects on local vasodilation, smooth 
muscle contraction, and induction of mediator release, in-
cluding histamine from inflammatory cells. The absence of 
C3, due to either an inherited defect or an acquired condi-
tion, renders the individual highly susceptible to bacterial 
infections, membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis, and 
immune complex- mediated diseases such as lupus. The inter-
nal thioester bond in C3 is like that described earlier for C4 
and leads to permanent attachment of the C3b and C3d frag-
ments to the surface of the activating particle or molecule.

Most of the C3 in the circulation comes from hepato-
cytes, but many other cells can produce C3 and contribute 
to the local supply. The gene for human C3 is located on 
chromosome 19, at 19p13.3- p13.2 (104). Inheritance fol-
lows an autosomal recessive pattern in which the C3 protein 
is undetectable in the homozygous state and is approxi-
mately half the normal level in heterozygous individuals. 
The acquired forms of C3 deficiency can be profound and 
have been mistaken for genetic C3 deficiency on occasion. 
The usual causes of acquired C3 deficiency are secondary to 
deficiencies of FI or FH, or the presence of autoantibodies 
to either of the C3 convertases, C3 or C4 nephritic factors, 

resulting in uncontrolled C3 cleavage in the circulation. In 
these cases, C3 fragments (iC3b, C3c, or C3a) can usually 
be detected in the circulation, and incubation of the pa-
tient’s serum with normal serum or with purified C3 leads to 
C3 cleavage in the normal serum.

C5 is structurally similar to C3 but lacks the internal 
thioester bond that characterizes C3 and C4. When cleaved 
during activation, C5 also gives rise to similar fragments, 
but their activities are different from those for C3 and C4: 
C5b participates in the initiation and formation of the lytic 
complex (C5b- 9) that inserts into the membrane of the 
target cells, and C5a is one of the most potent chemoat-
tractants for neutrophils and other inflammatory cells. As 
anaphylatoxins, C5a and C3a induce changes in vascular 
permeability; smooth muscle contraction; cell activation; 
upregulation of adherence molecules; and release of en-
zymes, mediators such as histamine, and cytokines.

Like C3, C5 is produced mainly in the liver but can also 
be synthesized by cells in the lung, spleen, and intestine, 
as well as by monocytes, macrophages, and alveolar type 
II cells. The gene for C5 is located on the ninth chromo-
some, at 9q33. Several strains of mice have spontaneously 
occurring C5 deficiency. Homozygous deficiency of C5 is 
associated with severe infections, often from N. meningitidis 
or Neisseria gonorrhoeae. C5- deficient individuals lack bacte-
ricidal activity and are unable to mobilize their neutrophils 
and other inflammatory cells to respond to bacterial infec-
tions. Other presentations have included discoid lupus and 
Sjögren’s syndrome (105–107).

An interesting phenomenon is occurring in laboratories 
measuring C5 levels and function. The number of patients 
with little or no C5 function is increasing due to the in-
creased use of the humanized anti- C5 antibody eculizumab 
for treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria and 
aHUS. Other conditions that are being considered for ecu-
lizumab treatment include phospholipid antibody syndrome, 
lupus nephritis, and kidney transplantation, so the frequency 
of low C5 results will probably continue to increase (108).

C6 and C7 are similar proteins that are encoded by genes 
on the fifth chromosome, at 5p12- 14. Another complement 
gene, C9, is close to this locus as well. Unlike the previously 
discussed complement proteins up through C5 in the activa-
tion pathways, none of the late components (C6, C7, C8, and 
C9) is cleaved during activation, but all are critical for the 
formation of C5b- 9, the membrane attack complex (MAC), 
also called the terminal complement complex. When C5 is 
cleaved by the C5 convertase (C4bC2aC3b), a neoepitope is 
exposed on C5b, allowing C6 to bind to it and form a C5b6 
complex that is rapidly expanded to C5b- 7 by the addition of 
C7. The final complex formation occurs on a membrane sur-
face when C8 binds and multiple C9 molecules polymerize to 
form the membranolytic complement lesion, C5b- 9, on the 
cell surface, leading to osmotic lysis of the cell.

Deficiencies of C6 and C7 are associated with recurrent 
severe neisserial infections as well as infections caused by 
other pyogenic bacteria, although there have been reports 
of lupus in individuals with these deficiencies as well. A 
number of cases of combined deficiency of C6 and C7 have 
been reported, as well as the influence of one gene upon the 
synthesis rate of the other, leading to decreased production 
of one of the proteins from an otherwise normal gene. Sub-
total deficiencies of both proteins were accompanied in one 
patient by a lower- molecular- weight form of C6 that was as-
sociated with a defect in the 5′ splice donor site of intron 15 
of the C6 gene. The same patient had low C7 as well, with 
the C7 protein containing an Arg→Ser substitution that al-
tered the protein’s isoelectric point. Patients with complete 
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deficiency of C6 or C7 lack measurable protein and have 
little or no hemolytic activity in the CH50 or AH50 assays. 
Subtotal deficiencies of C6 or C7 are similar, although loss 
of hemolytic function is not complete (109).

C8 is a complex protein made up of three nonidenti-
cal polypeptide chains: a disulfide- linked α- γ pair and a 
non- covalently linked β chain. Each one of the chains is 
coded for by a separate gene and the protein is assembled 
intracellularly, although there is evidence from deficiencies 
that C8α- γ and C8β may be produced and secreted inde-
pendently. The intact molecule is required for function in 
the lysis of the target cell (110).

The genes for the C8 subunits are located on the first 
(C8α and C8β at 1p32) and ninth (C8γ at 9q34.4) chromo-
somes. The three chains of C8 are interesting in that C8α 
and C8β are similar to C6, C7, and C9 in their structure, 
while C8γ is more closely related to the lipocalin family of 
proteins that bind and transport small hydrophobic ligands 
(111). Because C8 deficiency is due to decreased or no syn-
thesis of only part of the complex molecule (C8α chain or 
C8β chain), the part of the molecule that is produced is still 
recognized by the antisera used for measuring C8 levels in 
serum, giving, in effect, a false- positive result. This makes it 
necessary to use caution in diagnosing C8 deficiency from 
protein levels alone, and a functional test should be done 
as well. C8 deficiency, like that of other MAC proteins, is 
characterized by recurrent infections, most often caused by 
neisserial species. C8 is synthesized primarily by hepato-
cytes, although it can also be produced by cells of mono-
cyte/macrophage lineage, astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 
fibroblasts, and endothelial cells.

As the MAC is assembled on the cell surface, the C5 
to C8 proteins are joined by C9, the final protein in the 
terminal complement pathway. The C9 protein unfolds 
to form polymers that penetrate the membrane and create 
perturbations that lead to osmotic lysis of the target cells. 
Estimates of the number of C9 molecules required to form a 
lytic pore range from 6 to 18 (112). C9 is produced primar-
ily by hepatocytes and secondarily by monocytes, glial cells, 
fibroblasts, and other local cells at sites of inflammation. It 
is an acute- phase protein and is coded for by a gene at 5p13, 
close to the genes for C5 and C6.

Many cases of C9 deficiency have been reported, and the 
remarkable thing is the lack of strong association of disease 
phenotypes with this complement deficiency. Although there 
have been scattered reports of neisserial infections, most C9- 
deficient patients appear to be healthy. This is most likely be-
cause C9 is not absolutely required for lysis of the target cell. 
C9 is the most common complement component deficiency 
in Japan and other Asian populations as well (113, 114).

CONTROL PROTEINS OF THE TERMINAL 
PATHWAY: VN, CN, AND CD59
Protection of host cells from “bystander lysis” caused by 
insertion of fluid- phase C5b- 9 (MAC) complexes is ac-
complished by several mechanisms. Two proteins, Vn (vi-
tronectin; formerly S- protein) and Cn (formerly clusterin, 
SP 40,40, or apolipoprotein J), act as solubilizing factors to 
bind the MAC and block its hydrophobic insertion into 
the membranes of nearby cells. These proteins can bind to 
C5b- 7 and C5b- 8 in the fluid phase, preventing membrane 
interaction and C9 polymerization, although at least one 
C9 molecule is associated with the final sC5b- 9 complexes 
detected in the circulation. This complex is relatively long- 
lived and serves as a marker for complement activation 
when most other complement fragments (C3a, C5a, etc.) 

have been cleared from the circulation. No deficiency of ei-
ther of these proteins has been identified to date.

CD59 is a membrane- bound glycoprotein that inhibits 
the polymerization of C9 and the lytic activity of the MAC. 
It is expressed on a wide variety of cell types, including 
erythrocytes. Because it is species specific, it is the primary 
cell surface protector against lysis mediated by homologous 
complement. CD59 is linked to the cell membrane by a 
glycophosphatidylinositol anchor that is variably lost from 
cells in patients with paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; 
loss of CD59 provides one of the mechanisms for hemolysis 
in these patients. Inherited CD59 deficiency is rare and is 
associated with chronic hemolysis and infections (115).

THERAPY FOR COMPLEMENT DEFICIENCIES
Treatment of patients with complement deficiencies has 
been limited to prophylactic antibiotics, vaccination for 
relevant organisms, and treatment of infection and auto-
immunity. Replacement of the missing component with 
fresh frozen plasma at this point in time, or the use of re-
combinant components for a completely deficient patient, 
is possible, but the hurdles of economics and potential for 
immune responses to the recombinant proteins make this 
tactic unlikely to succeed. Blood transfusion to replace C2 
has been used with some success in two SLE patients and 
early in aHUS patients with FH deficiency (84, 116). Pu-
rified plasma C1- INH has been successful at the time of at-
tacks, but other possible drugs are currently available or in 
the pipeline, including recombinant C1- INH and a specific 
inhibitor of the bradykinin receptor BK2.

Recombinant or monoclonal antibody complement inhib-
itors have been used in ischemia- reperfusion injury, cardio-
pulmonary bypass surgery, and autoimmune disorders. Soluble 
CR1 acts against the C3 and C5 convertases of both the AP 
and CP (117, 118). The humanized anti- C5 monoclonal an-
tibody eculizumab prevents cleavage of C5 to C5a and C5b 
and has been effective in treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal 
hemoglobinuria and aHUS as well as other complement- 
mediated kidney disease. As seen with the expanding uses 
of eculizumab and C1- INH drugs in patients with diverse 
conditions, there will be continued production and modifica-
tion of the current inhibitors as well as development of novel 
solutions for treating patients with deficiencies as well as 
dysfunctional complement pathways (119, 120). Given this 
beginning, it seems only a matter of time until most patients 
with complement deficiencies can be helped by compounds 
that will reverse the acute symptoms as well as provide long- 
term prevention of the often devastating diseases associated 
with malfunction of this important immune pathway.
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Concern about the neutrophil status of a patient is usu-
ally raised on the basis of the frequency, severity, and dis-
tribution of a specific infectious agent(s) involved in one 
or more episodes that are, or are thought to be, infectious. 
The clinical presentations of patients with neutrophil dis-
orders usually share a few common features: gingivitis, peri-
odontal disease, and oral ulceration. Cutaneous infections 
with Staphylococcus aureus are often recurrent and can be 
severe. In neutrophil disorders characterized by inadequate 
inflammation (neutropenia, leukocyte adhesion deficiency 
[LAD], Chédiak- Higashi syndrome, and specific granule 
deficiency), infections can extend locally and subcutane-
ously with little reaction until marked destruction has taken 
place. Clinically relevant neutrophil abnormalities fall 
into several broad categories: neutropenia, abnormalities 
of neutrophil adherence and locomotion, abnormalities of 
neutrophil granule formation or content, and abnormalities 
of killing. With the widespread use of therapies which mod-
ulate the immune system either by design (e.g., steroids and 
monoclonal antibodies) or incidentally (e.g., cytotoxic che-
motherapy), the most common causes of immunodeficiency 
are iatrogenic. The recognition, characterization, identifi-
cation, and cloning of disease- related genes and, in some 
cases, genetic correction of immune defects are progressing 
rapidly. As specific and genetic treatments become avail-
able, making the correct diagnosis early takes on greater 
therapeutic importance (1).

The clinical history should include type, location, micro-
biology, severity, and frequency of infections; family history 
with specific questioning as to consanguinity; and physical 
examination of the oral mucosa and any lesions or scars. 
A complete peripheral blood count with differential and 
examination of the peripheral smear are necessary initial 
studies to determine whether the patient has a quantitative, 
qualitative, or combined abnormality of neutrophils.

NEUTROPENIA
The normal neutrophil count in peripheral blood is about 
4,000/mm3, with a large variation among racial and ethnic 
groups, especially certain West Indian and African blacks 
and Yemeni Jews, who may have much lower neutrophil 
counts. Neutropenia is determined by the presence of fewer 
than 1,500 neutrophils/mm3. Increased risk of infections 
does not occur until the absolute neutrophil count (the sum 

of mature and band- form neutrophils) falls below 1,000/
mm3; risk of serious infections occurs below 500 neutrophils/
mm3. Since about 90% of the body’s neutrophils are kept 
in reserve in the bone marrow, neutropenias with impaired 
marrow stores are associated with greater infection risk than 
neutropenias with normal marrow stores. Thus, acute neu-
tropenias associated with a lack of marrow reserves, such 
as those induced by cancer chemotherapy, are usually asso-
ciated with greater infectious complications than chronic 
neutropenias (2).

There are three basic mechanisms by which neutrope-
nia can occur: decreased neutrophil production, increased 
neutrophil destruction, or abnormal neutrophil trafficking 
(either defective release of neutrophils from the bone mar-
row or an abnormal increase in the marginated or tissue 
pools). Recently, an autosomal dominant disorder with mild 
neutropenia due to neutrophil retention in the bone mar-
row (myelokathexis) has been molecularly characterized. 
The syndrome of warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, infec-
tions, and myelokathexis (WHIM) is due to mutations in 
the chemokine receptor CXCR4 which lead to retention of 
mature neutrophils on their marrow- expressed ligand stro-
mal cell- derived factor 1 (SDF1; CXCL12). Major causes of 
intrinsic, acquired, and apparent neutropenia are listed in 
Table 1. An acquired cause of neutrophil destruction is anti-
neutrophil antibodies. These antibodies can be detected in 
the clinical laboratory by either immunofluorescence or ag-
glutination, procedures which are readily available in most 
laboratories (2).

Methods of neutrophil preparation and isolation are re-
viewed in chapter 33 of this volume.

Antineutrophil Antibodies

Principle
Antineutrophil antibodies may cause neutrophils to be more 
susceptible to complement- mediated lysis, enhance neutro-
phil sequestration via Fc receptors on tissue macrophages, 
or affect the maturation and development of myeloid pre-
cursors. Detection of these antibodies in a flow cytometer 
relies upon demonstration of specific binding of patient im-
munoglobulin G (IgG) and IgM to neutrophils (3). Many 
of these antibodies are directed against Fcγ RIII (CD16). 
Techniques which are not dependent on flow cytometry are 
more difficult to interpret.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch78
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specimen Collection
Patient serum, stored at −70°C, 1 ml
Pooled normal sera from several donors, stored at −70°C, 

200- μl aliquots
Neutrophils isolated from three healthy donors, prepared as 

described above (≥107 neutrophils per serum sample to 
be assayed)

Reagents and equipment
Phosphate- buffered saline, pH 7.2 (PBS), 1×
Bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.22% (1 ml of 22% BSA 

plus 99 ml of PBS; make it fresh and keep it stable for 1 
week at 4°C)

Paraformaldehyde, 4% stock solution (2 g of paraformalde-
hyde in 45 ml of 0.85% normal saline; warm to 70°C 
with dropwise addition of 1 N NaOH solution, adjust 
final pH to 7.2 with dropwise addition of 1 N HCl, bring 
volume to 50 ml, and store in the dark at 4°C) and 1% 
working solution (1 volume of 4% stock solution in 3 
volumes of PBS; can be stored for 1 week at 4°C)

Fluorescein isothiocyanate- conjugated goat anti- human 
IgG and IgM, diluted 1:10 with PBS

Microcentrifuge
Flow cytometer

Procedure
1. Label triplicate pairs of microcentrifuge tubes for each 

serum sample to be assayed (i.e., assays for antineu-
trophil IgG and IgM with each of three normal donor 
neutrophil preparations).

2. Dilute the patient and control sera 1:1 with PBS.
3. Resuspend the healthy- donor neutrophils in PBS and 

sediment them at 300 × g for 7 min.
4. Remove and discard the supernatants and resuspend 

the neutrophils in 2 ml of 1% paraformaldehyde; al-
low this to stand for 5 min at room temperature.

5. Resuspend the neutrophils in 20 ml of PBS and sedi-
ment them at 300 × g for 7 min.

6. Resuspend treated cells in PBS to 3 × 107 neutrophils/
ml.

7. Transfer 50 μl of each diluted serum sample to the 
appropriate microcentrifuge tube.

8. Add 50 μl of the neutrophil suspension to the appro-
priate microcentrifuge tube and incubate it at 4°C for 
30 min.

9. Wash the suspension twice with ice- cold 0.22% BSA, 
sedimenting the cells for 10 s in a microcentrifuge.

10. Remove and discard the supernatants, add 50 μl of 
the diluted conjugated anti- human IgG or IgM to the 
appropriate tube, and incubate the tube at 4°C for 30 
min.

11. Wash the cells once with ice- cold 0.22% BSA, sedi-
menting them for 10 s in a microcentrifuge.

12. Remove and discard the supernatants, resuspend the 
pellets in 1 ml of PBS, and transfer the suspension to 
tubes appropriate for analysis in the flow cytometer 
(usually 12 by 75 mm).

Interpretation
Patient sera are examined for a distinct shift in the peak 
fluorescence relative to that of the control samples run the 
same day. Modest and great shifts of fluorescence should be 
noted through both the histograms and the determinations 
of channel fluorescence. Increased binding of IgG or IgM 
over that in the normal control sera is considered abnormal 

and is reported. The report should be descriptive, including 
the antibody subclass implicated and the number of normal 
donors (out of the day’s controls) to which it bound.

NEUTROPHIL DYSFUNCTION
The determination of a qualitative defect of neutrophil 
function is more complex than the simple determination 
of neutropenia, since it requires the demonstration of a 
dysfunctional phenotype. Methods for diagnosis of these 
abnormalities range from inspection of the peripheral 
blood smear to fluorescence- activated cell sorting (FACS). 
Some of these diseases simultaneously affect several limbs 
of neutrophil function, making prior determination of the 
single- best diagnostic test in a given case important. The 
clinical history, peripheral blood neutrophil count, and 
inspection of the peripheral smear readily indicate the di-
rection of further evaluation of a possible neutrophil func-
tional abnormality.

The major classes of neutrophil defects highlight the 
major neutrophil functions: adhesion, chemotaxis, phago-
cytosis, degranulation, and killing (Table 2). General fea-
tures which suggest clinically relevant neutrophil disorders 
include recurrent, severe infections often requiring intrave-
nous antibiotics, hospitalization, or surgery. Cutaneous and 
oral infections are common. The microbiology of specific 
infectious episodes may be quite informative: infections 
with Burkholderia (Pseudomonas) cepacia, Serratia marcescens, 
Chromobacterium violaceum, Nocardia species, Aspergillus 
species, or Paecilomyces species, or hepatic abscesses with 
S. aureus, suggest the diagnosis of chronic granulomatous 
disease (CGD) (4).

Adhesion Disorders
A normal neutrophil exits the bone marrow and remains in 
the circulation for about 7 h before entering the tissue, the 
intestinal lumen, or the oral cavity. During its time in the 
peripheral circulation, it is frequently “rolling” along and 
sampling the endothelium for evidence of infection or tis-
sue damage. The low- affinity rolling of the neutrophil along 
the postcapillary endothelium is mediated by interacting 
glycoproteins on the endothelial surface (endothelial selec-
tin [E- selectin] and platelet selectin [P- selectin]) and the 
neutrophil surface (sialyl- Lewisx, CD15s). When the neu-
trophil encounters endothelium activated by chemokines or 
other stimuli, it adheres to specific molecules (intercellular 
adhesion molecules 1 and 2 [ICAM 1 and 2]) by way of the 
heterodimeric leukocyte integrins (leukocyte functional 
antigen 1 [LFA- 1] and Mac- 1 or complement receptor 3 
[CR3]), which contain CD18 as their common β chain. 
Disorders in both of these critical pathways have been 
described as LADs. LAD type 1 (LAD1) is due to loss of 
leukocyte integrin function secondary to CD18 deficiency 
(5); LAD2 is due to loss of neutrophil selectin binding due 
to loss of CD15s. LAD3 is quite rare and due to mutations 
in FERMT3, which encodes the protein KINDLIN- 3 (6). 
These diseases lead to profound impairment of the ability of 
neutrophils to exit the circulation to sites of infection. One 
of the CD18- containing molecules (CD18/CD11b, Mac- 1, 
or CR3) also serves as the receptor for the cleaved, inacti-
vated third component of complement (C3bi). Therefore, 
the absence of CD18- containing leukocyte integrins leads 
to the inability of neutrophils to perform complement- 
mediated phagocytosis as well. The cellular signal from 
CD18 ligation leads to adherence and movement toward 
the ligand. Rac2 is the G protein that tethers CD18 to 
cytoskeletal actin. In Rac2 deficiency, CD18 expression is 
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TABLE 1 Causes of neutropeniaa

Disease Clinical features Mechanism(s) Diagnosis Treatment

Intrinsic
 Severe chronic 

neutropenia (Kostmann 
syndrome)

Neutropenia (<200 PMN/mm3) at 
birth; recurrent, severe infections, 
autosomal dominant and recessive

Mutations in neutrophil 
elastase gene (ELANE), 
HAX- 1, and GFI1

Bone marrow aspiration 
shows maturation defect 
at promyelocyte/myelocyte 
stage

G- CSF

 Cyclic neutropenia 
(cyclic hematopoiesis)

Severe neutropenia ca. every 21 
days for about 4–5 days; fever, 
cutaneous oral infections; 
autosomal dominant, spontaneous, 
and acquired forms

Mutations in neutrophil 
elastase gene (ELANE)

Serial blood counts (6 wk) 
at least every 3 days; 
mutation detection

G- CSF

 Warts, 
hypogammaglobulinemia, 
infections, myelokathexis 
(WHIM)

Neutropenia; 
hypogammaglobulinemia, warts; 
familial cases reported

Mutations in CXCR4 Bone marrow aspiration, no 
evidence of peripheral 
destruction, abnormal 
marrow release on steroid 
challenge

G- CSF

 Shwachman- Diamond 
syndrome

Moderate to severe neutropenia, 
anemia, growth retardation, 
exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, 
bone abnormalities; some patients 
may develop aplastic anemia or 
malignancy

Mutations in SDBS Demonstration of fatty 
infiltration of the pancreas

G- CSF

 Benign chronic 
neutropenia

Infantile severe neutropenia (<200 
PMN/mm3) without serious 
infections; can last for years

Unknown Bone marrow aspiration 
shows normal morphology 
and development of 
myeloid series

None

 Chédiak- Higashi 
syndrome

Mild to moderate neutropenia, partial 
oculocutaneous albinism, recurrent 
cutaneous, pulmonary infections; 
fatal lymphoproliferative syndrome 
in some cases; autosomal recessive

Mutations in CHS1 Demonstration of giant 
primary granules 
in peripheral blood 
neutrophils and in other 
lysosome- containing cells

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

 Reticular dysgenesis Neonatal neutropenia, 
hypogammaglobulinemia, thymic 
abnormalities, lymphopenia, 
deafness; fatal without bone 
marrow transplantation

Mutations in AK2 Absent myeloid 
development in bone 
marrow; other lines may 
be normal

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

 GATA2 deficiency Neutropenia, warts, lymphedema, 
mycobacterial diseases

Mutations in GATA2 Hypoplastic marrow, 
dysplastic megakaryocytes

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

Acquired
 Cytotoxic chemotherapy Severity of neutropenia depends on 

dose and specific agent, commonly 
profound; neutropenia onset 
variable after treatment; fevers, 
oral ulcers, bacteremia (e.g., 
cyclophosphamide)

Reduction of dividing cells Clinical history Supportive; G-  or GM- CSF 
in some cases

Drug induced
 Immune Requires sensitization of neutrophils 

to antibody (e.g., β- lactams); 
antibodies may cross placenta

Peripheral destruction of 
neutrophils

Demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies

Discontinuation of drug, 
supportive, G- CSF in 
some cases

 Nonimmune Dose- related or idiopathic reaction 
to drug, may cause profound 
neutropenia (e.g., chloramphenicol 
or clozapine)

Suppression of bone marrow 
precursors

Clinical history Supportive; G- CSF in some 
cases

 Isoimmune Neonatal neutropenia due to 
maternal alloimmunization; lasts 
for several weeks; may be moderate 
to severe; predominantly cutaneous 
infections

Antibody- mediated peripheral 
destruction of neutrophils; 
against FcγRIII (CD16)

Clinical history, 
demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies 
epitopes

Supportive; G- CSF in some 
cases

 Autoimmune Antibody- mediated neutropenia 
during collagen vascular diseases 
(e.g., rheumatoid arthritis with 
splenomegaly, Felty syndrome; 
systemic lupus erythematosus)

Sequestration, peripheral 
destruction of neutrophils

Clinical history, 
demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies

Treatment of underlying 
disease; splenectomy in 
Felty syndrome; steroids 
in some cases; G- CSF in 
some cases

 Splenomegaly Mild to moderate neutropenia with 
moderate to massive splenomegaly 
due to mechanical (e.g., portal 
hypertension), infectious (e.g., 
chronic malaria), or neoplastic 
causes; often accompanied by 
anemia and thrombocytopenia

Sequestration with or without 
destruction of neutrophils

Clinical history and exam, 
normal bone marrow 
examination

Treatment of underlying 
disease; no specific 
therapy usually required

 LGL induced Moderate to severe acquired cyclic 
neutropenia; onset usually in 
adulthood

Clonal proliferation of T cells; 
probably acts on stem cells

LGL, serial blood sampling, 
demonstration of LGL 
proliferation

Treatment of underlying 
disease; supportive; 
G- CSF, steroids, or 
immunosuppression in 
some cases

 Nutritional deficiency Mild to severe neutropenia associated 
with vitamin B12, folate, or 
copper deficiency; protein energy 
malnutrition (marasmus)

Ineffective myelopoiesis Clinical history, 
determination of specific 
nutrient levels

Treatment of underlying 
disease; supportive

 AIDS Moderate to severe neutropenia 
in AIDS; pyomyositis and 
aspergillosis seen

HIV related; treatment 
related (e.g., zidovudine 
and ganciclovir)

Demonstration of HIV 
infection; drug history

Discontinuation of drug if 
possible; G- CSF

Apparent
 Severe infections Mild neutropenia seen early in severe 

infections; resolves relatively 
rapidly

Increase in marginated tissue 
neutrophil pools

Demonstration of acute 
infection (e.g., Gram- 
negative sepsis)

Treatment of underlying 
infection

 Hemodialysis Mild to moderate neutropenia seen 
during hemodialysis; resolves off 
dialyzer

C5a- induced stiffening 
of neutrophils leads to 
transient trapping in lung

Clinical history, no evidence 
of acute infection

None

aG- CSF, granulocyte colony- stimulating factor; GM- CSF, granulocyte- macrophage colony- stimulating factor; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; LGL, large granular lymphocyte; PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes.
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TABLE 1 Causes of neutropeniaa

Disease Clinical features Mechanism(s) Diagnosis Treatment

Intrinsic
 Severe chronic 

neutropenia (Kostmann 
syndrome)

Neutropenia (<200 PMN/mm3) at 
birth; recurrent, severe infections, 
autosomal dominant and recessive

Mutations in neutrophil 
elastase gene (ELANE), 
HAX- 1, and GFI1

Bone marrow aspiration 
shows maturation defect 
at promyelocyte/myelocyte 
stage

G- CSF

 Cyclic neutropenia 
(cyclic hematopoiesis)

Severe neutropenia ca. every 21 
days for about 4–5 days; fever, 
cutaneous oral infections; 
autosomal dominant, spontaneous, 
and acquired forms

Mutations in neutrophil 
elastase gene (ELANE)

Serial blood counts (6 wk) 
at least every 3 days; 
mutation detection

G- CSF

 Warts, 
hypogammaglobulinemia, 
infections, myelokathexis 
(WHIM)

Neutropenia; 
hypogammaglobulinemia, warts; 
familial cases reported

Mutations in CXCR4 Bone marrow aspiration, no 
evidence of peripheral 
destruction, abnormal 
marrow release on steroid 
challenge

G- CSF

 Shwachman- Diamond 
syndrome

Moderate to severe neutropenia, 
anemia, growth retardation, 
exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, 
bone abnormalities; some patients 
may develop aplastic anemia or 
malignancy

Mutations in SDBS Demonstration of fatty 
infiltration of the pancreas

G- CSF

 Benign chronic 
neutropenia

Infantile severe neutropenia (<200 
PMN/mm3) without serious 
infections; can last for years

Unknown Bone marrow aspiration 
shows normal morphology 
and development of 
myeloid series

None

 Chédiak- Higashi 
syndrome

Mild to moderate neutropenia, partial 
oculocutaneous albinism, recurrent 
cutaneous, pulmonary infections; 
fatal lymphoproliferative syndrome 
in some cases; autosomal recessive

Mutations in CHS1 Demonstration of giant 
primary granules 
in peripheral blood 
neutrophils and in other 
lysosome- containing cells

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

 Reticular dysgenesis Neonatal neutropenia, 
hypogammaglobulinemia, thymic 
abnormalities, lymphopenia, 
deafness; fatal without bone 
marrow transplantation

Mutations in AK2 Absent myeloid 
development in bone 
marrow; other lines may 
be normal

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

 GATA2 deficiency Neutropenia, warts, lymphedema, 
mycobacterial diseases

Mutations in GATA2 Hypoplastic marrow, 
dysplastic megakaryocytes

Supportive; bone marrow 
transplantation

Acquired
 Cytotoxic chemotherapy Severity of neutropenia depends on 

dose and specific agent, commonly 
profound; neutropenia onset 
variable after treatment; fevers, 
oral ulcers, bacteremia (e.g., 
cyclophosphamide)

Reduction of dividing cells Clinical history Supportive; G-  or GM- CSF 
in some cases

Drug induced
 Immune Requires sensitization of neutrophils 

to antibody (e.g., β- lactams); 
antibodies may cross placenta

Peripheral destruction of 
neutrophils

Demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies

Discontinuation of drug, 
supportive, G- CSF in 
some cases

 Nonimmune Dose- related or idiopathic reaction 
to drug, may cause profound 
neutropenia (e.g., chloramphenicol 
or clozapine)

Suppression of bone marrow 
precursors

Clinical history Supportive; G- CSF in some 
cases

 Isoimmune Neonatal neutropenia due to 
maternal alloimmunization; lasts 
for several weeks; may be moderate 
to severe; predominantly cutaneous 
infections

Antibody- mediated peripheral 
destruction of neutrophils; 
against FcγRIII (CD16)

Clinical history, 
demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies 
epitopes

Supportive; G- CSF in some 
cases

 Autoimmune Antibody- mediated neutropenia 
during collagen vascular diseases 
(e.g., rheumatoid arthritis with 
splenomegaly, Felty syndrome; 
systemic lupus erythematosus)

Sequestration, peripheral 
destruction of neutrophils

Clinical history, 
demonstration of 
antineutrophil antibodies

Treatment of underlying 
disease; splenectomy in 
Felty syndrome; steroids 
in some cases; G- CSF in 
some cases

 Splenomegaly Mild to moderate neutropenia with 
moderate to massive splenomegaly 
due to mechanical (e.g., portal 
hypertension), infectious (e.g., 
chronic malaria), or neoplastic 
causes; often accompanied by 
anemia and thrombocytopenia

Sequestration with or without 
destruction of neutrophils

Clinical history and exam, 
normal bone marrow 
examination

Treatment of underlying 
disease; no specific 
therapy usually required

 LGL induced Moderate to severe acquired cyclic 
neutropenia; onset usually in 
adulthood

Clonal proliferation of T cells; 
probably acts on stem cells

LGL, serial blood sampling, 
demonstration of LGL 
proliferation

Treatment of underlying 
disease; supportive; 
G- CSF, steroids, or 
immunosuppression in 
some cases

 Nutritional deficiency Mild to severe neutropenia associated 
with vitamin B12, folate, or 
copper deficiency; protein energy 
malnutrition (marasmus)

Ineffective myelopoiesis Clinical history, 
determination of specific 
nutrient levels

Treatment of underlying 
disease; supportive

 AIDS Moderate to severe neutropenia 
in AIDS; pyomyositis and 
aspergillosis seen

HIV related; treatment 
related (e.g., zidovudine 
and ganciclovir)

Demonstration of HIV 
infection; drug history

Discontinuation of drug if 
possible; G- CSF

Apparent
 Severe infections Mild neutropenia seen early in severe 

infections; resolves relatively 
rapidly

Increase in marginated tissue 
neutrophil pools

Demonstration of acute 
infection (e.g., Gram- 
negative sepsis)

Treatment of underlying 
infection

 Hemodialysis Mild to moderate neutropenia seen 
during hemodialysis; resolves off 
dialyzer

C5a- induced stiffening 
of neutrophils leads to 
transient trapping in lung

Clinical history, no evidence 
of acute infection

None

aG- CSF, granulocyte colony- stimulating factor; GM- CSF, granulocyte- macrophage colony- stimulating factor; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; LGL, large granular lymphocyte; PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes.
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TABLE 2 Neutrophil defectsa

Disease Clinical features Mechanism(s) Diagnosis Treatment

Adhesion 
disorders

 LAD1 Neutrophilia (>15,000 
PMN/mm3), delayed 
umbilical stump 
separation; recurrent, 
severe infections; 
autosomal recessive

Defective leukocyte 
integrin expression; 
neutrophils unable 
to exit circulation to 
sites of infection

FACS analysis for CD18 and 
the integrins it constitutes: 
LFA- 1 (CD18/CD11a), 
Mac- 1/CR3 (CD18/
CD11b), and p150,95 
(CD18/CD11c); abnormal 
complement- mediated 
phagocytosis; impaired 
chemotaxis

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

 LAD2 Neutrophilia, short stature, 
abnormal facies, mental 
retardation, recurrent 
infections; autosomal 
recessive

Defective neutrophil 
selectin ligand 
(CD15s)

FACS analysis for sialyl- Lewisx 
(CD15s) on neutrophils

Supportive

 LAD3 Neutrophilia, recurrent 
infections, recurrent 
bleeding

Defective KINDLIN- 3 
due to mutations in 
FERMT3

Demonstration of absent 
KINDLIN- 3 or mutation in 
FERMT3

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

 Rac2 
deficiency

Neutrophilia, recurrent 
infections

RAC2 defect Defective adhesion; defective 
chemotaxis; absence of Rac2 
on immunoblot

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

Granule 
disorders

 Chédiak- 
Higashi 
syndrome

Mild to moderate 
neutropenia, partial 
oculocutaneous albinism, 
recurrent cutaneous or 
pulmonary infections, 
fatal lymphoproliferative 
syndrome in some cases; 
autosomal recessive

LYST defect due to 
mutations in CHS1

Demonstration of giant primary 
granules in peripheral blood 
neutrophils and in other 
lysosome- containing cells; 
delayed staphylococcal 
killing

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

 Specific 
granule 
deficiency

Recurrent infections, poor 
inflammatory response; 
rare; autosomal recessive

C/EBPε mutation; 
absence of neutrophil 
secondary granules 
and defensins

Absent secondary granules; 
bi-  and trilobed neutrophil 
nuclei; absence of neutrophil 
lactoferrin defensins; 
impaired chemotaxis

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

Chemotactic 
disorder

 Actin 
dysfunction

Recurrent infections, poor 
inflammatory response; 
rare; autosomal recessive

Defective actin 
polymerization

Impaired chemotaxis and 
staphylococcal killing; 
absence of 47- kDa protein

Supportive; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

Oxidative 
metabolism 
disorders

 MPO 
deficiency

No clinical phenotype 
except in diabetics, in 
whom severe Candida 
infections occur; most 
common neutrophil 
abnormality; autosomal 
recessive

Abnormalities in MPO 
gene

Absence of peroxidase 
staining of peripheral blood 
neutrophils; impaired 
candidacidal activity

No treatment 
needed in most 
cases

 CGD Recurrent life- threatening 
infections with catalase- 
positive organisms; tissue 
granuloma formation; 
X- linked and autosomal 
recessive forms

Defective superoxide 
formation

Impaired superoxide 
production: abnormal NBT 
test, chemiluminescence, 
DHR oxidation, or 
cytochrome c reduction; 
impaired staphylococcal 
killing

Supportive; 
antibiotic, 
antifungal and 
interferon gamma 
prophylaxis; 
bone marrow 
transplantation

aPMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes; LYST, lysosomal transporter.
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intact, but adherence is reduced and the clinical presenta-
tion is like that of LAD1.

Diagnosis of LAD1 should be made by FACS staining 
for CD18 and its associated alpha chains, CD11a, CD11b, 
and CD11c. The functional assays below can help to suggest 
the diagnosis. LAD2 is rarer and clinically distinct; it can 
be definitively diagnosed by FACS staining for sialyl- Lewisx 
(CD15s). The diagnosis of Rac2 deficiency requires special-
ized research laboratory resources (6).

neutrophil Adherence to nylon Wool

Principle
Normal neutrophils adhere to several synthetic surfaces, 

including glass, plastic, and nylon wool, in addition to the 
endothelium. This adherence is impaired in LAD1 and by 
aspirin, ethanol, and prednisone.

Specimen Collection
Heparinized blood, 5 ml each from the patient and three 

healthy subjects, is used.

Reagents and equipment
Analytical balance
Apparatus for counting leukocytes and performing dif-

ferential counts
Scrubbed nylon fiber (3 denier, 4 cm, type 200; Fenwal 

Laboratories, Morton Grove, IL)
Tuberculin syringes, 1 ml, without needle (three per 

sample)
Small collecting tubes (polypropylene is preferred)

Procedure
1. Weigh out 40 mg of nylon wool/column to be used.
2. Using a plunger, pack each column with the 40 mg of 

nylon wool to the 0.4- ml mark on the syringe.
3. Aliquot and reserve 1 ml of blood from each sample 

for total leukocyte and differential counts (“precol-
umn” sample).

4. Place the packed syringes in a rack with their tips in-
side but not touching the sides or bottom of the small 
tubes.

5. Add 1.0 ml of heparinized blood to the column 
and allow it to filter by gravity for 10 min at room 
temperature.

6. Discard the columns.
7. Determine complete and differential leukocyte counts 

of the pre-  and postcolumn samples.

Interpretation
The percent neutrophils adherent to the nylon wool is 

calculated as follows: 100% – ([cells per milliliter postcol-
umn/cells per milliliter precolumn] × 100) = percent cells 
adherent. Normally, 68% ± 7% neutrophils adhere in this 
assay. Adherence of a significantly lower percentage of neu-
trophils is suggestive of an adherence defect. Neutrophil 
adherence to plastic or glass requires more- specialized tech-
niques and is described elsewhere (5).

Flow Cytometric Determination of LAD
FACS analysis (chapter 33) of peripheral blood or isolated 
neutrophils is required for definitive diagnosis of LAD1 or 
LAD2. In LAD1, levels of CD18 are profoundly reduced on 
neutrophils and monocytes, leading to low levels of the asso-
ciated molecules CD11a, CD11b, and CD11c (the method is 
given in chapter 33). Levels of CD18 expression below 0.5% 

of normal are seen in the “severe” phenotype and are associ-
ated with more devastating disease and earlier mortality in 
the absence of bone marrow transplantation than with other 
phenotypes. Levels of CD18 expression between 0.5 and 10% 
of normal are associated with the “moderate” phenotype of 
LAD1 and are associated with a better rate of survival. The 
display of CD18/CD11 complexes, which are stored in sec-
ondary granules, is upregulated by neutrophil activation.

Demonstration of sialyl- Lewisx (CD15s) deficiency on 
neutrophils confirms the diagnosis of LAD2. These patients 
also have the relatively rare Bombay (Hh) blood type, an-
other manifestation of the underlying genetic defect in 
fucosylation caused by mutations in the GDP- fucosyl trans-
ferase. This disease is also now named congenital disorder 
of glycosylation IIc. LAD3 is confirmed by reduced levels 
of KINDLIN- 3 when blotted or by mutations in FERMT3. 
Rac2 deficiency should be suspected in cases in which the 
surface display of CD18 and CD15s is normal but adherence 
is impaired, as is superoxide production (6).

Granule Disorders
In the normal course of neutrophil ontogeny, the large 
(about 0.8 μm in diameter) azurophilic or primary gran-
ules, containing myeloperoxidase (MPO), lysozyme, β- 
glucuronidase, and defensins, among others, appear at the 
promyelocyte stage; the smaller (about 0.5 μm in diameter) 
specific or secondary granules, containing lactoferrin, vita-
min B12- binding protein, cytochrome b558, and CR3, among 
others, appear during the myelocyte stage.

In Chédiak- Higashi syndrome, neutrophil primary gran-
ulogenesis is initially normal, but the primary granules read-
ily fuse to each other and subsequently to some secondary 
granules as well, resulting in giant primary granules that 
are easily appreciated under a light microscope. Chédiak- 
Higashi syndrome is due to autosomal recessive mutations 
in the gene lysosomal transporter (LYST or CHS1). Neu-
trophils from Chédiak- Higashi syndrome patients show de-
layed bactericidal activity against S. aureus. Other clinical 
features include partial oculocutaneous albinism, irregular 
melanization of hair, peripheral neuropathy later in life, and 
an eventual lymphoma- like “accelerated phase” in most 
patients.

In specific granule deficiency, the secondary granules are 
rare or absent, as are secondary granule proteins, such as lac-
toferrin. One form of secondary (specific) granule deficiency 
is due to an autosomal recessive mutation in the CCAAT/
enhancer binding protein C/EBPε. Since lactoferrin is pres-
ent in other secretions, it appears to be a tissue- specific phe-
nomenon. Levels of defensins, a primary granule product, 
are also low to absent, because the defect is in a transcrip-
tion factor important in neutrophil ontogeny and granule 
protein expression. Careful inspection of the peripheral 
smear suggests the diagnosis, as these neutrophils are larger 
and paler than normal. The diagnosis is confirmed by elec-
tron microscopy, showing an absence of secondary granules, 
or demonstration of the absence of lactoferrin in patient 
neutrophils by direct immunofluorescence or enzyme- linked 
immunosorbent assay. Methods for the detection of lacto-
ferrin and other secondary and primary granule proteins are 
detailed elsewhere (5).

Chemotaxis
The neutrophil’s ability to locomote up a chemoattrac-
tant gradient is chemotaxis, whereas the stimulation of 
shape change and random locomotion induced by a uni-
form concentration of a chemoattractant is chemokinesis. 
These properties are critical for the neutrophil response to 
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infection. Disorders involving chemotaxis are found in only 
a few diseases; secondary causes of depressed chemotaxis are 
more common (e.g., aspirin, prednisone, and ethanol). Ac-
tin dysfunction, Chédiak- Higashi syndrome, LAD1, Rac2 
deficiency, secondary granule deficiency, and Job’s syndrome 
(intermittently) all show decreased chemotaxis, although 
the mechanisms are quite disparate. In none of these dis-
orders is the demonstration of a chemotactic defect diag-
nostic. The several assays of chemotaxis all require fresh 
neutrophils and an experienced laboratory technician. The 
sensitive techniques (Boyden chamber migration or the 
multiwell chamber) require highly specialized equipment, 
radioactivity, or both (5). In view of the complexity of the 
current chemotactic assays and their extremely limited di-
agnostic value, I recommend that for cases in which che-
motactic determination appears to be appropriate, specialty 
reference or research laboratories be contacted. Chemotaxis 
assays are discussed in reference 6.

Oxidative Metabolism Disorders
Neutrophils, eosinophils, and macrophages use the NA-
DPH oxidase enzyme complex to augment molecular oxy-
gen by one electron, yielding superoxide (O2

−). This in turn 
is converted to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by superoxide 
dismutase. H2O2 is combined with halide (X−) by MPO to 
produce hypohalous acid (HOX); in the neutrophil, which 
uses chloride for its halide, this is bleach (HOCl). Defects 
in the proximal portion of this pathway, at the level of the 
NADPH oxidase, lead to life- threatening infections in 
CGD; defects in the latter portion of the pathway caused 
by MPO deficiency are clinically quite inapparent and lead 
to infectious problems only when coupled to other diseases, 
such as diabetes mellitus.

CGD is a genetic disorder estimated to occur in about 
1/250,000 persons and is characterized by severe, recurrent 
life- threatening infections with catalase- producing bacteria 
and fungi and tissue granuloma formation (7). Five sepa-
rate genotypes (one X chromosome linked, gp91phox; four 
autosomal recessive, p22phox, p47phox, p67phox, and p40phox) 
can give rise to the phenotype of CGD, but there are slight 
differences in clinical phenotype and obvious differences in 
genetic transmission and associated counseling. Since all 
of the relevant genes have been cloned and characterized, 
a definitive molecular diagnosis can be made. Molecular 
diagnoses can be performed by reference and commercial 
laboratories. All patients with CGD should be referred for 
definitive molecular characterization of their CGD to help 
with genetic counseling and prognosis (8).

Several methods are available for diagnosis of CGD. Ni-
troblue tetrazolium (NBT) reduction and dihydrorhodamine 
(DHR) oxidation are the simplest tests available and are dis-
cussed here. Chemiluminescence and staphylococcal killing 
are also discussed since they not only are used in the demon-
stration of CGD functional defects but also occasionally 
may help in diagnosis (4). Superoxide production, hydrogen 
peroxide production, and cytochrome c reduction are other 
techniques which bear on the integrity of oxidative metabo-
lism covered elsewhere in this text (chapter 33).

nBt test

Principle
Superoxide produced by neutrophils reduces NBT from a 

soluble yellow dye to blue- black formazan, which is readily 
apparent as a cytoplasmic precipitate. Neutrophils unable 
to produce superoxide fail to reduce NBT and are there-
fore free of precipitate. Because this assay is read by light 

microscopy, individual cells reducing or not reducing NBT 
can be recognized. Mothers of patients with X chromosome- 
linked CGD show mosaicism of peripheral blood neutrophil 
NBT reduction, since X chromosome inactivation (lyoniza-
tion) occurs randomly in hematopoietic precursors.

Interpretation
More than 95% of normal neutrophils will reduce NBT, 

showing orange nuclei with clumps of blue- black precipitate 
in the cytoplasm. In a patient with CGD, there is usually no 
NBT reduction. Since X chromosome inactivation is thought 
to be random in females, there should be two populations of 
neutrophils in the peripheral blood of X- linked carriers, NBT 
reducing (normal) and non- NBT reducing (CGD). This 
mosaic pattern can range anywhere from 0.001 to 97% of 
neutrophils, although most carriers will fall within a range of 
about 20 to 80% NBT- reducing neutrophils. At the extremes 
of lyonization, these X- linked carriers are indistinguishable 
from CGD patients or healthy subjects, respectively. It is best 
to report the results as percent NBT- reducing neutrophils to 
avoid the confusion surrounding the terms positive and neg-
ative in this setting. The drug d- penicillamine can act as a 
superoxide- generating source when oxidized and therefore 
can cause unreliable NBT results.

The X- linked form of CGD is the most common (about 
65% of cases in outbred populations). One can often rapidly 
determine whether a male patient is X linked or autosomal 
recessive by analysis of the mother’s blood at the time of the 
initial NBT test. In this way, the genotype can be approxi-
mated at the same time as the phenotype in most cases.

There are several reports of patients with variant forms 
of X- linked CGD in whom a dysfunctional gp91phox protein 
is normally expressed. These patients may have apparently 
normal NBT reduction. In cases in which the clinical suspi-
cion is high, testing by DHR oxidation, quantitative super-
oxide generation, or bactericidal activity should be pursued.

DHR oxidation

Principle
DHR 123 is oxidized to rhodamine 123 by H2O2 and 

O2
−, with the emission of bright fluorescence upon stim-

ulation by blue light (488 nm). This dye is freely able to 
permeate cells and can be used in whole blood to determine 
whether granulocytes produce H2O2 and O2

−, upon stimula-
tion with phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), a potent stimu-
lus of NADPH oxidase activity.

This technique is simple, sensitive, and quantitative and 
can be performed on whole blood shipped overnight. PMA- 
stimulated and unstimulated samples are run simultaneously.

Specimen Collection
Collect 1 ml of heparin- anticoagulated peripheral blood 

in plastic, endotoxin- free tubes.

Reagents
Lysis buffer (store at room temperature)

Ammonium chloride ..................................................  4.15 g
Sodium bicarbonate ....................................................  0.84 g
0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) .................................................  1 ml
Distilled water ..............................................................  500 ml

Suspension buffer (store at room temperature)

Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS)  
(without Ca2+, Mg2+, or phenol red) ..................  500 ml
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Albumin (human fraction V) ....................................  0.5 g
0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 ...................................................  1 ml

Catalase stock solution (1,400 U/μl)

Catalase (C40; Sigma) .................................................  28 mg
Suspension buffer ........................................................  400 μl

Store 10- μl aliquots at −70°C. For catalase working 
solution, dilute 10 μl of stock with 130 μl of suspension 
buffer immediately before use. Use 5 liters for each 500- μl 
tube (final concentration, 1,000 U/ml).

PMA stock (2 μg/μl)

PMA (P8139; Sigma) ..................................................  1 mg
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (D2650; Sigma) .........  500 μl

Store 10- μl aliquots at −70°C. PMA working solution 
(1:1,000 dilution) consists of 2 μl of PMA stock solution 
combined with 1,998 μl of suspension buffer immediately 
before use. Add 100 μl to tubes for a final concentration of 
400 ng/ml.

DHR stock (29 mM)

DHR 123 (catalog no. D- 632; Molecular Probes,  
Eugene, OR) ............................................................  10 mg

DMSO ...........................................................................  1 ml

Store 25- μl aliquots at −70°C. Add 1.8 μl of stock to 
each reaction tube.

Procedure
The procedure for DHR oxidation is as follows.

1. Add 4 ml of prewarmed, 37°C lysis buffer to polypro-
pylene tubes.

2. Add 100 to 300 μl of whole blood to each of two 
tubes for each sample to be assayed, mix by inversion, 
and let stand for 5 min at room temperature.

3. Centrifuge at 800 × g at room temperature for 5 min 
to pellet leukocytes.

4. Discard the supernatant and blot the tubes.
5. Resuspend the leukocyte pellet in 4 ml of suspension 

buffer and centrifuge as described above.
6. Discard the supernatant, blot the tubes, and resus-

pend the pellet in 400 μl of suspension buffer.
7. Add 5 μl of the catalase working solution.
8. Add 1.8 μl of DHR 123 stock solution and incubate 

the tubes for 5 min in a 37°C shaking water bath.
9. Add 100 μl of PMA working solution to one tube 

and 100 μl of suspension buffer to the other (unstim-
ulated) tube.

10. Incubate for 15 min in a 37°C shaking water bath.
11. Analyze by flow cytometry, collecting forward and 

side scatter.

Interpretation
Histograms are compared for unstimulated and PMA- 

stimulated tubes. In normal neutrophils, PMA- stimulated 
DHR oxidation yields between 50-  and 200- fold more mean 
channel fluorescence than unstimulated DHR oxidation. 
CGD neutrophils usually show less than 10- fold augmen-
tation of DHR oxidation by PMA. X- linked carriers show 
two distinct populations of neutrophils, those which oxidize 
normally in the presence of PMA and those which do not. 
This technique is sensitive to at least 0.01% normal cells 
among 99.99% CGD cells and is therefore able to identify 

highly lyonized carriers (4). Given the general availability 
of FACS machines and the ease, sensitivity, and reproduc-
ibility of this assay, this test should be widely applied for 
the diagnosis of CGD. It is important to recognize some di-
agnostic overlap in the DHR assay with myeloperoxidase 
deficiency (7).

Chemiluminescence

Principle
In the normal neutrophil, stimulation of the NADPH 

oxidase leads to the generation of H2O2, which couples with 
hypochlorite (OCL−) to produce singlet oxygen (1O2), wa-
ter, and chloride (Cl−). Singlet oxygen is molecular oxygen 
with an electron lifted to a higher orbit with inversion of 
spin. The return of this electron to its ground state is associ-
ated with light emission, which can be measured as chemi-
luminescence with several different reagents (9).

Specimen Collection
Isolated neutrophils, 2 ×104/ml, are used.

Reagents and Equipment
Chemiluminometer or fluorometer with only one photo-

multiplier tube or a beta counter that can be shifted to 
only one photomultiplier tube, since the coincidence 
sum cannot be used. Use the 3H channel; background 
is usually 25,000 to 50,000 cpm.

Twenty- milliliter glass scintillation vials (keep in the 
dark) or microtiter plates

37°C incubator with rotator
Luminol stock solution (A8511; Sigma) (275 μM in 

DMSO stored at room temperature in the dark; the 
final concentration for the assay is 1 μM) or lucigenin 
stock solution (M8010; Sigma) (6.88 μM in distilled 
water stored at room temperature in the dark; the fi-
nal concentration for the assay is 25 μM)

PMA stock solution (P8139; Sigma) (200 μg/ml in 
DMSO, aliquot and store at −70°C)

Zymosan stock solution (Z4250)

Zymosan .......................................................................  500 mg
PBS ................................................................................  50 ml

Boil for 1 h and then cool. Centrifuge at 500 × g for 
10 min and discard the supernatant. Resuspend the 
pellet in 10 ml of PBS and keep at 4°C in the dark.

Opsonized zymosan: on the day of use, suspend 1 part 
zymosan stock in 9 parts pooled human serum. Rotate 
for 15 min at 37°C. Centrifuge at 500 × g for 10 min 
and discard the supernatant. Resuspend to 1.25 mg/
ml in HBSS+ HBSS (with Ca2+and Mg2+).

Procedure
1. To each vial add 400 μl of opsonized zymosan or 55 μl 

of PMA, 20 μl of luminol solution, and HBSS+ to 
4.5 ml.

2. Place scintillation vials in a counter in the dark for at 
least 20 min before adding the cells.

3. Arrange control vials as follows:
HBSS plus luminol
HBSS plus luminol plus zymosan or PMA
HBSS plus luminol plus cells

4. Record the background chemiluminescence of the 
vials.
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5. At 1- min intervals, add 1 ml of cells to each vial se-
quentially, swirling each vial for 30 s before replacing 
the vial in the counter.

6. Count vials sequentially for 1- min periods continu-
ously for 1 h.

7. Plot the counts per minute versus time.

Interpretation
The normal range of chemiluminescence values is 

300,000 to 600,000 cpm, with peak values obtained be-
tween 8 and 12 min. Chemiluminescence is not entirely 
specific for singlet oxygen, but it is a sensitive technique for 
detecting abnormalities in oxidative metabolism. Very low 
chemiluminescence is consistent with CGD. Heterozygotes 
can be detected as intermediate between those of normal 
subjects and CGD patients. If performed with opsonized zy-
mosan instead of PMA, this assay can detect abnormalities 
of phagocytosis, such as in LAD1, in which the receptor for 
C3bi (CR3 or CD18/CD11b) is deficient (5).

The assay given here is adaptable to laboratories with-
out highly specialized equipment. These procedures are 
now routinely performed in many laboratories with micro-
titer plates on specialized chemiluminometers. Recently, an 
enhancer of chemiluminescence has been marketed (Dio-
genes, order no. CL- 202; National Diagnostics, Atlanta, 
GA), which allows ≥100- fold amplification of the chemi-
luminescent signal using essentially the same protocol. For 
experiments using B cells or cell lines which produce small 
amounts of superoxide or very low numbers of neutrophils, 
the Diogenes system should be considered.

Myeloperoxidase
MPO is the enzyme that makes pus green and catalyzes the 
conversion of hydrogen peroxide to bleach in the neutro-
phil. Deficiency of MPO is the most common neutrophil 
disorder, occurring in about 1/2,000 persons. Despite the 
important role of MPO in neutrophils, clinical disease from 
MPO deficiency is quite rare and has been reported mostly 
for diabetics with disseminated Candida infections. MPO is 
an important marker of myeloid maturation, appearing at 
the promyelocyte stage of development. This procedure will 
stain peroxidase- containing granules in neutrophils, eosino-
phils, and monocytes.

Specimen Collection
Cytocentrifuged neutrophils on glass slides are preferred, 

but peripheral blood can be used.

Reagents and Equipment
Fixative, 10% formyl ethanol

Ethanol (absolute) .......................................................... 90 ml
Formaldehyde (37%) ...................................................... 10 ml

Stain, pH 5.8 to 6.5

Ethanol (30%). .............................................................. 100 ml
Benzidine hydrochloride (carcinogen) .....................  0.3 g
Zinc sulfate . 7H2O (3.6%) ............................................ 1.0 ml
Sodium acetate ............................................................... 1.0 g
Hydrogen peroxide (30%) ............................................. 70 μl
Safranin O ...................................................................... 0.2 g

Mix reagents well in the order listed. The benzidine 
hydrochloride may leave a slight residue, which will not 

dissolve. A precipitate forms upon the addition of the zinc 
sulfate, which will dissolve with addition of the remaining 
reagents. Filter and store the solution capped at room tem-
perature. This solution is good for 6 months.

Procedure
1. Fix the slide in formyl ethanol for 60 s.
2. Rinse the slide thoroughly to remove residual formyl 

ethanol, since this can inactivate the benzidine hy-
drochloride stain.

3. Place the slide in the stain for 45 s.
4. Rinse the slide thoroughly, and allow it to air dry.

Interpretation
Neutrophils show a blue cytoplasm with discrete blue 

granules, monocytes stain more weakly but still display dis-
crete granules, and eosinophils stain most intensely, often 
tinged brown- black or green- black. Lymphocytes, basophils, 
and platelets do not stain. Cells from patients with MPO 
deficiency do not stain (7).

Other techniques related to neutrophil function and 
measurement are reviewed by Metcalf et al. (10).

This research was supported by the Intramural Research Program 
of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National 
Institutes of Health.
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CLINICAL INDICATIONS FOR EVALUATION 
OF NK CELL FUNCTION
Genetic defects in natural killer (NK) cell and cytotoxic 
T lymphocyte (CTL) function generally lead to one of 
two outcomes: (i) life- threatening and/or severe chronic 
infections with viruses, particularly from the Herpesviridae 
family member viruses Epstein- Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, 
herpes simplex viruses, and varicella- zoster virus but also 
other viruses such as human papillomaviruses; or (ii) a life- 
threatening hyperinflammatory disorder called hemophago-
cytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH).

The first clinical indication to measure cytotoxic func-
tion is in the patient presenting with severe herpesviral 
infections. Such infections are noted in many primary im-
munodeficiencies in which the gene defect disrupts both 
NK and CTL interaction with target cells. An extensive list 
of gene defects associated with abnormal cytotoxic function 
in NK and CTL has recently been compiled (1). Recently, 
NK- specific disorders have been described (Table 1). The 
typical starting point for evaluation of NK cell function in 
children or adults with severe or persistent herpesviral in-
fections includes NK cell enumeration and an NK cell func-
tional assay. Conditions associated with a specific deficiency 
of NK cell numbers are sometimes referred to as “classical 
NK cell deficiency,” whereas “functional NK cell deficiency” 
implies the presence of NK cells but abnormal function.

The second clinical indication for evaluation of NK cell 
function is the development of HLH. HLH is a systemic hy-
perinflammatory disorder that arises when CTL and NK func-
tion is severely impaired and/or absent due to genetic defects 
in the perforin- mediated cytotoxic pathway (Table 2) (2). 
HLH may be triggered by viral infections, especially herpes 
virus family members; however, the pathophysiology of the 
disease is distinct. Patients have uncontrolled T cell and mac-
rophage activation due to a failure of elimination of antigen- 
presenting cells. Patients presenting with symptoms of HLH 
(fever, rash, pancytopenia, lymphoproliferation [lymphade-
nopathy and splenomegaly], and multisystem organ failure) 
require prompt diagnosis and recognition, as the disease is fa-
tal if immunosuppressive therapy is not urgently initiated (3).

The first tests performed for the rapid evaluation of pa-
tients with HLH also include enumeration of NK cells and 
one or more NK cell functional assays but, uniquely, should 
also include measurement of intracellular perforin. These tests 
can be performed on even limited blood samples from patients 

with suspected disease. Additional testing (generally from 
a second blood draw due to limitations of volume in young 
children) should include genetic testing which can be guided 
by the initial immune findings. Of note, males with X- linked 
lymphoproliferative disease (XLP) may present with HLH de-
spite normal NK numbers and preserved NK function (against 
K562 cells) due to X- linked inheritance of gene mutations in 
SH2D1A (XLP type 1) or XIAP/BIRC4 (XLP type 2). There-
fore, flow cytometric evaluation of signaling lymphocyte acti-
vation molecule- associated protein (SAP) and XIAP protein 
is recommended for boys to rule out either form of XLP as 
a cause of HLH (4, 5). The cytotoxic defect associated with 
SAP deficiency appears to be restricted to Epstein- Barr virus- 
infected B cells (6), whereas no cytotoxic defect has been de-
scribed in boys with XIAP deficiency (7–9).

DEFECTS IN NK CELLS ASSESSED BY 
ENUMERATION
Patients may be noted to have quantitative defects in NK 
cell number (if the NK number is <1% of all lymphocytes) 
due to a primary disorder in NK generation or from second-
ary etiologies. Primary defects in the number of NK cells are 
rare and have been described thus far only in relationship to 
two genes, GATA2 and MCM4, as recently reviewed (1). NK 
cell lymphopenia is also described in numerous other primary 
immune deficiencies, including severe combined immunode-
ficiency due to a failure in interleukin- 15 signaling (common 
gamma chain or JAK3 deficiency) or adenosine deaminase 
deficiency, and for unknown reasons in common variable im-
munodeficiency (10, 11). Patients with primary quantitative 
disorders present largely with recurrent and/or severe viral 
infections rather than HLH. Quantitative defects in NK cells 
(generally transient) can also be observed at the time of pre-
sentation with HLH (12), unfortunately delaying diagnosis 
due to the inadequacy of NK function and protein expression 
testing when numbers are limited.

Secondary defects in NK cell number may also be noted 
incidentally upon evaluation of lymphocyte subpopulations 
in children with lymphopenia unrelated to NK functional de-
fects. For example, reduced or absent peripheral and lung NK 
cells may be a transient phenomenon during viral infections, 
as described in infants with life- threatening varicella- zoster 
virus (13) and respiratory viral infections, including respi-
ratory syncytial virus (RSV) (14, 15). The mechanism for 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch79
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quantitative deficiency may be related to abnormal trafficking 
to inflamed organs or apoptosis, as theorized to occur upon 
influenza virus infection of human NK cells (described in vitro 
only in human cells) (16). Shown in Fig. 1 is a 2.5- year- old 
child with life- threatening RSV who was initially noted to 
be mildly lymphopenic. Lymphocyte subpopulation analysis 
revealed absent NK cells and normal T cells. Repeat testing 
revealed that this was a transient phenomenon, with reap-
pearance of NK in the blood (at reduced numbers) at 2 days, 
coincident with improvement in clinical symptoms. It is 
unknown whether the low NK cells played any role in his 
primary disease; however, it illuminates the need for serial 
testing when abnormal NK cell quantification is noted.

DEFECTS IN NK CELL FUNCTION ASSESSED 
BY PERFORIN STAINING
When patients present with HLH, an immediate diagnosis 
of perforin deficiency may be made by flow cytometric eval-
uation of intracellular perforin in NK and CTL. Perforin is 
required for cytotoxic granule contents from NK cells and 
CTL to penetrate the outer cell membrane of target cells 
(17). Blood samples are stained to identify CTL (CD3 and 
CD8 positive) and NK cells (CD3 negative and CD56 and/
or CD16 positive), and perforin is assessed on both popu-
lations. CD8+ T cells express perforin and granzymes only 
after they have differentiated into CTL effectors and/or 
memory cells (18, 19). This is an age- dependent phenom-
enon due to exposure to antigen followed by acquisition of 
secretory granules that store perforin and granzymes. There-
fore, in young babies, the amount of perforin in CD8+ cells 
may be nearly zero physiologically. In contrast, at birth, es-
sentially all NK cells are perforin positive in healthy indi-
viduals. Therefore, this population is the easiest in which to 
diagnose perforin deficiency (biallelic mutations) as well as 
detect heterozygous carriers of PRF1 defects. As shown in 
Fig. 2A, when biallelic PRF1 mutations are present, perforin 
staining is absent. Heterozygous carriers of defective alleles 
often have one- half of the normal or reduced expression. 
For a detailed description of lytic granule content proce-
dure, refer to chapter 32 of this volume.

As intracellular perforin staining is dependent upon the 
presence of secretory granules, an internal control protein 
such as granzyme B is also typically stained when assessing 
patients for perforin expression. Interestingly, in patients 
with active HLH, this protein is markedly upregulated in 

both CTL and NK cells (19), suggesting that the cytotoxic 
lymphocytes are chronically activated by the presence of on-
going antigenic stimulation. In fact, in patients with HLH 
related to inherited defects in degranulation (UNC13D and 
STXBP2), both granzyme B and perforin are detected at 
higher levels in NK and CTL during active disease. These 
levels normalize with immunosuppressive therapy.

DEFECTS IN NK CELL FUNCTION ASSESSED 
BY Cr51 RELEASE ASSAY
Historically, the first- line test for assessing NK cell cyto-
toxic function in patients with suspected immunodefi-
ciency has been the Cr51 release assay. Briefly, peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) are prepared from a 
blood sample and coincubated at various ratios with tumor 
cell line target cells preincubated with Cr51. After 4 hours, 
the supernatant is assayed for the amount of Cr51 released 
due to cell death. The result is reported as a percentage 

TABLE 1 Primary immunodeficiencies presenting with 
severe herpesvirus and/or human papillomavirus infections 
due to exclusive NK defects

Gene Clinical disorder Abnormal 
immunologic assays

GATA2 Classical NK 
defect type 1

Enumeration and 
phenotype (reduced 
CD56dim and 
CD56bright)

Cr51 release (K562)
MCM4 Classical NK 

defect type 2
Enumeration and 

phenotype (reduced 
CD56dim)

Cr51 release (K562)
CD16 Functional NK 

defect type 1
CD16 flow cytometry 

(with antibody 
clone B73.1)

Cr51 release (K562)

TABLE 2 Primary immunodeficiency presenting with devel-
opment of HLH

Gene Clinical disorder
Abnormal 

immunologic 
assays

PRF1 Familial HLH type 2 Perforin 
protein (flow 
cytometry)

Cr51 release 
(K562)

UNC13D Familial HLH type 3 Cr51 release 
(K562)

CD107 
degranulation 
assay (K562)

STX11 Familial HLH type 4 Cr51 release 
(K562)

CD107 
degranulation 
assay (K562)

STXBP2 Familial HLH type 5 Cr51 release 
(K562)

CD107 
degranulation 
assay (K562)

RAB27A Griscelli syndrome 
type 2

Cr51 release 
(K562)

CD107 
degranulation 
assay (K562)

LYST Chédiak-Higashi 
syndrome

Cr51 release 
(K562)

CD107 
degranulation 
assay (K562)

SH2D1Aa X- linked 
lymphoproliferative 
syndrome type 1

SAP protein (flow 
cytometry)

XIAP/
BIRC4a

X- linked 
lymphoproliferative 
syndrome type 2

XIAP protein 
(flow 
cytometry)

aCytotoxic function against K562 target cells is preserved.
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of maximum release from a detergent- treated, target cell, 
typically K562 cells.

As shown in Fig. 2B, when patients have biallelic PRF1 
mutations, cytotoxic function is absent. Carriers of a single 
PRF1 mutation have one- half of the normal function but do 

not develop HLH and are not known to be at any increased 
risk of cancer, autoimmunity, or viral disease. Absent cyto-
toxicity is also observed in patients with profound defects 
in NK degranulation (Table 2) leading to HLH. The devel-
opment of HLH is dependent upon a fundamental defect 
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FIGURE 1 Transient NK lymphopenia. A two- and- a- half- year- old child with life- threatening RSV 
infection was evaluated for low lymphocyte counts on hospital days (HD) 3 and 5. No detectable NK cells 
in the peripheral blood were seen in the first sample, and a reduced number was noted (<1%) 2 days later. 
In contrast, CD8 and CD4 T cells were in the normal range. NK cell numbers were normal at follow- up 
(age- appropriate normal ranges are shown in parentheses).

FIGURE 2 Example of assessment of perforin staining and NK cell functional testing by Cr51 release 
assay. (A) Intracellular perforin staining on NK cells is performed by flow cytometry using whole- blood 
samples. Gating on CD56+ lymphocytes, histograms from a healthy control, a patient with biallelic PRF1 
mutations, and a representative, heterozygous carrier (family member) of PRF1 mutations are shown. The 
patient’s perforin is not detectable, whereas the sibling has one- half the normal perforin detection. (B) NK 
function against K562 target cells as measured by Cr51 release is measured by preparing peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMC) from the patient and family members as described for panel A. PBMC were 
diluted at ratios of 50:1 down to 6.25:1 target cells. K562 target cells release Cr51 to the supernatant upon 
death in a 4- h assay. Family members with one- half the normal perforin protein have reduced function 
compared to healthy controls but are not at risk for developing HLH. E/T, effector/target cell ratio.
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FIGURE 3 Examples of assessment of NK cell degranulation in a representative control and in patients 
with genetic forms of HLH. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from a representative control and patients 
with UNC13D, STXBP2, STX11, and RAB27A mutations were incubated with target cells in medium 
containing a fluorochrome- labeled antibody directed against CD107a in the presence of monensin. Fol-
lowing that, cells were surface stained for CD3 and CD56. NK cells were identified as CD3- negative, 
CD56- positive lymphocytes. CD107a detection following incubation (Stimulated) was quantified in the 
NK cells by flow cytometric analysis in comparison to baseline CD107a expression (Spontaneous) and 
isotype control staining (not shown). Examples courtesy of the Diagnostic Immunology Laboratory, Cin-
cinnati Children’s Hospital.
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in CTL and NK function. Therefore, reduced NK function 
as an isolated finding does not lead to HLH. A mutation 
in CD16 that impairs costimulation through CD2 has been 
described as an exclusive NK defect (20). The phenotype 
is not associated with HLH, as CTL do not express CD16.

The Cr51 assay is also impacted by cell number and the 
type of NK cells circulating in the peripheral blood, as the 
sample typically measures lysis from a total PBMC sample, 
not isolated NK cells. Human circulating NK cells are dis-
tinguished by cell surface markers CD56 and CD16. There 
are two subtypes, CD56dim and CD56bright. The former 
population is thought to possess the cytotoxic function 
required for removal of tumor or virally infected cells. A 
pitfall in assessing function may occur if the total number 
of NK cells (bright and dim) is not determined at the same 
time as testing for cytotoxic function by Cr51 release assay. 
NK function may be low or absent if CD56dim cells are 
low in the patient sample at the time of testing, as seen in 
patients with functional defects in NK development (Ta-
ble 1) (1).

A major obstacle to assessing NK function for most clin-
ical labs is the use of radioactivity. Therefore, the develop-
ment of flow- based assays represents an alternative method 
for testing. For a detailed description of NK cell procedure, 
refer to chapter 32.

In research labs, a variety of methods are available to assess 
markers of apoptosis and death (annexin staining, propidium 
iodide, or 7- aminoactinomycin D uptake); however, these 
approaches have not been readily adapted to the clinical 
lab. One of the major difficulties is in timing: measurements 
at early time periods (15 to 45 minutes after coincubation) 
capture apoptotic events but are not sensitive enough for 
quantification. Late measurements (90 to 240 minutes) are 
problematic, as cells are routinely “lost” upon death. Com-
mercially available reagents can assess granzyme B delivery 
to the target cells using a fluorescent probe that is cleaved by 
granzyme B. This method is effective to detect NK function 
defects (data not shown); however, the number of samples 
required for replicate testing at multiple effector/target ratios 
has prevented routine use in the clinical lab, where the 96- 
well Cr51 assay is straightforward. A nonradioactive 96- well 
microplate assay would be desirable but has not yet been 
described. Additionally, patients may have cytotoxic defects 
that are not detected against the tumor target cell in routine 
usage in the diagnostic immunology lab (K562), such as those 
observed in boys with SAP deficiency.

DEFECTS IN NK CELL FUNCTION ASSESSED 
BY DEGRANULATION ASSAY
The measurement of degranulation of NK cells is an attrac-
tive method to evaluate NK function when perforin detection 
is normal and Cr51 release is abnormal, or in addition to or 
in place of traditional Cr51 release studies. According to this 
method, patient PBMC are coincubated with tumor target 
cells and CD107a is detected by flow cytometry on the cell 
surface. CD107a is normally detected on the inner aspect of 
the cytotoxic granule and therefore detected on the cell sur-
face only when NK have recognized a target cell and degranu-
lated in response to immune synapse formation. This method 
is sensitive to detect defects in the machinery required for 
NK degranulation, such as MUNC 13- 4 (21), STXBP2 (22), 
STX11 (23), or RAB27A (24), and offers greater than 85% 
sensitivity for identifying patients with the various genetic 
causes of HLH due to degranulation defects (25). Shown in 
Fig. 3 are examples of patients with genetic forms of HLH.

CONCLUSION
Assessment of NK phenotype and function in humans relies 
on flow cytometry and radioactive assays in the diagnostic 
immunology lab. In the setting of recurrent or severe viral 
infections, these assays may be repeated to ensure that the 
findings are not transient. In the clinical setting of HLH, 
these assays may be reported within 24 hours, facilitating 
rapid diagnosis and treatment. It is often difficult to assess 
the results of functional assays if enumeration and pheno-
typing of NK cells are not performed at the same time. The 
development of nonradioactive, microplate assays is desir-
able to evaluate NK function, and additional information 
may be obtained if future clinical assays were to include 
more than one type of target cell for testing function.
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The prevalence of allergic diseases has risen dramatically 
throughout the world in recent years, creating a major health 
care burden. While immunoglobulin E (IgE) has been rec-
ognized to play a central role in the pathogenesis of human 
allergic conditions since 1967, a multitude of inflammatory 
mediators and cells are now known to contribute to these 
common phenotypes. Section L covers laboratory investi-
gations useful in the diagnosis and management of allergic 
disorders. Important topics covered include the allergen, in 
vivo and in vitro assays to screen for the presence of allergen- 
specific IgE and other mediators of allergic inflammation, 
and analytic approaches to diagnosing food allergy, hyper-
eosinophilic syndromes, and mast cell disorders.

Chapter 81, by Rabin et al., examines the quantifica-
tion and standardization of allergens. Although hundreds 
of allergen extracts are commonly used clinically for both 
diagnosis and treatment (immunotherapy) of allergic dis-
eases, only 19 allergen extracts are currently standardized 
for allergen potency in the United States. This chapter de-
scribes the major in vivo and in vitro assays used to assess the 
potency of manufactured allergen products. These include 
quantitation of erythema size following serial intradermal 
skin testing of highly allergic individuals, quantitation of 
total protein content or specific major allergens within the 
extract, and inhibition of IgE binding from pooled allergic 
sera to a reference allergen extract. The potential utility of 
research- based assays, including basophil histamine release 
and expression of basophil activation markers by flow cy-
tometry, for characterizing allergen extracts is also discussed.

Chapter 82, by Hamilton, describes the immunoassays 
performed by clinical immunology laboratories that can aid 
in the diagnosis, management, and research of allergic con-
ditions. This chapter details the methods used to quantify 
serum levels of total IgE and allergen- specific IgE, including 
the use of allergenic components that can be used to iden-
tify cross- reactivity among different allergens. Methods to 
quantify the levels of antigen- specific IgG and IgG4, which 
may have utility as a biomarker for successful immunother-
apy, are also discussed.

Chapter 83, by Schroeder et al., examines the major cells 
and mediators of allergic inflammation. The most recent ap-
proaches for measuring histamine, leukotriene C4, prosta-
glandin D2, tryptase, and Th2 cytokines (interleukins 4 and 
13) are covered, as well as flow- based assays used to monitor 
basophil activation. Cellular assays utilized to study the role 

of basophils and dendritic cells in allergic responses are de-
scribed. This chapter also includes a detailed discussion of the 
procedures and allergen reagents needed for prick/puncture 
and intradermal skin testing, both of which are commonly 
used by clinicians to identify allergens to which a patient 
is sensitized. However, the diagnosis of an allergic disorder 
additionally requires a clinical history that supports a causal 
relationship between exposure to the allergen and the devel-
opment of allergic symptoms. Chapter 83 concludes with a 
discussion of in vivo provocation tests, focusing primarily on 
airway challenges, which can be used to further define the re-
lationship between a patient’s allergen sensitivities and their 
development of clinical respiratory symptoms.

Chapter 84, by Santos et al., examines the diagnostic 
tools used in the evaluation of patients with food allergy. 
Topics that are examined include prick/puncture and in-
tradermal skin testing, fresh- food skin prick testing, atopy 
patch testing, food- specific IgE serology testing, elimina-
tion diets, and the double- blind placebo- controlled food 
challenge, which remains the gold standard for diagnosing 
food allergy. The performance, interpretation, advantages, 
and limitations of each approach are discussed. The authors 
discuss component- resolved diagnostic testing that may im-
prove the accuracy of food allergy testing, as well as high-
lighting the lack of utility of total IgE and food- specific IgG 
testing in food allergy diagnosis. Chapter 84 concludes with 
a discussion of research- based assays and their potential role 
in the diagnosis and management of food allergy, including 
specific epitope analysis, serum tryptase, and basophil hista-
mine release assays.

Chapter 85, by Akin et al., overviews the laboratory 
analyses used in the evaluation of patients with suspected 
hypereosinophilic syndromes (HES). The authors present 
the clinical features and diagnostic criteria for the HES vari-
ants, as well as the controversies surrounding the diagno-
sis of HES and its classification into subtypes. Eosinophilic 
gastrointestinal diseases (EGID) are a family of disorders 
characterized by excessive eosinophilic inflammation in the 
gastrointestinal tract. The prevalence of EGID appears to 
be increasing in recent years in both children and adults. 
The authors detail the major clinical and pathologic fea-
tures of EGID and current treatment approaches. Chapter 
85 concludes with a discussion of the clinical presentation, 
classification, diagnostic approach, and treatment of mast 
cell disorders.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch80
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Allergic reactions and allergic diseases are the most com-
mon human disorders of immune regulation. Diseases may 
include localized responses in the skin and various por-
tions of the airway, or systemic responses characterized by 
extensive skin involvement, severe airway compromise, or 
cardiovascular collapse. Mechanisms include mast cell or 
basophil activation by the cross- linking of allergen- specific 
homocytotropic IgE, cellular infiltration following mast cell 
or basophil mediator release, complement activation, the 
deposition of immune complexes in susceptible tissues, or 
the infiltration of activated T- lymphocytes. The degree of 
impairment from allergic disease varies widely, with most 
reactions posing minor inconvenience, but with rare epi-
sodes requiring intensive— and sometimes unsuccessful— 
interventions to prevent death.

While the treatment of allergic diseases often includes 
highly effective and specific pharmacotherapy, for many aller-
gic disorders allergen avoidance and allergen immunotherapy 
remain the best and safest options. Specific allergen diagnosis, 
which is a prerequisite for effective avoidance or immuno-
therapy, may be achieved by confirmation of a suggestive clin-
ical history using a controlled in vivo allergen challenge (skin 
testing or, less often, ocular or respiratory challenge) or using 
in vitro methods such as serological assays for IgE antibody, 
basophil histamine release assays, or lymphocyte stimulation 
analysis. Specific allergen immunotherapy involves a graded ad-
ministration of the identified allergen specificities to which 
the individual is sensitized. The goal of immunotherapy is 
to achieve a temporary reduction in the individual’s allergic 
response, either through receptor saturation, antibody de-
pletion, the formation of blocking antibodies, or T- cell tol-
erance. Remarkably, the purity of the allergen being tested 
is not essential for diagnostic or therapeutic efficacy. In fact, 
purity has not been achieved for any commercially available 
allergen preparations. However, for each of these evaluations 
or treatments, it is critical that the allergen used be correctly 
identified and that it is present in a sufficient bioactive form 
to achieve the expected diagnostic or therapeutic perfor-
mance. Thus, for the successful use of allergens in allergy di-
agnosis or immunotherapy, it is important that we are able to 
identify and measure the allergen being used.

Allergens are molecules that elicit allergic reactions in 
susceptible individuals. Typically, allergens are naturally oc-
curring proteins or glycoproteins derived from plants or an-
imals, but biomolecules derived from single- cell organisms, 

synthetic compounds, metals, and small molecules may 
elicit significant allergic reactions as well. In this chapter, 
we limit our discussion to natural or recombinant proteins 
or glycoproteins used in the diagnosis and/or treatment of IgE- 
mediated allergic disease.

Allergen extracts are manufactured and sold worldwide 
for the diagnosis and treatment of IgE- mediated allergic dis-
ease. Crude extracts are composed of natural animal or plant 
source materials, and they are complex mixtures of natural 
biomaterials. Each extract contains proteins, carbohydrates, 
enzymes, and pigments of which the allergens— presumably 
the active ingredients— may constitute only a small propor-
tion (1).

All current U.S. allergenic products were licensed prior to 
the efficacy requirements that were established for biologics 
in 1972. The safety, efficacy, and labeling of these products 
were evaluated by a Review Panel in the 1970s, which con-
sidered all of the products available at that time and made 
separate recommendations for the diagnosis and therapy 
indications of these products (2). Although some allergenic 
products have been removed from the market following the 
Panel’s deliberations, most have been deemed presumptively 
safe and effective for therapy and/or diagnosis (3).

Traditionally, allergen extracts have been labeled either 
with a designation of extraction ratio (wt/vol) or with a pro-
tein unit designation (protein nitrogen units/milliliter) that is 
determined using the Kjeldahl method. However, little cor-
relation has been detected between these two designations 
and biological measures of allergen potency (4, 5). In the ab-
sence of a concerted effort to maintain product consistency, 
lot- to- lot variations in allergen content may be considerable. 
Product consistency may be enhanced by the inherent na-
ture of the raw materials. For example, pollen and pure mite 
extracts (6) generally have greater lot- to- lot consistency 
than mold, house dust, and insect extracts (7). In addition, 
manufacturers can increase the consistency of their products 
by controlled collection, storage, and processing of the raw 
materials; by reproducible and optimized extraction and man-
ufacturing techniques; and by setting expiration dates based 
on real- time stability data. However, consistency can only 
be assured by measuring the potency of each lot of extract, 
and by marketing only those lots whose potency falls within a 
pre- defined acceptable range. When such additional tests and 
specifications are applied to similar products from more than 
one manufacturer, those products are said to be standardized.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch81
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FDA’s allergen standardization regulation (21 CFR 
680.3(e)) mandates that when an appropriate potency test 
exists, manufacturers must test each lot of an allergen ex-
tract for potency prior to distribution. In practice, the FDA 
has provided manufacturers with a U.S. reference standard 
for 19 products to which each new lot of allergen extract 
may be compared. The purpose of allergen standardization 
is to ensure that the allergen extracts are consistent in 
terms of allergen content and that variation between lots is 
minimized, even among different manufacturers (8). Since 
standardized allergenic extracts are compared to a single, 
national potency standard, patients and their physicians 
can switch from one manufacturer’s product to another with 
minimized risk of adverse reaction.

The 19 standardized allergen extracts currently available 
in the U.S. are presented in Table 1. For each of these prod-
ucts, there is a U.S. standard of potency to which each lot is 
compared prior to release for sale to the public. The potency 
measures, and the assays used to determine these measures, 
are specified in the approved product- license applications 
submitted by each manufacturer for each product.

Overview of In Vivo Assessments of Allergen 
Potency
Allergen standardization in the U.S. comprises two im-
portant components: the selection of a reference allergenic 
extract and the selection of the procedures to compare 
manufactured products to the reference extract (9–11). In 
the U.S., the use of a biological model of allergen standard-
ization has permitted the assignment of “bioequivalent al-
lergen units” or BAUs for most standardized allergens (10). 
Once a specific unitage is assigned to a reference, then all 
allergenic extracts from the same allergenic source can be 
assigned units based on the relative potency (RP) with re-
spect to the reference, using an established quantitative in 
vitro potency method (12).

In theory, standardizing an allergenic extract might in-
volve purifying each allergenic component in the extract 
and establishing with precision the importance of these 
allergens. However, most allergenic extracts are complex 
mixtures of several relevant allergens of as yet uncertain im-
munodominance. In addition, an individual allergen in a 
particular lot may be less likely to elicit an allergic or immu-
notherapeutic response due to instability or denaturation.

The choice of the best potency test depends on the ex-
tract that is being standardized. In the absence of data sup-
porting the safety of potency designations based on single 
allergen content, a measure of overall allergenicity may be 
a better predictor of safe dosing. For two allergenic extracts 
(short ragweed and cat hair), data have supported the use of 
single allergen determinations (Amb a 1 and Fel d 1, respec-
tively). For extracts of cat pelt and hymenoptera venoms, 
the presence of two allergens (Fel d 1 and albumin for cat 
pelt; hyaluronidase and phospholipase A2 for hymenoptera 
venoms) is verified for each lot. For extracts of dust mites 
and grass pollens, overall allergenicity is determined.

For initial overall allergenicity assessment, the Center 
for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) developed 
a method using erythema size following serial intradermal 
testing of highly allergic individuals. Intradermal testing was 
chosen over prick/puncture testing to achieve greater dos-
ing accuracy. The erythema size was chosen over wheal size 
to achieve greater accuracy in reaction measurements (12). 
This method is called IntraDermal dilution for 50 mm sum 
of Erythema determines the bioequivalent ALlergy units 
(ID50EAL), and it can be used to compare the allergenicity 

of extracts regardless of their source. Subsequent compar-
isons of extracts from the same source material are made 
by a variant analysis called the parallel line bioassay. Both 
of these methods are described in CBER’s Methods of the 
Allergenic Products Testing Laboratory (13).

In the ID50EAL method, allergenic extracts are evalu-
ated in subjects maximally reactive to the respective refer-
ence concentrates. Each subject is tested with serial 3- fold 
dilutions of the reference extract. After 15 minutes, the sum 
of the longest and midpoint orthogonal diameters of ery-
thema (ΣE) is determined at each dilution, and the log dose 
producing a 50- mm ΣE response (D50) is calculated (12) 
(Fig. 1).

Extracts that produce similar D50 responses can be con-
sidered bioequivalent and are assigned similar units, the 
bioequivalent- allergy unit (BAU). Because the modal D50 
of a series of allergen extracts was 14 (a 3− 14 or 1:4.8 million 
dilution), extracts with a mean D50 of 14 were arbitrarily 
assigned the value of 100,000 BAU/ml (10). Thus, the for-
mula for the determination of potency from the D50 is:

Potency = 3 −(14-  mean D50) * 100,000 BAU/ml.

By a similar technique and analysis, bioequivalent doses 
of test extracts from the same source as the reference ex-
tract can be determined by the parallel- line bioassay (14). 
The inverse ratio of the doses of test extract required to 
produce identical D50 responses to a reference extract is the 
RP of that extract. This analysis requires that the log dose- 
response curves of the test extract and the reference extract 
be parallel. If the two dose- response lines are not parallel, 
then the ratio of skin test doses for identical responses and 
the reference preparation will vary with the dose. In this 
situation, which strongly suggests compositional differences 
between the two extracts, the distance between the two 
lines is different at each dose and a meaningful RP cannot 
be determined (9, 15) (Fig. 2).

In the original 1994 protocol, the mean D50 for 15 highly 
allergic individuals was used to determine the D50 for the 
extract. In a later re- analysis of the statistical considerations 
underlying such potency studies, Rabin et al. (16) applied 
the following formula for the number of study subjects, n, 
that would be required:

2n z z /

2

1 1 2
2

d
v= +a b- -` ^j h

where σ is the standard deviation of the measurement, δ is 
the acceptable difference in D50s of two equivalent prod-
ucts, and the z values are the critical values from the cu-
mulative normal distribution table for a significance level α 
and a power of 1 − β (17). From this formula, n is a function 
of the squares of σ and δ. The value of n will depend on the 
particular allergen to be tested, but, for typical values of σ 
and δ, n will usually be larger than 15.

In Europe, the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products issued a Guideline on Allergen Products: Produc-
tion and Quality Issues that was revised in 2009 (18). The 
European system for standardizing allergens and determin-
ing allergenic extract potency is different from the system 
used in the U.S. The differences are as follows:

1. Manufacturers ensure batch- to- batch consistency us-
ing an in- house standard. The in- house standard may be 
characterized by a number of physico- chemical and immu-
nologic assays, with demonstration of the presence of indi-
vidual allergens preferred.

2. There are no external reference standards to ensure 
consistency among manufacturers.
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TABLE 1 Allergenic extracts currently standardized in the U.S.

Allergen extract Current lot- release tests Labeled unitage Current standard  
(date placed in service)

Method to establish 
equivalence to 

previous standard

Dust mite (Dermatophagoides farinae) Competition 
ELISA
Protein

AU/ml (equivalent to BAU/ml) E11-Df (2012) Competition
ELISA

Dust mite (Dermatophagoides 
pteronyssinus)

E11-Dp (2011) Competition
ELISA

Cat pelt (Felis domesticus) Fel d 1 (RID) BAU/ml E6-cat pelt (2012) RID, IEF

Cat hair (Felis domesticus) IEF
Protein

5- 9.9 Fel d I U/ml = 5,000 BAU/ml
10- 19.9 Fel d I U/ml = 10,000 BAU/ml

E8-cat hair (2015)
C13-cat (calibration set, 2012)

RID, IEF

Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon) Competition ELISA BAU/ml E12-Ber (2016) Competition
ELISA

Red- top grass (Agrostis alba) IEF
Protein

E7-Rt (2016)

June (Kentucky blue) grass (Poa 
pratensis)

E8-Jkb (2016)

Perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) E15-Rye (2015)
Orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata) E6-Or (2013)
Timothy grass (Phleum pretense) E10-Ti (2014)
Meadow- fescue grass (Festuca elatior) E6-Mf (2014)
Sweet vernal grass (Anthoxanthum 

odoratum)
E7-Sv (2015)

Short ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) Amb a 1 (RID) Amb a 1 units E15- Ras
C14- Ras (calibration set, 2011)

RID

Yellow hornet (Vespa spp.) Hyaluronidase and phospholipase activity μg protein V4-HB (2015)
Wasp (Polistes spp.)
Honey bee (Apis mellifera)
White- faced hornet (Vespa spp.)
Yellow jacket (Vespula spp.)
Mixed vespid (Vespa + Vespula spp.)

ELISA, enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay; AU/ml, absorbance units/milliliter; BAU/ml, Bioequivalency Allergy Units/milliliter; RID, radial immunodiffusion assay; IEF, isoelectric focusing
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FIGURE 1 Sample calculation of D50. Serial 3- fold dilutions of test material— in this example, hista-
mine base— were injected and the ΣE responses were plotted against the negative log dilutions. The D50 
is determined from the best- fit line using the formula: D50 = (50 -  Intercept)/slope. The calculated D50 of 
5.56 corresponds to a value of −3−(14 – 5.56) * 100,000 BAU/ml = 9.4 BAU/ml.

3. Potency may be determined by any validated measure 
of in vitro IgE binding or other immunoassay. The potency 
of the in- house standard may also be tested by a skin test 
technique.

4. An in vivo method by which European products may 
be tested is called the Nordic technique (19). This skin test 
method differs from the U.S. FDA CBER IDE50AL method 
in its use of prick skin tests rather than intradermal tests; its 
focus on wheal size rather than erythema; its choice of study 
subjects; and its use of a histamine dose- response curve to 
determine unitage. The method likely provides a reasonable 
estimate of extract potency. In theory, the comparison of the 
skin test reactivity of all allergens to a single standard (his-
tamine dihydrochloride 10 mg/ml) allows the assignment of 
universal unitage without the development or maintenance 
of specific allergen reference standards. However, the Euro-
pean guideline does not prescribe the skin test technique to 
be used, and manufacturers are free to modify it as needed as 
long as the test is validated. Thus, as applied in Europe, this 
method cannot provide a level of standardization among the 
different manufacturers that market products in the Euro-
pean Union.

ID50eAL test (12, 20)

Study Sequence
1. Identify three to four testing sites to achieve geo-

graphic and ethnic diversity of study populations.
2. Recruit 6 to 10 subjects per tester for proficiency test-

ing (subjects need not be atopic). In order to generate 
useful data, the ID50EAL and parallel line bioassay 
methods must be performed by individuals proficient 
in the accurate and reproducible delivery of intrader-
mal skin test doses, and the precise measurement of 
the skin test responses. Hence, a proficiency program 

has been developed to qualify personnel. This pro-
gram, which is not described in detail here, involves 
puncture skin testing with histamine at 0.1 mg/ml 
and intradermal testing with eight serial 3- fold dilu-
tions of histamine. The tester then analyzes the data 
and compares the results with normative data. Thus, 
the proficiency program examines the tester’s ability 
to prepare accurate dilutions, administer the skin 
tests with precision, and record and analyze the data 
properly.

3. Recruit 10 to 20 study subjects for initial allergen skin 
testing.

4. Skin-test subjects and analyze the intradermal skin 
test data. Analysis will include determination of σ for 
intradermal testing.

5. Based upon initial data, determine the final study size.
6. Recruit study subjects, skin-test subjects, and analyze 

skin test data.
7. Prepare final study report.

Selection of subjects. Select individuals within the 
target- age range with a history of allergic disease relevant 
to the allergen being tested. Subjects must have a puncture 
sum of erythema diameter responses (ΣE) to the allergen 
concentrate of at least 30 mm. Exclude individuals with 
asthma whose peak flow is less than 75% of predicted at the 
time of testing; whose skin coloring or skin condition would 
preclude the measurement of erythema responses; who are 
dermographic; or who are currently using antihistamines, 
tricyclic antidepressants, monoamine oxidase (MAO) in-
hibitors, and beta- blockers.

Dilution of allergens for skin testing. Starting with the 
undiluted or reconstituted lyophilized extract, prepare serial 
3- fold dilutions using sterile technique, down to a dilution 
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of 3−17. For convenience, label the dilution by the log3 
doses: undiluted extract is labeled “0” and the 3−17 dose is 
labeled “17”.

Preparation of subject. Skin tests may be placed on the 
back or the glabrous skin of the volar surface of the arms, 
avoiding a 1- inch area above and below the antecubital 
fossa and a 1- inch area above the wrist. For consistency, the 
back should be used for final titrations.

Injection technique. The volume of solution to be in-
jected is 0.05 ml. Insert the needle of a 27- gauge 0.5 ml sy-
ringe at a 30º angle, bevel down. A distinct injection bleb 
should be observed. Injections in which gross leakage of 
extract around the needle, an indistinct bleb, or a subcuta-
neous injection occur should be repeated at a different site.

Measurement of skin tests. THIS IS A TIME- 
DEPENDENT ASSAY. Exactly 15 minutes following injec-
tion, the wheal and erythema margins are outlined using a 
fine, roller- tip pen with washable ink. In order to make a 
permanent record of the skin test reaction, transparent sur-
gical tape is placed on the skin over the skin test outline. 
Lifting of the tape from the skin results in transfer of the 
outline to the tape. The tape is then placed in a notebook 
for future reference.

The size of the skin response is obtained by measuring 
and recording the longest diameter of erythema and the 
orthogonal erythema diameter measured at one- half the 
longest erythema diameter (Fig. 3). The sum of the longest 
and orthogonal erythema diameters (ΣE) (or wheal [ΣW]) 
constitutes the skin response at that site. Measurements are 
made from the inner edge of the skin test outlines.

Skin test procedure. The dose- response line for each 
product is generated using four serial 3- fold dilutions with 
graded erythema responses that bracket ΣE = 50 mm and 
includes the endpoint where ΣE = 0 or ΣE ~ ΣW. The skin 
response (ΣE) should fall within the limits of ≤0 to <125 
mm. Each more concentrated dilution should produce 
a graded erythema response. The four dilutions selected 
should span a wide range of ΣE (for example from 0–20 mm 
to 80–125 mm) and bracket ΣE of 50 mm.

Inject the test and reference extracts beginning with dilu-
tion #15. The expected change in ΣE going from one dilution 
to the next dilution is about 20 mm. Therefore, if dilution #15 
is negative, proceeding to dilution #12 would not be expected 

to exceed a ΣE response of 60 mm. Similarly, if dilution #12 
is negative, proceed to dilution #9. Do not inject reference 
extract dilutions more concentrated than #5 unless the ex-
tract is known to be of low potency. Apply each dilution in 
singlicate for each product and reference. Always include an 
intradermal diluent control test.

Overview of In Vitro Assays of Allergen Potency
Although skin testing is an essential component of the al-
lergen standardization program, it is not intended for rou-
tine use in the testing of manufactured lots of extracts prior 
to release. In vitro potency assays that accurately predict 
the in vivo activity of extracts have been developed (15). 
Once an in vivo assay has been utilized to assign unitage to 
a reference extract, then an appropriate surrogate in vitro 
assay can be used to assign units to test extracts from the 
same sources. These methods can be based on quantita-
tion of the total protein content (Hymenoptera venoms), 
the specific allergen content within the allergenic extract 
(short ragweed and cat), or the inhibition of the binding of 
IgE from pooled allergic sera to reference allergen (grasses, 
mites) (17). For the Hymenoptera venom allergens, the 
potency determination is also based on the content of the 
known principal allergens within the extract, hyaluroni-
dase and phospholipase, which is determined by enzyme 
activity (see Table 1).

The potency units for short ragweed extracts were origi-
nally assigned based on their Amb a 1 content. Subsequent 
data suggested that 1 unit of Amb a 1 is equivalent to 1 μg of 
Amb a 1, and 350 Amb a 1 units/ml is equivalent to 100,000 
BAU/ml. However, the original unitage has been retained. 
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FIGURE 2 Hypothetical parallel line bioassay curves. In panel A, the bioassay curves are parallel, and 
the difference of log dilutions resulting in the same diameters is constant at all diameters. The log relative 
potency (log RP) of test sample B compared to reference A is represented by the difference. In panel B, 
the curves are not parallel, and the differences vary with the strength of the reaction. Thus, the log RP of 
B′ compared to A cannot be calculated.

FIGURE 3 Diameters are measured from the inner margins of 
the penned outline. Longest (A) plus midpoint orthogonal diame-
ters (B) and summed (A + B).
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Grass pollen extracts are labeled in BAU/ml, based on 
ID50EAL testing. In some cases, the assignment of potency 
units to standardized allergenic extracts in the U.S. has 
changed as better bioequivalence data have become avail-
able (12). Cat extracts were originally standardized based on 
their Fel d 1 content, with arbitrary unitage (AU/ml) tied 
to the Fel d 1 determinations. Subsequent ID50EAL testing 
suggested that the 100,000 AU/ml cat extracts, which con-
tained 10–19.9 Fel d 1 U/ml, should be relabeled as 10,000 
BAU/ml (21). In addition, 20% of individuals allergic to cat 
were found to have antibody to non- Fel d 1 proteins (22), 
and the identification of a cat albumin band on isoelectric 
focusing (IEF) gel was added as a requirement for cat pelt 
extracts. Dust mite extracts were originally standardized 
(in AU/ml) based on IgE antibody- based inhibition assays. 
Subsequent ID50EAL testing has indicated that the arbitrary 
unitage is statistically bioequivalent to BAU/ml (21, 23). 
Thus, in this case, the original unitage was retained (24).

Tests for Individual Allergens
Individual allergens may be measured and detected by var-
ious approaches using monospecific antisera or antibodies. 
Assay designs using these antisera include the radial im-
munodiffusion assay (RID), crossed immunoelectrophore-
sis/crossed radioimmunoelectrophoresis (CIE/CRIE), and 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) variants 
(direct, two- site, competition). Each of the assays utilizes 
monospecific antisera or antibodies to detect and quantify 
the specified allergen. The RID assay is currently applied to 
two standardized allergenic extracts, short ragweed and cat, 
in which the immunodominant allergens (Amb a 1 and Fel 
d 1, respectively) have been identified and defined. Sheep 
antisera are used for the RID performed at CBER/FDA, but 
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies from several species 
have been used with success for many of these assays. Spec-
ifications for the antibodies vary with the assay system. For 
example, antibodies for the RID must form a discrete pre-
cipitin ring; the two antibodies for the two- site ELISA must 
recognize different epitopes on the allergen molecule; and, 
in all cases, the epitope(s) recognized must be present on 
the allergen and reflective of its bioactivity.

Antibodies
Monospecific antisera that recognize the allergen of interest 
may be purchased or, alternatively, obtained by inoculating 
an animal with the appropriate amounts of recombinant or 
purified allergen. Monoclonal antibodies or recombinant 
antibodies (such as scFv or Fabs) can also be generated for 
these assays.

RID
This assay is currently used by CBER and most U.S. aller-
gen manufacturers to measure the allergen content of short 
ragweed and cat allergen extracts. Monospecific antiserum is 
added to an agar solution which is allowed to solidify. Wells 
are then cut into the agar and test allergen is placed in the 
wells. As the specific allergen diffuses out into the agar a pre-
cipitin ring forms. The precipitin area delineates the equiv-
alence zone for antigen- antibody binding. The radius of the 
precipitin ring can then be measured. Since the antibody 
concentration in the agar is constant, the antigen concen-
tration decreases with increasing distance from the well and 
is proportional to the log of the concentration of the applied 
test allergen in comparison to the reference extract (25).

1. Prepare a solution consisting of 1% Noble agar (Difco, 
Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) and 

1% sodium azide in water. Heat in a boiling water bath until 
the solution is clear. Allow the temperature to equilibrate in 
a 55°C water bath.

2. Once the solution has cooled to 55°C, add 0.2 ml 
monospecific antiserum to 2 ml of agar solution. Mix thor-
oughly but gently and pour onto a microscope slide that has 
been pre- coated with 0.01% Noble agar. Allow agar to so-
lidify at room temperature (RT).

3. After the agar has hardened, place the slide on a 
sheet of graph paper that contains a template with five 
evenly spaced dots, approximately 1.5 mm apart. Cut wells 
into the agar over each dot with a gel cutter; and carefully 
pipette 8 μl of allergen test solutions into each well. Incu-
bate the slides in a sealed humidified chamber at RT for 
72 hours.

4. Fix the slides by soaking them in 10% acetic acid for 2 
minutes, followed by a brief rinse in deionized water. The di-
ameters of the precipitin rings can be measured to the near-
est 0.1 mm using a calibrating viewer (Transidyne General 
Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI).

5. After measuring the diameter of the precipitin rings, 
the reference standard data are graphed on a semilog scale. 
The average ring size of the unknown can then be used to 
determine the amount of allergen by interpolation.

Troubleshooting the RID. Prior to performing this assay 
on an unknown, a dose- response curve should be performed 
to determine the antiserum concentration at which the ring 
diameter plateaus. If multiple RID assays are going to be com-
pared, person- to- person variability should be established by 
direct comparison of an identical test profile. Likely sources of 
person- to- person variability may include 1) pipetting errors 
leading to spillover of samples applied to the wells, and 2) 
measurement errors using the calibrating viewer.

sandwich eLIsA
While CBER has been using the RID assay for over 20 
years, individual variability, technical challenges, reagent 
consumption, and the difficulty in obtaining replacement 
calibrating viewers have led to recent efforts by CBER (26) 
to replace the RID with ELISA- based methods of specific- 
allergen measurement.

Antibody- sandwich ELISAs (sELISAs) are 2-  to 5- fold 
more sensitive than ELISAs in which the antigen is bound 
directly to the plate. sELISAs use capture antibodies, such 
as recombinant single- chain variable fragments (scFvs), at-
tached to a plate surface to detect sample antigens. sELISAs 
can be developed to quantify major allergens in test samples 
using allergen- specific antibodies.

sELISA Procedure
1. Avian scFv antibodies against Fel d 1 and Amb a 1 

were generated and purified as described previously (27). 
scFv antibodies are stored at −20°C.

2. Prepare a coating solution consisting of 10 μg/ml pu-
rified monospecific scFv antibody diluted in 1X phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS). Add 50 μl of the diluted coating 
solution to each well of a 96- well polystyrene plate and in-
cubate overnight at 4°C.

3. Wash the plate with 1X PBS with 0.05% Tween 
(PBS- T) buffer using a Dynex Ultra Wash Plus (Dynex 
Technologies, Chantilly, VA) plate washer. Block the plate 
with 200 μl Pierce StartingBlock blocking buffer (Thermo 
Scientific, Middletown, VA) per well for 1–2 hours at RT.

4. Prepare a standard antigen dilution series in duplicate 
with an initial 1:3 dilution followed by serial 1:3 dilutions of 
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the antigen in PBS- T buffer. Positive displacement pipettes 
are used for diluting glycerinated allergenic extracts. Wash 
the plate with PBS- T, add 50 μl of the dilution series and 
incubate the plates for 1 hour at RT.

5. Prepare a 1:1,000 dilution of the sheep antiserum 
(containing the antigen- specific antibody) in Starting-
Block. Wash the plate with PBS- T, add 50 μl diluted antise-
rum to each well and incubate for 1 hour at RT.

6. Prepare a 1:1,000 dilution of the rabbit anti- sheep 
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)- labeled antibody- enzyme con-
jugate (KPL; SeraCare Life Sciences, Gaithersburg, MD) in 
StartingBlock. Wash the plate with PBS- T, add 50 μl conju-
gate to each well, and incubate for 45 minutes at RT.

7. To develop the reaction, prepare a mix (1:1) of the 
peroxidase solution B and 3,3′,5,5′- tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB)- peroxidase substrate from the microwell TMB Sub-
strate System (KPL) and incubate the working substrate 
solution for 5 minutes at RT. Wash the plate with PBS- T, 
add 100 μl of substrate to each well and incubate for 5 
minutes. Add 100 μl of 1 M phosphoric acid (H3PO4) stop 
solution to each well and measure the absorbance values 
(Abs450) within 30 minutes using a Dynex MR 5000 plate 
reader or other microplate reader capable of measuring ab-
sorbance at 450 nm.

To analyze the data, the values obtained from the test 
samples are compared to the standard antigen dilution. Sta-
tistical tests, such as the Grubb’s test, are used to mathemat-
ically remove outlier points from data sets prior to analysis. 
The four- parameter logistic regression (4PL) and associated 
statistical analysis is a commonly used analysis method for 
immunoassays. It provides an unbiased modeling method to 
determine testing parameters. The four parameters assessed 
in the analysis are the upper and lower asymptotes, hill- 
slope, and inflection point.

ELISA results rely on the interpolation of data based 
on a standard curve. Methods for purification of natural 
allergens have made it possible to develop assays to quan-
tify antigens using major allergens as reference standards. 
Therefore, natural allergens are useful as a reference reagent 
of known starting concentration to use to determine the 
concentration of a particular antigen in test extracts.

CIe/CRIe
In CIE, allergen extract is typically separated by electropho-
resis on a 1% agarose gel, and a narrow strip of gel contain-
ing the separated antigen is then transferred to a clean glass 
plate. The remaining area of the plate is then filled with 
agarose containing poly- specific antisera against the anti-
gen. A second electrophoresis is performed at right angles 
to the first one (hence “crossed” electrophoresis). Immune 
complexes form precipitin arcs that can be visualized by 
Coomassie blue staining (28, 29).

In CRIE, the unstained CIE preparation is incubated in 
the presence of appropriately diluted patient sera contain-
ing specific IgE, which is detected by overnight incubation 
in 125I- labeled anti- IgE (30).

enzyme Activity Assays
Hymenoptera venoms contain multiple glycoprotein en-
zymes, the most important of which are hyaluronidase and 
phospholipases A1 and A2. Venom allergenic extracts are 
standardized using enzymatic assays, which estimate hyal-
uronidase and phospholipase content based on their enzy-
matic activity. In these assays, an agar solution is prepared 
with the appropriate enzymatic substrate and test samples 
are then added to cut wells. As the enzyme present in the 

sample diffuses into the agar, it digests the substrate, form-
ing clearing zones around the wells. The radius of the clear 
zones is then measured and calculated as the log of the con-
centration of the enzyme present in the sample (31).

Tests of Overall Potency
The potency of those standardized allergen extracts for 
which the immunodominant components have not been 
identified with certainty may be estimated using assays 
for IgE- antigen binding. These assays compare the overall 
IgE- binding properties of test and reference extracts, us-
ing pooled allergic sera. Initially, a radioallergosorbent test 
(RAST) inhibition assay was used for this purpose; CBER 
adopted the competition ELISA as its alternative standard 
assay because of its greater precision and convenience. After 
coating the wells of the polystyrene microtiter plate with 
the reference allergen and blocking the wells with bovine 
albumin, a mixture of the extract to be tested and a ref-
erence serum pool is added to the wells. The greater the 
amount of immunoreactive allergen in the mix, the less free 
IgE antibody will be available from the serum pool to bind 
to the immobilized allergen on the plate. The concentra-
tion of the allergens in the extract is determined by com-
parison to the reference allergen extract. However, since 
this assay does not explicitly measure a specific allergen, 
the allergen concentration is expressed as relative potency 
(RP), with the reference extract assigned an arbitrary RP of 
1.0. Early studies showed an excellent correlation between 
RP assigned by titration skin testing and RP determined by 
RAST inhibition (10); subsequent studies showed the com-
petition ELISA to be equivalent as well (32).

Method summary: Inhibition Immunoassays
The inhibition immunoassays for the determination of 
overall allergen potency share basic design features:

1. Known allergens are bound to a solid- phase support.
2. The solid support is then exposed to serum containing 

IgE antibodies from an allergic individual, mixed with dilu-
tions of unknown competing allergen.

3. IgE binds to the allergens on the solid phase forming 
antigen- allergen complexes. The competing (soluble) un-
known allergen reduces the binding of specific IgE to the 
solid- phase allergen.

4. The unbound IgE is washed away. Labeled anti- IgE is 
allowed to bind to the antigen- IgE complexes. After a final 
wash, the label remaining bound to the antigen- allergen 
complex is related to the quantity of the IgE antibody pres-
ent in the serum of the patient.

5. The results are then plotted and the 50% binding value 
determined is proportional to the potency of the extract. In 
addition to finding the 50% binding value, the slopes of dif-
ferent extracts can be compared; those extracts with similar 
slopes have similar antigen composition. The relative po-
tency may then be determined as illustrated in Fig. 2, above.

RAST was first described in 1967 (33). In this assay, 
which is intended to determine the presence of specific 
IgE in a serum sample, allergen is bound to cyanogen 
bromide- activated paper disks, followed by incubation with 
patient serum. After unbound antibody is washed away, 
125I- radiolabeled anti- IgE is used to detect the bound IgE. 
Following the approach outlined above, RAST inhibition 
is used to establish the overall allergen content of an un-
known extract.

Several IgE- antibody autoanalyzers have replaced 
the original paper disk- based RAST assay. These are the 
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ImmunoCAP (Thermofisher Scientific/Phadia division), 
and the Immulite (Siemens Healthcare). The Immuno-
CAP system, which was introduced in 1990, has been used 
by CBER for allergen extract qualification. In place of the 
paper disk, it employs a sponge cellulose material to which 
allergen is covalently bound. The secondary antibody is 
an anti- human IgE- β- galactosidase conjugate. Substrate 
4- methylumbelliferyl- β- D- galactoside is cleaved by the 
β- galactosidase, which generates a detectable fluorogen. 
The ImmunoCAP system has reported increased analytical 
sensitivity for some allergen specificities such as the Hy-
menoptera venoms (34, 35), cat (35–37), Dermatophagoi-
des pteronyssinus (35–37), and Alternaria alternata (36, 37). 
Other studies failed to show a significant improvement in 
analytical sensitivity (38, 39). This assay can be used to 
measure overall allergen content in a manner similar to the 
past RAST assay.

Overview of ELISA Inhibition, or Competition 
ELISA
The competition ELISA is the one assay used by CBER 

and most U.S. allergen manufacturers to determine the rel-
ative potency of standardized grass pollen and dust mite al-
lergenic extracts. In this assay, serial dilutions of an extract 
to be tested are placed in their respective wells that have 
been precoated with a known amount of reference extract. 
Optimal concentrations of the reference extract and the de-
tecting antibody conjugate must be determined by checker-
board titration for each new set of reagents.

The detection antibody is a critical component of the 
assay. It is essential that the antibodies used reflect the 
broadest range of allergens considered relevant to the over-
all allergenicity of the allergenic extract being tested and 
should be evaluated by Western blot or a comparable tech-
nique. IgE is biologically relevant for allergic disease, but 
each batch of IgE- containing sera is likely to vary in the 
specificity profile of the IgE. Since most atopic donors will 
be multi- allergic, their sera may contain IgE molecules that 
recognize irrelevant allergens as well. Such extraneous IgE 
will only interfere in the assay to the degree that the coat-
ing allergen contains cognate irrelevant allergens. Human 
sera containing IgE antibodies should be collected from as 
many allergic individuals as possible, with a minimum of 
six, but preferably 10 to 20 (40). Other polyspecific anti-
sera can also be utilized for these assays and are discussed 
above.

ELISA inhibition procedure (41, 42).
1. Coat the microplate wells with 100 μl/well of the ref-

erence extract and allow to bind at 4°C overnight. Wash 
the plates in 0.05% Tween in PBS (PBS- T).

2. Block at RT for 1 hour 30 minutes in blocking buffer 
(1% BSA in PBS- T), and wash in PBS- T.

3. Into duplicate wells, pipette 1:3 serial dilutions of the 
reference extract. Into the remaining wells, pipette 1:3 se-
rial dilutions of the test extracts in duplicate.

4. Immediately add 50 μl of the detecting antibody at 
the appropriate concentration.

5. Incubate overnight at 4°C.
6. Wash the plate with PBS- T, develop, and read as 

appropriate.
7. The results are plotted with the values of the optical 

density along the y- axis and the log of the dilution factor 
along the x- axis. The 50%- binding value that is determined 
is proportional to the potency of the extract; the RP is esti-
mated by comparing the x- intercepts of the test and refer-
ence extracts. The slopes of the different extracts can also 

be compared; those extracts with identical slopes as deter-
mined by the t- test are presumed to have similar antigen 
composition.

Basophil Activation
Basophil histamine release is an in vitro surrogate for skin 
testing. As with other assays based upon interactions be-
tween allergen and specific IgE, the release of histamine 
from sensitized human basophils may be used to measure 
the allergen content of an unknown solution. Histamine 
release assays have been performed on heparinized whole 
blood (43, 44), crude leukocyte preparations (45), purified 
basophils (46–48), cell lines (49, 50), and using RBL SX- 
38, a rat basophil cell line that expresses human FcεR1 
(51). The drawbacks of this assay are that histamine re-
lease assays from whole or fractionated blood require large 
amounts of recently drawn blood, and specialized cell lines 
are not readily available. In addition, basophils from 20% 
or more of skin test- positive patients do not release hista-
mine in vitro (52), even in the presence of cross- linking 
anti- IgE. However, these same individuals’ serum IgE may 
still be used in histamine release experiments by passively 
sensitizing basophils from other donors with the heterolo-
gous IgE (53). In all variants of this assay, released hista-
mine may be quantified by radioimmunoassay, fluorimetry 
(54), or measurement of radioactivity after pretreatment 
with tritiated 5- hydroxytryptamine. Although this tech-
nique and its variants have been used to assess allergen 
potency (55–57), it does not appear to have any advan-
tage over other assays that depend upon specific allergen- 
antibody interactions (58). Basophil histamine release 
assays are discussed further in chapter 83 of this volume 
(Schroeder et al.).

Flow Cytometry
In the past 20 years, the discovery of basophil acti-

vation markers CD63, CD45, CD69, and CD203c have 
led to a flow cytometric approach that assesses the in vi-
tro activation of basophils (59). Most commonly, CD63 
and CD203c are used (60). CD63 is located on the mem-
brane of intracellular secretory granules that fuse with the 
plasma membrane upon stimulation through high- affinity 
IgE receptor FcεRI. CD203c is weakly expressed on the 
plasma membrane of resting basophils, and is rapidly in-
creased upon stimulation through FcεRI. While both of 
these surface antigens measure basophil activation, they 
may represent the end point of different molecular path-
ways, and the best choice appears to be dependent on the 
context of activation (59).

Identity Testing
The identity of an allergen extract may be verified by vi-
sualizing the separated allergen proteins based on their size 
and isoelectric points (1). The IEF assay is an important 
safety test in the lot release of grass pollen and cat extracts. 
The patterns produced by the crude allergen mixtures are 
reproducible enough to consistently indicate the presence 
of known allergens, to identify possible contaminants pres-
ent in the extracts, and to check lot- to- lot variation (61). 
In addition, IEF is used to verify the presence of cat albumin 
in cat pelt extracts.

Method summary: Identity testing

IEF
Polyacrylamide gels IEF pH 3-10, Anode (Upper) and 

Cathode (Lower) Buffers, IEF pH 3-10 Sample Buffer, 
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cellophane- preserving sheets, and the electrophoresis unit 
are available from Invitrogen by ThermoFisher (Life Tech-
nologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA).

1. Prepare Anode and Cathode buffers. Refrigerate for 
at least 6 hours.

2. Remove IEF pH 3-10 polyacrylamide gel from pouch 
and rinse with deionized water. Rinse the electro-
phoresis unit with deionized water and assemble the 
apparatus.

3. Mix equal volumes of extract and Sample Buffer and 
load into the appropriate wells on the gel. (Note that 
for cat pelt 0.6–0.8 Fel d 1 units must be used, and 
more may be needed for cat hair extracts.)

4. For each sample, a reference extract and an IEF pH 
3-10 marker (Serva Electrophoresis GmbH) should 
also be run on the gel. For best results, the gel should 
be run initially for 60 minutes at 100 volts constant, 
then 60 minutes at 200 volts constant, and finally 
at 500 volts constant for 30 minutes. The expected 
current is 5 mA (start) and 6 mA (end). IEF is typ-
ically performed by increasing the voltage gradually 
and maintaining the final focusing voltage for 30 
minutes. During IEF, proteins migrate in an elec-
tric field until a stable pH gradient is formed and 
proteins reach their isoelectric point (pI). At that 
point, a high finishing voltage is applied to focus the 
proteins into narrow zones. High voltage cannot be 
applied during the initial stages of IEF due to ex-
cessive heat generated by the movement of carrier 
ampholytes. 

5. After the gel has been run, the gel is immediately 
fixed for 30 minutes in 12% trichloroacetic acid, 
washed with deionized water, and stained for 1 to 3 
hours in SimplyBlue SafeStain (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
CA). Destain over a period of 16 to 24 hours with 
several exchanges of deionized water until the back-
ground is clear.

6. An image of the gel may be captured using a G-Box 
Gel Imaging and Analysis System (Syngene, Freder-
ick, MD) and exported as a joint photographic ex-
perts group (JPEG) file or a tagged-image file (TIF). 
Alternatively, the gel may be photographed with 
high- contrast film and a yellow filter. To preserve the 
gel, incubate it in Gel-Dry gel drying solution (Novex 
ThermoFisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA) for 10 to 20 
minutes at room temperature. Place the gel on a gel 
drying frame (Novex ThermoFisher Scientific) be-
tween cellophane preserving sheets previously soaked 
in the Gel-Dry drying solution for 10 to 20 seconds. 
Allow the gel and cellophane to dry for 24 to 48 hours 
and store away from bright light.

7. The pI of the sample proteins can be determined by 
interpolation on a calibration curve utilizing the IEF 
marker that was resolved along with the sample.

This article is an informal communication and represents the best 
judgment of the authors. These comments do not bind or obligate the 
FDA.

The authors acknowledge the assistance of Cherry Geronimo, San-
dra Menzies, and Susan Huynh in the development and improvement of 
the current generation of LIB potency and identity assays.
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Nearly 50 years have passed since IgE was identified as the 
reagin or serum antibody that sensitizes skin mast cells and 
circulating basophils and mediates immediate- type hyper-
sensitivity reactions in humans (1, 2). Since IgE’s identi-
fication, the clinical immunology laboratory has provided 
the clinician with analytical measurements that aid in the 
diagnosis, management, and research of the natural his-
tory and epidemiology of IgE- mediated diseases. Total and 
allergen- specific IgE antibody are the primary analytes mea-
sured clinically to support the diagnosis of human allergic 
disease. Antigen- specific IgG antibodies are measured as a 
research analyte to identify chronic allergen exposure and 
to monitor potential blocking antibody activity following 
immunotherapy.

The goal of this chapter is to overview the status of im-
munological methods that are used in the quantification of 
total and allergen- specific IgE and research investigation of 
IgG antibodies. Other analytes that will not be discussed 
but that are occasionally measured in allergy and asthma pa-
tients include mast cell tryptase (see chapter 85 of this vol-
ume), cotenine (a metabolite of nicotine and indicator of 
passive smoke exposure), and the levels of indoor indicator 
aeroallergens from dust mites, house pets (cats and dogs), 
rodents (mice and rats), insects (cockroaches), and molds in 
surface dust, which help target avoidance therapy.

ANALYTES RELEVANT TO THE EVALUATION 
OF PATIENTS FOR ALLERGIC DISEASE
As discussed in chapters 83 and 84, immediate- type hyper-
sensitivity manifests as a spectrum of symptoms that involve 
respiratory responses (asthma or rhinitis), ocular symptoms 
(conjunctivitis), skin reactions (urticaria, dermatitis), gas-
trointestinal symptoms, and/or life- threatening anaphy-
lactic shock. These symptoms are produced as a result of 
the re- exposure of a previously sensitized (IgE antibody 
positive) individual to one or more sensitizing allergen(s). 
These allergens are ubiquitous proteins that are abundant 
in nature. They are released from pollens of grasses, weeds 
and trees, or antigenic proteins released from mites, rodents, 
domestic animals, insects, and mold spores and present in 
some drugs and generally well- tolerated foods. Allergenic 
proteins tend to form aggregates and vary in the symptoms 
that they induce based on their degree of stability to pro-
cessing (heat) and enzymatic digestion. The more stable the 

allergenic molecule, the more likely it is able to evade de-
struction by the body’s defenses (mucosal enzymatic diges-
tion, gastrointestional pH denaturation) and induce serious 
allergic reactions.

IgE mediates allergic reactions by binding onto high- 
affinity epsilon Fc receptors on mast cells and basophils and 
initiating the release of vasoactive mediators following aller-
gen binding and cell surface IgE antibody cross- linking (see 
chapter 83 of this volume) (2). Total serum IgE levels are 
used clinically by some immunologists as a diagnostic ana-
lyte because a moderately elevated total serum IgE reinforces 
the clinical diagnosis of atopic disorders, including allergic 
rhinitis, allergic asthma, and atopic dermatitis (3, 4). More-
over, high IgE levels are commonly observed in parasite in-
fections (see chapter 54 of this volume) and are necessary in 
the definitive diagnosis of bronchopulmonary aspergillosis, 
Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome, and hyper- gammaglobulinemia 
E syndrome (Table 1). Serial total serum IgE levels can 
confirm an expected seasonal boost in serum IgE antibod-
ies that is commonly seen after environmental exposure to 
the allergen to which the patient has become sensitized. 
However, the wide overlap in total serum IgE levels among 
atopic and non- atopic individuals and the age dependency 
diminishes its general diagnostic utility (3, 4). Thus, the 
clinician must refrain from discounting allergy when total 
IgE levels are low or from automatically inferring an allergic 
etiology when the total serum IgE level is high. Since the 
therapeutic Omalizumab (anti- IgE) was licensed in 2003 for 
the treatment of allergic asthma and, most recently, for id-
iopathic urticaria, total serum IgE measurements are needed 
to ensure that the patient is a candidate for anti- IgE therapy 
and to select the proper anti- IgE dose, which is based on the 
pre- treatment total serum IgE level (5). The required total 
serum IgE range for Omalizumab treatment is 30 and 700 
kIU/liter (where 1 IU = 2.4 ng of IgE).

Allergen- specific IgE antibody has remained the pri-
mary analyte that is used to support the clinical history 
based diagnosis of IgE- mediated allergic disease (Table 1). 
IgE antibody can be detected in vivo using a puncture or 
an intradermal skin test that provokes IgE- mediated skin 
mast cell release and elicits a visible wheal and erythema, 
if positive, larger than the skin reaction produced by a sa-
line control. Because skin testing is extensively discussed in 
chapter 81 in this volume, it will not be discussed further 
here. While skin testing is a biologically relevant response 
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in the patient’s skin, some generalized skin conditions such 
as eczema, dermagraphism, psoriasis, and urticaria make 
skin testing problematic. Moreover, skin testing of children 
younger than 10 can be difficult. There are also occasions 
when skin reactivity has been suppressed by prolonged use 
of antihistamines and other medications that cannot be 
stopped prior to skin testing. In all these cases or when a 
characterized allergen extract is not available for in vivo use, 
in vitro analysis of a serum specimen for allergen- specific IgE 
antibody may be preferred over skin testing in the diagnos-
tic work- up of a suspected allergic patient (6).

The immunological methods used to quantify IgE anti-
body levels in serum have reached an elevated state in which 
highly quality- controlled reagents and computer- driven 

autoanalyzers are widely employed for clinical testing (7). 
There are, however, several recent trends in IgE antibody 
serology analyses. First, there is an increasing use of aller-
genic components to detect IgE antibodies that allow iden-
tification of cross- reactivity, especially among pollen and 
food allergens (8). This has had a particular impact on the 
evaluation of patients with suspected food allergies (see 
chapter 84). Microarrays have been introduced into the 
research laboratory that semi- quantitatively detect IgE an-
tibody in more than 100 individual allergenic components 
from more than 70 allergen specificities. For select food al-
lergen specificities such as peanut, the presence and level of 
IgE antibody specific for signature allergic components may 
aid in defining the relative risk of a patient experiencing a 

TABLE 1 Clinical conditions in which serological determination of IgE and IgG antibodies may be useful in the differential 
diagnosis 

Clinical condition Total serum IgE Allergen- specific IgE Allergen- specific IgG
Atopic disorders: 

allergic rhinitis, 
allergic asthma, atopic 
dermatitis

Moderately elevated levels 
positively reinforce clinical 
diagnosis; however, low 
or normal IgE level is 
not incompatible with 
diagnosis

Positive allergen- specific 
IgE antibody level 
supports the diagnosis 
of IgE- mediated atopic 
disorders

In the absence of allergen 
immunotherapy, the 
allergen- specific IgG 
antibody can be low or 
undetectable

Intrinsic (non- allergic) 
asthma

Normal or low levels suggest 
that IgE mechanisms play 
only a minor role in the 
pathogenesis of asthma

Negative IgE antibody 
levels support the 
diagnosis of intrinsic 
asthma

Not useful in the 
definitive diagnosis of 
intrinsic asthma

Allergic 
bronchopulmonary 
Aspergillosis (ABPA)

Normal serum IgE levels 
virtually exclude diagnosis

Positive Aspergillus- specific 
IgE antibody is required 
for the definitive 
diagnosis of ABPA

Precipitating IgG 
antibodies are required 
for the definitive 
diagnosis of ABPA

Wiskott- Aldrich 
syndrome

Elevated levels are commonly 
found in patients who 
exhibit eczema

Hypergammaglobulinemia 
E syndrome (elevated 
IgE, increased 
susceptibility to 
infection and 
dermatitis)

Very high serum IgE levels 
are necessary for the 
definitive diagnosis of 
hyper- IgE syndrome

Parasitism Many parasitic infections 
produce extreme elevations 
in serum IgE; a very high 
IgE in the absence of other 
explanations strongly 
suggests the possibility of 
parasitism

The presence of parasite- 
specific IgE antibodies 
confirms the diagnosis of 
parasitism

Parasite- specific IgG 
antibodies confirm 
a present or recent 
parasite infection

Eosinophilia A normal IgE level makes 
the diagnosis of parasitism 
less likely as a cause of 
eosinophilia; eosinophilia 
with normal serum IgE is 
a common feature of non- 
allergic asthma

Allergen immunotherapy Same as atopic disorders 
(above)

Specific IgE antibodies 
are not helpful in 
monitoring patients on 
immunotherapy and 
assessing its clinical 
efficacy

Used in Hymenoptera 
venom immunotherapy 
to confirm adequate 
immunotherapy 
dosages and assess 
relative risk for 
reactions on resting
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mild versus severe systemic reaction. As discussed earlier, 
the presence of IgE antibody in serum is known to be a “risk 
factor” for, but not a guarantee of, allergic disease manifesta-
tion (9). The use of quantitative IgE antibody measurements 
has expanded the use of select food- specific IgE antibody 
levels in making predictions about the need for a food chal-
lenge to verify an allergic versus tolerant state (10).

One area in which the laboratory has limited useful ana-
lytes involves biomarkers for identifying successful immuno-
therapy treatment of allergic patients that leads to tolerance. 
Antigen- specific IgG and IgG4 antibody levels in serum 
have been historically considered markers of intentional or 
inadvertent chronic exposure in an individual exposed to 
potent antigens (11). They increase following repetitive an-
tigenic exposure in parallel with a concomitant decrease in 
allergen- specific IgE antibody- facilitated binding to B cells 
(12, 13). IgG antibodies are known to bind circulating an-
tigen and thus block allergen from binding cell- bound IgE 
antibody. Unfortunately, changing levels of allergen- specific 
IgG and IgG4 antibodies as well as the degree of inhibition 
of CD23- dependent facilitated IgE antibody binding to B- 
cells have each failed to correlate with improved clinical 
symptoms following immunotherapy (14). Thus, allergen- 
specific- IgG and IgG4 antibody and the degree of inhibi-
tion of facilitated IgE antibody binding to B cells are not 
routinely assayed clinically because of the lack of a clinical 
indication for these measurements (Table 1).

TOTAL SERUM IgE
Of the assays historically used to measure the total level 
of IgE in human serum, the two- site (sandwich) immuno-
metric (labeled antibody) assays and nephelometric assays 
have emerged as the principal methods of choice for clinical 
immunology laboratories. Of these assays, the two- site im-
munometric assay has become the most widely used clinical 
and research assay for the quantification of total serum IgE 
(6). The first reported noncompetitive solid- phase two- site 
immunometric assay used polyclonal anti- human IgE cova-
lently bound to a solid phase (paper disks) to bind IgE from 
unknown and calibrated reference and control sera (15). 
Following a buffer wash, radioiodinated anti- IgE detected 
bound IgE. The amount of radiolabeled anti- IgE bound was 
directly related to the IgE content in the original serum. 
The assay displayed excellent sensitivity (as low as 0.2 ng 
of IgE per ml) and precision (coefficients of variation [CV] 
≤5%), and it was minimally affected by nonspecific serum 
factors. Clinical laboratories currently perform one of sev-
eral U.S. FDA- cleared assays for measuring total serum IgE, 
and all display exceptional analytical sensitivity and repro-
ducibility, as discussed elsewhere (6, 16).

Occasionally, researchers need to measure total serum 
IgE using a less expensive and more flexible assay design 
that can accommodate unusual specimens and varying dilu-
tions. A research monoclonal antibody- based noncompeti-
tive solid- phase two- site immunoenzymetric assay (IEMA) 
is one option for investigation of total IgE levels in serum. 
In this assay, monoclonal anti- human IgE that has been 
adsorbed onto plastic wells of a microtiter plate binds IgE 
from the specimen, and a second monoclonal anti- human 
IgE clone that is labeled detects bound IgE (6). More specifi-
cally, use of murine IgM monoclonal anti- human IgE Fc cap-
ture antibody (clone HP6061) and biotinylated murine IgG 
monoclonal anti- human IgE Fc detection antibody (clone 
HP6029; EMD- Millipore, La Jolla, CA) optimizes both as-
say sensitivity and specificity. The assay performs best with 
serum, but IgE levels can also be measured in plasma, tear 

fluid, bronchial alveolar lavage fluid, saliva, nasal washings, 
and peripheral blood cell culture supernatants. Appendix A 
describes the generic microtiter plate- based IEMA protocol 
in more detail.

The World Health Organization international reference 
preparation for human IgE 75/502 is nearly depleted, and its 
replacement 11/234 is currently being validated (17). Sec-
ondary total IgE standards can be cross- calibrated against 
these primary standards and used in routine clinical assays. 
The assay regularly achieves a working range from 1 to 200 
IU/ml. The analytical sensitivity of 0.5 IU/ml (1.2 μg/liter) 
can be achieved, and agreement among replicates and be-
tween assays is usually excellent (CV < 5% and CV < 15%, 
respectively). Parallelism is also maintained with inter- 
dilutional CVs of <15%. The total serum IgE IEMA can be 
quality controlled by inclusion of two or three well- studied 
sera within each assay. The quality control sera should, min-
imally, have a low (<10 IU/ml), moderate (100 to 250 IU/
ml), and high level of IgE (>1,000 IU/ml).

When interpreting the total serum IgE levels, non- atopic 
percentiles are known to be age- dependent. The level of IgE 
in cord serum is usually less than 2 IU/ml, since IgE does 
not cross the placental barrier in significant amounts. Mean 
serum IgE levels progressively increase in healthy children 
until 10 to 15 years of age (3, 4). Atopic infants have an 
earlier and steeper rise in serum IgE levels during the early 
years of life compared with non- atopic controls. An age- 
dependent decline in total serum IgE typically occurs from 
the second to eighth decade of life. Individuals with total 
serum IgE levels above the upper 95% confidence limit of-
ten have atopic disorders such as allergic rhinitis, extrinsic 
or allergic asthma, and atopic dermatitis (Table 1).

ALLERGEN- SPECIFIC IgE ANTIBODY
Historically, the first- generation assay for allergen- specific 
IgE antibody in human serum was the radioallergosorbent 
test (RAST) (15). This assay employed allergen extracts 
immobilized on paper disks to bind specific antibody of any 
immunoglobulin class from serum. The solid phase was then 
washed with buffer and radiolabeled anti- human IgE anti-
body detected bound IgE. The quantity of bound radioac-
tivity directly correlated with the quantity of specific IgE 
antibody in the original serum. IgE antibody results were 
compared with a calibrated standard reference serum, and 
insolubilized allergen and radiolabeled anti- IgE antibody 
were used in molar excess.

Over the past 50 years or so, there have been major 
improvements in the design and performance of allergen- 
specific IgE assays. Commercially available allergen- specific 
IgE antibody autoanalyzers are now widely used in hospital 
and private clinical immunology laboratories. An overview 
of these commercial IgE antibody assays is presented else-
where (6, 16). These assays have in common an allergen- 
containing reagent (typically a solid- phase allergosorbent); a 
panel of reference, control, and test human sera; and a labeled 
anti- human IgE reagent. As of this writing, the Thermofisher 
Scientific/Phadia ImmunoCAP system and the Siemens 
Healthcare Corporation Immulite 2000 have achieved the 
widest use throughout the world. Tight precision around the 
positive/negative threshold and a more rapid, robust chem-
istry have been achieved with computer- controlled auto-
mation. A third assay system called HyTech- 288 by Hycor 
Biomedical is being replaced by a new instrument that is cur-
rently in development. With clinical use comes the need to 
analyze quality- control sera with IgE antibody levels across 
the measured dose- response curve range, from 1 to 100 kUa/
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liter. As many as 15 quality- control sera containing different 
specificities and levels of IgE antibody are randomly sprin-
kled throughout the assay run to investigate quality. Daily 
monitoring of results from these positive control sera in the 
form of Levey- Jennings plots verifies that the instrument is 
performing accurately (16).

In the United States, the FDA regulates the sale of 
clinically used in vitro diagnostic products under regula-
tion 21 CFR 809. This includes allergen- specific IgE an-
tibody assay reagents that are intended for human use. 
Some allergen extracts that have been insolubilized on 
allergosorbents for use in allergen- specific IgE assays have 
not yet been cleared by the FDA. These are currently an-
alyzed by clinical laboratories as research reagents under 
an “analyte- specific reagent” classification. These allergo-
sorbents can be used by laboratories that are qualified to 
perform high- complexity testing; however, a disclaimer 
must be stated on the report indicating that a measure-
ment was performed with an “analyte- specific reagent.” 
The FDA now requires that manufacturers phase out ASRs 
from their reagent inventory, so all allergosorbents used in 
the future will be FDA- cleared.

Among the newest of the IgE antibody commercial as-
says is the ImmunoSorbent Allergen Chip or ISAC from 
Thermofisher Scientific/Phadia that uses a glass slide on 
which more than 100 purified allergenic components from 
more than 70 allergen specificities are spotted in triplicate 
in four separate matrices (18). Serum (35 μl) is incubated 
on the chip for 2 hours. Following a buffer wash, IgE (IgG 
or IgG4) antibodies are detected using a fluorescent- labeled 
anti- human IgE (IgG or IgG4) reagent. This is a remark-
ably sophisticated technology that involves inserting the 
completed chip into a fluoresecent scanner and obtaining 
antibody results within minutes that have been interpo-
lated from an antibody reference curve. Depending on the 
allergen specificity, this multiplex chip has a more limited 
analytical sensitivity for IgE antibody than the singleplex 
autoanalyzers. It also reports in semiquantitative ISU units 
and has the disadvantage of not containing all the relevant 
allergen specificities for any given allergen source material.

Researchers sometimes have need of a more versatile 
immunoassay to measure allergen- specific IgE antibody 
than is available with the principal commercial autoana-
lyzers. A number of polymers have been used for allergen 
insolubilization, including carbohydrate matrices (Sep-
hadex, agarose, and cellulose) and polystyrene test tubes 
and microtiter plates. Each of these polymers differs with 
respect to its allergen- binding capacity, nonspecific bind-
ing properties, stability, and ease of washing. The use of 
a solid phase with the highest allergen- binding capacity 
is often needed when maximum sensitivity is required or 
when sera from hyperimmunized patients with high lev-
els of allergen- specific IgG blocking antibodies are being 
analyzed. For suitably equipped clinical laboratories with 
adequate facilities for centrifugation, aspiration, and pi-
petting, a carbohydrate particle matrix is preferred because 
of its high antigen- binding capacity. Alternatively, poly-
styrene microtiter plates can be satisfactory with allergens 
that are purified proteins. Plastic solid phases, however, 
display selectivity and variability with limited binding ca-
pacity, which make them less than ideal for use in IgE an-
tibody immunoassays that involve crude allergen extracts 
with multiple protein antigens.

One versatile research assay has been effectively used for 
the measurement of both IgE and IgG antibodies that are 
specific for crude allergen mixtures. It is a noncompetitive 
radioallergosorbent test that uses an agarose carbohydrate 

solid phase (16, 19). In this assay, protein that is present 
in allergenic extracts is covalently coupled to agarose using 
CNBr chemistry. The immobilized allergen then binds spe-
cific antibody from the human specimen. Radiolabeled anti- 
human IgE is then used to detect bound IgE. An alternative 
assay uses a microtiter plate- based enzyme immunoassay to 
measure IgE antibodies that are specific for purified aller-
genic components. IgE antibodies can be detected using the 
assay format in Appendix A by replacing the immobilized 
anti- IgE with purified allergen that has been adsorbed onto 
the plate. This microtiter plate- based assay is not useful 
for detecting antibodies to complex allergen extracts that 
contain multiple proteins with different pIs and molecular 
weights. In this enzyme immunoassay, serum (neat to 1:5) 
is added to allergen- coated plates, and biotin- conjugated 
murine anti- human IgE detection antibody is used to detect 
bound allergen- specific IgE antibody. As in the total IgE as-
say, serum is the optimal specimen. IgE anti- allergen assay 
responses are interpolated from a total IgE reference curve 
by “heterologous interpolation” (20).

In terms of quality control, the most important region 
of the IgE antibody assay dose- response curve, from a clin-
ical point of view, is its minimal detectable dose. Positive 
thresholds can differ according to the blank subtraction and 
reporting methods used. Therefore, each allergen- specific 
IgE antibody assay should contain one or more positive and 
negative serum controls that span the entire working range 
of the reference curve. All samples should be analyzed in 
duplicate to document reproducibility and minimize ran-
dom errors. Since the quality of each antibody measurement 
depends on parallelism between the dilution curves of the 
reference serum and test sera under study, 2 or 3 dilutions 
of IgE antibody- positive test serum should be periodically 
analyzed to confirm assay parallelism.

Federally licensed clinical laboratories that perform 
allergen- specific IgE antibody assays are required to partici-
pate in an external proficiency testing program. The College 
of American Pathologists conducts the Diagnostic Allergy 
“SE” Survey, which submits five sera in each of three cycles 
per year to participating laboratories (7). The laboratory is 
required to analyze each serum, for a total serum IgE and IgE 
antibody to five allergen specificities that cycle among the 
weed, grass, and tree pollens; pet epidermals; molds; occu-
pational allergens; and food allergens. Results are submitted 
to the survey’s coordinating center, and performance of a 
participating laboratory is judged in relation to its peers that 
use the same assay.

The presence of allergen- specific IgE antibody in se-
rum does not directly indicate allergic disease without a 
positive history (9). A positive IgE antibody result does 
indicate that the individual is sensitized to that allergen 
specificity and has an increased probability (or risk) of ex-
periencing allergic symptoms if exposed to that allergen. 
The relative quantity of IgE antibody in serum may, but 
does not always, correlate with the relative risk of severe 
symptoms. The association between antibody quantity 
and allergic symptoms can be confounded by many vari-
ables, including the IgE antibody’s affinity, the presence of 
IgG- blocking antibodies, and most important, the relative 
biochemical sensitivity, or “releasibility,” of the subject’s 
IgE- laden effector cells. Thus, IgE antibody is necessary 
but not sufficient for expression of allergic disease symp-
toms. For many food- , drug- , and insect venom- related 
allergies, only about half of individuals with IgE antibody 
react clinically when challenged. IgE results must there-
fore be carefully integrated with clinical history- based in-
formation for proper diagnostic interpretation.
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ALLERGEN- SPECIFIC SERUM IgG AND IgG4 
ANTIBODIES
Allergen- specific IgG and IgG4 antibodies are measured as 
research analytes to assess the status of the individual’s hu-
moral immune response to systematic exposure through im-
munotherapy or inadvertent accidental natural exposure. 
The levels of specific IgG antibodies are generally low (e.g., 
<1 ng/ml) or non- detectable in an unimmunized individual 
who has been naturally exposed to clinically important anti-
gens (e.g., aeroallergens from weeds, grass, and tree pollens; 
dust mite, mold; and animal epidermal antigens). The an-
alytical sensitivity and specificity of an IgG antibody assay 
that is used to assess these sera therefore becomes important 
because nanogram- per- milliliter levels of specific IgG must be 
measured in the presence of mg/ml levels of nonspecific IgG. 
In contrast, individuals who have received injections of an 
antigen, either by accidental exposure (e.g., bee sting, drug 
injection) or by active allergen immunotherapy, can produce 
high microgram- per- milliliter levels of specific IgG. At these 
levels, nonspecific binding and assay sensitivity become less 
critical, and assay parallelism, precision, and accuracy and 
human antibody standards become the focus of assay design.

The non- isotopic microtiter plate and monoclonal 
antibody- based enzyme immunoassay that has been described 
in Appendix A for total and allergen- specific IgE can be used 
to detect IgG antibodies specific for purified allergens. Al-
though a crude aqueous extract can also be used as an anti-
gen source, it contains many irrelevant proteins that readily 
adsorb onto plastic surfaces. In doing so, these occupy limited 
sites on the plastic surface that can be used to bind more rele-
vant protein antigens. While serum is the specimen of choice 
for this assay, plasma and other body fluids (e.g., bronchial 
alveolar lavage, tears, nasal secretions) can be tested if the 
appropriate negative controls are analyzed in the same assay 
to identify the level of nonspecific binding.

The IgE ELISA procedure in Appendix A must be mod-
ified to allow the detection of IgG antibodies. This is ac-
complished by adsorbing purified antigen at 10 ug/ml in 
phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) (10 μg/ml, 0.1 ml/well) on 
the plate instead of anti- human IgE. After the buffer wash 
and blocking, 0.1 ml of antigen- specific IgG- containing ref-
erence, control, and test sera (diluted at least 1:50 in PBS- 
1% bovine serum albumin [BSA]) is added to their respective 
wells. Following a PBS- Tween buffer wash, horseradish 
peroxidase- conjugated/conjugated mouse anti- human IgG Fc 
(HP6043- HRP; EMD Millipore Corp., La Jolla, CA) is added 
(0.1 ml per well, 1 μg/ml in PBS- 1% BSA). The plates are 
then processed in a similar manner, and response data is inter-
polated from the IgG anti- antigen reference curve.

The typical working range of the IgG antibody assays is 
10 to 2,000 ng of specific IgG per ml. Both the sensitiv-
ity and working range of these assays are dependent on 
the density of the antigen on the solid phase, the dilution 
and affinity of the detection antibody, duration of the se-
rum, conjugate and substrate incubations, and the relative 
amount of specific antibody of other isotypes (e.g., IgE, 
IgA, IgM) that compete for available solid- phase antigen 
epitopes. Parallelism between the reference and test serum 
dilution curves remains good over the working range of both 
assays, with interdilutional CVs typically <20%. The CV 
for within- experiment replicates typically averages 5%, and 
the CV for results between assays when all reagents remain 
constant should be 10% to 15%.

In terms of quality control, the minimum detectable con-
centration of the assay varies as a function of the negative 
serum subtraction and reporting methods used. Therefore, 
each assay should contain one or more positive and negative 

serum controls in addition to the reference serum dilution 
curve. All samples should be analyzed in duplicate to min-
imize systematic (procedural) and random errors. At pres-
ent, there are no external proficiency surveys for assays that 
monitor allergen- specific human IgG antibody assays.

An IgG antibody measurement is commonly performed 
to document an exposure of an individual to an immuniz-
ing dose of antigen and to follow changes in antibody levels 
with long- term exposure. In select cases, it can serve as an 
indicator of the effectiveness of various antigen doses that 
are used to induce a specific IgG antibody response during 
immunotherapy. In research applications, specific IgG an-
tibody levels are used to quantitatively monitor humoral 
immune response to an antigen to which a patient has been 
accidentally or intentionally exposed.

In the 1930s, allergen- specific IgG antibodies were iden-
tified as “blocking antibodies” that could block transfer of re-
aginic activity in the Prausnitz- Kustner reaction and basophil 
leukocyte histamine release assays. Presently, the only cited 
clinical application for IgG antibody measurements in the 
field of allergy is their use in the evaluation of Hymenoptera 
venom- allergic patients who are initiating venom immuno-
therapy or who have been receiving maintenance injections 
for a number of years. In a 1992 study (11), 211 insect sting 
challenges were performed in 109 patients over a 4- year pe-
riod to investigate the clinical significance of venom- specific 
IgG levels. In individuals on immunotherapy for fewer than 
4 years, systemic symptoms occurred in only 1.6% of indi-
viduals with venom- specific IgG levels greater than 3.5 μg/
ml but 16% of individuals with levels lower than 3.5 μg/ml. 
The venom- specific IgG level had no predictive value for risk 
in patients who received therapy for more than 4 years. This 
study concluded that venom- specific IgG levels of <3.5 μg/
ml were associated with an increased risk of allergic reactions 
upon resting during the first 4 years of immunotherapy with 
yellow jacket or mixed- vespid venoms. Other published stud-
ies of IgG antibody levels in patients receiving ragweed, grass, 
and dust mite immunotherapy have remained research ob-
servations that relate the antigen exposure to IgG (humoral) 
immune responses.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
In summary, the diagnostic allergy laboratory employs a 
number of immunoassay methods to quantify the levels of 
IgE and IgG antibodies in serum that can aid the clinician 
in the diagnosis and management of individuals with aller-
gic disease. At present, there are no molecular biology tech-
niques explicitly used by allergy laboratories to facilitate the 
diagnosis of allergic disease. Recombinant DNA technology 
to date has only been used in the generation of recombi-
nant allergenic proteins that have become incorporated as 
component reagents in both the singleplex assays and mul-
tiplex microarray ISAC assay for IgE and IgG antibody. The 
laboratory analyses of allergen- specific IgE antibodies in se-
rum identify a state of sensitization in support of a clinical 
history- based diagnosis of allergic disease, while allergen- 
specific IgG antibodies indicate antigenic exposure.

APPENDIX A

Total serum IgE IEMA procedure
The IEMA has been designed to balance good performance 

with a reasonable turnaround time.

1. Plastic 96- well microtiter plates are coated for 1 hour at room 
temperature (RT; ~23°C) and then overnight at 4°C with mouse 
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IgM monoclonal anti- human IgE Fc (clone HP6061, 100 μl/well) 
that has been diluted in PBS to 10 μg/ml just prior to use.

2. Each plate is washed once with PBS- Tween, and 0.3 ml of 
PBS- 1% BSA is added to each well to block unreacted sites.

3. After a second wash (4x) with PBS- Tween 20, 0.1 ml of ref-
erence, control, or test serum is added to their respective wells. 
The standard curve is composed of 8 to 10 two- fold dilutions in 
duplicate of a reference serum, beginning with a concentration of 
100 kIU/liter (1 IU of IgE = 2.4 ng). The plates are then incubated 
for 2 hours at 23°C. Two or three dilutions of high, medium, and 
low serum controls are analyzed in different regions of the plate 
to demonstrate that the assay is in control. The total IgE levels in 
the reference serum should be calibrated against the second WHO 
human IgE international reference preparation (IRP) 75/502 or the 
new third IgE IRP 11/234, which is currently being validated.

4. Following a PBS- Tween buffer wash (4x), biotin- conjugated 
mouse IgG anti- human IgE Fc (clone HP6029) is added (0.1 ml per 
well, 1 μg/ml in PBS- 1% BSA), and the plates are incubated for 1 
hour at 23°C.

5. The plates are washed with PBS- T buffer, strepavidin- 
horseradish peroxidase (avidin HRP) is added (0.1 ml per well, 1 
μg/ml in PBS- 1% BSA), and the plates are incubated for 1 hour 
at 23°C.

6. Plates are washed, and 0.1 ml of substrate is added. For rou-
tine analysis of human sera, 1 mM ABTS is prepared in 70 mM 
citrate- phosphate buffer. Immediately prior to use, 1 μl of 30% hy-
drogen peroxide is added per ml of ABTS required. The substrate is 
immediately pipetted into the plate (0.1 ml/well).

7. The peroxidase enzymatic reaction is stopped by adding 0.1 
ml/well of 2 mM sodium azide when the top point on the standard 
curve reaches 1.5 to 2.0 OD. The plate is read on a microtiter plate 
reader at 410 nm, and optical densities of the unknown sera are 
interpolated from the standard curve in kIU/liter.

Note: This assay can be converted into an allergen- specific IgE, 
IgG, or IgG4 antibody assay by replacing the capture anti- human 
IgE reagent adsorbed to the microtiter plate with allergenic pro-
tein. Second, a monoclonal detection antibody with specificity for 
human IgE (HP6029- biotin), human IgG (HP6043- biotin), or hu-
man IgG4 (clone HP6023- biotin) needs to be used to detect IgE, 
IgG, or IgG4 antibodies, respectively. These monoclonal antibody 
reagents are available from EMD- Millipore, La Jolla, CA.
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Assays facilitating the measurement of mediators and mark-
ers of allergic inflammation have evolved during the past 40 
years, arising from two primary discoveries: first, that immu-
noglobulin E (IgE) is the source of reaginic activity in serum, 
and second, that tissue mast cells and blood basophils— cells 
expressing the high- affinity receptor for IgE (FcεR1)— 
respond to allergen by releasing the most relevant mediators 
underlying immediate hypersensitivity reactions. Naturally, 
skin testing has long been used to assess the in vivo mast cell 
response to allergen. Basophils, however, by virtue of their 
accessibility and the fact that they are the sole source of 
many of these mediators among blood leukocytes, continue 
to dominate the performance of in vitro assays assessing IgE- 
mediated responses.

Histamine and leukotriene C4 (LTC4) have potent 
 vaso-  and bronchoconstrictive properties and represent two 
classes of mediators released by mast cells and basophils that 
have long been at the core of assays used to assess allergic 
inflammation. Cytokines represent a third class of mediator 
released from cells expressing FcεR1, but unlike histamine 
and LTC4, they are generated de novo (1). In particular, hu-
man basophils secrete copious amounts of interleukin- 4 (IL- 
4) and IL- 13— arguably the two most important cytokines 
in allergic disease, given the primary role of these cytokines 
in regulating IgE synthesis from B cells. The importance of 
this has only recently been appreciated, with evidence that 
basophils in vivo are, indeed, a major source of this cytokine 
(2). Also, the activation- linked markers CD63 and CD203c 
continue to be popular as flow cytometry- based assays used 
as surrogate indicators of basophil degranulation and media-
tor release. Therefore, it has been the objective of this chap-
ter during the last three editions of this manual to focus on 
the laboratory procedures commonly performed for measur-
ing the release of these inflammatory mediators, both in vitro 
and in biological fluids. Rather than concentrating in detail 
on procedures that have changed little during the course of 
three decades, this chapter instead focuses more on recent 
approaches for measuring, for example, histamine, LTC4, 
cytokines, and markers but refers to previous editions when 
specific details are deemed necessary. Likewise, the assays 
used for the detection of tryptase (a mast cell product) and 
major basic protein (MBP, a product of eosinophils) have 
also changed little during the past 15 years or so and there-
fore are mentioned only briefly. Instead, some discussion of 
more novel cellular assays utilizing dendritic cells (DC) to 

assess the allergic condition is included. Of note, while sev-
eral technical advances have made these in vitro detection 
assays more applicable for clinical use, some of these meth-
ods remain time- consuming and are presently useful only in 
specialized clinical situations or for research purposes.

While these types of in vitro assays provide an important 
means to evaluate the mechanisms and pathways that reg-
ulate allergic inflammation, a number of complementary in 
vivo assays are routinely used to facilitate the diagnosis and 
management of patients with allergic disease. Most of these 
assays are based on the simple idea of challenging subjects 
with antigenic material to reproduce a biological response. 
Prick- puncture and intradermal skin testing represent the 
most common methods for diagnosing immediate hypersen-
sitivity to aeroallergens, food, venom, and medications in 
the clinic, while intranasal and whole- lung challenges are 
often used in the research setting to evaluate end- organ al-
lergen sensitivity as it relates to clinical symptoms.

HISTAMINE

Commercial and Laboratory Assays
Commercial assays for measuring histamine have become 
mainstream compared with other approaches, such as the 
automated fluorometric technique. However, this shift has 
been driven by availability rather than dependability and 
ease in performance. For instance, an enzyme immunoassay 
(EIA) and an enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
are offered by Cayman Chemicals and Immuno- Biological 
Laboratories, respectively, for the detection of histamine in 
a variety of biological specimens, including culture superna-
tant, urine, and plasma. These assays are sensitive, do not 
require specialized equipment, require small sample volumes 
(e.g., 0.050 to 0.100 ml), are less affected by high- protein 
contamination than automated fluorometry (see below), and 
are cost- effective for low- throughput needs. On the other 
hand, their dynamic range (~20–1.000 pg/ml) remains quite 
limited compared with the flurometric approach (~0.5–100 
ng/ml), which is less appealing when measuring histamine 
released from leukocyte/basophil suspensions.

The fluorometric approach was first automated in the 
mid- 1970s, making it possible to analyze 45 to 60 samples 
per hour with today’s machines. The chemistry behind the 
assay is described elsewhere (3). Briefly, histamine is first 
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extracted from the specimen and is coupled with ophthal-
aldehyde (OPT) using n- butanol from a salt- saturated, al-
kalinized solution to form a fluorescent product. Samples 
tested must be relatively free of protein and other interfer-
ing compounds such as histidine. Before the condensation 
step with OPT, histamine is back extracted into an aqueous 
solution of diluted HCl by adding heptane. The histamine- 
OPT complex is stable at an acid pH, which increases the 
fluorescence intensity of the compound. The chemicals uti-
lized require that proper ventilation be used to house the 
machine. Relatively larger sample volumes (0.6 to 1.0 ml) 
are also required. The major advantage of automated fluo-
rometry over other systems is its ability to rapidly process, 
with reproducibility and ease, a large quantity of samples, 
making it the method of choice when assaying histamine 
released from basophil or mast cell suspensions. It has also 
been useful for determining levels of histamine released at 
sites of experimental allergen challenge in the nose, lung, 
and skin by assaying fluids from lavages performed with 
normal saline. Fluorometric measurement of histamine in 
whole blood and in serum at concentrations greater than 
10% requires extensive acid precipitation and/or dialysis to 
remove protein, cumbersome manipulations that lead to a 
loss of assay sensitivity.

The radioenzymatic assay (REA), which involves 
the transfer of 3H-  or 14C- labeled methyl groups from S- 
adenosylmethionine to histamine by using the enzyme his-
tamine N- methyltransferase, is essentially no longer used in 
measuring histamine. While highly sensitive in detecting 
histamine (10 pg/ml) and not interfered by high protein, the 
assay is rather cumbersome, requiring a series of extractions 
and back extractions that are not automated as in the fluo-
rometric approach. The assay also requires a source of hista-
mine N- methyltransferase, which is typically derived from 
crude extracts of rat kidney (Pel- Freez, Rogers, AR). The 
assay is relatively time- consuming and lacks the reproduc-
ibility achieved with the automated fluorometric system. 
Presently, one must also establish this assay in- house, since 
greater appeal of the ELISA and EIA have diminished the 
commercial availability of the REA.

The standards used in the fluorometric assay are made 
from stock solutions prepared by accurately weighing an ap-
propriate amount of histamine dihydrochloride (see Appen-
dix). Standard solutions are stable at 4°C when diluted in 
water containing 2% HClO4. Commercial EIA and ELISA 
kits come with standards and should use diluent best rep-
resenting the samples to be tested but in the absence of 
HClO4, which interferes with the assay.

Clinical Indications for Measuring In Vitro BHR
Measurement of in vitro basophil histamine release (BHR) 
continues to serve as a valuable test for evaluating IgE- 
mediated reactions. In fact, the indications for the use of 
this method remain more extensive than those for any other 
in vitro test described in this chapter. Yet, because the pa-
rameters involved in the histamine release assay are exten-
sively described in previous editions of this book, they will 
be mentioned only briefly here.

evaluation of Allergic status
In vitro BHR can serve as a dependable and precise indicator 
of the allergic status of an individual, with few false positives 
compared with skin- testing techniques. Nonetheless, the 
presence of allergen- specific IgE is not sufficient and must be 
combined with the clinical history to indicate the presence of 
disease, given the widespread prevalence of IgE specific to in-
sect venoms, latex, and food allergens. Since many dilutions 

of an antigen can be tested for reactivity, the BHR assay can 
also be more quantitative than skin testing, which often re-
lies on a somewhat less precise endpoint. Basophil analyses 
can be performed safely using “crude” allergens and products 
not yet approved for in vivo use. However, any clinical appli-
cability is limited to a positive assay result, since in vitro BHR 
does not necessarily predict a negative skin test reaction. Due 
to the complexities of the assay, direct measures of specific 
IgE rather than histamine release are more commonly used 
in clinical practice (see chapter 82, this volume).

Demonstration of Ige Antibody Activity
Measuring BHR from normal donor leukocyte suspensions 
passively sensitized with IgE is a useful technique for de-
tecting allergen- specific antibody in the sera (or plasma) 
of patients presenting with clinical symptoms (6). In fact, 
BHR has some advantages over the more commonly used 
serological assays used in the detection of allergen- specific 
IgE. First, it gives a quick and precise assessment of whether 
serum contains biologically active IgE. The serological as-
says for IgE antibody, although more easily standardized, 
simply quantify the amount of IgE antibody in serum. Sec-
ond, very little antigen is often required to induce BHR. 
In contrast, the serological assay reagents require relatively 
larger quantities of allergen in order to be successfully bound 
to an insoluble matrix for subsequent binding of allergen- 
specific IgE from serum. Third, the BHR assay is excellent 
for studies investigating, by direct analysis and after passive 
sensitization, whether a patient has become sensitized to an 
uncommon allergen for which serological assay methods are 
not available. A disadvantage of these assays is their require-
ment for fresh leukocytes from a nonallergic subject whose 
cells can withstand the rigors of passive sensitization (see 
below) and retain responsiveness.

Quality Control of Prepared Allergens
It is often desirable to check the quality of allergens, whether 
commercially prepared or made in- house, by testing their 
ability to induce histamine release from leukocytes obtained 
from allergic donors. This is becoming particularly useful for 
immunotherapy studies for which modified allergens can be 
evaluated for biological activity or cross- reactivity prior to 
being used in vivo.

Alternative for skin testing
In some instances, it is desirable to avoid skin testing and 
to use the in vitro BHR assay as an alternative approach for 
evaluating allergic status. However, given the wide use of 
serological methods for detecting allergen- specific IgE, this 
particular indication is rarely practiced.

Test Procedures

Induction of Histamine Release from Washed 
Human Leukocytes: general Method
While there are presently many variations of the protocol 
originally described for inducing histamine release from 
basophils in vitro, these relate primarily to the method used 
for histamine analysis. Otherwise, little has changed in the 
40 years since its first description (4). The reader is there-
fore directed to previous editions of this book for specific 
details, as this section emphasizes only certain aspects of 
the assay. Also, the techniques described herein are, for the 
most part, used when histamine is analyzed by automated 
fluorometry.

Blood is drawn into a plastic syringe, preferably by using 
a butterfly infusion set with the needle size reflecting the 
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desired volume required for the assay. Usually, 1 ml of blood 
per reaction tube provides total histamine levels of approxi-
mately 20 ng, with some variation occurring among donors. 
Dextran sedimentation remains the method of choice for 
preparing washed leukocytes for histamine release, as it re-
quires little technical expertise and is the least manipulative 
of the cells. These issues are necessary to consider when both 
preparation time and retention of cell function are of great-
est importance. In this instance, whole blood is immediately 
transferred into disposable 50- ml polypropylene centrifuge 
tubes (catalog no. 25330; Corning Incorporated, Corning, 
NY), each containing 12.5 ml of dextran, 5.0 ml of 0.1 M 
EDTA, and 375 mg of dextrose, which allows proper mixing 
for up to 20 ml of blood. After sitting for 60 to 90 min at 
room temperature (23 to 25°C), the leukocyte- rich plasma 
layer is carefully removed and centrifuged and the cell pel-
let is washed two or three times in PIPES [piperazine- N,N′- 
bis(2- ethanesulfonic acid)]- albuminglucose (PAG) buffer 
(see Appendix) to remove platelets. It is sometimes useful 
to do one or more washes in PAG containing EDTA (~4 
mM), since this reagent chelates calcium and prevents plate-
let clumping. However, it is important that the final wash 
be done in the absence of EDTA, since histamine release re-
quires calcium, and residual EDTA may prevent the reaction 
cascade. After the final wash, the cell pellet is resuspended 
in PAG buffer containing 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 
(PAGCM) to a volume sufficient to allow the addition of the 
required amount of cells to each reaction tube, as per the pro-
tocol. Histamine release can be induced in almost any variety 
of test tube, but total reaction volumes usually range from 
0.1 to 1.0 ml. The washed leukocytes in PAGCM and the 
reaction tubes are then warmed separately in a 37°C water 
bath before mixing with one another. The total histamine 
content (called “completes”) is obtained by the lysis of cells 
in a duplicate set of reaction tubes using perchloric acid at 
a final concentration of 1.6%. The amount of histamine re-
leased spontaneously (usually less than 5% of the total) is 
determined by incubating cells in buffer alone. Reactions are 
allowed to proceed at 37°C for 30 to 45 min, at which time 
buffer is added to a 1- ml total volume, the cells are centri-
fuged, and the cell- free supernatants are decanted into 2- ml 
autoanalyzer cups (catalog no. 73.641; Sarstedt, Inc., Prince-
ton, NJ) and stored at 4°C in plastic racks (Elkay Products 
Inc., Shrewsbury, MA). To prevent evaporation, samples 
should be frozen at −20°C if histamine cannot be analyzed 
within 2 weeks. Any samples requiring added protein during 
the reaction may require acid precipitation in order to pre-
vent interference with histamine measurements using the 
automated fluorometric technique. In such instances, much 
of the protein can be precipitated prior to analysis by adding 
perchloric acid to the cell- free supernatant at a final con-
centration of 1.6%, incubating overnight at 4°C, and recen-
trifuging prior to analysis. Alternatively, histamine can be 
measured using either the REA or ELISA.

Inhibition of Histamine Release from Basophils
Inhibition of the standard BHR assay can be useful in mon-
itoring whether a patient’s serum contains an allergen- 
neutralizing blocking antibody (e.g., IgG antibody), as often 
happens during the course of immunotherapy (6). However, 
the assay has largely been replaced by immunoassays that 
directly measure specific IgG antibody. The reader is there-
fore directed to previous editions of this book for specific 
details of this assay. Although its clinical utility is somewhat 
limited, the inhibition of in vitro BHR is often used to de-
termine the effectiveness of pharmacologic agents. This test 
also involves a modification of the standard release assay but 

differs slightly from that used in measuring IgG antibodies. 
In brief, washed leukocytes are mixed with PAGCM alone 
or with several concentrations of the drug diluted in buffer. 
Final drug concentrations of 10− 4 M to 10− 6 M are useful for 
initial screening. After preincubation (usually for 10 to 15 
min) at 37°C, several concentrations of an allergen (or anti- 
IgE antibody) are added for an additional 45 min to induce 
BHR. Once again, it is best to use stimulus concentrations 
that cause roughly half of the maximal histamine release. 
In addition to the usual controls (completes and blanks), it 
is important to include cells incubated with drug alone to 
assess any lytic effects, as well as drugs diluted in buffer (no 
cells) to control for fluorescent compounds if the OPT- based 
assay is used.

Passive sensitization of Basophils
The basophils isolated from some donors express sufficient 
numbers of unoccupied FcεR1 sites to enable these cells to 
be passively sensitized with IgE antibody from an unrelated 
source. Thus, the serum or plasma of an allergic individual 
can be tested for antigen- reactive IgE antibodies by sen-
sitizing the basophils of a nonallergic donor and inducing 
BHR from these cells by using the antigen in question. The 
success of studies using this technique requires the use of 
nonallergic donors whose basophils normally release well 
in response to IgE- dependent stimulation and whose cells 
have naturally unoccupied FcεR1 sites that can be passively 
sensitized with IgE antibody. Since only an estimated 1 out 
of 20 nonallergic individuals has basophils that meet these 
criteria, lactic acid is often used to remove endogenous 
basophil- bound IgE, thereby increasing one’s ability to pas-
sively sensitize cells. In fact, the details of performing this 
procedure are outlined elsewhere (6) and are also described 
in previous editions of this chapter. As a result, it seems 
appropriate to note here only a few considerations, since 
the reader can refer to the above- mentioned references for 
specific information. First, these assays are best done using 
mixed leukocytes containing basophils. The lactic acid solu-
tion (pH 3.9) can be used effectively at room temperature 
(25°C) or on ice (4°C) for as long as 5 min. However, only 
partial removal of IgE is expected when performed on ice 
and with shorter treatment times. Treated cells are imme-
diately washed to remove unbound IgE before passive sen-
sitization (30 min at 37°C) with an appropriate dilution of 
patient serum in PAG containing 10 U of heparin/ml and 
4 mM EDTA. An important negative control includes acid- 
treated cells sensitized with an equal amount of irrelevant 
IgE in control serum. It is also important to leave a portion of 
cells untreated with acid solution in order to control for any 
effect this treatment may have on basophil responsiveness. 
After washing twice in PAG buffer, the leukocytes are tested 
for histamine release by using identical test conditions. The 
antigen- induced release of histamine by leukocytes passively 
sensitized with the patient’s serum, but not with control se-
rum, indicates positivity. Of course, non- passively sensitized 
cells should not react with the antigen, while cells subjected 
to all conditions of passive sensitization should still respond 
to anti- IgE used as a positive control.

LIPID MEDIATORS

Leukotriene C4
The secretion of LTC4 by basophils and mast cells is also 
rapid, nearly paralleling the release of histamine, and is 
essentially complete by 30 min after activation. IL- 3 en-
hances LTC4 levels generated by basophils in response to 
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IgE- dependent activation by nearly 100- fold, and follow-
ing IL- 3 priming, release of LTC4 occurs with stimulation 
by C5a, a secretagogue that alone does not normally cause 
the release of this mediator. Essentially no release of pros-
taglandins from basophils occurs in response to activation, 
indicating that cyclooxygenase enzyme activity is not prom-
inent in these cells. However, all human mast cells stud-
ied to date do produce prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), and lung 
and mucosal cells secrete levels of LTC4 nearly identical to 
those secreted by basophils but usually only in response to 
IgE- dependent stimuli.

While competitive RIAs have long been used in detect-
ing LTC4 (and PGD2), their requirement for radioactive 
isotopes and cumbersome protocols have given way to com-
mercial ELISA kits (Assay Designs and Cayman Chemi-
cals). These assays are also generally quite sensitive (~50 
pg/ml) and exhibit only slight cross- reactivity with LTD4 
and LTE4.

Clinical Indications

evaluation of Allergic status
LTC4 is generated from several cell types, including mono-
cytes and eosinophils. However, the formation and secre-
tion of this mediator from washed leukocytes can serve as an 
in vitro test of allergic status, since the basophil is the only 
cell in these preparations that responds to IgE- mediated 
stimulation. In practice, however, since histamine is re-
leased in parallel with LTC4 and the assays for measuring 
it are less cumbersome and more reliable, histamine is more 
often used as an index of allergen sensitivity. Nonetheless, 
measurements of LTC4 in biological specimens may be use-
ful in assessing the inhibitory actions of the 5- lipoxygenase 
inhibitors, which do not affect histamine release.

Test Procedures
Washed leukocytes are prepared from peripheral blood us-
ing dextran sedimentation, as described above for BHR; 
LTC4 and histamine release are assessed simultaneously. 
However, the reactions are done in a total volume of 0.1 
ml in PAGCM buffer. PAG buffer (0.2 ml) is added to all 
tubes at the end of the reaction, and after centrifugation, a 
portion of the supernatant (0.1 ml) is carefully removed for 
LTC4 analysis. An additional 0.5 to 0.8 ml of PAG buffer 
is then added to the reaction tubes, and following recentrif-
ugation, the supernatant is obtained for histamine analysis 
by automated fluorometry, as described above. By measuring 
the release of these two mediators from the same aliquot of 
cells, the LTC4 levels can be normalized to the amount of 
histamine released (i.e., picograms of LTC4 per nanograms 
of histamine).

CYTOKINE GENERATION BY BASOPHILS
Evidence has emerged during the past 20 years showing 
basophils to be an important source of cytokines that are 
essential for allergic inflammation (1). In particular, ba-
sophils secrete IL- 4 and IL- 13— two cytokines critical in 
promoting IgE production from B- lymphocytes, activating 
endothelium for the selective adherence and transendothe-
lial migration of eosinophils, and promoting development of 
the Th2 phenotype. The parameters important for the gen-
eration of these cytokines in basophils indicate that both 
proteins, much like histamine, are important correlates of 
immediate hypersensitivity. Both IL- 4 and IL- 13 are se-
creted following IgE cross- linking, and the concentration 
of a stimulus required for optimal release is nearly 10- fold 

less than that necessary for histamine release. IL- 4 protein 
levels peak after 4 to 6 hours of activation, with IL- 13 secre-
tion being somewhat slower, beginning at about 4 hours and 
peaking after some 20 hours of incubation. The generation 
of both cytokines is inhibited by the addition of cyclohex-
imide, suggesting that their production occurs de novo and 
that neither is stored and released during degranulation or 
produced minutes following stimulation, as is true for hista-
mine and LTC4.

Clinical Indications for Measuring In Vitro Basophil 
IL- 4 and IL- 13 Secretion
The clinical indications for measuring IL- 4 and IL- 13 are 
much the same as those described for measuring BHR. In-
deed, basophil cytokine production shows increased sensi-
tivity to IgE- mediated stimulation and is somewhat specific 
for this type of activation: C5a and N- formyl- methionyl- 
leucyl phenylalanine (FMLP), which are potent stimuli for 
histamine release, do not normally induce IL- 4 and IL- 13. 
Basophils from allergic subjects have been shown to se-
crete greater levels of IL- 13 in response to IL- 3 compared 
with those from non- allergic individuals (7). This response 
is particularly evident following allergen exposure (8, 9). 
Overall, these findings suggest a novel indication for mea-
suring basophil secretion of cytokines (particularly IL- 13), 
since these cytokines are observed in the absence of BHR 
and may also be indicative of underlying systemic Th2- 
like responses occurring as a result of allergen exposure. 
Nonetheless, the clinical applicability of measuring IL- 4 
and IL- 13 remains less than that of measuring BHR, since 
measuring these cytokines is time- consuming and requires 
multiple assay systems.

IL- 4 and IL- 13 Protein: Methods of Cytokine 
Detection
Measurements of IL- 4 and IL- 13 protein are most often 
done by ELISA, and many sources of commercial kits (or 
matched antibodies to make in- house plates) now exist with 
assay ranges of 1 pg/ml to 1 ng/ml. Since protocols described 
elsewhere in this manual are devoted to ELISA design, spe-
cific details will not be belabored here other than to make 
some general comments. First, when quantifying IL- 4 and 
IL- 13 protein by ELISA (as with any protein ELISA), prob-
lems may arise with inter- assay variation. This is particularly 
true since many assays, including commercially available 
kits, are supplied with standards that typically give differ-
ent results among assays. It is important, therefore, to cali-
brate in- house standards against a variety of other available 
standards, ideally those set by World Health Organization 
specifications.

It has become increasingly popular to monitor cytokine 
generation at the single- cell level by using multicolor flow 
cytometry. The technique requires the inclusion of a pro-
tein transport inhibitor, such as brefeldin A (1–10 μg/ml), 
which is added to cell cultures during stimulation to prevent 
the secretion of cytokines from activated cells. Intracellular 
cytokines are subsequently detected in paraformaldehyde 
(4%)- fixed, detergent (e.g., saponin, 0.1%)- permeabilized 
cells using fluorescence- conjugated antibodies. With the use 
of a two- color staining protocol, basophils account for most 
of the IL- 4 and IL- 13 produced in peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cell suspensions following in vitro stimulation with 
an allergen (10). While multicolor flow cytometry has sig-
nificant potential as an analytical technique for monitoring 
cytokine generation in specific cell types, particularly those 
found in low frequencies, its success depends on antibodies 
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that are compatible with fixation and permeabilization. 
These steps are necessary in allowing intracellular access 
by fluorescence- conjugated antibodies. These procedures, 
however, can often affect antigenic binding sites, making 
cytokines unrecognizable by antibodies (particularly those 
monoclonal in nature) that would ordinarily detect native 
protein. When antibodies do stain, it is important to estab-
lish specificity by performing neutralization experiments 
with unlabeled antibody.

Preparation of Basophil Suspensions for Cytokine 
and/or Mediator Release

enriched suspensions
Basophil- enriched suspensions are prepared by density cen-
trifugation on isotonic Percoll gradients to allow simultane-
ous assessment of cytokine secretion and histamine release. 
For IL- 4 and IL- 13 production, 5 ml of blood per reaction 
tube, approximately five times the amount required for his-
tamine release, is anticoagulated with 10 mM EDTA. The 
plasma layer, obtained following centrifugation (300 × g; 
15 min; 24°C), is aspirated without disturbing the leuko-
cyte interface (buffy coat). The buffy coat interface is then 
removed and transferred into a tube containing an equal 
volume of PAG- EDTA buffer (approximately 20 ml of buffy 
coat per 50 ml of whole blood). Diluted buffy coat (20 ml) 
is then layered onto gradients consisting of 12.5 ml of 55% 
isotonic Percoll (approximate density, 1.072 g/ml) underlaid 
with 12.5 ml of 61% isotonic Percoll (d ≈ 1.082 g/ml), as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that an alternative to performing 
this “double Percoll” approach is the simple use of the 61% 
Percoll solution for a “single Percoll” protocol. While this 
typically results in a basophil purity of less than 3%, it ade-
quately removes excessive red cells, producing a leukocyte 
suspension suitable for investigating cytokine expression by 
flow cytometry. In any case, the gradients are centrifuged 
(700 × g; 20 min; 24°C). The cells banding at the 55% Per-
coll interface and penetrating the top half of this layer are 
removed and discarded. Basophils are present in the fraction 
consisting of the lower half of the 55% Percoll layer, the 61% 
interface, and the upper half of this layer. These leukocytes 
are immediately transferred into clean tubes containing 

35 ml of PAG- EDTA buffer and centrifuged (150 × g; 10 
min; 24°C). After combining and transferring the cells into 
15- ml polypropylene tubes, the cells are washed twice in 
cold PAG (6 to 10 ml per wash). The mean percentage of 
basophils found in these fractions ranges from 5% to 50% 
(using the double Percoll approach), as determined by cell 
counts in Spiers- Levy chambers using alcian blue (11). Of 
note, these enriched suspensions allow concurrent analysis 
of multiple mediators within the same culture/tube simply 
because more total cells can be added without overcrowd-
ing, which is harder to do the more impure the suspension. 
When warranted, enriched suspensions also facilitate baso-
phil purification by negative selection using commercial kits 
(e.g., Miltenyi Biotec, StemCell Technologies). And, while 
the need for pure basophil suspensions is often not necessary 
in assessing mediator release and cytokine secretion, having 
this technology enables testing of substances that poten-
tially have a direct effect of function.

Culture Procedure
For cytokine protein secretion from basophils, leukocytes 
obtained directly or from Percoll gradients are resuspended 
in a culture medium such as Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s 
medium, pH 7.4, supplemented with 5% heat- inactivated 
(56°C for 30 min) fetal bovine serum, nonessential amino 
acids, and 5 μg of gentamicin per ml (C- IMDM). For si-
multaneous analysis of histamine release and IL- 4 protein 
secretion, basophil- enriched suspensions are prepared on 
Percoll gradients, and 100,000 to 200,000 basophils, accu-
rately enumerated by counting of alcian blue- stained cells, 
are added per well in a 96- well microtiter plate. The cells are 
added in 125 μl of C- IMDM and are brought to 37°C in a 
CO2 incubator (5% CO2), after which 125 μl of C- IMDM 
with or without a stimulus (e.g., a specific antigen) at 37°C 
is added for a 4- hour incubation. The cultures are then 
centrifuged, and the cell- free supernatants are collected for 
analysis. A portion of the supernatant is obtained for hista-
mine measurement by carefully removing the upper 25 to 
50 μl of supernatant and adding this to 1 ml of PAG buf-
fer containing 1.6% HClO4. After precipitation of protein 
overnight at 4°C, the histamine in the samples is measured 
by automated fluorometry (note: histamine measurements 

FIGURE 1 Diagrammatic representation of preparation of peripheral blood basophils by discontinuous 
Percoll density centrifugation. Leukocyte interface cells (buffy coat) are prepared from whole blood by 
centrifugation. Diluted buffy- coat cell suspensions are layered onto buffered isotonic gradients consisting 
of two Percoll densities (d) of 1.072 and 1.082 g/ml. Following centrifugation (700 × g, 20 min, at 24°C), 
basophils band on the 1.082- g/ml Percoll interface and range from 5 to 50% purity. v/v, vol/vol.
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using ELISA must be free of HClO4). Histamine release is 
reported as a percentage of the total histamine, which is 
measured by taking a portion of the starting leukocyte sus-
pension, containing a number of basophils proportional to 
the amount of supernatant used for analysis, for direct lysis 
in 1 ml of acid solution. The supernatant remaining is then 
collected for IL- 4 protein analysis by ELISA.

The conditions necessary for IgE- dependent secretion of 
IL- 13 are essentially the same as those important for IL- 4 
secretion, with the only difference being that detection of 
the former cytokine requires an 8-  to 20- hour incubation. 
Thus, the protocol described above for IL- 4 also applies to 
IL- 13 secretion, with the exception that longer incubation 
times are required.

BASOPHIL SURFACE ACTIVATION MARKERS: 
CLINICAL INDICATIONS
The so- called basophil activation markers (BAM), CD63, 
CD69, and CD203c have been put forward as surface mark-
ers that are sensitive to basophil activation after exposure to 
an allergen (CD63 and CD203c), exposure to IL- 3 (CD69), 
or exposure to other degranulation stimuli such as FMLP and 
ionophores. In particular, the commercially available basophil 
activation test (BAT) reportedly assesses IgE- dependent ac-
tivation of basophils in vitro by monitoring for the increased 
expression of CD63— a surrogate marker for BHR. This flow- 
based assay has become widely used, particularly in evaluating 
drug, food, and venom hypersensitivities. Likewise, CD203c 
(ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase family 
member 3) is a marker of blood basophils in which increased 
expression was recently shown to associate both in food al-
lergy and asthma (12, 13). The use of these activation mark-
ers as part of diagnostic evaluation of the presence of allergic 
reaction- specific IgE has been reported. However, several 
questions remain as to the specificity of these markers for di-
agnostic testing with specific allergens (14). As apparent from 
BHR assays, a broad range of allergen doses must be utilized to 
allow the use of these tests across a given population. Access 
to blood basophils for each individual allergen to be tested 
must be considered, as well as the potential that nearly 1 in 20 
subjects may have non- responding basophils, which may ham-
per the ability to interpret the results. In addition, IL- 3 is often 
added as an amplifier of IgE- dependent responses, yet this cy-
tokine can often directly induce basophil responses, thus in-
terfering with interpretations. The use of whole blood for assay 
of these surface markers is quite popular; however, the condi-
tions used for the lysis of contaminating red cells (see below) 
may also deliver an activation stimulus to the basophils. Other 
isolation strategies such as Percoll isolation may be desirable, 
but negative selection procedures for highly purified basophil 
preparation may evoke nonspecific basophil activation due 
to prolonged handling of basophils. In addition, controls to 
monitor for false signals from other cell types that bear CD69 
and CD63, such as adherent platelets, must be considered in 
these assays. Although some studies have shown expression 
of activation markers in parallel with histamine release from 
basophils, a very early study showed discordance between the 
elevation of activation marker expression and basophil his-
tamine release in response to a polyclonal anti- IgE stimulus 
(15). Thus, concerns remain regarding the use of these surface 
markers as diagnostic tests in assessing allergic status.

Standard Assay Approach
BAM assays are often conducted using heparinized whole 
blood (0.1 ml/assay tube), which is added to reaction tubes 
(e.g., flow cytometry test tubes) containing negative controls 

(buffer alone), positive controls (e.g., anti- IgE, anti- FcεRI 
antibody), and several concentrations of the test antigen. 
Fluorescently labeled antibodies are then added for the de-
tection of basophils and the BAM of interest. For example, 
phycoerythrin (PE)- labeled anti- CD123 (anti- CD123/PE) 
and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- labeled anti- CD303 
(anti- CD303/FITC) readily identified basophils from other 
leukocytes (16). BAM are then detected using allophyco-
cyanin (APC)- labeled antibodies (e.g., anti- CD63/APC). 
The presence or absence of other markers have also been 
useful in identifying basophils (e.g., CCR3+, CD203c+, 
MHC II−), and may function equally as well depending on 
the application. Once labeling for the markers of choice 
is complete, red blood cells are lysed using commercially 
available reagents (e.g., PhosFlow, BD Biosciences), thus fa-
cilitating subsequent analysis by flow cytometry. BAM val-
ues are generally reported as the percent positive basophils 
above the negative control. Net mean fluorescence inten-
sity (nMFI) is also often reported.

MAST CELL SPECIFIC MEDIATORS AND 
MARKERS

Tryptase
Tryptase is a neutral protease stored in large quantities in 
mast cells (roughly 10 pg per lung mast cell and up to 135 pg 
per skin mast cell). Several forms have been described (I, βII, 
III, α, and transmembrane tryptase), and all are found in mast 
cells. Only the mature form of tryptase, previously referred 
to as β- tryptase, and immature or protryptase, previously 
referred to as α- tryptase, are clinically relevant. Although 
tryptase is generally accepted as a mediator of immediate 
hypersensitivity, its biological role is not known. However, 
several in vitro activities of tryptase, such as its ability to sen-
sitize smooth muscle to histamine and to stimulate fibroblast 
proliferation, have suggested a direct role for this enzyme in 
conditions ranging from asthma to wound healing.

Assessment of In Vivo Mast Cell Activation: Clinical 
Indications
The ability to detect tryptase in many types of biological 
specimens, such as serum, bronchial lavage fluid, nasal la-
vage fluid, skin blister fluid, and tears, has made this enzyme 
a valuable marker of in vivo mast cell activation. In conjunc-
tion with histamine measurements, the detection of tryp-
tase is useful in determining the involvement of mast cells 
in immediate allergic responses occurring in many different 
reaction sites. Mature β- tryptase is released from mast cells 
within 15 min following in vitro degranulation and is the pre-
dominant form detected in the serum 1 to 2 hours following 
anaphylaxis (>1 μg/liter). However, immature α- protryptase 
is spontaneously secreted from mast cells and often elevated 
(>20 μg/liter) in mastocytosis patients, which reflects an in-
creased mast cell burden. Quantifying ratios of the immature 
and mature forms of tryptase in serum provides the best indi-
cation of mast cell activation (16). Additional details regard-
ing tryptase detection are found in chapter 85.

test Procedures for Detection of tryptase
Tryptase is often measured using ELISA, with anti- lung 
tryptase primary and biotinylated secondary antibodies in 
a two- site immunoenzymatic assay. Polyclonal antibodies 
are also useful for detecting tryptase by RIA, although 
nonspecific binding and protein interference are often 
problematic. Human lung mast cell tryptase is often used 
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as a standard in both the ELISA and RIA techniques and 
requires extensive purification protocols. Recombinant 
tryptase is available, but its usefulness as a standard has 
not been fully determined. It is also now possible to mea-
sure immature pro- tryptase using the commercially avail-
able ImmunoCAP assay (Thermofisher Scientific/Phadia, 
Uppsala, Sweden), which is designed as a sandwich immu-
noassay involving a cellulose- derivative solid- phase com-
ponent. The assay is reported to be suitable for serum or 
nasal lavage specimens collected 15 min to 3 hours after 
mast cell activation.

Prostaglandin D2
PGD2 is a pro- inflammatory mediator released from mast 
cells (roughly 60 ng/106 cells) upon IgE- dependent activation 
and is capable of causing bronchoconstriction, dilation, and 
increased permeability of the microvasculature via binding 
to the DP1 receptor. Also, PGD2 is an important chemoat-
tractant, selectively recruiting cells (e.g., eosinophils, baso-
phils, Th2) expressing a second receptor, DP2, (also known 
as CRTH2). PGD2 assays should be performed as quickly as 
possible, especially when skin mast cells are involved, since 
this mediator is susceptible to degradation even when stored 
at –20°C. PGD2 is most often measured using a competitive 
RIA, either a commercially available or an in- house assay. 
Because of the technical problems observed, especially with 
high- protein- concentration fluids, some laboratories have 
developed gas chromatographic technology, which is con-
sidered the method of choice for detection of prostanoids in 
biologic fluids. Adding tetradeuterated standards overcomes 
problems of differential degradation, and chromatography of 
samples using Sep- Pak columns removes interfering proteins 
and other substances in biologic matrices. PGD2 is not reg-
ularly analyzed as a mediator of allergic inflammation, since 
tryptase is more readily detected in the same biological spec-
imens and is generally accepted as a more specific marker of 
mast cell activation.

DENDRITIC CELLS: INNATE IMMUNE 
RESPONSES
Blood dendritic cell (DC) subtypes are gaining distinction 
in allergic disease for possessing impaired innate immune 
responses but also the capacity to induce Th2 responses. As 
a result, they are being increasingly used in cellular assays 
indicative of the allergic status (16). While the clinical ap-
plicability of these assays remains limited at this time, we 
discuss a few selected assays here because they are predicted 
to gain greater validation in the future.

IFN- α: Clinical Indication and Assay
Although plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) constitute <0.5% of 
the PBMC isolated from blood, they are the predominant (if 
not sole) source of IFN- α and other type I IFNs upon stimu-
lation with TLR7/9 agonists (18). Yet, there are now several 
reports indicating that this response is impaired among sub-
jects suffering from allergic disease and that events occur-
ring from the cross- linking of the IgE receptors expressed by 
these cells may account for this deficiency (19–22). More-
over, there is evidence suggesting that these responses im-
prove in subjects undergoing allergen immunotherapy (IT) 
and therefore may become useful in monitoring one’s course 
during this treatment (23). A straightforward assay to as-
sess IFN- α production involves stimulating PBMCs (or the 
basophil-depleted cells on the 1.075-g/ml Percoll interface 
shown in Fig. 1) with DNA oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN) 
containing unmethylated CpG motifs, which activate pDC 

within the suspension via TLR9. In particular, ODN- 2216 
is a well- known type A ODN that induces potent IFN- α 
responses, especially when synthesized with a phosphothio-
ated backbone to preserve its stability in culture. Its nu-
cleotide sequence consists of two CpG motifs, and there 
are now several companies (e.g., TriLink Biotechnologies, 
San Diego, CA; IBA Inc., Göttingen, Germany; Coley 
Pharmaceutical- Pfizer, Wellesley, MA) that will synthesize 
various ODNs as stimuli of IFN- α production by pDC. We 
typically use ODN- 2216 at 100 nM to activate PBMC (1.25 
× 106 per 0.250 ml C- IMDM). After incubating cultures for 
18 to 20 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2, cell- free supernatants are 
harvested and assayed for IFN- α using commercial ELISAs. 
These IFN- α values are then normalized to picograms/106 
pDCs by determining the frequency of CD123+BDCA2+ 
pDCs within an aliquot of the PBMC suspension using flow 
cytometry. TLR7- specific stimuli, including single- stranded 
RNA viruses (e.g., influenza A, rhinovirus) and synthetic 
compounds (e.g., R848), also induce potent IFN- α re-
sponses and have been used in assessing pDC responses. It is 
important to emphasize that there are now many (~20) dif-
ferent species of IFN- α. And while these potentially cross- 
react with detection antibodies, most ELISAs to date report 
specificity for IFNα2. Finally, both pDCs and myeloid DCs 
(mDCs) have been shown to support T- cell responses to 
allergen, suggesting that these adaptive immune responses 
may also function as assays to monitor allergic inflamma-
tion. Naturally, the requirement to purify these rare DC 
subtypes makes these assays technically challenging, thus 
lessening their clinical relevance at this time. As a result, 
the reader is referred elsewhere for an in- depth description 
of how these assays are performed (16), since they are be-
yond the scope of this chapter.

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF IN VITRO ASSAYS
The above assays are not regulated by the Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement Act of 1988. Therefore, inter- laboratory 
proficiency surveys are not available. However, there are 
critical steps that can be taken to ensure the validity of the 
analytical measurements. First, when the allergic status of an 
individual is evaluated, it is important to include controls 
to ensure basophil reactivity, especially when the challeng-
ing allergen does not induce the release of the mediator in 
question. For histamine and LTC4 release, but also BAM 
expression, this inclusion is most commonly achieved by 
stimulating basophils with anti- IgE antibody and/or with 
FMLP, which are both quite effective in inducing the release 
of these mediators from basophils obtained from most do-
nors. For IL- 4 and IL- 13 protein, anti- IgE antibody alone is 
usually sufficient to induce the secretion of these cytokines 
from most donors’ basophils. However, as noted above, a cal-
cium ionophore (ionomycin or A23187) has been shown to 
be a potent and relatively specific stimulus for the secretion 
of both cytokines by basophils. The lack of reactivity with 
these stimuli could indicate that calcium is missing from the 
reaction buffer or that the temperature is not 37°C, but at 
≥40°C. It is also important that IL- 3 will often enhance 
the IgE- mediated release of all of the above- listed mediators 
and BAM and may be employed when basophils show mar-
ginal release in response to an antigen alone. In contrast, 
false- positive histamine release may occur as a result of cell 
lysis due to solvents found in allergen preparations. In this 
instance, it is important to include controls showing that, 
in the absence of allergen, the solvents cause no additional 
release above the spontaneous release (blanks). Similarly, in 
studies investigating substances that inhibit mediator release, 
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it is important to show that final concentrations of the sol-
vent (e.g., dimethyl sulfoxide) have no effect on secretion.

There are several other factors to consider when perform-
ing the assays that directly measure mediators and markers 
of allergic inflammation. The first deals with the general 
use of standards for these assays. Stock solutions should al-
ways be prepared using established methodology to prevent 
inter- assay variability. Storing these in small aliquots avoids 
repeated freeze/thaw conditions that may result in loss of 
activity. It is also extremely important that the standards be 
prepared in diluent identical to or closely resembling that 
found in the test samples. For example, when culture super-
natants are tested for IL- 4 or IL- 13 protein, it is important 
that the standards be diluted in medium identical to that 
used in the cultures, since medium- containing serum may 
produce different background levels compared with buffer 
containing little to no protein. Finally, data analysis for 
these assays is greatly facilitated by the use of computer ap-
plication programs, which are often commercially available 
from equipment manufacturers. They are especially helpful 
for histamine measurements determined by automated fluo-
rometry, in which many samples can be assayed at a given 
time and the data can be saved and stored for later access 
and rapid analysis.

IN VIVO DIAGNOSTIC ALLERGY TESTING: 
SKIN TESTING
Allergen skin testing is a convenient, rapid, and cost- 
effective screening modality for the detection of IgE- 
mediated conditions. A positive skin test indicates the 
presence of allergen- specific IgE bound to FcεRI on the 
surface of mast cells. Introduction of allergen into the skin 
either by prick- puncture or by needle injection crosslinks 
the allergen- specific IgE on the surface of local mast cells, 
leading to degranulation and mediator release, as described 
above, that produces a sharply demarcated area of edema 
(wheal) and an even larger area of erythema (flare). Some 
individuals also develop a late- phase reaction (LPR) at skin 
test sites, characterized by warmth, deep tissue edema, er-
ythema, and pruritus that typically resolves over 24 to 48 
hours. LPRs are instigated by mast cell- derived mediators 
but do not predict clinical symptoms and are therefore not 
useful in the diagnosis of allergic disease (24). Subjects har-
boring IgE specific to an allergen are said to be “sensitized” 
to that allergen. However, the diagnosis of an allergic disor-
der also requires a clinical history and/or allergen challenge 
that supports a causal relationship between exposure to the 
allergen and the development of allergic symptoms.

As noted above, alternatives to allergen skin testing are 
available, including serum assays that allow direct mea-
surement of allergen- specific IgE antibodies (see chapter 
82). Naturally, some situations mandate the use of in these 
in vitro assays over the use of skin testing, especially in indi-
viduals deemed to be at high risk for an anaphylactic reac-
tion to testing, those with severe poorly controlled asthma, 
or patients who have experienced severe reactions following 
exposure to minute amounts of allergen. However, systemic 
reactions following prick- puncture testing are exceedingly 
rare (<0.001%), with only one case of fatal anaphylaxis 
ever reported (25, 26). Patients with extensive dermatitis or 
dermatographism as well as those who cannot withhold in-
terfering medications (either those that interfere with inter-
pretation of skin test results or those that inhibit treatment 
of anaphylaxis) may also not be candidates for skin testing. 
A recent episode of anaphylaxis can lead to false- negative 
results since skin mast cells can persist in a hypoactive state 

for at least 4 weeks following a severe allergic reaction. As-
sessment of basophil mediator release and expression of ac-
tivation markers as described above is another strategy to 
investigate the role of IgE in clinical symptoms. The relative 
sensitivity of in vivo and in vitro testing varies, depending on 
the particular antigen being tested. Many early comparative 
studies suggested that skin testing is more sensitive than in vi-
tro tests; however, most of these studies were performed with 
earlier generations of in vitro tests, and newer versions appear 
to give comparable diagnostic sensitivity and specificity (27).

Clinical Indications

Aeroallergen Assessment
Skin testing with a panel of aeroallergen extracts of clin-
ical relevance to the geographical area where testing is 
performed or symptoms are experienced is a primary means 
of diagnosing allergic rhinitis, asthma, and conjunctivitis. 
Assessment using the prick- puncture method has excellent 
positive predictive value. A positive intradermal test for an 
aeroallergen in the setting of a negative prick- puncture test 
has low positive predictive value for predicting symptoms 
following allergen exposure (28).

Food Allergy Assessment
The use of in vivo tests for the diagnosis of food allergy are 
discussed in detail in chapter 84.

stinging- Insect Assessment
The diagnosis of Hymenoptera venom allergy requires a 
clinical history of a sting that elicited a systemic allergic 
reaction, as well as evidence of venom- specific IgE. For in 
vivo testing, intradermal injection is required for definitive 
diagnosis when prick- puncture testing is negative. Initially, 
prick- puncture testing is started at 100 μg/ml. If negative, 
the protocol proceeds with intradermal testing with venom 
concentrations between 0.001–0.01 μg/ml, and injections 
are advanced in logarithmic increases to 1.0 μg/ml. Con-
centrations higher than 1.0 μg/ml may result in irritant 
reactions (29). If skin testing is negative in patients with 
a convincing history, in vitro testing should be performed 
and skin testing should be repeated in 6 to 12 weeks. These 
two methods of testing can provide complementary infor-
mation, as up to 20% of skin test- positive patients have un-
detectable venom- specific IgE, and 10 to 20% of patients 
with negative skin tests have positive in vitro studies (30, 
31). Together, skin testing and in vitro studies identify ap-
proximately 98% of patients who will develop a systemic 
allergic reaction to a subsequent sting.

Medications Adverse Reaction Assessment
Skin testing can be a helpful diagnostic tool when the adverse 
reaction to a medication is suspicious for an IgE- mediated 
mechanism. However, in many instances, the relevant anti-
gen is not the parent compound and therefore is not com-
mercially available for testing. Interpreters must keep in mind 
that the antigenic epitope responsible for the reaction may 
be a metabolized product of the parent compound. Currently, 
the only group of medications for which skin testing has been 
validated and standardized is beta- lactam antibiotics. Skin 
testing is the preferred method for identifying patients at risk 
for penicillin- induced anaphylactic reactions, because this 
method is more sensitive than in vitro assays for penicillin- 
specific IgE. The minimal reagents required for penicillin skin 
testing include the major determinant, penicilloyl- polylysine 
(Pre- Pen), and the minor determinant, penicillin G, al-
though a minor determinant mixture that also includes 
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penicilloate and penilloate can be used if available. How-
ever, most studies have suggested that the negative predictive 
value of skin testing with Pre- Pen plus the minor determinant 
mixture was similar to Pre- Pen plus penicillin G alone (32, 
33). Prick- puncture testing is usually performed first, followed 
by intradermal testing if the prick- puncture tests are nega-
tive. Approximately 50% of patients who have a positive skin 
test for penicillin develop an immediate- type allergic reac-
tion following exposure to penicillin (33, 34–37). However, 
a negative test confers a 97 to 99% negative predictive value 
(32, 35, 37–39). While the availability of Pre- Pen had been 
plagued with manufacturing issues, this product became com-
mercially available again in the United States in 2009.

Procedures
Several preparatory measures are required for successful 
testing outcomes. All interfering medications must be dis-
continued in order to achieve interpretable results. Second- 
generation H1 antihistamines (cetirizine, loratadine) should 
be discontinued for 7 days prior to testing, while 1 to 3 days 
is typically sufficient for first- generation nonselective anti-
histamines (diphenhydramine) (40). Hydroxyzine should 
be discontinued at least 96 hours prior to testing, H2 re-
ceptor antagonists (ranitidine, cimetidine) for 48 hours, 
and tricyclic antidepressants for 7 to 14 days (41). In gen-
eral, systemic glucocorticoids, inhaled or intranasal gluco-
corticoids, decongestants, inhaled beta agonists, cromolyn, 
and leukotriene receptor antagonists do not affect skin test 
responses (42, 43). Topical steroids can transiently reduce 
the frequency of skin mast cells, and therefore, skin testing 
should be performed on non- treated areas of skin (44, 45). 
Finally, patients who received omalizumab, a humanized 
anti- IgE monoclonal antibody, may exhibit reduced skin 
test responses for as long as 6 months following discontin-
uation of the drug. In vitro assays should be considered an 
alternative in patients with dermatographism or active der-
matitis, given the increased risk of obtaining false- positive 
results. Testing can be performed on pregnant patients but 
is not advisable unless the information gained from testing 
is deemed to outweigh the risk of adverse effects on the fetus 
if a systemic reaction occurs. Although systemic reactions 
are rare, a supervising physician and resuscitation materials 
should always be on hand. First- line treatment for a systemic 
reaction is 0.3 ml of 1:1000 aqueous epinephrine for adults 
and 0.01 ml/kg of body weight (up to 0.3 ml) for children, 
administered intramuscularly (46). Other resuscitative ma-
terials should include antihistamines, corticosteroids, ox-
ygen, and normal saline for volume replacement. Patients 
with life- threatening reactions should be transported to the 
nearest emergency department. The risk of systemic reac-
tion is higher with intradermal testing; therefore, a practical 
approach is to use prick- puncture testing for screening and 
intradermal testing for confirming equivocal or negative per-
cutaneous tests (47). While intradermal testing does have 
much greater sensitivity, it also produces more false- positive 
results. Intradermal testing is primarily used in the diagno-
sis of venom allergy and is not recommended for diagnosing 
food or latex allergy due to an unacceptably high rate of sys-
temic reactions to testing. The number of individual extracts 
tested is dependent on many variables, including the pa-
tient’s clinical history, geographical area, age, and knowledge 
of antigen cross- reactivity. Skin testing can be performed 
at any age. Skin reactivity generally increases throughout 
childhood and then plateaus in the teenage years. Although 
both infants and older adults may exhibit smaller positive 
results, skin testing can still be clinically useful in these age 
groups (48, 49).

Testing sites are cleansed with 70% isopropyl alcohol 
and marked for identification. Using barrier precautions, 
allergen extracts of known composition are introduced into 
the skin, usually on the volar surface of the arm or the up-
per back. While the forearm may produce smaller wheals 
than the skin on the back, the difference is not thought to 
be clinically relevant (50). Individual tests should have suf-
ficient spacing, usually 2.5 cm, and should not be placed 
within 5 cm of the wrist or 3 cm of the antecubital fossa. 
False- positive results from adjacent reactions are unlikely if 
there are at least 2 cm between individual test sites (50).

Controls
Positive and negative controls must be applied in the absence 
of interfering medications. Histamine as a positive control 
must be read at 10 to 15 min to achieve peak reactivity. His-
tamine dichloride (10 mg/ml for epicutaneous use and 0.001 
mg/ml for intradermal use) is typically used as the positive 
control and the same diluent used for the allergen extracts 
(usually glycerinated saline) as the negative control.

Prick- Puncture tests
Several devices and techniques can be used to perform the 
prick- puncture test. The purpose is to introduce a small 
quantity of allergen into the skin after interruption of the 
epidermal barrier. Disposable lancets on single or multi- 
tipped devices (which allow application of multiple aller-
gens simultaneously) as well as various needles can be used 
for the prick- puncture technique. The type of testing device 
used can influence the results (51, 52). For example, multi- 
tipped devices generally produce more false- negative results 
than single- tipped devices, but can be useful for rapid testing 
of multiple allergens (51, 53, 54). Additional variables in-
volved in testing include the angle and depth of penetration 
and the force applied by the applicator. Proper application 
should not cause excessive trauma or bleeding at the site. 
Single-  and multi- tipped devices often simultaneously place 
a drop of allergen extract while puncturing the skin. If such 
devices are not used, a drop of extract is placed on the skin, 
and the needle or lancet is used to prick through the extract.

Intradermal tests
Intradermal testing is usually performed on the volar as-
pect of the arm to allow application of a tourniquet in the 
event of a systemic reaction. The concentration used is usu-
ally 100-  to 1,000- fold more dilute than the concentration 
used in the prick- puncture method. The skin test site is first 
cleansed and marked for allergen identification. Using a 
26-  or 27- gauge tuberculin needle, 0.01–0.05 ml of diluted 
extract is introduced into the skin. With the skin held taut, 
the needle is inserted bevel down at a 45- degree angle to the 
skin. After initial insertion, the syringe is lowered parallel 
to the skin and advanced only sufficiently to provide an in-
tradermal injection. A small wheal about 3 mm in diameter 
is usually formed. A new needle is used for each injection.

Interpretation
Quality interpretation can depend on many variables, in-
cluding skin color, testing site, skin reactivity, and reader 
skill. Histamine- positive controls are ideally read 10 min 
after application and allergen extracts after 15 to 20 min. 
Reporting in a standardized manner as recommended by 
the American College of Allergy, Asthma, and Immu-
nology and the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, 
and Immunology should include subject name and date of 
birth, longest diameter of wheal and flare in millimeters, 
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device used, time, date, reader, and extracts tested. A 
semi- quantitative manner of reporting using, for example, 
1+, 2+, is not advised due to marked inter- physician vari-
ability in reporting results this way, other than for extreme 
positive results (55). A positive prick puncture test is de-
fined as either a wheal equal to or larger in size than that 
elicited by the histamine control (which usually produces 
a wheal of at least 3 mm) or a wheal diameter of 3 mm or 
greater compared with the diluent control. For intradermal 
testing, a wheal of 5 mm or larger is considered positive; 
the clinical significance of smaller positive reactions has 
been debated (56). In general, prick- puncture testing is 
considered more specific but less sensitive than intrader-
mal testing. False- positives with intradermal testing may 
be due to the presence of naturally occurring histamine 
or other vasoactive amines, endotoxin, or other skin ir-
ritants in the extracts, especially those for venom, molds, 
and food. Interpretation of all skin tests is dependent on 
clinical correlation and an understanding of testing limita-
tions, since the presence of IgE antibodies does not always 
imply symptom culpability.

Reagents

Reconstitution, stability, and storage
The potency and quality of the allergen extracts used for test-
ing can drastically alter the results. Currently, 19 allergens, 
including grass pollens, cat hair, dust mite, ragweed, and Hy-
menoptera venoms are standardized in potency units. How-
ever, the other extracts, including all commercially available 
food extracts, are not. Non- standardized extracts are supplied 
in weight per volume and, therefore, may have significant 
variation in lot- to- lot concentration (57). The thermal sta-
bility, compatibility, and cross- reactivity of allergen extracts 
are critical to consider when storing and mixing different 
reagents for testing and/or allergen immunotherapy. Aller-
gen extract potency deteriorates with time, dilution, and 
increased temperature. Several studies have demonstrated 
extract degradation with higher temperatures, fungal and 
insect protease activity, and percent glycerin of diluent (58, 
59). Glycerinated extracts protect unstable allergens from de-
naturation, inhibit protease degradation, and increase ther-
mal stability. Diluted extracts need to be remixed every 2 to 3 
months in buffered saline or normal saline diluent and every 
6 months in 10% glycerin or human serum albumin diluent. 
Allergen extracts should be stored at 4°C.

A number of recombinant allergens are undergoing pre- 
clinical and clinical studies but are not yet licensed for use 
in skin testing or immunotherapy. Recombinant allergens 
may be advantageous since they can be produced with 
greater purity and stability, although critical antigen epi-
topes may be excluded when single recombinant allergens, 
versus their natural counterparts, are used. The diagnostic 
and therapeutic uses of recombinant allergens await further 
study (60, 61).

AIRWAY CHALLENGES
While both skin and serologic testing can provide insight 
into the antigens that elicit IgE- mediated reactions, these 
tests do not predict the nature or intensity of clinical symp-
toms in a given individual when exposed to those allergens. 
For this reason, allergen challenges of either the upper (in-
tranasal) or lower (bronchial) airway can be done to further 
assess the relationship between a patient’s allergen sensitiv-
ities and their development of rhinitis and/or asthma symp-
toms following allergen exposure.

Clinical Indications
Airway challenges, either intranasal or bronchial, can be used 
to determine whether a single allergen may be responsible for 
symptoms of either rhinitis or asthma or both conditions. In 
general, most allergists use a combination of patient- reported 
rhinitis symptoms and positive skin tests to identify the most 
likely culprit of allergic nasal symptoms. Intranasal challenges 
are more often used to determine the effect of anti- allergic 
drugs in an experimental setting. Bronchial challenge can be 
done to assess airway reactivity in the diagnosis of asthma 
but has also been utilized to determine the effectiveness of 
pharmacologic agents. Two bronchial challenge models that 
have been developed to mimic allergic asthma are the whole- 
lung and segmental antigen challenges. Segmental challenge 
involves installation of antigen solution through a broncho-
scope into a sub- segment of the lung. Since it may be per-
formed only by those trained in bronchoscopy and is used 
almost exclusively for research investigation, it will not be 
discussed further in this chapter. Whole- lung antigen chal-
lenge can be used both as a diagnostic and as a research tool 
and is useful in determining relevant environmental stimuli, 
including occupational exposures that may be provoking 
asthma symptoms in a patient who cannot define exacerbat-
ing factors. In addition to its diagnostic application, whole- 
lung antigen challenge is also used to determine the effects of 
treatment methods to block allergic physiologic changes and 
asthmatic symptoms. Bronchial challenge with nonspecific 
agents (e.g., methacholine, histamine) can also be used to 
assess bronchial reactivity and are discussed further in prior 
editions of this manual.

Both intranasal and whole- lung antigen challenges ini-
tiate allergic reactions and may precipitate bronchocon-
striction. Therefore, these procedures should be performed 
only by trained personnel equipped to treat such emergen-
cies. Neither intranasal nor whole- lung antigen challenges 
should be performed during asthma exacerbations, because 
doing so may make the flare worsen and may also lead to 
aberrant results due to the increase in nonspecific bronchial 
reactivity that can occur during asthma flares. In general, 
it is not recommended that whole- lung antigen challenge 
be performed if the forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) 
is <60% of predicted values (62). Other health problems 
such as underlying heart disease must also be considered, 
since whole- lung antigen challenge may result in prolonged 
bronchoconstriction and, potentially, hypoxia.

Test Procedures

Intranasal Challenge
Several methods have been developed to test the effect of 
antigen exposure on the nasal mucosal surface in allergic 
reactions. The decision of which allergens to test usually 
depends on the patient’s clinical history and sensitivities 
as determined by skin testing and/or serologic testing. 
Nasal provocation tests using standardized allergens are 
usually started at an initial concentration of 1:1,000 and 
then increased at log or half- log intervals. For other aller-
gens, 1/1,000 of the concentration that elicits a positive 
prick- puncture test can be used as the starting dose (63). 
Sequential dose increments are usually given in 10-  to 15- 
min intervals, but this varies depending on the allergen and 
the patient’s sensitivity. A diluent solution (in which the 
allergen is dissolved) is first applied to detect nonspecific 
responses, followed by application of the allergen. The al-
lergen can be applied using several methods, but the most 
commonly used methods include a spray pump or nebulizer 
that instills allergen into the nares or a micropipette that 
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deposits the allergen solution directly on the inferior turbi-
nate. The patient should be seated and hold his/her breath 
during application to prevent allergen from entering the 
lower respiratory tract. Several outcomes can be followed, 
including symptom scores (e.g., sneezes, itchiness, rhi-
norrhea, nasal obstruction, ocular symptoms), measure-
ments of nasal patency by rhinometry, and inflammatory 
responses (e.g., cell differentials and inflammatory medi-
ator concentrations in nasal lavage fluid, nasal brushings, 
or nasal biopsies) (64). The quantity and weight of nasal 
secretions can also be measured from paper disks placed 
on the nasal mucosa for a defined period of time. Alter-
natively, the weight and/or number of paper tissues into 
which a subject has blown his or her nose is determined 
(65). Generally, both a symptom score and an objective 
measure of nasal obstruction are recommended. Outcomes 
are typically assessed at baseline, following application of 
the inert diluent, and after each dose of allergen. Com-
pletion of the challenge protocol may be determined by a 
preordained level of symptoms or physiologic changes or 
by administration of a defined number of individual aller-
gen concentrations.

Since there is no standardized protocol for intranasal 
challenge, and different investigators have used a wide vari-
ety of methods and doses of antigen instillation, the repro-
ducibility of intranasal challenges is not well- established. 
To improve the reliability of results, the patient should be 
asymptomatic at the time of the challenge, the procedure 
should not be performed during the peak pollen season, 
and at least 1 week should be left between tests in order 
to reduce the “priming” effect, in which an exposure to an 
allergen augments the response to subsequent exposure to 
the same allergen.

Whole- Lung Antigen Challenge
Allergen inhalation challenges are invaluable to study the 
mechanisms of asthma and the potential of new asthma 
therapeutics but can induce severe bronchoconstriction. 
Therefore, the dose of allergen used must be chosen care-
fully so that it will induce a sufficient airway response but 
still be safe for the patient. The starting dose of allergen 
used is typically determined using end point dilution intra-
dermal skin testing, in which 10- fold allergen dilutions are 
injected into a patient’s skin, and the wheal measured 15 
min later (66). The concentration given intradermally is 
then increased at 15- min intervals until a wheal response of 
10 mm is obtained. One log higher than this concentration 
is used to initiate the inhaled challenge.

The choice of an apparatus to deliver aerosolized solu-
tions is important for delivering test doses reliably. The 
Wright and DeVilbiss nebulizers are commonly used. The 
Wright nebulizer generates an aerosol that is inhaled by 
tidal breathing for 2 min for each dose. The flow rate on 
the nebulizer is adjusted to achieve an output of 0.13 ml/
min. Optimal particle size from the nebulizer is 0.5 to 2 
μm, which is ideal for allergen delivery to the small air-
ways; larger particles are deposited in the mouthpiece 
and upper airway, and smaller particles are lost through 
exhalation (67). At the start of the procedure, baseline 
pulmonary function testing is performed, and the FEV1 
is recorded. Next, the subject takes five breaths of sterile 
10% phosphate- buffered saline solution used as a diluent 
via the nebulizer. Spirometry is performed 3 min later. If 
the FEV1 decreases by more than 10%, the study should 
be terminated since the specificity of the antigen challenge 
cannot be evaluated. Five breaths of the initial antigen 
concentration are then inhaled, and the FEV1 is measured 

10 min later. Five breaths of half- log- increasing concen-
trations of antigen are inhaled at 10- min intervals until 
either a >20% decrease in FEV1 or the maximum dose is 
achieved. At this point, bronchodilators can be adminis-
tered to immediately relieve the bronchoconstriction, or 
hourly pulmonary function measurements can be made to 
determine whether the subject experiences an asthmatic 
late- phase reaction. The presence of a late- phase reaction 
is defined as an FEV1 measurement 4 to 8 hours after the 
whole- lung antigen challenge that is <15% of the saline 
control FEV1 measurement. The physiologic mechanisms 
behind late- phase reactions are unclear but may involve 
smooth muscle constriction, airway edema, and mucus 
hyperproduction that causes airflow obstruction. Approx-
imately 30% to 40% of subjects who have at least a 20% 
immediate decrease in FEV1 with whole- lung antigen 
challenge experience a late- phase reaction.

Whole- lung allergen challenges are considered to be the 
most definitive method to test the specificity of a particular 
antigen to cause bronchial reactions. False- positive reac-
tions can occur when the antigen is given in high enough 
concentrations to cause asthma symptoms in allergic rhi-
nitis patients or normal subjects who previously had never 
experienced asthma. The reproducibility of whole- lung 
allergen challenge from day to day is less than 2- fold in 
concentration and is improved if the prechallenge FEV1 is 
within 10% on the two challenges.

SUMMARY
It is now possible to measure a number of inflammatory me-
diators released from cells participating in allergic disease. 
Measurement of the release of preformed histamine from 
peripheral blood basophils challenged with a specific anti-
gen is among several tests available, and histamine release 
remains a valuable in vitro correlate of immediate hyper-
sensitivity reactions. However, other mediators that have 
a role in allergic inflammation, such as LTC4 and IL- 4, are 
also generated by basophils upon IgE- dependent activation, 
and in vitro assays have recently been developed to measure 
these products. These assays, combined with those long 
used for in vivo assessment of immediate hypersensitivity 
reactions, have significantly added to our understanding of 
the parameters, mechanisms, and pharmacologic control of 
allergic inflammation.

APPENDIX

Special Reagents and Equipment
RFA 300 rapid flow analyzer for histamine measurement by fluoro-
metry (Astoria- Pacific International, Clackamas, OR)

Filtered Reagents for Fluorometry
Phosphoric acid (0.73 M)
30% NaCl
5 N NaOH
1 N NaOH containing 1 mM EDTA
0.1 NHCl
Brij- saline- EDTA: 0.17 M NaCl, 1.5 mM EDTA, 0.015% Brij 35 

(Perstorp Analytical, Silver Spring, MD)
Heptane
Butanol
OPT solution: 50 mg of OPT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) recrystallized 

in ligroine solvent (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY), 1 ml 
of spectranalyzed methanol (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA), 
and 99 ml of borate buffer (0.5 M)
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Histamine Standards (for Fluorometry)
Histamine dihydrochloride (molecular weight, 184.1)
Histamine (molecular weight, 111.0)

Make a 1- mg/ml solution of histamine.
Note that 1 mg of histamine equals 1.66 mg of histamine 

dihydrochloride.
Dilute the 1- mg/ml solution 1/1,000 in 2% HClO4 to give a 

1- μg/ml stock and store at –20°C in 6- ml aliquots. Six milliliters 
of 1- μg/ml histamine added to 294 ml of 2% HClO4 yields 20 ng/
ml; 50 ml of 20- ng/ml standard added to 50 ml of 2% HClO4 yields 
10 ng/ml.

10× PIPES buffer, pH 7.4: 250 mM PIPES (Sigma Chemical Co.), 
1.10 M NaCl, 50 mM KCl

PAG buffer: 10% 10× PIPES, 0.003% human serum albumin 
(Calbiochem- Behring Corp., La Jolla, CA), 0.1% d- glucose

PAG- EDTA buffer: PAG containing 4 mM EDTA
PAGCM buffer: PAG containing 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2

Isotonic Percoll: 9 parts Percoll (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ) plus 
1 part 10× PIPES

Lactic acid buffer (pH 3.9): 90.1 mg of lactic acid (Calbiochem- 
Behring Corp.), 817.6 mg of NaCl, 37.28 mg of KCl, 100 ml of 
distilled water
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Food allergy is defined as an adverse health effect arising from 
a specific immune response that occurs reproducibly on expo-
sure to a given food protein, and is distinguished from food 
intolerance (e.g. lactose intolerance), which is typically non-
immunologic in origin (1). Food allergic disorders can be di-
vided into those that are immunoglobulin E (IgE)- mediated 
and those that are non- IgE mediated. Disorders with acute 
onset of symptoms, defined typically as occurring within 2 
hours after ingestion, are usually mediated by IgE antibodies, 
while subacute and chronic food allergic disorders may be cell 
mediated (primarily T cell) or of mixed origin with both cell- 
mediated and IgE- associated mechanisms. The subacute and 
chronic food allergic disorders primarily affect the gastroin-
testinal tract. Table 1 lists examples of IgE- , cell- , and mixed 
IgE-  and cell- mediated disorders.

The diagnosis of food allergy must first begin with a de-
tailed medical and reaction history. The information gath-
ered should guide the best mode of diagnosis, or the history 
alone may rule out a diagnosis of food allergy. In some stud-
ies, only about 40% of suspected food- induced allergic reac-
tions could be verified by double- blind, placebo- controlled 
food challenges (DBPCFCs) (2). In cases of acute reactions, 
such as anaphylaxis and urticaria following the ingestion 
of an isolated food, the medical history has a much higher 
predictive value than in reactions secondary to chronic dis-
orders, such as atopic dermatitis and eosinophilic gastroin-
testinal disease. The history should focus on the type and 
quantity of food(s) suspected of provoking the reaction, the 
nature of the symptoms attributed to food ingestion (acute 
versus chronic), the timing between ingestion and onset 
of symptoms, the patterns of reactivity, the most recent re-
action, and whether associated activities (e.g., exercise or 
alcohol ingestion) play a role in inducing symptoms. Once 
a reaction history is established (see Table 2 for a list of 
signs and symptoms of food- induced allergic reactions), the 
likelihood that a food is causative must be considered. For 
example, food- allergic reactions account for about 20% of 
acute urticaria, 2% of chronic urticaria, and approximately 
35% of moderate to severe atopic dermatitis in children, 
while food allergy is not a common cause of atopic derma-
titis in adults (3, 4). Also, the prevalence of food allergy is 
greatest in the first few years of life, affecting about 3 to 8% 
of children and then decreasing to a prevalence of 1 to 3% 
in adults (5).

Furthermore, although any food may theoretically cause 
an allergic reaction, only a small number of foods account 
for approximately 90% of verified food reactions. These 
foods include milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, tree nuts, and 
fish in children, and peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish in 
adults. Finally, the majority of patients outgrow their food 
allergy, usually in childhood. While the natural history of 
food allergy varies by food, approximately 50 to 80% of 
patients with milk, egg, soy, or wheat allergy acquire tol-
erance to these foods by their teenage years (5). However, 
sensitivity to peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish usually 
persist into adulthood. Some of the tests that will be dis-
cussed in this chapter not only aid in the diagnosis of food 
allergies but also are useful in monitoring the natural his-
tory of patients’ food allergies over time, from diagnosis to 
oral tolerance.

The physical examination should focus on detecting 
other atopic features, such as atopic dermatitis, which are 
more common in patients with IgE- mediated food allergy. 
Information gathered during the history and physical exam 
can indicate the likelihood that the patient has true food 
allergy and whether an IgE- mediated or non- IgE- mediated 
mechanism is most likely responsible. IgE- mediated reac-
tions, such as urticaria, angioedema, and wheezing, typi-
cally have a rapid onset, often immediately but usually 
within two hours after ingestion, whereas other presenta-
tions, such as vomiting, diarrhea, and bloody stools, may 
not develop for hours to days after ingestion of the aller-
gen in non- IgE- mediated disorders. Once food allergy has 
been identified as the likely cause of a patient’s symptoms, 
confirmation of the diagnosis and identification of the im-
plicated food(s) can begin. There are a number of tools 
that aid in the diagnosis of food allergy, some of which are 
more commonly used than others, and they vary in their 
ability to provide an accurate diagnosis. In general, labora-
tory tests are more useful in determining the specific foods 
responsible for IgE- mediated reactions, whereas they are 
of limited value in non- IgE- mediated disorders. Available 
studies include in vivo tests, such as skin prick tests (SPTs), 
oral food challenges (OFCs), elimination diets, and patch 
testing, and in vitro tests, such as quantification of food- 
specific IgE antibodies in serum and basophil histamine re-
lease (BHR). The utility of these and other test modalities 
will be discussed in detail.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch84
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Sampson (8), in a study of 87 patients (median age, 7.9 years) 
who all had atopic dermatitis and underwent  DBPCFCs to 
rule out food hypersensitivities after SPTs, reported that a 
3- mm wheal had a 96% diagnostic sensitivity in identify-
ing children with cow’s milk allergy, 98% with egg allergy, 
and 90% with peanut allergy, with corresponding diagnos-
tic specificities of 51, 53, and 29%, respectively. Sporik et 
al. (9) showed corresponding diagnostic sensitivities for a 
3- mm wheal of 74% for cow’s milk, 84% for egg, and 96% 
for peanut, with respective diagnostic specificities of 79, 70, 
and 71% from 535 challenges in 467 children (median age, 
3 years). For each food, the authors were also able to identify 
an SPT wheal diameter at and above which negative food 
challenges did not occur, thus in theory reducing the need 
for formal food challenges if the wheal size equaled or ex-
ceeded these values: 8 mm for cow’s milk, 7 mm for egg, and 
8 mm for peanut in a group of children with a median age 
of 3 years. For children 2 years of age or younger, the SPT 
wheal diameter cutoffs were lower: 6 mm for cow’s milk, 
5 mm for egg, and 4 mm for peanut. Finally, Eigenmann 
and Sampson (10) reevaluated SPTs in the diagnosis of food 
allergy in a group of children (median age, 4.6 years) with 
a history of atopic dermatitis. They used wheal sizes at the 
upper 95% confidence interval for food- tolerant patients as 
cutoffs; these were 5 mm for cow’s milk, 4 mm for egg, and 
6 mm for peanut. The corresponding diagnostic sensitivities 
were 89% for cow’s milk, 98% for egg, and 63% for pea-
nut, and the diagnostic specificities were 68, 61, and 71%, 
respectively.

When the test is appropriately performed, SPT results 
have been shown to be highly reproducible (8). The accu-
racy of SPTs does vary, however, depending on which food 
antigen is being studied, the quality of the food extract, and 
the technical skills of the tester. In addition, children <1 
year old may have negative SPT responses but still have 
IgE- mediated disease, and infants <2 years old may have 
smaller wheals, which is presumably due to lower levels of 
food- specific IgE and skin reactivity.

SPTs have several advantages: they are quick, patients 
can see the reaction of a positive test result on the skin, 

TABLE 2 Signs and symptoms of food- induced allergic 
reactions 
Skin
 Urticaria/angioedema
 Flushing
 Erythematous, pruritic rash
 Atopic dermatitis
Gastrointestinal
 Pruritus and/or swelling of the lips, tongue, or oral mucosa
 Nausea
 Abdominal pain or colic
 Vomiting or reflux
 Diarrhea
Respiratory
 Nasal congestion
 Rhinorrhea
 Pruritus/sneezing
 Laryngeal edema, staccato cough, and/or dysphonia
 Wheezing/repetitive cough
Cardiovascular
 Hypotension/shock
 Dizziness
Other
 Feeling of “impending doom”

TABLE 1 Food allergy disorders
IgE- mediated
 Gastrointestinal: pollen- food allergy syndrome, 

gastrointestinal anaphylaxis
 Cutaneous: urticaria, angioedema, morbilloform rashes and
 flushing
 Respiratory: acute rhinoconjunctivitis, wheezing
 Generalized: anaphylactic shock
Mixed IgE-  and cell- mediated
 Gastrointestinal: eosinophilic esophagitis/gastroenteritis/

colitis
 Cutaneous: atopic dermatitis
 Respiratory: asthma
Cell- mediated
 Gastrointestinal: food protein- induced enterocolitis, 

proctocolitis, and enteropathy syndromes; celiac disease
 Cutaneous: contact dermatitis, dermatitis herpetiformis
 Respiratory: food- induced pulmonary hemosiderosis (Heiner
 syndrome)

IN VIVO TESTS

Skin Prick Tests
Skin prick tests are commonly used to screen patients with 
suspected IgE- mediated food reactions. While the patient is 
off antihistamines for an appropriate amount of time (short 
acting, 72 h; long acting, 5 to 7 days), a device, such as a 
bifurcated needle, lancet, plastic probe, or the tip of a small- 
gauge needle, is used to puncture the skin through a glyceri-
nated food extract (1:10 or 1:20, wt/vol) into the epidermis. 
Positive (histamine) controls are used to show that the skin 
response is not blocked, and negative (saline- glycerin) con-
trols are used to rule out false- positive results, such as those 
due to dermatographism, irritant and contact reactions from 
the diluent used to preserve allergen extracts, or poor tech-
nique of the tester. Testing should be limited to the most 
common foods that are suspected of provoking symptoms 
gathered on history since false- positive results are common 
(6). If food- specific antibody is present, mast cells with food- 
specific IgE bound to their surface degranulate and release 
mediators, such as histamine, that result in a local wheal- 
and- flare reaction within 15 to 20 min.

SPTs are generally considered positive if the mean wheal 
diameter is ≥3 mm after subtraction of the negative- control 
wheal. The mean diameter of the wheal is calculated by 
measuring the greatest diameter of the wheal and the larg-
est diameter perpendicular to it, then averaging the sum of 
these diameters. The positive predictive accuracies of SPTs 
are <50% compared to those of DBPCFCs. Thus, when an 
SPT is positive, it indicates only a possible association be-
tween the food tested and the patient’s reactivity to that 
food, rather than confirmation of a clinically relevant food 
allergy (7). On the other hand, negative responses virtually 
exclude the possibility of an IgE- mediated reaction, as the 
negative predictive value of SPTs exceeds 90% (3). There-
fore, negative SPTs are an excellent means of excluding IgE- 
mediated food allergies, although they are not perfect, and 
positive SPTs are only suggestive of the presence of symp-
tomatic allergy. However, a positive SPT is virtually diag-
nostic in patients who have experienced a systemic reaction 
to an isolated food (3).

Several key studies have looked at the performance char-
acteristics of SPTs in predicting true food allergy at differ-
ent wheal cutoffs compared to the outcome of DBPCFCs. 
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and they are relatively inexpensive compared with serologic 
methods for allergy investigation. They are also safe. No 
lethal reactions have been reported after SPTs. However, 
SPTs are often not helpful in determining if a patient who 
was allergic to a particular food has achieved tolerance to 
that food, as skin tests often remain positive for years follow-
ing attainment of clinical tolerance (7).

Intradermal Skin Tests
In 1978, Bock et al. (11) performed DBPCFCs on 76 chil-
dren aged 5 months to 15 years who exhibited a wheal of 3.0 
mm or greater in response to an SPT with one or more of 14 
foods, regardless of whether or not they reported a history 
of an adverse reaction to that food. Positive SPTs with 1:20 
(wt/vol) food extracts identified all subjects who exhibited 
adverse reactions during their challenges. In addition, intra-
dermal skin tests (IDSTs) were performed with 1:1,000 (wt/
vol) extracts. For each of the 14 foods, between 19 and 39 
additional patients (mean, 26) who were negative by SPT 
had a 3.0 mm or greater wheal in response to intradermal 
testing. Using peanut as an example, 26 patients were iden-
tified by SPT, 12 of whom failed DBPCFCs. An additional 
28 patients, all of whom had negative DBPCFCs, had pos-
itive intradermal tests. Based on this study, IDSTs with food 
extracts have no advantage over SPTs and appear to produce 
more false- positive tests than seen with the prick technique.

Fresh Food Skin Prick Tests
Fresh food skin prick tests (FFSPTs) are not commonly 
performed since the indications for doing so are limited. 
Some commercially prepared extracts frequently lack the 
labile proteins that are responsible for IgE- mediated sensi-
tivity to many fruits and vegetables (e.g., apples, oranges, 
bananas, pears, melons, potato, carrots, and celery), as is 
seen in patients with pollen- food allergy syndrome, because 
the proteins are degraded or lose allergenicity during ex-
tract preparation (12). Negative SPTs with commercially 
available extracts that contradict a convincing history of a 
food- induced allergic reaction should be repeated with the 
fresh food before concluding that food- specific IgE is ab-
sent. Rosen et al. (13) also suggested that patients should 
be tested with the food in the form that caused the reac-
tion (e.g., raw or cooked). FFSPTs are usually done in one of 
two manners, depending on the type of food. In the prick- 
to- prick technique, the needle or lancet device is first em-
bedded in the fresh food and is then immediately used to 
prick the patient’s skin. In the second technique, foods with 
a harder consistency, such as peanut, are often ground first 
and diluted in buffered saline.

Several studies have compared FFSPTs, SPTs with com-
mercial extracts, food- specific IgE levels, and/or food chal-
lenges. In a study by Ortolani et al. (12), 100 patients with 
pollen- food allergy syndrome (previously termed oral allergy 
syndrome) and 32 nonallergic control subjects were en-
rolled. Patients had FFSPTs, commercial extract SPTs, and 
specific IgE testing using the Phadebas radioallergosorbent 
test (RAST). The results showed that FFSPTs provided bet-
ter diagnostic sensitivity to many foods, including carrot, 
celery, cherry, apple, and potato, but commercial extract 
SPTs provided greater diagnostic sensitivity for peanut, 
almond, banana, and pea. Rosen et al. (13) confirmed the 
superiority of fresh food extracts in a study of 22 patients, 
including 9 children. Fourteen of the 22 patients presented 
with a history of anaphylactic reactions, and the remain-
ing 8 presented with a history of pollen- food allergy syn-
drome. For 18 of the 22 patients, the foods presumed to be 
the offending allergens were not limited solely to fruits or 

vegetables, but included fish, crustaceans, mollusks, milk, 
egg, peanut, and tree nuts. All of the patients demonstrated 
a negative response to SPTs with commercial extracts to 
suspected foods but positive responses to SPTs with fresh 
food extracts. In this study, however, no food challenges 
were performed to confirm that these foods were the ones 
that caused the previous symptoms. Rance et al. (14), us-
ing commercial extracts and fresh foods, compared SPT re-
sults for milk, egg, and peanut to the results obtained with 
labial and/or oral challenge. They found that the overall 
correlation between positive SPT (≥3 mm) and positive 
challenges was 58.8% using commercial extracts and 91.7% 
using fresh foods. They also observed that challenges were 
positive for 40.5% of subjects with negative commercial 
SPTs, while only 7.4% of challenges were positive for sub-
jects with negative FFSPTs.

Atopy Patch Tests
Atopy patch tests (APTs) have been proposed as a mode 
of diagnosis of non- IgE- mediated food allergy and for iden-
tification of allergens in delayed- onset clinical reactions. 
APTs are performed epicutaneously, usually on a patient’s 
back. A small amount of a food is placed on filter paper, 
which is then applied to uninvolved skin and covered by 
an aluminum cup. The application sites are checked after 
15 to 20 min for immediate reactions and then are usually 
kept occluded for 48 h. Results are usually read 20 min af-
ter removal of the cups and again 24 h later for the final 
evaluation. Final reactions are then scored; a typical scoring 
system used is 1+ for erythema and slight infiltration, 2+ 
for erythema and papules, and 3+ for erythema and vesicles. 
Irritant reactions, which have been described as sharply de-
fined, brownish erythema, blistering, and a lack of clear in-
filtration, are not regarded as positive reactions (15).

Although the exact pathomechanism of the APT is 
not known, APT reactions are thought to represent T- cell- 
mediated allergen- specific immune responses (16). The 
patch test reaction to aeroallergens seems to be specific 
for sensitized patients with atopic dermatitis, as it does not 
occur in healthy volunteers or in patients suffering from 
asthma or rhinitis (17).

The outcomes of APTs in different studies are often in-
congruent due to differences in patient selection and, more 
importantly, differences in method. At this time, there are 
large disparities in the type and concentration of allergens 
used and in the duration of application and reading time 
(17). Nonspecific irritation is a common finding in standard 
patch testing and therefore requires considerable skill in dif-
ferentiating it from a positive reaction. These facts make 
interpretation of studies somewhat difficult due to reliability 
issues, but a number of investigators have examined the use 
of APTs in addition to SPTs for the diagnosis of mixed or 
non- IgE- mediated food allergy, primarily in atopic dermati-
tis and eosinophilic esophagitis (18).

Roehr et al. (15) studied 173 challenges in 98 patients with 
atopic dermatitis and used APTs, SPTs, and food- specific IgE 
levels with cow’s milk, egg, soy, and wheat to see if the com-
bination of a positive APT result plus a positive food- specific- 
IgE level, a positive SPT, or both would make DBPCFCs 
unnecessary. Patients were observed for 48 h on an inpatient 
basis after challenges to document late- phase reactions (>2 
h post challenge). Observed reactions included eczema exac-
erbations, which were counted as positive challenges if they 
occurred either alone or in combination with early reactions. 
Positive APT results alone correlated with high positive pre-
dictive values (PPVs) for cow’s milk (95%), hen’s egg (94%), 
and wheat (94%) compared to positive DBPCFCs, but with 
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only a 50% PPV for soy (only 4 children reacted to soy). The 
combination of a positive APT with positive specific IgE for 
cow’s milk (≥0.35 kilounits [kUA] of antibody per liter) and 
for egg (≥17.5 kUA/liter) increased the PPVs to 100%, thus 
making DBPCFCs superfluous. The addition of SPTs to the 
other two tests did not further improve results. A study by 
Mehl et al. (19) utilized similar methods in evaluating 437 
children, 90% with atopic dermatitis, who underwent 873 
OFCs to milk, egg, soy, and wheat. Using results from APTs 
in combination with SPTs and food- specific IgE levels led to 
improved diagnostic sensitivity and specificity compared to 
the individual tests, but the addition of APT made OFCs un-
necessary in 0.5 to 14% of patients, thus only adding minimal 
predictive value to SPT and food- specific IgE measurements. 
Spergel et al. (20) studied 941 patients with biopsy- proven 
eosinophilic esophagitis and performed SPTs, followed by 
APTs if the SPT to a particular food was negative. Causative 
foods were identified in 319 patients. A comparison of a diet 
eliminating foods positive on SPT or APT to an empirically 
determined six- food elimination diet showed equal success 
rates based on posttreatment biopsies showing resolution of 
esophageal eosinophilia. However, fewer foods were removed 
based on the SPT/APT- directed elimination diet.

Elimination Diets
The purpose of an elimination diet is to determine whether 
a patient’s symptoms will resolve when foods are restricted 
from the diet. Once certain foods are suspected of being re-
sponsible for a food- induced allergic disorder, an elimina-
tion diet is started as an attempt to support the diagnosis. If 
a patient’s symptoms persist despite a very strict avoidance 
diet, it is unlikely that the food accounts for the patient’s 
complaints. There are three types of elimination diets: elim-
ination of one or more suspect foods, elimination of all but 
a defined group of allowed foods that are rarely antigenic 
(oligo- antigenic diet), and an elemental diet consisting 
of a hydrolyzed or amino acid- based formula. The type of 
diet chosen depends on the age of the patient, the clinical 
presentation being evaluated, and sometimes the results of 
food- specific skin or serological IgE antibody tests.

Elimination of one or more foods may be diagnostic and 
therapeutic in patients who experience an acute reaction 
to a food and have a positive test for IgE antibody to that 
food. It may also be especially helpful in evaluating infants 
who are on a very limited diet. In the oligo- antigenic diet, a 
large number of foods suspected to cause a chronic problem 
are removed, and the patient is given a list of allowed foods. 
This type of diet can be useful for evaluation of chronic 
disorders, such as atopic dermatitis or chronic urticaria. In 
the most extreme diet, the elemental diet, an amino acid- 
based formula (Neocate, EleCare, PurAmino) provides the 
entirety of a patient’s nutrition. The elemental diet provides 
the most definitive trial, but it can be difficult to undertake 
and maintain, especially in patients beyond infancy, where 
tube feeding may be required. This diet may be necessary 
when less restrictive diets have failed but the suspicion 
for food- related illness remains high, especially in disor-
ders such as eosinophilic gastrointestinal disease, which is 
often associated with multiple food allergies. If a patient’s 
symptoms do not improve on an elemental diet, then it is 
very unlikely that ingested substances are the problem. The 
length of trial is dependent on the type of symptoms, but 6 
weeks is usually sufficient to see clinical improvement (4).

If symptoms resolve on an elimination diet, some form of 
food challenge is generally warranted, especially in chronic 
disorders such as atopic dermatitis. One must be careful 
when a food to which the patient is sensitized is removed 

from the diet for a prolonged period, as reintroduction may 
induce severe reactions (3, 4). With gastrointestinal aller-
gies such as eosinophilic gastrointestinal disease, endoscopy 
and biopsies performed after 6 to 8 weeks on an elimination 
diet that show resolution of pathology confirms that the im-
plicated food(s) were likely responsible for the disorder.

Oral Food Challenges
OFCs are performed by feeding suspected foods in gradually 
increasing amounts over hours or days under the supervi-
sion of a physician. OFCs can be done openly, where both 
the physician and the patient are aware of the food being 
challenged, single- blind, where only the physician is aware, 
or double- blind, placebo- controlled, where neither patient 
nor physician knows the content being challenged. Open 
food challenges are best performed when there is not a high 
likelihood that symptoms will develop and when there are 
few to no psychological factors that may bias results. The 
DBPCFC is considered the “gold standard” for the diagnosis 
of food allergy, and it is the least prone to bias and con-
founding factors (21, 22). OFCs can be used to assess any 
kind of adverse response to foods. When several foods are 
under consideration, tests for food- specific IgE are positive, 
and an elimination diet results in resolution of symptoms, 
an OFC for each food may allow expansion of the diet. For 
acute anaphylactic reactions in which no specific IgE for 
the suspected food is found, an OFC would be indicated to 
confirm the diagnosis or to safely reintroduce the food in 
the case of a false- negative skin test or food- specific IgE. If 
an elimination diet does not alleviate symptoms and suspi-
cion is still high for a food- related cause, then the OFC may 
be needed to resolve the issue. For those who have been 
previously diagnosed with an IgE- mediated food allergy, the 
OFC can also be used to determine whether the patients 
have outgrown their clinical reactivity. Finally, for non- 
IgE- mediated reactions, OFCs are often the only means of 
diagnosis due to the lack of reliable testing for these types 
of reactions.

To optimize challenge conditions, the suspected food 
should be eliminated from the diet for 1 to 2 weeks (and 
up to 8 to 12 weeks in some gastrointestinal disorders); po-
tentially interfering medications, including antihistamines 
and β- agonists, should be withdrawn; and chronic diseases, 
such as asthma and atopic dermatitis, should be adequately 
controlled. Fresh or dehydrated foods can be used, and chal-
lenge vehicles should not contain fat, which can interfere 
with protein absorption. The OFC should be administered 
in the fasting state and proceed in a graded fashion, start-
ing with a dose that is less than the expected threshold 
dose, such as the approximate dose the patient reacted to 
previously. In suspected IgE- mediated reactions, if there is 
no reaction with the starting dose, then increasing doses 
are given every 15 to 60 min (the interval time may need 
to be increased for more delayed reactions). The total cu-
mulative dose given in the OFC should be equivalent to a 
regular, age- appropriate serving size of the food. Some sug-
gestions include a total of 8 to 10 g of dry food, 16 to 20 g 
of meat or fish, or 100 ml of wet food (22). Another sug-
gested graded dosing schedule, using weight of food protein, 
consists of 3- mg, 10- mg, 30- mg, 100- mg, 300- mg, 1,000- mg, 
and 3,000- mg food protein doses (21). Once the challenge 
is completed, patients should generally be observed for up 
to 2 h. Once the patient has tolerated one of the above 
amounts in the challenge, then clinical reactivity has gen-
erally been ruled out, since a negative challenge has a high 
negative predictive value. However, for blinded challenges, 
negative challenges should be confirmed by an open feeding 
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of the suspected food to eliminate the rare possibility of a 
false- negative challenge.

Although any constellation of symptoms may occur 
during a positive food challenge, Ahrens et al. (23) ana-
lyzed the outcomes of 1,843 OFCs performed in children 
and found that certain foods were more likely to cause 
organ- specific symptoms than others during OFCs. Namely, 
gastrointestinal symptoms were more likely to occur during 
OFCs to egg and peanut compared to milk, soy, or wheat. 
Additionally, respiratory symptoms were more likely to oc-
cur with peanut compared to milk, egg, soy, or wheat OFCs.

In suspected non- IgE- mediated food allergies, such as 
food protein- induced enterocolitis syndrome, there are no 
specific laboratory tests, and the OFC may be the only way to 
identify causative foods. In OFCs for food protein- induced 
enterocolitis syndrome, patients need to be observed for at 
least 4 h postchallenge since reactions can occur up to 2 h 
postingestion, and intravenous access should be established 
prior to challenge since severe vomiting, diarrhea, and hy-
potension are common responses in failed challenges (22). 
For other, less acute non- IgE mediated gastrointestinal food 
allergies, patients may require several feedings over a 1-  to 
3- day period and these food introductions can usually be 
done in the home setting.

The decision to perform OFCs should not be taken 
lightly, as severe anaphylactic reactions can occur, and the 
challenges are time- consuming, cost- intensive, and may be 
stressful to the patients and their families. To aid in mak-
ing the decision of when to challenge, the SPT wheal- size 
cutoffs described above that indicate the likelihood of true 
allergy based upon DBPCFCs should be considered. Other 
tools that can help guide whether to challenge a patient will 
be mentioned later in this chapter when food- specific IgE 
levels are discussed. Recent and severe anaphylaxis after an 
isolated ingestion of a food to which the patient is sensitized 
is a relative contraindication to performing a challenge, as 
the history is so convincing for a true food allergy that fur-
ther investigation is not warranted. Because of the risk of 
anaphylaxis, the physician must be prepared to treat a se-
vere reaction with emergency medications and equipment. 
Patients must be examined before the challenge begins as 
well as frequently during the OFC for objective signs of a 
reaction, and challenges need to be terminated promptly 
when a reaction becomes apparent.

As with any diagnostic test, false- positive and false- 
negative results may occur in OFCs. In the United States, 
the average false- negative rate for the DBPCFC was approx-
imated at 1 to 3% (3). Caffarelli and Petroccione (24) re-
ported that 5 of 193 patients (3%) challenged by DBPCFCs 
had passed a DBPCFC and then reacted the next day to an 
open feeding of the same food at home. Occasionally, an 
open challenge is positive in the face of a negative blinded 
challenge. Several possibilities explain this phenomenon. 
First, patients’ threshold responses may vary even from day 
to day, or the open challenge could have contained more al-
lergen than the blinded challenge. Second, the allergenicity 
of the food may have been different because of the way it 
was prepared. Third, the graded challenge may have actu-
ally induced a degree of desensitization that was not present 
when the full serving of the food was eaten (21).

IN VITRO TESTS

Quantification of Food- Specific IgE Antibodies
Another way to identify food- specific IgE that is more widely 
available to the general practitioner is the measurement of 

food- specific IgE in the serum. Various immunometric assays 
to measure results have evolved over time. The first widely 
used assay, initially described in 1967, was the RAST. In 
this type of test, the allergen in question is bound to a solid 
matrix and exposed to the patient’s serum. If there is spe-
cific IgE for that allergen in the patient’s serum, it binds to 
the protein matrix. After a buffer wash to remove unbound 
serum proteins, bound human IgE antibodies are detected 
with a radiolabeled anti- human IgE Fc. The RAST has 
since been replaced by fluorescence enzyme- labeled assays 
with improved analytical sensitivity and overall improved 
assay performance. The term “RAST,” therefore, should 
no longer be used to refer to specific IgE assays. The most 
commonly used assay is currently the ImmunoCAP system 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), which uses 
standardized allergens and is calibrated against the World 
Health Organization IgE standard. In this assay, results are 
reported on a scale from <0.35 or <0.1 kUA/liter (unde-
tectable) to the upper limit of >100 kUA/liter. Results using 
ImmunoCAP have been shown in key studies to be predic-
tive of symptomatic IgE- mediated food hypersensitivity. 
These studies provided support that certain concentrations 
of food- specific IgE were associated with a high likelihood 
of reactions, or true allergy. The 90 or 95% predictive values 
have been used to establish diagnostic decision points (25).

In a retrospective study of 196 children and adolescents 
(mean age, 5.2 years) with atopic dermatitis, Sampson and 
Ho (26) compared the levels of food- specific IgE with the re-
sults of DBPCFCs and found that concentrations of ≥6 kUA/
liter for egg, ≥32 kUA/liter for cow’s milk, ≥15 kUA/liter for 
peanut, and ≥20 kUA/liter for codfish were 95% predictive of 
an allergic reaction, thereby providing the 95% PPV. There-
fore, a patient with a food- specific- IgE level greater than the 
95% PPV could be considered reactive and an OFC would 
not be warranted. If, however, the level of food- specific IgE 
was less than the 95% PPV, a patient may be reactive but 
would need an OFC to confirm the diagnosis. There are ca-
veats with this study that affect its use in the general pop-
ulation. First, all patients had atopic dermatitis, and these 
patients tend to have higher IgE levels. Second, this group of 
patients had a much higher prevalence of food allergy than is 
seen in most populations. Because of these factors, Sampson 
(25) performed a prospective study of 100 children (median 
age, 3.8 years) not selected for atopic dermatitis (only 61% 
had this disorder), with similar results, except the 95% PPV 
cutoff was lower for milk at 15 kUA/liter.

Different results were obtained in studies of younger in-
fants and children with different clinical histories. Garcia- 
Ara et al. (27) showed that an even lower concentration of 
food- specific IgE to milk had a high predictive capability, 
although their study included a much younger patient popu-
lation of 170 infants (mean age, 4.8 months) without atopic 
dermatitis or gastrointestinal allergy. They determined the 
95% PPV cutoff to be >5 kUA/liter but recommended 
≥2.5 kUA/liter as the cutoff to not challenge because it 
still had a high probability of a positive challenge (90%) 
without a significant reduction in sensitivity. Osterballe 
and Bindslev- Jensen (28) determined the 95% PPV for 
egg to be 1.5 kUA/liter in a population of 56 children with 
atopic dermatitis and a median age of 2.2 years. Boyano et 
al. (29), in a population of 81 children under 2 years of age 
(43% with atopic dermatitis), determined that an OFC was 
unnecessary to establish the diagnosis of egg allergy if the 
egg- white- specific IgE was ≥0.35 kUA/liter and the patient 
had a history of immediate hypersensitivity to egg. Finally, 
Peters et al. (30) evaluated 5,276 infants 11 to 15 months 
of age from a population- based, longitudinal food allergy 
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study in Australia in order to determine SPT and specific 
IgE thresholds with 95% PPVs for challenge- proven allergy 
to egg, peanut, sesame, cow’s milk, and shrimp in this age 
group. Eighty- three percent of infants with detectable SPTs 
underwent OFC. For SPTs, 95% PPVs were ≥8 mm for pea-
nut, ≥4 mm for egg, and ≥8 mm for sesame. For specific 
IgE, 95% PPVs were ≥34 kUA/liter for peanut and ≥1.7 
kUA/liter for egg.

Food- specific- IgE concentrations can also be helpful 
in monitoring a patient’s ongoing sensitivity on an annual 
basis because they provide numerical values that can be 
monitored from an initial reference point. Moreover, food- 
specific- IgE cutoff values have been defined that can guide 
when patients should undergo OFCs to determine if they 
have outgrown their allergy. Perry et al. (31) retrospectively 
reviewed the levels of specific IgE for five major foods at the 
time of 604 open OFCs carried out in 391 patients. Chal-
lenges were performed when oral tolerance was suspected 
due to the lack of any reaction to the suspect food within the 
previous year and, for most patients, when the food- specific- 
IgE level was <0.35 kUA/liter or approached one- fourth 
of the previously established 95% PPVs for milk, egg, and 
peanut or one- fourth of the 50 and 75% PPVs for soy and 
wheat, respectively. For analysis, patients were divided into 
two groups as follows, based on their reaction history: group 
1, patients who clearly had a history of an allergic reaction 
or had previously failed a challenge to that food; and group 
2, patients who were avoiding the suspect food solely on the 
basis of a positive test for food- specific IgE or who had an 
unclear history of reaction, such as worsening atopic derma-
titis. The study identified food- specific IgE levels at which 
50% of patients would pass an OFC to milk, egg, and peanut, 
a pass rate acceptable to both physicians and parents given 
the risk, expense, and time that each challenge entails. The 
proposed cutoff level for milk- specific IgE was 2 kUA/liter, 
below which 53% of patients passed their challenge. For 
egg- specific IgE, the 50% cutoff was also 2 kUA/liter, below 
which 60% of patients passed their challenge both with and 
without a clear history of reaction. For peanut, they recom-
mended that patients with a clear history of reaction be chal-
lenged when the peanut- specific IgE level is <2 kUA/liter, 
whereas a cutoff level of 5 kUA/liter should be used for those 
patients with no clear history of ingestion. Firm recommen-
dations could not be provided for soy and wheat, a problem 
seen with other studies as well (25, 26). However, in general, 
challenges should be considered for patients with a wheat- 
specific IgE <10 kUA/liter or a soy- specific IgE <5 kUA/liter, 
although higher levels may be appropriate for some patients, 
depending on their clinical history.

There are several important points regarding food- 
specific- IgE levels that need to be mentioned. The level of 
food- specific IgE, like the size of the SPT, does not correlate 
with the severity or type of reaction a patient will have, but 
especially high concentrations are associated with a very 
high likelihood of reaction (25). Also, food- specific IgE se-
rological testing is preferable to SPTs in patients with signif-
icant dermatographism or severe skin disease and patients 
who cannot discontinue antihistamines, which can all lead 
to false- positive tests. Finally, SPTs may be dangerous in pa-
tients with intense sensitivity to certain foods (26).

Component Resolved Diagnostics
Component resolved diagnostics (CRD) has recently emerged 
as a tool that may provide improved accuracy in food allergy 
testing. CRD uses individual, purified allergenic proteins, 
rather than crude, whole allergen extracts, in assaying for IgE 
antibody- dependent sensitivity. This may, therefore, reduce 

false- positive tests that result from pollen cross- reactivity and 
may identify sensitivity to proteins that are more allergenic 
than others. Any diagnostic test with improved accuracy may 
prevent the need for unnecessary OFCs.

Several studies have suggested CRD may improve the 
specificity of food allergy diagnosis and allow for the dif-
ferentiation between allergy and tolerance. Data are most 
convincing for peanut allergy, where sensitization to differ-
ent peanut components best predicts the likelihood of true 
peanut allergy in sensitized patients. Nicolaou et al. (32) 
evaluated 933 children at age 8 years from a population- 
based birth cohort. They found that 110 (11.8%) children 
were sensitized to peanut, based on SPT and/or specific IgE 
measurement. Only 22.4% of peanut- sensitized patients 
were clinically allergic to peanut based on DBPCFC. CRD 
detected significant differences in component recognition 
between children with peanut allergy and those who were 
able to tolerate peanut. Allergic children had higher Ara h 
1 to 3 values compared to peanut- tolerant children, and the 
storage protein Ara h 2 was identified as the most important 
predictor of peanut allergy. Conversely, the peanut com-
ponent Ara 8, which is homologous with Bet v 1 in birch 
pollen, has been associated with peanut tolerance or mild 
oral allergy symptoms in peanut allergy. Asarnoj et al. (33) 
evaluated 144 children sensitized only to Ara h 8 and none 
of the major peanut components (Ara h 1 to 3). All but 
one child demonstrated tolerance to peanut, and the subject 
who reacted on DBPCFC was reevaluated and was found to 
have a rising peanut IgE level as well as sensitivity to Ara h 
6, a stable peanut allergen.

A study by D’Urbano et al. (34) utilized CRD to predict 
food- challenge outcomes in 58 children with suspected cow’s 
milk allergy and 46 with suspected egg allergy. The authors 
found that the cow’s milk allergen casein (Bos d 8) and the 
egg allergen ovomucoid (Gal d 1) were the most predictive 
of true food allergy to milk and egg, respectively. Their 95% 
clinical decision points, or the food- specific IgE level above 
which 95% of patients would react, provided improved accu-
racy compared to specific IgE to the whole extracts of these 
foods. With respect to soy allergy, Holzhauser et al. (35) per-
formed DBPCFCs in subjects with suspected soy allergy and 
concluded that sensitization to the soy storage proteins β- 
conglycinin (Gly m 5) and glycinin (Gly m 6) are associated 
with severe reactions to soy. The additional analysis of IgE to 
Gly m 2S albumin in one Japanese pediatric cohort aided in 
the diagnosis of soybean allergy (36).

Ando et al. (37) have suggested that the measurement 
of specific IgE antibodies to ovomucoid is useful in differen-
tiating between children who react to heated egg white and 
those who are able to tolerate heated egg. This study eval-
uated 108 children with suspected egg allergy; all subjects 
underwent ImmunoCAP testing to egg white and ovalbu-
min and underwent DBPCFC to both regular and baked 
egg. They concluded that while egg- white IgE is most useful 
in diagnosing allergy to unbaked egg, ovomucoid is supe-
rior in diagnosing baked egg allergy, with an ovomucoid 
IgE of 10.8 kUA/liter having 96% specificity in predicting 
clinical reactivity. Similarly, for milk allergy, Caubet et 
al. (38) evaluated 225 children with suspected milk al-
lergy. They assessed IgE levels to cow’s milk, casein, and 
β- lactoglobulin and performed OFCs to baked and regular 
milk. The study found that casein- specific IgE had the best 
accuracy in predicting baked milk reactivity, with a casein 
IgE of 20.2 kUA/liter having 95% specificity in predicting a 
clinical reaction to baked milk.

While CRD represents an exciting advance that is likely 
to improve the diagnosis of food allergy over time, further 
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study is still needed to define its role in clinical practice. 
Like previous studies mentioned above using standard Im-
munoCAP assays, several of the studies using CRD did not 
employ OFCs but based the diagnosis on clinical history and 
serology, which likely led to false- positive diagnoses (32, 
35). Additionally, the number of studies evaluating the clin-
ical utility of CRD in predicting food challenge outcomes in 
allergic subjects, while informative, has been sparse.

Quantification of Food- Specific IgG
Overall, levels of food- specific IgG, including IgG4 antibod-
ies, rise in response to long- term exposure in both symptom-
atic and asymptomatic patients and may comprise a normal, 
physiologic response to repeated food exposure. There has 
been no strong evidence to link the presence of IgG4 an-
tibodies to the mechanism of histamine release from baso-
phils in vivo. IgG4 levels are generally elevated in patients 
with food allergy affecting the gastrointestinal tract, but 
their specificities typically reflect the type of foods ingested 
and are not indicative of food- related pathogenesis (39).

IgG4 antibodies may also reflect the induction of immu-
nologic tolerance to specific antigens, such as food. Savi-
lahti et al. (40) compared serial serum samples from 11 
children with persistent IgE- mediated cow’s milk allergy 
to 12 children with a history of cow’s milk allergy who at-
tained tolerance by age 3 years. They found that tolerance 
to cow’s milk protein was associated with increasing IgG4 
binding to milk protein epitopes. It has also been shown 
that IgG4 food- specific antibodies increase in patients who 
have successfully completed oral immunotherapy for milk 
and peanut allergy (41, 42). In summary, food- specific IgG 
antibodies play no role in the diagnosis of food hypersensi-
tivity reactions.

Total IgE
IgE concentrations in serum are highly age dependent, rising 
gradually through childhood until they peak between ages 
10 and 15 and then steadily decline throughout adulthood. 
Klink et al. (43) analyzed serum IgE levels in 2,657 subjects 
grouped into skin test- positive or skin test- negative rhinitic, 
asthmatic, or asymptomatic individuals. They found that 
although serum IgE concentrations tended to be higher in 
allergic children and adults than in nonallergic individuals, 
the range of IgE in all groups was extremely wide. There is 
usually a large overlap in the ranges of IgE between atopic 
and nonatopic populations, resulting in no single level of 
IgE that clearly distinguishes the different groups at a level 
of precision that is clinically meaningful. This large overlap 
greatly limits the diagnostic sensitivity of total serum IgE as 
a diagnostic screening test for allergy.

There are many atopic conditions that may be associated 
with elevated total IgE levels. In the realm of food allergy, 
the most common is atopic dermatitis (44). Elevated total 
serum IgE levels can lead to additional confusion in the di-
agnosis of food allergy as they further increase the probabil-
ity of detecting falsely positive food IgE tests.

Another question has been whether the ratio of specific 
to total IgE may enhance the accuracy of food allergy diag-
nosis. Mehl et al. (45) compared the ratio of food- specific to 
total IgE to food- specific IgE alone in 501 children (median 
age, 13 months) undergoing 992 OFCs. The sensitivity and 
specificity of the clinical decision points of the ratio were 
similar to those of IgE levels to milk, egg, and wheat. There-
fore, the predictive value of the ratio for these foods did not 
offer any additional advantage over the measurement of 
food- specific IgE alone in diagnosing food allergy.

Basophil Responses
Various laboratory tests have been developed to examine ba-
sophil responses to allergens, including foods. Basophil acti-
vation testing (BAT) measures the level of activation after 
incubation with allergen by evaluating the expression of cell 
surface proteins, such as CD63 or CD203c, via flow cytome-
try (46). BAT was shown to be useful in predicting outcomes 
of oral food challenges in patients with cow’s milk allergy, 
with superior predictive values compared to SPT and food- 
specific IgE testing (47). Another study found that the use 
of BAT in children with peanut or egg allergy may help dis-
tinguish between patients who are simply sensitized to these 
specific foods and those with true clinical reactivity (48).

Basophil histamine release (BHR) after stimulation by 
antigen has been proposed as another in vitro correlate to in 
vivo allergic responses. BHR as a method of diagnosing food 
allergy was reported by Sato et al. (49), who determined that 
the threshold of histamine release, defined as the minimum 
concentration of egg white, cow’s milk, or wheat antigen nec-
essary to induce a 10% net histamine release, was useful in di-
agnosing food allergy to these respective foods, based on OFC 
outcomes or recent convincing history of reaction. Wanich 
et al. (50) studied both milk- allergic and milk- tolerant sub-
jects and found that the basophils of those tolerant to milk 
were significantly less responsive to milk allergen stimulation 
compared to the basophils of milk- allergic subjects, suggest-
ing extrinsic suppression of milk- specific basophil reactivity 
in those with tolerance. However, another study by Sampson 
et al. (51) that compared BHR, SPTs, and DBPCFCs found 
that the BHR assay was no more effective in predicting clin-
ical sensitivity than SPTs.

The clinical use of BHR and BAT is complicated by sev-
eral factors: (i) neither test is widely available; (ii) the blood 
needs to be processed within a relatively short period of 
time to ensure cellular viability; (iii) there are no standard-
ized methods for performing these tests; and (iv) basophils 
from up to 80% of children with atopic dermatitis and food 
allergy documented by DBPCFC (51) can spontaneously re-
lease histamine, although the use of whole blood in these 
flow assays may overcome this issue. At present, basophil 
response assays remain primarily research tools.

Serum Tryptase
An increased level of serum tryptase, a neutral protease 
found almost exclusively in mast cells, has been found to be 
an excellent marker of mast cell activation in anaphylactic 
reactions. Basophils, the only other cell type in which tryp-
tase has been found, contain 100 to 1,000 times less tryptase 
than mast cells (52). Tryptase level elevations are believed 
to begin at 1 h after mast cell stimulation (53), and the half- 
life of tryptase in the circulation is approximately 2 h (52).

An increase in serum tryptase in food- induced anaphy-
laxis, however, is rarely seen and therefore is not a reliable 
marker of food- related allergic reactions. The absence of a 
substantial increase in mast cell tryptase in food- induced re-
actions suggests that other mediators from mast cells may 
play a more central role, or that basophils, which contain 
significantly less tryptase, are the critical players in these 
reactions. Other cell types, including macrophages, mono-
cytes, and endothelial cells that express FcεRI, the high af-
finity receptor for IgE, may also play a role in the allergic 
reaction to foods (54).

Specific Epitope Analysis
Recent technological advances have enabled investigators 
to map allergenic epitopes of many major food allergens, 
including milk, egg, and peanut, and determine specifically 
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where a patient’s IgE antibodies bind to those proteins. As a 
result, it was discovered that conformational and sequential 
(or linear) epitopes can both be responsible for allergic reac-
tions. Furthermore, individuals who possess IgE antibodies 
to sequential epitopes react to the allergenic food in any 
form, whether extensively cooked or partially hydrolyzed, 
while patients with IgE antibodies to conformational epi-
topes appear to tolerate small amounts of the food after 
extensive cooking or partial hydrolysis because the tertiary 
structure of the allergenic protein is altered and the confor-
mational epitopes are destroyed (3).

Additionally, in several studies of egg-  and milk- allergic 
patients (55, 56), it was shown that certain patients with 
IgE antibodies to sequential epitopes have a propensity to 
have persistent allergy, while patients with IgE antibodies 
primarily to conformational epitopes tend to more rapidly 
develop clinical tolerance. Therefore, screening for anti-
bodies to specific epitopes may prove useful in identifying 
children who will not outgrow their allergy and thus may 
be candidates for immunotherapy when it becomes avail-
able. Further analysis of epitope binding in peanut- allergic 
patients demonstrated that there are differences in peanut- 
allergenic epitope- recognition patterns between patients 
with symptomatic peanut allergy and those who are sensi-
tized but clinically tolerant (57, 58). Therefore, the addi-
tion of epitope- specific IgE determinations might prove to 
be a more valuable tool for diagnosing symptomatic peanut 
allergy than even CRD if this can be developed for clini-
cal use. It has also been demonstrated that patients with 
peanut allergy with IgE antibodies to many epitopes, called 
broad epitope diversity, tend to have more severe allergic 
reactions than those who have IgE binding to relatively few 
epitopes (58).

CONCLUSIONS
The diagnosis of immunological reactions to foods must be-
gin with a thorough history and physical exam, as this pro-
vides the basis for making decisions of what testing, if any, 
should be done to confirm the history. A number of valid 
diagnostic tools exist for diagnosing IgE- mediated food re-
actions, both in vivo methods, such as skin testing and food 
challenges, and in vitro methods, including measurement 
of serum food- specific IgE concentrations. Both methods 
of testing have their advantages and limitations, depend-
ing on the clinical situation, but for non- IgE- mediated food 
reactions, elimination diets and OFCs may be the only 
means of diagnosis. Tests that have not proven helpful in 
food allergy diagnosis include quantification of food- specific 
IgG and IgG4, total serum IgE levels, and serum tryptase 
concentrations. Tests that warrant further study but show 
promise include allergenic component- based CRD and 
epitope- specific IgE measurements, both of which may pro-
vide improved diagnostic specificity. The APT may aid in 
the diagnosis of non- IgE- mediated disorders and delayed 
reactions to foods, but further research and standardization 
is required. Regardless of the test chosen, the DBPCFC still 
remains the gold standard for diagnosing food allergy. Fi-
nally, important features of the studies mentioned in this 
chapter for the described tests that should be appreciated 
by clinicians are (i) that the data generated may be partic-
ular to the study population and test material, and (ii) that 
the age and clinical disease of the patients are important 
variables. Clinicians must therefore be careful in applying 
the results in these published studies to their own individual 
clinical situations.
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HYPEREOSINOPHILIC SYNDROMES (HES)
Whereas mild to moderate eosinophilia has been reported 
in as many as 0.1% of North American outpatients (1) and 
may be due to seasonal allergies, asthma, or other common 
conditions, marked eosinophilia (>1,500/mm3) is relatively 
infrequent and should always prompt a diagnostic evalua-
tion. The differential diagnosis of marked eosinophilia is 
broad and includes secondary causes of eosinophilia (Table 
1), such as hypersensitivity reactions, helminth infection, 
and neoplastic and inflammatory disorders, as well as several 
disorders for which eosinophilia is thought to be the primary 
etiology. In many cases, a thorough diagnostic evaluation 
will reveal a secondary cause of the eosinophilia, and ap-
propriate treatment can be instituted. In other instances, 
a well- defined, single- organ- restricted, primary eosinophil 
disorder, such as eosinophilic esophagitis, eosinophilic fas-
ciitis, or eosinophilia cystitis, is identified. Once second-
ary causes and alternative diagnoses have been excluded, 
however, a systemic primary eosinophil disorder should be 
considered.

Definition of HES
The term hypereosinophilic syndromes (HES) was first used 
in 1968 by Hardy and Anderson to describe three patients 
with marked peripheral eosinophilia, hepatosplenomegaly, 
and cardiac and/or pulmonary symptoms (2). Diagnostic cri-
teria for HES were first proposed in 1975 by Chusid et al. (3), 
and they included idiopathic hypereosinophilia (>1,500 
eosinophils/mm3) of >6 months’ duration, with signs and 
symptoms of eosinophil- mediated or unexplained end organ 
damage. However, as more- sophisticated diagnostic testing 
has become available and subgroups of patients with HES 
of known causes have been described, the “idiopathic” na-
ture of HES has been called into question. Furthermore, the 
availability of effective treatment for HES often leads to the 
resolution of eosinophilia before the requisite 6 months has 
elapsed. Finally, the classification of eosinophilic syndromes 
of unknown cause with distinctive clinical patterns, such as 
episodic angioedema and eosinophilia (4), which are not 
excluded by this definition, and marked eosinophilia with-
out current evidence of end organ manifestations (hypereo-
sinophilia of unknown significance [5]), which is excluded 
by this definition, remains unresolved (see below).

In view of the above- described issues, a number of newer 
definitions and classification systems have been proposed 

(6–8). For the purposes of this review, HES will be defined 
as (i) eosinophilia (>1,500 eosinophils/mm3 on at least two 
occasions), (ii) the absence of a secondary cause of eosin-
ophilia other than the primary hematologic abnormalities 
described below, and (iii) end organ manifestations attrib-
utable to eosinophilia. Using this definition, HES is a group 
of heterogeneous disorders that typically occur between the 
ages of 20 and 50 years but may present in childhood or 
advanced age. The overall prevalences appear to be equal 
in men and women. The previously described male pre-
dominance (9:1) was likely due to an overrepresentation of 
platelet- derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRA)- 
positive disease in early series. The clinical manifestations 
of HES are extremely varied, ranging from nonspecific com-
plaints, such as fatigue, myalgias, and rhinitis, to severe end 
organ damage, including endomyocardial fibrosis, restrictive 
pulmonary disease, and neuropathy (9, 10). Furthermore, 
some patients may remain asymptomatic for decades despite 
markedly elevated eosinophil counts (5, 11). Although data 
from a number of published case series suggest that cardiac, 
neurologic, and dermatologic manifestations are most com-
mon (9, 10), any organ can be affected. Notably, increased 
susceptibility to infection is not a feature of HES. Thus, a 
history of recurrent infection should prompt an investiga-
tion for secondary causes of eosinophilia, including malig-
nancy and immunodeficiency.

Diagnosis of HES
The first step in the diagnosis of HES is to exclude other 
disorders associated with marked peripheral eosinophilia. 
These include parasitic infections, drug hypersensitivity 
reactions, neoplasms, and immunodysregulatory disorders 
associated with secondary eosinophilia (Table 1). Once it 
is established that the patient has eosinophilia of >1,500/
mm3 of unknown cause, it is important to determine if the 
patient has one of the identifiable subtypes of HES, as this 
determination has prognostic and therapeutic implications 
(Table 2).

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide a com-
prehensive diagnostic approach to eosinophil- associated 
disorders. Nevertheless, several general principles apply. 
First, a thorough clinical history and physical examination 
are essential and should include a detailed travel history, 
medication and dietary history (including the use of dietary 
and herbal supplements), past medical history (including 
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risk factors for human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] infec-
tions), and family history. It should be noted that HES occurs 
in countries where helminth infections are common, and 
some helminth infections associated with marked eosino-
philia, including strongyloidiasis, occur worldwide. Second, 
whenever possible, all medications and supplements should 
be discontinued for a minimum of 1 month (or longer, de-
pending on the half- life of the particular agent). Finally, if 
routine laboratory results (including HIV testing) and diag-
nostic testing do not lead to an alternative diagnosis, com-
puted tomography of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis, as well 
as a bone marrow examination, should be performed in all 
patients to exclude occult malignancy before a diagnosis of 
HES is confirmed.

Primary eosinophilic disorders affecting a single organ, 
such as eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders (EGIDs), eo-
sinophilic fasciitis, and chronic eosinophilic pneumonia, 
may be associated with peripheral eosinophilia of >1,500/
mm3. When this occurs, it can be difficult to determine 
whether the patient has HES with single- organ involve-
ment or a distinct primary eosinophilic disorder. For the 
purposes of this review, EGIDs, irrespective of the periph-
eral eosinophil count, will be discussed in a separate section. 
It should be noted, however, that the initial evaluation of 
patients with a presumed single- organ eosinophilic disorder 
and peripheral eosinophilia of >1,500/mm3 should include 
assessment for possible HES.

Classification of HES Subtypes
Although it has long been appreciated that HES are a het-
erogeneous group of disorders (3, 9, 10), it is only recently 
that advances in molecular and immunologic techniques 
have begun to delineate the precise pathogenesis of HES in 
some groups of patients. Of these defined groups, the most 
common appear to be a clonal myeloproliferative disorder 
associated with the constitutive activation of platelet- 
derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRA) (12, 13) 
and a lymphocytic variant characterized by the presence of a 
clonal and/or aberrant population of lymphocytes (14, 15). 
An autosomal dominant familial form of HES that mapped 
to chromosome 5q31- 33 has also been described, although 

the exact nature of the molecular abnormality remains to 
be elucidated (16, 17). Subtype identification is important 
since it has profound implications for the patient with re-
spect to anticipated clinical manifestations, prognosis, and 
treatment.

Myeloproliferative HES

epidemiology and Clinical Features
Approximately 30% of patients presenting with a clinical 
diagnosis of HES have features suggestive of myeloprolif-
erative HES (MHES), including dysplastic eosinophils, 
elevated serum B12 levels, splenomegaly, anemia, thrombo-
cytopenia, and bone marrow hypercellularity with reticu-
lin fibrosis (18). The vast majority of these patients have 
a myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN) associated with an 
interstitial deletion in chromosome 4, del(4)(q12q12), 
that results in the formation of a fusion tyrosine kinase, 
FIP1- like- 1/platelet- derived growth receptor α (FIP1L1- 
PDGFRA) that is exquisitely sensitive to the tyrosine ki-
nase inhibitor imatinib (12, 13, 18). Additional features 
of PDGFRA- associated MPN include a striking male pre-
dominance and almost universal involvement of the mast 
cell lineage, with elevated serum tryptase levels and in-
creased numbers of spindle- shaped CD25- positive mast 
cells in the bone marrow (17). Although alternate fusion 
partners (19) and point mutations (20) in PDGFRA have 
been described for patients presenting with MHES, these 
abnormalities appear to be relatively infrequent, although 
this may be due in part to the fact that routine testing is not 
currently available. Other myeloproliferative disorders that 

TABLE 1 Secondary causes of marked eosinophiliaa

Category and disease(s)

Allergic disorders
 Asthma and/or atopic disease (rare)
 Allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis
Drug hypersensitivity reactions
Infectious diseases
  Helminth infection
  Ectoparasite infestations (scabies and myiasis)
  Protozoal infection (rarely in isosporiasis and sarcocystis)
  Fungal infection (especially coccidiomycosis)
  HIV infection
Neoplasms
 Leukemia, lymphoma, or adenocarcinoma
Hypoadrenalism
Diseases associated with immunodysregulation
 Sarcoidosis, inflammatory bowel disease, or connective tissue 

disorders
Other
 Cholesterol embolization, radiation exposure

aThis list is not exhaustive.

TABLE 2 Evaluation of patients presumed to have HES

Test(s) or measurement

Complete blood count with differentiala

Bone marrow aspirate and biopsy (with staining for reticulin and 
tryptase)

Conventional cytogenetics
Assessment of end organ pathology
 Echocardiogram
 Pulmonary function tests
 Skin or gastrointestinal biopsies, if indicated
 Chest and abdomen computed tomography scan
Subtype differentiation for myeloproliferative disease
 Examination of peripheral smear for myeloid precursors or 

dysplasia
 Tryptase level in serum
 Vitamin B12 level in serum
 Testing for FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion (by RT- PCR or FISH)
 Testing for additional potential abnormalities (i.e., PDGFRB, 

FGFR1, JAK2)
Subtype differentiation for lymphoproliferative disease
 Serum immunoglobulins, including IgE
 Lymphocyte phenotypingb

 TCR and B- cell receptor gene rearrangement analysis
 TARC level in serum
 Assessment of T- cell cytokine profile, if reliable assays are 

available
aA CBC with differential should be performed every 3 days for 1 month in the 

absence of steroid treatment (if possible) for patients presenting with angioedema 
to exclude episodic angioedema and eosinophilia.

bAntibodies specific for the following additional markers should be included 
if routine phenotyping is normal and the lymphocytic variant is suspected: CD2, 
CD5, CD6, CD7, CD8, CD25, CD27, CD45RO, TCR- α/β, TCR- γ/δ, HLA- DR, 
and CD95.
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can pre sent as MHES include chronic eosinophilic leuke-
mia that is not otherwise specified and MPN associated with 
rearrangements or mutations involving other tyrosine ki-
nases, the most common of which are PDGFRB, JAK2 and 
FGFR1, and D816V KIT- associated systemic mastocytosis 
(19, 21). In rare cases, patients with lymphocytic leukemia 
can present with clinical and bone marrow features that are 
indistinguishable from MHES (22). Finally, it is important 
to recognize that, even in a research setting, causative ab-
normalities cannot be identified in all patients who present 
with a clinical picture consistent with MHES.

Diagnosis
A bone marrow examination is a crucial component of the 
diagnostic evaluation of presumed MHES and should in-
clude studies to exclude chronic eosinophilic leukemia not 
otherwise specified (see World Health Organization [WHO] 
diagnostic guidelines [7]) and D816V KIT- associated sys-
temic mastocytosis (see the section on mastocytosis below). 
Routine cytogenetic analysis, fluorescent in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH) to look for rearrangements in PDGFRB and 
FGFR1, and V617F JAK2 mutation testing are commer-
cially available and should also be performed.

The FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion gene can be detected in 
peripheral blood or bone marrow mononuclear cells by 
nested reverse transcription- PCR (RT- PCR) or FISH. The 
breakpoints in FIP1L1 are varied but are typically located in 
a 40- kb region spanning introns 7 to 10 of FIP1L1. In con-
trast, the breakpoints in PDGFRA appear to be restricted to 
a region of exon 12 that contains the WW- like region of the 
juxtamembrane domain (23). Disruption of this WW- like 
domain has been shown to cause constitutive kinase activa-
tion in members of the PDGFR family of tyrosine kinases, 
including PDGFRA (23). This mutation is undetectable by 
standard cytogenetic analysis (12, 13). Although published 
data to date suggest that these methods have comparable 
sensitivities for the detection of the FIP1L1- PDGFRA fu-
sion gene (24), FISH has the theoretical advantage of being 
able to detect cases with variant FIP1L1 breakpoints, trans-
locations, or alternative PDGFRA fusion partners that ap-
pear negative by nested RT- PCR. On the other hand, FISH 
is more technically challenging, and the high autofluores-
cence of eosinophil granules makes an exact quantification 
of the number of positive cells difficult. If neither of these 
tests is available, surrogate markers for PDGFRA- associated 
MPN can be used, as described below.

Nested RT- PCR for FIP1L1- PDGFRA
Following total RNA isolation from peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells by standard methods, first- strand cDNA 
is synthesized from 2 μg of total RNA by the use of random- 
hexamer primers. The fusion of FIP1L1 to PDGFRA is 
detected by nested PCR. The first PCR amplifies 2 μl of 
cDNA in a 50- μl reaction mix, using primers FIP1L1- F1 
(5′- ACCTGGTGCTGATCTTTCTGAT) and PDG-
FRA- R1 (5′- TGAGAGCTTGTTTTTCACTGGA) and 
the following cycle conditions: 3 min at 95°C followed by 
35 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min 
and a final extension at 72°C for 4 min. The product is then 
diluted 1/100, and 1 μl is used in a second PCR with primers 
FIP1L1- F2 (5′- AAAGAGGATACGAATGGGACTTG) 
and PDGFRA- R2 (5′- GGGACCGGCTTAATCCATAG) 
and the same cycle conditions. Multiple bands are often 
present upon gel electrophoresis and represent splice vari-
ants (12, 18). The EOL- 1 cell line (ACC386; available 
from the Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und 
Zellkulturen [http://www.dsmz.de]) has been shown to 

possess the FIP1L1- PDGFRA mutation (13) and is useful as 
a positive control. RT- PCR for a housekeeping gene, such as 
the glyceraldehyde- 3- phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) 
gene, should also be performed as a control for the amount 
and quality of the RNA template.

Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization
Slides for FISH are prepared by standard methods. BAC 

clones 120K16 (mapped centromeric of FIP1L1), 3H20 
(mapped between FIP1L1 and PDGFRA), and 24O10 
(mapped telomeric of PDGFRA) can be obtained from 
the RPCI11 Roswell Park Cancer Institute library (http://
bacpac.chori.org) for three- color labeling by nick trans-
lation. Following hybridization, interphase nuclei are exam-
ined for the presence or absence of the 3H20 signal, which 
is lost as a result of the interstitial deletion in cells with the 
FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion gene (12).

One- color FISH with a probe for the cysteine- rich hydro-
phobic domain 2 (CHIC2) locus situated between FIP1L1 
and PDGFRA on chromosome 4q was initially described as a 
surrogate for detection of the fusion gene to identify patients 
with the FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion gene (21). Although it is 
less cumbersome, this method is not useful for the detection 
of the FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion genes, in which there is a 
translocation. A two- color modification of this approach 
was recently reported by the same authors (25) and appears 
to be comparable to the three- color strategy outlined above. 
FISH assays using the same strategy but different probes are 
commercially available.

Other (Bone Marrow Features and Level of 
Tryptase in Serum)
Clinical and laboratory features supportive of a diag-

nosis of PDGFRA- associated MPN (18) may serve as sur-
rogates if formal testing for the mutation is not available. 
These include male gender, elevated tryptase levels in se-
rum, splenomegaly, clinical evidence of fibrotic end organ 
involvement, bone marrow features of myeloproliferative 
disease (including hypercellularity and reticulin fibrosis), 
increased and spindle- shaped bone marrow mast cells, ane-
mia, thrombocytopenia, and elevated vitamin B12 levels 
in serum. Although none of these features is by itself diag-
nostic of the FIP1L1- PDGFRA fusion gene, the presence 
of an elevated tryptase level in serum and four or more of 
the above- described clinical features has correlated with the 
presence of the fusion gene in all of the patients evaluated 
at our center to date and is predictive of a response to ima-
tinib. It should be noted that rare patients with FIP1L1- 
PDGFRA- associated MPN have normal tryptase levels and 
no apparent involvement of the mast cell lineage. Several 
commercial laboratories measure serum tryptase levels. 
Enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits are also 
available from a number of sources.

Imatinib- responsive patients with HES in whom the 
FIP1L1- PDGFRA mutation cannot be demonstrated have 
been reported in several studies (10, 24). Clinical and hema-
tologic responses in these patients are generally slower and 
require higher doses of imatinib than responses in patients 
with PDGFRA- associated MPN. A recent study suggests 
that the best predictor of imatinib response in these patients 
is the presence of four or more of the above- described my-
eloproliferative features (103).

Although the bone marrow features and elevated se-
rum tryptase seen in PDGFRA- associated MPN sometimes 
fulfill the diagnostic criteria for systemic mastocytosis 
(see the Mastocytosis section below), it is extremely im-
portant to distinguish these patients from those with c- kit 

http://www.dsmz.de
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mutation- driven disease, since D816V, the most common 
c- kit mutation associated with systemic mastocytosis, leads 
to resistance to imatinib (21). In this regard, clinical fea-
tures, including the ratio of serum tryptase level to the eo-
sinophil number, can be very useful (26).

therapy
The dismal survival rates reported in the early HES literature 
(9, 27) likely reflect the high mortality from cardiac and neu-
rologic complications in patients with PDGFRA- associated 
MPN prior to the availability of imatinib. Clinical, hema-
tologic, and molecular responses are rapidly achieved with 
imatinib treatment in patients with PDGFRA- associated 
MPN and appear to be sustained (12, 28, 29). Consequently, 
whereas conventional first- line therapy for HES in most pa-
tients (including patients with MHES who are PDGFRA 
negative) should continue to be steroids, patients with 
PDGFRA- associated MPN are typically resistant to steroids 
and should receive targeted therapy with imatinib mesylate. 
It should be noted that imatinib therapy is not without risk, 
as life- threatening complications have occurred in patients 
with eosinophilic cardiac disease (22, 30). Troponin levels 
in serum have been proposed as a pretreatment marker for 
the development of this complication (30). Although un-
common in PDGFRA- positive MPN, primary and second-
ary resistance to imatinib has been reported (31, 32). Since 
the most common cause appears to be a mutation (T674I) 
that is homologous to the well- described T315I mutation 
in BCR- ABL, tyrosine kinase inhibitors that are active 
against this mutation should be used in a setting of imatinib 
resistance. Allogeneic bone marrow transplantation is a po-
tentially curative alternative for patients with aggressive or 
treatment- refractory disease (33).

Lymphocytic Variant HES

epidemiology and Clinical Features
Despite isolated reports of clonal populations of T cells in 
patients with HES as early as 1994 (14, 15), it was not until 
1999 that a distinct subgroup of patients with lymphocyte- 
driven HES (LHES) was first described (34). Hypereosino-
philia in these patients is believed to occur in response to 
the production of eosinophilopoietic cytokines, particularly 
interleukin 5 (IL- 5), by clonal populations of activated phe-
notypically abnormal T lymphocytes. Although the levels 
of IL- 5 in the serum are often normal, an increased produc-
tion of IL- 5 by stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells and/or phenotypically abnormal T- cell populations 
can be demonstrated in most patients with LHES, consis-
tent with this hypothesis (34–36). Other evidence of Th2 
activation in patients with this variant includes elevations 
of immunoglobulin E (IgE) and thymus-  and activation- 
regulated chemokine (TARC) in serum (10, 37). Cytoge-
netic abnormalities are occasionally present in patients with 
the lymphocytic variant, although no consistent pattern has 
been delineated (36).

LHES appears to account for approximately 20% of HES 
cases, and LHES cases are equally distributed between men 
and women (10, 36). Although the clinical manifestations 
of this subgroup of patients can be extremely varied, tissue 
fibrosis, including endomyocardial fibrosis, is uncommon. In 
addition, patients with LHES share several clinical charac-
teristics, the most striking of which is the predominance of 
dermatologic manifestations, including pruritus, urticaria, 
angioedema, and erythroderma (36). Gastrointestinal symp-
toms and obstructive pulmonary disease are also extremely 
common. Many patients have a history of atopic disease, 

and elevated IgE and IgG levels are common, but not re-
stricted, to this subgroup of patients with HES.

Despite the relatively low mortality rate for this subgroup, 
the morbidity, due both to the underlying disease and to 
secondary effects of treatment, is significant. Furthermore, 
progression to T- cell lymphoma appears to be most common 
in this subgroup of patients and should be suspected in the 
setting of increasing numbers of aberrant T cells and/or the 
development of lymphadenopathy (35, 36). Two features 
that appear to be associated with an increased likelihood of 
progression to lymphoma are the CD3− CD4+ surface phe-
notype and the presence of cytogenetic abnormalities.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis of LHES is based on the identification of a 
clonal population of phenotypically abnormal T cells in the 
peripheral blood by flow cytometry (see chapter 17 of this 
Manual). The sensitivity of this assay depends to a large de-
gree on the number of antibodies used and the ability of the 
laboratory to detect subtle changes in the surface phenotype. 
Although T- cell clonality is not always present in cases with 
a demonstrable population of aberrant lymphocytes and is 
not essential for the diagnosis of the lymphocytic variant, 
identification of a clonal population of T cells by T- cell re-
ceptor (TCR) rearrangement analysis is strongly supportive 
of this diagnosis. Other diagnostic tests that may be helpful 
in establishing the diagnosis include the measurement of 
TARC levels in serum and the assessment of the lympho-
cyte production of eosinophilopoietic cytokines. Serum lev-
els of IL- 5 may be undetectable or elevated in patients with 
LHES and have no diagnostic or prognostic value.

Lymphocyte Phenotype
Although the most common aberrant phenotype of the 

lymphocytic variant of HES appears to be CD3− CD4+, 
several other surface phenotypes have been described, in-
cluding CD3+ CD4− CD8− and CD2− CD3+ (34). In many 
cases, the aberrant population may be identifiable only 
by markers that are not included in routine panels (such 
as CD5, CD6, CD7, CD27, and CD95) or by slight alter-
ations in staining intensity. Therefore, if the lymphocytic 
variant is suspected and routine lymphocyte phenotyping 
is normal, surface staining for additional markers, including 
CD5, CD6, CD7, and CD27, should be considered. Activa-
tion markers, such as CD25 and HLA- DR, are commonly 
increased on the surfaces of aberrant T cells, providing ad-
ditional markers.

Other (TCR Rearrangement Analysis, Measurement 
of TARC Levels, and Cytokine Assays)
T- cell clonality can be assessed in peripheral blood or 

bone marrow samples by PCR evaluation of TCR usage and 
has been reported to be present in approximately 75% of 
patients with the lymphocytic variant of HES, as defined by 
flow cytometry. When present, the demonstration of clonal-
ity may be helpful, although false- negative results may occur 
when the clonal population is very small or involves clonal 
deletion of TCR chain genes (35). In addition, restricted 
(or oligoclonal) patterns of TCR usage are common in all 
forms of HES, necessitating a very strict interpretation of 
banding results.

TARC is a CC chemokine thought to be involved in 
Th2- mediated immune responses. TARC levels in serum 
can be measured reliably by using several commercially 
available ELISA kits and are markedly elevated (>1,000 
pg/ml) in patients with lymphocytic HES (10, 37). TARC 
levels in serum are also markedly elevated in patients with 
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cutaneous T- cell lymphoma (38) (a disorder that may over-
lap HES in clinical presentation) and rarely in patients with 
helminth infection (39) or atopic dermatitis (40). Thus, 
although TARC levels in serum may be a useful surrogate 
marker for T- cell clonality in HES, the presence of elevated 
levels should not replace a thorough diagnostic evaluation.

The ultimate proof of lymphocyte- driven HES is the 
documentation of an increased production of eosinophilo-
poietic cytokines by circulating lymphocytes. Enhanced 
levels of IL- 3, IL- 5, and/or granulocyte- macrophage colony- 
stimulating factor have been detected by ELISA in superna-
tants from in vitro cultures of peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells or purified T cells from patients with the lymphocytic 
variant of HES (34–36). Increased percentages of lympho-
cytes positive for eosinophilopoietic cytokines have also 
been demonstrated by intracellular flow cytometry in these 
patients. Although these assays are not routinely available 
in clinical laboratories at this time, they may be helpful, par-
ticularly in situations where an abnormal surface phenotype 
is not detected by more- standard methods.

treatment
Imatinib does not appear to be useful for treating patients 
with LHES (41) and should not be used as first- line ther-
apy for these patients. Historically, steroids have been used 
successfully in the majority of cases to control clinical 
symptoms, and significant decreases in clonal populations 
in response to steroid therapy have been described (10, 35). 
In patients with steroid- refractory disease or who are intol-
erant of the side effects of steroid treatment, a number of 
immunomodulatory agents with effects on Th2 cytokine 
production and T- cell proliferation, including alpha inter-
feron, cyclosporine, and intravenous immunoglobulin, have 
been shown to have a therapeutic effect. Although stable 
responses have been achieved with relatively low doses of 
alpha interferon over prolonged periods of time, in vitro 
data demonstrating an inhibition of apoptosis of clonal 
CD3− CD4+ T cells (42) suggest that interferon monother-
apy should be avoided for this subgroup of patients. Newer 
agents, such as antibody to IL- 5, that directly target eosino-
philopoietic cytokines are currently in clinical trials and ap-
pear promising. In fact, subgroup analysis of a double- blind, 
placebo- controlled clinical trial revealed that mepolizumab, 
a humanized antibody to IL- 5, was equally effective as a 
steroid- sparing agent in subjects with LHES and those with 
idiopathic HES (43).

Other
Several other HES of unknown etiology have distinctive 
clinical patterns that appear to set them apart. One of the 
most intriguing of these is episodic angioedema and eo-
sinophilia (Gleich’s syndrome) (44). Gleich’s syndrome is 
characterized by episodic, but pronounced, eosinophilia and 
angioedema. In most cases, the episodes occur monthly and 
last for 7 to 11 days. Cyclical increases in eosinophilopoietic 
cytokines, most often IL- 5, can be demonstrated preceding 
the rise in peripheral eosinophil counts. Although some pa-
tients with this syndrome ultimately progress to HES and/or 
develop clonal populations of lymphocytes (45), the unique 
clinical presentation is suggestive of a common and distinct 
etiology for this clinical subgroup of patients. The diagnosis 
should be suspected in patients whose primary complaint is 
swelling and/or weight gain and confirmed by the measure-
ment of eosinophil counts every 3 days for several weeks off 
therapy. Often, the periodicity is missed because of intermit-
tent steroid use and the measurement of eosinophil counts 
only when symptoms are present. Clonal CD3− CD4+ T- cell 

populations have been described to occur in this subgroup of 
patients and should be assessed by flow cytometry and TCR 
rearrangement analysis.

The occurrence of marked eosinophilia in multiple mem-
bers of the same family is rare, with only a few reports in the 
literature to date (46). Autosomal dominant transmission 
appears to be the most common form of transmission. In 
one such family, the gene responsible for the eosinophilia 
has been mapped to chromosome 5q31- 33 (47). Despite 
marked eosinophilia (2,000 to 6,000/mm3) from birth, a mi-
nority of family members with familial eosinophilia develop 
eosinophil- mediated end organ damage (48). This paucity 
of clinical manifestations is associated with a relative lack 
of eosinophil activation compared to that in patients with 
nonfamilial HES. Whether the sudden disease progression 
in a small number of these patients after a lifetime of asymp-
tomatic eosinophilia represents a second mutation remains 
unknown at this time.

Another less well defined clinical subgroup of patients 
presents with marked eosinophilia and clinical features 
highly suggestive of eosinophilic granulomatosis with poly-
angiitis (EGPA, formerly Churg Strauss syndrome), includ-
ing a long history of asthma, paranasal sinus abnormalities, 
and recurrent pulmonary infiltrates, without demonstrable 
vasculitis. Although some of these patients likely have oc-
cult EGPA, in some cases biopsies of affected tissues repeat-
edly fail to show evidence of vasculitis, and antineutrophil 
cytoplasmic antibodies are undetectable in serum. The 
pathologic basis of end organ damage in this subgroup of 
patients remains to be elucidated.

Controversies
A number of controversies remain surrounding the diagno-
sis of HES and its classification into subtypes. These include 
(i) the classification of patients with marked eosinophilia 
and no evidence of end organ damage, (ii) the distinction 
between HES and other organ- specific eosinophilic disor-
ders of unknown etiology (e.g., eosinophilic gastroenteritis 
or chronic eosinophilic pneumonia) in patients with con-
comitant peripheral eosinophilia, and (iii) the diagnostic 
classification of patients with known etiologies, including 
PDGFRA- associated MPN and clonal lymphocytic disor-
ders. As the number of chemotherapeutic agents with spe-
cific molecular and immunologic targets continues to grow, 
the resolution of these issues will become increasingly im-
portant for the appropriate management of patients present-
ing with a clinical syndrome consistent with HES.

EOSINOPHIL-ASSOCIATED 
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS

Definition of EGIDs
Eosinophil- associated gastrointestinal disorders (EGIDs) 
are a family of related diseases characterized by eosinophilic 
inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract. The two major 
forms of EGID, eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) and eosino-
philic gastroenteritis (EGE), differ with regard to the site of 
inflammation (esophagus versus stomach/small bowel) (49, 
50). EoE is the most common and best- characterized form of 
EGID. EoE was first described as a distinct clinical entity in 
the early 1990s (51) and in the past 15 years has emerged as 
an increasingly common clinical entity in both children and 
adults. Peripheral blood eosinophilia is a common feature of 
EGID, although it is rarely elevated above 1,500/mm3. EGE, 
although less common than EoE, is more highly associated 
with peripheral eosinophilia and should be considered in 
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patients presenting with peripheral eosinophilia and GI 
symptoms.

One of the most notable features of EGID, particularly 
well established for EoE, is its responsiveness to highly 
restricted or amino acid- based elemental diets. Multiple 
clinical studies have demonstrated that >90% of patients 
with EoE have both clinical and histological remission af-
ter 1 month on an elemental diet (52). Case series suggest 
a similar dietary responsiveness in at least a subpopulation 
of patients with EGE (53). In sum, these findings strongly 
support the idea that EGID is a food allergen- driven eosin-
ophilic inflammatory gut disease.

In EGID, food allergens directly activate antigen- specific 
Th2 cells and possibly mast cells or basophils, driving IL- 5 
and IL- 13 expression. These two cytokines cause increased 
bone marrow eosinophil production and eosinophil tissue 
localization, respectively. The chronic eosinophilic inflam-
mation in EoE ultimately results in tissue fibrosis. Although 
the exact mechanism of fibrosis is the subject of ongoing 
investigation, a number of profibrotic cytokines, such as IL- 
13 and transforming growth factor β, are expressed in active 
EGID sites of disease (54).

Although EoE was initially characterized in pediatric 
patients, the idea that it can occur at any age has been ap-
preciated more recently. The clinical presentations of EoE 
vary with age; elementary school and younger patients often 
present with nonspecific symptoms, such as regurgitation, 
spitting up, and chest pain, whereas older patients present 
predominantly with dysphagia (55, 56). This difference is 
likely due to a greater duration of untreated disease in older 
patients, leading to remodeling, fibrosis, and stricture forma-
tion, which manifests as dysphagia. As in pediatric disease, 
adult EoE is highly responsive to diet therapy (52).

Diagnosis of EGID
EoE is the most common type of EGID and is the only form 
of EGID having consensus guidelines for diagnosis and man-
agement (57). The diagnosis of EoE requires both clinical 
and pathological findings. Clinically, the patient must have 
symptoms related to esophageal dysfunction, although in 
children these can be quite nonspecific. The pathological 
diagnosis requires ≥15 eosinophils per high- powered field 
(hpf) in the most affected biopsy area, commonly referred to 
as the “peak eosinophil count.”

Gastroesophageal reflux can also cause esophageal eosin-
ophilia; thus, to make the diagnosis of EoE, reflux must be 
ruled out. In practice, this is most commonly done by treat-
ment with twice- daily proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) for 2 
months prior to the esophageal biopsy procedure (57). Alter-
natively, the absence of gastroesophageal reflux can be con-
firmed by esophageal pH monitoring. Often, in cases where 
there is a low index of suspicion for EoE, biopsy specimens 
are obtained without proton pump inhibitor therapy. In these 
cases, the finding of >15 eosinophils/hpf is not diagnostic for 
EoE, as the majority of these patients have PPI- responsive 
esophageal eosinophilia due to gastroesophageal reflux and 
do not have EoE (58). In most cases, it is important to make 
a definitive diagnosis, and a second procedure must be un-
dertaken to obtain biopsy specimens while the patient is on 
proton pump inhibitors. EoE is associated with many gross 
endoscopic features, such as esophageal rings, furrows, and 
strictures. However, multiple studies have shown that none 
of these are specific for the diagnosis of EoE (59). This further 
underscores the need for careful pathological diagnosis.

If it can be done safely, patients suspected of having EoE 
should be taken off diet or corticosteroid therapy for at least 

a month prior to the diagnostic esophagoduodenoscopy pro-
cedure. EoE is a patchy disease, and the affected tissue often 
looks normal; thus, multiple biopsy specimens are required 
to avoid a sampling error. To maximize the potential to 
make the diagnosis, a total of 6 biopsy specimens, including 
in both the distal and the midesophagus, are taken (57). Eo-
sinophils are visualized using standard hematoxylin and eo-
sin staining. Biopsy slides are then scanned to identify areas 
with the greatest number of eosinophils, and the numbers 
per hpf are counted.

Analysis of tissue eosinophils using immunohistochem-
istry for eosinophil granule proteins, such as eosinophil 
peroxidase or major basic protein, may provide additional 
information (60). However, at the present time, such anal-
yses are limited to research applications and are not part of 
routine clinical care.

Unlike EoE, there are no consensus guidelines for the di-
agnosis of EGE. The diagnosis is based on typical symptoms 
coupled with increased gastric or intestinal eosinophils, in 
the absence of other potential causes of GI eosinophilia. 
There is no consensus on the requisite number of eosino-
phils needed for the diagnosis. Based on studies of healthy 
controls, peak eosinophil counts of 30 eosinophils/hpf in 
the stomach and 50 eosinophils/hpf in the duodenum have 
been proposed for the diagnosis of eosinophilic gastritis 
and duodenitis, respectively (61, 62). Additional features, 
such as epithelial eosinophils, intraglandular eosinophils, 
and eosinophils in the muscularis, also weight toward the 
diagnosis of EGE. Endoscopic biopsy specimens should be 
obtained from 5 to 6 sites per affected site, in a manner 
similar to those of the consensus procedures in cases of 
EoE. In EGE patients with peripheral eosinophilia, anal-
ysis of stool specimens for ova and parasites and serologic 
testing for Toxocara species (in children) and Strongyloides 
should be performed.

Treatment of EGID
There are no drugs currently approved for the treatment of 
EGID. As noted above, dietary therapy is highly effective in 
patients with EoE and in at least a subpopulation of patients 
with EGE. Systemic corticosteroids are highly effective in 
all forms of EGID, but their long- term use often results in 
side effects. Topical corticosteroids, such as fluticasone and 
budesonide, provide local anti- inflammatory activity with 
minimal systemic effects (63).

Use of Laboratory Tests in the Management of EGID
There are two major processes driving EoE symptoms. 
First, inflammation may directly cause symptoms, presum-
ably by direct action on esophageal motility (64). Second, 
chronic eosinophilic inflammation drives esophageal fibro-
sis, ultimately resulting in rings, strictures, and remodeling 
(54). Although symptomatic improvement is an important 
treatment endpoint, the suppression of esophageal fibrosis 
is equally important. To that end, the management of EoE 
focuses on the treatment and monitoring of eosinophilic 
inflammation as a means to decrease esophageal fibrosis 
and dysfunction. Although there are no consensus targets, 
a posttreatment reduction to ≤6 eosinophils/hpf has been 
considered a successful response in clinical studies (65, 66).

EGID is highly associated with other allergic diseases, 
and IgE sensitization is associated with multiple food al-
lergens. Some research groups have attempted to use food 
allergen- specific IgE tests to identify culprit foods driving 
EGID; however, others have not found such testing pre-
dictive (52). Given its uncertain value in managing EGID, 
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food allergen- specific IgE testing should not be used as a tool 
in the routine management of EGID dietary therapy.

MASTOCYTOSIS

Definition
Mastocytosis is a disorder characterized by the accumulation 
of aberrant mast cells in tissues, such as skin, bone marrow, 
gastrointestinal tract, liver, spleen, and lymph nodes (67). 
Most cases of mastocytosis are associated with gain- of- 
function mutations in c- kit, the receptor for the major mast 
cell growth factor, stem cell factor (68).

Classification and Diagnostic Criteria
The current WHO classification divides mastocytosis into 
seven categories (Table 3) (69, 70). The symptoms, prog-
nosis, and treatment options vary according to the category 
of disease.

Cutaneous Mastocytosis
Cutaneous mastocytosis is the most common presentation 
in children (71). It is usually diagnosed within the first year 
of life. The most common skin lesion is urticaria pigmen-
tosa (UP). The lesions are fixed (as opposed to a classic 
urticarial lesion, which is evanescent) and maculopapular 
and may be slightly raised and hyperpigmented. The di-
ameters range from a few millimeters to a few centimeters. 
The lesions are generally nonpruritic at baseline but may 
be induced to urticate by stroking (Darier’s sign), pressure, 
temperature changes, and exercise. Sterile blistering may be 
noted within the first 3 years of life. Less common forms 
of cutaneous mastocytosis include a mastocytoma(s) of the 
skin and diffuse cutaneous mastocytosis (72). The diagno-
sis of cutaneous mastocytosis is confirmed by a skin biopsy 
demonstrating increased numbers of mast cells in the upper 
dermis, usually around blood vessels.

Cutaneous mastocytosis has a good prognosis, with ap-
proximately 90% of patients experiencing resolution or 
improvement of disease by adolescence. By definition, cuta-
neous mastocytosis involves only the skin. It should not be 
confused with UP in adults, which is usually associated with 
systemic disease (bone marrow involvement). However, 
due to the low pretest probability, a bone marrow biopsy is 
generally not recommended for children who are diagnosed 
within the first 2 years of life and who do not have signs of 
hematologic involvement (unexplained abnormalities in a 
complete blood count with differential, hepatosplenomeg-
aly, or lymphadenopathy) or a persistently elevated tryptase 
level greater than 20 ng/ml. In addition to having cutaneous 
symptoms, such as flushing and itching, patients with cuta-
neous mastocytosis may display gastrointestinal cramping, 
nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. Anaphylactic episodes re-
sulting in loss of consciousness may occur after hymenoptera 
stings or without provocation, but their prevalence is not 
as high as in the adult population (73). The incidence of 
IgE- mediated allergy is believed to be similar to that in the 
general population (74).

systemic Mastocytosis
According to WHO criteria, systemic mastocytosis is diag-
nosed when pathologic mast cells are demonstrated in an 
extracutaneous tissue. The most common procedure for di-
agnosis is a bone marrow biopsy and aspiration. The disease 
is occasionally diagnosed in gastrointestinal biopsy speci-
mens (75); however, we are not aware of a case of isolated 

GI disease without bone marrow involvement. In order to 
fulfill WHO criteria for systemic mastocytosis, the major 
criterion plus at least one minor criterion or three minor 
criteria must be fulfilled.

Major Criterion
A major criterion is multifocal clusters of at least 15 mast 

cells per cluster. Mast cells in normal marrow or in reactive 
mast cell hyperplasia occur singly. Clustering of mast cells is 
a pathologic hallmark of systemic mastocytosis (76). Some 
patients with milder disease burden and relatively low se-
rum tryptase levels may not display the major criterion. In 
those patients, there may be a smaller number of mast cells 
per cluster; however, close examination of an appropriately 
stained bone marrow biopsy specimen and aspirate may re-
veal evidence of mast cell pathology, such as spindle- shaped 
mast cells, CD25 expression, and perivascular or paratrabec-
ular dominance of mast cells. The preferred stain to visual-
ize mast cells is an immunohistochemical stain for tryptase. 
Mast cells are the only cells in bone marrow stainable for 
tryptase. Metachromatic stains are unreliable in bone mar-
row biopsy specimens and should not be relied upon for 
diagnosis.

Minor Criterion 1
Morphologic aberrancies in mast cells include spindle- 

shaped bi-  or multilobed nuclei, cytoplasmic projections, 
and hypogranulation. A normal bone marrow mast cell 
should be round, with a single central nucleus and heavy 
granulation obscuring the nucleus. Detailed depictions 
of mast cell morphologic abnormalities are published and 
should be referred to by hematopathologists, since aberrant 
mast cells can sometimes be overlooked (77). Both aspirate 

TABLE 3 Classification of mastocytosis from reference 69
Cutaneous mastocytosis
Indolent systemic mastocytosis
Systemic mastocytosis with an AHNMD
Aggressive systemic mastocytosis
Mast cell leukemia
Mast cell sarcoma
Extracutaneous mastocytomas
B findings
 Infiltration by mast cells of >30% in a bone marrow biopsy 

specimen and 1 of the following:
  Tryptase level of >200 ng/ml
   Myelodysplastic or myeloproliferative changes in bone 

marrow without fully meeting the WHO criteria for MDSa 
or MPNs

   Hepatomegaly or splenomegaly without end organ 
dysfunction

C findings
 Cytopenias (neutropenia of <1,000/μl, hemoglobin of <10 

g/dl, platelets of <100,000/μl) with extensive bone marrow 
mast cell infiltration or splenomegaly

 Liver pathology indicating portal hypertension, ascites, 
elevated LFTs, hyperbilirubinemia

 GI pathology indicating diarrhea with malabsorption, 
hypoalbuminemia, and weight loss

 Bone pathology showing large osteolytes with pathologic 
fractures
aMDS, myelodysplastic syndromes.
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smears and a bone marrow biopsy specimen should be exam-
ined. In order to fulfill the criterion, at least 25% of the mast 
cells in the infiltrate should be abnormally shaped.

Minor Criterion 2
Minor criterion 2 is aberrant expression of CD25 and 

CD2. CD25 is not expressed by normal or hyperplastic mast 
cells. A mast cell expressing CD25 is highly specific and 
sensitive for the diagnosis of mastocytosis (78, 79). The 
only other disorder in which mast cells have been described 
to express CD25 is PDGFRA- associated myeloproliferative 
neoplasm (18). CD25 expression can be detected by flow 
cytometry or immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemis-
try has the advantage that it can be performed on stored bi-
opsy specimens. We currently recommend CD25 staining in 
all cases of suspected systemic mastocytosis, since patients 
with mild disease may not have a pathologically increased 
number or clustering of mast cells. Activated lymphocytes 
in the bone marrow can also express CD25, but the level 
of expression is much lower than on pathologic mast cells. 
Furthermore, mast cells can be recognized based on their 
distinct morphology. Flow cytometry of the bone marrow 
aspirate is also very helpful in demonstrating pathologic 
CD25 expression in freshly obtained bone marrow aspirate 
samples but is technically more challenging than immuno-
histochemistry, as it requires collection of at least 500,000 
events (preferably more in cases suspected of having a low 
mast cell burden) and special gating to demonstrate the 
mast cell population. A detailed discussion of the recom-
mended gating strategies and various pitfalls of this tech-
nique can be found in previous publications (80, 81). CD2 
is a less sensitive marker and may be absent in advanced 
forms of mastocytosis, such as aggressive systemic mastocy-
tosis or mast cell leukemia (82).

Minor Criterion 3
Minor criterion 3 is a codon 816 c- kit mutation in blood, 

bone marrow, or lesional tissue. c- kit is the transmembrane 
receptor for stem cell factor, the major growth and differ-
entiation factor for mast cells (83). Its extracellular domain 
encodes five immunoglobulin- like domains that bind cell- 
bound or soluble stem cell factor (SCF) homodimers. Its 
intracellular domain has intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity. 
Under physiologic circumstances, dimerization of Kit triggers 
autophosphorylation of tyrosine residues, which can act as 
docking sites for downstream signal transduction and adapter 
proteins. More than 90% of patients with systemic mastocy-
tosis (84) and approximately 40% of patients with cutaneous 
mastocytosis (85) carry a D816V activating point mutation 
affecting the tyrosine kinase domain of the receptor, resulting 
in ligand- independent autophosphorylation. D816V is a so-
matic mutation, and its detection is influenced by the degree 
of enrichment of mast cells in the sample, whether non- mast 
cell hematopoietic lineages are involved, and by the tech-
nique used to detect the mutation. For example, detection 
techniques based on sequence analysis of bulk tissue have 
low sensitivities (less than 20%) compared to those of PCR- 
based techniques using D816V mutation- specific primers but 
may be suitable for analysis of skin lesions, mastocytomas, or 
mast cell leukemias, where neoplastic mast cells are found 
enriched if the typical D816V mutation is absent. Enrich-
ment of mast cells usually yields the best sensitivity, although 
this technique is available only on a research basis (68). Flow 
cytometric enrichment of mast cells from bone marrow tissue 
(based on high CD117 and high FceR1 and CD25 expres-
sion) or bulk sorting using magnetic beads or flow cytometry 
and  anti- CD25 antibody followed by RT- PCR of c- kit mRNA 

yields the most- sensitive results. Recently, a more sensitive 
real- time quantitative PCR (qPCR)- based technique has been 
described. Sensitivity for the detection of the D816V muta-
tion in peripheral blood is reported to approach 100% using 
this technique (86). Real- time qPCR was performed with a 
forward primer (5′- AGAGACTTGGCAGCCAGAAA- 3′) 
and a reverse primer (5′- TTAACCACATAATTAGAATC
ATTCTTGATCA- 3′) with an intended mismatch to reduce 
cross- reaction with the wild- type c- kit allele. The fluorescent 
probe 5′- 6- FAM- TCCTCCTTACTCATGGTCGGATCA
CA- TAMRA- 3′ (where FAM is 6- carboxyfluorescein and 
TAMRA is 6- carboxytetramethylrhodamine) was used for 
detection. Real- time qPCR was performed with 50 cycles of 
denaturation at 95°C for 15 s and annealing and elongation 
at 60°C for 1 min.

Mutations in c- kit residues other than D816V have been 
described but are less common. One study reported that ap-
proximately 40% of patients with cutaneous mastocytosis 
had an activating c- kit mutation outside codon 816 when 
lesional skin was analyzed (86). The prognostic significance 
of these mutations remains to be elucidated, however, since 
they can occur in both benign and aggressive forms of dis-
ease. In patients with advanced categories of disease, c- kit 
mutations can be present in other hematopoietic lineages in 
addition to mast cells (87). Patients with multilineage in-
volvement have a poorer prognosis that those with limited 
mast cell involvement (87).

Minor Criterion 4
Minor criterion 4 is an elevated baseline serum tryptase 

level of >20 ng/ml. Tryptase is a protease that is abun-
dantly produced and stored in mast cell granules. Mature 
tryptases (beta tryptase) are released from mast cell gran-
ules, and levels are generally elevated after mast cell ac-
tivation episodes, such as anaphylaxis, if checked within 
4 h of the event. Protryptases (alpha tryptase and pro- beta 
tryptase) do not possess enzymatic activity and are released 
constitutively from mast cells. Therefore, the level of se-
rum tryptase at baseline (i.e., without an anaphylactic 
event) correlates with total body mast cell burden (88). 
Commercially available tryptase immunoassays measure 
total tryptase, which is a combination of both pro-  and ma-
ture tryptases. A normal median serum tryptase level is ap-
proximately 5 ng/ml. Conditions other than mastocytosis 
that can be associated with elevated tryptase levels include 
chronic renal and liver disease, parasitic diseases, bone 
marrow suppression states, myeloproliferative and myelo-
dysplastic disorders, mast cell activation syndromes, and 
idiopathic tryptase elevations. The serum tryptase levels in 
these disorders generally do not exceed 40 ng/ml. On the 
other hand, a normal tryptase level, while significantly de-
creasing the odds, does not completely exclude a diagnosis 
of systemic mastocytosis. Patients with normal or slightly 
elevated tryptase levels usually lack the major diagnostic 
criterion, and therefore it is important to look for minor 
criteria in these patients (89).

Well- differentiated systemic mastocytosis is a rare mor-
phologic variant that is usually seen in patients with a 
history of pediatric onset UP that does not resolve spon-
taneously before they reach adulthood (90, 91). In this 
variant, the mast cells do not display major morphologic ab-
errancies, such as spindling, and lack surface CD25 expres-
sion and the c- kit D816V mutation. The major diagnostic 
criterion is present, and tryptase is usually elevated.

Monoclonal mast cell activation syndrome is a recently 
described diagnostic category. Patients present with recur-
rent mast cell activation symptoms but meet only 1 or 2 
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minor criteria of clonality (CD25 expression and/or c- kit 
D816V expression) (92).

Systemic mastocytosis is further subdivided into 4 cate-
gories based on clinical findings (69, 70).

Indolent Systemic Mastocytosis
This is the most common category in adults. Patients 

are usually diagnosed after their 2nd decade of life and have 
a life expectancy comparable to that of the general age- 
matched population. They are usually bothered by symp-
toms caused by mediator release from mast cells, variably 
resulting in flushing, itching, gastrointestinal cramping, 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and/or presyncopal or syncopal 
episodes associated with hypotension and tachycardia. The 
episodes may last from a few minutes to a few hours and gen-
erally improve with antihistamine and epinephrine treat-
ment. Some patients also experience bone and soft tissue 
pain similar to that from fibromyalgia, fatigue, memory and 
concentration problems, and osteoporosis. The pathologic 
basis of these symptoms is not well understood. The risk 
of progression of indolent systemic mastocytosis to a more 
advanced category is thought to be less than 5%; however, 
these patients should still be periodically monitored for dis-
ease progression by a complete blood count with differential 
and tryptase levels.

Systemic smoldering mastocytosis is a subgroup character-
ized by high tissue mast cell burden and high tryptase levels 
but no evidence of a separately identifiable hematologic dis-
order (B findings in Table 1). Whether these patients have a 
higher likelihood of progression remains to be determined.

Systemic Mastocytosis with an Associated Clonal 
Hematologic Non- Mast Cell Disease  
(SM- AHNMD)
Approximately 20% of patients with systemic mastocyto-

sis have evidence of another associated hematologic disease 
at the time of diagnosis. These disorders are diagnosed upon 
examination of bone marrow, lymph nodes, or peripheral 
blood according to their respective WHO diagnostic crite-
ria. Myeloid disorders, such as chronic myeloproliferative 
diseases and myelodysplastic syndromes, are most common. 
Concomitant detection of JAK2 V617F and D816V c- kit 
mutations has also been described (93). These disorders 
have an increased likelihood of progression to acute myeloid 
leukemia and therefore carry a poorer prognosis. Since tryp-
tase can be produced in small quantities by myeloid blasts, 
serum tryptase levels cannot be used as a diagnostic crite-
rion for patients in this category (94). Lymphoproliferative 
disorders, including non- Hodgkin lymphoma and myeloma, 
have also been reported in association with mastocytosis, 
albeit much less often than myeloid disorders.

Patients with PDGFRA- associated MPN often present 
with mildly elevated tryptase levels and increased numbers 
of spindle- shaped, CD25- positive mast cells in bone marrow 
biopsy specimens (18). Although this can present a diag-
nostic challenge in some cases, the mast cells are typically 
interstitially distributed in PDGFRA- associated MPN, do 
not form clusters, and do not display the D816V c- kit mu-
tation. Clinical symptomatology and the tryptase/absolute 
eosinophil count ratio are also helpful in distinguishing 
patients with PDGFRA- associated MPN from those with 
mastocytosis.

Symptoms in patients with SM- AHNMD include a com-
bination of mast cell mediator symptoms and the symptoms 
specific to the AHNMD, such as anemia, thrombocytope-
nia, and infections. Skin lesions of UP may be absent, and 
mastocytosis is usually diagnosed based on bone marrow 

findings during the workup of the associated hematologic 
disorder.

Aggressive Systemic Mastocytosis
Patients with aggressive systemic mastocytosis (ASM) 

display a high degree of mast cell burden, as evidenced by 
markedly elevated tryptase levels (generally greater than 
100 ng/ml) and marked bone marrow infiltration (generally 
greater than 20%) associated with signs and symptoms of 
end organ dysfunction (C findings in Table 1). Organs in-
volved include the hematopoietic system, liver, bones, and 
GI tract, with end organ dysfunction manifesting as cytope-
nias, portal hypertension/ascites, pathologic bone fractures, 
and malabsorption/weight loss, respectively.

Mast Cell Leukemia
Mast cell leukemia (MCL) is a rare diagnosis charac-

terized by the presence of >10% mast cells in peripheral 
blood or >20% in aspirate smears in an aspicular area (95). 
Tryptase levels are significantly elevated (sometimes over 
1,000 ng/ml), and the bone marrow is markedly hypercel-
lular (often >90% cellularity, with the majority of the infil-
trate consisting of pathologic mast cells). Mast cells display 
very immature morphology, including marked hypogranula-
tion, bi- or multilobulated nuclei, and even mitotic figures. 
Aleukemic MCL is diagnosed when circulating mast cells 
are <10%. Mast cells may carry atypical codon 816 mu-
tations, such as D816Y or D816H, which are not detected 
by D816V- specific PCR- based assays. Patients may present 
with signs of ASM along with coagulopathies and gastroin-
testinal bleeding. The prognosis of MCL is extremely poor 
due to the lack of an effective cytoreductive therapy.

Extracutaneous Mastocytoma and MCS
Extracutaneous mastocytoma and mast cell sarcomas 

(MCS) is an extremely rare diagnosis, which denotes be-
nign and malignant mast cell tumors. Experience is limited 
to a few case reports. Mast cell sarcomas have been reported 
to develop in the setting of prior UP and MCL (102). MCS 
is characterized by its propensity to invade, which is not 
seen in benign mast cell tumors.

Pitfalls in Diagnosis
Both overdiagnosis and underdiagnosis of mastocytosis can 
be a problem in clinical practice. Overdiagnosis is usually 
encountered when WHO diagnostic criteria are not care-
fully documented for a patient with unexplained mast cell 
activation symptoms and a slightly elevated tryptase level. 
Some patients are diagnosed based on increased numbers of 
mast cells in non- bone marrow sites, such as the GI tract. 
Whereas some of these patients do have systemic mastocy-
tosis, it should be emphasized that mast cell numbers vary 
widely in normal and pathologic GI tissue, and the WHO 
criteria, such as clustering and CD25 expression, should still 
be applied rather than depending on the absolute numbers 
of mast cells for diagnosis (75). Conversely, underdiagno-
sis is usually encountered in the setting of a low mast cell 
burden and lower tryptase levels, when appropriate histo-
pathologic, immunohistochemical, and molecular diagnos-
tic tests are not performed. Patients with recurrent episodes 
of hypotensive anaphylaxis and those with a history of sys-
temic reactions to hymenoptera stings should be evaluated 
for mastocytosis. The incidence of mastocytosis in patients 
with idiopathic anaphylaxis may be as high as 30% (89), 
and as many as 10% of patients with systemic hymenop-
tera venom- induced reactions have elevated tryptase lev-
els, most of whom have a clonal mast cell disease (96). 
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Interestingly, patients presenting with angioedema and 
urticaria as the main manifestations of anaphylaxis have a 
lower likelihood of mastocytosis than those with hypoten-
sive events (97). Therefore, some authors advocate bone 
marrow examination in patients who present with hypoten-
sive anaphylaxis without urticaria or angioedema, regardless 
of tryptase levels. It should be noted that patients presenting 
with recurrent mast cell activation symptoms and normal 
or slightly elevated tryptase levels will most likely lack the 
major criterion (multifocal clusters of mast cells), and there-
fore, special attention should be paid to appropriately inves-
tigate the minor criteria.

Therapy
Management of mastocytosis incorporates 3 major concepts: 
(i) avoidance of triggers of mast cell activation, (ii) symptom-
atic anti- mast cell mediator pharmacotherapy, and (iii) mast 
cell cytoreductive therapy in selected cases (98).

Mast cell activation can be triggered by various stimuli, in-
cluding temperature changes; heat, cold, exercise, emotional, 
or physical stress; irritation or friction of the skin; fever; alco-
hol; spicy foods; Hymenoptera stings; and certain medications, 
such as opioids, analgesics, nonsteroidal anti- inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs), and perioperative medications, including 
muscle relaxants, general anesthetics, and antibiotics (70). 
The triggers differ in individual patients, and the individual 
patient history and known tolerances are helpful in guiding 
the patient to avoid these factors. For example, there would 
be no need to avoid NSAIDs in a patient who has been able 
to tolerate these medications without a problem. A detailed 
list of medications that can potentially cause or enhance mast 
cell activation can be found in the mastocytosis society pa-
tient support website www.tmsforacure.org.

Antimediator pharmacotherapy depends on the patient’s 
symptoms. H1 and H2 antihistamines, leukotriene block-
ers, oral cromolyn sodium, and glucocorticoids are the most 
frequently used treatment options. Multiple doses of self- 
injectable epinephrine should be prescribed to patients to 
be used in case of an anaphylactic event.

Cytoreductive therapy is indicated only for patients with 
advanced disease categories, including ASM, SM- AHNMD, 
MCL, and MCS (99). Some authors suggest a trial of cy-
toreductive therapy in patients with indolent disease if the 
patient has a history of multiple anaphylactic episodes un-
responsive to antimediator maintenance therapy. The most 
commonly used cytoreductive therapies are cladribine and 
alpha interferon, although neither is curative. Imatinib 
is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor with the capacity to inhibit 
wild- type Kit. Unfortunately, the most common mutation 
in systemic mastocytosis, D816V c- kit, confers resistance to 
imatinib. Consequently, most patients with mastocytosis are 
not candidates for imatinib (83). Bone marrow transplanta-
tion has been reported to yield mixed results in various case 
reports (100, 101).
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Systemic autoimmune diseases are often associated with the 
production of autoantibodies that recognize a diverse array 
of cytoplasmic and nuclear antigens. These autoantibodies 
are used as adjuncts in the diagnosis of autoimmune disease, 
for monitoring disease activity and severity, and for predict-
ing the outcome of autoimmune disease. As the diagnosis 
of systemic autoimmune disease is not always straightfor-
ward, autoantibody testing has the potential to improve our 
ability to diagnose complex autoimmune disorders. How-
ever, autoantibody test results, particularly those based on 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) and other 
solid- phase assays, must be interpreted with caution due to 
their high sensitivity and the possibility of false- positive re-
sults. It is important to interpret the results of autoantibody 
tests in light of both the clinical context and the method-
ology employed. In some cases, confirmatory testing, analo-
gous to the use of Western blotting to verify positive ELISA 
test results for HIV infection, is warranted.

Conversely, it is important to understand that positive 
autoantibody tests can be harbingers of autoimmune disease 
in otherwise healthy individuals, especially in the case of 
disease- specific autoantibodies, which may appear months, 
years, or even decades before the onset of clinical symptoms. 
The detection of disease- specific autoantibodies or other 
immunological markers in asymptomatic individuals may 
permit early diagnosis and preventative treatment. Good 
examples are antimitochondrial antibodies in primary bili-
ary cirrhosis, anti- Sm, RNP, Ro (SSA), and double- stranded 
DNA autoantibodies in systemic lupus erythematosus, and 
specific autoantibodies associated with rheumatoid arthritis, 
polymyositis, and scleroderma, all of which may appear prior 
to the onset of clinical manifestations. Thus, in the case of 
an unexpectedly positive autoantibody test, it is important 
to consider two possibilities: (i) that the test result is a false 
positive, or (ii) that the autoantibody is present, perhaps as 
the initial manifestation of an autoimmune disorder.

Autoantibody and immune testing for autoimmune dis-
eases is an evolving field. Older autoantibody tests, such as 
double immunodiffusion in gels and agglutination assays, 
are highly specific but less sensitive than the more recently 
developed ELISAs, addressable bead assays, and autoan-
tigen microarrays. The older tests also are frequently less 
amenable to automation, which has led to their rapid aban-
donment in favor of other tests. The past 20 years has seen a 
rapid shift from double immunodiffusion and agglutination 

assays to the ELISA format. Newer technologies are on the 
horizon, including fluorescence- based assays employing ad-
dressable beads and antigen arrays, which permit screening 
for multiple specificities in a single assay. Recent interest 
in the autoimmune biomarkers has led to the identification 
of molecular assays (e.g., the interferon signature) that may 
ultimately be employed clinically to subset patients and/or 
to choose appropriate therapies and/or the response to ther-
apy. Assays for other markers, such as complement  proteins/
fragments, which have been used clinically for many years, 
are being refined and may be useful for novel clinical 
applications.

The chapters in this section reflect both the evolving 
technology and the need for reliable confirmatory tests, 
which frequently are older or more labor- intensive. Andrade 
and colleagues review the roles of a classical screening test, 
the fluorescent antinuclear antibody assay, versus solid- phase 
assays for antinuclear antibody screening in the serodiagno-
sis of systemic autoimmune disease. Although automated 
(ELISA) testing is widely available, it has not yet replaced 
the more labor- intensive fluorescence- based assay and is un-
likely to do so in the near future. In the following chapter, 
Chan et al. discuss solid- phase assays, focusing on the use of 
recombinant autoantigens and peptides in ELISA, molecular 
line probe (LINE) assays, multiplex bead assays, and chemi-
luminescence assays. Following these methodology- focused 
reviews are a series of chapters outlining the approach to 
immunodiagnosis of major autoimmune syndromes, includ-
ing the immunological evaluation of systemic lupus erythe-
matosus in the clinical and research laboratory (Reeves et 
al.); autoimmune myopathies including polymyositis and 
dermatomyositis (Satoh et al.); scleroderma and its variants 
(Kuwana); rheumatoid arthritis (Chauffe and Bubb); anti-
phospholipid autoantibody syndrome (Murphy and Harris); 
and antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody- associated vas-
culitis syndromes such as granulomatosis with polyangiitis 
(Wegener’s granulomatosis), microscopic polyangiitis, eo-
sinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Churg- Strauss 
syndrome), and levamisole- induced vasculitis (Burlingame 
et al.). These chapters are followed by a discussion by Stone 
of the immunological assessment of IgG4- related syndrome, 
a recently described and frequently misdiagnosed inflamma-
tory disorder involving plasma cells that secrete IgG4- class 
antibodies. At present, it is unclear whether this disorder 
is “autoimmune” or “inflammatory” in origin. The section 
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includes a discussion of where the field of immune testing 
and disease biomarkers for rheumatic disease is moving in 
the future (Sokolove).

The identification of disease- specific autoantibodies over 
the past 30 or more years and the increasing sophistication of 
autoantibody testing have greatly facilitated the diagnosis of 
systemic autoimmune disease. Automation of autoantibody 
testing is a more recent development, raising hope that in 

the future, screening for these biological markers may be use-
ful not only for confirming a clinical diagnosis but also for 
defining risk and establishing a diagnosis during the preclin-
ical phase of the illness, when it may be more amenable to 
therapy. Gene expression analysis (e.g., for gene expression 
“signatures”) and assessment of genetic disease susceptibility 
loci represent future directions that are likely to move into 
the clinical arena within the next decade.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Autoantibodies are historical hallmarks in the establish-
ment of the concept of autoimmunity and in the definition 
of the clinical limits of several autoimmune diseases. On a 
day- to- day basis, autoantibodies are helpful elements not 
only in the diagnosis of autoimmune diseases, but also fre-
quently in the establishment of prognosis and in the moni-
toring of disease activity.

The first assay that allowed the detection of an antinu-
clear antibody was the LE cell test, originally reported by 
Hargraves et al. in 1948 (1). This assay takes advantage of 
the opsonization property of antibodies and complement. 
By mixing crushed and intact peripheral blood cells with 
the serum sample to be tested, one allows IgG antibodies 
to deoxynucleoprotein (nucleosomes) present in the serum 
to bind the exposed chromatin from crushed cells and pave 
the way for phagocytosis of the opsonized nuclei by intact 
phagocytes. The detection of several phagocytes with the 
nucleus compressed to the periphery of the cell by a large 
amorphous mass represents a positive LE cell assay (Fig. 1). 
This assay was soon recognized to be very specific and rel-
atively sensitive for the diagnosis of systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (SLE), being incorporated in the first edition of the 
American College of Rheumatology criteria for classifica-
tion of SLE (2). The LE cell test remained useful for several 
decades and was eventually replaced by more sensitive and 
straightforward assays.

One decade later, Holborow et al. and Friou et al. adapted 
the recently reported indirect immunofluorescence method-
ology to the detection of autoantibodies (3, 4). These in-
vestigators showed that serum from SLE patients frequently 
contained high levels of antibodies reacting with the nuclei 
of cells from a variety of substrates, including human leu-
kocytes and rodent tissue. This assay, named the indirect 
immunofluorescence antinuclear antibody (IIF- ANA) test, 
became progressively popular and presented higher sensitiv-
ity than the LE test for the diagnosis of SLE. In addition, 
it was also positive in other systemic autoimmune diseases, 
including systemic sclerosis (SSc), mixed connective tis-
sue disease, polymyositis, dermatomyositis, and Sjögren’s 
syndrome. Finally, the IIF- ANA test had the additional 
advantage of allowing the recognition of a few distinct im-
munofluorescence nuclear patterns, namely homogeneous, 
speckled, and nucleolar. In the late 1970s and into the 
1980s, monolayers of human tumor cell lines grown onto 

glass slides were tested as the substrate for the IIF- ANA test, 
and progressively the HEp- 2 cell line became the universal 
substrate for the IIF- ANA assay (5). The HEp- 2 cell line 
(CCL- 23; American Type Culture Collection) was char-
acterized originally as derived from larynx epidermal car-
cinoma; however, there is evidence of contamination with 
the HeLa cell line (6). Some of the advantages of this sub-
strate for the IIF- ANA test are listed in Table 1. The higher 
sensitivity in relation to rodent tissue allows positive results 
in the majority of patients with nontreated active SLE and 
other systemic autoimmune diseases. The IIF- ANA assay on 
HEp- 2 cells allows the detection of autoantibodies against 
antigens in cellular compartments other than the nucleus, 
such as the cytoplasm and the mitotic apparatus. Therefore, 
the name “antinuclear antibody” does not correspond to 
the comprehensiveness of the test, and some authors have 
proposed that it be renamed “anticellular antibody” test. 
Despite the appearance of alternative methods, the IIF- 
ANA assay on HEp- 2 cells remains the gold standard for 
the screening of antinuclear or anticellular antibodies (7).

METHODOLOGICAL PLATFORMS

Indirect Immunofluorescence Assay on HEp- 2 Cells
The IIF- ANA assay is considered the gold standard for 
screening for antinuclear or anticellular antibodies in sys-
temic autoimmune diseases (7). This very sensitive test 
allows the detection of a large number of autoantibodies rel-
evant to a variety of clinical conditions (8) (Table 2). It of-
fers three important pieces of information: (i) the presence 
or absence of autoantibodies in the sample, (ii) the titer, 
and (iii) the immunofluorescence pattern. The titer rep-
resents a semiquantitative assessment of the autoantibody 
concentration in serum, which is clinically valuable infor-
mation. Since autoantibodies occur in a certain fraction of 
the general population, it is relevant that most nonautoim-
mune individuals with a positive IIF- ANA test present low 
titers, while patients with systemic autoimmune diseases fre-
quently present moderate- to- high IIF- ANA titers (9–12). 
The IIF- ANA pattern adds valuable information because it 
helps to discriminate positive tests in nonautoimmune indi-
viduals and in autoimmune patients (12). In addition, the 
IIF- ANA pattern often indicates the autoantibody specifici-
ties most likely to be present in a given sample, thus guiding 
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the next step in serologic analysis (8, 13–15). These aspects 
are discussed in “Interpretation of the IIF- ANA Test.”

Automated Readers for the IIF- ANA Assay
The IIF- ANA assay is a labor- intensive, subjective, and 
reader- dependent procedure that requires highly skilled tech-
nicians. Several methodological factors affect intra-  and in-
terlaboratory result consistency of the IIF- ANA test. There 
is also considerable variability in the interpretation criteria 
of the several IIF- ANA patterns. In an attempt to overcome 
some of these limitations, efforts have been developed in 
applying digital technology to the acquisition and interpre-
tation of IIF- ANA images. The automated ANA readers 
aim to minimize subjectivity and the requirement for expert 
microscopy analysts, as well as to assist on high- throughput 
operation. Conceptually, these devices can discriminate pos-
itive and negative reactivity, estimate the concentration 
of the autoantibodies (titer), and identify basic IIF- ANA 
patterns. The definition of the concentration of the auto-
antibodies is provided by the measurement of relative light 
units obtained with a given sample. Pattern recognition algo-
rithms addressing basic IIF- ANA patterns are incorporated 
into the software for image analysis and help to determine 
the first- level approach in IIF- ANA pattern interpretation. 

Digitalized images are stored and available for analysis by the 
operator in order to supervise the preliminary classification 
provided by the automated device. Reliable positive/negative 
discrimination has been achieved with devices from different 
manufacturers, with an agreement rate in human reading of 
up to 96% (16–19). Several companies are involved in the 
development and upgrading of such systems, which represent 
a promising field, especially for high- throughput operation. 
However, it is controversial whether the available systems 
will be capable of determining all the subtle differences that 
exist in ANA patterns. At present, expert analyst supervision 
is required to a variable extent.

Enzyme- Based HEp- 2 Cell ANA
An alternative method for the indirect immunofluorescence 
technique for ANA screening is the indirect enzyme- based 
HEp- 2 cell ANA assay, in which the secondary antibody is 
conjugated to an enzyme instead of a fluorophore. Horserad-
ish peroxidase and alkaline phosphatase are the main en-
zymes used in the available commercial kits. Reading requires 
a regular microscope with no need for a dark room. Slides can 
be kept as a permanent record since there is limited decay in 
comparison with the fluorescent dyes. The major limitations, 
however, are the low sensitivity and the low- resolution im-
ages compared to those obtained by the indirect immuno-
fluorescence methodology. Therefore, the fine definition of 
IIF- ANA pattern nuances is not possible with the indirect 
enzyme- based ANA method.

Solid- Phase ANA
More recently, several companies have developed inge-
nious solid- phase assays intended for the screening of anti-
nuclear or anticellular antibodies. The solid phase may be 
a standard polystyrene microtiter enzyme- linked immuno-
sorbent assay plate, nitrocellulose strips, or beads made of a 
variety of materials. The autoantibody reactivity is usually 
detected by anti- human immunoglobulin antibodies con-
jugated to enzymes, fluorochromes, or chemiluminescent 
dyes. Regarding the antigenic substrate, these assays may be 

FIGURE 1 LE cell phenomenon. Viable neutrophils have their nucleus (thin arrow) displaced to the 
periphery of the cell due to the phagocytosis of a large piece of opsonized chromatin (wide arrow) from 
dead cells.

TABLE 1 Advantages of the ANA assay on HEp- 2 cells
Monolayer arrangement of cells

Large nucleus, nucleoli, and cytoplasm

Possibility to appreciate fine details in the distribution of 
autoantigens

Figures at the various stages of the cell cycle

Absence of interstitial structures and extracellular matrix

Presentation of a vast array of autoantigens in optimal 
concentration

Easy handling and possibility of universal standardization of the 
substrate
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divided into two general classes. One modality is based on 
cell extracts that may or may not be enriched with a partic-
ular set of autoantigens, therefore offering an unbiased and 
wide range of autoantigens. The other modality contains 
a predefined and limited array of recombinant or purified 
auto antigens for which the autoantibodies are clinically 
relevant. These arrays are usually built with the aim to 
address the screening for systemic autoimmune rheumatic 
diseases and usually include the following auto antigens: 
native DNA, Sm, U1- RNP, anti- Sjögren’s syndrome an-
tigen A (SS- A/Ro), SS- B/La, Jo- 1, Scl- 70, PM/Scl, Mi- 2, 
CENP- B, and histones.

The antigen- unbiased method based on cell extracts has 
the advantage of allowing the recognition of a broad spec-
trum of autoantibodies, with the caveat of including some 
with uncertain clinical significance. In contrast, the meth-
ods based on arrays with a selected set of autoantigens tend 
to provide clinically specific results but may fail to recognize 
yet- undefined but clinically relevant autoantibodies. Usu-
ally, these assays attain lower sensitivity and higher specific-
ity for the diagnosis of systemic autoimmune diseases than 
the ones based on whole- cell extract (7, 20, 21).

By proposing to replace the IIF- ANA test, the solid- 
phase ANA methods seek to provide the ability to detect 
most of the clinically relevant autoantigens present in the 
HEp- 2 cell. These methods present some potential advan-
tages, such as the lack of the subjectivity inherent to the 
microscopic analysis of IIF- ANA assay, the possibility of 
automation and high- throughput operation, and the pos-
sibility of quantitative analysis. In addition, these alter-
native methods do not require highly qualified personnel 
for the IIF- ANA slide interpretation. These features elicit 

great interest from industry and large laboratories. How-
ever, there are also important drawbacks inherent to this 
technology. The first one is that it is hard to reproduce the 
balanced dose of hundreds of autoantigens present in the 
HEp- 2 cell. Also, detection of autoantibodies against poorly 
soluble auto antigens (e.g., lamins) is difficult in solid- phase 
assays. In addition, solid- phase immunoassays tend to de-
tect low- avidity and low- concentration antibodies, causing 
considerable discrepancy with the IIF- ANA test, especially 
in the low- antibody- concentration range. Other elements 
that may affect the performance of solid- phase assays are 
the nature and purity of the antigenic substrate used to 
coat the solid phase, the binding capacity of the solid- phase 
scaffold, the nature of the blocking buffer, the stringency of 
the washing buffers, the quality of the conjugate, and the 
accuracy of the calibration curve. Not surprisingly, serious 
concerns have been raised about the appropriateness of this 
methodology at its present stage of development (22). Solid- 
phase- based assays may produce false- negative results, and 
this may be caused by the limited number of available auto-
antigens or by the absence of relevant autoepitopes in the 
available autoantigens. Several studies aiming to compare 
the diagnostic performances of the classical IIF- ANA and 
the solid phase- based methods were carried out. In general, 
it has been concluded that IIF- ANA has higher sensitivity 
and negative predictive value than the solid- phase- based 
tests (7, 21). A special task force designated by the Amer-
ican College of Rheumatology has produced a statement 
position document recommending that the IIF- ANA test 
should remain the gold standard for ANA testing and that 
the use of alternative methodology should be clearly stated 
in the laboratory report (7).

TABLE 2 Ability of the ANA- HEp- 2 test to detect clinically relevant autoantibodiesa

Regularly detected Sometimes not 
detected Not detected

CENP- A, CENP- B , 
CENP- C, CENP- F

Actin Acetylcholine receptor

p80- coilin and sp100/
PML

Aminoacyl- tRNA 
synthetase (Jo- 1)

ANCA (MPO and PR3)

dsDNA Centrosome/centriole AQP- 4
EEA- 1 and GWB Ku ASCA
Fibrillarin and To/Th La/SS- B Cardiolipin
Golgi apparatus Mi- 2 Citrullinated peptides
Histones, nucleosome PCNA Desmoglein I and III
LEDGF/DFS 75 Ribosomal P proteins Endomysial (IgG or IgA)
Mitochondria Smooth muscle LKM
Nuclear envelope 

(gp210, lamins, p63)
SS- A/Ro (Ro 60) Lupus anticoagulant

NuMA Tubulin Rheumatoid factor
NOR- 90 and PM/Scl Vimentin  

SS- A/Ro(Ro- 52)
Single- stranded DNA

RNA polymerase I, II, 
and III

SLA

Scl- 70 (DNA 
topoisomerase 1)

Sm and U1- RNP Transglutaminase
aAbbreviations: EEA- 1, early endosomal antigen 1; GWB, GW bodies; LEDGF, lens epithelium- derived growth factor; DFS, 

dense fine speckled pattern; NuMA, nuclear mitotic apparatus protein; ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasm antibodies; AQP- 4, 
aquaporin- 4; MPO, myeloperoxidase; PR3, proteinase 3; ASCA, anti- Saccharomyces cerevisiae antibodies; LKM, liver kidney 
microsome; SLA, soluble liver antigen. Abbreviations not listed in this footnote are arbitrary designations.
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TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a wide diversity of HEp- 2 IIF- ANA commercial 
kits. Although the methodology sounds simple, careful slide 
processing is important to ensure reliable and consistent re-
sults, as small and important details can cause artifacts and 
misleading results. Here the procedure is detailed in succes-
sive steps with remarks for possible and common pitfalls.

Workspace
The procedure must be carried out in a temperature-  and 
humidity- controlled, dust- free, and silent environment. 
The bench should be well illuminated, clean, and arranged 
with appropriate working equipment (pipettes, glassware, 
incubation tanks, reagents, etc.). The work maps with con-
trolled identification of samples to be tested should be pre-
pared in advance.

Standard Operating Procedure
It is recommended that each laboratory develop a standard 
operating procedure (SOP) document to be available at the 
bench with the detailed technical description of each step of 
the assay. This ensures that technicians follow the assay in 
a consistent fashion. The SOP document must be reviewed 
periodically by the technical supervisor or whenever there is 
any change in the technical procedure. This helps keep the 
SOP updated and consistent, avoiding potential deviations 
in the protocol.

Cell Substrate

Confluence of Cell substrate
It is important that the distribution of cells be adequate for 
optimal visualization of all the cellular compartments, in-
cluding the nucleus, nucleoli, cytoplasm, dividing cells, and 
mitotic apparatus. Cells should be neither overlapping nor 
scarce. In cases of excess of cells, appropriate visualization 
of cellular compartments is jeopardized. When the number 
of cells observed per field is low, the recognition of features 
that depend on specific stages of the cell cycle and mitotic 
figures may be affected. In addition, some features are best 
appreciated when there is some proximity among cells, such 
the characteristic “touch sign” observed in the nuclear en-
velope pattern.

Display of All stages of the Cell Cycle
One of the advantages of using cell lines for the IIF- ANA 
test is the possibility of examining cells in all stages of the 
cell cycle, which allows the identification of cell cycle- 
related IIF- ANA patterns not seen in sections of animal 
tissue. The absence or paucity of cells undergoing division 
can hinder the proper interpretation of some IIF- ANA pat-
terns, such as centromeric, nuclear dense fine speckled, and 
nuclear quasihomogeneous patterns and those associated 
with antibodies to Scl- 70, fibrillarin, RNA polymerase I, 
NOR- 90, NuMA, CENP- F, HsEg5, etc. To ensure that the 
substrate has an adequate number of dividing cells (3 to 5 
mitotic figures per field at a magnification of ×200), each 
new batch of slides should be tested with appropriate con-
trol samples that highlight mitotic cells, such as those with 
antibodies to centromere, NuMA, or CENP- F.

Display of Relevant Autoantigens and IIF- AnA 
Patterns
Differences in the protocols used to grow, fix, and perme-
abilize cells can affect the availability of relevant epitopes 
and the natural location (vis- à- vis the IIF- ANA patterns) of 
some autoantigens (Fig. 2). Accordingly, several IIF- ANA 

patterns may show slight differences among different slide 
brands and even among different batches from the same 
supplier. For this reason, it is of paramount importance to 
use a panel of samples with known specificity to a variety 
of autoantigens in order to validate a new lot or a new slide 
brand. Adequate control samples can verify the availability 
of relevant epitopes in more fastidious autoantigens, such as 
SS- A/Ro, Jo- 1, and P ribosomal proteins. In addition, a col-
lection of known samples representing the several relevant 
IIF- ANA patterns helps to assess how these are represented 
in a new brand or batch of slides. Several reference serum 
samples systematized by the Autoantibody Standardization 
Committee affiliated to the International Union of Immu-
nology Societies (IUIS) are distributed by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (23). Such primary 
controls should be used to derive secondary controls that 
can then be used to assess each new slide batch from the 
same vendor or a new slide brand.

Assay Procedure

Controls
The use of control samples with known specificity and fluo-
rescence intensity is essential in every run to ensure the 
quality of the reaction. The strong positive and negative 
controls usually provided in commercial kits may not be 
ideal because they characterize extremes that are not repre-
sentative of most routine samples. It is recommended that 
a negative control and a low- intensity (1/80 to 1/160) pos-
itive control be assayed in each run. This will promote in-
terassay consistency within the laboratory.

samples
Blood samples should be collected in dry or separating gel- 
containing tubes. The serum may be stored under refrig-
eration (2°C to 8°C) for a maximum of 5 days. After this 
period, it is recommended that serum samples be kept at 
−20°C for some months or at −70°C for prolonged stor-
age. Sodium azide (100 μg/ml) may be helpful in preventing 
bacterial and fungal contamination. Prolonged freezing may 
cause lyophilizing (resulting in titer increase) and successive 
freeze- thawing cycles may cause a decrease in antibody ac-
tivity. It is important that the original serum tube and the 
working tubes be perfectly identified in order to preserve 
the traceability of samples. Samples showing fibrin clots 
and those with strong evidence of hemolysis or lipid con-
tent require caution because of possible interference with 
the reaction.

sample Dilution
Most commercial kits provide salt sachet for reconstitu-
tion of phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) (0.15 M phosphate 
buffered saline, pH 7.2 to 7.4). It is highly recommended 
that the pH be checked after reconstitution and before each 
assay, because deviation from the pH 7.2 to 7.4 range can 
impair antibody reactivity drastically. Adding 0.5 mg/ml 
Tween 20 and 20 mg/ml bovine serum albumin to the dilu-
tion buffer may help with background reduction.

The recommended screening dilution is 1/80 to 1/160, 
and this range should account for variability in microscope 
and lighting conditions as well as peculiarities in IIF- ANA 
reactivity of normal individuals in different regions. Positive 
samples should be further tested using a geometric series of 
dilutions by the factor 2. Some authors recommend dilu-
tion up to the end titer, whereas others feel that there is no 
clinically significant gain in diluting samples above 1/1,280 
(12, 14, 15).
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Primary Antibody Incubation
Allow slides to reach room temperature over 30 min prior to 
opening their pouches and do not unpack them until imme-
diately prior to pipetting the diluted samples. Slides must be 
kept in a humid chamber throughout the process since air 
drying may cause changes in the cell substrate and the ap-
pearance of spurious IIF- ANA patterns. Avoid touching the 
cell substrate with the pipette and ensure a perfect coverage 
of the cell carpet (usually, 30 μl is adequate). Be sure there 
is no overflow and contamination of neighboring wells. In-
cubation should proceed for 30 min in a humid chamber at 
room temperature or at 37°C, ensuring that no well dries out.

First Washing
With the slide at 45° to the table surface, a gentle stream of 
PBS is directed at the upper edge of the lower row of wells 
to remove the primary antibodies, avoiding contamination 
of neighboring wells. Rotate the slide and repeat the proce-
dure for the other row of wells. Never aim the PBS stream 

directly on the cell carpet in order to prevent cell damage. 
Next, slides are immediately immersed in PBS for 5 to 10 
minutes with shaking and one change of the PBS.

Incubation with Conjugate
Remove excess PBS from slides with a filter paper without 
touching the cell carpet, and immediately return the slides to 
the humid chamber. Never allow any well to dry out. If there 
are many slides being processed, it is recommended that a lim-
ited number at a time be transferred to the humid chamber 
and covered with conjugated secondary antibody. Conjugate 
incubation should occur for 30 min at room temperature in 
the dark, since light exposure promotes fluorochrome fading.

Affinity- purified anti- human γ heavy- chain plus κ and 
λ light- chain antibodies conjugated to fluorescein isothio-
cyanate are widely used. Kits usually provide ready- to- use 
conjugate. However, considering the wide variability in 
micro scopes, lighting, and other operating conditions 
among laboratories, it is comprehensible that “one size may 

A. B.

C. D.

FIGURE 2 Influence of cell substrate on the ANA pattern. (A and B) Sample with anti- U1 RNP 
antibodies processed on slides from two different suppliers. The expected nuclear coarse speckled pattern 
is observed with the slide brand shown in panel A, whereas a nonspecific nuclear fine speckled pattern 
is observed the slide brand depicted in panel B. (C and D) Sample with anti- PCNA (proliferating cell 
nuclear antigen) antibody processed on slides from two different suppliers. The expected pleomorphic 
PCNA pattern is observed in the slide brand shown in panel C, whereas a nonspecific pattern is observed 
in the slide brand shown in panel D. Indirect immunofluorescence on HEp- 2 cells; magnification, ×400.
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not fit all.” Therefore, it is recommended that the conjugate 
be titrated against preestablished laboratory controls prior 
to use for each new kit unit (Fig. 3).

second Washing and Coverslip Mounting
Slides are briefly rinsed and washed in PBS for 10 min as be-
fore. If desired, adding 250 μg/ml Evans blue to the PBS will 
promote appropriate counterstaining. Remove PBS with fil-
ter paper without touching the cells, and pipette mounting 
medium onto each well, making sure that the cell carpet 
does not dry out. Kits provide mounting medium, which 
most often consists of alkaline- buffered glycerin. Specific 
antifading mounting medium is commercially available and 
may be useful when prolonged exposure is required. Gently 
position the coverslip onto the slide. Use clean high- quality 
glass coverslips. Avoid touching the surface of the coverslip 
to prevent fingerprints and fat deposition. It is important to 
inspect and remove air bubbles by placing a layer of filter 
paper over the assembled slide and gently “combing” the 
assembly by hand. Assembled slides should be read immedi-
ately at the microscope or may be kept at 2°C to 8°C in the 
dark for some days with little loss of fluorescence activity.

Semiautomated devices can assist on several of the above 
steps, saving on labor. These devices are particularly ap-
propriate for laboratories with high- throughput operation. 
Some instruments can perform serum dilutions, and others 

can run the whole procedure up to the point of but not in-
cluding the mounting of the coverslips. Naturally, the use of 
automated instruments is not a substitute for strict quality 
control procedures.

Microscope and Dark Room
Slides should be observed in an epifluorescence microscope 
equipped with filters appropriate for fluorescein detection. 
An objective with magnification of ×40 along with an eye-
piece with magnification of ×10 (yielding a final magnifica-
tion of ×400) allows optimal visualization of cell organelles 
and identification of most relevant IIF- ANA patterns. The 
microscope must be under routine preventive maintenance 
to ensure appropriate cleaning of filters, lenses, and eye-
pieces and monitoring of the lifetime of lamp bulbs. Lamps 
should be properly aligned to ensure perfect illumination of 
the entire microscopic field. A simple maneuver to assess 
lamp alignment is to place a piece of white paper on the 
stage with the lamp on and to look for the formation of a 
single well- defined circle. The formation of parallel or over-
lapping circles indicates the need to review the positioning 
of the lamp. The equipment must rest on a stable surface 
and should not be transported without proper monitoring 
to prevent misalignment of the optical system. Routine ob-
servation of the reactivity of control samples with known 
titer may help in detecting unexpected decay in the lamp 

FIGURE 3 Checkerboard titration of the conjugate. A sample with known ANA titer is used to gauge 
the dilution of the conjugate that will reproduce the expected titer for that sample.
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efficiency. The microscope should be in a dark room with a 
gentle spotlight at the bench to allow the analyst to make 
notes. Attachment of a digital camera allows recording im-
ages, and a network connection for laboratory computers 
simplifies working procedures.

READING THE IIF-ANA SLIDE
The IIF- ANA slide reading, especially the interpretation 
of morphological fluorescence patterns, is a highly complex 
activity that requires skilled analysts, the appropriate en-
vironment, and an organized strategy. The first step is the 
definition of what constitutes a positive reaction. Despite 
the inherent subjectivity, a common sense criterion is that 
a positive reaction should allow the determination of a 
well- defined IIF- ANA pattern. Low- intensity nonspecific 
staining usually does not allow a clear IIF- ANA pattern 
definition. Another helpful hint is that a positive reac-
tion must appear as a minimally vivid green color, whereas 
low and nonspecific reactivity yields a dull greenish color. 
These criteria can also assist in determining the end titer 
for each sample.

It is important that each well be thoroughly examined. 
The periphery of the wells frequently stains stronger than 
central areas, and therefore, the definition of a positive re-
action and end titer should not be estimated based on the 
peripheral areas. On the other hand, the examination of 
cells at the periphery of the well may be helpful in the defi-
nition of the IIF- ANA pattern in some cases. Focal areas 

of contamination with another sample, conjugate precipi-
tation, drying of the well, and other unanticipated inter-
ferences may cause spurious staining in circumscribed areas 
of the well. This can be recognized by careful inspection 
of several areas of the well. It should be noted that some 
samples produce a diffuse low- intensity and poorly defined 
staining that cannot be defined as positive at the screening 
dilution but may become clearly positive at higher dilutions. 
If there is such a suspicion, the screening step should in-
clude two additional double dilutions.

A useful strategy for analyzing the IIF- ANA pattern is 
to follow a systematic sequence that includes the detailed 
inspection and registering of the staining of interphase and 
mitotic cells (Fig. 4). For interphase cells, specific attention 
must be paid to individual key cell elements: cytoplasm, 
nucleus, nuclear envelope, and nucleolus. The spatial dis-
tribution and the texture of the staining in each of these 
compartments must be carefully registered. For mitotic cells, 
one should focus on the metaphase and anaphase chromatin 
masses, the mitotic poles and centrosomes, mitotic spindles, 
intercellular bridge, and midbody.

The integrated analysis of the IIF- ANA pattern across 
the several cellular compartments along the sequential 
stages of the cell cycle increases the ability to identify the 
most probable autoantibodies in the sample. Several auto-
antigens occupy more than one cellular compartment and 
move across cellular compartments along the cell cycle. 
Such orchestrated and composite arrangements usually 
are not shared by many autoantigens and therefore narrow 

FIGURE 4 Example of report of the IIF- ANA test.
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down the array of possible autoantibodies. In some cases, 
the composite IIF- ANA pattern is unique for one specific 
autoantigen. Examples of specific composite patterns are 
listed in Table 3.

In particular, the examination of the mitotic chromo-
some mass offers crucial clues for the nature of the autoan-
tibodies in the sample because it is composed exclusively 
of chromatin and associated proteins. Therefore, a definite 
staining of the chromosome mass is compatible with auto-
antibodies to native DNA, nucleosomes (chromatin), his-
tones, DNA topoisomerase I (Scl- 70), LEDGF/p75, and 
other chromatin- associated autoantigens. The texture of 
the chromosome mass staining adds helpful information: a 
strong and hyaline staining of the chromosome mass is as-
sociated with antibodies to native DNA, nucleosomes, or 
histones (15); a fine grainy staining of the chromatin mass 
may be observed with antibodies to Scl- 70 or nucleosomes 
(15, 24); a coarse speckled staining of the chromatin mass 
is most frequently due to anti- LEDGF/p75 antibodies (25). 
The observation of a few (usually 1 to 5) bright dots at the 
metaphase mass represents the staining of the nucleolar 
organizing regions (NOR) and indicates the possibility of 
antibodies to RNA polymerase I, DNA topoisomerase I 
(Scl- 70), or NOR- 90/human upstream binding factor (15).

The absence of staining of the mitotic chromosome mass, 
on the other hand, also provides valuable hints. For example, 
a nuclear speckled pattern with no staining of the metaphase 
mass argues against antibodies to chromatin- associated au-
toantigens and is frequently due to antibodies against RNA 
binding proteins, such as SS- A/Ro, SS- B/La, Sm, and U1- 
RNP. Additional information in such cases is obtained by 

observing the texture of the nuclear staining in interphase 
cells, since a coarse speckled pattern is usually associated with 
antibodies to Sm and U1- RNP, whereas a myriad discrete fine 
speckled pattern is most frequently caused by anti- SS- A/Ro 
60- kDa autoantibodies (26). In contrast, a nonspecific fine 
speckled staining of the interphase nucleus with no staining 
of the metaphase plate may be due to several autoantibodies, 
including some of unknown specificity (Fig. 5).

It is important to bear in mind that one sample may con-
tain more than one autoantibody specificity. In such cases, 
the resulting IIF- ANA pattern will be a mixture of the IIF- 
ANA patterns related to the individual autoantibodies in 
the sample. For example, the coexistence of antibodies to 
native DNA and U1- RNP renders a mix of the homoge-
neous and coarse speckled patterns in interphase nuclei and 
a homogeneous staining of the mitotic chromosome mass. 
The coexistence of more than one autoantibody specific-
ity may preclude the definition of a standard IIF pattern. 
In such cases, it may be appropriate to define the IIF pat-
tern as “mixed pattern” and indicate the possibility of more 
than one autoantibody specificity in the sample. However, 
if there is a difference in the concentration of the autoanti-
body specificities in the serum, it may be possible to identify 
individual IIF patterns along the several dilutions.

REPORT OF THE IIF-ANA TEST
The IIF- ANA test report should include information on the 
staining pattern and titer in each cell compartment, as fol-
lows: nucleus, nucleolus, metaphase plate, cytoplasm, and 
mitotic apparatus. More than one pattern may be reported 

TABLE 3 Specific composite IIF- ANA patterns
Composite IIF- ANA 

pattern Features at interphase Features at mitosis

Centromere Discrete dots scattered 
in the nucleus

Discrete dots aligned at the 
chromatin mass

NuMA Diffuse fine grainy 
staining of the 
nucleus

Sharp staining of the mitotic 
poles; delicate staining of 
the proximal parts of the 
mitotic spindles; nuclear 
staining in telophase cells; 
no staining of intercellular 
bridge and midbody

CENP- F Variable- intensity fine 
speckled staining of 
the nucleus

Delicate centromere 
staining only in mitotic 
cells (prophase and 
metaphase); positive 
midbody staining

Scl- 70 Nuclear diffuse fine 
grainy staining; 
nucleolar faint 
and inconsistent 
staining; 
cytoplasmic dot/
reticular network

The metaphase chromosome 
plate shows a diffuse fine 
grainy staining and a few 
(usually 1 to 5) bright 
discrete dots

RNA polymerase I 
and NOR- 90

Nucleolar speckled 
staining

Few (usually 1 to 5) bright 
discrete dots

FIGURE 5 Panel of relevant IIF- ANA patterns. (A) Nuclear homogeneous pattern; (B) nuclear dense fine speckled pattern; (C) nuclear 
coarse speckled pattern; (D) nuclear SS- A/Ro pattern; (E) nuclear fine speckled pattern; (F) centromere pattern; (G) nuclear pleomorphic 
pattern; (H) ribosomal- P cytoplasmic pattern. Double arrows, cells in interphase; single arrow, cells in metaphase; arrowheads, cell nuclei 
with pleomorphic pattern and variable intensity. Indirect immunofluorescence using HEp- 2 cells.
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A. B.

C. D.

E. F.

G. H.
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have a rather stable concentration in serum irrespective of 
disease activity, including autoantibodies to SS- A/Ro, SS- B/
La, Sm, and U1- RNP. Accordingly, ANA titer and pattern 
may change in some patients, but such a finding should be 
interpreted judiciously.

The Meaning of a Negative ANA Test
A negative IIF- ANA test is a strong (but not absolute) el-
ement against the diagnosis of systemic autoimmune dis-
eases, such as drug- induced lupus, SLE, mixed connective 
tissue disease (MCTD), and SSc. On the other hand, the 
IIF- ANA test has a low negative predictive value for dis-
eases such as systemic or local vasculitis, rheumatoid ar-
thritis, Sjögren’s syndrome, and polymyositis. It should be 
emphasized that a negative IIF- ANA test does not mean 
that the sample has no autoantibody. In fact, the ability 
of autoantigens to be recognized in the IIF- ANA assay on 
HEp- 2 cells varies considerably (Table 2). Even for autoan-
tigens regularly present in the HEp- 2 cell, autoantibodies 
in some selected patients may recognize epitopes that are 
available in specific assays (e.g., double immunodiffusion 
or enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay) but may not be 
available in IIF- ANA on HEp- 2 cells. Hoffman et al. an-
alyzed 494 consecutive samples referred by rheumatologists 
and found that 4.1% of the IIF- ANA- negative samples had 
at least one disease marker autoantibody detected by other 
methods (28). Therefore, a negative IIF- ANA result in a 
patient with consistent suspicion of systemic autoimmune 
disease may require further testing for appropriate disease 
marker autoantibodies in specific assays.

The Meaning of a Positive ANA Test
Maybe due to historical reasons, there is a general miscon-
ception that a positive ANA test is strongly linked to the 
diagnosis of SLE. However, a positive IIF- ANA result sim-
ply means that there is a detectable concentration of au-
toantibodies in the sample. The clinical relevance of this 
finding depends on the clinical scenario, the specificity of 
the autoantibodies in the sample, and other laboratory find-
ings. IIF- ANA is a very sensitive test capable of detecting 
low- concentration and low- avidity autoantibodies, some of 
which are not ordinarily associated with systemic autoim-
munity. In other words, a positive ANA result per se is not 
enough for diagnosis or a final clinical decision.

One very important element for the interpretation of a 
positive IIF- ANA test is the pretest probability. This corre-
sponds to the chance of a given disease to be present before 
the diagnostic test result is known. This concept is illus-
trated in Fig. 6, showing that a very sensitive test can yield 
a high or low positive predictive value depending on the 
pretest probability. Considering that a positive IIF- ANA 
occurs in roughly 13% of the general population, one can 
easily appreciate that indiscriminate ordering of the IIF- 
ANA test can yield positive results most probably not as-
sociated to systemic autoimmune disease, especially at low 
titer. These “false- positive results” may lead to undesirable 
consequences, including emotional distress, unnecessary 
and expensive laboratory investigation, and inappropriate 
treatment of the patient.

How To Deal with a Positive ANA Test without 
Clinical Evidence of Systemic Autoimmunity
The occurrence of a positive ANA test without clinical 
evidence of systemic autoimmunity has been designated 
the “idiopathic positive ANA syndrome.” There are some 

in the same cell compartment (Fig. 4). Due to the great di-
versity of possible ANA patterns, it is recommended that 
the report contain an item dedicated to the interpretation 
of the findings. In this field of the report, the pathologist 
should comment on the possible autoantibody specificities 
associated with the reported ANA patterns and the possible 
clinical significance.

The method used in the test must be stated because there 
may be differences in results obtained by indirect immuno-
fluorescence with HEp- 2 cells, indirect enzyme with HEp- 2 
cells, and the various solid- phase- based assays. As for a ref-
erence range in the IIF- ANA test, it is generally agreed that 
1/80 represents a borderline reactivity and 1/160 or higher 
represents a positive reaction. However, this needs to be es-
tablished according to the peculiarities of each laboratory.

INTERPRETATION OF THE IIF-ANA TEST 
RESULT
The ANA test cannot be interpreted in a straightforward 
fashion as, for example, an HIV test can. A positive ANA 
test does not necessarily mean systemic autoimmune dis-
ease, and a negative ANA test does not exclude the pos-
sibility of a systemic autoimmune disease. The appropriate 
diagnostic decision must be based on the integration of the 
clinical context with nuances in the ANA pattern/titer and 
tests for disease marker autoantibodies.

When To Order an ANA Test
Ideally, an ANA test should be requested in individuals 
with clinical symptoms and signs consistent with a sys-
temic autoimmune disease. In this context, a positive re-
sult may be interpreted as an additional element in the 
construction of the clinical diagnosis. However, at the 
early onset, systemic autoimmune diseases frequently pres-
ent with nonspecific complaints and symptoms, and these 
patients are frequently first seen by a variety of medical 
specialists other than those mostly acquainted with sys-
temic autoimmune diseases. Early diagnosis and treatment 
of systemic autoimmune diseases are relevant for higher 
remission rates, prognosis, and prevention of irreversible 
damage. A delay in diagnosis may have serious clinical 
consequences and represent an economic burden. A high 
degree of suspicion is necessary for early diagnosis of such 
cases, and a positive ANA result may represent a valuable 
hint to foster further investigation, especially when asso-
ciated with a disease marker autoantibody. In this con-
text, a study analyzing 10,550 consecutive patients sent to 
a university rheumatology laboratory by diverse medical 
specialists over a 3- year period showed that 21% of the 
ANA- positive samples had at least one disease marker au-
toantibody identified and 7.9% had multiple autoantibody 
specificities that contributed to the final diagnosis (27). 
However, a large proportion of ANA- positive samples 
were not associated with any disease marker autoantibod-
ies. Therefore, judicious ordering and interpretation of the 
IIF- ANA test are of utmost importance.

On the other hand, the ANA test is not meant for gen-
eral screening (check- up) in asymptomatic individuals. In 
addition, there is no formal evidence to support the use of 
the ANA test in monitoring treatment and disease activity 
of patients with an already established diagnosis. It is known 
that some autoantibodies do exhibit modulation in concen-
tration in serum according to disease activity, including 
autoantibodies to native DNA, nucleosomes, ribosomal P 
protein, Jo- 1, and Scl- 70. In contrast, some autoantibodies 
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possibilities to be considered for an individual with a pos-
itive ANA result and no apparent evidence of autoimmune 
disease:

• Impending autoimmune disease
• Nonautoimmune immunological derangement second-

ary to infection, cancer, or drug
• Minimal rank within the autoimmune disease spectrum 

or familial autoimmune trait
• Genuine “incidentaloma” (there is no immunological 

derangement at all)

In such scenarios, it may be helpful to analyze parameters 
that help to discriminate positive IIF- ANA results in pa-
tients with systemic autoimmune diseases and in nonauto-
immune and healthy individuals. Two intrinsic dimensions 
of the IIF- ANA test are very useful in the interpretation 
of a positive result: the titer and the pattern. Although 
these correlations are not absolute, a high- titer IIF- ANA 
is more likely to be related to an underlying systemic auto-
immune disease, and a low titer IIF- ANA is more likely to 
occur in nonspecific clinical scenarios. Exceptions do oc-
cur, as some autoimmune patients present low- titer ANA 
and some apparently healthy individuals present high- titer 
ANA. In this respect, it is important to bear in mind that 
some clinically relevant autoantibody specificities tend to 

yield high- titer ANA (e.g., anti- centromere, anti- U1- RNP) 
whereas some others may yield low-  to medium- titer ANA 
(e.g., anti- native DNA) (29).

The second dimension of the IIF- ANA test, the IIF- 
ANA pattern, may be even more informative. The IIF- 
ANA pattern corresponds to the topographical distribution 
of the recognized autoantigens. This rationale may be used 
to distinguish autoantibodies to antigens belonging to 
the nucleus, nucleolus, and cytoplasm. A closer and more 
detailed observation allows the identification of several 
nuances in IIF- ANA patterns within each cellular com-
partment, and some of these subtle IIF- ANA patterns show 
strong association with a restricted set of autoantigens (Ta-
bles 3 and 4; Fig. 5). In fact, the topographical distribution 
of some autoantigens is peculiar enough to render the re-
spective immunofluorescence pattern relatively specific for 
the autoantibodies reacting with that particular autoantigen 
(Table 4). The judicious interpretation of the IIF- ANA pat-
tern may then direct further investigation of the appropriate 
autoantibody specificities, which will eventually help settle 
the diagnosis.

One particular IIF- ANA pattern, the nuclear dense fine 
speckled pattern (DFS), is of special importance because 
it is rather frequent, usually occurs at high titer, and is not 
associated with systemic autoimmune diseases. The DFS 
pattern (Fig. 5) is elicited by antibodies against the 75- kDa 

FIGURE 6 Pretest probability influences the diagnostic performance of tests. Anti- X antibody is a 
biomarker for the rare hypothetical disease Z and occurs in 1% of the general population. Indiscriminate 
testing for anti- X yields poor positive predictive value. Enrichment of the population sample to be tested 
according to clinical judgment restores the good performance of the anti- X antibody test.
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TABLE 4 IIF- ANA patterns, targeted autoantigen, and disease associationsa

ANA patterns Autoantigen Probable disease associations

Nuclear patterns
 Centromere CENP- A/B/C SSc (limited form), primary RP, PBC, SSj
 Dense fine speckled LEDGF Usually denotes absence of systemic autoimmune disease. Interstitial 

cystitis, atopic dermatitis, asthma, prostate cancer.
 Common fine speckledb Unknown Unknown clinical association
 Type SS- A/Ro fine speckled SS- A/Ro 60 kDa Primary SSj, SLE, neonatal lupus, and subacute cutaneous lupus, SSc, 

polymyositis, PBC
 Coarse speckled Sm

U1RNP
Anti- Sm: SLE
Anti- U1 RNP: MCTD, SLE, SSc

 Nuclear matrix- likeb hnRNP Systemic autoimmune diseases and nonautoimmune diseases
 Homogeneous dsDNA, chromatin

Histone
Anti- dsDNA and antinucleosome: SLE
Antihistone: drug- induced LE, SLE, RA, oligoarticular JIA (especially 

with uveitis), Felty’s syndrome, autoimmune hepatitis, PBC
 Discrete nuclear dotsb p80 coilin

sp100
Anti- p80 coilin: SSj, inflammatory conditions, HI
Anti- sp100: PBC, autoimmune hepatitis

 Nuclear envelopeb gp- 210, p62
Lamin A/B/C, LBP

Anti- gp210 and anti- p62: PBC
Nondefined autoantigens: PBC, autoimmune hepatitis, SLE, linear 

scleroderma, APS
 Pleomorphic PCNA SLE
Nucleolar patterns
 Clumpy Fibrillarin SSc (diffuse and severe forms), hepatocellular carcinoma (rare)
 Homogeneous To/Th

Nucleolin
B23

Anti- To/Th: SSc (limited form with pulmonary hypertension)
Antinucleolin: SLE, GVHD, hepatitis A, infectious mononucleosis
Anti- B23 (nucleophosmin), SSc, APS, GVHD, cancer

 Speckled NOR- 90;
RNA pol I

SSc, cancer, SSj, RA, drug- induced LE, alcoholic liver disease
SSc, rarely other systemic autoimmune diseases

Cytoplasmic patterns
 Fine speckled tRNA synthetases Jo- 1 and other synthetases, specific for polymyositis, antisynthetase 

syndrome, rarely dermatomyositis
 Dense fine speckled PL7/PL12

Ribosomal P
Anti- PL7/PL12, polymyositis
Anti- ribosomal P protein: SLE, type 1 autoimmune hepatitis

 Golgi apparatusb Golgin family SLE, SSj, other systemic autoimmune diseases, idiopathic cerebellar 
ataxia, paraneoplastic cerebellar degeneration, viral infections.

 Discrete dotsb EEA1
GWB

Anti- EEA1: subacute cutaneous LE, SLE, RA, primary RP
Anti- GWB: SSj, motor/sensory neuropathy, ataxia, RA, PBC

 Microfilamentsb Actin
Myosin
Keratin
Vinculin
Tropomyosin
Vimentin

Antiactin: autoimmune hepatitis; cirrhosis
Antimyosin: hepatitis C, hepatocellular cancer, MG, myocarditis
Antikeratin: alcoholic hepatitis, inflammatory/infectious diseases
Antivinculin: MG, Crohn’s, ulcerative colitis
Antitropomyosin: Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis
Antivimentin: nonspecific interstitial pneumonia.

 Reticular/dots Mitochondria PBC; can be rarely found in isolated systemic sclerosis.
Mitotic apparatus patterns
 Centriole/centrosomeb Several Several autoimmune and infectious diseases
 Intercellular bridgeb Several Various autoimmune conditions with low specificity
 Mitotic spindlesb HsEg5 and others Various autoimmune conditions with low specificity

aAbbreviations: SSc, systemic sclerosis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; RP, Raynaud’s phenomenon; PBC, primary biliary cholangitis; SSj, Sjögren’s syndrome; 
MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; HI, healthy individuals; APS, antiphospholipid syndrome; GVHD, graft- versus- host disease; MG, 
myasthenia gravis.

bWhen in low- to- moderate titer, may not have clinical relevance.

do not present with systemic autoimmune diseases. In addi-
tion to apparently healthy individuals, the DFS pattern and 
anti- LEDGF/p75 antibodies have been reported in a variety 
of clinical scenarios, including interstitial cystitis, derma-
titis atopica, asthma, and prostate cancer (30). Since the 
DFS pattern is clearly apparent only when anti- LEDGF/p75 

transcription coactivator LEDGF/p75 (30). Autoantibodies 
to LEDGF/p75 occur in 3 to 9% of the normal population 
(8, 30) and contribute to a sizable fraction of the cases of the 
idiopathic positive ANA syndrome, especially in those with 
high- titer ANA. Several studies have consistently shown 
that individuals with isolated anti- LEDGF/p75 antibodies 
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antibodies are not overshadowed by the concomitant pres-
ence of significant levels of other autoantibodies, the identifi-
cation of the DFS pattern has been considered an indication 
of absence of systemic autoimmune diseases (8, 25, 31).

In addition to the clinical context, the interpretation of 
the ANA result must take into account information from 
other tests, including the testing for autoantibody speci-
ficities associated with the particular IIF- ANA pattern 
observed. Useful tests include blood cell count, urinaly-
sis, serum creatinine, liver function tests, acute- phase re-
actants, and the determination of the serum complement 
(CH50 and initial components of the classic pathway). 
The two following examples illustrate the integrated inter-
pretation of information provided by the IIF- ANA test (ti-
ter and pattern), clinical context, and general laboratory 
tests. Patient A and patient B present with nonspecific 
musculoskeletal complaints and no other clinical finding. 
Patient A pre sents a 1:2,560 IIF- ANA with nuclear DFS 
pattern (with coarse staining of the metaphase plate). 
Patient B presents a 1:640 IIF- ANA test with a nuclear 
homogenous pattern (with strong hyaline staining of the 
metaphase plate). Patient A most probably presents no ab-
normality in blood cell count, urinalysis, acute- phase re-
actants, serum complement and creatinine, and liver tests 
and no reactivity in tests for disease marker autoantibod-
ies, but it is highly probably that he/she presents positive 
reactivity to LEDGF/p75. For patient B, general laboratory 
exams may disclose unapparent abnormalities and specific 
tests for disease marker autoantibodies may reveal antibod-
ies to native DNA, nucleosome, histone, Sm, or U1- RNP. 
Despite the higher- titer IIF- ANA, patient A most proba-
bly has no systemic autoimmune disease whereas patient 
B, despite moderate IIF- ANA titer, will probably develop 
evident SLE manifestations within the next few months or 
years. Patient A can be seen within 6 months for a “reas-
surance” visit and then discharged, but patient B must be 
closely followed with frequent laboratory investigation for 
impending SLE manifestations.

Limitations of the Test
Despite its recognized utility and its ranking as the gold 
standard for autoantibody screening, the IIF- ANA test pre-
sents some limitations and pitfalls. There is a high degree 
of inherent subjectivity in the definition of a positive test 
and in the interpretation of the ANA pattern. This can be 
minimized by delineating criteria for the establishment of 
a positive reaction and definition of each pattern. Contin-
uous intra-  and interlaboratory interaction among analysts 
is highly recommended. It is advisable that at least two an-
alysts have the opportunity of examining each sample. The 
variability in the microscope and lighting conditions may 
contribute to nonreproducible results among laboratories. 
This can be partially overcome by the use of commercial 
precalibrated fluorescent beads. The heterogeneity in per-
formance of the various slide brands may cause one sample 
to produce different results in different slides. This potential 
problem can be handled by validating each new slide lot 
or brand with an array of known samples representing di-
verse IIF- ANA patterns. In addition, some slide brands or 
some peculiar slide lots may yield spurious patterns not ob-
served in other brands. This problem can be partially han-
dled by retesting unusual patterns in more than one slide 
brand. Pattern recognition is a cognitive ability acquired by 
training and practice, which are obviously variable among 
analysts. This source of inconsistency must be overcome by 
continuous training and by exchanging experience within 
the group and with other groups.

Strategy for Ordering Autoantibody Tests in the 
Investigation of Autoimmune Diseases
The laboratory investigation strategy in autoimmune dis-
eases varies according to the diagnostic hypotheses indicated 
by the clinical evaluation. There is a plethora of autoanti-
bodies to be tested and an equally large array of methodologi-
cal platforms, which may make the task difficult for those not 
familiar with the field. For systemic autoimmune diseases, 
the IIF- ANA test is useful as general screening for autoan-
tibodies against antigens in several cellular compartments. 
Following the IIF- ANA test, additional tests are frequently 
necessary according to the clinical scenario and according to 
the IIF- ANA pattern. In case there is no firm evidence of a 
systemic autoimmune disease, a negative IIF- ANA test may 
be enough. In contrast, if there is compelling evidence of sys-
temic autoimmunity, a negative IIF- ANA test must be com-
plemented by the investigation of other autoantibodies. In 
fact, the ability of the IIF- ANA test in detecting the several 
autoantibodies varies substantially (Table 2). For example, it 
may be wise to test for anti- SS- A/Ro and anti- P ribosomal 
antibodies in patients with a suspicion of SLE and a negative 
IIF- ANA test. The same is true for anti- Jo- 1 antibodies if 
the clinical scenario suggests polymyositis or antisynthetase 
syndrome. In addition, it is important to bear in mind that 
tissue- specific autoantigens are not available in HEp- 2 cells. 
In such cases, specific tests for individual autoantibodies 
should be ordered. A corollary of that is that the ordering of 
autoantibody assays must obey a strategy dictated by the ju-
dicious analysis of the clinical scenario vis- à- vis the clinical 
associations of the several autoantibodies.

Quality Control
The careful execution of the standard operational protocol 
is of paramount importance, since it ensures appropriate el-
ements for interpretation of the ANA reactivity and ANA 
patterns. In addition, a series of items are essential to ensure 
high- quality and consistent IIF- ANA results.

1. A set of controls should be used in each assay run, 
including (i) samples that clearly discriminate inter-
phase and mitotic cells (e.g., centromeric, homoge-
neous, or dense fine speckled pattern) in dilution to 
present moderate fluorescence intensity, (ii) one sam-
ple with low fluorescence intensity (+/++++), and 
(iii) a negative sample. Samples with strong inten-
sity of reaction yield beautiful images but do not add 
much information. The same set of controls should be 
used in each assay run in order to ensure day- to- day 
consistency.

2. A daily record should be registered with the results ob-
tained with the set of controls used in each routine. 
Monitoring daily records of controls helps identify 
possible trends for deviation, allowing corrective ac-
tions to be implemented. These records should also 
register changes in PBS batch, lot of slides, and any 
unexpected event that may have occurred in the assay.

3. A panel of serum samples with reactivity to an ar-
ray of autoantigens and representing several relevant 
ANA patterns should be used to validate any new lot 
or new brand of slides. Ideally, this validation panel 
should include samples reacting with SS- A/Ro, Jo- 1, 
ribosomal P protein, LEDGF/p75 (DFS pattern), Scl- 
70, Sm/U1- RNP, mitochondria, sp- 100, CENP- F, and 
PCNA. This panel can be constructed with second-
ary standards retrieved from the laboratory routine, 
exchange with expert laboratories, and samples ob-
tained from the CDC.
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FIGURE 7 Decision- tree algorithm for classification of IIF- ANA patterns proposed by the IV Brazilian 
Consensus on ANA. MCP, metaphase chromatin plate.
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4. Periodically, there should be checking of the PBS and 
mounting medium pH, microscope lamp lifetime, and 
the temperature of refrigerators used to store the kits 
and serum samples.

5. Regular preventive maintenance of microscopes to 
ensure the cleaning of filters, lenses, and eyepieces, 
centralization of lamps, and periodic calibration of 
automatic pipettes should be conducted.

6. Harmonization of the interpretation criteria among 
analysts. This can be achieved via a series of mea-
sures, including the following.
a. Encouragement of discussion and sharing of rou-

tine IIF- ANA interpretation by analysts.
b. The screening and titration steps should not be 

performed by the same analyst, ensuring that 
each positive ANA sample be seen by at least two 
analysts.

c. Periodically, all analysts should blindly read and 
record a set of slides with various predefined pat-
terns and titers; possible discrepancies may be 
identified and corrected.

d. Continuous education and training of analysts.
7. Adherence to one of the available national and inter-

national external quality control programs is highly 
recommended. In addition, internal quality control 
can be implemented by assaying blinded samples with 
known reactivity.

There is a need to promote worldwide harmonization 
in the nomenclature of IIF- ANA patterns as well as in de-
fining the characteristic features of each pattern, their im-
munologic associations, and their clinical relevance. A few 
consensus- building studies have been developed in differ-
ent parts of the world (14, 15, 32) with the proposition of 
tree- decision algorithms for the classification of IIF- ANA 
patterns (Fig. 7). The International Consensus on ANA 
Patterns, recently launched during the 12th International 
Workshop on Autoantibodies and Autoimmunity held in 
Sao Paulo, Brazil, shall generate a continuous process of in-
ternational harmonization and diffusing of useful informa-
tion for those interested in performing and interpreting the 
IIF- ANA test (http://www.iwaa2014.org.br/home.html).

KEY MESSAGES
1. The designation “antinuclear antibody (ANA)” test 

should be updated to “anticellular antibody” test.
2. IIF- ANA on HEp- 2 cells is the gold standard for auto-

antibody screening in systemic autoimmune diseases.
3. ANA testing in individuals with low pretest prob-

ability of systemic autoimmune disease often con-
tributes to the idiopathic positive ANA syndrome. 
IIF- ANA is not recommended as general screening 
test (check- up).

4. A negative IIF- ANA speaks against, but does not for-
mally exclude, the diagnosis of some systemic autoim-
mune diseases.

5. A positive ANA test by itself is not diagnostic of any 
autoimmune disease since patients with several other 
clinical conditions and even healthy people may pre-
sent a positive ANA.

6. A high- titer ANA is most likely found in systemic 
autoimmune rheumatic diseases but may sometimes 
be found in apparently healthy individuals and in pa-
tients with nonautoimmune diseases.

7. Careful analysis of the IIF- ANA pattern provides 
valuable information regarding the possible autoan-
tibody specificities in the sample.

8. The dense fine speckled (DFS) IIF- ANA pattern, 
even at high titer, is most likely found in healthy in-
dividuals and patients with nonautoimmune diseases.

9. The clinical significance of a positive IIF- ANA test 
must take into account the titer and pattern, the clin-
ical scenario, and the results of other ancillary tests.
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Autoantibodies directed against intracellular antigens are 
characteristic features of a number of human autoimmune 
diseases and certain malignancies (1–3). Studies of systemic 
autoimmune rheumatic diseases have provided strong evi-
dence that autoantibodies are maintained by antigen- driven 
responses (4, 5) and that autoantibodies can be reporters 
from the immune system, revealing the identities of antigens 
involved in disease pathogenesis. Historically, autoantibody 
detection and analysis have relied on a number of differ-
ent technologies, such as hemagglutination and particle ag-
gregation, immunodiffusion, indirect immunofluorescence 
(IIF), complement fixation, counterimmunoelectrophore-
sis (CIE), Western and dot blotting, immunoprecipitation 
(IP), and enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), 
and on functional assays that demonstrate inhibition of 
the catalytic or other functional activity of the antigen of 
interest. These technologies have limitations because they 
tend to be labor- intensive and time- consuming, are limited 
in throughput, are semiquantitative, and are not adaptable 
to leading- edge research. Immunodiffusion has been used 
for over 50 years, and it is still used in some clinical lab-
oratories because it is inexpensive and has high specific-
ity, but it lacks sensitivity and can take up to 48 h before 
precipitin lines are interpretable. Western blotting is more 
costly and time- consuming, and not all autoantibodies are 
detected by this technique. For example, in the SS- A/Ro 
system, it has been observed that IP techniques are required 
to identify some sera that contain antibodies reacting only 
with the “native” SS- A/Ro particle (6). IP protocols that 
use extracts from [35S]methionine- labeled cells are not suit-
able for the detection of all autoantibodies, such as anti-
bodies to Ro52/TRIM21 protein (7). ELISA techniques 
have rapidly advanced, but highly specific, sensitive, and 
reliable assays that use highly purified or recombinant pro-
teins are limited by intermanufacturer and interlaboratory 
variation of results (8). Immunodiffusion and CIE generally 
favor high- titer sera and often cannot discriminate multiple 
autoantibody responses that are characteristic of systemic 
autoimmune rheumatic disease sera.

Despite the advantages of IP, CIE, and ELISA, IIF re-
mains the least expensive and, perhaps, the screening assay 
of choice for many autoantibodies (9–11). HEp- 2 cells are 
currently the most commonly used cell substrate in diag-
nostic autoantibody tests for systemic autoimmune rheu-
matic diseases. However, the use of IIF on HEp- 2 cells to 

detect autoantibodies can be limited by a lack of specific-
ity and sensitivity when the antigen in question is of low 
abundance or when epitopes are hidden or lost through 
cell fixation (12). These factors have resulted in variabil-
ity in the clinical performance of commercial HEp- 2 cell 
substrates (13). In addition to variation in kits produced 
by various manufacturers, significant lot- to- lot variation 
from single manufacturers has been noted, and variations 
in different batches from the same manufacturer have also 
been observed. Another limitation of current IIF substrates 
is that there is significant variation in the sensitivities of dif-
ferent commercially available substrates to detect different 
antibodies. This limitation can be compounded by sera that 
contain multiple autoantibodies, for which it is necessary to 
use other techniques to definitively identify as many auto-
antibodies as possible in a single serum.

Human sera contain autoantibodies that are notably 
heterogeneous with respect to antigen and epitope spec-
ificity and the polyclonality of the B cell response that 
leads to their formation. For example, it is common to find 
sera that show a complex pattern of IIF staining that might 
include reactivity with the nuclear envelope, mitochon-
dria, and other intracellular structures and organelles. 
Further analysis of these sera with a variety of techniques 
confirms that there is reactivity with a variety of antigens 
that might include chromatin, Ro60, pyruvate dehydroge-
nase (pyruvate dehydrogenase complex or M2 antigen), 
nuclear pore complex antigens (14), and processing bod-
ies (GW bodies) (15). Complex sera like those referenced 
here point to the need of multiplexed autoantigen arrays 
to provide an accurate picture of the autoantibody profile 
of any patient.

With the use of expression cloning and autoantibodies 
as probes to screen λ phage cDNA libraries, the identities 
of many autoantigens have been determined and validated. 
A logical strategy is to take advantage of the availability 
of recombinant autoantigens generated from the cDNA in 
Escherichia coli or other appropriate expression systems as 
the substrates for immunoassays such as ELISA and multi-
plex assays. More recently, protein and peptide microarrays 
and mass spectroscopy have been used to detect novel auto-
antibody reactivity (16). This chapter will focus on the pu-
rification of recombinant autoantigens used in the authors’ 
laboratories and advances in multiplex immunoassays that 
are being used for autoantibody detection.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch88
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ANTIGEN TECHNOLOGY
A rapid expansion of new technologies developed by basic 
and applied immunology is making a significant impact on 
a broad spectrum of biomedical investigations (16, 17). The 
identification of biomarkers of disease onset, progression, 
and response to therapy is now made possible with the appli-
cation of a variety of reagents in a number of novel platforms 
(18–21). Polyclonal, monoclonal, and single- component 
antibodies have become valuable tools in basic research and 
diagnostic technologies and have been used very successfully 
as therapeutics in patients with cancer, a broad spectrum of 
systemic rheumatic diseases, a variety of autoimmune con-
ditions, and cell and organ transplantation. Accompanying 
these developments has been the appearance of a broad 
spectrum of DNA, RNA, and protein microarrays. Protein 
arrays in particular are gaining acceptance as an approach to 
multiplexed detection of autoantibodies in biological fluids 
and the detection of changes in cell physiology after various 
physiological triggers and therapeutic interventions (22). To 
capitalize on these advances, there has been a need for the 
parallel development of new technology platforms to pro-
duce and utilize the arrays in clinical settings. These have 
included novel adaptations of fluorescence- activated cell 
sorting, which is now a standard technique in most clini-
cal immunology centers (23). Some of these emerging tech-
nologies include addressable laser beads, microfluidics and 
laboratory- on- a- chip platforms, chemiluminescence (17, 
24), and nanotechnology (25–29). In addition, devices that 
produce protein arrays by spotting analytes of interest on 
solid- phase substrates have become a necessary technology 
of research- intensive institutions. The use of antigen arrays 
for the analyses of autoantibodies has been reported, but the 
technology remains mostly limited to research laboratory 
settings (30, 31).

Purification of Natural and Recombinant 
Autoantigens
One requirement in the development of a successful im-
munoassay for the detection of autoantibodies is that the 
antigen must be recognized efficiently. Many recombinant 
autoantigens generated in bacterial, viral, or eukaryotic 
expression systems can be used successfully for functional 
as well as immunological assays. In the analysis of systemic 
rheumatic diseases, recombinant human SS- B/La antigen is 
an excellent example, since most human anti- SS- B/La sera 
recognize multiple epitopes, most of which are readily ex-
pressed in recombinant forms. However, some recombinant 
autoantigens are found not suitable at all. For example, Sm 
D1 antigen generated in E. coli is not suitable for ELISA, 
while the same antigen expressed from a baculovirus sys-
tem is suitable (32). Recombinant antigens derived from 
the bacterial expression system are often not suitable for 
the detection of autoantibodies because they may lack post-
translational modifications required directly or indirectly for 
the functionality of the epitope(s). Another example is the 
Ro60 antigen. Only a small fraction of anti- Ro60 sera are 
reactive to the recombinant protein generated from E. coli, 
unlike with the native- affinity- purified bovine Ro60 protein. 
It is not clear why the native preparation is more immuno-
reactive than the one derived from E. coli, but probable ex-
planations are that the native antigen has a conformation, a 
posttranslational modification, or a cofactor that the recom-
binant protein made in E. coli lacks. It should be noted that 
recombinant Ro60 with apparently superior antigenicity is 
now available from a commercial source (33). Ribo nuc leo-
protein (RNP) autoantibody targets are another instance 

where cloned antigens do not have as much reactivity as the 
native proteins. In this case, the increased reactivity with the 
native antigen is related to autoantibodies in patients with 
mixed connective tissue disease that react only with the qua-
ternary structure found in the RNA- multiprotein complex 
and not in the individual components (34).

Use of Natural Autoantigens
There are a number of reasons that autoantigens purified 
from natural sources are preferred over recombinant pro-
teins. Historical uses and costs are some of the issues that 
lead to the use of bovine chromatin preparations for the de-
tection of antichromatin antibodies. Classical biochemical 
purification is still used for the purification of large quan-
tities of different chromatin fractions as well as subunits 
that are useful for detecting a clinically relevant subset of 
antibodies (35). Additionally, it has been demonstrated 
that some diagnostically important autoantibodies react 
with epitopes present on the native histone- DNA complex 
found in chromatin. These epitopes are absent in DNA- free 
histones and histone- free DNA (36). The antigen tissue 
transglutaminase, recognized by people with celiac disease, 
is easily isolated by biochemical techniques from red blood 
cells. To obtain native autoantigens that are in relatively 
low abundance in animal tissue, affinity column purifica-
tion using well- defined human autoantibodies coupled to 
solid- phase matrices is routinely used. Because it is possible 
to obtain the large quantities of tissue that are needed at a 
relatively low cost, bovine spleen and thymus are often the 
starting materials for native antigens. Examples in this cate-
gory include extractable nuclear antigens, such as Sm, RNP, 
Ro60, SS- B/La, Scl- 70, and Jo- 1.

Use of Peptide Antigens
Patients with autoimmune diseases make a spectrum of au-
toantibodies to specific antigens, and some of these antibod-
ies will react with small peptides derived or deduced from 
the target protein (37). Usually, these peptides are not as 
reactive as the whole protein in immunoassays and thus are 
not clinically useful. However, in a few instances, antibodies 
against peptides have been shown to be at least as clinically 
useful as antibodies against the corresponding native pro-
tein. In particular, the 23 C- terminal amino acids of ribo-
somal P proteins is the immunodominant peptide in certain 
patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (38), as 
is a dimethylated peptide from SmD3 antigen (39, 40). Ci-
trullinated peptides derived from filaggrin and other sources 
are highly reactive with sera from patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis (41).

Production of Recombinant Proteins
The strategy for the design of recombinant constructs is 
beyond the scope of this chapter; however, we will discuss 
briefly some key aspects related to the production of recom-
binant autoantigens. The production of recombinant pro-
teins to be used in the detection of autoantibodies should 
take into consideration the suitability of the construct de-
sign and the ease of purification of resulting proteins. Ear-
lier attempts in the production of recombinant proteins 
were faced with lengthy biochemical purification protocols 
to remove unwanted cellular proteins. More importantly, 
most of these protocols have to be specifically designed for 
each individual recombinant protein, and these invariably 
have distinctive biochemical characteristics. Currently, it is 
preferable to design recombinant proteins with an affinity 
tag that can be utilized for subsequent purification using a 
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one- step, solid- phase affinity chromatography protocol that 
can be utilized for most recombinant proteins largely inde-
pendently of their biochemical properties. The preferred af-
finity tag should be short, such as the 6 histidine tag that can 
be attached to the N terminus or C terminus of the recom-
binant protein using vectors such as pET28 (Novagen/EMD 
Biosciences, Inc., San Diego, CA) or pDEST17 (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA). The glutathione S- transferase (GST) fusion 
proteins, although used by many investigators for the ex-
pression of autoantigens, may not be suitable for general use 
since anti- GST antibodies have been reported in some pa-
tients with autoimmune hepatitis (42). In contrast, human 
auto antibodies binding the histidine tag, a short peptide of 
6 histidine residues, have not been reported to date.

In most designed recombinant autoantigens, full- length 
constructs are preferred so as to ensure that all the epitopes 
are well represented. In cases where the autoantigen is a 
large protein, such as the Golgi complex protein giantin, 
which has a molecular mass of ~350 kDa, it is technically 
difficult to produce the complete protein in E. coli or even 
in eukaryotic expression systems. Thus, overlapping frag-
ments of giantin that can be used alone or as a mixture for 
the detection autoantibodies were produced (43).

Purification of Recombinant Proteins
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss purifica-
tion of different types of recombinant proteins, and thus, 
the following discussion represents two key modifications or 
improvements in overcoming problems encountered during 
the production of 6 histidine- tagged recombinant proteins 
for use in the detection of autoantibodies. The first con-
cern is the purity of the preparation to ensure that there 
are no false- positive results caused by contamination from 
E. coli proteins. A modification of the established purifica-
tion protocol for 6 histidine- tagged proteins has been used 
to achieve a higher degree of purity by repeating the affin-
ity purification step (44). Preliminary studies showed that 
twice- purified recombinant proteins had lower background 
reactivity with normal human sera than once- purified 
preparations. This 2- fold affinity purification protocol has 
been used in several studies (43, 45). In brief, 6 histidine- 
tagged recombinant proteins are purified from E. coli lysates 
under denaturing conditions as described in the Qiagen 
manual The QIAexpressionist (44) and are eluted from a 
nickel affinity column using buffer E (8 M urea, 100 mM 
NaH2PO4, 10 mM Tris- HCl, pH 4.5). Fractions are pooled, 
the pH is adjusted to 8.0 with 1 M NaOH, and the nickel 
column is regenerated by washing it in 2 volumes of buffer 
A (6 M guanidine hydrochloride, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 10 
mM Tris- HCl, pH 8.0). The second purification simply uti-
lizes the pooled fraction and the regenerated affinity column 
identically to the first purification.

Use of Rosetta Bacteria for the Production of Large 
Recombinant Proteins
The second improvement addresses the low yield of recom-
binant protein in E. coli, especially when the recombinant 
protein to be produced has a high molecular mass. Most 
recombinant autoantigens up to ~70 kDa have been suc-
cessfully produced in standard E. coli strain BL21(DE3) or 
JM109(DE3). Examples include SS- B/La, Ro60, and Ro52 
proteins. Problems are often encountered when proteins of 
~100 kDa or higher are generated in these E. coli strains. 
Figure 1 illustrates the problem encountered when the Golgi 
autoantigen p115 (115 kDa) was expressed in JM109(DE3) 
and the major products were only about 60 kDa. Similarly, 

low- molecular- weight products were obtained with the 
BL21(DE3) bacteria. However, the expression was improved 
significantly using a new strain known as Rosetta(DE3), and 
a protein band corresponding to 115 kDa was generated (Fig. 
1). Rosetta host strains from Novagen/EMD Biosciences, 
Inc. (La Jolla, CA), are BL21 E. coli derivatives engineered 
to increase the expression of eukaryotic proteins that contain 
codons rarely used in E. coli. These strains contain tRNA 
genes for AGG, AGA, AUA, CUA, CCC, and GGA on a 
chloramphenicol- resistant plasmid and thus provide for “uni-
versal” translation, which is otherwise limited by the codon 
usage of E. coli. Our experience is that the use of the Rosetta 
cells has made a significant positive impact on the produc-
tion of recombinant human autoantigens in E. coli.

ADVANCES IN ASSAYS
Newer autoantibody assay systems include cell- based assays 
where selected tissue culture cells are transfected with the 
cDNAs of antigens of interest (46–48), “line” immunoas-
says (49, 50), solid- phase antigen arrays (51), addressable 
laser bead arrays, and paramagnetic bead arrays where rele-
vant native or recombinant antigens are bound to a solid- 
phase matrix or to microbeads. The renewed interest in and 
use of cell- based immunoassays is due to the cellular over-
expression of the autoantigen (i.e., particular cell surface or 

FIGURE 1 Enhanced expression of recombinant proteins is illus-
trated by the effect on the bacterial host. A construct, pET- p115, was 
transformed into either JM109(DE3) or  Rosetta(DE3), and recom-
binant proteins were produced with the transformed bacteria using 
the same culture medium (2YT broth) and conditions. To the cul-
tured bacteria was added 1 mM isopropyl- b- d- thiogalactopyranoside 
at time zero, and cells were harvested as pellets after 1 or 2 h, solu-
bilized in gel sample buffer, and analyzed with SDS- PAGE using a 
5% gel. Proteins were detected with Coomassie brilliant blue G- 250 
stain. Note that the recombinant JM109 culture generated major 
products of ~60 kDa (arrow head) plus other lower- molecular- mass 
products, whereas the  Rosetta culture yielded major products (ar-
row) corresponding to the native protein. Lane M, molecular mass 
markers (numbers at the left are masses in kilodaltons).
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transmembrane targets) in mammalian cells, where they are 
presented in a more native conformation (52). These ad-
vances are only the beginning of a rapid succession of newer 
technologies, such as microfluidics, lab- on- a- chip platforms, 
and nanotechnology (29). Comparison of the performance 
and costs of some of these technologies to those of conven-
tional assays suggests that they are reliable, highly sensitive, 
and cost- effective. Clinical analyses suggest that gains in 
accuracy and repeatability obtained with these new tech-
nologies may be clouded by a need to reevaluate current 
paradigms of the diagnostic and prognostic specificities of 
autoantibodies (53). Each assay has limitations when deter-
mining the sensitivity, specificity and the positive predictive 
value for the detection of autoantibodies.

Bead- Based Immunoassays

Addressable Laser Beads
Addressable laser beads represent an application of array and 
flow technologies that has demonstrated flexibility in a va-
riety of genomic, proteomic, ribonomic, and immunoassay 
applications (54). Although there are several applications 
of this technology, much experience has centered on the 
Luminex 100/200 platforms (Luminex Corp., Austin, TX), 
which incorporate laser- based flow technology that can an-
alyze reactants in a microtiter plate format. A key compo-
nent of this technology is the ability to differentiate more 
than 100 classes of microspheres based on various amounts 
of laser- reactive dyes embedded in each class, called 100 
different colors for simplicity. This platform has been de-
veloped to measure antibodies in biological fluids (55, 56), 
screen supernatants for monoclonal antibodies of interest 
(57, 58), quantitate cytokines in cell extracts and biological 
fluids (59), detect bacterial pathogens, perform HLA typing, 
detect single nucleotide polymorphisms, track cell signaling 
responses, and monitor gene expression. The robust appli-
cation of numerous technologies in this platform suggests 
that a future use may be to profile patients in a variety of 
diagnostic and therapeutic settings (54).

Addressable laser bead immunoassays (ALBIA) that uti-
lize the Luminex LabMAP platform in research and clinical 
laboratory settings have been evaluated in a number of stud-
ies. In practice, an antigen of interest is chemically coupled 
to a specific colored microsphere. Other antigens are coupled 
to microspheres of different colors. After the coupling and 
stabilizing reactions, the antigen- coupled spheres are com-
bined into a single microtiter well to provide a single assay 
that has the ability to detect multiple antibodies in a single 
specimen. The test samples (sera or other biological fluids) 
and a fluorochrome- coupled secondary antibody are added 
to the wells, and after an incubation time, they are analyzed. 
The principles of the assay are similar to those of flow cytom-
etry, with one laser identifying the specific- antigen- coupled 
bead passing through the path and a second laser determin-
ing the presence and quantity of secondary antibody bound 
to the bead. The data are displayed in a number of formats 
but expressed as a quantitative analysis of multiple analytes 
and the relative amount of antibody bound to the antigen. 
We have found the development of our “in- house” assays 
to be easier, more efficient, and more economical than ear-
lier technologies, such as Western blotting, IP, or ELISA. 
Research applications have included the development of 
assays to detect monoclonal antibodies and autoantibodies 
directed to a number of autoantigens, including early en-
dosome antigen 1 (EEA1) (60, 61), GW182 (62, 63), the 
translocated promoter region (14), and valosin- containing 
protein (64).

In a clinical service laboratory setting, an autoantigen 
panel (Quanta Plex; INOVA Diagnostics, Inc.) based on 
that of ALBIA was evaluated and compared to the routine 
diagnostic protocol, which analyzed 870 sequential unse-
lected sera received over a 6- month period (25). In this 
study, the sera were submitted primarily by clinicians who 
were considering a diagnosis of systemic rheumatic disease. 
The conventional serological algorithm used IIF on HEp- 2 
cell substrates (HEp- 2000; Immuno Concepts, Inc.) to 
screen all sera. Antibodies to SS- A/Ro60 can be detected 
in this IIF assay because this substrate includes cells that 
are transfected with, and overexpress, the Ro60 autoanti-
gen (47, 65). Sera that were found to be positive in this IIF 
assay were then evaluated by immunodiffusion for antibod-
ies to Sm, U1- RNP, SS- A/Ro, SS- B/La, Scl- 70 (topoisom-
erase I), and other saline- soluble autoantigens. Antibodies 
to double- stranded DNA (dsDNA) were detected by IIF 
on the Crithidia luciliae substrate (Immuno Concepts). This 
comparison showed that ALBIA results agreed with the 
conventional test result 92% of the time. An exception was 
a lack of high correlation of anti- dsDNA measured by the 
Crithidia assay and the ALBIA. Because of this, anti- dsDNA 
is no longer included in this profile. For some reason, the 
specificity of anti- dsDNA has been a problem with other 
ALBIA (i.e., TheraDiag FIDIS).

When the results of the ALBIA were compared to those 
of the conventional assay, it was noted that, on average, 
25% of sera exhibited a positive result that was not detected 
by conventional autoantibody testing. The accuracy and 
validity of the ALBIA result might be confirmed by other 
techniques, such as IP and immunoblotting. This observed 
increase in the sensitivity of ALBIA was studied in various 
serological cohorts. The results of one such study are shown 
in Table 1; in that study were included 30 highly character-
ized sera that were previously shown to react with ribosomal 
P in at least one commercial ELISA (Euroimmun, MBL, 
Pharmacia Diagnostics) (66, 67). Comparison of the data 
show excellent agreement of ALBIA results with the ELISA 
results, including those that utilize the terminal C22 ribo-
somal P peptide (67).

Unselected sera from various disease cohorts were also 
studied to determine if the frequency of autoantibodies as 
detected by the ALBIA was consistent with the published 
frequency of autoantibodies (Table 2). This study showed 
that the frequencies of various autoantibodies in SLE, sys-
temic sclerosis (SSc), Sjögren’s syndrome (SjS), and rheu-
matoid arthritis were in keeping with those of published 
reports. Interesting exceptions included antibodies to Scl- 70 
(topoisomerase I), which were found in 8% of sera from SLE 
patients, and antibodies to Jo- 1 (histidyl- tRNA synthetase), 
which were found in 15% of sera from SjS patients and 4% of 
sera from SSc patients. It was noted that the reactivity of sera 
from SLE patients with Scl- 70 was in the borderline region 
of positivity. Similar observations were made with anti- Sm, 
which was found in 5% of sera from SSc patients, but all 
of these demonstrated a measurement of mean fluorescence 
units that was just above the cutoff. Follow- up testing of 
these sera found that none bound the SmD3 peptide, which 
is highly specific for SLE (39, 68). The observation that some 
sera from SLE patients bind Scl- 70 is interesting in light of 
other reports that anti- Scl- 70 antibodies were found in sera 
from SLE patients (69). Likewise, the finding of anti- Jo- 1 an-
tibodies in sera from SjS and SSc patients was surprising but 
may be related to more- recent observations that some sera 
with anti- Jo- 1 antibodies contain antibodies to the Ro52/
TRIM21 autoantigen (70). Early studies of ALBIA kits 
showed a high level (>90%) of agreement with antinuclear 
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antibody and conventional ELISA techniques. For example, 
in a study of 37 sera from SjS patients that compared a con-
ventional ELISA to an ALBIA kit (Athena Multi- Lyte anti-
nuclear antibody test system), a 99% concordance between 
the two assays was found (55).

Taken together, there are advantages and challenges that 
come with the adoption of the ALBIA platform to detect 
autoantibodies (Table 3). The capacity of one assay to ana-
lyze and detect a complex array of autoantibodies in a single 
small serum sample (>10 μl) with speed and precision is a 
significant advantage. There are now several ALBIA kits on 
the market that detect 10 or more autoantibodies relevant 
to systemic rheumatic diseases. In some kits, the secondary 
antibody is added with no subsequent washing of the bead 
required.

Chemiluminescence Immunoassay
Chemiluminescence immunoassay (CIA) is a relatively 
newly developed immunoassay platform that employs a 
fully automated chemiluminescent analyzer and a growing 

spectrum of autoantibody assays (QUANTA Flash; Inova 
Diagnostics Inc., San Diego, CA) designed for the Bio- Flash 
instrument (Biokit s.a., Barcelona, Spain). The principles 
of the Bio- Flash CIA have recently been described (71). 
CIAs are developed using native or recombinant antigens 
covalently coupled to paramagnetic beads. Prior to use, the 
lyophilized beads are suspended in a buffer. A patient serum 
sample is prediluted with a sample buffer in a small dispos-
able plastic cuvette. Small amounts of the diluted patient 
serum, the beads, and the assay buffer are all combined into 
a second cuvette, mixed, and then incubated for 9.5 min at 
37°C. The magnetized beads are sedimented using a strong 
magnet in the internal washing station and automatically 
washed several times; next, isoluminol- conjugated anti- 
human IgG is added, and then the mixture is incubated 
for 9.5 min at 37°C. The magnetized beads are sedimented 
and washed repeatedly. The isoluminol conjugate is oxi-
dized when sodium hydroxide solution and peroxide solu-
tions (“triggers”) are added to the cuvette, and the flash of 
light produced from this reaction is measured as relative 

TABLE 1 Comparison of results of ELISA and ALBIA detection of anti- ribosomal P autoanti-
bodies in 30 seraa

Serum 
ID

ELISA result from indicated vendor (cutoff) INOVA Quanta 
Plex ALBIA result 
(cutoff, ratio > 1)Euroimmun (ratio > 1) MBL (11.6 U/ml) INOVA (20 U)

 1 9.1 219 202 15
 2 5.6 144 164  8
 3 7.9 124 200 14
 4 2.2  24 185 11
 5 4.4  76 140 17
 6 5.1  63 178  8
 7 6.8 111 165 12
 8 7.7 169 197 25
 9 8.9 246 212 13
10 7.5 187 198 12
11 8.9  69 87  8
12 2.8  72 139  6
13 6.6 125 184 13
14 6.3 130 181 12
15 5.2 116 173 14
16 3.4  87 148  5
17 6.0 136 164 10
18 5.3 118 155 20
19 5.8 100 150  3
20 7.8 170 206 17
21 7.1 146 199 16
22 1.0 a  11a 20  1.5
23 2.1  19 39  4
24 7.4 155 204 10
25 3.9  76 54 10
26 7.6 143 192  9
27 7.2 148 203 23
28 9.1 239 219 27
29 3.2  38 75  2
30 1.6  55 66  2
aID, identifier. Data are extracted from reference 66 and rounded to the nearest whole number, except in the Euroimmun 

column. Units are defined as per the manufacturer’s protocol.
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light units by the optical system. The relative light units 
are proportional to the amount of isoluminol conjugate that 
is bound to the human IgG, which is in turn proportional 
to the amount of autoantibodies bound to the antigen on 
the beads. The Bio- Flash CIA system also allows the user 
the option to reflex the individual assays of an autoantibody 
screening test, such as the QUANTA Flash using extract-
able nuclear antigen 7. In comparative studies with ELISA, 
the Bio- Flash CIA system performed very well (>93% 
agreement) (71, 72). Other advantages of the CIA system 
are the remarkable linearity of results throughout the dy-
namic range of the assay (72).

Advantages of Bead- Based Immunoassays
There are a number of advantages to bead- based immuno-
assays. First, test reports can be automatically generated 
through standard laboratory information systems and con-
verted to standard encoded formats that can be directly up-
loaded into the patient’s electronic medical record. Second, 

test results are generated very rapidly. In our laboratory, the 
turnaround time from receipt of the serum sample to gener-
ation of the laboratory report using the conventional tech-
nologies was 4 to 5 days. By comparison, the turnaround 
time using ALBIA and CIA is 1 to 2 days. This marked im-
provement is predicated on a laboratory algorithm that tests 
samples daily, as opposed to batch runs of ~90 sera. Last, al-
though we have not performed detailed cost analyses, there 
is little additional cost because the sample throughput has 
been effectively doubled and this throughput was managed 
with the same staff complement as with the conventional 
protocols. In fact, the staff now has more time for quality 
assurance and research projects that were formerly delegated 
to other staff. The tradeoff for these apparent cost savings 
is more- expensive maintenance contracts, upgrades to soft-
ware, and a budget allocation for replacement of lasers. 
However, it should be noted that one of us (M.J.F.) has been 
using Luminex technology for more than a decade, and laser 
replacement has not been required.

TABLE 2 Frequency of autoantibodies detected by the INOVA Quanta Plex assay in cohorts of 
patients with systemic rheumatic diseases and multiple sclerosis and in controlsa

Cohort 
antigen

Frequency (%) of autoantibodies detected in indicated patients
SLE  

(n = 200)
SSc  

(n = 100)
SjS  

(n = 100)
RA  

(n = 200)
IBD  

(n = 50)
MS  

(n = 100)
Normal 
(n = 50)

Chromatin 60 20 20 8 2  4 0
dsDNAb 48  0  0 2 0  0 0
U1 RNP 24 10  0 4 0  8 0
Sm 18  4*  0 0 0  1 0
Scl- 70 6 24  0 0 0  4 0
SS- A/Ro60 34 24 35 0 0  5 0
SS- B/La  8  5 20 2 0 10 0
Jo- 1  0  3 15 0 0  4 0
Rib- P 16  2  0 0.5 0  5 0

aAbbreviations: IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; MS, multiple sclerosis; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; RNP, ribonucleoprotein; 
SjS, primary Sjögren’s syndrome; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SSc, systemic sclerosis.

bLow positivity.

TABLE 3 Advantages, challenges, and opportunities relating to new array technologies

Advantage(s)a Challenges and opportunities

Multiple autoantibodies are detected in 
a single assay

New clinical correlations and paradigms based on 
autoantibody and epitope profiling

Personnel costs Costs of maintenance contracts and budgeting for 
laser replacement

Rapid test performance and automated 
test reporting

Medical centers not equipped or configured to accept 
digital reports can jeopardize rapid turnaround times

Small sample volumes Adoption of new technologies that do not require 
conventional venipuncture

High correlation with other 
immunoassays, particularly ELISA

Low correlation with immunodiffusion

Ease of establishing new assays Research and development required to provide 
broader spectrum of autoantigens (nucleolar, 
paraneoplastic, phospholipids)

Equipment and technology can be 
used for a variety of relevant assays: 
cytokine, SNP, HLA, gene activation, 
cell activation, drug discovery

Emergence of other microarray and nanotechnology 
platforms will complicate standardization

aSNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
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Challenges of Multiplexed Immunoassays
A major challenge and opportunity in the adoption of 
multiplexed autoantibody analyses is the breadth of auto-
antibody profiles provided in the laboratory reports (53). 
This increased amount of information presents a signifi-
cant challenge to clinicians who are accustomed to dealing 
with one or two autoantibody results for any given patient. 
It is likely that with autoantibody profiling, a new wave of 
clinical studies and clinical correlations based on more- 
complete autoantibody profiles will emerge. The clinical 
picture may be enhanced by extending the breadth of this 
technology to epitope mapping and epitope spreading as 
an approach to monitoring disease progression or remis-
sion. Last, history has taught us that standardization of the 
new multiplexed platforms will be a significant challenge. 
The utilization of international reference sera for stan-
dardization of secondary antibodies to establish controls 
and cutoff values will be very important.

This work was supported in part by the Canadian Institutes for 
Health Research grant MOP- 38034 and National Institutes of Health 
grants.
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This chapter deals with immunological tests that are useful 
in the diagnosis and monitoring of systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (SLE). We review the detection and quantification 
of antibodies against self- antigens (autoantibodies), mea-
surement of complement levels, and the interferon gene 
expression signature.

SLE is a multisystem autoimmune disorder characterized 
by a combination of clinical and immunological features. It 
is the prototype of human immune complex disease, and the 
production of autoantibodies that form immune complexes 
with self- antigens leads to complement fixation and inflam-
mation. Clinical manifestations include characteristic skin 
rashes, serositis (pleuritis, pericarditis), arthritis, central 
nervous system involvement, hematological abnormalities, 
and immune complex- mediated glomerulonephritis. Immu-
nological features include the production of antinuclear or 
antiphospholipid antibodies, and low levels of certain com-
plement proteins. The detection and clinical use of assays 
for antinuclear antibodies and antiphospholipid autoanti-
bodies are reviewed elsewhere in this volume and will not 
be discussed further here. Likewise, general methodology 
ELISA, multiplex bead assays, and arrays for autoantibody 
detection are discussed elsewhere.

Antinuclear antibodies (ANA) are associated with sys-
temic autoimmune disease, but also can be seen at low titers 
in healthy individuals (1). Thus, there has been considerable 
interest in identifying ANA subsets with higher diagnostic 
specificity for particular diseases. Autoantibodies specific for 
SLE, systemic sclerosis (SSc), polymyositis or dermatomyo-
sitis (PM/DM), and other systemic autoimmune disorders 
have been identified and are of considerable importance as 
diagnostic markers. Some of the more useful autoantibody 
markers for various diseases are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Several autoantibodies are produced uniquely in SLE. 
Anti- double- stranded DNA (dsDNA) antibodies are found 
in ~70% of SLE patients’ sera at some point during their 
disease, and are 95% specific. Their levels may vary recipro-
cally with complement levels, serving as a marker of disease 
activity. Anti- Sm antibodies are produced by 7 to 25% of 
lupus patients depending on ethnic origin and, like anti- 
dsDNA, are virtually pathognomonic of SLE (1, 2). Unlike 
anti- DNA antibodies, levels of anti- Sm antibodies gener-
ally do not correlate with disease activity. Anti- nRNP an-
tibodies, which recognize proteins associated with the Sm 
antigen, are associated with lupus and mixed connective 

tissue disease (MCTD) but are not disease specific (1). The 
frequency of anti- nRNP in SLE is 20 to 40%. All but a few 
sera containing anti- Sm also contain anti- nRNP autoan-
tibodies. However, anti- nRNP antibodies frequently occur 
without anti- Sm.

Anti- ribosomal antibodies, which recognize the P0, 
P1, and P2 antigens are found in 5 to 15% of SLE patients 
and are associated with neuropsychiatric lupus (3). Anti- 
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (2 to 5% of pa-
tients) and anti- RNA helicase- A autoantibodies (5% of 
patients) are specific for SLE as well (4, 5). Other lupus- 
associated (but not disease- specific) autoantibodies include 
anti- Ro (SS- A) and La (SS- B) autoantibodies, which are 
associated with Sjogren’s syndrome and other autoimmune 
diseases (SLE, rheumatoid arthritis [RA], PM/DM, and 
primary biliary cirrhosis), especially when they are accom-
panied by sicca symptoms. Anti- Ro (SS- A) antibodies are 
found in 10 to 50% of SLE and in 60 to 80% of primary 
Sjogren’s syndrome sera (1, 6).

A nucleolar pattern on fluorescent antinuclear antibody 
testing is common in scleroderma (SSc). Nucleolar antigens 
recognized by SSc- specific autoantibodies include fibrillarin, 
the To/Th ribonucleoprotein, and RNA polymerases I and 
III (10 to 20% of patients, Tables 1 and 2) (7). The nucleo-
plasmic and nucleolar enzyme topoisomerase I (Scl- 70) also 
is an important marker found in ~15% of patients. These 
autoantibodies are discussed elsewhere in this volume.

Autoantibodies to a set of cytoplasmic antigens, many 
of which are tRNA synthetases, are diagnostic markers for 
PM/DM (Tables 1 and 2). The detection and clinical signifi-
cance of these autoantibodies, which are rare in the absence 
of myositis, are discussed elsewhere.

DETECTION AND QUANTIFICATION OF 
AUTOANTIBODIES

Anti- Sm and Anti- RNP Antibodies
In the clinic, anti- Sm and RNP autoantibodies are reliably 
detected by commercially available ELISA or multiplex 
bead assays (see chapter 88 of this volume). In a research set-
ting, they can be detected by the radioimmunoprecipitation 
or luciferase immunoprecipitation methods. Anti- Sm and 
anti- nRNP antibodies recognize different subsets of the pro-
tein components of the U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch89
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(snRNP), an RNA- protein complex consisting of the pro-
teins U1- 70K (70 kDa), A (33 kDa), B′/B (29 and 28 kDa, 
respectively), C (23 kDa), D1/2/3 (16 kDa), E (12 kDa), F 
(11 kDa), and G (10 kDa). The proteins are associated with 
a single U1 small nuclear RNA molecule (1, 8). Proteins 
B′/B, D, E, F, and G assemble into a stable “Sm core parti-
cle” reactive with anti- Sm, but not anti- nRNP, antibodies. 
The Sm core particle is a component of additional snRNPs, 
each with a unique uridine- rich (U) RNA species as well 
as unique proteins. These include the U2, U4/U6, and U5 
snRNPs, as well as other less abundant U snRNPs. Anti- Sm, 
but not anti- nRNP, antibodies immunoprecipitate unique 
200 to 205 kDa proteins of the U5 snRNP, which are associ-
ated with the Sm core particle (Fig. 1).

Clinical significance
Anti- Sm antibodies are highly specific for the diagnosis of 
SLE, and their production can predate the onset of clinical 
SLE (1, 9). They are one of the American College of Rheu-
matology criteria for the classification of SLE (10). In con-
trast, anti- nRNP antibodies are not disease- specific and are 
of limited utility in diagnosing SLE or predicting its course. 
However, anti- Sm as well as anti- RNP antibodies are strongly 
associated with the interferon signature (see below), suggest-
ing that they may have a common pathogenesis.

Anti- Ro (SS- A) and Anti- La (SS- B) Antibodies
Sera containing anti- Ro (SS- A) autoantibodies may recog-
nize two proteins: a 60- kDa protein (Ro60) that binds to 
the stem of four small RNAs designated hY1, hY3, hY4, and 
hY5 and a 52- kDa protein (Ro52) reactive with many, but 
not all, anti- Ro (SS- A) sera (1). It is controversial whether 

or not Ro52 interacts with Ro60 or the Y RNAs. Anti- Ro60 
autoantibodies are readily detected by protein immunopre-
cipitation (Fig. 1). Anti- Ro52 autoantibodies are not effi-
ciently immunoprecipitated and are most reliably detected 
by ELISA or other solid- phase assays. Commercial assays are 
widely available for anti- Ro60 and anti- La but are less read-
ily available for anti- Ro52.

La (SS- B) antigen is a 47- kDa protein associated tran-
siently with the precursors of several small RNAs synthe-
sized by RNA polymerase III (1). It can be detected readily 
by protein immunoprecipitation (Fig. 1), but the band often 
is distorted because it migrates near the immunoglobulin 
heavy chain (“heavy chain artifact”). Anti- La (SS- B) auto-
antibodies are virtually always associated with anti- Ro (SS- 
A), whereas anti- Ro antibodies frequently are detected in 
the absence of anti- La (6).

Clinical significance
Anti- Ro and anti- La antibodies are highly associated with 
sicca symptoms (xerostomia, keratoconjunctivitis sicca). 
Anti- La (SS- B) autoantibodies are produced by 10 to 20% 
of SLE patients, and at a somewhat higher frequency in 
Sjogren’s syndrome. Additionally, anti- Ro/La antibodies are 
strongly associated with subacute cutaneous lupus.

In neonates, cardiac conduction abnormalities, includ-
ing complete heart block, are caused by maternal antibody 
against the Ro (especially Ro52) and La antigens (11). 
Screening for these autoantibodies is important in pregnant 
women with systemic autoimmune disease. Since they may 
be present in asymptomatic individuals, screening also is 
carried out in mothers of children with congenital cardiac 
conduction abnormalities.

TABLE 1 Some non- DNA/chromatin autoantibodies useful in the diagnosis of systemic autoim-
mune disease

Disease(s) Autoantibody Protein component(s) RNA component(s)

SLE Sm B′/B (29/28 kDa), D1/2/3 (16 
kDa), E/F/G (12, 11, 10 
kDa)

U1, U2, U4–U6, U5

Ribosomal P P0, P1, P2 (38, 19, 17 kDa) Ribosomal RNA
PCNA 36 kDa None

MCTD and 
others

RNP 70K (70 kDa), A (33 kDa), C 
(23 kDa)

U1

Sicca syndrome Ro (SS- A) Ro60 (60 kDa), Ro52 (52 kDa) HY1, hY3, hY4, hY5
La (SS- B) 48 kDa 8- 2, 7- 2, 7SL, 5S, 

hY1, hY3, hY4, 
hY5, tRNAs

SLE, MCTD, 
PM, SSC

Ku Ku80 (80 kDa); Ku70 (70 kDa) None

SLE, SSC RNA pol II 240 (IIO), 220 (IIA), 140 
(IIB) kDa

None

PM/DM Various 
tRNA 
synthetases

His (50 kDa), Thr (80 kDa), 
Ala (110 kDa), Ile (150 
kDa), Gly (75 kDa), Leu 
(130 kDa), Asp (65 kDa)

Corresponding 
tRNAs

SRP 72, 68, 54, 19, 14, 9 kDa 7SL
SSc Topo I 100 kDa None

Fibrillarin 34 kDa U3
RNA pol I/III RNAP I: 190 (IA), 126 (IB) 

kDa; RNAP III: 155 (IIIA), 
138 (IIIB) kDa

None

To/Th 40 kDa (not readily visualized) 7- 2, 8- 2
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TABLE 2 Prevalence of some non- DNA/chromatin autoantibodies by disease

Autoantibody 
to:

Prevalence in disease subset (%)

SLE (n = 288) Sjogren’s (n = 50) PM/DM (n = 30) Scleroderma (n = 42)
Sm 10  0  0  0
RNP 39  6  0 12
Ribosomal P  2  0  0  0
PCNA  0.3  0  0  0
Ro60 (SS- A) 33 58 13 12
Ro52a 28 36 49 15
La (SS- B) 11 28  7  0
Jo- 1b  1 NDc 22  0
Alanyl tRNA 

synthetaseb
 0 ND  6 ND

Ku  2  0  0  2
RNA 

polymerase 
I/III

 0  0  0 21

RNA 
polymerase 
II

 5  2  0  7

Scl- 70  
(Topo I)

 0.3  0  0  7

aRecombinant antigen ELISA (SLE, n = 265; Sjogren’s, n = 50; PM/DM, n = 35; scleroderma, n = 40).
bRecombinant antigen ELISA (SLE, n = 74; PM/DM, n = 51; scleroderma, n = 36).
cND, not done.

electrophoresis and detected by autoradiography (Fig. 1). 
A similar approach can be used to analyze the RNA com-
ponents of small ribonucleoprotein particles (8). Required 
apparatus includes an electrophoresis power supply, vertical 
electrophoresis apparatus, tabletop centrifuge, CO2 incuba-
tor, cell sonicator, and microcentrifuge.

Materials and Reagents
Phenylmethylsufonyl fluoride (PMSF, Sigma no. P7626), 

50 mM in absolute ethanol stored at −20°C (= 100× 
stock)

Aprotinin (Sigma no. A6279), 24 TIU in H2O (= 100× 
stock)

Protein A- Sepharose CL4B (PAS, Pharmacia no. 17- 0780- 
 01). Prepare the PAS as follows:

1. Add H2O to 1.5 g of dry PAS in a 15- ml centrifuge 
tube and incubate with inversion for 20 to 30 min at 
room temperature to swell the beads.

2. Centrifuge for 1 min (1,500 rpm).
3. Wash three times with H2O and centrifuge to pellet 

the beads.
4. To the packed beads, add an equal volume of H2O. 

Add 2 M Tris- HCl (pH 8.0) to a final concentration of 
20 mM (1:100). Add NaN3 to a final concentration of 
0.1%. The beads can be stored at 4°C in this buffer.

0.5 M NaCl NET/Nonidet P- 40 (NP- 40) buffer: 50 mM 
Tris- HCl (pH 7.5), 0.5 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.3% 
NP- 40

NET buffer: 50 mM Tris- HCl (pH 7.5), 0.15 M NaCl, 2 
mM EDTA

3× sample buffer: mix 0.5 M Tris- HCl, pH 6.8 (6.0 ml), 
1% bromophenol blue (0.6 ml), 2- mercaptoethanol 
(3.0 ml), 25% SDS (4.8 ml), glycerol (6.0 ml); store at 
−20ºC until used.

Anti- Ribosomal P
Anti- ribosomal P antibodies recognize three proteins of 
~38, 19, and 17 kDa (P0, P1, and P2) that are compo-
nents of the large (60S) ribosomal subunit (Fig. 1). They 
recognize mainly a conserved epitope on the C- terminal 22 
amino acids of P0, P1, and P2. Antibodies to the ribosomal 
P0, P1, and P2 antigens are highly specific for the diagnosis 
of SLE and have been linked with neuropsychiatric lupus, 
especially psychosis (3, 12). Immunoprecipitation is proba-
bly the gold standard test for this specificity, but commercial 
ELISA and immunoblotting assays also are reliable.

Anti- Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA) and 
Anti- RNA Helicase A Autoantibodies
PCNA is a 36- kDa protein recognized by autoantibodies 
found in about 2 to 5% of SLE sera (4). Although unusual, 
these antibodies are quite specific for SLE. Immunoprecip-
itation is probably the most reliable way to detect them 
(Fig. 1). Autoantibodies to RNA helicase A are produced 
mainly by non- black SLE patients (3 to 7.5% of patients) 
(5). They are highly specific for SLE and are more common 
early in disease. The antigen is a 140- kDa member of the 
DExD/H box family that can be detected by immunoprecip-
itation (Fig. 1). Commercial assays are not widely available 
for either anti- PCNA or anti- RNA helicase A.

Method: Radioimmunoprecipitation
The protein and nucleic acid constituents of many lupus 
autoantigens were identified and characterized by radio-
immunoprecipitation, and this technique remains useful 
for the analysis of autoantibodies in a research laboratory 
setting. Radiolabeled antigens are allowed to form immune 
complexes with autoantibodies and are purified onto pro-
tein A- Sepharose beads. After dissociating the immune 
complexes from the beads, the radiolabeled proteins are sep-
arated by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)- polyacrylamide gel 
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Sterile Dulbecco’s phosphate- buffered saline (D- PBS)
D- PBS dialyzed fetal bovine serum: 50 ml fetal bovine serum 

is dialyzed for 3 days at 4°C against D- PBS (500 ml). 
Change the D- PBS twice daily.

[35S]- Methionine/cysteine (DuPont/New England Nuclear 
NEG 072). Upon receipt, the isotope should be snap- 
frozen in small aliquots sufficient for one labeling reac-
tion and stored at −80°C.

Methionine-  and cysteine- free RPM1- 1640 (Cellgro, Fisher 
no. 17- 104- CI)

Penicillin (10,000 IU/ml)- streptomycin (10,000 μg/ml) (= 
100× Pen- Strep, Gibco BRL no. 15140- 031)

l- Glutamine, 200 mM (= 100×, Gibco BRL no. 25030- 081)
[35S]- Labeling medium is prepared as follows: 39 ml methi-

onine-  and cysteine- free medium, 4.5 ml D- PBS- dialyzed 
fetal bovine serum, 0.45 ml l- glutamine, 45 μl penicillin- 
streptomycin, 1.35 ml regular RPMI (for 108 cells).

Assay
Radiolabeled cell extract is prepared from log- phase K562 
cells (ATCC no. CCL- 243) grown at a density of 0.5 to 
1.5 × 106/ml in RPMI 1640 plus l- glutamine (1:100), 
penicillin- streptomycin (1:100), and 10% fetal bovine se-
rum in 750- ml tissue culture flasks at 37°C in a 5% CO2 at-
mosphere. Rapidly growing cells are labeled more efficiently 
than slowly growing ones. Note: K562 cells grow in small non-
adherent or weakly adherent clusters when healthy.

The night before use, collect the cells by centrifugation 
(1,000 rpm for 5 min), resuspend in 20 ml sterile D- PBS, 
and count. Cells should be adjusted to 108 cells per 45 ml of 
35S- labeling medium (recipe above) in a 250- ml flask. Add 2 
mCi freshly thawed [35S]methionine- cysteine and incubate 
the cells for 12 to 16 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 
The following day, the cells are collected by centrifugation 
(1,000 rpm, 5 min). Note: the level of RNA polymerase II 
antigen decreases after 16 h, so it is important not to label for 
too long. After labeling, there should be ~1.8 × 108 cells. 
Collect by centrifugation. Make aliquots of 2 × 107 cells in 
15- ml polypropylene centrifuge tubes. Centrifuge 5 min at 
1,500 rpm and aspirate the supernatant. Freeze tubes with 
their cell pellets at −70°C. Note: be sure to use polypropylene 
centrifuge tubes (e.g., Corning no. 430052) so they will not 
crack when frozen.

Immunoprecipitation is carried out using serum that has 
been centrifuged (10,000 rpm for 5 min) to remove insol-
uble materials. Frozen serum samples (−20°C) should be 
recentrifuged before analysis. The procedure is as follows: 
in a 1.5- ml microfuge tube combine the following: 40 μl 
50% PAS slurry in Tris- HCl (pH 8.0), 8 μl human serum, 
500 μl 0.5 M NaCl NET/NP- 40. The tube is rotated end- 
over- end at 4°C for 1 to 12 h or at room temperature for 1 
to 3 h. Avoid vortexing the beads at any stage of the procedure. 
During incubation, prepare cell extract from radiolabeled 
K562 cells (see above, 2 × 106 radiolabeled cells per sam-
ple). Add 2 ml of 0.5 M NaCl NET/NP- 40 + 1:100 (20 μl) 

FIGURE 1 Protein immunoprecipitation for analyzing lupus autoantibodies. Sera were tested accord-
ing to the protocol in the text, and immunoprecipitated proteins were resolved on a 12.5% gel. Sera 
containing the following autoantibodies were tested: anti- nRNP (RNP), anti- Sm, anti- ribosomal P (r- P), 
anti- proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), anti- Ki, anti- Ro60, anti- La (SS- B), anti- Ku, anti- Ku plus 
anti- DNA- PKcs, anti- Su, anti- RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), anti- RNA helicase A (RHA), and normal 
human serum (NHS). Positions of molecular weight standards are shown on the left (in kilodaltons). 
Protein components of the antigens are indicated (dots).
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PMSF + 1:100 (20 μl) aprotinin to the pellet (final cell 
concentration, 107/ml). Do not put PMSF directly on the cell 
pellet because the ethanol will denature the proteins. Sonicate 
the cells for 1 min (duty cycle 30%, output 3). Place on ice 
for 1 min and then sonicate again for 1 min. Avoid excessive 
heating of the cell suspension during sonication. Transfer cell ly-
sate to microfuge tubes and centrifuge at 10,000 rpm for 30 
min. (4°C). Carefully collect the lysate and combine into 
one tube before dispensing. Extract from 2 × 107 cells is 
sufficient for 12 immunoprecipitations.

Pellet the serum- coated PAS beads by microfuging for 
3 s. Aspirate the supernatant using a drawn- out Pasteur pi-
pette attached to vacuum. Add 1 ml 0.5 M NaCl NET/
NP- 40 and microfuge for 3 s. Aspirate the supernatant. 
Carefully remove any air bubbles on the surface of the samples 
first, since they may cause high background. To each PAS pel-
let, add 150 to 160 μl of cell extract. Rotate end- over- end 
for 1 h at 4°C. Microfuge for 3 s and aspirate the superna-
tant. Wash beads three times with 1 ml 0.5 M NaCl NET/
NP- 40 and once more with NET. Carefully aspirate the 
supernatant. Add 50 μl 1× sample buffer to each pellet. 
Samples may be kept at −80°C for at least 1 month (half- 
life of 35S is ~60 days). To analyze, boil the samples for 3 
min, pellet the beads, and load 15 to 20 μl supernatant per 
lane of a 12.5% SDS- polyacrylamide gel. For large proteins 
(>100 kDa), resolution may be enhanced using a 10% or 
8% gel. It usually takes 3 to 5 h for the tracking dye to reach 
the bottom of the gel at a constant voltage of 100 to 130 V. 
Note: If performing immunoprecipitations with antibodies that 
do not bind protein A (e.g., human IgG3 or mouse IgG1), use 
protein G- Sepharose.

Immunoprecipitated proteins are analyzed by SDS- 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and fluorography. Re-
agents are as follows: 25% SDS (Fisher or BioRad) [Note: 
filter this and all other stock solutions through a 0.45- μm bottle 
top filter]:

Coomassie blue stain: Coomassie Brilliant Blue, R- 250 
(BioRad no. 161- 0400) (5 g), methanol (1,200 ml), gla-
cial acetic acid (400 ml); add distilled water to 4,000 ml

Destaining solution: 2 liters of glacial acetic acid, 7 liters of 
methanol, 11 liters of distilled water

2, 5 Diphenyloxazole (PPO) (Fisher no. D144- 100), 20% 
(wt/vol) in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Note: PPO is 
carcinogenic.

Glycerol
BioMax MR film (Eastman Kodak, catalog no. 870- 1302)
5× Tris- glycine (for running buffer): 120 g Tris base plus 

576 g glycine; add distilled water to 4 liters (no need to 
adjust pH, can be stored at room temperature).

Polyacrylamide minigels can be prepared “from scratch,” or 
precast gels can be purchased from BioRad or other vendors. 
Run the gel as follows:

1. Make 1 liter of running buffer: 200 ml 5× Tris- glycine 
+ distilled water to 1,000 ml; add 4 ml of 25% SDS 
and mix well.

2. Boil samples including molecular weight standards for 
3 min in a water bath immediately before loading gel.

3. Carefully remove the comb and bottom spacer from 
the SDS- polyacrylamide gel.

4. Clamp gel to the gel apparatus and add running buffer 
to the top and bottom chambers to cover the top and 
bottom of the gel.

5. Remove air bubbles from the bottom of the gel using 
a syringe with a bent (90°) 18- gauge needle.

6. Gently wash out wells with running buffer using a 
Hamilton syringe.

7. Add 20 μl (or desired volume) of boiled sample per 
well.

8. Attach leads to the electrodes of the gel apparatus 
(proteins treated with SDS are negatively charged 
and will migrate toward the cathode).

9. Attach to power supply and run at 100 V until the 
blue tracking dye reaches the resolving gel. At this 
time, the voltage may be increased to 120 V.

10. Run the gel until the blue tracking dye reaches the 
bottom of the gel (do not run the dye off the gel).

11. Turn off the power, remove the electrodes, and un-
clamp the gel from the gel apparatus. Carefully pry 
the plates apart, leaving the gel adherent to one of the 
plates. Using a pizza cutter, cut off the stacking gel and 
diagonally cut off a small piece of the gel from the up-
per right hand corner to aid in orienting the gel.

12. Stain the gel for 20 min with Coomassie Blue solu-
tion. Destain and fix the gel with several changes of 
destaining solution.

After staining and fixation, the gel is fluorographed as 
follows:

1. Place the gel in a polyethylene or polypropylene (not 
polystyrene) container and remove as much of the de-
staining solution as possible. Immerse the gel in 100 
to 200 ml of DMSO, cover the container, and rotate 
gently on a shaker for 30 min. Discard DMSO.

2. Transfer to 100 to 200 ml fresh DMSO, cover, and 
rotate for 30 min. After use, this DMSO solution is 
removed and can be saved for use as the first DMSO 
wash for another gel.

3. Add 100 to 200 ml of 20% PPO in DMSO (wt/vol), 
cover, and rotate gently for 60 min. Save the DMSO- 
PPO mixture. It can be reused for several gels, al-
though the effectiveness gradually diminishes. Note: 
PPO is a carcinogen and DMSO can penetrate standard 
laboratory gloves. Wear heavy rubber gloves (e.g., Play-
tex) and handle DMSO- PPO solution carefully.

4. Wash the gel with several changes of water to rehy-
drate (at least 30 min). The PPO will precipitate in 
the gel. Add glycerol to the final wash to a concentra-
tion of ~3%. Remove the gel, which will have turned 
white and opaque, place on 3MM paper (Whatman), 
and dry using a vacuum gel dryer. Wash out the tray 
with ethanol to remove traces of PPO (which is insol-
uble in water). We use a BioRad gel dryer (model no. 
583) at 60°C with the timer set to 3 h. After 1.5 h, 
the gel is removed. Vent the gel dryer and remove the 
gel and attached 3MM paper.

5. Tape dried gels to a used piece of X- ray film. If it is 
sticky, dust the gel lightly with talc to prevent stick-
ing. Place this in a cassette and (in the darkroom) 
place in direct contact with BioMax MR film. The 
film is coated on one side and the coated side must contact 
the gel. Expose the gel to film for 3+ days at −70°C 
before developing.

QA/QC and test Validation
Include a sample of normal human serum as a negative con-
trol and, if possible, a positive- control serum (reference se-
rum). Expression of individual antigens may vary depending 
on the cell line used. Multiple weak bands using normal hu-
man serum may indicate problems with washing. Molecular 
weight standards (Sigma, catalog no. SDS- 7 [low molecular 
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weight] or SDS- 6H [high molecular weight]) also are run 
on the gel and stained with Coomassie blue. Migration of 
molecular weight standards and immunoglobulin heavy and 
light chains (~50 and 25 kDa, respectively) can be used to 
assess the quality of separation.

Radioimmunoprecipitation is a highly sensitive and spe-
cific technique for detecting a variety of autoantibodies. 
However, clinical application of this approach is limited 
because it is labor intensive, technically demanding, and 
requires the use of radioisotopes. Nevertheless, the immu-
noprecipitation technique is extremely useful for validating 
other assays, such as ELISAs.

Method: LIPS Assay for Anti- RNP
The luciferase immunoprecipitation system (LIPS) assay is 
a sensitive, nonradioactive variation on the immunoprecip-
itation method (13). A fusion protein comprised of a Renilla 
luciferase reporter and the test antigen is produced in mam-
malian cell culture, ensuring the addition of mammalian 
posttranslational modifications. Test serum is mixed with 
fusion protein and passed over immobilized protein A/G- 
agarose beads. After washing, the only luciferase- tagged 
antigens retained are those bound by specific antibodies, 
which can be quantified using chemiluminescence upon 
the introduction of coelenterazine. Due to the liquid- phase 
nature of the LIPS assay and the highly linear light output 
of the luciferase reporter, some antibodies can be detected 
over a dynamic range of 7 orders of magnitude. The protocol 
below for anti- U1A (RNP) autoantibodies can be adapted 
to detect other specificities.

generation of Renilla Luciferase u1A (Ruc- u1A) 
Fusion Construct
A pET- 28a(+) plasmid containing the human U1A cDNA 
sequence was ligated into BamHI- Hind III- cut mamma-
lian Renilla luciferase expression vector pREN2 and trans-
formed into One Shot Top10 E. Coli (Invitrogen, catalog 
no. C4040- 10). The pREN2- U1A plasmid was purified from 
bacterial lysates using a Qiagen Max kit and the integrity of 
the DNA construct was verified by sequencing.

Preparation of Antigen
Materials are as follows:

Buffer A: 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM 
MgCl2, 1% Triton X- 100

Sterile PBS
DMEM + 10% fetal bovine serum
Renilla luciferase assay system (Promega, catalog no. E2810)
96- well Multi Screen HTS filter plate (EMD Millipore, cat-

alog no. MAFB N0B)
Protein A/G agarose beads (Santa Cruz Biotech, catalog no. 

SC- 2003)
LUMIstar Omega plate reader (BMG Labtech)
Berthold Lumat LB9507
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, catalog no. 11668)
Multi Screen HTS vacuum manifold (EMD Millipore).

Ruc- U1A fusion protein extracts are prepared as follows: 
one day before transfection, plate 2 to 6 × 106 293T cells in 
15 ml of DMEM/10% FBS without antibiotics in a 100 mm 
dish. Allow the cells to become 90 to 95% confluent before 
transfecting.

Prepare Ruc- U1A plasmid DNA and Lipofectamine 
2000 complex as follows: dilute 24 μg of DNA in 1.5 ml 
of serum- free DMEM. Mix Lipofectamine gently and dilute 

60 μl into 1.5 ml of serum- free DMEM. Incubate for 5 min 
at room temperature and combine with the diluted DNA. 
Mix gently and incubate for 20 min at room temperature. 
Complexes are stable for 6 h. Add the complex drop by drop 
to the cells and gently rock the dish back and forth. Incu-
bate cells at 37°C in a CO2 incubator for 48 h. Remove the 
supernatant, add 1 ml of 1× Renilla luciferase assay lysis buf-
fer, and incubate for 15 min on a rotary shaker at room tem-
perature. Collect cell lysate into a 15 ml tube and sonicate 
for 15 s three times. Transfer the cell lysate into a 1.5- ml 
microfuge tube and centrifuge at maximum speed for 15 min 
at 4°C. Collect the cleared cell lysate and measure Renilla 
Luminometer Units (RUC) with a Berthold Lumat LB9507: 
0.1 μl cell lysate should give ~5 × 107 RUC. Aliquot the 
Ruc- U1A extract and store at −80°C.

Determine the Appropriate Amount of extract for 
Assay
Select a reference serum with high- titer anti- U1A antibod-
ies and a normal control serum. In each well of a 96- well mi-
crotiter plate, add 50 μl of diluted Ruc- U1A fusion extract 
(0.1 μl Ruc- U1A fusion extract + 49.9 μl PBS) and 50 μl 
of serially diluted serum (2- fold dilutions from 1:500 to 
1:64,000 in PBS/0.5% bovine serum albumin [BSA]). Incu-
bate duplicate samples at 4°C overnight on a rotary shaker. 
Prepare a 96- well filter plate and add 10 μl of protein A/G 
beads (50% vol/vol in PBS). Transfer extract- serum mix-
ture to the filter plate. Incubate for 2 h at 4°C on a rotary 
shaker, then attach filter plate to the MultiScreen HTS vac-
uum manifold. Protein A/G beads are washed under suction 
eight times with buffer A. Dry bottom of the plate and add 
20 μl PBS. Renilla luciferase substrate is added and luciferase 
activity is measured in the LUMIstar Omega plate reader. 
The amount of cell extract can be varied to optimize signal- 
to- noise ratio at low serum concentrations. Once the assay 
is optimized, unknowns, reference sera, and normal control 
sera can be tested as above.

Anti- DNA Antibodies
Genomic DNA is packaged in histone and non- histone 
chromatin proteins. The histones form nucleosomes, con-
sisting of two molecules each of H2A/H2B, H3, and H4, 
around which the DNA is coiled (145 base pairs per nu-
cleosome). Between the nucleosomes is “linker” DNA, 
which is packaged in histone H1. Many lupus patients 
produce autoantibodies against nucleosomes, which recog-
nize DNA- histones, H2A- H2B dimer, individual histones, 
single- stranded (ss) DNA, and double- stranded (ds) DNA. 
Anti- dsDNA antibodies are highly specific for the diagno-
sis of SLE (1, 14), whereas anti- ssDNA and anti- chromatin 
autoantibodies are not. The latter may be seen in drug- 
induced lupus and other systemic autoimmune diseases in 
addition to SLE. Anti- dsDNA antibodies have been impli-
cated in the pathogenesis of lupus nephritis, and in some 
patients, their levels correlate with disease activity. Thus, 
assays for anti- dsDNA antibodies are more important clin-
ically than anti- ssDNA assays. Anti- dsDNA antibodies are 
not reliably detected by immunoprecipitation. The most 
commonly used anti- dsDNA assays are ELISA, Crithidia 
luciliae kinetoplast staining assay, and radioimmunoassay 
(Farr assay). In anti- dsDNA antibody ELISAs and the Farr 
assay, it is important to treat the DNA with S1 nuclease to 
ensure the removal of contaminating ssDNA. This is un-
necessary in the Crithidia assay, since the dsDNA substrate 
(the kinetoplast) is a closed circular DNA molecule pack-
aged in histones. Crithidia luciliae organisms are fixed onto 
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microscope slides and incubated sequentially with serially 
diluted (1:10 to 1:160) patient serum followed by fluores-
cein isothiocyanate- conjugated goat anti- human immuno-
globulin antibodies. A titer is determined as is done for the 
fluorescent ANA assay.

About 70% of SLE patients develop anti- dsDNA anti-
bodies at some time in their disease. Although the clinical 
utility is somewhat controversial, anti- dsDNA antibody 
levels and complement component C3 and C4 levels vary 
reciprocally in some patients, with high anti- dsDNA and 
low C3 and C4 during flare- ups of disease activity (15). The 
affinity of anti- dsDNA antibodies may be important, and it 
has been suggested that the Farr assay (which measures only 
high- affinity antibodies) may be the assay most predictive 
of disease activity (15). Anti- dsDNA antibody levels may 
increase 10 or more weeks before a flare, and some would 
institute corticosteroid therapy at that time, although this 
remains controversial (16). The ELISA detects low- , inter-
mediate- , and high- affinity anti- dsDNA antibodies, whereas 
the Crithidia assay detects moderate-  and high- affinity anti- 
DNA antibodies. The Farr and Crithidia assays are relatively 
labor intensive and the Farr assay uses a radioisotope (3H) 
to label the target DNA, although kits are available com-
mercially. Most commercial laboratories employ either the 
ELISA or the Crithidia assay. We have developed an ELISA 
suitable for use in a research setting that correlates well with 
the Crithidia assay.

Method: Anti- dsDNA ELISA
The presence of anti- dsDNA antibodies using the following 
ELISA protocol generally correlates well with positivity by 
the Crithidia assay. We use this assay in a research setting. 
The following materials and reagents are used:

Reacti- Bind DNA coating solution (Pierce, catalog no. 
17250)

S1 nuclease 100 U/μl (Promega, store at −20°C)
Calf thymus DNA (Sigma- Aldrich, catalog no. D- 4522)
Alkaline phosphatase- conjugated goat anti- human IgG 

(Southern Biotechnology, catalog no. 2040- 04)
TBS/Tween- 20: 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 0.1% 

Tween- 20 NET-  NP- 40: 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 50 
mM Tris- HCl (pH 7.5), 0.3% Nonidet P- 40

Diethanolamine buffer, pH 9.6: dissolve 97 ml diethanol-
amine, 0.1 g MgCl2⋅6H20, and 0.2 g NaN3 into ~900 ml 
dH2O, and adjust pH to 9.6 with HCl. Adjust volume 
to 1 liter and filter. For ELISA substrate, dissolve one 
5- mg phosphatase substrate (Sigma- Aldrich, catalog no. 
S- 0942) in 5 ml diethanolamine buffer

96- Well flat- bottom Reacti- Bind plates (Pierce) or NUNC 
Immobilizer amino F96 plates.

Preparation of dsDnA
Carefully dissolve the DNA in sterile PBS. Mix by gentle 
pipetting (final concentration 0.5 mg/mL). Dialyze against 
0.03 M sodium acetate, 0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM ZnCl, pH 4.4 at 
4°C. Change buffer twice daily for 3 days then transfer the 
DNA into a 50- ml conical tube. Centrifuge at 3,000 rpm for 
10 min to remove aggregates. Transfer supernatant into a 
clean tube and measure the optical density (A260) of a small 
aliquot (1:200 in water). Add S1 nuclease to a final concen-
tration of 0.1 U/μg of DNA and incubate for 3 h at 37°C 
in a water bath. After digestion, dialyze the DNA solution 
against PBS (3 days, change buffer twice daily). Centrifuge 
as before and determine A260 for calculating the final DNA 
concentration.

Assay
1. Coating of plates: adjust DNA to 6 μg/ml in distilled 

water, then dilute 1:2 with Reacti- Bind DNA coating 
solution in a glass tube (DNA/Reacti- Bind will stick 
to anything plastic). Final DNA concentration is 3 
μg/ml. Mix gently on a shaker for 10 min. Dispense 
100 μl/well of a 96- well microtiter plate. Incubate 
overnight at 4°C in the dark.

2. Wash the wells three times with TBS- Tween- 20 and 
block for 3 h (150 μl/well NET/ NP- 40, 0.5% BSA, 
0.05% NaN3).

3. Add diluted serum (100 μl/well, 2 h at room tempera-
ture protected from light). We use 1:500 patient se-
rum in blocking buffer. To generate a standard curve, 
use high- titer anti- dsDNA serum at serial 5- fold dilu-
tions (1:100 to 1:1,562,500 in blocking buffer). Wash 
three times with TBS- Tween- 20.

4. Add second antibody (alkaline phosphatase- 
conjugated goat anti- human IgG, 1:1,000 in blocking 
buffer, 100 μl/well, 1 h at room temperature). Wash 
as before.

5. Add alkaline phosphatase substrate (100 μl/well) 
and measure OD405 nm 30 to 60 min afterward us-
ing an automated ELISA reader (e.g., VERSAmax, 
Molecular Devices). A standard curve is generated 
using serially diluted anti- dsDNA reference serum, 
and anti- DNA antibody levels (units) are calculated 
using a four- parameter logistic equation as part of the 
Softmax Pro 3.0 ELISA plate reader software. We use 
a group of 10 normal control serum samples to deter-
mine the cutoff for positive (mean + 2 SD).

EVALUATION OF COMPLEMENT IN SLE
The complement system links innate immunity to adaptive 
immunity. Complement can lyse cells via the pore- forming 
membrane attack complex (MAC), enhance phagocytosis 
through opsonization, and facilitate clearance of immune 
complexes and apoptotic cells by complement receptors on 
red blood cells and in the spleen (17, 18). Certain comple-
ment split products, such as C3a and C5a, act as chemoat-
tractants for neutrophils and other phagocytes. There are 
three main pathways of complement activation: the classi-
cal, alternative, and lectin pathways. Most relevant to SLE 
is the classical pathway, in which C1q binds the Fc portion 
of membrane- bound IgM or IgG, leading to binding of C1r 
and C1s. Activated C1 cleaves C4 into C4a and C4b and 
cleaves C2 into C2a and C2b, forming C4b2a, the C3 con-
vertase of the classical pathway. Cleavage of C5 initiates 
formation of the MAC (C5b- C9) and promotes inflamma-
tion (C5a). The role of late complement components and 
the MAC to lupus pathogenesis is unclear.

Importance of the Early Classical Complement 
Pathway in SLE
The early classical complement pathway plays a key role in 
immune complex clearance, and hereditary defects in C1, 
C2, C3, and C4 are associated with a substantially increased 
risk of SLE (18). Patients with homozygous C1q deficiency 
have approximately a 90% likelihood of developing lupus; 
those with C1r, C1s, or C4 deficiency have a ~75% risk; and 
those with homozygous C2 deficiency have a 10 to 30% risk. 
Interestingly, the female predominance in SLE is not seen 
in lupus- like disease associated with complement deficiency 
(18). Hereditary complement deficiencies are complex and 
have been reviewed recently (19). C4 deficiency is the most 
common hereditary complement deficiency in SLE. C4 is 
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encoded by two different but highly homologous genes: 
C4A and C4B, each of which exhibits copy number vari-
ation. Their products are indistinguishable using standard 
C4 assays. Complete C4A deficiency requires the absence 
of all copies of C4A/B and is very rare. Partial C4 deficiency 
(most commonly, C4A) is seen in ~10% of white SLE pa-
tients versus ~2% of controls (18).

Elevated levels of immune complexes in SLE also result 
in consumption of the early classical complement compo-
nents with deposition of C4b and C3b in tissues, release of 
C3a/C5a, and MAC formation (18). Measurement of the 
early classical complement components can provide a mea-
sure of immune complex generation and disease activity. 
The total hemolytic complement (CH50), a functional mea-
sure of the entire classical pathway, should be determined 
at least once in most SLE patients, as a defect in any of the 
individual components will be reflected in a low CH50.

Assays of Complement Function
(More detailed descriptions of the complement assays 
[CH50 and assays for individual complement components] 
can be found in chapter 13 of this volume). The CH50 is 
used to assess integrity of the classical complement cascade 
(C1 to C9). Sheep erythrocytes are coated with rabbit anti- 
sheep erythrocyte antibodies (EA). Patient serum is added, 
leading to binding and activation of the C1 complex. This 
activates C3, leading ultimately to assembly of the mem-
brane attack complex and erythrocyte lysis. The reciprocal 
of the serum dilution necessary to lyse 50% of the EA in the 
assay is defined as the CH50 (expressed as CH50 U per ml of 
serum). Reagents for performing this test are available com-
mercially. The classical and lectin pathways are calcium ion 
dependent, whereas the alternative pathway is not. If the 
lysis of unsensitized rabbit erythrocytes is measured in the 
presence of ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) to che-
late the calcium (with addition of Mg2+), activation of the 
alternative and lectin pathways can be measured (AH50). 
The CH50 and AH50 can be used to screen for hereditary 
complement deficiency (19). An absent or very low CH50 
with a normal AH50 implies deficiency of C1q, C1r, C1s, 
C2, or C4. Subsequent testing should include assays for in-
dividual complement components.

Levels of Individual Complement Components
If a single component remains persistently low, a hereditary 
complement deficiency is likely (the exception being defi-
ciency of a regulatory protein, such as C1- Inh). Immunoas-
says for measuring serum levels of complement components 
C1 to C9 are available. They measure component levels, 
but not function. Nephelometry, radial immunodiffusion, 
radioimmunoassay, and ELISA are the most common meth-
odologies. Nephelometry is most commonly used to mea-
sure C3 and C4 levels, as these components are present in 
high concentrations in serum. Radial immunodiffusion and 
ELISA are used for components that are present at lower 
concentrations. Specificity of the antibodies used to mea-
sure complement components is critical for obtaining re-
liable results. Since certain complement components are 
acute- phase reactants produced in response to inflamma-
tion, it can be useful to measure complement split products 
as a measure of complement activation.

Testing for Activation Products
Complement deficiencies can be recognized by the presence 
of depressed individual component levels without increased 
complement breakdown/activation products. C3a, C3d, 

C4a, and C5a are measured using enzyme immunoassays or 
nephelometry. The main drawback is the short half- lives of 
most activation products. These assays are best performed 
on EDTA- anticoagulated plasma, which avoids generation 
of complement activation products in vitro. C3a has a half- 
life of 30 min, which limits its usefulness in clinical settings. 
C3dg has a half- life of 4 h but the assay is not widely avail-
able. C3dg is generated constitutively at a low level, so com-
parison with C3 (C3dg/C3) makes the measurement more 
informative. Complement activation products are present 
in low concentrations, making ELISA the most practical 
method for detecting them.

Lab Collection Techniques
Complement components are labile and spontaneously 
degrade, an important consideration when obtaining func-
tional assays, such as the CH50. The sample must be placed 
immediately on ice and brought to the lab immediately. 
Samples must be centrifuged within 30 min and frozen 
within 1 h. Sample collection is less critical in the case of 
immunoassays, which detect the protein (e.g., C3, C4) but 
are independent of function.

Monitoring Complement Activation in SLE
Although the CH50 is probably the best clinical test for 
monitoring complement activation in SLE, immunoassays 
for C3 and C4 are more practical in view of the difficulty 
of assuring proper handling of CH50 samples. There is not 
a consensus on the utility of monitoring complement levels 
in SLE, and hypocomplementemia is not one of the classi-
fication criteria for SLE. Nevertheless, many feel that low 
CH50, C3, and/or C4 levels are a worthwhile measure of 
complement activation that may correlate with or precede 
increased activity of lupus nephritis or other manifestations. 
Active SLE also may be associated with high levels of the 
breakdown products C3d and C3dg.

Acquired Complement Component  
Deficiency in SLE
Acquired complement deficiency in SLE may be due to 
autoantibody production. Hypocomplementemic urticar-
ial vasculitis (HUVS), a disorder caused by autoantibod-
ies against C1q, is the best example (20). Autoantibodies 
against collagen- like region of C1q may be seen in up to 
30% of SLE patients, though most patients do not develop 
HUVS. Clinically, HUVS is characterized by a leukocy-
toclastic cutaneous vasculitis (chronic urticaria lasting 
>24 h that resolves leaving hyperpigmented plaques) and 
activation of the classical complement pathway. Additional 
manifestations include glomerulonephritis, arthralgias, uve-
itis, and a severe form of chronic obstructive lung disease. 
HUVS can be suspected on clinical grounds, and diagnosis 
is based on skin biopsy and depressed C1q, C3, and C4 lev-
els and CH50 with elevated activation products such as C3d. 
The detection of serum anti- C1q autoantibodies confirms 
the diagnosis.

MEASURING THE TYPE I INTERFERON GENE 
EXPRESSION SIGNATURE IN SLE
Type I interferons (IFN- I) include IFNα and IFNβ, which 
are produced by leukocytes, fibroblasts, and plasmacytoid 
dendritic cells. Their binding to the Type I interferon re-
ceptor leads to increased expression of 100 or so interferon- 
stimulated genes (ISGs). About 20 of these are involved in 
antiviral responses, and increased expression of these genes 
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in peripheral blood mononuclear cells is seen in SLE pa-
tients (21, 22). This “interferon signature,” present in about 
two- thirds of adults and nearly all children with SLE, is asso-
ciated with renal involvement and anti- dsDNA, Sm/nRNP, 
SSA/Ro, and SSB/La autoantibodies. There is considerable 
interest in using the interferon signature to monitor disease 
and/or disease susceptibility, although the clinical utility of 
doing so remains to be validated. Several assays are used, 
including the calculation of an “interferon score” by quanti-
tative PCR (qPCR) (23), a bioassay using the induction of 
ISG expression in a standard cell line by patient serum (24), 
and flow cytometry- based assays for the expression of the 
proteins encoded by ISGs in blood leukocytes (25).

Method: Interferon Score by qPCR
An “interferon score” can be determined by quantifying 
the expression of three ISGs in peripheral blood leukocytes 
by qPCR (23). A number of the ISGs have been used for 
this purpose, but we generally use myxoma- resistant gene- 1 
(Mx1), interferon- inducible protein 44 (IFI44), and Ly6E 
(26). Human blood is collected in PAXgene tubes and RNA 
is isolated using the PAXgene RNA kit (Qiagen). The RNA 
(1 to 2 μg/sample) is treated with DNase I to remove contam-
inating genomic DNA and is then reverse transcribed (Su-
perscript II First Strand Synthesis System, Invitrogen). Gene 
expression is quantified by real- time PCR (SYBR Green Core 
Reagent Kit, Applied Biosystems) using published forward 
and reverse primer sequences (26), and the expression is 
normalized to that of a housekeeping gene (β- actin) using 
the 2–∆∆Ct method. Amplification conditions are: 95°C × 10 
min, followed by 45 cycles of denaturation (94°C × 15 s), an-
nealing (60°C × 25 s), and elongation (72°C × 25 s). After 
a final extension (72°C × 10 min), a melting curve analysis 
is performed to verify specificity of the products. Interferon 
scores are calculated as the number of standard deviations 
above or below the mean expression in a group or 10 healthy 
controls. The ISG score is calculated as follows: (Mx1 + 
Ly6E + IFI44) ÷ 3.

Method: Assessment of the Interferon by Flow 
Cytometry
Human peripheral blood monocytes constitutively express 
FcγRI (CD64), but expression is induced by IFN- I (and 
not other cytokines) (25). The level of CD64 expression 
on circulating CD14+ monocytes can be measured rapidly 
by flow cytometry as a measure of total IFN- I production. 
IFN- I levels obtained by this assay correlate well with levels 
determined by the labor- intensive qPCR assay.

Reagents and Assay
PerCP- conjugated anti- CD14 (clone Mϕ P9) and phyco-
erythrin (PE)- conjugated anti- CD64 (clone X54- 5/7.1.1), 
both from BD Bioscience, are used. Heparinized whole 
blood (100 μl) is incubated with labeled anti- CD64 + 
 anti- CD14 antibodies for 20 min in the dark. Erythrocytes 
are lysed and the cells are washed with PBS/1% BSA/0.01% 
NaN3 and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Cells are 
analyzed by flow cytometry; gating on monocytes is based 
on their forward/side scatter and CD14 expression. At 
least 105 events are analyzed. Surface expression of CD64 
is expressed as geometrical mean fluorescence intensity on 
monocytes. A PE- labeled irrelevant isotype control should 
be used. Since human CD14+ monocytes constitutively 
express CD64, staining of peripheral blood from healthy 
controls should be carried out in parallel to define a normal 
range for CD64 mean fluorescence intensity. We have found 

that the monocyte CD64 expression level in heparinized 
blood is stable for at least 24 h at room temperature after 
blood collection.
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Certain autoantibodies can be clinically useful biomarkers 
associated with a particular disease and/or clinical features. 
Some of them, called disease marker antibodies, are highly 
specific for a particular diagnosis and have predictive value 
for the development of the disease, and they are included 
in classification criteria for systemic autoimmune rheumatic 
diseases (1, 2). The majority of disease- associated autoan-
tibodies in systemic lupus erythematosus and scleroderma 
(systemic sclerosis) have been known for decades. However, 
autoantibody research in polymyositis/dermatomyositis 
(PM/DM) has been highly active in recent years as several 
new, clinically important autoantibody specificities with 
strong clinical impact have been identified, such as anti-
bodies to transcription intermediary factor 1γ/α (TIF1γ/α; 
p155/140), which are frequently found in cancer- associated 
DM (3–5); and to melanoma differentiation- associated 
gene 5 (MDA5), associated with clinically amyopathic DM 
(CADM) with rapidly progressive interstitial lung disease 
(ILD) (6–9). Autoantibodies that are found in PM/DM 
are often classified into myositis- specific autoantibodies 
(MSAs) and myositis- associated autoantibodies (10, 11). 
MSAs are found almost exclusively in PM/DM among sys-
temic rheumatic diseases, although some are also found in 
patients classified into idiopathic ILD, such as anti- PL- 12 
and anti- KS antibodies (12, 13).

Autoantibodies in PM/DM have been tested by a combi-
nation of immunoprecipitation (IP) analysis of proteins and 
RNA components of the target antigens along with enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using purified or re-
combinant antigens, Western blot, and IP- Western blot as 
necessary (1, 14). In this chapter, we focus on experimental 
procedures of IP and ELISA using recombinant proteins, re-
vising the previously published chapter of this manual (15). 
This chapter does not discuss details of molecular targets 
or the clinical significance of each autoantibody specificity, 
as many recent review articles on MSAs are available (11, 
16–18).

IP ANALYSIS OF PROTEIN COMPONENTS
Radioimmunoprecipitation analysis of protein components 
of autoantigens using [35S]methionine- labeled cell extract is 
a very powerful technique that allows screening for almost 
all known PM/DM autoantibodies in a single assay. Many 
of them can be interpreted almost conclusively, while a few 

may require additional techniques for confirmation (1). 
Advantages of IP include (i) screening of almost all known 
MSAs by a single assay, (ii) antigens being closer to the na-
tive condition compared with those in other immunoassays 
such as Western blot or ELISA, (iii) detection of multipro-
teins or multiprotein- nucleic acid complexes, and (iv) con-
firmation of the specific reactivity to the target antigen of 
the corresponding molecular weight (versus optical density 
[OD] in ELISA, which may not reflect the reactivity with 
the actual target in some cases).

Technology and Instrumentation
Antibodies in sera are affinity- purified onto beads coated 
with protein A or protein G. Beads with purified antibodies 
are mixed with radiolabeled cell extract. Antigens recog-
nized by autoantibodies are affinity- purified onto the beads. 
Radiolabeled proteins are separated by SDS- PAGE and de-
tected by autoradiography. A similar approach can be used 
to analyze the nucleic acid components of RNA- protein 
complex autoantigens. Required apparatus includes an elec-
trophoresis power supply, vertical electrophoresis apparatus, 
tabletop centrifuge, CO2 incubator, cell sonicator (Branson, 
Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ), and microcentrifuge.

Materials and Reagents
The following materials and reagents are needed.

1.5 g protein A- Sepharose CL4B (PAS) (17- 0780- 01; GE 
Healthcare, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom)

Prepare PAS stock solution as follows.

1. Add deionized H2O (dH2O) to 1.5 g of dry PAS in the 
vial, transfer to 15- ml centrifuge tubes, and let it swell 
by leaving at room temperature for 20 to 30 min.

2. Centrifuge for 30 s in a tabletop centrifuge (300 × g).
3. Aspirate water, add water to the top of the tube, and 

mix by inverting tubes. Wash the beads three times by 
centrifuging and aspirating supernatant.

4. Based on the volume of the beads, add dH2O to make 
50% (vol/vol) solution. Usually 14 to 15 ml of 50% 
(vol/vol) solution can be made from 1.5 g of PAS.

5. Add 1/100 amount of 2 M Tris- HCl (pH 7.5) to a fi-
nal concentration of 20 mM and 10% NaN3 to a final 
concentration of 0.1%. The beads can be stored at 
4°C in this buffer.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch90
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Protein A, protein G, and protein A/G- Sepharose or 
- agarose beads are sold by many companies with variable 
binding capacity and nonspecific background. Although 
we have been using PAS for almost all IP experiments (in-
cluding mouse IgG1 monoclonal antibodies), some mouse 
IgG1 and human IgG3 may not bind PAS efficiently; thus 
protein G or A/G may be more suitable for these.

0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL buffer: 50 mM Tris- HCl (pH 
7.5), 0.5 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.3% IGEPAL 
CA- 630 (Sigma I3021; Sigma- Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). 
Nonionic, nondenaturing detergent Nonidet P- 40 was 
replaced by IGEPAL CA- 630, which is chemically indis-
tinguishable from Nonidet P- 40.

NET/IGEPAL buffer: 50 mM Tris- HCl (pH 7.5), 0.15 M 
NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.3% IGEPAL CA- 630

Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (Sigma P7626): 50 
mM in absolute ethanol stored at −80°C

Aprotinin (Sigma A6279): Aprotinin from bovine lung 
aseptically filled solution in 0.9% NaCl and 0.9% benzyl 
alcohol. Activity: 3 to 7 trypsin inhibitor units (TIU)/
mg protein; 5 to 10 TIU/ml solution.

3× sample buffer: mix 0.5 M Tris- HCl (pH 6.8) (6.0 ml), 
1% bromophenol blue (0.6 ml), 2- mercaptoethanol (3.0 
ml), 25% SDS (4.8 ml), and glycerol (6.0 ml). When it 
is used for IP samples, make 1× by mixing 1 volume of 
3× sample buffer with 2 volumes of dH2O.

Sterile phosphate- buffered saline (PBS)
[35S]Methionine EXPRESS Protein Labeling Mix, [35S]- , 14 

mCi (518 MBq), 50 mM Tricine (pH 7.4), and 10 mM 
2- mercaptoethanol (NEG- 072; PerkinElmer, Waltham, 
MA). Available in 2- , 7- , or 14- mCi vial.

Methionine-  and cysteine- free culture medium RPMI 1640 
(17- 104- CI; Cellgro, ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA)

Penicillin (10,000 IU/ml)- streptomycin (= 100× Pen- 
Strep; Gibco BRL, ThermoFisher)

l-Glutamine, 200 mM (= 100× Gibco BRL catalog no. 
25030- 081)

HEPES (100×)
PBS- dialyzed fetal bovine serum (FBS) (SH3007902; Hy-

Clone, ThermoFisher)
35S- labeling culture medium: 39 ml methionine-  and 

cysteine- free RPMI, 4.5 ml PBS- dialyzed FBS, 0.45 ml 
l- glutamine, 0.45 ml HEPES, and 45 μl Pen- Strep

Assays: Cell Culture
Radiolabeled cell extract is prepared using K562 cells (hu-
man erythroleukemia cell line; ATCC CCL- 243). The cells 
are thawed for 2 to 3 days before use and grown in RPMI 
1640 with 10% FBS, 1:100 l- glutamine, 1:100 Pen- Strep, 
and 1:100 HEPES in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37°C. Cells 
should be visually inspected carefully using an inverted mi-
croscope at high magnification for viability and contamina-
tion before labeling.

Note: K562 cells grow in clusters that can sometimes be 
quite large (20 to 30 to hundreds of cells per cluster) when 
they are proliferating rapidly. When clusters are smaller or 
rarely seen, with most of the cells as a single cell, prolifera-
tion may be slow and not optimal for efficient radiolabeling. 
When K562 cells start adhering, which indicates differenti-
ation, expression of topoisomerase I (Scl- 70) is very weak to 
deficient. When Plasmocin is used as an antibiotic in cul-
ture, cells proliferate normally without making any clusters. 
No clear differences in expression of known autoantigens 

are noted when K562 cells cultured with Plasmocin are used 
for radiolabeling and IP.

Radiolabeling
Collect cells by centrifuge (300 × g for 5 min in a table-
top centrifuge). Typically, 108 cells are cultured in 45 ml of 
complete methionine-  and cysteine- free 35S- labeling culture 
medium in a 250- ml flask. Add 3 mCi of [35S]methionine 
(4.2 mCi as total radioactivity) and incubate cells for 12 
to 14 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. After 12 to 14 h 
radiolabeling, add clean PBS to the culture and divide into 
10 15- ml tubes, centrifuge (300 × g, 5 min), aspirate super-
natant, and freeze at −80°C. Polypropylene tubes should be 
used to avoid cracking. Aliquots contain ~2 × 107 cells and 
can be used immediately or frozen at −80°C until use. After 
radiolabeling, there should be ~1.8 × 108 cells and the me-
dium turns yellow. It is normal not to observe big clusters, 
and some apoptotic cells are seen after radiolabeling. How-
ever, contamination of bacteria and fungi should be carefully 
monitored after radiolabeling using high magnification.

Note: Levels of RNA polymerase II phosphorylated form 
were low after labeling for >16 h. It is better not to label 
for >14 h, though this also may depend on the condition 
of cells.

Preparation of PAS Beads with Purified Antibodies
Serum or plasma stored frozen or at 4°C can be used. Usually 
sera stored at 4°C with NaN3 maintain their autoantibody 
reactivity for 10 to 15 years, though reduction of autoanti-
body reactivity in some sera was noticed. When sera are fro-
zen, avoid repeat freezing and thawing. Clearing of sera by 
centrifuge is unnecessary. A heat- inactivated serum sample 
cannot be used because it causes very high background that 
makes interpretation of IP results impossible. This problem 
was not solved by microcentrifuging or filtering of sera.

Prepare labeled 1.6- ml microcentrifuge tubes and add 25 
μl of 50% (vol/vol) PAS, followed by adding 8 μl of serum 
(or plasma). When serum is added, place the pipette tip in 
the PAS and pipette several times, as this will allow most 
IgG to bind to PAS immediately. Then add 500 μl of 0.5 M 
NaCl NET/IGEPAL. Microcentrifuge tubes are placed on a 
rack, which is then wrapped using plastic film and rotated 
for 1 h at 4°C up to 24 h.

Avoid vortexing the PAS beads at any stage of the 
procedure.

Preparation of Radiolabeled Cell Extract
When the beads are ready for washing, cell extract is pre-
pared. Beads are washed and buffer aspirated while centri-
fuging the cell extract. For a standard reaction, radiolabeled 
cell extract from ~2 × 106 cells/sample is used. Add 2 ml of 
0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL to the frozen cell pellet (~2 × 
107 cells; final cell concentration, 107/ml), then add 1:100 
(20 μl) PMSF and aprotinin and leave on ice. Do not try 
to thaw at 37°C, as once the cells are thawed, they are dis-
rupted and protein degradation commences. Also, avoid 
excessive heating of the cell suspension during sonication. 
With the above standard condition, heating is not a con-
cern, but when the condition is changed, it will need to be 
carefully monitored for possible overheating. Do not put 
PMSF directly onto the frozen cell pellet because the 100% 
ethanol will denature the proteins. Sonicate the cells for 
45 s (Branson Sonifier, duty cycle 25%, output 2.5), then 
place the tube on ice for 1 min, then sonicate again for 45 s. 
Transfer the cell lysate to microcentrifuge tubes and centri-
fuge at 9,000 × g for 30 min at 4°C. Carefully collect the 
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supernatant; avoid disturbing the small pellet that is usually 
seen at the bottom toward the outside. Combine all of the 
lysate in a 50- ml tube on ice. Use a 50- ml tube to avoid con-
tamination of a pipette, as it is virtually impossible not to 
touch the inside wall with the pipette if a 15- ml tube is used.

Incubation with Cell Extract
Pellet the antibody- coated PAS beads by microcentrifug-
ing for 8 s; aspirate the supernatant using a Pasteur pipette 
attached to a vacuum. For each aspiration step, carefully 
remove the bubbles on the surface of the liquid first since 
they may cause high background. Add 1 ml of 0.5 M NaCl 
NET/IGEPAL and microcentrifuge for 8 s and aspirate the 
supernatant. To each tube with PAS beads, add 160 μl of 
cell extract per sample. It is unnecessary to mix tubes as 
the beads and cell extract will be mixed completely during 
incubation. Make sure that caps are closed completely and 
tightly to prevent leaking of radioactive sample during incu-
bation. Put tubes on a plastic rack, wrap with a plastic film, 
and rotate end over end to incubate for 1 h at 4°C.

Washing Beads
Microcentrifuge for 8 s, aspirate supernatant, add 1 ml of 
0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL, wash the inside of the cap by 
inverting once, and microcentrifuge for 8 s. Repeat washing 
three times and then once with NET/IGEPAL buffer. At 
each step, aspirate as completely as possible to reduce the 
background. Tubes can be aspirated in a horizontal position 
(versus vertical) for more complete aspiration. In the pres-
ence of proteins or detergent, PAS beads stay together and 
will not be easily aspirated (versus buffer without proteins or 
detergent such as PBS).

Add 50 μl of 1× SDS- PAGE sample buffer and freeze at 
−80°C or −20°C until running gels or proceed to boiling. 
Boiling could be before freezing or just before running gels. 
Boil samples for 3 min and absorb water around the cap us-
ing a paper towel immediately after boiling as it could get 
into the tubes when the air inside cools down and the pres-
sure inside becomes negative. Microcentrifuge for 8 s and 
load 20 to 25 μl in each lane.

SDS- PAGE Gels
Since the smallest proteins that can be fractionated on 8% 
gels are ~25 kDa, while proteins of >100 kDa are not sepa-
rated well on 12.5% gels, both 8 and 12.5% gels are run in 
routine screening of sera with unknown specificities. When 
running medium- size gels, it takes 3 to 5 h at a constant volt-
age of 100 to 130 V for the tracking dye front to reach to the 
bottom of the gels. For 8% gels, it is fine to let the dye front 
run out of the gels. For 12.5% gels, the thick blue dye band 
moves slower than the front of the samples; thus they need to 
be stopped when the thick blue dye band is 3 to 4 mm from 
the bottom. When a very thin blue line or a clear line at the 
sample front is seen, stop gels when it reaches the bottom of 
the gels.

SDS- PAGE Fluorography Reagents
Proteins immunoprecipitated are analyzed by SDS- PAGE, 
fluorography, and autoradiography after IP. Reagents are as 
follows.

25% SDS (Fisher, Sigma, or Bio- Rad, Hercules, CA). Filter 
this solution and all other stock solutions through a 0.45- 
μm bottle- top filter.

Coomassie blue stain (4 liters): Coomassie brilliant blue 
R- 250 (catalog no. 161- 0400; Bio- Rad) (5 g), methanol 

(1,200 ml), glacial acetic acid (400 ml), and dH2O 
(2,400 ml)

Destaining solution (20 liters): 2 liters of glacial acetic acid, 
7 liters of methanol, and 11 liters of dH2O

2,5- Diphenyloxazole (PPO) (catalog no D144- 100; Fisher), 
20% (wt/vol) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Note: PPO 
is carcinogenic.

Glycerol
BioMax MR film (catalog no. 870- 1302; Eastman Kodak, 

Rochester, NY)
30% acrylamide–0.8% bisacrylamide stock: 30% (wt/vol) 

acrylamide (catalog no. BP 170- 500; Fisher) plus 0.8% 
bisacrylamide (catalog no. 160- 0201; Fisher) (wt/vol) in 
water (ratio, 37.5:1). Filter through a 0.45- μm bottle- 
top filter. Protein migration and mobility are affected by 
the ratio of acrylamide/bisacrylamide used. For detection 
of Ro52 protein, it is necessary to use acrylamide/bis = 
166:1. Protein mobility on 12.5% acrylamide/bis = 166:1 
gel is similar to 8% acrylamide/bis = 37.5:1 gel. However, 
52- kDa Ro can be distinguished only on the former gel.

5× Tris- glycine (SDS- PAGE running buffer): 120 g of Tris 
base plus 576 g of glycine; add dH2O to 4 liters (do not 
adjust pH; store at room temperature)

The procedure for preparing gels is as follows. Note: Pre-
cast minigels may be substituted for homemade ones. They 
can be purchased from Bio- Rad and other vendors. Identify-
ing autoantibody specificities characterized by multiprotein 
complexes such as small nuclear ribonucleoproteins should 
not be difficult; however, a single protein autoantigen 
of close molecular weight (such as the ones of ~140 kDa 
[MDA5 and MJ; Table 1]) (19) will be difficult to differen-
tiate with minigels.

If casting your own gels, keep in mind that acrylamide is 
a neurotoxin and suspected carcinogen. Gel plates, spacers, 
and rubber gaskets are washed thoroughly with detergent 
(e.g., PCC- 54; Pierce, Rockford, IL), rinsed carefully, and 
wiped dry with ethanol. Gel plates should be assembled and 
clamped together with clips carefully to avoid leaking.

Preparation of SDS- PAGE Gels
We run both 12.5 and 8% SDS- PAGE for routine screen-
ing. Mix everything except 10% ammonium persulfate and 
TEMED (N,N,N′,N′- tetramethylethylenediamine; Bio- 
Rad) in 50- ml plastic tubes. Stacking gels are common re-
gardless of the percentage of acrylamide in resolving gels. 
Add ammonium persulfate and TEMED to resolving gel solu-
tions only to start polymerization. Mix thoroughly, but avoid 
excess bubbles by inverting the tubes several times. Pour the 
gel solution between glass plates. Usually bubbles go up to the 
surface, but when they stick to the glass in the middle, they 
can be removed by gently tapping the side of the plates. This 
needs to be done prior to overlaying ethanol. After checking 
bubbles, gently overlay 70% ethanol on the gel solution. Add 
from one site and avoid disturbing the gel solution. A spread-
ing of ethanol on the surface with a clear border should be 
seen. Adding a 3-  to 5- mm layer of ethanol is enough. Make 
sure the plates stand vertically at an ~90° angle to the bench 
and leave them without disturbing until the gels polymerize. 
Speed of polymerization depends on temperature but usually 
takes 30 to 40 min. The line between the overlaid ethanol 
and gel solution becomes unclear, and when it appears clearly 
again, it is a sign of polymerization.

After polymerization of resolving gels, pour out ethanol 
and rinse with dH2O ~10 times to wash out ethanol, then 
completely remove water using small pieces of Whatman 
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TABLE 1 Identification of myositis autoantibodies by IP analysis

Autoantibodies Target molecule Function Protein RNA

Aminoacyl- 
tRNA 
synthetase

 Jo- 1 Histidyl- tRNA synthetase Incorporate histidine into 
proteins

50 kDa tRNAHis

 PL- 7 Threonyl- tRNA 
synthetase

Incorporate threonine into 
proteins

80 kDa tRNAThr

 PL- 12 Alanyl- tRNA synthetase Alanine and aspartate 
biosynthesis and alanine 
incorporation into proteins

110 kDa tRNAAla

 EJ Glycyl- tRNA synthetase Glycine, serine, and 
threonine metabolism 
and aminoacyl- tRNA 
biosynthesis

75 kDa tRNAGly

 OJ Isoleucyl- tRNA 
synthetase

Incorporate isoleucine into 
proteins

150 kDa (multienzyme 
complex, 170, 130, and 
75 kDa)

tRNAIso

 KS Asparaginyl- tRNA 
synthetase

Glutamate, alanine, and 
aspartate metabolism

65 kDa tRNAAsp

 ZO Phenylalanyl- tRNA 
synthetase

Incorporate phenylalanine 
into proteins

60/70 kDa tRNAPhe

 YRS (HA) Tyrosyl- tRNA synthetase Incorporate tyrosine into 
proteins

59 kDa tRNATyr

Anti- SRP Signal recognition 
particle

Protein maturation in the 
ribosome

72, 68, 54, 19, 14, and 9 kDa 7SL RNA

Anti- Mi- 2 Helicase protein Transcriptional regulation 240, 150, 72, 65, 63, 50, and 
34 kDa

Anti- MDA5/
CADM140

MDA5 RNA- specific helicase that 
mediates the antiviral 
response

140 kDa

Anti- TIF1γ/α 
(p155/140)

TIF1γ/α Transcription and RNA 
metabolism

155 and 140 kDa

Anti- MJ NXP- 2 (MORC3) Transcriptional regulation 
and activation of the 
tumor suppressor p53

140 kDa

Anti- SAE SAE Posttranslational 
modifications

90 and 40 kDa

Anti- PMS1 PMS1 (postmeiotic 
segregation increased 1)

DNA mismatch repair 
enzyme

120 kDa

filter paper. In particular, water tends to stay at each corner; 
thus, it should be removed completely until the sharp 90° 
angle can be seen. When plates are ready for stacking gels, 
add ammonium persulfate and TEMED to the stacking gel 
solution. Mix gently by inverting the tubes and pour the 
solution between glass plates. Insert combs, avoiding bub-
bles under the comb. If bubbles are seen under the comb, re-
move it and insert again. Resolving gels can be polymerized 
in 30 min. We usually leave gels at 4°C overnight because 
we feel the protein bands are sharper in 8% gels by this step. 
The polymerization step should be at room temperature.

SDS- PAGE Procedure
The gels are run as follows.

1. Make 1 liter of running buffer: 1 liter is used for a 
pair of gels; 200 ml of 5× Tris- glycine plus distilled water 
to make 1,000 ml; add 4 ml of 25% SDS and mix well by 
inverting a measuring cylinder.

2. Boil samples, including molecular weight marker if 
necessary. Prestained molecular weight marker is relatively 
expensive but convenient, as the quality and progress of 
running gels can be monitored.

3. Carefully remove the combs and silicone rubber spacer 
from the gel, and then remove clips.

4. Clamp the gel to the gel apparatus and add running 
buffer to the top and bottom chambers of the apparatus.

5. Flush out bubbles from the bottom of the gel immersed 
in the bottom chamber, using a 5-  to 10- ml syringe with a 
bent (90°) 18- gauge needle.

6. Gently flush out each well with running buffer using a 
Hamilton microsyringe. Pieces of gels in the wells should be 
carefully removed.

7. Load a 20-  to 25- μl sample to each well, using either a 
Hamilton syringe or pipette.

8. Attach leads to the electrodes of the gel apparatus 
(proteins treated with SDS are negatively charged and will 
migrate toward the cathode).
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9. Attach the power supply and run at 100 V until the 
blue tracking dye reaches the resolving gel; the voltage can 
later be increased to 120 to 130 V.

10. Run the gel until the blue tracking dye reaches the 
bottom of the gel or to the appropriate level as discussed 
earlier.

11. Turn off the power, remove the electrodes, and un-
clamp the gel from the gel apparatus. Carefully pry the 
plates apart, leaving the gel adherent to one of the plates. 
Using a pizza cutter, cut off the stacking gel (leave 1 to 2 
mm of stacking gel) and avoid cutting resolving gel. Also, 
diagonally cut off a small piece of the gel from the upper 
right- hand corner to aid in orienting the gel.

12. Stain the gel for 30 to 60 min with Coomassie blue 
solution in a box, making sure gels are not stacked together 
and freely moving on a shaker. Use low- speed orbital shaking. 
Prolonged staining makes gels fragile and should be avoided.

13. Gels can be destained in the solution overnight. Pro-
teins can still be transferred to other gels at this stage if they 
stick together. Separating each gel in a small plastic box is 
ideal.

Fluorography
After staining and destaining, the gels are fluorographed as 
follows.

1. Place the first DMSO (100 to 150 ml, enough to cover 
all gels and allow them to move freely) in a Tupperware or 
similar (polyethylene or polypropylene, but not polystyrene) 
box and add gels after removing as much excess destaining 
solution as possible. Incubate in the first DMSO for 30 min 
on an oribital shaker at low speed.

2. Discard/save the first DMSO (can be reused for up to ~8 
gels; keep in a glass bottle with a tight cap) and add 100 to 
150 ml of the second DMSO and shake for another 30 min.

3. Discard/save the second DMSO and add 100 to 150 
ml of 20% (wt/vol) PPO in DMSO and shake for 1 h. The 
second DMSO can be reused for up to ~8 gels and then can 
be used as a first DMSO.

4. Save the PPO- DMSO in brown glass bottles for reuse. 
It can be used a few times, though the effectiveness gradu-
ally diminishes.

5. Wash the gels with many changes of water (tap water 
is fine) to remove DMSO and make PPO precipitate in the 
gels. Clear gels will turn white and opaque upon washing 
with water. Repeat, changing water and putting on a shaker. 
Minimum washing will be 30 min, but it is important to 
change water frequently rather than keeping on a shaker 
with the same water. Removing DMSO is critical to make 
thinner, nonsticky gels after drying.

6. Add glycerol to a concentration of ~3%. Insert a piece 
of filter paper under the gel in a box, pick up, and set on a 
gel dryer (Bio- Rad model 583) at 60°C with the timer set 
to 3 h. Gels can be dried completely after 2 to 2.5 h; how-
ever, minor air leaking in the system or other reasons could 
delay this process. Thus, check the appearance of the water 
droplets inside of the vacuum tubing (large water droplets 
indicate gels are still wet) carefully prior to stopping the 
vacuum of the gel dryer. Note: Higher temperature should 
be avoided because PPO can be destroyed at >60°C.

7. Remove gels from gel dryer. Tape filter paper with the 
dried gel on a solid flat support, such as a used piece of X- ray 
film; avoid taping over the dried gels. If it is sticky, dust the gel 
lightly with talc powder to prevent sticking. Place the gels in 
a film cassette and place in direct contact with BioMax MR 
film in the darkroom. The film is coated on one side, and the 
coated side must contact the gel directly. Expose films for 3 

to 5 days at −70°C before developing. Exposure time can be 
adjusted based on the decay of 35S (half- life, 89 days) and the 
signals of the molecules of interest for the experiment. Wash 
the box used for PPO using 100% ethanol (PPO is insoluble 
to water) a few times to remove PPO.

Interpretation
As a basic rule in interpretation of IP, observation of any 
protein bands that are present in a particular lane but not 
in other lanes means that they are specifically recognized by 
autoantibodies to these proteins. Interpretation of specificity 
of autoantibodies by IP is based primarily on the migration 
of immunoprecipitated proteins, ideally by comparing with 
the size and the pattern of proteins immunoprecipitated by 
reference sera. Representative IP analysis of autoantigenic 
proteins is shown in Fig. 1. Molecular weight and other 
characteristics of each MSA are summarized (Tables 1 and 
2). Identifying a multiprotein or multiprotein- nucleic acid 
complex characterized by a set of proteins, such as  anti- OJ, 
anti-SRP (signal recognition particle), anti- Mi- 2, anti- 
TIF1γ/α (p155/140), and anti-SAE (small ubiquitin- like 
modifier- 1 [SUMO- 1] activating enzyme), is usually not so 
difficult. Nevertheless, occasionally patterns that look similar 
to OJ or TIF1γ/α are seen. For identification of SAE, there 
are many other proteins recognized by sera close to 90 kDa 
and 40 kDa where components of SAE migrate; thus, the 
mobility of the candidate proteins needs to be carefully as-
sessed. Conclusively identifying SRP72/68 and SRP54 is not 
always easy, as there are many proteins that are recognized by 
patients’ sera in this range of molecular weight. Detecting a 
set of the smaller subunits of 19, 14, and 9 kDa appears more 
unique, though a high- percentage (e.g., 12.5%) gel is neces-
sary to separate these components. Jo- 1 is seen as a thin band 
of ~50 kDa that is shifted due to interference of IgG heavy 
chain (not shown; this effect is unclear in Fig. 1 due to a small 
amount of anti- Jo- 1 serum used). The presence of Jo- 1 can 
be suspected in most cases based on IP; however, confirma-
tion by other tests such as ELISA or Western blot is necessary 
for anti- Jo- 1. IP of an ~50- kDa thin band and confirmation 
of tRNA (it cannot be confirmed specifically as tRNAHis) is 
practically considered anti- Jo- 1. Although interpretation of a 
single protein autoantigen needs to be done carefully, strong 
anti- PL- 7 or - EJ can be easily interpreted by IP in most cases, 
though weak bands need additional confirmation. PL- 12 also 
shows a strong band; however, there are several autoantigenic 
~120- kDa proteins that migrate close to PL- 12. Mobility of 
TIF1β is identical to that of PL- 12; however, a good- quality 
gel can show a characteristic appearance of the band: a sharp 
line in the middle and diffuse band around it. MJ/NXP- 2 (nu-
clear matrix protein 2) is a sharp thin band, and interpreta-
tion needs to be done carefully as MDA5 migrates very close 
and there are many other proteins of ~140 kDa recognized 
by some sera. IP- Western blot or ELISA will be necessary to 
confirm (19). Identification of MDA5 in IP is not easy, as the 
expression of MDA5 in culture cells varies and there are MJ 
and other proteins of ~140 kDa to be differentiated (7).

Quality Assurance, Quality Control, and Test 
Validation
Having positive controls is ideal, but running all references 
each time is not practical. As far as the cells in good con-
dition are radiolabeled, expression of all autoantibodies dis-
cussed in this chapter appears consistent except MDA5 (7, 
19). As there are proteins that are nonspecifically immuno-
precipitated by virtually all sera, including negative controls 
is necessary.
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IP ANALYSIS OF SMALL RNAs
Small RNAs, components of autoantigens recognized by sera 
from patients, can be identified based on IP analysis of RNAs, 
similar to the IP procedure described above for proteins using 
radiolabeled K562 cells. The main differences are that (i) in-
stead of [35S]methionine- labeled cells, either unlabeled cells 
with silver staining of RNAs or [32P]orthophosphate- labeled 
cells with autoradiography are used; and (ii) RNAs are ex-
tracted at the end of IP for analysis by urea- PAGE gels.

Due to concerns about strong β radiation produced 
by [32P]orthophosphate- labeled cells, most laboratories 
working on autoantibody analysis switched from 32P- 
radioimmunoprecipitation to silver staining analysis of 
RNAs. Thus, the method for the nonradioactive procedure 
is described in the following section.

In general, try to use autoclaved reagents and high- quality 
deionized water to avoid RNA degradation and reduce back-
ground in silver staining. Avoid any possible contamination 
of metal throughout the step because it will cause background 
in silver staining.

Steps for preparing PAS beads, stock, and incubation 
with sera are the same as the method for protein analysis by 
IP. Beads after incubation with sera can be refrigerated for 
several days in NET/IGEPAL buffer. Aspirate buffer before 
adding cell extract.

Cell Lysate
Unlabeled K562 cells (either frozen pellet or fresh cells; 
5 × 106 cells/sample) are used. The number of cells nec-
essary depends on specificities, but this number of cells is 
enough to detect RNA components for all MSAs that rec-
ognize RNA- protein complexes.

1. Add 2 ml of 0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL plus PMSF 
(1:100) and aprotinin (1:100) to 50 × 106 cell pellets (20 μl 
each to 2 ml of the buffer). Final concentration: PMSF, 0.5 
mM; aprotinin, 0.24 TIU/ml (Sigma). Do not put PMSF di-
rectly on cell pellets since ethanol will denature proteins. 
When frozen cell pellets are used, do not try to thaw cell 
pellets. Once the cells are thawed, cells will be disrupted 
and proteases and nucleases will be active. Also, it is unnec-
essary to mix and resuspend cells as they will be resuspended 
soon after sonication is started.

2. Sonicate cells for 45 s at duty cycle 25%, output con-
trol 2.5 (Branson Sonifier). Put on ice for 1 min. Sonicate 
again for 45 s. Keep samples on ice when it is possible. 
Transfer cell lysate to microfuge tubes. Microfuge for 30 min 
at 9,000 × g in a cold room (not at room temperature).

3. Wash PAS beads incubated with sera while clearing 
the cell lysate.

4. Carefully collect supernatant, avoiding the pellet. If 
there is more than one tube, pool all supernatant together 
in a tube before adding to samples. Add cell extract on beads 
(usually 200 μl/sample, but this can be adjusted depending 
on the experiment).

5. Put tubes on a plastic rack, wrap with a plastic film, 
and rotate at 4°C for 1 h.

Preparation of a Total RNA Sample as a Standard
1. Take 20 μl (extract from ~5 × 105 cells) and add 400 μl 

of NET/IGEPAL, 16 μl of 25% SDS, and 40 μl of 3 M Na 
acetate (pH 5.2). Add 400 μl of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl 
alcohol (25:24:1, pH 5.2) (Fisher). Note: Phenol/chloroform/
isoamyl alcohol is available at pH 5.2 and pH 8.0. The pH 8.0 
solution is supposed to allow extraction of both DNA and 

FIGURE 1 IP analysis of protein components of autoantigens recognized by autoantibodies in PM/
DM. [35S]Methionine- labeled K562 cell extract was immunoprecipitated by sera from patients with PM/
DM. The main components of each autoantigen are indicated by arrowheads or a line drawn on the right 
(Mi- 2). Jo- 1, histidyl- tRNA synthetase; PL- 7, threonyl- tRNA synthetase; EJ, glycyl- tRNA synthetase; 
PL- 12, alanyl- tRNA synthetase; OJ, isoleucyl- tRNA synthetase multienzyme complex; SMN, survival of 
motor neuron; NHS, normal human serum; MW, molecular weight.
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RNA, whereas the pH 5.2 stock is designed mainly for RNA 
extraction.

2. Vortex vigorously for 1 min.
3. Spin for 1 min at room temperature at 9,000 × g.
4. Handle tubes very carefully and transfer supernatant 

to a clean new tube, avoiding the protein layer at the inter-
phase between supernatant and phenol phase. Use a P200 
pipette and harvest ~150 μl × 2 = ~300 μl.

5. Add 900 μl of 100% ethanol (200 proof) and mix well 
by inverting tubes (IMPORTANT).

6. Leave at −80°C overnight (>1 h is probably enough).

Washing Beads
1. After incubation of beads with cell extract, spin for 8 s 

and aspirate cell extract.
2. Add 1 ml of 0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL. Wash the 

inside of the cap by inverting tubes.
3. Wash four times with 0.5 M NaCl NET/IGEPAL. Spin 

for 8 s.
4. Add 1 ml of NET/IGEPAL (50 mM Tris- HCl [pH 7.5], 

150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.3% IGEPAL CA- 630). 
Spin for 8 s and aspirate supernatant completely.

Extraction of RNAs
1. Mix 400 μl of NET/IGEPAL, 16 μl of 25% SDS, and 

40 μl of 3M Na acetate (pH 5.2) and add 456 μl of the 
mixture to the beads.

2. Add 400 μl of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol 
(25:24:1). Vortex vigorously for 1 min.

3. Purify RNA as described above in “Preparation of a 
Total RNA Sample as a Standard.”

Preparation of RNA Samples for Urea- PAGE
RNA samples in microcentrifuge tubes are spun at 9,000 
× g for 15 min in a cold room. The supernatant can be dis-
carded by gently pouring, and then carefully aspirate liquid 
using a thin Pasteur pipette (heat the thin part of the Pas-
teur pipette over a gas burner and pull to make a thin glass 
pipette).

The RNA pellet is usually not visible, but the RNA pel-
let will stay on the surface of the tubes if aspiration is along 
the opposite side of the tube, where the pellet is supposed to 
be. Leave tubes under a biological safety hood to dry.

Preparation of Urea- PAGE Gel
1. Wash a 100- ml glass beaker and stirrer using deter-

gent and rinse very well with Milli- Q water.
2. Weigh 21 g of urea, add 20 ml of 30% acrylamide/bis 

and 5 ml of 10× Tris- borate- EDTA (TBE), and stir 
until urea is completely dissolved.

3. Wash a measuring cylinder, and rinse with Milli- Q 
water and transfer the above solution.

4. Adjust the volume to 50 ml using Milli- Q water. 
Make fresh 10% ammonium persulfate using Milli- Q 
water.

TABLE 2 Prevalence and clinical association of myositis autoantibodies
Autoantibodies Prevalence (%) Clinical association/significance
Aminoacyl- 

tRNA
 Jo- 1 15–30 Anti- synthetase syndrome 

(myositis, ILD, polyarthritis, 
Raynaud’s phenomenon, 
mechanic’s hands)

 PL- 7 <5 Myositis, ILD, DM- specific skin 
manifestations (heliotrope rash, 
Gottron’s sign)

 PL- 12 <5 ILD, CADM, DM- specific skin 
manifestations (heliotrope rash, 
Gottron’s sign)

 EJ <5 Myositis, ILD, DM- specific skin 
manifestations (heliotrope rash, 
Gottron’s sign)

 OJ <5% Anti- synthetase syndrome
 KS <5 (rare) ILD
 ZO <1 (rare) Myositis
 YRS (HA) <1 (rare) Myositis
Anti- SRP 5 Myositis (necrotizing)
Anti- Mi- 2 10 DM with typical skin lesions and 

mild myositis
Anti- MDA5/

CADM140
15–20 CADM, rapidly progressive ILD, 

severe skin manifestations
Anti- TIFγ/α 

(p155/140)
10–15 Malignancy- associated DM

Anti- MJ/
NXP- 2

1–5 Adult and juvenile DM with 
severe skin disease

Anti- SAE 1 DM
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5. Add 300 μl of ammonium persulfate and 30 μl of 
TEMED and mix completely.

6. Pour between a pair of glass plates and a spacer, as-
sembled using clips, and insert comb.

Urea- PAGE
1. Start running gel at a constant voltage of 480 to 500 

V (current and watts at maximum position; adjust 
output by voltage). Check the temperature of the gel 
using a paper thermometer and try to keep the tem-
perature between 55 and 60°C. This range of tem-
perature can be reached with voltage between 480 
and 500 V, but the necessary voltage could be differ-
ent in different systems.

2. Add 50 μl of urea- PAGE sample buffer to each sam-
ple tube and vortex to dissolve RNA. Turn the power 
off. Load 20 μl of sample using thin plastic pipette 
tips with a P20 pipette, quickly before the gel cools 
down.

3. Before prerun and before loading samples, quickly 
flush each well using a Hamilton microsyringe. Urea 
emerges from the gel and may collect at the bottom of 
the wells, disturbing the sample.

4. Two dye bands are seen while running gels, a blue 
dye band of bromphenol blue and a purple dye band 
of xylene cyanol. Run until the xylene cyanol dye 
reaches the bottom of the gel (it may go out). It usu-
ally takes ~1.5 to 2 h to run with medium- size gels.

Silver Staining of Nucleic Acids (Silver Stain Plus; 
Bio- Rad)
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions.

12% Urea- PAGE Gel for RNA Analysis
30% (acrylamide/bis = 37.5:1) acrylamide/bis ........  20 ml
10× TBE ........................................................................   5 ml
Urea ................................................................................  21 g

Bring the volume to 50 ml with Milli- Q water.
10% ammonium persulfate ......................................... 300 μl
TEMED ..........................................................................  30 μl

RNA Sample Buffer
10 M urea
0.025% bromophenol blue
0.025% xylene cyanol in 1× TBE

Make 1% dye solution and add 1/40 amount of bromophe-
nol blue and xylene cyanol to 10 M urea to a final concen-
tration of 0.025%.

10× TBE
900 mM Tris ..........................................  108 g
900 mM boric acid ............................... 55 g
20 mM Na2EDTA ................................. 40 ml of 0.5 M stock
Adjust final volume to 1 liter.

Interpretation
Detecting tRNAs in IP samples is not difficult; however, the 
only interpretable information is that the antibodies in the 
serum recognize autoantigen that has tRNA as a compo-
nent; it is not possible to identify the specificity of tRNAs 
by IP. Nevertheless, it is reasonable and practical to con-
clude a specificity of anti- tRNA synthetase antibodies based 
on IP of protein of the right molecular weight corresponding 
to each tRNA synthetase combined with IP of the tRNA. 

Detection of 7SL RNA for anti- SRP is not difficult, though 
having a positive control is ideal. Detection of U small nu-
clear RNAs is easy with a positive control as well. Repre-
sentative silver staining gel to analyze RNA components of 
autoantigens is shown in Fig. 2.

Quality Assurance, Quality Control, and Test 
Validation
Most small RNAs associated with MSA antigens can be 
detected easily with good- quality IP and staining. A pos-
itive control of anti- Jo- 1 and negative controls are useful as 
a standard for quality control.

ELISA USING RECOMBINANT MYOSITIS 
AUTOANTIGENS
The following protocol is based on ELISA using recombi-
nant Jo- 1 antigen, but the same protocol can be used for 
any other myositis autoantibody ELISA using recombinant 
autoantigens.

When ELISA is performed for the detection of autoan-
tibody, there will be differences in the reactivity between 
samples. However, it should be noted that it does not mean 
the observed OD reflects the actual recognition of the tar-
get autoantigen. Quality/purity of recombinant proteins and 
ELISA varies, and validation for each ELISA compared with 
results from a previously established standard method such as 
IP is necessary.

1. Coat a 96- well microtiter plate (Nunc Immobilizer 
Amino; Nunc/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Roskilde, Den-
mark) with purified recombinant Jo- 1 antigen by adding 
0.5 μg/ml in PBS, 50 μl/well, at room temperature for 2 h 
or at 4°C overnight. The concentration of antigens may 
need to be optimized by titration analysis and adjusted for 
each assay. Any other type of high- binding microtiter plate 
may be used. The Immobilizer Amino plate covalently 
cross- links proteins to the plastic surface at amino acid po-
sitions of lysine and cysteine. This cross- linking process will 
not work in the presence of amines such as Tris or glycine. 
Other types of plate may not be affected by amine.

2. Tap the side of the plate gently and make sure that 
the whole bottom area of the wells is covered with coating 
solution. With 50 μl/well it will not spread, but 100 μl/well 
or more will spread without tapping. Using 50 μl/well will 
save on the cost of reagent.

3. After the coating/cross- linking step, remove antigen 
solution completely by tapping on dry paper towels.

4. Block with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) NET/
IGEPAL (150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris- HCl 
[pH 7.5], and 0.3% IGEPAL CA- 630)–0.05% NaN3, 150 μl/
well, for 1 to 3 h at room temperature (or 4°C overnight).

5. Dump blocking buffer and tap on paper towels.
6. Add 100 μl/well of serum diluted in blocking buffer 

(0.5% BSA NET/IGEPAL–0.05% NaN3, usually at 1:250 
to 1:500, i.e., 2 μl of serum in 500 or 1,000 μl of blocking 
buffer). Incubate for 1 to 3 h at room temperature.

7. Wash plate three times with Tris- buffered saline 
(TBS)/Tween 20. There are many alternative types of wash-
ing buffer in common use.

8. Add 100 μl/well of alkaline phosphatase- conjugated 
goat F(ab)′2 anti- human IgG (γ- chain specific) second 
antibody at 1:1,000 in 0.5% BSA NET/IGEPAL–0.05% 
NaN3. Incubate for 1 to 2 h at room temperature.

9. Wash three times with TBS/Tween 20.
10. Prepare the developing solution ~10 min before 

needed by adding 1 tablet (5 mg) of Sigma 104 substrate/5 ml 
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diethanolamine buffer. You need 10 ml/plate (100 μl/well × 
96 wells = 9.6 ml). Put on rotator or shaker in a 50- ml tube 
to dissolve. Sigma 104 tablets are sensitive to temperature and 
humidity. Take the necessary amount quickly and do not leave 
the vial at room temperature for an extended period of time.

11. Develop plates by adding 100 μl/well of developing 
solution.

12. Read OD405 on a microtiter plate reader. Read OD 
more than once, including the one when the highest OD is 
~1.5 to 2. If samples with low OD are important, overdevelop 
and read it again. Try to read at least twice for each plate.

VERY IMPORTANT: Do not push pipette all the way 
when developing solution is added because this will leave 
bubbles in the wells, which will directly and significantly 
affect the absorbance of wells. Depending on the operator’s 
pipetting technique, there may still be bubbles. Check all 
wells for bubbles after pipetting and break them using a 
25- gauge needle.

Blocking Buffer: NET/IGEPAL, 0.5% BSA, 0.05% NaN3

0.15 M NaCl
2 mM EDTA
50 mM Tris- HCl (pH 7.5)

0.3% IGEPAL
0.5% BSA
0.05% NaN3

Washing Buffer (TBS/Tween 20)
20 mM Tris- HCl (pH 7.5)
150 mM NaCl
0.1% Tween 20

Diethanolamine Buffer
Diethanolamine ............................................................  97 ml
MgCl2 · 6H2O ................................................................  0.1 g
NaN3 ...............................................................................  0.2 g
dH2O

Adjust pH to 9.6 with concentrated HCl, adjust volume 
to 1 liter with dH2O, and filter using a 0.45- μm bottle- top 
filter.

Interpretation
It is ideal to set a cutoff in each laboratory based on a ROC 
(receiver operating characteristic) curve established by a 
large number of positive and negative controls.

FIGURE 2 IP analysis of RNA components of autoantigens recognized by autoantibodies. K562 cell 
extract was immunoprecipitated by autoimmune sera. RNA components were extracted, fractionated on 
urea- PAGE, and silver stained. RNA components of autoantigen are indicated by arrowheads. Sm (U1, 2, 
4- 6, 5), U1, 2, 4- 6, 5 small nuclear RNAs; U1RNP (U1), U1 small nuclear RNA; U2RNP (U2), U2 small 
nuclear RNA; U3RNP (U3), U3 small nucleolar RNA; Th (7- 2, 8- 2), 7- 2 and 8- 2 RNAs; SRP (7SL), 
7SL RNAs; NHS, normal human serum. Y1- 5 RNAs are also seen in the anti- OJ lane due to coexisting 
anti- Ro60 antibodies.
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Quality Assurance, Quality Control, and Test 
Validation
Quality and reliability of ELISA depend heavily on the 
quality of recombinant protein used. Positive controls se-
lected based on conventional methods and negative con-
trols are essential as standards for quality control. Weak but 
true positive versus false positive is often not easy to differ-
entiate with ELISA.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF MSA TESTING
Currently anti- Jo- 1 ELISA is the only widely available 
testing for most clinicians. Line immunoassay is available 
in certain countries but has not been used extensively. Al-
though IP is a very powerful and reliable technique, it has 
been performed at only a limited number of laboratories and 
is not likely to become a routine assay in clinical practice. 
ELISAs and bead- based assays for several MSAs are cur-
rently under development and will become available in the 
future. Recently identified autoantibodies such as anti- TIF1 
and anti- MDA5 have strong clinical significance, and de-
velopment of commercial immunoassays is in progress. They 
will be widely available in the near future, and tests for these 
autoantibodies may become a part of standard tests in clini-
cal practice for inflammatory myopathy.
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Systemic sclerosis (SSc) or scleroderma is a connective 
tissue disease characterized by excessive fibrosis, microan-
giopathy, and the presence of circulating autoantibodies 
to various cellular components (1). Clinical presentation 
is highly heterogeneous in patients with SSc: some have 
only Raynaud’s phenomenon and sclerodactyly without 
any symptomatic organ involvement for >10 years, but 
others have progressive functional impairment in lungs, 
heart, kidneys, or gastrointestinal tract, leading to death. 
Distinct specificities of antinuclear antibodies (ANAs) are 
selectively detected in SSc patients and are associated with 
unique disease manifestations (2). The detection of indi-
vidual SSc- related ANAs is useful in the diagnosis, disease 
subgrouping, and prediction of future organ involvement 
and prognosis. Therefore, SSc- related ANAs are important 
biomarkers in routine rheumatology practice.

A new group of autoantibodies reactive with cell- 
surface receptors or extracellular matrix proteins also 
have been identified in SSc patients. These include anti- 
platelet- derived growth- factor receptor, anti- angiotensin 
II type 1 receptor, anti- endothelin- 1 type A receptor, and 
anti- fibrillin- 1 antibodies, and appear to directly activate 
pathways that may contribute to tissue and vascular remod-
eling. However, reproducibility of the published reports 
is very poor, probably because of difficulty in reproducing 
antigenicity of the autoantigens with highly complicated 
conformation in the assays. This results in lack of reliable 
commercial assay kits for detection of these autoantibodies 
to functional molecules.

To date, at least 10 specificities were identified and 
characterized as ANAs specific to SSc. Two classic auto-
antibodies discovered in the late 1970’s are anti- Scl- 70 or 
 anti- topoisomerase I (topo I) antibody, and anti- centromere 
antibody (ACA). Another group of antibodies, including 
anti- U1 ribonucleoprotein (RNP), anti- Ku, and anti- PM- 
Scl antibodies, were first identified using double immuno-
diffusion (DID). The remaining ANA specificities were 
discovered using immunoprecipitation (IP) assay. However, 
these conventional techniques are of limited use in routine 
clinical practice because they are labor- intensive and time- 
consuming, and are limited in throughput. DID, or the Ouch-
terlony, method has been used for more than 50 years and is 
still used in clinical laboratories because it is inexpensive and 
specific, but it lacks sensitivity and requires a large amount of 
reference serum and considerable experience in judging the 

assay results. The IP assay is a valuable detection method that 
is able to detect all SSc- related ANAs except ACA, but this 
assay requires complicated procedures using cellular extracts 
freshly prepared from radioisotope- labeled cultured human 
cells. Therefore, many efforts have been made to develop 
convenient and accurate assays for detection of individual 
SSc- related ANAs.

SSc- Related ANAs
ANAs are a hallmark of SSc, and are detected in >95% 
of the patients (2). The majority of autoantigens specifi-
cally recognized by SSc sera have been already identified. 
At this point, at least 10 ANA specificities associated with 
SSc have been reported and well characterized, and approx-
imately 80% of SSc patients have one of those SSc- related 
ANAs in their circulation. These SSc- related ANAs target 
various nuclear components involved in essential cellular 
processes, such as cell division and transcription (Table 1). 
These autoantibodies are rarely seen in patients with other 
connective- tissue diseases without SSc features and thus are 
important diagnostic markers. In addition, detection of SSc- 
related ANAs is clinically useful in classifying SSc patients 
into subtypes that are almost exclusively associated with 
characteristic clinical phenotypes (Table 2). SSc- related 
ANAs are usually present at the onset of SSc symptoms 
and do not switch from one antibody to another during the 
course of the disease. These autoantibodies remain through-
out the course of the disease regardless of whether patients 
receive treatment or not. Patients rarely have two or more 
SSc- related ANAs together, indicating mutual exclusive-
ness. Thus, SSc patients can be divided into a number of 
disease subsets stratified by SSc- related ANAs (Fig. 1).

Anticentromere Antibody (ACA)
The frequency of ACA in SSc patients has been reported 
to be 20% to 30% in many ethnic groups. ACA produces 
discrete speckled staining on indirect immunofluorescence 
(IIF). The recognition of kinetochore proteins located at 
the centromeric regions of individual metaphase chromo-
somes is highly specific to ACA. However, IIF using chro-
mosomal spreads as the substrate is necessary to confirm the 
presence of ACA, especially when other high- titer ANA 
specificities coexist. ACA is sometimes detected in patients 
with primary Sjögren’s syndrome or primary biliary cirrho-
sis as well as in individuals without an apparent connective 
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TABLE 1 Structure and function of molecules targeted by SSc- related ANAs

ANA specificity Structure Cellular 
localization Main cellular function

Anticentromere CENP- A, B, and C Chromatin Separation of chromosome
Anti- Scl- 70 DNA topoisomerase I Chromatin Relaxation of supercoiled 

DNA
Anti- RNA 

polymerase III
Multi- subunit 

components of RNA 
polymerase III, 
including RPC155

Nucleoplasm Transcription of small 
nuclear RNAs

Anti- U3 RNP/
fibrillarin

U3RNA and related 
components including 
fibrillarin

Nucleoli Processing of pre- ribosomal 
RNAs

Anti- Th/To RNase P/RNase MRP Nucleoli Processing of transfer RNAs 
and other small RNAs

Anti- U11/U12 
RNP

U11/U12 RNA and 
related components

Nucleoplasm Regulation of mRNA 
splicing

Anti- PM- Scl Exosome complex 
containing PM- Scl- 100 
and PM- Scl- 75

Nucleoli Processing and degradation 
of RNAs

Anti- Ku Ku80 and Ku70 Nucleoplasm DNA repair
Anti- RuvBL1/2 Double hexamer 

consisting of RuvBL1 
and RuvBL2

Nucleoplasm DNA repair and chromatin 
remodeling

Anti- U1 RNP U1RNA and related 
components including 
70K, A, and C proteins

Nucleoplasm mRNA splicing

tissue disease, who are almost always elderly. Non- SSc pa-
tients with ACA often lack Raynaud’s phenomenon. The 
natural history of ACA- positive SSc patients includes long- 
standing Raynaud’s phenomenon followed by appearance of 
puffy fingers. The presence of ACA in patients with Ray-
naud’s phenomenon and/or nailfold capillary abnormalities 
is predictive of future development of SSc (3). Patients with 

ACA are often classified as having limited cutaneous SSc 
(lcSSc), in which skin sclerosis is restricted to distal to the 
elbows and knees in the presence or absence of facial skin 
sclerosis. Severe interstitial lung disease (ILD) or renal cri-
sis almost never occurs in ACA- positive patients, but 10% 
to 20% of them develop pulmonary arterial hypertension 
(PAH) later in the course of the disease. Overall survival 
in SSc patients with ACA is better than those without, but 
PAH is the major cause of death in this subset.

Anti- Topo I Antibody
Anti- topo I or anti- Scl- 70 antibody is detected in 20 to 30% 
of SSc patients in many ethnic groups. The majority of anti- 
topo I- positive patients have diffuse cutaneous SSc (dcSSc), 
in which skin sclerosis extends to proximal to elbow or knee, 
but progression of skin thickening is slower than those with 
anti- RNA polymerase (RNAP) III antibody. Anti- topo I 
antibody is associated with a high risk for severe ILD and 
peripheral vascular complications, such as digital ulcers and 
gangrene, particularly early in the disease course. Anti- topo 
I antibody is considered to be a marker for poor prognosis, 
and patients typically die of ILD at an average of 10 years 
after onset of SSc.

Anti- RNAP III Antibody
Anti- RNAP III antibody often coexists with other classes 
of RNAP, such as RNAP I and II (4). Sera positive for 
anti- RNAP III antibody produce a speckled staining pat-
tern with or without nucleolar staining on IIF. Frequency 
of anti- RNAP III antibody in SSc patients varies among 
ethnic groups: a higher frequency in North American Cau-
casian and British patients (20% to 25%) in comparison 
with French or Japanese patients (5%). Nearly all patients 
with this antibody have dcSSc with rapidly progressive 
skin thickening. Patients with anti- RNAP III antibody 

FIGURE 1 Diagram showing SSc subsets stratified by autoanti-
bodies. Areas of individual circles represent approximate propor-
tions in the entire SSc patients. dcSSc: diffuse cutaneous systemic 
sclerosis, lcSSc: limited cutaneous systemic sclerosis.
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have the highest risk for developing renal crisis, but they 
do not develop severe ILD. In many patients, skin thicken-
ing regresses over time even without treatment. Survival in 
patients with anti- RNAP III antibody is better than those 
with anti- topo I antibody since renal crisis is more easily 
treated with angiotensin- converting enzyme inhibitors than 
ILD. Several recent cohorts indicate that patients with anti- 
RNAP III antibody have better long- term survival rates 
compared with those with ACA or anti- Th/To antibody.

Anti- U3 RNP Antibody
Anti- U3 RNP antibody reacts with fibrillarin complexed 
with U3 RNA. This antibody produces bright nucleolar 
staining on IIF. Anti- U3 RNP antibody is found in 4% to 
10% of patients with SSc, and is most frequent in African 
Americans (5). One third of the patients have lcSSc, but 
the remaining patients have typical features of dcSSc. Se-
vere internal- organ involvement, including ILD, PAH, renal 
crisis, and small- bowel involvement with pseudo- obstruction 
and malabsorption is fairly common. Prognosis in this subset 
is comparable to that in patients with anti- topo I antibody. 
An unusual combination of PAH and renal crisis is occasion-
ally found in patients with dcSSc and anti- U3 RNP antibody.

Anti- Th/To Antibody
Anti- Th/To antibody is one of SSc- related anti- nucleolar 
antibodies, and occurs in patients with lcSSc, although its 
frequency overall in SSc patients is only 2% to 5%. Like 
ACA- positive patients, anti- Th/To- positive patients are 
predominantly Caucasians, but tend to have a shorter dura-
tion of Raynaud’s phenomenon before onset of other symp-
toms, such as puffy fingers. Digital ulcers and gangrene are 
infrequent, but patients with anti- Th/To antibody can have 
significant ILD or PAH, which occurs early in the disease 
course. This increased frequency and severity of pulmonary 
complications result in a decreased survival compared with 
lcSSc patients without this antibody (6).

Anti- U11/U12 RNP Antibody
Anti- U11/U12 RNP antibody is a rare antibody specificity 
found in 1% to 3% of patients with SSc (7). This antibody 
produces speckled nuclear staining on IIF, and sometimes is 
associated with low- titer anti- U1 RNP antibodies. Patients 
with this antibody are classified as having either dcSSc or 
lcSSc. A characteristic feature of patients with anti- U11/
U12 RNP antibody is a high frequency of severe ILD, 
which is associated with a 2.25- fold greater risk of death 

TABLE 2 Methods for detection and clinical associations with SSc- related ANAsa

ANA specificity Staining pattern 
on IF (ANA test)

Assay for 
detection Disease subset Clinical 

phenotype
Anticentromere 

(ACA)
Discrete speckled IIF, IA lcSSc PAH

Severe 
peripheral 
vascular 
disease

Anti- Scl- 70 Speckled (with 
or without 
nucleolar 
staining)

IA, DID, IP dcSSc Severe ILD
Severe 

peripheral 
vascular 
disease

Anti- RNA 
polymerase 
III

Speckled (with 
or without 
nucleolar 
staining)

IA, IP dcSSc Rapid 
progressive 
skin 
thickening

Renal crisis
Anti- U3 RNP/

fibrillarin
Nucleolar IP dcSSc/lcSSc ILD, PAH, 

renal crisis, 
small bowel 
disease

Anti- Th/To Nucleolar IP lcSSc ILD, PAH
Anti- U11/U12 

RNP
Speckled IP dcSSc/lcSSc Severe ILD

Anti- PM- Scl Nucleolar DID, IP lcSSc (myositis 
overlap)

Mild myositis
DM rash

Anti- Ku Speckled DID, IP lcSSc (myositis 
overlap)

Mild myositis

Anti- RuvBL1/2 Speckled IP dcSSc (myositis 
overlap)

Mild myositis

Anti- U1 RNP Speckled IA, DID, IP lcSSc 
(“MCTD”)

Inflammatory 
arthritis, 
myositis, 
PAH

aDM, dermatomyositis; MCTD, mixed connective tissue disease.
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in comparison with anti- U11/U12 RNP- negative patients 
with ILD.

Anti- PM- Scl Antibody
Anti- PM- Scl antibody produces a homogenous nucleolar 
pattern, and is rarely found in non- Caucasian patients. The 
anti- PM- Scl- positive patients often present with the subacute 
onset of myositis, but also have typical Raynaud’s phenome-
non and scleroderma skin changes, usually lcSSc. A signifi-
cant proportion of the patients have rashes consistent with 
dermatomyositis. This antibody is found in approximately 
25% of SSc patients with myositis overlap, but in 2% of SSc 
patients overall. Serious internal- organ involvement is rare, 
leading to a favorable prognosis. Myositis is usually mild and 
shows a good response to moderate- dose corticosteroids.

Anti- Ku Antibody
Anti- Ku antibody is primarily detected in patients with SSc 
in overlap. The majority of patients have typical Raynaud’s 
phenomenon and scleroderma skin changes, usually lcSSc. 
Concomitant myositis is common, but some have addi-
tional features of lupus. Anti- Ku antibody is rarely detected 
in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus without SSc 
features, but additional lupus- associated autoantibodies are 
always positive in such patients (8). Disease onset in these pa-
tients is usually younger than 50. Internal- organ involvement 
is infrequent and usually mild if present, but arthritis is com-
mon. Myositis is usually mild and shows a good response to 
moderate- dose corticosteroids, leading to favorable prognosis.

Anti- RuvBL1/2 Antibody
This newly identified antibody recognizes a double hexamer 
consisting of RuvBL1 and RuvBL2, which is located in nu-
cleoplasm (9). Anti- RuvBL1/2 antibody is a rare antibody 
specificity detected in 1% to 2% of patients with SSc. This 
antibody produces speckled nuclear staining with a high an-
tibody titer on IIF. Patients with this antibody have a unique 
combination of clinical features, including myositis overlap 
and diffuse cutaneous involvement. Internal- organ involve-
ment is mild in general, but some patients develop severe 
myocardial dysfunction.

Anti- U1 RNP Antibody
Anti- U1 RNP antibody, which produces a pure speckled 
pattern with a high antibody titer, is primarily detected in 
patients with SSc in overlap. This antibody is preferentially 
detected in African Americans and Orientals. Anti- U1 
RNP antibody was first described as a serologic marker for 
mixed connective- tissue disease. Disease onset in these pa-
tients is younger than others. The patients usually present 
with inflammatory symptoms, such as myositis and arthritis. 
Raynaud’s phenomenon and puffy fingers occur early in the 
disease, but later these patients develop typical manifestations 
of SSc. Most of them have lcSSc, although approximately 
20% develop dcSSc. Serious complications are relatively un-
common, but pulmonary complications, including PAH and 
ILD, are sometimes life- threatening. Prognosis is favorable, 
but PAH is the most common cause of death.

Screening of SSc- Related ANAs
A conventional method for ANA detection is IIF on cul-
tured HEp- 2 cell slides. This technique is recommended as 
the first ANA- screening test because it is highly sensitive 
and provides additional information on the antibody titer 
and staining pattern. Speckled staining is often detected in 
patients with dcSSc and suggests the presence of anti- topo 

I antibody in case of a high antibody titer (≥1:320) or anti-  
RNAP III antibody in case of a low titer (<1:160). Anti- U1 
RNP and anti- RuvBL1/2 antibodies, which are associated 
with SSc overlap, also produce the high- titer speckled 
pattern, while titers of anti- U11/U12 RNP antibody vary 
among the positive sera. A nucleolar pattern is fairly spe-
cific to SSc. The three major SSc- related anti- nucleolar 
antibodies are anti- U3 RNP, anti- Th/To, and anti- PM- Scl 
antibodies. Anti- RNAP III antibody also produces a nu-
cleolar pattern when anti- RNAP I antibody coexists, but a 
concomitant speckled pattern is always present. A discrete 
speckled pattern is often detected in patients with lcSSc 
and suggests the presence of ACA, which recognizes a pair 
of dots located at the centromeric lesion of individual meta-
phase chromosomes. Serum dilution is an important issue 
for IIF used for the ANA screening. For immunofluores-
cence detection of ANAs on HEp- 2 cells, a 1:10 or 1:20 di-
lution would produce a high false- positive rate from normal 
samples. Therefore, many clinical laboratories use a 1:40 
dilution. Since the frequency of ANAs varies with age, it 
can be argued that a 1:160 dilution might be preferable for 
patients >65 years of age. However, this results in missing 
some clinically important low- titer ANAs, including anti- 
RNAP III antibody. It has been recommended that samples 
should be tested at both 1:40 and 1:160 dilutions (10).

Commercial solid- phase ANA assays have been avail-
able since the early 1990s, and might be viable alterna-
tives to ANA detection on HEp- 2 cells. This method has 
considerable potential, but it is of note that many SSc- 
related ANAs, including anti- RNAP III antibody and anti- 
nucleolar antibodies, are not identified with these assays, 
and thus are reported as “a negative ANA.” This is because 
the sensitivity ultimately depends on the choice of autoanti-
gens used. Therefore, it is currently recommended to use the 
conventional IIF for screening SSc- related ANAs.

Methods for Detection of Individual  
SSc- Related ANAs
Identification of individual SSc- related ANAs requires ad-
ditional techniques, such as DID, IP assay, and specific im-
munoassays including enzyme immunoassay (EIA). The 
solid- phase immunoassays have several advantages over 
other traditional techniques in terms of simplicity, reproduc-
ibility, quickness, and ability to handle many samples at the 
same time. Typically, in immunoassays, the wells of plastic 
micro well strips are sensitized by passive absorption with 
the purified autoantigen. The test procedure involves three 
incubation steps with properly diluted test sera, enzyme- 
conjugated anti- human immunoglobulin antibodies, and an 
enzyme substrate. After the reaction is stopped, the color 
intensity of the solution is measured photometrically. The 
majority of commercially available immunoassays utilize re-
combinant autoantigens, which are expressed in the bacte-
rial or eukaryotic system, while some assays still use native 
proteins purified from cellular extracts. However, solid- phase 
assay requires the availability of highly purified autoantigens 
that contain the major epitopes recognized by virtually all 
sera positive for given SSc- related ANAs. This is a critical 
limitation for developing immunoassays. For example, it is 
easy to prepare topo I as an antigenic source for immuno-
assays because the autoimmune target is a single molecule. 
However, the majority of autoantigens recognized by SSc- 
related ANAs are multiprotein complexes consisting of many 
constituents, and, in some cases, small RNAs. In this case, it 
is necessary to determine the antigenic subunit that is com-
monly recognized by autoantibodies. For example, RNAP III 
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exists as multiprotein complexes consisting of >12 subunits, 
requiring identification of the antigenic subunit recognized 
by all anti- RNAP III- positive sera. A series of experiments 
using individual subunits successfully identified the largest 
subunit RPC155 as the antigenic subunit, resulting in devel-
opment of a sensitive immunoassay (11). Immunoassays for 
detection of ACA, anti- topo I, anti- RNAP III, and anti- U1 
RNP antibodies are currently available in many countries 
(Table 3). Due to lack of comprehensive studies that compare 
sensitivity and specificity of individual commercial kits, it is 
not known which kit is the best.

EIA or enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), 
which uses enzyme- conjugated secondary anti- human im-
munoglobulin antibodies, has been the mainstream tech-
nique, but commercial kits utilizing chemiluminescent 
immunoassay (CIA) and fluorescence enzyme immunoassay 
(FEIA) have become available in recent years. CIA poten-
tially shows a superior discrimination (signal- to- noise ratio) 
between the positive and negative samples (12). FEIA is a 
new assay system designed as a sandwich immunoassay. In 
this system, the enzyme conjugated to secondary antibod-
ies transforms an added substrate into a fluorescent product. 

TABLE 3 Commercially available kits for detection of anti- Scl- 70, ACA, anti- RNAP III, and anti- U1RNP antibodies

SSc- related 
ANAs Assay principle Company Brand name

Anti- Scl- 70 EIA INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Lite Scl- 70 ELISA
Diamedix Corporation Is anti- Scl- 70 Enzyme Immunoassay Test Kit
DiaSorin LIAISON ANA Screen 

LIAISON ENA Screen
Immuno Concepts RELISA ANA Screening System
EUROIMMUN Anti- Scl- 70 ELISA
MBL International MESACUP- 3 TEST Scl- 70

FEIA Thermo Fisher Scientific EliA Scl- 70
CIA INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Flash SCL- 70
DID INOVA Diagnostics NOVA Gel Scl- 70
LIA EUROIMMUN EUROLine ANA Profile 3
Multiplex bead assay Bio- Rad Laboratories BioPlex 2200 ANA Screen

INOVA Diagnostics Quanta Plex SLE Profile 8
Zeus Scientific AtheNA Multi- Lyte ANA III

ACA EIA Diamedix Corporation Is ANA ELISA Screen
DiaSorin LIAISON ANA Screen 

LIAISON ENA Screen
EUROIMMUN Euroimmun Anti- centromere ELISA
Trinity Biotech Captia ANA Screen
INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Lite Centromere (CENP- A & CENP- B)
MBL International MESACUP- 2 TEST CENP- B

FEIA Thermo Fisher Scientific EliA CENP
CIA INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Flash Centromere
IIF Immuno Concepts Fluorescent Hep- 2000
LIA EUROIMMUN EUROLINE ANA Profile 3
Multiplex bead assay Bio- Rad Laboratories BioPlex 2200 ANA Screen

Zeus Scientific, Inc. AtheNA Multi- Lyte ANA III
Anti- RNAP III EIA MBL International Anti- RNA Polymerase III ELISA Kit

INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Lite RNA Pol III ELISA
LIA EUROIMMUN EUROLINE SSc Profile

Anti- U1RNP EIA INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Lite RNP ELISA
Diamedix Corporation Immunosimplicity anti- Sm/RNP Enzyme 

Immunoassay Test Kit
Immuno Concepts RELISA anti- Sm/RNP TEST SYSTEM
MBL International MESACUP- 2 TEST RNP

FEIA Thermo Fisher Scientific EliA U1RNP
CIA INOVA Diagnostics QUANTA Flash RNP
DID INOVA Diagnostics NOVA Gel Sm/RNP
LIA EUROIMMUN EUROLINE SSc Profile
Multiplex bead assay Bio- Rad Laboratories BioPlex 2200 ANA Screen

Zeus Scientific AtheNA Multi- Lyte ANA III
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A recent study evaluating the sensitivity of a commercial 
autoantibody- screening method (EliA CTD screen, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) revealed that the sensitivity is insufficient 
for the assay to be used as a screening test for anti- U3 RNP 
and anti- RNAP III antibodies, but appears to be satisfactory 
for ACA, anti- topo I, anti- PM- Scl, and anti- U1 RNP anti-
bodies (13).

Assay Procedures of Immunoassays
Most commercial EIA kits contain the following com-
ponents: antigen- sensitized microplates (usually 96- well 
plates), positive and negative control sera, serum calibra-
tors, conjugated anti- human immunoglobulin antibodies, 
sample diluent, enzyme substrate, reaction- stop solution, 
and washing- buffer concentrate. Here is a general proce-
dure, but instructions are somewhat different among kits. It 
is highly recommended to follow the instructions provided 
by the manufacturer.

1. Remove the individual components from storage and 
allow them to warm to room temperature (20–25°C).

2. It is better to use the entire kit all at once. When the 
number of samples is insufficient, some commercial 
kits allow use of a portion of the package. In this case, 
allow the required number of control/calibrator de-
terminations, including blank, negative control, pos-
itive control, and calibrators. Return unused reagents 
to 4ºC immediately after use.

3. Dilute serum samples as well as positive and negative 
control sera, and serum calibrators as indicated.

4. Incubate the plate at room temperature for the desig-
nated time period.

5. Wash the microwell strips either by manual or au-
tomated wash procedure. If necessary, the microwell 
plate may be inverted over a paper towel and tapped 
firmly to remove any residual wash solution from the 
microwells.

6. Add the conjugate solution to each well at the same 
rate and in the same order as the specimens were 
added.

7. Incubate the plate at room temperature for the desig-
nated time period.

8. Wash the microwells by following the procedure pre-
viously described in step 5.

9. Add substrate to each well, including reagent blank 
well, at the same rate and in the same order as the 
specimens were added.

10. Incubate the plate at room temperature for the desig-
nated time period.

11. Stop the reaction by adding stop solution to each 
well, including the reagent blank well, at the same 
rate and in the same order. Tap the plate several times 
to ensure that the samples are thoroughly mixed.

12. Set the microwell reader to read at the designated 
wavelength and measure the optical density of each 
well against the reagent blank. The plate should be 
read within 30 minutes after the addition of stop 
solution.

13. Calculate the autoantibody level as an index or unit 
according to the instruction. A cutoff value for pos-
itive samples is usually provided by the manufacturer.

Precautions
The human- serum controls are potentially hazardous ma-
terials despite the absence of known infectious agents such 
as HIV- 1 and hepatitis B and C viruses. Adherence to the 
specified time and temperature of incubations is essential for 

accurate results. Ideally, serum samples that have been freshly 
collected should be used. Storage at 4°C is sufficient for sam-
ples analyzed up to a week after collection, while for longer 
periods storage at –20°C is preferable. Frequent thawing and 
freezing of the sample may lead to a decrease of the antibody 
activity. Addition of sodium azide (10 to 100 μg/ml) is rec-
ommended for storage for more than a month.

Quality Assurance, Quality Control, and test 
Validation
It is best to assess the intra- assay and inter- assay variabil-
ity of the test procedure. Specifically, a strong positive, a 
low positive, and a negative sample should be tested many 
times (usually at least 6) on each of three days. The coeffi-
cient of variance should be calculated for each sample, and 
it should be ≤10%. A positive and negative control, and re-
agent blank must also be included in each assay. At least one 
positive- control serum is included in the kit, but positive 
reference sera are also available from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (AF- CDC ANA Reference Lab, 
Immunology Branch, 17- 3040, A25, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA 30333) and commer-
cially. It is convenient to develop a set of in- house positive 
and negative standards. Once appropriate sera are found, try 
to obtain a large amount (>10 ml) of each in order to main-
tain a stock that can be used over a period of several years. 
The antibody levels of each reference serum should be re-
corded to assess reproducibility. There are several national, 
international, and commercial quality- assurance schemes, 
including The College of American Pathologists (available 
at http://www.cap.org/) and The United Kingdom National 
External Quality Assessment Schemes for Autoimmune 
Serology (available at http://www.ukneqas.org.uk/). These 
schemes are widely used and cover the common autoanti-
bodies. Samples are issued several times a year and a con-
sensus report is produced so that individual laboratories can 
compare their performance with that of other participants.

Interpretation of Results
Results of immunoassays are not always reliable, although 
for the majority of commercial kits sensitivity and specific-
ity are both >95%, in comparison with results measured by 
the gold- standard assay. One of the main reasons for false- 
negative results is insufficiency or lack of antigenicity of the 
antigens used for the assay. This is particularly the case in 
measurement of anti- topo I and anti- RNAP III antibodies. 
In some patients’ sera, these antibodies recognize confor-
mational epitopes present on native molecules alone. On 
the other hand, contaminants in the antigen preparation 
may cause the false- positive results. It has been previously 
reported that sera with anti- DNA antibodies occasionally 
provide a false- positive result on some anti- topo I antibody- 
assay kits because of contamination of native DNA in the 
purified topo I antigen preparation. This is not a problem 
anymore since nearly all commercially available immunoas-
says now utilize recombinant topo I as antigen. Specimens 
that give equivocal results should be repeated or evaluated 
using an alternate technique, such as DID and IP assay.

Multiplex Technologies for Detection of SSc- Related 
ANAs
During the last 20 years, several multiplex technologies 
have been developed and used in laboratory medicine (14). 
Line- blot immunoassay (LIA) is considered as the first- 
generation multianalyte immunoassay, and is commercially 
available for detection of a series of SSc- related ANAs 

http://www.cap.org/
http://www.ukneqas.org.uk/
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(EUROLINE, Euroimmune) (15). This system adopts the 
principle of immunoblots, in which membrane strips are 
coated with thin parallel lines of a panel of purified antigens. 
It can be performed manually, but automated systems have 
become available. LIA is principally a non- quantitative as-
say, but the intensity of the bands is shown to correlate with 
the antibody titer. The software has been developed to en-
able quantitative evaluation of test strips, to facilitate man-
agement of data, and to provide detailed documentation of 
results. One study reported that sensitivity and specificity of 
LIA were similar to those of immunoassays (EIA and FLIA) 
in terms of detection of ACA and anti- topo I antibody (16).

ANA- screening technology has become available as 
the next- generation multianalyte immunoassays based 
on multibead arrays, which can be measured by the new-
est flow cytometers, e.g., Luminex system (Luminex) and 
FACSarray (BD Biosciences) (17). Such systems allow for 
the screening of samples while at the same time providing 
semi- quantitative results on individual specificities for pos-
itive samples. However, the multiplex platforms are limited 
by their dependence on the autoantigens of choice. Cur-
rently, ACA and anti- topo I and anti- U1 RNP antibodies 
can be measured using commercially available platforms 
(18). Due to the infancy of multiplex systems, it is difficult 
to predict their impact on the preeminence of the conven-
tional immunoassay.

Detection of Minor SSc- Related ANAs
At this moment, only a few research laboratories can iden-
tify a whole panel of SSc- related ANAs, because this can be 
done only by use of a cumbersome IP assay. Commercially 

available immunoassay kits are able to detect ACA, anti- 
topo I, anti- RNAP III, and anti- U1 RNP antibodies, but 
up to 20% of sera positive for known SSc- related ANAs 
will be missed. A recently developed LIA system is able to 
detect anti- U3 RNP, anti- Th/To, anti- PM- Scl, and anti- Ku 
antibodies (19), but side- by- side comparisons with the gold- 
standard IP assay have never been done. Our preliminary 
evaluations revealed that there may be some problems in 
sensitivity for detecting anti- U3 RNP and anti- Th/To, and 
in specificity for detecting anti- RNAP III, anti- PM- Scl, and 
anti- Ku antibodies. In this situation, old- fashioned DID is 
still useful for detection of anti- PM- Scl and anti- Ku anti-
bodies. All SSc- related ANAs except ACA can be detect-
able by IP assays combined with electrophoretic detection 
of RNA and protein components, but availability of these 
techniques is restricted to special laboratories because of 
a complicated procedure involving a radioisotope. The 
RNA- IP assay was originally developed using 32P- labeled 
cultures cells, but utilization of sensitive silver staining has 
enabled us to avoid use of radioisotope (20). This assay is ca-
pable of detecting anti- U3 RNP, anti- Th/To, and anti- U11/
U12 RNP antibodies with high sensitivity and specificity, 
although identification of anti- RuvBL1/2 antibody still 
requires a protein- IP assay using 35S methionine- labeled 
cultured cells. Recently, an immunoassay was developed 
to measure anti- Th/To antibody using Rpp25, one of the 
components of the Th/To complex, as an antigen (21). 
 Anti- Th/To antibody detected by this immunoassay showed 
excellent agreement with anti- Th/To antibody detected by 
RNA- IP assay. An outline flowchart for identification of 
SSc- related ANAs including minor ones is shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 2 An outline flowchart for identification of SSc- related ANAs including minor ones.
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CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MEASURING 
SSc-RELATED ANAs
Over the past decade, many studies have confirmed a strong 
association between ANA specificities and unique clini-
cal phenotypes in SSc (1). However, it remains uncertain 
whether these autoantibodies play a direct pathogenic role 
or merely represent markers of particular disease manifesta-
tions. Measurement of SSc- related ANAs is essential in the 
clinical management of SSc patients. Because of the highly 
specific nature of SSc- related ANAs, their detection is use-
ful in the diagnosis of SSc. In this regard, the presence of 
ACA, anti- topo I, or anti- RNAP III antibody is included in 
one of the criteria domains of a new classification system for 
SSc, which has been proposed by the American College of 
Rheumatology and the European League against Rheuma-
tism (Table 4) (22). However, it is of note that a diagnosis 
should not be made solely on the basis of autoantibody- test 
results. Clinical features and prognosis in SSc patients are 
remarkably heterogeneous and grouping patients based on 
autoantibody profiles is a useful approach for clinicians. For 
example, the presence of anti- topo I antibody predicts fu-
ture development of severe ILD; in contrast, patients with 
ACA should be monitored closely for development of PAH. 
It is generally believed that serial measurement of the anti-
body titers of SSc- related ANAs is not useful for assessment 
of disease severity and activity.
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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic systemic disease 
characterized by autoimmune- mediated joint destruction. 
RA affects 1% of the global population with a predilection 
for females. The pathogenesis of RA has not been fully eluci-
dated; however, it is thought to be due to an environmental 
trigger stimulating an immune response in a genetically sus-
ceptible host. The resultant inflammatory cascade mediates 
synovial proliferation and ultimately joint destruction. Dis-
ease expression is not limited to the joints. Extra- articular 
manifestations occur in the lungs, eyes, skin, and the car-
diovascular system culminating in significant morbidity and 
premature mortality (1). Moreover, numerous studies show 
substantial irreversible joint damage occurs within the first 
2 years of disease onset. Thus, early diagnosis and aggres-
sive treatment is paramount in preventing morbidity and 
mortality (2).

Risk factors associated with RA include female sex, Cau-
casian race, and tobacco use (3). Familial studies have also 
identified specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) geno-
types associated with disease development. HLA- DR4 has 
been recognized for more than 20 years as a risk factor. More 
recent data suggests a stronger association with particular 
DR4 alleles known as the “shared epitope,” which confers 
the risk for more aggressive disease.

In 1958, the American Rheumatism Association devel-
oped a classification criterion for RA. This was revised by the 
American College of Rheumatism (ACR) in 1987. Impor-
tantly, the 1987 criterion was designed to identify a uniform 
population of patients with RA for research purposes. The 
criterion is effective at distinguishing between established 
RA and other arthritides, as most of the patients studied had 
long- standing disease. The utility of the diagnostic criterion 
was limited in clinical practice because it was not helpful in 
identifying early disease. Two of the seven criteria, nodules 
and radiographic changes, are infrequently evident early in 
the disease but rather accumulate with time. Additionally, 
the more recent discovery of an antibody that is highly as-
sociated with RA, anti- cyclic citrullinated peptide antibody 
(ACPA), was not part of the original criterion, as it had 
not been identified. In 2010 the ACR and the European 
League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) sought to rectify 
these issues and developed a new criterion with the express 
purpose of aiding in identifying early RA. The 2010 crite-
ria includes a point system with the presence of synovitis 
in a pattern suggestive of RA, rheumatoid factor (RF) and 

ACPA serologic positivity, elevation of inflammatory mark-
ers (CRP and ESR), and duration of symptoms greater than 
6 weeks. A score of at least 6 of 10 possible points from all 
four domains indicates RA (4). To date of this publication, 
studies have generally shown superiority of the 2010 crite-
ria in identifying early RA while failing to identify the so- 
called “seronegative” patients, those lacking RF and ACPA. 
Thus, RF and ACPA seropositivity have been identified as 
independent predictors of disease development. Moreover, 
the presence of these antibodies also portends a more ag-
gressive disease phenotype (5). A newer laboratory test, the 
multi- biomarker disease activity (MBDA) score, measures 
12 proteins and has also been found to correlate with RA 
disease activity (6). The remainder of this chapter will fur-
ther explore the array of diagnostic testing and serologic 
markers in RA.

RHEUMATOID FACTOR
Rheumatoid factor (RF) is an antibody that was first de-
scribed by Waaler in 1939 when he noted that sera from RA 
patients caused agglutination of sheep erythrocytes coated 
with rabbit antibodies (7). RF was later found to be an anti-
body directed against the Fc portion of human IgG. RF- IgG 
immune complexes deposit in tissues and activate the classi-
cal complement pathway, perhaps contributing to the extra- 
articular manifestations of RA. Although RF may be IgG, 
IgM, IgA, or IgE, the IgM isotype is the most commonly 
measured in commercial assays. RF has a sensitivity of 68 to 
81% and a specificity of 60 to 85% in RA (8). As previously 
mentioned, RF has prognostic value in RA. In general, RF- 
seropositive patients have a more aggressive joint disease 
course, as well as increased extra- articular manifestations, 
such as nodules and vasculitis (8). There are some reports 
that RF isotypes other than IgM are associated with particu-
lar disease manifestations, but these findings have not been 
widely applied in clinical testing. In the context of drug 
trials, a decrease in IgM- RF titers has been shown to cor-
relate with clinical response, and serial measurements may 
be helpful in guiding response to treatment with disease- 
modifying anti- rheumatic drugs. Finally, loss of RF positivity 
confers improved prognosis (9).

However, RF has been identified in a host of other autoim-
mune conditions, such as Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic lupus 
erythematosus (SLE), vasculitis, and idiopathic pulmonary 
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fibrosis. RF is also seen in 3 to 5% of young healthy indi-
viduals, as well as 10 to 30% of elders in good health (10). 
Tobacco smokers have also been found to have chronically 
elevated RF titers. Longitudinal data indicates that smoking 
a little as six to nine cigarettes per day for more than 20 years 
increases the risk of developing seropositive RA. In one study, 
female smokers had an odds ratio of 1.7 (95% confidence in-
terval [CI], 1.2–2.3), while male smokers had an odds ratio 
of 1.9 (95% CI, 1.0–3.5). The risk of developing RA was 
proportionate to smoking intensity while the increased risk 
of RA was conserved for 10 to 19 years after cessation (11).

Clinical Interpretation of Rheumatoid Factor
Rheumatoid factor (RF) is a serological marker for RA. Al-
though RF seropositivity is frequently misinterpreted as in-
dicative of the diagnosis of RA, it is not, and the specificity of 
RF is limited to ~60%. The diagnosis of RA must include a 
consideration of clinical context that factors in pretest proba-
bility based on Bayes’ theorem (12). Patients with other auto-
immune diseases (Sjögren’s, vasculitis) are often seropositive 
for RF. Interestingly, RF- positive Sjögren’s patients have a 
worse prognosis, and significant changes in RF titer should 
alert the clinician to the development of lymphoma. It is im-
portant for the clinician to keep in mind that RF is often seen 
in other malignancies, such as Waldenström’s macroglobulin-
emia, non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma, other B- cell malignancies, 
and chronic lymphocytic leukemia, as the patients acquire 
monoclonal gammopathies with RF activity. RF seropositivity 
is also common in infections such as tuberculosis, leprosy, os-
teomyelitis, syphilis, bacterial endocarditis, infectious mono-
nucleosis, and, most notably, hepatitis C virus (HCV) (13). 
The prevalence of RF in the HCV population is estimated 
to be 50%, but few patients have arthritis. RF is the major 
constituent of mixed cryoglobulins, which are often found in 
HCV patients. The cryoglobulins, or RF immunoglobulin- 
complement complexes, precipitate out of the serum in cool 
temperatures, leading to small vessel vasculitis. The typical 
manifestations include arthralgias, purpuric or ulcerative skin 
lesions, and membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis (14). 
Finally, RF frequently is positive in a substantial portion of 
the healthy population, particularly the elderly (10).

In RA, most patients are seropositive for RF within 6 
months of onset of symptoms; however, studies have also 
identified seropositivity years prior to disease onset. RF 
functional avidity changes over time and persistently high 
levels of RF have been shown to be associated with more 
severe radiographic joint destruction. Although not often 
followed clinically, RF titers may correlate with RA disease 
activity. Changes in the RF concentration can reliably be 
measured by nephelometry and enzyme- linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA), but not agglutination (15).

ANTIBODIES AGAINST CITRULLINATED 
PROTEINS
Several apparently distinct autoantibodies have been de-
scribed in RA over the last few decades. Gradually, several 
of these autoantibodies have been identified as recognizing 
related determinants containing peptides that have post-
translational modification of the amino acid arginine to 
citrulline by enzymatic citrullination. These antibodies 
include anti- perinuclear factor (APF), anti- keratin an-
tibody (AKA), anti- filaggrin (AFA), anti- Sa, and the 
synthetically produced anti- cyclic citrullinated peptide. 
Collectively, these antibodies are referred to as ACPAs, or 
anti- citrullinated protein antibodies (16).

Citrullination
Citrulline is produced when the enzyme peptidyl- arginine 
deiminase (PAD) modifies arginine with a corresponding 
change in charge from positive to neutral. There are four 
related isoforms of PAD in humans which can citrullinate 
arginine, and some proteins have a higher affinity for ci-
trullination by the various isoforms of PAD. Moreover, the 
amino acids neighboring arginine residue influence its sus-
ceptibility to citrullination (17).

Citrullination is a normal physiological process that typ-
ically occurs in dying cells. The immune system does not 
typically encounter citrullinated proteins as these apoptic 
cells are quickly ingested by clearing cells such as macro-
phages. Several hypotheses are generally reported to explain 
the evolution of citrullinated antibodies in RA. In the first 
hypothesis, the immune trigger is due to inefficient or inad-
equate clearance of PAD enzymes and citrullinated proteins 
in highly inflammatory states. In support of this hypothesis, 
studies have identified citrullinated proteins at inflamma-
tory sites (18).

An alternative hypothesis attributes citrullinated an-
tibody production to aberrantly expressed PAD. The in-
creased PAD generates additional citrullinated antigens 
in the synovium, thereby supplying the opportunity for 
immune recognition and stimulation. Studies have demon-
strated genetic polymorphisms in one of the PAD genes 
(19). Moreover, this same PAD haplotype, PADI4, has been 
associated with RA susceptibility (17, 19).

A final theory suggests that citrullinated proteins are not 
pathologic. Rather, RA patients develop an abnormal hu-
moral response to these proteins. Interestingly, citrullinated 
proteins have been identified in the synovium of RA pa-
tients, as well as in patients with osteoarthritis and reactive 
arthritis. There is strong evidence of a genetic predisposi-
tion to the development of citrullinated antibodies (20). 
This will be further discussed below in the Genetics section.

Specific Antibodies Against Citrullinated Proteins
APF was identified in 1964 when human buccal mucosal 
cells were evaluated under indirect immunofluorescence. 
In 1979, AKA was identified similarly as an IgG directed 
against rat esophageal epithelium. It was not until 1995 that 
APF and AKA were found to have a shared specificity for a 
cytokeratin- filament aggregating protein, filaggrin, and were 
designated AFA (21). Since then, the shared specificity was 
found to be more related to citrullination than the target 
protein. A diverse number of synthetic cyclical citrullinated 
peptides bind AFA, including 20 different epitopes on pro- 
filaggrin and the α-  and β- chains of fibrin. AFA was found 
to be highly specific, 92 to 99%, for RA and present at dis-
ease onset. AFA testing has not been widely available as 
the original immunofluorescence assay was laborious and 
difficult to standardize. However, a more recently developed 
ELISA to the major epitopes of filaggrin has addressed this 
by providing automation and standardization (20).

In 1998, a synthetic antigen was developed for detection 
of citrullinated proteins known as ACPA. The synthetic 
antigen conformation was chosen to optimize antibody 
sensitivity and specificity and is not the natural antibody 
determinants. The cyclic conformation enables more effi-
cient recognition of the citrullinated epitope by the anti-
body. The first- generation ELISA assay, anti- CCP1, used a 
filaggrin- derived cyclic peptide as the antigenic substrate. 
It had outstanding specificity for RA, 95%, but lacked in 
sensitivity, 53% (20). In 2002, a second- generation assay 
(anti- CCP2) was developed after screening 12 million pep-
tides from dedicated synthetic peptide libraries against RA 
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sera. The best citrullinated peptides were incorporated into 
a new format and the assay captured the antigenic deter-
minants for APF, AKA, AFA, and anti- CCP1. Anti- CCP2 
has been found to have a greater sensitivity, 68%, than anti- 
CCP1 in diagnosis of RA. Moreover, there was no loss of 
specificity; 98% (20). A third- generation assay, anti- CCP3, 
was designed by combinatorial peptide engineering and 
contains multiple citrullinated epitopes displayed in a con-
formational structure to increase epitope exposure and thus 
immunoreactivity, particularly for early RA. The sensitiv-
ity of anti- CCP3 is slightly superior to anti- CCP2. Finally, 
another assay, anti- CCP3.1, has been developed to include 
the IgA isotype of anti- CCP to the standard IgG assay. The 
addition of IgA increased the sensitivity by 4.3% over anti- 
CCP2 (22).

Another autoantibody, anti- Sa, was named for the 
French- Canadian patient in which it was first identified. 
Anti- Sa was later found to react with citrullinated vimen-
tin. Vimentin is a cytoskeletal protein widely expressed by 
macrophages and mesenchymal cells. It is modified in mac-
rophages undergoing apoptosis and antibodies are thought 
to be generated when there is delayed clearance. Vimentin 
has been identified in the human placenta, spleen and, no-
tably, in the pannus of rheumatoid patients (23). Likewise, 
anti- Sa is often found in patients with severe articular dis-
ease. In one study, anti- Sa was found to be three times more 
prevalent in patients with a highly destructive RA pheno-
type. Anti- Sa is least sensitive in early RA as titers increase 
as the disease progresses. Research has also demonstrated 
that the presence of anti- Sa predicts higher joint counts and 
requires more aggressive treatment (24).

As the technology for citrulline antibody testing evolves, 
new assays are being developed. One such test is the mutated 
(or modified) citrullinated vimentin, anti- MCV. An ELISA 
assay has been developed for anti- MCV but a systematic re-
view found anti- MCV to have similar sensitivity to ACPA 
in the diagnosis of RA (25); however, anti- MCV has been 
identified in ACPA- seronegative RA patients. Thus, it may 
be useful in identifying RA in seronegative patients. Of 
particular interest in monitoring disease activity, one study 
found that anti- MCV titers decreased in conjunction with 
DAS- 28 in patients receiving infliximab (26).

Fibrin binding globulin (FBG) is a glycoprotein found in 
blood plasma that is also a target of citrullination. During 
inflammation, the concentration of FBG increases from ~3 
mg/ml to more than 7 mg/ml (27). It is hypothesized that 
the deimination of FBG that has been found in inflamed 
RA joints may be mediated by PAD (18, 19). Anti- FBG 
has not been widely studied outside of animal models, so its 
significance is not well characterized (27).

ACPA Clinical Significance
Testing for ACPA is now widely practiced, as about 35 to 
40% of RF- negative RA patients are seropositive for ACPA 
(28). Likewise, there is a voluminous literature demonstrat-
ing the clinical significance of ACPA in RA (2, 28). Mul-
tiple studies have found ACPA to be more specific for RA 
than RF. Overall, the sensitivity and specificity of ACPA 
is ~60% and 95%, respectively. Moreover, ACPA seroposi-
tivity has been identified in healthy blood donors years be-
fore clinical disease activity was identified, demonstrating 
its positive predictive value in RA (29). Seropositivity for 
ACPA has also been associated with a heightened risk of 
destructive joint disease (28). The utility of ACPA for mon-
itoring response to RA treatment is controversial. Levels for 
ACPA may decrease early in disease if prompt treatment is 
instituted. Although the literature is not completely clear, 

the preponderance of data suggests that patients with estab-
lished RA do not experience sustained decreases in ACPA 
titers (26).

OTHER ANTIBODIES ASSOCIATED WITH RA
Anti- glucose- 6- phosphate isomerase (anti- GPI) has been 
recognized in 64% of RA patients. Anti- GPI appears to be 
produced in the synovium, as titers have been found to be 
higher in the synovial fluid than the sera. Interestingly, anti- 
GPI has been identified in T- cell receptor- transgenic mice. 
Moreover, passive transfer of anti- GPI to healthy mice re-
sulted in arthritis (30).

Anti- calpastatin antibodies have also been reported in 
RA. Calpains are ubiquitous calcium- dependent proteases. 
There are a diverse number of substrates for these enzymes, 
including cytoskeletal, nuclear, and extracellular proteins. 
Some researchers theorize that calpains play a role in car-
tilage destruction, as they have been identified in inflamed 
synovium (31). Calpastatin is the natural inhibitor of cal-
pains. Thus, an antibody to calpastatin increases the prote-
ase. Immunoblot testing for anti- calpastatin has identified 
the antibody in 45% of RA patients, but also identified it in 
patients with SLE, myositis, and systemic sclerosis, as well as 
healthy controls (32).

Another antibody associated with RA is anti- RA33, an 
antibody to heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2. 
Anti- RA33 is found in approximately 35% of RA patients 
and is thus less specific than ACPA or RF in diagnosing RA. 
In one study it was also identified in 20% of SLE and 40% 
to 60% of mixed connective tissue disease patients. Inter-
estingly, anti- RA33 has been identified in RF-  and ACPA- 
seronegative RA patients. Moreover, anti- RA33 has been 
identified in early RA. Longitudinal studies have found pa-
tients with anti- RA33 to have a good prognosis, having less 
radiographic destruction than patients who are seropositive 
for ACPA or RF (33).

Binding immunoglobulin proteins (BiP) are molecular 
chaperones located in the lumen of the endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER), which play a critical role in maintaining cellular 
homeostasis. One such BiP is the 78- kDa glucose- regulated 
ER chaperone which has been identified as an autoantigen 
in RA (anti- BiP). This particular BiP is overexpressed in the 
synovium of rheumatoid joints, and anti- BiP has been iden-
tified in early and pre- disease sera. In addition, some have 
theorized that BiPs also have immunomodulatory properties 
and may represent a future therapeutic target (34).

ANTIBODIES LESS SPECIFIC FOR RA
A variety of other antibodies are seen in the sera of RA pa-
tients. However, these other antibodies are not very specific 
for RA. These include anti- collagen type II, antifibronectin, 
and anti- neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies, which will be 
briefly discussed for the sake of completeness.

Antibodies against collagen type II (anti- CII) have been 
found in 30% of RA patients. Unfortunately, anti- CII has 
been found in nearly 50% of relapsing polychondritis, 20% 
of SLE, 15% of systemic sclerosis, and in 50% of those with 
leprosy. Thus, it is not specific for RA (35). Antifibronectin 
is a glycoprotein that interacts with collagens and adhesion 
molecules. Antifibronectin antibody has only been identi-
fied in 14% of RA patients, while being identified in 34% 
of SLE patients, thus it is not a good marker in RA (36). 
Anti- cytoplasmic antibodies are most notably associated 
with vasculitis. However, they were first identified in the 
sera of an RA patient and can be found in up to 30% of RA 
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patients, as well as in other autoimmune conditions and in 
a variety of infections (37). Table 1 summarizes the autoan-
tigens associated with RA.

TESTING METHODS
There are several assays used to identify antibodies (Table 
2). The original method of RF identification employed vis-
ible particle agglutination of human or rabbit IgG bound 
with a variety of substrates, including erythrocytes, latex, 
and charcoal. Another method, laser nephelometry, uti-
lizes light scatter by latex particles coated with IgG. Finally, 
ELISA utilizes either the human or rabbit Fc region of IgG 
to bind the various RF subtypes (38). The latter two ap-
proaches are better suited for automation and consequently 
represent the bulk of commercially available testing. The 
antigen source for most RF assays is usually gamma globulin 
pools from humans, rabbits, or cattle. The various species’ 
IgG fractions differ in RF binding capacity leading to result 
variability. The most commonly used IgG source is rabbit 
because it is more specific, although less sensitive, for RA 
when compared to other species (39).

Agglutination
The classical agglutination assay, the Waaler- Rose test, uti-
lized sheep erythrocytes coated with rabbit IgG. If RF was 
present, the erythrocytes agglutinated (40). Testing was orig-
inally performed in test tubes with agglutination prompted 
by temperature- controlled incubation and centrifugation. A 
more rapid method involves quantification of agglutination 
on a glass slide, negating the need for incubation and cen-
trifugation. IgM antibodies are more efficient in agglutina-
tion reactions, so it is most sensitive for the IgM RF isotype. 
The RF content is reported at the last doubling dilution at 
which agglutination can be visualized. The reciprocal of this 
dilution is known as the antibody titer. A major limitation 
of this method is the significant inconsistency in reported 
results due to condition variability and the subjective nature 
of determining when agglutination ceases (41).

Nephelometry
Laser nephelometry utilizes an antigen, heat- aggregated or 
chemically cross- linked IgG aggregates, which form antigen- 
antibody complexes. A beam of light is then passed through 
tubes containing fixed amounts of antibody and variable 
concentrations of antigen. The light scatter is a result of 
the formation of the concentration of immune complexes. 
Latex methods utilize IgG- coated latex particles, but again 
measure light scatter. Nephelometry is commonly used be-
cause it is automated and provides reliable results (15).

ELISA
ELISAs measure the amount of immunoglobulin that binds 
to target IgG absorbed to a solid phase, usually a polystyrene 
microtiter plate. Microwells are coated with the antigen, 
human IgG, and patient serum is added allowing the pa-
tient’s RF to form antigen- antibody complexes. Unbound 
serum proteins are removed by washing the microwells. 
Enzyme- conjugated anti- human IgM (or IgG for IgG RF) 
is added to the wells. The enzyme conjugate binds to the 
antigen- antibody complex, and excess conjugate is washed 
away. Addition of a specific substrate begins a hydrolytic 
reaction with the bound enzyme conjugate, causing color 

TABLE 2 Comparison of antibody assays

Assay Equipment 
expense Automation Interlaboratory 

precision Interferences Sensitivity

Sheep cell 
agglutination

Low No Low C1q, anti- rabbit 
IgG, anti- sheep 
erythrocytes

Low

Latex- fixation 
agglutination

Low No Low C1q, fibrin Medium

Nephelometry High Yes High Fibrin, 
cryoglobulins, 
other immune 
complexes if 
assay is polymer 
enhanced

High

ELISA Moderate 
to high

Variable Moderate Nonspecific 
plastic binders 
heterophilic 
antibodies

High

Multiplex 
immunoassay

High Yes Moderate RF, heterophilic 
antibodies

Medium

TABLE 1 Summary of well- characterized autoantigens in 
rheumatoid arthritis

Class Autoantigen

Citrullinated 
proteins

ACPA, Sa, vimentin, filaggrin, fibrin 
binding globulin

Articular 
cartilage

Collagen II

Serum protein RF
Nuclear 

components
RA33

Enzymes Calpastatin, glucose- 6- phosphate isomerase
Stress protein BiP
Glycoprotein Fibronectin
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development. The intensity of the color change is pro-
portional to the amount of IgM (or IgG) RF antibody. A 
spectrophotometer analyzes the result, which is expressed 
in international units per milliliter (IU/ml). There may 
be nonspecific binding of serum IgG to the plastic wells, a 
phenomenon known as “background binding.” This is over-
come by subtracting the optical density from wells that are 
blocked but not coated with antigen. In general, ELISA 
testing is considered reasonably precise (42).

Calibration
To promote consistency in IgM- RF identification, the World 
Health Organization (WHO) or the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention provide sera for nephelometer and 
ELISA calibration. The WHO standard does not contain 
IgG or IgA, so cannot be used for IgG or IgA RF. Each assay 
should be run with control sera; ideally, the control should 
detect one negative and two positive sera, one at a low pos-
itive cutoff and the other at a high positive cutoff (43). The 
WHO standard was developed in 1970 and its activity was 
projected to decrease by 50% over 8 years. However, it is 
not clear just how long the calibration sera is good for with 
ranges reported from 1 to 250 years (44).

Shortly after the first ELISA for ACPA was developed, 
multiple companies developed their own assays. Likewise, 
there is variance in the antigens utilized, making it difficult to 
compare the results. Euro- Diagnostica has proposed a freeze- 
dried standardized reference serum to the International 
Committee. The selected serum was tested in 12 commer-
cially available ELISA- ACPA kits. Sera from 20 RA patients 
with variable antibody concentrations were analyzed, and 
the relative concentrations were calculated using both the 
kit’s own curve and the six dilutions of the reference serum 
as a calibration curve. Additionally, sera from 50 healthy 
controls were used as cutoff values for the reference serum. 
Utilizing the reference serum led to significant reduction in 
variability of the results. The mean coefficient of variation 
(CV) was reduced from 76.4% to 27.9% (P = 0.018) and 
from 85.9% to 33.5% (P = 0.028) for the medium/high and 
negative samples, respectively. Low positive sera CV was also 
reduced, but to a smaller degree, from 82.5% to 55.5% (P = 
0.043). Thus, this reference serum may be used in the future 
to establish a calibration curve and reduce the dispersion of 
antibody values, while allowing comparison of results from 
different manufacturer assays (45).

Multiplex Testing
Multiplex immunoassays test multiple antibodies simulta-
neously from the same specimen sample. Multiplex test-
ing typically utilizes combinations of non- human- derived 
analyte- specific antibodies. Bead- based immunoassays can 
test up to 96 targets at once. A similar assay, cytometric 
bead assay (CBA), is based on membrane- based ELISA 
technology. Both of these techniques enable testing of mul-
tiple antibodies from one small- volume sample. Though 
these methods are efficient, there are technical concerns re-
garding the use of antibody- based technology in RF- positive 
RA. RF has specificity for antigenic epitopes on Fc portions 
of IgG. In states such as RA, where there are high titers 
of RF, there is the potential for RF interference. Excess RF 
can bind to the antibodies used to detect them, resulting 
in analyte- independent signaling. Heterophilic antibodies 
also have the potential to bind with analyte antibodies. 
Techniques to minimize the confounding effects of RF and 
heterophilic antibodies include blocking of IgG and IgG 
removal with PEG 6000 (Fluka). However, evaluation of 
bead- based multiplex assays with interference removing 

techniques has revealed high numbers of false positives. 
Not surprisingly, the low specificity was found to correlate 
with interfering antibody titers, with titers greater than 100 
IU/ml escaping the interference removal mechanism. Sur-
prisingly, the cytometric bead assay was not affected by the 
presence of RF, but the sensitivity of the assay was found to 
be quite low, missing true positives (46).

Multi- Biomarker Disease Activity Analyses
A multiplex assay has been developed to simultaneously 
measure multiple biomarkers of RA disease activity, with the 
result summarized in a single score from 1 to 100. This assay, 
known as Vectra DA (Crescendo Bioscience, California), 
measures 12 serum proteins to calculate an MBDA score. 
The 12 chosen biomarkers were screened from 396 candidate 
markers identified in 1900 RA sera samples. Biomarkers uti-
lized were validated against disease activity scores (DAS28) 
(6). The selected biomarkers include: adhesion molecule, 
vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM- 1); growth fac-
tors, epidermal growth factor (EGF) and vascular endothe-
lial growth factor A (VEGF- A); cytokine- related proteins, 
interleukin 6 (IL- 6) and tumor necrosis factor receptor type 
I (TNF- RI); matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), MMP- 1 and 
MMP- 3; skeletal- related protein, human cartilage glyco-
protein 39 (YKL- 40); hormones, leptin and resistin; acute- 
phase proteins, serum amyloid A (SAA) and C- reactive 
protein (CRP). As would be expected from the additional 
information, the MBDA performs as well as or better than 
the CRP alone when assessing the level of RA activity over 
time and predicting radiographic progression (47). However, 
longitudinal follow- up is needed to assess the long- term ef-
fect of lowering MBDA scores on disease progression. Future 
studies are likely to prove that individual components of the 
MBDA (or assays not in the original MBDA) have utility 
in answering specific clinical questions regarding disease ac-
tivity, prognosis, and response to individual therapy, raising 
the possibility that it is premature to focus on an aggregate 
compilation of these assay values at this time.

As previously discussed, multiplex assays are at risk for 
RF interference. The 12 biomarkers included in the Vectra 
DA have been evaluated for RF, human anti- mouse antibody, 
and antibody cross- reactivity interference. Analysis did not 
demonstrate significant interference in any of these domains. 
Additionally, testing was performed to assess for the possi-
bility of pharmacologic interference. Testing did not identify 
any drug confounders in the MBDA score. Finally, freeze- 
thaw stability was evaluated. Assays chosen had less than 
15% difference when compared to fresh samples (48).

FACTORS THAT INTERFERE WITH RF 
MEASUREMENTS
RF measurement can be obscured by several factors. In agglu-
tination and nephelometric assays, high levels of C1q bind 
and cross- link with IgG, giving false- positive results. C1q is 
an acute- phase reactant and is often elevated in inflammatory 
disorders. Heating the serum to 56°C for 15 to 30 minutes 
circumvents this issue as C1q is heat labile. Complement in-
hibition can be avoided by adding polyvinyl sulfonate to the 
reaction mixture (49). Incompletely clotted serum, fibrin, 
and fibrinogen can interfere with or induce agglutination or 
aggregation in both nephelometric and agglutination assays, 
leading to false- positive or false- negative results. Nephelomet-
ric techniques that use polyethylene glycol or similar polymers 
to accelerate immune complex formation may give false- 
positive results from polymer- enhanced aggregation of fibrin, 
lipoproteins, cryoglobulins, or other immune complexes (50). 
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This can be avoided by subtracting background light scatter 
in specimens that are allowed to react in the absence of ag-
gregated IgG target antigen or by simply avoiding the use of 
an accelerating polymer. Additionally, mixed cryoglobulins 
are composed mainly of RF, which can precipitate from the 
remainder of the serum at cool temperatures, resulting in a 
low titer or false negative (51). A plasma protein, histidine- 
rich glycoprotein, inhibits formation of RF complexes and en-
hances the solubility of RF- immune complexes, likely through 
competitive binding to IgG, leading to false negatives (52).

Heterophilic anti- immunoglobulin antibodies are natu-
rally occurring polyreactive antibodies against poorly defined 
antigens. They generally demonstrate low affinity and weak 
binding. About 15% of the heterophilic antibodies recognize 
the Fc portion of IgG and are considered true positives. The 
remaining 85% recognize the Fab region of IgG and are not 
RF, rendering a false- positive result. Interference by hetero-
philic antibodies may be eliminated by using rabbit F(ab) or 
F(ab′)2 fragments, as there is little cross- reactivity (53).

GENETICS OF RA
Twin and family data suggest a heritability estimate of 60% 
for RA. Thus, more than genetic factors contribute to the 
variability in disease expression. The major histocompat-
ibility complex (MHC) of chromosome 6 was explored 
as a potential candidate for RA because it was known to 
contribute to the strength and pattern of immune re-
sponse (54). The genes for a particular human leukocyte 
antigen, HLA- DR, were first reported in 1976 by Stastny 
when he recognized an association with RA. Since then, 
a 5- amino- acid sequence motif in the allelic hypervariable 
region of the HLA- DR B chain has become known as the 
“shared epitope” (SE), as it is a major contributor to RA 
risk. The HLA- DRB1*0401 allele has been found to be the 
most strongly associated polymorphism in white patients 
with RA. Other alleles have seen been identified, including 
DRB1*1001, DQB1*0302, DQB1*0302, and DQB1*0501, 
which are associated with ACPA seropositivity. Likewise, 
these patients have more aggressive, erosive disease. Not 
surprisingly, studies combining RF and ACPA seropositivity 
and portions of the SE suggest that the presence of both is 
strongly predictive of the future development of RA (55). 
Interestingly, the contribution of HLA alleles to the genetic 
variance is 40% for ACPA- seropositive disease, but only 2% 
for ACPA- negative patients (56).

Genomic- wide association studies (GWAS) in RA 
have identified seven RA risk loci. These single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs) are in close proximity to genes 
associated with immune function (57). The susceptibility 
loci identified include: interlukin 2A and B (IL2RA and 
IL2RB, respectively); signal transducer activator of tran-
scription 4 (STAT4); interferon- related factor 5 (IRF5); 
peptidylarginine- deiminase 4 (PADI4); protein tyrosine 
phosphatase, non- receptor type 22 (PTPN22); tumor necro-
sis factor receptor- associated factor 1(TRAF1); CD40; CC 
chemokine ligand 21 and CC chemokine receptor 6 (CCL21 
and CCR6); CD2 and Fc gamma receptor (FCGR2A) (57).

ENVIRONMENTAL TRIGGERS
One feature of RA occurrence that seems to point to an en-
vironmental trigger is disease clustering. Population- based 
incidence studies have demonstrated trends in new cases. 
There have been a large number of infectious agents sus-
pected to be linked to RA. Infection agents have included 
Epstein- Barr virus, parvovirus B- 19, and mycoplasma. 

However, epidemiological studies have generally not found 
evidence to support this link. Additionally, seasonal varia-
tion has not been recognized (58).

Thus far, the only unequivocally identified risk factor for 
RA is a history of tobacco use (3). In particular, ACPA sero-
positivity has been linked with cigarette smoking. A major 
gene- environment interaction between smoking and the SE 
has been identified in ACPA- seropositive RA, but not for 
ACPA- negative RA. Moreover, the risk for RA increases 
21- fold when patients have a history of smoking and double 
copies of the SE genes. As an interesting corollary, citrulli-
nated antigens have been identified in the bronchoalveolar 
lavage of smokers (59).

COMBINED TESTING ACPA AND RF
The presence of certain autoantibodies, such as RF and 
ACPA, are distinguishing features in RA. They are incredi-
bly valuable in making a prompt diagnosis of RA. The group 
of citrullinated antibodies, exemplified by ACPA, is highly 
specific for RA at 95%. Moreover, the sensitivity is 50% to 
80%, similar to that of RF in RA (20). Although RF is less 
specific (75%), it is also very useful in making the diagnosis 
of RA. Both are particularly important in early synovitis, as 
RF and ACPA independently contribute to the diagnosis of 
RA. Thus, there is value in testing for both antibodies early 
in disease to maximize predictive value (38). The impor-
tance of early treatment has been well established, as delayed 
diagnosis often leads to delays in treatment. These antibod-
ies are not only useful for diagnosis, but also in providing 
insight into prognosis. The use of these two antibodies to-
gether has an additive predictive value for the development 
of erosions (28). Likewise, patients who are seronegative for 
both RF and ACPA may have a different syndrome, as they 
typically have a milder disease course with less erosions and 
fewer extra- articular manifestations (60).

FINAL THOUGHTS
What laboratory tests should be performed in a patient pre-
senting with synovitis? As outlined above, typically both 
RF and ACPA are evaluated. Inflammatory markers, such 
as CRP and ESR, and CBC, for evaluation of anemia that 
often is found in inflammatory states, are also useful to gaug-
ing the disease activity. A newer multi- biomarker disease 
activity (MBDA) test is also available as a tool to measure 
disease activity in RA, but its clinical role has yet to be es-
tablished. Radiographs are often procured but typically are 
normal early in disease. Despite this, it is helpful to have 
a baseline study for future comparisons of disease activity. 
Although this chapter focused on serologic and laboratory 
evaluation of RA, the importance of history and physical 
cannot be overstated in making the correct diagnosis.
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BACKGROUND AND DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome (APS) is an acquired 
thrombotic disorder caused by a heterogenous group of an-
tibodies directed against plasma proteins that bind phos-
pholipids. These are termed “antiphospholipid antibodies” 
(aPLs), and while they are required for the diagnosis for 
APS, they can also be detected in otherwise healthy indi-
viduals. The clinical manifestations of APS can be divided 
into thrombotic and obstetrical. Thrombotic complications 
include both venous and arterial thrombosis. Obstetrical 
complications include recurrent first trimester miscarriage 
and second trimester fetal demise, as well as other pregnancy 
complications like preeclampsia and placental insufficiency 
(1). APS is classified as “primary” when not associated with 
an underlying disease and accounts for over 50% of cases 
(2). Secondary APS is the distinction given to APS asso-
ciated with an underlying autoimmune connective tissue 
disorder such as SLE.

The diagnosis of APS requires not only a clinical event 
but also the persistent presence of one or more of a unique 
set of antibodies that bind specific phospholipid binding 
proteins. Because aPLs can be detected in healthy individu-
als and in the setting of other disease states (e.g., infection, 
HIV, malignancy), it important that their persistence be 
documented in individuals suspected of having APS. While 
the presence of these antibodies is central to the diagnosis, 
the exact mechanisms by which they cause hypercoagulabil-
ity are not well understood.

Most authorities diagnose APS based on the classifi-
cation criteria (Sapporo criteria) as outlined in the Inter-
national Symposium on Antiphospholipid Antibodies in 
1998, which were subsequently updated in 2006 (3) (Ta-
ble 1). The clinical criteria include objectively confirmed 
venous, arterial, or small vessel thrombosis or pregnancy 
complications that may be attributed to placental insuffi-
ciency, including pregnancy loss or premature birth. The 
laboratory criteria require that a moderate or strongly pos-
itive laboratory test for aPLs be found on 2 or more oc-
casions at least 12 weeks apart. Low- level positivity for 
aPLs is thought to be nonspecific and nondiagnostic of 
the syndrome. The aPLs recognized in the international 
criteria include lupus anticoagulant (LA) detected ac-
cording to guidelines published by the International So-
ciety on Thrombosis and Haemostasis, anticardiolipin 
(aCL) antibody (IgG or IgM) exceeding 40 IgG or IgM 

phospholipid units, or anti- β2GPI antibody (IgG or IgM) 
at levels exceeding the 99th percentile. Patients who have 
aPLs not currently recognized in the diagnostic criteria 
(e.g., antiphosphotidylserine antibodies, antiprothrombin 
antibodies, IgA aCL, or anti- β2GPI antibodies) or who 
have clinical manifestations other than thrombosis or 
pregnancy morbidity are not formally recognized as having 
APS at present, but diagnostic criteria continue to evolve. 
Testing for these alternative, noncriterial aPLs is not cur-
rently recommended in routine clinical practice.

The 2006 update included the advisement that patients 
be classified into those with positivity for only a single aPL 
and those that were positive for two or more laboratory cri-
teria (present in any combination). The rationale for this 
change was the consensus that patients with single positivity 
carry a lower risk of thrombosis or pregnancy complications 
than those with multiple (especially triple) positivity (2).

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS
Virtually any organ system can be affected in APS, and 
recurrent thrombosis despite appropriate anticoagulation 
can be seen. The most common features seen in APS are 
venous thrombosis, thrombocytopenia, livedo reticularis, 
stroke, superficial thrombophlebitis, pulmonary embolism, 
fetal loss, transient ischemic attack, and hemolytic anemia 
(2, 4). In addition to the cerebrovascular system, the pul-
monary, cardiovascular, renal, ocular, cutaneous, endocrine, 
gastrointestinal, and hematologic systems can be affected. 
APS in the background of SLE does not have a distinctly 
different array of clinical or laboratory manifestations. A 
small fraction of cases (<1%) may exhibit catastrophic APS 
(CAPS) resulting from widespread thrombosis in multiple 
organ systems, leading to organ failure and a mortality rate 
of nearly 50% (5). The distinction between APS and CAPS 
is important, as treatments are different and include con-
sideration of immunosuppression as well as the addition of 
therapeutic plasmapheresis in patients with CAPS.

Fetal morbidity associated with APS typically occurs af-
ter 10 weeks of gestation (4, 6). Criteria for APS- associated 
fetal morbidity include three or more losses prior to the 10th 
week of gestation, one or more losses after the 10th week, 
or one or more premature deliveries at or before the 34th 
week because of preeclampsia, eclampsia, or placental insuf-
ficiency with the exclusion of other causes.
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LABORATORY ASPECTS OF TESTING FOR 
ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID SYNDROME
The laboratory definition of the antiphospholipid syndrome 
requires the presence of either a so- called “lupus anticoagu-
lant” or a significant and persistent titer of antiphospholipid 
antibodies. A lupus anticoagulant is detected by an in vitro 
clot- based laboratory assay, while antiphospholipid antibod-
ies are detected by immunoassay.

Lupus Anticoagulant Testing
A “lupus anticoagulant” is a laboratory- defined phenomenon 
by which in vitro clot- based assays (typically those dependent 
upon the intrinsic and common pathways) are prolonged by 
the presence of antiphospholipid antibodies. The LA phe-
nomenon does not have an in vivo correlate. These anti-
bodies are not “anticoagulants” in vivo; instead, they trigger 
inflammation and are capable of inducing a thrombophilic 
state. Lupus anticoagulant assays are performed on citrated 
platelet- poor plasma (7, 8). The assays are frequently format-
ted to have a screening step and a confirmatory step, and fre-
quently there is an additional mixing study step (7–9). The 
classic lupus anticoagulant causes a prolongation of the acti-
vated partial thromboplastin time (APTT), which does not 
correct in a 1:1 mix with normal pooled plasma (NPP). In 
practice, APTT reagents vary in their sensitivity to LA; the 
more- sensitive assays are those that should be used for LA 
screening. Another commonly used assay is the dilute Russell 
Viper Venom time (dRVVT) assay, in which the common 
pathway is activated by a snake venom (from Daboia russellii) 
that converts Factor X to Xa (7, 8). The advantage of the 
dRVVT assay is that it is not affected by hemophilia, anti-
bodies to factors VIII and IX, or an elevated FVIII. It is fre-
quently recommended that both types of assays (APTT and 
dRVVT) be used in the diagnosis.

The dRVVT assay requires an initial baseline reaction 
(referred to as “screening”) followed by a confirmatory step 
in which the reaction is supplemented by exogenous phos-
pholipid (7, 8). A true LA shows shortening of the clot-
ting time on phospholipid supplementation, while factor 
deficiencies are impervious to this step. Mixing studies with 
NPP are often incorporated into the reaction sequence. For 
example, a factor X or II deficiency may prolong the dRVVT 
screen; this prolongation does not respond to the addition 
of phospholipid in the confirmatory step, but the addition of 
NPP results in a significant shortening of the clotting time. 

As a cautionary note, weak lupus anticoagulants can show 
correction when normal plasma is added because the plasma 
dilutes the inhibitory antibody (9). For this reason, the mix-
ing study should be used with caution and only if the con-
firmatory step shows no response to phospholipid. Because 
two reactions are carried out in the dRVVT assay, this type 
of approach is referred to as a “paired LA test.”

Many dRVVT reagents contain a cationic heparin neu-
tralizer that binds and inactivates unfractionated heparin 
in the therapeutic range. Polybrene (hexadimethrine bro-
mide) is one of these. The aim is to prevent interference by 
heparin, which would otherwise prolong both the dRVVTs.

In order to assess if the clotting time of the confirmatory 
step is shortened relative to the screening step, it is common 
practice to establish a ratio of screening- to- confirm times 
(7–10). These ratios are typically accepted as positive for a 
lupus anticoagulant effect if they are greater than 1.2. The 
cutoff ratio may vary among different labs from 1.15 to 1.3. 
For example, a dRVVT screening time of 59 seconds and 
a confirm time of 45 seconds yield a ratio of 1.31, which 
would be deemed positive by most laboratories.

Recently, this approach has been modified by several na-
tional and international organizations such as the Clinical 
and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) (7), the Interna-
tional Society on Haemostasis and Thrombosis, and the Brit-
ish Committee for Standards in Haematology. The important 
modification is that both the screening and confirm times 
themselves be converted to normalized ratios by dividing the 
clotting time of the patient specimen by the clotting time of 
normal plasma. The clotting time of the normal plasma can 
be determined by using either the NPP or the mean of the 
population reference interval (RI). The example below illus-
trates how this is performed for a dRVVT assay.

1. dRVVT patient screen time: 65 seconds
2. dRVVT (NPP or mean of RI) screen: 44 seconds
3. Normalized screen ratio: 1.48
4. dRVVT patient confirm time: 46 seconds
5. dRVVT (NPP or mean of RI) confirm: 41 seconds
6. Normalized confirm ratio: 1.12

Divide the value in no. 3 by the value in no. 6: 1.48/1.12
Final ratio = 1.32
This is greater than 1.2 and is therefore positive.
A third type of assay is available from a single vendor 

(STACLOT- LA Hexagonal Phospholipid Neutralization; 

TABLE 1 Criteria for the diagnosis of antiphospholipid syndromea

Clinical criteria
Vascular thrombosis (one or more episodes of arterial, venous, or small vessel thrombosis). For 

histopathologic diagnosis, there should be no evidence of inflammation in the vessel wall.
Pregnancy morbidities attributable to placental insufficiency, including (i) three or more otherwise 

unexplained recurrent spontaneous miscarriages, before 10 weeks of gestation, (ii) one or more 
fetal losses after the 10th week of gestation, (iii) stillbirth, and (iv) episode of preeclampsia, 
preterm labor, abruption placentae, intrauterine growth restriction, or oligohydramnios that is 
otherwise unexplained.

Laboratory criteria
Medium or high levels of anticardiolipin or anti- β2- glycoprotein I IgG and/or IgM antibodies 

present on two or more occasions at least 12 weeks apart as measured by standard ELISAs
Lupus anticoagulant in plasma on two or more occasions at least 12 weeks apart, detected according 

to the guidelines of the Subcommittee on Lupus Anticoagulant/Phospholipid- Dependent 
Antibodies of the Scientific and Standardization Committee of the International Society of 
Thrombosis and Haemostasis

aDefinite antiphospholipid syndrome is considered to be present if at least one of the clinical criteria AND one of the labo-
ratory criteria are met. Table modified from references 3 and 18.
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Diagnostica Stago) (7). This assay integrates the baseline 
and mixing assays. The reaction involves mixing the pa-
tient plasma specimen with NPP (to control for warfarin) as 
well as a heparin neutralizer (see above, to control for ther-
apeutic heparin in the specimen). An APTT is initiated by 
recalcification and by a surface activator. A second indepen-
dent reaction is performed as described above but with the 
addition of a specialized phospholipid preparation termed a 
“hexagonal (II) phase phospholipid.” This is an alternative 
nonlamellar physical form of phospholipid. In this phase, 
the lipid (most commonly phosphatidylethanolamine) forms 
long tubes, with the polar head groups on the inside and the 
hydrophobic, hydrocarbon tails on the outside. Positivity is 
assessed by observing a significant difference between the two 
reactions (one with the hexagonal phase phospholipid and 
one without) of greater than 8 to 10 seconds.

ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID ANTIBODY TESTING
Antiphospholipid antibodies are those that interact with 
phospholipid- binding proteins. International guidelines 
recommend detection of either IgG or IgM antibodies to 
cardiolipin (aCL) or to beta2 glycoprotein I (aβ2GP1) (3). 
Antiphospholipid antibodies are identified by a solid- phase 
noncompetitive immunoassay that does not require activa-
tion of the coagulation pathway. These assays are commonly 
performed in enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
wells and are processed either manually or on a semiauto-
mated platform. The wells are coated with the antigen. The 
specimen from the patient is added, and if the appropriate 
antibodies are present, they will bind to the target antigen. 
The remaining proteins are removed by a wash step, and the 
reaction is developed by adding labeled antibodies directed to 
human IgG or IgM.

In order to improve specificity of the assay, the guidelines 
focus on specificity, duration, and antibody level.

specificity
The anticardiolipin assay should be β2GP1 dependent (11). 
This is achieved by supplementing the reaction with either 
human or bovine β2GP1, which acts a binding cofactor. The 
rationale behind this is that infections may induce transient 
aCL antibodies and these are typically not dependent on 
β2GP1.

Duration
The laboratory definition of antiphospholipid syndrome re-
quires that a significant titer of aCL or aβ2GP1 persist for at 
least 12 weeks (3).

Antibody Level
International guidelines recommend that antibody levels 
should be at >99th percentile of the population reference 
range. One challenge is that levels are dependent upon the 
type of calibrator that is used. The original calibrators (Har-
ris standards) utilized sera with defined concentrations of 
antibodies. One GPL unit and 1 MPL unit were defined as 1 
μg/ml of affinity- purified IgG and 1 μg/ml of affinity- purified 
IgM, respectively. Use is now being made of the “Sap-
poro standards,” which are monoclonal antibodies termed 
EY2C9 and HCAL for IgM and IgG, respectively. In the 
case of the latter, using the Inova QUANTA Lite anticar-
diolipin ELISA, 15 GPL would correspond to 0.0282 μg/ml 
of HCAL antibody, while 12.5 MPL would correspond to 
0.0195 μg/ml of EY2C9 antibody. An important principle 
therefore is that anti- cardiolipin IgG values obtained with 

different manufacturers’ assay methods may not be used in-
terchangeably (12).

International standards are not available for aβ2GP1 
testing, and these may be expressed as U/ml or SGU or 
SMU units.

Another challenge is that the guidelines set 2 different 
criteria for a significant level for anticardiolipin antibodies: 
(i) either >99th percentile or (ii) levels exceeding 40 units 
(3, 11). These may represent very different levels (13). In 
laboratory medicine, a population reference range either is 
the mean ± 1.96 standard deviations (if the distribution is 
Gaussian) or includes everything up to the 97.5% centile 
and down to the 2.5% centile (if the distribution of results is 
non- Gaussian). For example, in the case of one commonly 
used antiphospholipid antibody assay (Inova QUANTA 
Lite), 97.6% of “normals” are less than 15 GPL for aCL IgG. 
Only 1.4% of the normal population had aCL IgG levels 
above 20 GPL units, which would correspond to the 98.6th 
percentile. If one is therefore setting the cutoff at 40 GPL 
units, this is clearly a much higher level and more stringent 
criterion than the 99th percentile.

WHOM TO TEST
The diagnosis of APS should be considered in patients 
with venous/arterial thrombosis and/or a history of recur-
rent pregnancy loss in the absence of other clear risk fac-
tors. This is especially true in younger patients (<50 years 
of age), patients with thrombosis at unusual sites, patients 
with late pregnancy loss, and patients with autoimmune 
disorders experiencing thrombosis or pregnancy loss. Strong 
consideration should be given to testing in young patients 
with cerebral thrombosis including cerebrovascular acci-
dent without risk factors. The utility of testing is unclear in 
other neurologic symptoms such as chorea, migraines, etc.

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN TESTING
Accurate laboratory testing carries significant implications 
for patients who have suffered from one of the APS- defining 
clinical events. As such, it is important to take into consid-
eration patient characteristics such as underlying medical 
comorbidities and medications when interpreting results of 
aPL studies. As previously discussed, aPLs are often identi-
fied in the elderly, patients with cirrhosis and other liver dis-
ease, patients with HIV, patients with autoimmune disease, 
and patients with cancer (14–17). In the absence of clinical 
sequelae of APS, the clinical significance of positive aPLs 
remains uncertain.

Several medications are associated with the development 
of aPLs, such as quinine, procainamide, phenothiazines, and 
anti- tumor necrosis factor drugs, but there has been no clear 
association with the use of these medications and the clini-
cal syndrome of APS (18).

Importantly, it should be noted that several medications 
interfere with testing for aPLs, specifically testing for LA. 
Medications that prolong or have the potential to prolong 
the patient’s baseline PTT may lead to false- positive aPL 
studies. This is particularly true of anticoagulant medications 
such as heparin, enoxaparin, or the targeted oral anticoagu-
lants rivaroxaban, apixaban, dabigatran, and edoxaban.
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DISEASE DIAGNOSIS
Inflammation of and damage to blood vessel walls are the 
shared defining features of all vasculitides. The symptoms 
vary depending on the size of the vessels affected, the or-
gans they serve, the underlying cause of the vasculitis, and 
the activity of the disease. The vasculitic diseases are rare. 
Since there are only 20 to 50 new cases of antineutrophil 
cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA)- associated vasculitides per 
1,000,000 people per year (1, 2), a systematic and thorough 
diagnostic algorithm is needed to correctly identify patients 
with the disease (3, 4). Missed or delayed diagnosis can re-
sult in permanent organ injury or even death (5, 6).

The most appropriate diagnostic criteria for the vasculit-
ides are still the subject of debate (7). Classification crite-
ria (8, 9, 10, 11, 12) are used in patients already diagnosed 
to ensure homogeneity of groups of patients with vasculitis 
enrolled in clinical studies. The new nomenclature for vas-
culitis (13) includes microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), which 
was not included in the earlier classifications by the Ameri-
can College of Rheumatology.

The patient’s clinical history and physical examination 
are key factors in making a diagnosis of vasculitis since the 
symptoms are varied and the disease often takes a relaps-
ing and remitting course. Exclusion of diseases other than 
vasculitis as the cause of the clinical presentation is nec-
essary. Besides the normal careful patient workup, certain 
questions need to be answered by the patient if vasculitis is 
suspected. Has the patient traveled to any countries where 
they might have contracted an infectious disease associated 
with vasculitis? Is this patient taking any prescription drugs, 
such as propylthiouracil, or recreational drugs, such as co-
caine, that sometimes cause vasculitis?

When feasible, a positive biopsy specimen provides the 
most robust evidence of vasculitis. The anatomical site of 
biopsy is guided by the presentation in a given patient. 
Common sites include skin, kidney, lung, nasal passage, 
temporal artery, and muscle. Biopsy of the kidney can be 
particularly important both for the initial diagnosis and to 
help direct treatment based on the histopathological evi-
dence of disease activity, severity, and damage. For example, 
the histopathological diagnosis of crescentic necrotizing 
glomerulonephritis is a serious manifestation of several types 
of vasculitis and requires prompt treatment with corticoste-
roids and immunosuppressive therapy to avoid irreparable 
renal damage (5, 6).

The laboratory workup should be comprehensive in 
order to capture information about all potential organs in-
volved and may have to be repeated if the disease is still 
in evolution and new manifestations of the illness appear 
(14). A complete blood count may indicate anemia, eosino-
philia, or neutropenia. Urinalysis identifies proteinurea, he-
maturia, and red cell casts that are indicative of active renal 
disease as well as urinary tract infection. Laboratory markers 
of inflammation such as C- reactive protein and erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate are neither sensitive nor specific for vas-
culitis but if elevated may help monitor the activity of the 
disease. Both complement and cryoglobulins should be eval-
uated since low levels of complement proteins in the cir-
culation correlate with active disease in immune complex 
mediated vasculitis such as cryoglobulinemia.

A workup for thrombophilia including measurement of 
anti- thrombin 3, protein C, and protein S, as well as eval-
uating autoantibodies to cardiolipin and beta- 2 glycopro-
tein 1 and lupus anticoagulant, can help elucidate causes of 
thrombosis other than vasculitis. A careful search for infec-
tion, including hepatitis B and C as well as HIV infection, 
and underlying malignancy, including lymphoma, should be 
considered part of the differential diagnosis in all cases of 
systemic vasculitis.

TESTS FOR ANCA
A key diagnostic aid in certain types of vasculitis is the in-
direct immunofluorescent assay (IFA) to detect ANCA on 
ethanol- fixed neutrophils (15, 16, 17). Neutrophil- specific 
autoantibodies were first recognized by IFA in the mid- 
1960s, but their association with specific types of vasculitis 
and glomerulonephritis was not made until the mid- 1980s 
(18). If the IFA on ethanol- fixed neutrophils is positive, fol-
low- up testing with more- specific assays that detect autoan-
tibodies against two proteins found in azurophilic granules, 
proteinase 3 (PR3) and myeloperoxidase (MPO), is neces-
sary. These are the most diagnostically important ANCAs. 
Native PR3 antigen from human neutrophils appears to 
function better in solid- phase assays than recombinant 
PR3, possibly because the tertiary structure is preserved in 
the native antigen (3). The autoimmune diseases associated 
with them are discussed in detail later in this chapter. A 
previous edition of this Manual contained detailed instruc-
tions for making slides to test for ANCA by IFA (19) and 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch94
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enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) to detect 
specific autoantibodies (19, 20), so those procedures are not 
reproduced here. Slides with fixed neutrophils for ANCA 
testing are available from several commercial sources, as 
are specific solid- phase tests for detecting anti- PR3 and 
anti- MPO.

On ethanol- fixed neutrophils, antibodies to PR3 yield 
a characteristic granular cytoplasmic pattern (C- ANCA) 
with interlobular accentuation, consistent with its cellular 
location in azurophilic granules (Fig. 1A). Anti- MPO anti-
bodies usually give a perinuclear pattern (P- ANCA) rather 
than a cytoplasmic pattern because MPO is cationic and 
migrates from cytoplasmic granules to the nucleus, where it 
binds anionic chromatin when the membranes around these 
organelles are dissolved during fixation (Fig. 2A). These and 
other antineutrophil nuclear autoantibodies (ANNA) are 
perhaps paradoxically still considered ANCA. The term 
ANNA, which is an alternative and more appropriate ac-
ronym for these antibodies, never became widely accepted. 
Autoantibodies to several other proteins from azurophilic 
granules also show P- ANCA by IFA because of the same 
phenomenon. Immunofluorescent patterns that are not C- 
ANCA or P- ANCA and are not directed to MPO or PR3 
are considered atypical (A- ANCA). Some A- ANCA may 
be neutrophil- specific autoantibodies, and some react with 
the neutrophil nuclear membrane (21), while others may be 

caused by autoantibodies such as anti- DNA that are reac-
tive to antigens found in many cell types. Patients without 
vasculitis may have autoantibodies that yield C- ANCA, P- 
ANCA, or A- ANCA patterns by IFA but are negative for 
anti- MPO and anti- PR3 by solid- phase assays, so it is abso-
lutely necessary to perform follow- up testing for these spe-
cific autoantibodies (15, 16, 17, 21). Rarely, a PR3- ANCA 
yields a P- ANCA IFA pattern and an MPO- ANCA yields 
a C- ANCA pattern on ethanol- fixed neutrophils for un-
known reasons.

It is useful to perform IFA on formalin- fixed neutrophils 
on samples that are positive on the initial IFA on ethanol- 
fixed neutrophils. PR3- ANCA remains positive with the 
C- ANCA pattern, while MPO- ANCA now shows a C- 
ANCA pattern since the antigens have been cross- linked 
in place by formalin fixation (Fig. 1B and 2B). The reactive 
epitopes of some A- ANCA antigens are destroyed by forma-
lin fixation, so some of those samples become negative on 
formalin- fixed neutrophils.

If the ANCA IFA is positive but the specific anti- MPO 
and anti- PR3 follow- up tests are negative in patients in 
which vasculitis is suspected, it can be valuable to perform 
further tests to characterize the autoantibodies causing the 
positive ANCA IFA. A test for antinuclear antibodies, such 
as IFA on HEp- 2 cells, can help differentiate neutrophil- 
specific antibodies from general ANA, with the caveat 

FIGURE 1 Indirect immunofluorescence of a PR3- ANCA- 
positive sample expressing cytoplasmic staining with interlobular 
accentuation on both ethanol- fixed (A) and formalin- fixed (B) 
neutrophils.

FIGURE 2 Indirect immunofluorescence of an MPO- ANCA- 
positive sample expressing perinuclear staining on ethanol- fixed 
neutrophils (A) and cytoplasmic staining with interlobular accen-
tuation on formalin- fixed neutrophils (B).
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that HEp- 2 IFA is often performed at a 1:80 dilution while 
ANCA IFA is often performed at a 1:20 dilution, and thus 
the sensitivities of the two assays may be different. If the 
ANA assay is negative, which implies that the antibodies 
are neutrophil specific, follow- up testing for autoantibod-
ies to other proteins found in azurophilic granules, such as 
elastase, lactoferrin, lysozyme, cathepsin G, and bacterial- 
permeability- increasing protein may be informative. Auto-
antibodies to these antigens have been found primarily in 
vasculitis induced by a wide class of therapeutic drugs (22, 
23) or by levamisole- laced cocaine (24, 25) and in chronic 
liver disease (26) and other nonvasculitic diseases (27).

It is often necessary to test for a panel of other autoan-
tibodies, since symptoms of vasculitis can be secondary to 
other autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and antiphos-
pholipid syndrome. This panel should include tests for 
autoantibodies reactive with SS- A/Ro, SS- B/La, Sm, RNP, 
double- stranded DNA, chromatin, citrullinated proteins, 
rheumatoid factor, beta- 2 glycoprotein 1, cardiolipin, and 
lupus anticoagulant.

In summary, the most accepted way to test for ANCA is 
to start with the IFA screen and to follow up positive results 
by specific ELISAs to MPO and PR3 autoantibodies. There 
are many commercially available kits to measure anti- MPO 
and anti- PR3 autoantibodies that have various sensitivi-
ties based on the cutoff chosen to differentiate positive and 
negative results rather than any inherent poor performance 
of the ELISA (28). However, different laboratories can get 
similar results if they standardize their testing with each 
other (15). One study suggests that a more cost- effective yet 
equally good strategy is to screen with the 2 ELISAs and 
follow up the positives with IFA on neutrophils (29). Na-
tive proteins are preferred over recombinant proteins (3) as 
the solid- phase antigens in ELISA. The capture PR3 ELISA 
has good performance (28), but it may not be better than 
the standard PR3 ELISA (29). Commercial kits to measure 
antibodies to the nonstandard proteins in the azurophilic 
granules mentioned above are available (Aesku Diagnostics, 
Wendelsheim, Germany). In- house ELISAs can be devel-
oped by following standard ELISA techniques (19, 20, 25, 
27) with antigens from Athens Research and Technology, 
Athens, GA, USA, or other sources for individual antigens.

NOMENCLATURE OF VASCULITIS
The names of various forms of vasculitides have recently 
been revised to replace eponyms with key features of the 
disease (13). When a type of vasculitis is known to be 
caused by infectious agents, the name reflects that. Exam-
ples include rickettsial vasculitis, syphilitic aortitis, and as-
pergillus arteritis. Infectious organisms such as hepatitis C 
virus can induce cryoglobulinemia, which in turn indirectly 
causes vasculitis. The primary therapeutic strategy is with 
agents to remove infection and not with immunosuppres-
sive agents. It is important that the diagnostic algorithm 
for vasculitis include tests to identify infections when the 
presentation suggests this as the most likely primary cause 
of the inflammation.

Large Vessel Vasculitis
Some types of vasculitis are not associated with ANCA. 
Large vessel vasculitis predominantly affects the aorta and 
large aortic root vessels. Smaller vessels within organs, par-
ticularly in the eyes, may also be affected. The etiologies of 
these diseases are not known. The two most common forms 
of large vessel vasculitis are Takayasu’s arteritis and giant cell 

arteritis (GCA). It is not clear if these are separate diseases 
or represent a continuum of the same illness with different 
clinical phenotypes in different age groups. Takayasu’s ar-
teritis is found mainly in people younger than 50 (9), and 
GCA is seen in older individuals (10). A biopsy specimen 
of the temporal artery in patients with GCA is characterized 
histopathologically by a granulomatous inflammatory infil-
trate of the inner muscular layer, where multinucleate giant 
cells are associated with fragmentation and destruction of 
the internal elastic lamina. Noninvasive tests such as mag-
netic resonance imaging, ultrasound, and positron emission 
tomography (30, 31) have been shown to be useful for diag-
nosing large vessel vasculitis.

Medium Vessel Vasculitis
Medium vessel vasculitis is found primarily in visceral arter-
ies, though any size vessel may be affected. Histopatholog-
ically, there is acute inflammation and fibrinoid necrosis of 
vessel walls, which can culminate in aneurysm formation. 
Polyarteritis nodosa is the major medium vessel vasculitis. 
Symptoms include weight loss, fever, myalgia, rash, and neu-
ropathy, and it is often associated with hepatitis B infection.

Kawasaki disease affects medium and small vessels but 
may also affect the coronary arteries. It is associated with 
the mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome and is predomi-
nantly found in children. Symptoms include fever, bilateral 
conjunctivitis, and erythema of the lips, palms of the hands, 
and soles of the feet. Mesenteric and renal angiograms and 
magnetic resonance imaging may be useful to detect gastro-
intestinal tract vasculitis and renal artery vasculitis (but not 
glomerulonephritis).

Small Vessel Vasculitis (SVV) and Non- ANCA SVV
As the name states, SVV primarily involves small vessels 
such as arterioles, capillaries, and venules. As all tissues con-
tain small blood vessels, an appropriately directed biopsy 
based on clinical indication of affected sites is particularly 
useful to diagnose SVV. There are numerous types of non- 
ANCA- associated SVV that are described in detail in ref-
erence 13 and are briefly mentioned below. In one type of 
SVV, complement- fixing immune complexes are deposited 
within the vessel walls. These may be cryoglobulins induced 
by hepatitis C infection or immune complexes associated 
with systemic diseases like SLE or RA. Anti- glomerular 
basement membrane (GBM) disease, formerly Goodpasture’s 
syndrome, is named after the specificity of the autoantibody 
typically found in patients with this disease. It must be diag-
nosed promptly and treated aggressively because of the severe 
pulmonary and renal symptoms that can progress rapidly. The 
autoantibodies in this disease bind to both GBM and pul-
monary alveolar capillary basement membranes, linking the 
renal and pulmonary lesions to the specificity of the autoan-
tibodies. Some patients with GBM disease are also ANCA 
positive. IgA vasculitis (IgAV), formerly Henoch- Schönlein 
purpura, is characterized by IgA immune complexes in the 
skin and gastrointestinal tract. Hypocomplementemic urti-
carial vasculitis is characterized by anti- C1q autoantibodies. 
Some non- ANCA SVVs are not systemic but are localized to 
a single organ such as the kidney or lung.

ANCA-ASSOCIATED VASCULITIS
ANCA- associated vasculitis (AAV) is characterized by 
ANCA that yield positive C- ANCA or P- ANCA patterns 
on IFA of ethanol- fixed neutrophils and react with MPO or 
PR3 antigens or, in the case of drug- induced vasculitis, with 
other proteins in the granules. The suggested nomenclature 
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includes the specific reactivity of the antibody: PR3- ANCA, 
MPO- ANCA, or ANCA negative. AAV is a necrotizing vas-
culitis of the small vessels with few or no immune deposits 
(Fig. 3). It typically affects the lungs and kidneys in addition 
to a skin rash, typically palpable or retiform purpura (Fig. 4). 
When AAV is suspected, it is strongly advised to perform 
IFA on ethanol- fixed neutrophils rather than just the spe-
cific solid- phase assays for anti- MPO and anti- PR3 because 
some patients with AAV are negative for MPO- ANCA and 
PR3- ANCA. This pattern of ANCA can be found in most 
patients with drug- induced vasculitis who have autoantibod-
ies to other proteins in the azurophilic granule (22–25), in 
a minority of patients with granulomatosis with polyangiitis 
(GPA), formerly Wegener’s granulomatosis, and in MPA pa-
tients (27). A positive ANCA IFA with negative results on 
the specific anti- PR3 and anti- MPO assays can also be found 
in nonvasculitic conditions such as inflammatory bowel dis-
ease (26, 27). In addition, some patients are ANCA negative 
but have all of the other features of AAV and follow the same 
disease course. These patients may have a seronegative vas-
culitic disease equivalent to seronegative SLE, RA, or anti-
phospholipid syndrome.

There is debate about the pathogenicity of MPO-  and 
PR3- ANCA, in part because they may occur in the absence of vasculitis, implying that other factors besides the autoan-

tibodies themselves are important. It is possible that the fine 
specificity of the autoantibodies may be different in ANCA- 
positive patients with and without AAV (3). Importantly, 
MPO and PR3 antigens are found on the surface of acti-
vated, but not resting, neutrophils, and MPO and PR3 au-
toantibodies can induce a reactive oxygen burst in these 
neutrophils. In a large cohort of 502 patients with vasculitis, 
it was found that three different classification systems, the 
Chapel Hill Consensus Nomenclature, the European Med-
icines Agency system, and MPO-  or PR3- ANCA positiv-
ity, yielded different percentages of patients diagnosed with 
GPA and MPA (17). The best correlation with relapse was 
the presence of anti- PR3 autoantibodies, consistent with a 
pathogenic role for that autoantibody.

Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis
Patients with GPA have pauci- immune necrotizing granu-
lomatous inflammation of the small to medium vessels, usu-
ally in the upper and lower respiratory tract (12, 13). Larger 
arteries are not frequently involved. Histopathology often 
shows extravascular inflammation with geographic zones of 
necrosis. Necrotizing crescentic glomerulonephritis with-
out immune deposits is a serious manifestation. It should 
be noted that patients with GPA show the typical histopa-
thology only 85% of the time (14), since not all specimens 
show granulomas and they are not present in all stages of the 
disease. So, patients with the correct clinical presentation 
and nonspecific inflammation on biopsy who are C- ANCA 
and PR3- ANCA positive are appropriately and frequently 
diagnosed with GPA (3, 12, 13). In some cases of GPA, the 
symptoms are very localized, such as in renal- limited nec-
rotizing crescentic glomerulonephritis or pulmonary limited 
disease. These patients may still progress to systemic disease, 
so they must be closely monitored.

Similarly, with the correct clinical presentation and his-
topathologic features of vasculitis, albeit nongranulomatous, 
a patient can be diagnosed with GPA with negative ANCA 
since only approximately 85% of GPA patients are autoanti-
body positive (3, 13, 15, 17). In a GPA cohort derived from 
patients from 14 centers, 85% were ANCA positive by IFA. 
Approximately 65% were C- ANCA and/or PR3- ANCA pos-
itive, and 20% were P- ANCA and/or MPO- ANCA positive 
(15). Levels of ANCA fluctuate during the course of AAV, 

FIGURE 3 Photomicrograph of a skin biopsy displaying features 
of a leukocytoclastic vasculitis, such as that caused by ANCA. 
(A) At medium power, capillaries in the upper dermis, denoted 
by the white arrows, appear to have prominent thickened walls. 
These can be contrasted with normal dermal vessels denoted by the 
black arrow. Red blood cell extravasation is an additional feature. 
(B) At high power, the abnormal capillary wall displays fibrinoid 
change in association with a neutrophil- rich intramural inflamma-
tory infiltrate.

FIGURE 4 Clinical photograph of a patient with palpable pur-
pura on the legs. This is a cutaneous manifestation of a leukocyto-
clastic vasculitis, such as that caused by ANCA.
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so the ANCA- negative GPA patients may have been in a 
stage of decreased autoantibody production, or they may be 
true cases of seronegative GPA. There is evidence to support 
(32) and refute (33) the association between ANCA levels 
and clinical disease activity, but the majority of studies do not 
support the association. It was found that lung involvement 
and PR3- ANCA positivity were the best prognostic markers 
for the likelihood of disease flare in another GPA cohort (17).

Microscopic Polyangiitis
MPA is a pauci- immune necrotizing vasculitis that primar-
ily affects small vessels, although medium vessels may also 
be involved. Necrotizing crescentic glomerulonephritis is a 
common feature and must be treated aggressively. One differ-
ence between GPA and MPA is that histopathology in MPA 
does not usually show granulomatous lesions or extravascu-
lar inflammation. In addition, the primary autoantibody in 
MPA is anti- MPO, which yields a P- ANCA pattern on IFA. 
P- ANCA and anti- MPO are found in nearly 60% of MPA 
patients, while C- ANCA and anti- PR3 are seen in about 
25% (15).

EGPA, Formerly Churg- Strauss Syndrome
Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) is 
a rare disease characterized by necrotizing vasculitis of the 
small and medium vessels of the respiratory tract. Eosino-
philia in the blood, eosinophil- rich granulomatous inflam-
mation on histopathology, and asthma are differentiating 
features (11). In some instances, EGPA is confined to the 
respiratory tract, while in other cases it may progress in 3 
phases, with asthma followed by eosinophilic pneumonia or 
gastroenteritis and then necrotizing vasculitis. About 40% of 
EGPA patients show positive ANCA by IFA. Of these, about 
70% are MPO- ANCA, 10% PR3- ANCA, and 20% atypical 
ANCA (34). A positive ANCA is strongly correlated with 
renal involvement.

Drug- Induced Vasculitis
Drug- induced vasculitis (DIV) presents with arthralgia, my-
algia, skin rash, and autoantibodies to more than one protein 
found in azurophilic granules. These include human neutro-
phil elastase, cathepsin G, catalase K, bacterial- permeability- 
increasing protein, lactoferrin, and occasionally MPO 
(22–25). Usually, these are P- ANCA positive by IFA and 
negative for PR3- ANCA on follow- up specific- autoantibody 
testing. If the drug is continued for a substantial period af-
ter the onset of symptoms, severe manifestations that are the 
same as those seen in other AAV can occur.

Interestingly, many of the offending drugs can cause 
neutropenia. These include the thyroid drugs carbima-
zole, methimazole, and propylthiouracil, the antipsychotic 
clozapine, and the antihelminthic levamisole (22, 23). 
Several of these as well as other offending drugs have thiol 
groups. Propylthiouracil is the drug most frequently re-
ported in the literature to be associated with DIV. Recently, 
levamisole- induced AAV has been reported in people using 
cocaine laced with levamisole (24, 25). When the patient 
stops taking the offending drug, the symptoms of drug- 
induced vasculitis usually resolve in a few weeks. If the 
disease is severe or the symptoms do not resolve, immuno-
suppressive therapy may be considered. However, treatment 
can be discontinued when the symptoms abate.

TREATMENT OF AAV
It is crucial to diagnose AAV as quickly as possible since 
many forms of the disease, including GBM, GPA, MPA, and 

EGPA, may rapidly progress to serious manifestations such 
as pulmonary hemorrhage or renal failure. Some DIV can 
quickly become life threatening (5, 35). Early and aggres-
sive therapy with glucocorticoids and cyclophosphamide is 
necessary to bring acute manifestations under control (14, 
17) with the goal of inducing remission as quickly as pos-
sible. This approach, which has been the standard therapy 
for over 40 years, has revolutionized the clinical outcome of 
AAV from a high probability of death to a low probability. 
Absolute and relative contraindications for aggressive treat-
ment, such as concurrent infection, liver disease, pregnancy, 
or the desire to become pregnant, need to be addressed. Af-
ter induction therapy, important clinical decisions are the 
types and dosages of drugs to maintain remission. In view of 
the significant comorbidity associated with the continued 
use of induction therapies over time, it is important to select 
treatment regimes with the least toxicity in striving to keep 
patients in remission.

A large, clinically well- characterized cohort of ANCA- 
positive vasculitis patients that were classified using the 
Chapel Hill system, using the European Medicines Agency 
system, or just on the basis of ANCA specificity were 
studied for prognostic markers of disease. The presence of 
PR3- ANCA was the best predictor of relapse regardless of 
the original diagnosis (17), with a nearly 2- fold increase in 
the likelihood of relapse. However, neither the presence of 
PR3- ANCA nor the level of autoantibody reliably predicts 
the time of onset of flare or relapse. Patients with GPA, 
MPA, or limited disease who were PR3- ANCA positive 
were more likely to have necrotizing granulomatous vas-
culitis, particularly in the lung, while those with MPO- 
ANCA were more likely to have limited disease, often 
confined to the kidney.

The Birmingham vasculitis activity score version 3 has 
been validated in a large cohort and can help define the cur-
rent level of disease activity (6). It correlates well with the 
physician’s global assessment of this parameter, but it does 
not predict relapse or remission.

Due to drug toxicity during long- term treatment with 
glucocorticoids and immunosuppressive drugs, there is a 
need to find alternative therapies. Biologic drugs have been 
explored with variable results (36). Tumor necrosis fac-
tor alpha inhibitors may be effective for the treatment of 
Takayasu’s arteritis but not GCA, and their role in the treat-
ment of other forms of vasculitis remains controversial. A 
large study showed that the addition of etanercept (Enbrel, 
another tumor necrosis factor alpha inhibitor) to standard 
treatment was not more effective than standard treatment 
alone in patients with GPA (37).

Early experience with rituximab (Rituxin), a drug that 
depletes circulating CD20- positive B cells, in the treatment 
of several forms of vasculitis has been quite promising, par-
ticularly in AAV. A single treatment of rituximab was as 
successful as continuous treatment with cyclophosphamide 
at inducing remission in patients with AAV (33). In addi-
tion, a single course of treatment with rituximab was statisti-
cally superior to cyclophosphamide at preventing relapse for 
6 to 12 months, with comparable toxicity in the two groups 
(38). By 18 months, most patients had regained their circu-
lating B cells, and while the rate of relapse in the rituximab 
group was still lower than in the cyclophosphamide- treated 
group, it did not reach statistical significance. An additional 
difference between these therapies was that rituximab was 
more effective in reducing the levels of PR3- ANCA. Fifty 
percent of patients became negative for PR3- ANCA fol-
lowing rituximab treatment, compared to 17% of patients 
treated with cyclophosphamide (33).
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These new treatments are promising, but challenges re-
main. Individuals with the same disease may react differ-
ently to a particular drug, and a medication that is effective 
for one form of vasculitis may not be effective for another. 
Determining the right drug and correct dose for an indi-
vidual with vasculitis is still a significant challenge.

NEUTROPHIL EXTRACELLULAR TRAPS
About 1 decade ago, a new antibacterial mechanism of 
neutrophils was discovered, neutrophil extracellular traps 
(NETs) (39). During a type of cell death termed NETosis, the 
neutrophil releases decondensed chromatin decorated with 
proteins from its azurophilic granules, effectively concentrat-
ing these proteins in the extracellular space. The NET can 
trap bacteria, stop them from spreading, and kill them with 
the associated proteins. Moreover, there are indications that 
in patients with AAV, this mechanism is involved in the au-
toantibody response and in thrombosis, as outlined below.

MPO, PR3, and other bactericidal proteins from azuro-
philic granules are found in NETs (40, 41, 42). The binding 
of these proteins to chromatin is a natural function of these 
proteins, required to concentrate these enzymes around the 
bacteria caught in the NETs. Thus, what was thought to be 
artifactual migration of MPO and other granule proteins to 
the nucleus during ethanol fixation of neutrophils, yielding 
the P- ANCA pattern on IFA, may actually be a normal ex-
pression of their chromatin binding capacity once the gran-
ule and nuclear membranes are destroyed by the fixation 
procedure.

When mice were injected with NETs, the NETs were 
taken up by dendritic cells and induced ANCA and vascu-
litis (40). Uptake by dendritic cells and autoimmunity were 
prevented when the NETs were first treated with DNase, 
suggesting that the structural integrity of the NETs was 
necessary for full expression of its antigenicity. The same 
study evaluated biopsies of skin lesions from MPO- ANCA- 
positive patients with MPA. The vascular inflammatory 
infiltrates were rich in neutrophils with MPO on their sur-
face, and extracellular MPO was also detected, presumably 
attached to NETs. Myeloid dendritic cells were found in 
proximity to MPO- positive neutrophils, and some of the 
dendritic cells showed cytoplasmic MPO, consistent with 
uptake of NETs by these cells (40). Another group used 
immunofluorescence to study needle biopsy specimens of 
kidneys from 15 patients with SVV and acute renal failure 
(42). Extracellular chromatin decorated with MPO and 
PR3 was found in close proximity to neutrophil infiltrates in 
the glomeruli. These findings suggest a mechanism whereby 
MPO and PR3 could be presented to the immune system 
in a strongly antigenic form in a microenvironment with 
highly activated immune cells.

NETs can also induce thrombosis, which is likely a 
mechanism to encase bacteria trapped in NETs. An in vitro 
model system showed that platelets adhered to NETs and 
then became activated, and when blood flowed over this 
substrate, additional platelets adhered and aggregated in a 
self- perpetuating manner. Treatment with either DNase or 
heparin caused dismantling of NETs and prevented platelet 
aggregation (43). Tissue factor (TF), a critical component 
in the activation of the coagulation cascade, has recently 
been found in NETs from neutrophils isolated from patients 
with AAV (44). The neutrophils from patients with active 
disease based on the Birmingham vasculitis activity score 
(17 ± 7) before receiving immunosuppressive treatment 
spontaneously released NETs containing TF in vitro. After 
successful treatment, the release of NETs and the expression 

of TF decreased significantly to the levels of control sub-
jects. TF and elastase that colocalized with extracellular 
DNA were found with specific staining of nasal biopsy spec-
imens from the patients with active disease. The highest 
levels of TF colocalized with elastase and DNA, implying 
that TF was derived from neutrophils and trapped in NETs. 
In the same study of patients with active AAV, TF was 
identified in glomerular lesions from patients with kidney 
involvement (44). In a case report of a patient with MPA, 
histopathological evidence of NETs was found in glomeru-
lar crescents and thrombi. Extensive histone citrullination, 
which is a hallmark of histones in NETs, was found in the 
thrombus of this patient but not in control thrombi from 
patients without MPA (45).

Neutrophils are the main leukocytes found in histopatho-
logic lesions in patients with AAV. Well- known properties of 
neutrophils such as the production of reactive oxygen species 
and recruitment of other mediators of the immune response 
can account for much of the inflammation observed in AAV. 
In addition, several aspects of AAV pathogenesis now can be 
linked to NETs, including the specificity of the autoantibodies, 
excess thrombosis, and possibly the initiation of the disease by 
bacterial infection. It has been proposed that MPO and PR3 
autoantibodies are pathogenic because these antigens are on 
the surface of activated neutrophils, which can then become 
further activated by the autoantibodies. Adding the properties 
of NETs to this cycle of positive reinforcement of neutrophil 
activation by autoantibodies may explain more of the pathol-
ogy found in these diseases.
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IgG4- related disease (IgG4- RD) is a multiorgan immune- 
mediated condition that mimics many malignant, infectious, 
and inflammatory disorders (1–3). The diagnosis links numer-
ous conditions once regarded as isolated, single- organ diseases 
that existed outside of any known underlying systemic condi-
tion (Table 1). The histopathological findings in IgG4- RD are 
consistent across the wide range of organ systems that can be 
involved. IgG4- RD is often confused with a malignancy upon 
presentation because it has a tendency to form mass lesions. 
In addition, IgG4- RD can mimic a host of immune- mediated 
conditions, e.g., primary sclerosing cholangitis, idiopathic 
interstitial lung disease, Sjögren’s syndrome, granulomatosis 
with polyangiitis, and idiopathic membranous nephropathy.

CLINICAL FEATURES
IgG4- RD can affect essentially any organ in the body. The 
presentation of the disease is typically subacute, with symp-
toms and signs of organ dysfunction present months or even 
years before the diagnosis. Weight loss and fatigue are com-
mon but fevers and highly inflammatory presentations are 
not. Lymphadenopathy, when present, is seldom dramatic 
but can present in either a generalized form or as disease lo-
calized adjacent to an affected organ (4). The lymph nodes 
involved are generally 1 to 3 cm in diameter and non- tender.

The organ manifestations, organized according to ana-
tomic location, are summarized briefly below:

Head and Neck
The brain parenchyma is seldom if ever involved, but 
IgG4- RD is among the most common causes of “idiopathic” 
hypertrophic pachymeningitis and can also cause hypoph-
ysitis. Dacryoadenitis leading to lacrimal gland enlarge-
ment is the most common feature of ophthalmic disease in 
IgG4- RD. Proptosis can result from combinations of orbital 
lesions, such as pseudotumors that do not affect the lacrimal 
gland and inflammation and thickening of the extraocular 
muscles. The triad of dacryoadenitis and enlargement of 
both the parotid and submandibular glands, once known as 
“Mikulicz’s disease,” is a classic presentation of IgG4- RD. 
Isolated submandibular gland enlargement is also a common 
finding in IgG4- RD.

The prevalence of atopy among IgG4- RD patients is 
similar to that of the general population, but a subset of 
nonatopic patients has peripheral blood eosinophilia and 

elevated IgE levels (5). Allergic rhinitis, nasal polyps, 
chronic sinusitis, nasal obstruction, and rhinorrhea are com-
mon in IgG4- RD. Mild to moderate peripheral eosinophilia 
and serum IgE concentration elevations that sometimes ex-
ceed ten times the upper limit of normal are common.

Mass lesions in the sinuses, destructive lesions in the 
middle ear and facial bones, midline destructive disease, 
and diffuse inflammation in the pharynx and hypopharynx, 
frequently associated with mass lesions, can all occur in 
IgG4- RD. Tracheal inflammation and vocal cord involve-
ment have also been described. Riedel’s thyroiditis is linked 
convincingly to IgG4- RD.

Chest
The lung is associated with a remarkable diversity of clinical 
and radiologic findings in IgG4- RD. IgG4- RD tends to track 
along bronchi and blood vessels, leading to thickening of 
the bronchovascular bundle on imaging studies. Pulmonary 
nodules, ground- glass opacities, pleural thickening, and in-
terstitial lung disease can also occur. Fibrosing mediastinitis 
can lead to the compression of vital mediastinal structures 
from proliferation of invasive fibrous tissue.

IgG4- related aortitis is often diagnosed either on the ba-
sis of an incidental radiological finding or an unexpected 
finding at surgery. IgG4- related aortitis can lead to aneu-
rysms or dissections in the thoracic aorta. Coronary artery 
lesions in IgG4- RD, sometimes associated with aneurysm 
formation, are observed in IgG4- RD.

Abdomen
The pancreas was the first organ recognized to be associ-
ated with elevated serum IgG4 concentrations (6, 7). AIP 
associated with IgG4- RD, sometimes termed type 1 (IgG4- 
related) AIP, demonstrates the classic histopathological 
findings of lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis. The 
most common clinical presentation of type 1 AIP is obstruc-
tive jaundice, induced by concomitant IgG4- related scleros-
ing cholangitis. IgG4- related sclerosing cholangitis must be 
differentiated from both primary sclerosing cholangitis and 
cholangiocarcinoma.

Retroperitoneum
Tubulointerstitial nephritis (TIN) is the most characteristic 
form of IgG4- related kidney disease (8). Computed tomo-
graphic scanning in IgG4- related TIN can reveal substantial 
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renal enlargement and hypodense lesions within the renal 
parenchyma. IgG4- related TIN is often distinguished from 
other organ manifestations of IgG4- RD by profound hypo-
complementemia. The hypocomplementemia in IgG4- RD 
could result from the formation of immune complexes 
that contain IgG1 or IgG3, subclasses that bind comple-
ment more effectively and are often elevated to a lesser 
degree. Membranous glomerulonephropathy also occurs in 
IgG4- RD, but the pathophysiology of this entity appears to 
differ from that of IgG4- related TIN.

“Idiopathic” retroperitoneal fibrosis (RPF) is now con-
sidered to belong to a larger disease spectrum now known 
as chronic periaortitis. The three major components of 
chronic periaortitis are IgG4- related RPF, IgG4- related ab-
dominal aortitis, and IgG4- related perianeurysmal fibrosis. 
IgG4- RD is responsible for most but not all (approximately 
two- thirds) of cases of “idiopathic” RPF. Sclerosing mesen-
teritis often appears to originate at the mesenteric root. The 
ensuing process often merges imperceptibly with RPF.

PATHOLOGY
IgG4- RD is characterized by the similarity of histologic 
appearance, regardless of the organ affected (9). The hall-
mark morphologic findings are a dense lymphoplasmacytic 
infiltrate rich in IgG4+ plasma cells, an irregularly whorled 
fibrotic process referred to as “storiform” fibrosis, and ob-
literative phlebitis. A moderate tissue eosinophilia is also 
often observed. A disproportionate number of plasma cells 
within tissue lesions stain for IgG4.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Many patients with IgG4- RD have striking elevations of se-
rum IgG4 concentrations. In addition, except for advanced 
cases characterized primarily by fibrotic lesions, IgG4- 
positive plasma cells are nearly always present in abundance 
at sites of disease. Substantial elevations of plasmablasts 

have also been reported in IgG4- RD, and these cells appear 
to mirror disease activity (10, 11). Consequently, the IgG4 
antibody and humoral immunity have been emphasized 
most prominently in discussions of pathophysiology thus 
far. However, the theory that IgG4 itself is a crucial player 
in disease etiology, which held sway for many years after the 
first recognition of the elevated serum IgG4 concentrations 
in “sclerosing pancreatitis,” is now being revised.

The IgG4 Molecule
The IgG4 molecule has unique chemical properties that 
render it unlikely to play a central inflammatory role. 
The subclasses of IgG differ from each other in important 
ways, defined by the sequences of their heavy chain con-
stant domains. IgG4 normally accounts for only about 4% 
of the total immunoglobulins among healthy individuals 
and is the least abundant of all of the IgG subclasses. IgG4 
demonstrates weak binding to C1q and to Fc- gamma re-
ceptors because of a critical few amino acid differences in 
its CH2 domain (12, 13). Consequently, IgG4’s ability to 
activate the classical complement pathway and participate 
in antibody- dependent cell- mediated cytotoxicity is atten-
uated substantially, compared, for example, to the capabili-
ties of IgG1 (13).

IgG4 also has the unique ability to form “half- antibodies” 
through the process of Fab arm exchange. Amino acid vari-
ation at the hinge region of IgG4 permits the reduction of 
the disulfide bonds that join the two halves of an IgG4 mol-
ecule. Recombination of the dissociated arms leads to the 
random formation of “asymmetric antibodies” composed of 
half- antibody fragments directed against different antigens 
(12, 13). Fab- arm exchange results in the formation of IgG 
molecules with two different binding specificities (13). The 
consequence is a reduced ability to cross- link antigens and 
form immune complexes.

An alternative view of IgG4 is that its presence can be 
ascribed to a downregulatory role. The specific function of 
IgG4 in IgG4- RD may be to serve as a noninflammatory 
“antigen sink,” “mopping up” antigen through its monova-
lent binding in a process that tends to dampen inflamma-
tion (2). Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the IgG4 
response develops after chronic antigen exposure as a part 
of a tolerogenic response (12, 13).

The B- Cell Lineage
B cells and the cells of their lineage play important roles 
in IgG4- RD. Serum IgG4 concentrations decline swiftly 
following B- cell depletion, suggesting that the cells mak-
ing most of the serum IgG4 are short- lived plasmablasts 
and plasma cells (14, 15). Plasmablasts are found in high 
concentrations in IgG4- RD, regardless of the serum IgG4 
concentration (10, 11, 16). The roles of the B- cell lineage 
in IgG4- RD include not only infiltration into tissue sites of 
disease and the production of IgG4, but also antigen presen-
tation to T cells. The circulating plasmablasts in IgG4- RD 
demonstrate intense somatic hypermutation, a hallmark 
of interaction with T cells within the germinal centers of 
lymph nodes (30). The fact that B- cell depletion does not 
lead to the complete normalization of serum IgG4 concen-
trations implies the presence of long- lived plasma cells that 
continue to make this immunoglobulin.

What Drives the Immunoglobulin Class Switch? 
A T- follicular helper- cell response probably mediates the 
development of germinal centers within lymph nodes and 
other organs affected by IgG4- RD. T- follicular helper cells 

TABLE 1 Names of previously recognized conditions that 
comprise parts of the IgG4- related disease spectruma

Mikulicz’s disease (affecting the salivary and lacrimal glands)
Küttner’s tumor (affecting the submandibular glands)
Riedel’s thyroiditis
Eosinophilic angiocentric fibrosis (affecting the orbits and upper 

respiratory tract)
Lymphomatoid granulomatosis, grade 1 (commonly affecting the 

lungs)
Multifocal fibrosclerosis (commonly affecting the orbits, thyroid 

gland, retroperitoneum, mediastinum, and other tissues/organs)
Lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis/autoimmune 

pancreatitis
Inflammatory pseudotumor (orbits, lungs, kidneys, and other 

organs)
Mediastinal fibrosis
Retroperitoneal fibrosis
Sclerosing mesenteritis
Periaortitis/periarteritis
Inflammatory aortic aneurysm
Idiopathic hypocomplementemic tubulointerstitial nephritis 

with extensive tubulointerstitial deposits
aModified with permission from the Massachusetts Medical Society (refer-

ence 29)
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may produce the cytokines (e.g., IL- 4) that drive the IgG4 
class- switch, culminating in the creation of IgG4- secreting 
plasmablasts and long- lived plasma cells.

T- Cell Pathways
T cells play a central role in IgG4- RD pathogenesis in a 
variety of ways, in addition to the class switch. CD4+ T 
cells are typically dispersed throughout localized IgG4- RD 
lesions and are the most abundant cell found within affected 
tissues. Conflicting reports have implicated Th1 cells and 
Th2 cells in the pathophysiology of IgG4- RD (17, 18). Re-
cent studies suggest that Th2 cells accumulate in the blood 
only in subjects with concomitant atopy (19).

A Novel “CD4 Killer” Cell
The recent identification of a clonally expanded population 
of CD4+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes in both the peripheral 
blood and fibrotic lesions of IgG4- RD patients suggests that 
these cells are central to the disease. These cytotoxic T cells 
make products such as granzyme B and perforin that are as-
sociated more commonly with CD8+ T cells. The T cells 
also elaborate interleukin- 1, which may be an important 
mediator of the fibrosis.

TREATMENT
No randomized clinical trials evaluating the comparative 
effectiveness of different treatment regimens have been 
performed. Glucocorticoids are currently the first- line treat-
ment for IgG4- RD. Most data on the use of glucocorticoids 
are derived from the treatment of IgG4- related pancreati-
tis (type 1 autoimmune pancreatitis) and have been ex-
trapolated to the treatment of extrapancreatic IgG4- RD. 
Treatment of IgG4- related pancreatitis with glucocorti-
coids typically results in a symptomatic response within 2 
weeks and remission within 2 to 3 months in most cases 
(20). However, the majority of patients relapse if the gluco-
corticoids are tapered or discontinued (20). Conventional 
immunosuppressive medications such as azathioprine and 
mycophenolate mofetil do not appear to have substantial 
efficacy in IgG4- RD in the absence of glucocorticoids (21). 
Treatment with rituximab to induce B- cell depletion has 
yielded promising results (14, 15, 22).

IMMUNODIAGNOSIS: TISSUE, SERUM, 
FLOW CYTOMETRY

Immunohistology of Tissue
“Positive” IgG4 immunostaining lends additional support to 
the diagnosis of IgG4- RD but is not diagnostic in and of 
itself. Neither the number of IgG4+ plasma cells per high- 
power field (hpf) nor the IgG4+/IgG+ plasma cell ratio is 
specific for the diagnosis of IgG4- RD, and no number of 
IgG4+ plasma cells within a biopsy sample is sufficient on its 
own to support the diagnosis of IgG4- RD. Rather, the find-
ing of the characteristic histopathology in the right clinical 
context allows the pathologist and clinician to reach the 
diagnosis in collaboration.

The preponderance of plasma cells within tissue lesions 
stain for IgG4. An increase in the number of IgG4+ plasma 
cells/hpf and an elevated IgG4+/IgG+ plasma cell ratio can 
therefore support the diagnosis of IgG4- RD, but careful 
clinicopathologic correlation and sound clinical judgment 
must be exercised in rendering the diagnosis of IgG4- RD. 
One may expect fewer IgG4+ plasma cells in biopsies from 
patients with fibrotic lesions such as RPF because of the 

overwhelmingly fibrotic nature of the pathology at the time 
of biopsy in most patients. The IgG4+/IgG+ plasma cell ra-
tio can also be a useful metric to aid in diagnosis. Most cases 
of documented IgG4- RD have an IgG4+/IgG+ plasma cell 
ratio >40% (9).

Performance and Evaluation of IgG4 
Immunostaining of Tissue
Slides must be evaluated for immunohistochemistry for 
CD138 and IgG as well as for IgG4. IgG4 immunostain-
ing is performed as follows: mouse monoclonal antihuman 
IgG4 antibody of IgG1/k isotype is diluted 1:200 for use in 
staining. Immunohistochemical studies are performed using 
appropriate controls to validate staining. Endogenous perox-
idase activity is blocked by H2O2 before antibody incubation. 
Antigen retrieval is achieved by treating the tissue sections 
for 4 minutes with commercially available protease solutions 
prior to primary antibody incubations. The tissues sections 
are washed and incubated with the primary anti- IgG4 anti-
body for 24 minutes, followed by incubation with the anti-
body reagent. Three high-power fields with the most dense 
concentrations of IgG4-positive plasma cells are counted. 
One high-power field corresponds to a field area of 0.2375 
mm2 (10× eyepiece and 40× lens). Immunoreactive plasma 
cells are counted within the same three fields on the slide 
stained for IgG. The ratio of IgG4-  to IgG- positive plasma 
cells is calculated.

SERUM IgG4 CONCENTRATIONS
A serum IgG4 level is often the first diagnostic test ordered 
when IgG4- RD is suspected. Although serum IgG4 measure-
ments continue to play an important role in the diagnosis 
and management of IgG4- RD, several major considerations 
are important in interpreting serum IgG4 concentrations.

First, large elevations of serum IgG4 concentrations, 
e.g., measurements 6 to 8 times the upper limit of normal, 
strongly suggest the diagnosis. Serum IgG4 concentrations 
in patients with multiorgan disease sometimes have dra-
matic elevations, occasionally exceeding 4 mg/dl (16). The 
elevations of IgG4 are usually disproportionate to those of 
the other IgG subclasses, but the concentrations of IgG1, - 2, 
and - 3 are also increased in some patients (16).

Second, despite the frequently striking serum IgG4 con-
centrations observed in patients with this disease, elevated 
levels are far from universal among IgG4- RD patients. In 
fact, a large proportion of patients with biopsy- proven, clin-
ically validated IgG4- RD have normal serum IgG4 concen-
trations, even before beginning treatment (16). Reliance 
upon serum IgG4 concentration elevations for diagnosis, 
therefore, can lead to a high rate of underdiagnosis.

Third, mild IgG4 elevations are common across a vari-
ety of conditions that can mimic IgG4- RD. Vasculitides such 
as granulomatosis with polyangiitis (formerly Wegener’s) 
and eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (formerly 
Churg- Strauss syndrome), bronchiectasis, biliary diseases 
such as primary sclerosing cholangitis, pancreatic cancer, and 
multiple others can have confoundingly high serum IgG4 
concentrations, though they rarely if ever reach the highest 
values achieved by some patients with IgG4- RD (23).

Similar caveats apply to the use of serum IgG4 concentra-
tions as a correlate of disease activity. Among patients with 
IgG4- RD whose serum IgG4 concentrations are elevated 
at the start of treatment, the serum IgG4 declines substan-
tially in essentially all patients yet only normalizes entirely 
in about half. Declines in serum IgG4 concentration occur 
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quickly following the institution of treatment but continue 
for many weeks following clinical improvement.

In a large retrospective study of type 1 autoimmune pan-
creatitis from 17 centers in Japan (24), serum IgG4 levels 
declined in all patients following treatment with glucocorti-
coids but remained above the upper limit of normal in 63% 
of the patients despite good clinical responses. Thirty per-
cent of the patients who relapsed had normal serum IgG4 
levels at the time of relapse. Thus, serum IgG4 concentra-
tions should not be relied upon exclusively as an indicator 
of disease activity.

Serum IgG4 Assays
Measurement of serum IgG4 has been performed using 
several different methodologies, including immunodiffu-
sion and immunoelectrophoresis, immunonephelometry, 
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and liquid 
chromatography- tandem mass spectrometry (LC- MS/MS).

Early studies relied on the use of immunodiffusion and 
immunoelectrophoresis techniques. However, overall these 
methods lacked the necessary sensitivity and specificity re-
quired to detect IgG4 immunodeficiencies, had to be per-
formed manually, and were time- consuming (25).

Most currently available serum IgG4 assays are 
nephelometry- based. As stated above, the original purpose 
for developing most IgG subclass assays was to detect immu-
nodeficiencies. Thus, many of the original IgG4 assays were 
optimized for the detection of low serum IgG4 concentra-
tions. The principles involved in nephelometry measure the 
amount of light scattered at a given wavelength by a par-
ticulate suspension. The amount of light scatter is depen-
dent upon the size and amount of aggregates formed by the 
binding of antibodies present in the reagent to antigens (i.e., 
IgG4 in this case) present in the sample. However, this meth-
odology is prone to antigen excess prozone effects in which 
the multi- fold elevations above the upper limit of normal 
that are frequently observed in IgG4- RD can result in falsely 
low values. The prozone effect can be circumvented by dilut-
ing the test sample to allow the antibody concentration to 
remain in excess of that of the antigen concentration. One 
study of serum IgG4 measurements in a patient population 
from one center found the prozone effect to be responsible 
for spurious IgG4 undermeasurement in 26% of samples. The 
same study also demonstrated that the use of nephelometric 
reagents from different vendors can lead to widely different 
results even when analyzed on the same instrument (26).

Commercially available 96- well ELISA formats are a 
suitable alternative to nephelometry and typically involve 
the binding of IgG4 in the patient sample to wells coated 
with antibody to IgG4 (27). The wells are washed, and the 
amount of bound IgG4 is detected by the formation of a col-
ored product that is quantified versus a standard calibration 
curve of known concentrations of IgG4. Use of the ELISA 
format would address the issue of the prozone effect. In the 
case of high testing volumes, instrumentation allowing for 
automation of the assays could be added.

The newest methodology involves the use of LC- MS/
MS as an alternative to the constraints of nephelometric 
analysis. The method involves the tryptic digestion of IgG 
subclass proteins followed by the analysis of subclass- specific 
peptides by LC- MS/MS. This assay is traceable to the re-
sults obtained by nephelometry and offers the simultaneous 
quantification of not only IgG4 but all of the subclasses and 
total IgG in a single analysis. Use of this method also over-
comes interferences such as those due to the prozone effect 
as well as M- spikes from monoclonal gammopathies (28).

FLOW CYTOMETRY
Plasmablasts are found in high concentrations in IgG4- RD, 
regardless of the serum IgG4 concentration (10, 11, 16). 
Both total plasmablasts and IgG4+ plasmablasts are good 
biomarkers for disease activity in IgG4- RD, and their mea-
surement might also be useful in diagnosis. Flow cytometry 
gating for these cells is not widely available at this time, 
even though transcriptional profiling of whole blood has 
proved useful in other disorders.

Flow Cytometry Assay for Plasmablasts
Fluorescence labeling for flow cytometry is performed by incu-
bating cells in a staining buffer containing optimized concen-
trations of fluorochrome- conjugated antibodies. Monoclonal 
antibodies useful in flow cytometry for plasmablasts include 
those directed against CD19, CD27, CD38, CD24, and IgG4.
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Immunologic biomarkers are intrinsic to the field of rheu-
matology both for making a clinical diagnosis and in poten-
tially detecting early signs of disease in at- risk individuals 
when symptoms are absent. In this brief chapter, we discuss 
developing and future directions in the use of biomarkers in 
rheumatology with an emphasis on rheumatoid arthritis. We 
discuss the role of the “mechanistic” biomarker, a subtype of 
the biomarker that measures a process directly linked to dis-
ease pathogenesis, thus increasing both diagnostic reliability 
and potentially identifying phenotype- targeted therapies. 
As such mechanistic biomarkers have begun a revolution in 
the approach to cancer, we attempt to provide parallels as to 
how such markers can be applied to diagnosis and targeted 
treatment in the rheumatic diseases.

DEFINITION OF A “BIOMARKER”
A biomarker is defined as a characteristic that can be objec-
tively measured as an indicator of normal or pathologic bio-
logical processes or as an indicator of response to therapy (1). 
Although most commonly used to describe a biochemical 
variable, such as a circulating protein or other biomolecule, 
this definition can apply to many types of biological data. 
To this point, many biomarker studies focus on anatomical 
and structural variables visualized by conventional X- ray, ul-
trasound, computed tomography (CT) scanning (e.g., posi-
tron emission tomography), or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), including functional MRI scans that can provide in-
formation about the biological activity in certain regions of 
the brain (2). Other variables that might be considered bio-
markers include immune cells (number and/or type), genetic 
traits, and histolopathologic characteristics of diseased tissue, 
as well as proteins or RNA expressed at the tissue level. This 
review focuses primarily on the use of laboratory biomarkers, 
including autoantibodies, markers of inflammation, and ge-
netic and cellular variables that might be of use for diagnosis 
and/or treatment of the rheumatic diseases.

MECHANISTIC BIOMARKERS
We would offer that the best biomarkers are those that are 
interlinked with the mechanism of a disease and refer to 
these as “mechanistic biomarkers.” Notably, biomarkers 
need not be directly involved in disease pathogenesis to be 
useful. For example, erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) 

and C- reactive protein (CRP) can be used as rough surro-
gates for the assessment of disease activity in rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) and other inflammatory immune diseases. 
Nevertheless, such markers of inflammation are very non-
specific to any one inflammatory condition and can be seen 
in a variety of rheumatic as well as nonrheumatic inflam-
matory disorders, including infection and malignancy. Such 
markers often represent byproducts of disease pathophysi-
ology rather than representing intrinsic players in disease 
pathogenesis. The usefulness of descriptive biomarkers is 
therefore limited, and alone they provide limited diagnostic 
and/or prognostic information (3). Furthermore, the util-
ity of a mechanistic biomarker could be its ability to more 
specifically identify a disease process and, in addition, to 
differentiate otherwise subtle subtypes of the same disease 
and thus stratify them in terms of both expected outcome 
and optimal treatment. Such mechanistic biomarkers could 
serve as guideposts in the quest for more personalized treat-
ment options as well as inform the development of future 
mechanism- based therapies.

Biomarkers linked to underlying disease pathophysiology 
have already proven invaluable in the treatment of multiple 
types of cancer with increasingly targeted therapies. Exam-
ples of such include the expected, but highly valuable ob-
servation that expression of the estrogen receptor indicates 
responsiveness to antiestrogen therapy in breast cancer (4, 
5). Similarly, the presence of the pathogenic BCR- ABL 
translocation in chronic myelogenous leukemia was in part 
used to identify the therapeutic utility of tyrosine kinase in-
hibitors, including imatinib (6). Additional subphenotyp-
ing of cancers includes the observation that overexpression 
of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) 
predicts responsiveness to specific anti- HER2 monoclonal 
antibodies (i.e., trastuzumab) and to specific tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors (i.e., lapatinib) in breast cancer (7). Other bio-
markers that allow targeted therapy include several novel 
kinase mutations in patients with non- small- cell lung can-
cer. Mutations in kinases such as epidermal growth factor re-
ceptor (8) and anaplastic lymphoma kinase (9) have yielded 
targeted therapy effective for a small but clinically signifi-
cant subpopulation of lung cancer patients.

Potential Mechanistic Biomarker in Rheumatology
Unlike the many cancers in which a specific mutation 
leads to a malignant clone (10) that can be identified, the 
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pathophysiology involved in both the generation of autoim-
munity and the effector phase of disease such as RA and sys-
temic lupus erythematosus (SLE) seems far more complex. 
Despite the lack of complete mechanistic understanding, 
many components of disease pathophysiology are being elu-
cidated. For example, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
anti- citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPAs) have been 
utilized as both a specific diagnostic marker and a predictor 
in disease severity. They have similarly been suggested to 
differentiate a unique subphenotype of RA. In addition to 
clinical features typically characteristic of ACPA- associated 
RA, studies on RA suggest that ACPA could serve as a bio-
marker of responsiveness to methotrexate and to B- cell de-
pletion therapy (11, 12).

If truly rooted in disease mechanism, these are biomark-
ers that can not only stratify disease but also provide a basis 
for selecting mechanism- based therapies. Allergy skin test-
ing is perhaps the best current example in which mecha-
nistic antibody biomarkers are utilized for antigen- specific 
therapy. For such testing, purified allergens are injected sub-
cutaneously with the aim of identifying those antigens to 
which an individual is reactive, information that can guide 
the development of antigen- specific tolerizing immuno-
therapy. Though it would seem ideal to apply such an ap-
proach to autoimmune disease, efforts to this end have thus 
far been limited by the breadth and complexity of systemic 
autoimmunity. We attempt to evaluate the current status 
of mechanistic biomarkers in rheumatic disease, including 
their limitations and future potential.

Mechanistic Biomarkers in Rheumatic Diseases— 
Are We There Yet?
Studies of the pathogenesis of rheumatic diseases have just 
begun to identify potential mechanistic biomarkers. This is 
perhaps best exemplified by a group of rare and often genet-
ically defined, autoinflammatory diseases including famil-
ial Mediterranean fever, Muckle Wells disease, the related 
cryopyrin- associated periodic fever syndrome, and systemic 
onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis, all of which have been 
tightly associated with activation of the inflammasome and 
production of interleukin- 1 (IL- 1) (13). As such, therapies 
targeting IL- 1 have proven highly efficacious for each of 
these conditions. Unfortunately, neither levels of IL- 1 in 
the blood nor levels of IL- 1 derived from peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells have reliably predicted response to anti- 
IL- 1 therapy (14), and thus biomarkers downstream of IL- 1, 
such as IL- 1- induced transcriptional profiles (15), are now 
being investigated.

Autoantibodies have long been a characteristic mea-
surement in autoimmunity and especially the rheumatic dis-
eases. Such autoantibodies are used both diagnostically and 
potentially for prediction of disease manifestation and/or se-
verity. Recent evidence now links certain autoantibodies to 
underlying pathophysiology, suggesting that autoantibodies 
observed in diseases including RA and SLE could represent 
mechanistic biomarkers. For instance, in SLE, autoantibod-
ies that target RNA- binding proteins (i.e., Ro, La, RNP) 
or DNA are associated with high interferon alpha (IFN- α) 
activity (16). By activating Toll- like receptor 9 (TLR9) (17, 
18) and TLR7 (19, 20), respectively, immune complexes 
containing RNA or DNA can induce human plasmacytoid 
dendritic cells to produce type I IFN (21), a key player in 
SLE pathogenesis (22). Similarly, although measuring type I 
IFN directly is challenging because there are many different 
IFN isoforms, some groups are now measuring levels of tran-
scripts induced by type I IFN as a surrogate of type I IFN bur-
den. At the clinical level, increased levels of IFN- associated 

gene transcripts have been associated with SLE disease ac-
tivity (23), and such transcriptional profiles have been pro-
posed as surrogate measures of disease activity in early- phase 
clinical trials (24). Thus, levels of type I interferon or IFN- 
associated gene transcripts could prove to be mechanistic 
biomarkers for SLE and potentially identify subphenotypes 
of SLE patients most amenable to anti- IFN therapy.

In RA, anti- citrullinated protein autoantibodies can 
target a wide variety of citrullinated antigens, including 
citrullinated fibrinogen and citrullinated vimentin. Recent 
studies have suggested a potential mechanism by which 
these antibodies might mediate disease pathophysiology. 
For example, immune complexes comprising autoantibody- 
bound citrullinated fibrinogen can stimulate the production 
of tumor necrosis factor alpha by costimulating TLR4 and 
the Fc receptor (25), and anti- citrullinated vimentin anti-
bodies have been associated with the development of ero-
sive bone loss in RA (26). Thus, future studies will need 
to focus on mechanistic implications for these previously 
identified biomarkers.

Use of autoantibodies as predictive tools for the iden-
tification of disease before clinical onset has been limited 
in both rheumatic and nonrheumatic autoimmune diseases. 
However, early studies utilizing autoantibodies for predic-
tion of disease onset are being conducted. Recent studies 
have suggested that the presence of ACPA identifies a 
population of early arthritis patients more likely to benefit 
from early initiation of methotrexate therapy (27), and RA 
prevention studies are ongoing and are for the most part 
being guided by currently available autoantibody biomark-
ers. Other studies have suggested that specific ACPA and 
cytokines present during the asymptomatic phase (28–30) 
may not only improve the identification of those at risk of 
developing clinical RA but also pinpoint the time closest 
to the onset of clinical RA— a time at which the disease 
may be most amenable to immunomodulatory interven-
tion. In SLE, the core diagnostic autoantibodies, including 
ANA and anti- double- stranded DNA autoantibodies, have 
also been suggested to provide markers of responsiveness to 
belimumab, a monoclonal antibody that neutralizes the B- 
cell survival factor BLyS. Subgroup analysis of phase II trials 
showed that only those SLE subjects with an ANA titer of 
80 or greater and/or a positive anti- double- stranded DNA 
test responded better to therapy than placebo (31). Though 
perhaps only serving to more clearly define those with active 
SLE, it provides a roadmap to the future use of immunologic 
correlates that might be most central to disease physiology.

THE FUTURE OF BIOMARKERS FOR 
RHEUMATIC DISEASES
As we develop a deeper understanding of rheumatic dis-
ease pathogenesis, we anticipate that we will uncover an 
increasing number of putative mechanistic biomarkers. It 
is anticipated that the use of immunologic biomarkers will 
both establish a primary diagnosis (RA, SLE, etc.) and po-
tentially define a molecular taxonomy of disease guided by 
molecular subtypes, which cannot be ascertained by clin-
ical phenotype alone. Given the heterogeneity in disease 
course, disease- related damage, and response to therapy, de-
fining the molecular features of rheumatic diseases and iden-
tifying these subphenotypes could provide improved options 
for targeted therapeutic interventions.

Rheumatology has long been at the forefront of immuno-
logic biomarker discovery; some of the currently known bio-
markers may prove to be mechanistic (Table 1). But as our 
understanding of the molecular mechanisms underpinning 
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the rheumatic diseases advances, so too will the identifica-
tion of mechanistic biomarkers, some of which will have the 
capacity to guide more efficacious and targeted treatment of 
rheumatic disease.
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−
−
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 Cytokines/chemokines + +++ 28, 30, 41
 MMPs + ++ 40
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 Functional cytometry + ++ 46

aCCP, cyclic citrullinated peptide; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C- reactive protein; MMPs, matrix metallo-
proteinases.
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Autoimmunity is common, while autoimmune disease is 
not. It is not clear how or why a benign autoimmune re-
sponse becomes “malignant,” thereby leading to pathogenic 
changes of a target organ. Few autoimmune diseases fulfill 
the strict criteria by which the autoimmune response is di-
rectly related to pathogenesis. However, many findings, ei-
ther cellular or humoral, can provide strong circumstantial 
evidence that autoimmunity is strongly associated with a 
particular disease. Often, the humoral responses detected in 
the laboratory are best considered to be markers rather than 
causes of disease. The autoantibodies are useful for diagno-
sis or prognosis, for excluding other conditions, for classi-
fying disease, or for monitoring therapy. Whenever we test 
for autoimmune disease by evaluating autoantibodies, we 
must consider that individuals without evidence of disease 
may also exhibit these autoantibodies. Therefore, all results 
must be evaluated in context with the entire clinical pic-
ture; autoantibodies are rarely the sole criterion for disease. 
However, since autoantibodies are a significant marker of 
disease, often developing years before symptoms are present, 
the autoantibodies may indicate future disease.

Autoimmune diseases can be divided into two types. 
The first type, the systemic diseases, consists of conditions 
in which the whole body may be involved. They include 
such disorders as systemic lupus erythematosus and rheu-
matoid arthritis. The second category consists of the organ- 
specific autoimmunities. These conditions generally involve 
one particular organ of the body. In early editions of this 
Manual, the section covering organ- specific autoimmunity 
was small and was combined within the overall section on 
autoimmune diseases. In the 5th edition, organ- specific au-
toimmune diseases warranted their own section. In the 6th 
edition, the section was expanded approximately 25%. In 
the 7th edition, topics were expanded to include molecular 
methods of diagnosis. In this edition, many of the meth-
odologies described use recombinant antigens in the assays. 
There are now many companies that offer FDA- approved 
test kits for the various autoantibody evaluations using these 

proprietary molecules. For other newly recognized autoim-
mune conditions, such as hypophysitis, laboratories still use 
the basic assay of indirect immunofluorescence since the an-
tigen(s) has not been identified.

In certain chapters, such as the chapter on endocrinop-
athies, some things have changed only a little. As in the 
previous edition, the chapter on endocrinopathies contains 
collected descriptions of the various procedures currently used 
to detect circulating autoantibodies in patients with immune- -
mediated endocrine disease, e.g., thyroiditis, Graves’ disease, 
insulin-  dependent diabetes mellitus, Addison’s disease, and 
pernicious anemia. Since the number of target-  organ-  specific 
diseases that display diagnostically important  autoantibodies 
is ever expanding, we have included autoimmune hypo-
physitis. The test strategies change once individual antigens 
are identified. More and more of the assays are now based on 
enzyme-  linked immunosorbent assay using purified antigens 
or recombinant antigens. However, there is still a role for the 
“older” assays, such as indirect immunofluorescence, that can 
be used for screening tests and for identification of antibodies 
for which the precise antigen is not yet known. Certain new 
assays use immunoblots of tissue extracts or digested purified 
antigens. These assays have promise for screening several an-
tigens or epitopes simultaneously.

More and more commercial sources are producing re-
agents for assays in the form of FDA- approved kits for an-
tigens that have been identified. However, manufacturers 
often use different processes to obtain components (e.g., 
native antigens versus recombinant peptides). There is no 
standardization among the assays. The result is that differ-
ent antibody specificities may be recognized, which is one 
reason not all kits give identical results. Each commercial 
test kit used in the laboratory must be evaluated for qual-
ity assurance, including reproducibility, precision, and dis-
tinction of negative versus positive samples. The role of the 
clinical laboratory is changing from one in which new assays 
are developed to one of evaluating the new technologies. 
Yet, our goal of helping the patient remains the same.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch97
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AUTOANTIBODIES IN CHRONIC 
THYROIDITIS, ADDISON DISEASE, AND 
PERNICIOUS ANEMIA 
(This section was written by C. L. Burek and N. R. Rose.)

Chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis (CLT), also known as 
Hashimoto thyroiditis, is an autoimmune disease character-
ized by lymphocytic infiltration of the thyroid gland, with the 
concomitant production of autoantibodies to thyroid anti-
gens, primarily thyroglobulin and/or thyroperoxidase (TPO), 
formerly known as microsomal antigen (1). Although few 
epidemiological data are available, the prevalence of CLT is 
estimated to be 1 in 1,000 people, with an incidence of 0.2 
to 2% and a female- to- male ratio of about 18:1 (1). Clinical 
signs and symptoms manifest slowly and may involve many 
systems of the body (1). Accumulations of hydrophilic mu-
coproteins with edema, a condition called myxedema, affects 
skin and connective tissue and can affect the appearance of 
the individual. Lethargy may ensue, with a loss of mental 
acuity. Systems commonly affected are the gastrointestinal 
tract, the hemopoietic system, the endocrine system, and the 
urogenital system (1). Enlargement of the thyroid gland due 
to lymphocyte invasion, called goiter, is a frequent manifesta-
tion, although there is an atrophic variation. Demonstration 
of autoantibodies to the thyroid antigens aids in the diagnosis 
of CLT, distinguishing it from other causes of hypothyroidism.

Antibodies to Thyroglobulin†

Thyroglobulin is a 660- kDa homodimeric glycoprotein pro-
duced by the thyroid gland, which functions as a matrix for 
thyroid hormone synthesis and for storage of iodine (2).

Thyroglobulin antibodies have been demonstrated by 
several procedures, such as precipitation in agar, indirect 
immunofluorescence (IF), passive hemagglutination of cells 
coated with thyroglobulin, radioimmunoassay, and enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (3). Precipitation in 
agar is simple to perform but of low sensitivity, detecting 
only antibodies present in relatively large amounts. Passive 
hemagglutination tests with the use of tanned erythrocytes 
(tanned- cell hemagglutination [TCH]) or chromic- chloride- 
treated erythrocytes (chromic- chloride hemagglutination 
[CCH]) are very sensitive and thus detect antibodies to 
thyroglobulin in patients with a variety of conditions other 

†Deceased.

than thyroiditis, a possible disadvantage from the diagnostic 
point of view. ELISA procedures for thyroglobulin antibod-
ies are also highly sensitive and demonstrate both aggluti-
nating and nonagglutinating antibodies.

Recent evidence shows that the antigenic specificities of 
autoantibodies to thyroglobulin in patients with thyroiditis 
are different from those in people with antibody but no dis-
ease. The naturally occurring antibodies from healthy indi-
viduals are directed primarily to sites on the molecule that 
are shared among species (i.e., conserved sites), whereas 
those found primarily in patients are directed to human- 
specific regions (4). In the future, a test for thyroglobulin 
autoantibodies specific for those individuals with disease 
may be of more value in diagnosis.

Antibodies to TPO
The microsomal antigen of the thyroid epithelial cell has been 
identified as thyroid peroxidase (TPO) (5). TPO is a glyco-
protein of 933 amino acids. It is an enzyme that catalyzes the 
oxidation of iodide and is essential for the incorporation of io-
dide onto tyrosine residues in thyroglobulin, a process known 
as organification, and for the coupling of iodotyrosyls to gen-
erate thyroid hormones (6). Formerly, the most commonly 
used tests for determining TPO antibodies were indirect IF 
and a commercially available tanned- cell hemagglutination 
assay or ELISA. Preparations of isolated thyroid microsomes 
are often contaminated with thyroglobulin. Therefore, the 
commercially prepared tanned- cell kit uses a special diluent 
containing thyroglobulin to block any antibody that may in-
advertently react. Special attention must be paid to any se-
rum that contains high titers of thyroglobulin autoantibodies. 
There may be insufficient thyroglobulin to remove all traces 
of the antithyroglobulin antibody, and the serum will give a 
false- positive result. Serum titers obtained by the indirect IF 
procedure may reach 1,200 or higher. Titers of TPO antibody 
obtained by TCH may reach well over 25,000 (7).

Newer technology for the detection of TPO antibodies 
uses recombinant TPO antigens in ELISAs, thereby remov-
ing the necessity of blocking any contaminating thyroglob-
ulin. More details will be discussed below.

Newer Methodology for Thyroglobulin and TPO 
Autoantibodies
The earlier methods for detecting both thyroglobulin and 
TPO autoantibodies have virtually been superseded by 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch98
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commercially available FDA- approved test kits. Therefore, 
the detailed procedures for chromic- chloride hemagglutina-
tion, the ELISA for thyroglobulin autoantibodies, and the 
indirect immunofluorescence assay for TPO antibodies are 
not included in this edition of the Manual. Please refer to the 
seventh edition of the Manual for details of these procedures.

Several companies provide FDA- approved ELISA proce-
dures for the semiquantitative detection of thyroid autoan-
tibodies. Chemiluminescence- based tests are also available, 
allowing those laboratories with random- access instruments 
the benefit of automated testing platforms. The instructions 
provided by the vendor must be followed exactly.

There are many advantages in using these kits. The test 
procedures are identical for thyroglobulin and TPO auto-
antibodies, and the same serum sample can be used in both 
tests. Quality control reagents are provided. Interpretation 
guidelines are included. However, additional quality assur-
ance procedures must be performed. For example, before the 
tests can be implemented in the laboratory, additional vali-
dation must be performed for precision and reproducibility. 
Additionally, 20 known- positive and 20 known- negative 
samples should be tested for determining performance pa-
rameters in a particular laboratory. Each laboratory should 
establish its own normal range according to established pro-
cedures. Furthermore, an additional external control should 
be included in every run to ensure that the kit is working 
properly. This control should be a known- positive serum 
that has been previously tested in the laboratory, aliquoted, 
and stored frozen at −20°C until used.

Interpretation
Interpretation of the results of the assays should follow the 
guidelines presented in the information provided by the 
individual vendors. Often, the results will be expressed in 
units. The units will generally be categorized in ranges for 
negative, weakly positive, moderately positive, and strongly 
positive reactions. The negative range suggests that only 
low levels or no antibodies to thyroid antigens are present. 
A positive result indicates that antibodies to thyroid anti-
gens are present and suggests the possibility of CLT. The 
assays for thyroid autoantibodies are an aid in the diagnosis 
of CLT and are not diagnostic by themselves.

TPO antibodies are found in 90 to 95% of patients with 
CLT, while thyroglobulin antibodies are found in 60 to 80% 
(1).

In addition to being found in chronic- thyroiditis pa-
tients, these antibodies may be found in patients with other 
thyroid disorders, such as primary myxedema, hyperthyroid-
ism, colloid goiter, nodular goiter, and thyroid tumors (3). 
Thyroid antibodies have also been observed in the sera of 
patients with pernicious anemia, adrenal insufficiency, type 
1 diabetes mellitus, hypophysitis, and other autoimmune 
conditions. The presence of these antibodies is indicative 
of an ongoing pathology within the thyroid gland and sub-
sequent end- stage CLT (1). Screening for thyroid autoan-
tibodies in pregnant women represents an effective way to 
identify individuals who may develop postpartum thyroiditis 
(8). Approximately 7% of women develop postpartum thy-
roiditis within 6 months of delivery (1). This condition is 
detected by the presence of thyroid autoantibodies (1). The 
antibodies can be transient or a predictor of future hypothy-
roidism, so continuing to monitor for disease is indicated. 
Finally, antithyroid antibodies are seen in a certain propor-
tion of healthy subjects (3). The prevalence of such anti-
bodies in subjects without overt thyroid disease is higher in 
women than in men. The incidence also increases with age, 
so that 18% of women over 40 years old have antibodies to 

thyroglobulin. However, a word of caution: the continued 
presence of these antibodies does not necessarily mean that 
no disease activity is occurring within the thyroid. The au-
toantibodies may be a significant marker of later disease (9).

Antibodies to Adrenal Antigens
Primary Addison disease is a rare disorder, with prevalence 
estimates of 1 in 8,000 in Western countries (10). Autoim-
munity accounts for 68 to 94% of the cases from the different 
studies, but the real prevalence is unknown (10). Clinical 
manifestations are often vague, so a diagnosis may take years. 
Typically, for chronic disease, signs and symptoms may in-
clude weakness, fatigue, weight loss, dizziness, and darkening 
of the skin (10). Acute disease may result in or manifest as 
nausea, vomiting, lethargy, coma, and shock (10).

Patients with idiopathic Addison disease have circulating 
antibodies to adrenal antigens. Such antibodies have been 
detected by a variety of procedures (3), but the method most 
commonly used is indirect IF. Antibodies detected by IF mark 
the cytoplasm of cells of the adrenal cortex and are directed 
to an antigen associated with the microsomes of these cells. 
The antibodies belong predominantly to the IgG class and, in 
general, have rather low titers (not higher than 100). Recent 
studies suggest that different steroidogenic enzymes of the cy-
tochrome P- 450 family may be the target antigens of autoim-
mune Addison disease. Sera from patients with autoimmune 
Addison disease contain autoantibodies to 21- hydroxylase 
(21- OH) or 17- c- hydroxylase (11–13). A sensitive radio-
immunoassay using the 21- OH antigen has been developed, 
but its usage is limited (12). Patients with autoimmune 
polyendocrine syndrome type I (Addison disease plus hy-
poparathyroidism and chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis) 
have circulating autoantibodies to the P- 450 cholesterol side 
chain cleavage enzyme. It is still uncertain whether these au-
toantigens are expressed on the surfaces of adrenal cells or are 
otherwise accessible to adrenal antibodies in vivo.

Indirect IF test for Antibodies to Adrenal Antigens

Materials
1. Frozen sections (4- μm thick) of primate adrenal tis-

sue (used as the substrate). These sections are avail-
able commercially from some venders that deal with 
autoimmune test kits. Positive-  and negative- control 
sera can also be purchased commercially.

2. Phosphate- buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.2, and rabbit 
or goat antiserum to human immunoglobulins conju-
gated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC conjugate). 
Most conjugates are commercial preparations, and in-
formation on the characteristics of a conjugate (i.e., 
an immunologic analysis of the conjugate to show its 
specificity, the antibody, protein, and fluorescein con-
centrations, and the fluorescein- to- protein ratio) are 
provided by the company. When a commercial con-
jugate is obtained, the lot number should be recorded, 
and the optimal dilution should be checked by test-
ing several dilutions in a chessboard titration. One lot 
should then be used as long as possible.

3. Buffered glycerol. Mix 9 volumes of glycerol with 1 
volume of phosphate buffer (pH 7.2).

4. Coverslips.

Procedure
1. Prepare 1:5 dilutions in PBS of all sera to be tested 

(unknown and positive and negative controls). Sera 
may be screened at 1:5 dilutions or titrated in serial 
2- fold dilutions until the endpoint is reached.
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2. Incubate diluted sera with cryostat- cut sections of 
tissue in a humid chamber at room temperature for 
30 min.

3. Wash the slides in PBS for 30 min at room tempera-
ture. Effective washing can be performed by gen-
tly stirring the solution with a magnetic stirrer and 
changing the wash solution three times.

4. Incubate sections with the appropriate dilution of 
FITC conjugate in a humid chamber at room tem-
perature for 30 min.

5. Wash the slides again for 30 min as described in step 3.
6. Mount the coverslip with buffered glycerol, and read 

the results with a microscope equipped for fluores-
cence microscopy.

Interpretation of Test Results
Antibodies to adrenocortical cells are detected in the sera 

of 38 to 60% of patients with idiopathic Addison disease (3, 
12). The antibodies are present in 7 to 18% of patients with 
tuberculous Addison disease and in 1% of healthy subjects. 
The presence of antibodies to adrenocortical cells is an in-
dication that the disease is idiopathic and not of tubercular 
or other nature. Different patterns of staining have been 
observed; most sera stain the whole cortex, with a brighter 
fluorescence in the glomerulosa zone (Fig. 1 and 2), but a 
few sera stain only the fasciculata and reticularis zones, not 
the glomerulosa zone. The latter pattern has been reported 
with sera that also stain the interstitial cells of the testis and 
the theca interna cells of the ovary.

Antibodies to Antigens of Ovary, Testis, and 
Placenta
Antibodies staining the cytoplasm of cells of the theca 
interna, interstitial, and corpus luteum cells of the ovary, 
interstitial cells of the testis, and trophoblast of the pla-
centa have been detected in the sera of patients with Ad-
dison disease and of patients with premature ovarian failure 
(3, 12). The antigens involved have not been very well 

characterized, and the test itself is at present more of re-
search than of diagnostic interest.

Antibodies to Gastric Parietal Cells
Autoimmune gastritis is a chronic condition that may be 
 asymptomatic for many years before progression to end- stage 
disease resulting in depletion of vitamin B12 and the develop-
ment of pernicious anemia. Pernicious anemia affects about 
2% of the population over 60 years of age (14). Prevalence is 
estimated to be 151/100,000, with a 66% female preponder-
ance (15). Clinical manifestations of end- stage disease result 
from complications of anemia, which include pallor and fa-
tigue (14). However, the presence of parietal cell antibodies 
is indicative of an ongoing gastric pathology which may ulti-
mately lead to end- stage disease (14).

Circulating autoantibodies to intracytoplasmic antigens of 
gastric parietal cells (parietal cell antibodies), to the B12 bind-
ing site of intrinsic factor, and to the intrinsic factor Blt com-
plex occur with high frequency in patients with autoimmune 
gastritis leading to end- stage disease of pernicious anemia (16, 
17). Antibodies to intrinsic factor may be detected by several 
radioassay procedures. However, these methods are not yet 
regularly performed in most hospitals. Parietal cell antibodies 
are detected primarily by indirect IF. Parietal cell antibodies, 
when detected by indirect IF, bind to the cytoplasm of pari-
etal cells of the gastric fundal mucosae of humans and vari-
ous animals, like monkeys, rats, and guinea pigs (Fig. 3). As 
noted above, the pattern of staining resembles that seen with 
mitochondrial antibodies; therefore, a control test on kidney 
should be performed. The autoantigens to which gastric pari-
etal cell antibodies are directed have been identified as the al-
pha-  and beta- subunits of the gastric H/K ATPase, the enzyme 
responsible for acid secretion in the stomach (17).

Indirect IF test for Antibodies to gastric Parietal Cells

Materials and Procedure
The materials used are the same as those described previ-

ously for IF tests to adrenal antibodies but starting at a 1:10 
dilution of serum. Unfixed sections of rat stomach (gastric 

FIGURE 1 Indirect IF for antibodies to adrenal cortex using an 
unfixed, air- dried section of monkey adrenal cortex. All layers of 
the adrenal cortex are stained. Magnification, ×32.

FIGURE 2 Same as Fig. 1 but at a higher magnification. Only 
the cytoplasm of the adrenal cells is attained. Magnification, ×80.
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mucosa) are used as the substrate. Unfixed rat kidney sec-
tions are used as controls for staining because of mitochon-
drial antibodies.

Interpretation of Test Results
Parietal cell antibodies are found in about 90% of pa-

tients with pernicious anemia (16). These antibodies are 
also present in patients with a number of other conditions, 
such as chronic thyroiditis (33%), Sjogren’s sicca syndrome 
(15%), atrophic gastritis (60%), and gastric ulcer (22%). 
Antibodies to parietal cells have been reported in about 20 
to 30% of patients with Helicobacter pylori- associated gas-
tritis, although the titers are usually lower than in patients 
with autoimmune gastritis (16). Whether H. pylori is an en-
vironmental agent triggering the autoimmune condition is 
still not known. Parietal cell antibodies are also found in the 
healthy population, with an incidence that varies according 
to age, i.e., from 2% in subjects younger than 20 years to 
16% in subjects older than 60 years. They are more common 
in women than in men. It is also not known whether these 
antibodies are a biomarker of latent disease, as the interval 
between autoimmune gastritis with parietal cell antibodies 
and pernicious anemia may be as long as 20 to 30 years (16). 
As yet, no longitudinal studies have addressed this issue.

GRAVES’ DISEASE, HYPERTHYROIDISM, 
AND ANTIBODIES TO THE THYROTROPIN 
RECEPTOR
(This section was written by Giuseppe Barbesino.)

Graves’ disease (GD) is a relatively frequent and uniquely 
human autoimmune disease in which ongoing activation 
of the thyroid gland and hyperthyroidism is a consequence 
of circulating immunoglobulin capable of binding and acti-
vating the thyroid- stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) 
on the surfaces of thyroid follicular cells. The TSHR is a 
cell- membrane receptor belonging to the superfamily of 
G protein- coupled receptors. The TSHR is closely related 
to the luteinizing and follicle- stimulating receptors in the 

same superfamily. The native TSHR is a 764- amino- acid 
protein. Posttranslational changes involve the cleavage of a 
50- amino- acid peptide, yielding two subunits, termed A and 
B, linked by disulfide bonds and anchored to the thyroid cell 
membrane. The B subunit contains the seven membrane- 
spanning domains typical of all G protein- coupled receptors 
and a small intracellular domain. The A subunit is almost 
entirely extracellular (ectodomain) and contains nine 
leucine- rich repeats. Binding of TSH to this leucine- rich 
region results in structural changes along the whole recep-
tor, ultimately resulting in the activation of the intracellu-
lar cyclic AMP (cAMP) cascade and initiation of the many 
TSH- dependent thyroid cell functions. The TSHR tightly 
controls all differentiated functions of the thyroid gland. 
These include transmembrane transport of iodine, the syn-
thesis of thyroid hormone and its inclusion in the primary 
structure of thyroglobulin, and thyroid cell proliferation. 
The TSHR appears to have mild constitutive activity, in 
that some cAMP production occurs in vitro in the complete 
absence of the ligand.

The role of TSHR- blocking antibody (TRAb) in GD 
hyperthyroidism was first demonstrated with the discov-
ery that hyperthyroidism could be caused in animals by 
the transfer of sera from GD patients (18). The serum fac-
tor, originally termed long- activating thyroid stimulator 
(LATS), was later identified as an immunoglobulin capable 
of stimulating the TSHR. It then became evident that while 
most patients with TRAb have hyperthyroidism, a subset of 
patients with TRAb but without TSHR- stimulating activity 
is capable of blocking the receptor and causing hypothyroid-
ism (thyroid- blocking antibody [TBAb]) (19). Because of 
the heterogeneity of these antibodies and because of the dif-
ferent methods employed to determine them, the nomen-
clature has been the cause of some confusion. For the sake of 
simplicity, in this section I will abbreviate TSHR antibod-
ies in general as TRAb, independently of their functional 
activity. Antibodies with TSHR- stimulating antibody will 
then be termed TSAb, while antibodies with blocking ac-
tivity will be abbreviated TBAb, which partly follows recent 
recommendations (20).

In the decades since the discovery of LATS, both the 
TSHR and the TRAb have been studied extensively and 
have yielded a great deal of information on both molecules. 
Not only have these studies contributed tremendously to 
our understanding of thyroid dysfunction, but they have 
also resulted in the development of very sensitive and spe-
cific tests for the TRAb and expanded the clinical uses of 
such tests.

Nature and Properties of the TRAb
Human TRAbs are oligoclonal antibodies. Earlier studies 
suggested restriction to the IgG1 subclass (21), but it was 
subsequently suggested that TRAbs devoid of stimulating 
activity could also be found in the IgG2 and IgG3 subclasses 
(22). The ability of TSAbs to cause unremitting hyperthy-
roidism is due to their much longer half- life than that of 
TSH and to the absence of feedback regulation of thyroid 
hormone on plasma cells. Several monoclonal murine and 
human TRAbs are now available. These have been em-
ployed to gain understanding of the physiology of the TSHR 
and provided excellent tools in clinically useful assays for 
the detection of TRAbs, as described below. A large body of 
evidence suggests that TSAbs bind conformational epitopes 
on the A subunit of TSHR in a region also containing the 
TSH binding site (23). Early studies suggested that TSAb 
bound epitopes on the TSHR ectodomain but not neces-
sarily epitopes coinciding with the TSH binding site (24). 

FIGURE 3 Indirect IF for antibodies to parietal cells using an 
unfixed, air- dried section of rodent stomach mucosa. The cyto-
plasm of only the parietal cells is stained. Magnification, ×100.
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Studies of the crystal structure of the complex TRAb- TSHR 
ectodomain later showed that TSH, TSAb, and TBAb bind 
the same region (23, 25). As a consequence, both TSAb 
and TBAb result in displacement of radiolabeled TSH from 
its receptor and are capable of competing with each other. It 
is interesting that the crystal structure of the bound TSHR 
ectodomain revealed no major conformational differences 
when either a TBAb or a TSAb was bound. However, the 
main orientations of bound Fab fragments were dramatically 
different when the two types of antibodies were examined 
(25). The mechanism for the difference in activity between 
TBAb and TSAb remains therefore somewhat obscure.

Assays for TRAb
Most autoantibodies in human autoimmune conditions 
really represent “markers” for the disease and therefore are 
associated with the disease with variable precision but are 
typically not necessary or sufficient for the clinical condi-
tion to be present. As a consequence, clinicians have to set-
tle with limited diagnostic and predictive properties of such 
autoantibodies, even when excellent assays are available. 
Since TSAbs are the direct cause of true GD hyperthyroid-
ism, they are expected to be present in all GD patients. On 
the basis of this rationale, great effort has been spent in de-
signing and improving a TRAb assay for use in clinical prac-
tice. Indeed, over the past few decades, the performance of 
clinical assays for TRAb and TSAb has steadily improved, 
so that commercially available assays now provide outstand-
ing tools in the management of GD. Based on the properties 
of TRAb, in general two types of assays are available: assays 
exploiting the completion of TRAb for the TSH receptor 
(binding assays) and assays exploiting the ability of TSAb 
to activate the TSH receptor (stimulating assays).

Binding Assays
Before the cloning of the human TSHR, binding assays 
relied on the use of human, porcine, or rodent thyroid 
membranes and analyzed the displacement of radiolabeled 
human or bovine TSH from the preparation (26, 27). These 
tests required fresh thyroid tissue from experimental animals 
or from cadaveric or surgical human thyroids and there-
fore were difficult to apply extensively in clinical practice. 
However, these studies provided fundamental information 
on the species specificities of TSAbs and on their binding 
properties. When binding data were compared with data 
from the bioassays available at the time, these early studies 
also provided evidence that the binding property of TRAb 
could in some cases be dissociated from the stimulating ac-
tivity (26). With the cloning of the human TSHR, cell lines 
stably expressing the TSHR became available and provided 
a larger amount of the protein both for testing and for the 
immunization of animals (28). Monoclonal mouse TSHR 
antibodies thus obtained were then employed to immobilize 
the human or porcine TSHR to enzyme- linked immuno-
sorbent assay plates or plastic tubes for use in solid- phase 
assays, with either radioactive, fluorescent, or chemilumi-
nescent ligands, thus simplifying the assays, increasing the 
reproducibility of results, and making these assays available 
to a larger number of routine labs (29, 30). In the latest 
modification, TSH was replaced by a human biotinylated 
or enzyme- linked monoclonal TRAb (termed m22). m22 is 
a potent human TSAb demonstrated by crystallography to 
bind the TSH binding site on the TSHR (23, 31). Assays 
employing m22 as a ligand demonstrated greater analytical 
sensitivity in the low range (32) than assays employing bi-
otinylated TSH. This translated to higher clinical sensitiv-
ity, approaching 100%, without loss in specificity (33).

tsAb Assays
The functional heterogeneity of TRAb has long been recog-
nized. Hence, TRAb identified with binding assays may or 
may not also have TSAb properties. Historically, assays for 
TSAb were actually developed before TRAb assays. Soon 
after the discovery of LATS, McKenzie employed several 
variation bioassays in which the disappearance of radioio-
dine from mice’s blood was measured after the infusion of 
GD sera (34), clearly a method not suitable for routine test-
ing. Subsequently, in vitro systems employing primary thy-
roid cell monolayers, cryopreserved porcine thyroid cells, or 
a line of rat thyroid cancer cells, FRTL- 5, were developed. 
The basic designs of these first- generation assays were sim-
ilar: the patient’s immunoglobulin fraction was obtained 
from the patient’s serum and incubated with the cultured, 
thyroid- derived cells or tissues. The supernatant was then 
collected, and the cAMP production was measured by ra-
dioimmunoassay (35–38). The introduction of hypotonic 
medium allowed the use of serum directly, eliminating the 
fractionating step and allowing the use of smaller serum 
samples (39, 40). The cloning of the TSHR fostered the sec-
ond generation of in vitro thyroid- stimulating immunoglob-
ulin (TSI) assays. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were 
transfected with human recombinant TSHR. The trans-
fected CHO cells were then used in the TSI tests in a man-
ner very similar to that used for the assays described above 
(28, 41, 42). These assays certainly represented a major step 
forward but still required a laboratory to have nuclear medi-
cine and cell culture capabilities. With the third- generation 
TSI assays, the need for measuring cAMP and therefore 
for a radioimmunoassay was eliminated. Cells were trans-
fected with both the human TSHR and the luciferase gene, 
controlled by a cAMP response element. With this design, 
stimulation of the TSHR by the patients’ sera results, as 
usual, in cAMP production and, in turn, transcription of 
the luciferase gene, which is then measured in a chemilu-
minescence assay (43). As an additional modification, a 
chimeric TSHR- luteinizing hormone receptor (LHR) has 
lately been introduced. In this chimeric receptor, the LHR 
binding site has been replaced with the homologous section 
of the TSHR. The rationale is that only TRAb with affinity 
to the TSHR binding domain will interact, while the re-
mainder of the LHR guarantees posttranslational processing 
and a conformational structure similar to that of the native 
TSHR. This would eliminate interference from the patient’s 
TRAb, which is devoid of stimulating activities but binds 
other regions of the TSHR and is capable of interfering with 
the detection of TSAb in the patient’s oligoclonal mixture. 
While this assay displays excellent clinical performance in 
the published study (44), the theoretical basis for its advan-
tage is not universally accepted (20).

tBAb Assays
Thyroid follicular cell destruction by the immune system 
is the cause of hypothyroidism in the vast majority of pa-
tients with hypothyroidism. However, in a minute fraction 
of patients, TBAb causes hypothyroidism. As mentioned 
before, TBAbs generally provide positive results and can be 
measured through a variation of the TSAb assay. Simply, 
the ability of TSH to stimulate the TSHR in any of the 
cellular systems used for TSAb is measured before and af-
ter the addition of the patient’s serum (20). Although the 
assay is straightforward when the patient’s serum contains 
only TBAb, there are analytical problems when the serum 
contains a mixture of TSAb and TBAb, a phenomenon that 
has been well documented in some cases (45). In such a 
situation, a mild TSAb level can act as a partial antagonist 
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and therefore yield positive inhibition results, even when its 
overall effect is as a stimulant (20).

Clinical Uses of TRAb
The major clinical use of a TRAb assay is in the differential 
diagnosis of hyperthyroidism. GD, the most common cause 
of hyperthyroidism in iodine- replete regions, can be clini-
cally differentiated from other forms of hyperthyroidism by 
demonstrating a diffuse uptake of radioiodine. Indeed, in the 
presence of a suppressed TSH, such a finding unequivocally 
indicates the TSH- independent activation of all thyroid 
tissue by the same factor (hence the appellation toxic dif-
fuse goiter). However, the thyroid uptake and scan test (ra-
dioactive iodine uptake) is expensive and time- consuming, 
unreliable when the patient has been exposed to large 
amounts of cold iodine, and contraindicated in pregnant pa-
tients. The recognition of TSAb as the causative factor has 
prompted extensive investigations into the clinical uses of 
TRAb assays as a diagnostic tool in the differential diagnosis 
of hyperthyroidism. First- generation assays, while contribut-
ing tremendous understanding of the pathophysiology and 
natural history of GD, were too insensitive, labor- intensive, 
and costly to warrant widespread clinical use: they were es-
sentially clinical research tools. However, the last decade 
has brought tremendous technical advances with second-  
and third- generation assays, as detailed in the preceding 
sections. The clinical performance of these tests in accu-
rately diagnosing GD in overtly hyperthyroid patients has 
now reached a sensitivity and specificity above 95% (46). 
The use of non- isotope- based methods has reduced costs 
significantly (47), while scanning for radioactive- iodine 
uptake remains an expensive test. As a consequence, it 
seems reasonable to adopt TRAb as the primary tool in the 
differential diagnosis of hyperthyroidism. This will allow 
us to accurately diagnose a large majority of patients with 
GD from the minority of patients with thyrotoxicosis from 
other causes. TRAb is particularly useful in differentiating 
GD from painless thyroiditis. In painless subacute thyroid-
itis, patients have hyperthyroidism and a diffuse nontender 
goiter, so the distinction from GD is difficult to make on 
clinical grounds alone (48). The distinction is also im-
portant, as patients with painless subacute thyroiditis will 
not benefit from radioiodine or antithyroid drugs (ATD), 
treatments used for GD. In the setting of hyperthyroidism, 
binding- based assays are equivalent to TSAb assays in terms 
of specificity and sensitivity. Patients with positive results 
will not need any additional tests, while a thyroid scan may 
still be useful in patients with negative TSAb (49). A few 
patients with painless thyroiditis also have a positive TSAb 
test. While it is important to be aware of potential false pos-
itives, this situation is quite rare. It should be noted that the 
clinical performance of TSAB has been studied only in pa-
tients with overt hyperthyroidism, so some caution should 
be exerted in extending these results to patients with sub-
clinical hyperthyroidism.

TRAb tests can also be used in predicting which patients 
with GD have entered a remission and can therefore stop 
ATD. Patients with GD, as with many other autoimmune 
diseases, undergo remissions and flare- ups. Patients in remis-
sion do not need to continue ATD, while patients unable 
to achieve a remission while on these medications may pre-
fer definitive treatment with surgery or radioactive iodine. 
Since ATD keep patients euthyroid independently of their 
GD activity, thyroid function tests are typically not helpful. 
TSAb can be employed in this situation, with some lim-
itations. A negative test suggests that the patient is likely 
to remain euthyroid in the short term if ATD treatment is 

discontinued. However, such a result has limited efficiency 
in predicting which patient will remain euthyroid (i.e., free 
of relapses) in the long term. The cutoff for predicting re-
mission was found to be somewhat higher than the cutoff 
used to diagnose Graves’ disease (50, 51). This may indicate 
that the ongoing autoimmune process may reduce the thy-
roid capacity to respond to TSAb to some extent in some 
patients. It is also possible that during the natural history of 
the disease, some patients may develop a mixture of block-
ing and stimulating antibodies and would still test positive 
in a binding assay, but these circumstances may not be able 
to cause hyperthyroidism (52).

TRAb tests are also useful to screen GD women who are 
pregnant for the risk of fetal and neonatal hyperthyroidism. 
The mechanism for this condition is indeed the transpla-
cental transfer of TSAb to the fetus. This event is clinically 
most relevant when the mother has undergone definitive 
treatment of her GD with radioactive iodine or surgery. In 
that situation, there is no maternal hyperthyroidism warning 
the clinician of the persistence of TSAb, and the absence of 
ATD treatment leaves the fetus unprotected. Several stud-
ies have shown that this dangerous syndrome occurs only 
in some mothers with high- titer TSAb (53). It is therefore 
recommended that mothers with a history of Graves’ disease 
be screened by the TSAb assay at the 24th to 28th weeks of 
gestation (54) and that, in those with high titers (3 times 
the cutoff for a positive test), the fetus be monitored for fetal 
hyperthyroidism.

Conclusions
The past decades have greatly advanced our understanding 
of autoimmunity to the TSHR. These advancements have 
helped to unravel the molecular phenomena leading to the 
hyperthyroidism of GD but have also provided the basis for 
the development of reliable tests for diagnosing and moni-
toring GD. Both modern- day clinicians and clinical labora-
torians should be familiar with these tests in order to exploit 
them to the full extent of their possibilities.

AUTOANTIBODIES IN DIABETES
(This section was written by Jian Wang, Andrea K. Steck, 
George S. Eisenbarth, and Liping Yu.)

Diabetes mellitus is made up of a heterogeneous group of 
metabolic disorders characterized by hyperglycemia. Ap-
proximately 10% of patients with diabetes mellitus have the 
immune- mediated form of the disease, now termed type 1A 
diabetes (American Diabetes Association [55]). Prior terms 
for this form of diabetes include juvenile- onset diabetes and 
insulin- dependent diabetes. Given that as many patients 
develop type 1A diabetes during their adult years as they do 
during childhood and that the disease results from a cellu-
larly mediated autoimmune destruction of the β- cells of the 
pancreas, the term type 1A has been adopted to reflect dis-
ease etiology. A type 1B (idiopathic) form of diabetes rep-
resents severe loss of insulin secretion on a nonautoimmune 
basis, but at present, a clear example of this form of the dis-
order is lacking. Type 2 diabetes is characterized by insulin 
resistance and moderate loss of insulin secretory capacity, 
and the majority of patients with diabetes have this form 
of the disease. Finally, separate diabetes mellitus categories 
consist of gestational diabetes and “other specific types of 
diabetes,” which include genetic defects, such as MODY 
(maturity onset of diabetes in the young) and diabetes due 
to an accompanying pathology (e.g., pancreatic abnormali-
ties, endocrinopathies, drug- induced diabetes).
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The great majority (>90%) of non- Hispanic Caucasian 
children and approximately 50% of Hispanic and African 
American children who develop diabetes have the type 
1A form of the disease, while between 5 and 15% of adults 
presenting with diabetes (depending upon the population) 
have type 1A diabetes. Type 1A diabetes is highly associated 
with specific HLA class II (DR and DQ) alleles, with both 
high- risk and protective genotypes having been reported. 
In particular, DQ8 (DQA1*0301 DQB1*0302) and DQ2 
(DQA1*0501 DQB1*0201) are present in 90% of Cauca-
sian patients with the disease and 40% of the general pop-
ulation, and DQ6 (DQA1*0102 DQB1*0602) is present in 
20% of the population and 1% of children with type 1A 
diabetes. The nomenclature and detailed associations of 
specific HLA alleles and additional genetic polymorphisms 
associated with type 1A diabetes can be found at www 
.barbaradaviscenter.org and in chapter 7 of Type 1 Diabe-
tes: Cellular, Molecular & Clinical Immunology (56). There 
are no tests that can absolutely exclude a diagnosis of type 
1A diabetes, and it is possible for individuals to have evi-
dence of both type 1A diabetes (e.g., anti- islet autoantibod-
ies) and type 2 diabetes (e.g., severe insulin resistance). In 
general, however, the presence of anti- islet autoantibodies 
measured with highly specific assays (≥99% specificity) in 
a patient with diabetes are pathognomonic of the disorder, 
and multiple autoantibodies are present in the majority of 
prediabetic individuals (57–59). The presence of anti- islet 
autoantibodies can be used to predict the disease, with var-
ied positive predictive values depending on the number of 
autoantibodies expressed (Fig. 4) (60, 61). Though there is 
general agreement that T lymphocytes rather than autoan-
tibodies are the primary pathogenic mechanism, at present 
there is a lack of assays for anti- islet T cells with sufficient 
specificity and sensitivity to contribute to laboratory diag-
nosis or disease prediction.

Autoantibodies
Anti- islet autoantibodies are usually present years before the 
clinical onset of type 1A diabetes. A decade ago, anti- islet 
autoantibody tests were limited to measuring cytoplasmic 
islet cell autoantibodies (ICA) and insulin autoantibod-
ies (IAA). Currently, recombinant autoantibody assays 

with biochemically defined autoantigens, including insulin 
(62), glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) (63), insulinoma 
 antigen- 2 (IA- 2 or ICA512) (64), a homologous antigen, 
I- A2β (phogrin), zinc transporter- 8 (ZnT8) (65), and carb-
oxypeptidase H, are available (Table 1).

Cytoplasmic ICA were first discovered in the early 1970s 
in patients with polyendocrine autoimmunity (66), and an-
tibodies in the sera from these patients reacted with frozen 
sections of human pancreas. These polyendocrine patients 
with type 1A diabetes have ICA that frequently persist for 
decades, while in the majority of patients with type 1A 
diabetes, the ICA slowly disappear. The ICA were soon 
identified in patients with the more common form of type 
1A diabetes and were found to be present long before the 
clinical onset of diabetes (67, 68). The Diabetes Preven-
tion Trial— Type 1 (DPT- 1) demonstrated that in relatives, 
all anti- islet autoantibodies tested for in the trial, including 
ICA, GAD autoantibodies (GAA), and IA- 2 autoantibod-
ies (IA- 2A), were relatively stable, with 75 to 85% of all 
positivity (90 to 95% with high levels) confirmed during 
follow- up. ICA have been shown to be present in 70 to 
80% of patients newly diagnosed with type 1A diabetes and 
are predictive for the development of diabetes in both rela-
tives of patients with diabetes and the general population. 
ICA are a heterogeneous mixture of IgG isotype autoanti-
bodies against a variety of islet cell molecules. To date, four 
autoantigens that contribute to ICA positivity, including 
GAD, IA- 2/ICA512, ZnT8, and glycolipids, have been 
defined (63, 65, 69–72). However, there are likely other 
autoantibodies still to be identified (Fig. 5). Approximately 
5% of ICA- positive individuals without biochemical auto-
antibodies in the DPT- 1 trial progressed to diabetes, sug-
gesting that there are other autoantigens playing roles in 
type 1A diabetes autoimmunity. We believe that the four 
current major autoantibody assays in general can replace 
the ICA test for initial screening even though there proba-
bly remains an additional unidentified ICA autoantigen(s) 
(“antigen X”) (Fig. 5).

The first ICA antigen component to be determined was 
a 64- kDa protein that was later identified (62) as the en-
zyme GAD. GAD is present in all human islet cells (e.g., 
α, β, and δ) and other endocrinological organ tissues, like 

FIGURE 4 Progression to diabetes in children positive for anti- islet cell autoantibodies in DAISY (Dia-
betes Autoimmunity Study in the Young) relative to the number of anti- islet cell autoantibodies expressed 
(autoantibodies to GAD65 [glutamic acid decarboxylase], ICA512 [IA- 2, insulinoma- associated antigen], 
and insulin). Adapted with permission from Diabetes Care (60).

http://www.barbaradaviscenter.org
http://www.barbaradaviscenter.org
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testes, ovary, and neurons, though only pancreatic beta cells 
are destroyed in type 1A diabetes. The anti- GAA of pa-
tients with stiff- man syndrome (SMS) had been previously 
identified and are unusual in that they react with fixed sec-
tions of the brain and react with denatured GAD molecules 
on Western blots and with GAD protein fragments (73). In 
contrast, most diabetic sera target only GAD protein epi-
topes, depending on protein conformation, and do not bind 
GAD protein fragments or react with denatured GAD pro-
tein. There are two isomers of GAD, GAD65 and GAD67, 
which are 76% homologous in amino acid sequence. Au-
toantibodies to GAD65 are predominant over those to 
GAD67, and the autoantibodies binding to GAD67 in pa-
tients with diabetes seem to represent antibodies to epitopes 
shared with GAD65 (74).

The second- identified ICA antigen component was IA- 2 
(or ICA512), a protein tyrosine phosphatase (71, 72), and 
its homologous antigen IA- 2β (phogrin). The two isomers 
are most homologous in their antigenic intracellular regions, 
to which essentially all of the autoantibodies are directed. 
Almost all autoantibodies to I- A2β also react with IA- 2, 
while approximately 10% of patients with diabetes have au-
toantibodies reacting only with IA- 2 and not with IA- 2β. In 
addition, two differentially spliced ICA512 (IA- 2) mRNAs 
are expressed in islets, with one form lacking exon 13, which 
includes the transmembrane region of the molecule (75). In 

our laboratory, an IA- 2ic clone is used, but another clone 
(ICA512bdc) is still being used for some ongoing diabetes 
clinical trials. Approximately 10% of patients developing 
type 1 diabetes have autoantibodies reacting with only one 
of the two forms of alternatively spliced IA- 2 molecules.

The most recently discovered ICA antigen component 
was ZnT8, a zinc transporter protein related to insulin se-
cretion in humans coded by a gene, SLC30A8 (65), and in-
terestingly, certain alleles of this gene may increase the risk 
for developing type 2 diabetes (76). Most of the full- length 
molecule is hydrophobic, as it is within the membranes of 
secretory granules, and a highly specific and sensitive assay 
was achieved using the C terminus of the molecule (65). Of 
note, there are two major polymorphic variants of ZnT8, 
one with a tryptophan and the other with an arginine at 
position 325 of the molecule (77) (also, a glutamine variant 
is more common in African Americans). The majority of 
patients have autoantibodies recognizing both variants, but 
a subset have autoantibodies recognizing only one variant. 
Those recognizing the specific arginine variant are patients 
genetically homozygous for the arginine variant and vice 
versa for the tryptophan variant. This is a unique demon-
stration that islet autoimmunity in terms of epitopes recog-
nized is truly autoimmune, with patients recognizing their 
own sequence.

To date, insulin is the only known beta- cell- specific au-
toantigen of humans (all other islet autoantigens are also 
produced by human non- beta islet cells). IAA were found 
by Palmer and coworkers (78) in patients with newly diag-
nosed type 1A diabetes and were soon demonstrated to be 
present for many years before the clinical onset of disease. 
IAA are so far the only autoantibodies dramatically age de-
pendent in their prevalence and levels (79, 80). The levels 
of IAA inversely correlate with the age of disease onset (60, 
80), and less than half of individuals developing type 1A 
diabetes after age 15 have detectable IAA levels. IAA is 
usually the first autoantibody to appear in young children 
developing type 1 diabetes (81, 82). For most patients, treat-
ment with exogenous insulin also induces insulin antibod-
ies (IA). The current IAA assay is not able to distinguish 
between natural insulin autoantibodies and induced insulin 
antibodies. In the rare insulin autoimmune syndrome (83), 
also termed Hirata syndrome, patients express high levels of 
IA, often with episodes of severe hypoglycemia.

General Assay Methodology
The first useful islet autoantibody assay was the ICA test 
utilizing indirect immunofluorescence with frozen sections 
of human pancreas as the substrate. A standard for ICA uti-
lizing a serial dilution of a calibrated serum with assigned 
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation (JDF) units was established. 
To date, the ICA test remains cumbersome, and Immunol-
ogy of Diabetes Society (IDS) workshops demonstrated that 
there existed large variation between laboratories in terms 
of sera called ICA positive.

The current major format for determination of islet au-
toantibodies uses fluid- phase radioimmunobinding assays, 
applied to all four major islet autoantibody tests, including 
GAA, IA- 2A, ZnT8A, and IAA. There is available a semi-
automated format in which labeled antigen is incubated 
with patient sera, and then both are placed in 96- well fil-
tration plates. The immune complex is precipitated with 
protein A-  and/or protein G- coupled Sepharose, free radio-
activity is separated by filtration washing, and then scintil-
lation fluid is added directly to the 96- well filtration plates, 
and counting is performed on multichannel beta counters 
able to handle the plates (Fig. 6).

TABLE 1 Biochemically characterized autoantigens

Autoantigen % Sensitivity Comment

Insulin 49–92 Higher levels in young 
children than in adults

GAD (glutamic acid 
decarboxylase)

84 High sensitivity for 
adult- onset type 1A

ICA512/IA- 2 74 Tyrosine phosphatase- 
like molecule

ZnT8 70 Zinc transporter 8
IA- 2β/phogrin 61 Tyrosine phosphatase- 

like molecule
Carboxypeptidase H 10 Infrequent
GLIMA38 14–38 Not yet sequenced
GM2- 1 ? Ganglioside for 

chromatography assay
ICA69 ? Used in Western blot 

assay with poor 
specificity

ICA12 <20 Diabetes relatedness 
requires further study

FIGURE 5 Current biochemical anti- islet autoantibody assays. 
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Given a lack of linear correlation between the labora-
tories, an islet autoantibody harmonization program (84) 
has been launched with the effort of an international col-
laborative group convened by the NIDDK. A standardized 
assay protocol and a set of common calibrator sera currently 
for GAA and IA- 2A were developed to improve harmoni-
zation of measurement of these autoantibodies (84). The 
harmonization program eventually aims to have all islet 
autoantibody assays standardized, including those for IAA 
and ZnT8A. Utilization of the standard harmonized assays 
allows us to analyze and to compare the data between lab-
oratories and between trials done by different laboratories, 
with expression of the assay results as NIDDK units.

ELISAs employing plate- bound antigen are the most 
common assay formats for basic immunologic research. In 
multiple diabetes autoantibody workshops, for either hu-
man or mouse models, standard ELISA formats lack both 
sensitivity and specificity compared to the fluid- phase ra-
dioassay formats, especially for the IAA assay. In the inter-
national workshop, a modified ELISA for GAA attained a 
level of specificity and sensitivity equivalent to that of the 
radioassays (85). In the 2012 Islet Autoantibody Standard-
ization Program (IASP) workshop, a ZnT8A ELISA with 
an identical modified ELISA format was shown to have a 
level of sensitivity equivalent to that of the radioassay with 
less specificity.

It is recommended that all laboratories attempting to 
measure anti- islet autoantibodies take part in IASP work-
shops organized by the IDS and the NIDDK. As demon-
strated with multiple workshops, although the majority of 
laboratories have excellent assays for GAA, IA- 2A, and 
ZnT8, many laboratories have IAA assays with unaccept-
able sensitivities and specificities when evaluating in blind 
trials the IASP panel of 100 control sera and 50 sera from 
patients with type 1A diabetes of recent onset.

Determination of ICA by Indirect 
Immunofluorescence

sample Requirements
Samples for indirect immunofluorescence were stored at 
−20°C or below until analyzed. Approximately 200 μl of 
serum per sample is needed for this assay. Hemolyzed or li-
pemic blood samples may have artificially low ICA titers 
and thus should not be used for analysis with this method. 
In order to obtain high- quality serum and prevent or de-
crease the possibility of hemolysis, the yellow- top gel serum 
separator tubes are recommended.

Materials, Reagents, and equipment
• Cryostat
• Frozen 5- μm sections of human blood group O pancreas 

tissue
• Fluorescein- antibody conjugate [goat anti- human IgG 

F(ab)2 fragment- FITC, rabbit fluorescein- conjugated an-
tihuman IgG (Behringwerke AG, Marburg, Germany), 
or sheep anti- human IgG FITC conjugate (Sigma, St. 
Louis, MO, USA)]

• Fluorescence microscope with an epi- illumination 20× 
objective (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany)

• Reciprocal shaker

Principle
We highly recommend human pancreas with blood type 
O of cadaveric donors taken while the heart is still beat-
ing, because the pancreas is very prone to autolysis. Five- 
millimeter cubes of the pancreas are quickly frozen in 
isopentane at −70°C, sealed in a freezer container, and 
stored at −80°C. Five- micrometer- thick frozen sections are 
cut while the temperature of the cryostat is held between 

FIGURE 6 General outline of high- throughput fluid- phase 96- well plate assays for anti- insulin auto-
antibodies. In the illustrated example, 125I- insulin is utilized, but the assay formats are identical for the 
GAD65, IA- 2, and ZnT8 assays. Ag, antigen; Ab, antibody.
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−25 and −30°C, placed onto the glass microscope slides 
(usually four sections per slide), air- dried for 30 min with a 
fan, and then directly used or stored at −80°C. The freezer- 
stored slides must be brought up to room temperature with 
air- drying in front of a fan for 30 min before use. The slides 
to be used should be well labeled, and the sections on the 
same slide need to be isolated from each other with a hy-
drophobic marker. A serum sample is then applied to each 
section, and tissue- bound specific autoantibodies from the 
patient’s serum will be revealed by an animal (goat, sheep, 
or rabbit) anti- human IgG- fluorescein conjugate under a 
fluorescence microscope with epi- illumination.

Procedure
1. In the initial experiment, 50 μl of undiluted serum 

is applied to each tissue section and incubated for 30 
min at room temperature in a moisture chamber.

2. Each slide is rinsed gently with 0.5 M PBS (pH 7.4), 
with care taken not to damage or remove each tissue 
section.

3. The slides are completely submerged in 0.5 M PBS 
(pH 7.4) and gently washed on a reciprocal shaker for 
5 min, and this wash step is repeated twice, each time 
in fresh PBS for 5 min.

4. Both sides of the slides are quickly dried with a low- 
lint Kim wipe, with care taken not to touch the tissue 
sections on each slide, and then placed back into the 
incubation chamber to prevent complete dehydration 
before the next step.

5. Each section is then covered with 50 μl of diluted 
(often a 1/20 dilution determined empirically) 
fluorescein- antibody conjugate in PBS (containing 
1% bovine serum albumin [BSA]) and incubated for 
30 min at room temperature in a moist chamber.

6. The slides are washed as in steps 2 and 3.
7. The slides are quickly dried as in step 4, and a 

slide cover is put on with a glycerol solution (90% 
 glycerol- 10% [wt/vol] PBS [the coverslip is applied 
and sealed with nail polish]).

8. Islet cell- specific fluorescence is observed under a fluo-
rescence microscope fitted with 20× epi- illumination.

9. All samples with detectable ICA are titrated by re-
testing the serum in serial dilution. The endpoint 
 titer is compared with the 80- JDF unit international 
standard used by the IDS workshops.

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. To determine the appropriate dilution of fluorescein- 
antibody conjugate, known- negative, weakly pos-
itive, and strongly positive sera need to be tested with 
various dilutions of conjugate, and the optimal dilu-
tion is the highest dilution that gives the strongest 
specific islet cell reaction with the least nonspecific 
staining.

2. A standardization procedure should be applied for 
each new lot of pancreas by serially diluting the 80- 
JDF unit standard in both negative sera and PBS. A 
five- point curve of standard diluted in negative serum 
versus standard diluted in PBS should be linear, and 
JDF units are calculated from this curve by interpola-
tion of patient serum endpoint titers in PBS.

3. Strongly positive, weakly positive, and negative- 
control samples should be included in each assay. It 
is recommended that a known- positive serum sample 
be stored in aliquots and tested every 3 months to 

monitor assay drift. The ICA assay, including quality 
control samples, should be analyzed with the reader 
blind to the sample identity.

Biochemically Defined Autoantibody Radioassay

sample Requirements
We recommend obtaining the serum from red- top or tiger- 
top (separator) blood- collecting tubes and ideally to be he-
molysis and lipemia free. Only 5 μl of serum is required to 
measure GAA, IA- 2A, or ZnT8A, and 12 μl of serum is 
required for micro- IAA (mIAA).

Materials, Reagents, and equipment
• Human GAD65 cDNA clone
• Human IA- 2 cDNA clone (the most utilized clone is IA- 

2ic [intracytoplasmic IA- 2])
• TNT Sp6 coupled in vitro translation kit (Promega)
• RNasin RNase inhibitor (Promega)
• [35S]methionine (PerkinElmer)
• 125I- insulin (PerkinElmer)
• Protein A- Sepharose Fast Flow (GE Healthcare)
• Protein G- Sepharose Fast Flow (GE Healthcare)
• NAP- 5 column (GE Healthcare)
• 96- Well PCR plate (Fisher)
• 96- Well filtration plates (Fisher)
• Bottle- Top 50- ml filter units (Fisher)
• TopSeal (PerkinElmer)
• Microscint- 20 (PerkinElmer)
• TopCount β- counter (PerkinElmer)
• Plate autowasher (BioTek) or vacuum- operated 96- well 

plate washer (Millipore)
• 96- Well plate shaker (Wallac- Delfi)

GAA and IA- 2A Assays

general Principle
The cDNA constructs used in the GAA and IA- 2A assays 
are the full length of human GAD65 and an intracellular 
domain of IA- 2 (IA2ic). The GADA and IA- 2A assays are 
identical and use the NIDDK- harmonized standard protocol. 
Labeled GAD65 and IA- 2 are produced by in vitro transcrip-
tion/translation with [35S]methionine. The patient serum is 
incubated with labeled antigen overnight, and antibody- 
bound labeled antigens are separated from unbound labeled 
antigens with protein- A Sepharose precipitation in a 96- 
well plate. Radioactivity is counted on a 96- well plate β- 
counter. Results are calculated with a standard curve from 
a set of NIDDK calibrator sera and expressed as standard 
NIDDK units. Many laboratories are currently still using 
their own index, which adjusts the counts per minute (cpm) 
of the test serum for the cpm of positive-  and negative- 
control sera in each assay. A cutoff for positivity above the 
99th percentile of normal controls is often utilized.

Procedure

Part I: In Vitro Transcription/Translation To 
Produce Labeled GAD65 and IA- 2

Important notes. All reagents, tubes, and tips must be 
RNase free. All reagents should be kept on ice while on the 
bench. An incubation temperature of 30°C is critical for 
production efficiency. The reticulocyte lysate must be stored 
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at −80°C and thawed rapidly just before use. Each tube can 
be thawed only twice, after which there will be a significant 
decrease in its efficiency.

Procedure.
1. Follow the kit protocol for the one- step in vitro tran-

scription/translation reaction. The total reaction 
volume can be adjusted, decreased, or increased, as 
needed.

2. Purify the labeled product with a NAP- 5 column.
3. Analyze the activity of the labeled antigen by count-

ing the activity in 5 μl of a 100- fold- diluted aliquot. 
The labeling efficiency significantly varies with differ-
ent cDNAs and plasmids.

Part II: Radioassay (2 Days)

Day 1.
1. Prepare the buffers. The assay buffer consists of 20 

mM Tris- HCl, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.15% Tween 20 
(pH 7.4), and for the antigen buffer, add 0.1% BSA in 
assay buffer.

2. Prepare the antigen buffer solution. With the opti-
mized conditions, 20,000 cpm in 50 μl of antigen buf-
fer is usually applied per well. For a 96- well plate with 
25% extra volume to ensure enough volume for ali-
quoting into each well, the total cpm is calculated as 
follows: 96 × 20,000 cpm × 125% = 2.4 × 106 cpm 
for either 35S- GAD65 or 35S- IA- 2. The total volume 
is calculated as follows: 96 × 50 μl × 125% = 6 ml.

3. Prepare the serial dilution of a calibrated standard se-
rum with known NIDDK units. Calibrated standard 
sera with known NIDDK units in serial dilution are 
available from the NIDDK. We recommend a standard 
curve covering a wide range of antibody levels with a 
calibrated standard set of sera in each assay or every 4 
plates if more than 4 plates are used in each assay.

4. In the incubation of serum with antigen buffer, dupli-
cates are recommended for each sample. Add 2.5 μl 
of serum and 60 μl of antigen buffer solution contain-
ing either 35S- GAD65 or 35S- IA- 2 into a 96- well PCR 
plate and incubate overnight at 4°C. The standard 
positive- control and negative- control serum samples 
for GAA or IA- 2A must be included in each assay.

5. In preparing the 96- well filtration plates, coat the 
plate with BSA by adding 200 μl of antigen buffer to 
each well, put the plate on aluminum foil, and incu-
bate it overnight at room temperature.

6. In preparing protein A- Sepharose, use only plastic 
tubes because protein A sticks to glass. Pull 20 ml 
of protein A- Sepharose into a 50- ml tube, spin the 
solution down at 1,000 × g for 3 min, remove the 
fluid phase, and resuspend it into assay buffer. Repeat 
this twice, and make a final 50% (vol/vol) solution of 
protein A- Sepharose/antigen buffer.

Day 2.
1. Remove the antigen buffer from the 96- well filtration 

plate and add 25 μl of well- mixed 50% protein A- 
Sepharose to each well.

2. Transfer 50 μl from each well of the overnight incu-
bation to the 96- well filtration plate, and shake the 
plate on a plate shaker at low speed for 45 min at 4°C.

3. Place the plate on a plate washer, and wash the plate 
three times with 200 μl of assay buffer per well each 
time. Then remove the plate, add 100 μl of assay buffer 
per well, and shake the plate for at least 5 min at 4°C.

4. Wash the plate two more times with 200 μl of assay 
buffer per well each time, change the plate orienta-
tion, and wash the plate another two times.

5. Blot the plate with a paper towel, and place the plate 
under a lamp for about 15 min. After the plate is dry, 
add 25 μl of scintillation liquid (MicroScint- 20) to 
each well, seal the plate with a piece of Top- Seal, and 
count the radioactivity of the plate on a TopCount 
β- counter.

6. Obtain the cpm for each well, and obtain mean cpm 
for each sample if duplicates are performed.

7. Calculate the index with the following formula: (cpm 
of the test serum – cpm of the negative serum)/(cpm of 
the positive serum – cpm of the negative serum).

8. Calculate NIDDK units. Using the cpm from the se-
rial dilution (5 points) of a calibrated standard serum 
with known NIDDK units, plot a chart with log 2 
NIDDK units versus cpm in an Excel sheet as in Fig. 
7. With the curve formula, log 2 NIDDK units can 
be calculated for each test sample by replacing (x) in 
the formula with the cpm of the test sample and then 
converting log 2 units into NIDDK units by anti- log 2 
(power of 2).

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. The laboratory should keep enough of the volume 
of the calibrated standard sera and the positive-  and 
negative- control sera for long- term use. Each of these 
serum samples should be aliquoted and stored at 
−20°C.

2. All the assays are run in duplicate, with a standard 
curve for NIDDK unit calculation, and include high/
low- positivity and negative- control samples for qual-
ity control purposes and for lab index calculation. In 
our assay, GAA positivity is any value greater than 
20 NIDDK units and IA- 2A positivity is greater 
than 5 NIDDK units.

3. The results of analysis of positive controls from each 
assay should be plotted in a preestablished Shewhart 
plot, with the mean ± 3 standard deviations (SD) 
to monitor the assay drift and evaluate assay perfor-
mance. Our positive- control range for both GAA and 
IA- 2A should be within 3 SD. The negative- control 
value must be less than the 99th- percentile value for 
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FIGURE 7 Standard curve for calculation of NIDDK units. The 
x axis is the number of cpm from the assay after removal of the 
background cpm, and the y axis is log 2 NIDDK units.
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normal controls for the assay results to be valid (e.g., 
<20 [GAA] or <5 [IA- 2A]).

4. Every positive sample in the first assay is confirmed 
by repeating that sample in a different assay. If the 
second confirmatory assay result is negative, a third 
run is performed. We utilize the results of two assays, 
which agree (−,− or +,+), for the determination of 
a positive or negative result.

mIAA Assay

general Principle
The mIAA assay is a competitive radioassay. The patient 
serum is incubated with 125I- insulin with and without cold 
human insulin overnight, and antibody- bound labeled an-
tigens are separated from unbound labeled antigens with 
protein A/G- Sepharose precipitation in a 96- well plate. Ra-
dioactivity is counted directly on a 96- well- plate β- counter 
for the βemission of 125I. The levels are expressed as an in-
dex that adjusts the ∆cpm of the test serum for the ∆cpm of 
positive-  and negative- control sera in a particular assay. An 
NIDDK unit is not available for IAA at present.

Procedure (2 Days)

Day 1.
1. Prepare the buffers. Assay buffer consists of 20 mM 

Tris- HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.15% Tween 20, 0.1% so-
dium azide, and 0.1% BSA (pH 7.4), and antigen buf-
fer is the same as assay buffer except that it contains 
1% BSA.

2. Prepare the 125I- insulin- buffer solution with and with-
out cold human insulin. Use 1 ml of 5% BSA in PBS 
to dissolve the powder of 10 μCi of 125I- insulin as a 
stock solution. We utilize 20,000 cpm in 30 μl of an-
tigen buffer per well. For a 96- well plate with 10% ex-
tra to ensure enough volume for aliquoting into each 
well, the total cpm equals 96 times 20,000 cpm times 
110%, which equals 2.1 times 106 cpm or 160 μl of 
125I- insulin stock solution; the total volume is equal 
to 96 times 30 μl times 110% or 3.2 ml, which needs 
to be divided in half (half with and half without cold 
human insulin [100 U/ml]) as follows: 1,520 μl of buf-
fer 1 plus 80 μl of 125I- insulin (for a total of 1.6 ml) 
and 1,392 μl of buffer 1 plus 128 μl of cold insulin 
and 80 μl of 125I- insulin (for a total of 1.6 ml).

3. Incubate the serum with antigen buffer. Four wells per 
serum sample will be used for both competition and 
noncompetition in duplicate. Add 6 μl of serum and 
30 μl of antigen buffer into a 96- well PCR plate, mix 
well, leave the plate at room temperature for 2 h, and 
then incubate overnight at 4°C. The index positive 
control, low- positivity control, and negative- control 
serum samples must be included in each assay.

4. To prepare 96- well filtration plates, coat the plate 
with BSA by adding 200 μl of assay buffer to each 
well, put the plate on an aluminum foil sheet, and 
incubate it overnight at room temperature.

5. To prepare protein A/G- Sepharose, use only plas-
tic tubes because protein A/G sticks to glass. Put 20 
ml of protein A- Sepharose and 5 ml of protein G- 
Sepharose individually into two 50- ml tubes, spin the 
solution down at 1,000 × g for 3 min, remove the 
fluid phase, and resuspend it into assay buffer. Repeat 
this twice, and make a final 62.5% (vol/vol) solution 
for protein A- Sepharose with assay buffer and 40% 
(vol/vol) solution for protein G- Sepharose. Mix 4 

parts of protein A- Sepharose solution with 1 part of 
protein G- Sepharose solution to form a final working 
solution with 50% (vol/vol) protein A- Sepharose and 
8% protein G- Sepharose.

Day 2.
1. Remove the assay buffer from the 96- well filtration 

plate and add 50 μl of well- mixed protein A/G- 
Sepharose to each well.

2. Transfer 30 μl from each well of the overnight incu-
bation to a corresponding well on the 96- well filtra-
tion plate, and shake the plate on a plate shaker at 
low speed for 45 min at 4°C.

3. Place the plate on a plate washer and wash the plate 
three times with 200 μl of assay buffer per well each 
time. Then remove the plate, add 100 μl of assay buf-
fer per well, and shake the plate for at least 5 min at 
4°C.

4. Wash the plate two more times with 200 μl of assay 
buffer per well each time, change the plate orienta-
tion, and wash the plate another two times.

5. Blot the plate on a paper towel and place the plate un-
der a lamp for around 15 min. After it is dry, add 50 μl 
of scintillation liquid (MicroScint- 20) to each well, 
seal the plate with a piece of TopSeal, and count the 
radioactivity of the plate on a TopCount β- counter.

6. Calculate the index with the following formula: 
(∆cpm of the test sample − ∆cpm of the negative 
control)/(∆ cpm of the positive control − ∆cpm of 
the negative control).

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. The laboratory should keep enough volume of the 
positive-  and negative- control sera for long- term use. 
Each of these serum samples should be aliquoted and 
stored at −20°C.

2. All the assays are run in duplicate and must include 
positive/negative- control samples. An ultralow pos-
itive control just above the 99th percentile is highly 
recommended to be included in each mIAA assay, 
particularly to monitor the sensitivity of the assay. 
Our ultralow standard positive- control range is an in-
dex from 0.011 to 0.030. In our assay, a positive mIAA 
value is any value greater than the index value, 0.010, 
the 99th percentile of normal controls.

3. The results of the analysis of negative and positive 
controls from each assay should be plotted in a prees-
tablished Shewhart plot with means ± 3 SD to mon-
itor the assay drift and evaluate assay performance. 
Our positive- control range should be within 3 SD. 
The negative control must be <0.01 for results of the 
assay run to be utilized.

4. Every positive sample in the first run is confirmed to 
be positive by repeating that sample in a different as-
say. If the second confirmatory assay comes out neg-
ative, a third assay is necessary. The results of two 
assays that agree (e.g., +,+ or −,−) will be the final 
determination of a positive or negative result.

ZnT8A Assay

general Principle
The ZnT8A assay is similar to the GAA or IA- 2A assay. 
The cDNA construct ZnT8RW is a dimmer of two iden-
tical intracellular domains of ZnT8, with one having ar-
ginine and the other tryptophan at amino acid position 
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325, representing two major polymorphisms in the white 
population that are important for antibody binding. La-
beled ZnT8 protein is produced by in vitro transcription/
translation with [35S]methionine. The patient serum is 
incubated with labeled antigen overnight, and antibody- 
bound labeled antigens are separated from unbound la-
beled antigens with protein- A Sepharose precipitation 
in a 96- well plate. Radioactivity is counted on a 96- well 
plate β- counter. Results are calculated against our internal 
standard positive and negative controls and expressed as 
indexes. A cutoff for positivity above the 99th percentile 
of normal controls is often utilized.

Procedure

Part I: In Vitro Transcription/Translation To 
Produce Labeled ZnT8

Important notes. All reagents, tubes, and tips must be 
RNase free. All reagents should be kept on ice while on the 
bench. An incubation temperature of 30°C is critical for 
production efficiency. The reticulocyte lysate must be stored 
at −80°C and thawed rapidly just before use. Each tube can 
be thawed only twice, after which there will be a significant 
decrease in its efficiency.

Procedure.
1. Follow the kit protocol for the one- step in vitro tran-

scription/translation reaction. The total reaction 
volume can be adjusted, decreased, or increased, as 
needed.

2. Purify the labeled product with a NAP- 5 column.
3. Analyze the activity of the labeled antigen by count-

ing the radioactivity in 5 μl of a 100- fold- diluted ali-
quot. The labeling efficiencies significantly vary with 
different cDNAs and plasmids.

Part II: Radioassay (2 Days)

Day 1.
1. Prepare the buffers. Assay buffer consists of 20 mM 

Tris- HCl, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.15% Tween 20 (pH 
7.4). For antigen buffer, add 0.1% BSA to the assay 
buffer.

2. Prepare the antigen buffer solution. Under optimized 
conditions, 20,000 cpm in 50 μl of antigen buffer is 
usually applied per well. For a 96- well plate with 25% 
extra volume to ensure enough volume for aliquot-
ing into each well, the total cpm is 96 times 20,000 
cpm times 125%, which equals 2.4 times 106 cpm for 
[35S]ZnT8; the total volume is 96 times 50 μl times 
125%, or 6 ml.

3. Incubate the serum with antigen buffer. Duplicates 
are recommended for each sample. Add 2.5 μl of se-
rum and 60 μl of antigen buffer solution containing 
35S- ZnT8 into a 96- well PCR plate and incubate it 
overnight at 4°C. The standard positive- control and 
negative- control serum samples for ZnT8A must be 
included in each assay.

4. Prepare 96- well filtration plates. Coat the plate with 
BSA by adding 200 μl of antigen buffer to each well, 
put the plate on aluminum foil, and incubate it over-
night at room temperature.

5. Prepare the protein A- Sepharose. Use only plastic 
tubes because protein A sticks to glass. Pull 20 ml 
of protein A- Sepharose into a 50- ml tube, spin the 
solution down at 1,000 × g for 3 min, remove the 

fluid phase, and resuspend it into assay buffer. Repeat 
this twice, and make a final 50% (vol/vol) solution of 
protein A- Sepharose- antigen buffer.

Day 2.
1. Remove the antigen buffer from the 96- well filtration 

plate and add 25 μl of well- mixed 50% protein A- 
Sepharose to each well.

2. Transfer 50 μl from each well of the overnight incu-
bation to the 96- well filtration plate, and shake the 
plate on a plate shaker at low speed for 45 min at 4°C.

3. Place the plate on a plate washer and wash the plate 
three times with 200 μl of assay buffer per well each 
time. Then remove the plate, add 100 μl of assay buf-
fer per well, and shake the plate for at least 5 min at 
4°C.

4. Wash the plate two more times with 200 μl of assay 
buffer per well each time, change the plate orienta-
tion, and wash the plate another two times.

5. Blot the plate on a paper towel and place the plate 
under a lamp for around 15 min. After the plate is dry, 
add 25 μl of scintillation liquid (MicroScint- 20) to 
each well, seal the plate with a piece of TopSeal, and 
count the radioactivity on the plate on a TopCount 
β- counter.

6. Obtain the number of cpm for each well, and obtain 
mean numbers of cpm for each sample if duplicates 
are performed.

7. Calculate the index with the following formula: (cpm 
of the test serum − cpm of the negative serum)/(cpm 
of positive serum − cpm of the negative serum).

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. The laboratory should keep large enough volumes of 
the positive-  and negative- control sera for long- term 
use. Each of these serum samples should be aliquoted 
and stored at −20°C.

2. All the assays are run in duplicate and must include 
positive-  and negative- control samples for quality 
control purposes and for lab index calculation. In our 
assay, ZnT8A positivity is any value greater than an 
index of 0.020.

3. The results of analysis of negative and positive con-
trols from each assay should be plotted in a preestab-
lished Shewhart plot with means ± 3 SD to monitor 
the assay drift and evaluate the assay’s performance. 
Our positive- control range should be within 3 SD. 
The negative control must be <0.020 for results of 
the assay run to be utilized.

4. The result for every positive sample in the first run 
is confirmed by repeating that sample in a different 
assay. If the second confirmatory assay comes out neg-
ative, a third assay is necessary. A result of two assays 
which agree (e.g., +,+ or −,−) will be the final de-
termination of a positive or negative result.

New Technology

eCL Assay
We have recently developed a plate capture electroche-
miluminescence (ECL) IAA assay and a GADA assay 
(86, 87), which are nonradioactive assays that may help 
to disseminate islet autoantibody testing possibly to the 
point of care. As shown in Fig. 8 for the ECL assay for-
mat, autoantibodies cross- link two antigen molecules, 
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one biotinylated and the other labeled with ruthenium, 
allowing plate capture with streptavidin. This assay detects 
high- affinity IAA and was more sensitive than the micro- 
IAA (mIAA) radioassays in the last (2013) Islet Autoan-
tibody Standardization Program (IASP) workshop yet is 
equally specific, while the ECL GADA assay had sensi-
tivity similar to that of the standard GADA radioassay. 
Interestingly, the ECL IAA assay antedated the detection 
of IAA in young DAISY (Diabetes Autoimmunity Study 
in the Young) children by a mean of 2.3 years (range, 0.3 
to 7.2 years) in a comparison with the standard micro- IAA 
(mIAA) radioassay (88). Very remarkably, both the ECL 
IAA and ECL GADA assays were able to discriminate 
high- affinity, high- risk- diabetes- specific autoantibodies 
from those “low- risk” low- affinity signals; i.e., they are more 
disease specific since they are able to distinguish disease- 
associated antibodies from non-  or less- disease- associated 
antibodies among single IAA-  or GADA- positive subjects 
by radioassay (86, 87).

Materials, Reagents, and equipment
• Human proinsulin
• Human GAD65
• Biotinylation kit (Thermo Scientific)
• Sulfo- Tag (Meso Scale Discovery [MSD])
• 96- well PCR plate (Fisher)
• Streptavidin- coated MSD plate (MSD)
• Zeba sizing spin column (ThermoScience)
• Blocker A buffer (MSD)
• Reader buffer (MSD)
• Chemicals: acetic acid, Tris base, HCl, 10× PBS buffer, 

BSA
• 96- Well plate shaker (Wallac- Delfi)
• Sector 2400 or Sector 6000 (MSD)
• Benchtop centrifuge with a bucket rotary (Beckman)

ECL IAA Assay

general Principle
Given the need for improved IAA assays and the hypothesis 
that the binding of insulin to solid phases obscures a key de-
terminant for recognition by human autoantibodies as seen 
also by Rojas et al. for specific murine monoclonals (89), we 
set out to immobilize “insulin” to a solid phase in a manner 
that preserved critical determinants recognized by human in-
sulin autoantibodies. We had previously failed to develop a 
plate capture assay for human insulin autoantibodies, though 
we have developed such an assay (nonradioactive) for the in-
sulin autoantibodies of the NOD mouse (90). The two funda-
mental components for our recent success were utilization of 
proinsulin rather than insulin and use of streptavidin rather 
than avidin for plate capture of biotinylated proinsulin (Fig. 
8). The ruthenium assay system of MSD is a third important 
component. In our prior studies, all human insulin autoanti-
bodies reacted with proinsulin in fluid- phase radioassays (91).

Procedure

Part I: Label Human Proinsulin with Biotin and 
Sulfo- Tags

Important notes. Biotin and Sulfo- Tag powder should 
be dissolved just before the labeling procedure every time. 
The proinsulin must be stored at −80°C and thawed on ice 
before use. The protein in either the Tris or glycine buffer 
system should be exchanged with 2- fold PBS buffer (pH 7.9) 
by sizing with a spin column.

Procedure.
1. Calculate the molar ratio of proinsulin with biotin or 

Sulfo- Tag. We recommend using a 1:5 molar ratio for 
proinsulin labeling.

2. Mix proinsulin with either biotin or Sulfo- Tag, cover 
the reaction tubes with aluminum foil to avoid light, 
and incubate them at room temperature for 1 h.

3. During the 1- h incubation, prepare a Zeba sizing spin 
column by washing the column three times with full- 
strength PBS buffer and centrifuging at 1,000 × g for 
2 min each time in a centrifuge.

4. Stop the labeling reaction and purify labeled proinsu-
lin by passing the reaction mixture through the pre-
pared Zeba sizing spin columns at 1,000 × g for 2 min 
in a centrifuge.

5. Measure the protein concentration.
6. Aliquot the labeled proinsulin and store the samples 

in a −80°C freezer.

Part II: Plate Capture Assay (2 Days)

Day 1.
1. Prepare the buffers. The buffer is 0.5 M acetic acid 

with 1 M Tris- HCl (pH 9.0), and antigen buffer is 
full- strength PBS with 5% BSA. PBST is full- strength 
PBS with 0.05% Tween 20.

2. Treat the serum samples with acid. Mix 15 μl of serum 
with 18 μl of 0.5 M acetic acid and incubate it at 
room temperature for 45 min.

3. Prepare antigen buffer containing both biotin and 
Sulfo- Tag- labeled proinsulin with the same concen-
tration of 100 ng/ml, and add to a new PCR plate 35 
μl of solution per well.

4. Just before the completion of the 45- min incubation 
(step 2), add 8.3 μl of 1 M Tris (pH 9.0) buffer per well 

FIGURE 8 Format of the electrochemiluminescence (ECL) 
assay. In the illustrated example, biotin and Sulfo- Tag proinsulin 
were utilized, but the assay format is identical for GAD65. Adapted 
with permission from Diabetes (86).
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into the antigen plate of step 3 (try to add it onto the 
side wall of each well; avoid complete mixing at this 
time); immediately afterwards, transfer 25 μl of the 
acid- treated serum of step 2 into the well, and then mix 
entirely. Cover the plate with sealing foil to avoid light.

5. Shake at room temperature on the low setting for 2 h.
6. Put in a 4°C refrigerator to incubate overnight (18 to 

24 h).

Prepare the streptavidin plate.

1. Let MSD streptavidin plate(s) come to room 
temperature.

2. Add 150 μl of 3% blocker A (in PBS) per well.
3. Cover the plate with foil.
4. Incubate it in a 4°C refrigerator overnight.

Day 2.
1. Remove the streptavidin plate from the refrigerator. 

Dump out the buffer and bang the plate on a paper 
towel to dry it.

2. Wash it three times with 150 μl of PBST.
3. Transfer 30 μl of the serum- antigen mixture into the 

MSD streptavidin plate.
4. Cover it with foil to avoid light and shake it at room 

temperature for 1 h on the low speed setting.
5. Dump out the incubated contents and wash the plate 

three times with 150 μl of PBST.
6. Add 150 μl/well of 2- fold Read buffer (avoid any 

bubbles).
7. Count the reactivity on an MSD machine.

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. The mouse anti- human proinsulin monoclonal anti-
body is used as an internal- standard positive control. 
The monoclonal antibody should be diluted with 
normal human serum and treated identically as for 
human serum in the assay.

2. The laboratory should keep a high enough volume of 
the positive-  and negative- control sera for long- term 
use. Each of these serum samples should be aliquoted 
and stored at −20°C.

3. All the assays are run in duplicate and must include 
positive-  and negative- control samples for quality 
control purposes and for lab index calculation. In our 
assay, IAA positivity is any value greater than an in-
dex of 0.006.

4. The results of the analysis of negative and positive 
controls from each assay should be plotted in a prees-
tablished Shewhart plot with means ± 3 SD to mon-
itor the assay drift and evaluate assay performance. 
Our positive- control range should be within 3 SD. 
The negative control must be <0.006 for results of 
the assay run to be utilized,

5. The result for every positive sample in the first run 
is confirmed by repeating that sample in a different 
assay. If the second confirmatory assay comes out neg-
ative, a third assay is necessary. The results of two as-
says which agree (e.g., +,+ or −,−) will be the final 
determination of a positive or negative result.

ECL GADA Assay

general Principle
The format of the ECL GADA assay is adapted from the 
ECL IAA assay except for acid treatment of serum. In a 
way similar to that of the ECL IAA assay, the molecule of a 

full- length human GAD65 protein is set out to be immobi-
lized to a solid phase in a manner that preserves all critical 
determinants recognized by human GAD65 autoantibodies.

Procedure

Part I: Label Human GAD65 with Biotin and 
Sulfo- Tag

Important notes. Biotin and Sulfo- Tag powder should be 
dissolved just before the labeling procedure every time. The 
GAD65 must be stored at −80°C and thawed on ice before 
use. The protein in either the Tris or glycine buffer system 
should be replaced with 2- fold PBS buffer with a pH of 7.9 
with the sizing spin column.

Procedure.
1. Calculate the molar ratio of GAD65 with biotin or 

Sulfo- Tag. We recommend using a 1:20 molar ratio 
for GAD65 labeling.

2. Mix GAD65 with biotin or Sulfo- Tag, cover the re-
action tubes with aluminum foil to avoid light, and 
incubate them at room temperature for 1 h.

3. During the 1- h incubation, prepare the Zeba sizing 
spin column by washing the column three times with 
full- strength PBS buffer and centrifuge at 1,000 × g 
for 2 min each time in a centrifuge.

4. Stop the labeling reaction and purify labeled GAD65 
by passing the reaction mixture through the prepared 
Zeba sizing spin columns and centrifuging it at 1,000 
× g for 2 min.

5. Measure the protein concentration.
6. Aliquot the labeled GAD65 and store the specimens 

in a −80°C freezer.

Part II: Plate Capture Assay (2 Days)

Day 1.
Prepare the serum samples.

1. Each serum is diluted five times with PBS.
2. Prepare antigen buffer containing both biotin and 

Sulfo- Tag- labeled GAD65 with a concentration of 
125 ng/ml of Sulfo- Tag- labeled GAD65 and 500 ng/
ml of biotin- labeled GAD65.

3. Mix 5 μl of diluted serum with 35 μl of labeled anti-
gen solution per well in a PCR plate.

4. Cover the plate with sealing foil to avoid light.
5. Shake the plate at room temperature on the low set-

ting for 1 to 2 h.
6. Put it in a 4°C refrigerator to incubate overnight (18 

to 24 h).

Prepare the streptavidin plate.

1. Let an MSD streptavidin plate(s) come to room 
temperature.

2. Add 150 μl of 3% blocker A (in PBS) per well.
3. Cover the plate with foil.
4. Incubate it in a 4°C refrigerator overnight.

Day 2.
1. Remove the streptavidin plate from the refrigerator. 

Dump out the buffer and bang the plate on a paper 
towel to dry it.

2. Wash the plate three times with 150 μl of PBST.
3. Transfer 30 μl of the serum- antigen mixture into the 

MSD streptavidin plate.
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4. Cover the plate with foil to avoid light and shake it at 
room temperature for 1 h on the low speed setting.

5. Dump out the incubates and wash the plate three 
times with 150 μl of PBST.

6. Add 150 μl/well of 2- fold Read buffer (avoid any 
bubbles).

7. Count the reactivity on an MSD machine.

Standardization, Quality Control, and Quality 
Assurance

1. The mouse anti- human GAD65 monoclonal anti-
body is used as an internal- standard positive control. 
The monoclonal antibody should be diluted with a 
normal human serum specimen and treated identi-
cally to human serum in the assay.

2. The laboratory should keep a large enough volume of 
the positive-  and negative- control sera for long- term 
use. Each of these serum samples should be aliquoted 
and stored at −20°C.

3. All the assays are run in duplicate and must include 
positive-  and negative- control samples for quality 
control purposes and for lab index calculation. In our 
assay, GAA positivity is any value greater than an in-
dex of 0.023.

4. The results of an analysis of negative and positive 
controls from each assay should be plotted in a pre-
established Shewhart plot with means ± 3 SD to 
monitor the assay drift and evaluate the assay’s perfor-
mance. Our positive- control range should be within 
3 SD. The negative control must be >0.023 for the 
results of the assay run to be utilized.

5. Every positive sample in the first run is confirmed by 
repeating that sample in a different assay. If the sec-
ond confirmatory assay comes out negative, a third as-
say is necessary. The results of two assays which agree 
(e.g., +,+ or −,−) will be the final determination of 
a positive or negative result.

Other Technology

eLIsA
For most autoimmune disorders and for basic immunologic 
research, ELISAs employing plate- bound antigen are popu-
lar. Many laboratories and biotech companies have adopted 
this method for anti- islet autoantibody assays, and differ-
ent ELISA kits are available. Multiple workshops utilizing 
sera from patients with type 1 diabetes and multiple mouse 
strains have demonstrated that standard ELISA formats 
lack both sensitivity and specificity compared to fluid- phase 
radioassay formats (92). For insulin autoantibodies, the 
ELISA formats were able to detect high- capacity antibodies 
following insulin immunization (e.g., therapy with subcu-
taneous injections of human insulin) but not the insulin 
autoantibodies of prediabetic individuals. To date, in inter-
national workshops, a modified ELISA for GAA attained 
a level of specificity and sensitivity equivalent to those of 
the radioassays. This assay depends on using a free- antibody 
arm to capture biotinylated GAD (developed by Kronus 
and published in May of 2003 [85]). In brief, the ELISA 
plate was coated with GAD65 protein, and 25 μl of test 
sera was added to the plate before incubation with shaking 
for 1 h at room temperature. The wells were then washed 
three times with washing buffer, and 100 μl of biotinylated 
GAD65 was added. After another hour of incubation, the 
plate wells were washed three times and the plate was in-
cubated for 20 min with 100 μl of streptavidin- peroxidase 
conjugate. A wash step was then followed by addition of 

100 μl of tetramethylbenzidine and, after 20 min, 100 μl 
of 0.5- mol/liter H2SO4. Absorbance at 405 and 450 nm was 
then measured. This “ELISA” is actually a form of a fluid- 
phase reaction of labeled antigen with bound autoantibody, 
with specificity enhanced by the requirement for each arm 
of the immunoglobulin to react with antigen. Most recently, 
a ZnT8A ELISA kit by Kronus using a protocol format iden-
tical to that of the GAA ELISA kit has also achieved a sen-
sitivity equivalent to that of the ZnT8A radioassay with less 
specificity than in the 2012 IASP international workshop.

epitope Assays
Comparisons of the epitope repertoires of autoantibodies to 
insulin, GAD65, and IA- 2 provide a tool to further analyze 
type 1 diabetes- related autoantibodies (75, 82, 93). Most type 
1 diabetes sera target only GAD65 protein epitopes, depen-
dent on protein conformation, and do not bind GAD65 pro-
tein fragments or react with denatured GAD65 protein with 
immunoblotting. In contrast, sera from patients with stiff- man 
syndrome (SMS) have antibodies that bind GAD65 protein 
fragments consisting of N- terminal, middle, and C- terminal 
regions (73). The majority of type 1 diabetes sera target more 
than two epitopes on IA- 2 molecules, and epitope spread-
ing may be an indicator of the risk of progression to type 1A 
diabetes (94). For the methodology of these epitope assays, 
laboratories usually use the same radioimmunoassay format 
as described above with cloned protein fragments contain-
ing the epitope to be utilized or with chimeric proteins (e.g., 
GAD65/GAD67), which contain epitopes of GAD65 and 
sequences of non- antibody- reactive GAD67 to retain protein 
conformation. For IAA epitope testing, proinsulin, insulin 
analogs, and insulin molecules from different species are used 
as competitive inhibitors in the regular IAA radioassay.

Autoantibody Subclass and Isotype Determination
Some reports have shown heterogeneity of immunoglobu-
lin subclass antibodies to GAD65 in newly diagnosed type 
1A diabetic patients and ICA- positive first- degree relatives 
who progressed or did not progress to diabetes (95). New- 
onset diabetic patients and progressors were found to have 
a predominance of IgG1, GAA, and ICA, while nonpro-
gressors had predominantly IgG2 and/or IgG4 (94). A study 
on IAA also indicated that heterogeneity of IgG subclass is 
related to the risk of developing type 1A diabetes (96).

For the methodology of isotype analysis, a modified stan-
dard radioimmunoassay format is used. On day 1, reagent 
and serum mixtures are prepared for overnight incubation 
at 4°C in two separate tubes. In one tube, 2.5 μl of serum 
is incubated with 25 μl of radiolabeled antigen, and in the 
other tube, 5 μl of biotin- labeled anti- IgG subclass mono-
clonal antibody with 10 μl of streptavidin- Sepharose (per 
well) is added (BD Pharmingen), with shaking. On day 2, 
after the Sepharose incubation tube is washed three times, 
the contents of the two incubation tubes are mixed together 
in a 96- well filtration plate and incubated for 1 h at 4°C 
with shaking. The rest of the steps for washing and counting 
are the same as described above.

Interpretation

Analysis of Data
In general, it is important to utilize assays for anti- islet au-
toimmunity that have high specificity, usually defined as 
specificity of ≥99%. Even with specificities set at this level, 
if one measures three different anti- islet autoantibodies, 3% 
of the “normal” population will express one or more of the 
autoantibodies. Obviously, expression of multiple anti- islet 
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autoantibodies is a relatively rare event, though even for 
low- risk populations (for instance, 1/300 general- population 
children in the United States develop type 1 diabetes), there 
will be some individuals expressing anti- islet autoantibodies 
who may never progress to overt diabetes. As with all auto-
antibody tests, it is also important to recognize that a repeat 
assay of the same sample (particularly for levels just above the 
cutoff points of “positivity”) may fail to confirm the presence 
of the autoantibody as often as one- third of the time (97). Re-
peat analysis of an independent sample is important to assess 
risk, as subjects with “transient” islet autoantibodies are at 
relatively low risk. After the onset of type 1A diabetes, a sig-
nificant subset of patients lose (over decades) their GAD65, 
IA- 2, and ZnT8 anti- islet autoantibodies.

A major caveat regarding insulin antibodies is that most 
individuals treated with subcutaneous insulin (even human 
insulin) will develop insulin antibodies. Thus, after approx-
imately 10 days of insulin therapy, the presence of insulin 
antibodies (cannot be distinguished from autoantibodies 
with current assays) should not be used to diagnose type 1A 
diabetes.

Clinical Application
Anti- islet autoantibodies find their primary application in 
the differential diagnosis of the forms of diabetes and in pre-
dicting the risk of progression to overt diabetes.

It is clear that adults presenting with diabetes who ex-
press anti- islet autoantibodies (in particular, GAD65 auto-
antibodies) more rapidly progress to utilization of insulin 
than typical patients with type 2 diabetes (98). For many 
endocrinologists, having the diagnosis of autoimmune di-
abetes leads to the immediate initiation of insulin therapy 
rather than a trial of oral hypoglycemic agents. In children, 
anti- islet autoantibodies have become increasingly helpful 
in distinguishing the different forms of diabetes, as there 
have been increasing incidences of both type1A diabetes 
and type 2 diabetes (99) as well as an overall increase in 
obesity rates. Making the correct diagnosis is important not 
only for starting the correct treatment but also for monitor-
ing of diabetes complications. A diagnosis of type 1A dia-
betes alerts one to the risk of accompanying autoimmune 
disorders (e.g., thyroid autoimmunity in 25% of patients, 
celiac disease in 5 to 10% of patients, and Addison’s disease 
in approximately 1/200). Prediction of type 1A diabetes at 
present is based upon genetic, immunologic, and metabolic 
information. Though genetic markers can identify varying 
risk, it is only once autoimmunity has begun (marked by 
the presence of multiple autoantibodies to pancreatic beta- 
cell antigens, such as insulin, GAD65, IA- 2, or ZnT8) that 
a high positive predictive value (>90%) can be achieved, 
and multiple autoantibodies are present in the great major-
ity of prediabetics (57–59). Research studies such as DAISY 
have shown that children identified to be at risk for type 1A 
diabetes through islet autoantibody testing and educated 
about diabetes rarely present with ketoacidosis and have 
markedly lower glucose levels at diagnosis (100, 101).

HYPOPHYSITIS
(This section was written by Ludovica De Vincentiis, Adriana 
Ricciuti, Alessandra De Remigis, and Patrizio Caturegli.)

Detection of Pituitary Antibodies in Autoimmune 
Hypophysitis
The detection of serum antibodies recognizing the pi-
tuitary gland has been technically challenging, mainly 
because the targeted pituitary autoantigens still remain 

unknown (102) and because these antibodies seem to be 
present at titers that are low and decrease over time. Af-
ter a brief review of autoimmune hypophysitis, the condi-
tion in which pituitary antibodies are predicted to be the 
highest, we will review the techniques used over the years 
to measure pituitary antibodies, focusing on indirect im-
munofluorescence (IF) because it remains the most widely 
used detection system.

Autoimmune Hypophysitis
The term pituitary autoimmunity comprises a spectrum of 
clinico- pathological conditions related to an autoimmune 
inflammation of the pituitary gland, ranging from biopsy- 
proven lymphocytic (autoimmune) hypophysitis to clin-
ically suspected hypophysitis and to the sole finding of 
pituitary antibodies in patients with pituitary hormone de-
ficiencies or other autoimmune diseases or even in healthy 
subjects. Autoimmune hypophysitis, first reported in 1962 
by Goudie and Pinkerton (103), can affect either the ante-
rior and/or posterior pituitary lobe, be present in isolation 
or in association with other autoimmune diseases (such as 
Hashimoto thyroiditis), and be primary, meaning without 
identifiable causes, or secondary to a traceable event, like 
the injection of a monoclonal antibody blocking cytotoxic 
T- lymphocyte antigen 4 (104). The disease is more common 
in women than in men; in women, it has a unique temporal 
association with pregnancy or the early postpartum condi-
tion (105), although some pathological variants, like the 
one related to IgG4- producing plasma cells, predominate 
in men (106). Autoimmune hypophysitis is rare but nev-
ertheless clinically significant since it enters into the dif-
ferential diagnosis of all the other non- hormone- secreting 
sellar masses, with which it shares similar clinical and radio-
logical findings (107), especially the vastly more common 
condition of nonfunctioning pituitary adenoma. Currently, 
a diagnosis of certainty can be established only after patho-
logical examination of a pituitary biopsy specimen, which 
is obtained through a relatively invasive procedure, such as 
transsphenoidal surgery. Theoretically, the demonstration 
of pituitary antibodies should be useful in distinguishing a 
mass that has an autoimmune pathogenesis from masses that 
arise through neoplastic, developmental, vascular, or infec-
tious mechanisms. Practically, however, pituitary antibodies 
have not yet entered the clinical arena and are still detected 
predominantly in a research setting.

Techniques Used To Detect Pituitary Antibodies
Pituitary antibodies have been measured mainly by non- 
antigen- specific techniques, considering that the targeted 
pituitary autoantigens remain to be validated, but also by 
antigen- specific assays as novel candidate autoantigens are 
discovered. The first description in humans of antibodies 
recognizing pituitary antigens was made in 1965 using a 
complement consumption test based on protein homoge-
nates prepared from human adenohypophysis (108). The 
authors tested 128 women with Sheehan syndrome before, 
at, and after delivery and reported that pituitary antibodies, 
absent at the end of pregnancy and delivery, developed in 
23 (18%) puerperae between 5 and 7 months postpartum 
and later correlated with signs and symptoms of hypopitu-
itarism. Following this initial report, which was not carried 
out further, the story of human pituitary antibodies really 
began in 1975, when they were measured by IF, and then 
unfolded to include newer techniques (Table 2). We will 
briefly review the less common techniques and then focus 
on IF, which remains the most widely published approach.
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Western Blotting
In Western blotting, whole protein antigens are extracted 
from normal pituitary glands within a short period postmor-
tem, size fractionated on a gel by electrophoresis, blotted 
onto a solid support, and then reacted with the patient’s 
antibodies. Pituitary Western blotting was first reported 
in 1993 to study 19 children with idiopathic growth hor-
mone deficiency, comparing their reactivities to those of 27 
healthy controls (109). The authors found that 2 (10%) pa-
tients specifically recognized a 43-  or 45- kDa pituitary mem-
brane protein that was not recognized by healthy controls. 
Over the ensuing 2 decades, approximately 20 additional 
papers have studied pituitary antibodies by Western blot-
ting. Results have been inconclusive, and it is overall safe 
to say that Western blotting, although useful in a discovery- 
driven mode, has not yet translated into clinically useful 
diagnostic tests for pituitary autoimmunity.

eLIsA
In enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), wells of a 
microtiter plate are coated with proteins and incubated with 
the patient’s antibodies. The binding is then detected by the 
addition of a commercial antibody that recognizes human 
immunoglobulins and that has been conjugated with a sub-
stance that allows color change detection. Whole pituitary 
protein extracts have been used to coat ELISA plates in an 
effort to express pituitary antibody results more quantita-
tively, rather than as binary values (present/absent) or titers. 
The first studies utilizing this approach were published in 
1998 for patients with polyendocrine autoimmunity (110) 
or non- insulin- dependent diabetes mellitus (111). A few 
additional studies based on ELISA detection have been 

published since then. Overall, this ELISA has poor sensi-
tivity and specificity, likely due to the use of crude pituitary 
protein extract as the antigen, and has no clinical value.

In Vitro transcription/translation Followed by 
Immunoprecipitation
In this assay, the cDNA encoding the protein of interest 
is incubated in vitro with the molecules necessary to syn-
thesize mRNA and translate a protein in which the amino 
acid methionine is radiolabeled. The patient serum is then 
incubated with the radiolabeled protein, and the potential 
binding of antibodies to this protein is revealed by immu-
noprecipitation and counting of the radioactivity. It is a 
very useful approach to validate new candidate antigens as 
they are discovered through library screening or prote omics. 
It has been applied to numerous pituitary- gland- specific 
or - related targets: growth hormone (112), alpha- enolase 
(113), pituitary gland- specific factor 1a and 2 (114), pro- 
hormone convertases 1 and 2 and their regulatory protein 
7B2 (115), tudor domain- containing protein 6 (116), testis 
antigen 10 (117), and the corticotroph transcription factor 
TPIT (118). As with Western blotting and ELISA, the in 
vitro transcription/translation technique, however, has not 
yet proven useful in the clinical arena since antibodies to 
the candidate antigens indicated above cannot reliably 
identify patients with autoimmune hypophysitis before 
surgery or distinguish them from patients with other, non- 
immune- related pituitary masses.

Indirect Immunofluorescence
The first successful detection of pituitary antibodies by IF 
was reported in 1975 by Bottazzo and colleagues in patients 

TABLE 2 Summary of techniques used to detect pituitary antibodies in human seruma

Technique
Initial paper Total 

no. of 
papers

Yr of 
publication

First author 
(reference)

Non- antigen- specific techniques:
 Complement consumption 1965 Engelberth (108)   1
 Indirect immunofluorescence 1975 Bottazzo (119) 118
 Western blotting 1993 Crock (109)  20
 ELISA 1998 Kobayashi (111)   6

Antigen- specific techniques:
 In vitro transcription/translation for:
  Growth hormone, PGSF1a, and PGSF2 2002 Tanaka (114)   1
  Alpha- enolase 2003 Tatsumi (115)   1
  Prohormone convertases 1, 2, and 7B2 2003 Tatsumi (115)   1
  Tudor domain- containing protein 6 2007 Bensing (116)   1
  Testis antigen 10 2011 Smith (117)   1
  Corticotroph- specific transcription factor TPIT 2012 Smith (118)   1
 Western blotting for:
  Corticotroph, thyrotroph, growth hormone 1993 Crock (109)   1
  Growth hormone 2001 Takao (112)   1
  Alpha- enolase 2002 O’Dwyer (113)   1
 ELISA for:
  Growth hormone 1992 Wilkin (••)   1
 Surface plasmon resonance for:
  Growth hormone 2013 German (••)   1

aThe year and first author of the initial publication, as well as the overall number of publications, are indicated.
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with polyendocrine autoimmune diseases (119). Those au-
thors found that 19 of 287 patients (7%) had serum anti-
bodies recognizing cytosolic antigens in the human anterior 
pituitary gland. Using four of the strongest sera, they were 
then able to show that these antibodies recognized antigens 
contained in granules of prolactin- secreting cells but not 
prolactin itself (119). From 1975 to 2013, a total of 118 pa-
pers, 42 cohort studies, and 76 case reports have reported 
the measurement of pituitary antibodies by IF using the 
pituitary gland as the experimental substrate. These papers 
analyzed patients from a wide spectrum of conditions, rang-
ing from biopsy- proven hypophysitis to cryptorchidism, of-
ten comparing results to a smaller group of healthy controls. 
Authors used different pituitary gland species (human, ba-
boon, rat, Macaca mulatta, bovine, guinea pig, sheep, swine), 
different section fixatives, and different blocking solutions, 
in part explaining the large variability in the results. The 
IF protocol used in our laboratory (120) is presented below.

Pituitary Collection and Sectioning
Human pituitary glands are collected at autopsy within 

24 h of death, embedded in optimal cutting temperature 
compound, and frozen on dry ice. Four-  to 5- μm sections 
are then cut at the cryostat, attached to Superfrost Plus mi-
croscope slides, and allowed to air dry.

Fixation
Sections are fixed for 20 min at room temperature in 

alumina- filtered ice- cold acetone, with the goal of avoiding 
additional tissue breakdown during the staining procedure 
and thus maintaining a better tissue morphology. Fixation, 
instead, does not seem to negatively affect antigenicity (121).

Blocking of Unwanted Antibody Binding
The primary antibody (that is, the patient immunoglob-

ulins) or the secondary fluorochrome- conjugated antibody 
can theoretically attach to tissue targets independently of 
their specific (Fab- mediated) binding sites. This “unwanted” 
attachment is thought to occur through two main mecha-
nisms: the binding of the antibody tail (crystallizable frag-
ment, Fc) to tissue Fc receptors (122) and the “adhesion” of 
the antibody to tissue macromolecules via ionic and hydro-
phobic interactions (123). Although the subject of blocking 
continues to remain the subject of considerable debate and 
some authors even question its utility (123), we block our 
sections for 1 h at room temperature in 0.25% casein.

Addition of Patient Serum
Sera are diluted 10 times in phosphate- buffered saline 

and then incubated for 1 h at room temperature on the 
sections.

Addition of the Fluorochrome- Conjugated 
Secondary Antibody
After three 2- min washes in phosphate- buffered saline 

supplemented with 0.2% Tween 20, sections are incubated 
for 1 h at room temperature in the dark with a fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC)- conjugated F(ab′)2 anti- human IgG, 
diluted 1:400 in phosphate- buffered saline.

Nuclear Counterstaining and Quenching of 
Autofluorescence
Before the slide is coverslipped, sections are incubated 

for 10 min at room temperature in a solution of DAPI 
(4′,6- diamidino- 2- phenylindole at 4 μl in 200 ml of 
phosphate- buffered saline), washed as described above, and 
then incubated under the same conditions in Sudan black 

B (0.3% in 70% ethanol), a dye known to quench auto-
fluorescence (124).

Reporting of the Results
In addition to differing in substrate species, fixation, and 

blocking methods, publications have varied widely in the 
way IF results are reported. With IF being largely a subjec-
tive technique, it is important to develop an interpretation 
scheme that ensures consistency across samples and readers. 
After selecting intact and not peripherally located pituitary 
areas with a 10× objective, we scored sections for positivity 
using a 20× objective and considered positive those sec-
tions where stained cells were found in at least 2 of 10 fields. 
Positive sections were then classified according to area of 
involvement, cellular location, staining features, and stain-
ing intensity. The area of involvement can be classified as 
focal (Fig. 9A) or clustered (Fig. 9B) to indicate the staining 
of a few isolated cells within an acinus, or multiple aggre-
gated cells. These two staining patterns have been identi-
fied since the very beginning of pituitary IF experiments and 
are called the type 1 (single- cell) or type 2 (multiple- cell) 
pattern by Pouplard and colleagues (125, 126). Cellular 

FIGURE 9 Detection of serum pituitary antibodies by indirect 
immunofluorescence using acetone- fixed cryostat sections cut 
from a human anterior pituitary gland. (A) A few isolated cells are 
recognized by the patient antibodies (type 1 pattern). The arrow 
shows the granularity, suggesting that antibodies recognize small 
vesicles scattered in the cytosol. (B) Multiple clustered cells are 
highlighted by the patient serum (type 2 pattern), which diffusely 
stains the entire cytosol (arrow).
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location theoretically includes cytosolic, nuclear, plasma 
membrane, or nuclear membrane staining, although prac-
tically, pituitary antibodies stain predominantly the cytosol. 
The staining can be diffuse (homogeneous) when it involves 
uniformly the entire cytosol, granular when numerous small 
vesicles are seen in the cytosol, reticular when fine filaments 
are scattered throughout the cytosol, perinuclear when a 
ring of staining encircles the nucleus, and mixed for a com-
bination of the above (Fig. 9). The staining intensity can be 
classified as weak (+), moderate (++), or strong (+++).

Double IF Staining
If needed, it is possible to identify the type of anterior 

pituitary cell recognized by the patient antibodies by adding 
a commercial antihormone antibody along with the patient 
serum during the primary incubation. This commercial anti-
body, directed, for instance, against growth hormone or pro-
lactin, is raised in a nonhuman species, and its binding can 
be detected with a secondary antibody directed against the 
immunoglobulins of that species and conjugated with a fluo-
rochrome that is different from the fluorochrome used on 
the anti- human antibody secondary reagent. Through these 
double- IF studies, investigators have shown that patient 
antibodies most often recognize antigens that are different 
from the hormone itself (119).

Clinical Significance and Utility of Pituitary 
Antibodies
During the past 5 decades, numerous studies have measured 
pituitary antibodies in a variety of diseases, with the goal of 
developing a biomarker that can aid in the diagnosis and 
prognosis of patients with pituitary autoimmunity. Results, 
thus far, have been somewhat disappointing. If we limit the 
analysis to IF, which remains the technique most commonly 
published (Table 2), and analyze the 42 papers that have 
used the pituitary gland as the experimental substrate, we 
note that pituitary antibodies are indeed more common in 
patients with biopsy- proven hypophysitis (57% prevalence) 
(Table 3) than in patients with other conditions. However, 
these antibodies are also found in patients with conditions 
not typically associated with pituitary autoimmunity, such 
as traumatic brain injury, as well as in patients with other 
autoimmune diseases. It thus seems that pituitary antibod-
ies, although significantly more common in disease than in 
health, do not currently associate with a particular disease 
in a form strong enough to make it clinically useful. It is to 
be predicted that the diagnostic validity of pituitary anti-
body tests will improve once pathogenic pituitary autoan-
tigens are discovered and confirmed in the clinical arena.

Additional information can be gathered by refining the 
interpretation of the pituitary antibody results, which are 
typically reported as present or absent without further spec-
ifications. It has been apparent since the early studies that 
patients produce antibodies recognizing different types of 
anterior pituitary endocrine cells (119), as well as different 
antigenic components within a given cell (127), so that 
type 1 (single- cell) and type 2 (multiple- cell) stainings have 
been described (125, 126). After almost 3 decades, these 
two staining patterns have been shown to possess clinical 
relevance. In fact, patients with type 1 antibodies go on to 
develop various degrees of hypopituitarism, whereas those 
with type 2 antibodies do not acquire pituitary function de-
fects (128).

In summary, the field of pituitary antibodies remains a 
work in progress. Advances will be made in the near future 
when standardizations in IF techniques and result interpre-
tation are integrated and in the more distant future when 

the pathogenic pituitary autoantigens are finally identified 
and related to the various clinical facets and stages of pitu-
itary autoimmunity.
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Myasthenia gravis (MG) is a disease of striated muscles 
which clinically manifests as weakness. It is caused by im-
paired neuromuscular transmission due to a reduction in 
the number of receptors for the neurotransmitter acetyl-
choline (ACh) at the postsynaptic myoneural junction. 
This reduction is caused predominantly by the action of 
anti- acetylcholine receptor (anti- AChR) antibodies in 
most instances. The disease occurs with a reported preva-
lence of 0.5 to 5/100,000 and an incidence of 0.4/100,000/
year. MG can occur at any age; however, it typically pre-
sents in the second and third decades of life, with a later 
peak occurring after age 50 (late- onset disease). A female 
preponderance (3:1 to 4:1) has been reported in the first 
40 years of life; thereafter, the incidences are comparable 
between the sexes.

CLASSIFICATION
MG patients have typically been divided into those with 
generalized disease and those presenting with disease lim-
ited to the ocular muscles (1). Within these two groups, 
patients can be further subdivided on the basis of age of 
onset. Neonatal MG affects 10 to 20% of offspring born to 
myasthenic mothers. Disease manifestations are those of 
generalized MG (see below) but are transient, dissipating 
with the metabolism of maternal anti- AChR antibodies 
that had been transmitted across the placenta during the 
third trimester of pregnancy. Several congenital myasthenic 
syndromes have been described. In general, these manifest 
during the neonatal period, persist into adulthood, and do 
not have an autoimmune basis (2). Patients with juvenile 
MG present between 1 year of age and puberty. Apart from 
the age of onset, juvenile myasthenics, in general, behave 
like adult patients with MG.

Adults may present with ocular involvement or signs of 
more generalized disease. The ocular involvement is char-
acterized by impaired ocular muscle motility and lid weak-
ness, manifesting as diplopia and ptosis, respectively. Most 
MG patients experience ocular involvement, with roughly 
50% of patients presenting with ocular signs at the time of 
diagnosis. If generalized disease does not develop in such 
patients by 2 years, the likelihood of its development is 
about 10 to 20%. If generalized disease does not develop by 
5 years, the chances of developing generalized disease are 
probably no greater than 2 to 5% (3).

In the generalized- disease group, patients can be classi-
fied into those having mild, moderate, and severe disease 
on the basis of clinical activity. Any skeletal muscle group 
may be affected, but typically the palatal, pharyngeal, and 
upper esophageal muscles are involved. This results in dys-
arthria, dysphagia, and difficulty in handling secretions. 
Involvement of respiratory muscles, including intercostal 
muscles and the diaphragm, is seen in many individuals. 
Concomitant involvement of bulbar muscles may lead to 
“myasthenic crisis” requiring intubation. Involvement of 
muscles of the extremities and trunk occurs in 20 to 30% 
of patients at initial presentation and causes difficulties 
with activities of daily living. Sensory complaints accom-
panied by sensory findings are not a feature of MG. Auto-
nomic nervous system- related complaints or problems with 
cognition or level of consciousness, in the absence of CO2 
narcosis or hypoxia, are also not part of the presentation 
of MG. While many patients report fatigue, fatigue in the 
absence of weakness is rarely, if ever, seen in MG and of-
ten reflects the confusion between fatigability of strength 
with sustained or repetitive effort (repetitive stimulation) 
and diffuse fatigue without any weakness, which more often 
represents systemic disease or depression. The hallmark of 
all muscle involvement in MG is its variability over time, 
with weakness usually exacerbated by repetitive use.

IMMUNOPATHOGENESIS OF  
AUTOIMMUNE MG

The Principal Autoantigen: Neuromuscular nAChR
The nicotinic AChR (nAChR) is a member of a larger fam-
ily of ligand- gated ion channels. The muscle- type receptor, 
which is involved in myasthenia, can be subclassified further 
into mature junctional receptors and immature, extrajunc-
tional or denervated receptors. The nAChR at a mature 
myoneural junction is composed of four subunits, labeled α, 
β, δ, and ε. In fetal muscle and adult denervated muscle or 
nonjunctional membrane, a γ subunit replaces the ε subunit 
found in mature innervated muscle endplates. This form of 
the receptor differs from the mature junctional form by its 
lower density (500 receptors/μm2) and its distribution over 
most of the surface of the sarcolemma.

Two α subunits and one of each of the other subunits 
are assembled to form an asymmetric hourglass channel 
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spanning the membrane (Fig. 1). Each subunit has a large 
amino terminus located extracellularly, four transmembrane 
regions, and a short cytoplasmic tail formed by a loop be-
tween the third and fourth transmembrane domains. The 
receptor appears as a dimer owing to disulfide bonding be-
tween the δ subunits of two receptors. The two α subunits 
are not contiguous in each receptor but are separated by an-
other subunit. One ACh- binding site is found on each of the 
α subunits around the pair of cysteines at amino acids 192 
and 193. The binding of ACh to the α subunits is believed 
to engender a conformational change, possibly resulting in 
rearrangement of charged groups. The binding of ACh to 
both α subunits increases the probability of transition of 
the channel to an open conformation. Binding of curare or 
α- bungarotoxin, a snake venom- derived neurotoxin, to the 
α subunits blocks this channel.

The receptors are concentrated at the top of the folds 
in the muscle endplate, adjacent to the nerve terminus, at 
a density of 10,000/μm2 (Fig. 2) This localization reflects 
the action of agrin (4), an extracellular matrix protein se-
creted by neurons, which is critical in the development and 
maintenance of the neuromuscular junction. The AChRs 
are organized into clusters by rapsyn, a 43- kDa cytoplasmic 
protein (4). The clustered AChRs are linked to the cyto-
skeleton by connections between rapsyn and a dystrophin- 
glycoprotein complex.

PRINCIPAL EFFECTOR MOLECULES:  
ANTI-AChR ANTIBODIES

Properties of Anti- AChR Antibodies
Anti- AChR antibodies are detected in 80 to 90% of gen-
eralized MG patients and are responsible for the decreased 
number of nAChRs and impaired neuromuscular trans-
mission (reviewed in reference 5). This statement is based 
on the following lines of evidence: (i) IgG, along with C3 
and the terminal attack complex (C5- C9), is deposited at 
AChR- containing areas of the postsynaptic membrane; 
(ii) anti- AChR/AChR complexes can be extracted from the 
muscles of patients with MG; (iii) transfer of myasthenic se-
rum from mother to fetus, or from human to mouse, results 
in symptoms or signs of myasthenia in the recipient; and 
(iv) plasmapharesis, which decreases anti- AChR antibody 
levels, is associated with clinical improvement.

Anti- AChR antibodies are predominantly IgG1 and 
IgG3, but IgG2 and IgG4 isotypes have also been found. 
IgA and IgM anti- AChR antibodies are present in some 
patients but never in the absence of IgG anti- AChR an-
tibodies. The IgA and IgM anti- AChR antibodies tend 
to appear in patients whose disease is of longer duration 
and greater severity, and in association with high IgG ti-
ters. Pathogenic anti- AChR antibodies are considered 
to be directed at conformationally dependent structures. 

FIGURE 1 The AChR. The subunits of the AChR— α, β, δ, and γ or ε— are arranged like barrel staves 
around the central ion pore. Each subunit winds through the junctional membrane four times (sites M1, 
M2, M3, and M4). In the unfolded view of the α subunit, the amino- terminal end of the α subunit is 
extracellular, where it is accessible to ACh, which binds at the site shown (amino acids 192 and 193). In 
MG, autoantibodies may bind to various epitopes of all subunits, but a high proportion of antibodies bind 
to the main immunogenic region of the α subunit.
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Approximately 60% of these antibodies are directed 
against the α subunit, particularly to a small region on the 
extracellular portion referred to as the main immunogenic 
region (6). Approximately 60% of the anti- AChR anti-
bodies are directed against this region, which encompasses 
a set of overlapping epitopes clustered around amino acids 
67 to 76 of the α subunit (7). However, not all disease- 
producing antibodies in humans or experimental rodents 
appear to be directed to this region. Many patients also 
have antibodies recognizing the γ- containing embryonic 
form of AChR. This observation has led to speculation 
about a nonmuscle source of sensitization.

Effector Mechanisms of Anti- AChR antibodies

Complement- Mediated Damage
As noted above, the critical problem in MG is the anti- AChR 
antibody- mediated reduction in the number of nAChRs at 
the myoneural junction. There are several possible mecha-
nisms by which anti- AChR antibodies could lead to impaired 
neuromuscular transmission (8). Ultramicroscopy shows 
marked destructive changes in some endplates, particularly 
at the peaks of the postsynaptic folds, where AChR is usu-
ally present in greatest concentration. The architecture of 
the muscle endplate is simplified, with loss of junctional folds 
and widening of the synaptic cleft that contains membrane 
debris. C3, C9, and the membrane attack complex are de-
posited at the muscle endplate, suggesting a role for comple-
ment in membrane destruction (9). Indeed, the anti- AChR 
antibodies in many patients can fix complement in vitro 
when bound to skeletal muscle and can damage cultured rat 
myotubes, with a resultant decrease in AChR content. Al-
though antibody- directed complement- mediated destruction 
is important in the pathophysiology of MG, it is not the en-
tire story. The rapid clinical improvement in MG following 
certain therapeutic interventions and the lack of destructive 
changes in many neuromuscular junctions of symptomatic 
areas despite prominent immunoglobulin deposition suggest 
that a more readily reversible process is in play.

Acceleration of AChR Degradation
It is clear that anti- AChR antibodies can accelerate the rate 
of degradation of extrajunctional and junctional receptors 
(10). This reaction is complement independent and is due 
to the endocytosis of AChRs via shallow depressions, pre-
sumably clathrin- coated pits. The reaction can be mediated 
by F(ab)2 fragments, but not Fab fragments, of anti- AChR 
antibodies. This indicates that cross- linking of adjacent 
AChRs is required.

Receptor Blockade
The inhibition of binding of α- bungarotoxin to AChRs by 
MG serum has been studied to detect so- called blocking 
anti- AChR antibodies. Such blocking antibodies are found 
in a variable number of MG sera. Blockade has been gen-
erally attributed to steric hindrance of the ligand- binding 
site, rather than direct binding to the ACh- binding site 
(11). The importance of these different antibodies in the 
pathophysiology of MG remains unclear. However, in one 
study, the functional ability of an individual serum to accel-
erate degradation and cause blockade of AChRs paralleled 
most closely the clinical status of the patient. The in vivo 
significance of such antibodies has also been demonstrated 
by passive transfer of certain rat monoclonal anti- AChR 
antibodies into chicks. Complete paralysis was observed 
within 1 h of the transfer, presumably before there was time 
for complement- mediated damage. It has been reasoned 
that in MG patients, such blocking antibodies could fur-
ther diminish synaptic function already decreased owing to 
complement- mediated damage and/or accelerated receptor 
degradation. This could result in acute clinical deterioration 
or the rapid clinical improvement seen after plasmapharesis 
before the repair of damaged membrane and regeneration of 
new AChRs.

A number of other autoantibodies in the sera of MG 
patients have been described. Most of these autoantibodies 
are directed against other components of the neuromuscular 
junction. The mechanisms by which they may cause disease 
is still not completely understood. These autoantibodies as 

AChR Rapsyn

ACh vesicle LPR4

ACh Acetylcholinesterase

Agrin MuSK

Voltage-gated Ca+ channel     Voltage-gated Na+ channel 

Presynaptic motor axon 

terminal
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FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the myoneural junc-
tion. Vesicles of ACh release their contents at active zones across 
from AChRs in response to impulses conducted down nerve axons. 
ACh diffuses across the synaptic cleft and binds to AChRs when 
not interdicted by AChE, with opening of the ion channel and the 
generation of endplate potentials. Action potential is propagated 
to muscle when sufficient amplitude of summated endplate poten-
tials is attained. MuSK is a neuromuscular protein that anchors 
AChRs to the muscle membrane. LRP4 is a receptor for agrin, 
which activates clustering of MuSK and AChRs.
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well as some of the possible immunopathogenic mechanisms 
are discussed in the section below on diagnostic testing.

THE UNRESOLVED ROLE OF THE THYMUS
Interest in a primary role for the thymus in the pathogenesis 
of MG has been fueled by pathological, clinical, and immu-
nological lines of evidence, although the nature of its involve-
ment remains to be elucidated (reviewed in reference 12). 
The thymus is pathologically abnormal in 80 to 90% of MG 
patients. The majority of patients (65 to 75%) have thymic 
follicular hyperplasia with germinal center formation. The 
architecture of the hyperplastic thymi is generally preserved, 
with well- demarcated cortical and medullary regions. How-
ever, the medulla is crowded by numerous germinal centers 
that display the architectural features and cellular constitu-
ents of germinal centers in the secondary follicles of periph-
eral lymph nodes from normal individuals. Although these 
germinal centers in patients are generally thought to occupy 
an intraparenchymal position, some observers feel that they 
may actually lie extraparenchymally in the perivascular space.

Thymomas are seen in approximately 10% of MG pa-
tients who tend to be older than those with hyperplastic 
thymi (12). The thymomas are characterized by a loss of 
cortico- medullary demarcation and consist largely of neo-
plastic epithelial cells admixed with thymocytes. The af-
fected epithelial cells belong to the cortical epithelial 
compartment, and the thymocytes have the immunophe-
notypic properties of normal immature cortical thymocytes.

Further evidence for a pathogenic role of the thymus 
comes from the results of empiric trials of thymectomy. De-
spite the absence of a controlled study, for years there has 
been general agreement that removal of the thymus, par-
ticularly in young patients with follicular hyperplasia, leads 
to clinical improvement. Very recently a controlled inter-
national multicenter study was completed which compared 
clinical outcome in MG patients treated with corticosteroid 
versus those treated with corticosteroid plus thymectomy. All 
patients were anti-AChR antibody positive and lacked thy-
moma. Those receiving thymectomy demonstrated a more 
favorable clinical outcome (personal communication). The 
underlying mechanism of the beneficial effect of thymectomy 
remains unknown.

INTRATHYMIC FACTORS POSSIBLY 
CONTRIBUTING TO LOCAL ANTI-ACHR 
ANTIBODY RESPONSE
The MG thymus, particularly hyperplastic thymus, is char-
acterized by several unique features that strongly suggest that 
it plays a primary role in the immunopathogenesis of MG 
(reviewed in reference 12). It contains important constit-
uents necessary for and indicative of an immune response 
directed against nAChRs. There is considerable evidence 
that resident cells in the thymus, including myoid cells and 
epithelial cells, express various subunits of AChR, including 
the α subunit. Additional factors found uniquely in hyper-
plastic MG thymus include increased expression of chemok-
ines that attract immigrant CD4+ T and B cells; the presence 
of nAChR- reactive B and CD4+ T cells and anti- AChR 
antibody- secreting plasma cells; cytokines that can facilitate 
B cell activation, differentiation, and survival; and possibly 
decreased CD4+ CD25+ regulatory T cell function (12).

As yet it is not known whether or how such perturbations 
of the thymus lead to a breach in self- tolerance and the induc-
tion of anti- AChR antibodies. However, an understanding of 
this enduring mystery likely holds the key to unlocking the 

immunopathogenesis of this disease. The reader is referred 
elsewhere for a discussion of this topic (12).

DIAGNOSIS
In the appropriate clinical setting, the diagnosis of MG de-
pends on combinations of clinical neurophysiological and/
or pharmacological testing and immunological testing.

Clinical Neurophysiological Testing
The demonstration of a decrement in the amplitude of the 
muscle response to repetitive stimulation of a motor nerve 
at low rates of frequency (2 to 5 Hz) is highly diagnostic of 
MG. It is found in approximately 75% of patients with gen-
eralized MG and 50% of patients with purely ocular MG. 
Demonstration of a decline of 10% or more is highly diag-
nostic of a postsynaptic disorder, of which the most common 
is autoimmune MG. There are important technical consid-
erations in performing this test, which are covered in basic 
clinical neurophysiology texts. Certainly, repetitive stimu-
lation should be carried out for any patient who is seronega-
tive and for some who are seropositive if the clinical picture 
is at all atypical. If serologic and classic repetitive nerve 
stimulation studies are negative, then single- fiber electro-
myography can prove useful. This technique, which requires 
considerable experience, allows measurement of neuromus-
cular transmission in individual muscle endplates (13).

Pharmacological Testing
The rationale behind the use of pharmacological agents as 
diagnostic probes in MG relates to our understanding of the 
physiology of neuromuscular transmission. Inhibition of ace-
tylcholinesterase (AChE), the enzyme that is responsible for 
the breakdown of the transmitter ACh, results in increased 
amounts of ACh to bind to and activate AChR. In patients 
with MG, inhibition of AChE results in improvement in 
strength, which can then be demonstrated on the neurolog-
ical examination or, if available, electrophysiological testing 
(reversal of decremental pattern following repetitive muscle 
stimulation). Edrophonium, an ultrashort- acting inhibitor 
of AChE, is given intravenously and improvement is sought 
in the clinical exam. However, this drug is currently very 
difficult to obtain for diagnostic testing. Pyridostimine or 
neostigmine, longer- acting AChE inhibitors used orally for 
treatment of MG, can also be used for diagnostic testing 
when given via the intramuscular route, along with atropine 
to reduce muscarinic side effects (13).

Immunological Testing

Anti- AChR Antibodies
As previously noted, 80 to 90% of patients with generalized 
MG have binding antibodies to nAChR, as do 50 to 70% of 
those with ocular MG. The presence or absence of AChR 
antibodies at onset does not predict the future clinical course. 
While some report that patients with ocular MG tend to 
have lower titers of AChR antibodies, there are enough ex-
ceptions to make the use of the binding antibody titer as a 
predictor of whether a patient will go on to have general-
ized MG not useful in individual patients. In addition, the 
titer or level of antibody does not correlate with severity of 
disease across patients. However, in an individual patient, 
an increase or decrease in anti- AChR antibody levels often 
accompanies deterioration or improvement, respectively, in 
clinical activity, particularly over the short- term response to 
plasmapheresis (reviewed in reference 14). Some laboratories 
also provide assays of the modulating antibodies and blocking 
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antibodies discussed previously, which may occasionally 
provide additional diagnostic information. Modulating and 
blocking antibodies are seen in 65 to 70% of patients with 
generalized MG. Only 0.4% of patients whose serum is neg-
ative for both binding and blocking anti- AChR antibodies 
have modulating antibodies. Testing for modulating anti-
bodies, which some feel is important in prognosis (15, 16), 
involves incubating test serum with a human muscle sarcoma 
cell line, which serves as a target for anti- AChR antibodies. 
Radiolabeled bungarotoxin is then added to bind the remain-
ing AChR. The bound fraction is separated from the free ra-
diolabeled bungarotoxin and then quantified. The specificity 
of binding is assessed by preaddition of carbamylcholine ag-
onist in parallel cultures. However, this test really measures 
both modulating and blocking antibodies. Measurement of 
only blocking antibodies, which is not widely employed, in-
volves incubating test serum and calibrators with detergent- 
solubilized fetal and adult AChR along with 125I- radiolabeled 
bungarotoxin. Blocking antibodies, if present, compete with 
the bungarotoxin for AChR. The AChR- blocking anti bodies 
are precipitated. Radioactivity is inversely proportionate to 
the amount of blocking antibody. Commercial assays that 
detect complement- fixing AChR antibodies are not widely 
available for diagnostic testing. As noted previously, binding 
anti- AChR antibodies are predominately of the IgG1 and 
IgG3 isotypes.

The “gold standard” for detecting binding AChR antibod-
ies is still the radioimmunoassay. The assay is widely available 
in the United States, Canada, Europe, the Middle East, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, and many parts of Asia. In this assay, se-
rum is reacted with a nAChR preparation (generally human 
sourced) labeled with 125I- α- bungarotoxin, a snake venom 
polypeptide that binds irreversibly to the receptor. Bound an-
tibodies are immunoprecipitated by an anti- immunoglobulin 
reagent or staphylococcal protein A, and the quantity of 
antibodies detected is expressed in terms of the amount of 
α- bungarotoxin bound. Since sensitivity varies among lab-
oratories, laboratories should provide the cutoff for normal, 
equivocal, and positive values. Many laboratories consider 
values of >0.5 nM/liter to indicate positivity, whereas some 
define positivity as >0.02 nM/liter. Specificity is also very 
high, although when a very sensitive assay for anti- AChR 
antibodies is used, it has been reported that as many as 11% 
of patients with neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder have 
AChR antibodies, with 2% of these having concomitant 
MG (17). It has been recognized for more than 50 years that 
patients with MG have an increase in concomitant autoim-
mune diseases as well as other autoantibodies (18). Rarely, 
patients with Lambert- Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS), 
an autoimmune disease of the neuromuscular junction caused 
by antibodies to the presynaptic P/Q voltage- gated calcium 
channel, have antibodies to AChR. Antibodies to AChR 
and/or cross- striational antibodies (antibodies that bind to 
molecules that are intracellular components of skeletal mus-
cle) can be seen in up to 13% of patients with LEMS as well 
as in some other immune- mediated diseases (19, 20). It has 
been suggested that some patients have both MG and LEMS, 
but on the basis of clinical and clinical neurophysiological 
testing, there are no well- documented cases of patients with 
both clinical entities.

One laboratory has reported antibodies to AChR for 
some MG patients who do not have detectable AChR an-
tibodies using the standard assays for detecting binding, 
blocking, and/or modulating antibodies. These presumably 
low- affinity antibodies can be detected by increasing the 
clustering of AChR on muscle cells in culture (21). This 
assay is not available on a commercial basis at this time.

Anti- MuSK Antibodies
Approximately 50% of patients with generalized MG and 
no detectable AChR antibodies have antibodies to muscle- 
specific kinase (MuSK) (22–24). MuSK is a neuromuscular 
junction protein that is important in anchoring AChR in the 
muscle membrane. Inhibition of MuSK negatively affects the 
availability of AChR. The currently available assay is a radio-
immunoassay using recombinant human MuSK. The test is 
sometimes reported as negative (<1:10), borderline (1:10), or 
positive (≥1:20) without any further quantitation within the 
positive range. Other laboratories report the results as nano-
molar concentration per liter, with values above 0.05 nM/liter 
being positive (25). In the appropriate clinical setting, a pos-
itive result confirms the diagnosis of MG. It is rare for a patient 
to have both anti- AChR and anti- MuSK antibodies. From 
the point of view of diagnosis, if a patient has anti- AChR anti-
bodies, testing for anti- MuSK antibodies does not have diag-
nostic utility. Originally, anti- MuSK antibodies were described 
for patients with marked facial and bulbar weakness, includ-
ing tongue weakness (24, 26), and respiratory involvement 
with relative sparing of upper-  and lower- extremity muscles 
(24, 27). Ophthalmoparesis was also seen but was not a first 
symptom in at least one series of patients (28). Subsequently, 
it has become clear that patients with MuSK anti bodies can 
also have a more traditional clinical phenotype similar to that 
seen with AChR patients. Most MuSK antibodies are of the 
non- complement- fixing IgG4 isotype. The pathogenic effects 
of MuSK antibodies are still not fully clear (23) but might re-
sult from inhibition of the effects of MuSK on normal AChR 
expression (29, 30).

Anti- LRP4 Antibodies
There are now three independent reports of serum from 
MG patients having antibodies binding to lipoprotein- 
related protein 4 (LRP4) (31–33). LRP4 is an important 
component of the neuromuscular junction, which serves as 
a receptor for agrin and which is required for agrin- induced 
activation of MuSK and AChR clustering. The prevalence 
of reactivity to LRP4 varied from 2 to 50% of patients who 
are negative for anti- AChR and MuSK antibodies (double 
seronegative), with the differences possibly being related to 
geography or ethnicity. Anti- LRP4 antibodies were found 
in the sera of 3% of patients with anti- MuSK antibodies in 
one study but otherwise were limited to double seronegative 
patients. Anti- LRP4 antibodies were not present in the sera 
of a large number of patients with other neurological dis-
eases with the exception of neuromyelitis optica spectrum 
disorder, where 12.5% of patients had anti- LRP4 antibodies. 
If larger studies demonstrate that anti- LRP4 antibodies are 
found in MG patients without anti- AChR or MuSK anti-
bodies and are rare in other neurological disorders, the test 
could become important in the diagnosis of MG. The an-
tibodies are detected using enzyme- linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) technique with recombinant human LRP4 
by the three laboratories which have reported the findings 
(31–33). All three groups failed to find a positive test, as 
defined in their assays, for other diseases, but more experi-
ence is needed in order to be certain of the diagnostic utility 
of finding LRP4 antibodies in the serum. The assay is not 
commercially available at this time. LRP4 antibodies were 
able to inhibit LRP4- agrin interaction and/or alter AChR 
clustering in muscle cells in vitro (33).

Anti- Agrin Antibodies
Anti- agrin antibodies have recently been reported by two 
groups, often for MG patients with anti- AChR or anti- 
MuSK antibodies, but occasionally for MG patients who 
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are “triple seronegative” (AChR− MuSK− LRP4−) (34, 35). 
These antibodies can be detected by cell- based assays (34) 
and by ELISA employing recombinant human agrin (35). 
In one study, no patients with other neurological disorders 
had agrin antibodies. Studies of larger numbers of patients 
and studies from other groups will be necessary to determine 
the prevalence of anti- agrin antibodies in triple seronega-
tive MG patients as well as the degree of specificity for MG.

Other Autoantibodies
In addition to antibodies to neuromuscular junction mole-
cules, MG patients may have antibodies to other autoanti-
gens, some organ specific (thyroid, gastric parietal cells, red 
cells) as well as non- organ specific (antinuclear antibodies 
[ANA], double- stranded DNA, rheumatoid factor) even in 
the absence of evidence or presence of another autoimmune 
or immunologically mediated diseases (thyroiditis, pernicious 
anemia, hemolytic anemia, systemic lupus erythematosus, 
and rheumatoid arthritis). Some MG patients also have se-
rum antibodies directed against one or more molecules that 
are specific for or relatively specific for skeletal muscle (36). 
In fact, antibodies that react with several intracellular muscle 
proteins were initially identified in patients with MG. Two of 
the many molecules that have been identified as antigens for 
these antibodies, titin and ryanodine receptors, may be im-
portant in indicating the presence of a thymoma (37) or as a 
factor in disease severity (38). Titin is a giant filamentous pro-
tein of striated muscle. Titin filaments are involved in mus-
cle assembly and contribute to the muscle’s ability to recoil 
following stimulation. Ryanodine receptors are Ca2+ release 
channels which are critically involved in muscle contraction. 
They are located in the sarcoplasmic reticulum of striated 
muscles. An antibody ELISA is commercially available for 
titin, and increased levels (>0.6), like that of anti- striational 
(skeletal muscle) antibodies (see below), are associated with 
thymoma or “elderly onset.” Ryanodine receptors are not used 
for diagnosis and are rarely used for management of patients 
with MG, although an immunoblot test is available through 
a Swedish company. Striational- antibody (skeletal muscle 
antibody) assays are available from several commercial labo-
ratories. Demonstration of increased titers of cross- striational 
(skeletal muscle) antibodies were first demonstrated using 
immunofluorescent techniques with frozen muscle and raises 
the likelihood that a patient with MG has a thymoma. Some 
laboratories continue to employ the indirect immunofluores-
cent assay using monkey skeletal muscle as the substrate. An 
ELISA employing proteins extracted from rat skeletal muscle 
is used, and the results are expressed as antibody titer in com-
parison to those of 4 normal sera run in each assay (20). Stri-
ational antibodies are also seen in MG patients with elderly 
onset (39, 40) and have also been reported for patients with 
thymoma who were said to not have MG as well as in other 
disorders (20, 41, 42).
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Peripheral neuropathies constitute a diverse group of dis-
eases caused by a wide range of genetic, toxic, metabolic, 
and inflammatory insults to the peripheral nervous system. 
A considerable proportion of neuropathies are believed to 
have an autoimmune basis, either as a feature of systemic 
autoimmune diseases, vasculitides, or paraneoplastic or 
postinfectious syndromes, in association with lymphoprolif-
erative diseases, or as isolated peripheral nerve syndromes. 
In clinical practice, the cause of sporadic neuropathies is of-
ten obscure, resulting in the frequent use of multiple screen-
ing tests to aid in diagnosis. Over the last 20 years, there 
has been a widespread increase in the use of antiganglioside 
antibody assays as diagnostic tools, based on the recogni-
tion from research studies that gangliosides are important 
autoantigens in many patients with autoimmune peripheral 
nerve disorders (1).

Early progress in this field stemmed from the discovery 
that IgM paraproteins with anti- myelin- associated gly-
coprotein (anti- MAG) activity present in patients with 
IgM paraproteinemic neuropathy also reacted with carbo-
hydrate epitopes on a sulfated glucuronic acid- containing 
glycosphingolipid termed sulfated glucuronyl paragloboside 
(SGPG) (2). Further studies soon showed that cases of IgM 
paraproteinemic neuropathy that were anti- MAG/SGPG 
antibody negative often had antibodies reactive to various 
other glycolipid and ganglioside antigens.

Anti- GM1 ganglioside IgM antibodies were then found 
in a large proportion of patients with a syndrome termed 
multifocal motor neuropathy (MMN), thereby catalyzing a 
vast body of clinical research into the association between 
anti- GM1 antibodies and other motor nerve syndromes (3). 
At the same time, interest centered on identifying antigan-
glioside antibodies in Guillain- Barré syndrome (GBS) and 
its variant forms, including Miller Fisher syndrome (MFS) 
(4, 5), and these areas of research remain highly topical.

Both preceding and in parallel with this evolving field of 
neuropathy research and clinical practice, antiganglioside 
and antiglycolipid antibodies have also been reported for a 
vast range of other diseases and syndromes, including nor-
mal health (6, 7). Antiglycolipid antibodies are viewed as 
forming an important part of the natural autoantibody rep-
ertoire directed towards microbial carbohydrate structures, 
which has the potential to be expanded in both specific and 
nonspecific ways (8). This may explain their ubiquitous pres-
ence in both healthy and diseased patient populations and 

may account for some of the potentially misleading studies 
that have claimed disease- specific associations, which are 
further confounded by technical difficulties in antigangli-
oside antibody measurement. This chapter addresses only 
their relationship to autoimmune neuropathy, for which 
diagnostic testing is widespread.

Table 1 displays the main clinical syndromes for which 
a well- defined antiglycolipid antibody specificity has been 
identified. In patients with IgM paraproteinemic demye-
linating neuropathy, paraproteins with anti- MAG activity 
also react with carbohydrate epitopes on sulfated glucu-
ronic acid- containing glycosphingolipids, i.e., SGPG and 
its higher- lactosaminyl homologue, SGLPG (2). Another 
paraproteinemic neuropathy syndrome is chronic large- fiber 
sensory neuropathy with prominent ataxia (9). The IgM para-
protein reacts with gangliosides bearing NeuNAc(alpha2- 8)
NeuNAc- linked disialosyl groups, including but not limited 
to GD3, GD1b, GT1a, GT1b, and GQ1b. The patients may 
also have cold agglutinin disease by virtue of the presence 
of sialylated glycoprotein epitopes on human red blood cells 
with which the IgM paraproteins can cross- react. Ophthal-
moplegia is also variably present in this syndrome.

In MMN with demyelinating conduction block, IgM an-
tibodies to the GM1 ganglioside are present in about half 
of cases (10). A small number of patients have antibodies 
to GM2. Recently, it was demonstrated that the addition of 
galactocerebroside to the anti- GM1 antibody assay might 
improve detection rates; however, this has yet to be applied 
widely in clinical diagnostic practice (11). Patients with 
MMN and anti- GM1 antibodies are mostly male and have 
a clinical picture comprising a chronic asymmetric motor 
syndrome, usually with distal onset in an upper limb. The 
average age of onset is in the 4th decade, and the illness runs 
an indolent course, with patients usually remaining ambu-
lant and physically independent 10 to 20 years after onset. 
The electrophysiological examination classically shows fo-
cal motor conduction block, and intravenous human immu-
noglobulin is the standard therapy.

In GBS, a wide variety of antiganglioside and antigly-
colipid antibodies have been reported for up to 50% of 
cases in many series (12, 13). Anti- GM1, - GD1a, - GM1b, 
and - GalNAc- GD1a antibodies mark a form of GBS with 
prominent motor axonal involvement, now called acute 
motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN). In MFS, an acute, 
self- limiting variant of GBS comprising ataxia, areflexia, 
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and ophthalmoplegia, anti- GQ1b and anti- GT1a IgG anti-
bodies are present in over 90% of cases; the antibodies also 
react with GD1b and/or GD3 in about half of cases (1, 5). 
Recently, antibodies that bind a combination of two glyco-
lipids that interact with each other to form a heteromeric 
glycolipid complex were reported (14, 15). Universally 
recognized methods for detecting these have not yet been 
incorporated into clinical laboratory practice, although 
considerable progress towards this is being made (16).

As research into clinical- serological associations between 
neuropathy phenotypes and antiglycolipid antibodies evolves, 
it is likely that more requests for clinical testing will enter the 
diagnostic laboratory. The most commonly sought antibodies 
at present are those to GM1 and GQ1b gangliosides.

METHODS

Sample Requirements
Antiganglioside antibodies are best measured in serum, al-
though they can also be estimated by using plasma. Cerebro-
spinal fluid may contain small amounts of antiganglioside 
antibody (filtered from the systemic circulation), but there 
is no evidence to indicate any local intrathecal synthesis of 
antibody, and therefore measurement in cerebrospinal fluid 
has no advantage over that in serum. Serum antiganglio-
side antibodies are stable for short periods (days) at standard 
ambient temperature and can be stored at 4°C for 1 to 2 
weeks without adverse effects. Interlaboratory shipping of 
serum can be conducted at ambient temperature. Repeated 
freeze- thawing prior to testing should be avoided, as titers 
will fall. In chronic peripheral neuropathy syndromes, anti-
ganglioside antibodies are usually IgM antibodies, occurring 
either as paraproteins (often monoclonal gammopathies 
of undetermined significance) or as polyclonal antibodies. 
Measurement can be performed at any stage of the clinical 
illness. For acute- onset, self- limiting neuropathies, such as 
GBS, the antiganglioside antibodies are usually IgG but may 
be IgM and IgA. They are at their highest titer at clinical 
onset and then disappear over the ensuing weeks or months 
and should therefore be sought immediately after clinical 
presentation, ideally before any therapeutic intervention. 
Plasma exchange or intravenous immunoglobulin therapy 
may substantially reduce or mask titers.

Materials and Reagents
Gangliosides are sialic acid- containing glycosphingolip-
ids composed of a long- chain aliphatic amine, ceramide, 

attached to one to five hexoses, at least one of which must 
be sialylated. It is the presence of a sialic acid molecule(s) 
attached to a galactose residue(s) in the hexose core which 
defines a glycosphingolipid as a ganglioside. In the human 
nervous system, the sialic acid is N- acetylneuraminic acid 
(NeuNAc). Common structures are shown in Fig. 1. Gan-
glioside nomenclature is assigned according to the system of 
Svennerholm (17), in which the prefix G refers to “ganglio,” 
M, D, T, and Q refer to the number of sialic acid molecules 
(mono, di, tri, and quad), and arabic numerals and lower-
case letters refer to the order of migration of the gangliosides 
on thin- layer chromatograms (TLC).

Although total chemical or enzymatic synthesis of gan-
gliosides is possible in specialized laboratories, most di-
agnostic laboratories purchase purified gangliosides from 
commercial sources or purify them from bovine brains. 
Chloroform- methanol extraction with DEAE- Sephadex 
chromatography is one of several commonly used procedures 
(18). Characterization is aided by chemical and enzymatic 
derivatization, TLC, and more sophisticated techniques, 
such as fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry and 
high- performance liquid chromatography. The major gan-
gliosides in the brain are GM1, GD1a, GD1b, and GT1b, 
but there are also many minor gangliosides in both the brain 
and peripheral nerves and in other tissues.

Gangliosides can be purchased from a wide variety of 
commercial sources. Rare gangliosides should be sought by 
personal requests to relevant investigators. Many prepa-
rations are only partially pure; for example, commercial 
preparations of GT1a and GT1b may be contaminated by 
significant amounts of GQ1b and vice versa. Care should be 
taken to control for this in nondiscriminatory immunoas-
says, such as enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) 
or dot blots. Various commercial kits are now available, us-
ing either an ELISA- based format or a dot blot or strip assay. 
Assays are also conducted by commercial companies upon 
receipt of clinical samples.

Antiganglioside autoantibodies are generally referred to 
by their specificity, either in terms of individual gangliosides 
(e.g., anti- GM1 IgG antibodies) or, less often, in terms of 
the reactive carbohydrate epitope [e.g., anti- Gal(beta1- 3)
GalNAc or antidisialosyl antibodies]. When generalizing, 
it is often more appropriate to use the term antiglycolipid 
antibodies (as opposed to antiganglioside antibodies), since 
many neuropathy- associated autoantibodies react with gly-
colipids which are not strictly gangliosides, such as SGPG, 
LM1, sulfatide, asialo- GM1 (also termed GA1), and galac-
tocerebroside, as these molecules do not contain sialic acid.

TABLE 1 Clinical syndromes associated with specific antiglycolipid autoantibodies

Clinical syndrome Antibody specificity Antibody isotype

Chronic sensorimotor 
demyelinating neuropathy

MAG, SGPG, SGLPG IgM (monoclonal)

Chronic ataxic neuropathy NeuNAc(alpha2- 8)NeuNAc 
epitopes on GD1b, GD3, GQ1b, 
GT1b, GT1a, and GD2

IgM (monoclonal)

MMN Gal(beta1- 3)GalNAc epitopes on 
GM1, GA1, and GD1b

IgM

Chronic motor neuropathy GM2, GalNAc- GM1b, GalNAc- 
GD1a

IgM

AMAN GM1a, GM1b, GD1a, GalNAc- 
GD1a

IgG

Demyelinating GBS GalC, LM1, SGPG, GM1, GM2 IgG
MFS GQ1b, GT1a, GD3, GD1b IgG
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The Current Procedure
The methodology for antibody detection presents difficul-
ties, largely because the physical properties of gangliosides 
do not lend themselves well to development of uniform as-
says. Although antiganglioside antibodies can be detected 
by a variety of different methods, the principal and most 
commonly used screening method is ELISA (19, 20). A typ-
ical ELISA procedure is as follows.

1. Using a standard 96- well ELISA plate selected for 
high glycolipid binding properties (e.g., Immulon 2 
[Dynatech]), coat each well of rows A, C, E, and G 
with 200 ng of GM1 or GQ1b in 100 μl of 100% eth-
anol and each well of rows B, D, F, and H with 100 μl 
of 100% ethanol alone by evaporation to dryness at 
room temperature and then store the plate for at least 
overnight at 4°C. Coated plates are stable at 4°C for 
up to 2 weeks.

2. Block all 96 wells with 200 μl phosphate- buffered 
saline (PBS)–bovine serum albumin (BSA) (pH 7.4; 
1% BSA) for 2 h at 4°C. Discard PBS- BSA by flick-
ing or automated washing.

3. Prepare serum samples by mixing gently and then 
centrifuge out any fibrin or particulate debris. Dilute 
the test serum to 1/100 in PBS- 0.1% BSA, add sam-
ples in duplicate to ganglioside- coated and uncoated 
wells, and serially dilute the samples from 1/100 to 
1/500, 1/2,500, and 1/12,500.

4. Leave the test serum to incubate overnight at 4°C.
5. Wash the plate six times in PBS wash buffer cooled 

to 4°C by dunking and flicking or using an automated 
washer.

6. Add 100 μl of peroxidase- conjugated anti- human 
IgM or IgG, diluted 1/3,000 (dilution optimized by 

checkerboard analysis) in PBS- 0.1% BSA. Incubate 
for 2 h at 4°C.

7. Wash the plate six times in PBS wash buffer.
8. Develop the plate by adding a substrate solution com-

prising one 15- mg o- phenylenediamine tablet in 60 
ml citrate buffer with 20 μl of 30% hydrogen peroxide 
for 20 min.

9. Stop the peroxidase reaction with 50 μl 3 M H2SO4.
10. Read optical densities (ODs) in an automated plate 

reader at 490 nm.
11. Calculate titers by endpoint dilution analysis as 

follows.
(i) Subtract blank well ODs from coated well ODs 

to obtain working ODs.
(ii) Obtain the mean of working ODs for duplicate 

wells.
(iii) On semilog paper, plot linear OD values (x axis) 

against log test serum dilutions (y axis).
(iv) Draw a best- fit dilution curve and assign the titer 

to the point at which the dilution curve crosses 
an OD of 0.1.

There have been some attempts to recommend a stan-
dard methodology, although most laboratories have es-
tablished in- house protocols. In multicenter comparative 
studies, there has been a fair amount of agreement on 
clearly positive or negative cases but variable results with 
borderline samples (21). Important factors in setting up the 
ELISA include (i) the choice of ELISA plates, including 
glycolipid binding properties, batch variations, and stor-
age conditions— checks on individual batches of plates are 
made by using a positive serum sample and calculating the 
lowest coefficient of variance over the whole plate while 

FIGURE 1 Examples of clinically relevant ganglioside structures.
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still giving an optimal signal; (ii) the temperature at which 
the assay is performed, including all incubation and washing 
steps, with 4°C being the most commonly recommended 
temperature; (iii) the duration of serum incubation, which 
should be at least 4 h; and (iv) the presence or absence of 
Tween 20 as a detergent (gangliosides are soluble in deter-
gent and will therefore be removed from the polystyrene 
plate). Assay results are usually reported as titers calculated 
by endpoint analysis.

In addition to ELISA, the TLC overlay technique is 
widely used (22). TLC overlay involves separating glyco-
lipids on aluminum- backed silica plates in a solvent system 
and then performing an immuno- overlay with serum and la-
beled antibodies. Although not readily amenable to quanti-
tative titration, TLC overlay has the advantage of allowing 
unambiguous identification of a particular glycolipid and is 
thus considered the gold standard method. This is especially 
useful when specific glycolipids are not available in pure 
form. Dot blots are also widely used, but as with TLC, it is 
harder to obtain readily quantifiable data (16). A techni-
cally straightforward and rapid agglutination assay was re-
cently reported (23). Antibodies that react with ganglioside 
complexes were recently described (24), and the important 
role of accessory lipids also needs consideration; however, at 
present, these issues remain outside the remit of a routine 
diagnostic laboratory.

COST ASSESSMENT
There is no antiganglioside antibody investigation that is 
absolutely essential for diagnosis of a particular subtype of 
peripheral neuropathy, since independent investigation, 
principally electrodiagnostic tests in the context of an ap-
propriate clinical picture and exclusion of other causes, is 
usually adequate. However, an antiganglioside antibody in-
vestigation may be useful (i) to confirm a diagnosis, such as 
MMN, AMAN, or MFS; (ii) to subclassify an existing diag-
nosis, such as classifying cases of IgM paraproteinemic neu-
ropathy into those with anti- NeuAc(α2- 8)NeuAc activity 
or anti- SGPG activity; or (iii) to exclude or differentiate be-
tween several possible diagnoses, such as between botulism, 
brain stem demyelinating disease, and MFS (anti- GQ1b an-
tibody testing) or between MMN and amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis (anti- GM1 antibody testing).

INTERPRETATION
A normal range of IgG and IgM titers for each glycolipid 
antigen must be established within a laboratory, since anti-
glycolipid antibodies form part of the normal autoantibody 
repertoire and antibodies to some gangliosides may be found 
at low titers in both normal and disease control sera. The dis-
tribution of antiganglioside antibodies in the population does 
not follow a normal distribution but is skewed, with some 
control subjects having high antibody levels against some 
gangliosides (titers of >1/1,000) and most having undetect-
able levels (titers of <1/100). As a result, defining a clinically 
meaningful normal range, even using logarithmically trans-
formed data, is problematic. In my laboratory, we set the up-
per limit of the normal range to 2 standard deviations above 
the titers obtained using a panel of at least 50 healthy control 
subjects of all ages and both sexes; for most antiganglioside 
antibodies, this equates to an antibody titer being positive if 
it is >1/500 by endpoint dilution analysis (19).

With respect to the sensitivity and specificity of anti-
ganglioside antibodies in particular clinical settings, no 
clear data are available from large multicenter studies. 

Some syndromes (e.g., “anti- MAG neuropathy”) are de-
fined to an extent by the presence of a particular antigly-
colipid antibody. Anti- GQ1b IgG antibodies are a highly 
sensitive (>90%) and specific (>90%) marker of MFS and 
related syndromes accompanied by ophthalmoplegia (25). 
Anti- GM1 IgM antibodies are found in ~50% of cases of 
MMN (10, 26, 27), although this may rise with the advent 
of the GM1/galactocerebroside complex assay mentioned 
above (11). Anti- GM1/GD1a IgG antibodies are very spe-
cifically associated with acute motor- dominant forms of 
GBS, including AMAN, occurring in ~50% of cases (13). 
Anti- MAG antibodies are found in ~50% of cases of IgM 
paraproteinemic neuropathy, and a proportion of the re-
mainder react with other glycolipid antigens. Anti- GD1b 
IgM antibodies are highly specific for a rare form of chronic 
ataxic neuropathy termed CANOMAD, although the sen-
sitivity is unknown, and anti- GD1b IgG antibodies mark a 
rare GBS variant termed acute ataxic neuropathy (28).
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The immunodetection of autoantibodies in autoimmune 
liver disease has been technically difficult because of the 
following: (i) serum autoantibodies from these patients usu-
ally react to a broad spectrum of antigens; (ii) some of these 
autoantibodies may have low titers; (iii) the biochemical 
nature of these autoantigens is unknown; and (iv) many 
autoantigens have low concentrations, and their biochemi-
cal purification often requires sophisticated procedures. The 
development and application of immunohistochemical, bio-
chemical, and molecular biological techniques have provided 
new approaches to the study of autoimmune diseases and, 
in particular, the immunological detection of autoantigens. 
This is exemplified by two autoimmune diseases of the liver, 
namely, primary biliary cholangitis (PBC, formerly known as 
primary biliary cirrhosis) and autoimmune hepatitis (AIH). 
This chapter focuses on the detection of antimitochondrial 
autoantibodies (AMA) in PBC and the detection of liver 
kidney microsomal (LKM) antibodies in AIH.

PRIMARY BILIARY CHOLANGITIS
PBC is an autoimmune disease of the liver characterized 
by autoimmune- mediated destruction of intrahepatic bile 
ducts with progressive inflammatory scarring and eventual 
liver function failure (1). Immunologically, PBC is charac-
terized by the presence of AMA in the circulation (2) and 
the infiltration of T cells into the liver (3). AMA can be 
detected in over 95% of patients with the disease (4, 5). 
These mitochondrial autoantigens are the E2 subunits of the 
2- oxo- acid dehydrogenase complex (6–8) (Table 1). Exten-
sive molecular and immunological studies of PBC, including 
cloning of mitochondrial autoantigens (9), antigen- specific 
isotype studies (7, 10), mapping of B and T cell epitopes 
(3, 11–17), and analysis of human and murine monoclonal 
antibodies (14, 16, 18–20), have provided valuable infor-
mation and reagents for an understanding of the immu-
nopathogenesis of PBC as well as for the development of 
accurate and specific diagnostic reagents with recombinant 
autoantigens (21–23). Immunohistochemical studies have 
shown the presence of either PDC- E2 or a cross- reactive 
molecule at the luminal region of bile duct epithelial cells of 
PBC patients but not controls (18, 19, 24–26). These data 
suggest that antibody targeting of bile duct epithelial cells 
of PBC livers may be pathogenic. Recently, IgG and IgA 
AMA were detected in the saliva and urine of patients with 

PBC, suggesting that a locally driven mucosal response is 
involved in PBC (27, 28).

Detection of AMA
AMA can be detected by the following methods: (i) indi-
rect immunofluorescence (IF) (29), (ii) immunoblotting 
(13), (iii) enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
(21, 23), and (iv) bead assay (30).

Immunohistochemical staining for AMA in PBC sera 
by IF
Among the various methods of detection of AMA, IF is by 
far the most commonly used clinical test for AMA, using 
HEp- 2 cells or tissue sections from mice or rats. A detailed 
protocol is as follows.

1. Prepare smears of HEp- 2 cells on a clean glass slide 
and air dry.

2. Fix cells in cold acetone for 10 min at 4°C and air dry.
3. Place glass slide in phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) 

for 5 min.
4. Apply diluted patient serum to slide and incubate for 

60 min at room temperature.
5. Wash with PBS 3 times for 3 min each.
6. Apply diluted fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- 

conjugated goat anti- human IgG with Evan’s Blue 
and incubate for 60 min at room temperature.

7. Wash with PBS 3 times for 3 min each.
8. Mount with 90% glycerol in PBS.
9. Examine by fluorescence microscopy.

HEp- 2 slides can also be obtained commercially (e.g., 
Immunoconcepts, Sacramento, CA). Results of a typical IF 
test of AMA- positive PBC serum on HEp- 2 cells are shown 
in Fig. 1. Alternatively, rat and mouse kidney sections can 
also be used for immunohistochemical staining for AMA. 
However, IF lacks the specificity of identifying specific an-
tigens. In addition, background signals caused by nonspe-
cific binding are common. Therefore, accurate detection of 
AMA by IF requires serial dilutions of sera (usually 1:40, 
1:80, 1:160, 1:320, and 1:640) and also an optimal dilution 
of FITC- labeled anti- human Ig. The precise optimal dilu-
tion of the secondary FITC- conjugated antibody may also 
vary from batch to batch. In addition, thorough washing 
steps and changes of washing solutions are necessary to re-
duce the background.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch101
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Immunoblotting for  Detection of specific AMA 
against Mitochondrial Antigens
A total mitochondrial homogenate from mammalian tis-
sues is best suited for testing of AMA by immunoblotting. 
Briefly, mitochondrial preparations from bovine heart, rat 
liver, human placenta, or other tissues are resolved in an 
SDS- polyacrylamide gel, transferred to nitrocellulose filters, 
and probed with sera from patients with PBC. AMA reac-
tivity against mitochondrial antigens is detected by use of 
enzyme- conjugated or 125I- labeled anti- human Ig.

Preparation of Mitochondria from Mammalian Liver
A convenient method to prepare mitochondria is as 

follows.

1. Homogenize rat/mouse liver (15 g) in 30 ml of ice- 
cold buffer I (0.5 M sorbitol, 0.1 mM EDTA, 50 mM 
Tris, pH 7.4) and centrifuge the homogenate at 250 
× g for 10 min.

2. Filter supernatant through 4 layers of cheesecloth.
3. Spin supernatant at 250 × g for 10 min at 4°C.
4. Take supernatant, and spin it again at 8,000 × g for 

10 min at 4°C.
5. Resuspend pellet in 15 ml buffer I. Spin it again as in 

step 4.
6. Repeat step 5.
7. Resuspend pellet in 4 ml of buffer I with 0.05% bo-

vine serum albumin (BSA), and store sample in 1- ml 
aliquots at −20°C. The final concentration should be 
approximately 40 to 60 mg/ml.

Test of AMA Reactivity against Mammalian 
Mitochondria by Immunoblotting
1. Electrophoretically resolve 20 μg of mitochondrial 

preparation in a 10% SDS- polyacrylamide gel with a 
preparative comb (Hoefer Scientific, San Francisco, 
CA). Run molecular weight protein standards in 
parallel.

2. Stop the gel when the bromphenol blue dye reaches 
the bottom of the gel, and transfer the resolved pro-
tein to a nitrocellulose filter.

3. After transfer, stain the blot with Ponceau S (Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO) to check for the efficiency of transfer. 

If the transfer is satisfactory, cut 3- mm strips from the 
blot by use of a sharp razor blade.

4. Incubate each strip with 1 ml of diluted PBC serum 
(1:1,000) for 1 h at room temperature. Run positive- 
control sera and negative- control sera in parallel.

5. After incubation, wash each strip with PBS contain-
ing 0.05% Tween 3 times for 10 min each.

6. Incubate each strip with a predetermined optimal di-
lution of secondary antibody (e.g., enzyme- conjugated 
secondary antibodies or 125I- labeled anti- human Ig). 
Wash as in step 5.

7. Detect signals with a substrate for enzyme- conjugated 
secondary antibodies or expose the strips to X- ray film 
for 125I- labeled anti- human Ig- treated strips. If horse-
radish peroxidase- conjugated secondary antibodies 
are used, the blots can be blocked with milk for 10 
min after washing and the signals can be detected by 
chemiluminescence on X- ray film. Chemilumines-
cence kits can be obtained from common vendors, 
such as Pierce.

Figure 2 depicts typical patterns of AMA reactivity 
against various subunits of the 2- oxo- acid dehydrogenase 
complex. AMA reactivities are directed against the 70- kDa 
PDC- E2, 55- kDa E3BP (protein X), 52- kDa BCOADC- E2, 
48- kDa OGDC- E2, and 41- kDa PDC- E1α proteins. Note 
that sera from PBC patients do not necessarily react to all 
five mitochondrial autoantigens and that the pattern of re-
activity may vary from patient to patient (13, 14, 31).

test for AMA Reactivity in PBC sera by eLIsA with 
Recombinant Autoantigens
Several studies have demonstrated the successful applica-
tion of recombinant proteins as test antigens for detection of 
PBC by ELISA (13, 23, 31, 32). ELISAs using recombinant 
proteins are versatile, specific, and sensitive. In addition, 
ELISA is also efficient and allows the testing of multiple sera 
at several serial dilutions simultaneously. cDNAs encoding 
PDC- E2, BCOADC- E2, OGDC- E2, and PDC E1α have 
been cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli with IPTG 

TABLE 1 Summary of 2- oxo- acid dehydrogenase mitochon-
drial antigens in PBC

Antigen Molecular 
mass (kDa)a

Frequency 
(%) in 
PBC 

patientsb

Pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex E2 subunit 
(PDC- E2)

70 >95

Branched chain 2- oxo- acid 
dehydrogenase complex E2 
subunit (BCOADC- E2)

52 53–55

2- Oxo- glutarate dehydrogenase 
complex, E2 subunit 
(OGDC- E2)

48 39–88

Pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex, E1 alpha subunit 
(PDC- E1α)

41 41–66

E3BP (protein X) 55 >95
aDetermined by immunoblotting of beef heart mitochondrial preparations.
bDetermined from different studies.

FIGURE 1 Detection of AMA by IF on HEp- 2 cells. Note the 
characteristic mitochondrial staining pattern by PBC sera.
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(isopropyl- β- d- thiogalactopyranoside)- inducible plasmid 
vectors. Recombinant proteins can easily be purified from 
IPTG- induced bacterial cultures as described previously 
(9, 21, 23, 32). Recently, the use of “designer molecules” 
(22) expressing AMA- reactive epitopes has greatly facili-
tated the testing of multiple sera for AMA. The availability 
and application of recombinant proteins clearly provide the 
cleanest and most specific reagents for AMA assays.

A standard procedure is as follows.

1. Dilute recombinant antigen to 2 to 5 μg/ml in car-
bonate buffer, pH 9.6.

2. Coat a 96- well ELISA plate with 100 μl/well of re-
combinant antigen from step 1. Store the plate at 4°C 
overnight.

3. Wash the plate with 100 μl of PBS containing 0.05% 
Tween (washing buffer) three times. Shake off the 
washing buffer between each wash.

4. Block the plate with 100 ml of 1% BSA in PBS; incu-
bate at room temperature for 1 h.

5. Add test sera (serial dilutions) in PBS containing 1% 
BSA and 0.05% Tween; incubate at room tempera-
ture for 1 h.

6. Wash as in step 3, and then add 100 μl of a prede-
termined dilution of secondary antibody, such as 
horseradish peroxidase- conjugated anti- human Ig. 
Incubate at room temperature for 1 h.

7. Wash as in step 3. The presence of bound AMA can 
be determined by adding 100 μl of substrate for horse-
radish peroxidase [e.g., 2,2′- azinobis(3- ethylbenzthia -
zolinesulfonic acid) (ABTS); Sigma]. Incubate for 10 
min at room temperature, and stop the reaction by 

adding 100 μl of 5% SDS. The intensity of color de-
veloped can be measured in an ELISA plate reader at 
405 nm. Alternatively, 3,3′,5,5′- tetramethylbenzidine 
(TMB; BD Biosciences) can be used as a substrate for 
color development.

In ELISA, it is necessary to include a positive serum 
control, a negative serum control, and a well containing no 
primary antibody to correct any data or values caused by 
nonspecific binding of antibodies and background. A test 
serum is considered positive when the optical density read-
ing is at least 2 times higher than the normal serum reading 
and the data are reproducible.

test for AMA by Bead Assay
More recently, the technology of coupling protein antigens 
to beads was developed to improve the sensitivity associated 
with spatial presentation, which is essential for conforma-
tional epitopes, allowing the detection of multiple antigens 
at once. This approach of a multiplex bead assay has been 
applied and validated successfully for the detection of AMA, 
with specificity directed against three antigens (PDC- E2, 
BCOADC- E2, and OGDC- E2). The three antigens were 
chosen to standardize the technique and define applicabil-
ity, preserving the method’s advantages but also reducing 
potential sources of bias. Notably, an excellent correlation 
with previous analysis was seen for 100% of patients defined 
as AMA positive by Western blotting. Strikingly, several sera 
displayed consistent reactivity at dilutions of up to 1:100,000, 
100 times the average dilution for Western blotting, un-
doubtedly proving the advantages potentially connected to 
the different spatial presentation allowed by the bead struc-
ture. Furthermore, this assay incorporates the advantages of a 
fully automated procedure that minimizes operator variabil-
ity and allows a high level of standardization.

Briefly, recombinant antigens (PDC- E2, BCOADC- E2, 
and OGDC- E2) are initially dialyzed into PBS and conjugated 
to different nonmagnetic COOH- activated beads according 
to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Bio- Rad). The va-
lidity of the assay and baseline fluorescence values are initially 
determined using specific monoclonal antibodies to the mito-
chondrial antigens; positive and negative controls are included 
and tested in quadruplicate. Once the assay is validated, serum 
samples from either patients or controls are diluted to final 
concentrations of 1:10−3, 1:10−4, 1:10−5, and 1:10−6 in Blotto 
blocker (Pierce, Rockford, IL) and added to a premixed bead 
solution with Luminex beads (1,250 beads/10 ml) in each well 
of filter microplates (Millipore). After washing, biotinylated 
IgG, IgA, and IgM detection antibodies are used, followed by 
a streptavidin R- phycoerythrin ( streptavidin- PE) conjugate. 
The bead suspension is analyzed using a Bio- Plex 200 reader 
(Bio- Rad) with the default settings. The median fluorescence 
intensity of the reporter signal is then measured. A detail pro-
tocol is as follows.

1. Prewet the filter plate by pipetting 100 μl of assay buf-
fer into each well of the plate. Seal and mix on a plate 
shaker for 10 min at room temperature.

2. Remove assay buffer by vacuum. Blot excess assay buf-
fer from the bottom of the plate with paper towels.

3. Vortex and add 10 μl of premixed beads to each well.
4. Wash the wells twice by aspiration with the wash buf-

fer (200 μl).
5. Add 30 μl of assay buffer or diluted serum samples to 

the designated wells.
6. Seal the plate with a plate sealer, and cover it with 

the lid and aluminum foil. Incubate with mild agita-
tion on a plate shaker for 1 h at room temperature.

FIGURE 2 Reactivities of PBC sera with bovine heart mito-
chondria. Bovine heart mitochondria were resolved by SDS- PAGE, 
transferred to a nitrocellulose filter, and tested for reactivity with 
PBC sera (lanes A to F). Note the different patterns of AMA re-
activities from various patients with PBC to the 70- kDa pyruvate 
dehydrogenase E2 subunit, the 52- kDa branched- chain 2- oxo- acid 
dehydrogenase E2 subunit, the 48- kDa 2- oxo- acid dehydrogenase 
E2 subunit, and the 41- kDa pyruvate dehydrogenase E1alpha 
subunit.
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7. Gently remove fluid by vacuum.
8. Wash plate 2 times with 200 μl/well of wash buffer, 

removing wash buffer by vacuum filtration between 
each wash. Blot excess wash buffer.

9. Add 50 μl of detection antibody (5 μg/ml) to each 
well. (Allow the detection antibody to warm to room 
temperature prior to addition.) The detection anti-
body stock is made up of 1 μl of biotinylated anti- 
human IgG plus 1,999 μl of detection antibody 
diluent (1:2,000 dilution).

10. Seal, cover with lid, and incubate with agitation on a 
plate at room temperature for 30 min. Do not vacuum 
after incubation.

11. Add 50 μl of streptavidin- PE to each well containing 
50 μl of detection Ab. Make up streptavidin- PE by 
using 100× streptavidin- PE (10 μl) plus assay buffer 
(990 μl).

12. Seal, cover with lid and aluminum foil, and incubate 
with agitation on a plate shaker for 30 min at room 
temperature.

13. Gently remove all contents by vacuum.
14. Wash plate 2 times with 200 μl/well wash buffer, 

removing wash buffer by vacuum filtration between 
each wash. Wipe any excess buffer from the bottom of 
the plate with paper towels.

15. Add 125 μl of assay buffer to each well. Resuspend 
the beads on a plate shaker (1,100 rpm) for 1 to 3 
min.

16. Read the plate with a Bio- Plex 200 reader.

Interpretation of Data
Although AMA are highly reliable for diagnosis of PBC, 
some limitations and precautions are noted below. First, 
the high titers of AMA and the sensitivity of the test de-
mand extreme caution to avoid cross- contamination of 
sera and false- positive results. Second, about 5 to 10% of 

PBC patients are AMA negative. Other clinical diagnostic 
features are also critical for differential diagnosis (Table 2). 
Third, neither the titer nor the specificity of autoantigens is 
related to the severity of the disease and therefore cannot 
be used to monitor the clinical course. Most importantly, 
positive and negative antibody controls should be included 
in the assays. Despite these limitations, cloned autoantigens 
and their recombinant proteins are extremely valuable diag-
nostic tools for the clinician.

AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS
Chronic hepatitis is a heterogeneous syndrome characterized 
by clinical, biochemical, and morphological criteria (33). 
Hepatitis B and C viruses may cause chronic hepatitis. In con-
trast, AIH, drug- induced hepatitis, and cryptogenic hepatitis 
are other subgroups of chronic hepatitis that presumably differ 
etiologically. AIH is a syndrome of unknown etiology. The loss 
of tolerance against the patient’s own liver is regarded as the 
main pathogenic mechanism. While hitherto poorly defined 
defects of the immune system are responsible for chronic viral 
hepatitis, a hyperreaction of the patient’s immune system to-
wards autologous liver tissue is responsible for AIH. AIH was 
redefined (33, 34). Autoantibodies are the hallmarks of the 
diagnosis of AIH (Table 3). It is debated whether different pat-
terns of autoantibodies characterize clinically or etiologically 
distinct subgroups of AIH (35–37). For example, antinuclear 
antibodies (ANA) are very heterogeneous, and their associa-
tion with autoimmune liver diseases has not been identified, 
whereas smooth muscle antibodies in autoimmune liver dis-
eases are particularly directed against F- actin. Recently, sig-
nificant progress has been achieved in the characterization of 
microsomal antigens associated with liver diseases (Table 4). 
Three members of the cytochrome P450 supergene family and 
two members of the UDP- glucuronosyltransferases have been 
identified as hepatocellular autoantigens. These antigens are 

TABLE 2 Clinical characteristics of primary biliary cholangitis

Characteristic

Clinical symptoms
 Skin itching or jaundice appears in some cases
 Portal hypertension and ascites or esophageal varices may appear
 Osteoporosis according to the insufficiency of vitamin D or calcium may occur
Laboratory data
 Presence of AMA
 Elevation of serum bile duct- associated enzymes (ALP, g- GTP)
 Elevation of serum bile acid
 Elevation of total cholesterol
 Elevation of serum IgM
Histological parameter
 Chronic nonsuppurative destructive cholangitis (CNSDC) in middle- size interlobular or septal bile  

 ducts, vanishing bile ducts, and granuloma
Complications
 Skin xanthoma (especially if hypercholesterolemia continues)
 Autoimmune diseases, including scleroderma, Sjogren’s syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, and chronic  

 thyroiditis, may coexist.
Diagnosis
 The patient is determined to have PBC when one of the following features is recognized.
 1.  CNSDC is recognized in liver specimen and laboratory data are compatible with PBC. In some 

cases, the patient is negative for AMA but positive for ANA.
 2.  AMA or anti-PDC antibody test is positive and liver histology is compatible with PBC, even 

though CNSDC is not recognized.
 3.  AMA or anti-PDC antibody test is positive and clinical feature or present history is compatible 

with PBC, even though liver histology is not checked.
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of particular interest because they characterize subgroups of 
AIH and some forms of drug- induced hepatitis and also occur 
in a small proportion of patients with chronic viral hepatitis 
C or D (38).

LKM antibodies have been defined by their typical 
immunofluorescence staining of liver and kidney tissue. 
LKM- 1 antibodies homogeneously stain the whole liver lob-
ule and the proximal renal tubule (39). They react mainly 
with human cytochrome P45O 2D6 (40–42). LKM- 2 an-
tibodies react with cytochrome P450 IIC9 (43), and LM 
antibodies react with liver- specific cytochrome P45O IA2 
(44). LKM- 3 antibodies react with a major autoepitope 
on family 1 UDP- glucuronosyltransferases, and some sera 
react in addition with a minor epitope on family 2 UDP- 
glucuronosyltransferases (45). LKM- 1 antibodies are sero-
logical markers of AIH type 2 (Table 4), a syndrome that 
frequently starts in childhood. In AIH, the main epitope 
is an 8- amino- acid linear epitope that shares sequence ho-
mology with the immediate early protein of herpes simplex 
virus type 1 (IE175). LKM- 1 antibodies occur in 0 to 7% of 
patients with hepatitis C; these microsomal antibodies react 
with either a larger sequence of P450 IIC9, other epitopes 
on this protein, or conformational epitopes that are not rec-
ognized on immunoblots. Furthermore, hepatitis C sera may 
react with other microsomal proteins. LKM- 2 antibodies 
did occur in a drug- induced form of hepatitis caused by a 
diuretic drug called tienilic acid which has only been used 
in the United States and France. This drug has been with-
drawn from the market, and thus these antibodies have been 
described only in France. LKM- 3 antibodies are associated 
with 5 to 13% of patients with chronic hepatitis D and also 
occur in some patients with AIH type 2 (Table 4). In rare 
cases, they may be the only marker of AIH (46). LM anti-
bodies occur in a proportion of patients with AIH type 2 and 
drug- induced hepatitis caused by dihydralazine. Interest-
ingly, as with LKM- 1 antibodies, LKM- 3 autoantibodies in 
autoimmune liver diseases have high titers and a linear and 
small autoepitope compared to that of low- titer antibodies 
to conformational epitopes in viral hepatitis. It is unknown 
whether LKM antibodies are involved in pathogenesis. It is 
likely that the antibodies themselves do not mediate tissue 

destruction but rather that tissue damage is mediated by 
liver- infiltrating T lymphocytes possibly directed against the 
corresponding cytochrome P450 molecules.

Detection of LKM Antibodies
LKM autoantibodies can be detected by the following 
methods: (i) IF (39), (ii) competitive ELISA (47), (iii) im-
munoblotting with human liver microsomes (48, 49), and 
(iv) immunoblotting with recombinant antigens (41, 50).

Detection of LKM Autoantibodies in AIH by IF
IF on rat liver and kidney sections (39, 50) is commonly 
used to detect LKM autoantibodies in patients with AIH. 
Patient sera are serially diluted 1:40, 1:80, and 1:160. Ad-
ditionally, the optimal dilution of the FITC- conjugated 
secondary antibody must be determined for each batch of 
antibody to avoid strong background fluorescence, which 
makes the evaluation of LKM- positive sera difficult. The 
method is described in detail below.

Test for LKM Antibodies by Indirect 
Immunofluorescence
1. Prepare frozen sections from rat liver and kidney on 

glass slides and air dry.
2. Apply patient sera to slides at an appropriate dilution 

and incubate at room temperature for 1 h.
3. Wash 3 times with PBS.
4. Apply FITC- conjugated goat anti- human IgG and in-

cubate for 30 min at room temperature.
5. Wash 3 times with PBS.
6. Mount with 90% glycerol in PBS.
7. Evaluate slides under a fluorescence microscope.

There are some similarities between AMA and LKM 
antibodies, and these sometimes create problems for inex-
perienced investigators performing routine immunofluo-
rescence assays. While LKM antibodies do not stain distal 
renal tubules, LM antibodies do not stain the kidney at all, 
since they react with a liver- specific antigen. In IF, LKM an-
tibodies stain the whole liver lobule very strongly (Fig. 3A), 

TABLE 3 Diagnostic criteria for AIHa

Parameterb Score

Hypergammaglobulinemia +3
Presence of autoantibodies
 ANA, SMA, LKM- 1 +3
 SLA, ASGPR, LP +2
 AMA −2
Female gender +2
AST or ALT of <3.0 +2
Complete response to immunosuppression +2
Anti- HAV IgM, HBsAg, anti- HBc IgM −3
Presence of HCV RNA (PCR) −2
Other virus infections −3
Ethanol intake (<35 g/day for males, <25 g/day 

for females)
+2

Immunogenetics (HLA- B8- DR3 or - DR4) +1
aIf the total score is >15 before and >17 after therapy, then AIH is certain; if 

the total score is 10 to 15 before and 12 to 17 after therapy, then AIH is probable.
bSMA, smooth muscle antibodies; SLA, antibodies against soluble liver 

antigen; ASGPR, antibodies against asialoglycoprotein receptor; LP, anti- liver- 
pancreas antibodies.

TABLE 4 Heterogeneity of microsomal antigens

Antibody
Molecular 

mass 
(kDa)

Target antigen Disease

LKM- 1 50 Cytochrome 
P450 IID6

AIH type II 
(hepatitis C)

LKM- 2 50 Cytochrome 
P450 IIC9

Ticrynafen- induced 
hepatitis

LKM- 3 55 Family 1 UGTa Hepatitis D- 
associated AIH

LM 52 Cytochrome 
P450 1A2

Dihydralazine 
hepatitis (AIH)

56.5 Cytochrome 
P450 2A6

Autoimmune 
polyglandular 
syndrome type-1 
(APS-1)b

57 Disulfide 
isomerase

Halothane hepatitis

59 Carboxylesterase Halothane hepatitis
59 ? Chronic hepatitis C
64 ? AIH
70 ? Chronic hepatitis C

aUGT, UDP glucuronosyltransferase.
bReference 52.
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while in kidney tissue, they stain only the proximal renal 
tubules (Fig. 3B). In contrast, AMA stain proximal and dis-
tal renal tubules. If the medulla of the kidney is not part of 
the tissue, LKM antibodies may be misdiagnosed as AMA. 
Since PBC does not occur in childhood, a positive AMA 
result for children is almost always due to LKM antibody. 
If in IF only the liver stains and no reaction is seen in the 
kidney, one must suspect LM antibodies, which are directed 
against the liver- specific cytochrome P450 IA2.

Detection of LKM Autoantibodies by Competitive 
eLIsA
An additional method to detect and further differentiate 
LKM autoantibodies in patient serum is by using a compet-
itive ELISA. An Ig fraction, e.g., an LKM- 1-  or LKM- 3- 
positive serum, is used to coat the plates. At the same time, 
an aliquot of this Ig fraction is biotinylated.

Preparation of Microsomes from Rat Liver for 
ELISA
Microsomes from rat liver tissue isolated by differen-

tial centrifugation are used as antigens for the competitive 
ELISA to test for LKM autoantibodies. The procedure is as 
follows (all steps should be done at 4°C).

1. Remove liver and wash in 0.9% NaCl.
2. Homogenize liver in ice- cold 250 mM sucrose.
3. Centrifuge sample for 10 min at 1,800 × g.
4. Centrifuge supernatant for 15 min at 12,000 × g.
5. Spin supernatant for 60 min at 200,000 × g.
6. Resuspend pellet in a small volume of PBS and deter-

mine the protein concentration.

Biotinylation and Preparation of IgG Fraction from 
Patient Sera for ELISA
An IgG fraction is prepared from LKM- 1-  or LKM- 3- 

positive patient sera by precipitation with ammonium sul-
fate. An aliquot of this fraction is biotinylated according to 
the instructions given by the manufacturer.

Test for LKM Antibodies by Competitive ELISA
1. Dilute the IgG fraction of an LKM- positive patient 

serum to a concentration of 20 μg/ml in PBS.
2. Coat an ELISA plate with 50 μl/well of the IgG 

fraction.
3. Wash the plate once with PBS containing 0.1% Tween.
4. Block the plate with 200 μl/well 1% BSA in PBS and 

incubate it for 24 to 48 h at 4°C.
5. Wash once with PBS- Tween.
6. Dilute liver microsomes to a concentration of 100 μg/

ml and place them in an ultrasound water bath for 
3 min.

7. Add liver microsomes to the plate (50 ml/well) and 
incubate the plate at room temperature for 60 min.

8. Wash 2 times with PBS- Tween.
9. Dilute patient serum (1:10) in PBS containing 10 

mM EDTA, add 50 μl to each well, and incubate the 
plate for 60 min at room temperature.

10. Wash as in step 8.
11. Dilute biotin- labeled Ig fraction (1 mg/ml) 1:100 in 

PBS- BSA, add 50 μl to each well, and incubate the 
plate for 60 min at room temperature.

12. Wash 3 times with PBS- Tween.
13. Dilute avidin- peroxidase appropriately in PBS- BSA, 

add 50 μl to each well, and incubate the plate for 60 
min; wash as in step 8.

14. Add ABTS (50 μl/well), wait for the color reaction, 
and then add stop buffer (100 mM citric acid, pH 2) 
and measure the color intensity at 450 nm in an ELISA 
reader.

Interpretation
For each test, a positive control with known reactivity 

and a negative control (normal serum) should be included. 
Each serum sample should be tested in duplicate. Inhibi-
tion is calculated as the percentage of the serum sample 
value versus the negative- control value, which is defined as 
0% inhibition. Serum is considered positive if the optical 

FIGURE 3 Detection of LKM antibodies and AMA by IF on cryostat rat liver and kidney sections. (A) 
Staining of liver lobule by LKM- 1 antibodies. (B) Staining of proximal renal tubules by LKM- 1 antibodies.
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density is reduced >40%. Serum samples with 20% to 40% 
inhibition are considered borderline.

Immunoblotting with Human Liver Microsomes to 
test for LKM Antibodies

1. Prepare liver microsomes as described for ELISA. 
Instead of rat liver, use a small piece of human liver 
tissue.

2. Resolve 1 mg microsomes in sample buffer by 10% 
SDS- PAGE. In parallel, run a molecular weight 
standard.

3. Stop the gel when the bromphenol blue reaches the 
bottom of the gel, and transfer the proteins to a nitro-
cellulose filter.

4. Cut the nitrocellulose filter into 3- mm strips, block 
for 60 min in Tris- buffered saline (TBS)–Tween con-
taining 2% milk powder, and then add patient sera, 
positive- control sera, and negative- control sera di-
luted 1:100. Incubate the strips in 1- ml aliquots of 
diluted sera for 60 min at room temperature.

5. Wash each strip 3 times with TBS- Tween for 5 min.
6. Add 1 ml of an appropriately diluted alkaline 

phosphatase- conjugated goat anti- human IgG and 
incubate for 60 min at room temperature.

7. Wash 3 times and then detect the signal by using a sub-
strate for the enzyme- conjugated secondary antibody, 
such as NBT/BCIP (Nitro Blue Tetrazolium–5- bromo- 
4- chloro- 3- indolylphosphate), or by chemilumines-
cence.

Interpretation
Characteristic LKM- 1 autoantibodies react with a 50- 

kDa microsomal protein of human liver microsomes. Some 
sera from patients with AIH type 2 react with a protein of 64 
kDa. LKM- 1 antibodies in patients with chronic hepatitis C 
are more heterogeneous (51). They may react with other 
microsomal proteins, of 59 and 70 kDa. Approximately 50% 
of hepatitis C sera do not react with human microsomes in 
immunoblots, since these antibodies react with conforma-
tional epitopes.

Immunoblotting with Recombinant Liver Antigens
P450 IIC9 (50) and P450 IA2 (44) cDNAs are expressed 
in E. coli. UGT 1.1 cDNA (45) is expressed in baculovirus. 
The procedure for immunoblotting with these antigens is 
as follows.

1. Resolve 50 mg recombinant P450 IID6 or IA2 or 200 
mg UGT 1.1 by 10% SDS- PAGE. In parallel, run a 
molecular weight standard.

2. Stop the gel when the bromphenol blue reaches the 
bottom of the gel, and transfer the proteins to a nitro-
cellulose filter.

3. Follow steps 3 to 7 in the protocol described in “Im-
munoblotting with Human Liver Microsomes To Test 
for LKM Antibodies.”

Interpretation
Since almost all cytochrome P450 enzymes have molecu-

lar masses of approximately 50 kDa, a precise differentiation 
of different cytochrome P450 antibodies may be possible 
only if recombinant antigens are used. The identification of 
cytochrome P450 IA2 as a hepatocellular antigen resulted 
from the observation that a serum reacted with a 50- kDa 
protein but not with the recombinant cytochrome P450 
IID6. In immunoblots with human liver microsomes, a dis-
tinction between P450 IID6 and P450 IA2 is not possible.

GENERAL REAGENTS
PBS, pH 7.4: Dissolve 32 g NaCl, 0.8 g KCl, 4.6 g Na2PO4 

(anhydrous), and 0.8 g KH2PO4 (anhydrous) in 4 liters of 
distilled water. Adjust the pH to 7.2 to 7.4.

TBS- Tween: Dissolve 1.2 g Tris and 8.7 g NaCl in 1 liter 
of distilled water. Adjust the pH to 8.0 and add 500 μl 
Tween 20.

3% milk in PBS: Dissolve 3 g of nonfat dry milk in 100 ml 
of PBS, and adjust the pH to 7.2 to 7.4 by adding a few 
drops of 2 N NaOH.

Carbonate coating buffer: Dissolve 0.8 g of Na2CO3, 1.46 g 
of NaHCO3, and 0.1 g of NaN3 in distilled water; adjust 
to pH 9.6 and a final volume of 500 ml.

5× citrate buffer, pH 5.2: Dissolve 50.0 g of citric acid 
monohydrate and 7.4 g Na2HPO4 in 150 ml of distilled 
water, and adjust the pH to 5.2. Adjust the final volume 
to 200 ml.

ABTS substrate: Prepare 1 mM ABTS solution by adding 55 
mg of ABTS to 100 ml of citrate buffer. Add hydrogen 
peroxide to 0.05% immediately before use.

NBT/BCIP substrate: Mix together 33 μl NBT and 16.5 μl 
BCIP in 5 ml alkaline phosphatase buffer.

Alkaline phosphatase buffer: Dissolve 12.1 g Tris and 1.0 g 
MgCl2 in 1 liter of distilled water. Adjust the pH to 9.5.
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SEROLOGIC DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT 
OF ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INJURY
Acute myocardial injury (AMI) most often results from a 
lack of sufficient blood supply to the myocardium. When pa-
tients present with symptoms of chest pain, rapid diagnosis 
of potential AMI and characterization of the extent of car-
diac injury are essential for delivering appropriate treatment, 
e.g., intervention with thrombolytic therapy or angioplasty. 
Such interventions are aimed at minimizing the risk of (fur-
ther) cardiac injury and death. Distinguishing patients with 
unstable angina from those with AMI is necessary to triage 
whether patients may be managed in the outpatient setting 
versus inpatient admission and immediate intervention. Se-
rologic measurements of soluble biomarkers released during 
myocyte necrosis are used in conjunction with electrocar-
diograms and with more sophisticated imaging techniques 
like echocardiography and perfusion scintigraphy. Serum 
biomarkers have the greater advantage of detecting recent 
myocardial injury, which is not easily distinguishable by car-
diac imaging techniques in patients with clinical evidence of 
preexisting heart disease (Table 1).

Serological monitoring of myocardial injury relies on 
the correlation of serum levels of biomarkers with the de-
gree of cardiac myocyte injury and necrosis. Myocardial 
injury in acute coronary syndrome results from insufficient 
oxygen during episodes of ischemia. Whether the cellular 
damage is reversible or irreversible depends on the duration 
of is chemia. Myocyte necrosis is an example of irreversible 
injury that results in the rapid and complete release of cy-
toplasmic proteins of myocyte origin, which then become 
detectable in the serum. In contrast, proportionally lower 
levels of myocytic cytoplasmic proteins and macromolecules 
are released from cardiac myocytes during mild ischemic 
conditions, and these levels often correlate with reversible 
myocardial tissue injury.

The earliest conventional serum biomarkers used to as-
sess AMI were enzymes involved in cellular metabolism, in-
cluding aspartate aminotransferase, lactate dehydrogenase, 
and creatine kinase MB (CK- MB); however, the sensitivity 
and specificity of these biomarkers limited their clinical util-
ity in detecting AMI. For example, CK- MB was generally 
considered a specific biomarker for irreversible myocardial 
injury; yet vigorous exercise, chronic renal failure, skeletal 
myopathies, and hypothyroidism can all increase plasma 
levels of CK- MB. Furthermore, studies of endomyocardial 

biopsies performed on patients with unstable angina re-
vealed evidence of micronecrosis in the absence of elevated 
serum levels of CK- MB (1).

Cardiac troponins (cTns) represent a class of serum 
biomarkers that have become the gold standard for diag-
nosis of AMI due to their greater specificity and sensitiv-
ity for myocardial necrosis. The Tns comprise a group of 
regulatory proteins uniquely located on the thin filament 
of striated muscle. The Tn complex is composed of three 
subunits: (i) TnT, which attaches the Tn complex to tropo-
myosin; (ii) TnI, which regulates actin- myosin interactions; 
and (iii) TnC, which binds calcium (2). Immunoassays for 
cTnT and cTnI were first introduced in the early 1990s and 
have since then been improved and widely implemented. 
Tn levels are now included in the Joint European Society 
of Cardiology/American College of Cardiology Committee’s 
consensus definition of AMI (3). Cardiac- specific isoforms 
exist for TnI (cTnI) and TnT (cTnT) and can be detected 
in plasma or serum by specific monoclonal antibodies with-
out detectable cross- reactivity with skeletal muscle Tns. 
Unlike CK- MB, cTns are not found in the sera of normal 
patients (i.e., in the absence of cardiac tissue injury), thus 
providing troponin measurements with a superior signal- to- 
noise ratio and enhancing their usefulness for risk stratifica-
tion and for the evaluation of patient response to therapy.

Additional biomarkers have been or are being studied to 
aid in the diagnosis of AMI, likely to be used in conjunction 
with cTns and CK- MB. These include myoglobin, copeptin, 
and heart- type fatty acid- binding protein (4–7). Each of 
these additional biomarkers has limitations, and their use 
clinically is not currently recommended for the diagnosis of 
AMI. It has been suggested that some of these biomarkers 
might have important prognostic applications or be used in 
specific clinical settings (8, 9).

SEROLOGIC DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT 
OF CHRONIC MYOCARDIAL INJURY
Chronic myocardial injury (CMI) is characterized by a 
much slower process than the acute myocyte necrosis typ-
ically seen in AMI. Slow and progressive myocyte drop-
out in CMI is usually associated with apoptotic processes 
involved in the pathogenesis of dilated cardiomyopathy 
(DCM). DCM results from maladaptive compensatory 
tissue remodeling responses secondary to reduced cardiac 
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output, which evolve in a complex manner and in the con-
text of different genetic and environmental backgrounds 
over time. These remodeling responses are mediated by a 
variety of endogenous stress- induced proteins that act on 
cardiac myocytes to induce hypertrophy, cytoprotection, 
and repair, and on nonmyocyte cells to increase vascular-
ization and effect extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling 
and fibrosis (10–13).

Left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy and dilatation with 
reduced ejection fraction is a compensatory response to 
chronic volume overload that results from myocyte loss 
and reduced contractile function. Tissue remodeling re-
sponses are initiated and directed in part by innate im-
mune cells residing within cardiac tissues, such as cardiac 
mast cells and dendritic cells. These responses are focused 
on reorganizing the cardiovascular architecture by degrad-
ing ECM components through matrix metalloproteinases 
(MMPs), promoting replacement fibrosis, developing new 
ECM and vascular beds, and recruiting and directing adap-
tive immune cells to remove damaged and necrotic tissues. 
During this process of remodeling and repair, certain cryp-
tic cardiac antigens, e.g., myosin, mitochrondrial proteins, 
heat shock proteins, etc., become exposed to immature 
dendritic cells, which, under the influence of other “danger 
signals” present, undergo maturation and become capable 
of initiating subsequent cardiac- specific autoimmune re-
sponses. Such responses may or may not contribute signifi-
cantly to further cardiac tissue injury.

Increases in hemodynamic burden and volume overload 
can also contribute to cardiomyocyte damage and DCM. 
Several reports from different laboratories indicate that 
cardiac hypertrophy is associated with signaling through 
the Gαq subtype of G proteins (GTP- binding proteins) 
expressed by cardiac myocytes (14, 15). Molecules such 
as endothelin- 1 and angiotensin II, which are upregulated 
in response to increased pulmonary pressure and chronic 
volume overload, signal through Gαq- mediated pathways. 
This signaling causes reactivation of embryonic genes, such 
as atrial natriuretic factor, skeletal α- actin, and β- myosin 
heavy chain, which ultimately results in cardiac myocyte 
hypertrophy. Excessive hemodynamic stress can alterna-
tively lead to myocyte apoptosis, instead of hypertrophy, 
resulting in rapid decompensation and DCM.

Chronic overstimulation of the renin- angiotensin- 
aldosterone system in patients with congestive heart failure 
(CHF) leads to increases in blood pressure and edema (16). 
A- type natriuretic peptides are produced by and released 

from the atria in response to dilatation. C- type natriuretic 
peptides are produced by cardiovascular endothelial tis-
sues in response to shear stress. B- type natriuretic peptides 
(BNPs) are released from the ventricles in response to pro-
longed increases in end- diastolic volume and pressure and 
thus have emerged as excellent biomarkers for left ventric-
ular dysfunction in DCM. BNP is derived from its high- 
molecular- weight precursor, pro- BNP (amino acids [aa] 1 to 
108), whose expression is genetically regulated and which is 
not stored preformed in vesicles. The mature form, BNP- 32, 
consists of the 32 C- terminal amino acid residues (aa 77 to 
108) of the parent pro- BNP. Elevated plasma levels of the 
mature BNP or the amino- terminal pro- BNP (Nt- pro- BNP) 
may be used as indicators of cardiac dysfunction. Increasing 
concentrations of serum BNP or NT- pro- BNP have been 
shown to significantly correlate with decreasing ejection 
fraction (P < 0.001) and with increasing New York Heart 
Association classification of heart failure (17).

Biomarkers that are associated with CMI fall into three 
overlapping categories: (i) markers of tissue remodeling, 
(ii) markers of inflammation, and (iii) markers of vascular 
endothelial activation (Table 2). Myocardial tissue remod-
eling is triggered by LV dysfunction and is associated with 
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and death. Such events in turn 
lead to remodeling of the ECM with replacement fibrosis. 
Chronic low, but significant, levels of myocyte dropout in-
duce structural remodeling of LV ECM to compensate for 
loss of LV function. Increased plasma and tissue expression 
of MMPs and cardiac mast cell tryptase correlate with evi-
dence of LV remodeling and dysfunction in CHF (18, 19).

Plasma levels of interleukin- 6 (IL- 6) and related cyto-
kines of the IL- 6 family, e.g., cardiotrophin- 1, have been 
shown to increase proportionally with the severity of CHF 
in both human clinical studies and in experimental animal 
models (20, 21). Although the exact tissue sources of IL- 6- 
related cytokines have not been identified, vascular endo-
thelium and smooth and cardiac muscle tissues have been 
implicated. Intracellular signaling on cardiac myocytes is 
mediated via different multimeric IL- 6 family cytokine 
receptors, which share a common gp130 transmembrane 
subunit. Homeostatic regulation of IL- 6 expression during 
CHF is complex and appears to be influenced by a larger 
network of other cytokines and neurohormones, including 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), angiotensin II, epinephrine, 
and norepinephrine. Indeed, angiotensin- converting en-
zyme inhibitors or β blockers have been shown to have a 
lowering effect on IL- 6 expression during CHF (22). IL- 6 

TABLE 1 Serum biomarkers used for diagnosis of AMI

Plasma/serum biomarker

Specificity/sensitivity (%)

2–4 h 6–10 h 18–24 h

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

Enzymes
 Lactate dehydrogenase 95.5 90.5
 CK- MB activity 40.7 98.8  97.5 96.2 97.9 96.9
 CK- MB mass 39.3 98.8 100.5 90.4 95.7 99.6
 CK- MB isoforms 46.4 88.9  96.2 90.2 80.9 89.9
Structural and regulatory proteins
 Cardiac troponins
  cTnT 35.7 98.3  86.5 96.4 78.7 95.7
  cTnI 57.5 94.3  92.3 94.6 95.7 93.4
 Myosin light chains 75.5 64.2  78.6 61.1 81.5 52.5
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appears to mediate the detrimental effects of CHF by influ-
encing hypertrophy and apoptosis of cardiac myocytes (23).

Other inflammatory cytokines implicated in the patho-
genesis of chronic myocardial injury include TNF and IL- 1. 
TNF promotes LV remodeling by altering the ECM. TNF 
mediates such structural modifications through its ability 
to activate proenzyme forms of MMPs in myocardial tis-
sues. TNF also promotes activation of the vascular endo-
thelium. The expression of TNF is triggered by myocardial 
tissue damage and by inflammation, especially in viral myo-
carditis. IL- 1 expression is also interrelated to the cascade 
of proinflammatory mediators released during CHF. IL- 1 
causes a negative inotropic effect in LV function by induc-
ing nitric oxide expression and by promoting the production 
and release of IL- 18.

Inflammation associated with tissue remodeling and 
the progression toward CHF in DCM results in increases 
in serum levels of soluble adhesion molecules, e.g., soluble 
intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (sICAM- 1), E- selectin, 
P- selectin, and vascular cellular adhesion molecule 1, ex-
pressed by activated cardiovascular endothelial cells. Re-
search reports have shown that serum levels of sICAM- 1, 
measured by capture enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay, 
accurately correlated (P < 0.001) with intramyocardial ex-
pression of ICAM- 1 in patients with DCM and correlated 
with the New York Heart Association classification of 
DCM (24). Thus, multiple serum biomarkers of tissue re-
modeling, inflammation, and endothelial activation have 
been shown to correlate with the development and pro-
gression of DCM (Table 3); however, other more invasive 
procedures involving immunohistochemical characteri-
zation of endomyocardial biopsies are required for confir-
matory/definitive diagnosis and staging of inflammatory 
cardiomyopathies.

MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS FOR 
CARDIOMYOPATHIES
The field of molecular diagnostics is rapidly expanding the 
role of the clinical laboratory in almost all areas of medi-
cine, and is consequently helping to usher in a new era of 
personalized medicine. Elucidating the genetic mutations 
and signatures associated with specific cardiomyopathies 
has fundamentally changed the clinical approach to pa-
tients with familial myocardial disorders. Genetic testing 
enables discrimination between various etiologies of myo-
cardial dysfunction, as well as provides valuable information 
for family members who might be at increased risk for the 
development of certain types of cardiac disease. In addition, 
molecular techniques might provide relevant information 
about disease progression in a number of cardiomyopathies, 
including hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) and DCM.

For cardiomyopathies with well- recognized familial clus-
tering, like HCM, genetic testing has identified key genes 
and mutations responsible for the disease phenotype. HCM 
is characterized by myocardial thickening, which interferes 
with cardiac output by limiting ventricular filling and out-
flow. More than 900 unique mutations in 13 genes have 
been identified and reported in patients with HCM (25, 
26). Most of these mutations occur within genes encod-
ing for sarcomere (thick and thin filaments) or sarcomere- 
associated (Z- disc and intercalated disc) proteins, which are 
important for myocyte contraction. Molecular diagnosis of 
HCM remains challenging since each family usually has a 
unique mutation (27); however, improved DNA sequenc-
ing techniques continue to evolve and are overcoming this 
problem. Once identified, pathogenic mutations can be sub-
sequently assessed in relatives more easily and at a lower cost. 
Although there has not been strong correlation between the 
different genetic causes of DCM and the degree of cardiac 
hypertrophy, helpful prognostic information is gleaned from 
defining the mutation. Specifically, patients with a known 
sarcomere mutation have significantly worse outcomes than 
patients with an unknown cause of HCM (28). Finally, and 
importantly, molecular genetics can distinguish HCM from 
other genetic causes of cardiac hypertrophy, such as meta-
bolic cardiomyopathy secondary to mutations in PRKAG2, 
LAMP2, or GLA (29).

In contrast to HCM, DCM is a far more genetically 
heterogeneous disease. Despite this fact, molecular ge-
netics is emerging as a unique way to uncover important 
clinical clues in familial cases of DCM. The hallmark fea-
ture of DCM is ventricular dilation or enlargement, which 
impairs both systolic and diastolic function. About half of 
the cases of DCM are secondary to cardiac ischemia, often 
with multifactorial contributions from conditions like hy-
pertension, valve dysfunction, and various toxic, metabolic, 
and immunologic abnormalities. The remainder of DCM 
cases are unrelated to cardiac ischemia, and of these, up to 
50% are familial (30). Such cases of familial HCM result 
from a single mutation in any of a number of genes that 
encode various cytoskeletal, nucleoskeletal, mitochondrial, 
or calcium- handling proteins. In fact, >50 genes have been 
linked to familial DCM (31). For this reason, genetic testing 
currently relies on multigene panels that test large numbers 
of genes simultaneously. The availability of next- generation 
and whole- exome sequencing in clinical laboratories is rap-
idly expanding the feasibility of identifying unique index 
mutations in diseases like DCM (32).

Genetic testing for familial DCM, however, remains 
challenging given the number of candidate genes and the 
variable penetrance within family members. Familial DCM 
is passed down as a single gene mutation, most often with 

TABLE 2 Serum biomarkers for CMI
Markers of tissue remodeling
 NT- pro- BNP
 BNP
 Annexin V
 FAS/APO- 1
 Endothelin- 1
 Angiotensin- converting enzyme
 MMP2
 MMP7
 MMP9
 Transforming growth factor- β
 Fibrinogen
 Homocysteine
Markers of inflammation
 C- reactive protein
 CD40 ligand
 IL- 6
 IL- 1
 TNF
 Gamma interferon
Markers of vascular endothelial activation
 sICAM- 1
 Soluble vascular cellular adhesion molecule 1
 sE- Selectin
 sP- Selectin
 Vascular endothelial growth factor
 Platelet- derived growth factor
 Placental growth factor
 Nitric oxide
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autosomal dominant inheritance and less often with X- 
linked recessive inheritance. The latter has been described 
with several genes, including DMD, encoding dystrophin; 
TAZ, encoding tafazzin; and EMD, encoding emerin. Ma-
ternal inheritance of mitochondrial mutations has also been 
reported in familial DCM. Not surprisingly, several genes 
implicated in familial DCM overlap with genes identi-
fied in HCM, including genes that encode sarcomere and 
sarcomere- associated proteins. One such protein is titin, en-
coded by TTN, which plays a role in regulating sarcomere 
length by serving as a stretch sensor and communicating 
between the sarcomere and the cardiomyocyte (33). Titin 
mutations have been estimated to account for a quarter of 
the cases of DCM (34). While many patients with DCM 
have been found to have truncating TTN mutations, many 

others have TTN coding variants of unknown significance. 
The role of such variants, especially in patients with cardiac 
comorbidities like hypertension and valve defects, remains 
to be fully understood. Nevertheless, studies evaluating the 
pathogenicity of rare DCM variants through the use of com-
putational prediction alogorithms are under way (35).

PATHOGENESIS AND DIAGNOSIS OF 
INFLAMMATORY CARDIOMYOPATHIES
Inflammatory cardiomyopathy is defined as myocarditis with 
cardiac dysfunction resulting from infectious, autoimmune, 
or idiopathic myocarditis. It represents a subset of DCM un-
related to ischemia, and can be associated with any number 
of infectious (viral, bacterial, fungal, or parasitic) and/or 

TABLE 3 Infectious and noninfectious etiologies of inflammatory cardiomyopathy

Category Disease or organism Etiology

Infectious
 Viral myocarditis Enterovirus Coxsackie B3, B4 virus

Herpesvirus Cytomegalovirus, varicella- zoster virus
Orthomyxovirus Influenza virus
Paramyxovirus Parainfluenza virus
Parvovirus
Retrovirus HIV
Adenovirus
Flavivirus Hepatitis C virus
Reovirus

 Bacterial myocarditis Streptococcus Group A strep
Staphylococcus S. aureus
Serratia S. marcescens
Chlamydia
Salmonella
Aerococcus A. urinae
Ehrlichia
Vibrio V. cholerae

 Parasitic/protozoal/spirochetal myocarditis Chagas’ disease Trypanosoma cruzi, Toxoplasma gondii
Lyme disease Borrelia burgdorferi

 Rickettsial myocarditis Q fever
Rocky Mountain spotted fever
Scrub typhus

 Fungal myocarditis Cryptococcus C. neoformans
Candidiasis Candida albicans
Histoplasmosis
Aspergillus

Noninfectious
 Autoimmune myocarditis Rheumatic fever

Systemic lupus erythematosus
Sjögren’s syndrome
Dressler’s syndrome Post-myocardial infarction
Postpartum cardiomyopathy
Kawasaki disease
Sarcoidosis

 Drug- induced myocarditis Cardiotoxic myocarditis Cocaine 999, catecholamines, 
doxorubicin

Hypersensitivity myocarditis Antibiotics, diuretics, others
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noninfectious (drugs, genetic background, nutritional sta-
tus, age, or pregnancy) conditions. These are outlined in 
Table 3. A list of autoantibodies that may be detected in 
inflammatory cardiomyopathies is provided in Table 4.

Myocyte damage in infectious myocarditis occurs 
through both the direct and indirect effects of pathogenic 
agents (36). Certain cardiotropic viruses, like coxsackie B 
virus, directly damage myocytes and cause necrosis. Ade-
noviruses induce apoptosis as a way of escaping immune 
recognition. Infectious agents can also cause heart disease 
indirectly by inducing immunologic responses (inflamma-
tory cytokines as well as cell- mediated responses) that in-
jure myocytes. Furthermore, the same immune responses 
engendered during the infectious phase of myocarditis may 
persist after viral clearance and develop into autoimmune 
postinfectious myocarditis. Autoimmune myocarditis can 
occur from a breakdown of tolerance to self antigens due 
to epitope mimicry, as in chronic rheumatic fever, or from 
a breakdown in immunologic ignorance due to exposure 
of normally cryptic self antigens, which can occur during 
necrosis.

Diagnosis of myocarditis, inflammatory myocarditis, or 
lymphocytic myocarditis has traditionally been determined 
by immunohistochemical analysis of endomyocardial biop-
sies (EMBs) using the Dallas criteria in conjunction with 
evidence of a 4- fold increase in virus- specific antibody ti-
ters between acute and convalescent sera (37). The Dallas 
criteria, established in 1986, define active, borderline, and 
absent myocarditis (38). Active myocarditis is the presence 
of lymphocytic infiltrates with adjacent myocyte necrosis, 
while borderline myocarditis is the presence of lymphocytic 
infiltrates without myocyte necrosis. The absence of infil-
trating lymphocytes characterizes absent myocarditis. Col-
lection of EMBs presents several challenges, including the 
fact that the procedure is relatively invasive. In addition, 
accurate diagnosis relies on histological evidence of a focal 
lesion that is often expressed only during the acute phase 
of infection, when obtaining a biopsy may be clinically 

contraindicated. Even when biopsies are obtained, they are 
often limited and lesions may be missed.

Currently, immunohistochemical staining and molecular 
immunological techniques, e.g., PCR and in situ hybridiza-
tion, are being applied to EMB to enhance the sensitivity 
and specificity of this procedure for the diagnosis of myocar-
ditis. Enzyme- conjugated monoclonal antibodies are used 
to distinguish different subsets of infiltrating lymphocytes, 
macrophages, and neutrophils. Molecular assays, e.g., PCR 
and in situ hybridization, are used to detect specific viral se-
quences within EMBs. These techniques, which help dis-
tinguish between productive and nonproductive infections, 
are useful in discriminating between active, chronic, and 
postinfectious cases of myocarditis.

Although the immunohistological characterization of 
leukocytic infiltrates in EMBs is improving, histological con-
firmation of myocyte damage has been a greater challenge 
and a source of interobserver variability in the clinical diag-
nosis of myocarditis using the Dallas criteria. This difficulty 
in assessing myocyte damage in EMBs may be one explana-
tion for the low frequency (10%) of Dallas criteria- positive 
EMBs reported in the results of the 1996 Myocarditis Treat-
ment Trial, which enrolled >2,200 patients with reduced 
ventricular function and no evidence of coronary artery 
disease (39). A number of new immunohistochemical and 
molecular assays are currently available. These include an-
nexin binding assays, terminal deoxynucleotidyltransferase- 
mediated dUTP- biotin nick end labeling (TUNEL)- based 
assays, and immunohistochemical assays for the detection 
of apoptosis- related caspases, all of which may be used clin-
ically to identify and discriminate between apoptotic and 
necrotic cells. Assays for detection and characterization of 
inflammatory heart disease are listed in Table 5.

Biomarkers are also showing clinical utility in the assess-
ment of certain types of inflammatory cardiomyopathies. 
Specifically, a role for biomarkers in peripartum cardiomy-
opathy (PPCM) is rapidly emerging, especially as the patho-
physiologic mechanism of this disease is elucidated. PPCM 
is defined as the new onset of heart failure in a previously 
healthy woman during pregnancy or shortly postpartum. 
A unified hypothesis for the pathogenesis of PPCM was 
recently proposed whereby any number of factors during 
pregnancy, whether genetic susceptibility, altered immune 
response, or infection with cardiotropic viruses, ultimately 
leads to an imbalance in cytokines and cellular immune 
mediators that results in inflammatory cardiomyopathy and 
heart failure (40). Focusing on a common pathway leading 
to myocarditis in pregnancy, despite the various triggers, 
may allow for the detection of biomarkers suggestive of 
PPCM earlier and correlation with recovery outcomes.

Studies of PPCM have illuminated racial and ethnic dis-
parities in disease prevalence. A population- based study of 
PPCM in the United States revealed a birth prevalence of 1 
case for every 4,266 live births among white non- Hispanics, 
which is 4- fold lower than the birth prevalence of 1 case for 
every 1,087 live births among black non- Hispanics (41). Al-
though the exact mechanism of disease remains uncertain, 
current observations support an immune- mediated process. 
Immune alteration in pregnancy ensures that the maternal 
immune system tolerates foreign paternal fetal antigens 
while still providing effective antimicrobial responses. How-
ever, studies of patients with PPCM have shown striking 
imbalances of cytokines and subsets of immune cells as com-
pared to patients without PPCM (42, 43). These include the 
observation that patients with PPCM have an increase in 
activated regulatory T cells and a decrease in natural killer 
cells. A large prospective study, Investigations in Pregnancy 

TABLE 4 Autoantibodies detected in inflammatory 
cardiomyopathies

Antigen specificity Type of mimicry

Cardiac α- actin Enterovirus
Heat shock protein 60 Enterovirus
β- Adrenergic receptor T. cruzi
M2- cholinergic receptor T. cruzi
Laminin
Actin
Myosin Bacterial, enterovirus
Adenine nucleotide translocator
Vimentin
Sarcolemma Enterovirus
Desmin
Mitochrondrial antigen Bacterial, enterovirus
Carnitine
Laminin
Myolemma
Sarcolemma
DNase B Bacterial
Hyaluronidase
Streptozyme
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Associated Cardiomyopathy (IPAC), is currently under way 
by the Peripartum Cardiomyopathy Network to assess any 
correlation between immune system activation and patient 
outcomes in PPCM.

Several biomarkers believed to play a role in PPCM have 
been proposed to aid in diagnosis. These include prolactin 
metabolites, sFLT1, high- sensitivity C- reactive protein 
(hsCRP), and certain cardiac autoantibodies (44). Inves-
tigators have found that prolactin metabolites, called va-
soinhibins, generated during pregnancy by oxidative stress 
can be cardiotoxic and actually drive the PPCM phenotype 
(45). This has led to studies evaluating the use of the pro-
lactin antagonist bromocriptine for the treatment of PPCM 
(46). Another candidate biomarker for PPCM is sFLT1, an 
enzyme in the tyrosine kinase family with known antiangio-
genic effects. Plasma sFLT1 appears to be cardiotoxic and is 
significantly elevated not only in patients with PPCM but 
also in patients with preeclampsia (47, 48). hsCRP is a non-
specific proinflammatory cytokine; still, its measurement 
may have utility in PPCM diagnosis and prognosis. Multiple 
studies, including those being conducted in Haiti, China, 
and South Africa, have shown that women with PPCM 
have significantly elevated levels of hsCRP compared to 
non- PPCM mothers (49–51). Conclusions drawn from the 
Haitian study implicate a role for hsCRP levels in predict-
ing the chance of disease recovery, since recovered PPCM 
patients had significantly higher mean serum hsCRP levels 
compared to nonrecovered PPCM patients. Finally, cardiac 
autoantibodies are believed to contribute to the pathogen-
esis of PPCM and may potentially serve as biomarkers, as in 
other subtypes of inflammatory cardiomyopathy. Evidence 
comes from reports of cardiac β1- adrenoreceptor antibod-
ies and cardiac myosin heavy chain antibodies in patients 
with PPCM. Detection of such antibodies early in the dis-
ease course may not only aid in diagnostic recognition but 
also limit their pathogenic contribution later in the disease 
course (52, 53). Widespread adoption of cardiac biomarker 
testing for disease diagnosis, prognosis, and monitoring of all 
types of cardiomyopathy is expected as evidence regarding 
the clinical utility of biomarker assays becomes increasingly 
available.
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Celiac disease (CeD) and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 
are chronic inflammatory diseases affecting the gastrointes-
tinal tract. They share certain characteristics, including 
autoimmune features, the presence of both gastrointestinal 
and systemic clinical symptoms, and pathogenic contribu-
tions by genetic and environmental factors. However, there 
are several stark differences that must be appreciated. The 
immunogenic mechanisms of the two diseases are unique, 
with differing contributions by the innate and adaptive im-
mune responses. Histologically, CeD is distinct from IBD, 
which is useful diagnostically as well as for gaining insight 
into disease mechanisms. Lastly, the role of diagnostic lab-
oratory testing, both serologic and genetic, differs greatly 
between CeD and IBD. The purpose of this chapter is to 
provide a summary of what is currently known about the 
pathogenesis, epidemiology, clinical presentation, and diag-
nostic testing for CeD and IBD.

CELIAC DISEASE

Introduction
CeD results from an inflammatory reaction within the small 
intestine that is initiated, in genetically predisposed in-
dividuals, by ingestion of gluten (1, 2). The incidence of 
CeD appears to be on the rise in a number of populations 
throughout the world. Patients may present with gastro-
intestinal and/or systemic symptoms consistent with mal-
absorption. The diagnosis of CeD is based on histological 
evidence of small intestinal villous atrophy and positive 
antibody serology.

Pathology
For an individual to develop CeD, two criteria must be 
met: an appropriate genetic background and the necessary 
environmental exposure. The genetic component of CeD 
has long been recognized, based on observations that first- 
degree relatives of patients with CeD have a higher risk of 
developing the disease compared to the general popula-
tion (3). At least 50% of the genetic predisposition is as-
sociated with HLA- DQ2 and HLA- DQ8. These alleles are 
closely linked to the second criterion— the environmental 
exposure— which is dietary gluten.

Gluten is a protein found in wheat, barley, and rye. Gli-
adin, which is the alcohol- soluble component of gluten, 

contains large numbers of proline residues, making it par-
ticularly resistant to proteolytic degradation (4). As a re-
sult, large peptides, some >30 amino acids in length, are 
produced within the small intestine. Gliadin also contains 
many glutamine residues, making these peptides attrac-
tive substrates for tissue transglutaminase (tTG) (5). tTG 
converts glutamine residues present in peptides and pro-
teins, specifically in Q- X- P sequences, to glutamic acid, 
leading to an overall increase in the number of negative 
charges. HLA- DQ2 and HLA- DQ8 preferentially bind to 
peptides with negatively charged side chains, particularly 
deamidated gliadin (DG) peptides (6). The HLA/gliadin 
complex, present on the surface of antigen- presenting cells, 
interacts with CD4+ T cells, leading to activation and ex-
pansion of DG- specific T cells. These CD4+ T cells then 
stimulate B cells, resulting in activation of the humoral 
immune response and production of the anti- DG and anti- 
tTG antibodies that are characteristic of CeD. In addition, 
cytotoxic intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) are activated 
and kill enterocytes, which leads to damage of the small 
intestinal villi, resulting in blunting and atrophy. The only 
treatment currently available for CeD is strict adherence to 
a gluten- free diet (GFD). Removal of the inciting antigen 
downregulates the immune response, resulting in recon-
stitution of villous structure and decreased production of 
celiac- specific antibodies.

Epidemiology
In the United States, CeD is estimated to affect 1% of the 
population, which is similar to the findings of epidemio-
logical studies in northern Europe (7, 8). In some southern 
European and sub- Saharan African countries, estimates of 
CeD prevalence are as high as 5 to 6%. In most Asian coun-
tries, including China and Japan, CeD is rarely diagnosed 
and only case reports exist in the literature. Differences in 
prevalence across geographic areas may reflect genetic di-
versity, variations in wheat consumption, or a combination. 
It appears that the prevalence of CeD is increasing in the 
United States and Europe (8, 9). This can, at least partially, 
be attributed to improved diagnostic testing and greater 
awareness of the disease. However, several studies using ret-
rospective sample sets analyzed with current serologic tests 
have shown that the actual incidence of CeD is increasing 
(8). The exact reason behind this is unclear, although possi-
bilities include changes in wheat genetics and/or processing, 
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altered exposure to cereal grains (particularly in childhood), 
and/or differences in childhood infections.

Clinical Manifestations
The direct consequences of the villous atrophy character-
istic of CeD is chronic malabsorption (10). Malabsorption 
can result in weight loss in adults or “failure to thrive” in 
children. Ultimately, malabsorption can lead to steatorrhea, 
abdominal pain, and/or bloating. However, it is estimated 
that <50% of patients with CeD present to their physician 
with overt gastrointestinal symptoms (1). Many patients are 
identified based on more general manifestations of malab-
sorption, such as iron deficiency anemia, hypoproteinemia, 
or hypocalcemia/osteoporosis. Patients with CeD may also 
display liver function abnormalities, such as increased al-
anine aminotransferase levels. These elevations, however, 
are usually an incidental finding, with clinically significant 
liver disease being relatively rare.

CeD is also associated with a number of other immune- 
mediated diseases. Many of these coexisting conditions 
have an autoimmune etiology, including type 1 diabetes, 
autoimmune thyroid disease, and Addison’s disease (11). 
The incidence of CeD in type 1 diabetics ranges from 2 
to 8%. Some recommendations suggest that all type 1 dia-
betics should be routinely screened for CeD, although this 
remains controversial. Dermatitis herpetiformis (DH) is a 
relatively uncommon condition that occurs in the context 
of CeD (12). DH manifests as intensely pruritic lesions, 
most frequently on the elbows, knees, and forearms. DH is 
triggered by gliadin peptides and responds to a GFD. In the 
vast majority of patients with DH, villous atrophy is evident 
on small intestinal biopsy, although mostly in the absence 
of gastrointestinal symptoms. Another immune system 
abnormality, selective IgA deficiency, is also found more 
frequently in patients with CeD compared to the general 
population (13). Selective IgA deficiency is defined as low 
or undetectable concentrations of IgA in the presence of 
normal IgG and IgM production. Most individuals with se-
lective IgA have no clinical evidence of immunodeficiency. 
However, because the serological evaluation includes IgA 
isotypes, selective IgA deficiency must be considered during 
testing for suspected CeD.

Diagnosis

Biopsy
Atrophy of the small intestinal villi can be visualized histo-
logically. Most recommendations suggest that four to six bi-
opsy samples be obtained during endoscopy in order to avoid 
false- negative results associated with patchy inflammation. 
The modified Marsh criteria are frequently used for evalua-
tion of small intestinal biopsies (14). According to these cri-
teria, type 0 is characterized by normal villous architecture; 
type 1 by increased numbers of IELs; type 2 by increased IELs 
and crypt hyperplasia; and type 3 by increased IELs, crypt hy-
perplasia, and villous atrophy (ranging from partial to total). 
Although often considered the gold standard for diagnosis of 
CeD, villous atrophy of the small intestine can be observed in 
a variety of other conditions, including tropical sprue, bacte-
rial overgrowth, and infectious enteritis.

eMAs and Anti- ttg Antibodies
Endomysial antibodies (EMAs) are specific for the tissue 
that surrounds smooth muscle fibers, known as the endo-
mysium (Fig. 1). EMAs were ultimately shown to be specific 
for the antigen tTG. EMA testing in the clinical lab is per-
formed by immunofluorescence assays (IFAs), while testing 

for anti- tTG antibodies is generally performed by some type 
of solid- phase immunoassay. Testing for IgA and IgG iso-
types is frequently available for both EMA and anti- tTG 
antibodies.

The specificity of EMA- IgA for CeD approaches 100%, 
with sensitivities in the range of 90 to 95% (15, 16) (Ta-
ble 1). Anti- tTG- IgA tends to have very similar diagnostic 
performance, with sensitivities and specificities as high as 
90 to 95% having been reported for CeD. In addition, the 
anti- tTG- IgA tests overcome some of the limitations of the 
EMA IFA, including improved quantitation and reduced 
subjectivity. However, it is important to realize that some 
variations in anti- tTG- IgA assays exist, related in large part 
to the source of the antigen (17).

In comparisons of anti- tTG- IgA and anti- tTG- IgG, most 
data indicate that anti- tTG- IgA has significantly better sen-
sitivity and specificity compared with anti- tTG- IgG (15, 16, 
18). However, most studies of this type have been performed 
in CeD cohorts composed primarily of patients with normal 
total IgA. For patients with IgA deficiency, testing for anti- 
tTG- IgG is clearly necessary to avoid false- negative results 
that would occur in the absence of the IgA isotype.

Anti- gliadin and Anti- Dg Antibodies
Anti- gliadin (GL) antibodies were the first serological 
marker identified in patients with CeD. However, as EMA 
and anti- tTG tests were developed, it became clear that 
these markers offered improved diagnostic sensitivity and 
specificity compared with anti-GL antibodies (15, 16, 19) 
(Table 1). Because gliadin is an excellent substrate for tTG, 
it was hypothesized that antibodies to DG might serve as a 
better serological marker. Anti- DG- IgA does, in fact, have 
very similar diagnostic sensitivity and specificity compared 
to anti-tTG-IgA, especially in adults (20). In children, anti-
DG-IgA may offer some improvements in sensitivity (16). 
In terms of the IgG isotypes, anti-DG-IgG may have better 
diagnostic utility compared with anti-tTG-IgG, in large part 
due to improved sensitivity (19). However, these data again 
come mostly from unselected CeD groups; whether the in-
creased sensitivity of anti-DG-IgG holds true for patients 
with selective IgA deficiency is still largely unanswered.

HLA typing
CeD is one of the few chronic inflammatory diseases in 
which genetic testing, specifically for HLA- DQ2 and 
HLA- DQ8, plays a role in diagnostic testing. Identifica-
tion of celiac- associated HLA genotypes requires charac-
terization of both the α and β chains (21). HLA- DQ2.5 

FIGURE 1 EMA by indirect immunofluorescence. The presence 
of an EMA is identified based on the appearance of latticework 
staining of the endomysium surrounding the smooth muscle fiber. 
This photo is a 10× magnification of an indirect immunofluores-
cence method using monkey esophagus. (Photo courtesy of the Im-
munodermatology Laboratory, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.)
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TABLE 1 Summary of serologic tests available for evaluation of suspected CeD and IBD

Disease Antibody Antigen 
specificity Methodology Isotype Sensitivity 

(reference[s])
Specificity 

(reference[s]) Testing recommendations

CeD EMA tTG Indirect 
immunofluorescence

IgA 90% (15) 99% (15) Use as screening test limited by 
manual methodology

Testing should only 
be performed 
in patients on a 
gluten- containing 
diet

IgG NAa NA Should be restricted to patients 
with IgA deficiency

Anti- tTG tTG Solid- phase 
immunoassay

IgA 78% (18, 19) 98% (18, 19) Optimal screening test for patients 
with normal total IgA

IgG 28% (18, 19) 97% (18, 19) Should be restricted to patients 
with IgA deficiency

Anti- DG Deamidated 
gliadin

Solid- phase 
immunoassay

IgA 74% (18, 19) 95% (18, 19) May be most useful for diagnosis of 
CeD in children

IgG 65% (18, 19) 98% (18, 19) Should be restricted to patients 
with IgA deficiency

Anti-GL Unmodified 
gliadin

Solid- phase 
immunoassay

IgA 63% (18, 19) 90% (18, 19) No longer recommended for routine testing and should be 
replaced with anti- tTG and anti- DG

IgG 42% (18, 19) 90% (18, 19)
IBD: UC 

and CD
Atypical 

pANCA
Unknown Indirect 

immunofluorescence
IgG 55% for UC 

(combined with 
negative ASCA 
result) (44)

81% for UC 
(combined with 
negative ASCA 
result) (44)

Not recommended for screening or differentiating IBD from 
non- IBD, but may be useful, in combination, for subset of 
patients for whom the diagnosis of UC vs CD is unclear

ASCA Cell wall 
mannan of 
S. cerevisiae

Solid- phase 
immunoassay

IgA 38% for CD 
(combined with 
negative pANCA 
result) (44)

94% for CD 
(combined with 
negative pANCA 
result) (44)

IgG
aNA, not available.
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is composed of DQA1*05:xx and DQB1*02:01. A single 
copy of this genotype is sufficient for predisposing an in-
dividual to development of CeD, although homozygos-
ity increases the risk further. HLA- DQ2.2, composed of 
DQA1*02:01 and DQB1*02:02, also confers some risk for 
CeD, although generally only in homozygous individuals. 
Lastly, heterozygosity for DQA1*03:xx and DQB1*03:02, 
which forms the HLA- DQ8 molecule, also is a substantial 
risk factor for CeD.

In most populations, 90 to 95% of patients with CeD 
carry an HLA- DQ2 genotype, with the remaining 5 to 
10% being positive for HLA- DQ8 (21). However, in North 
America and Europe, ~30 to 40% of the total population 
can be expected to be positive for either allele. Therefore, 
the presence of HLA- DQ2/DQ8 is necessary, but not suffi-
cient, for the development of CeD.

Testing Recommendations
The multitude of options available for CeD testing can be 
overwhelming and can cause significant confusion regarding 
which tests are most appropriate for a given patient. Nu-
merous guidelines and diagnostic algorithms have been pub-
lished (22–24), based on which it is possible to make several 
general recommendations:

1. Testing for anti- tTG- IgA is the optimal screening test 
in patients who have normal concentrations of total 
IgA.

2. Testing for anti- tTG- IgG and anti- DG- IgG should be 
restricted to patients with documented selective IgA 
deficiency.

3. In children, especially those <2 years of age, anti- 
DG- IgA and anti- DG- IgG testing could be combined 
with anti- tTG- IgA to improve diagnostic sensitivity.

4. All serologic testing should be performed in patients 
on a gluten- containing diet.

5. Histological evaluation for villous atrophy is a useful 
confirmatory test in patients with positive serology 
or in patients with a high pretest probability of CeD 
based on clinical evaluation.

6. HLA- DQ2 and HLA- DQ8 typing should only be used 
to exclude CeD as a diagnosis in certain situations, 
such as in patients with equivocal biopsy results or in 
patients on a GFD at the time of serology testing.

Monitoring of Patients with Diagnosed CeD
Following a diagnosis of CeD, monitoring for responses 
to the GFD is an important part of patient management. 
Consultation with and guidance from a dietitian is a criti-
cal component, not only for exclusion of dietary gluten but 
also to ensure maintenance of adequate nutrition. Imple-
mentation of a successful GFD is accompanied, for most 
patients, by improvements in clinical symptoms, healing 
of the small intestinal villi, and decreasing concentrations 
of gluten- specific antibodies. Serological assessment pro-
vides a relatively noninvasive approach to monitoring of 
the gluten- initiated inflammatory response. The choice of 
which serological marker depends on which specific an-
tibody the patient was positive for at diagnosis. For most 
patients, this is likely anti-tTG-IgA or EMA (25–27). Anti- 
tTG- IgA offers some advantages over EMA for the purposes 
of monitoring, including numerical quantitation (compared 
to positive/negative or titer), improved precision, and less 
subjective interpretation. Although decreasing concentra-
tions of these antibodies are associated with downregulation 
of the gluten- initiated immune reaction, even conversion 
to negative serology is not always indicative of complete 

mucosal healing. Only histological analysis of a small in-
testinal biopsy can determine if a patient, despite improved 
clinical symptoms and negative serology, has any remaining 
degree of villous atrophy.

INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE

Introduction
IBD encompasses two distinct disorders: ulcerative colitis 
(UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) (28, 29). UC and CD can 
be distinguished from one another based on clinical pre-
sentation, patterns of inflammation, and, on a limited basis, 
serologic testing. The pathogenesis of UC and CD involves 
interactions between the innate immune response and the 
intestinal microbiome. Epidemiologic studies indicate that 
IBD is a disease of the developed world. The diagnosis of IBD, 
and classification as UC or CD, remains challenging due to 
varied clinical manifestations and lack of sensitive serological 
biomarkers.

Pathology
IBD results from a complex association between genetic and 
environmental factors. The genetic component is well rec-
ognized, including observations that close to 10% of patients 
with IBD have an affected first- degree relative (30). Many 
of the genes identified as risk factors for IBD have a role in 
the innate immune system. This has led to the hypothesis 
that disruption of the balance between luminal bacteria and 
the host immune response may be the initiating event in 
IBD, ultimately leading to the chronic inflammation char-
acteristic of the disease (31). This is supported indirectly by 
evidence showing the efficacy of antibiotics and probiotics 
in the treatment of IBD. In addition, mouse models have 
demonstrated that experimental colitis can develop only in 
animals with gastrointestinal biota.

One gene clearly shown to be associated with IBD, 
specifically CD, is NOD2/CARD15. In some populations, 
homozygosity for certain NOD2/CARD15 polymorphisms 
has an odds ratio of >15 for development of CD (30). The 
NOD2/CARD15 gene encodes a pattern recognition pro-
tein that binds to muramyl dipeptide, a component of bacte-
rial peptidoglycans. It has been suggested that mutations in 
NOD2/CARD15 could lead to impaired negative regulation 
of normal gut biota. Other IBD- related genes also appear to 
be relevant to the innate immune response (31). ATG16L1 
and IRGM are important autophagic factors that play a role 
in the degradation of microbes and damaged cells. Disrup-
tion of autophagy could lead to reduced pathogen clearance, 
setting the stage for an enhanced inflammatory reaction. 
IL23R, the gene that encodes the interleukin- 23 receptor, 
also plays an important role in several inflammatory path-
ways, including potentiation of Th17 cellular activation. 
Polymorphisms in IL23R could lead to increased activation 
of Th17 cells, a mechanism that has been proposed in a 
number of chronic inflammatory diseases.

Environmental factors are equally important in the patho-
genesis of IBD, as highlighted by the observation that con-
cordance in monozygotic twins is only ~20% in UC and 
~50% in CD (30). As genetic studies implicate the interac-
tion between the innate immune system and the intestinal 
microbiota in the development of IBD, one might expect 
that alterations in the intestinal biota caused by environmen-
tal factors could initiate an abnormal immune response in a 
genetically susceptible individual (32). However, because of 
the complexity, it has been difficult to demonstrate conclu-
sively that any differences exist between the microbiota of 
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patients with IBD and control groups. Another piece of evi-
dence suggesting a role of the environment is the observation 
that IBD is a disease primarily of industrialized populations 
(33). The reason for this is likely multifactorial. Developed 
societies tend to have improved sanitation, suggesting that 
decreased exposure to microbes might prevent development 
of a normal immune repertoire, predisposing individuals to 
abnormal immune responses (hygiene hypothesis). However, 
industrialized societies have additional environmental expo-
sures, along with differences in diet, that could contribute to 
the risk of IBD. Other environmental factors suggested to 
have a role in IBD include smoking, breastfeeding as infants, 
and antibiotic use in children. However, published reports on 
these various factors are conflicting, which may reflect differ-
ences in patient populations or simply the overall complexity 
of IBD (32).

Epidemiology
Epidemiologic studies of IBD are challenging, primarily be-
cause a gold standard diagnostic test for IBD remains elusive. 
However, most studies have concluded that the highest re-
ported rates are found in North America and Europe, where 
upper estimates for the incidence of UC are 19.2/100,000 
and 24.3/100,000, respectively, compared to 6.3/100,000 in 
Asia and the Middle East (34). Similar geographic trends 
are observed for CD. In addition, the incidence of IBD ap-
pears to be on the rise, particularly as countries become in-
dustrialized. In a recent systematic review, 107 studies were 
identified in which there were at least three IBD incidence 
rate estimates over a period of at least 10 years (34). In 75% 
of the CD studies and 60% of the UC studies, a statistically 
significant increase in disease incidence was observed. This 
review also included studies that, collectively, determined 
that for both UC and CD, the peak age of incidence appears 
to occur during the third and fourth decades of life. Because 
IBD strikes at younger ages, and with the increasing inci-
dence of disease, there are concerns that IBD could pose a 
serious burden to health care resources, particularly in de-
veloping countries.

Clinical Characteristics
Patients with UC and CD may present with intestinal and/
or extraintestinal symptoms. The gastrointestinal symptoms 
differ significantly between UC and CD, largely due to dif-
ferences in affected anatomical sites and patterns of inflam-
mation (35). Most patients with UC have involvement of 
the rectum, with variations in the degree of proximal co-
lonic involvement. The inflammation in UC is usually re-
stricted to the mucosa, although it tends to be continuous 
across all affected areas. The most common gastrointestinal 
symptom in UC is the presence of blood and/or mucus in 
the stool; patients may also complain of significant cramp-
ing in the lower abdomen. CD, in contrast, may affect any 
part of the gastrointestinal tract. The inflammation often is 
transmural and is mostly “patchy,” with affected areas inter-
spersed with normal tissue. Because of the segmental nature 
of the inflammation and the more varied localization, the 
clinical symptoms of CD tend to be subtler in comparison 
to those of UC. Patients may present with abdominal pain, 
nausea, epigastric pain, or dysphagia. In addition, because of 
the transmural inflammation, patients with CD are at risk 
for the development of fistulas.

Some of the extraintestinal symptoms of IBD, such as 
weight loss, delayed growth in children, and osteopenia, are 
a direct result of the gastrointestinal involvement (35). In 
contrast, for other manifestations, such as fever, the link is 
less clear. Arthralgias are a common symptom associated 

with IBD, sometimes even appearing prior to any gastroin-
testinal symptoms. Patients may also develop oral ulcers or 
cutaneous symptoms, such as erythema nodosum. Other ex-
traintestinal manifestations of IBD include episcleritis and 
primary sclerosing cholangitis, primarily in the context of 
UC. For most patients, the resolution of the extraintestinal 
symptoms, particularly the arthralgias and oral/skin lesions, 
parallels successful treatment of the underlying IBD.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis of IBD is based on endoscopic, histologic, 
imaging, and/or laboratory studies, in conjunction with a 
comprehensive clinical evaluation (36–39). The clinical 
evaluation should include assessment of patient history, such 
as recent travel, medication use, and risk factors. The spe-
cific imaging and endoscopy studies are dictated by the clin-
ical presentation of the patient. Endoscopy can be used to 
characterize the inflammation (patchy or continuous) and to 
identify its location within the gastrointestinal tract. Biopsies 
should be obtained from at least five sites, with a minimum 
of two biopsies per site. In UC, histopathology can be ex-
pected to show diffuse mucosal inflammation with distortion 
of the crypt architecture, which can be distinguished from 
the transmural inflammation, sometimes with noncaseating 
granulomas, characteristic of CD. Imaging studies may not be 
needed to establish a diagnosis of IBD, although there may be 
some utility in evaluating the extent or severity of the inflam-
mation. Some useful imaging modalities include radiography, 
ultrasound, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance 
imaging. Each modality has advantages and disadvantages. 
However, most guidelines suggest the use of imaging tech-
niques that minimize radiation exposure, as studies may need 
to be repeated periodically during a patient’s disease course.

Laboratory testing for diagnosis of IBD has a more indi-
rect role. Fecal testing is important to rule out the presence 
of infectious organisms, as well as to assess for occult blood 
(36–39). In addition, quantitation of fecal calprotectin is 
increasingly becoming available (40). Calprotectin is an en-
zyme present in neutrophils. An elevation of calprotectin in 
stool samples is indicative of localized inflammation within 
the gastrointestinal tract. Although not specific for IBD, it 
can be used to rule out noninflammatory conditions, such 
as irritable bowel syndrome. Also, some publications have 
shown that routine testing of fecal calprotectin in patients 
with confirmed IBD may be useful for monitoring for treat-
ment response and disease flares. Other lab testing for IBD, 
specifically autoantibody serology, is more controversial. 
The best- characterized antibodies in IBD, and those most 
frequently used in clinical practice, are anti- neutrophil cy-
toplasmic antibodies (ANCAs) and anti- glycan antibodies 
(41, 42) (Table 1). ANCAs associated with IBD produce an 
atypical perinuclear staining pattern (pANCA) by immu-
nofluorescence using ethanol- fixed neutrophils. This atypi-
cal pANCA pattern generally appears as broad, peripheral 
fluorescence around the nucleus, which contrasts with the 
perinuclear cytoplasmic fluorescence observed in a pANCA 
pattern associated with anti- myeloperoxidase antibodies 
in systemic vasculitis. The specific antigen recognized by 
 pANCAs in IBD is not known. Many candidate antigens 
have been studied, including elastase, cathepsin, lactoferrin, 
bactericidal/permeability- increasing protein, enolase, cata-
lase, and high- mobility group 1 and 2 nonhistone chromo-
somal proteins (43). Unfortunately, significant variability 
exists across studies in terms of the individual antigen speci-
ficities and association with UC or CD, likely due in part to 
methodological differences and variability in patient cohorts. 
At this point, it is unclear exactly which antigen specificity 
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is responsible for the pANCA reactivity associated with IBD, 
and routine testing is limited to assessment for the pANCA 
pattern by immunofluorescence. The anti- glycan antibodies 
are a group of antibodies that are specific for microbial cell 
wall carbohydrates. Anti- Saccharomyces cerevisiae antibod-
ies (ASCAs) bind to terminal mannan groups in the cell 
wall of the yeast S. cerevisiae. In routine clinical labs, testing 
for IgA and IgG isotypes for ASCAs is generally available. 
ASCAs tend to be associated with CD, while pANCAs are 
found more frequently in UC. The specificity of ASCAs and 
pANCAs for IBD in general is on the order of 80 to 90%. 
However, the sensitivity is relatively poor, only in the range 
of 15 to 30% (41, 42). For this reason, neither ASCAs nor 
pANCAs are considered appropriate for screening or to es-
tablish a diagnosis of IBD. However, combined use of  ASCAs 
and pANCAs can be helpful in distinguishing UC from CD, 
primarily in individuals for whom the specific diagnosis is 
unclear from endoscopy or histology (43). Other antibodies 
have been described, including additional anti- glycan, anti- 
OmpC, anti- I2, and anti- CBir1 antibodies. However, most 
of these are not widely available, and most testing guidelines 
discourage their use for diagnostic purposes.

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR CLINICAL 
TESTING
Maintaining high- quality testing for CeD and IBD auto-
antibodies follows principles applicable to any serological 
analysis. Given the number of assays on the market, most 
clinical labs elect to use Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA)- cleared kits for CeD and IBD testing, rather than 
development of in- house methods. Despite the fact that 
this classification of kits has undergone review by the FDA, 
there is little standardization. Different kits have different 
performance characteristics, often related to differences in 
the specific capture antigen. The specific kits chosen by a 
laboratory for either CeD or IBD diagnosis should be dic-
tated by how clinicians intend to use the assay, the specific 
patient population, and the expertise of the lab.

Even with FDA- cleared reagents, the laboratory must still 
conduct validation studies prior to implementation. Accord-
ing to regulatory requirements, lab validation of FDA- cleared 
tests requires assessment of precision, accuracy, reference 
range, and reportable range. Additional parameters may be 
necessary, such as documentation of carryover (if using auto-
mated pipetting instruments), analyte stability (particularly if 
specimen transport to a centralized lab within a health system 
or to a reference lab is necessary), and specimen type (if test-
ing both serum and plasma is desired).

Once the CeD or IBD serology tests are implemented, 
a robust, ongoing quality assurance program is critical. For 
both enzyme immunoassay and IFA methods, routine qual-
ity control should minimally include a positive and negative 
sample. For IFAs, if the patient results are reported with a 
titer, the titer of the positive control should also be mon-
itored. For enzyme immunoassays, the negative control is 
often a “<” value, limiting its use as a quantitative con-
trol. The positive control should be designed to fall within 
the reportable range of the assay, allowing for the quanti-
tative value to be monitored over time. This is particularly 
impor tant for analytes, such as anti-tTG-IgA, which are 
used to monitor patients over the course of their disease. 
Additionally, labs may find it beneficial to include controls 
around clinically relevant cutoffs, such as between “indeter-
minate” and “positive.” This should help labs identify any 
drift in the assay over time, which could result in different 

interpretations. Although most autoantibody kits include 
positive and negative controls, labs may want to consider 
maintaining patient serum pools for use as “in- house con-
trols.” These controls, prepared by pooling previously tested 
patient samples, have the advantage of having the identical 
matrix as patient samples and being independent of the kit, 
thereby serving as a bridge when reagent lot changes occur.

Another approach that laboratories might include as part 
of a quality assurance program is frequency monitoring of pa-
tient results. This involves assessing the frequency of positive 
and negative patient results generated by a laboratory for a 
given test over time. This approach makes two assumptions— 
that both the patient population being tested and the prev-
alence of the disease remain stable. For most autoimmune 
diseases, including CeD and IBD, these assumptions gener-
ally hold true. Even regarding prevalence of disease, although 
studies have generally concluded that the incidences of these 
diseases are increasing, the changes are small and are occur-
ring over relatively long time periods. Monitoring of positive 
and negative frequencies allows laboratories to determine 
whether a given assay is performing consistently over time, 
particularly as changes in reagent lots occur.
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AUTOIMMUNE HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA
Immune- mediated hemolytic anemia can be broadly di-
vided into two categories: alloimmune and autoimmune 
(1–4). Autoimmune hemolytic anemia may be further 
classified according to the immunoglobulin type of the 
autoantibody and its optimum temperature of reactivity 
(1–4). Warm autoimmune hemolytic anemia is due to IgG 
autoantibodies that bind to erythrocytes optimally at 37°C, 
while cold autoimmune hemolytic anemia is caused by IgM 
autoantibodies that preferentially react with red cells at 
low temperatures. A mixed- type autoimmune hemolytic 
anemia may occur when both warm IgG and cold IgM auto-
antibodies are implicated in clinical hemolysis. The rarest 
form of autoimmune hemolytic anemia, paroxysmal cold 
hemoglobinuria (PCH), is associated with IgG autoanti-
bodies that are biphasic, sensitizing erythrocytes at lower 
temperatures and activating complement as the tempera-
ture increases to 37°C.

The characteristics of these different forms of autoim-
mune hemolytic anemia are outlined in Table 1. Warm 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia is the most common of 
the four types, and may be seen secondary to malignancies, 
such as chronic lymphocytic leukemia or lymphoma, or it 
may be idiopathic in nature (1, 2, 5, 6). Some drugs (e.g., 
α- methyldopa and fludarabine) can induce the production 
of warm autoantibodies (7). In ~90% of cases, warm auto-
immune hemolytic anemia presents with a positive direct 
antiglobulin test (DAT) due to sensitization of the patient’s 
red cells with IgG and complement or IgG alone (2, 8). An 
eluate prepared from the patient’s red cells typically demon-
strates antiglobulin reactivity with all test cells since the 
IgG autoantibodies usually have a broad specificity (3, 9). 
However, in ~4% of cases, the eluate may demonstrate an 
Rh antibody specificity, such as auto- anti- e (9). Detection of 
IgG warm autoantibodies in the serum or plasma is variable; 
~60% have a positive antibody screen at the anti- human 
globulin (AHG) test phase, depending on the sensitivity of 
the assay (2, 8).

Cold autoimmune hemolytic anemia, or cold agglutinin 
disease, may occur acutely secondary to a Mycoplasma pneu-
moniae infection or as a chronic disease in elderly individuals 
sometimes associated with lymphoma or other malignancies 
(10, 11). In contrast to warm autoimmune hemolytic ane-
mia, samples from patents with cold autoimmune hemolytic 
anemia generally demonstrate a high- titer (e.g., ≥1,000 

at 4°C) IgM autoagglutinin in the serum (2, 8). Cold au-
toantibodies implicated in clinical hemolysis have a wide 
thermal range, reacting optimally at 4°C, but are capable of 
agglutinating red cells from room temperature (RT) (22 to 
25°C) up to 30°C or, in some instances, 37°C (2, 8). The 
IgM antibodies can directly agglutinate red cells, so anti-
coagulated blood samples may appear to be clotted due to 
autoagglutination at ambient RT. IgM autoagglutinins are 
efficient in activating complement in vivo, and thus DATs 
are positive due to C3 sensitization of the red cells (2, 3, 8).

As is evident from the name, mixed- type (also known as 
combined- type) autoimmune hemolytic anemia has features 
of both warm and cold autoimmune hemolytic anemia (2, 8, 
12). Usually the patient’s red cells are sensitized with both 
IgG autoantibodies and complement. The serum contains 
an atypical IgM cold autoantibody that may not have a high 
titer, but has a high thermal amplitude capable of causing 
agglutination at temperatures of ≥ 30°C (2, 3, 8). IgG warm 
autoantibodies may also be detected in the serum reacting at 
an AHG test phase.

PCH is a very rare, acute illness that is most often seen in 
pediatric patients following a flu- like illness (13). Because 
of the biphasic nature of the IgG autoantibodies implicated 
in PCH, these antibodies are generally not detected in the 
serum using routine antibody screening methods. The pa-
tient’s red cells are sensitized with complement alone; IgG 
is rarely detected on the red cells because the autoantibody 
dissociates in vivo at 37°C. A Donath- Landsteiner (D- L) 
test, which is designed to detect this unusual biphasic anti-
body, is diagnostic for PCH (2, 3, 8).

LABORATORY INVESTIGATION
Erythrocyte autoantibodies may cause accelerated intravas-
cular and/or extravascular hemolysis or the autoantibod-
ies may be entirely clinically benign (2). Therefore, the 
diagnosis of autoimmune hemolytic anemia relies on the 
clinical presentation and evidence of hemolysis, as well as 
serologic findings consistent with the presence of autoanti-
bodies (2). The laboratory investigation of suspected auto-
immune hemolytic anemia begins with a fundamental DAT 
using a polyspecific reagent for the detection of in vivo IgG 
and/or complement (C3) sensitization of the patient’s red 
cells (2, 3, 8, 14). DATs should be performed using EDTA- 
anticoagulated blood, which inhibits complement binding 
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to red cells in vitro, ensuring the detection of only in vivo- 
bound complement (14).

Direct Antiglobulin Test

specimen
Red cells from an EDTA- anticoagulated blood sample

Reagents
Polyspecific AHG reagent
0.9% saline
IgG- coated control red cells (available commercially)

Procedure
1. Prepare a 3 to 4% saline suspension of the patient’s 

red cells from an EDTA- anticoagulated blood sample.
2. Dispense 1 drop of the saline- suspended red cells into 

a 12-  by 75- mm test tube.
3. Wash the test tube three to four times with saline.
4. Completely decant the final wash.
5. Immediately add 2 drops of polyspecific AHG reagent 

and mix.
6. Centrifuge and immediately read for agglutination.
7. A negative test should be validated by adding 1 

drop of IgG- coated control red cells to the tube and 
recentrifuging.

8. The test is valid if the tube shows agglutination.
9. The test is invalid if the tube shows no agglutination 

with the IgG- coated control red cells, which may be due 
to improper washing or failure to add the AHG reagent. 
The DAT should be repeated starting with step 1.

If the DAT is positive, then a DAT battery or profile is 
necessary using monospecific AHG reagents, anti- IgG and 
anti- C3, to specifically identify the sensitizing proteins. The 
DAT with polyspecific AHG reagent is repeated with the 
battery as a positive control. A negative (saline) control is 
included with the DAT battery to rule out the possibility of 
autoagglutination that may cause false- positive results.

DAT Battery

specimen
Red cells from an EDTA- anticoagulated blood sample

Reagents
Polyspecific AHG reagent
Monospecific anti- IgG reagent
Monospecific anti- C3 reagent
0.9% saline
IgG- coated control red cells (available commercially)
C3- coated control red cells (available commercially)

Procedure
1. Label four test tubes: PS (polyspecific), IgG, C3, and 

Control (saline control).
2. Add 1 drop of 3 to 4% saline- suspended red cells into 

each tube.
3. Wash the tubes three to four times with saline.
4. Immediately add 2 drops of the appropriate AHG re-

agents to the test tubes and add 2 drops of saline to 
the control tube.

5. Mix and centrifuge the tubes.
6. Immediately read the tubes for agglutination.
7. The validity of a negative test should be confirmed 

by adding the appropriate IgG- coated or C3- coated 
reagent control cells and recentrifuging.

8. The test is valid if agglutination is observed with the 
control cells. If there is no agglutination with the con-
trol cells, then the test is invalid and must be repeated 
beginning at step 1.

The saline control must be negative to validate the DAT 
battery results. A positive saline control is usually due to 
autoagglutination mediated by IgM autoantibodies. In this 
situation, the patient’s saline- suspended red cells should be 
washed three to six times with warm (37°C) saline to dis-
sociate the IgM antibody. The warm- washed red cells can 
then be resuspended in saline to a 3 to 4% concentration 
and the DAT battery can be repeated.

The DAT profile or reaction pattern of IgG alone, IgG 
and C3, or C3 alone is helpful in determining what addi-
tional tests may be indicated for the differential diagnosis of 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia (Table 2).

Eluate Studies
If the DAT is positive due to IgG sensitization of the red cells 
(with or without C3), then eluate studies can be performed 

TABLE 1 Typical serologic characteristics in autoimmune hemolytic anemia (AIHA)

AIHA 
characteristic Warm Cold Mixed- type PCH

Immunoglobulin 
type

IgG IgM IgM and IgG IgG

Optimum 
temperature

37°C 4°C 4°C and 37°C Biphasic: 
4°C to 
37°C

Red blood cell 
sensitization

IgG alone (30%); 
IgG and C3 
(60%); C3 
alone (10%)

C3 IgG and C3 C3

Specificity Usually broad 
specificity

Auto- anti- I Unclear Auto- anti- P

Serum 
autoantibody

60% of cases 
reactive at 
AHG phase

Cold 
autoagglutinin; 
reactive at  
≥30°C

IgM cold 
autoagglutinin; 
reactive 
at ≥30°C; 
possibly IgG 
autoantibody

Detected 
only by 
D- L test
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to identify the specificity of the antibodies. Many techniques 
have been described for eluting or disrupting IgG antibody 
from red cells (15). Perhaps the most commonly used pro-
cedure is the acid elution method, which is available com-
mercially as a kit. A cold acid elution procedure that is also 
effective in eluting IgG antibodies is described below (15).

Cold Acid elution Procedure

Specimen
1 ml of red cells from an EDTA- anticoagulated blood 

sample washed four to six times with large volumes 
of saline

Reagents
Glycine- HCl (0.1 M, pH 3.0), prepared by dissolving 

3.75 g of glycine and 2.922 g of sodium chloride in 
500 ml of deionized or distilled water. Adjust the pH 
to 3.0.

Phosphate buffer (0.8 M, pH 8.2)
0.9% saline kept cold at 4°C

Procedure
1. Place the glycine- HCl and the saline in an ice water 

bath.
2. Place 1 ml of red cells in a 13-  by 100- mm test tube 

and chill in an ice water bath for 5 min.
3. Add 1 ml of chilled saline and 2 ml of cold glycine- 

HCl to the red cells.
4. Mix and incubate the tube in an ice water bath for 

1 min.
5. Quickly centrifuge the tube at 900 to 1,000 × g for 2 

to 3 min.
6. Transfer the supernatant eluate into a clean test tube, 

and test in parallel with the supernatant saline from 
the final wash (“last wash” control).

The eluate and “last wash” control can be tested in par-
allel with reagent antibody detection cells or panel cells us-
ing standard antibody identification methods. The last wash 
control should be negative, indicating that all unbound an-
tibodies were removed by the washing process.

Serum or Plasma Studies
Antibody screening of the patient’s serum or plasma for 
anti bodies is particularly useful for the detection of cold 
auto agglutinins that may be implicated in cold or mixed- 
type autoimmune hemolytic anemia (Table 2). The follow-
ing procedure is a saline antibody screening procedure by 
test tube methodology and includes an ambient RT test 
phase (8, 16).

Antibody screen

Specimen
0.5 ml of serum or plasma

Reagents
Group O reagent red cells for antibody detection (I 

and II) (i.e., antibody screening cells) (available 
commercially)

Monospecific anti- IgG reagent
IgG- coated control red cells (available commercially)
0.9% saline

Procedure
1. Label three 12-  by 75- mm tubes: I, II, and Auto.
2. Add 2 drops of serum or plasma into each tube.
3. Add 1 drop of screening cell I to the tube labeled “I” 

and 1 drop of screening cell II to the tube labeled 
“II.” Add 1 drop of a 3 to 4% saline suspension of 
the patient’s autologous red cells to the tube labeled 
“Auto.”

4. Mix and incubate at RT for 5 min.
5. Centrifuge the tubes and read for agglutination.
6. Place the three tubes in a 37°C incubator for 30 min.
7. Centrifuge and read for agglutination.
8. Wash the tubes three to four times with 0.9% saline.
9. Immediately add 2 drops of anti- IgG reagent to each 

tube.
10. Centrifuge and immediately read for agglutination.
11. To validate a negative test, add 1 drop of IgG- coated 

control red cells and recentrifuge.
12. The test is valid if the tube shows agglutination with 

the IgG- coated control red cells. If the tube shows no 
reactivity with the control cells, then the test is in-
valid and must be repeated starting with step 1.

Cold autoagglutinins implicated in autoimmune hemo-
lytic anemia are invariably reactive at the RT phase with 
the screening cells and the autologous control. However, 
reactivity at the RT phase does not necessarily indicate that 
the autoagglutinin is causing in vivo hemolysis (2, 8). Al-
though the RT reactivity may persist or “carry over” to the 
37°C and AHG test phases in the antibody screening pro-
cedure, the actual thermal range of the cold autoantibody 
would require tests that are performed only in specialized 
immunohematology reference laboratories. Cold autoagglu-
tinins with a thermal amplitude of ≥30°C have been associ-
ated with autoimmune hemolytic anemia (2, 3, 8). Titration 
of the cold autoagglutinin may provide some additional sup-
portive information, but the titer does not necessarily cor-
relate with clinical significance (8).

TABLE 2 Interpretation of serologic findings in suspected cases of autoimmune hemolytic 
anemia (AIHA)

Typical 
serologic 
reaction 
pattern

Laboratory test results

Presumptive 
diagnosis

DAT profile
Eluate studies

Serum antibody screen

Anti- IgG Anti- C3 Result Optimum 
reaction phase

1 + +/0 Panagglutinin +/0 AHG Warm AIHA
2 0 + Not applicable + RT Cold AIHA
3 + + Panagglutinin + RT and AHG Mixed- type AIHA

4 0 + Not applicable 0 D- L test 
positive

PCH
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IgG autoantibodies in warm or mixed- type autoimmune 
hemolytic anemia may be detected in the plasma or serum 
at the AHG test phase.

Antibody identification studies using a commercial 
panel can be performed using the same method as described 
above (16).

D- L Test
A D- L test may be indicated when the serologic findings 
are consistent with PCH, as shown in Table 2. In the D- L 
test, the patient’s serum is incubated with test cells at cold 
temperatures to allow the antibody to bind to red cells and 
activate complement when the test is then warmed to 37°C, 
resulting in hemolysis (8).

specimen
~1 ml of serum separated from a clotted blood sample that 

has been maintained at 37°C to prevent loss of antibody 
from autoadsorption

Reagents
Fresh normal serum as a source of complement. (Comple-

ment is added to the test, since patients with PCH may 
have low levels of complement.)

Group O, P-positive reagent red cells washed and resus-
pended in 0.9% saline to a 25% concentration. (The 
autoantibody in PCH is usually directed against the high- 
frequency P antigen; only very rare individuals are P neg-
ative. Reagent antibody screening cells are P positive and 
can be used as indicator red cells.)

Procedure
1. Label five 12-  by 75- mm tubes: Test 1, Control 1, Test 

2, Control 2, and Complement Control.
2. Dispense 5 drops of the patient’s serum into each of 

the four tubes labeled Test 1, Control 1, Test 2, and 
Control 2.

3. Add 5 drops of fresh normal serum to the tubes la-
beled Test 2, Control 2, and Complement Control.

4. Add 1 drop of 25% group O reagent red cells to each 
of the five tubes. Gently mix and cork the tubes.

5. Place the patient’s control tubes (Control 1 and Con-
trol 2) in a 37°C water bath for 90 min.

6. Place the patient’s test tubes (Test 1 and Test 2) and 
the Complement Control tube in a melting ice bath 
for 30 min.

7. After 30 min, gently mix the tubes in the melting ice 
and transfer them to the 37°C water bath and incu-
bate for 60 min.

8. Gently mix and centrifuge all tubes.
9. Observe the tubes for hemolysis, comparing the Test 

tubes with the corresponding Control tubes.

Hemolysis observed in the patient’s Test 1 and/or Test 2 
tubes when compared to the corresponding Control tubes 
indicates a positive D- L test. If no hemolysis is observed, the 
D- L test is negative.

The Complement Control tube is a negative control 
and should show no hemolysis. Hemolysis observed in the 
Complement Control tube may be related to the source of 
fresh complement or technical problems. In this situation, 
repeat the D- L test using a different source of fresh normal 
serum.

If hemolysis occurs in both the Test and Control tubes, 
then there may be a monophasic cold agglutinin present in 
the serum.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF 
AUTOIMMUNE HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA
Table 2 outlines the serologic findings for the DAT battery, el-
uate studies, and serum antibody screening tests that are typ-
ically seen for each type of autoimmune hemolytic anemia. It 
is essential that the serologic findings are interpreted in the 
context of the clinical presentation and medical history of 
the patient. The interpretation can be complicated by a his-
tory of recent blood transfusions, medications that can induce 
warm autoantibodies or drug- dependent antibodies, and the 
presence of multiple antibodies that may make it difficult to 
distinguish allo-  from autoantibody activity (2, 7, 17, 18).

Not all cases of autoimmune hemolytic anemia can be 
categorized into the four types described here. A spectrum of 
unusual cases has been reported, ranging from DAT- negative 
autoimmune hemolytic anemia to warm autoimmune hemo-
lytic anemia due to IgM autoantibodies (19–22). However, 
in the majority of cases of autoimmune hemolytic anemia, 
a presumptive diagnosis can be made based on the testing 
outlined in this chapter and clinical correlation.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
Immune thrombocytopenia (ITP) is an autoimmune disor-
der characterized by a platelet count of <100,000/μl in the 
absence of any underlying cause. The incidence of newly 
diagnosed ITP in adults ranges from 1.6 to 3.9 per 100,000 
person- years. The female- to- male ratio ranges from 1.2 to 
1.9. The general consensus is that the diagnosis is one of 
exclusion based on patient clinical history, physical exam-
ination, review of medication history, and performance of a 
complete blood count with review of the peripheral blood 
smear. One can classify the illness based on duration: (i) 
newly diagnosed with a duration of up to 3 months, (ii) per-
sistent ITP of 3 months to 1 year, or (iii) chronic ITP of >1 
year (1).

ITP can be further defined as either primary or second-
ary. About 20% of ITP cases are secondary to other illnesses, 
including autoimmune rheumatologic diseases; lymphopro-
liferative disorders; and infections including hepatitis C vi-
rus, Helicobacter pylori, and HIV infection (2).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
Antibodies are responsible for the enhanced platelet clear-
ance by the reticuloendothelial system in ITP. The autoan-
tigenic targets are found on the platelet glycoproteins IIb/
IIIa, Ib/IX, and Ia/IIa. In some cases no antibodies may be 
detected. The spleen, being the major site of platelet destruc-
tion, is also a major site of autoantibody production (3).

There is a growing body of research that suggests that T- 
cell abnormalities in ITP are linked to the pathogenesis of 
the disorder. At the level of T- cell- related cytokine abnor-
malities, data suggest that interleukin- 18 may play an im-
portant role in the pathogenesis of ITP. Investigators have 
shown that levels of interleukin- 18 are increased during ac-
tive disease, whereas in remission these levels fall to those 
of normal subjects. In addition, T- cell- related abnormalities 
include Fas- related T- cell apoptosis and deficiencies in T 
regulatory cell expression (4).

For decades, enhanced platelet destruction was consid-
ered the primary pathophysiology in ITP. There are now 
substantial data showing that autoreactive cytotoxic thymic 
lymphocytes induce megakaryocyte damage and impaired 
thrombopoiesis. As a result of these observations, adminis-
tration of thrombopoietin to stimulate megakaryocytopoie-
sis is now an important therapeutic modality (4).

DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH TO PATIENTS WITH 
SUSPECTED ITP
In the majority of ITP cases, reaching the correct diagnosis is 
possible by taking a complete history, doing a physical exam-
ination, and performing a complete blood count with differ-
ential and review of the peripheral blood smear. Response to 
therapy with corticosteroids, high- dose intravenous gamma 
globulin, or anti- Rh(D) immunoglobulin provides supportive 
evidence of the immune basis of the thrombocytopenia. It is 
important to note that additional studies may be necessary to 
exclude secondary immune thrombocytopenia. Table 1 out-
lines consensus recommendations for the diagnosis of ITP in 
both children and adults (5, 6).

Platelet Autoantibody Detection
A variety of methods to measure platelet autoantibodies are 
available (7). Since the primary antigenic target is platelet 
glycoproteins, any assay that employs measurement of anti-
bodies to these proteins increases the specificity. It has been 
noted that the surface of the platelet contains many species 
of immunoglobulin, so flow cytometric assays or other la-
beled anti- human globulin tests for platelet- associated im-
munoglobulin are of low diagnostic utility.

The monoclonal antibody- specific immobilization of 
platelet antigen assay (MAIPA) is both sensitive and spe-
cific (Fig. 1). This test is a laboratory- developed test that is 
validated by the testing laboratory. The test may be used to 
measure plasma antibodies or the antibodies that are con-
tained on the surface of the platelet and that are directed to-
ward platelet glycoproteins. When the MAIPA is employed, 
~80% of samples will have detectable antibody when a 
panel of monoclonal antibodies is employed to capture the 
platelets. The relative sensitivity for plasma antibodies may 
be as low as 30%.

Test Procedure: MAIPA

Reagents
Coating buffer: 1.6 g of Na2CO3, 2.9 g of NaHCO3, and 

0.2 g of NaN3. Add distilled water and adjust pH to 9.6.
TBS (Tris- buffered saline) wash buffer: 3.03 g of Tris, 22 g 

of NaCl, 12.5 ml of Nonidet P- 40, 1.25 ml of Tween 20, 
and 1.25 ml of 1 M CaCl2. Add distilled water to 2.5 
liters.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch105
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Solubilization buffer: 1.21 g of Tris dissolved in 950 ml of 
saline, pH 7.4. Add 5 ml of Nonidet P- 40 and add saline 
to 1 liter.

Goat anti- mouse IgG (from Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab-
oratories, West Grove, PA). Dilute to 3 μg/ml in coating 
buffer.

Peroxidase- labeled goat anti- human IgG (Jackson Immuno-
Research). Dilute to 1 in 5,000 to 1 in 25,000 in TBS, 
as determined by positive and negative control titration.

Substrate. Dissolve four 3.5- mg tablets of 1,2-phenyl ene-
diamine dihydrochloride in 12 ml of water in a foil- 
covered container. Add 10 μl of 30% H2O2 before use.

Stop solution. Add 28 ml of 95 to 97% H2SO4 to 972 ml 
of water.

Warning: Use only freshly prepared reagents.

Method

Preparation of Anti- Mouse Antibody- Coated 
Microtiter Plate
1. Prepare goat anti- mouse IgG as described above and 

aliquot 100 μl per well into flat- well microplates for 
duplicate testing and incubate overnight at 4°C. The 
plates may be stored for up to 14 days.

TABLE 1 International ITP Working Group consensus recommendations for the diagnosis of 
ITP in children and adults (8)

Basic initial evaluation Ancillary studies Tests of unknown utility

Patient history Antiphospholipid antibodies Thrombopoietin level
Family history Thyroid stimulating hormone 

or antithyroid antibodies
Reticulated platelets

Medication and over- the- 
counter drug history

Antinuclear antibodies Platelet- associated 
immunoglobulin

Complete blood count Pregnancy test in women of 
childbearing age

Bleeding time

Quantitative 
immunoglobulins

Platelet glycoprotein- specific 
antibodies

Platelet survival and 
sequestration studies

HIV
Hepatitis C virus
Helicobacter pylori
Bone marrow not necessary 

in most patients

FIGURE 1 The general outline of the MAIPA. Murine monoclonal antibody, such as antibody to 
glycoprotein IIb/IIIa, is added to the autoantibody- sensitized platelets and the mixture is lysed. The trimo-
lecular complex is captured by goat anti- mouse antibody, enzyme- labeled anti- human antibody is added, 
and the results are read by adding the appropriate substrate.
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2. Before using, wash the plates with TBS wash buffer. 
Leave the last wash in the well for 30 min to block 
nonspecific binding of proteins.

Platelet Preparation
1. Take platelets from normal donors for plasma an-

tibody testing. In case of testing patient platelets, 
collect platelets from blood. Either EDTA or citrate 
anticoagulant is satisfactory.

2. Prepare platelet- rich plasma using standard centrifu-
gation methodology.

3. Resuspend platelets and adjust final concentration to 
200,000/μl.

First Incubation for Plasma Antibody Detection
1. For each sample to be tested, aliquot 100 μl of plate-

let suspension into a U- well microplate and spin at 
1,500 × g in a benchtop microplate centrifuge for 3 
min. Include two negative controls and a weakly pos-
itive control.

2. Decant the supernatant and then suspend the plate 
pellet in 50 μl of test plasma and incubate at 37°C for 
30 min.

3. Wash platelets by adding 200 μl of phosphate- 
buffered saline- EDTA to each test and centrifuge at 
1,500 × g for 3 min.

4. Resuspend the platelet pellet using a microplate 
shaker and wash once more.

Incubation with Monoclonal Antibody
Resuspend platelet pellets in 40 μl of diluted mouse 

monoclonal antibody (antibodies to IIb/IIIa, Ib/IX, or Ia/IIa; 
Dako, Carpinteria, CA) and incubate for 30 min, followed 
by three washes with wash buffer.

Lysis
1. Lyse plates by resuspending each pellet in 130 μl of 

solubilization buffer.
2. Block the coated microplate with TBS wash buffer.
3. Centrifuge at maximum speed in a benchtop centri-

fuge. For each test, aliquot 130 μl of TBS wash buffer 
into each well.

4. Remove 100 μl from each supernatant and dilute in 
130 μl of wash buffer.

Attachment to Solid Phase
1. Transfer 100 μl of diluted platelet lysate in duplicate 

to a precoated and blocked well, and add 100 μl of 
wash buffer to four reagent blank wells.

2. Incubate at 4°C for 90 min or overnight.
3. Wash microplate wells four times with wash buffer.

Anti- IgG Incubation
1. Add 100 μl of labeled anti- human IgG to each well 

and incubate at 4°C for 90 min.
2. Wash six times with buffer and blot between washes 

to dry.

Color Development
1. Add 100 μl of substrate solution to each well and 

leave at room temperature.

2. Stop the reaction with 100 μl of H2SO4.
3. Read the absorbance at 490 nm.

Interpretation
While the diagnosis of ITP is considered one of exclusion 
without the need for immunologic confirmation, clinicians 
still find the testing important. We recommend testing in 
those patients who fail to respond to standard therapy. If the 
testing is negative, clinicians should be advised to pursue 
investigation for other, less common causes of thrombocyto-
penia, especially congenital thrombocytopenia or thrombo-
cytopenia associated with myelodysplasia. Standardization of 
the testing is demanding and requires expertise in this type 
of testing. For this reason, this assay is typically only done in 
platelet reference laboratories.

Calculate the mean optical density for all negative and 
positive controls and samples. The positive cutoff is the 
mean of the negative controls plus three standard devia-
tions. The positive control should produce an optical den-
sity of least 3 times the negative control.
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IMMUNE REACTIVITY IN THE EYE
The identification of immune reactivity against self com-
ponents is a key element in the characterization of auto-
immunity and autoimmune diseases. This autoimmune 
reactivity is most frequently monitored by the detection of 
specific autoantibodies or the presence of T- cell reactivity 
to self peptides. Numerous studies have now demonstrated 
that distinct profiles of autoantibodies are seen in clinically 
distinct autoimmune syndromes, such as systemic lupus er-
ythematosus, myositis, and insulin- dependent diabetes mel-
litus. Moreover, the autoantigens are targets of an adaptive 
immune response.

Despite remarkable features of immune privilege in the 
eye, inflammatory processes do occur in the eye, and these 
are frequently referred to as uveitis (1, 2). Uveitis is the 
fifth- leading cause of vision loss in the world and accounts 
for 10 to 15% of all cases of total blindness in the United 
States (3). Most ocular inflammatory processes are associ-
ated with a cellular component. Ophthalmologists have a 
clear advantage in monitoring disease since the severity of 
the intraocular inflammation can be graded by direct visual-
ization using slit- lamp biomicroscopy and fundoscopy.

Retinal degeneration is a primary cause of visual im-
pairment and vision loss in the world. In the United States 
alone, there are presently more than 6 million people diag-
nosed with retinal diseases. This number includes patients 
with diabetic retinopathy and age- related macular degen-
eration, as well as patients with the broad diagnosis of reti-
nal degeneration. Immune- mediated vision loss is a rapidly 
expanding area of research and therapy. It is becoming in-
creasingly clear that retinal degenerative processes can also 
have an immune component that may be associated with 
the presence of antiretinal antibodies (4). In fact, several re-
cent studies have focused on the role of antibody- mediated 
pathology in the retina. The identification of specific an-
tiretinal antibodies may have application in the diagnosis 
and management of retinal degeneration. This chapter 
highlights retinal diseases associated with the identification 
of antiretinal immune reactivity or T- cell immune reactiv-
ity. Laboratory assays designed to detect and characterize 
antiretinal antibody reactivity are reviewed.

CLASSIC EXAMPLES OF AUTOIMMUNE 
DISEASE IN THE RETINA
Retinal autoimmunity exists as a naturally occurring dis-
ease in humans and as an experimentally designed animal 
model system. In humans, sympathetic ophthalmia and 
birdshot chorioretinopathy are classic examples of T- cell- 
mediated autoimmune diseases (5, 6). Sympathetic oph-
thalmia is an ocular inflammatory (autoimmune) disease 
that occurs after a perforating injury to one eye. The in-
jured eye undergoes a massive granulomatous infiltration. 
At any time from the first week to several years following 
the trauma (peak is second week to 3 months), a sponta-
neous granulomatous infiltration occurs in the noninjured, 
“sympathizing” eye. Several studies have shown that the 
infiltrate consists predominantly of T cells. Birdshot cho-
rioretinopathy is a posterior uveitis that has a strong as-
sociation with HLA- A29 and the endoplasmic reticulum 
aminopeptidase (ERAP) 2 gene (7). More recently, this 
autoimmune disease was shown to be associated with pro-
duction of Th17 cells (8). Peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells from patients respond to retinal lysates by producing 
interleukin- 17 (IL- 17). This is associated with a signifi-
cant induction of Th17 cells and not Th1 cells.

Animal model systems have been developed to mimic 
human retinal diseases. Within the retina, a number of 
uveitogenic antigens have been identified and character-
ized. Two of these, retinal S antigen (arrestin) and inter-
photoreceptor retinal binding protein (IRBP), have been 
used to develop rodent models of T- cell- mediated autoim-
mune ocular disease, termed experimental autoimmune 
uveoretinitis (9). These retinal proteins are now also uti-
lized to monitor human T- cell reactivity to retinal tissue. 
We have also developed a model of infection- associated 
retinal autoimmunity, referred to as experimental corona-
virus retinopathy (10–12). This degeneration is triggered 
by the murine coronavirus mouse hepatitis virus and is 
characterized by genetic predisposition and autoimmune 
reactivity. Interestingly, the genetic predisposition is cor-
related with an augmented innate immunity and may be a 
classic example of innate immunity driving autoimmune 
responses (13).

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch106
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RETINOPATHIES ASSOCIATED WITH 
ANTIRETINAL ANTIBODIES
Human retinopathies associated with the production of 
antiretinal antibodies can be categorized into three groups: 
(i) autoimmune retinopathy (AIR), consisting of two sub-
groups, paraneoplastic disorders and nonparaneoplastic 
retinopathy; (ii) infection- associated retinopathies; and 
(iii) retinal degenerative disorders (Table 1).

Autoimmune Retinopathy
AIR is an inflammation- mediated retinopathy characterized by 
vision loss, scotomas, visual field deficits, photoreceptor dys-
function, and the presence of circulating antiretinal antibodies. 
AIR is divided into two groups: paraneoplastic and nonpara-
neoplastic retinopathy. Progressive blindness as a remote ef-
fect of cancer was first reported in 1976 (14). The two most 
frequently observed forms of ocular paraneoplastic disorders 
are referred to as cancer- associated retinopathy (CAR) and 
melanoma- associated retinopathy (MAR). Clinical and exper-
imental observations in CAR and MAR probably provide the 
best evidence for a pathological role of autoreactive antibodies 
in human retinopathies. First, affected patients suffer from a 
retinopathy that is characterized by retinal tissue damage and 
the presence of antiretinal antibodies. Second, some patients 
respond to plasma exchange and immunosuppressive therapy. 
Third, in experimental models, retinal cell damage can be in-
duced by the autoreactive antibodies and there is evidence of 
passive transfer of disease to animals (15, 16).

CAR is most commonly associated with small- cell car-
cinoma of the lung, but it has also been reported in pa-
tients with breast, endometrial, and other cancers (17, 
18). In these patients, antibodies develop with reactivity 
to the retina, and this response is associated with rod and 
cone dysfunction. Visual loss occurs over months and may 
even precede the identification of the malignancy. Using 
immunofluorescent- antibody (IFA) assays on normal reti-
nal tissue sections, it has been demonstrated that sera from 
CAR patients reacts with the photoreceptor outer segments 
and ganglion cells. Further analysis of retinal antigens has 
revealed that a variety of antigens may be involved in this 
process. The primary antigens identified are a 23- kDa an-
tigen (recoverin); a retinal enolase (46 kDa); and a group 
of reactivities with retinal antigens identified as 40- , 43- , 
and 60- kDa molecules. Although >15 retinal antigens have 
been described in the CAR syndrome, the most common 
antigen linked to CAR is the 23- kDa recoverin, a calcium- 
binding protein found in both rods and cones.

MAR is a second paraneoplastic syndrome that occurs 
in patients with melanoma (1, 19, 20). Progressive visual 
loss develops over months and is frequently associated with 
metastatic cutaneous melanoma. Again, IFA technology 
has been used to identify antibody in MAR patient sera that 
reacts to bipolar cells in the outer nuclear layer and their 
dendrites in the outer plexiform layer of the retina. The pri-
mary target antigen in MAR has been identified as transient 
receptor potential melastatin 1 (TRPM1) (21, 22).

TABLE 1 Antibody responses directed against retinal antigens in sera from patients with retinal 
diseasesa

Retinal disease Immunologic 
reactivity Antigen

Autoimmune retinopathy 
(AIR)

 Paraneoplastic
  CAR Photoreceptor inner 

and outer segment 
and ONL

Recoverin (23 kDa), enolase, 
TULP1, and others

  MAR Outer plexiform layer 
and INL

Bipolar cells

 Nonparaneoplastic Neuroretina, RPE, 
and ganglion cell 
layer

Variety of retina antigens

Infection- associated 
retinopathy

 Toxoplasmosis Photoreceptor layer Not known
 Onchocerciasis Neural retina and RPE Cross- reactivity between O. volvulus 

Ag (OV39) and RPE Ag (hr44)
Retinal degenerative 

diseases
 RP Neural retina Carbonic anhydrase II (30 kDa) and 

enolase (45 kDa)
 RAR Photoreceptor Recoverin
 AMD Photoreceptors Neurofilaments
 Sympathetic ophthalmia Neural retina Multiple antigens (T- cell reactivity)
 VKH syndrome Photoreceptors Unknown
 Neurologic disease  

 (stiff man syndrome)
Neural retina GAD

aAg, antigen; RP, retinitis pigmentosa; RAR, recoverin- associated retinopathy; AMD, age- related macular degeneration; 
VKH, Vogt- Koyanagi- Harada syndrome; GAD, glutamic acid decarboxylase.
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Nonparaneoplastic AIR is a rare disease constituting 
<1% of all cases of uveitis. The real prevalence of this con-
dition is difficult to determine because of the overlap of clini-
cal features with other retinal degenerative disorders and the 
lack of standardized laboratory diagnostic criteria. Studies are 
presently under way to develop standardized laboratory diag-
nostic criteria. Numerous retinal proteins have been identi-
fied as targets for antiretinal antibodies in AIR. These include 
α- enolase, lens epithelium- derived growth factor, carbonic 
anhydrase, arrestin, tubby- like protein 1 (TULP1), neurofila-
ment protein, heat shock protein 70, and photoreceptor cell- 
specific nuclear receptor (23–26).

Infection- Associated AIR
The second group of retinopathies associated with antiret-
inal antibodies is retinal disorders that are triggered by an 
infectious agent (11). In humans, onchocerciasis and toxo-
plasmosis fall into this category. Infection with the nema-
tode parasite Onchocerca volvulus can result in severe eye 
disease, often referred to as river blindness. Humans are in-
fected with the helminth larvae by the bite of a black fly of 
the Simulium genus. It is estimated that ~18 million people 
in tropical Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and Latin Amer-
ica are infected with this organism, and of these, ~1 million 
to 2 million are blind or have severe visual impairment.

Posterior ocular onchocerciasis is characterized by atro-
phy of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and as lesions 
advance, subretinal fibrosis occurs. A number of studies in-
dicate that affected patients have antiretinal antibodies in 
their sera and vitreous (27). Reactivity was observed in the 
inner retina and photoreceptor layers by IFA analysis. Char-
acterization of the autoantigens revealed that a recombinant 
antigen in O. volvulus showed immunologic cross- reactivity 
with a component of the RPE. By Western blot analysis, an 
antibody to a 22,000- molecular- weight antigen (OV39) of 
O. volvulus recognized a 44,000- molecular- weight compo-
nent (hr44) of the RPE cell. Although OV39 and hr44 are 
not homologous, they did show limited amino acid sequence 
identity. Immunizations of Lewis rats with either OV39 or 
hr44 induce ocular pathology. These studies indicate that 
molecular mimicry between O. volvulus and human RPE 
protein may contribute to the retinopathy found in patients 
with onchocerciasis (28, 29).

Toxoplasmosis, which occurs in >500 million humans 
worldwide, is caused by the obligate intracellular parasite 
Toxoplasma gondii. T. gondii is also the most frequently iden-
tified infectious agent in posterior uveitis, and Toxoplasma 
retinochoroiditis is an important cause of blindness in young 
adults. Since the 1980s, several reports have documented 
a high prevalence of antiretinal antibodies in sera from T. 
gondii- infected patients (30). These antibodies are directed 
against the photoreceptor layer. Moreover, leukocytes from 
these patients have been shown to proliferate in response to 
retinal S antigen (31).

Autoimmunity Associated with Retinal Degenerative 
Diseases
The third group of retinopathies associated with antiretinal 
antibodies is classified as the retinal degenerative disorders. 
These include retinitis pigmentosa with cystoid macula 
edema, recoverin- associated retinopathy, age- related mac-
ular degeneration, idiopathic retinopathies, and retinopa-
thies associated with autoimmune neurologic diseases (32). 
Table 1 identifies serum antibody responses directed against 
retinal antigens in patients with retinal diseases. These are 
described in more detail in reference 16.

LABORATORY MONITORING OF 
ANTIRETINAL ANTIBODIES
Historically, the detection of autoantibodies has served as an 
invaluable laboratory tool for the diagnosis, monitoring, and 
management of patients with autoimmune diseases. Studies 
to monitor antiretinal antibodies have been performed us-
ing one of three assay systems, immunohistochemical assays 
(such as indirect IFAs and immunoperoxidase assays), en-
zyme immunoassay (EIA), and Western blot. There is a lack 
of consensus for the standard screening assay, and thus, there 
is a need to develop standardized laboratory diagnostic cri-
teria. One such approach has been to use a two- tier testing 
system consisting of a screening assay, such as an indirect IFA 
on rodent and/or primate retinal tissue, followed by a second 
confirmatory test, i.e., an EIA or Western blot. The second- 
tier test can incorporate known retinal autoantigens, such as 
recoverin and α- enolase (23). As new retinal autoantigens 
are identified, they can be incorporated into this test system.

Immunohistochemical Assay System
Standard immunohistochemical assays or immunofluores-
cent assays are used to identify antibody reactivity within 
the retina. In addition to human retina, rodent (mouse or 
rat) or monkey eyes are frequently used as the substrate.

Preparation of Tissue Sections
After enucleation, eyes are immediately placed in OCT 
and frozen and stored at −70°C. Using a cryostat, whole 
rodent eye sections can be prepared and placed on Super-
Frost slides. When using monkey or human eye tissue as the 
substrate, the frozen eye must be cut into smaller blocks of 
tissue before cryosections of the eye are cut. Slides contain-
ing the retina are stored at −70°C until used.

Procedure
1. Briefly, the standard procedure consists of fixing and 

permeabilizing the ocular tissue sections with acetone- 
methanol (1:1) and rinsing them with phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. Endogenous peroxidase 
activity is quenched by incubating the sections in 
0.6% H2O2 prior to incubating the tissue in a blocking 
solution. A standard blocking solution is 10% normal 
goat or rabbit serum in PBS. Bovine serum albumin, 
glycine, and/or cold- water fish gelatin can be added to 
the standard blocking solution if necessary to reduce 
nonspecific binding by the primary antibody.

2. Serial 2- fold dilutions of sera (1:40 to 1:640) from pa-
tients with retinal degeneration and healthy controls 
are incubated with the tissue sections either for 90 
min at room temperature or overnight at 4°C.

3. Slides are then washed in PBS with 1% normal goat 
or rabbit serum, and a dilution of the secondary anti-
body (horseradish peroxidase- conjugated anti- human 
IgG) is applied to the tissue for 1 h. For IFA assay, 
the secondary antibody is labeled with fluorescein 
isothiocyanate.

4. Detection of bound immunoglobulin molecules is 
accomplished using a peroxidase substrate such as 
3,3′- diaminobenzidine. Instead of horseradish peroxi-
dase, the secondary antibody may be conjugated to al-
kaline phosphatase. However, the peroxidase substrates 
produce more- pronounced precipitates and give sharper 
localization than alkaline phosphatase substrates.

5. Slides are counterstained and dehydrated, and cover-
slips are mounted prior to examining the tissue sec-
tions under a microscope. For IFA assay, the slides are 
read under a fluorescent microscope.
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Interpretation
Studies in our laboratory demonstrate that immunofluores-
cence or immunocytochemical tests using rodent or primate 
tissue and serum from individuals without a history of ret-
inal disease are usually negative or reactive only at low se-
rum dilution (<1:80). In contrast, high titers of antibody 
(>160) are detected in patients with selected retinal degen-
erative diseases. Sera from 18 healthy individuals demon-
strated immunoreactivity to normal mouse ocular tissue in 
33% of samples at a 1:40 dilution, in 13% of samples at a 
1:80 dilution, and in 3% of samples at a 1:160 dilution, and 
no reactivity was noted at a dilution of 1:320 or 1:640. In 
contrast, in selected patients with retinal degenerative dis-
orders, we can detect reactivity in serum samples at dilu-
tions of 1:160 to 1:1,280. We have evaluated 12 patients 
with primary AIR in this system and have demonstrated a 
sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 97% at a serum dilu-
tion of 1:160. Based on these data, we have selected 1:160 
as the dilution that can discriminate between healthy indi-
viduals and patients with retinal degenerative disorders. It 
is interesting that this is similar to the dilution scheme used 
to discriminate antinuclear antibody reactivity in patients 
with systemic lupus erythematosus from positive antinuclear 
antibody results for healthy individuals (33).

In patients with antiretinal antibodies, the cellular lo-
cation can be important to report and may provide clues to 
help distinguish the disease entity. At least five patterns of 
immunostaining are commonly observed in tissue: photore-
ceptor inner and outer segments, inner nuclear layer (INL), 
outer nuclear layer (ONL), ganglion cells, and RPE cells. 
In CAR patients, reactivity with the outer segment layer 
of photoreceptors is frequently seen and is associated with 
antirecoverin antibodies. In MAR patients, staining is fre-
quently observed in bipolar cells of the INL. An example of 
patterns of immune reactivity in the retina is shown in Fig. 
1. This serum was obtained from a patient with AIR and 
illustrates immune staining at multiple sites in the retina, 
including ganglion cell layer, INL, ONL, and RPE cell.

LABORATORY MONITORING OF T- CELL 
REACTIVITY

Procedure
1. Approximately 10 ml of heparinized or EDTA ve-

nous blood is needed for T- cell assays. Peripheral 
blood leukocytes (PBLs) are recovered following 
Ficoll- Hypaque separation techniques. PBLs are re-
suspended in RPMI medium supplemented with 5% 
(vol/vol) fetal bovine serum.

2. Determine the number of viable PBLs by trypan blue 
exclusion. Adjust the cell concentration to 2 × 106/ml.

3. Deliver 100 μl of the cell suspension into triplicate 
wells of a 96- well plate.

4. Add 100 μl of stimulant or control as follows: me-
dium (negative control), phytohemagglutinin or con-
canavalin A (positive control), and retinal antigen (S 
antigen or IRBP).

5. Incubate the cells at 37°C for 72 h.
6. Assay the response of the stimulated lymphocytes 

by monitoring cell proliferation or production and 
release of cytokines. The cell proliferation assay can 
measure [3H]thymidine incorporation into cellular 
DNA. Alternatively, one can use the standard EIA 
methodology to measure the release of gamma inter-
feron or IL- 2 in the supernatant fluid.

Interpretation
The appropriate incorporation of controls into these assay 
systems is essential for interpretation. PBLs from a healthy 
individual (known nonresponder) should be used each time 
the test is performed. In addition, in each test a medium 
control (negative/baseline) and a T- cell stimulant (phyto-
hemagglutinin, concanavalin A, etc.) must be included. 
When determining cell proliferation by [3H]thymidine as-
say, the samples are evaluated by stimulation index (SI). 
The SI is obtained by dividing the counts per minute for 
retinal antigen- treated cells by those for medium- treated 

FIGURE 1 Immunofluorescence staining for antiretinal antibodies. Frozen sections of normal mouse 
retina were incubated with “normal” nonreactive human sera (A) or with sera from a patient with AIR 
(B). Both sera were tested at a 1:160 dilution. Note reactivity with several marked areas of the retina: 
retinal ganglia cell layer (RGC), INL, ONL, and RPE.
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cells. An SI of > 2.0 is considered positive. An alternative, 
nonisotope method is the quantification of cell proliferation 
with Alamar Blue (BioSource, Rockville, MD) (34).

LABORATORY MONITORING OF OCULAR 
CYTOKINES (IL-6 AND IL-10)
Vitreous biopsies are frequently performed to distinguish be-
tween ocular inflammation associated with uveitis and ocular 
malignancy due to primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (PVRL; 
previously known as primary intraocular lymphoma) and/or 
primary central nervous system lymphoma (PCNSL). Cells 
within the vitreous are collected by cytospin and evaluated 
by a cytopathologist to identify lymphoma cells. The major-
ity of PVRLs and PCNSLs are diffuse large B- cell lympho-
mas (24, 27, 35, 36). These tumor cells produce high levels 
of IL- 10, a growth and differentiation factor for B cells. In 
contrast, the inflammatory cells in uveitis produce high lev-
els of IL- 6, a proinflammatory cytokine. We and other in-
vestigators have found elevation of vitreal IL- 10 with a ratio 
of IL- 10 to IL- 6 of >1 in PVRL (37–40). Using this ratio 
analysis, the sensitivity and specificity of the assay are 85% 
(41). Evaluation of IL- 10 and IL- 6 concentrations in vitre-
ous samples is performed using standard EIA methodology.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Analysis of immune- mediated vision loss is in its infancy. 
In patients with established retinal disease, the presence of 
autoantibodies can help define the nature of the disease and 
provide markers to classify the disease and to monitor ther-
apy. Today, laboratory monitoring of antiretinal antibodies 
is frequently used to diagnose patients with AIR. Laboratory 
monitoring of T- cell reactivity to retinal antigens is used to 
assess uveitic patients undergoing immunomodulatory ther-
apies. Finally, laboratory monitoring of ocular cytokines is 
frequently used to aid in the differential diagnosis of ocular 
inflammation and ocular malignancy.

Measurement of antiretinal immune reactivity is difficult 
to perform in the clinical laboratory. Analysis of immuno-
cytochemical or immunofluorescent staining of retina tissue 
sections requires special training for interpretation. Never-
theless, with the characterization of specific retinal antigens, 
the future should include the development of standard EIA 
methodologies and Western blot assays to monitor patients 
with this important form of vision loss.
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The National Cancer Institute has defined cancer as a group 
of diseases in which abnormal cells divide without control 
and are able to invade other tissues. Cancers can be broadly 
categorized into five groups depending on their origin: car-
cinoma (skin), sarcoma (bone, cartilage, fact muscle, and 
blood vessels), leukemia (blood- forming tissue and bone 
marrow), lymphoma/myeloma (cells of the immune sys-
tem), and central nervous system (brain and spinal cord).

The four chapters in the Cancer section of the 8th edi-
tion of this Manual discuss immunological methods that 
are used to detect and quantify proven and investigational 
markers of tumor presence and growth. Since many tumor 
markers are not elevated under all cancerous conditions and 
others are elevated under noncancer conditions, this is a 
challenging area of diagnostic immunology.

The first chapter in this section, by Godbey et al., discusses 
the design and performance of a number of well- established 
tumor marker assays that are used in the screening, diag-
nosis, and management of cancers. The authors provide a 
detailed description of the assay designs used, validation 
strategies, and assay interferences. Illustrative tumor mark-
ers and algorithms are overviewed, including those for ovar-
ian cancer (CA125, HE4, ROMA, and OVA1), prostate 
cancer (prostate- specific antigen), and mesothelioma. In 
chapter 109, Jaffe and Raffeld discuss the classification of 

the immunologic and molecular tumor markers involved in 
the diagnosis of lymphomas and nonlymphoid neoplasms 
that originate from cells involved in antigen presentation 
and processing. Their chapter describes the current classi-
fication system based on the starting lymphoid or mononu-
clear phagocytic lineage. They then discuss the design and 
interpretation of molecular assays for clonality or cytoge-
netic characterization and immunological tests (flow cytom-
etry or immunohistochemistry of paraffin or frozen sections) 
that are utilized in the diagnosis of lymphomas.

Chapter 110, by Whiteside, provides a comprehensive 
overview of cellular, humoral, and cytokine assays that use 
immunologic reagents and are used in the monitoring of 
immunologic therapies. These involve the quantification 
of soluble cellular products (immunoglobulin and cytokine 
levels), phenotypic markers using flow cytometry, and func-
tional (cytotoxicity and chemotaxis) assays. In the final 
chapter of this section, Danila et al. extend the discussion in 
the prior chapter to demonstrate how immunological meth-
ods are used to identify and quantify circulating tumor cells.

Diagnostic oncology and immunology laboratories em-
ploy the methods discussed in these four chapters through-
out the world to assist oncologists in making more- accurate 
diagnoses, assess neoplasm recurrence, and aid in the man-
agement of patients with cancer.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch107
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Tumor markers are molecules derived from patient body flu-
ids or tissues that are measured and can provide information 
useful for the management of cancer patients. Applications 
include detection of cancer, monitoring of disease progres-
sion, and evaluation of the effectiveness of therapeutic regi-
mens, among others. Henry Bence- Jones discovered the first 
tumor marker in 1846— a protein seen in acidified urine of 
patients with multiple myeloma (1). Since that time, many 
more tumor markers have been described for a variety of 
other cancers. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
has approved several of these markers (Table 1), and many 
more are being investigated and evaluated for clinical use. 
The goal of this chapter is to review how tumor marker as-
says are evaluated, describe the applications of tumor mark-
ers, provide details on the detection of tumor markers using 
immunoassays, and then list examples of clinically useful 
tumor markers that are used in the clinical laboratory today. 
Although the last few years have witnessed a plethora of 
developments in molecular testing of tumor markers, these 
will not be discussed here, as we will restrict our discussion 
to immunoassay- based detection methods.

EVALUATION OF TUMOR MARKER ASSAYS
Tumor marker assays, as with other laboratory assays, are 
evaluated based on their performance characteristics, in-
cluding sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and 
negative predictive value. These are important concepts 
that are applied across the laboratory sciences. A few im-
portant definitions follow.

Sensitivity: the fraction of all patients with disease that a test 
is able to correctly identify

Specificity: the fraction of all patients without disease that a 
test is able to correctly identify

Positive predictive value: the probability that a patient 
with a positive test result is truly disease positive

Negative predictive value: the probability that a patient 
with a negative test result is truly disease negative

Every lab must carefully select cutoff values for all tests 
offered. A cutoff value set too low will have many false- 
positive results but will miss very few truly positive patients. 
This type of error results in a high sensitivity but low spec-
ificity. The positive predictive value of such a test would 
be lowered, whereas the negative predictive value would be 

high. On the other hand, if the cutoff value is set too high, 
true- positive patients will be missed. Such a test would have 
a low sensitivity and high specificity. The positive predictive 
value would be higher than expected while the negative 
predictive value would be lower than expected.

As these two examples indicate, sensitivity and specific-
ity are inversely related, as are positive predictive value and 
negative predictive value. The sensitivity and specificity for 
a test are a reflection of the cutoff value. Thus, the cutoff 
value for a given assay must be selected with the desired sen-
sitivity and specificity in mind. The disease that a particular 
assay detects determines the balance between sensitivity and 
specificity: what are the effects of missing a disease- positive 
person versus incorrectly diagnosing a truly negative pa-
tient? Receiver operating characteristic curves graphically 
depict “[sensitivity]” versus “[1-specificity].” These curves 
present performance characteristics at multiple thresholds 
and are used in the selection of ideal cutoff values.

UTILIZATION OF TUMOR MARKERS
As mentioned earlier, tumor markers have a wide range of 
potential applications. These include cancer screening and 
detection, evaluation of the effectiveness of cancer thera-
pies, detection of disease recurrence, therapy selection, and 
other potential uses. These applications are further dis-
cussed in this section.

Screening
One of the most desired goals for application of tumor mark-
ers is their utilization in screening for cancer. Unfortunately, 
the vast majority of tumor markers do not have the requisite 
sensitivity or specificity to be widely used for screening. Some 
tumor markers (with low sensitivity) are not elevated in all 
disease cases (this is very common because cancer, by its na-
ture, is a heterogeneous disease), and thus will not detect all 
patients with a particular cancer. This false- negative result 
could be quite damaging to a patient, as it will generate false 
comfort and may allow a case to progress without treatment. 
Other markers (with low specificity) are elevated in many 
conditions and do not strictly indicate the presence of can-
cer, but can also indicate benign conditions. These positive 
test results may generate false cancer diagnoses, unnecessary 
follow- up testing, and emotional trauma to patients who are 
truly cancer negative.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch108
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At this time, prostate- specific antigen (PSA) is the 
most common tumor marker used for screening (in con-
junction with digital rectal exam, or DRE). However, an 
elevated PSA can result not only from prostate cancer 
but also from a host of other benign conditions, such as 
prostatitis or benign prostatic hyperplasia. Although PSA 
is widely used for screening, this example illustrates that 
its specificity is lowered at the expense of a higher sensi-
tivity so that the majority of disease- positive patients are 
identified. However, the disadvantage of this approach is 
that many men with an elevated PSA are subject to un-
necessary workup and potentially unnecessary treatment, 
resulting in morbidity.

Diagnosis
Another highly desirable goal for tumor marker application 
is the ability to diagnose cancer. Again, the sensitivity and 

specificity of most tumor markers cannot accommodate 
this goal. The gold standard in the diagnosis of cancer is 
pathologic analysis, most of which is done using histology 
and immunohistochemistry of biopsy tissues. In the past, 
one approach to improve the sensitivity and specificity of 
serum biochemical tumor markers has been to utilize mul-
tiple markers instead of single analytes, or to incorporate 
multiple tumor markers into a more comprehensive algo-
rithm involving other testing modalities. One exception 
to the general rule, where a tumor marker is diagnostic, is 
that of the presence of a monoclonal spike (M- spike) in 
the analysis of serum protein electrophoresis from patients 
with plasma cell dyscrasias. This test is virtually diagnostic, 
as the presence of the M- spike indicates an abundance of a 
particular immunoglobulin clone that is detectable in the γ 
region of fractionated serum. This situation can occur only 
in the setting of a plasma cell dyscrasia.

TABLE 1 FDA- approved tumor markers

Cancer type Tumor marker(s)a Applications Gene ontology classification

Breast CA 15- 3, CA 
27.29

Detection of recurrence; 
monitoring of therapy 
and disease progression in 
metastatic disease

Membrane protein fragment

HER2/neu Prognosis; detection of 
recurrence

Membrane protein, 
extracellular domain

Prostate PSA (total, 
free, and 
complexed)

Screening; diagnosis; 
detection of recurrence; 
as component of phi

Secreted protease

Ovarian CA125 Monitoring of therapy; 
prognosis; detection of 
recurrence

Membrane protein fragment

HE4 Detection of recurrence Glycosylated protein
OVA1 Preoperative mass 

evaluation
Multiple protein 

components in algorithm: 
β2- microglobulin, 
transferrin, transthyretin, 
and apolipoprotein A1

ROMA Preoperative mass 
evaluation

Multiple components in 
algorithm: HE4, CA125, 
and menopausal status

Colorectal CEA Disease stratification— 
identification of 
aggressive disease; 
prognosis; detection of 
recurrence; monitoring of 
therapy and response to 
treatment

Membrane protein fragment

Pancreatic CA 19- 9 Monitoring of therapy 
and disease progression; 
detection of recurrence

Membrane protein fragment

Liver AFP Screening (in high- risk 
population, with 
ultrasound); detection 
of residual disease; 
monitoring of therapy; 
detection of recurrence

Secreted protein

Bladder NMP- 22 (urine) Detection of residual 
disease

Nuclear matrix protein

Mesothelioma SMRP Monitoring of disease 
progression

Membrane protein fragment

aAbbreviations: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; AFP, α- fetoprotein; NMP, nuclear matrix protein.
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Monitoring of Treatment
Blood, urine, and fluid samples are easily procured from the 
human body and thus are an ideal way to measure tumor mark-
ers and monitor a patient’s response to treatment in real time. 
The measurement of tumor markers should rise and fall with 
increasing and decreasing disease severity, respectively. Clini-
cians must remember the importance of establishing a patient’s 
baseline and monitoring tumor marker levels by consistently 
using the same assay, preferably in the same laboratory. The 
use of different laboratories and/or different assays could result 
in falsely rising or falling tumor marker levels; such a result 
may not be due to a true rise or fall in the marker, but instead 
may be due to the use of different assays utilizing differing an-
tibodies, instruments, methodologies, and/or reagents. Any 
one or more of these can result in variation of the detected 
protein species and can dramatically alter quantitation of the 
tumor marker of interest. As with other tumor marker appli-
cations, lack of sensitivity and/or specificity of a marker may 
cause misleading results. An example in which different assays 
measuring the same tumor marker can produce widely discrep-
ant results is that of the CA 19- 9 assay. College of American 
Pathologists proficiency testing summary results (2014; http://
www.cap.org/web/home/lab/proficiency-testing) reveal a dis-
crepancy (at certain levels) when the exact same sample is 
measured on the Architect (Abbott Diagnostics, Lake Forest, 
IL), ADVIA Centaur (Siemens Healthcare,  Erlangen, Ger-
many), AIA (Tosoh Bioscience, South San Francisco, CA), 
and Access (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA) assay.

Detection of Disease Recurrence
Patients being evaluated for this purpose have already been 
diagnosed via pathology and have undergone treatment, so 
determining the origin of disease is not the major question. 
Analytical sensitivity, however, is exceedingly important, 
because rising levels of the tumor marker are interpreted 
as cancer recurrence. An example of a tumor marker assay 
that is useful for detecting disease recurrence is PSA, partic-
ularly the newer- generation, ultrasensitive PSA assay. Such 
a test can accurately measure very low levels of the analyte 
of interest, providing an early indication that the patient’s 
disease has recurred or is no longer responding to treatment.

Therapy Selection
Specific tumor markers may be used to define appropriate 
therapy for disease. The most common example of this 

category is the detection of HER2/neu and estrogen recep-
tor in breast cancers to predict disease response to targeted 
therapy or to cytotoxic agents. HER2 positivity suggests 
response to HER2- directed therapy, such as trastuzumab. 
Estrogen receptor positivity suggests response to tamoxi-
fen. Although these tests utilize immunohistochemistry 
and are not immunoassays per se, they are commonly used 
to direct the treatment of breast cancer patients. Other 
examples of “predictive biomarkers,” i.e., those used to 
predict response to therapy, include the EGFR L858R mu-
tation, which indicates sensitivity to cetuximab in lung 
cancer patients; and the BRAF V600E mutation, which 
indicates sensitivity to the melanoma drug vemurafenib. 
These are also molecular assays and not protein- based 
analyses— DNA sequencing is straightforward and much 
easier than detection of the encoded protein for these par-
ticular applications.

IMMUNOASSAY DESIGN METHODS
Most tumor marker quantification assays are immunoassays 
based on variations of enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) methods. Antibodies can be used to isolate target 
molecules in many different clinical sample types, includ-
ing whole blood, plasma, serum, urine, and other fluids. For 
an introduction to immunoassays and their utilization, see 
reference 1.

TYPES OF IMMUNOASSAYS
Immunoassays fall into two large categories, the first of 
which are limited- reagent assays. In this type of assay, a de-
fined amount of antibody is present on a solid phase. Both 
labeled antigens and sample antigens compete for binding 
sites on the antibody. Thus, these are also known as com-
petitive binding assays. Greater concentrations of sample 
analyte result in decreased binding of the labeled antigen 
and thus decreased signal. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The second category of immunoassays is termed excess- 
reagent assays. In contrast to the first category, this group 
of assays involves an excess of antibody that will bind the 
sample antigen. The “sandwich assay” (also known as a 
two- site immunometric assay) is one of the most common 
immunoassay designs, and it falls into the excess- reagent 
category. A capture antibody, bound to a solid phase, is 
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FIGURE 1 (Left) Schematic diagram of a competitive binding (labeled- antigen) immunoassay. In this 
assay, a limited amount of immobilized antibody binds both labeled and unlabeled forms of the tumor 
marker antigen of interest. (Right) The higher the concentration of unlabeled tumor marker antigen in 
the subject’s serum, the lower the signal generated by bound labeled antigen.
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present in excess. The sample antigen is added and al-
lowed to bind to the capture antibody. A second antibody, 
termed a detection antibody, is added to the mixture. The 
capture antibody and the detection antibody each target 
a different epitope of the sample analyte and thus “sand-
wich” the analyte between them. In contrast to the first 
category of assays, these assays do not involve a compe-
tition among antigens and are thus known as noncom-
petitive assays. The detection antibody either is directly 
labeled or is bound by a third labeled antibody. The sample 
antigen present is measured indirectly by measuring the 
amount of labeled, bound antibody present. See Fig. 2 for 
an illustration of this concept.

Two different designs are available to complete a sand-
wich assay. The first involves a one- step incubation during 
which both the sample analyte and detection antibody are 
added simultaneously to the solid- phase capture antibody. 
While this design minimizes the number of steps and hence 
the time required to complete the test, the hook effect may 
interfere with accurate result reporting. See Fig. 3 for a sche-
matic and explanation of the hook effect. The second possi-
ble design of a sandwich assay involves a two- step procedure. 
First, the sample analyte is added to the capture antibody. 
Then, in a second step, the detection antibody is added. 

Although this second method is more time- consuming, it 
may reduce interferences that are present in the single- step 
method, thus increasing specificity.

CLINICAL TEST DESIGN: IDENTIFICATION OF 
APPROPRIATE ANTIBODIES
The characteristics of an ideal antibody for use in immu-
noassays are perhaps intuitive. Antibodies should have low 
cross- reactivity and should be able to identify analytes at 
low concentrations. In other words, they should have high 
specificity and sensitivity. In cases in which an assay requires 
multiple antibodies (capture and detection), the antibodies 
should bind different epitopes, be complementary, and also 
not interfere to target the analyte of interest.

IMMUNOASSAY INTERFERENCES
Immunoassays are a popular laboratory methodology be-
cause of their sensitivity and specificity and can be used 
to quantify targets obtained from minimally invasive pro-
cedures such as urine collection or phlebotomy. Unfortu-
nately, as with any laboratory method, interferences may 
falsely increase or decrease reported analyte values. Several 
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FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of a noncompetitive binding two- site sandwich immunometric (labeled- 
antibody) assay. In this assay, molar excess immobilized antibody specific for the tumor marker binds un-
labeled forms of the tumor marker antigen in the patient’s serum. Bound antigen is then detected with a 
second antitumor marker antibody that binds to a different antigenic epitope. Either the second antibody 
can be detected by a third labeled antibody (left) or the second antibody can be directly labeled (middle). 
The higher the concentration of unlabeled tumor marker antigen in the subject’s serum, the higher the 
signal generated by bound detection antibody (right).
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FIGURE 3 In immunometric assays, a hook effect can occur when the capture and detection anti bodies 
bind to different molecules, without the formation of a “sandwich,” as shown on the left panel. This re-
sults in an erroneous decrease in the measured signal at high concentrations of analyte; the effect on the 
dose-response curve is shown on the right panel.
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interferences can be identified and corrected if proper qual-
ity assurance and quality control procedures are upheld. 
Examples are shown in Table 2. Interferences resulting in 
altered test values pose a significant problem to patient care. 
It is important to avoid interferences, identify them when 
they occur, and correct them (if possible). For example, 
blocking reagents can be used to avoid negative effects of 
heterophilic antibodies (see http://scantibodies.com). En-
dogenous autoantibodies may also interfere with accurate 
laboratory results. For example, patients with thyroid car-
cinoma are followed prospectively using serum thyroglobu-
lin measurements. Following thyroidectomy, an increase in 
thyroglobulin is interpreted as disease recurrence. Endoge-
nous autoantibodies directed against thyroglobulin may be 
a source of interference and result in a false- negative report 
(2). This source of interference has obvious negative impli-
cations for patient care and outcomes.

If an interference is suspected, serial dilutions should be 
performed and the samples retested. Samples with interfer-
ents often will not dilute linearly. If a linear response does 
not result, it can be presumed that an interference is affect-
ing results of the test (see Fig. 4). The sample should be fur-
ther examined, and an appropriate means should be taken 
to identify the interference. Use of heterophilic blocking 
preparations and assaying on an alternate method can help 
solidify the presence of an interference. When applicable, 
such as for β- human chorionic gonadotropin, testing for the 
analyte in urine can also be helpful.

EXAMPLES OF TUMOR MARKERS
This section discusses tumor markers and algorithms that 
incorporate tumor markers utilized in ovarian cancer, pros-
tate cancer, and mesothelioma.

Ovarian Cancer: CA125, HE4, ROMA, and OVA1
CA125 (cancer antigen 125) is used by clinicians to moni-
tor patients with ovarian cancer. The molecule is an antigen 
present on a large (>200- kDa) glycoprotein that resides on 
the plasma membrane. The protein antigen for CA125 is 
encoded by the MUC16 gene, which is located on chromo-
some 19. Several different assays are currently available to 

measure CA125 levels. These make use of different antibod-
ies, all of which target different epitopes of this molecule.

CA125 is FDA approved in its use to monitor the re-
sponse to therapy in ovarian cancer patients. It is also useful 
to assess the progression of disease. As tumor burden de-
creases, so do levels of CA125 in the blood of cancer pa-
tients. In contrast, CA125 levels increase in patients with 
increasing tumor burden.

Although CA125 is often considered a nonspecific 
indicator of ovarian cancer, it is usually not elevated in 
nonserous ovarian cancers (other ovarian cancer subtypes 
include mucinous, endometrioid, and clear cell ovarian 
cancers). In contrast, the marker is increased in most 
(>80%) nonmucinous epithelial ovarian cancers. As 
previously discussed in relation to other markers, several 
common benign conditions can result in a falsely elevated 
CA125 level, including pregnancy, menstruation, and en-
dometriosis. Therefore, as with any laboratory test result, 
CA125 levels must be evaluated in the context of the en-
tire clinical presentation.

HE4 is a glycosylated protein encoded by the WRDC2 
gene localized to chromosome 20q12- 13.1. It has been 
found to be moderately elevated in many types of cancer, 
but most significantly elevated in ovarian cancer. In a study 
leading to its FDA approval, HE4 and CA125 were found 
to have comparable sensitivity (80%) and specificity (95%) 
when differentiating between patients with and without 
ovarian cancer (3). The FDA approved HE4 testing in 2009 
as a method to evaluate ovarian cancer recurrence. It is not 
applicable for use in diagnosing ovarian cancer.

Following the discovery of HE4 as a marker for ovar-
ian cancer, investigators began to combine CA125, HE4, 
and other markers in an effort to improve the performance 
characteristics over the single markers. As a result of such 
studies, an algorithm abbreviated as ROMA (Risk of Ovar-
ian Malignancy Algorithm) was developed. ROMA creates 
a score based on a patient’s levels of HE4 and CA125, as 
well as their menopausal status. In premenopausal patients, 
a ROMA score of >1.31 favors malignancy. In postmeno-
pausal patients, a ROMA score of >2.77 favors malignancy. 
Of note, rheumatoid factor serum levels of >250 IU/ml will 
alter ROMA scores. The ROMA algorithm was approved 
by the FDA in 2011 for use during preoperative evalua-
tion of pelvic masses along with clinical and/or radiologic 
studies. In the studies leading to its FDA approval, ROMA 
was found to have a sensitivity of 88.7% and a specificity 
of 74.7% (3). For additional information on ROMA, see 
reference 4.

A separate panel of tumor markers, called OVA1, has 
also been developed. Four markers (β2- microglobulin, trans-
ferrin, transthyretin, and apolipoprotein A1) were selected 
via proteomic studies. The OvaCalc software generates a 
score based on the serum levels of these four markers, as 
well as the CA125 serum level. In premenopausal patients, 
a score of ≥5.0 highly favors malignancy. In postmeno-
pausal patients, a score of ≥4.4 highly favors malignancy. 
OVA1 earned FDA approval in 2009 as an aid in preopera-
tive mass evaluation. The FDA specifies that OVA1 is not 
to be used for screening or for surgical evaluation. The sen-
sitivity and specificity of OVA1, as reported in clinical tri-
als, were 92.5% and 42.8%, respectively (3). For additional 
information on OVA1, see references 5 through 7.

Prostate Cancer: PSA and phi
PSA, also known as human kallikrein 3 (hK3), is a serine 
protease of ~28 kDa. As a secreted protein, PSA undergoes 
maturation during its progression through the secretory 
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pathway in prostate epithelial cells. It is initially expressed 
in a “prepro” form in these cells. This prepro protein con-
tains a 17- amino- acid signal sequence that is later removed 
to form proPSA, with a 7- amino- acid leader sequence. This 
proPSA molecule is inactive but is targeted for cleavage by 
hK2, expressed in the prostate lumen ducts. The hK2 prote-
ase cleaves PSA and converts it into its mature, active form 
of 237 amino acids.

PSA plays an important role in monitoring prostate 
cancer disease course and response to treatment. Because 
PSA is produced in the prostate, it is an extremely useful 
marker for detecting recurrence of disease following defini-
tive therapy. PSA also plays a role in the early detection of 
prostate cancer. However, although it is prostate gland spe-
cific, it is not prostate cancer specific and can be elevated in 
benign conditions such as benign prostatic hyperplasia and 
prostatitis. A number of approaches have been proposed to 
overcome this limitation of PSA and improve its specificity, 
including measurement of the circulating molecular forms of 
PSA. The majority of immunoreactive serum PSA is bound 
to the protease inhibitor α1- antichymotrypsin, while the re-
maining 10 to 30% is unbound and is known as free PSA. 
Men with a higher percentage of free PSA as a function of 
total PSA have a lower probability of cancer, while men 
with a lower percentage of free PSA have a higher proba-
bility of cancer. The utility of free PSA has subsequently 
been improved with the knowledge that free PSA consists 
of cancer- specific (proPSA) and benign (BPSA) isoforms. 
An automated immunoassay for [−2]proPSA has been de-
veloped and approved by the FDA and incorporated into 
an algorithm with total and free PSA called phi (Prostate 
Health Index) to aid in distinguishing prostate cancer from 
benign conditions in men with a total PSA between 4 and 
10 ng/ml and a negative DRE. In a multicenter trial of 892 
men undergoing biopsy with a PSA of 2 to 10 ng/ml and 
a negative DRE, phi had greater specificity than total and 
percent free PSA for prostate cancer detection and thus po-
tential for reduction in unnecessary biopsies (8). In this and 
other studies, phi also correlated with cancer aggressiveness.

Mesothelioma
Mesothelioma is clinically very difficult to diagnose. In fact, 
radiology reports often differ significantly from surgical and 
pathology findings, and 20 to 30% of thoracotomy proce-
dures are aborted due to surgical finding of advanced disease 
beyond radiologic predictions (9).

There are currently no diagnostic tumor markers ap-
proved by the FDA for diagnosis of mesothelioma. A Hu-
manitarian Use Device approval was granted by the FDA 
several years ago for soluble mesothelin- related peptides 
(SMRPs) as a method to monitor previously diagnosed 
mesothelioma, but not to diagnose the disease (although 
some clinicians utilize the serum ELISA to support a new 

diagnosis). A Humanitarian Use Device approval from the 
FDA applies to disorders that occur in <4,000 people in the 
United States annually. This type of approval requires fewer 
supportive data. It requires data to support that its benefits 
outweigh its risks, that its risks are not unreasonable, and 
that nothing comparable is already available to the patient 
population (10).

Mesothelin is an adhesion protein produced by mesothe-
lium cells. It is encoded by the MSLN gene, the mRNA of 
which produces a preprotein that is cleaved into two frag-
ments: megakaryocyte- potentiating factor and mesothelin. 
Mesothelin is a protein involved in cellular adhesion (11). 
SMRPs are measured in human serum with a quantitative 
ELISA assay. Many studies have been published on meso-
thelin, but at a level of 2.00 nmol/liter, studies show large 
ranges for its sensitivity and specificity, ranging from 19 to 
68% and 88 to 100%, respectively (9, 11, 12).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TUMOR MARKER 
DISCOVERY
An active area of research in the field of tumor markers re-
lates to that of exosomes. Exosomes are extracellular ves-
icles consisting of lipid bilayers surrounding proteins and 
nucleic acids. All cells produce exosomes, and these vesicles 
are present in the circulation (13). Exosomes were first de-
scribed ~30 years ago, but only in the last decade has there 
been increasing interest in using exosomes to identify new 
biomarkers for various diseases. Initially, researchers were 
able to identify significant increases in exosome markers 
only after diseases had entered advanced stages (14). Re-
cently, however, exosomes have shown promise in appli-
cation to early detection and diagnosis, using either protein 
or nucleic acid markers, and sometimes both. Jakobsen et 
al. were able to demonstrate that exosome markers have a 
specificity of 76% by studying expression of 30 different pro-
teins using microarrays (15). Madhavan et al. were able to 
demonstrate 93% specificity in diagnosing pancreatic can-
cer using five proteins and four microRNAs (16).

Glypican- 1 (GPC1) is a membrane- localized protein 
found in exosomes. It has been shown to be upregulated in 
cell lines and mouse models of pancreatic carcinoma. Melo 
et al. (13) focused their recent studies on GPC1- containing 
exosomes. They used GPC1- specific antibodies and flow 
cytometry to show that GPC1 vesicles are upregulated in 
patients with pancreatic carcinoma but not in patients with 
other pancreatic diseases. Melo et al. concluded that identi-
fication and quantification of GPC1 vesicles was a superior 
test to CA 19- 9 for the early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. 
The study was completed with small numbers of patients, 
and thus additional studies are needed. Such findings are 
promising and warrant future investigation of exosomes as 
carriers of early cancer biomarkers. These new methods 

TABLE 2 Assay interferences that cause falsely elevated or decreased tumor marker results

Interference type Examples and characteristics Effect on tumor marker 
results

Sample interferences Lipemia, hemolysis, or icterous Usually decrease
Cross- reactivity More common with polyclonal 

antibodies
Usually decrease

Antireagent antibodies Heterophilic antibodies Either increase or decrease
Rheumatoid factor Presence of autoantibodies Usually decrease
Protein complexes Prolactin, steroids, and troponin Usually decrease
Hook effect Presence of excess antigen Decrease
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hold great potential for early detection of disease and can 
lead to improved patient outcomes.

THE FUTURE OF TUMOR MARKERS
Advancements in knowledge of the human genome and hu-
man proteome, improvements in high- throughput nucleic 
acid and protein analysis, as well as improved bioinformatics 
capabilities all contribute to a bright future for tumor marker 
use, improvement, and discovery. New tumor markers that 
could be used alone or as part of a larger panel of markers 
are being studied for a variety of applications related to the 
management of patients with cancer. Hopefully, these new 
tests will achieve FDA approval in the near future. Goals for 
future tumor markers include increased sensitivity and speci-
ficity to allow greater diagnosis capability with minimally in-
vasive techniques. Tumor markers with increased sensitivity 
and specificity will allow for earlier detection and treatment 
of cancer, and therefore better patient care and improved 
outcomes for those afflicted with this insidious disease.
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Malignancies of the immune system are primarily repre-
sented by the malignant lymphomas and a smaller num-
ber of nonlymphoid neoplasms that originate from cells 
involved in antigen presentation and processing. The di-
agnosis and classification of these tumors have benefited 
enormously from advances in cellular and molecular immu-
nology, as well as from careful dissection of the molecular 
genetics of the cancers themselves. Our ability to correctly 
diagnose tumors of the immune system, which in many in-
stances show little morphological variation, requires the 
careful application of both immunologic tumor markers as 
well as molecular (DNA-  or RNA- based) tumor markers. 
Therefore, malignancies of the immune system are not only 
interesting models of normal immune cells but are also ex-
cellent examples of the variety of molecular and immuno-
logical approaches for assessing cancers.

The classification of the malignant lymphomas and non-
lymphoid tumors of immune cells has undergone signifi-
cant reappraisal over the past 50 years. Early classification 
systems of malignant lymphomas, such as the Rappaport 
classification and the Working Formulation, were based 
on architectural and cytological characteristics of the neo-
plastic elements. However, with increasing knowledge of 
the complexity of the immune system, a more functional 
approach was sought. The next generation of classification 
schemes (Kiel, and Lukes and Collins) attempted to inte-
grate immunologic function with morphological parame-
ters, with the premise that each of the lymphomas was an 
expansion of normal cellular counterparts (1, 2). These 
classification schemes still relied heavily upon the ability 
to correlate cytological characteristics of tumor cells with 
the cytological characteristics of normal counterparts. In 
practice, this proved to be an extremely difficult endeavor, 
even for experienced hematopathologists, and it became ap-
parent that a more objective and reproducible classification 
scheme was needed. The decades from the 1970s through 
the 1990s saw an explosion of basic information in both 
cellular and molecular immunology and in cancer genetics. 
The application of monoclonal antibodies, developed in the 
course of studying the normal immune system, provided one 
powerful approach for establishing objective diagnostic cri-
teria, while the development of molecular testing based on 
rapid advances in the molecular genetic understanding of 
these tumors provided a second approach. By incorporating 
these technologies into the diagnostic armamentarium, it 

became possible to develop a more objective classification 
scheme that would take into account the molecular and im-
munologic characterization of the tumors.

In 1994, the International Lymphoma Study Group, a 
consortium of hematopathologists from the United States 
and Europe, met and concluded that a classification system 
should consist of a list of agreed- upon disease entities de-
fined by multiple parameters, rather than being driven by a 
single overriding principle, such as clinical outcome (Work-
ing Formulation) or cellular differentiation (Kiel). For the 
first time, immunophenotype and molecular genotype were 
recognized as critical elements in establishing a biologically 
meaningful classification scheme (3). This breakthrough 
meeting led to the development of the first modern lym-
phoma classification system based on biological principles, 
the REAL classification, and its successor, the current World 
Health Organization (WHO) classification (Table 1) (4, 5).

A major premise underlying the current classification 
systems was that lineage must be the starting point for a 
lymphoma classification. The application of modern im-
munologic techniques and concepts has permitted the de-
velopment of a conceptual framework that may be used to 
decipher the morphological diversity of these neoplasms 
and has shown the relationship of lymphoid and mono-
nuclear phagocytic neoplasms to the normal immune and 
hematopoietic systems. The development of monoclonal 
antibodies reactive with lymphoid, monocytic, and myeloid 
subsets can be used in the classification, primary diagnosis, 
and staging of hematopoietic malignancies and as adjunc-
tive tools for immunotherapy in both in vivo and in vitro set-
tings. In addition, many disease entities, particularly among 
the B- cell lymphomas, have a highly specific immune profile 
that can aid greatly in differential diagnosis. Other markers 
associated with lineage and cellular differentiation help to 
relate the various lymphoproliferative disorders to distinct 
stages in the development of the normal immune cells, and 
they are of particular interest in evaluating lymphoblastic 
neoplasms and in differentiating germinal- center (GC) 
from post- GC B- cell neoplasms. Monoclonal antibodies to 
oncogene or tumor suppressor gene products such as cyclin 
D1, BCL- 2, and p53 have also proved useful in diagnosis 
and prognostication, and in understanding the pathoge-
netic mechanisms of lymphomagenesis.

The WHO classification system also recognizes the im-
portance of cytogenetic and correlative molecular genetic 
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TABLE 1 WHO classification of lymphoid neoplasms (2008)
Precursor lymphoid neoplasms
 B- cell lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma
 T- cell lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma
 NK- cell lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma
Mature B- cell neoplasms
 CLL/SLL
  Monoclonal B lymphocytosis
 B- cell prolymphocytic leukemia
 SMZL
 HCL
 LPL
 α heavy- chain disease
 γ heavy- chain disease
 μ heavy- chain disease
 Plasma cell myeloma
  Heavy-  and light- chain deposition diseases
 Solitary plasmacytoma of bone
 Extraosseous plasmacytoma
 Extranodal MZL of MALT type
 Nodal MZL
  Pediatric MZL
 FL
  Pediatric FL
  FL in situ
  Primary intestinal FL
 Primary cutaneous FL
 MCL
  MCL in situ
 DLBCL, not otherwise specified
  T- cell/histiocyte- rich large B- cell lymphoma
  Primary DLBCL of the central nervous system
  Primary cutaneous DLBCL, leg type
  EBV- positive DLBCL of the elderly (provisional)
 Primary mediastinal (thymic) large B- cell lymphoma
 Intravascular large B- cell lymphoma
 Lymphomatoid granulomatosis
 DLBCL associated with chronic inflammation
 ALK- positive DLBCL
 Plasmablastic lymphoma
 Primary effusion lymphoma
 Large B- cell lymphoma arising in HHV- 8- associated multicentric Castleman’s disease
 Burkitt’s lymphoma
 B- cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between DLBCL and Burkitt’s lymphoma
 B- cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between DLBCL and CHL
Mature T- cell and NK- cell neoplasms
 T- cell prolymphocytic leukemia
 T- cell large granular lymphocytic leukemia
 Indolent large granular NK- cell lymphoproliferative disorder
 Aggressive NK- cell leukemia
 Fulminant EBV+ T- cell lymphoproliferative disorder of childhood
 ATL
 Extranodal NK/T- cell lymphoma
 Enteropathy- associated T- cell lymphoma
 Hepatosplenic T- cell lymphoma
 Subcutaneous panniculitis- like T- cell lymphoma
 Mycosis fungoides
 Sézary syndrome
 CD30- positive primary cutaneous T- cell lymphoproliferative disease
  Lymphomatoid papulosis
  Primary cutaneous ALCL
 Primary cutaneous γδ T- cell lymphoma
 Primary cutaneous aggressive epidermotropic CD8- positive cytotoxic T- cell lymphoma (provisional)
 Primary cutaneous small/medium CD4- positive T- cell lymphoma (provisional)
 AILT
 PTL, unspecified
 ALCL, ALK positive
 ALCL, ALK negative
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abnormalities in contributing to the pathogenesis of partic-
ular entities. Many neoplasms possess recurrent cytogenetic 
abnormalities involving oncogenes or tumor suppressor 
genes that play key roles in the pathogenesis of particular 
tumors. In recent years, with advances in sequencing and 
improved genetic characterization, the number of lym-
phoid malignancies with specific genetic alterations has 
expanded significantly. Some of the earliest translocations 
identified included the t(8;14) translocation and its variants 
that involve the MYC gene in Burkitt’s lymphoma (6), the 
t(11;14) translocation that involves the CCND1 ( cyclin 
D1) gene in mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) (7), and the 
t(14;18) translocation that involves the BCL2 gene in the 
vast majority of follicular lymphomas (FLs) (8). These asso-
ciations not only validated the morphological component 
of the classification scheme but also enabled the further de-
velopment and refinement of categories of lymphomas that 
were difficult to separate by morphology alone. The contin-
ued molecular dissection of lymphomas has further revealed 
characteristic cytogenetic and molecular genetic abnormali-
ties in mucosa- associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lympho-
mas, in anaplastic large- cell lymphomas (ALCLs), and in 
plasma cell neoplasms, as well as in many other lymphoma 
subtypes. The development of molecular technologies, par-
ticularly fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) and PCR, 
has brought molecular diagnostics into the routine clinical 
laboratory and has enabled molecular genotyping to in-
creasingly become a part of the classification criteria.

MOLECULAR AND IMMUNOLOGIC TESTS 
UTILIZED IN LYMPHOMA DIAGNOSTICS

Immunologic Approaches
Lymphoid and histiocytic neoplasms can be studied in fluid 
phase by flow cytometry or in paraffin or frozen sections by 
immunohistochemistry. Flow cytometry is particularly use-
ful in assessing cell surface markers and has the advantage of 
being able to provide semiquantitative information regard-
ing antigen density. Furthermore, advances in fluorescent 
dye chemistry and in laser technology have made the si-
multaneous detection of multiple antigens routine (9). The 

disadvantages of flow cytometry are that in situ tissue orga-
nization is lost and the detection of cytoplasmic and nuclear 
antigens is technically challenging, requiring permeabiliza-
tion of the cells during specimen processing. In addition, 
cell suspensions may not be representative of the pathologi-
cal process due to fibrosis or abundant stromal elements, and 
specimens must be processed at the time of procurement, 
necessitating careful planning when obtaining the sample.

In contrast to flow cytometry, immunohistochemical 
techniques allow one to visualize the immunologic pheno-
type in the context of the in situ organization and cellular 
morphology. This approach is useful when one considers 
that lymphomas are rarely pure populations of neoplastic 
cells, and that a variety of normal cell types are invariably 
present. Moreover, in some situations, such as in Hodgkin’s 
disease and T- cell- rich large B- cell lymphomas, the neo-
plastic cells represent a minority of the cells present. Such 
minor populations of cells may be difficult to study by flow 
cytometry but can be easily identified by the combination of 
immunohistochemistry and morphology.

In recent years, an increasing number of both murine 
and rabbit monoclonal antibodies have become available 
for use in paraffin sections, eliminating the need to perform 
immunohistochemistry on frozen tissue sections (Table 2). 
The development of these reagents has not occurred by 
chance, but rather by targeting the antigenic conformations 
present in fixed tissues (10). Rabbit monoclonal antibod-
ies generally have a much higher affinity than comparable 
mouse monoclonal antibodies and have shown great prom-
ise for diagnostic applications (11, 12).

Paraffin section immunohistochemistry has also been 
greatly facilitated by the development of heat- induced anti-
gen retrieval techniques (13, 14). Previous antigen retrieval 
techniques involving chemicals or proteolytic enzymes had 
relatively limited success in diagnostic immunohistochem-
istry, beyond their ability to improve intermediate filament 
staining. Heat- induced antigen retrieval procedures proved 
to have broad applicability, allowing for the detection of nu-
merous antigens rendered nonreactive during the fixation 
and paraffin embedding process. The advances in antigen 
retrieval techniques eliminated the need for the special-
ized processing at the time of surgical removal and made 

TABLE 2 Recommended immunohistochemical panels for lymphoma diagnosis

Diagnostic panel Antibodiesa

Reactive hyperplasia CD20, IgD, CD3, CD5, BCL- 2, κ, λ, CD21, CD123, CD138
Small B- cell lymphomas CD20, CD79a, IgD, CD3, CD5, CD10, CD23, CD21, MIB- 1, 

cyclin D1, BCL- 2, BCL- 6, MUM- 1/IRF4
DLBCL/Burkitt’s lymphoma
Aggressive B- cell neoplasms

CD20, CD3, CD79a, BCL- 2, BCL- 6, CD10, MUM- 1/IRF4, 
p53, MIB- 1, MYC, EBER

Plasma cell, plasmablastic 
neoplasms

CD20, CD79a, CD3, κ, λ, and heavy chains, CD56, CD138, 
MUM- 1/IRF- 4, ALK, EMA, EBER

CHL CD20, CD3, CD30, CD15, PAX5, Oct- 2, Bob.1, EBER, 
LMP- 1

NLPHL CD20, CD3, IgD, OCT- 2, CD21, CD57, PD- 1
PTL (nodal) CD20, CD3, CD5, CD4, CD8, CD2, CD7, CD10, CD21, 

CD25, CD30, TIA- 1, PD- 1, ALK, EBER
PTL (extranodal) CD20, CD3, CD5, CD4, CD8, CD2, CD7, CD25, CD30, 

CD56, TIA- 1, granzyme B, β- F1, ALK, EBER
Blastic/blastoid neoplasms CD20, CD79a, PAX5, CD3, CD4, CD2, CD34, CD56, CD68, 

CD99, CD123, TdT, lysozyme, MPO
aAntibodies shown in italics can be added as needed in selected cases. Abbreviations: EBER, EBV- encoded RNA; PAX, 

paired box; LMP, latent membrane protein; OCT, octamer- binding transcription factor; MPO, myeloperoxidase.
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it possible for immunophenotyping to be performed on all 
diagnostic biopsy specimens. There are excellent reviews of 
both flow cytometry and immunohistochemistry elsewhere 
in this Manual (see chapters 16, 20, and 40).

Molecular Approaches
The molecular tests that are commonly applicable to tumors 
of immune cells fall into two categories: assays for clonal-
ity and molecular cytogenetic assays. Clonality assays are 
rarely used in nonlymphoid malignancies; however, there 
are occasions in which they may be useful. The clinically 
applicable molecular cytogenetic assays include in situ hy-
bridization (ISH) studies and PCR- based assays, which are 
utilized primarily for translocation detection. The principles 
behind molecular cytogenetic assays are applicable to both 
lymphoid and nonlymphoid tumors.

Clonality Assays
By far the most common molecular test used in the assess-
ment of hematologic malignancies is clonality testing. Many 
reactive conditions simulate lymphomas, and it is critical to 
distinguish between a self- limited benign lymphoid prolif-
eration caused by an immune response to a drug or virus 
and an uncontrolled neoplastic proliferation. The basis of 
clonality testing in lymphoid proliferations lies within the 
unique molecular biology of antigen receptor genes. When 
progenitor hematopoietic stem cells become committed to 
either the B-  or T- cell lineage, they undergo a structural 
change in their DNA encoding their respective antigen re-
ceptor genes. This structural change is maintained through-
out the life of that cell and is inherited in all daughter cells. 
Likewise, if a neoplastic event occurs in a lymphoid cell 
possessing a rearranged antigen receptor gene, all daughter 
cells will inherit the identical rearrangement, creating a 
tumor- specific molecular marker. Structural changes of anti-
gen receptor genes have traditionally been evaluated using 
restriction fragment analysis of genomic DNA followed by 
Southern blotting (15). In this procedure, DNA is digested 
by restriction enzymes that cut at known sites in the germ 
line. The restricted DNA is size fractionated, generally by 
agarose gel electrophoresis. The fractionated DNA is trans-
ferred by Southern blotting to a solid nylon or nitrocellu-
lose matrix, and the position (which is proportional to the 
size) of the fragment containing the antigen receptor gene 
of interest is visualized by hybridization with a labeled probe 
that is directed to the antigen receptor gene. Germ line 
DNA (i.e., DNA that has not undergone rearrangement) 
generates a single restriction fragment that reflects the dis-
tance between the restriction enzyme sites that encompass 
the probe sequence. However, DNA that has undergone 
rearrangement will show an altered restriction fragment, 
different in size from the germ line fragment, reflecting the 
structural change that has occurred as a result of the rear-
rangement. Although this procedure is capable of accurately 
assessing nearly 100% of all clonal B-  or T- cell neoplasms, it 
is time- consuming and requires a relatively large amount of 
DNA (>20 μg) and is therefore not as well suited as PCR 
techniques for clinical laboratory testing.

Unlike restriction fragment analysis, the basis of PCR 
assays for clonality lies within differences in the sizes of 
the junctional regions that are formed during V- J or V- D- J 
segment recombinations. The biological basis of these size 
differences lies primarily with the activity of terminal de-
oxynucleotidyltransferase (TdT) and exonuclease activities 
that add and delete nucleotides in a nontemplated manner, 
generating junctional regions of various lengths. Physiolog-
ically this process plays a major role in creating antibody 

diversity, in combination with somatic mutation of the 
antigen receptor genes. The junctional “repertoire” can be 
analyzed using consensus primers that span the junctions 
(V and J region primers). In a reactive polyclonal popula-
tion of B or T cells, the junctional sequences generated by 
PCR will vary from one cell to the next, generating many 
different- sized PCR fragments visualized as a ladder of bands 
on an ethidium- stained acrylamide gel. In lymphomas, all 
daughter tumor cells bear the identical rearranged antigen 
receptor gene containing identical junctional sequences. In 
this case, PCR will generate a single- sized product visible on 
the ethidium- stained gel. This product is specific for and a 
signature of the tumor from which it was generated.

PCR can be performed with 100 ng or less of DNA, is 
rapid, and is extremely easy to perform. For these reasons, 
PCR has become the assay of choice in the clinical labo-
ratory to test for clonality. Detection of the resulting PCR 
fragments is most frequently assessed by gel or capillary 
electrophoresis. The disadvantage of PCR is that it typically 
has a much higher false- negativity rate than the genomic 
Southern blot approach, approximating 20% or more for B- 
cell clonality and 10% or more for T- cell clonality, depend-
ing on the specific method chosen and the primers used. 
Recently, a large consortium of European laboratories col-
laborated in a large study designated as BIOMED- II (16). 
The consortium developed and tested a multiplex system 
comprising multiple primer pairs designed to lower the 
false- negativity rate of the commonly used assays for B-  and 
T- cell clonality. These sets of primers were shown to per-
form extremely well, approaching detection rates of 100% 
for both B-  and T- cell rearrangements. However, in order to 
reach this high level of diagnostic sensitivity, >31 primers 
multiplexed in five separate reactions were required for the 
assessment of immunoglobulin heavy- chain (IGH) gene re-
arrangements, and 44 primers multiplexed in five separate 
reactions were required for the assessment of T- cell recep-
tor (TCR) gene rearrangements. Furthermore, these primer 
sets were validated primarily for freshly isolated DNA and 
did not perform as well in paraffin tissue, in which DNA 
may be partially degraded. Nonetheless, this comprehensive 
study demonstrates that it is possible to attain high levels 
of diagnostic sensitivity using PCR assays for clonality. The 
BIOMED- II primers are available through InVivoScribe 
Technologies (Carlsbad, CA; www.invivoscribe.com).

Clonality testing is rarely used in nonlymphoid malig-
nancies, but there are occasions in which it can be useful. 
Simple PCR- based approaches for the assessment of clonal-
ity in nonlymphoid malignancies are the HUMARA and re-
lated assays that exploit X- linked chromosomal inactivation 
(17). Since the cells comprising a tumor are descendants of 
a single progenitor cell, the entire population of tumor cells 
will carry the identical inactivated maternal or paternal X 
chromosome that was present in the ancestral progenitor. 
This phenomenon has been known for many years, and the 
immunologic assessment of the A and B isoforms of the X- 
linked glucose- 6- phosphate dehydrogenase enzyme, with 
all of its limitations, was the common method for assessing 
clonality until the development of molecular technologies 
(18). A molecular genetic feature of X- linked chromosomal 
inactivation is promoter hypermethylation of genes located 
on the inactivated chromosome (19). In a monoclonal 
population of cells, either 100% of the paternal or 100% 
of the maternal alleles will be hypermethylated, while in a 
polyclonal population of cells, 50% of the paternal and 50% 
of the maternal alleles will be hypermethylated, as a result 
of random X inactivation in the population. The assess-
ment of hypermethylation is performed through the use of 

http://www.invivoscribe.com
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methylation- sensitive restriction enzymes, in combination 
with PCR. Prior to PCR, the DNA of interest is cut using 
a methylation- sensitive restriction endonuclease. Subse-
quently, PCR is performed using primers that encompass the 
promoter region. The methylated alleles remain uncut and 
generate a PCR product, while the nonmethylated alleles 
are cut by the restriction enzyme, which prevents the gen-
eration of a PCR product. In order to assess whether both 
maternal and paternal alleles have been amplified, the pro-
moter chosen must also contain a highly polymorphic site 
that allows one to distinguish between the two alleles. The 
complete loss of one allele (maternal or paternal) indicates 
the presence of a clonal population. Because the X- linked 
human androgen receptor (HUMARA) gene contains a 
highly polymorphic sequence in proximity to its promoter, 
this locus has become the target of choice for X- linked clon-
ality assays (20). The HUMARA assay can be performed 
on DNA extracted from formalin- fixed, paraffin- embedded 
tissue, is relatively simple, and is adaptable to the clinical 
molecular diagnostics laboratory. As for all assays exploiting 
X inactivation, the primary disadvantage of the HUMARA 
assay is that it can only be performed in female patients.

Molecular Cytogenetics

ISH
ISH is a powerful technology that allows for in situ visual-

ization of specific chromosomal translocations, chromosome 
copy number, gene copy number, and mRNA expression. 
Translocations are assessed through the use of DNA probes 
that recognize regions of chromosomes involved in trans-
locations. These probes fall into two general categories: 
so- called break- apart probes, which are generally used sin-
gly; and fusion probes, which are used in pairs. Break- apart 
probes are designed to span a breakpoint region of interest. 
Therefore, if the targeted chromosome is split by a trans-
location, three signals will appear, one from the normal 
nontranslocated chromosome and one from each of the two 
derivative translocated chromosomes. Break- apart probes 
can provide information that the targeted region is involved 
in a translocation; they do not provide information identi-
fying the partner chromosome. Break- apart probes are par-
ticularly useful when one does not know one translocation 
partner, or when multiple partners exist, such as for trans-
locations involving the BCL6 locus on 3q27 (21). Fusion 
probes, on the other hand, are designed to recognize both 
chromosomal regions involved in the translocations, so that 
one can precisely identify both translocation partners (22). 
In the case of fusion probes, each member of the differen-
tially labeled probe pair hybridizes with its targeted chromo-
somal region, generating four signals. In cells containing the 
targeted translocation, two of the signals from each of the 
chromosomes involved in the translocation fuse into one, 
and only three signals are seen. In practice, fusion probes 
are generally labeled in different colors (green and red), so 
that the fusion signal generally is a mix of the two different 
probe colors (yellow). Probes are generally labeled with flu-
orescent dyes (FISH), but chromogens (CISH) have been 
used successfully as well for some applications. FISH can be 
performed on metaphase chromosome spreads, but its great-
est success in diagnostic pathology has been its adaptation 
to interphase nuclei in either frozen or fixed tissues (23). 
FISH has the highest diagnostic sensitivity of any available 
test for identifying specific chromosomal translocations and 
numerical chromosome alterations. However, FISH is labor- 
intensive and is not available in all diagnostic laboratories 
due to the high cost of the associated equipment.

FISH overcomes some of the limitations of PCR in the 
assessment of translocations, since large chromosomal re-
gions can be analyzed, greatly reducing the problem of false 
negatives due to the focal nature of PCR. As previously 
mentioned, the disadvantages of FISH are that it is tech-
nically challenging when applied to tissue sections, is time- 
consuming, and requires relatively expensive equipment 
and an experienced practitioner, preferably a cytogeneticist. 
Nonetheless, when available, FISH is the method of choice 
to identify most of the lymphoma- specific translocations. 
Probes for most of the clinically important translocations 
are available commercially through Vysis, Inc. (Downers 
Grove, IL).

PCR
PCR of chromosomal breakpoint junctions is also a popu-

lar method for identifying translocations because of its rapid-
ity and simplicity. The translocations that occur in lymphoid 
neoplasms are of two general types, those that result in the 
deregulation of normal cellular genes without disrupting 
the coding sequence (type 1) and those that result in the 
fusion of two normal cellular genes to create a novel chime-
ric gene product (type 2). The majority of type 1 transloca-
tions involve one of the antigen receptor gene loci. These 
include translocations such as t(8;14) involving the MYC 
gene on chromosome 8 and the IGH locus on chromosome 
14, t(11;14) involving the CCND1 locus on chromosome 11 
and the IGH locus, and t(14;18) involving the BCL2 gene 
and the IGH locus. In all of these cases, the translocations 
deregulate the target gene by disrupting its regulatory ele-
ments or by placing it under the control of elements of the 
involved antigen receptor gene. A minority of the type 1 
translocations do not involve an antigen receptor gene, such 
as some of the variant translocations involving the BCL6 
gene on chromosome 3q27. Nonetheless, the result is similar 
in that the target gene’s coding sequence is left intact, but its 
regulatory elements are altered through the substitution of 
control elements from the various genes on the partnering 
chromosomes. Whereas the type 1 translocations leave the 
coding sequences of the potential oncogenes intact, type 2 
translocations occur between two unrelated genes and re-
sult in the creation of a novel mRNA and protein encoded 
by portions of the two fused genes. Typically both genes are 
transcription factors and the resulting chimeric proteins 
display highly aberrant transcriptional activities. Repre-
sentative of the type 2 translocation is the pre- B- cell acute 
lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) t(12;21) translocation, which 
fuses the TEL gene on chromosome 12 to the AML1 gene 
on chromosome 21.

The molecular detection strategies for the two types of 
translocations differ in that for the type 1 translocations 
the targeted template is generally the junctional sequence 
within the DNA, while in the type 2 translocations the prim-
ers generally target the junctional sequence within the mes-
sage (cDNA) encoding the novel protein. For both types of 
translocations, a PCR product will be generated only from 
the tumor cells bearing the junctional DNA or cDNA se-
quences created by the translocation, which therefore serves 
as a tumor- specific marker. Detection is generally carried 
out either by gel or capillary electrophoresis. Alternatively, 
PCR and detection may be combined in real- time PCR in-
struments. These instruments monitor the accumulation of 
product during the PCR reaction using fluorescent detec-
tion technologies (24).

The use of PCR to detect type 1 translocations can be 
highly effective when the breakpoints on the partnering 
chromosomes are clustered, as occurs with the t(14;18) 
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translocations in follicle center lymphomas. However, if the 
breakpoints are instead spread over a larger area, as they are 
with the t(11;14) translocation in MCLs, this technique 
will miss many translocations. While DNA- based PCR as-
says have a very high analytic sensitivity, capable of identi-
fying 1 in 106 abnormal cells, these tests have a much lower 
diagnostic sensitivity than FISH, since each PCR primer set 
can target only a few hundred base- pair segments of DNA, 
while an appropriate FISH probe can identify translocations 
involving all potential breakpoint regions.

Type 2 translocations occur most frequently in pre- B- cell 
and B- cell lymphoblastic lymphomas/leukemias, but they 
also occur in some of the mature B-  and T- cell lymphomas, 
including ALCL and MALT lymphoma. These are ex-
tremely interesting events from the biological point of view, 
as they create chimeric proteins that have novel oncogenic 
activities. For diagnostic purposes, the chimeric RNA serves 
as the tumor- specific PCR product. Reverse transcription 
(RT)- PCR assays targeting the chimeric RNA sequences 
generally have a much higher diagnostic sensitivity than 
those that target the corresponding chromosomal break-
point regions because in most cases, gene splicing events 
create junctions precisely between the exons of the fused 
genes, even when the breakpoint sequences themselves may 
be spread diffusely throughout intronic sequences. For ex-
ample, 75% of ALCLs possess a t(2;5) translocation join-
ing the nucleophosmin gene (NPM) on chromosome 5 to 
the ALCL tyrosine kinase gene (ALK) on chromosome 2. 
The breakpoints are spread throughout intron 4 of the NPM 
gene and within a single intron of the ALK gene, which 
presents difficulties in the design of a simple DNA- based 
PCR test. However, splicing events in the novel transcript 
bring exon 4 of NPM into contiguity with a 5′ coding exon 
of ALK in all cases. This allows the design of a simple RT- 
PCR assay, using only a single primer pair, that can reliably 
identify all of the t(2;5) translocations.

Other Molecular Tests Used in Lymphoma 
Diagnostics
PCR is also used to identify the presence of viruses that 
are associated with different lymphoma subtypes. Section J 
in this Manual discusses viral detection assays in more de-
tail. PCR can be especially helpful in detecting viral DNA 
and in the diagnosis of human T- cell leukemia virus 
type 1 (HTLV- 1)- associated lymphomas; human herpesvirus 8 
(HHV- 8)- associated pleural effusion lymphomas; and lymph-
oproliferations associated with Epstein- Barr virus (EBV), 
such as EBV posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorders, 
nasal NK/T- cell lymphoma, angioimmunoblastic T- cell lym-
phoma (AILT), and Burkitt’s lymphoma. However, the iden-
tification of a viral product by PCR should be correlated with 
in situ or morphological studies since the presence of these 
viruses is not tumor specific. For example, HHV- 8 may also 
be found in Kaposi’s sarcoma and Castleman’s disease and 
EBV may be identified in nonneoplastic immunoproliferative 
conditions, particularly when immunosuppression is present. 
Furthermore, it is important to recognize that because of the 
extremely high sensitivity of PCR- based tests, nonpatholog-
ical levels of some viruses that are present at low levels, such 
as EBV, may be detected.

FISH and the related technique CISH are also well 
suited for identification of mRNA in situ and for identify-
ing viruses such as EBV (25). The advantage of CISH is 
that it can be assessed using an ordinary light microscope. 
However, it is limited by the number of chromogens avail-
able and by the resolution of the technology. CISH can be 

used as a secondary technique to assess light- chain exclu-
sion, when exclusion cannot be definitively assessed at the 
protein level. CISH is commonly used in hematopathology 
laboratories for the identification of EBV infection and has 
become an important ancillary test for diagnosing cases of 
NK/T- cell lymphoma, Burkitt’s lymphoma, AILT, and other 
EBV- associated lymphoproliferative disorders, including 
posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorders.

cDNA microarray studies have recently been utilized to 
further the classification of lymphomas. Clinically signifi-
cant subcategories within morphologically homogeneous 
lymphoma entities, such as diffuse large B- cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and pe-
ripheral T- cell lymphoma, have been identified through the 
use of this technology (26–28). Recently, these techniques 
have been adapted to allow analysis of gene expression profil-
ing in routinely processed formalin- fixed, paraffin- embedded 
sections, making application to the routine clinical labora-
tory possible in the near future (29). cDNA microarray tech-
nology is discussed in detail in chapter 2 of this volume.

INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION 
OF IMMUNOLOGIC AND MOLECULAR 
MARKERS IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF TUMORS 
OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

Precursor Lymphoid Neoplasms
Lymphoblastic malignancies (LBL) are neoplasms of precur-
sor T and B lymphocytes. They may present clinically as ei-
ther lymphoblastic lymphoma or ALL, and morphologically 
the T-  and B- lineage varieties of LBL are indistinguishable. 
Virtually 100% of these neoplasms are positive for TdT, 
which can be detected by immunocytochemical techniques 
using rabbit antisera or murine monoclonal antibodies di-
rected against TdT.

Precursor T- cell LBL most often present as lymphoma, 
usually with a mediastinal mass, with or without bone mar-
row involvement and a leukemic phase. They usually have 
an immature T- cell phenotype that correlates with different 
stages of intrathymic maturation (Fig. 1). The earliest T- 
cell- associated antigen with some lineage specificity is CD7. 
However, it is also expressed in rare cases of acute myeloid 
leukemia, where it may represent evidence of lineage infi-
delity, often seen in primitive hematopoietic malignancies. 
CD3, linked to the T- cell antigen receptor, is expressed in 
the cytoplasm prior to its presence on the surface and thus 
may not be revealed by immunofluorescence techniques 
on living cells (30). In this situation a T- cell LBL may be 
CD3 positive in tissue sections but negative by routine flow 
cytometry. However, techniques that permeabilize the cell 
membrane are available to detect cytoplasmic antigens by 
flow cytometry. It should be noted that the normal thymo-
cytes encountered in a lymphocyte- rich thymoma would 
be phenotypically similar to the cells of a T- cell LBL. Im-
munohistochemical analysis will be necessary to detect the 
thymic epithelial cells numerous in the former condition.

T- cell lymphoblastic lymphomas are clonal neoplasms, 
and most have TCRβ or TCRγ rearrangements (31). About 
20% of T- lymphoblastic lymphomas also have IGH rear-
rangements, a phenomenon known as lineage infidelity 
(32). Lineage infidelity is common in early- lineage T-  and B- 
cell neoplasms but is rare in mature B-  and T- cell neoplasms. 
Therefore, when assessing clonality in lymphoblastic lym-
phomas, antigen receptor rearrangements cannot be used to 
assign B-  or T- cell lineage. Up to 50% of T- lymphoblastic 
lymphomas/leukemias have recurrent translocations most 
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frequently involving one of the TCR gene loci (Table 3). 
These can be detected by FISH and in many cases by PCR.

Precursor B- cell LBL present as leukemia more often than 
as lymphoma. In cases presenting as lymphoma, common 
clinical manifestations include skin involvement (often of 
the scalp or face), lytic bone lesions, or lymphadenopathy. 
The risk of involvement of the central nervous system is 
less than for pre- T- cell LBL. Although these precursor B- 
cell tumors do not normally express immunoglobulin, other 
markers of B- cell lineage, such as CD19 and CD79a, will be 
present (Fig. 2) (33). These antigens are expressed at the 
time of heavy- chain gene rearrangement, usually indicating 
commitment to the B- cell lineage. In cases of so- called pre- 
B- cell ALL, the cells contain cytoplasmic μ heavy chains 
but are still negative for surface immunoglobulin. The 
CD20 antigen is not acquired until the stage of light- chain 

gene rearrangement, and it is expressed in ~50% of cases 
(34). Thus, pre- B- cell LBL are often negative for CD20 in 
paraffin sections.

All pre- B- cell and B- cell lymphoblastic lymphomas 
are clonal neoplasms, and the vast majority have IGH 
rearrangements. In some cases IGH rearrangements are 
incomplete, showing only D- to- J segment joining (35). B- 
cell lymphoblastic lymphomas have an extremely high fre-
quency of lineage infidelity, with 90% of cases having clonal 
rearrangements of one or more TCR loci (TCRβ [35%], 
TCRγ [60%], or TCRδ [55%]) (32). About 30% of cases 
have characteristic chromosomal translocations (Table 3). 
A high percentage of these involve two nonantigen recep-
tor genes that can be identified by FISH or by RT- PCR.

Both pre- T- cell and pre- B- cell LBL may be negative for 
the leukocyte common antigen (LCA; CD45). In addition, 

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram showing stages of T- cell differentiation. Neoplasms can be related to 
precursor and mature or peripheral T lymphocytes. Antigenic phenotype correlates with maturational 
stage. Note that CD7 is the earliest T- associated antigen.

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram showing stages of B- cell differentiation. Lymphomas can be related to 
precursor B- cell, mature B- cell, and secretory B- cell (plasma cell) stages of differentiation. Note that 
CD79a has the broadest range of reactivity, staining precursor, mature, and secretory B cells.
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TABLE 3 Chromosomal translocations, involved genes, and detection methods in B-  and T- cell lymphomas/leukemias

Translocation Genes Tumora Translocation 
type Primary test(s)

B- lymphoblastic leukemias/lymphomas
 t(12;21)(p13;q22) TEL- AML1 B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(1;19)(q23;p13) PBX1- E2A B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(17;19)(q22;p13) HLF- E2A B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(9;22)(q34;q11) BCR- ABL B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(4;11)(q21;q23) MLL- AF4 B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(11;19)(q23;p13.3) MLL- ENL B- ALL 2 FISH, RT- PCR
Mature B- cell lymphomas
 t(14;18)(q32;q21) BCL2- IGH FL 1 PCR, FISH
 t(11;14)(q13;q32) CCND1- IGH MCL, MM 1 PCR,b RT- PCR,c FISH
 t(4;14)(p16;q32) FGFR3- IGH MM 1 FISH
 t(6;14)(p16;q32) IRF4- IGH MM 1 FISH
 t(14;16)(q32;q23) IGH- MAF MM 1 FISH
 t(8;14)(q24;q32) MYC- IGH BL (B- ALL) 1 FISH
 t(8;22)(q24;q11) MYC- IGλ BL (B- ALL) 1 FISH
 t(2;8)(p12;q24) MYC- IGκ BL (B- ALL) 1 FISH
 t(11;18)(q21;q21) API2- MLT MALT 2 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(14;18)(q32;q21) IGH- MLT MALT 1 FISH
 t(1;14)(p22;q32) BCL10- IGH MALT 1 FISH
 t(3;14)(q27;q32) BCL6- IGH DLBCL 1 FISH
 t(3;v)(p27;v)d BCL6- MPSe DLBCL 1 FISH
 t(9;14)(p13;q32) PAX5- IGH LPL 1 FISH
T- lymphoblastic leukemias/lymphomas
 t(1;14)(p32;q11) TAL1- TCRδ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(1;7)(p32;q34) TAL1- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(1;7)(p34;q34) LCK- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(11;14)(p15;q11) LMO1- TCRδ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(11;14)(p13;q11) LMO2- TCRδ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(7;9)(q34;q32) TAL2- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(7;9)(q34;q34) TAN1- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(7;11)(q34;p13) RHOM2- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(7;19)(q34;p13) LYL1- TCRβ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(7;10)(q34;q24) TCRβ- HOX11 T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(10;14)(q24;q11) HOX11- TCRδ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
 t(8;14)(q24;q11) MYC- TCRαδ T- ALL 1 FISH, RT- PCR
Mature T- cell lymphomas
 t(2;5)(p23;q35) ALK- NPM ALCL 2 FISH, RT-PCR, IHC
 t(2;v)(p23;v)  ALK-MPSe ALCL, ALK+ 2 FISH, RT-PCR
 t(5;9)(q33;q22) SYK-ITK AILT, fv-PTCLf 2 FISH, RT-PCR
 t(6;14)(p25.3;q11.2) IRF4-TRA PTCL, NOS 1 FISH
 t(6;7)(p25.3;q32.3) DUSP22-FRA7H ALCL, ALK-c-

ALCL,g LP
2 FISH

 inv(3)(q26q28) TBL1XR1-TP63 ALCL, ALK-PTCL, 
NOS, c-ALCLg

2 FISH, RT-PCR

 chr 2 locus-specific partial duplication/ 
 fusion

CTLA4-CD28 AILT, PTCL, NOS, 
MF, SS, ATLL

2 FISH, RT-PCR

aAbbreviations: B- ALL, pre- B, B- cell acute lymphoblastic lymphoma/leukemia; MM, multiple myeloma; BL, Burkitt’s lymphoma; T- ALL, T- cell lymphoblastic 
lymphoma/leukemia.

bMajor cluster region primers identify ~35% of translocations.
cRT- PCR to the cyclin D1 mRNA will detect close to 100% of cases.
d3q27 partners with various (v) chromosomal partners and loci.
eMPS, multiple partner genes.
ffv-PTCL, follicular variant panniculitis-like T-cell lymphoma.
gc-ALCL, cutaneous ALCL.
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they both express CD99, the mic- 2 gene product, in a high 
proportion of cases. This antigen is expressed in Ewing’s 
sarcoma, a nonlymphoid malignancy presenting in children 
and young adults, often with lytic bone lesions of the distal 
extremities. Because of potentially overlapping histological 
and clinical features, an extensive immunohistochemical 
panel as well as molecular analysis may be required for accu-
rate differential diagnosis (36).

Mature B- Cell Lymphomas
A variety of malignancies composed of small mature B lym-
phocytes are recognized in the WHO classification. These 
include small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL)/B- cell CLL, 
FL, MCL, extranodal marginal zone lymphoma (MZL) of 
MALT type, nodal MZL, splenic MZL (SMZL), and hairy 
cell leukemia (HCL). In most of these neoplasms, the cells 
are arrested prior to the secretory stage of B- cell develop-
ment and express pan- B- cell antigens such as CD19, CD20, 
and CD22. Evidence of plasmacytoid differentiation is most 
commonly seen in MZL and is a consistent feature of lymph-
oplasmacytic lymphoma (LPL). Each of the small B- cell ma-
lignancies has a characteristic immunophenotypic signature 
that is highly useful in differential diagnosis (Table 4).

Monoclonal surface immunoglobulin expression is usually 
readily detected in frozen sections but is generally not evi-
dent in paraffin sections. Even in frozen sections, abundant 

serum immunoglobulins in the interstitial space may result 
in high background staining, which can obscure cellular 
staining and make interpretation difficult. This problem is 
frequently observed in tissues from patients with polyclonal 
hypergammaglobulinemia. In paraffin sections, cytoplasmic 
immunoglobulin can be detected, but is usually most evident 
in cells showing evidence of plasmacytoid differentiation. 
Positive staining in the perinuclear space is highly reliable 
and is usually not subject to technical problems.

The ability of the cells to form follicles correlates with 
the presence of dendritic reticulum cells (DRCs), which 
can be identified in frozen and paraffin sections by using 
monoclonal antibodies reactive with CD21, CD23, CD35, 
or clusterin. DRCs are numerous in FL and intimately as-
sociated with the neoplastic nodules, even in extranodal 
locations. Staining for DRCs will often enhance a vaguely 
nodular pattern that is difficult to see in routine histological 
sections. DRCs are rare in SLL but are present with an irreg-
ular, vaguely nodular distribution in MCL.

CD5 is very useful in the subclassification of low- grade 
B- cell lymphomas. This antigen is found on normal T cells 
but on few normal B cells. Both SLL and MCL are usually 
positive for CD5, but it is almost never expressed in true FL. 
Thus, this antigen is useful in the differential diagnosis of 
MCL with a vaguely nodular growth pattern versus a true 
FL. CD5 is also useful in the differential diagnosis of SLL 
and MCL with lymphomas of MALT. MALT lymphomas 
arise in extranodal sites (e.g., lung, gastrointestinal tract, 
and salivary gland) and are composed of small round and 
small- cleaved (centrocyte- like) cells, which may resemble 
the cells of SLL and MCL. MALT lymphomas are usually 
CD5 negative (37). CD23 is very useful in the differential 
diagnosis of SLL/CLL and MCL, since SLL/CLL is nearly 
always CD23 positive and MCL nearly always CD23 neg-
ative (38). The common ALL (cALL) antigen (CD10) is 
found much more often in FL than in the other small B- 
cell lymphomas (39). For unknown reasons, MCL and HCL 
both express λ light chain much more frequently than do 
the other B- cell lymphomas, which usually express κ.

Cytogenetic and molecular genetic studies are also ex-
tremely valuable in differential diagnosis, and monoclonal 

TABLE 4 Differential diagnosis of small B- cell lymphomas

Disease CD5 CD10 CD23 CD43 Cyclin 
D1

Ig 
class(es)a

FL − + ± − − IgM, IgG
MCL + − − + + IgM/IgD
CLL/SLL + − + + − IgM/IgD
LPL − − − ± − IgM (c)
MALT − − − ± − IgM (c, s)
SMZL − − − − − IgM/IgD
HCL − − − − ± IgG

aMost commonly expressed heavy chain classes. c, cytoplasmic Ig; s, surface Ig.

TABLE 5 Evaluation of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes by immunohistochemistry and molecular diagnostic techniquesa

Antigen Disease association Genetic abnormality Applicable genetic test(s) Immunohistochemistry result

BCL- 2 FL t(14;18) GS, PCR, FISHb +, nonspecific
Cyclin D1 MCL t(11;14) GS, PCR, FISHb +, specificb

Multiple myeloma 
(15%)

t(11;14) RT- PCRb (cyclin D1) +, specificb

p53 Progressed lymphomas 17q deletion mutation LOH, SSCP, FISH +, probableb,c

Aggressive lymphomas Mutation Sequencingc Mutation
BCL- 6 DLBCL (GCB > 

ABC)
t(3;14) GS, FISHb +, nonspecific

3q26 variants Mutation
ALK ALCL t(2;5) GS, RT- PCR, FISHb +, specificb

2p23 variants
BRAF LCH V600E mutation Sequencing +, ab to mutant protein

Erdheim- Chester 
disease

MYC Burkitt’s lymphoma t(8;14) FISH, karyotype +, but not specific
aAbbreviations: GS, genomic Southern blot analysis; SSCP, single- strand conformational polymorphism analysis; ab, antibody.
bMethod(s) of choice for detection of genetic abnormalities in clinical molecular diagnostics laboratory.
cp53 overexpression is generally correlated with the presence of mutation; however, lack of expression is poorly correlated with lack of mutation. Sequencing is 

required for definitive proof of mutation.
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antibodies to oncogene products can be used as surrogate 
markers in some situations (Table 5). FL is characterized by 
the t(14;18) translocation that juxtaposes the BCL2 gene 
with the IGH promoter/enhancer, resulting in BCL- 2 over-
expression (8). While the translocation results in BCL- 2 
overexpression, BCL- 2 expression, however, is not specific 
for the translocation, as other low- grade lymphomas express 
this antiapoptotic protein (40). Thus, while the detection 
of overexpressed BCL- 2 by immunohistochemistry is use-
ful in differentiating FL from follicular hyperplasia, it is not 
helpful in distinguishing FL from other SLLs. PCR assays 
targeting the most common breakpoint cluster involved in 
the t(14;18) translocation can identify up to 65% of cases, 
while FISH analysis is capable of detecting all cases (41).

The t(11;14) translocation is present in nearly all MCLs 
(42). This translocation involves the cyclin D1 gene, 
CCND1, resulting in the overexpression of the protein, 
which is not expressed in nonneoplastic lymphoid cells or in 
other small lymphocytic neoplasms, with the exception of a 
small percentage of myeloma cases that have the t(11;14) 
translocation and HCLs that express very low levels of cy-
clin D1 (43). A very small subset of MCL cases are identi-
cal by gene expression profiling but lack cyclin D1 protein, 
and are negative for the CCND1 translocation (44). Recent 
studies have determined that CCND2 likely substitutes for 
CCND1 in these cases, and a high proportion have translo-
cations involving this gene (45).

The development of new mouse and rabbit monoclo-
nal antibodies to cyclin D1 has greatly improved the de-
tection of these aggressive SLLs, and molecular testing for 
the translocation is generally not necessary (11). PCR anal-
ysis for identification of t(11;14) breakpoint sequences has 
a relatively low yield unless multiple primer pairs are used, 
and therefore this method is not widely used. However, 
RT- PCR targeting the overexpressed cyclin D1 transcripts 
has been successfully employed in diagnostics (46). This 
assay exploits the fact that normal lymphocytes and other 
lymphomas do not express cyclin D1 mRNA, except for a 
minority of myelomas and HCLs at low levels. FISH assays 
for the t(11;14) translocation will identify 100% of cases. 
Recently, cDNA microarray analyses have been performed 
on cases of MCL (47). While these studies have confirmed 
the homogeneity of this lymphoma, they have also shown 
that it is possible to stratify cases and predict survival based 
on the expression of a set of genes associated with cellular 
proliferation.

The t(11;18) translocation involving API2/MLT(MALT) 
genes is the most common recurring cytogenetic abnormal-
ity in MALT lymphomas of gastrointestinal tract and lung, 
where it is found in about one- third of all cases (48). How-
ever, other less common translocations also occur in MALT 
lymphomas, including the t(14;18) translocation involving 
the IGH gene and MALT1 and the t(1;14) translocation 
involving BCL10 and IGH (49). The t(14;18) translo-
cation preferentially involves non- gastrointestinal tract 
MALT lymphomas such as those in the lung and ocular 
adnexa, while the t(1;14) translocation tends to be found 
in advanced- stage MALT lymphoma. It is of interest that 
these three translocations perturb two genes (BCL10 and 
MALT1) that are involved in antigen receptor NF- κB ac-
tivation (49). The most common of these translocations, 
t(11;18), can be readily assessed using commercially avail-
able FISH probes, or by RT- PCR using published primers to 
the API2 and MALT1 genes.

CLL lacks a characteristic recurrent translocation but dis-
plays other cytogenetic abnormalities, including deletions 
of 13q14, trisomy 12, and deletions of 11q and 17p, which 

are both associated with a more aggressive clinical course 
(50). The 13q14 deletion occurs in a very high percentage 
of CLL cases and results in the consistent loss of genes en-
coding microRNAs (51). MicroRNAs are small antisense 
RNAs encoded in the genome that appear to regulate the 
translation of critical proteins (52). The microRNAs that 
are deleted at 13q14 are miR15 and miR16, which are reg-
ulators of the antiapoptotic BCL- 2 protein, implicating the 
loss of these microRNAs in the abnormally high levels of 
BCL- 2 found in CLL (53). FISH analysis tends to underesti-
mate the frequency of microRNA loss because a significant 
number of the deletions at 13q14 are small.

Over the past several years there have been a number 
of studies that have clearly shown that there are two dis-
tinct clinicopathological subtypes of CLL that can be distin-
guished by the presence or absence of IGH mutation, CD38 
expression, and ZAP70 expression (28, 54). Nonmutated 
CLL tends to be CD38 positive and ZAP70 positive. Pa-
tients with nonmutated CLL have a 5- year survival of about 
40 months, compared to 120 months for their counterparts 
with ZAP70- negative mutated CLL. Gene microarray 
studies have confirmed the presence of these two clinico-
pathological subgroups (55). At present, either mutational 
analysis or ZAP70 expression by immunohistochemistry or 
flow cytometry is recommended to distinguish these two 
CLL subtypes (56).

Tumors of fully differentiated B cells synthesize and 
secrete immunoglobulin, giving rise to monoclonal im-
munoglobulin spikes that can be detected by serum immu-
noelectrophoresis. LPL is the histological counterpart of 
Waldenström macroglobulinemia. In this disease the cell 
is arrested between the B lymphocyte and the plasma cell. 
Class switching from IgM to IgG, IgA, etc., has not yet oc-
curred, and clinically the process resembles a low- grade lym-
phoma with widespread involvement of lymphoid organs. 
Recent studies have identified a recurrent translocation in 
MYD88 at L265P that is found in a high proportion of cases 
of Waldenström macroglobulinemia, which appears to be a 
useful marker to distinguish LPL from other low- grade B- 
cell neoplasms with plasmacytoid differentiation, especially 
nodal MZLs (57, 58).

Multiple myeloma, which arises from terminally differen-
tiated B cells, may show monoclonal IgG, IgA, IgM, or IgD, 
in that order of frequency. The cells at this stage of differen-
tiation lose most B- cell markers, such as CD20, CD19, and 
CD22. However, CD79a is still found (10). All myelomas 
have clonally rearranged immunoglobulin genes and express 
monoclonal immunoglobulin, which is mainly cytoplasmic 
and can be most readily detected in paraffin sections. Of 
practical significance, it should be noted that normal and 
neoplastic plasma cells are CD45 (LCA) negative but are 
positive for epithelial membrane antigen. The pathologist 
should be alert to these characteristics in the eventual dif-
ferential diagnosis of anaplastic carcinoma versus multiple 
myeloma. Multiple myeloma has several characteristic re-
current translocations (Table 3). Interestingly, many of 
these result in the overexpression of cyclin D, either directly 
or indirectly, and it has been proposed that overexpression 
of cyclin D1 is a common pathogenetic mechanism unifying 
all of the different translocations (59). FISH is the method 
of choice for detection of the various translocations.

DLBCL is not a single disease entity but a category that 
includes both primary aggressive B- cell lymphomas and 
histologically progressed lymphomas. Because there are as 
yet no immunophenotypic or morphological features that 
lead to reliable subclassification of these lymphomas, it 
was deemed most advisable to retain most morphological 
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variants of DLBCL in a single category, pending further data 
and delineation of other entities. Notably, some specific 
entities have been defined, and these include mediastinal 
or thymic- B- cell lymphoma, primary effusion lymphomas 
(HHV- 8 associated), and intravascular DLBCL (60–63).

Therefore, it is not unexpected that most cases of DLBCL 
do not display unique phenotypic profiles but express the 
mature B- cell characteristics seen in diverse low- grade B- cell 
tumors. For example, expression of CD10 usually correlates 
with the presence of the t(14;18) translocation (64). In some 
cases, the presence of CD5 indicates that the process arose 
in the background of a small lymphocytic malignancy (SLL/
CLL), so- called Richter’s syndrome, although de novo CD5- 
positive DLBCLs also exist. p53 is commonly expressed and 
is often an indication of an acquired p53 mutation associated 
with histological progression (65). p53 protein expression 
also is a poor prognostic marker (66). BCL6 is expressed in 
the majority of DLBCL cases, in many instances indicating 
a derivation from the GC. However, both translocations and 
mutations of BCL6 occur frequently as well. While transloca-
tions of BCL6 are clearly important pathogenetically, BCL6 
mutations are a normal physiological event in the GC. Re-
cent data from several laboratories using cDNA microarray 
studies have begun to identify distinct differences within the 
DLBCLs (67, 68). Mediastinal B- cell lymphomas have been 
shown to be quite distinct in their gene expression signature 
from other DLBCLs and, in fact, have a signature closer to 
that of Hodg kin’s disease (68, 69). “Standard” DLBCL has 
been shown to comprise two major subgroups: a GCB sub-
group, simulating the gene expression signature of GC B 
cells, and an activated B cell (ABC) subgroup, simulating the 
signature of activated peripheral B cells (26, 67). The ABC 
subgroup has been shown to have a significantly worse prog-
nosis than the GCB subgroup, demonstrating that the sub-
classification has clinical relevance. Pathologists have been 
able to extract from these data a small panel of genes, amena-
ble to immunohistochemical study, that have been shown to 
be effective in dividing the GCB group (positive for BCL- 6, 
CD10) from the ABC group positive for IRF4 (interferon reg-
ulatory factor 4), detecting the protein referred to as MUM1 
(multiple myeloma 1) (70).

It also has been shown that ABC and GCB tumors differ 
pathogenetically and show consistent differences at the ge-
netic level (71). Indeed, mutations involving MYD88 were 
first identified in the ABC subset. Evidence of chronic active 
B- cell receptor signaling is a feature of the ABC subset (72), 
a finding that has significant therapeutic significance in the 
use of new targeted agents such as ibrutinib (73).

A morphological variant of DLBCL is so- called T- cell- 
rich large B- cell lymphoma. The neoplastic cells comprise 
<5% of the population in these lymph nodes, with most of 
the infiltrating cells being reactive polyclonal T cells. Stain-
ing of paraffin sections with L- 26 is especially helpful in the 
recognition of T- cell- rich B- cell lymphoma and will high-
light the large tumor cells. Cell suspensions prepared from 
such lymph nodes usually contain >75% T cells (up to 90% 
or more) and may be erroneously diagnosed as T- cell lym-
phomas with flow cytometric techniques. In many of these 
cases, the neoplastic cells resemble the L&H cells of nodular 
lymphocyte- predominant Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NLPHL), 
and a relationship between these entities has been postu-
lated (74). There is as yet no reliable immunohistochemical 
or molecular test to distinguish these two disease entities, 
and the diagnosis remains heavily reliant upon clinicopath-
ological parameters.

Another DLBCL variant that has been clearly separated 
from the vast majority of DLBCLs is the pleural effusion 

lymphomas associated with HIV infection. Not only do these 
B- cell lymphomas have the unusual clinical feature of pre-
senting as an effusion, most often without a solid or leukemic 
phase, but also they have an unusual immunophenotype and 
contain HHV- 8 (62). These lymphomas have a plasmablast- 
like B- cell phenotype, but paradoxically generally do not 
display membrane or cytoplasmic immunoglobulin by immu-
nohistochemistry. However, all cases have rearrangement of 
their immunoglobulin genes as detected by either genomic 
Southern blotting or PCR. HHV- 8 can be easily demon-
strated in the tumor cells by specific antibodies to the ORF76 
protein or by PCR of involved fluids (75).

Burkitt’s lymphoma is a high- grade malignancy that ex-
presses CD20, CD19, and CD22. Surface immunoglobulin 
is usually of the IgM class, and the cALL antigen (CD10) 
is nearly always positive. Burkitt’s lymphoma can rarely pre-
sent as acute leukemia. TdT is negative, helping to distin-
guish Burkitt’s lymphoma from LBL, which is always TdT 
positive. Burkitt’s lymphoma is characterized by transloca-
tions involving the MYC gene (76). Translocations involv-
ing MYC are best detected by FISH, as the chromosomal 
breakpoints are not sufficiently clustered to allow simple 
PCR testing. A monoclonal antibody to the MYC protein 
is now available for routine immunohistochemistry. While 
it is highly expressed in cases with a MYC translocation, 
other aggressive lymphomas may also show high levels (77, 
78). Burkitt’s lymphoma is a highly proliferative tumor, with 
100% of the cells in cycle (protein encoded by mindbomb 
E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 1, or MIB1) and is consistently 
BCL- 2 negative. It is positive for BCL- 6, indicating a rela-
tionship to the GC. Burkitt’s lymphoma also has a character-
istic profile by gene expression profiling (79, 80). However, 
these cases may show overlap with so- called double- hit and 
triple- hit lymphomas that have MYC translocations in con-
junction with translocations involving other genes, such as 
BCL2 and BCL6 (81). These double- hit and triple- hit cases 
have a worse prognosis (82).

Mature T- Cell Neoplasms
Neoplasms of mature or peripheral T- cell origin demon-
strate marked cytological heterogeneity. However, in con-
trast to the case with B- cell lymphomas, cytological features 
are less useful in defining disease entities. While nearly all 
cases of peripheral T- cell lymphoma (PTL) possess clonal 
rearrangements of at least one of the TCR genes, these 
lymphomas do not display consistent immunophenotypic 
profiles. In addition, the molecular pathogenesis remains to 
be defined for most of the T- cell lymphomas. Therefore, at 
present, clinical parameters play a major role in the classifi-
cation of T- cell lymphomas, as cytological, immunopheno-
typic, and molecular features are insufficient to define these 
neoplasms. As a group they tend to be much more aggressive 
than B- cell lymphomas (83).

PTL, unspecified, is a category somewhat analogous to 
DLBCL (84). It is felt to be heterogeneous, and probably 
contains several yet- to- be- recognized entities. PTLs display a 
wide morphological spectrum, with cells of diverse sizes and 
appearances. PTL often has an inflammatory background 
composed of eosinophils, histiocytes, and plasma cells. This 
polymorphous cellular composition may lead to difficulty in 
distinction from classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma (CHL). The 
presence of cytological atypia in the background lymphocytes 
argues against a diagnosis of CHL. Immunophenotypic mark-
ers are also useful in this differential diagnosis.

Immunophenotypic markers for clonality are not readily 
available in the T- cell system. Therefore, molecular assays 
for the assessment of clonality are often extremely helpful. 
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The major subset antigens CD4 and CD8 are not clonal 
markers analogous to light- chain restriction in the B- cell 
system. Although most PTLs express only CD4 or CD8, 
some reactive conditions can also show marked subset re-
striction, most commonly of the CD4 subset. If a prolifer-
ation coexpresses CD4 and CD8 or fails to express either 
CD4 or CD8, that profile is suggestive of malignancy (85).

Other abnormalities of antigenic phenotype are com-
monly observed in PTL (Table 6). If a battery of pan- T- cell 
monoclonal antibodies is used, PTL will often fail to express 
one or more of the major markers CD7, CD5, CD3, and CD2. 
The antigen most frequently absent is CD7. However, because 
this antigen is expressed on only 85% of normal T cells, its 
absence is not unequivocal evidence of a malignancy. Indeed, 
some reactive T- cell proliferations will be CD7 negative.

A prominence of postcapillary venules is a feature often 
noted in PTL. AILT is a specific subtype of PTL charac-
terized by an especially florid proliferation of postcapillary 
venules (86). The predominant infiltrating cells in AILT are 
CD4- positive T cells. The neoplastic cells express CD10, 
programmed death 1 (PD- 1; CD279), and CXCR13, sug-
gesting that these tumors originate from T follicular helper 
(Tfh) cells that normally populate the GC (87, 88). A 
prominent inflammatory background is present, including 
polyclonal plasma cells, histiocytes, and eosinophils. A 
disordered meshwork of CD21- positive reticulum cells dis-
tributed around blood vessels is highly characteristic of this 
lymphoma type (89).

Most cases of AILT show clonal TCRβ or TCRγ gene 
rearrangement. B cells are variable in frequency and in 
some cases may be numerous. In addition, some B cells 
positive for EBV are seen in nearly all cases (90). These 
EBV- positive cells may be monoclonal as detected by IGH 
PCR techniques, and in rare cases the EBV- positive B cells 
may progress to a DLBCL (91). In other rare instances the 
EBV- positive cells may also simulate Hodgkin’s lymphoma 

morphologically and immunophenotypically (92). It is pos-
tulated that the expansion of EBV- positive B cells is second-
ary to the underlying immunodeficiency so characteristic of 
this disease. However, EBV- negative B- cell expansions also 
occur, suggesting that deregulation of B- cell proliferation 
may be an intrinsic aspect of the disease (93, 94), and likely 
related to the function of the cells as Tfh. AILT has a char-
acteristic gene expression profile, allowing for inclusion of 
other forms of T- cell lymphoma with less typical morpho-
logical features (95, 96). Recently, recurrent mutations have 
been identified in AILT and have expanded understanding 
of its genetic basis (97–99).

Adult T- cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATL) is a unique 
clinicopathological entity associated with the human ret-
rovirus HTLV- 1 (100). The neoplastic cells have a mature 
T- cell phenotype. They are CD4 positive and strongly ex-
press interleukin- 2 receptors (CD25). Elevated levels of 
soluble interleukin- 2 receptors may be found in the serum 
and correlate with disease activity. They have a high pro-
liferative rate with MIB- 1, in keeping with the aggressive 
clinical course. In vitro they exhibit suppressor cell func-
tion. As with many PTLs, they are CD7 negative. All cases 
of ATL have clonal TCRβ and TCRγ rearrangements and 
are associated with clonally integrated HTLV- 1 retrovirus. 
Serologic testing for HTLV- 1 as well as the identification 
of viral genomic sequences by PCR can be of great help 
in diagnosing this lymphoid neoplasm. However, only a 
minority of infected patients will develop ATL, and it is 
important to correlate serologic positivity for HTLV- 1 or 
a positive PCR result with the presence of a clonal T- cell 
lymphoproliferation. Recurrent translocations are not 
reported in ATL, but numerical abnormalities and dele-
tions of the long arm of chromosome 6 as assessed by both 
cytogenetic and loss- of- heterozygosity (LOH) studies are 
frequent (101).

Extranodal T- cell and NK- cell lymphomas represent a dis-
tinctive group and share many histological and immunophe-
notypic features (102). This observation is in keeping with 
the close relationship between NK cells and cytotoxic T cells 
(103). They include intestinal T- cell lymphoma, subcutane-
ous panniculitis- like T- cell lymphoma, and nasal and extra-
nasal NK/T- cell lymphoma. Most of the extranodal T- cell 
lymphomas appear to be derived from cytotoxic T cells; they 
express granzyme B, the cytotoxic- cell- associated granule 
protein T-cell intracellular antigen 1 (TIA- 1; also known 
as cytotoxic granule-associated RNA binding protein), and 
perforin (104). CD56, an antigen expressed on NK cells, may 
also be present, but it is most common in nasal NK/T- cell 
lymphoma (Table 7). These lymphomas as a group pre sent in 
and spread to extranodal sites, with infrequent lymph node 
involvement. They frequently contain extensive necrosis, 
sometimes associated with angioinvasion. Apoptosis of tu-
mor cells also is prominent, in part related to the cytotoxic 
features of the neoplastic cells. EBV is universally found in 

TABLE 6 Immunophenotype in the differential diagnosis of 
nodal PTLs

Disease Immunophenotypic features

AILT CD10+, PD- 1 (CD279), mixed CD4/CD8, 
proliferation of follicular dendritic cells 
(CD21+ cells), EBV+ blasts

PTL, unspecified CD4 > CD8, antigen loss (CD7, CD5, CD2)
ATL CD4+, CD25+, CD7−, CD30+/−, CD15− 
ALCL ALK+, CD30+, clusterin+, EMA+, CD25+, 

CD4+, CD3−/+

TCHRLBCLa Large CD20+ blasts in CD3+ background
Reactive Mixed CD4/CD8, intact architecture, 

variable CD25, CD30; scattered CD20+

aTCHRLBCL, T-cell/histiocyte rich large B-cell lymphoma.

TABLE 7 Extranodal NK/T- cell lymphomasa

Subtype EBV CD3 TIA- 1 GranB/Per CD56
TCR

Major Minor

SPTCL − + s + + ± αβ γδ
EATL − + s + + ± αβ γδ/NK
Nasal + + c + + + NK γδ/αβ?
Hep/spl − + s + − + γδ αβ

aAbbreviations: SPTCL, subcutaneous panniculitis- like T- cell lymphoma, EATL, enteropathy- associated T- cell lymphoma; 
Nasal, nasal NK/T- cell lymphoma; Hep/spl, hepatosplenic T- cell lymphoma; GranB/Per, granzyme B/perforin; s, surface CD3; 
c, cytoplasmic CD3.
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nasal and extranasal NK/T- cell lymphoma and may be seen 
sporadically in intestinal T- cell lymphoma. EBV is generally 
absent in subcutaneous panniculitis- like T- cell lymphoma. 
Hepatosplenic T- cell lymphoma also belongs to this broad 
group of cytotoxic T- cell lymphomas.

Within the extranodal NK/T- cell lymphomas, there is 
some variation in lineage, a feature that departs from the 
general principle that lineage is a defining feature of disease 
entities. For example, nasal NK/T- cell lymphoma is usually 
of NK- cell derivation, but in rare cases it may be derived 
from either γδ or αβ T cells. Similarly, intestinal T- cell 
lymphoma is usually of αβ T- cell derivation, but a minor 
proportion of cases are derived from γδ T cells.

Nasal NK/T- cell lymphomas express some T- cell- 
associated antigens but are probably of NK- cell derivation 
(105). Necrosis is seen in most cases. The midline nasal area 
is the most common site of involvement, but the disease can 
also present itself in other extranodal sites. In other sites it 
is referred to as nasal- type T/NK- cell lymphoma (105). The 
neoplastic cells generally lack T- cell gene rearrangements. 
The cells are positive for CD2 and CD7 but negative for 
surface CD3. However, they usually express CD3ε within 
the cytoplasm, which can be detected in paraffin sections 
with both polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies. CD56 
is present in virtually all cases. The neoplastic cells are 
EBV positive, and the EBV genome is monoclonal based 
on terminal- repeat analysis (106). p53 is overexpressed in 
nearly all cases, but there have been no confirmatory mu-
tational studies (107). There are few classical cytogenetic 
studies of these lymphomas, and while numerical abnormal-
ities have been reported, no recurrent translocations have 
been identified (108). LOH studies show a high frequency 
of chromosomal loss at 6q, 13q, 11q, and 17p (the site of the 
p53 gene) (109). Recent studies using spectral karyotyping 
have identified a cryptic translocation involving Xp21 and 
8p23 (110). The genes involved have not been identified.

The hepatosplenic T- cell lymphomas are most often de-
rived from immature γδ T cells (111). The cells express the 
cytotoxic granule- associated protein TIA- 1, but they lack ex-
pression of the effector proteins, the granzymes and perforin. 
This feature may explain the lack of tissue necrosis in these 
tumors. In addition to expressing TCRγδ, an indication of a 
γδ cell receptor, the cells are positive for CD56 and either 
CD4−/CD8− or positive for CD8. CD5 is usually absent as 
well. Recently, it has become possible to detect the antigens 
associated with the γδ receptor by routine immunohisto-
chemistry, facilitating diagnosis of tumors with a TCRγδ 
phenotype (112–114). Hepatosplenic T- cell lymphoma, as 
the name implies, presents with marked hepatosplenomeg-
aly, but occult bone marrow involvement is usually present as 
well. However, lymph node involvement is absent. This lym-
phoma is associated with isochromosome 7q and trisomy 8 as 
consistent cytogenetic abnormalities (115). Interestingly, an 
identical form of hepatosplenic lymphoma composed of αβ T 
cells can be encountered in rare cases (116).

A distinctive subtype of T- cell lymphoma is ALCL 
(117). It can occur at any age but is most common in chil-
dren and adolescents (118). Although the cells express 
some T- cell antigens, they usually have a markedly aberrant 
phenotype, and some cases may appear to be of null cell 
phenotype (Table 8). However, at the genotypic level, all 
cases appear to have rearranged TCR genes (119). CD30 
is an antigen initially detected on the neoplastic cells of 
Hodg kin’s disease. It is found on Reed- Sternberg (RS) cells, 
a subset of activated T cells, EBV- infected B cells, and in all 
cases of ALCL. Other characteristic markers include epi-
thelial membrane antigen (EMA) and clusterin (120). The 
neoplastic cells also exhibit cytotoxic molecules (121).

Histologically, ALCL most often is composed of large, 
often lobulated cells that preferentially involve lymph node 
sinuses, and in the past such lesions were often interpreted 
as malignant histiocytosis (122). Tissue section immunohis-
tochemistry is helpful in the diagnosis of this entity because 
the malignant cells may not be numerous and staining for 
CD30 highlights their sinusoidal distribution. The CD30 
antigen can be detected in either paraffin or frozen sections.

ALCL was first recognized based on characteristic his-
tological features (sinusoidal invasion) and a distinctive 
immunophenotype (CD30+). However, neither sinusoidal 
invasion nor CD30 positivity proved to be entirely specific. 
Subsequently, a characteristic cytogenetic abnormality was 
identified, the t(2;5) translocation, which led to identifica-
tion of the genes involved in the most common translocation 
of ALCL (NPM/ALK) and insights into the pathogenesis 
(123, 124). Generation of monoclonal antibodies to the ab-
errantly expressed ALK can be used diagnostically and has 
led to improved definition of the diagnostic entity, with im-
portant clinical and prognostic implications (125). Utilizing 
these biological tools, the ultimate histological spectrum of 
ALCL is both broader and narrower than originally believed. 
ALK expression can now be considered a defining feature, 
as ALK- negative cases of ALCL probably represent different 
entities (126).

In addition to the classical t(2;5) translocation that is 
found in ~75% of ALCLs, additional variant translocations 
occur in the remainder of cases (127). All variant transloca-
tions involve the ALK gene on chromosome 2, but a differ-
ent partner chromosome. Regardless of the partnering gene 
involved in the translocation, ALK is activated in all cases 
and is believed to play a central role in ALCL pathogenesis 
(128). The diagnosis of ALCL can be assisted by RT- PCR, 
which will identify the 75% of cases with classical NPM/
ALK fusion genes, or by FISH, which will detect both clas-
sical and variant translocations.

Primary cutaneous ALCL is a different disease and is 
closely related to lymphomatoid papulosis, a chronic lymph-
oproliferative disease of the skin (129). These cases do not 
have a t(2;5) translocation and do not express ALK protein. 
Notably, although all cases of true ALCL are ALK positive, 
ALK expression can be detected in other rare entities, such 

TABLE 8 Differential diagnosis of ALCL and Hodgkin’s disease

Disease CD30 CD15 LCA CD3 TIA- 1 EMA Clus ALK CD20

ALCL, ALK+ + − + ± + + + + −
CHL + + − − − − − − ±
NLPHL − − + − − ± − − +
PTL, unspecified ± − + + ± − − − −
DLBCLa ± − + − − ± − − +

aDLBCL includes T- cell- rich large B- cell lymphoma.
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as myofibroblastic tumors, and ALK- positive, CD30- negative 
large B- cell lymphomas.

Hodgkin’s Disease (Hodgkin’s Lymphoma)
CHL is an unusual neoplastic disorder because the neoplastic 
cells represent only a minority of the cells present in the tu-
mor mass. The neoplastic cells, the RS cells and their mono-
nuclear variants, are admixed with normal lymphocytes, 
histiocytes, eosinophils, neutrophils, and plasma cells. The 
paucity of RS cells has led to difficulty in their character-
ization by flow cytometric techniques and has severely im-
peded the molecular analysis of this neoplasm. The normal 
lymphocytes within CHL are usually identifiable as T cells, 
predominantly CD4+. However, the nature of the malignant 
cell in CHL has taken a long time to unravel.

The tumor cells express CD15, an antigen found in nor-
mal granulocytes, histiocytes, and many epithelial cells. 
They also express the CD30 antigen, first identified on cell 
lines derived from CHL. LCA (CD45) is frequently absent. 
The identification of CD20 on at least some of the neo-
plastic cells led to speculation that CHL was B- cell derived 
(130). Immunohistochemistry to assess light- chain restric-
tion is also usually not helpful for the assessment of clonal-
ity, as the amount of immunoglobulin produced is small, the 
cells tend to stain nonspecifically, and background staining 
for immunoglobulin tends to be high. Traditional molecular 
studies of CHL generally failed to detect clonal IGH rear-
rangements because of the low percentage of tumor cells in 
the population. The diagnostic sensitivity of IGH PCR is 
about 2 to 3% tumor cells (of total B cells), and frequently 
the number of clonal RS cells is below this threshold. How-
ever, by enriching RS cells through the use of microdissec-
tion techniques, several investigators were able to confirm 
a clonal B- cell origin in virtually all cases (131, 132). In 
addition, the cells were shown to have somatic mutations of 
the IGH genes, indicative of a GC stage of differentiation. 
Similar to CHL, the nodular lymphocyte- predominant vari-
ant (NLPHL) has also been shown to be of B- cell origin; 
however, because of its distinctive immunophenotypic and 
clinicopathological characteristics, NLPHL is now consid-
ered to be a separate entity (133). There are no characteris-
tic recurrent translocations of significance known in either 
CHL or in NLPHL, and molecular profiling studies have 
been difficult to perform due to the difficulty in obtaining 
pure populations of tumor cells.

NONLYMPHOID TUMORS OF THE IMMUNE 
SYSTEM: “HISTIOCYTIC” DISORDERS

Normal Histiocytic Subsets
The cells of the histiocytic system consist of two major sub-
sets: the antigen- presenting cells, or dendritic cells; and the 
antigen- processing cells, or phagocytic cells (134). The fol-
licular DRCs are found in follicles and present antigen to B 
lymphocytes, but they may not be of hematopoietic origin. 
They are positive for CD21, CD23, CD35, and clusterin but 
are CD45 negative. The interdigitating dendritic cells (IDCs) 
and Langerhans cells (LCs) are bone marrow- derived cells 
that present antigen to T lymphocytes. LCs are found pri-
marily in the skin but also in other organs. IDCs are found 
in lymph nodes and other lymphoid organs. Both LCs and 
IDCs are S100 positive. The relationship between these cells 
is controversial. Both are CD1a positive, although IDCs show 
variable expression dependent upon their maturational stage. 
However, unlike LCs, IDCs do not possess the characteristic 
Birbeck granule. Fibroblastic reticular cells are involved in 

transport of cytokines and other mediators (135). In lymph 
nodes, they ensheathe the postcapillary venules. They are of 
mesenchymal rather than hematopoietic origin, and they ex-
press smooth muscle actin (136).

All of the macrophages of lymph nodes share many enzyme 
histochemical and immunophenotypic characteristics. They 
have abundant and diffuse activity for lysosomal enzymes, in-
cluding acid phosphatase and nonspecific esterase. As stated 
above, all of these cells can also demonstrate phagocytosis 
under appropriate conditions. Activity for lysozyme and α1- 
antitrypsin can be seen in all of the above subtypes but is most 
prominent in epithelioid histiocytes. Activity for lysozyme de-
creases abruptly with phagocytosis, presumably because of its 
loss into lysosomal vacuoles. CD68 is the most useful antigen 
for detection of macrophages in routine paraffin sections.

A variety of monoclonal antibodies that react with mono-
cytes and macrophages have been derived. Unfortunately, 
most of these antibodies lack specificity for the mononuclear 
phagocytic system, and many react with other hematopoietic 
cells as well: myeloid cells, T cells, or B cells. For example, 
CD11c is present on monocytes and macrophages and is 
weak or absent on normal T and B lymphocytes. However, 
this antigen is found on the cells of HCL (a B- cell lympho-
proliferative disorder) and in some cases of B- cell CLL. Cross- 
reactivities with T cells are present as well. For example, CD4 
is found in normal monocytes and macrophages. CD25, in 
addition to being found on activated T lymphocytes, is found 
on normal monocytes and macrophages. CD68, strongly pos-
itive on histiocytes, also reacts with granulocytic precursors. 
The CD14 antigen is present on monocytes and macrophages 
and probably has the greatest specificity for the macrophage 
lineage among available reagents.

Proliferative Histiocytic Lesions
Proliferative lesions of antigen- presenting cells are rela-
tively rare (137). The principal proliferative lesion of the 
dendritic cell system is LC histiocytosis (LCH). Recent 
studies, using the HUMARA method described above, have 
shown that the cells of LCH are monoclonal, but the disease 
usually has a self- limited course, especially in older children 
and adults (138). It may be fatal in infants. The cells of LCH 
have the characteristics of LCs, including CD1 expression, 
langerin expression, and Birbeck granules (139). In contrast 
to normal LCs, the cells also express antigens associated 
with phagocytic histiocytes, such as CD14 and CD11c. Re-
cently, recurrent mutations of BRAF have been identified in 
a large proportion of cases of LCH, and antibodies to detect 
the mutant protein may be useful diagnostically (140, 141). 
Interestingly, Erdheim- Chester disease, another rare histio-
cytic disorder, also contains BRAF mutations (142).

There are rare tumors described that have a derivation 
from IDCs. These lesions are usually based in lymph nodes 
and are often associated with an inflammatory background 
and/or necrosis. There is overlap in histology and pheno-
type with true histiocytic tumors, and they may have an 
aggressive clinical course. By contrast, follicular dendritic 
cell sarcomas usually present with localized lymph node 
involvement. They may recur locally but usually do not 
disseminate. These neoplasms are also rare. Rare tumors of 
fibroblastic reticular cell origin also are seen in lymph nodes. 
The expression of clusterin, CD21 (DRC sarcomas), S100 
(IDC tumors), CD1a (IDC tumors) and actin (fibroblastic 
reticular cell tumors) can be helpful in distinguishing these 
three stromal neoplasms of lymph nodes (88, 136). There 
are no specific cytogenetic abnormalities or molecular tests 
associated with these tumors.
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Malignancies of mononuclear phagocytes include acute 
monocytic leukemia and histiocytic sarcoma. In rare in-
stances, histiocytic sarcomas may be disseminated, fulfilling 
criteria for what has been termed in the past “malignant 
histiocytosis.” However, most instances of malignant histio-
cytosis reported previously represent other entities, such as 
ALCL (134).

Acute monocytic leukemia relates to a bone marrow- 
derived monoblast. This malignancy arises in the bone 
marrow compartment, with secondary involvement of the 
peripheral blood and usually a markedly elevated leukocyte 
count. In contrast to acute myeloid leukemia, there is a 
somewhat higher incidence of involvement of nonhemato-
poietic sites, with frequent involvement of skin and gingiva.

Histiocytic sarcoma represents a malignancy of the 
mononuclear phagocytic series at the stage of the fixed- 
tissue histiocyte. Therefore, the lesions in histiocytic sar-
coma represent localized, relatively discrete tumefactions. 
In addition to the reticuloendothelial system, common 
sites of involvement include skin and bone. Because there 
are few, if any, markers with absolute specificity for mac-
rophages, the investigator must rigorously exclude other 
cell lineages with both immmunophenotypic and molec-
ular means. In the absence of special studies, morphologi-
cal evidence of phagocytosis by the neoplastic cells, most 
commonly erythrophagocytosis, had been proposed as a cri-
terion for a derivation from mononuclear phagocytes. How-
ever, phagocytosis is inconspicuous in most mononuclear 
phagocytic malignancies. Moreover, it is not a specific find-
ing and has been described for lymphoid, plasmacytic, and 
even epithelial tumors. Even if phagocytosis is observed, it 
is virtually always clinically insignificant. The hemophago-
cytic syndrome is the most common and clinically signifi-
cant of the proliferative disorders of macrophages. However, 
it is not a neoplastic process. It is usually seen in association 
with immunodeficiency or another hematopoietic malig-
nancy (143, 144). This syndrome appears to be pathogenet-
ically related to an excessive production of cytokines and 
chemokines capable of stimulating mononuclear phagocytes 
(145). The cells in hemophagocytic syndromes are morpho-
logically and phenotypically activated macrophages.

CONCLUSIONS
Tumors of the immune system are of interest not only be-
cause they represent models of normal immune cells but also 
because they provide excellent examples of how immuno-
logic and molecular tumor markers may be used in clinical 
diagnosis. Because the lymphomas simulate normal cellular 
counterparts, it has been possible to develop modern classi-
fication schemes that take advantage of and utilize the large 
panels of antibodies that were primarily developed to study 
and characterize normal immune cells. The investigation of 
the molecular genetic abnormalities found in tumors of the 
immune system, particularly the translocations that occur 
in lymphoid neoplasms, has resulted in the discovery of on-
cogenic classes of genes that have been further exploited 
for the development of diagnostic testing and tumor clas-
sification purposes. The assimilation of both immunologic 
and molecular approaches has been largely responsible for 
the current biologically based WHO classification scheme.

The example provided by the WHO classification 
scheme has not gone unnoticed in the study and classifica-
tion of other cancers. While many of the other tissues in 
which cancers arise may not be as complex as the immune 
system, the classification of nonlymphoid tumors has also 
benefited from advances in the detection of immunologic 

and molecular genetics of the tumors. One such example 
has been the refinements that have occurred in the classi-
fication and diagnosis of the so- called small cell tumors of 
childhood, in which both protein and molecular markers 
have been used to dissect out the origins and provide the 
tools to accurately classify these morphologically similar 
tumors. Small blue cell tumors include neuroblastomas, 
rhabdomyosarcomas, Ewing’s sarcomas, and other rare tu-
mors. Each of these is now known to be associated with 
characteristic cell surface markers, and tumor- specific 
translocations. Thus, the same approaches discussed for 
the lymphomas can be applied to the investigation and 
classification of these and other cancers. There is little 
doubt that the next generation of classification schemes 
developed for both tumors of the immune system and other 
types of tumors will continue to benefit from and incorpo-
rate information from advances in our understanding of 
the biology of normal cellular counterparts, as well as from 
the voluminous data being generated from the ongoing 
molecular dissection of the tumors themselves.
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Immunologic therapies are becoming increasingly widely 
utilized. The current interest in these therapies is due to 
considerable successes in treatment outcomes in a broad 
spectrum of human diseases targeted for biotherapy, in-
cluding inheritable or acquired immunodeficiencies, auto-
immune diseases, cancer, and persistent infections. Many 
new biologic agents are available for immune therapy, and 
antibodies, cytokines, activated or genetically modified im-
mune cells, vaccines, and other immunomodulatory drugs 
are frequently used either as monotherapies or in combi-
nation with conventional therapies such as chemotherapy, 
radiation, surgery, and even behavior- modifying therapies. 
In cancer, biotherapies are expected to restore dysfunctional 
antitumor immune responses, activate immune cells, and 
help immune cells to reacquire normal homeostasis. In ad-
dition, tumors resistant to standard therapies are often sen-
sitive to immune interventions, and this offers a promise of 
combinatorial therapies to overcome drug resistance.

The selection and use of an immunologic therapy usually 
requires extensive preclinical evaluations. In vitro studies 
with human cells and in vivo experiments with animal mod-
els of disease are expected to define the presumed mech-
anism(s) responsible for its therapeutic activity. Animal 
models are especially useful for studies of dosages, times, 
frequencies, and sequences of drug delivery and are essential 
for evaluating the toxicity of immune therapies and their 
effects on the disease process and overall survival. A clinical 
protocol design is frequently based on results of experiments 
performed in animal models. Translation of preclinical in vi-
tro and/or in vivo results to a clinical protocol design requires 
close cooperation and collaboration of the laboratory with 
clinical personnel.

An equally important requirement for implementation 
of biotherapy in the clinic is the assessment of its direct 
and/or indirect in vivo effects. For this reason, immunologic 
monitoring has emerged as an advisable, and more recently 
as a necessary, adjunct to clinical trials with biologics. In the 
past, immunologic monitoring fell under the “correlative 
studies” category. Today, it is often a protocol- mandated re-
quirement, and an immunologic response to therapy might 
be the primary endpoint. Immune monitoring has become 
an important part of patient assessment in expectation that 
immune measures could serve as biomarkers or as surrogate 
endpoints of clinical responses. A series of recommendations 
for the development and use of immune biomarkers was 

formulated by a joint International Society for Biological 
Therapy of Cancer- Society for Immunotherapy of Cancer, 
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and National 
Cancer Institute task force (1). This document emphasizes 
the need for development of reliable immune biomarkers 
and offers guidelines for how to establish, standardize, and 
evaluate immune assays to see whether they meet a bio-
marker designation.

CHALLENGES IN MONITORING OF IMMUNE 
THERAPIES
The immune system is always ready to respond to “danger 
signals” that originate within or outside the body (2, 3). 
However, cancer and chronic persistent infections are char-
acterized by local and systemic immune suppression selec-
tively targeting immune cells responding to tumor antigens 
and infectious agents, respectively. Thus, the host immune 
system is dysfunctional with respect to the offender and 
unable to contain tumor growth or infection (4). Biologic 
therapies are expected to restore the ability of the immune 
system to respond by activating immune cells, blocking 
inhibitory signals, and/or removing or silencing suppres-
sor cells (4). While much has been learned about mech-
anisms responsible for immune dysfunction in cancer and 
HIV- 1, the complexity of cellular signaling and molecular 
interactions involved and the cross talk ongoing between 
immune, endocrine, neural, and hormonal networks com-
plicate the interpretation of immune monitoring results and 
establishment of reliable correlations with clinical outcome. 
Complex biological interactions of the various immune 
system components present a landscape in which therapy- 
associated effects may not always be readily detectable or 
measurable.

Immune monitoring itself has been often viewed as a 
particularly complex and poorly controlled task in com-
parison to conventional clinically used biochemical assays. 
Although serial monitoring assays (i.e., the “bulk assays”) 
performed at the population level have been largely replaced 
by more- accurate single- cell technologies allowing for as-
sessments of immune cells in situ, these new sophisticated as-
says have to be considered and interpreted in the context of 
immune cell and non- immune cell cross talk. Thus, special 
expertise may be needed to interpret cellular interactions, 
and the well- known cellular plasticity of immune cells at 
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tissue sites might further confuse the results. Nevertheless, 
recent results from, e.g., clinical trials with antibodies to the 
checkpoint inhibitors cytotoxic- T- lymphocyte- associated 
antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and programmed cell death ligand 
1 (PD-L1) indicate that beneficial clinical results can be 
linked to measurably reduced immune suppression, and that 
selected immunologic characteristics can serve as biomark-
ers of therapeutic response or overall survival (5, 6). Clearly, 
recent experience with biotherapy provides many examples 
of the emerging potential of immunologic markers serving 
as predictors of outcome or response to therapy (7–9).

CLINICAL TRIALS WITH BIOLOGIC AGENTS
Following preclinical evaluations, a therapeutically prom-
ising immunologic agent is introduced to the clinic in the 
form of a phase I protocol. The design of a phase I study is 
based on the predicted mechanism of action of this agent, 
as determined in preclinical in vitro and in vivo experiments. 
An investigational new drug application, which contains 
the results of preclinical and animal safety studies as well as 
the clinical protocol, is filed with the FDA. Agency approval 
is necessary for clinical evaluations of any experimental bio-
logic agent. Following a review of the application, the FDA 
might decline to issue approval for opening of the trial and 
place the study on hold if additional information or clarifi-
cations are needed. Clinical trials involving gene therapy 
need approval by the Recombinant DNA Advisory Com-
mittee of the National Institutes of Health. In addition, 
institutional approvals from the institutional review board 
and the biosafety committee have to be obtained prior to 
opening the trial for patient accrual.

Biologic agents are available as natural or recombinant 
materials that may have potent immunomodulatory activi-
ties. When administered systemically in high doses, they of-
ten induce considerable toxicities, as is common, e.g., with 
cytokines such as interferons or interleukin- 2 (IL- 2). How-
ever, the maximal tolerated dose (MTD) for a given biologic 
agent is not necessarily the dose that produces the desired 
biologic or therapeutic effect. In fact, low doses of biolog-
ics might have greater or different therapeutic effects than 
high doses without accompanying toxicity. This observation 
suggests that in contrast to the case for pharmacologic or 
chemotherapeutic agents, which are usually characterized 
by a linear dose- response curve, biologic agents have a dis-
tinctive bell- shaped response curve. The optimal biologic 
dose (OBD) for each biologic agent is thus likely to be dif-
ferent from the MTD and needs to be defined in phase I/II 
clinical trials in order to preserve and optimize its therapeu-
tic benefits and limit its toxicity. The developmental strat-
egy for a therapeutic agent involves determination of the 
mechanism- specific OBD, that is, the dose that is optimally 
effective with tolerable toxicity. A clinical trial designed to 
determine the OBD is referred to as phase Ib, in contrast to 
a phase Ia trial, in which only the clinical toxicity of a new 
biologic agent is defined as the MTD (10). It is important 
to remember that the OBD may be different from the MTD 
for a given biologic agent. In addition, the same agent might 
have quite disparate OBDs for different immunologic char-
acteristics. IL- 2, for example, a cytokine approved for ther-
apy of renal cell carcinoma and melanoma, has been used at 
high doses to activate cytolytic and helper T cells and natu-
ral killer cells. More- recent studies show that low- dose IL- 2 
used as therapy enables expansion and upregulates functions 
of regulatory T cells (Tregs). Thus, IL- 2 at low doses can be 
used as a tolerogenic agent in, e.g., graft- versus- host disease 
or posttransplant rejection episodes (11–13).

In general, phase Ib trials are intended to measure the 
pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of a biologic agent, 
together with selected immunologic parameters that, on the 
basis of the postulated immune mechanism, are likely to in-
fluence the disease process. For example, in a patient with 
cancer who is treated with IL- 2, one postulated mechanism 
for antitumor effects might be an upregulation of T- cell and/
or NK- cell activity in the peripheral circulation (14). In 
this case, monitoring of the T- cell or NK- cell activation sta-
tus, e.g., expression of activation markers CD69 or CD154 
(CD40L) on the surface of T cells and activation receptors 
such as NKp30 or NKp46 on the surface of NK cells in the 
peripheral blood during therapy, might serve as a surrogate 
measure for the therapeutic effects of IL- 2, and the dose of 
IL- 2 resulting in the maximal upregulation of these mark-
ers (as percent positive cells and mean fluorescence inten-
sity) with tolerable toxicity would be selected as the OBD. 
However, it is now known that IL- 2, by binding to cells 
that express the IL- 2 receptor (IL- 2Rα; CD25), activates 
CD4+CD25high Tregs, among other cell subsets (15). Tregs 
downregulate immune responses, including the antitumor 
activity of effector T cells, which is clearly an undesirable 
situation in a patient being treated for cancer (15). Further, 
newer data suggest that stimulatory versus inhibitory in vivo 
effects of IL- 2 may be dose dependent, as indicated above 
(11–13). Hence, it seems important to define the OBD for 
IL- 2 that promotes immune activation in a patient with 
cancer. On the other hand, for subjects with autoimmune 
diseases, the OBD for IL- 2- based therapy might be differ-
ent, as inhibitory effects are a desired endpoint. This type of 
rationale is likely to apply to immune system- based therapy 
in general, and therefore the goal of establishing the OBD 
is a critical component of the developmental strategy for 
biologic agents and their application to various diseases.

In most phase Ib trials performed to date, surrogate im-
munologic endpoints are achieved much more easily than 
clinical responses. During IL- 2 therapy for renal cell carci-
noma, for example, virtually all patients develop high lev-
els of endogenous NK- cell activity, while only a fraction of 
these patients achieve objective antitumor responses (16). 
In other words, surrogate immunologic endpoints selected 
on the basis of preclinical results do not appear to correlate 
with clinical responses, possibly because these endpoints sel-
dom reflect the entire spectrum of physiologic mechanisms 
mediated by a biologic agent. In considering the pleiotropic 
activities of biologic agents, it appears that no single surro-
gate endpoint is likely to correlate with their therapeutic 
effects and thus with a clinical response. On the other hand, 
it is possible that a panel of carefully selected monitoring as-
says might provide a clue about the in vivo effects of an agent. 
For this reason, the current approaches to monitoring favor 
multiparameter analyses employing new high- throughput 
technologies, including genomics and proteomics. The pos-
sibilities for multiparameter testing now extend to immu-
nologic monitoring, allowing evaluations of more than one 
surrogate endpoint in patients treated with biologic agents 
to identify those that are clinically meaningful.

In view of the difficulties experienced to date in selecting 
immunologic endpoints for monitoring of phase Ib trials, it 
could be anticipated that a direct measure of the dose of a 
biologic agent inducing the best therapeutic, e.g., antitumor 
or antiviral, effects would be preferable to the use of surrogate 
biomarkers. However, practical and ethical considerations 
rule out the direct approach of determining the best thera-
peutic dose. Since antitumor response rates for single biologic 
agents generally range between 10 and 30%, dose- finding 
studies would require excessively large numbers of patients 
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and would expose many of them to ineffective doses of the 
agent tested. For this reason, the goal of phase I trials is to 
determine the toxicity and to define the promising OBD of 
a biologic agent, with the caveat that this OBD might relate 
only to one particular biologic activity of this agent and that 
it may not relate to its therapeutic activity. In fact, it is not 
uncommon to see few or even no clinical responses in phase 
I trials. But having obtained evidence of safety and a lack 
of toxicity, it is then possible to expand the earlier clinical 
observations in phase II clinical studies and to begin asking 
questions about the dose and mechanisms of action of a bio-
logic agent. Ultimately, an agent’s therapeutic efficacy has to 
be determined in large- scale randomized phase III clinical tri-
als in which the placebo arm is compared to the experimental 
arm. It is encouraging that in recent years several biologic 
therapeutics, including monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), cy-
tokines, and some vaccines, have reached the stage of being 
evaluated for efficacy in phase III clinical trials (17–19).

A RATIONALE FOR IMMUNOLOGIC 
MONITORING OF CLINICAL TRIALS WITH 
BIOLOGIC AGENTS
“Monitoring” refers to serial specimen acquisition and test-
ing. The rationale for immunologic monitoring in clinical 
trials with biologics is based on the premise that these agents 
achieve therapeutic effects as a result of their ability to mod-
ify one or more components of the patient’s immune sys-
tem. The expectation is that by serially measuring immune 
markers, which undergo significant changes relative to their 
pretherapy baseline levels, it might be possible to define the 
immunologic mechanisms responsible for biologic and pos-
sibly also clinical activity of a biologic agent. In addition, 
the objective is to determine whether the observed changes 
in the immunologic phenotype or function correlate with 
clinical responses, toxicity, resistance to other therapies, or 
any other phenomena likely to influence the therapeutic 
outcome.

The first step toward rational immunologic monitoring 
is the selection of the most informative assay(s). This se-
lection cannot be arbitrary and has to be based on a spe-
cific hypothesis. It would be best, of course, to formulate 
the hypothesis on the basis of preclinical data available to 
the investigator from personal experience and from the cur-
rent literature. The investigator is obliged to use judgment 
and collective experience to address the likely mechanisms 
responsible for therapeutic effects. But since most biologic 
agents have multiple biologic effects, more than one hy-
pothesis of action can be postulated. Which of these hy-
potheses is ultimately selected for testing depends on the 
individual insights and preferences of the clinical investiga-
tor. However, it is not advisable to test too many hypotheses 
at once, for fear of making the design of a clinical trial too 
complex and the accompanying monitoring too extensive. 
There is no way to guarantee that the hypothesis selected 
for testing in a clinical trial is correct; hence, the selection 
of a hypothesis is the most crucial aspect of the trial design 
and has to be formulated only after a complete review of all 
preclinical data. As such, a clinical trial is not different from 
any other hypothesis- driven scientific experiment.

The next step of the scientific process calls for a design 
of an experimental plan in which the proposed hypothesis 
can be tested in the most satisfactory fashion. This includes 
the selection of assays to be performed and the frequency of 
monitoring. For phase I clinical trials, it is prudent to begin 
by considering a broad array of immunologic effects because 
the biologic activity of the evaluated biologic agent may be 

incompletely understood. It may be advantageous at this 
stage to consider alternative explanations for its biologic 
and, possibly, therapeutic effects. Hence, the selected assays 
should be sensitive rather than specific in order to detect 
biologic effects when they are induced by therapy. In phase 
II and III clinical trials, it might be possible to narrow down 
the selection of immunologic assays to those that were ob-
served to reflect biologic activity or to correlate with clini-
cal responses in previous clinical trials. In place of sensitive 
screening assays, more- specialized specific or confirmatory 
assays could be introduced at this time to better focus on 
the mechanisms of activity mediated by the biologic agent. 
While no well- defined criteria exist for the selection of op-
timal monitoring assays, a general principle may be defined 
as follows. The choice of immunologic assays to be used for 
monitoring of phase I trials has to be based on solid prelim-
inary data derived from relevant animal models of disease 
as well as in vitro experiments with human cells. In phase II 
and III clinical trials, the choice of assays to be used has to 
depend on previous results derived from phase I trials.

STRATEGY FOR IMMUNOLOGIC 
MONITORING: A PRACTICAL GUIDE
The choice of a strategy for immunologic monitoring of 
clinical trials with biologic agents is neither simple nor 
straightforward. No single assay or experimental approach is 
appropriate for all therapeutic interventions. The selection 
of the “right” monitoring assays requires familiarity with 
immunologic assays, judgment, and a considerable under-
standing of the biologic and therapeutic effects induced by 
the biologic agent used. Therefore, clinical investigators are 
obliged to make a number of well- informed and practical 
decisions, each of which is likely to influence the overall 
quality of monitoring and, hence, the final results of the 
trial. To facilitate assay selection and use in monitoring of 
clinical trials, several practical guidelines are given below, 
with the proviso that these are neither comprehensive nor 
applicable to all situations.

The frequency of immunologic assays to be performed 
is an important component of the trial design. Clearly, it is 
essential to establish a pretherapy baseline and posttherapy 
values. Beyond that, the number of time points selected for 
monitoring during the course of therapy depends on the char-
acteristics of the biologic agent administered. For example, it 
is well known that cytokines usually have rapid and often 
dramatic effects on the total number and functions of cells in 
the circulation or on the levels of other cytokines or soluble 
cytokine receptors in the serum. Thus, with IL- 2 adminis-
tered as a bolus, rapid lymphopenia followed by a rebound in 
the number of circulating lymphocytes is observed (20). In 
contrast, when low intravenous doses of IL- 2 are given con-
tinuously over a period of time, a gradual rise in the number 
of circulating CD3−CD56+ NK cells is observed (21). More- 
recent data suggest that IL- 2 delivery may also increase the 
frequency of Treg cells in the circulation or tissues and pro-
mote activation- induced cell death (22). These initial effects 
of IL- 2 are followed by delayed effects due to the induction 
of secondary cytokines. The well- known result of high- dose 
IL- 2 therapy, i.e., transient hypotension observed 4 to 8 h 
after IL- 2 bolus administration, is induced by the secondary 
cytokines tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF- α) and IL- 1β, 
which are released in response to IL- 2 (20). In clinical trials 
with cytokines, it is important to measure the pharmacoki-
netics of the cytokine used for therapy as well as the levels of 
secondary cytokines in serum, which might be responsible for 
toxicity of the therapy.
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A well- described effect of long- term therapy with biolog-
ics is the development of antibodies (Abs) to the adminis-
tered biologic agent (23). Such antidrug Abs do not arise in 
every patient treated, and they may not appear until weeks 
or months into therapy or until multiple courses of the drug 
are administered. However, their presence in the plasma of 
individuals treated with the biologic agent is an important 
factor for the outcome of therapy, because they may either 
neutralize the drug or contribute to the development of im-
mune complex disease. Therefore, it seems reasonable to 
monitor for the appearance of such Abs during the course 
of therapy. This requirement is obviously necessary when 
therapy with anti- idiotypic Abs is considered, e.g., for some 
patients with malignancies. Such patients may be treated 
with an anti- idiotypic Ab (Ab2) that is an internal image 
of the antigen and can include the production of Ab1 and 
Ab3, both of which are able to bind the antigen. Since Ab3 
is therapeutic and Ab1 may not be, the presence and levels 
of Ab1 and Ab3 in serum are crucial for the interpretation 
of immunologic as well as clinical responses (24).

Another important consideration is the transient nature 
of some immune responses. For example, in vaccination 
protocols for patients with cancer or viral infections, the ap-
pearance of antigen- specific effector cells in the circulation 
may be short- lived after single or even multiple vaccina-
tions. In this case, assays for the detection and frequency of 
such effector cells have to be performed often and soon after 
vaccination. With other vaccines, however, the appear-
ance in the peripheral circulation of the effector cells may 
be delayed, so their frequency will not increase until late 
into the vaccination regimen. It thus appears that a decision 
to monitor the immediate versus delayed effects of therapy 
with any biologic agent has to be made with caution, after 
considering possible implications of these effects on the in-
terpretation of immunologic and therapeutic results of the 
trial. The relative complexity and cost of the assay often 
influence the frequency of monitoring. For this reason, sim-
ple, robust assays that can be reliably performed on serially 
collected, cryopreserved samples are necessary for frequent 
immunologic monitoring.

A decision to select cellular versus humoral immunologic 
assays for monitoring is directly related to the mechanism of 
action proposed for the biologic agent. While it may be diffi-
cult to prioritize on the basis of the limited understanding of 
such mechanisms, the consideration of practical aspects of 
monitoring can help in reaching a reasonable decision. Lim-
itations in the frequency of phlebotomy or the total blood 
volume obtained from the patient during treatment are an 
important consideration. The variability of cell yields, day- 
to- day assay variability, and problems with the functional 
activity of cryopreserved effector cells often restrict the use 
of cellular assays. These assays are more difficult and more 
costly to perform than serum- based assays. It is advisable to 
consider serum-  or plasma- based (hereafter referred to as 
serum/plasma) assays first, especially when they can substi-
tute for cellular assays. For example, the levels of cytokines 
released by activated cells, the enzymatic activity known to 
be induced by a particular biologic agent (e.g., interferon- 
induced 2′,5′- adenylate synthetase), and the presence of 
inhibitors or antagonists of biologic agents (e.g., IL- 1ra) or 
products of activated cell subsets (e.g., soluble cytokine re-
ceptors, β2- microglobulin, or neopterin) can be more read-
ily monitored with serum or plasma than with cells.

The only in vivo assay available for measurements of cel-
lular immunity in humans, the skin test for delayed- type 
hypersensitivity (DTH), is often underutilized or misinter-
preted, largely because of difficulties in the recording and 

interpretation of test results. Yet when performed and read 
according to the guidelines, a DTH assay remains the best 
available measure of epitope- specific cell- mediated immu-
nity in patients with immunodeficiencies, particularly when 
it is combined with a biopsy to confirm the nature of cells 
infiltrating the skin. Reagents for purified protein deriva-
tive, tetanus, Candida, and other antigens are commercially 
available. Other antigens, e.g., tumor- derived purified or 
synthetic peptides that are not yet commercially available 
or commercially available viral peptides, can also be used, 
provided that they have passed the safety requirements. A 
change in the DTH skin test from unreactive to reactive as 
a result of biotherapy is a significant result.

Monitoring of numbers or functions of mononuclear 
cells (MNCs) in peripheral blood during therapy often does 
not adequately reflect immunologic events that take place 
at the site of disease. Systemic effects of cytokines and cer-
tain other biologic agents are generally distinct from their 
local or locoregional effects, and monitoring of lesions, tis-
sues, or organs involved in a disease is likely to yield more- 
informative data than will the same assays performed with 
cells or cell subsets obtained from the peripheral blood. The 
obvious difficulty with this strategy is that blood is more 
readily available than tissues. Only superficial lesions or 
sites accessible to repeated biopsies can be monitored. Nev-
ertheless, during a clinical trial, it might be feasible to ob-
tain serial biopsies for in situ studies, and this opportunity 
should not be overlooked. An alternative possibility is to 
obtain body fluids (e.g., pleural fluids and ascites), in addi-
tion to peripheral blood, to be able to detect longitudinal 
changes in organ- associated immune cells or their products 
relative to those in peripheral circulation. This approach is 
especially recommended when intracavitary therapy with a 
biologic agent is considered.

Monitoring of immune functions generally requires con-
siderable cell numbers, fairly large volumes of blood or other 
body fluids, and facilities to process these samples for cell 
recovery. Vigorous attempts are being made to miniaturize 
immunologic assays and to perform them with whole blood. 
Newer, more sensitive technologies, including molecular 
assessments, flow cytometry, electrochemiluminescence, 
and more- sophisticated single- cell assays, that are gener-
ally performed on whole blood greatly facilitate monitor-
ing, decreasing the required blood volume and dispensing 
with blood processing. The concept of bringing immuno-
logic monitoring to the bedside, with only drops of blood 
needed for each assay, is slowly beginning to emerge. This 
approach must wait for further technical advances and for 
strong correlations to be established between immunologic 
biomarkers and clinical endpoints. Meanwhile, it appears 
that a profile of several immune measures determined in the 
course of therapy and analyzed using specially created soft-
ware can provide useful prognostic information (25). These 
preliminary results are encouraging, and they indicate that 
immune profiling is likely to be more widely adopted for 
monitoring in the near future.

In general, a protocol schema specifies the time points 
for sample collection. These samples must be recovered 
from the peripheral blood, body fluids, or tissues and either 
used fresh or preserved for future monitoring. For studies of 
pharmacokinetics, a special effort has to be made to collect 
the specimens at the precisely designated time intervals and 
to process them in accordance with the experimental pro-
tocol to avoid degradation, inactivation, or loss of activity. 
In the planning of immunologic monitoring, not only the 
timing of specimen collections but also the nature of anti-
coagulants needs to be considered. For example, to measure 
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levels of cytokines in body fluids, plasma rather than serum 
is preferable, since cytokines tend to be trapped in the clot, 
with subsequently low levels of cytokines measured in the 
serum (26). While the separation of serum/plasma or MNCs 
from the peripheral blood is a routine laboratory procedure, 
the recovery and fractionation of cells from tissues or body 
fluids containing normal or malignant tissue cells are time- 
consuming and require special expertise and considerable 
effort (27). The use of individual separated subsets of tissue- 
infiltrating or blood MNCs is not recommended for serial 
monitoring, mainly because of a need for tissue sampling 
and large blood volumes. Also, the lack of uniformly accept-
able procedures for cell separations and unpredictable yields 
of cells recovered from tissues hamper the use of cell separa-
tion techniques for monitoring. Nevertheless, the advantage 
of studies performed with highly purified subsets of immune 
cells obtained from the site of disease is obvious. When it is 
feasible to obtain a biopsy prior to and after therapy and to 
recover viable cells for monitoring of cellular functions, or 
even of cellular phenotypes, investigators are encouraged to 
incorporate such procedures in a protocol schema.

It is often unclear which immunologic assays can be 
reliably performed with fresh versus cryopreserved cells. 
From a practical viewpoint, it would be more convenient 
to use serially harvested frozen aliquots of serum/plasma or 
batched cryopreserved immune cells instead of freshly har-
vested specimens for immunologic monitoring. The ability 
to reliably cryopreserve immune effector cells for future use 
in retrospective studies or for batching of serially collected 
specimens to eliminate the interassay variability is highly 
desirable. In fact, the only reliable way to determine dif-
ferences between pretherapy and posttherapy assays is to 
perform them at the same time. This strategy calls for bank-
ing of cryopreserved specimens (batching) and for assays 
that can be routinely performed with cryopreserved cells. 
However, certain immunologic assays, especially those that 
measure cell functions, e.g., cytotoxicity, are best performed 
with freshly harvested samples. Cryopreservation may intro-
duce artifacts, even when a rate- controlled drop in tempera-
ture is implemented. Therefore, each laboratory is obliged 
to compare fresh and frozen cells to ascertain that a test can 
be reliably performed with either before attempting to use 
them for monitoring. Assays that can be reliably performed 
with frozen cells and batched specimens are the best candi-
dates for monitoring, but in situations that require the use of 
fresh immune cells, it is essential to determine the interassay 
variability to be able to distinguish spurious from therapy- 
induced changes.

Immunologic cellular assays performed with whole blood 
as opposed to separated MNCs are especially useful for serial 
monitoring. Their advantages include the ability to measure 
the phenotype and functions of effector cells without sepa-
ration from other blood cells and plasma. Separation proce-
dures are likely to modulate and alter functions of effector 
cells. Since phenotypic markers on immune cells are gen-
erally assessed in whole blood by flow cytometry, it would 
seem to be preferable to also monitor functions of these cells 
in the same way. At the very least, the correlations between 
the phenotypic and functional immune parameters might 
improve under these assay conditions. The disadvantage is 
that whole- blood assays have to be performed with freshly 
harvested specimens, thus eliminating the possibility of 
batching serial samples.

Technical advances and new insights into immuno-
logic mechanisms have led to the recent development of 
new types of immunoassays. As a result, a clinical inves-
tigator generally has a choice between phenotypic versus 

functional, specific versus nonspecific, and direct versus 
indirect assays. The range of assays currently available for 
monitoring predicates that careful consideration needs to 
be given to selection of the optimal assay. Assay validation 
is expensive and requires special expertise. Monitoring of 
patients enrolled in clinical trials should only be performed 
in laboratories with established quality assurance and qual-
ity control (QC) measures that meet the standards for good 
laboratory practice, as defined by the FDA. It is important 
for clinical investigators to realize that serial immunologic 
monitoring of clinical trials is more rigorous and demanding 
than performing a series of research assays. To monitor tri-
als with credibility, the laboratory has to have methods in 
place to ensure reliable serial data (see “QC in Immunologic 
Monitoring” below).

In Table 1, assays that are currently in use for immu-
nologic monitoring are divided into two broad categories: 
serum/plasma assays and cellular assays (phenotypic and 
functional). The rationale for utilizing serum/plasma assays 
for monitoring instead of more technically demanding and 
expensive cell- based measurements was discussed above. 
In the same vein, among cellular assays, flow cytometry is 
faster, more accessible, and frequently more reproducible 
than most other assays, particularly those involving radio-
active labels. In addition to monitoring changes in levels of 
serum immunoglobulins or specific antibodies by routinely 
available rate nephelometry or enzyme- linked immunosor-
bent assays (ELISAs), a spectrum of other assays can be used 
to obtain a longitudinal serum profile reflecting changes in 
one or more cellular products. Generally referred to as pro-
teomics, these assays are discussed below. In some cases, sol-
uble products can serve as activation markers for a particular 
subset of immune cells, such as neopterin for monocytes or 
soluble IL- 2Rα chain (CD25) for T helper cells. Body fluids 
can be readily frozen and banked to allow batch processing 
of the planned assays or for future studies.

PHENOTYPIC ASSAYS FOR IMMUNOLOGIC 
MONITORING
In many trials with biologic agents, a priority is given to 
cell surface- based phenotype assays, which are generally 
performed with fresh whole- blood specimens or cells sepa-
rated from the peripheral blood, body fluids, or tissues. Flow 
cytometry- based assays are now widely and easily accessible 
and highly accurate. Vast arrays of labeled MAbs suitable 
for multicolor and multiparameter flow analyses are com-
mercially available, allowing for measurements of the pro-
portions of various immune cell subsets. Percent changes in 
these subsets as well as alterations in the activation level of 
the cells can be readily assessed during immunotherapy. In 
designing a clinical trial, flow cytometry markers should be 
judiciously selected.

Selection of Markers
There has been a tendency to indiscriminately include large 
panels of immunologic markers to monitor changes in the 
proportions of several MNC subsets induced by therapy. 
However, phenotypic assays, like all other immunologic as-
says used for monitoring, should be selected in order to test 
the hypothesis advanced as part of a clinical trial. Through 
the skillful selection of marker panels, it is possible to focus 
on a single population of effector cells or on several phe-
notypically distinct subsets, on cells expressing activation 
markers, or on cells that express a particular constellation 
of adhesion molecules. Various receptors for growth fac-
tors and cytokines on the cell surface can further be used 
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to assign the cells to subsets and to relate their phenotypes 
to the functional potential of these cells. Thus, phenotypic 
analysis is a powerful tool for monitoring the effects of ther-
apy on immune cells, and the selection of markers to be 
monitored on T, B, and NK cells and monocytes or granu-
locytes for shifts induced by therapy and based on the pre-
dicted mechanism of action of a tested biologic agent can be 
informative. A combination of activation markers, growth 
receptors, cytokine or chemokine binding sites, etc., on dis-
tinct and identifiable subsets of MNCs provides a powerful 
tool for their characterization. Whole- blood specimens can 
be shipped by overnight carriers for flow cytometry analysis 
without compromising their quality. If multiparameter anal-
ysis is considered desirable but not feasible within one’s own 
institution, it may be advisable to make arrangements with 
a flow facility specializing in immunologic monitoring. This 
alternative is strongly recommended for the monitoring of 
multicenter or cooperative group trials.

Percentages versus Absolute Numbers of Immune 
Cells
Surface phenotypic characteristics of immune cells are of-
ten utilized for assessments of their absolute numbers in 
whole blood. The development of single- platform methods, 
which are performed entirely on a flow cytometer, has sig-
nificantly improved the assay precision and accuracy. The 

most popular technique is based on five- color flow cytome-
try in the presence of counting beads. The identification of 
lymphocytes by the surface expression of bright CD45 and 
low side- scatter signals is followed by the quantification of 
T- cell subsets based on the expression of CD3, CD4, CD8, 
and CD56 and performed in parallel with counting of fluo-
rescent beads. The number of labeled cells per microliter 
of blood is obtained as follows: number of counted cells × 
concentration of beads/number of beads counted. Absolute 
numbers of CD3+, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells are frequently 
decreased in the circulation of patients with advanced ma-
lignancies (28). In contrast, the percentages of these cells 
may not be decreased, suggesting that absolute numbers 
rather than percentages of lymphocyte subsets should be 
measured in disease. The usually reported cell percentages 
are misleading because they do not consider a total white 
blood cell count, which is frequently altered in patients 
with advanced diseases, particularly after previously admin-
istered therapies.

Neutrophil- to- Lymphocyte Ratio
The neutrophil- to- lymphocyte ratio (NLR) has recently 
emerged as potentially useful predictive measure of out-
come in oncology. When measured prior to therapy, ele-
vated NLR, in addition to elevated total white cell blood 
count, predicted adverse clinical outcome in patients with 

TABLE 1 Immunologic assays currently available for monitoring of phase I/II clinical trials with biologic agents

Assay type and parameter Sample type

Soluble cellular products
 Immunoglobulin levels Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Cytokine and chemokine levels and pharmacokinetics (ELISA, multiplex format) Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Cytokine receptors and antagonists Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Other lymphocyte surface receptors (e.g., CD8, CD25, soluble Fas, HLA molecules) Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Ligands (Fas ligand, TRAILa) and growth factors Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Enzymes (e.g., 2′,5′- adenylate synthetase and terminal deoxynucleotide transferase) Serum, plasma, body fluids
 Neopterin Serum, plasma, body fluids
 β2- Microglobulin Serum, plasma, body fluids
Phenotypic markers
 Proportions of cells Whole blood, tissue biopsy, body 

fluids
 Absolute cell numbers Whole blood, tissue biopsy, body 

fluids
 Cellular subpopulations (e.g., MHC- restricted vs. nonrestricted T cells; Th1, Th2,  

 effector, memory, or naive T cells; Tregs), percentages of positive cells
Isolated lymphocytes

 Single- cell flow cytometry (e.g., CFC, tetramers) Isolated lymphocytes
Functional assays
 In vivo DTH skin test Visual inspection or biopsy
 Cytotoxicity (ADCC,b activated NK- cell, NK- cell, or T- cell specific) MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs
 Cytokine production (ELISA, ELISPOT), Luminex- based technologies MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs
 Proliferation (e.g., CFSE, [3H]thymidine, Ki- 67 metabolic changes) MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs
 Chemotaxis MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs
 Signal transduction (phosphorylated signaling molecules, NF- κB pathway; PI3K  

 pathway, ζ- chain expression)
MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs

 Superoxide generation MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs
 Apoptosis assays (annexin V binding, caspase activity, TUNEL, survival protein  

 expression)
MNCs or subpopulations of MNCs

aTRAIL, TNF- related apoptosis- inducing ligand.
bADCC, antibody- dependent cellular cytotoxicity.
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lung, breast, renal, ovarian, and head and neck cancers (29). 
Further, a high NLR is a significant but not yet validated 
marker of poor response to chemotherapy (29). These ob-
servations fit well with previously reported low lymphocyte 
counts in patients with cancer (28) and suggest that high 
pretreatment NLR may be a significant independent predic-
tor of poor cancer- specific survival.

Intracellular Staining for Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry has been widely used to measure intracyto-
plasmic markers. This method requires cell permeabilization 
to allow for access of MAbs used for detection of the cytosol 
components or molecules residing in cellular compartments. 
Because this method detects intracytoplasmic proteins, 
such as granzyme B, perforin, antigen- presenting machinery 
components, caspases and other enzymes, cytokines, signal 
transduction molecules, and transcription factors, measured 
in phenotypically defined cells, it can provide useful in-
formation about the activation state of individual cells or 
subsets of cells and about their functional attributes. In per-
forming these assays, use can be made of quantitative flow 
cytometry, which allows for quantification of the expression 
level of each protein. By the use of a mixture of four types 
of beads with known fluorescence intensities and unlabeled 
blank beads, a standard curve is generated that expresses the 
fluorescence intensities of each bead set in terms of molec-
ular equivalents of soluble fluorochrome (MESF) units for 
every assay. The mean fluorescence intensity of each un-
known sample can be transformed into MESF units by use 
of this calibration curve. This minimizes day- to- day vari-
ability, thus providing a stable and standardized method for 
use in clinical laboratories. The method has been applied to 
assessment of the individual antigen- presenting machinery 
component expression in human dendritic cells as well as 
to quantitation of other intracellular molecules such as the 
T- cell receptor (TCR)- associated ζ chain in human T lym-
phocytes (30).

Epitope- Specific T Cells
The frequency of peptide- specific T cells present in mixed 
lymphocyte populations can be determined based on the 
use of biotin-  or streptavidin- labeled complexes containing 
the peptide linked to HLA class I molecules (31). These 
complexes, referred to as tetramers, represent oligomeric 
complexes of HLA molecules with a peptide, which have an 
increased avidity for T cells expressing the relevant TCR. 
When tetramers bind to the TCR on T cells able to recog-
nize the peptide, a strong, easily detectable fluorescent signal 
is generated that can be measured in a flow cytometer. The 
specificity of tetramers for peptide- specific T cells, which is 
considered their greatest asset, cannot be taken for granted, 
however, as nonspecific binding may occur under unfavor-
able experimental conditions. Nevertheless, tetramers are 
currently widely used to monitor changes in the frequency 
of peptide- specific T cells in lymphocyte populations be-
fore and after vaccinations (32). Tetramer analysis provides 
the frequency of epitope- specific T cells with sensitivity of 
1/10,000 but gives no information about their function.

Another category of flow cytometry assays that has re-
cently gained wide acceptance is cytokine flow cytometry 
(CFC) (33). This is another single- cell assay that allows 
for quantitation of individual cells positive for a cytokine 
detectable in permeabilized cells by the use of cytokine- 
specific MAbs. CFC is performed following a brief (4-  to 
6- h) coincubation of lymphoid cells with an antigen to in-
duce cytokine expression in antigen- responsive cells. CFC 
has been used to measure the frequency of T cells able to 

respond to antigens expressed by infectious agents such as 
cytomegalovirus, Epstein- Barr virus, and HIV- 1; tumor- 
associated antigens such as MUC- 1; or melanoma dif-
ferentiation antigens. CFC can provide the phenotype of 
epitope- specific responder cells and defines the frequency of 
cells poised to secrete but not yet secreting the cytokine ac-
cumulating in the Golgi apparatus. Its sensitivity is perhaps 
a little better than that of tetramers, and it lends itself well 
to serial monitoring. There is also the possibility for the use 
of a combination of tetramers with CFC for a cytokine of 
interest to better define the functional potential of peptide- 
specific T cells.

Subtyping of T Cells
In trials with biologic agents, especially vaccines, that might 
alter the process of lymphocyte maturation, differentiation 
or migration from, e.g., the naive to memory pool or the cir-
culation to target tissues, the use of a panel of surface mark-
ers such as CCR7, CD45RO or CD45RA, CD27, and CD28 
has been found to be informative. This strategy allows for 
determination of the percentages of naive, central memory, 
effector, or terminally differentiated T cells. For example, 
the frequency of CD8+CCR7+ T cells in the peripheral cir-
culation of patients with cancer at the time of diagnosis not 
only discriminated cancer patients from healthy subjects but 
also predicted disease recurrence (34). After up to 4 years of 
follow- up, disease- free survival was found to be significantly 
shorter for patients with a circulating CD8+CCR7+ T- cell 
frequency of <28% at diagnosis compared to patients with 
higher percentages of these cells (34). This result suggests 
that the CD8+CCR7+ T- cell subset might play a role in can-
cer control, and that a simple blood test at diagnosis could 
have prognostic value for predicting cancer recurrence.

Measuring Cell Death
Still another type of a flow cytometry assay frequently used 
today provides means for enumerating cells that have ini-
tiated apoptosis, i.e., are able to bind annexin V, have an 
altered mitochondrial membrane potential, express high 
levels of caspase- 3 activity or a high Bax/Bcl2 ratio, show 
evidence of DNA fragmentation (TUNEL+ cells [terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase- mediated dUTP- biotin nick 
end labeling- positive cells]), or have decreased or absent 
expression of the TCR- associated ζ chain (35). In patients 
with advanced cancer or with chronic, persistent infections, 
a considerable proportion of circulating T cells are destined 
to undergo apoptosis (22), and flow cytometry offers an op-
portunity to monitor changes in the numbers of these cells 
before, during, and after immunotherapy. These methods de-
pend on the use of special substrates, chromogens, or MAbs 
for the detection of proapoptotic or antiapoptotic molecules 
in the target cell and generally include cell permeabilization 
as well as a combination of surface and intracellular stain-
ing. The availability of reagent kits that are commercially 
distributed makes measurements of apoptosis relatively sim-
ple, with the caveat that freshly harvested cells are required 
for analyses of annexin binding to cells, as cryopreservation 
may impair the integrity of cellular membranes.

Multiparameter Flow Cytometry
The ability, using multiparameter flow cytometry, to si-
multaneously measure numerous (e.g., up to 15 or more) 
markers on the surface and/or inside the immune cell has 
greatly expanded opportunities for serial monitoring of 
therapy- induced changes. It has provided means for fol-
lowing changes in cellular profiles as well as opportunities 
to measure rare event analysis, including tetramer- based or 
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cytokine- based detection of peptide- specific T cells. Further, 
by incorporating calibration beads with different fluo res-
cence intensities, multiparameter flow cytometry has made 
it feasible to quantitate expression levels of various cellular 
components. The numerous advantages of flow cytometry 
have to be counterbalanced by the requirement for special 
expertise in its performance and in data interpretation. The 
reproducibility of flow cytometry- based assays is strictly gov-
erned by the operator’s skills of setting the gates and exclud-
ing nonspecific events and is therefore open to considerable 
subjectivity. However, newer instruments are equipped with 
automatic compensation strategies facilitating operation. 
Aside from gating strategies, which can greatly influence 
results and thus impose a need for a careful and standard-
ized selection of the most appropriate settings, the interpre-
tation of flow cytometry data in serial monitoring requires 
stringent controls for interassay variability and a great deal 
of judgment. While daily calibration solves the problem of 
instrument variability, other challenges exist. For example, 
some of the lymphocyte subsets encompass only a small pro-
portion of cells in the gate, and to be able to distinguish 
shifts induced by therapy from daily assay variability, it may 
be necessary to acquire a large number of cells for such rare 
event analyses. Changes in the phenotype of effector cells 
should be interpreted in conjunction with changes observed 
in functional assays. Specifically, it is important to consider 
whether changes in function induced during therapy cor-
relate with changes in the number of effector cells or are due 
to the augmentation of effector function in a small subset of 
cells. It is also possible that therapy alters both the number 
and function of effector cells. During therapy, these changes 
can be dramatic or subtle, and they can simultaneously oc-
cur in several subsets of cells. Analyses of these changes and 
the establishment of correlations between their magnitude 
and frequency require special statistical approaches, as dis-
cussed below. Since alterations in the proportion or absolute 
number of effector cells and alterations in function may be 
mediated by entirely different mechanisms (e.g., increased 
blood vessel permeability and upregulation of NK- cell ac-
tivity during therapy with IL- 2, respectively), it should not 
be expected that phenotypic and functional data will nec-
essarily correlate with clinical responses. More likely, no 
significant correlations will be detected, even though sig-
nificant changes in the immune cell number and/or func-
tion may be registered during therapy. This should not be 
interpreted as evidence that the immune system has no 
impact on the disease but rather as evidence that despite 
therapy- mediated immunomodulation, the disease process 
persists, undoubtedly because of the involvement of factors 
unrelated to immune system activity.

Immune Score and Monitoring
Phenotypic studies of immune cells need not involve flow 
cytometry. With the broad availability of excellent Abs, the 
immunohistochemical evaluation of cells in situ is a powerful 
method for recording therapy- induced changes in the localiza-
tion, composition, or activation state of infiltrating immune 
cells. The importance of in situ studies cannot be overempha-
sized. It is well recognized that the tumor microenvironment 
has a profound impact on immune cells, and the nature, phe-
notype, localization, and density of immune cells present in 
the tumor stroma or parenchyma has long been considered to 
be critical for tumor progression (36). Immune cells accumu-
lating in human tumors have been extensively examined and 
found to have unique phenotypic and functional characteris-
tics (36). Initially, it was typing of T lymphocytes in human 
tumors by immunohistochemistry and correlations of CD8+ 

T- cell infiltrates with prognosis that suggested the role for im-
mune cells as predictors of risk (36). The report on human 
tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes in colorectal cancer published 
by Galon and colleagues in 2006 reaffirmed the prognostic 
significance of tumor- infiltrating T cells (37). Using modern 
techniques of systems biology and an objective scoring sys-
tem, these investigators showed that the type, density, and 
location of immune cells within tumors predicted positive 
clinical outcome (37). In a series of studies in colorectal can-
cer, Fridman’s group has demonstrated by immunostaining 
of hundreds of tumor specimens that a strong local immune 
reaction, including CD3+, CD8+, and memory CD45RO+ T 
cells, correlates with a favorable prognosis regardless of the 
local extent of the tumor or the regional lymph node involve-
ment (38). T- cell infiltrates emerged as a stronger indepen-
dent prognostic factor than the current clinicopathological 
criteria, which include tumor size, depth of infiltration, dif-
ferentiation, and nodal status. A number of other laboratories 
reporting on the nature and cellular composition of immune 
infiltrates in human tumors have provided additional sup-
port to the concept of “immune score” and its role in can-
cer prognosis. These results have motivated investigators to 
propose that immune score be considered as a routine part of 
the standard pathologic examination (39). It is not clear how 
soon this practice will be embraced by pathologists, pending 
method standardization and a requirement for automated im-
age analyses. Nevertheless, globally collected data strongly 
support the merit of the immune score, and it makes sense 
to evaluate its predictive value, especially in the context of 
ongoing biotherapy clinical trials. Thus, the immune score 
emerges as the first immunologic marker of risk in cancer with 
the potential to be incorporated into prognostically relevant 
immune classification of human cancer equal to or better 
than the conventional TNM classification.

Evidence has accumulated indicating that B cells or 
plasma cells are present in human tumors, especially in 
breast cancer (40). Recent results validate the B- cell sig-
nature as a robust prognostic factor in breast cancer (40). 
The immunoglobulin κ chain (IGKC) has emerged as a ro-
bust immunologic biomarker of prognosis and response to 
chemotherapy in patients with breast cancer, non- small- cell 
lung cancer, and colorectal carcinoma (40). The IGKC was 
microscopically identified as a product of plasma cells pres-
ent in the tumor stroma and was validated as a prognostic 
biomarker by RNA-  and protein- based expression studies 
independently performed in thousands of formalin- fixed, 
paraffin- embedded specimens at 20 centers. Further, the 
most important feature of IGKC as a biomarker is that it 
predicts responses to neoadjuvant therapy in breast cancer 
and thus qualifies as the first immune marker of response to 
cancer treatment.

FUNCTIONAL ASSAYS IN IMMUNOLOGIC 
MONITORING
Monitoring the functions of immune effector cells is consid-
ered to be necessary, since their phenotypic characteristics 
may not adequately convey their functional capabilities. 
Functional assays are usually performed with peripheral 
blood MNCs and only rarely with effector cells obtained 
from the site of disease. Thus, functions of “substitute” cells 
that are easily accessible for monitoring in the circulation are 
measured instead of those of the effector cells at the sites of 
disease. This is by far the greatest limitation of monitoring, 
since systemic effects of biologic agents on immune cells are 
likely to be different from local or locoregional effects. The 
surrogate results obtained with peripheral blood lymphocytes 
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should not be expected to closely reflect the biologic activity 
of the drug on functions of immune cells in situ. Additionally, 
investigators need to be aware that at any given time point, 
circulating lymphocytes represent <2% of a total lympho-
cyte pool, and that the turnover of circulating lymphocytes 
is responsible for constant changes occurring at the rate de-
termined by the events in the periphery. To overcome these 
limitations, attempts are being made to study serial tissue 
biopsies, utilizing immunostaining and/or in situ hybridiza-
tion or reverse transcription- PCR for cellular proteins and/
or mRNA coding for the proteins involved in, e.g., cytotox-
icity (perforin, granzymes, and TNF), proliferation (growth 
factors and cytokines), or signal transduction (the ζ chain 
and protein tyrosine kinases). The field of genomics has 
greatly facilitated these studies, providing a new set of tools 
for rapid screening of gene expression, as discussed below. In 
some cases, it may be possible to recover a limited number of 
cells from serial biopsies to perform functional studies. Obvi-
ously, these studies are very difficult to perform with human 
tissues, and they are not practical for the monitoring of many 
patients at multiple time points. Nevertheless, they are ex-
tremely valuable because they allow comparisons to be made 
between local and systemic effects of a biologic agent on im-
mune effector cells and will eventually justify or discredit the 
common practice of monitoring alterations in cellular func-
tions in the peripheral blood alone.

Antigen- Driven Proliferation
Proliferation of immune cells in response to a biologic 
agent, an antigen, or a mitogen has been in the monitoring 
repertoire for a long time. It can be used as a measure of im-
munocompetence following stimulation with an activating 
agent and can be performed with banked cryopreserved cells 
or as a whole- blood assay. In newer, modified versions, it 
can be nonradioactive. Proliferation assays can require very 
few cells if performed in Terasaki plates. As discussed above, 
it is also possible to use a flow cytometer to read the assay 
and to confirm the phenotype of proliferating cells. Prolifer-
ation assays can be used in conjunction with measurements 
of cytokines and cytotoxicity. These assays are informative, 
practical, and adjustable to fit the specific trial design or 
circumstances in a monitoring laboratory. A large variety 
of proliferation assays, from [3H]thymidine incorporation 
into cellular DNA to assays based on metabolic changes in 
proliferating cells, are available, but flow cytometry- based 
measurements offer special advantages. By using differently 
labeled responder and stimulator cells, these methods can 
be adapted to the quantitation of functional responses in 
individual cells, cell subsets, or entire populations of cells. 
For example, the proliferative history of fluorescently la-
beled cells can be established by determining the number 
of mitoses experienced by these cells. The principle of the 
method is that the amount of fluorescent dye taken up by 
the cell is equally partitioned between daughter cells during 
mitosis and therefore decreased by half at each cell division. 
Dyes such as carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester 
(CFSE) diffuse into a cell and are cleaved by intracellular 
esterases into compounds that are fluorescent and react with 
amino groups of intracytoplasmic proteins (41). By com-
bining surface marker staining with CFSE, it is possible to 
monitor a cell or cell subset through successive mitoses and 
to determine the number of cell divisions. The use of CFSE 
allows for quantitative resolution of up to eight cell division 
cycles (41), and by comparing the number of cells that di-
vided with those that did not divide, a precursor frequency 
as well as the expansion potential of antigen- specific T cells 
can be calculated with Cell Quest software.

Cytotoxicity Assays
Cytotoxicity measurements have occupied a special place 
in the monitoring of immune therapies. There is a good 
rationale for monitoring cytotoxicity in clinical trials with 
biologics, which often tend to augment this effector func-
tion in many different cell types. In oncology protocols, 
antitumor cytotoxicity, whether mediated by class I major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC)- restricted antitumor- 
specific T cells, nonspecific NK cells, monocytes, or FcγR+ 
effector cells mediating antibody- dependent cellular cy-
totoxicity, has been extensively monitored and correlated 
to outcome. However, tumor progression/regression and 
metastasis elimination involve multiple mechanisms and 
cellular interactions, only some of which are mediated by 
immune cells. Further, the phenomenon known as “epitope 
spreading” plays an important role in amplification and 
extension of antitumor responses once the tumor epitope- 
specific immune activity is induced by biologic therapeutics 
(32). The process of antitumor cytotoxicity involves not 
only perforin-  or granzyme- mediated lysis, measured in vitro 
by the release of 51Cr from radiolabeled, sensitive targets, 
but also necrotic or apoptotic cell death. Each of these types 
of cell death has somewhat different consequences for anti-
tumor immune response, and methods exist that allow for 
a definition of the mode of cell death. These assays have 
not yet been used for routine monitoring, and their value as 
reliable in vitro correlates of antitumor immune activity in 
vivo remains to be determined. It is now clear that a classical 
cytotoxicity assay measuring only the secretory functions 
of effector cells is not able to adequately reflect the many 
mechanisms involved in the process of cytotoxicity in vivo. 
It is for this reason that the classical cytotoxicity assay has 
been largely replaced in monitoring by more- informative, 
simpler, and cheaper single- cell assays based on multiparam-
eter flow cytometry or image analysis and the enumeration 
of spots reflecting antigen- specific cytokine production by 
individual cells (i.e., enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 
assay [ELISPOT]). Nevertheless, in some situations, espe-
cially when appropriate cellular targets are available, 51Cr- 
based cytotoxicity may be useful but as a confirmatory rather 
than monitoring assay. In most viral diseases, the presence 
of virus- specific cytotoxic T cells is necessary for recovery, 
and at least one goal of immunotherapy in patients with 
chronic viral infections is to induce the in vivo generation 
or activation of such virus- specific T cells. Measurements 
of such responses would be advisable in this case, but the 
availability of the virus- infected target cells is obligatory 
for the assay implementation. Also, in a cancer patient im-
munized with a tumor peptide vaccine in order to induce 
antigen- specific memory T- cell responses, it might be desir-
able to monitor for the appearance of tumor- specific cyto-
lytic T lymphocytes (CTLs). Since, however, the number 
of such cells in the circulation may be very small even after 
reimmunization, the choice of a specific as well as sensitive 
assay is critical. The available data indicate that frequen-
cies of single- epitope- specific T cells in non- antigen- primed 
circulating lymphocyte populations can be as low as 1 in 
105 to 1 in 106. This means that the standard 51Cr- release 
cytotoxicity assay, even when used after in vitro priming of T 
cells with the relevant peptide, may not be sufficiently sen-
sitive to measure antigen- specific CTL precursors (CTLp). 
Its sensitivity is estimated to be 1 CTL in 1,000 cells. The 
frequencies reported in the literature for CTLp specific for 
some of the well- defined human MHC class I- restricted epi-
topes in the peripheral circulation of patients with cancer 
are too low to be detected in classical cytotoxicity assays. 
Furthermore, cytotoxicity assays measure the activity of the 
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population of cells and provide no information about the 
frequency of individual tumor- specific T cells without an 
additional step of limiting dilution analysis.

The ELISPOT assay for, e.g., T cells that produce gamma 
interferon or granzyme B when stimulated with a relevant 
peptide is the assay of choice for monitoring of clinical tri-
als (32). Using synthetic peptides (either individually or as 
overlapping peptide mixtures) or whole antigens, even cells, 
total lymphocyte or isolated T- cell subset responses can be 
assessed either after short- term stimulation or after their 
expansion during a 10- day culture (cultured ELISPOT). 
These assays detect different epitope- specific T- cell re-
sponses, allowing for the analysis of effector memory T cells 
and central memory T cells (42). The ELISPOT assay can 
be used with cryopreserved MNCs and is sufficiently sensi-
tive to detect 1 gamma interferon- secreting T cell among 
100,000 plated cells (43). When used with autologous den-
dritic cells pulsed with cell lysates or individual peptides, 
for example, the assay can detect not only CD8+ but also 
CD4+ responses, which is important in view of evidence 
that CD4+ helper cells play a crucial role in the induction 
and maintenance of immune responses. The assay can be set 
up in a variety of formats, allowing for substantial flexibility 
in the choice of antigen- presenting cells, ratios of responder 
to stimulator cells, and the use of in vitro sensitization for the 
expansion of antigen- specific T cells (44). ELISPOT assays 
performed with patients’ peripheral blood MNCs without in 
vitro sensitization measure the frequency of epitope- specific 
precursor cells in the population of responder cells. Like all 
other assays for the detection of antigen-  or peptide- specific 
T cells, ELISPOT is HLA restricted.

Even with ELISPOT as an assay of choice, monitoring 
of epitope- specific T- cell cytotoxicity in clinical trials is 
logistically and practically complex: it requires prior HLA 
typing of participants and a priori knowledge of the relevant 
epitope or the use of lysates of cells that express the rele-
vant epitope. To simplify monitoring, non- MHC- restricted 
cytotoxicity is measured instead to assess lysis mediated by 
NK cells, activated T cells, NKT cells, monocytes, or gran-
ulocytes. The selection of targets (e.g., NK- sensitive K562 
versus NK- resistant Daudi cells), length of the assay (4 h 
for lymphocytes and 18 h for monocytes), and use of tar-
gets coated with the target- specific antibody are some of the 
variables that can be considered.

Cytokine Production and Levels
In addition to proliferation and cytotoxicity, the ability of 
epitope- sensitized immune cells to produce cytokines or 
chemokines has been often used as a measure of immuno-
logic activity induced by therapies. Cytokine gene or protein 
profiling, whether by multiplex immunoassays, microarrays, 
or proteomics technologies, is especially well suited to eval-
uations of the functional potential of immune cells in the 
tumor microenvironment.

The ability to document polarization in the cytokine 
repertoire or differences in patterns of their production by 
immune or tumor cells and of relating them to a specific 
clinical response has tremendous appeal. Also, as systemic 
and local therapies with cytokines are becoming increas-
ingly common, there is a need for monitoring cytokine lev-
els during therapy in relation to clinical endpoints. Such 
monitoring has greatly expanded our knowledge of cytokine 
and chemokine biology and has provided clinically useful 
information about cytokine involvement in human diseases. 
In cancer, considered to be a Th2- dominant disease with ex-
cess IL- 4, IL- 5, IL- 10, and transforming growth factor beta 
(TGF- β) production, a therapeutically driven shift back 

toward the Th1 profile is of interest, as it might correlate 
with immune and perhaps clinical recovery (45). Indeed, 
plasma cytokines have been used as prognostic biomarkers 
in human diseases (46), with individual cytokines emerging 
as especially promising markers of survival. For example, el-
evated circulating levels of IL- 6 have been associated with 
decreased survival in patients with cancer. The production 
of the proinflammatory cytokines IL- 1β, IL- 6, and TNF- α, 
all of which facilitate tumor growth, in the tumor microen-
vironment might be due to STAT3 hyperactivation in both 
the tumor and immune cells.

Both bioassays and immunoassays are available for assess-
ments of cytokine levels, but only the latter are practical for 
the monitoring of clinical trials. Body fluids can be frozen 
and batched for immunoassays. Currently, multiplex- type 
assays using antibody- coated colored beads for the capture 
of multiple cytokines in a small (0.5- ml) sample and laser- 
type detectors to measure the fluorescence intensity of the 
individual beads have all but replaced traditional ELISAs. 
Like ELISAs, multiplex cytokine assays are antibody based 
but have the advantage of providing a profile of 20 to 30 cy-
tokines in a body fluid at a reasonable cost. Assays for Th1-  
versus Th2- type cytokines, growth- promoting as opposed to 
inhibitory cytokines, inflammatory cytokines, hematopoi-
etic cytokines, etc., can be selected to profile cytokines as-
sociated with a disease process and to assess changes in this 
profile during or after therapy. A number of problems with 
the assessment of cytokines in sera exist, including the abil-
ity of cytokines to bind to and form complexes with serum 
proteins and the presence of soluble cytokine receptors or 
antagonists, natural inhibitors, or anticytokine antibodies 
(26). Serial, time- course monitoring for cytokines is usually 
performed with banked serum specimens. Often, samples 
are banked for extended periods of time before being tested. 
It has been reported that the length of storage (months, 
years) in a −80°C freezer profoundly and significantly al-
ters the measured cytokine levels (47). While IL- 8 values 
generally increased after prolonged storage, those for other 
cytokines tended to decrease, for example. This serves as a 
reminder that retrospective measurements of cytokines are 
highly prone to errors resulting from handling of samples, 
including specimen storage, as also previously emphasized 
(26). To avoid pitfalls due to long- term storage and sample 
freezing- thawing, biomarker analyses should be performed 
with fresh, prospectively collected specimens. The utility of 
any one cytokine as a candidate biomarker of clinical out-
come has to be carefully scrutinized for bias because it is 
strictly dependent on the sample integrity, rigorous testing, 
and results interpretation. To be able to accurately assess 
and interpret alterations of cytokine profiles in biologic flu-
ids, knowledge of cytokine biology is necessary.

Signaling Pathways
In cancer, chronic infections, and certain immunodeficiency 
diseases, abnormalities in signal transduction have been 
identified that appear to be responsible for defective func-
tions of immune cells in these diseases (see, e.g., reference 
48). Since it might be possible to correct these abnormal-
ities and thus repair immune functions with immunother-
apy, monitoring for the presence and extent of signaling 
defects is indicated, at least before and after such therapy. 
The TCR- associated ζ chain is one of the key signaling mol-
ecules, and its absence or decreased expression in T cells 
reflects impaired functions (56). Since ζ is also a component 
of FcγRIII, its lower- than- normal expression in NK cells 
signifies the presence of signaling defects in these effector 
cells as well. Today, various components of major signaling 
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pathways operating in activated immune cells can be mea-
sured using Abs specific for phosphorylated proteins by flow 
cytometry. Commonly, expression of phosphorylated com-
ponents of the phosphoinositol 3- kinase (PI3K) or mitogen- 
activated protein kinase pathways, for example, is measured 
to gauge immune cell activation. Expression of NF- κB or its 
components and other signaling molecules in MNCs can be 
measured by Western blotting, but flow cytometry analyses 
are quantitative and simpler to use for monitoring. Immu-
nostaining in situ, which allows for assessment of the signal-
ing molecules in T or NK cells accumulating at the site of 
disease, is a very useful indirect measure of the functional 
state of these cells. The expression of signaling molecules in 
tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes might serve as an important 
biomarker of survival for patients with cancer, and changes 
in the mobility of the NF- κB subunits have been related to 
impaired function of immune cells in some cancers. Thus, 
monitoring for the expression of signaling molecules in im-
mune cells has biologic as well as clinical significance (35).

Suppressor Cell Functions
Accumulations of CD4+Foxp3+CD25high Tregs and 
myeloid- derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) in human tu-
mors and their increased frequency in the circulation of can-
cer patients have been widely reported and linked to poor 
prognosis due to suppression of antitumor responses by the 
accumulating Tregs (49). However, in colorectal cancer, the 
presence and density of Foxp3+ Tregs have been reported to 
predict favorable outcome and better locoregional control 
of the tumor (49). These conflicting results are based on 
the prevalent use of Foxp3 transcription factor expression 
as a marker of human Tregs. However, a comprehensive re-
view of the prognostic significance of Foxp3+ T cells in 16 
nonlymphoid cancers suggested that Foxp3 by itself is not 
a reliable marker of human Tregs and that biologic effects 
of Foxp3+ Tregs may be regulated by conditions existing at 
the tumor site. In view of a lack of a definitive phenotypic 
marker of Tregs, suppressor function remains their only reli-
able characteristic. Functional assessments of Tregs include 
(i) coincubation experiments in which responder cells are 
inhibited in proliferation, cytotoxicity, or cytokine produc-
tion and (ii) flow cytometry- based detection of surrogate 
functional markers, such as TGF- β1- associated molecules 
or IL- 10 (50).

MDSC accumulations in the tumor and blood of cancer 
patients have also been correlated to poor clinical outcome 
(51). The problems that confound their use as biomarkers of 
outcome are 2- fold. First, their tremendous phenotypic and 
functional heterogeneity creates a situation where everyone 
evaluates a different subset, making it impossible to com-
pare results. Specifically, HLA- DRnegLinneg MDSCs present 
in the human peripheral blood contain cells with monocytic 
and granulocytic features, which can be subdivided into at 
least four distinct subsets (CD33+, CD11b+, CD15+, and 
CD14+) and which differ with respect to mechanisms used 
for suppression (52). A recently proposed immunopheno-
typing schema for MDSCs, which utilizes multiparameter 
flow cytometry, provides a unifying approach to future eval-
uations of the role these cells play in disease (53). This, 
however, does not eliminate the second problem of the sen-
sitivity of CD15+ and CD33+ MDSC subsets to cryopres-
ervation (54). Only the frequency of CD14+ and CD11b+ 
subsets was not significantly decreased after peripheral 
blood MNC cryopreservation, although their ability to pro-
duce reactive oxygen species after ex vivo stimulation was 
lost (54). These findings led to a conclusion that studies of 
human MDSCs should be performed in fresh blood samples 

(54). This requirement complicates monitoring of MDSCs 
in clinical trials and thus their evaluation as potential prog-
nostic biomarkers.

GENOMICS AND PROTEOMICS IN 
IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING
Advances in technology now allow for the simultaneous 
analysis of different genes in cells or tissues by the use of 
DNA chips or microarrays. Rapid and cost- effective screen-
ing for the expression of multiple genes coding for cyto-
kines, activation markers, components of major signaling 
pathways, etc., offers a powerful new approach to moni-
toring of cell activation, differentiation, or proliferation in 
response to biotherapy. The technology involves mRNA 
extraction from cells or tissues and its subsequent labeling 
and hybridization to the microarray. The hybridized prod-
ucts are visualized in a phosphorimager and analyzed with 
software capable of comparing control with test samples to 
detect differences in the expression of selected genes. In this 
way, upregulation or downregulation of gene expression in 
tissues or cells exposed to a biologic agent can be monitored.

Similar to gene arrays, technologies combining two- 
dimensional PAGE with mass spectrometry allow for simul-
taneous analysis of many hundreds of proteins in body fluids 
or tissues. It is expected that pathological changes in tissues 
or cells are reflected in distinct protein patterns detectable 
in body fluids or cellular supernatants. Proteomic technol-
ogies are able to discriminate between normal and patho-
logical protein patterns and can be used to map protein 
changes associated with a disease process. The potential of 
these technologies for capturing distinct protein patterns 
that could serve as biomarkers or be correlated with clinical 
responses or prognoses is being actively explored.

Gene and protein profiling, whether by multiplex immu-
noassays, microarrays, or proteomic detection methods, may 
be of special importance in relation to cytokine- based thera-
pies. The clinical use of cytokines for therapy of human dis-
eases has been increasing. Discoveries of new cytokines and 
their availability as recombinant proteins as well as cytokine 
gene therapies have facilitated the pharmacologic use of cy-
tokines. Systemic or local therapies with these mediators, 
which induce one another and amplify cytokine circuits, 
call for careful monitoring of cytokine levels in relation to 
clinical endpoints. Given the dynamic and rapid progress 
in cytokine assay development, it appears likely that such 
monitoring will shortly provide a wealth of clinically useful 
information about cytokine involvement in human disease.

QC IN IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING
QC of immunologic assays, particularly cellular assays, is 
difficult, and QC of serial immunologic measures represents 
a special challenge. To meet the challenge, a well- designed 
and rigorously maintained QC program is a requirement 
in a monitoring laboratory. Such a QC program contains 
several components, including the definition of standard 
operating procedures, training of personnel, instrument 
maintenance, reagent control, review of quality, and profi-
ciency testing. Laboratories performing immunologic moni-
toring for clinical trials are required to implement their own 
QC programs to ensure that acceptable data are generated. 
Currently, no model QC programs exist, but monitoring 
laboratories are encouraged to follow the good- laboratory 
practice guidelines defined by various professional groups. 
A good example is the MIATA program (55). Other pro-
ficiency testing programs are becoming available for many 
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immunologic monitoring assays, and participation in these 
programs is highly recommended.

An important aspect of serial immunologic monitoring 
is the documentation of changes from baseline upon treat-
ment. This is possible only when measurements taken over 
time are assessed accurately. Thus, each assay selected for 
monitoring has to be vigorously controlled for intra- assay 
and interassay variability. Also, the reproducibility of the 
same assay used for individual patients tested at different 
times has to be ensured (biologic variability).

The process of QC begins with sample collection and 
processing, which have to be organized to meet the pro-
tocol schema and occur at specified times of the day and, 
presumably, before the next cycle of therapy. Blood samples 
for immunologic monitoring need to be routinely harvested 
in the morning to avoid diurnal variability. The flow of 
specimens and the recording of the collection and arrival 
times of samples are critical activities in a monitoring labo-
ratory. Although immunologic monitoring assays should be 
scheduled in advance, times of sample arrival tend to vary. 
The laboratory is obliged to establish strict guidelines for 
sample handling and to document problems in accordance 
with the quality assurance requirements. A precise history 
of each sample must be maintained. Processing must be 
uniform and follow standard operating procedures that are 
available in writing and regularly updated. Frequent checks 
of reagent quality and equipment performance have to be 
implemented. The decision to cryopreserve cells or use fresh 
cells is made prior to the clinical trial and has to be based 
on preliminary comparative studies using fresh and cryopre-
served lots of the same normal MNCs, which need to be 
performed for every assay. This is a crucial decision for mon-
itoring, because the selection of assays that can be batched 
(i.e., performed at the same time for all cells collected in 
the course of the trial) will avoid day- to- day variability and 
considerably decrease the cost of monitoring.

Regardless of whether cryopreserved or fresh samples 
are used, standardization of all assays has to be performed 
prior to the beginning of a clinical trial. The importance 
of the reproducibility of assays used for longitudinal moni-
toring cannot be overemphasized. The standardization data 
are obtained by repeatedly performing the assay with cells 
obtained from healthy individuals under invariant and pre-
viously optimized experimental conditions to establish the 
mean, median, 80% normal range, and coefficient of varia-
tion. The intra- assay variability is also determined. When 
the standardized assay is ready for monitoring, a set of ap-
propriate controls is selected, and these depend on whether 
fresh or cryopreserved cells are used. With fresh cells col-
lected at different time points, repeated testing of preserved 
control samples (e.g., cryopreserved lots of normal MNCs 
with a predetermined range of reactivity) is necessary to 
control for day- to- day variability. With fresh cells, it may 
also be advisable to include fresh control cells obtained from 
a healthy volunteer. A pool of volunteers repeatedly tested 
over time can be established for this purpose. A QC pro-
gram in place will ensure that the values obtained for an in-
dividual control sample remain within an acceptable range 
over time and specify when the assay results are considered 
out of the normal range. With cryopreserved cells or frozen 
serum/plasma, it is best to batch and test all serial samples 
from a patient in one assay. Even in this case, however, it is 
necessary to control for day- to- day variability to have some 
assurance that the assay performs equally well for all patients 
in a protocol. The data obtained from control samples, eval-
uated in parallel with each patient sample, can help to en-
sure the validity of the results for a particular day’s assay. 

Whenever universally accepted standards are available 
(e.g., the World Health Organization standards for cyto-
kines), these should be regularly included in the monitoring 
of assays. Alternatively, internal controls initially compared 
with the standards can replace the standards, which are of-
ten available in finite quantities, for routine use.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM 
IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING
In preparation for final data analysis, the results of immuno-
logic monitoring are “cleaned,” i.e., purged of errors made 
during data entry. We have found it helpful to monitor for 
such errors at several levels. First, the technologist who 
performs the test enters the results into the computerized 
database, after examining the daily controls and finding the 
assay acceptable. The technologist is least likely to make 
errors in entering the results of an assay that he or she just 
performed. Second, prior to the final analysis, a statistician 
generates summary data sheets, which are screened by the 
laboratory monitor, often a laboratory supervisor, who is 
intimately familiar with the assays. All outlier values iden-
tified by the computer are checked and verified by the mon-
itor against the laboratory records. Third, all variations from 
the protocol schema are noted for each patient. It is neces-
sary to confirm that all measurements were made at the time 
points specified in the original treatment schema. Because 
of the importance of the timing of samples relative to the 
treatment, a change in the schedule or dose of therapy or in 
the sequence of sampling may have profound effects on the 
results of immunologic monitoring.

The biostatistician performing the analysis of immuno-
logic data should interact closely with the clinical immu-
nologist. The statistician should be consulted with respect 
to trial design and should be involved in its planning. The 
statistician’s input is vital in determining the number of pa-
tients necessary to adequately define an OBD.

Immunologic data are often normalized for analysis with 
a logarithmic scale. The statistical analysis selected depends 
on the trial design and hypotheses tested, but since pre-  and 
posttreatment changes are generally measured, the analysis 
seeks to determine if the changes from baseline are signifi-
cant. Typically, pretreatment baseline levels are established 
by computing medians of three pretreatment determina-
tions. Medians are preferable to means, as they are not in-
fluenced by extreme data points. Nonparametric tests for 
differences in posttreatment levels relative to the pretreat-
ment baseline can include tests such as the Wilcoxon signed 
rank test or analysis of variance with Fisher’s protected 
least- significant- difference method to determine pairwise 
differences between two specific time points. Comparisons 
between treatment groups can be accomplished by multiple 
regression analysis to permit simultaneous contrasts be-
tween groups, using a pooled estimate of the variance for all 
groups. Dose- response analysis utilizes parametric repeated- 
measure dose- response models that are fitted to posttreat-
ment data, controlling for between- patient differences by 
including the pretreatment level as a covariate. Repeated- 
measure analyses are potentially sensitive to occasional 
extreme data points, and the use of robust fitting methods, 
which downweigh the influence of extreme data points, is 
important. The monitoring data are generally presented as 
a series of time plots, which are adjusted by subtraction of 
the estimated contribution of each patient’s baseline level, 
so that the plots depict the relationship that would exist if 
all patients’ baseline values were equal to the overall pre-
treatment average.
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ROLE OF THE CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGIST 
IN IMMUNOLOGIC MONITORING OF 
CLINICAL TRIALS
The clinical immunologist should play a major role in the 
design, execution, and analysis of clinical trials that include 
immunologic monitoring. Many clinicians fail to consult or 
include the clinical immunologist in the trial design, ex-
pecting only to utilize the technical expertise of such an 
individual. Equally, many clinicians forget that the inter-
pretation of immunologic data is never straightforward and 
requires special training and considerable experience. The 
clinical immunologist is likely to be well aware of the pre-
clinical evidence regarding the biologic agent that is being 
evaluated and can help design a trial based on the agent’s 
mechanism of action. The clinical immunologist can help 
not only by formulating a correct and rational hypothesis 
but also by giving advice regarding how best to test this hy-
pothesis by utilizing the assays at hand. The clinician will 
be best served by working closely with the laboratory staff 
when monitoring is ongoing, and close daily interactions 
between the clinical and laboratory teams are necessary for 
collecting samples and obtaining meaningful data. It is de-
sirable to have the clinical immunologist oversee the per-
formance of assays and be responsible for the QC program 
in the monitoring laboratory. Equally important responsi-
bilities of the clinical immunologist are the interpretation 
of results and data analysis, with the latter being performed 
in conjunction with the statistician. Ongoing discussion be-
tween the principal clinical investigator, the immunologist, 
and the statistician is necessary for the correct analysis and 
interpretation of immunologic monitoring data.

Immunologic monitoring of clinical trials has entered 
a new era. Technical developments and molecular insights 
into interactions of immune cells have expanded the field of 
opportunities for capturing and analyzing multiple therapy- 
induced changes in the phenotype and functions of immune 
cells. The greatest challenge, i.e., relating these changes to 
clinical endpoints, remains, however, and still requires close 
and effective teamwork between the clinician, the labora-
tory immunologist, and biostatistical personnel. Contribu-
tions from informatics experts are likely to become equally 
important. Cooperation and insights provided by each team 
member will facilitate meaningful monitoring, and the ben-
efits of utilizing combined expertise in all aspects of clinical 
trials with biologic agents or any other trials monitoring im-
mune responses can be considerable.
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SHEDDING OF CTC AND THE METASTATIC 
PROCESS
Circulating tumor cells (CTC), first described in 1869 as 
cells in the blood identical to those of the cancer itself (1), 
originate from the primary tumor or metastatic deposits af-
ter intravasation through the tumor vasculature by mech-
anisms that are not completely understood (Fig. 1) (2). 
Although most CTC die in the circulation, a proportion 
of them have the ability to spread, seed, and proliferate in 
distant sites to form secondary metastases (3) (estimated to 
be 0.05%) or to reestablish in the organ of origin to form 
new tumors (4), as demonstrated in short- term prolifera-
tion experiments (3, 5). First described by Paget in 1889, 
in his “seed and soil” hypothesis (6), the process of meta-
static dissemination is driven by chemokines and integrins 
specific to the tumor type and by the adhesive interactions 
of the CTC with the vasculature and extracellular matrix 
components (4, 7–9). As an example, β4 integrin signaling 
promotes tumor cell adhesion to the endothelium through 
ErbB2- mediated vascular endothelial growth factor secre-
tion and has been involved in metastatic development 
(10). Additionally, CTC have the ability to secrete stem 
cell- like factors to promote proliferation and self- renewal 
(11, 12). Microembolic clusters of CTC, isolated by a va-
riety of techniques, are associated with a particularly poor 
prognosis, which may be related to the enhanced activa-
tion of survival pathways by cellular contact and to me-
chanical capture in the microvasculature, further enabling 
metastasis formation (13, 14).

As a consequence of vascular spread and the microenvi-
ronment, tumor cells can be identified in the bone marrow 
as disseminated tumor cells (DTC). These DTC are in some 
cases detected more frequently than CTC found concur-
rently in the blood, and their detection is associated with an 
increased risk of tumor recurrence (15–20). DTC can also 
serve as a reservoir organ of CTC for further dissemination 
(3, 21, 22). At this time, testing for the presence of DTC is 
not routinely performed for patients with solid malignancies 
because of the uncertainty of the information provided by 
the assay; however, they are performed at diagnosis and seri-
ally for patients with leukemias and lymphomas (23).

After seeding a potential metastatic site (24), tumor cells 
have to adapt to a hypoxic, nutrient- deficient, and low- pH 
environment (25) in order to remain in a viable yet dor-
mant state for extended periods (16, 26). During disease 

remission, a dormant heterogeneous tumor cell population 
may undergo a dedifferentiation process, known as the 
epithelial- mesenchymal transition (EMT), adapt charac-
teristics of stem cells through reprogramming, or selectively 
enrich for tumor cells with stem cell- like features (27, 28). 
Eventually, dormant tumor cells are stimulated by intrinsic 
mechanisms or by the stroma microenvironment to facili-
tate active proliferation into visible metastases and to pro-
mote invasive features and spread hematogenously as CTC 
again (28).

MORPHOLOGY AND CHARACTERISTICS  
OF CTC
The range of CTC phenotypes is postulated to recapitulate 
the heterogenic range of cells found at metastatic sites, such 
that they can be a source of tumor for profiling to under-
stand the mechanisms of disease progression and to guide 
treatment selection in an individual patient at the time 
that treatment decisions are made. Because CTC are shed 
into the peripheral circulation from both the primary tumor 
and multiple heterogeneous metastases, they can represent 
a spectrum of malignant phenotypes, including tumor- 
initiating cells with stem cell or stem cell- like properties, 
the full range of undifferentiated to differentiated pheno-
types that lack tumor- initiating capabilities, and cells that 
have undergone an EMT (29, 30). Therefore, there is no 
single definition of a CTC; rather, there are specific defi-
nitions that relate to particular tumor cell types, which are 
profiled by physical characteristics, such as size or shape, or 
by molecular markers.

Importantly, the EMT from an epithelial to a fibroblast- 
like cell morphology is accompanied by decreased expres-
sion of epithelial adhesion molecules (e.g., E- cadherin) 
and increased expression of mesenchymal molecules (e.g., 
vimentin and N- cadherin), leading to increased mobility 
and invasiveness (29, 30) and increases in important can-
cer stem cell properties (31, 32). The EMT phenotypic 
change is important not only mechanistically but also from 
the point of view of CTC detection and characterization, 
because many capture technologies utilize antibodies to ep-
ithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), which, although 
commonly expressed on the majority of primary tumor cells, 
may be downregulated or absent on the subsets of CTC that 
have undergone EMT (33, 34). Similarly, cells with stem 
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cell or stem cell- like properties may also lack EpCAM or 
cytokeratin expression (35). In addition, DTC in the bone 
marrow must undergo a reversal of EMT (called MET) to 
form a solid metastasis. It is therefore possible that cancer 
cells with a high degree of plasticity to undergo both EMT 
and MET are the “real” metastasis initiator cells. Different 
degrees of EMT have been found to occur in solid tumors. 
Tumor cells with a partial EMT (an “intermediate pheno-
type” between epithelial and mesenchymal) have shown 
increased aggressiveness and the ability to survive in sus-
pension as single cells (36).

DETECTION METHODS
CTC are rare in the peripheral blood of patients with a vari-
ety of metastatic carcinomas and are currently estimated to 
account for 1 cell in a billion nucleated cells. In contrast to 
invasive procedures, such as biopsies, a blood test for CTC 
or bone marrow aspiration and biopsy for DTC are safe and 
can be performed with minimal patient discomfort on a re-
peated basis at low cost (Fig. 2) (37).

Different assays are needed for different contexts of use 
and different decisions which the test results will be used to 
inform, whether related to prognosis, prediction, pharma-
codynamics, or a measure of patient benefit. For example, 
these assays may enable a determination of the risk of re-
lapse or the risk of metastasis development or may guide the 
decision on adjuvant therapy based on posttreatment CTC 
enumeration.

The definition of a CTC varies with the assay used to 
isolate, capture, visualize, and/or enumerate cells, and dif-
ferent assays detect different subsets of cells and different 
biologic determinants in the respective subsets. As such, an 
individual assay must be evaluated critically from the point 
of view of which subsets of cells are being captured and/or 
analyzed, the performance characteristics of the assay that 

is used for particular types of measurement, and how the 
results are reported (14, 34, 38, 39).

CellSearch Immunomagnetic Isolation
The CellSearch (Janssen Diagnostics LLC) immuno-
magnetic isolation technique uses antibodies to EpCAM 
conjugated to magnetic beads for the immunomagnetic 
capture of EpCAM- expressing epithelial cells. EpCAM- 
expressing cells are automatically displayed visually and 
manually scored as CTC by a trained technologist, based 
on strict morphologic and immunohistochemical stain-
ing characteristics. A captured cell is classified as a CTC 
if it expresses cytokeratin, displays a nucleus when stained 
with 4′,6- diamidino- 2- phenylindole (DAPI), and is not a 
white blood cell as determined by a lack of expression of 
CD45 (40). The results are reported as the number of cells 
meeting the morphologic and immunohistochemical defini-
tion per 7.5 ml of blood, as analytically validated (40) and 
formally cleared by the FDA as an aid in the monitoring 
of patients with metastatic breast (41–44), colorectal (45, 
46), or prostate (47–49) cancer. Importantly, the number 
of cells meeting the criteria for CTC is only a small propor-
tion of the EpCAM- positive events displayed (50). Events 
not counted, for example, include EpCAM- positive cell 
fragments, cells undergoing apoptosis, necrotic cells, and 
anucleated cells.

For patients with metastatic prostate cancer, CTC iso-
lated by this method have the biologic determinants unique 
to prostate cancer, including expression of prostate specific 
antigen (PSA) and alpha- methylacyl- coenzyme A race-
mase and prostate- specific genomic abnormalities, such as 
androgen receptor (AR) gene copy number amplifications, 
phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) deletions, and 
TMPRSS:ETV fusion products (51, 52). It is underappreci-
ated that the proportion of cells visible in the chamber and 
meeting the strict criteria defining CTC represents only 1 

FIGURE 1 CTC in the process of metastatic progression. Tumor cells transition from the primary or 
metastatic site into the circulation to establish secondary sites. (Reprinted from reference 2 with permis-
sion of the publisher.)
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to 10% of the cells actually present. The sensitivity of the 
test can be increased if all EpCAM+ CK+ CD45− events are 
counted, a measurement that is prognostic for survival (50). 
This finding, however, has not been validated analytically 
or clinically and is not currently reported routinely.

Because the assay employs positive selection based on 
immunomagnetic enrichment for tumor cells expressing 
EpCAM, it is not useful for the isolation of cells from tu-
mors that do not express EpCAM, such as malignant mela-
noma and renal cell carcinoma. For these tumors, a different 

“hook” is necessary to capture tumor cells from the circu-
lation. Capture of these cells requires non- EpCAM- based 
methods, such as negative- depletion strategies that remove 
leukocytes followed by specific staining of the remaining 
mononuclear cell fraction with antibodies to markers spe-
cific to the tumor under study (11, 12). In an exploratory 
study of patients with melanoma, the isolation of cells based 
on the expression of a melanoma- associated chondroitin 
sulfate proteoglycan allowed the recognition of circulating 
melanoma cells based on morphology (53).

FIGURE 2 CTC in patients with cancer. Sampling of CTC by phlebotomy at the time that treatment 
is being considered has the potential to provide tumor material for molecular profiling of biomarkers 
informative of tumor sensitivity to the targeted therapy being considered. FISH, fluorescence in situ hy-
bridization. (Reprinted from reference 37 with permission of the publisher.)
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Flow Cytometry Methods
Flow cytometry methods are used to enrich for more ho-
mogeneous and highly purified tumor cell populations 
separated based on multiple cell surface and intracellular 
markers. The technique is useful for the evaluation of ex-
pression profiles of CTC (54–56), such as the isolation and 
capture of EpCAM+ CD45− cells from a mononucleated 
layer separated from blood through a Ficoll- Hypaque gra-
dient. DAPI is used as a vital stain to exclude permeable 
and apoptotic cells. Cells isolated by fluorescence- activated 
cell sorting were shown by multiplex reverse transcription- 
PCR (RT- PCR) to express tumor- specific mRNAs, indicat-
ing that these EpCAM+ events were bona fide CTC (37). 
Another technique uses photoacoustic properties of tumor 
cells, such as melanoma cells, to enrich for CTC after stimu-
lation by laser light, coupled with flow cytometry for further 
purification and isolation (57). By isolating CTC with a 
higher purity, these approaches have the potential to enable 
in- depth molecular profiling of CTC for a larger cohort of 
patients, enabling the study of gene signature patterns in 
the heterogeneous population of CTC. Whole- genome am-
plification from the cellular events isolated by sorting also 
enables mutational analyses and studies of copy number al-
terations at the level of single cells as prognostic and predic-
tive biomarkers (58). Flow cytometry-  or fluorescence in situ 
hybridization- based methods to identify sarcoma- specific 
fusion genes are currently being tested (59–61).

Microfluidic Capture Platforms
Microfluidic capture platforms allow sensitive and selective 
detection of CTC for enumeration and further molecular pro-
filing at the genomic, transcriptional, and translational levels 
for CTC isolated from patients with lung, breast, or prostate 
cancer (5, 14, 62). Reports using this technology have shown 
CTC isolation and capture rates at points in an illness where 
the CellSearch assay does not detect cells, such as localized 
prostate cancer (39). A herringbone configuration designed 
to create turbulence maximizes gentle cell contact with the 
surface of the chip while minimizing cell trauma. These 
platforms allow the isolation and capture of viable cells har-
boring mutations that predict tumor sensitivity to targeted 
therapies as well as clinical outcomes, such as the epidermal 
growth factor receptor T790M activating mutation in non- 
small- cell lung cancer (63, 64) or the KRAS mutations in 
colorectal cancer (65). Additional designs stagger obstacles 
to optimize cell size- dependent flow to increase contact with 
capture antibody- laden surfaces, where prostate specific 
membrane antigen- based immunoselection allows enrich-
ment of EpCAM- negative tumor cells (66). Novel genera-
tions of this technology allow the isolation of CTC based on 
inertial focusing- enhanced microfluidic chips or ferrofluidic 
separation in strategies that are either dependent on or inde-
pendent of tumor membrane epitopes on CTC from patients 
with epithelial and nonepithelial cancers, such as lung, pros-
tate, pancreas, and breast cancers and melanoma (67, 68).

Functional Assays
Functional assays allow detection of CTC based on tumor- 
specific metabolic capabilities. Epithelial immunospot 
(EPISPOT) assays detect CTC based on the release of full- 
length CK19 by carcinoma cells of various origins (12). For 
patients with breast cancer, detection of CK19- releasing 
cells in blood by EPISPOT assay predicted a lower overall 
survival rate, and the combination of the EPISPOT and 
CellSearch assays was the strongest predictor of OS in mul-
tivariate regression analysis (69). Tumor antigens mucin 
1 and PSA were detected in the majority of patients with 

metastatic breast and prostate cancers, respectively, whereas 
the test results were negative for healthy controls or patients 
with benign prostatic hyperplasia (70). Collagen adhesion 
matrix assays allow enrichment of CTC based on their abil-
ity to ingest and invade connective tissue- like material. Al-
though it is in the initial development phase, this method 
could allow for a functional separation of more aggressive, 
invasive types of CTC from patients with prostate or breast 
cancers (71). Dielectrophoretic array technologies displace 
blood cells when they pass over microelectrode array config-
urations designed to separate cells as a function of cell size 
and electrostatic charges. Cells isolated in this way can be 
characterized by microscopy or could be analyzed for pre-
dictive molecular biomarkers based on relative fluorescence 
parameters combined with morphology (72–74).

Filtration Assays
Filtration assays capture CTC based on their large size and 
inflexible biophysical properties relative to those of hema-
topoietic cells when passed through a porous membrane. 
Several different pore sizes and shapes have been tested. 
Advantages of these systems are the ability to perform CTC 
analysis, including immunocytochemistry, directly on the 
membrane, as well as the agnostic enrichment of CTC in-
different of EpCAM expression, which allows collection of 
EMT cells, CTC with stem cell- like features, and circulat-
ing cancer- associated macrophage- like cells (75–79). These 
approaches miss small cells, but in the process of CTC 
recovery, cancer- associated macrophage- like cell popula-
tions have been noted to associate with CTC and provide 
highly sensitive biomarkers for solid tumors. These tumor- 
associated giant cells are capable of binding to CTC and 
facilitate their transport and mobilization through the pe-
ripheral circulation of cancer patients (79, 80).

Genome- , Transcription- , and Translation- Based 
Assays
Genome- , transcription- , and translation- based assays have 
long been utilized to detect low levels of cancer- specific 
mRNAs in the mononuclear cell fraction of the blood that 
are presumed to be from CTC. mRNA for PSA has been 
tested in the peripheral blood of patients with prostatic 
cancer (81, 82), and mRNA has been used for detection of 
CEA, CK, and CD133 in patients with colorectal cancer 
(83). Additional markers are under investigation for detec-
tion of CTC from patients with breast, prostate, lung, mel-
anoma, and head and neck cancers (84–91). An RT- PCR 
method targeting EWS- FLI- 1 or EWS- ERG transcripts was 
studied for patients with Ewing tumors to detect evidence 
of occult tumor cells (92). Additional methods isolate CTC 
from blood by using immunomagnetic methods to preen-
rich cells for increased detection of tumor- specific mRNAs 
of breast, prostate, EMT, or stem cell- like cells (93). In some 
cases, the tumor- specific mRNA detected in the mononu-
clear cell fraction represents phagocytosed tumor cells in 
macrophages and does not represent intact tumor cells. To 
increase the detection sensitivity and tumor- specific mo-
lecular profiling of CTC from the blood sample, selection 
techniques (MagSweeper, AdnaTest, and IsoFlux) have 
been used to enrich for CTC or to deplete white blood cells 
before in- depth molecular profiling (68, 94–96).

Agnostic Methods
Agnostic methods to characterize CTC do not enrich for 
a specific epitope marker or use a physical size- specific cap-
ture method; instead, all nucleated blood cells are analyzed 
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by immunofluorescence and cytometry for tumor- specific 
markers by use of high- throughput multiparametric imaging 
systems (Fig. 3) (80). Such technologies have allowed the 
identification and characterization of tumor cells in relation 
to their primary tumors in patients with breast, colorectal, 
and lung cancers (80, 97).

CLINICAL UTILITY OF CTC
Targeted approaches are useful for cohorts of patients with 
tumors that express the target. A clear unmet need for pa-
tients with metastatic cancer is for reliable outcome mea-
sures of the clinical benefit at the time of reassessment and 
treatment selection. Optimal use of these agents for patients 
with progressive cancer requires new blood- based assays to 
profile recurrent metastatic disease in a “liquid biopsy” sam-
ple to guide treatment selection based on biologic profiles. 
A biomarker is a characteristic that is objectively measured 
and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological or patho-
genic processes or pharmacologic responses to therapeutic 
intervention (98). This will ultimately accelerate clinical 
trials and improve clinical care.

Context of Use
Context of use represents the specific clinical settings in 
which the results of an assay will be used to inform a medical 
decision. As drugs are approved for indications, biomarkers 
are qualified for specific contexts of use as detailed in the FDA 
Critical Path (99, 100). No single assay can fulfill the require-
ments for clinical validation or qualification for all contexts 
of use. The trial designs needed to establish clinical validity 
and qualification will also differ as a function of which assay, 
if any, is currently available that addresses the context of use.

The specific contexts of use where qualified biomarkers 
would influence medical decisions include the following:

1. Detection— use of the biomarker to establish a 
diagnosis.

2. Prognosis— measuring the probability of a specific 
clinical outcome, such as recurrence, progression, or 
survival.

3. Prediction— identifying the chance of response to a 
specific therapy. Treatment resistance biomarkers de-
fine biologic determinants of failure or progression, 
such as second- site mutations.

FIGURE 3 Immunofluorescence and cytometry assay by use of high- throughput multiparametric imag-
ing systems for detection of tumor- specific markers in the peripheral blood mononucleated cell fraction for 
patients with metastatic cancer. Immunostaining for cytokeratin (red) and the nucleus (DAPI; blue) sep-
arates morphologically distinct tumor cells from surrounding white blood cells stained by CD45 (green). 
(Reprinted from reference 80 with permission of the publisher.)
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4. Response— response indicator biomarkers demon-
strate a pharmacologic or physiologic response to the 
treatment, which does not necessarily mean that the 
patient has benefitted from a treatment.

5. Efficacy— efficacy response biomarkers are surrogates 
for how a patient feels or functions or how long he or 
she survives and are used to extrapolate the clinical 
benefit.

Analytical Validation
Analytical validation establishes the performance charac-
teristics of an assay and the range of conditions under which 
an assay gives reproducible and accurate data. In this process, 
rigorous performance testing is required to meet Clinical 
Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) regulatory 
requirements. Validation requires a rigorous performance 
that can be considered in three steps: (i) preanalytical as-
sessment of specimen selection, handling, processing, and 
storage parameters; (ii) validation of analytical character-
istics to meet CLIA regulatory requirements, establishment 
of the inter-  and intra- assay precision, linearity, and analyte 
recovery, and standardization and development of a com-
prehensive quality control program; and (iii) assessment of 
postanalytical parameters requiring data management.

Clinical Qualification
Clinical qualification, distinct from the analytical valida-
tion, is the evidentiary process of linking a biomarker with 
biological processes or clinical endpoints in the context of 
an intended use to inform a medical decision as described 
in the FDA Critical Path (99, 100). Because there are more 
biomarkers than questions, and given the effort and cost to 
conduct these investigations, it is essential to develop met-
rics to determine which biomarkers that appear promising 
warrant prospective testing in large- scale phase III trials to 
establish qualification.

CTC Enumeration by CellSearch Assay as a 
Prognosis and Response Indicator Biomarker
CTC enumeration by CellSearch assay as a prognosis and 
response indicator biomarker was tested in a series of clini-
cal trials of similar design in patients with metastatic breast 
(41–44), prostate (48, 49), and colorectal (45, 46) cancers 
about to start a new line of therapy. CTC measured at base-
line and at subsequent follow- up visits were used to define 
patient groups with favorable and unfavorable prognoses 
based on disease- specific cutoffs (for the favorable group, 4 
or fewer CTC per 7.5 ml of blood for breast and prostate can-
cers and 2 or fewer CTC per 7.5 ml of blood for colorectal 
cancer). In this context, CTC enumeration was prognostic 
of median progression- free survival and overall survival (Ta-
ble 1) (42, 101). Posttreatment CTC enumeration remains 

prognostic 4, 8, or 12 weeks after initiating treatments in 
this context (45, 46, 48, 49, 102). These studies resulted in 
FDA clearance of the CellSearch system to measure CTC 
as a marker of prognosis in the monitoring of patients with 
metastatic breast, prostate, and colorectal cancers and as a 
response indicator biomarker by serial testing for CTC in 
conjunction with other clinical methods, as described in the 
510(K) document (103).

In a head- to- head comparison for patients with meta-
static castration- resistant prostate cancer starting a new 
line of chemotherapy, the posttreatment CTC number was 
a stronger prognostic factor for survival than a 50% decline 
in PSA (area under the concentration- time curve for the 
receiver operating characteristic curve, 0.87 versus 0.62) 
(48, 49). The discriminatory power of baseline CTC counts 
for survival was analyzed in a multivariate proportional 
hazards model with the concordance probability estimate 
(104). Baseline CTC counts (analyzed with the dichoto-
mous definition of unfavorable versus favorable) had the 
strongest association with survival time (hazard ratio [HR], 
1.58; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.41 to 1.77) compared 
to PSA (HR, 1.26; 95% CI, 1.10 to 1.45). Additional base-
line factors associated with decreased overall survival in-
cluded high lactate dehydrogenase levels (HR, 6.44; 95% 
CI, 4.24 to 9.79) and low hemoglobin levels (HR, 0.72; 
95% CI, 0.64 to 0.81).

In a separate analysis, CTC counts were related to sur-
vival time as a continuous function by using nonparametric 
smoothing analysis without a threshold effect (47). This ar-
gued against the use of discrete CTC cutoff values in decision- 
making, a finding confirmed in multiple studies (49).

As a response indicator of treatment outcome, CTC con-
version is more associated with survival than is a decline in 
PSA, as measured at 4, 8, and 12 weeks (48, 49). The most 
prognostic factors for survival were baseline lactate dehy-
drogenase levels and the fold change in CTC count from 
baseline to the follow- up time of measurement (concor-
dance probability estimate, 0.72 to 0.75) (49). A biomarker 
panel containing CTC number and lactate dehydrogenase 
levels was demonstrated to be a surrogate for survival at the 
individual- patient level in a randomized trial with a novel an-
tiandrogen, abiraterone acetate, for patients with metastatic 
prostate cancer (105). These findings suggest that monitoring 
the CTC number as early as 4 weeks posttreatment may add 
clinical data to assist in treatment decisions.

Molecular Characteristics of CTC
Molecular characteristics of CTC observed by PCR- based 
assays have been tested as prognosis and response indicator 
biomarkers. The frequency of detection of PSA mRNA in 
peripheral blood of patients with prostatic cancer correlated 
with the tumor stage (81, 82). Detection of additional 

TABLE 1 Context of use for baseline CTC count as a prognostic biomarker for overall survival for patients with metastatic 
disease from the Immunicon 38 trialsa

Type of cancer
Threshold for 
unfavorable 
CTC count

No. (%) of 
patients with 
unfavorable 

baseline count

Overall survival based on CTC counts 
(mo) (mean [95% CI]) Cox HR; log 

rank P value Reference(s)
Favorable group Unfavorable group

Prostate cancer <5 219 (43) 21.7 (21.3–>26) 11.5 (9.3–13.7) 3.3; <0.0001 48, 49
Breast cancer <5 177 (49) 21.9 (20.1–>25) 10.9 (6.4–15.1) 2.45 (1.64–3.65); 

<0.0001
44, 49

Colorectal cancer <3 413 (26) 18.5 (15.5–21.2)  9.4 (7.5–11.6) 2.45 (1.77–3.39); 
<0.0001

45, 46

aReprinted from reference 2 with permission of the publisher.
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prostate cancer enriched genes in whole blood collected in 
PAXgene tubes by a sensitive and analytically validated PCR 
assay was demonstrated to have predictive value for overall 
survival in patients with metastatic castration- resistant pros-
tate cancer and was complementary to CellSearch CTC enu-
meration (91). Detecting CEA, CK19, CK20, and/or CD133 
mRNA by RT- PCR was a significant prognostic factor for 
overall survival (HR, 3.84; 95% CI, 2.41 to 6.22; P < 0.001) 
and disease- free survival (HR, 3.02; 95% CI, 1.83 to 5.00; P 
< 0.001), in particular for patients with Dukes’ stage B and 
C colorectal cancer (83). Serial monitoring by RT- PCR of 
a multimarker panel for circulating melanoma cells during 
biochemotherapy may be useful for predicting therapeutic ef-
ficacy and disease outcome for patients with metastatic mela-
noma, although additional studies are necessary (106).

CTC as Biomarkers Predictive of Tumor Sensitivity
As biomarkers predictive of tumor sensitivity, CTC have the 
potential to provide a snapshot of the molecular makeup of 
an individual patient’s tumor to profile the determinants that 
predict sensitivity or resistance to treatment at the time of 
treatment decision. Such a “liquid biopsy” will definitely im-
prove the understanding of tumor growth biology, which can 
change during the course of disease. Predicting the likelihood 
that a patient will benefit from a targeted therapy requires a 
demonstration that the “target” is present in the tumor when 
treatment is considered. Currently, molecular profiling of het-
erogeneous tumors is limited by a lack of representative tumor 
samples in routine clinical practice settings (107).

For prostate cancer, recent reports evaluated alterations 
in AR at the protein, RNA, and DNA levels (52, 107, 108), 
IGF- 1R expression (109), and TMPRSS2- ETV fusions (52, 
94), which have been postulated to increase the likelihood 
of response to a therapy targeting the specific signaling 
pathway. AR amplification, although infrequent in primary/
diagnostic tumor specimens, is detected in upwards of 50% 
of castration- resistant lesions (110, 111). AR genomic am-
plification and copy number gain have been documented for 
CTC from patients with castration- resistant prostate can-
cer, with frequencies similar to those reported for late- stage 
tumors (52, 108).

Detection of a kinase mutation predictive of tumor sen-
sitivity in CTC has potential for clinical application in se-
lecting patients with metastatic colorectal or lung cancer 
who are most likely to benefit from epidermal growth fac-
tor receptor- targeted therapies (64, 112, 113). Combining 
a microfluidic enrichment system and a mutation assay for 
KRAS has been proposed to improve the sensitivity of lon-
gitudinal tracking of such oncogenic mutational changes, 
with high success rates (65). The prognostic value of HER2/
neu, IGF-1R, and AR splice variants expression in CTC is 
currently being studied in the context of clinical trials with 
novel therapies targeting these markers, as a potential tu-
mor sensitivity predictive biomarker, and as a pharmacody-
namic measurement for defining the optimal dose, not just 
the maximum tolerated dose (51, 108, 109, 114).

There are many more potential contexts, and the analyt-
ical validation of these assays is ongoing. Although prom-
ising, these results still require a rigorous validation across 
independent cohorts of patients in the appropriate context 
of proposed use. Since it is not clear which biomarker will 
be most informative for a medical decision to address a spe-
cific context of use, there must be a process for prioritizing 
biomarker development, first in short efficacy trials in the 
selected context of use, before beginning full development 
of a biomarker in large, costly phase III trials.

THE FUTURE OF CTC IN THE CLINIC
Recent work with several tumor types has shown that pa-
tients in whom CTC are detected, by use of a variety of dif-
ferent assays, have an inferior prognosis relative to that for 
patients in whom CTC are not detected and that the “elimi-
nation or decrease” of CTC following treatment is associated 
with improved clinical outcomes (115). The observation in a 
prostate cancer population that CTC could be detected in pa-
tients on hormonal therapy with no measurable PSA suggests 
that seeding may continue despite seemingly successful ther-
apy and that the continued detection of CTC could provide 
unique information. Equally intriguing is the potential for the 
biologic characterization of CTC to provide a profile of an 
individual patient’s tumor that can be used to guide treatment 
selection, i.e., a liquid biopsy to enable personalized medicine 
in cases where the potential for point- of- care tests is clear.

The approval of new therapies for patients with can-
cer based on overall survival requires large cohorts with a 
lengthy follow- up. Qualified biomarkers for discrete con-
texts of use have the potential to shorten the drug devel-
opment process. More significant power to discriminate 
between low and high risks of a specific outcome could be 
obtained by combining multiple biomarkers, such as CTC, 
with additional blood- based as well as radiologic or tissue- 
based biomarkers, which will ultimately result in a “basket” 
biomarker meant to influence medical decision- making.
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Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics 
Testing in the 21st Century

QIUHENG ZHANG AND ELAINE F. REED

112
The scope of immunogenetics and histocompatibility test-
ing in transplantation has changed dramatically over the 
past 50 years. In organ transplantation, outcomes continue 
to improve as a result of better immunogenetics testing, im-
mune suppression, and patient management; however, acute 
rejection and chronic rejection remain the biggest obstacles 
for successful transplantation. Since “crossmatching” was 
first described by Patel and Terasaki (1), the goal to provide 
accurate immunological risk assessment for transplant re-
cipients remains unchanged. Histocompatibility and immu-
nogenetics laboratories utilize multiple diagnostic assays to 
evaluate HLA compatibility between donors and recipients. 
Furthermore, testing has expanded to include immunoge-
netics systems other than those using HLA, such as killer 
immunoglobulin- like receptors (KIR) (2, 3), major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC) class I chain- related gene A 
(MICA) (4), angiotensin type 1 receptor (AT1R) (5), and 
genes encoding cytokines. The application of new state- of- 
the- art diagnostic tests that inform on the immune status of 
the transplant recipient has transformed the role of the im-
munogenetics laboratory from providing tissue- typing and 
crossmatching services to assessing immunologic risk, donor 
selection, and presentation of strategies for desensitization 
and therapeutic intervention. In addition, immunological 
risk assessment is no longer limited to the pretransplant 
period but has become increasingly recognized as a nonin-
vasive tool for assessing acute and chronic rejection (6–8).

The MHC, or human leukocyte antigen (HLA), genes 
are the most polymorphic in the human genome. The highly 
polymorphic nature of the MHC genes is the foundation of 
immune responses for both solid- organ transplantation and 
hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Sanger 
sequence- based HLA typing has long been considered the 
“gold standard” for high- resolution typing; however, this 
method cannot readily distinguish between polymorphisms 
on the same chromosome (cis) or different chromosomes 
(trans), thereby creating ambiguities that are difficult, time- 
consuming, and expensive to resolve. Recently, a massive 
parallel sequencing technology, also referred to as next- 
generation sequencing (NGS), has been developed to se-
quence the entire HLA gene. Full- length sequencing of a 
haplotype provides phasing between linked polymorphic 
sites in both exons and introns, resulting in fewer ambi-
guities and higher resolution typing results (9, 10). These 
results will ultimately lead to improved matching and 

survival. Chapter 113 by Kunkel et al. explains the premises 
behind various molecular techniques used to differentiate 
HLA alleles and how to apply one or more of these meth-
ods to achieve the degree of typing resolution required for a 
given clinical application.

Introduced in 1968 by Terasaki (11), the complement- 
dependent cytotoxicity test became the standard technique 
for serologic typing, antibody screening, and crossmatching 
in the 1960s and 1970s. Panel- reactive antibody, or PRA, is 
used to identify sensitized patients and estimate their likeli-
hood of finding a crossmatch- compatible donor from a panel 
of healthy blood donors representing the HLA types of the 
potential organ donor pool. The presence of HLA antibodies 
at titers sufficient to give a positive cytotoxicity crossmatch 
has been considered a contraindication for transplantation. 
Nowadays, cytotoxicity still has an important role in histo-
compatibility laboratories as a functional assay, and it remains 
the standard test for antibody crossmatches. Introduction of 
solid- phase assays in the mid- 1990s has allowed for a more 
comprehensive, sensitive, and cost- effective method for de-
tection of HLA antibodies than the traditional complement- 
dependent cytotoxicity test. Precise measurement of 
HLA- specific antibodies permits more accurate risk assess-
ment for patients awaiting transplantation, participating in 
kidney exchange programs, and undergoing desensitization 
procedures. Many laboratories have begun to correlate solid- 
phase test results with cell- based crossmatch test results and 
have employed this information to develop accurate “virtual” 
crossmatch predictions to define unacceptable donor HLA 
antigens for optimizing donor selection for transplantation. 
A kidney allocation process using calculated PRA (cPRA) 
was implemented by the United Network for Organ Shar-
ing (UNOS) on 1 October 2009 (12). The cPRA uses the 
patient’s HLA class I and class II antibody specificities to de-
termine the frequency of these unacceptable antigens in the 
donor population and thereby predicts the probability of a 
positive crossmatch. A complete review of the patient’s sensi-
tization history, including transfusions, pregnancies, and pre-
vious transplants, is critically important to accurately define 
unacceptable HLA antigens for sensitized patients. Increased 
numbers of unacceptable HLA antigens result in a dramat-
ically diminished potential for receiving organ offers, pro-
longed wait times, and the death of patients on the wait list.

The demand for organ transplantation has rapidly in-
creased over the past decade. The number of patients on the 
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wait list at the end of 2014 had risen to over 120,000, while 
the number of patients receiving deceased- donor trans-
plants remains just over 2,000 annually due to the organ 
donor shortage. The donor shortage has placed an increased 
emphasis on attempts to expand live- donor transplants, 
when possible. However, approximately one- third of kidney 
transplant candidates who present with a potential living 
donor(s) will be incompatible owing to blood type or HLA 
incompatibility. To address this limitation, kidney paired- 
exchange (KPD) programs have been established to enable 
kidney transplant candidates with willing but incompatible 
living donors to join a registry of other incompatible pairs 
in order to find potentially compatible transplant solutions. 
To maximize donor- recipient matching and minimize im-
munologic risk, these multicenter KPD programs use sophis-
ticated algorithms combined with desensitization therapy to 
identify optimal match potential, with two, three, or more 
simultaneous complex multiway exchanges. In the United 
States, KPD has increased dramatically in the past decade 
(13, 14), from three transplants facilitated in 2000 to 581 in 
2013. Clinical protocols using high- dose intravenous immu-
noglobulin (IVIG) or a combination of IVIG and plasma-
pheresis with or without rituximab and bortezomib are being 
used to successfully desensitize and perform transplants on 
patients who otherwise might have waited years for a com-
patible deceased- donor organ (15–18). Laboratory support 
for these innovative clinical protocols is vital and is highly 
dependent upon timely, complete, and accurate assessment 
of the levels and specificities of patients’ antibodies.

Given that allograft rejection can occur in HLA- 
identical transplant recipients in the absence of demonstra-
ble donor- specific HLA antibodies, the clinical relevance 
of non- HLA antibodies is increasingly recognized (19, 20). 
Non- HLA antibodies can reliably be detected by solid- phase 
assays (MICA, AT1R, collagen- V, vimentin) and by a flow- 
crossmatch technique testing for antibodies against donor 
endothelial progenitors or surrogate endothelial cell lines. In 
addition, with the advancement of many high- throughput 
genomics, proteomics, and ProtoArray methods, efforts have 
been made to understand the mechanisms of graft rejection 
and identify novel biomarkers for acute rejection, chronic 
rejection, and tolerance. Five of the chapters in this sec-
tion focus on the methods that are being used to monitor 
and evaluate transplant patients. Sikorski and colleagues 
in chapter 114 compare the various techniques for defining 
clinically relevant alloantibodies and illustrate the utility of 
these assays in clinical desensitization protocols, and Jackson 
and Dale describe current methods for detecting non- HLA 
antibodies in solid- organ transplantation in chapter 115. 
In chapter 116, Metes et al. discuss approaches to evaluate 
cellular sensitization that can be employed in steroid with-
drawal protocols and posttransplant monitoring for rejection 
or tolerance. As summarized by Tan et al. (chapter 117), im-
proved reagents have led to an increased appreciation of the 
association between complement activation in transplants 
with poor outcomes (21–23). In addition, the advantages 
and disadvantages of various reagents to complement used 
for the diagnosis of different types of rejection in transplants 
have been discussed. Dadhania et al. (chapter 118) describe 
molecular and proteomic techniques that permit earlier and 
more sensitive detection of allograft rejection.

The key factors in predicting survival after bone marrow 
transplantation or HSCT are the stage of disease and the 
degree of HLA matching. There is a progressive decrease 
in survival after HSCT, with each HLA allele mismatch 
reducing the probability of overall survival at 5 years by 
approximately 10% (24–26). The availability of suitable 

donors is problematic for many patients who are candidates 
for HSCT. The ideal donor for HSCT is an HLA- identical 
sibling, but only 30% of patients have a suitable matched 
related donor. Efforts to increase the number of available 
donors have fostered altruistic donor registries, with more 
than 50 such registries worldwide. One of the largest reg-
istries is the National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP), 
which presently has more than 10 million typed potential 
marrow and peripheral blood stem cell donors and more 
than 185,000 cord blood units. Registry data show that 
patients receiving transplants from HLA- A, - B, - C, and 
- DRB1 locus (8/8) allele- matched unrelated donors have 
outcomes significantly superior to those of patients receiv-
ing transplants from donors with one or more mismatches 
at these loci, while the clinical relevance of matching at 
the DQB1 locus remains unclear (25). It is estimated that 
31 to 75% of patients, depending on ethnic background, 
are able to find an 8/8 matched unrelated donor in the 
registry. Recently, retrospective analyses looking at HLA- 
DPB1 mismatches according to T- cell epitopes showed that 
nonpermissive mismatches were associated with increased 
risks of overall mortality, transplant- related mortality, and 
severe acute graft- versus- host disease (GVHD) compared 
with permissive mismatches or DPB1 matches (27). There-
fore, selecting the best donor, when there are several do-
nors equally matched for HLA- A, - B, - C, and DRB1, may 
be further narrowed by evaluation of the DPB1 haplotype. 
Selection of a matched or permissive DPB1 haplotype ap-
pears to decrease early nonrelapse mortality but does not 
impact long- term survival. Alternative sources of stem cells 
from umbilical cord blood (UCB) serve as a valuable source 
of hematopoietic stem cells for allogeneic transplantation 
when a matched sibling or unrelated donor is not available, 
since UCB requires less stringent HLA matching (28, 29). 
A major advantage of umbilical cord stem cells is that they 
can be obtained in less than 4 weeks, which is particularly 
important for patients with rapidly progressive malignan-
cies. One of the disadvantages of UCB transplantation, 
however, is that it is associated with a high degree of graft 
rejection and treatment- related mortality, which appears to 
be directly associated with UCB cell dose. For transplants 
with some degree of HLA mismatching, accurate determi-
nation of humoral sensitization is required to assess the risk 
of engraftment failure due to antibody- mediated rejection. 
The relationship among KIR matching, expression, geno-
type, and transplantation outcomes has also been an area of 
intense interest, with rapidly evolving data and insights. In 
HLA- identical or nearly HLA- identical transplantations, 
other aspects of KIR physiology may take on a more impor-
tant role. KIR haplotype A encodes mainly inhibitory recep-
tors and only one activating receptor, while KIR haplotype 
B encodes more activating receptors. Donors in whom the 
centromeric B genes were present had a lower rate of re-
lapse and superior rates of survival of acute myeloid leuke-
mia (AML) (2). Compared with homozygous A/A donors, 
grafts from homozygous centromeric B/B donors resulted in 
a lower cumulative incidence of relapse. In chapter 119 of 
this section, Rajalingam et al. focus on the polymorphism 
of the KIR genes and report that defining KIR alleles and 
haplotypes is applicable to areas other than HSCT, as KIR 
genotypes may affect susceptibility to autoimmunity and vi-
ral infections.

Graft rejection, disease relapse, and GVHD are major 
complications after allogeneic HSCT. Short tandem repeats 
(STRs) are highly polymorphic DNA sequences in the hu-
man genome. The basic principle of chimerism detection 
is based on the differences between donor and recipient 
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polymorphic genetic markers. Quantitative monitoring of 
mixed chimerism of self and donor origins after HSCT by 
STR analysis has become a routine diagnostic tool in the 
detection of engraftment failure, predicting rejection and 
disease relapse (30, 31). Baxter- Lowe discusses in chapter 
120 the techniques that can be employed to determine both 
engraftment of donor stem cells and the relative degree of 
donor- recipient chimerism.

In summary, the following chapters describe the exciting 
technologies developed during the past 2 decades in histo-
compatibility and immunogenetics laboratories which ad-
vance the care and management of transplant patients using 
precision- based medicine.
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OVERVIEW
The characterization and clinical assessment of the human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes has undergone significant ad-
vances over the last 50 years. As serological methods have given 
way to more- advanced molecular methods, our understanding 
of the complexity and polymorphic nature of the HLA genes 
has been substantially improved. From its basis in serological 
and cellular testing in the 1960s (antibody and mixed lympho-
cyte culture) (1–5), through two- dimensional electrophoresis 
and restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis in the 
1970s and ’80s (5, 6), the development of PCR in the mid- 1980s 
revolutionized our molecular understanding of the HLA genes. 
From PCR, methods utilizing sequence- specific oligonucleotide 
probes (SSOs) and sequence- specific primers (SSPs) provided 
the means for more directly evaluating the highly variable se-
quence motifs within the HLA genes (7–10). Subsequently, in 
the 1990s, Sanger sequence- based typing (SBT) significantly 
advanced tissue typing and transplantation genetics (11–14) 
by providing an unprecedented molecular view of HLA poly-
morphism in the context of exonic variation. Most recently, 
next- generation sequencing (NGS) appears to definitively ad-
dress HLA typing complexity, as it provides entire HLA gene 
characterization and haploid sequence determination.

From the discovery of the first HLA antigen, MAC (by 
Jean Dausset in the late 1950s) (15), to the rapid discov-
ery of many more antigens throughout the 1960s (16), the 
scientific community recognized the need for common re-
agents, tests, methods, and formal naming conventions for 
the proteins responsible for self/nonself recognition. The 
first international HLA workshop in 1964 set the stage for 
identifying reliable, tested antisera for serological typing and 
established official nomenclature (17). In conjunction with 
these workshops, mixed lymphocyte culture testing, devel-
oped in the 1960s, quickly demonstrated the inadequacy of 
serological typing alone, as reactivity (and rejection) was 
often observed between subjects who were serologically 
identical (18). At the same time, Rolf Zinkernagel and 
Peter Doherty in the early 1970s discovered (19, 20) that 
immunologic effector cells, T cells, recognize and respond 
to a specific antigen only if a peptide from the antigen is 
presented in the context of an HLA molecule.

The Role and Polymorphic Nature of HLA Genes
Even with a basic cellular and humoral understanding of HLA 
protein function, the concept of major histocompatibility 

complex (MHC) restriction, in light of antigen binding and 
presentation, wasn’t fully understood until the HLA protein 
structure was determined in the late 1980s (21–23). The 
identification of the HLA protein’s antigen- binding pocket 
explained how allelic polymorphisms within the pocket cre-
ate the potentially millions of variable antigen specificities 
from just a few genes. Therefore, the highly polymorphic na-
ture of the HLA genes is largely related to their necessary 
immune function, where, as receptors for foreign antigens, 
the HLA proteins must display a vast repertoire of poten-
tial antigen- binding conformations. In the late 1980s and 
1990s, as molecular methods like SSO, SSP, and SBT were 
fully developed (7–14), the HLA genes were recognized as 
some of the most polymorphic in the human genome and 
formed the basis for the creation of an HLA allele sequence 
library, whereby all known HLA alleles could be recorded. 
The very high variability of the HLA genes and their respec-
tive proteins interacting with both self and nonself peptides 
has implications in organ and bone marrow transplantation, 
auto immune disease, response to infectious disease, and even 
response to medications (pharmacogenomics) (24–29).

Organization of the HLA Genes and the Ensuing 
Protein Structure
The HLA genes are located on the short arm of chromo-
some 6 within the MHC region, which encodes many im-
mune response proteins (30, 31). Beyond the standard class 
I (HLA- A, - B, and - C) and class II genes (HLA- DRB1/3/4/5, 
- DQA1, - DQB1, - DPA1, and - DPB1) targeted by HLA 
typing, there are multiple class I and class II “related” or 
pseudogenes spread across ~3.5 Mb of the MHC (for a com-
plete list, see Table 1).

The class I molecule is a transmembrane protein made 
up of a single HLA polypeptide heavy chain (encoded by 
a single MHC gene) that is associated noncovalently with 
β- microglobulin (a protein encoded by a nonpolymorphic, 
non- MHC gene) (Fig. 1). For class I proteins, the antigen 
recognition site (ARS) is encoded by exon 2 (α1 domain) 
and by exon 3 (α2 domain). Exon 4 encodes a region (α3 do-
main) that associates with β- microglobulin and is proximal 
to the cell membrane. Of most importance to tissue typing, 
exons 2 and 3 are the most polymorphic and encode the 
peptide- binding domains involved in antigen presentation, 
which is why traditionally only polymorphisms in exons 2 
and 3 were assessed. More recently, class I HLA typing has 
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TABLE 1 HLA genes, gene fragments, and pseudogenesa

Name Previous equivalents Molecular characterization

HLA- A – Class I α- chain
HLA- B – Class I α- chain
HLA- C – Class I α- chain
HLA- E E, ‘6.2’ Associated with class I 6.2- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- F F, ‘5.4’ Associated with class I 5.4- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- G G, ‘6.0’ Associated with class I 6.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- H H, AR, ‘12.4’ Class I pseudogene associated with 5.4- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- J cda12 Class I pseudogene associated with 5.9- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- K HLA- 70 Class I pseudogene associated with 7.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- L HLA- 92 Class I pseudogene associated with 9.2- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- N HLA- 30 Class I gene fragment associated with 1.7- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- P HLA- 90 Class I gene fragment associated with 9.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- S HLA- 17 Class I gene fragment associated with 3.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- T HLA- 16 Class I gene fragment associated with 16.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- U HLA- 21 Class I gene fragment associated with 2.1- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- V HLA- 75 Class I gene fragment associated with 7.5- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- W HLA- 80 Class I gene fragment associated with 8.0- kb HindIII fragment
HLA- X HLA- X Class I gene fragment
HLA- Y HLA- BEL/COQ/DEL Class I pseudogene
HLA- Z HLA- Z1 Class I gene fragment located within the HLA class II region
HLA- DRA DRα DR α- chain
HLA- DRB1 DRβI, DR1B DR β1- chain determining specificities of DR1, DR2, DR3, DR4, DR5, etc.
HLA- DRB2 DRβII Pseudogene with DR β- like sequences
HLA- DRB3 DRβIII, DR3B DR β3- chain determining DR52 and Dw24, Dw25, Dw26 specificities
HLA- DRB4 DRβIV, DR4B DR β4- chain determining DR53
HLA- DRB5 DRβIII DR β5- chain determining DR51
HLA- DRB6 DRBX, DRBσ DRB pseudogene found on DR1, DR2, and DR10 haplotypes
HLA- DRB7 DRBψ1 DRB pseudogene found on DR4, DR7, and DR9 haplotypes
HLA- DRB8 DRBψ2 DRB pseudogene found on DR4, DR7, and DR9 haplotypes
HLA- DRB9 M4.2 β exon DRB pseudogene, isolated fragment
HLA- DQA1 DQα1, DQ1A DQ α- chain as expressed
HLA- DQB1 DQβ1, DQ1B DQ β- chain as expressed
HLA- DQA2 DXα, DQ2A DQ α- chain- related sequence, not known to be expressed
HLA- DQB2 DXβ, DQ2B DQ β- chain- related sequence, not known to be expressed
HLA- DQB3 DVβ, DQB3 DQ β- chain- related sequence, not known to be expressed
HLA- DOA DZα, DOα, DNA DO α- chain
HLA- DOB DOβ DO β- chain
HLA- DMA RING6 DM α- chain
HLA- DMB RING7 DM β- chain
HLA- DPA1 DPα1, DP1A DP α- chain as expressed
HLA- DPB1 DPβ1, DP1B DP β- chain as expressed
HLA- DPA2 DPα2, DP2A DP α- chain- related pseudogene
HLA- DPB2 DPβ2, DP2B DP β- chain- related pseudogene
HLA- DPA3 DPA3 DP α- chain- related pseudogene
TAP1 ABCB2, RING4, Y3, PSF1 ABC transporter
TAP2 ABCB3, RING11, Y1, PSF2 ABC transporter
PSMB9 LMP2, RING12 Proteasome- related sequence
PSMB8 LMP7, RING10 Proteasome- related sequence
MICA MICA, PERB11.1 Class I chain- related gene
MICB MICB, PERB11.2 Class I chain- related gene
MICC MICC, PERB11.3 Class I chain- related pseudogene
MICD MICD, PERB11.4 Class I chain- related pseudogene
MICE MICE, PERB11.5 Class I chain- related pseudogene

aAdapted from reference 35.
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expanded to include other exons in high- resolution typing, 
as exon 4, for example, has been shown to contain polymor-
phisms that distinguish unique HLA alleles.

The class II molecule is made up of separate α and β pro-
tein subunits encoded on separate genes within the MHC 
that are noncovalently associated posttranslationally (Fig. 1). 
The ARS is exclusively encoded by exon 2 of both the α-  and 
β- chains (α1 and β1 domains). Exon 3 from both the α-  and 
β- chain (α2 and β2 domains) makes up the region proximal 
to the cell membrane. Historically, due to its involvement 
in antigen presentation, only exon 2 of class II proteins was 
interrogated, but due to known polymorphisms in exon 3, in-
creasingly both exons are included in high- resolution typing.

The Publication of HLA Data
Since 1987, the organization, public accessibility, and dis-
tribution of HLA allele data has been provided through the 
IMGT/HLA database, managed by the Anthony Nolan Re-
search Institute and hosted by the European Bioinformatics 
Institute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/imgt/hla/). Since the 
introduction of the database, there has been steady growth 
in the number of alleles, with 14,409 alleles now identified 
(release 3.23.0, January 2016). The ever increasing number 
of new alleles, combined with current typing method lim-
itations, poses a challenge to labs that need to identify these 
alleles for clinical purposes. Identifying new alleles can be 
costly, time- consuming, and, not infrequently, nearly im-
possible to do using commercially available products, as the 
products are often not sufficiently updated to resolve newly 

described diversity. The immunogenetics community has 
responded to this challenge by establishing a set of guide-
lines that determines the extent to which laboratories might 
resolve HLA ambiguities caused by both the new allele se-
quence and the unknown phasing of the additional poly-
morphisms that can lead to additional allele possibilities. 
These guidelines are based on the frequency of the alleles 
in a given population and on the polymorphisms located 
within exons 2 and 3 of class I and exon 2 of class II alleles. 
Typings that involve common and/or well- documented 
(CWD) alleles are resolved, while alleles that are extremely 
rare are not required to be resolved. By definition, “com-
mon” alleles are observed at frequencies > 0.001 in ref-
erence populations of at least 1,500 individuals and have 
allele frequency data available. The “well- documented” 
category includes alleles that have been observed five times 
in unrelated individuals or have been detected three times 
via SBT and observed in a specific haplotype in unrelated 
individuals (32, 33). These guidelines are used for report-
ing proficiency testing results and have subsequently been 
adopted by some hematopoietic stem cell donor registries 
and accreditation organizations. The CWD alleles database 
is published through a separate consortium and, like the 
IMGT/HLA database, is also expected to be updated on a 
regular basis. The most recent publication by this consor-
tium indicates that there are now 1,122 CWD alleles within 
the HLA- A, - B, - C, - DRB1, - DRB3/4/5, - DQA1, - DQB1, 
- DPA1, and - DPB1 loci. This represents only 14.3% of the 
HLA alleles in the IMGT/HLA 3.9.0 database (33).

FIGURE 1 Structure of HLA class I and class II genes.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/imgt/hla/
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HLA Nomenclature and Recent Changes
The HLA naming convention has undergone substantial 
iteration, as earlier naming conventions were unable to ad-
dress the growing numbers and complexity of alleles (e.g., 
A*02 and B*15 have >100 alleles) (34). At the 15th In-
ternational Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics Work-
shop in 2008 (http://ihiws.org/), the WHO Nomenclature 
Committee for Factors of the HLA System met to deter-
mine improvements to the existing nomenclature to address 
the growing numbers of new alleles being discovered and 
to reduce naming complexity and confusion (Fig. 2). These 
changes were implemented in 2010 (35).

Generally, the proposed changes added delimiters (field 
separators) between each data field in an allele name (e.g., 
A*01010101 became A*01:01:01:01) to clearly delineate 
the protein coding and noncoding differences. Three (or 
more) digit fields are also allowed, providing for allele fam-
ilies that contain >99 alleles. Further changes and details 
(provided from http://hla.alleles.org) are summarized as 
follows. The first field following the asterisk in the allele 
name (XX:xx:xx:xx) describes the allele family and gener-
ally corresponds to the serological assignment carried by the 
allotype. HLA typing defined only at the first field is often 
referred to as low- resolution typing. The second field fol-
lowing the first colon (xx:XX:xx:xx) is assigned sequentially 
as new alleles are determined (e.g., 01, 02, 03 … 101, 102, 
etc.). Together, these two fields (XX:XX) indicate one or 
more nucleotide substitutions that change the HLA protein 
coding sequence; typing at this level is often referred to as 
high- resolution typing (the Harmonization of Histocom-
patibility Typing Terms Working Group recently defined 
a high- resolution typing result “as a set of alleles that en-
code the same protein sequence for the region of the HLA 
molecule called the antigen- binding site and that exclude 
alleles that are not expressed as cell- surface proteins” [36]). 
The third field (xx:xx:XX:xx) is for designating synony-
mous nucleotide substitutions within the coding sequence 
that do not change the amino acids of the protein, while 
the fourth field (xx:xx:xx:XX) identifies sequence polymor-
phisms in introns, or in the 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions. 
At the end of the allele name, specific characters have been 
added (N = null, L = low expression, S = secreted, C = 
cytoplasm, A = aberrant, Q = questionable) to designate 
unique characteristics for an allele, such as whether a pro-
tein is not expressed (e.g., HLA- A*24:09N) or whether the 
expression of the protein is unclear (e.g., HLA- A*32:11Q).

HLA TYPING METHODOLOGIES
To meet the growing demand, clinical HLA typing over 
the past decade has transitioned from a combination of 
serological and DNA- based methods to a preference for 
more- direct, faster, more- affordable, and more- informative 
DNA- based techniques. While serological typing may con-
tinue to have a place in clinical or research- based testing in 
determining the expression of the HLA molecule at the cell 
surface (a function that DNA- based testing cannot always 
verify), direct DNA- based typing techniques have all but 
replaced serological methods in routine HLA typing. This 
has been driven by advances in commercial HLA typing 
kits and software using existing SSO, SSP, and SBT meth-
ods. With the advent of next- generation and even third- 
generation sequencing systems, HLA typing is now poised 
to advance to a level that can truly provide rapid, direct, 
complete phasing of polymorphic positions throughout an 
entire gene, with both improved technical performance and 
reduced overall costs.

DNA- Based Typing Techniques
The most prevalent and well- developed techniques in use 
today are SSO, SSP, and SBT (Fig. 3). The SSO technique 
interrogates polymorphic differences using panels of indi-
vidual DNA oligonucleotide probes that differentially hy-
bridize to the target of interest; the probe either perfectly 
matches or mismatches the target’s polymorphic sites. The 
hybridization pattern of the oligonucleotides is compared 
to an expected pattern, based on the sequence database of 
HLA alleles, and is interpreted as an HLA type. The SSP 
method uses panels of specific primer sets that overlap 
polymorphic sites. Perfectly matched primers produce an 
amplification product, while mismatched primers do not; 
the pattern of amplification from multiple primer sets de-
termines the HLA allele. In SBT, specific gene regions, usu-
ally exons, are amplified and sequenced through a process of 
polymerase- based extension of specific sequencing primers 
using fluorescently labeled nucleotides, indicating allelic 
differences base by base.

Early kits were focused primarily on identifying poly-
morphisms in exons 2 and 3 of class I genes and exon 2 of 
class II genes. But as more typings were performed across 
broader, more ethnically diverse populations, and as more 
unique HLA alleles were discovered, the ability of these 
early kits to provide definitive HLA typing decreased. Fur-
thermore, polymorphisms outside of the traditionally tested 

FIGURE 2 HLA nomenclature. Courtesy of Steven G. E. Marsh, Anthony Nolan Research Institute, 
London, United Kingdom.

http://ihiws.org/
http://hla.alleles.org
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exons were being described, requiring an expansion into 
non- ARS regions such as exon 4 for class I and exon 3 for 
class II. Interrogation of exons that code for transmem-
brane and intracellular domains was also often required to 
resolve null alleles that differed only in these exons (e.g., 
HLA- C*04:09N). Therefore, SSP and SSO kit manufac-
turers were required to continuously incorporate additional 
primers and probes to keep up with the growing number of 
HLA alleles (a problem faced even today). In a further step 
to provide comprehensive typing, SBT kits began to offer 
gene amplification with additional sequencing primers (and 
even allele- specific sequencing primers) as a means to pro-
vide expanded coverage of the HLA genes, a practice that is 
commonplace in SBT kits today.

NGS and Its Potential Impact on HLA Typing
More recently, developments in NGS technology have 
demonstrated substantial improvements in HLA typing 
(37–43). Regardless of the platform— Roche 454 GS FLX 
and GS Junior (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN); MiSeq 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA); Ion Torrent Personal Genome 
Machine (PGM) (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Carlsbad, CA), or Pacific Biosciences’ (Menlo Park, 
CA) technology— these systems resolve a number of techno-
logical barriers that continue to hamper existing molecular 
techniques, such as inflexibility in typing and discovering 
novel alleles and the inability to easily resolve phase ambi-
guities. While HLA typing by NGS is just now being intro-
duced, it is likely that this new method will transform the 
way HLA typing is performed in the coming years.

THE PROCESS OF DNA-BASED HLA TYPING
Regardless of the methodology, several processes are re-
quired for the implementation of DNA- based HLA typing. 
Specifically, genomic DNA must be extracted from a sam-
ple, the HLA genes amplified, and the resulting products 
interrogated and analyzed against a library of HLA allele 
sequences. These processes can be generically broken down 
into (i) sample preparation, (ii) template amplification, 

FIGURE 3 Examples of molecular HLA typing techniques and their methods of interrogating the HLA 
genes. For any given HLA gene (dark blue rectangles), SSOs of ~20 bp (light blue lines) can provide 
single- nucleotide resolution of haplotype differences (polymorphic differences, red lines in exon 2), but 
this results in a complex panel of oligonucleotide probes to discern differences between HLA alleles. 
This probe set is static and therefore cannot adjust to novel alleles. SSPs (orange arrows) can provide 
 haplotype-  or allele- specific resolution of nucleotide differences and additionally provide some level of 
phasing between polymorphic sites. As with SSOs, these oligonucleotide sets are complex and static, 
limiting their flexibility. SBT provides whole- exon information on the polymorphic content of the HLA 
allele (amplification primers [dark green] and sequencing primers [light green arrows]) but cannot discern 
phasing, as this method generally does not rely on allele- specific primers for amplification as a first step. 
NGS provides whole- gene amplification (amplification primers, purple arrows) and detection of polymor-
phic content for any HLA allele (known or unknown) and provides significant phasing between polymor-
phic sites that are within the read lengths of the system being used (usually between 200 and 1,000 bp). 
This is accomplished through the alignment of thousands of short overlapping reads that are combined to 
form a single consensus sequence (blue lines).
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(iii) interrogation, and (iv) analysis. While template ampli-
fication, interrogation, and analysis are often methodology 
specific, sample preparation is often quite similar and faces 
similar requirements across all HLA typing methodologies.

Sample Preparation
Genomic DNA should be prepared using well- tested, com-
mercially available DNA preparation kits to ensure consis-
tency of preparation. DNA can be extracted from blood, 
buccal swabs/brushes, saliva, buffy coat, or blood- spotted 
filter paper. While ethanol precipitation is generally con-
sidered an excellent approach to removing many forms of 
inhibitors, spin column-  and bead- based approaches can 
provide DNA of sufficient quality and concentration to 
avoid most problems. The DNA must be free from contam-
inants that can affect later amplification, hybridization, and 
sequencing steps (e.g., alcohol, salts, detergents, formalde-
hyde, and heparin [blood should not be collected in hepa-
rinized tubes, and blood samples from patients undergoing 
heparin therapy and lipemic or hemolyzed samples should 
not be used]) and should have a 260/280- nm absorbance 
ratio of ~1.7 to 1.9. Prepared genomic DNA can be used 
immediately if prepared in nuclease- free water or stored for 
extended periods at –20°C or lower when properly buffered. 
Stored DNA should have a concentration of >10 ng/μl and 
repeated freeze- thaw cycles should be avoided to reduce 
degradation.

The purity and quality of the genomic and amplified 
DNA should be validated by spectrophotometric methods. 
Apart from simple concentration determination (Nano-
Drop; Thermo Scientific), traditional UV spectrometry 
can be useful for determining contaminants left over from 
processing steps, as a number of components (e.g., phenol 
and chaotropic salts) absorb in the 280- nm and/or 230- nm 
spectral region. Therefore, visual examination of the ab-
sorbance curves can be informative beyond calculating the 
260/280- nm ratio. And while the 260/280- nm ratio is useful 
as a general measure of purity (pure DNA ratio is ~1.8), it 
is a poor indicator of protein contamination due to its lack 
of sensitivity (44). Because of potential contaminants, UV 
methods may not accurately determine concentration. In-
tercalating dye assays like the Quant- iT PicoGreen dsDNA 
Assay (Life Technologies) in conjunction with a fluorome-
ter (Qubit; Life Technologies) can provide highly accurate 
double- stranded DNA concentration determination with-
out interference from potential contaminants. Regardless of 
the approach, accurate determination of concentration and 
purity is required for robust assay performance.

Template Amplification
HLA genotyping requires the amplification of the HLA genes 
by PCR. Depending on the method chosen, the amplifica-
tion may only include specific exons (exons 2 and 3 of class 
I genes and exon 2 of class II genes) or may include the en-
tire gene (using multiple amplicons or one single amplicon). 
Generally, amplification for each HLA locus is performed in 
a single reaction (one locus per tube) for each sample. Exonic 
amplification can be performed using standard PCR reagents, 
while whole- gene amplification generally requires reagents 
designed for long- range PCR (LR- PCR).

Genotyping
Once DNA is prepared for testing, the process of deriving 
an HLA genotype can follow several paths depending on 
the methods and systems installed (described below), the 
specific need, and the costs involved. While low- resolution 
typing can typically be obtained with a single test, 

high- resolution typing is often an iterative process whereby 
low- resolution testing is followed with additional rounds of 
high- resolution testing. Historically, low- resolution typing 
is less costly and higher throughput than high- resolution 
typing. For bone marrow transplantation, low- resolution 
typing has been widely used for the initial typing of donors 
for bone marrow registries, while high- resolution typing is 
often reserved for bone marrow recipients, is required in se-
lecting final donors for bone marrow transplantation, and, 
most recently, has also been used for recruitment typing by 
registries. For solid organ transplantation, low- resolution 
typing is also performed for donors and recipients, while 
a second round of high- resolution typing may be required 
prior to transplantation. This is particularly relevant today 
as new recombinant single- antigen technology has enabled 
HLA laboratories to identify anti- HLA antibodies for as-
sessing solid organ transplantation. Therefore, performing 
allele- level, high- resolution typing can be useful in the con-
text of assessing donor- specific antibodies, as there is now 
widespread evidence that allele- specific antibodies can im-
pact transplant outcome (45–47).

Analysis
The data generated by the various methods, whether in the 
form of probe, primer reaction patterns, or sequence infor-
mation, is typically analyzed with a dedicated software anal-
ysis program that accounts for all HLA alleles in the IMGT/
HLA database. All software packages available to date use 
some form of updating service to ensure that the software’s 
internal reference database of known HLA alleles is up to 
date with the IMGT/HLA database. The level of sophis-
tication, bioinformatics support, and data- handling infra-
structure is largely driven by the typing systems being used. 
SSO-  and SSP- based systems have the simplest software 
requirements and generally require little  bioinformatics sup-
port, as the amount of raw data is very low and the software 
automatically converts the raw data (gel images, micropar-
ticle fluorescence, and melt curves) into digitized summary 
data. Interpretation is largely left to the software to assess 
and determine the HLA alleles present in the sample (or 
alternative possibilities) based on the presence or absence 
of assay results (essentially a yes- or- no answer for each probe 
or primer set). SBT requires significantly more support in 
terms of both data storage and interpretation of results. 
Raw sequence reads (electropherograms) are stored and 
converted by the software into base calls, which are used 
to determine the presence of specific alleles. With very low 
noise, robust amplification, and high- quality sequencing, al-
lele calling may produce nonambiguous results. But by the 
very nature of diploid sequencing, the electropherograms 
need to be screened visually to determine read quality issues 
(poor- quality electropherogram), potential contamination 
issues, miscalled bases (due to low peak height), unexpected 
homozygosity (from preferential allele amplification), and 
ambiguous results from unresolvable polymorphism phasing. 
This review process requires a keen understanding of the bio-
chemistry involved, the operation of the capillary sequenc-
ing instrument, and the vagaries of HLA gene sequencing. 
Therefore, analysis is most often performed by experienced 
technologists. The introduction of NGS- based HLA typing 
only increases the bioinformatics support requirements and 
data analysis needs. NGS systems can generate gigabytes 
of data per run that need to be processed and supported by 
well- managed data analysis pipelines. Software packages de-
veloped specifically for analyzing HLA NGS data provide 
automated allele calling but still require manual annotation 
and review of the results (like SBT).
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Review of typing results is critical for detecting problems 
in the genotyping process and to verify the detection of po-
tential novel alleles. Poor sample quality can result in low 
or failed amplifications that can skew typing results. Ampli-
fication bias, caused by poor primer design, contamination 
in the reactions, or suboptimal amplification conditions, can 
lead to spurious typing results even when using commercially 
available primer sets. A particularly difficult bias arises from 
imbalanced allele amplification. Due to the complexity of the 
HLA genes, it is not unusual to have only one of the two al-
leles present in a sample amplify robustly. This often leads to 
a strong imbalance in the representation of the two alleles in 
the amplified material that can mimic a homozygous sample. 
Imbalances of as much as 90% favoring one allele over the 
other are not uncommon. Therefore, whichever software is 
used to analyze the data, the software (and user) must take 
into account the possibility of allelic imbalance in interpret-
ing the results. While much of the process of analyzing HLA 
data has been automated, the process of analysis is still suf-
ficiently complex that human oversight and intervention is 
absolutely required.

REGULATORY OVERSIGHT AND QUALITY 
CONTROL OF CLINICAL HLA TYPING

Regulatory and Reporting Requirements
Laboratories wanting to establish and perform HLA typing 
must undergo a process of certification and accreditation. 
The primary accreditation bodies for HLA typing in the 
United States are the American Society for Histocompat-
ibility and Immunogenetics (ASHI) and the College of 
American Pathologists (CAP), while in Europe it is the 
European Federation for Immunogenetics (EFI). Other 
countries have chosen to use either ASHI or EFI accredi-
tation. Within the United States, additional accreditation 
requirements may be imposed by state authorities (e.g., New 
York or California) in order to perform HLA testing. Or-
ganizations like the National Marrow Donor Program and 
the United Network for Organ Sharing require U.S.- based 
laboratories to have ASHI or CAP accreditation.

The usual process for accreditation requires that every 
other year accreditation representatives visit laboratories 
to physically review procedure documentation (standard 
operating procedures), quality control and quality assur-
ance practices, and typical typing results (actual patient 
test rec ords) from organ and bone marrow transplantation 
testing. These reviews evaluate test results, quality control 
reports (reagents and instrumentation), maintenance logs, 
and laboratory staff certifications (training and compe-
tency). Generally ASHI and CAP reviews are cycled every 
other year. In either case, an ASHI reaccreditation appli-
cation must be filed through online services while a CAP 
test activity menu is updated online each year. Demonstra-
tion of laboratory proficiency is performed through exter-
nal proficiency testing that can be purchased from CAP or 
ASHI. This testing service provides blinded sample sets 
that the laboratory must type accurately in order to pass 
proficiency.

Quality Control and Quality Assurance
Quality control for HLA typing can be defined as the ap-
plication of quality processes to ensure correct HLA ge-
notyping, reduce errors, and improve efficiency (driven by 
standard operating procedures), while quality assurance is 
the measure of how well those quality control processes 
are actually working (results from controls, auditing, error 

correction, and process reviews). Errors in HLA typing can 
come from multiple sources but are largely driven by peo-
ple, processes, equipment, or reagents. Validated protocols 
should be developed, documented, practiced, and updated 
regularly to reduce errors relating to pipetting mistakes 
(including cross- contamination), incorrect calculations, 
and missed steps. The validation process must include 
rigorous evaluation of the entire process under practical 
conditions, using both typical and difficult samples to 
determine the limitations of the assay. Equipment used 
in any process must be well maintained and checked for 
performance at least as regularly as specified by the man-
ufacturer. For example, liquid- handling automation must 
be checked to verify pipetting performance and variance 
and PCR thermal cyclers must be checked for temperature 
consistency. Reagent use must be thoroughly documented 
(with calculations preconfigured for use), and a process 
should be in place to avoid using expired lots of materi-
als. Negative reactions should be performed to verify that 
contamination is not present and positive control samples 
run to verify performance and accuracy over time. The ef-
fectiveness of all these quality control processes must also 
be evaluated over time to ensure that systematic errors are 
identified and eliminated and that novel errors are reduced 
as much as possible.

Sample Management and Prevention of 
Contamination
Barcoding systems for sample tracking and data entry are 
ideal for avoiding transcription errors and simplifying pro-
cessing, particularly when samples are stored in 96-  or 384- 
well plates, and when using automation. Irrespective of the 
size of the laboratory, some degree of automation, whereby 
manual handling of certain steps and transcription of re-
sults is avoided, is strongly recommended and desirable. For 
large- volume laboratories, the use of liquid- handling auto-
mation is absolutely necessary to reduce sample- processing 
error. Systems from Hamilton (Reno, NV), Tecan (Männe-
dorf, Switzerland), and Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA) have 
decades of development behind the current commercial 
products, each with their own advantages and disadvantages 
(flexibility, capacity, processing speed, operating expense, 
etc.). While the instruments perform roughly the same 
function (the automated setup of liquid reagent reactions), 
the systems have to be assessed in the context of each labo-
ratory’s needs and, regardless of the instrument chosen, must 
be validated for the specific molecular test to be run.

A critical quality control issue is cross- contamination of 
samples. The possibility of contaminating adjacent samples 
when loading reactions, removing amplicons for quality 
control, or even sampling for processing is not trivial. With 
small reaction volumes and highly sensitive amplification 
reagents (requiring only nanograms of starting material), 
even minute droplets of DNA can result in spurious typing. 
This issue can be partially managed through automated 
liquid- handling systems. But a thorough quality control 
program is needed to ensure that samples are clearly and 
uniquely identified; that processes for selecting, thawing, 
opening, and plating samples are clear and precise; and that 
adequate data analysis checks are in place to detect spurious 
results. Further precautions, such as sequestering the PCR 
setup process in a separate room from the amplification, 
cleaning PCR setup surfaces with DNA- degrading cleaners, 
and performing routine wipe testing to verify lack of con-
tamination, are all required to ensure that erroneous HLA 
typing results are avoided as much as possible.
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CURRENT MOLECULAR METHODS FOR HLA 
TYPING

Sequence-Specific Oligonucleotide Probes

Principle of the technology and Its Applications
Typing with SSO probes, commonly referred to as SSO, is 
a method that uses synthetic oligonucleotides of ~20 to 30 
bp to effectively hybridize only to perfectly matched alleles 
at any given polymorphic site. Large sets of polymorphism- 
specific oligonucleotides have been designed for each HLA 
gene to cover a majority of the known HLA alleles. Hybrid-
ization conditions are optimized for each oligonucleotide 
set so that mismatched oligonucleotides do not hybridize 
efficiently to the target area while perfectly matched oligo-
nucleotides remain stably hybridized.

The original development of the technique in the early 
1990s provided a simple test that could easily identify the 
small number of HLA alleles characterized at that time. 
PCR primers were developed within conserved regions of 
the HLA genes with amplification products then bound to a 
membrane support and denatured to allow the allele- specific 
oligonucleotides (often labeled with biotin) to hybridize. 
This “forward” approach of hybridizing the PCR products 
to the membrane allowed for many samples to be processed 
on a single membrane, but required the production of the 
membrane for every sample set.

A simpler method (and the one most commonly used to-
day) was subsequently developed, called reverse SSO (RSSO) 
typing, in which allele- specific oligonucleotide probes are 
bound (covalently) to a solid membrane support rather than 
the amplified products. PCR amplicons, usually labeled using 
biotin nucleotides, are then denatured and hybridized to the 
bound probes, washed, and detected by colorimetric or fluo-
rogenic methods. The RSSO method provided a number of 
advantages, including the ability to preprint membrane strips 
containing the oligonucleotide probe sets. This allowed ven-
dors to provide test kits ready for detecting amplicons produced 
by typing laboratories. Today, these membrane strips have 
largely been replaced by solution- based microparticle assays 
in which specific capture oligonucleotides are bound to indi-
vidual microparticles rather than a membrane. In either case, 
the control of hybridization conditions and the stringency of 
the washing process greatly affect the pattern of bound versus 
unbound material and are critical to correctly indicating the 
alleles present in the sample. SSO typing is still commonly 
used today (especially in its microparticle form) to provide 
low- cost, rapid, low-  to intermediate- resolution typing.

strengths and Weaknesses
The primary advantages of SSO typing are its relative sim-
plicity, low cost, and high throughput. RSSO typing based 
on the Luminex flow cytometry platform enables the inter-
rogation of HLA amplicons by up to 100 or more sequence- 
specific probes in a single tube. The extent of probe 
hybridization is measured on the Luminex flow cytometer 
in an automated manner and through the use of a dedicated 
software program that translates the probe reaction patterns 
into HLA genotypes.

Microparticle- based RSSO typing is one of the most 
widely used methods today but is limited in its resolution. 
While this method typically delivers low- resolution typing 
expressed as serological equivalents, it rarely produces un-
ambiguous two- field high- resolution typing, and it requires 
continual development. As new HLA alleles are discovered, 
developers of RSSO kits must continually add additional 
probes and amend the software programs to keep pace with 

the growing allele library. The technology also suffers from 
an inability to determine phasing between distal polymor-
phic sites, leading to unresolved ambiguities. The relatively 
short oligonucleotide probes can only provide phasing in-
formation for polymorphisms underlying the probe, making 
linkage across an exon difficult, and between exons impos-
sible. For applications like clinical tissue transplantation, 
where an attempt to reduce ambiguities to an absolute min-
imum is preferred, an alternative method must be used to 
supplement the typing results from RSSO (for a summary of 
strengths and weaknesses, see Table 2).

Analysis of Data and Interpretation of Results
For membrane- based kits, software is now provided to allow 
automated interpretation of strip results. Membrane strips 
are either imaged or scanned, allowing the software to auto-
matically detect signals for any specific oligonucleotide on 
the strip. For the Luminex platform, Luminex- supplied soft-
ware (and versions of this software modified by each vendor) 
is provided that detects both the microparticles’ fluo rescent 
signature (thereby identifying the specific attached SSO 
oligonucleotide probe) and the fluorescent hybridization 
signal generated by the biotinylated HLA PCR product 
labeled with a streptavidin- phycoerythrin conjugate. The 
assay result is therefore coordinated with the microparticle 
signature, and a table of results is created providing oligonu-
cleotide probe identification and allele determination. The 
software then uses this information to make an HLA geno-
type call based on expected results from the known oligo-
nucleotide probe set and known HLA alleles. A significant 
advantage of this system is its real- time determination of 
assay results (usually within seconds of analyzing a sample). 
This provides for very rapid downstream analysis of assay 
results for determination of HLA type.

troubleshooting and technical Issues
The Luminex RSSO system is currently the preferred ap-
proach for RSSO typing; therefore, this section focuses on 
troubleshooting specifically for this system. A primary issue 
for any flow cytometer is proper care and maintenance. Flow 
cytometers require a sheath buffer for flowing the analytes 
through the system, and this sheath buffer must be free from 
contaminants to avoid problems with flow cell clogging and 
aberrant detection results. Therefore, it is prudent to use the 
manufacturer’s provided sheath buffer. The flow cytometer 
must also be cleaned regularly, especially after running sam-
ples. Failure to do so will result in material trapped within 
the fluid paths of the system that will obscure results or 
cause the system to fail entirely.

From an assay perspective, the most critical factor to 
prevent problems is to ensure proper suspension of the 
microparticles. Microparticles by nature tend to clump to-
gether, and the manufacturer’s recommendations for pro-
cessing the micro particles should be followed. Failing to 
prepare the micro particles correctly could lead to spurious 
results and loss of data as clumped microparticles will gen-
erally be eliminated from the data set during analysis. As 
in any hybridization assay, hybridization conditions and 
reagents must be used and performed exactly as described 
by the manufacturer. Failure to do so will degrade assay per-
formance or lead to spurious HLA typing results.

Sequence- Specific Priming

Principle of the technology and Its Applications
Sequence- specific priming relies on the use of primers tar-
geting specific polymorphic sites and has been in use for 
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HLA typing since the early 1990s. In 1995, Bunce et al. 
(48) developed a comprehensive set of SSPs for all the 
major HLA genes (A, B, C, DRB1, DRB3, DRB4, DRB5, 
and DQB1) that could use identical thermal cycling con-
ditions. As with SSOs, most primer sets target exons 2 and 
3 of class I genes and exon 2 of class II genes. The basic 
premise is that one of a pair of unmodified amplification 
(PCR) primers is designed to overlie a polymorphic site 
of interest. The primer’s 3′ end overlaps the polymor-
phic site by one to three bases, creating a highly unstable 
complex when mismatched. A perfectly matched primer 
pair will produce an amplification product, indicating a 
positive result, while a mismatched primer pair will not 
amplify, indicating a negative result. The resulting am-
plification products are separated and imaged by standard 

gel electrophoresis or separated by polymer- based capillary 
separation, allowing HLA typing to be inferred from the 
pattern of amplification.

strengths and Weaknesses
The SSP method can be used to provide both low-  and high- 
resolution typing results and can produce results in only 2 to 
3 h. This makes it a good choice when immediate results are 
required, as in the case of deceased donor typing for organ 
transplantation. Based entirely on standard PCR reagents 
and gel electrophoresis, the method is also easily accessible 
and inexpensive to perform. A significant advantage over 
the SSO method is its ability to provide some phasing infor-
mation, leading to fewer ambiguities. This is accomplished 
with PCR primers that overlie polymorphisms on both the 

TABLE 2 Advantages and disadvantages of molecular methods for HLA typing and of NGS platforms

Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Molecular typing 
methods

(R)SSO Fast and simple technique
Inexpensive
Can be performed by hand or with 

some automation
High throughput (SSO); low/high 

throughput (RSSO)

High frequency of ambiguity
Cannot easily identify new alleles
Cannot be used for new allele 

characterization (sequencing)
Limited high- resolution typing 

capability
SSP Very fast, simple technique

Inexpensive; very little equipment 
needed

Some phasing possible

Not easily automated
Cannot easily identify new alleles
Ambiguity
Kits increase in size as number of 

alleles in database grows
Requires a lot of DNA for full- 

panel testing
RT- PCR Very fast (results in 90 min)

Simplified processing (one sample- 
handling step)

Besides the presence/absence of 
amplicons, analysis accounts for 
melting temperature features of 
the particular amplicon

Cannot easily identify new alleles
Low throughput (only 1–2 

samples per plate)
Does not provide high- resolution 

typing
Only one vendor

SBT Flexible, from one to dozens of 
samples per run

Accurate, high- resolution typing
Robust, validated kits
Automatable
Can easily handle novel alleles

Takes longer to perform than 
other methods

Relatively expensive (technology 
is static)

Cannot resolve all phasing 
ambiguities

Experienced user required for 
analysis

Low to moderate throughput
NGS Single- pass, high- resolution typing

Resolves all ambiguities
Can be highly automated
High throughput

Processing takes 3–5 days
Requires complex equipment, 

skilled technicians
Requires batching to be cost- 

effective
Commercial kits are under 

development
Complex data management and 

analysis
Technology development still in 

flux
NGS platforms Life Technologies 

Ion Torrent
Low- cost platform
Short run times
Semiautomated

Homopolymer inaccuracy 
contributes to higher error rate

Illumina MiSeq Robust sequencing chemistry
Least hands- on time
Low error rate

Long run time
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forward and reverse strand, therefore linking the phase of 
the two polymorphic sites together. Newer kits support 
preformatted 96- well reaction plates and 96- well gel anal-
ysis. More- advanced instruments that can provide capillary- 
based analysis of the amplicons only simplify this process, 
albeit for an additional cost.

But the method is not without complication. With primer 
sets based on known polymorphisms of common HLA alleles, 
these kits provide limited information in the presence of novel 
alleles. If the polymorphism that differentiates a novel allele 
lies within a position targeted by the primers, then the unex-
pected presence or absence of amplification may indicate the 
presence of a novel allele. However, like the SSO method, 
the SSP method does not provide the means to characterize 
the allele. If there are no primers that target the position dif-
ferentiating the novel allele, then the allele will go unassigned 
and may lead to false reporting of the HLA genotype. There-
fore, while sufficient for identifying the majority of common 
alleles, the method does not provide comprehensive coverage 
of all known and unknown alleles. More problematic is the 
fact that high- resolution SSP kits can still yield ambiguous re-
sults that must be resolved using alternative methods. As the 
number of allele combinations continues to grow, the ability 
to resolve ambiguities requires the addition of more and more 
primer sets, adding to cost and effort. One of the drawbacks of 
performing high- resolution typing by sequence- specific prim-
ing is that the laboratory must maintain a large inventory of 
kits (as high- resolution kits are most often broken into group- 
specific assays) that require quality control testing, as many 
primer sets and even different kits must be independently val-
idated for performance. Yet another constraint of the method 
is the amount of DNA required. High- resolution typing by 
SSPs can require hundreds of individual amplification reac-
tions and therefore may require several micrograms of purified 
DNA. This may limit the method’s use when sample availabil-
ity is restricted. Finally, the amplification requirements to ob-
tain high- resolution typing make this the lowest- throughput 
method for HLA typing (for a summary of strengths and weak-
nesses, see Table 2).

Analysis of Data and Interpretation of Results
In the SSP method, a positive reaction is defined as a strong, 
easily visible, single PCR amplicon of the expected size, while 
a negative reaction provides no indication of any amplifica-
tion. Often, kit manufacturers combine an internal control 
primer set with each allele primer set to provide assurance 
that amplification conditions were effective and that DNA 
was added to the well. This control primer set can be targeted 
to a nonpolymorphic region of the same gene that is being 
typed and therefore creates no interference with the allele- 
specific primers. While relatively simple to perform, the 
manual interpretation of dozens and sometimes hundreds of 
PCR amplifications quickly becomes burdensome and prone 
to error. While manufacturers provide visual interpretation 
tables for determining typings, these worksheets are complex 
and can be confusing. Therefore, most clinical labs today rely 
on manufacturer- developed software to interpret the banding 
patterns expected with any given set of primers.

troubleshooting and technical Issues
The consistent amplification of diverse samples as well as 
the interpretation of the gel electrophoresis result may be 
complicated by less- than- optimal amplification. A critical 
quality validation step is the measurement of thermal cycler 
temperature consistency. Temperature imbalances during 
cycling can lead to failed reactions and potentially spurious 
or imbalanced amplification. Therefore, routine (at least 

quarterly) quality checks of the thermal cyclers are required 
using calibrated temperature- monitoring equipment that 
monitors multiple wells in the cycler. Sample quality issues 
also play a large role in generating spurious results. Impuri-
ties accumulated from improperly stored blood or cellular 
samples can result in reduced amplification efficiency or al-
tered primer behavior. Therefore, the amplification of the 
internal control must be verified for every reaction. Finally, 
a clinical laboratory using commercial typing software must 
make certain to keep the analysis tables or databases used by 
the software up to date, at least as often as the updates to the 
IMGT/HLA database. Failure to use updated typing tables 
or software databases could result in unreported ambiguities.

Real- Time PCR

Principle of the technology and Its Applications
A relatively new technique for HLA typing was introduced 
by Linkage Biosciences (South San Francisco, CA) in 2009. 
Utilizing amplification processes similar to those of the SSP 
method, allele specificities are evaluated through differences 
in melting temperature, a predictable physical property. The 
method utilizes real- time PCR to amplify specific HLA gene 
regions (overlapping known polymorphic sites) and an in-
tercalating dye to analyze the HLA results, all in the same 
automated process. This is accomplished through measuring 
the intercalating dye signal to verify that amplification has 
occurred and measuring postamplification results through the 
amplicon’s melting curve signature. As the melting tempera-
ture of any given amplicon is reached, the double- stranded 
PCR product denatures and the intercalating dye is released, 
resulting in a drop in fluorescence. Any differences in base 
content (different HLA alleles) will cause the amplicon 
to have a unique melting curve, which is resolvable by the 
highly precise temperature control provided by the real- time 
PCR instrument. Linkage Biosciences has spent many years 
developing its own unique set of SSP assays that can identify 
the majority of known alleles, including null alleles, at inter-
mediate resolution.

strengths and Weaknesses
The strengths of real- time PCR HLA typing are the sim-
plicity and speed of the method. Patient DNA is added to 
reaction buffers and aliquoted into the LinkSeq 96-  or 384- 
well reaction plates. The plates are then sealed and ampli-
fied using a standard real- time PCR system. This simplicity 
translates into the potential for less cross- contamination 
error due to less sampling handling and reagent transfer.

By performing both amplification and melting curve 
analysis, the system provides two levels of specificity for 
positive reactions (endpoint identification of amplification 
and specific melting curve profile analysis), providing highly 
accurate results. Overall hands- on and analysis time is pur-
ported to be less than 20 min, with a total processing time 
of just 90 min per sample (one sample per plate). This rapid 
typing ability is particularly effective for time- critical typing 
of deceased donors but can also be readily applied to other 
samples requiring only low- resolution typing. The kits can 
also be run on several common real- time PCR systems, mak-
ing the method readily available to many laboratories.

Because the system utilizes melting curve technology 
with only one manual step and does not require the use of 
gels or hybridization/washing of probes, it is simple to in-
crease throughput by the addition of standard thermocyclers. 
Multiple plates can be run in parallel for the amplification 
step and then transferred to the real- time PCR instrument 
for a 5- min melting curve analysis. Because the procedure 
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is straightforward, batching a series of real- time PCR plates 
takes significantly less effort than running the same num-
ber of samples using either SSPs or SSOs. But like the SSO 
and SSP methods, the company’s kits can only account for 
known HLA alleles. Therefore, this method is not amena-
ble to identifying novel alleles, with spurious results having 
to be further investigated using other techniques. The sys-
tem also does not currently provide high- resolution typing, 
necessitating reflexive testing with alternative methods if 
high- resolution typing is needed (for a summary of strengths 
and weaknesses, see Table 2).

Analysis of Data and Interpretation of Results
Analysis of results is automated through the company’s 
SureTyper software. The software is designed to directly ac-
cept exported data from supported real- time PCR systems. 
SureTyper may require specific upgrades to the instrument 
software for certain models, like Life Technologies’ Step-
OnePlus, which requires software version 2.2 to ensure 
compatibility. The SureTyper software converts the ampli-
fication/melting- curve data into allele calls, which are then 
used to determine genotype based on expected assay behav-
ior and known IMGT/HLA database alleles. Assay results 
are provided in a simple +/− format along with the actual 
allele typing. The software allows manual user intervention 
and “what if ” scenario analysis, providing up to 16 possible 
allele combination scenarios based on the low- level typing 
results. Adjusting any result manually forces the software to 
recalculate its allele calls and provide new scenarios. The 
software automates the genotype process using embedded 
allele frequency information and includes some level of 
linkage analysis between HLA- B and - C, - DRB1 through 
- DRB3/4/5, and - DRB1 and - DQB1.

troubleshooting and technical Issues
All Linkage Biosciences HLA typing kits come with both 
a negative and positive control. The negative control pro-
vides information about contamination of reagents. The 
positive control is unique in that it both identifies reagent 
functionality (by producing an amplicon) and provides 
some measure of sample DNA quality. The positive control 
is designed to produce a large amplicon that will only am-
plify optimally with DNA of good integrity (not damaged 
or fragmented). As with all amplification methods, purity 
and quality of the DNA sample can impact the quality of 
the results.

Sequence- Based Typing

Principle of the technology and Its Applications
Since the advent of Sanger sequencing, SBT has demon-
strated itself as a fundamentally improved HLA typing 
methodology. SBT provides increased flexibility in detect-
ing known and novel alleles and improved accuracy and 
resolution over SSO and SSP methods with its ability to 
produce high- resolution typing results (two fields) in a single 
sequencing reaction. Sequencing in both the forward and 
reverse directions (bidirectional) for each HLA gene only 
increases its level of accuracy. Generically, SBT requires 
two amplification steps: a first amplification that serves to 
expand the copy number of a particular gene region (exons 
or an entire gene) and a second amplification to perform the 
cycle sequencing reactions that produce the fluorescently 
terminated sequences for subsequent capillary analysis. His-
torically, the initial process usually amplified only a portion 
of the HLA gene (exon or exons), while newer strategies 
generate one or two large amplicons, using long- range PCR 

to span more of the HLA class I and class II genes. After 
this initial amplification (and subsequent reaction cleanup), 
nested primer sets within each gene, specific to one or more 
exons, are then used for cycle sequencing (e.g., exons 2, 3, 
and 4 of class I genes). Different kit vendors have developed 
unique sets of amplification primers that aim to produce 
balanced amplification for every possible pair of alleles. De-
signing effective primer sets is quite challenging within the 
HLA genes, and this critical issue should not be overlooked 
or minimized, as significant amplification bias can result in 
spurious typing results.

After initial locus- specific amplification, the PCR reac-
tions are “cleaned” using either a simple enzymatic process 
(ExoSAP- IT from Affymetrix [Santa Clara, CA], which 
requires no further purification of the sample) or standard 
spin preparation-  or bead- based kits to remove or inactivate 
thermal cycling reactants and amplification primers (QIA-
quick or MinElute spin columns from Qiagen [Venlo, The 
Netherlands]; Agencourt AMPure XP beads from Beckman 
Coulter). This cleanup step is essential, as residual PCR re-
agents (particularly primers) can cause poor sequencing re-
sults. The cleaned PCR products are then directly used as a 
template in subsequent fluorescence- based Sanger sequenc-
ing reactions. Sanger sequencing utilizes a method of DNA 
sequencing called dideoxynucleotide or chain termination 
sequencing. It is based on the use of 2′,3′- dideoxynucleotides 
(ddNTPs) in addition to the normal nucleotides (dNTPs) 
used to synthesize the DNA. These modified nucleotides, 
when integrated into a sequence, prevent the addition of 
further nucleotides by DNA polymerase, thus terminating 
the chain. A sequencing reaction requires the following:

• a template strand to be sequenced (the purified primary 
PCR product is used as the template)

• forward and reverse sequencing primers (exon specific, 
used in separate sequencing reactions)

• DNA (Taq) polymerase
• dNTPs: dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP
• ddNTPs: ddATP, ddCTP, ddGTP, and ddTTP

The concentration of ddNTPs is ~1% of the concentration 
of dNTPs. The logic behind this ratio is that after DNA 
polymerase is added, the polymerization will take place and 
will terminate whenever a ddNTP is incorporated into the 
growing strand. If the ddNTP is only 1% of the total concen-
tration of dNTP, a whole series of labeled strands of varying 
length will result. The nucleotide sequence of these frag-
ments is determined using a technique called dye terminator 
sequencing. In dye terminator sequencing, each of the four 
dideoxynucleotide chain terminators is labeled with a differ-
ent dye, each with a unique fluorescent signature. Each ter-
minated fragment has a fluorescent dye on the terminal base 
that indicates the identity of that base. Once the sequencing 
reactions are complete, the sequencing products are precip-
itated with ethanol (to remove unincorporated fluorescent 
nucleotides), denatured, and loaded onto a sequencer. The 
sequences of the fluorescently labeled, single- stranded DNA 
fragments are determined by performing electrophoresis us-
ing a capillary genetic analyzer. Briefly, a charge is applied to 
the sample, which causes the charged DNA fragments to mi-
grate through a polymer- filled capillary and past a detection 
system (laser and charge- coupled- device [CCD] camera). 
Smaller fragments migrate faster than larger fragments and 
thus reach the laser and CCD camera earlier. Each fragment 
that sequentially passes the laser is one nucleotide longer 
than the previous fragment. As the fragments pass the laser, 
the dye attached to the terminal ddNTP is excited and emits 
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its characteristic wavelength. The CCD camera detects this 
color, records the fluorescence intensity, and displays the in-
tensity as a colored peak (Fig. 4, top). The color of the peak 
correlates to the fluorochrome detected, while the peak 
height correlates to fluorescence intensity (i.e., amount of 
DNA). It is only the last base in the sequence that is detected 
since it is the only base to be fluorescently labeled. However, 
by determining the base at the terminal end of all fragments, 
the entire DNA sequence can be determined as the pool of 
fragments, one nucleotide longer than the previous, sequen-
tially reveal their base content (Fig. 4, bottom). The resulting 
“chromatogram” is used for sequence analysis using special-
ized genotyping software. In its optimal form, capillary se-
quencing is performed on an Applied Biosystems (ABI) 3000 
series capillary sequencer (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

strengths and Weaknesses
Sequence- based typing, particularly with the advent of 
capillary sequencers, is a robust, comprehensive method of 
determining high resolution HLA typing results, from as 
few as one to dozens of samples per day. The predominant 
instrument and sequencing kits from Applied Biosystems 
provide automated 96/384- well plate handling and sophisti-
cated software to operate the system and collect data. This 
provides a highly robust and accurate system that is amena-
ble to low and moderate test volumes. Amplification primer 
sets and related HLA typing software packages provided by 
commercial vendors have undergone extensive validation 
testing that confirms both their ability to amplify the region 
of interest with minimal bias and the ability to derive HLA 
typing results in a semiautomated fashion.

While Sanger sequencing is considered the gold standard 
for HLA typing, it has its limitations. Although SBT typi-
cally yields higher resolution results than the SSO and SSP 
methods, it can produce ambiguous results. This is primarily 
due to the nature of Sanger sequencing itself, whereby both 
alleles of a given locus are amplified and sequenced together, 
producing electropherograms that are a combination of the 
sequences of two alleles present in a sample (heterozygos-
ity). With heterozygous electropherograms, the phase of the 
polymorphic sites (i.e., which nucleotides are linked together 
forming an allele) cannot be determined, which is the pri-
mary cause of ambiguity in SBT. Ambiguity also arises be-
cause of the practice of incompletely sequencing the HLA 
genes (leaving unsequenced regions that can differentiate 
one allele from another). Existing SBT kits focus primarily 
on exons 2, 3, and 4 for class I and exons 2 and 3 for class 
II. Naturally, alleles that differ (are polymorphic) outside of 
these sequenced regions cannot be resolved. This requires the 
reflexive use of alternative technologies like SSO or SSP to 
resolve these ambiguities. A few companies have developed 
alternative strategies to provide allele- specific primed se-
quencing (Abbott Molecular [Des Plaines, IL], Life Technol-
ogies, GenDx [Utrecht, The Netherlands], and others) that 
can help eliminate ambiguities caused by typical heterozy-
gous samples. In this case, allele- specific sequencing primers 
(similar to SSPs) are used to provide single- allele sequencing 
results, avoiding cis/trans effects.

Generally speaking, the process of SBT HLA typing is 
more complex and time- consuming than either SSO or SSP 
typing. Primary amplification, cleanup, sequencing reaction 
setup, and further cleanup steps take a day to perform. Sub-
sequent detection on the capillary sequencer and analysis 
of results (regardless of the software being used) can take 
another day. While automation of reaction setup and plate 
handling by the capillary instrument can help offset the time 
by reducing hands- on labor, individual sequencing reactions 

are required for each exon in both directions (forward and re-
verse), making it impossible to type more than four samples on 
a single 96- well reaction plate. Therefore, SBT is not a rapid 
methodology and, compared to previously described methods, 
requires the largest capital expenditure for equipment (for a 
summary of strengths and weaknesses, see Table 2).

Analysis of Data and Interpretation of Results
HLA typing software is essential for the SBT methodology 
because the complexity of comparing electropherograms 
(sequence traces) against a reference library of all HLA al-
leles makes manual data review impractical. In general, SBT 
software utilizes HLA sequences published in the IMGT/
HLA database, against which sequencing data are com-
pared. This reference set should be updated at least as often 
as the public updates to the IMGT database itself, and the 
user should verify this. Each package also provides an au-
tomated selection of the most likely candidate alleles from 
the imported sequencing data. This best match calculation 
is based on peak calling parameters set by the developers 
and therefore is not without error. While dedicated software 
programs facilitate this analysis, manual review of the results 
is also required because imbalanced allele amplification and 
poor sequence quality (to name just two issues) can result 
in incorrect base calls that can confound the HLA typing 
software’s genotype call. Therefore, review of the sequence 
quality and electropherogram data is crucial to avoid errors.

Individual ABI base quality is measured by a Phred score, 
a measure of base calling error probability. A Phred score of 
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30, a common quality cutoff for sequencing, means a base 
calling error rate of 1 in 1,000 bases, or 99.9% correct base 
calls. For HLA typing by SBT, bases with Phred scores of <30 
should not be used to determine typing results. A second 
measure of sequence quality is fluorescence intensity/back-
ground of each particular trace. Autothresholding found on 
all ABI sequencing systems adjusts the peak height of each 
fluorescent channel (base) to normalize the data across the 
four base channels. But this can lead to artificially high peaks 
for relatively poor sequencing results, resulting in higher 
background noise. This high background or “dirty” sequence 
can lead to incorrect base calling. Finally, all heterozygous 
positions identified by the sequence traces should be visually 
confirmed as either indicative of an actual heterozygous po-
sition (whether imbalanced or not) or an error. In the case 
of a suspected error, manually correcting the base call will 
automatically trigger the reassignment of alleles.

troubleshooting and technical Issues
While the abilities of SBT software packages have signifi-
cantly improved in the last decade, there is still the need 
for experienced staff in interpreting the eletropherograms 
and sequencing results. Nonetheless, several issues that can 
impact automated allele calling should be considered for 
anyone reviewing SBT HLA typing results.

Amplification bias is a real and complicating factor that 
can artificially create the absence of heterozygous positions. 
This can be caused by polymorphic positions underlying 
primer sites (affecting amplification in an allele- specific 
manner) but also can be caused simply by difficult- to- 
amplify regions within the HLA genes (HLA- DQB1 is 
notorious for allelic imbalance). Despite substantial efforts 
by vendors developing amplification primer sets, allele bias 
does occur. Importantly, whether or not bias has occurred 
cannot be discerned by the results of the amplification step. 
That is to say, strong amplification is not indicative of bal-
anced amplification any more than poor amplification is in-
dicative of imbalanced amplification.

The quantity of the amplicon can also play a role in the 
quality of sequencing. Poorly amplified samples will likely 
generate poor- quality sequencing traces, but this does not 
mean that sequencing reactions cannot be successful if am-
plification is weak. Weakly amplifying targets often will se-
quence with sufficient quality to be HLA typed, if sufficient 
template is added to the sequencing reaction. Therefore, the 
issue of whether to sequence weakly performing amplicons 
is a matter of laboratory preference, quality specifications, 
and optimization of laboratory costs.

Running a capillary sequencer is generally not a source of 
problems, so long as the instrument is well maintained and 
recommended system maintenance is performed on sched-
ule. It is highly recommended that routine system mainte-
nance be performed by a representative of the manufacturer, 
as indicated in the user manual. From an operational per-
spective, sequencing quality is generally the first indicator 
of problems involving the capillary array. Consistently low 
sequence quality can be caused by either a capillary array 
that has been used beyond its capacity (the manufacturer 
stipulates ~150 runs per array), degraded POP6 or POP7 
capillary matrix, or both. This problem is different than 
high background noise. High noise is generally indicative 
of poor cleanup of the sequencing reactions, leading to free 
fluorescent nucleotides contaminating the reaction.

Analysis of sequencing results can be highly influenced 
by the quality and quantity of the input material. In general, 
a high- quality run will have strong fluorescent signal over 
background noise, reducing linearly over the course of the 

run, and have a stable, flat current profile. The electrophero-
gram peaks should be tall, sharp, and nonoverlapping and 
should not contain artifacts under the peak (from the other 
bases). Too much DNA loaded into the capillary can cause 
a truncated (shortened) run with compressed, overlapping 
peaks. This problem is also identified by an uneven current 
over the course of the run. Too little DNA caused by poor 
amplification can lead to peak signals too close to the back-
ground noise of the system, leading to poor peak differenti-
ation and thus poor base calling with high inaccuracy. Salt 
contaminants left over from improper sample processing can 
elevate the baseline noise, resulting in shorter read lengths 
and poor- quality reads. A loss of resolution (peak sharpness) 
can be caused by improper capillary filling or an unexpected 
sample contaminant (sometimes caused by overloading a 
spin purification column). Beyond these operational prob-
lems, HLA variability can play a direct role in interpreting 
the electropherogram. In particular, insertions or deletions 
(indels) within one allele can cause frameshifts that appear 
as a sudden introduction of overlapping peaks within the 
electropherogram. Indels, along with difficult- to- sequence 
regions (regions of high GC content and homopolymers), 
can present biochemical problems that can also result in 
overlapping peaks within the electropherogram.

OVERVIEW OF NGS TECHNOLOGIES

Principles of the Technology and Applications
In recent years, new sequencing platforms have been de-
veloped that combine novel methods and instrumentation 
to produce far more sequence than traditional capillary 
electrophoresis- based Sanger sequencing, at a fraction of 
the cost. To reflect this advancement, these new methods 
have been termed next- generation sequencing.

NGS is poised to revolutionize clinical HLA typing by 
providing the most comprehensive means yet to analyze 
HLA genes (37–43). The primary advantage of this tech-
nology over all other methods is the ability to obtain se-
quence data from single DNA molecules. Currently, the two 
most widely used NGS platforms are from Illumina (MiSeq) 
and Life Technologies (Ion Torrent) (Table 3). It is worth 
mentioning that the first commercial instrument to be used 
for HLA typing by NGS was the Roche 454 platform. How-
ever, due to a number of limitations, the company decided 
to withdraw the platform from the market. While the bio-
chemistry of these platforms differs, they are fundamen-
tally similar, as they all combine clonal sequencing with 
a high level of parallelism. Clonal sequencing is accom-
plished using methods that enable the isolation of a single 
DNA molecule, which is subsequently amplified, produc-
ing a clonal population of identical DNA fragments. This 
molecular- level sequencing allows the detection of haploid 
information directly, resolving many limitations that earlier 
technologies struggle to resolve. The term “massively paral-
lel” is frequently used to describe NGS technology whereby 
the simultaneous sequencing of millions of clonal popula-
tions is possible.

All NGS workflows consist of the following general 
steps: template generation, library preparation, clonal am-
plification, and sequencing.

template generation
Within the application of HLA typing, NGS template gen-
eration is typically performed by targeted PCR amplification 
and delivers the specificity and sensitivity required for accu-
rate HLA genotyping. While HLA typing can potentially 
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be determined from the sequencing of nonamplified ge-
nomic DNA using whole- genome sequencing data, it is not 
practical to do so. This is primarily due to the low number 
of reads generated with current technologies for the HLA 
genes and the absence of adequately tested software analysis 
tools (see “The Future of HLA Typing” below).

Library Preparation
While library preparation methods vary between platforms, 
they are conceptually similar in that adaptors are ligated, or 
integrated through PCR, to the ends of the DNA template. 
These universal double- stranded DNA adaptors are used 
throughout the process to capture, amplify, and sequence 
the DNA. Library preparation is typically performed in one 
of two ways depending on the size of the DNA region to 
be sequenced. When the targeted region is relatively small 
(<500 bases), the regions of interest are amplified using fu-
sion primers that combine or “fuse” region- specific primers 
with universal adaptor sequences. The resulting PCR am-
plicon thus incorporates a universal adaptor sequence at its 
ends. The sequencing approach that uses this type of library 
preparation method is commonly referred to as amplicon se-
quencing. For large amplicons (>500 bases in length), an 
approach called shotgun sequencing is commonly used. In 
shotgun sequencing, the large PCR amplicon must be frag-
mented to sizes more appropriate for sequencing on NGS 
instruments. Breaking large amplicons into smaller frag-
ments is accomplished through nebulization, sonication, 
or enzymatically. The ends of the fragmented amplicons 
are then enzymatically blunt- ended (and in some cases 3′ 
adenylated) in preparation for adaptor ligation. Most, but 
not all, shotgun sequencing workflows include one or more 
purification steps to remove enzymes and other reactants 
between the fragmentation, end repair, and adaptor ligation 
steps. Purification is typically accomplished with bead- based 
systems like Beckman Coulter’s Agencourt AMPure XP 
beads. The shotgun approach is typically used for sequenc-
ing the full length of HLA genes, while amplicon sequenc-
ing characteristically targets specific exons.

Regardless of amplification strategy, a size selection 
step is necessary to remove adaptors and/or adaptor dimers 
from the libraries prior to clonal amplification. Failure to 
remove adaptors and/or adaptor dimers will decrease the 
availability of library hybridization sites for subsequent 

clonal amplification due to competitive binding. When us-
ing shotgun sequencing, it is also reasonable to specifically 
select for library sizes that are ideal for clonal amplification 
on the NGS platforms (500 to 1,200 bp) and for phasing 
distal polymorphic HLA positions. Commonly used size 
selection strategies include bead- based technologies such 
as Beckman Coulter’s SPRIselect and Agencourt AMPure 
XP beads or gel electrophoresis- based technologies like 
Sage Sciences’ (Beverly, MA) Pippin Prep or Life Technol-
ogies’ E- Gel SizeSelect instruments. Bead- based methods 
have the advantage of simultaneously concentrating the 
pools, while electrophoresis- based methods provide better 
precision.

Indexing
The massively parallel sequencing ability of NGS plat-
forms is best exploited by the sequencing of many samples 
in a single run through the use of indexed adaptors. An in-
dex is a short (6 to 10 bases), unique sequence that is part 
of the adaptor and is incorporated during library prepara-
tion to identify individual samples. These indexes are of-
ten referred to as barcodes as they uniquely identify (code) 
a library. It is the use of indexed adaptors that enables 
pooling of multiple samples and loci in a single run. There 
are two primary indexing strategies: indexing by locus or 
indexing by sample. In the first strategy, a single library 
is prepared with a unique index for each HLA locus for a 
single sample. The sequences obtained with this index can 
then be definitively assigned to a particular locus. The pri-
mary benefit of this method is that software programs used 
to align sequence data and assign HLA genotypes can be 
aided by this information and can guard against misalign-
ment of reads to an incorrect locus. The second approach, 
indexing by sample, offers a simplified sample preparation 
process that also reduces cost. In this approach, ampli-
cons of all loci from a single sample are pooled prior to 
library preparation; therefore, only one library is prepared 
per sample. The indexing is simply used to distinguish one 
sample from the next. This amplicon pooling strategy puts 
greater pressure on the software programs to accurately 
identify the source (locus) of the individual reads and 
align them to the appropriate locus. Given the homology 
between HLA loci, this approach must be carefully and 
thoroughly validated.

TABLE 3 Summary of NGS platform capabilities

Platform Sequencing 
chemistry

Library 
amplification Read length Data generation Run time

Life Technologies 
Ion Torrent PGM

Ion detection emPCR 200 or 400 bp 314 Chip: 30–100 Mb
316 Chip: 300 Mb–1 Gb
318 Chip: 600 Mb–2 Gb

314 Chip: 2.3–3.7 h
316 Chip: 3.0–4.9 h
318 Chip: 4.4–7.3 h

Life Technologies 
Ion Torrent Proton

Ion detection emPCR Up to 200 bp Up to 10 Gb 2–4 h

Illumina MiSeq Reversible dye 
terminator

Bridge 
amplification

1 × 36 bp
2 × 25 bp
2 × 75 bpa

2 × 150 bp
2 × 250 bp
2 × 300 bpa

500 Mb
800 Mb
3.5 Gb
5.0 Gb (nano: 300 Mb)
8.0 Gb (nano: 500 Mb)
14 Gb

4 h
5.5 h
20 h
24 h (nano: 13 h)
39 h (nano: 22 h)
55 h

Illumina HiSeq 1000 Reversible dye 
terminator

Bridge 
amplification

36–101 bp ≤150 Gb 1.5–8.5 days

Illumina HiSeq 2000 Reversible dye 
terminator

Bridge 
amplification

36–101 bp ≤300 Gb 2.5–11 days

aUses a version 3 sequencing kit, whereas all other Illumina specs are for version 2 sequencing kits. “nano” indicates the smallest size sequencing chip by Illumina 
for the MiSeq.
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Quantitation
The concentration of the prepared library must be assessed 
to ensure that an adequate amount of material is loaded for 
sequencing. Most importantly, proper library quantitation 
requires the differentiation of DNA fragments that contain 
ligated adaptors at both ends from those fragments without 
adaptors or those that contain only one adaptor (as only 
those fragments with both adaptors will eventually be se-
quenced). Most platforms recommend quantitative PCR 
(qPCR) for library quantitation, as it provides the most 
accurate assessment of amplifiable material. The qPCR 
assays can use the ligated adaptor sequence as the prim-
ing site for amplification; therefore, only DNA molecules 
that have successfully incorporated adaptors at both ends 
will amplify. Nonspecific intercalating fluorescent dyes 
such as SYBR green are then used to detect the amplifica-
tion in “real time.” Concentration of the library is deter-
mined by comparison of fluorescence to that of a standard 
curve. Currently there are many companies offering qPCR 
reagents for NGS, such as Kapa Biosystems (Wilmington, 
MA), Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA), Illumina, 
and Quanta BioSciences (Gaithersburg, MD). As an alter-
native, Agilent’s Bioanalyzer and TapeStation instruments 
can determine both size distribution of the library and con-
centration; however, the concentration measurement from 
these systems does not accurately represent the library con-
centration, as it measures all double- stranded DNA that is 
present and cannot differentiate between completely ligated 
fragments containing both adaptors and fragments that are 
missing adaptor sequences.

Clonal Amplification
Each of the NGS technologies described below relies on 
clonal amplification. However, they do not employ tradi-
tional bacterial cloning methods. Instead, they use tech-
niques by which single DNA fragments are isolated and 
then amplified, producing a population of identical DNA 
molecules. Clonal amplification can be performed using 
emulsion PCR (emPCR) (Ion Torrent) or solid- phase am-
plification on a flow cell (MiSeq).

In emPCR, the DNA library is diluted and stoichiomet-
rically added to capture beads such that a single DNA mol-
ecule binds to a single bead. The DNA binds to beads via 
adaptor sequence with homology to oligonucleotides that are 
bound to the bead surface. The DNA- bound beads, along 
with biotinylated primers and other amplification reagents, 
are placed into an oil emulsion and are shaken in a controlled 
way such that a single DNA- carrying bead becomes encap-
sulated in a single micelle droplet. Amplification is thereby 
performed in isolation within each micelle (microreactor), 
producing a bead covered with many copies of DNA with 
identical sequence. After emPCR, the beads are recovered 
and enriched using streptavidin- coated magnetic microparti-
cles. The DNA- carrying beads are then deposited in a silicon 
chip (Ion Torrent) possessing micro wells in preparation for 
sequencing. In support of its sequencing systems, Life Tech-
nologies has also spent considerable effort in automating the 
emPCR process. Both semiautomated (Ion OneTouch) and 
fully automated (Ion Chef) solutions exist that substantially 
simplify the emPCR and chip- loading process.

Illumina does not use emPCR for clonal amplifica-
tion; rather, it uses a process called bridge amplification in 
which DNA fragments are captured onto their chip surface 
through oligonucleotides prebound at a concentration that 
allows spatial separation between captured fragments. The 
capture oligonucleotides also act as amplification primers, 
priming the DNA fragment for amplification. Repeated 

cycles of denaturation, annealing to nearby capture oligo-
nucleotides, and extension amplify each fragment, produc-
ing localized clonal clusters. These clusters, each produced 
from different, single DNA fragments, are then sequenced. 
The clonal generation of clusters is necessary to generate 
sufficient signals for detecting the sequencing reaction, as 
a minimum of signal intensity is necessary before it is de-
tected by the camera of the instrument. Using the correct 
concentration of a particular library is also critical to avoid 
the overlap of individual clusters on the chip, which can 
confound the detection of single sequences.

sequencing
The sequencing methods used by the Ion Torrent and MiSeq 
platforms are quite different. In Ion Torrent sequencing, fol-
lowing emPCR, DNA- bound beads (Ion Sphere particles) 
are enriched and loaded into discrete wells on a silicon chip. 
Nucleotides and polymerases are flowed across the chip in a 
fixed order, and the incorporation of one nucleotide com-
plementary to the DNA template results in the release of 
one hydrogen ion. This by- product (H+) of base incorpora-
tion is used to determine sequence. The Ion Torrent detec-
tion technology represents a fundamental shift away from 
fluorescence- based sequencing methodologies, which have 
been the predominant form of sequencing chemistry for the 
last 25 years. Using unmodified (i.e., nonfluorescent) nucle-
otides, the platform’s semiconductor chip measures minute 
changes in pH at the reaction site resulting from the release 
of the hydrogen ion during base incorporation. The change 
in pH is proportional to the number of hydrogen ions re-
leased, thereby allowing detection of single or multiple base 
(homopolymer) incorporations. Read lengths on Ion Tor-
rent platforms range from 200 to 400 bases.

Illumina’s sequencing method, similar to Sanger sequenc-
ing, uses a terminating chemistry in which addition of fluores-
cently labeled nucleotides is halted following incorporation 
of a single nucleotide. Unlike Sanger sequencing, however, 
Illumina’s chemistry exclusively uses terminating nucleotides 
with reversible strand termination. Following fluorescence 
detection, the dye is cleaved and the terminating 3′ moiety 
is modified, enabling further nucleotide incorporation. This 
chemistry may slow the sequencing process, but it provides 
very accurate base detection, reducing the intrinsic error 
rate. One of the unique features of the Illumina sequencing 
chemistry is the simplicity by which both ends of a DNA 
fragment can be sequenced, commonly referred as “paired- 
end” sequencing. Single read lengths of 250 to 300 bases are 
attainable in the paired- end process, producing effective read 
lengths of 500 to 600 bases and enabling association of paired 
reads that are distal to each other (depending on insert size). 
Therefore, fragment sizes up to 1,000 bases can be sequenced 
on the platform, providing phase information for distant 
polymorphic positions, a very critical element for eliminating 
ambiguities in HLA typing.

HLA Gene Coverage Strategies by NGS
Sequencing of the HLA genes has utilized a number of dif-
ferent approaches, from exonic only to whole gene. The 
choice of approach has largely been driven by the perceived 
immunologic value versus the complexity, output, and 
availability of kits to perform the typing. As newer technol-
ogies are introduced, more- comprehensive approaches are 
becoming available to the HLA clinical market.

exons only (Amplicon sequencing)
One of the first methods of HLA typing by NGS, developed 
by Roche, used short amplicons targeting a limited number 
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of exons, specifically the exons coding for the ARS. In this 
protocol, each exon is amplified separately. Non- ARS re-
gions coding exons, introns, and untranslated regions are 
not sequenced. The primary advantage to this strategy is 
that the sequence output of the platform is maximally uti-
lized by amplifying and sequencing only those regions that 
are considered “most relevant.” Another advantage to this 
method is that the universal adaptor sequences can be in-
corporated through PCR, thereby eliminating the need to 
fragment DNA and ligate adaptors, as required in LR- PCR 
shotgun approaches. The disadvantage of the selective 
exon- only strategy is that ambiguous HLA typing results can 
be obtained. Non- ARS exons also include polymorphisms, 
and unless characterized, alleles with otherwise identical 
sequences will be ambiguously typed. Furthermore, while 
the sequence obtained within a short amplicon is phased 
by virtue of its clonal nature, the phase between amplicons 
is lost. That is, if exons 2 and 3 are amplified separately, 
it is not possible to phase the sequences from one exon to 
another unless the intervening intronic sequences are also 
sequenced and differ between the two alleles. This issue is 
particularly important, as examples exist of hybrid alleles 
that have been formed by crossover and exon- shuffling 
events. For example, discriminating the common alleles 
B*15:01:01:01 and B*40:01:01 requires the phasing of exon 
2 to exon 3 to eliminate the alternative genotype B*40:21 
and B*15:212. Therefore, any approach that does not com-
pletely sequence the whole gene potentially may generate 
multiple ambiguities.

A further limitation of this method is that numerous am-
plifications must be set up for each sample. In an effort to 
alleviate the burden of preparing numerous reactions, PCR 
setup has been automated on multiple platforms, including 
the Fluidigm access array. While the setup of multiple PCRs 
is simplified through the use of automation, it can be chal-
lenging to optimize amplification conditions so that amplifi-
cation of the numerous exons is equally efficient. Failure to 
do so leads to nonuniform sequence coverage, which subse-
quently limits the throughput of the sequencing workflow, 
as a minimum depth of coverage is necessary for accurate 
genotype calling.

Whole gene (shotgun sequencing by LR- PCR)
An alternative approach is to sequence the full length of the 
HLA genes. HLA genes range from 3.2 kb for class I up to 15 
kb for class II. While it is possible to amplify the full length 
of HLA genes through LR- PCR, the current sequence read 
lengths of second- generation platforms is <1,000 bases. 
Therefore, in order to sequence the full length of HLA genes, 
a shotgun sequencing approach is necessary whereby the full 
gene amplicon is randomly fragmented and sequenced as 
previously described. The sequences obtained from the frag-
mented full- gene amplicons are assembled computationally 
to obtain the full- length sequence of each allele.

Whole gene (overlapping short Amplicon 
sequencing)
Yet another approach is a hybrid of the two previously de-
scribed and is designed to reduce ambiguity through full- gene 
sequencing while reducing the fragmentation and adaptor 
ligation steps required of LR- PCR shotgun sequencing. In 
this approach, numerous amplifications are performed across 
the full length of the HLA genes with overlapping regions. 
As each amplicon is designed to overlap its neighbors, it 
is possible to set the phase from one amplicon to the next 
given sufficient density of heterozygous positions.

Strengths and Weaknesses of NGS HLA Typing
NGS technology is highly suited for the challenges rou-
tinely encountered in HLA genotyping. The two funda-
mental elements of NGS, clonal sequence and parallelism, 
can be exploited to develop a typing scheme that delivers 
high- resolution typing in a single pass. Many of the phase 
ambiguities encountered in Sanger sequencing are due to 
the extreme polymorphism of the HLA alleles and the fre-
quently heterozygous nature of our genome. These ambigu-
ities are eliminated by clonal NGS platforms that provide 
on- phase sequence spanning these regions. In addition, 
the enormous amount of sequence that can be produced by 
NGS allows for a new approach to SBT HLA typing that is 
not limited to a few exons. By expanding the regions that 
are sequenced, additional ambiguity can be reduced with 
more- comprehensive data, providing the means to compile 
a more complete HLA allele library. While current meth-
ods of HLA typing have enabled the detection of numerous 
HLA polymorphisms (14,409 alleles as of January 2016), the 
majority of these alleles have been only partially sequenced. 
NGS can be a useful tool for complete characterization of 
new HLA alleles and for completion of existing, partially 
sequenced alleles. NGS also offers cost savings when com-
pared to existing high- resolution genotyping methods. Cost 
savings are achieved primarily through the elimination of 
reflexive testing (required to resolve ambiguity) and multi-
plexing (as NGS is highly scalable), allowing many samples 
to be processed simultaneously in a single run; therefore, the 
fixed costs can be spread across many samples.

However, as with the introduction of any new technolo-
gies, a number of limitations must be considered. NGS- based 
HLA typing requires a capital investment in equipment. 
The cost of the sequencer and peripheral equipment can 
easily exceed $150,000. Another issue is the current limited 
availability of NGS HLA typing kits. While Roche offers 
an HLA typing kit based on NGS, the company announced 
the discontinuation of its 454 sequencing product line by 
2016. Meanwhile, a number of commercial vendors have 
already developed HLA typing products for the two major 
sequencing platforms including Holotype HLA by Omixon 
(Budapest, Hungary), MIA FORA by Immucor (Norcross, 
GA), NGSgo by GenDx (Utrecht, Netherlands), NXType 
HLA by Thermo Fisher, and TruSight HLA by Illumina.

One of the great challenges in utilizing NGS technol-
ogy is the analysis of the data. The amount of sequence 
data produced is immense and therefore requires organized 
bioinformatics processes and highly sophisticated software 
programs. Laboratories embarking into NGS are now faced 
with the need for higher- performance computers and pro-
vision for long- term storage of data. Along with expanding 
bioinformatics requirements, another consideration is the 
rapid advancement of these technologies as new methods 
and technologies are continuously being developed, often 
with different equipment and computational needs. Con-
sidering that implementation of any new technology can be 
costly and time- consuming, laboratories must evaluate the 
return on this investment to decide if the benefits that NGS 
offers will translate into better and more cost- effective HLA 
testing, and to decide at what point in time it makes the 
most sense to introduce NGS into their workflows (for a 
summary of strengths and weaknesses, see Table 2).

Current “Clinical” NGS Platforms
The original NGS platforms had throughput capacities 
that were best suited for high- throughput contract labs but 
far exceeded the needs of typical clinical HLA labs. Re-
cently, sequencing platform manufacturers have developed 
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“benchtop” sequencers for the clinical diagnostics market. 
Illumina’s MiSeq and Life Technologies’ Ion Torrent PGM 
systems fall into this category. These smaller versions of 
the ultra- high- throughput sequencers offer lower per- run 
cost, shorter sequencing time, and greater ease of use. For 
targeted applications like HLA typing, these benchtop se-
quencers are ideal.

Ion torrent PgM
A primary advantage of the Life Technologies Ion Torrent 
system is the simplified readout technology provided by 
the solid- state chip. In contrast to pyrosequencing (Roche 
454), none of the complex enzymatic processes and photo-
chemical particles required to generate photoluminescence 
are required. This directly translates into a much simpler 
instrument (at much lower cost), as none of the complex 
and highly sensitive optics of fluorescence- based systems are 
needed. This also translates into much shorter run times, 
with sequencing runs taking just a few hours. Additionally, 
the use of unmodified nucleotides does not result in any 
chain damage to the growing DNA strand (presumably in-
creasing efficiency). The biochemistry, however, suffers from 
the same problems as pyrosequencing: the inability to detect 
homopolymer stretches accurately. Because the sequencing 
is not terminator based, homopolymer stretches are deter-
mined by the proportional proton release from multiple 
bases added in the same cycle. Taking into account other 
issues like readout sensitivity, the overall error rate of the 
system is 1.7%, which is greater than that of the Illumina 
MiSeq at 0.3% (49). Read lengths are also not as long as for 
pyrosequencing, with maximum lengths reaching 400 bp. 
Also, like pyrosequencing, the emPCR process to amplify 
the template DNA is time- consuming and, in its manual 
form, difficult. Life Technologies has moderated this prob-
lem by introducing semiautomated and now fully automated 
solutions to the emPCR process (ostensibly alleviating the 
issue), allowing for the testing of these systems in a clinical 
environment. The PGM also offers lower per- run costs and 
shorter sequencing time than the Illumina MiSeq, although 
the overall time from library preparation to sequencing is 
comparable between the two systems.

Illumina Miseq
Illumina’s MiSeq has been found to produce the highest- 
quality sequence data of the existing NGS systems, with 
reasonable costs and simplified operation. Illumina’s re-
versible terminator sequencing chemistry is very robust 
and generates accurate base calls. In multiple comparisons 
between existing systems, Illumina’s platform has consis-
tently outperformed all others in terms of sequence quality 
and low error rate. Also, because Illumina invested heavily 
in system development, much of the complex chemistry 
for clonal amplification is performed automatically by the 

instrument, substantially simplifying the process. From a 
systems standpoint, the primary disadvantage of the MiSeq 
system is the relatively long (24 to 39 h, depending on flow 
cell) run time and onboard data analysis of the instrument. 
Therefore, the MiSeq is clearly not a system for rapid turn-
around of HLA results.

NGS ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION OF 
RESULTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING
After sequencing is completed, the instrument performs 
base calling on each clonally amplified DNA fragment. The 
sequence information from each fragment, called a read, is 
recorded along with the quality scores (the probability of 
a base calling error quantified using Phred values). Each 
sequencing platform is unique in how quality scores are 
calculated and the data storage format used (.sff, .bam). Re-
gardless, all data formats can be converted into the FASTQ 
format, a standard representation of NGS data, containing 
entries for each read’s haploid DNA sequence and corre-
sponding quality scores (Fig. 5). For paired- end sequencing 
(Illumina), two FASTQ files are generated, with reads from 
each end of the DNA fragment placed into separate files and 
linked through the sequence identifier.

Traditional analysis of NGS data has three main com-
ponents: (i) alignment of reads to a reference sequence, 
(ii) identification of variants, and (iii) annotation/interpre-
tation of the identified variants. The first step, alignment, 
compares the reads to a reference sequence and attempts 
to locate the proper position of the read, or pairs of reads, 
given the reference sequence. Typically, the reference se-
quence selected is a human genome assembly available from 
a public database (e.g., GRCh37/hg19; UCSC Genome 
Bioinformatics website [http://genome.ucsc.edu]). After 
alignment, the variant positions are determined at locations 
where the aligned sequencing data are different from the 
reference, and can be either homozygous or heterozygous in 
nature. In this step, it is important to understand how depth 
of coverage and the quality score are used to decide whether 
a position is truly different from the reference. The depth 
of coverage refers to the number of reads aligned to a given 
position in the reference sequence (Fig. 6). Aligned bases 
with lower quality scores indicate lower confidence that 
the nucleotide call is correct and are down- weighted during 
variant calling at a given position (with preference given to 
aligned bases with higher quality scores). A higher number 
of reads present at a given position (higher depth of cover-
age) makes it easier to discriminate the signal (actual bases 
present, high quality scores) from the noise (errors during 
sequencing, base calling, and alignment, often with lower 
quality scores) during variant calling. Once the variant po-
sitions are identified, these can be fed into various analysis 
programs for interpretation.

FIGURE 5 NGS read and FASTQ representation.

http://genome.ucsc.edu
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While it is possible to use a traditional approach to ana-
lyze HLA NGS data, methods that rely on alignment against 
a single reference sequence may be problematic. Widely 
used alignment programs such as Novoalign, BWA, Bow-
tie, etc., have limitations or penalties for mapping highly 
divergent reads to the reference sequence (as would be ex-
pected for HLA genes). Given the extreme polymorphism 
of HLA alleles, it is unlikely that these programs can deliver 
highly accurate alignment of all HLA alleles. Rather, novel 
approaches and programs have been developed specifically 
for HLA sequence data analysis.

Analysis and Interpretation Using Exon- Based and 
Whole- Gene Strategies
Considering that the two primary methods for sequencing 
HLA alleles on NGS instruments are the exon- based ap-
proach and the whole- gene approach, analysis programs 
have been developed to match the needs of each sequenc-
ing strategy. Exon- based approaches using long reads enable 
phasing of heterozygous positions within an exon, resolving 
much of the cis/trans ambiguity that occurs with the Sanger 
SBT methodology. However, since exons are amplified sepa-
rately, these analysis programs cannot resolve all genotyping 
ambiguities for two reasons: phasing between exons is lost 
when these regions are amplified separately, and incomplete 
sequencing of the gene does not allow for resolution of al-
leles that differ only in regions that have not been included 
in the amplification strategy (e.g., DRB1*14:01:01/14:54 
cannot be resolved without sequencing exon 3). The anal-
ysis of the full- length HLA genes is also not without its own 
challenges. Currently <10% of HLA alleles have been fully 

sequenced, with the majority of alleles only characterized 
in regions encoding the ARS (exons 2 and 3 for HLA class 
I and exon 2 for HLA class II). One of the greatest chal-
lenges for developers of analysis programs is accounting for 
sequence data from the full gene in light of a largely incom-
plete allele sequence database.

All programs have the capacity to handle NGS data and 
utilize the IMGT/HLA database genotype assignment, with 
most of the commercial programs also offering user inter-
faces that enable the visualization of sequences, coverage, 
genotype assignment, and mismatch information. While 
there has been significant development of software programs 
dedicated to HLA NGS data, these programs continue to 
evolve alongside the sequencing technology and approaches 
for HLA template generation. Some of the better- known 
programs are described below.

Commercial HLA Typing Software Packages

Assign AtF
Assign ATF software (Conexio Genomics, Fremantle, Aus-
tralia) was developed for use with an exon- based sequencing 
approach and Roche 454 platform. Assign ATF is similar 
to the company’s Assign software, developed for use in 
Sanger SBT, and enables the segregation of multiple sam-
ples in a single analysis project, providing a graphical user 
interface for the user to review sequence data and genotype 
assignment, including mismatch information. Assign ATF 
also allows manual editing of the data and re-analysis based 
on user interpretation. While the software has been applied 
primarily to exon- based sequencing, future versions will 

FIGURE 6 Depth of coverage as derived from NGS reads. NGS reads (whether single or paired- end) 
are aligned to a consensus reference sequence (Ref.Seq.) to form an overlapping, stacked view of the 
coverage at any given nucleotide position. The number of reads at any given position represents the depth 
of coverage and is derived by the number of overlapping reads at that nucleotide position. Read depth at 
polymorphic positions is split between the reference sequence and the alternative allele (blue and orange 
bars) and indicates allelic representation.
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include analysis for full HLA genes with compatibility with 
additional sequencing platforms.

HLA twin
HLA Twin (Omixon, Budapest, Hungary) is a highly cus-
tomizable software program that is able to handle various se-
quencing platforms (Illumina, Ion Torrent, and Roche 454), 
gene coverage strategies (exons versus full gene), and data 
types (targeted, exome, and whole genome). HLA Twin 
offers two independent genotyping algorithms, a method 
that aligns the NGS data to the alleles in the IMGT/HLA 
database, and a second approach using de novo assembly of 
the NGS reads to determine a consensus sequence, which 
is then compared to the known alleles in IMGT.  The com-
bination of the two approaches is a very useful feature that 
provides a significant degree of confidence for the particular 
HLA genotyping call. Additional features include the abil-
ity to detect novel alleles and their traffic light system to 
warn users of potential quality issues that may be present 
in their sample signaling allele imbalance, uneven cover-
age, exon mismatches, and other statistics. HLA Twin also 
enables the analysis of mixed data in which sequences from 
a single sample containing reads from all HLA loci can be 
parsed to appropriate loci as part of the analysis.

ngsengine
NGSengine (GenDx) has also been developed to handle 
data from various sequencing platforms (Illumina, Ion Tor-
rent, and Pacific Biosciences) and can analyze data from both 
exon- based and whole- gene- based sequencing approaches. In 
an effort to enable full gene alignment of alleles that have not 
been fully characterized, this software substitutes surrogate 
sequence for regions not yet characterized, which is obtained 
from a fully sequenced allele with the fewest differences 
from the allele in question. After the reads are aligned, the 
software establishes phase between heterozygous positions. 
The genotype assignment is based on best- matching alleles 
and provides mismatch information at the exon and intron 
level. Additional features include the display of phase across 
heterozygous positions and the ability to analyze mixed data 
(multiple loci in a single library). NGSengine also provides 
statistics about the read length, depth of coverage, and total 
length of the DNA fragments.

sequence Pilot
Sequence Pilot (JSI Medical Systems, Ettenheim, Germany) 
is another commercially available software program for the 
analysis of HLA NGS data. The SeqNext- HLA module can 
analyze data from the Illumina, Ion Torrent, and Roche 454 
platforms. This program is organized with clinical laboratory 
operation in mind with the ability to create orders, group 
files from the same DNA sample, and allow for patient and 
sample metadata to be stored within the program. This 
program is able to provide varying precision levels of HLA 
genotyping, from two- field to full- field resolution, account-
ing for intronic sequence if provided in the IMGT/HLA 
database. SeqNext- HLA allows the user to analyze the se-
quencing data and review, edit, and re-analyze if necessary. 
Interestingly, while the program was designed for NGS data, 
it does not provide the user with a view of the sequence read 
alignment or depth of coverage, but rather displays a simu-
lated electropherogram of the resulting consensus sequence.

open- Access software Programs
The development of HLA genotyping programs is not lim-
ited to commercial enterprises. Athlates (Broad Institute, 
Cambridge, MA) is a command line- based application 

originally developed for HLA genotyping from exome se-
quencing data. It employs a data- centric approach of iden-
tifying reads belonging to HLA genes, assembling the reads 
into contigs, and creating consensus information for each 
exon that is compared back to the IMGT/HLA database 
(with the output of the best pair of alleles that explain the 
data at each locus identified). Two programs, HLA Caller 
(an unsupported module for the Genome Analysis Tool 
Kit, Broad Institute) and SOAP- HLA (Beijing Genomics 
Institute, Beijing, China), determine HLA genotypes based 
on alignment of sequencing reads to the human genome. 
These algorithms are dependent on the accurate alignment 
of reads and single nucleotide polymorphism determination 
for making the allele call. While SOAP- HLA works directly 
with the alignment data, HLA Caller goes one step further 
in incorporating allele frequencies into its probabilistic algo-
rithm for genotyping. All of the open- access programs listed 
are restricted to alleles defined in the IMGT/HLA database 
and cannot handle complicated events, such as allelic im-
balance, uncharacterized intronic sequences of alleles, and 
novel or hybrid alleles, all of which may be encountered in 
a clinical setting and need to be identified.

The Complexity of HLA Data Analysis— Challenges 
to Software Programs
All NGS approaches for HLA genotyping have inherent 
limitations, and the software chosen for analysis should be 
able to address some, if not all, of the well- known issues 
with HLA genotyping. Some of the more systematic prob-
lems associated with sequencing the HLA genes include 
nonuniform sequence coverage, allelic imbalance, and co-
amplification of unintended HLA loci. While it is possible 
to address these problems during the initial PCR amplifica-
tion and library preparation steps, the programs should be 
able to detect events that can lead to incorrect genotype 
determination. Another event that HLA genotyping pro-
grams should be able to detect is the existence of a novel 
allele. While there are >14,000 known HLA alleles pres-
ent in the IMGT/HLA database, the number of alleles is 
increasing rapidly as more sequencing is performed and is 
only expected to grow as more whole- gene data are charac-
terized. Not only should the programs be able to detect the 
new alleles that are possible due to novel single nucleotide 
polymorphisms, but they should also be able to detect and 
characterize the cases of new alleles that are hybrids of two 
or more known alleles. Currently, no program is able to han-
dle the detection of hybrid alleles.

THE FUTURE OF HLA TYPING
A plethora of large and small technology companies around 
the world continue to advance the state of the art in whole-  
and targeted genome sequencing technologies. Companies 
like Pacific Biosciences (direct fluorescent sequencing by 
synthesis) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Oxford, 
United Kingdom) (non- fluorescence, non- polymerase based) 
are working on more- advanced (true single- molecule) third- 
generation platforms (Oxford Nanopore has only recently 
released its first product for commercial evaluation). These 
third- generation sequencing technologies enable the sequenc-
ing of single DNA molecules without the need for clonal am-
plification and appear promising in regards to supporting more 
informative HLA typing in the future.

Pacific Biosciences
Pacific Biosciences’ technology focuses on using a single, 
physically anchored DNA polymerase as the driving force 
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in single- molecule, direct sequencing by synthesis, using 
fluorescence- tagged, phospholinked nucleotide analogs. This 
approach allows both the rapid incorporation of nucleotides 
and very long reads. Initial chemistries produced average read 
lengths of ~4,500 bp, with newer chemistries today increas-
ing the average to ~10,000 bp (with the longest reads ex-
ceeding 30,000 bp). With multi- kilobase reads, ambiguities 
caused by phasing, even at whole HLA gene distances, can be 
completely eliminated. A disadvantage of this technology is 
the Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) chip itself. Because 
of the small number of zero- mode waveguides per chip, the 
system’s total output per run (~50 Mbp) is substantially lim-
ited. While this level of throughput is insufficient for whole 
genomes, for targeted approaches, like HLA, this amount of 
information is entirely sufficient, given the extended read 
lengths. And while the chemistry suffers from single- pass in-
accuracies (median error of ~14%), the base incorporation 
errors are random and therefore addressable by adequate read 
depth and appropriate bioinformatics support.

Oxford Nanopore and Similar Nanopore 
Technologies
Nanopore technology introduces a completely new paradigm 
in DNA sequencing. Briefly, a single nanoscopic hole (~1 
nm) is created in a synthetic membrane within electronically 
addressable microscopic wells of the application- specific 
integrated circuit (ASIC) chip, through the addition of a 
single biological protein nanopore (such as α- hemolysin). 
A double- stranded DNA template is then prepared by li-
gating a hairpin to one end and a DNA- unwinding protein 
at the other. As a single strand of DNA is unwound from 
the double- stranded target molecule and pulled through the 
nanopore, an electric potential across the membrane facili-
tates a unique current signature specific to each type of DNA 
base as the DNA passes through the pore. These fluctuating 
electric potentials are then recorded and converted into base 
calls. The technology enables very long reads, with the ad-
ditional advantage of simplified sample preparation and re-
agents. Recent tests of the MinION system demonstrated an 
average read length of 5.4 kbp, with some reads up to 10 kbp 
and longer. But the technology is not without problems. Early 
testing indicates higher error rates than other platforms. The 
system’s low data output (initial chips contain 512 wells, gen-
erating only tens of megabases of data per run) and current 
lack of published data demonstrating the stability, reliability, 
and accuracy of the technology limit the ability to assess the 
system’s capabilities for HLA typing.

Regardless of current shortcomings, nanopore technol-
ogy may be a potential sequencing option over the next de-
cade, as a multitude of companies are developing alternative 
platforms using different nanopore approaches (biological, 
solid state, and otherwise). Therefore, the technology has 
the potential to become an extremely inexpensive, very 
simple, very fast (minutes instead of hours) approach to 
sequencing any target DNA molecule. From an HLA per-
spective, this technology has the potential to lead to rou-
tine whole- genome sequencing, where HLA typing would 
naturally result from the overall data.

Alternative Means To Obtain HLA Typing from 
Whole- Exome or Whole- Genome Sequencing
Besides the approaches described in this chapter for direct 
HLA typing by NGS, alternative approaches for obtain-
ing HLA typing from whole- exome sequencing (WES) or 
whole- genome sequencing (WGS) data have recently been 
attempted (50). Since both WES and WGS data include 

the HLA sequences, determining the HLA typing from this 
data is theoretically possible, with the success of these ap-
proaches largely dependent on the quality and quantity of 
the WES or WGS data and the ability of software tools to 
perform the data analysis.

The challenges associated with HLA genotyping from 
WGS or WES is inherent to the assay performed. Under the 
best of circumstances, WES data will be comparable to the 
exon- based typing strategy, with the known limitations as 
outlined above [see “Exons Only (Amplicon Sequencing)”] 
and relatively lower coverage expected for the targeted 
(HLA) regions. Furthermore, capturing the HLA exons with 
a standardized set of oligonucleotides for exome sequencing 
is questionable, since the set of capture oligonucleotides do 
not change to reflect the increasing diversity (and extensive 
polymorphism) of the HLA alleles. Therefore, this process 
may exhibit allelic imbalance or dropouts. So, while WES 
data may provide sufficient quantity of data, the quality 
of the sequences remains a challenge. Alternatively, using 
WGS data (where there is no selection of HLA genomic 
fragments for sequencing, analogous to shotgun sequencing 
of the whole HLA genes), the challenge lies in generating 
a sufficient amount of data to obtain a high enough depth 
of coverage for accurate HLA genotyping. While WGS is 
currently cost- prohibitive for HLA typing purposes, it is 
expected to be possible in the future as NGS technologies 
are optimized and total throughput increases. But for the 
foreseeable future (even assuming that throughput is in-
creased and sequencing costs are reduced), it is unlikely that 
all those who need HLA typing will necessarily have their 
exome or genome fully sequenced. Therefore, this approach 
will only be relevant to cases in which WES and WGS data 
are already available. The computational tools available for 
WES or WGS HLA analysis, like Omixon’s Target HLA, 
are being tested, and the results suggest that the approach 
can be successful. However, significant challenges remain, 
including the considerable time, complexity, and effort for 
computation and interpretation of results.

REMARKS/CONCLUSIONS
Clinical HLA typing has experienced remarkable technical 
progress in the last decade that may finally and ultimately 
resolve several long- standing problems that have hampered 
HLA testing for the last 60 years. From the inability to de-
termine long- range phasing to the lack of whole- gene in-
formation from both coding and noncoding regions to the 
inability to directly detect novel alleles, HLA typing tech-
nologies are poised to rapidly improve our understanding of 
the role of HLA genes in immune function and transplanta-
tion and to provide truly cost- effective, high- volume testing. 
Equally importantly, these newer technologies can provide 
high- quality, high- resolution HLA typing for registry donors 
that will facilitate and expedite organ donor searches while 
reducing search- related costs. The very fact that non- DNA- 
based approaches to HLA typing have largely been or are 
being eliminated from clinical typing laboratories speaks 
highly of the DNA- based techniques that have replaced 
 antibody-  and cell- based screening methods. While SSO 
and SSP methods will continue to provide simple, econom-
ical routine detection of common alleles, methods that can 
reduce ambiguities and definitively identify HLA alleles 
will take precedence. This is particularly true when con-
sidering the possibility that tissue typing may include even 
more exons, and possibly introns, in future tissue- matching 
efforts. Sanger SBT will continue to provide improved high- 
resolution typing over SSO or SSP methods, but its inability 
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to resolve phasing ambiguities and its relatively stable and 
rather high cost will ultimately force its replacement by 
newer, more advanced sequencing techniques.

With the success of next- generation sequencing plat-
forms and potential advantages of novel third- generation 
platforms under development, it is clear that single- molecule 
sequencing may finally resolve all HLA tissue- typing needs. 
By providing unambiguous, direct haplotype data (within 
a single gene), the problem of polymorphic phasing is to-
tally eliminated. This is especially true as NGS read lengths 
continue to increase. By providing whole- gene sequencing, 
the detection of novel alleles will be facilitated, potentially 
eliminating all secondary approaches to verify and resolve 
ambiguities. This whole- gene, full- length allele sequence 
data will also rapidly improve donor registry databases, pro-
viding unprecedented rapidity in evaluating and matching 
donor and recipient samples.

Even with the current pricing of “personal” sequencing 
systems, HLA typing by NGS is already possible at costs that 
are in line with current reimbursement allowances. With suf-
ficient thought and development of the supporting processes, 
HLA typing by NGS can be both economical and practi-
cal. And as NGS continues to advance in technical perfor-
mance, the ability to apply NGS broadly to clinical HLA 
typing will only become simpler and more cost- effective for 
both low-  and high- volume laboratories. This is particularly 
true when considering the interest in HLA typing by leading 
technology platform companies like Illumina and Thermo 
Fisher that are actively developing HLA- specific typing kits 
for their developing platforms. If this trend continues, and if 
typing by NGS becomes fully supported by these companies, 
HLA typing will finally advance to the level it has always 
required but was never quite able to achieve.

Beyond the Molecular Genetics of HLA
While these advanced technologies will provide highly re-
fined approaches for the characterization of HLA genomic 
sequences, there will remain the need to expand our under-
standing of the expression of these HLA gene products on 
the cell surface and the impact of that expression on immune 
function. Polymorphisms causing alterations in cell surface 
expression or tissue- to- tissue variability of expression will 
need to be studied in the context of their significance and 
impact on tissue transplantation and immune function. For 
this reason alone, the HLA community should continue to 
develop new approaches that will match the impressive prog-
ress at the genomic level (characterizing genetic variation) 
with insight into the physiologic relevance and consequences 
of these genomic differences on HLA protein function.

The authors and volume editors wish to thank Carolyn Katovich 
Hurley for her excellent review of this chapter and her helpful comments 
and suggestions.
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INTRODUCTION

Relevance of Antibody in Transplantation
Antibodies of the IgG class can damage tissues in a vari-
ety of ways, including (i) directly through complement ac-
tivation, (ii) indirectly through the deposition of immune 
complexes, and (iii) indirectly through the recruitment of 
cytotoxic or inflammation- inducing cells. Very high levels 
of antibody result in hyperacute rejection and graft failure, 
an outcome that can easily be avoided by the performance 
of a lymphocyte crossmatch test prior to transplantation. In 
contrast, clear elucidation of the relevance of donor- reactive 
antibodies of various strengths and specificities and of anti-
bodies that arise after transplantation has been hampered 
by inadequate technologies and lack of reimbursement for 
posttransplant monitoring of antibodies. Nonetheless, a 
deleterious effect of antibody specific for mismatched donor 
HLA antigens has been demonstrated for nearly every type 
of organ and tissue that has been transplanted in sufficient 
numbers, including hematopoietic stem cells and, possibly, 
composite tissues. There is overwhelming evidence indicat-
ing that anti- HLA antibodies are involved in hyperacute, 
acute, and chronic rejection of organs (1). In mismatched 
bone marrow transplants, there is a risk of immunocompe-
tent tissues from sensitized patients producing antibody to 
recipient tissues as well as a risk of recipients making antido-
nor antibodies. In theory, antibodies specific for any antigen 
on transplanted tissue should be capable of damaging the 
transplant. The best- known antibodies that are injurious 
to allografts are those specific for antigens of the HLA and 
ABO systems. Potential deleterious effects of other antibod-
ies are being recognized increasingly. A discussion of those 
is beyond the scope of this chapter, and the interested reader 
is directed to two excellent reviews on this topic (2, 3). The 
focus of this chapter will be HLA- specific antibodies, and 
we will use the term donor- specific antibody (DSA) to refer 
to antibody(ies) specific for donor HLA antigens.

There are multiple reasons as to why HLA- specific anti-
bodies are so important to detect and monitor. HLA antigens 
are present on transplanted tissues (class I [HLA- A, - B, - C] 
antigens are expressed on most nucleated cells, and class II 
[HLA- DR, - DQ, - DP] antigen expression, although more 
limited, is likely to be induced at the time of transplantation 
or inflammation), most transplants involve some degree of 
HLA mismatch, HLA antigens provoke one of the strongest 

immune responses, and recipients may become sensitized to 
HLA antigens prior to transplantation through transfusion, 
pregnancy, and possibly environmental agents or after trans-
plantation by the graft itself (de novo). The risk represented 
by HLA- specific antibodies is determined by the character-
istics of the antibody, including class, specificity, strength, 
timing, and course (i.e., whether the antibody is increasing 
or decreasing), and by the characteristics of the tissue (i.e., 
the extent and type of antigen expression and the resilience 
of the tissue to antibody- mediated damage). The level of risk, 
as measured by timing and extent of damage to the graft, is 
directly proportional to the antibody titer. Regarding immu-
noglobulin class, IgG antibodies are established risk factors, 
the data are ambiguous for IgM antibodies, and there are data 
suggesting that HLA- specific antibodies of the IgA class are 
beneficial in transplantation (reviewed in reference 1). It has 
been clearly demonstrated that antibodies to either HLA class 
I or class II antigens represent a risk and are capable of pro-
ducing hyperacute rejection. However, the levels of antigen 
expression vary among HLA loci. Antigens encoded by the 
HLA- C, - DP, - DQ, - DRB3 (DRw52), - DRB4 (DRw53), and 
possibly - DRB5 (DRw51) loci are expressed at much lower 
levels than those encoded by HLA- A, - B, and - DRB1, and 
there may be a lower risk of rejection associated with their re-
spective antibodies. However, rejection due to antibodies to 
HLA- Cw, - DQ, and - DP antigens has been reported, includ-
ing at least one case of a hyperacute rejection resulting from 
an antibody to donor Cw (4–7). Antibodies that are pres-
ent at the time of or that develop after transplantation can 
damage tissues. In contrast, antibodies that were present only 
historically appear to represent little risk except in two situ-
ations: (i) when the current transplant shares a mismatched 
antigen with a previous transplant and (ii) when a previous 
graft was lost to an early immunologic rejection. The course 
of antibodies over time is also an important indicator of the 
level of risk. Antibodies that are increasing in strength or ex-
panding in specificity may represent a recent or ongoing sen-
sitization, which may include newly developing anti bodies 
to donor antigen; they are potentially of great risk and can 
be refractory to treatment. Highly sensitive detection assays 
available now make the determination of these increases in 
antibody strength and specificity much easier. Conversely, 
antibodies that are waning in titer or breadth may reflect an 
active downregulation of the immune response and may be 
more responsive to intervention. Differences, among organs 
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and tissues, in HLA antigen expression, extent of exposure to 
antibody, and impact on the function of antibody- mediated 
damage are well known. However, a variety of factors, such as 
certain cytokines and hormones, which can be released in re-
sponse to trauma, infection, or certain treatments, can affect 
antigen expression, which, in turn, can provoke a humoral 
response and provide increased target for antibody binding.

Goals and Aims
When testing for HLA- specific antibody, a laboratory’s goal 
should be to determine the level of risk to the transplanted 
organ or tissue. Despite the danger represented by HLA anti-
body, the risk to the transplant can be overcome, in many 
cases, through appropriate intervention. The data obtained 
from tests of HLA- specific antibody provide an opportu-
nity to determine what treatment, if any, will overcome 
the risk associated with any given transplant. Risk exists in 
the form of existing antibody or an increased probability of 
making antibody to donor HLA. The most definitive source 
of information is the detection and characterization of an-
tibodies both prior to and following transplantation. This 
includes assessing the antibody characteristics, identified 
above, that are associated with risk: immunoglobulin class, 
titer, specificity, and trend. However, even routine screening 
prior to transplantation represents only a small window in 
the patient’s history, and there is a substantial opportunity 
for undetected sensitization. Therefore, obtaining informa-
tion about potentially sensitizing events in the patient’s his-
tory will increase the accuracy of the assessment of risk. This 
chapter will deal with the technical aspects of obtaining the 
information necessary to evaluate humoral sensitization to 
HLA antigens in transplant patients.

The minimal testing requirements for compliance with 
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act (CLIA) of 1988 
can be found in the Code of Federal Regulations (8). There 
has been an ongoing expression of concern, by some, regard-
ing the expense of testing for humoral sensitization. A review 
of the literature provides extensive evidence of the benefit 
of such testing in prolonging graft and patient survival and 
reducing injurious rejection episodes. Treatment protocols 

designed to overcome sensitization, the single largest barrier 
to transplantation, are being used worldwide to increase op-
portunities for transplanting sensitized patients. Antibody 
testing provides a means of identifying the best candidates 
for these protocols and monitoring treatment efficacy. Given 
the high cost of treating rejection, of reduced graft survival, 
and of alternative treatment when transplants fail, testing for 
antibodies is a very cost- effective investment.

METHODS

Creating a Patient Profile
Certain patient information is useful for quantifying the 
risk of rejection, assessing how aggressive a responder a pa-
tient is, and interpreting results of antibody tests (9). The 
applicable information is outlined in Table 1. The table is 
reasonably self- explanatory and merits only a few additional 
remarks. Information about previous sensitizing events can 
be used to achieve a gross assessment of how aggressively a 
patient responds to exposure to HLA. Patients with a previ-
ous graft in place have a source of antigen for maintaining 
sensitization but may have artificially low levels of antibody 
because the donor tissue is acting like an “immunologic 
sponge,” removing antibody by adsorption onto the anti-
gens expressed on the tissue or by releasing soluble antigens 
that bind to the antibody. However, the high sensitivity of 
the multiplexed bead assays in wide use permit detection of 
HLA antibody even with a graft in place. Following a recent 
transfusion, samples should be obtained approximately 2 to 
4 weeks posttransfusion to optimize detection of a humoral 
response. Transfusion histories are extremely difficult to ob-
tain, are often inaccurate, and should be supplemented with 
information about previous surgeries that might have been 
occasions for transfusion.

Tests
There are two categories of test used to assess a humoral 
response, crossmatching and the antibody screen, the latter 
of which may be further subdivided into screens that simply 

TABLE 1 Patient information

Item Information needed Relevance

Diagnosis Specific disease May indicate the likelihood of auto- antibody
Previous 

transplants
No. and duration Extent of immunologic exposure
Type and date of each Graft duration, organs at risk
Present or explanted Allograft in place may absorb antibody
HLA phenotype of each Identify mismatched antigens and repeated 

mismatches
Pregnancy 

history
No. of pregnacies Extent of possible sensitization
No. of births Extent of possible sensitization
Identities of paternal antigens Specificity of possible sensitization

Transfusions Yes/no/no. and type Possible sensitization
Date of most recent Identification of sera to be tested

Surgeries Kind and date of each Possible source of unrecognized transfusions
Medications Humanized or chimeric antibodies Test interference not readily resolved

Xenoantibodies Test interference, may be adsorbable
Cytotoxic drugs Interference in cell- based assays

Proinflammatory 
events

Infection Activation of memory, HLA- specific B cells
Trauma
Transfusion
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test for the presence of antibody and those designed to pro-
vide antibody characterization.

Crossmatches
The crossmatch test assesses the presence, in the recipient’s 
serum, of antibody reactive with donor antigens. The most 
commonly used medium for the antigen is donor lympho-
cytes, which are readily obtainable and express HLA anti-
gens at high levels, although other cells and tissues have been 
employed in specialized studies. Complement- dependent 
cytotoxicity and flow cytometry are the techniques most 
widely used. The advantages of the crossmatch test are that 
it measures reactivity with donor antigens directly and can 
be used to track the trend of antidonor reactivity through 
serum titration. The disadvantages are that (i) when cel-
lular targets are used, the test does not readily differentiate 
HLA- specific antibodies from other antibodies that bind to 
lymphocytes; (ii) multiple therapeutic drugs interfere with 
the crossmatch test and may render the test uninterpretable; 
and (iii) donor cells are not always available at the necessary 
time or in sufficient quantity, although it may be possible to 
use cells from a surrogate donor, as will be discussed later. 
In HLA- mismatched transplants that include substantial 
amounts of immunocompetent tissues, such as transplants 
of bone marrow and possibly lung and small bowel, a reverse 
crossmatch involving donor serum and recipient cells may 
also be appropriate since engrafted tissue from a sensitized 
donor may produce antibody reactive with recipient HLA. 
Another antibody- mediated problem, transfusion- related 
acute lung injury (TRALI), can occur when transfused 
blood contains a substantial amount of antibody specific for 
the transfusion recipient’s HLA antigens (10). Although a 
reverse crossmatch might identify such situations, it is more 
efficient and economical to perform screens of plasma units 
for the presence of HLA- specific antibody, which is now 
common practice.

Antibody screens
An antibody screen is simply a crossmatch or series of cross-
matches against cells or antigens from individuals selected 
to represent, collectively, most HLA antigens. There are 
three types of panels: antigens pooled from hundreds of in-
dividuals (a pooled- antigen panel), phenotype panels con-
sisting of cells or antigens from a series of individuals, and 
single HLA antigens. Pooled- antigen panel tests are consid-
ered “yes/no” tests but can provide information about the 

extent of and changes in antibody breadth and specificity 
(11). Phenotype and single- antigen panels provide charac-
terization of antibodies with exquisite sensitivity and spec-
ificity. The antibody screen has multiple advantages. It can 
be performed at any time prior to or following transplan-
tation and, thus, prevent unnecessary donor testing and/or 
shipment of organs. Screening provides information useful 
in performing and interpreting a crossmatch, such as which 
sera represent the array of HLA antibodies that the patient 
has ever had; which sera might contain interfering anti-
bodies, such as autoantibodies or therapeutic anti bodies; 
what is the most appropriate crossmatch technique; and 
whether or not a positive crossmatch is due to antibodies 
to the donor HLA antigens. When performed on sequential 
samples, antibody screens provide information about trends 
in antibody activity. Finally, antibody screening provides 
a means of recognizing when sensitizing events or sample 
switches might have occurred.

The major disadvantages of the antibody screen are that 
it neither tests actual donor cells nor defines antibody di-
rectly. The high polymorphism of the HLA system mandates 
the use of panels of 50 to 100 phenotypes to be able to de-
termine HLA specificities reliably. However, it is difficult to 
characterize sera containing multiple antibodies in tests of 
phenotype panels since antibodies to three or four common 
antigens can render a serum panreactive. Tests using single, 
purified antigen targets resolve this problem to some extent, 
but these panels come with their own attendant problems. 
Consideration should be given to utilizing a variety of tests 
in parallel to elucidate the most accurate antibody profile 
for a given serum. However, this can be cost- prohibitive, 
and care must be taken when designing testing protocols to 
test sera in the most cost- effective manner possible, while 
maintaining a high standard of patient care in relation to 
antibody characterization.

Techniques for Testing Antibody

general Principles
There are two categories of techniques differentiated by 
type of target: (i) those that utilize cells as targets, namely, 
cytotoxicity and flow cytometry, and (ii) those that utilize 
soluble HLA molecules bound to a solid matrix. The rele-
vant factors for each type of assay and their advantages and 
disadvantages are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, discussed 
below.

TABLE 2 Assay characteristics

Characteristic

Outcome of indicated  
cell- based assay Outcome of indicated solid- phase assay

Cytotoxicity 
assay

Flow 
cytometry ELISA

Beads on 
a flow 

cytometer

Beads on a 
fluoroanalyzera

Sensitivity Low to 
moderate

High High High High

HLA specificity Low Low High High High
Isotype 

determination
IgG/IgM 

via serum 
manipulation

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cost Low High Moderate 
to high

High High

Automation No Partial Partial Partial Partial
Throughput Limited Limited Moderate Limited High

aBased on results with the Luminex fluoroanalyzer.
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Complement- Dependent Cytotoxicity
Complement- dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) detects anti-
body through a secondary process: cell lysis by complement 
which has been activated by antibodies bound to target 
cells. It usually consists of a sensitization phase in which 
target cells and serum are incubated together, followed by 
addition of complement and a subsequent incubation to al-
low complement to be activated by bound antibody. Micro-
scopic evaluation following addition of a vital stain permits 
a gross estimation of the percentage of viable cells. The sen-
sitivity of the assay can be modified by altering incubation 
times and temperatures, performing washes to remove anti-
complementary factors, and adding an antiglobulin reagent 
to enhance complement activation (12). The test is rou-
tinely performed on lymphocytes, which are usually further 
fractionated into T and B lymphocyte populations. Each 
test uses cells from a single individual.

Flow Cytometry
Cell- based flow cytometry is an indirect assay that mea-
sures the binding of antibody to cells through the use of an 
antiglobulin labeled with a fluorescent marker. The speci-
ficity of the antiglobulin reagent permits identification of 
the immunoglobulin class of cell- bound antibody. Further 
characterization of the cells can be achieved by gating on 
cells defined by physical parameters and staining cells with 
labeled monoclonal antibodies specific for markers that are 
unique to certain cell types.

solid- Phase Immunoassays
Solid- phase immunoassays utilize affinity- purified, soluble 
HLA antigens isolated from culture fluid or human plasma, 
solubilized from cell membranes, or synthesized via recom-
binant technology. Initially performed in an enzyme- linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) format, they are today most 
commonly performed as a multiplexed assay with soluble an-
tigens bound to beads differentiated fluorescently. Multiplex 

bead assays can be performed by two means: standard flow 
cytometry and Luminex immunoassay (13). In standard 
flow cytometry, a single dye is incorporated into beads in 
different concentrations to permit differentiation of beads 
bearing different antigens or antigen combinations. In the 
Luminex format, two different dyes, each at 10 different di-
lutions, are incorporated into beads to provide up to 100 dif-
ferent beads differentiated by color. The beads are examined 
in a dual- laser fluoroanalyzer, where one laser identifies the 
particular bead and another detects the presence of antigen- 
specific antibody through use of a fluorochrome- conjugated 
antiglobulin.

Advantages and Disadvantages
A few of the major advantages of the cytotoxicity assay stem 
from its use for over 3 decades; (i) it predicts and can prevent 
hyperacute and acute antibody- mediated rejection; (ii) all 
the test variables, factors affecting the test, and quality con-
trol requirements have been well characterized; (iii) the test 
utilizes very small volumes of test materials (1 to 2 μl of se-
rum and 2,000 to 2,500 cells per reaction); and (iv) the assay 
is relatively inexpensive to run. Multiple serum samples can 
be tested at multiple dilutions, providing information about 
antibody titers and trends in one or multiple patients. De-
spite these advantages, however, the test has many shortcom-
ings. It requires an adequate supply of viable lymphocytes, 
requires separate tests of T and B lymphocytes and removal of 
class I- specific antibody to identify class II- specific antibod-
ies, depends on the activity of complement, which is a highly 
variable and labile reagent, requires adequate amounts of the 
heterophile antibody found in rabbit serum used routinely as 
the complement source, is not sufficiently sensitive to detect 
extremely low levels of antibody, and, most importantly, does 
not readily differentiate between HLA- specific and other 
lymphocyte- binding antibodies. Antibodies that may inter-
fere in the assay include autoantibodies, therapeutic antibod-
ies that react with all or some subsets of lymphocytes, and 

TABLE 3 Advantages and disadvantages of different assays

Category
Characteristic of:

Cytotoxicity assay Flow cytometry Solid- phase immunoassay

Advantages No additional training 
needed

Sensitivity can be 
adjusted

Has been in use for 40 yr
Inexpensive
Uses standard laboratory 

equipment

Has high sensitivity
Can test for different 

Ig isotypes
Can test multiple cell 

types simultaneously

Has high sensitivity
Eliminates most non- 

HLA reactivity
Partial automation is 

possible
Commercially available
Readily distinguishes 

between cI and cII 
antibodies

Disadvantages Requires manipulation 
to differentiate cI and 
cII antibodies

Requires an adequate 
no. of viable 
lymphocytes

Does not distinguish 
HLA from non- HLA 
antibodies

Has low sensitivity

Requires expensive 
equipment

Requires an adequate 
no. of viable 
lymphocytes

Does not distinguish 
HLA from non- 
HLA antibodies

Software may not 
interface with a lab’s 
database

May require additional 
training

Expensive
Subject to interference 

from immune 
complexes, IgM, and 
some therapeutic 
reagents

Yields relative antibody 
levels but not antibody 
strength

Provides no control over 
antigen condition or 
amount
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some anti- Lewis antibodies. Spurious reactions with B lym-
phocytes have been attributed to antiviral antibodies. A gross 
evaluation of the class of antibody reactive in the assay is 
possible through inactivation of IgM with reducing reagents 
or heat aggregation. However, neither technique will com-
pletely abrogate the reactivity of high levels of IgM.

Cell- based flow cytometry provides a high degree of sen-
sitivity, permits simultaneous analysis of multiple cell types 
without the need for separation of cells, and facilitates deter-
mination of immunoglobulin class through the selection of 
antiglobulin specificity. However, like cytotoxicity tests, it re-
quires an adequate number of viable cells and does not readily 
differentiate between HLA- specific and other lymphocyte- 
binding antibodies that either are of human origin or have 
been humanized. Further, it requires expensive equipment 
and specialized training and utilizes expensive reagents.

Solid- phase immunoassays using purified HLA antigens 
combine a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. Solid- 
phase immunoassays readily distinguish between class I-  and 
class II- specific antibodies by using antigens of only one class 
in a single test. Further, these assays provide a more refined 
quantification of reactivity with the different phenotypes by 
scoring reactions on a continuous scale, which enhances the 
characterization of antibody specificity. The ability to test 
against pooled antigens represents a potential for substantial 
cost savings when sera are tested in batches. Further, beads 
differentiated by color permit multiple tests to be run in a 
single assay that uses a very small serum volume. Phenotype 
assays combine the ability to define specificity with an as-
sessment of relative antibody level. However, although some 
specificities can be determined in even polyreactive sera, not 
all specificities can be identified in such sera. Single- antigen 
panels permit detection and identification of all antibody 
specificities. The disadvantages of the multiplexed bead as-
says include a potential need for additional equipment and 
training, increased reagent cost for some of the assays, and 
a need for extensive quality control. The high sensitivities 
of these tests contribute to increased variability and necessi-
tate extensive experience to optimize the interpretation and 
use of the test results. Nonspecific binding of immunoglob-
ulin may occur when the test serum contains immune com-
plexes or aggregated immunoglobulin, rendering the test 
invalid. We have found that high levels of IgM antibodies 
can affect test results, even when an IgG- specific antiglob-
ulin is used (14). We and others have also found that some 
therapeutic agents can interfere with test results (15). In the 
past, there has not been a uniform amount of antigen among 
different beads that are each coated with HLA molecules of 
one specificity. However, manufacturers have made a great 
effort to provide a more uniform amount of antigen on each 
bead. HLA molecules may be distorted upon being bound to 
a solid matrix, resulting in the loss of some epitopes or the 
creation of others. Naturally occurring antibodies or anti-
bodies to non- HLA epitopes have been found in nonsensi-
tized males. On the one hand, false- positive reactions due to 
a non- HLA antibody may prevent a compatible transplant, 
while a false negative that occurs when an HLA antibody 
fails to react with a distorted molecule may result in a trans-
plant at increased risk for antibody- mediated rejection (16). 
Finally, in any assay with computer- generated results, there 
is a potential for a problem in interfacing with the laborato-
ry’s existing database.

It is important to note that cell- based and solid- phase 
immunoassays are complementary— the former assessing 
the strength of reactivity with donor cells directly and the 
latter providing determination of the basis for a crossmatch 
reaction. A conference of experts that took place in 2012 

recognized this and made a strong recommendation to use 
both types of assays in assessing donor- recipient compati-
bility (17).

Quality Control

Crossmatching
There are three quality control procedures relevant to the 
crossmatch test. The first is to ensure that the cells being 
tested are from the right individual. This can be achieved by 
performing HLA typing in parallel with crossmatching and 
using the same cells used for the crossmatch. The second is 
to identify reactivity due to non- HLA- specific antibodies. 
Some of these antibodies, namely, autoantibody and ther-
apeutic, lymphocyte- reactive antibodies, can be detected 
by performing an autologous crossmatch. Finally, use of the 
crossmatch test to track the course of antibody, including 
with a serum sample that was previously tested by the same 
technique as a reference, will provide a measure of variabil-
ity in sensitivity.

Antibody screen
Even though a positive control is included in all tests, it usu-
ally is not adequate to detect small variations in sensitivity. 
Such variations may result in a failure to detect antibodies 
present in levels that are at the border of the test’s sensitiv-
ity. Inclusion of one or more well- characterized sera, diluted 
to near their endpoint of reactivity, would provide a means 
of recognizing this degree of variability.

Cytotoxicity Assay
Information about the cytotoxicity assay and relevant qual-
ity control measures is available in an excellent source (18), 
and we mention here only a few items particularly impor-
tant in tests of antibody.

Frequently, different lymphocyte subsets are used in the 
cytotoxicity test because of differences in the levels of ex-
pression of various antigens. The test should include con-
trols specific for these subsets to estimate the relative purity 
of the cell preparation and detect contamination with un-
wanted cell types. These controls are usually monoclonal 
antibodies specific for a cell surface marker unique to or 
predominant in a certain cell type and most often are de-
signed to identify T and B lymphocytes and, occasionally, 
monocytes.

Addition of an antiglobulin reagent is a frequent modi-
fication of the cytotoxicity test used for antibody detection. 
In these cases, it is important to include a control to validate 
the presence and efficacy of the antiglobulin reagent. This 
control should be a serum that activates complement only 
in the presence of the antiglobulin reagent.

Most nonspecific cell death, (i.e., cell death not mediated 
by HLA- specific antibody) is detected in the negative- control 
wells. However, there may be occasions, particularly in the 
crossmatch test, that warrant additional discrimination. In 
these cases, the question of whether cell death is mediated 
by antibody or not can be resolved by running a parallel test 
using heat- inactivated (56°C for 30 min) complement.

solid- Phase Immunoassays: Reagents
There are a number of factors that can contribute to vari-
ability among test reagent lots, including (i) changes in any 
component that affects test sensitivity, (ii) variability in the 
preparation of one or more individual phenotypes, (iii) con-
tamination of or absence of antigen on one or more beads, 
(iv) changes in a cell line used as a source of antigen, and (v) 
manufacturing differences in the solid- phase media used. In 
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turn, these factors can affect the threshold value for a pos-
itive test result, the background reactivity of an individual 
phenotype or single antigen bead, and the ability of an in-
dividual phenotype or single antigen bead to yield a positive 
reaction with specific antibody. Some of this variability can 
be assessed by testing each lot of reagents with a panel of 
well- characterized sera that includes sera known to contain 
HLA- specific antibodies as well as some known to lack such 
antibodies. In addition, each lot of reagents should be mon-
itored throughout the course of its use to determine if the 
correct value has been selected as the threshold for a pos-
itive reaction and to determine if any individual phenotype 
demonstrates an inordinate number of reactions that are 
discordant with the assigned antibody specificity (1). Re-
cent reports have shown that normalizing reactions to the 
amount of antigen present improves the interpretation of the 
results. It is likely that this sort of normalization is best con-
ducted by the manufacturer on each lot of reagents rather 
than by each individual user, providing uniform standardiza-
tion while minimizing the additional cost.

solid- Phase Immunoassays: tests
Tests with pooled antigens provide little or no opportunity 
for detecting slight variations in test sensitivity or opera-
tor error, such as sample switch or dilution error. Inclusion 
of two or more blind, characterized sera serves as a quality 
control measure of the test system as well as of testing per-
sonnel. The sera should vary in strength to provide a mean-
ingful assessment of test sensitivity and should vary from 
run to run to serve as meaningful unknowns. Background 
reactivity may be caused by a variety of factors, including 
high IgM levels, immune complexes, and certain therapeu-
tic agents, among others. Background reactivity can result 
in false negatives when it occurs in the negative controls 
and false positives when it occurs in the test well or bead. 
The high sensitivity of single- antigen beads appears to make 

this panel more susceptible to interference and variability. 
There are commercially available blocking agents designed 
to reduce nonspecific reactivity. We have found that deple-
tion of IgM by hypotonic dialysis effectively removes or re-
duces interference, providing increased reactivity with test 
sera and the positive- control bead (14). Drawbacks to this 
procedure are that it is time- consuming and can introduce 
some degree of dilution. Certain patients, notably those 
undergoing hemapheresis or plasmapheresis, have reduced 
background reactivity. In such cases, computerized analysis 
may interpret low values as positive. In assays that use beads, 
the wash technique must be appropriate and consistent to 
avoid variable loss of beads. Of course, standard quality 
assurance measures, particularly instrument calibration, 
are essential to ensure consistent and reproducible results. 
Quality control factors relevant to tests of antibody are sum-
marized in Table 4.

TEST VALIDATION
The requirements for validation of laboratory assays are de-
scribed in detail in the Code of Federal Regulations (8). Test-
ing for HLA antibodies is confounded by the complexity of 
the HLA system, the antibody response to HLA antigens, 
and the lack of reference antibodies. Therefore, test vali-
dation can be prolonged and costly. To optimize evaluation 
of the assays and the clinical utility of the data generated, 
there should be an ongoing comparison of the results of var-
ious tests; can the crossmatch and antibody screen results 
for a specimen be reconciled? These comparisons reflect the 
sensitivity and specificity of the various assays. A frequently 
asked question is “How many sera need to be tested for vali-
dation of an antibody screen assay?” This question is impos-
sible to answer with a number because of the thousands of 
possible combinations of antibodies that can be present in a 
specimen. The practical answer is that the validation must 

TABLE 4 Quality control

Test/method Factor QC measure Purpose

Crossmatching Cell identity Performance of serologic typing 
simultaneously with XM on cells 
used in XM

To verify identities of cells used in 
XM test

Antibody 
specificity

Autologous XM To test for the presence of auto- 
antibody

Titer Inclusion of a previously tested serum 
in the XM

To assess the comparability of test 
sensitivities when comparing 
changes in antibody strength

Antibody screen Test sensitivity Inclusion of a serum tested at the 
threshold of reactivity

To detect variation in test sensitivity

Cytotoxicity 
assay

Cell type Cell- specific antibody To assess proportions of cell types in 
the preparation

Antiglobulin Inclusion of an antiglobulin- 
dependent serum in the test

To verify the addition and efficacy of 
the antiglobulin reagent

Nonspecific 
cell death

Inclusion of inactivated complement To indicate the occurrence and 
extent of cell death not due to 
antibody

Solid- phase 
immunoassays

Nonspecific 
binding

Antigen- free matrix (bead or well) To assess nonspecific binding

Phenotype 
validation

Panel of sera containing well- 
characterized HLA antibody

To determine if beads/wells yield 
expected reactions

Variability in 
sensitivity

Normalization of test serum reactivity 
to that of a positive control

To normalize for variability in 
sensitivity
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generate enough data for the user to be able to interpret the 
test results reliably. Some aspects of an assay’s performance 
may be detectable only after extensive testing. Therefore, 
ongoing evaluation of an assay should continue after suffi-
cient testing has been performed to place the test into clin-
ical use with confidence.

INTERPRETATION

Antibody Screen
The data that may be obtained from antibody screens are 
the antibody level and the specificity. Positive reactions of 
a serum with a panel of phenotypes may vary in strength 
because of differences, among phenotypes, in the numbers 
of antigens to which the serum contains antibodies and, for 
cell- based assays, because of normal variability in antigen 
expression among individuals, among cell types, among an-
tigens, and within an individual from day to day. There are 
abundant data regarding variability in antigen expression 
on cells. Class I antigens are expressed at higher levels on 
B cells than on T cells. Among various loci, HLA- Cw an-
tigens are expressed at lower levels than are HLA- A and 
- B locus antigens, and antigens encoded by DRB3, - 4, and 
(possibly) - 5 loci (DR52, - 53, and - 51, respectively) are 
expressed at approximately 15 to 20% of the level of the 
DRB1- encoded antigens (DR1- 18) (19). In tests of pooled 
antigens, differences in reaction scores obtained with differ-
ent sera from the same individual reflect differences in the 
breadths of antibody specificities as well as their strengths. 
In tests of individual phenotypes, stronger reactions are ob-
tained with phenotypes homozygous for a target antigen or 
having more than one target antigen. This, in turn, may 
be useful in verifying antibody specificity. Quantification of 
the strength of reactivity is more refined in solid- phase im-
munoassays and flow cytometry than in cytotoxicity testing, 
and this information may be useful in confirming putative 
assignments of antibody specificity. Determining the molec-
ular equivalents of soluble fluorochromes (MESFs) for flow 
cytometric or Luminex results permits comparison of test 
results from specimen to specimen and day to day. To deter-
mine MESFs, a standard calibration curve is created using 
beads labeled with different, known amounts of a fluoro-
chrome. The MESF value for a test serum is then obtained 
from the standard curve by interpolating the fluorescent 
channel values of the serum (20).

Immunoglobulin isotype is most precisely defined in ad-
herence assays that use an isotype- specific antiglobulin. 
When isotype- specific antiglobulins are used, it is important 
to verify the reagent specificity, as many “monospecific” re-
agents have been found to cross- react with other isotypes. 
In cytotoxicity assays, the immunoglobulin class may be ap-
proximated by heating serum (63°C for 10 min) or by adding 
reducing reagents to inactivate IgM. However, both methods 
have limited efficacy. Titer determination is easily achieved 
in cell- based assays by testing a serum at multiple dilutions.

Calculated PRA
A major goal of antibody screening is to be able to assess the 
breadth and strength of a patient’s antibodies and to apply 
that information to crossmatch prediction. Historically, the 
measure of breadth was the percent panel- reactive antibody 
(PRA), which is the percentage of a panel of phenotypes 
with which a serum gives a positive reaction. Obviously, the 
numeric value obtained is determined by the panel com-
position, which does not, necessarily, reflect the frequency 
of phenotypes in the donor population or the likelihood 

that an unrelated donor will be incompatible. Many trans-
plant programs now use population frequencies to assess the 
breadth of sensitization more accurately. In 2009, the United 
Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) adopted the use of a 
calculated PRA (CPRA) that applies an algebraic calcula-
tion to determine the percentage of the population that is 
incompatible (21). The patient data used in the calculation 
are the donor antigens determined to be unacceptable for 
transplantation. Using the antibody data gathered for any 
given patient and by establishing a correlation between 
antibody strength as determined by solid- phase bead- based 
assays and crossmatching, a CPRA can be generated to cal-
culate the likelihood of achieving a negative flow- cytometric 
or cytotoxicity crossmatch result. The value can also be ap-
plied by setting a very low threshold to encompass all of a 
patient’s antibodies or to avoid previously mismatched anti-
gens, thus giving the likelihood of finding a donor to which 
the recipient has no HLA antibody. The calculation can be 
performed readily using the UNOS CPRA calculator, which 
can be accessed at https://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/resources/
allocation- calculators/. This program uses frequency data 
from the U.S. population, accounting for the proportions of 
different races in the population.

Virtual Crossmatching
CPRA is a statistic applied to determining the likelihood of 
incompatibility of an unspecified donor in the population, 
while the virtual crossmatch test is applied to assessing the 
likelihood that a donor of known HLA phenotype is incom-
patible. The virtual crossmatch test also uses the specificities 
of antibodies that are at a strength deemed unacceptable 
for transplantation. When the threshold is a positive cross-
match, one must identify those antibody specificities that, 
individually, will yield a positive crossmatch. In situations 
where a patient has antibodies to multiple antigens of a do-
nor, it is important to make an assessment of the collective 
strength of those antibodies. Data on the relative strengths 
of antibodies can be obtained from solid- phase assays by cor-
relating the results of those assays with crossmatch results 
(22). In establishing these correlations, it is important to 
take into account the variable amounts of different antigens 
and, in particular, those antigens with greatly increased 
amounts in bead assays, namely, HLA- Cw, - DQ, and - DP.

Thus, accurate characterization of the HLA- specific an-
tibodies in a serum may provide the most valuable infor-
mation for transplant purposes. This information can be 
used to (i) reduce cold ischemia time by preventing the 
unnecessary shipment of organs and crossmatch testing of 
patients incompatible with a specific donor, (ii) avoid incor-
rectly passing over a sensitized patient by recognizing donors 
to whom the patient has no antibodies, (iii) determine the 
clinical relevance of a positive crossmatch by recognizing 
whether the reactivity is due to HLA- specific antibodies or 
not, (iv) permit preemptive treatment to avoid antibody- 
mediated rejection by detecting DSA in levels too low to 
be detected in the crossmatch test and/or formed de novo 
after transplantation, and (v) facilitate accurate and ef-
fective paired- exchange programs. While the utility of 
cell- based assays, such as cytotoxicity and flow- cytometric 
crossmatches, should never be overlooked, these virtual 
crossmatches have taken on a larger role in the laboratory.

Phenotype Panel
Most laboratories today use solid- phase assays rather than 
cell panels. Therefore, we will not deal with interpretation 
of data from cell panels here. Rather, the reader is referred to 
previous editions of this Manual for a thorough discussion of 

https://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/resources/allocation-calculators/
https://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/resources/allocation-calculators/
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that topic. Interpreting antibody specificity from phenotype 
panels in solid- phase assays is greatly facilitated by ranking 
reactions in descending order of strength. An example is 
shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that DR52- bearing pheno-
types are clustered at the top of the results, with the strongest 
reactions being phenotypes homozygous for DR52. Below 
that are phenotypes bearing DR8, an antigen strongly cross- 
reactive with DR52. Note that below these phenotypes, the 
reaction strength drops off drastically. However, note also 
that both of the phenotypes immediately below those with 
DR8 or DR52 have DR4. While this may be a coincidence, 
it may suggest the presence of very weak antibody, and one 
should monitor future serum specimens for possible confir-
mation of that specificity.

single- Antigen Panel
Solid- phase immunoassays using purified, single HLA mol-
ecules as targets have rapidly become the “go- to” test that 
identifies specificity readily and is the most sensitive of 
the types of panels available. The advantage of the single- 
antigen assays is the ease of analysis and the ability to track 
antibodies to uncommon antigens or antigens that are diffi-
cult to detect on phenotype panels. In particular, antibodies 

to HLA- Cw and - DP are not detected readily on phenotype 
panels. Furthermore, in the most broadly sensitized indi-
viduals, phenotype panels often are panreactive, making it 
difficult to characterize all HLA antibodies present. How-
ever, the high sensitivity of the single- antigen panel also 
makes it the most susceptible to interference, run- to- run 
variability, and problems with conformation of the HLA 
molecules. Attaching soluble HLA molecules to a solid 
matrix can result in the distortion of the molecule destroy-
ing native epitopes and creating nonnative epitopes. The 
susceptibility to distortion varies among different antigens. 
It has been demonstrated that antibodies present in males 
known to be nonsensitized to HLA can react with distorted 
HLA molecules (16). Thus, a false- positive reaction may 
occur due to antibody to a nonnative epitope, and a false- 
negative reaction can result when a native epitope is lost. 
Precise information about the quantity of each antigen and 
the extent to which structural conformation may have been 
compromised is not readily available for these products. Fur-
ther, when using single- antigen reagents, the determination 
of the presence or absence of a particular antibody may rely 
on only a single reaction. In these cases, a technical failure 
that involves a key antigen may have serious consequences. 

FIGURE 1 Results of serum tested on a phenotype panel. The specificity of the antibody can readily be 
discerned by the clustering of DR52 phenotypes. Note that the three phenotypes bearing DR8, an antigen 
that strongly cross- reacts with DR52, are interspersed among the DR52- bearing phenotypes. Val., value.
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Therefore, single- antigen reagents are probably best used as 
an adjunct to other antibody tests, in particular when other 
assays do not provide a clear identification of antibody 
specificities.

As there is a finite amount of antigen present on each 
bead, there is also a maximum amount of antibody that can 
be bound. When a bead is saturated with antibody, it will 
be difficult to assess the relative strength of the antibody 
or detect changes in antibody strength over time. In such 
cases, it is necessary to test sera at a dilution. This provides 
an additional advantage in that diluting a serum often re-
duces or eliminates interference. However, one should be 
cautious about testing sera only at dilution, since newly de-
veloping antibodies may go undetected until they reach a 
certain strength.

Crossmatch Tests
There are two levels of interpretation to be considered in 
the crossmatch test: whether or not the test result is positive 
and what the test result means clinically. While it is possible 
to detect cell death and changes in either optical density or 
fluorescence, the lack of reference reagents has made it im-
possible to determine what amount of antibody yields what 
degree of reactivity in any of the assays used. This is further 
complicated by test variability within and among assays, 
among laboratories using the same assay, and among treat-
ment protocols and transplant practices. Therefore, most 
interpretation is based on clinical outcome. Unfortunately, 
many of the studies performed to correlate crossmatch re-
sults with clinical outcome have not controlled for many of 
the relevant variables, including the (i) timing of the serum 
specimen relative to transplantation, (ii) immunoglobulin 
class of the antibody, (iii) antibody specificity, and (iv) an-
tibody titer. Therefore, the conclusions of these studies are 
frequently in conflict with each other.

Reactivity strength in cytotoxicity assays is measured 
on a discontinuous scale in which the percentage of dead 
cells is grouped into five categories, while flow- cytometric 
assays are measured on a continuous scale. There are a large 
number of variables that can affect the assessed strength of 
reactions in a cell- based assay, including day- to- day vari-
ability in test conditions and variability among technolo-
gists in assessing reaction strength. When using crossmatch 
tests to monitor changes in antibody over time, it is useful 
to include a previously tested serum as a means of assessing 
variability in test sensitivity. Also having a single technol-
ogist read sequential tests will eliminate technologist- to- 
technologist variability.

Dealing with Interference

Autoantibodies
Among the most common interfering antibodies occurring 
prior to transplantation are autoantibodies. Many of these 
antibodies are IgM and can be eliminated by heat inactiva-
tion or treatment with reducing agents, such as dithiothreitol. 
However, these techniques will not completely abrogate re-
activity when the antibody is at a high titer and are not com-
patible with testing using solid- phase assays. More- effective 
techniques to eliminate IgM, such as chromatography or di-
alysis (14), or tests that use an isotype- specific conjugate may 
be necessary in order to achieve a meaningful crossmatch or 
for accurate interpretation of bead- based, solid- phase assays. 
However, the large IgM molecule may block IgG binding, 
rendering the use of an isotype- specific conjugate ineffective. 
Autoantibodies of the IgG class are less common but do oc-
cur and are much more problematic in tests. The removal 

of these antibodies requires adsorption. Periodically, autoan-
tibodies will be present in an otherwise- healthy- appearing 
donor. This is suggested when tests of donor cells persistently 
yield positive reactions in the negative controls of cell- based 
tests despite consistently good pretest viability. When this 
is suspected, it is worthwhile to do a donor autocrossmatch 
for confirmation. The reader is advised that adsorption with 
cells requires a large volume of cells and can lead to dilution 
when a small quantity of serum is adsorbed.

therapeutic Antibodies
Therapeutic antibodies can be problematic in both cell- 
based and solid- phase assays. When the antibodies are of 
nonhuman origin, they can be removed by adsorption with 
magnetic beads coated with a species- specific antiglobulin, 
or the interference can be overcome by performing flow cy-
tometry with antiglobulin reagents that have been adsorbed 
to remove reactivity with all but human immunoglobulin. 
The use of therapeutic humanized antibodies, however, is 
problematic in cell- based and solid- phase bead- based as-
says. These antibodies may be reactive in cell- based assays 
for months after cessation of treatment. In some cases, the 
target antigen may be removed from the cell surface, abro-
gating antibody activity. For example, pronase treatment of 
B cells removes CD20, the target of rituximab. However, 
pronase is a nonspecific protease that may also destroy or 
distort HLA molecules on the cell surface (23). When the 
antibody target cannot be removed, adsorption with cells 
bearing the target antigen but lacking donor HLA antigens 
becomes the only recourse. In bead- based antibody detec-
tion assays, therapeutic antibodies can cause interference. 
This interference often can be removed by hypotonic di-
alysis of the serum to remove the interfering agent. Some 
agents, such as antithymocyte globulin, can yield a pattern 
of reactivity that appears HLA specific. If the presence of 
antithymocyte is not known or taken into account, the test 
results will be misinterpreted as positive for HLA antibody.

Pronase treatment of Cells
In the flow- cytometric crossmatch, increased background 
activity is often seen with B cell targets and has been at-
tributed to the nonspecific binding of IgG to Fc recep-
tors present on B cells. Further, the presence of rituximab 
(Rituxan), which binds to the CD20 molecule on B cells, 
renders a B cell crossmatch uninterpretable. Pronase, a non-
specific protease, has been used to resolve both problems. 
Low levels of pronase have been used to reduce or elimi-
nate Fc receptors, while higher doses have been used to 
cleave CD20. Pronase also affects HLA molecules in a dose- 
dependent fashion, and selection of the amount of pronase 
to use should achieve maximum reduction of background 
with minimal impact on HLA expression. Higher doses 
of pronase are necessary to reduce CD20 expression suffi-
ciently, and we have shown a significant impact on HLA 
expression at these higher levels.

Dealing with Interference in solid- Phase 
Immunoassays
While autoantibody and certain therapeutic agents (eculi-
zumab, high- dose intravenous [i.v.] immunoglobulin, bor-
tezomib [15]) have been shown to interfere in solid- phase 
assays, background reactivity, as indicated by high negative- 
control or low positive- control values, may occur in the ab-
sence of these factors. Such interference may be due to the 
presence of immune complexes, plastic antibodies, or other 
as- yet- unidentified factors. Several techniques have been 
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applied to reducing or eliminating interference, including 
hypotonic dialysis (14), treatment with a reducing agent, di-
lution, and the addition of EDTA (24) to serum. Hypotonic 
dialysis is the most labor- intensive and time- consuming of 
the procedures, but it is also the only procedure that removes 
interfering substances. Reducing agents have a greater effect 
on IgM than on IgG; however, monomeric units of IgM with 
antigen binding capability may remain, and there is some 
impact on IgG. The benefit of dilution is based on the pos-
sibility of a differential effect on the binding of HLA IgG 
antibodies and the binding of interfering substances. Finally, 
the use of EDTA is to eliminate the binding of C1q that may 
block the binding of the antiglobulin reagent.

Assessment of Antibody Function
Based on the assumption that complement activation is the 
major way in which antibodies damage allogeneic trans-
plants, modifications of the bead- based assays have been 
developed to assess the binding of C4d (25) and C1q (26). 
Both of these assays have been shown to correlate with 
clinical outcomes (25, 27), and at present, the C1q assay 
is available commercially from One Lambda, Inc. The C4d 
assay yields very low mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) val-
ues that may limit its use as a diagnostic tool. While the 
MIF values obtained with the C1q assay are high, some 
have reported that the test results simply correlate with 
antibody strength (27, 28), although others have reported 
negative C1q results with sera that yield high MFI values 
in the unmodified assay for HLA antibody. Further, while 
complement- mediated injury may be the most severe as-
pect of antibody- mediated rejection, it is not the only way 
in which donor- specific antibodies can lead to graft dys-
function and damage.

Application

Whom to test
Three groups of patients are at high risk for an adverse 
effect of HLA- specific antibodies: organ transplant recip-
ients, patients receiving platelet and/or leukocyte support, 
and patients receiving HLA disparate bone marrow trans-
plants. In the case of bone marrow transplants, both the 
donor and the recipient should be tested. A fourth group of 
patients are those at risk for TRALI (see above). Although 
this is a serious condition and responsible for more than 
10% of transfusion- related fatalities, the incidence is low 
(<0.5% of all patients transfused) and can be averted by 
having plasma screened for HLA and granulocyte- specific 
antibodies.

When to test
Conventional wisdom and federal regulations indicate that 
testing should be performed at regular intervals prior to 
transplantation and following sensitizing events. Unfortu-
nately, we do not always know about sensitizing events, and 
it is becoming increasingly apparent that we have not iden-
tified all possible routes of sensitization. Clearly, data from 
apparently nontransfused patients and evidence of similari-
ties between microbial proteins and HLA antigens indicate 
that there may be a much broader potential for sensitization 
or reactivation of a humoral response than has been previ-
ously appreciated. Further, inflammation itself may generate 
a polyclonal B cell activation that results in the production 
of HLA- specific antibodies (29).

It has been suggested that the low rate of sensitiza-
tion and increasing waiting times dictate testing only 
when transplantation is imminent. Most historic data on 

sensitization are based on cytotoxicity testing. With the 
increased use of the more sensitive and specific solid- phase 
immunoassays, it has become increasingly apparent that 
the percentage of patients sensitized may be grossly under-
estimated (13). Antibody screening can be performed at 
a low absolute cost, a cost much lower than that of other 
components of transplantation. Antibody screening pro-
vides information important to selecting patients and sera 
for and interpreting the results of a crossmatch and can 
provide advance notice of the presence of factors, such as 
autoantibody, that may adversely affect interpretation of 
the crossmatch results.

Special considerations apply to patients being treated in 
a protocol designed to reduce or eliminate humoral sensiti-
zation and will be discussed in a separate section below.

Perhaps one of the greatest and most costly deficiencies 
of the current standard of practice is the lack of adequate 
posttransplant testing, which results from the lack of finan-
cial reimbursement for such testing. Three factors argue in 
favor of such testing: (i) there are now treatment protocols 
that produce a durable elimination of DSA, (ii) assays cur-
rently available are sufficiently sensitive to detect antibody 
before a transplanted organ suffers extensive injury, and (iii) 
prolonging graft survival by avoiding antibody- mediated re-
jection not only avoids returning a renal transplant patient 
to costly dialysis but also avoids increasing the number of 
patients awaiting transplantation.

How to test
Good management practices dictate applying the minimal 
number of protocols, uniformly, to maximize cost saving. 
Having one or a small number of test protocols does save 
money in the laboratory, which should mean reduced lab-
oratory charges. However, it is quite possible that this ap-
proach extracts a much greater cost in rejection, treatment 
for rejection, and reduced graft survival. Given the com-
plexity of transplantation, it is probably more cost- effective, 
overall, to customize testing according to the complexity 
and emergent nature of the case. For patients that are highly 
sensitized, one method of posttransplant monitoring in-
volves designing individual testing plans for each recipient. 
Selection of tests appropriate for monitoring a patient’s an-
tibodies (phenotype versus single- antigen or class I and/or 
class II panels) can be done prior to transplantation. Close 
monitoring during the immediate posttransplant period is 
advisable, as the trauma of surgery can provoke an increase 
or recurrence of DSA. It is wise to monitor and reevaluate 
the effectiveness of the testing schematic over the course of 
monitoring. Having a variety of tests available in the lab to 
monitor antibodies and to determine which tests are needed 
to provide all the necessary information at the lowest possi-
ble cost is advisable.

Monitoring for Desensitization Protocols
Patients with HLA- specific antibody have access to trans-
plantation reduced in proportion to the breadth of their 
sensitization and, as a group, have poorer graft outcomes. 
Several treatment protocols have been developed to 
achieve a long- lasting reduction in or elimination of HLA- 
specific antibodies. Currently, desensitization protocols can 
be grouped into two general categories: those that utilize 
high- dose (1 to 2 g/kg of body mass), pooled i.v. Ig and those 
that use plasmapheresis combined with low- dose (100 mg/
kg) cytomegalovirus (CMV) hyperimmune globulin (CM-
VIg) or i.v. Ig (29–32). The former is used to eliminate some 
or all HLA- specific antibodies of patients awaiting either 
live-  or deceased- donor organ transplantation, the latter 
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is used to downregulate antibodies specific for a particu-
lar donor’s HLA, and both are used for treating antibody- 
mediated rejection. Both types of protocol require accurate 
identification of the patient’s HLA- specific antibodies prior 
to treatment.

The goals of monitoring desensitization are to determine 
the risk of antibody- mediated rejection, monitor treatment 
efficacy, and generate information that helps guide and fine- 
tune treatment (30, 31). The pretreatment evaluation of the 
patient consists of (i) identifying previous potentially sensi-
tizing events and the response to those events, (ii) creating 
an immunologic profile of the current transplant (i.e., the 
number of current mismatches, the number to which the pa-
tient has antibody, the immunogenicity of the mismatched 
antigens, and whether or not they are repeat mismatches), 
and (iii) determining the specificity and strength of the DSA. 
High- dose i.v. Ig interferes with tests using antiglobulin re-
agent. Because this protocol usually treats patients monthly, 
sera obtained prior to each treatment can be used to monitor 
treatment efficacy. In the plasmapheresis/i.v. Ig protocol, se-
rum samples should be obtained before and after each treat-
ment, immediately prior to transplantation, and 48 to 72 h 
after treatment is stopped. The extent of treatment (the num-
ber of plasmaphereses and additional immunosuppressants) 
needed correlates most strongly with the titer of the DSA. 
Therefore, a crossmatch to assess titer should be performed at 
a time prior to initiation of treatment that is sufficient to al-
low any needed adjustments in the treatment schedule. Once 
treatment is started, tests should be performed to monitor the 
course of the DSA. A cost-  and time- efficient way to do this is 
to test all sera in a solid- phase immunoassay that uses pooled 
target antigens to chart the general trend of the antibodies 
and to monitor the strength of DSA by performing cross-
match or antibody identification tests on selected sera. Plas-
mapheresis removes many substances from the plasma, and 
background reactivity in solid- phase and flow- cytometric as-
says usually decreases during treatment. This should be taken 
into account when interpreting the results of these assays. 
There is a certain amount of day- to- day and technologist- 
to- technologist variability in the CDC crossmatch test. This 
variability can be minimized to a certain extent by having 
the same technologist perform all crossmatch tests and by in-
cluding in each round of testing a reference serum which is 
a historic serum of the patient and has a known titer. Also, 
normalization of the data through the use of MESFs and other 
procedures will facilitate a more meaningful interpretation 
of test results. The data that should be examined are (i) the 
overall trend of the DSA titer and (ii) the extent of rebound 
that occurs between treatments. Once the transplant has 
been performed, a sample should be obtained 48 to 72 h after 
treatment is completed to check for DSA rebound. When-
ever possible, these patients should have antibody moni-
toring posttransplantation for a minimum of 3 months and 
following any potentially sensitizing event.

The Whole Picture: the Assessment of Risk
As the opportunities for reducing antibody and modulating 
the immune response improve, it will become increasingly 
important to produce a body of information that provides an 
assessment of risk to the transplant. Our increasing under-
standing of the role of the humoral response in transplanta-
tion indicates the need for certain types of information. (i) 
Does the patient have antibody? (ii) If so, what is the spec-
ificity, titer, and immunoglobulin class? (iii) Is the antibody 
increasing or decreasing in strength or breadth? (iv) Has the 
patient had antibody in the past? (v) Has the patient had po-
tentially sensitizing events? Neither the crossmatch nor the 

antibody screen alone can answer these questions; the tests 
are complementary, and both are needed to get an accurate 
assessment of the patient’s humoral immune status. The anti-
body screen may reveal very low levels of antibody, indicating 
that a very sensitive crossmatch technique, such as flow cy-
tometry, is appropriate, or conversely, it may demonstrate that 
the antibody levels are such that this expensive technique is 
overkill. Even when both antibody screening and crossmatch 
tests are performed, it may not be possible to obtain an ad-
equate picture of the patient’s humoral immunity. In these 
cases, specialized techniques may be appropriate. While use 
of such ad hoc procedures will add to costs, in many cases and 
particularly where the information is applied to clinical care, 
the investment will be well worth it.
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INTRODUCTION

Clinical Relevance of Non- HLA Antibodies in 
Transplantation
Transplantation can significantly extend the life of patients 
with end- stage renal disease and provide a lifesaving treat-
ment for patients with failure of other major organs. Ex-
tending the long- term survival of these transplanted organs 
requires a better understanding of the mechanisms of im-
mune injury, including humoral immunity. Alloantibodies 
were determined early on to be a contraindication to trans-
plantation, but until recently the primary focus has been 
on HLA- specific antibodies (1). Historically, the lympho-
cyte crossmatch was the primary tool used to detect HLA 
antibodies in the sera of transplant recipients and to assess 
the risk of antibody- mediated rejection posttransplantation. 
Now, with the advent of solid- phase immunoassays, we can 
detect HLA antibodies at very low levels and provide a more 
accurate characterization of their antigen specificities (2).

As our ability to detect and avoid donor- specific HLA 
antibodies has improved, the contribution of non- HLA 
antibodies to allograft injury has become more apparent. 
Multiple reports have described antibody- mediated allograft 
rejection in the absence of HLA antibodies or following 
transplantation with HLA- identical grafts (3, 4). In a large 
collaborative study, sensitized recipients transplanted with 
HLA- identical sibling allografts were shown to have reduced 
long- term graft survival compared with their nonsensitized 
counterparts, revealing the importance of sensitization to 
antigens other than ABO or HLA in transplantation (5).

Non- HLA Antigens Implicated in Transplantation
Antigens for non- HLA antibodies associated with rejection 
in renal, heart, and/or lung transplantation include both 
polymorphic and nonpolymorphic targets (6, 7). Antibod-
ies specific for autoantigens such as collagen, tubulin, agrin, 
vimentin, myosin, angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R), 
perlecan, and protein kinase C- ζ have been implicated in 
acute and/or chronic allograft injury. Many of these auto-
antigens are intracellular and are presented to the immune 
system following tissue damage. Exposure in the presence of 
inflammation (due to infection, an alloimmune response, or 
surgical injury) is thought to break self- tolerance and pro-
voke the generation of autoantibodies (8–10). Lung recipi-
ents with detectable antibodies toward collagen V and Kα1 

tubulin are at increased risk for primary graft dysfunction 
and the development of bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome, 
a form of chronic rejection in lung transplantation (6, 7). 
Vimentin-  and myosin- specific autoantibodies have been 
observed in heart recipients with accelerated, chronic vas-
culopathy. Antibodies specific for membrane proteins AT1R 
and major histocompatibility complex class I- related chain 
A (MICA) have been implicated in acute rejection and re-
duced allograft survival following kidney transplantation. 
MICA genes are highly polymorphic and located next to 
HLA- B within the major histocompatibility complex. Ap-
proaches combining proteomics and genomics are uncover-
ing additional tissue- specific non- HLA antigens associated 
with acute and chronic rejection (11–13). Also of interest 
are non- HLA antigens expressed on the surface of endothe-
lial cells (ECs), the barrier between the recipient’s immune 
system and the transplanted allograft. EC- reactive antibod-
ies have been eluted from rejected kidney allografts and 
have been associated with acute rejection and graft failure 
in kidney and heart recipients (14–16). Reports of hyper-
acute kidney rejections have also been described in kidney 
recipients with EC- reactive antibody (17, 18).

Non- HLA Antibody: Mechanisms of Allograft Injury
HLA antibodies are efficient activators of complement, 
eliciting significant tissue damage and amplification of the 
immune response through the generation of anaphylatoxins 
(19). Valenzuela and Reed have also shown a role for HLA 
antibodies in transplant vasculopathy, an indolent form 
of chronic heart rejection (20). Mechanisms employed by 
non- HLA antibodies in allograft injury are diverse, likely 
due to the heterogeneity of the target antigens. In addi-
tion, there may be significant differences in the titer and 
affinity of non- HLA antibodies that are generated from an-
tigens less immunogenic than HLA. The majority of rejec-
tions associated with non- HLA antibodies do not correlate 
with complement activation as measured by C4d positiv-
ity in allograft biopsies (15, 18, 21). Le Bas- Bernardet et 
al. reported that although EC- reactive antibodies are not 
cytotoxic, they can induce cell apoptosis independent of 
complement (22). However, non- HLA antibodies may 
synergize with donor- specific HLA antibodies to accelerate 
graft injury, to include complement activation (21, 23). EC- 
reactive antibodies have been shown to induce activation of 
vascular endothelium, resulting in the increased expression 
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of adhesion molecules and leukocyte adhesion (14, 24). 
Antibodies that bind vimentin on the surface of circulat-
ing leukocytes induce the release of prothrombotic factors 
(fibrinogen, thrombin, and platelet- activating factor) that 
result in platelet activation and increased risk of thrombo-
sis (25). Non- HLA antibodies, such those directed against 
AT1R, have also been shown to bind as agonists and initiate 
downstream effects (26).

Multiple platforms have been used to detect non- HLA 
antibodies in the sera of transplant recipients. Each has 
advantages and disadvantages; thus, selecting the optimal 
assay depends on the nature of the investigation or volume 
of clinical testing.

METHODS

Selecting a Testing Platform

Detection of Antibody to unknown non- HLA targets
Cell- based crossmatch assays using ECs were the first plat-
form used to identify non- HLA antibodies in the sera of 
transplant recipients. Advantages include the ability to de-
tect antibodies specific for novel antigens, in particular, poly-
morphic antigens that may differ between cell donors (27). 
Cell- based methods also allow the antigens to be presented 
in their native membrane- bound state with the correct post-
translational modifications (e.g., glycosylation) (28). How-
ever, one must keep in mind that protein expression may 
not be the same on cells of the same type (e.g., ECs) isolated 
from different tissues or on cells that have been immortalized 
or maintained in long- term culture. Importantly, cell- based 
methods can identify the presence of non- HLA antibodies in 
the sera, but the antigen specificity of the bound antibodies is 
not known. Cell- based methods are less sensitive than solid- 
phase immunoassays, due to lower protein target densities 
and higher background reactivity with some cell types. The 
greatest disadvantage may be expression of HLA antigens on 
all nucleated cells, precluding the ability to detect non- HLA 
antibodies in the sera of patients broadly sensitized to HLA. 
Removing HLA antibodies from the serum prior to testing 
via cell or platelet adsorptions can eliminate this obstacle, 
but this is a labor- intensive effort.

Discovery strategies utilizing high- density protein ar-
rays or antigen immunoprecipitation coupled with mass 
spectrometry also provide a means for identifying novel 
non- HLA targets (11, 12, 16, 29). Methods using mass 
spectrometry are robust but labor- intensive and are not suit-
able for routine clinical testing. Protein arrays are amenable 
to automation but are costly and have disadvantages such 
as the use of recombinant proteins that lack certain post-
translational modifications, the exclusion of membrane- 
spanning proteins (e.g., AT1R), and a limited ability to 
identify highly polymorphic antigens.

Detection of Antibody When non- HLA targets Are 
Known
Enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) or bead- 
based immunoassays can be purchased or created when the 
non- HLA target antigen is known (30; https://www.lumin 
excorp.com/research/reagents- and- accessories/lumavidin 
- microspheres/). These platforms can be automated and 
are most amenable to clinical testing. Both have enhanced 
sensitivity and specificity compared to cell- based strategies. 
ELISA methods are less sensitive than flow cytometric or 
Luminex (Austin, TX) bead- based assays; however, they are 
less expensive and can utilize cell lysates to allow testing 

of membrane- spanning proteins. The greatest advantage 
of Luminex bead assays is the ability to perform multiplex 
analysis of 100 to 500 antigenic targets simultaneously, us-
ing very small amounts of serum.

Optimization of Test Platform
The sensitivity of antibody screening assays is dependent on 
multiple factors, which include antigen density, signal- to- 
noise ratio, and the methodology used for signal detection. 
When using cell- based strategies, the purity and quality of 
the cells at the time of testing may impact antigen density. 
Surface protein expression may differ on cells with poor vi-
ability, after freezing, following long- term culture, or when 
isolated from older (>24 h) blood samples. Known surface 
proteins should be assessed at time of testing to ensure that 
cells are of good quality. These phenotypic markers can also 
be utilized in flow cytometric assays as gating parameters to 
assess cell purity and ensure consistency of cells selected for 
acquisition. Some studies have activated cells, prior to test-
ing, using cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor alpha or 
gamma interferon to increase antigen expression on the cell 
surface (14, 22).

The antigen density in commercial solid- phase immuno-
assays may be fixed, but variables that affect signal- to- noise 
ratio may allow some optimization. The optimum antibody- 
to- antigen ratio is important for maximal detection and to 
avoid prozone effects. This can be optimized by testing dif-
ferent serum quantities and/or testing serial dilutions of the 
test serum. In addition, the reaction volume, dilution buffer, 
temperature, and duration of the serum incubation step can 
enhance or diminish antibody- antigen interactions. Unlike 
high- affinity monoclonal antibodies that are used in flow 
cytometric experiments, serum antibodies are polyclonal, 
containing antibodies of varying affinities and avidities. Af-
finity describes the strength of the noncovalent interactions 
(van der Waals, ionic, and hydrophobic) for each antibody 
and antigenic epitope. Avidity reflects the overall stability or 
strength of the antibody- antigen interaction and is impacted 
by antibody affinity and the valence of both the antibody and 
the antigen. Therefore, optimal conditions may be different 
when testing for non- HLA antibodies of different isotypes, 
which may differ in both affinity and valence. For example, it 
is well established in blood bank literature that IgM binding 
is enhanced at colder temperatures (4°C) compared to IgG, 
which binds across a wider temperature range (4 to 22°C).

Antibody detection assays can also be impacted by inter-
fering substances present in some sera. Steric interference 
from immune complexes, complement bound to the Fc 
portion of the antibody, or excess serum IgM can decrease 
sensitivity by blocking or interfering with binding of the 
secondary detection antibody (31, 32). Serum dilution, 
EDTA addition, or treatment to deplete IgM using dithio-
threitol, heat, or hypotonic dialysis can reduce this type of 
interference and increase signal detection.

The type of wash buffer used, the wash volume, and the 
number of wash steps are also important to reduce back-
ground and enhance signal. Wash buffers differ with regard 
to pH, ionic strength, and detergent and/or protein content 
(33). Complete removal of residual wash fluid between wash 
steps and prior to the addition of the detection reagents is 
also important for increasing sensitivity and reproducibility.

Separate blocking reagents may be included in ELISAs 
and cell- based assays; these are added prior to the detection 
antibodies to reduce nonspecific protein- protein interac-
tions (33). Solid- phase immunoassays can also be modified, 
such that antibody- antigen complexes are formed first (us-
ing biotin- labeled antigen), and the volume of mixture is 
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increased and added to an avidin- coated bead or ELISA 
plate. This modification takes advantage of the high affinity 
between avidin and biotin and is used to reduce background 
signals caused by nonspecific binding of serum proteins to 
the assay matrix.

Finally, the detection strategy can also influence the sen-
sitivity of the assay. Fluorescent or chemiluminescent detec-
tion strategies provide greater sensitivity than colorimetric 
methods. When using fluorochrome- conjugated detection 
antibodies, select the brightest fluorochrome and minimize 
spectral overlap to maximize detection sensitivity (34). 
These secondary antibodies should be tested at different 
titers/dilutions to determine optimal detection concentra-
tion. Utilization of biotin- conjugated detection antibodies 
with avidin- conjugated fluorochromes can amplify signal 
intensity and increase sensitivity.

PROCEDURES

EC Crossmatch

summary
The EC crossmatch allows for the detection of donor- specific 
non- HLA antibodies present in the sera of transplant candi-
dates. EC precursors (ECPs) are isolated from donor periph-
eral blood using anti- Tie2 magnetic nanoparticles (http://
www.absorber.se/xm-one) and incubated with test serum. 
Non- HLA antibody bound to the ECP is detected using a 
fluorochrome- conjugated anti- IgG detection antibody and 
flow cytometry.

Assay Procedure
1. Donor ECP preparation: Isolate peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells from 40 ml of acid citrate dextrose 
using a Ficoll- Hypaque gradient separation. Transfer 
mononuclear cells into a 50- ml conical tube and wash 
twice (500 × g) with 1× phosphate- buffered saline 
with 5% heat- inactivated fetal calf serum. Incubate 
donor mononuclear cells with anti- Tie2 magnetic 
nanoparticles in 1.5- ml volume of wash buffer in a 
5- ml polypropylene tube, rotating at 4°C for 30 min. 
After incubation, place on magnet for 10 min at 18 to 
22°C. Remove supernatant containing mononuclear 
cells, being careful not to dislodge the cells from the 
magnet. Add 3 ml of wash buffer to Tie2+ cells, briefly 
vortex, and apply to magnet for an additional 10 min. 
Remove and discard wash buffer. Resuspend cells in 1 
ml of wash buffer and count using a hemocytometer.

2. Serum preparation: Heat- inactivate 100 μl of test/
control serum at 63°C for 10 min; then spin in an 
airfuge for 15 min at 100,000 × g to remove IgM and/
or immune complexes.

3. Serum incubation: Pipette 5 × 105 cells into 12-  by 
75- mm tubes, add 1.0 ml of wash buffer, and centri-
fuge (500 × g). Remove all residual wash buffer by 
blotting or using a vacuum aspirator. Immediately add 
50 μl of test/control serum to each appropriate tube. 
Add 50 μl wash buffer to one tube in lieu of serum 
to assess autofluorescence. Briefly vortex and incubate 
cells and sera for 30 min at 18 to 22°C.

4. Wash: Wash cells a total of three times using 1 ml 
of wash buffer (centrifuge at 500 × g). Remove all 
residual wash buffer by blotting or using a vacuum as-
pirator after final wash.

5. Detection antibody: Immediately add fluorochrome- 
conjugated detection antibody and additional an-
tibodies specific for markers used to determine 

acquisition gate. Incubate for 30 min at 2 to 8°C in 
the dark.

6. Wash: Wash cells a total of three times using 1 ml of 
cold wash buffer (centrifuge at 500 × g). Keeping the 
cells cold will prevent capping of proteins on the cell 
membrane.

7. Detection: Resuspend in 250 μl of cold wash buffer 
and immediately acquire on calibrated flow cytometer.

ELISA Procedure

summary
Test serum is added to an ELISA microtiter plate coated 
with the target non- HLA protein. Non- HLA antibody 
bound to the plate is detected using an enzyme- conjugated 
detection antibody and an enzymatic substrate.

Assay Procedure
1. Serum and standard preparation: Dilute serum sam-

ples with kit- specific sample diluent. This dilution is 
generally in the range of 1:100 to 1:200. The standard 
curve dilutions are normally tested in duplicate.

2. Serum incubation: Add 50 to 100 μl of diluted test 
serum and control sera into appropriate microtiter 
wells in duplicate. The serum incubation time (from 
30 min to 2 h or overnight at 4°C) and temperature 
(4 to 37°C) may vary.

3. Wash: Perform three washes with wash buffer. The 
number of washes and technique may vary depending 
on test sensitivity.

4. Detection antibody: Add diluted enzyme- conjugated 
detection antibody and incubate. Time (from 30 min 
to 2 h or overnight at 4°C) and temperature (18 to 
37°C) may vary; shaking (200 rpm) is recommended 
but optional. Additional wash steps may be performed 
following the second incubation to remove unbound 
detection antibody.

5. Enzymatic reaction: Add enzymatic substrate and in-
cubate at 18 to 22°C for 20 to 30 min. If fluorescent 
substrate is used, incubate in the dark.

6. Detection: Measure the optical density absorption 
or fluorescence on an appropriate microtiter plate 
reader.

7. Interpretation: If known standards were run, plot the 
standard curve graph to determine unknown test se-
rum antibody concentration. If only running a semi-
quantitation assay, perform calculations using the 
manufacturer’s correction factor.

Luminex Assay

summary
The Luminex assay includes polystyrene beads coated with 
purified target protein. The beads are incubated with patient 
sera to identify the presence of target- specific antibodies us-
ing flow cytometry principles. Note: the beads and secondary 
detection antibody are light sensitive, and all incubations should 
be performed in the dark.

Assay Procedure
1. Serum incubation: Add control and test serum at the 

predetermined dilution with the bead set for 30 min 
at 18 to 22°C with shaking (200 rpm). This can be 
performed in a filter plate or a V- bottom plate.

2. Wash: If using a V- bottom plate, perform a spin- flick 
method to wash away unbound antibody. If using a 
filter plate, perform multiple washes using a vacuum 
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manifold. The number of washes and technique may 
vary depending on test sensitivity.

3. Detection antibody: Add freshly diluted secondary 
detection antibody to washed plate. Incubate for 30 
min at 18 to 22°C with shaking (200 rpm). An ad-
ditional wash procedure may be performed following 
the second incubation to remove unbound detection 
antibody.

4. Detection: Acquire data using a Luminex fluorome-
ter. Results are reported as the mean fluorescence in-
tensity (MFI) values.

Validation
Validation studies are important in both research and clini-
cal settings, to evaluate the final testing conditions and de-
termine negative and positive test thresholds. For cell- based 
assays, a positive control serum/antibody may not be readily 
available. In these cases, a commercial antibody or serum 
containing antibodies specific for an alternate surface pro-
tein known to be expressed on the cell of interest can be 
used as an alternative until a panel of non- HLA antibody- 
positive sera can be generated. For example, to achieve a 
positive EC crossmatch test, use sera containing HLA anti-
bodies of different strengths but known to yield positive flow 
cytometric lymphocyte crossmatch with the cell donor. The 
range for positivity, what designates a weak, moderate, or 
strongly positive reaction, should be revisited at regular in-
tervals as more data are compiled. When establishing a pos-
itive control serum, it is important to use a serum that yields 
consistent results but is weak enough to detect suboptimal 
test conditions or reagents. It is also important to secure a 
large enough quantity of serum so that it can be utilized over 
an extended period of time.

Next, and most importantly, the threshold for negativ-
ity must be determined. Multiple “negative” sera should be 
tested to determine a range for negative reactions. Negative 
control sera can be purchased or generated by screening sera 
obtained from multiple nontransfused healthy males. The 
establishment of a valid negative threshold range is vital so 
that weak positive reactions can be distinguished. The neg-
ative range should also be monitored over time as more data 
are compiled.

The reproducibility of the assay is also important; spend-
ing time optimizing each step of the assay will enhance test 
reproducibility. An acceptable range for test variability (% 
coefficient of variation) must be determined from replicate 
testing. Comparisons should be made between sera tested in 
duplicate within the same assay, on separate days, and by dif-
ferent technologists. Initial reproducibility testing should be 
performed with positive sera or a positive control antibody.

In ELISAs and some bead- based immunoassays, the con-
centration of an antibody can be estimated through the use of 
a standard curve (https://tools.thermofisher.com/content/sfs/
brochures/TR0057-Read-std-curves.pdf). Standard curves are 
constructed by testing a positive control antibody against the 
antigen (standard) serially diluted across a range of relevant 
concentrations. Standard curves are generated from at least 
five points, a blank and four standard concentrations. Each 
standard data point should be monitored for consistency over 
time and used to reflect assay reproducibility.

Validation studies should include the development of 
quality control and quality assurance guidelines. These 
should describe how new reagents will be evaluated and 
guidelines for monitoring stored reagents to ensure qual-
ity for test consistency. Tracking the positive and negative 
test control values from each test will provide “real- time” 

monitoring of reagents and test procedures over time. De-
termination of the proficiency of each technologist per-
forming the test and performing external proficiencies 
with other laboratories performing the same test through 
sera exchanges should also be performed. Additional test-
ing guidelines and regulations can be found for the Code 
of Federal Regulations, 1988 Clinical Laboratory Improve-
ment Amendments (http://www.gpoaccess.gov/cfr/index 
.html; search for 42CFR493.1278) and American Society 
for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics (http://www 
.ashi- hla.org).
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Solid- organ transplantation has become an increasingly 
important therapeutic modality for patients with various 
end- stage diseases. Despite improved immunosuppression 
protocols, most transplant recipients face a variety of compli-
cations. Early posttransplant infection and rejection are the 
major causes of morbidity and mortality. Drug toxicity, chronic 
rejection, and malignancies are long- term complications.

Many attempts have been made to develop in vitro pro-
cedures that can assess the immunological status of the al-
lograft reliably and accurately. Immunological monitoring 
could, in theory, differentiate rejection from other forms 
of dysfunction, such as infection or primary nonfunction. 
Furthermore, the ideal tool would be able to gauge accu-
rately a patient’s response to antirejection therapy and 
might help prevent overimmunosuppression. Immunologi-
cal monitoring could also be important in predicting long- 
term graft outcome and thereby identify which recipients 
could have their immunosuppression therapy markedly 
reduced without increasing the risk of acute or chronic 
rejection.

Although there is no one ideal immunological test that 
can accomplish all of the above, there are a number of tests 
that can be used together to assess the immunological status 
of the transplant recipient. The most informative approach 
appears to be performing sequential analyses using assays 
that measure different immune functions.

MIXED LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE ASSAY

Concept
The mixed lymphocyte culture assay (MLC) is an in vitro 
test of lymphocytes responding to stimulation by dispa-
rate HLA class II molecules, including HLA- DR and - DQ 
and, to a lesser extent, HLA- DP, which are predominantly 
expressed on B cells and monocytes of the stimulator cell 
population. Proliferative reactivity to HLA class I mole-
cules has also been reported to play a role in the overall 
bulk MLC response. The first description of this assay as a 
measurement of cellular immunity (1, 2) together with the 
development of a one- way method of stimulation allowed 
the correlation of proliferative responses between siblings. 
The conclusion was that a single genetic locus or region, 
now known as HLA, controlled the MLC reactivity. The 
recognition of disparate HLA molecules and the resulting 

T- cell activation (as measured by MLC) are thought to rep-
resent an in vitro model of the afferent arm of the in vitro 
allograft reaction.

In MLC, stimulator cells have been inactivated, usually 
by X irradiation, and can no longer divide. The resulting 
proliferation of responding cells involves the logarithmic 
expansion of multiple clones of alloactivated T cells. This 
expansion can be measured by incorporation of the 
radioisotope- tritiated thymidine into replicating DNA 
during the logarithmic phase of cellular expansion, usually 
on the fifth day of culture. The amount of thymidine incor-
porated into cellular DNA is then assayed by liquid scin-
tillation spectrophotometry. Exogenous tritiated thymidine 
added to in vitro cultures is incorporated during DNA rep-
lication via the salvage pathway, in which free purine bases 
are formed by hydrolytic degradation of nucleic acid and nu-
cleotides. Exogenous tritiated thymidine is added to cultures 
for a period of time that is longer than the S phase of the 
cell cycle but shorter than the cell cycle itself, usually 18 h.

The degree of reactivity observed correlates with the 
degree of antigenic disparity between responding and stim-
ulating cells. MLC has been used clinically for donor se-
lection, predominantly for bone marrow transplantation. 
With the more recent application of DNA- based HLA 
typing methods, MLC is not used for donor selection but 
more often for monitoring of the recipient’s posttransplant 
donor antigen- specific immune status. The difference be-
tween posttransplant and pretransplant antidonor MLC 
responses can be used to define any changes (increases or 
decreases). Studies have shown that solid- organ recipients 
who develop a decreased response (i.e., are hyporesponsive) 
are at low risk for immunological complications, such as 
late acute- rejection episodes and chronic rejection. Hypo-
reactivity is defined as at least a 60% decrease in reactivity 
of the posttransplant antidonor response compared with 
that of the pretransplant antidonor response, assuming the 
response to third- party cells remains unchanged (3, 4).

Procedure

sample Requirements
For collection of specimens, care must be taken throughout 
the procedure to ensure a sterile specimen. Usually, 20 to 30 
ml of sterile heparinized blood is obtained. The specimen 
may be saved overnight but should be processed within 24 h 

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch116
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of the phlebotomy. It should be maintained at room tem-
perature even if it is being shipped by overnight carrier. Poor 
cell yields and poor function may result from temperature 
conditions that are too cold or too warm.

Materials and Reagents
Lymphocyte separation medium (LSM; catalog no. 

17084003; Pharmacia Biotechnologies)
Culture medium: RPMI 1640 with HEPES buffer supple-

mented with 100 U of penicillin per ml, 100 U of strepto-
mycin (Grand Island Biological catalog no. 380- 2400AJ) 
per ml, 10 U of preservative- free heparin (Monoparin 
heparin; Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corp. catalog 
no. A6500) per ml, 2 mM l- glutamine, and 10 to 20% 
pooled human sera

Pooled human sera: sera from 10 to 20 healthy nontrans-
fused male donors, heat inactivated at 56°C for 30 min 
(see “Pitfalls and Troubleshooting” below for additional 
specifications)

[3H]thymidine (New England Nuclear catalog no. NEN- 
027): specific activity of 6.7 Ci/mM. Commonly used 
amounts are 0.5 to 1.0 mCi per well.

Hanks balanced salt solution (Grand Island Biological cata-
log no. 310- 4170PJ)

equipment and Instrumentation
Radiation source (usually gamma- emitting radiation source); 

alternatively, mitomycin (catalog no. M0503; Sigma)
Laminar flow hoods (Baker 60; The Baker Co., Sanford, 

Maine)
Liquid scintillation counter (1205 Betaplate; Pharmacia 

LKB)
Rate freezer (model 70014; CryoMed)
Liquid nitrogen refrigeration unit (model CAIIIL; CryoMed)

Mechanics and Controls
Mononuclear cells are isolated by centrifugation of periph-
eral blood diluted 1:2 with Hanks balanced salt solution over 
LSM. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) are re-
moved from the LSM interface, diluted with Hanks balanced 
salt solution, and then centrifuged at 500 × g for 10 min. The 
supernatant is decanted, and the wash steps are repeated two 
more times. The cells are resuspended in an exact quantity 
of complete culture medium. A leukocyte count is done, and 
viability is determined via dye exclusion. The cell suspension 
is diluted to a final concentration of 5 × 105 PBMC per ml 
by using the culture medium. Stimulator cells are inactivated 
either by irradiation at 1,500 to 3,000 rad or by incubation 
with mitomycin according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
With a repeating microliter pipette, stimulator and responder 
cells are added in triplicate to round- bottom microtiter plates 
(catalog no. 760- 042- 05; ICN) such that each well receives 
100 μl of stimulator cells (5 × 104 PBMC) and 100 μl of 
responding cells (5 × 104 PBMC).

A complete culture setup includes the following:

1. Allogeneic cultures containing all possible combi-
nations of responder and stimulator cells, including 
cells from three control cell donors of known HLA 
phenotypes

2. Autologous cultures containing the responder and 
stimulator cells from the same cell donor

3. Control wells containing either responder or stimu-
lator cells alone, with an equal volume of complete 
culture medium

4. Double irradiation control cultures containing stimu-
lator cells from two different cell donors

The cultures are incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmo-
sphere of 5% CO2 for 5 days, after which 0.5 to 1.0 μCi of 
tritiated thymidine is added to each well. The cultures are in-
cubated for an additional 18 h. The culture plates can then be 
harvested immediately or sealed with pressure- sensitive film 
and placed in the refrigerator until harvesting. A number of 
different harvesting machines and counting systems are avail-
able: the cells can be harvested onto filter disk sheets, or the 
samples can be counted in vials or cassettes or directly, with-
out the need for scintillation fluid. The manufacturer’s in-
struction manual should describe the appropriate procedures.

Pitfalls and Troubleshooting
1. Drugs. If a patient is taking one of the following 

drugs, the proliferative response may be compro-
mised: prednisone, busulfan (Myleran), hydroxyurea, 
cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan), or l- asparaginase.

2. Serum. One of the most common sources of techni-
cal problems in any cellular procedure is a poor se-
rum source. Each individual lot of a serum source, or 
preferably, each individual serum unit within the lot 
should be screened for growth support capabilities and 
possible HLA antibodies. The screen should include a 
control response to a pool of allogeneic cells to mea-
sure maximum response and an autologous control to 
ensure low backgrounds. If sporadic high backgrounds 
are observed, an endotoxin test may be advisable.

3. Tritiated thymidine. If low counts per minute are ob-
served, the scintillation counter and the shelf life of 
tritiated thymidine should be checked. The half- life 
of the tritium is 12.3 years, but the shelf life of the 
thymidine is considerably shorter.

4. Frozen cells. Cells to be used as responder cells in the 
cell cultures can be bulk frozen by a step- down pro-
cedure at 4, −30, and −70°C before use. However, 
viability and cell recovery are better if the cells are 
rate frozen and stored in the vapor phase of a liquid 
nitrogen storage unit.

The American Society for Histocompatibility and Immuno-
genetics Procedure Manual (5) is an excellent source of addi-
tional information and details on cellular methods.

Interpretation
Results are usually expressed as raw counts per minute of 
tritiated thymidine incorporation. The data may be reduced 
to allow for easier interpretation and comparability from 
one test to another. The two most common forms of data 
reduction are the stimulation index and the relative re-
sponse. The stimulation index is a simple ratio of the counts 
per minute for an experimental MLC combination to the 
counts per minute for the autologous control. The relative 
response is the ratio of the net counts per minute (after sub-
traction of the autologous control counts per minute for an 
allogeneic MLC combination) to the counts per minute for 
a maximally stimulated or control MLC combination (usu-
ally the response to a pool of allogeneic cells), multiplied by 
100 to obtain a percentage (5).

MLC VARIATIONS

MTT Method
A nonradioactive alternative to detecting proliferation is 
a colorimetric (3- 4,5- dimethylthiazol- 2- yl)- 2.5 diphenyl 
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tetrazolium bromide salt (MTT) reduction assay. This assay 
detects the activity of a mitochondrial enzyme that is pro-
portional to the number of metabolically active cells present 
in the culture. The MTT, a yellow aqueous solution, is taken 
up by the viable cells and reduced in the mitochondria to a 
purple crystal. After solubilization of these crystals, the reac-
tion product is measured with a spectrophotometer. An in-
crease in the measured optical density parallels an increase in 
mitochondrial enzyme activity, which reflects an increase in 
the number of cells. This approach can detect increases in an 
interleukin 2 (IL- 2)- sensitive line, CTLL2O. VanBuskirk et 
al. (6) have demonstrated that colorimetric detection of IL- 2 
production correlates well with the radioactive detection of 
T- cell proliferation and can be used interchangeably with the 
standard MLC.

RELATED METHODS

T- Cell Precursor Frequency Determination by LDA
The frequency of T- cell precursors is determined by limiting 
dilution assay (LDA). Limiting numbers of responder cells 
are cultured with a constant number of stimulator cells and 
assayed for reactivity (cytotoxicity, proliferation, or cytokine 
release) against additional stimulator cells. In contrast to 
MLC, which measures a bulk response, LDA is a quantitative 
tool. It allows the investigator to estimate the frequency of 
lymphocytes with a given function and antigen specificity. 
LDA implies that the lysis is a single- hit process; that is, a 
single precursor cell will initiate the sequence of events that 
leads, in the case of cytotoxic precursors, to the eventual lysis 
of the cell. A frequency can be determined if the lymphocyte 
population is random; that is, the function of the lympho-
cyte population is not influenced by the presence of another 
lymphocyte population. The clear distinction between a re-
sponse and a lack of that response is imperative. Making this 
distinction is more difficult in the cytotoxicity assay, where 
an arbitrary threshold that separates the spontaneous release 
of 51Cr from the release from the lysed targets is set. The fre-
quency of responding cells is determined by a maximum like-
lihood estimation by using a computer program (7).

LDA of HtL
Helper T lymphocytes (HTL) are detected by their ability to 
produce IL- 2. The murine IL- 2- dependent line CTLL2O is 
used as the indicator line in this bioassay. Adding CTLL2O 
cells directly to the micrometer wells is a more sensitive 
method than removing an aliquot of supernatant and add-
ing it to the CTLL2O cells. Before adding the indicator line, 
the plates are irradiated to inhibit the responder cells from 
proliferating and incorporating [3H]thymidine. A low dose of 
irradiation does not block the continued production of IL- 2 
by the responding cells. In the absence of IL- 2, the CTLL2O 
cells die rapidly. Therefore, any proliferation detected is due 
to division of the IL- 2- stimulated CTLL2O cells.

Method
LDA can be done on fresh or cryopreserved cells. The 

cells are prepared as described in “Mixed Lymphocyte Cul-
ture  Assay.” Limiting numbers of PBMC (2 × 104, 1.0 × 
104, 0.5 × 104, 0.25 × 104, 0.125 × 104, 0.0625 × 104, and 
0.03125 × 104) are cultured in round- bottom microtiter 
plates with constant numbers (10 × 104) of irradiated (3,000 
rad) stimulator cells. When HLA- identical pairs are tested, 
increased numbers of cells are often used such that the high-
est concentration is 4 × 104, 6 × 104, 8 × 104, or 10 × 104 
cells per well. Multiple wells per dilution are necessary to 

ensure an accurate assessment of the frequency. Usually, 24 
wells per dilution are set up. The culture medium is the same 
as that used in the MLC protocol. Control wells consist of 24 
wells containing irradiated stimulator cells alone (for calcula-
tion of background activity), responder cells in medium alone 
(negative controls), and responder and stimulator cells set up 
separately against HLA- mismatched third- party cells (pos-
itive controls). The plates are incubated for 64 h at 37°C in 
a 5% CO2 environment. The plates are irradiated with 2,500 
rad. CTLL2O cells (1 × 103) are added in 25 ml of medium. 
The plates are incubated for 8 h with 1 mCi of [3H]thymidine 
in 25 ml per well. Cultures are reincubated for 16 h. Cultures 
are harvested and counted as outlined in the MLC protocol. 
The wells are considered positive if [3H]thymidine incorpo-
ration is greater than the mean plus 3 standard deviations of 
results for the 24 control wells. The frequency of responding 
cells is determined by maximum likelihood estimation by 
using a computer program, and the variance is determined 
by the use of 95% confidence intervals. Regression analysis is 
used to generate a straight line. Chi- square analysis is used to 
show that the data obtained are in accordance with single- hit 
kinetics. A program that does all the necessary calculations 
for this analysis is listed in reference 7.

Pitfalls and Troubleshooting
The sensitivity of this assay depends on the condition of 

the IL- 2 indicator cells. The proliferation of the CTLL2O 
line depends on murine or human IL- 2 or murine IL- 4, 
without which the cells will die rapidly. The line should be 
maintained at a concentration of 1 × 104 to 10 × 104 cells 
per ml in a solution containing RPMI 1640 (with HEPES), 
100 U of penicillin/ml, 100 μg of streptomycin/ml, 2 mM 
l- glutamine, 1% sodium pyruvate (100 mM solution), 1% 
minimal essential medium amino acids (50×), 0.5% di-
luted beta mercaptoethanol (diluted 1:57 with phosphate- 
buffered saline [PBS]), and 10% pooled human serum 
culture medium, supplemented with 500 U of IL- 2. Great 
care should be taken to subculture this line every 2 to 3 days.

LDA of CtL
As mentioned before, the major advantage of the LDA is 
the ability to quantitate a particular T- cell function in an 
antigen- specific manner. The LDA for cytotoxic T lympho-
cytes (CTL) requires a longer incubation time than that for 
HTL since the cytotoxic activity must be generated in the 
presence of growth factors and alloantigen. Thus, the cul-
tures are incubated for 10 days; IL- 2 is added on days 3 and 
6. The target cells are labeled with 51Cr, which is taken up 
by the target cells and linked to internal proteins by en-
dogenous enzymes. The unbound 51Cr is washed away. The 
targets are added to the LDA wells for 4 h. During this time, 
CTL lyse the targets and 51Cr leaks out of the cell into the 
culture supernatant. The amount of 51Cr detected in the 
culture medium is directly related to the number of target 
cells lysed by the CTL. Although 51Cr does emit gamma 
rays, it is more efficient to assay for the Auger rays that are 
also emitted. The Auger rays have an energy level within 
the same wavelength range as that of tritium and therefore 
can be detected by the conventional scintillation counting 
method. Frequency determinations are done in a manner 
similar to that used for the HTL precursor (HTLp) method.

Reagents
Phytohemagglutinin (PHA), 28.75 U/ml (catalog no. 

HA- 17; Burroughs Wellcome)
RPMI 1640
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Method
Limiting numbers of PBMC (5 × 104 to 0.125 × 104) 

are cultured in round- bottom microtiter plates with con-
stant numbers (5 × 104) of irradiated (3,000 rad) stimula-
tor cells. Multiple wells per dilution are necessary to ensure 
an accurate assessment of the frequency. Usually, 24 wells 
per dilution are set up. The culture medium is the same as 
that used for the MLC method. IL- 2 and additional culture 
medium are added on days 3 and 6 so that the final con-
centration is 5 U/ml. Target cells are prepared on day 7 by 
using unirradiated stimulator cells from the initial priming 
combination. The cell concentration is adjusted to 106 cells 
per ml, and 1 ml of the cells is placed with 1 ml of PHA in 
4 to 6 wells of a 24- well microtiter plate and incubated at 
37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 for 3 days. On 
day 10, the cultures are assayed for cytotoxicity (or other 
functional assays are used) against 51Cr- labeled target cells. 
PHA- stimulated target cells (2 × 106) are labeled with 
0.5 mCi of 51Cr for 1.5 h, washed, and adjusted to a concen-
tration of 2 × 104 cells per ml. One hundred microliters of 
the medium is replaced in the priming cultures with 100 μl 
of labeled target cells, and the plates are spun at 100 × g for 
5 min and incubated for 4 h. Supernatants are harvested and 
tested for released 51Cr by using either a gamma counter to 
detect the gamma rays or a beta counter to detect the Auger 
rays released. Wells are scored as positive by determining 
that the reactivity observed is significantly (>3 standard 
deviations) greater than the control background. Wells 
containing irradiated stimulator cells incubated without re-
sponder cells are used as background controls. As for the 
HTLp method outlined above, the frequency of cytotoxic 
cells is determined by a maximum likelihood estimation by 
using a computer program and the variance is determined by 
the use of 95% confidence intervals. A regression analysis 
is used to generate a straight line, and chi- square analysis is 
used to show that the data obtained are in accordance with 
single- hit kinetics. A program that does all the necessary 
calculations for this analysis is listed in reference 8.

Variation of LDA of CTL
A variation of the target cell labeling procedure for the 

cytotoxic limiting dilution analysis has been described by 
Van Besouw et al. (9). In this approach, the T- cell blast target 
cells are labeled with europium- diethylenetriaminepenta- 
acetate (Fluka [Buchs, Switzerland] and Sigma Chemicals 
[St. Louis, MO]). The incubation period to measure cytoly-
sis is the same as that previously described. The supernatant 
(20 μl) is transferred onto a low- background fluorescent 96- 
well plate (Fluoroimmunoplate; Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark), 
and 100 μl of enhancement solution (LKB- Wallac, Turku, 
Finland) is added to each well. Fluorescence of the released 
europium is measured in a time- resolved fluorometer (Vic-
tor 1420 multilabel counter; LKB- Wallac), and results are 
expressed in counts per second.

Cell Division and Precursor Frequency Analysis 
Using Multiparameter CFSE- MLC
The ability to visualize specific peripheral blood cell sub-
populations dividing during an in vitro response to donor 
alloantigen (allo- Ag) is extremely useful when monitoring 
alloimmunity in healthy individuals or transplant patients 
(10, 11). Flow cytometry can efficiently detect and quantify 
the phenotype, percentage, and precursor frequency of pro-
liferating cells. The fluorescent dye 5(6)- carboxyfluorescein 
diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) is used to label intracel-
lular responder cells before placing them in the MLC. CFSE 
is cell permeant and nonfluorescent until cellular esterases 

cleave carboxyl groups from the molecule, rendering it 
nonpermeant and fluorescent. The succinimidyl moiety of 
CFSE covalently attaches to the cytoplasmic amine groups. 
The covalently bound CFSE is divided equally between 
the daughter cells, allowing for resolution of up to eight 
cell division cycles (12). CFSE can be used with or without 
additional cell surface and/or intracellular fluorochrome- 
conjugated monoclonal antibody (MAb) staining. This may 
allow, over a 5- day cell coculture period, the concomitant 
assessment of the kinetics of cell proliferation, differenti-
ation status, and function. Various subsets of cells such as 
peripheral blood CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, B cells, and NK 
cells can be studied in this manner. Therefore, multipara-
metric CFSE- MLC may be considered a protocol of choice 
over the classical MLC or LDA assays when assessing al-
lorecognition. In addition, using Modfit software, the num-
ber of cell divisions and of precursor frequencies for a given 
cell subpopulation can be calculated (10). The procedure 
outlined below is for testing human cells. Procedures for an-
imal models are described in reference 13.

Procedure

Sample Requirements
The collection requirements are the same as those for 

the MLC procedure.

Materials and Reagents
The lymphocyte separation medium, culture medium, 

pooled human sera, and Hanks balanced salt solution are 
the same as those for the MLC procedure.

CFSE is dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide to the final con-
centration determined by the investigator. Aliquots can be 
stored at −20°C in a desiccator and protected from light for 
up to 1 year.

Instruments
The Fortessa (BD Biosciences) instrument is used for 

data acquisition, and FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, 
OR) and ModFit LT software (Verity Software, USA) are 
used for data analysis. For cell cocultures, an incubator set 
at 37°C and 5% CO2 is needed. Refrigerated centrifuges 
are used.

Mechanics and Controls
1. Staining procedure. The responder cell population 

(1× 107 lymphocytes/ml) is resuspended in a pre-
warmed PBS–0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) 
solution and incubated with 2 μM CFSE for 10 min 
at room temperature. An equal volume of pooled 
human sera is added, and the mixture is agitated for 
1 min to quench the reaction. Cells are then washed 
three times in PBS and adjusted to the appropriate 
working concentration in the culture medium. Alter-
natively, RPMI 1640 containing 10% pooled human 
sera can be used for the last two washes.

2. Culture conditions. CFSE- labeled bulk PBMC (or 
sorted lymphocyte subsets) used as responders are in-
cubated in a one- way mixed lymphocyte reaction cul-
ture (MLC) with γ- irradiated (2,500 rad) allogeneic 
stimulator PBMC, labeled with PKH- 26 dye (accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s protocol) at a 1:1 ratio (10). 
The stimulators are labeled to allow their discrimina-
tion from the responder cells, which have proliferated 
and undergone CFSE dilution. The positive and neg-
ative controls are the same as those for the MLC. The 
cells are harvested after 5 days, washed, and surface 
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stained with the appropriate fluorochrome- labeled 
MAbs for phenotyping as determined by the inves-
tigator (e.g., CD3, CD8, CD45RO, CD62L). Intra-
cellular staining (ICS) can be further performed upon 
permeabilization to identify transcription factors 
(e.g., T- bet, GATA- 3, RORγt, or FOXP3), granzyme 
B/perforin, or the cytokine of choice (e.g., gamma in-
terferon [IFN- γ], IL- 4, IL- 17, IL- 10), as described in 
“ICS and Flow Cytometry” below.

3. Flow cytometry analysis. After cleavage, CFSE has 
a peak excitation of 494 nm and a peak emission of 
521 nm, characteristics compatible with fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC) detection systems. PKH26 is a 
red fluorochrome and has a peak excitation of 551 nm 
and peak emission of 567 nm, characteristics compati-
ble with phycoerythrin (PE) detection systems. Six to 
8 additional fluorochromes can be added to the panel 
to complete the 10- color panel. A gate defining live 
lymphocytes and blasts by forward and side scatter 
properties is used in all analyses, followed by analysis 
of CD3+ gate and subsequent exclusion of PKH- 26+ 
stimulator cell gate. Proliferation of the CD4+ (as 
CD8−) and CD8+ populations is then quantified by 
CFSE dilution (% CFSElow cells) and by histogram 
plots of generations of divided cells as determined by 
ModFit- LT software (10). Proliferating cells may be 
also assessed for their memory distribution, type 1 lin-
eage commitment (T- bet), and functional capabilities 
(IFN- γ, granzyme B/perforin) versus type 2, type 17, 
or Treg commitment.

Pitfalls and troubleshooting for CFse-MLC Assay
As in the MLC, the viability of the cells is crucial in the 
CFSE- MLC assay. The level of CFSE staining must be de-
termined by titration since too- heavy staining can cause 
problems with cell viability during culture and compensa-
tion during acquisition and analysis. Approximately eight 
division cycles can be identified before the autofluorescence 
obscures the peaks. If clear division peaks are not seen, op-
timal proliferating conditions may not have been obtained. 
It is helpful to start by setting parameters and culture con-
ditions assaying a response obtained by stimulating with an 
anti- CD3 MAb or a recall antigen. Once reproducible re-
sults are obtained, a response to allogeneic cells can be opti-
mized. Using a dump channel to stain for dead cells (Dead 
cell stain kit- PB; Invitrogen) and CD14- PB (where PB is 
Pacific Blue stain) helps lower high background noise.

troubleshooting for staining and Data Acquisition
For information on Troubleshooting for Staining and Data 
Acquisition, see “ICS and Flow Cytometry” below.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
For quantitative assessment of the alloresponse, the number 
of cells within each CFSE fluorescent peak is determined by 
analysis of the flow cytometric histogram plots. The num-
ber of precursors that divided (Pdiv) is determined by anal-
ysis of the number of events comprising the various peaks 
of daughter cells with identical proliferative histories and 
extrapolated by dividing by 2n, where n is the division cy-
cle number. The number of precursors that divided makes 
up the numerator, and the denominator is the total number 
of cells (Ptot). Pdiv is relatively straightforward to calculate; 
however, the Ptot determination is more complex, and sev-
eral approaches have been reported. To obtain a precursor 
frequency, the total number of potentially alloreactive cells, 

including those plated in culture but not recovered, must be 
considered as representing Ptot. Alternatively, the number 
of cells recovered may be considered to represent Ptot. To 
obtain a responder frequency, the number of cells that were 
activated but did not proliferate can be considered to repre-
sent Ptot. Alternatively, the Modfit Software applies decon-
volution algorithms to calculate the precursor frequency of 
cells that divided, reported as the percentage of the parent 
population. The investigator decides the method of analysis 
(10). For quantitative assessment of other functions (i.e., 
cytokine production), see below.

Graft- Infiltrating Cells— Propagation of Lymphocyte 
Cultures from Allograft Biopsy Specimens

Concept
In solid- organ transplantation, the histological analysis of 
allograft biopsy specimens remains the “gold standard” for 
diagnosing rejection. Although many cell types have been 
implicated in rejecting allografts, including B cells, macro-
phages, neutrophils, and eosinophils, it is generally accepted 
that CD3+ T lymphocytes initiate allograft rejection (14, 
15). Both CD4+ (helper) and CD8+ (cytotoxic) T cells are 
present in the graft and express IL- 2 receptor and HLA- DR 
antigens, suggesting the presence of activated lymphocytes. 
The phenotype studies provide little information about the 
functional characteristics and their alloreactive specificity.

Another approach is to learn about the functional char-
acteristics of graft- infiltrating cells through in vitro propaga-
tion in the presence of IL- 2 (16–18). Activation of T cells 
occurs as a result of recipient allorecognition of donor anti-
gens, which leads to the expression of IL- 2 receptors on the 
activated T cells. The lymphocyte growth assay is straight-
forward. Biopsy specimen fragments are incubated in tissue 
culture medium supplemented with 5% human serum and 
10 to 30 IU of recombinant IL- 2. Lymphocyte growth in 
cardiac transplant recipients correlates with the histologi-
cal grade of rejection, and positive growth from histologi-
cally negative biopsy specimen fragments is associated with 
subsequent biopsy- proven rejection (19, 20). A persistent 
lack of growth from biopsy specimen fragments is associated 
with an increase in rejection- free cardiac allograft survival. 
These studies indicate that in vitro culturing of lymphocytes 
from endomyocardial biopsy specimen fragments is clini-
cally useful for the early diagnosis of acute cellular rejection. 
This conclusion may also apply to other organs. For lung 
transplant recipients, transbronchial biopsy specimen frag-
ments have been cultured to propagate infiltrating alloreac-
tive T cells. Lymphocyte growth is virtually 100% for biopsy 
specimen fragments with histological diagnosis of acute re-
jection or active bronchiolitis obliterans, a form of chronic 
lung rejection, and fewer than 30% of biopsy specimen frag-
ments with no major abnormalities show growth (21). The 
presence of activated T cells is indicative of a subsequent 
rejection episode. Lymphocyte growth from renal transplant 
biopsy specimen fragments also correlates with acute cellu-
lar rejection, and the production of IL- 2 by the infiltrating 
cells is associated with irreversible rejection (22). In liver 
transplant recipients, more culture lymphocyte growth is as-
sociated with rejection and less growth is seen for patients 
on OKT3 treatment for rejection.

A serious complication of heart transplantation is the 
development of accelerated graft coronary disease (GCD). 
Persistent growth from biopsy specimen fragments during 
the first 3 months posttransplant is associated with a higher 
risk of GCD. More than 40% of patients whose biopsy spec-
imen fragments persistently grew lymphocytes developed 
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GCD. In contrast, only 6% with nongrower biopsy speci-
men fragments had subsequent GCD.

This section outlines the basic approach used to prop-
agate cells from biopsy specimen fragments. Other ap-
proaches, such as the use of donor or allogeneic cells as 
feeder cells, may be used at the discretion of the investigator.

Procedure

Sample Requirements
An endomyocardial (or other tissue) biopsy specimen 

collected in a jar containing sterile physiological 
saline

Approximately 10 ml of heparinized blood obtained 
from the patient

Materials and Reagents
LSM Ficoll- Paque (Pharmacia)
500 ml of RPMI 1640 with l- glutamine (Gibco) plus 

12.5 ml of HEPES buffer solution 1 M (Gibco) and 
2.8 ml of gentamicin reagent solution (10 mg/ml; 
Gibco)

Pooled human sera type AB (NormIcera- Plus) (Gemini 
Bio- Products)

Recombinant IL- 2 (Hoffmann La- Roche)

Equipment and Instrumentation
Laminar flow biological safety cabinet (NuAire, Inc.)
Beckman centrifuge (model TJ- 6)
Olympus biological microscope (model BHTU)
Forma Scientific water jacket incubator (model 3154)
Cesium- 137 Gammacell irradiator

Test Procedure
Autologous feeder cells are separated from recipient 

blood by LSM centrifugation (see description of the MLC 
method). The biopsy specimens are placed in a small (35-  by 
10- mm) sterile petri dish by using a sterile transfer pipette, 
and with a surgical blade or sterile 20- gauge needles, the 
biopsy specimens are sectioned into three or four small frag-
ments. Each biopsy specimen fragment is transferred onto a 
96- well round-  (or flat- ) bottom plate that contains 100 μl 
of IL- 2- enriched medium (10 to 30 IU of IL- 2 in 5% human 
serum–RPMI 1640). Autologous feeder cells are irradiated 
(4,000 rad) and added to each well at a concentration of 
0.5 × 106/ml. The biopsy cultures are incubated at 37°C 
and 5% CO2. Biopsy cultures are monitored for lymphocyte 
growth regularly. If the investigator wants to monitor rapid 
lymphocyte growth as a clinical test for rejection, then the 
biopsy specimen fragments are incubated in IL- 2- enriched 
medium without autologous feeder cells. This procedure 
allows the identification of graft- infiltrating cells that emi-
grate from the tissue to the culture well within 24 to 48 h. In 
the presence of feeder cells, the earliest report of lymphocyte 
growth is within 5 to 7 days. Once cell growth is observed, 
the cultures are split and expanded in culture plates with 
successively larger wells. The cultures are fed with medium 
containing IL- 2 every other day and with autologous feeder 
cells once a week. All biopsy- derived cell cultures lacking 
cell growth are discarded after 3 weeks.

Pitfalls and troubleshooting
When long- term cultures are required to achieve large 
numbers of cells, the addition of anti- CD3 monoclonal an-
tibody may help expand the activated population without 

compromising the specificity. In addition, a cocktail of T- 
cell growth factors such as IL- 2 and IL- 4 may enhance the 
growth of graft- infiltrating cells.

Cytokine Measurements

Concept
The conventional assay of T- cell activation is the measure-
ment of cellular proliferation in response to antigen stimu-
lation. More recently, the determination of the frequency of 
cytokine- expressing cells has been possible through limiting 
dilution analysis, intracellular cytokine staining, and the 
enzyme- linked immunospot (ELISPOT) technique. The 
CD4 T- helper cell polarization has been subdivided into 
categories according to their cytokine secretion profiles: 
Th1 cells that secrete IL- 2, IFN- γ, and tumor necrosis fac-
tor alpha; Th2 cells that secrete IL- 4, IL- 5, IL- 6, and IL- 13; 
and Th17 cells that may secrete IL- 17A, IL- 17F, IL- 22, and 
IL- 21 (21, 23, 24). Many distinct patterns based on differen-
tial quantities of expression within the Th1, Th2, and Th17 
phenotypes and mixtures of these phenotypes are associated 
with graft rejection and acceptance.

ELISPOT Assay
The ELISPOT assay was developed in the laboratories of 
Peter Heeger and Paul Lehmann (25).

Procedure

Sample Requirements
Human peripheral blood collected in three or four green- 

top Vacutainer tubes with heparin
Antigens (sources are given in parentheses): alloantigen 

(donor or third- party spleen cells), mitogens (PHA or 
concanavalin A), or recall antigens (cytomegalovirus 
or purified protein derivative)

Materials and Reagents
LSM (Isoprep [Robbins Scientific] or Ficoll- Hypaque)
Culture medium: RPMI 1640 containing antibiotics and 

glutamine with 10% high- quality fetal bovine serum
Blocking solution: PBS–1% BSA–3 g of BSA (Sigma) 

added to 300 ml of PBS and allowed to sit for 15 min. 
Filter through a 0.22- mm- pore- size filter and store at 
4°C

PBS- Tween- BSA
Red spots: streptavidin- horseradish peroxidase (Dakoo, 

Carpenteria, CA) diluted 1:2,000 in PBS- Tween- BSA
Buffer for red substrate: 800 ml of 3- amino- g- ethyl carba-

zole (AEC) added to 24 ml of AEC buffer
AEC buffer (0.1 M sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0): 0.2 M 

acetic acid (11.55 ml of glacial acetic acid per liter of 
distilled water). Add 148 ml of 0.2 M acetic acid to 
352 ml of 0.2 M sodium acetate. Bring volume up to 1 
liter with distilled water.

AEC: Add 1 g of AEC (ImmunoPure AEC; Pierce; 
catalog no. 34004) to 100 ml of DMF (N,N- 
dimethylformamide; Fisher Scientific catalog no. 
BP1160- 500) using gloves and a mask and working 
under a fume hood. Wrap the bottle in foil and store 
at room temperature.

Antibodies from Pharmingen (San Diego, CA):
Coating antibody- IFN- γ (clone R46A2) at a fi-

nal concentration of 2 μg/ml or IL- 2 (clone 
JES6- 1A12) at a final concentration of 6 μg/ml

Secondary detection antibodies- IFN- γ (clone 
XMG1.2 biotin) at a final concentration of 1 μg/
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ml and IL- 2 (clone JES6- 5H4 biotin) at a final 
concentration of 2 μg/ml

ELISPOT plates (Fisher Scientific, Millipore, or Cellu-
lar Technologies Ltd. [Cleveland, OH] catalog no. 
M200- 50)

Equipment and Instrumentation
Laminar flow hood
Incubator set a 37°C and 5% CO2

Immunospot 2 analyzer from Cellular Technologies Ltd.

Test Procedure

Day 1. Mark the ELISPOT plate and add 100 μl of coat-
ing antibody/well diluted to the appropriate concentration 
in PBS. Wrap the plate in plastic and incubate it in a humid 
environment at 4°C overnight.

Day 2. In a sterile laminar flow hood, discard the coat-
ing antibody by shaking the inverted plate. Block the plate 
with a sterile solution of PBS–1% BSA at 150 μl/well and 
incubate the plate for 1 h at room temperature. Discard the 
liquid from the plate and wash the plate three times with 
sterile PBS. Until the assay, keep the plates with 200 μl of 
PBS/well at room temperature. Peripheral blood lymphocytes 
isolated from the whole blood are diluted to a concentration 
of 3 million per ml and are plated at 100 μl/well. Stimulator 
cells (irradiated or mitomycin C treated) are counted and 
resuspended at 3 million per ml, and 100 μl is used in each 
well. When needed, T- cell- depleted antigen- presenting cells 
can be used to control the background. Mitogens (PHA) at 
a final concentration of 2 μg/ml and soluble protein antigens 
at different concentrations (0.1 to 50 μM) are added to the 
plates (final volume of 200 μl/well). The plates are incubated 
for 24 h at 37°C with 5% CO2.

Day 3. The secondary antibody is diluted in PBS- Tween- 
BSA. Discard the fluid from the wells and wash the wells 
three times with PBS. After each wash, remove the liquid 
by tapping the plate onto clean towels. Wash the plate four 
times with PBS- Tween. Leave the last wash in the plate and 
incubate the plate for 5 min at room temperature. Discard 
the liquid and add 100 μl of the second detecting antibody/
well. The plate is wrapped and incubated overnight at 4°C 
in a humid atmosphere or for 4 to 5 h at room temperature.

Day 4. Discard the second antibody and wash the plate 
three times with PBS- Tween. Add 100 μl of streptavidin- 
horseradish peroxidase/well and incubate for 90 min at 
room temperature. Near the end of incubation, prepare the 
reagent for spot development (AEC in AEC buffer plus 12 
μl of 30% H2O2). Wash the plate four times in PBS (200 
μl/well), and add 200 μl of substrate to each well. The spots 
should develop in 15 to 40 min. Stop the reaction before the 
background color becomes too strong by washing the plate 
four times with distilled water. Dry the plate and keep it 
covered because the spots are light sensitive and fade if ex-
posed to light. The plate can be kept covered in aluminum 
foil for counting the next day or stored at room tempera-
ture for future analysis. When the plate is fully dry, it can be 
analyzed with a dissecting microscope or with a computer- 
assisted image analyzer.

Pitfalls and troubleshooting
The viability of the responder and stimulator cells is very im-
portant. Fresh cells are the best; however, frozen specimens 

can be used if the recovery is sufficient. The sources of fetal 
calf serum and antibodies are important for the success of 
the test. Keeping background staining low is crucial, and it 
is therefore important to stop the reaction in time. Also, the 
spontaneous release of cytokines from stimulator cells can be 
diminished by using T- cell- depleted antigen- presenting cells.

Clinical significance
The ELISPOT assay has a number of advantages over other 
techniques. The assay is very sensitive and reproducible, and 
the detection of the secreted molecule occurs directly at the 
site of the secreting cells. The ELISPOT assay is 100-  to 400- 
fold more sensitive than the enzyme- linked immunosorbent 
assay performed on culture supernatants. Since this assay can 
detect antigen- specific cells at the single- cell level, it is more 
sensitive than intracellular cytokine staining. The analysis 
is carried out with the help of an automated image analyzer 
that detects the spots based on predetermined size, shape, 
and color density characteristics, making the assay very re-
producible. The ELISPOT assay may be used to discriminate 
between in vitro- primed alloreactive cells and naive T cells. 
Antigen- primed T cells produce cytokines in less than 24 h 
after stimulation, but naive T cells require 3 to 5 days of stim-
ulation in vitro to differentiate into effector cells producing 
Th1, Th2, or Th17 cytokines. Heeger and colleagues have 
shown that a high frequency of donor- reactive memory T 
cells producing IFN- γ pretransplant correlates with an in-
creasing risk of posttransplant acute- rejection episodes in 
living related- donor kidney transplant recipients (25).

ICS and Flow Cytometry
Multiparametric intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) is a 
widely used flow cytometry- based method to study and quan-
tify cytokine production by memory T cells, including cyto-
kine production by Ag- specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. In 
the field of transplantation, the method may be used on pa-
tients’ whole blood for ex vivo immune monitoring of global 
T- cell polarization in response to nonspecific stimulation or 
T- cell immune quiescence, or to detect T- cell activation. In 
addition, ICS can be used on in vitro- activated T cells in a 
CFSE- MLC, stimulated with allo- Ag by the direct and/or the 
indirect presentation pathways, to monitor functional donor- 
specific T cell hyporesponsiveness or to identify patients with 
donor- reactive T cells that may be at risk of rejection after 
organ transplantation (11). This method has the advantage 
over other methods such as ELISPOT or enzyme- linked im-
munosorbent assay, which allows the simultaneous detection 
of transcription factors, cytokine production, and surface 
phenotype of the same cell. Moreover, due to the tremendous 
progress in knowledge, instrumentation, and reagent devel-
opment, the method can accommodate assessment of up to 
10 to 12 parameters (fluorochrome combinations) at a time, 
including staining of 3 or 4 intracellular cytokines such as 
IFN- γ, IL- 10, IL- 4, and IL- 17 per panel (26–28). Most stud-
ies in the past have used Ficoll- separated PBMC as a source 
of staining material, while recently more laboratories have 
been using whole- blood- based assays (29, 30). Whole- blood 
staining allows the generation of large sets of data from small 
volumes of blood and carries ex vivo the cellular and biochem-
ical environment maintaining the immunosuppressive drugs 
during the in vitro stimulation.

Procedure

Sample Requirements
Responder cells may consist of human peripheral blood 

collected in green- top Vacutainer tubes with heparin. Alter-
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natively, PBMC isolated by Ficoll density gradient separation, 
coculture- propagated lymphocytes, tissue- separated cells, or 
cells from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid can be also used.

To test the responder global nonspecific T- cell cytokine 
production, phorbol myristate acetate (PMA; catalog no. P- 
8139; Sigma) and Ca ionophore A23187 (catalog no. C7522; 
Sigma) can be used as stimulators.

To test the responder T- cell cytokine production stimu-
lated via direct allo- Ag- specific recognition pathway, irra-
diated donor (or third- party) PBMC or splenocytes can be 
used as stimulators.

To test the responder T- cell cytokine production stim-
ulated via indirect allo- Ag- specific recognition pathway, 
donor- derived (or third- party) allo- Ag cell- free lysates can 
be used. These can be obtained as previously described (30). 
Briefly, a known number of donor PBMC or splenocytes are 
lysed by three cycles of freeze/thawing in Tris- EDTA- based 
buffer containing 1/5,000 NP- 40, 0.1 mM phenylmethyl-
sulfonyl fluoride, 1/200 protease inhibitor mixture (Sigma 
Chemical Co.) and then centrifuged at 1,000 × g for 2 
minutes, collected, and further centrifuged for 45 minutes 
at 14,000 × g. The pellet is resuspended in assay medium. 
The equivalent of 1 × 106 intact cells was added per each 
1 × 106 responder cells. The absence of whole intact cells 
should be confirmed by microscopy.

Materials and Reagents
Chemicals for culture and stimulation of cells: intracel-

lular transport inhibitor brefeldin A (catalog no. B- 
7651; Sigma). Dissolve in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide.

Directly conjugated monoclonal antibodies: from BD 
Pharmingen, CD3- V500 (clone SP- 34- 2; catalog no. 
560770), CD4- Texas red (clone RPA- T4; catalog 
no. 555346), CD45RA- APC (clone HI100; catalog 
no. 550855), CCR4- PE- Cy- 7 (clone 1G1; catalog 
no. 561034), CCR6- PerCP- Cy5.5 (clone 11A9; cat-
alog no. 561752), IL- 4- PE (clone MP4- 25D2; catalog 
no. 554485), IFN- γ- AF700 (clone B27; catalog no. 
557995), IL- 17- FITC (clone N49- 653; catalog no. 
560489); from eBioscience, CD62L- AF750 (clone 
DREG- 56; catalog no. 47- 0629- 42), IL- 10- eFluor450 
(clone JES3- 9D7; catalog no. 48- 7108- 42); and from 
BioLegend, CXCR3- BV605 (clone G02H7; catalog 
no. 353727).

Isotype control antibodies each used at concentrations 
comparable to those of the antibodies of interest.

Staining buffer fluorescence- activated cell sorter (FACS) 
medium: Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) without Mg2+ or 
Ca2+, 1% heat- inactivated fetal calf serum, and 0.1% 
(wt/vol) sodium azide. Adjust buffer pH to 7.4 to 7.6, 
filter (0.2 μm), and store at 4°C.

Fixation buffer: 2% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde. Add 
paraformaldehyde to DPBS and warm in a 50°C water 
bath (fume hood) until dissolved (1 to 3 h). Adjust 
pH to 7.4 to 7.6 and store at 4°C.

Permeabilization buffer: DPBS without Mg2+ or Ca2+, 
1% heat- inactivated fetal calf serum, 0.1% (wt/vol) 
sodium azide, and 0.1% (wt/vol) saponin (catalog no. 
S- 7900; Sigma). Adjust pH to 7.4 to 7.6 and filter. Fix 
and Perm permeabilization kit (Caltag Laboratories, 
Burlingame, CA) for whole- blood assay.

Ficoll- Hypaque gradient
Human AB serum
V- bottom plates (Costar)

12-  by 75- mm Polystyrene round- bottom tubes (catalog 
no. 352008; BD Falcon)

10× PharmLyse buffer (BD catalog no. 555899)
Tubes for whole- blood stimulation polypropylene culture 

tubes (VWR catalog no. 82- 050- 140)

Instruments
Fortessa (BD Biosciences) instrument for data acqui-

sition, FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR) for data 
analysis, and an incubator set at 37°C and 5% CO2.

Nonspecific Stimulation Test Procedure

Cell culture. Responder PBMC or the cells of interest 
are plated at 50,000 to 250,000 cells in 96- well V- bottom 
plates in a final volume of 100 μl of 5% AB RPMI 1640. 
Cells are cultured with or without PMA (50 ng/ml) and Ca 
ionophore (1 μg/ml) and brefeldin A (1.5 μg/ml). Incubate 
cells at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator for 4 h for 
PBMC cultures.

Whole blood. A 100- μl volume of whole blood is stim-
ulated with PMA (50 ng/ml), Ca ionophore (1 μg/ml), and 
brefeldin A (1.5 μg/ml). Unstimulated whole blood is cul-
tured with RPMI 1640 alone and brefeldin A. Whole- blood 
cultures are incubated for 4 to 6 h at 37°C in a humidified 
5% CO2 incubator.

AlloAg- Specific Stimulation Test Procedure

Cell culture. Responder PBMC or the cells of interest 
are plated at 0.3 × 106 cells in 96- well V- bottom plates 
in a final volume of 100 μl of 5% AB RPMI 1640. Cells 
are cocultured with or without 100 μl irradiated T- cell- 
depleted donor (or third- party) PBMC or splenocytes at 
1:1 ratio (direct recognition pathway). Alternatively, 0.3 × 
106 responder cells are cocultured with a 100- μl equivalent 
volume of cell free lysates obtained from 0.3 × 106 intact 
cells (indirect recognition pathway). Incubate at 37°C in a 
humidified 5% CO2 incubator for 15 h, and for the last 4 h 
of incubation add brefeldin A.

Whole blood. Five hundred microliters of whole blood is 
stimulated or not with 1 × 106 irradiated donor (or third- 
party) PBMC or splenocytes (direct pathway) or with the 
equivalent of cell- free lysates obtained from 1 × 106 intact 
cells (indirect recognition pathway). Whole- blood cultures 
are incubated for 15 h at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 in-
cubator, and for the last 4 h of incubation brefeldin A is 
added. Unstimulated whole blood is cultured with RPMI 
1640 alone, and brefeldin A is added for the last 4 h of 
incubation.

Staining Procedure

PBMC cultures.
1. Centrifuge the plate for 5 min at 1,500 rpm (Beck-

man TJ- 6), quickly flick the supernatants, and blot 
dry the plate.

2. Wash all wells with 150 μl of FACS medium and re-
centrifuge. Repeat flick, and blot dry.

3. Surface stain with 10 μl (or the titrated amount) of 
MAb/well. Place the antibodies in the well and gently 
resuspend cells 8 to 10 times. Wrap the plate in foil 
and put it in the refrigerator for at least 20 min.

4. Wash wells with 200 μl of FACS medium and centri-
fuge for 4 min at 1,500 rpm (Beckman TJ- 6).
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5. Gently flick out the supernatant and fix cells with 
150 μl of 2% paraformaldehyde. Incubate overnight 
in the refrigerator.

6. Centrifuge plates and blot dry. Add 150 μl of perme-
abilization buffer to each well.

7. Recentrifuge for 4 min, flick the plate, and repeat 
once. For the unstained wells, use just 10 μl of perme-
abilization buffer.

8. Stain with intracellular cytokine antibody for each 
particular cytokine (10 μl of a 1:10 dilution in per-
meabilization buffer).

9. Place the plate wrapped in foil at 4°C for 30 min.
10. Wash the plate with 200 μl of FACS medium, and 

centrifuge for 4 min at 1,500 rpm.
11. Flick the plate, add 200 μl of FACS medium, and 

transfer cells to labeled flow tubes.

Whole blood.
1. Upon harvest, transfer the stimulated whole blood in 

flow tubes, and add 1 ml of 1× BD PharmLyse lysing 
buffer (catalog no. 555899) to each tube at room tem-
perature according to the manufacturer’s procedure. 
Vortex to mix, and add 1 ml more of 1× BD Pharm-
Lyse buffer to each tube.

2. Incubate for 15 min at room temperature.
3. Wash the cells in 2 ml flow wash.
4. Add 100 μl flow wash/tube.
5. Do the surface marker staining with fluorochrome- 

labeled MAbs prior to the intracellular staining for 
30 min in the dark.

6. Wash cells with 2 ml flow wash/tube.
7. Fix cells by adding 1% PFA for 30 min at room 

temperature.
8. Wash cells with 2 ml flow wash/tube.
9. Add 2 ml permeabilization buffer and incubate 5 min 

at 4°C in the dark.
10. Decant liquid, break up pellets, and add 100 μl per-

meabilization buffer.
11. To block nonspecific binding of intracellular MAbs, 

add 10 μl mouse serum to each tube, vortex, and in-
cubate tubes for 10 min at 4°C in the dark.

12. Add the intracellular cytokine- specific antibody (10 
μl), and incubate the mixture in the dark at room 
temperature for 30 min.

13. Wash the samples once in permeabilization buffer.
14. Resuspend the samples in 200 μl of FACS medium and 

analyze them on a FACScan cytometer within 1 hour.

Data Acquisition
Create compensation tubes for each single color used and 
one unstained as follows:

1. Add 100 μl of flow wash/tube.
2. Add 1 drop of positive beads/tube.
3. Add MAb, incubate at room temperature for 30 min 

in the dark.
4. Add 2 ml flow wash, centrifuge at 4°C for 5 min.
5. Resuspend in 200 μl flow wash.

After compensation, the experimental tubes are run for 
data acquisition.

Data Analysis
• Typical forward and side scatter gates are set for lympho-

cytes, and CD3+ CD8+ or CD3+ CD8− (CD4+ cells) 
gates are set to exclude any dead or contaminating 

nonlymphoid cells. Subsequent gates should be placed 
close to each population of cells.

• Fifty thousand events per sample are acquired within the 
specific gate.

• Two- parameter histograms showing memory distribu-
tion, chemokine receptors expression, and cytokine 
staining are created.

• Quadrant statistics are based on the staining of the neg-
ative isotype controls.

• The number of cells staining for each cytokine is ex-
pressed as a percentage of CD8+ or CD8−, and the total 
number of cells is expressed per million PBMC. FlowJo 
(TreeStar, Ashland, OR) or Diva (BD) software is typi-
cally used for data analysis.

troubleshooting for staining
Always set aside wells for controls and for unstained cells 
to use in setting the target cell gates. Appropriate Ig isotype 
controls should be run with each assay, as well as the non-
stimulated samples. Initial fluorochrome- conjugated MAb 
titration should be done to establish the optimal antibody 
concentration. After fixation, the plates can be kept over-
night at 4°C. This step may also lower nonspecific back-
ground staining. The intracellular cytokine antibody should 
be diluted in permeabilization buffer containing saponin. 
The best results will be obtained when samples are run us-
ing the same number of MAb/tube, MAb clones, and fluo-
rochrome conjugation. It is important to choose the optimal 
color combination especially for >10 color combination 
panels to avoid significant spillover between channels, which 
can be achieved by using Spectra Analyser tools (Biolegend).

troubleshooting for Data Acquisition
The quality of data is highly influenced by the quality of 
the reagents and by the instrument type and proper setup. 
Therefore, it is recommended that reagents always be pur-
chased from the same source and data acquisition be per-
formed on the same instrument when possible, paying 
attention to the voltage and compensation settings, which 
need to be recorded and checked before every data acqui-
sition experiment.

troubleshooting for Data Analysis
Due to the complexity of the ICS protocol, with up to 12 
color combinations per panel, and the lack of standardized 
methods for gating, there is a need for experienced person-
nel to perform data analysis. It is recommended that the 
same person perform panel- specific analyses, maintaining 
the same gating strategy and sequence of plots to detect cell 
subsets (31). Gates should always be placed uniformly after 
a proper adjustment of bioexponential scaling. Initiatives 
such as MyFlowCyt and MIATA may be accessed and con-
sulted in order to troubleshoot and improve data analysis 
and reporting (32, 33).

Intracellular ATP Synthesis Assay: Immune Cell 
Function Assay
Recently, a method has been developed to measure the 
cell- mediated (T- cell, or T- lymphocyte) response directly 
in whole blood (34). The ImmuKnow assay (Cylex, Inc.) 
has been used to assess the overall basal immune response 
and to monitor the efficacy of different immunosuppres-
sive protocols posttransplant (26). This whole- blood assay 
measures increases in intracellular ATP synthesis by CD4+ 
cells in response to stimulation with PHA in the presence 
of immunosuppressive drugs. Most immune cell functions 
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depend directly or indirectly on the production of ATP, and 
thus, ATP has been used as a marker of lymphocyte activa-
tion (15, 35, 36). Reduced ATP levels directly inhibit the 
cascade of steps required for lymphocyte function, including 
the transcription of cytokine mRNA, cytokine production, 
and lymphocyte proliferation. ATP production precedes the 
appearance of most cytokines measured.

The immune cell function assay measures ATP synthe-
sis that occurs as a result of stimulation with PHA for 15 
to 18 h. Whole blood is also incubated in the absence of 
stimulant to assess basal ATP activity. Anti- CD4 mono-
clonal antibody- coated magnetic beads are added to im-
munoselect out CD4 cells from both the stimulated and 
nonstimulated wells. After washing of the CD4+ cells on 
a magnet tray, the cells are lysed to release intracellular 
ATP. Luminescence reagent (luciferin- luciferase) added 
to the released ATP produces light. The amount of light 
measured by a luminometer is proportional to the concen-
tration of ATP. The concentration of ATP (in nanograms 
per milliliter) is calculated from a calibration curve and 
compared to ATP level ranges to assess the cell- mediated 
immune function of the sample. The ImmuKnow assay has 
been approved by the Food and Drug Administration and 
is commercially available.

Procedure

Sample Requirements
Whole blood is collected into a specimen collection tube 

containing sodium heparin and stored and transported at 
room temperature. The assay must be set up within 30 h of 
specimen collection. Blood should be stored and transported 
at room temperature only (18 to 28°C). It is recommended 
that a normal control sample be drawn and run with each 
test sample.

Materials and Reagents
The Food and Drug Administration- approved assay kit 

ImmunoKnow (catalog no. 4400; Cylex, Inc.) contains the 
following materials and reagents.

Assay plate and cover: 96- well (12-  by 8- well strips) 
plate coated with an inert substance to prevent non-
specific binding. Store at 2 to 28°C, desiccated in the 
resealable foil pouch.

Sample diluent: 25 ml. Store at 2 to 8°C.
Stimulant: PHA- L, 12.5 μg/ml. Store at 2 to 8°C.
CD4 Dynabeads (Dynal Biotech A.S.A., Oslo, Norway): 

magnetic beads coated with mouse monoclonal anti- 
human CD4, supported in buffered saline with BSA 
and preservative (6.5 ml). Store at 2 to 8°C.

Wash buffer: buffered saline with BSA (125 ml). Store 
at 2 to 8°C.

Lysis reagent: hypotonic basic solution with detergent 
(50 ml). Store at 2 to 8°C.

Calibrator panel: ATP concentrations, 0, 1, 10, 100, and 
1,000 ng/ml (0.8 ml each). Store at 2 to 8°C.

Luminescence reagent: luciferin and luciferase in a buff-
ered solution (33 ml). Store frozen upon receipt at 
−70°C or lower. Thaw at room temperature (18 to 
28°C) only. Mix well after thawing. The reagent may 
be thawed and refrozen up to four times.

Measurement plate: 96- well (12 8- well strips) black or 
white opaque plate (two of each plate). Store at 2 to 
28°C in the resealable bag.

Reagent and Equipment Requirements
All reagents should be allowed to come to room tempera-

ture before use. Luminescence reagent must not be thawed 
above room temperature (i.e., do not thaw reagent at 37°C). 
Reagents should be thoroughly mixed immediately before 
pipetting.

The microtiter plate shaker must provide an adequate 
mix to fully resuspend settled blood cells following incu-
bation without visible loss of material from the wells (i.e., 
no visible splashing should be observed on the assay plate 
cover). Once an appropriate setting is determined, use 
this setting throughout the assay. A vacuum pump with a 
strength of 150 to 200 mm Hg is recommended. If a stronger 
vacuum is used, care should be taken not to aspirate the 
Dynabeads during the wash steps.

Equipment and Instrumentation
Luminometer: The luminometer must be formatted for a 

96- well microtiter plate, capable of measuring “glow” 
luminescence, with a maximum emission of 562 nm, 
and maintain linearity over a measurement range of 
5 decades of light output. A computer with Microsoft 
Excel version 95, 97, or 2000 is needed to support lu-
minometer function.

Incubator set at 37°C with a 5% CO2 humidified 
atmosphere

Magnet tray (catalog no. 1050; Cylex, Inc.; also available 
in the Cylex immune cell function assay accessory 
pack [catalog no. 1004])

Cylex immune cell function assay data analysis software 
(catalog no. 1440; Cylex, Inc.; also available in the 
Cylex immune cell function assay accessory pack [cat-
alog no. 1004])

Vacuum aspiration system (catalog no. 1040; Cylex, 
Inc.) or equivalent (also available in the Cylex im-
mune cell function assay accessory pack [catalog no. 
1004])

Eight- channel aspiration manifold with tubing connec-
tor (catalog no. 1070; Cylex, Inc.) or equivalent (also 
available in the Cylex immune cell function assay ac-
cessory pack [catalog no. 1004])

Miscellaneous equipment: vacuum source, vacuum ap-
paratus with disposable tubing and receiving flask, 
microtiter plate shaker, Vortex mixer, adjustable pi-
pettes and tips capable of delivering 25-  to 1,000- μl 
volumes, eight- channel multichannel pipette(s) and 
tips capable of delivering 50-  to 200- μl volumes, re-
agent reservoirs, 12-  by 75- mm tubes, and a timer.

Mechanics and Controls

Assay part 1: cell stimulation. Gently invert each con-
trol and patient whole- blood specimen several times to en-
sure uniform distribution of blood cells. Prepare a 1:4 dilution 
of each whole- blood specimen using sample diluent (e.g., 500 
μl of whole blood plus 1.5 μl of sample diluent). Assemble 
the assay plate according to the worksheet supplied by the 
manufacturer by using one eight- well strip for each specimen 
and 25 μl of sample diluent in the first four wells. Dispense 
100 μl of each diluted patient specimen into eight appropri-
ately labeled wells, according to the worksheet. Replace the 
plate cover and shake the plate on a plate shaker for 30 s. 
Incubate the covered assay plate cover and shake the plate on 
a plate shaker for 30 s. Incubate the covered, assay plate in a 
37°C and 5% CO2 incubator for 15 to 18 h.
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Assay part 2: CD4 cell selection and ATP release. Re-
move the assay plate from the incubator and shake it on a 
plate shaker for 3 min. Hand mix by gentle inversion the 
CD4 Dynabeads, and dispense 50 μl into each well. The 
magnetic beads must be thoroughly suspended to ensure ac-
curate addition to each well. Cover the plate, shake it on 
the plate shaker for 15 s, and incubate it for 30 min at room 
temperature (18 to 28°C). Shake the plate for 15 s halfway 
through the incubation and again at the end of the incu-
bation. Remove the strips from the assay plate and place 
them onto the assembled magnet tray. Wait 1 to 2 min for 
the Dynabeads to collect on the sides of the wells to isolate 
CD4 cells from the whole blood. Carefully aspirate whole 
blood from each well by using an eight- channel aspiration 
manifold attached to a vacuum system. Avoid dislodging 
the Dynabeads. Wash three times to eliminate residual un-
bound cells and interfering substances from the wells. Wash 
with 200 μl of wash buffer in each well, wait 1 min, and 
then aspirate. After the last wash step, remove the strip 
holder from the magnet base, shake the strips for 1 min on 
the plate shaker, and then replace the strip holder on the 
magnet base. Wait 1 min, and then aspirate.

Dispense 200 μl of lysis reagent into each well. Remove 
the strip holder from the magnet base and shake the strips 
on the plate shaker for 5 min. Place the strip holder onto the 
magnet base and wait 1 to 2 min.

Assay part 3: ATP measurement. If there will be a delay 
of more than 4 h before proceeding to assay part 3, the strips 
should be frozen at this time. Remove the strips from the 
strip holder and place them in the assay plate frame. Seal 
the strips, place the cover on the assay plate, and freeze at 
−20°C. Frozen strips are stable for at least 1 month. To con-
tinue, remove the plate from the freezer, allow it to come to 
room temperature (18 to 28°C), place the strips in the strip 
holder of the magnet tray, and dispense into measurement 
plates as described below.

The measurement plate should include one strip for each 
patient and two strips for the calibrator panel. Using a multi-
channel pipette, transfer 50 μl from each well of the magnet 
tray to the appropriately labeled wells of the measurement 
plate. Change pipette tips for each strip. Dispense 50 μl of 
each calibrator into duplicate wells of the measurement 
plate according to the worksheet. Using a multichannel pi-
pette, dispense 150 μl of luminescence reagent into each 
well of the measurement plate. Following the luminometer 
manufacturer’s instructions, read the plate between 3 and 10 
min after addition of the luminescence reagent.

Calibration
The amount of ATP present in the cell lysate is calcu-

lated from an ATP calibration curve generated in each assay 
run. Relative light units (RLU) for control and patient sam-
ples are obtained from the luminometer and converted into 
nanograms of ATP per milliliter based on comparable RLU 
signals in the calibrators.

The RLU data from the luminometer are converted and 
analyzed using the Cylex immune cell function assay data 
analysis software. Luminometer RLU values provided in Mi-
crosoft Excel or tabular formats can be directly copied and 
exported into the data analysis software spreadsheet. ATP 
calibrator concentrations versus RLU values are plotted on 
a log- log scale, and linear regression analysis generates a cal-
ibration curve. To assess the linearity of the curve, each cali-
brator is reanalyzed by plotting RLU values on the curve and 
calculating corresponding ATP values. In addition, the cor-
relation coefficient (r2) of the calibration curve is calculated.

Calculation of Results
Calculate the ATP concentrations for the control and 

patient specimens by using the Cylex immune cell function 
assay data analysis software. After RLU values and speci-
men identification are entered into the spreadsheet and the 
calibration curve is generated, the following data are calcu-
lated and displayed in a report: ATP result for each repli-
cate, average ATP value for replicates, standard deviation 
for replicates, and coefficient of variance of replicates. The 
coefficient of variance for stimulated wells must be <20%. 
If not, an analytical method to identify outlier values must 
be used and the results must be recalculated. Reported ATP 
values must be limited to the defined range of the calibrator 
panel. Samples with ATP values above the highest calibra-
tor are reported as having values of >1,000 ng/ml. Samples 
with ATP values below the lowest calibrator are reported as 
having values of <1 ng/ml.

Pitfalls and troubleshooting: Limitations
All of the following criteria must be met for the assay run to 
be considered valid:

• The ATP result for the nonstimulated control sample 
must be ≤60 ng/ml.

• The ATP result for the stimulated control sample must 
be ≥240 ng/ml.

• The ATP level for the nonstimulated sample must be less 
than the ATP level for the stimulated sample.

If the specimen meets these criteria, proceed with in-
terpretation of the stimulated sample. If the nonstimulated 
sample does not meet these criteria, the specimen may have 
nonspecific production of ATP and the results are not valid. 
A new specimen should be drawn.

The linearity of the calibration curve must be accepted 
under the following criteria:

• The calculated value for the 1,000- ng/ml ATP calibrator 
must be 900 to 1,100 ng/ml (refer to the result in the 
“Average” column in Table IV of the data analysis soft-
ware report).

• The calculated value for the 100- ng/ml ATP calibrator 
must be 85 to 115 ng/ml (refer to the result in the “Av-
erage” column in Table IV of the data analysis software 
report).

• The correlation coefficient (r2) of the ATP calibration 
curve must be ≥0.97.

Interpretation of Results
The assessment of the cell- mediated immune response of a 
specimen is made by comparing the ATP concentration for 
that specimen to fixed ATP level ranges. The ATP concen-
tration for each specimen is calculated from the calibration 
curve established for the measurement plate in which the 
sample was run. Assay standardization is maintained by run-
ning the calibrator and a freshly drawn specimen from an ap-
parently healthy individual with each assay run. The cutoffs 
for the ATP level ranges are 225 and 525 ng/ml (Table 1).

The ATP level ranges for the Cylex immune cell func-
tion assay were established by testing 155 apparently healthy 
adults and 127 transplant recipients with the assay. A cumu-
lative frequency of differences was used to select the ATP 
levels that give the best balance of results between immu-
nosuppressed and nonimmunosuppressed individuals. Note 
that this is a qualitative assay, and therefore, the results do 
not directly quantify the level of immunosuppression. Re-
sults of the Cylex immune cell function assay should be used 
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in conjunction with clinical presentation, medical history, 
and other clinical indicators when establishing the immune 
status of a patient.

expected Values
Freshly drawn whole- blood specimens from 155 apparently 
healthy adults and 127 transplant recipients were evaluated 
with the ImmuKnow cell function assay. The distribution 
of results of the assay for these populations is summarized 
in Table 2.

The population of apparently healthy adults consisted of 
37 (24%) females, 105 (68%) males, and 13 (8%) individ-
uals of unknown gender, and the age range was 20 to 60 
years. The ethnicity of the population was as follows: 59% 
(91) African American, 28% (44) Caucasian, and 13% (20) 
other or unknown. The population of transplant recipients 
consisted of 55 (43%) females and 72 (57%) males, and the 
age range was 20 to 64 years. The ethnicity of the popu-
lation was as follows: 24% (31) African American, 69% 
(87) Caucasian, and 7% (9) other or unknown. The organs 
transplanted included kidneys (59% [75]), livers (34% [43]), 
pancreases (2% [3]), and multiple organs (5% [6]).

VALIDATION OF NEW CELLULAR ASSAY 
PROCEDURES
Several of the assays outlined in this chapter are being im-
plemented in the clinical laboratory. A few assays, such as 
the MLC, have written standards (see the American Society 
for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics Procedure Manual 
[5]); however, most immune assays do not. Every new test 
must be validated before being implemented for patient 
testing, either by running parallel testing with another lab-
oratory with a validated test procedure or by running known 
samples that have been tested by another validated method. 
Validation of a new test usually also includes an external 
quality assessment through a proficiency testing program. 
Although many agencies and associations offer programs for 
this purpose, none are available for the cellular immune as-
says outlined in this chapter.

When proficiency testing is not available, alternative 
validation procedures must be implemented, including split- 
sample and audit sample procedures. The split- sample pro-
cedure evaluates imprecision and testing errors. For external 
verification of test results, 5 to 10 samples are aliquoted and 
distributed to one or several other laboratories for parallel 

testing. Internal split- sample procedures test intertechnol-
ogist variation and operator- dependent variation. To test 
intertechnologist variation, samples are split and run by two 
different technologists. Audit samples, aliquots of control 
samples that are stored and analyzed periodically over time, 
assess the imprecision of the assay but not the accuracy. The 
standard deviation and coefficient of variation are statistics 
used to determine acceptable thresholds.

Analysis of Patient and Healthy Control Subject 
Data
Tracking of the daily average of patient data has been used 
extensively for quality control measures. This technique 
compares the average of 20 consecutive patient values versus 
an established patient mean value. Optimal application of 
this method requires an adequate number of patient values 
obtained using criteria for exclusion of outlying values likely 
to be from abnormal subjects. In addition, data from two 
healthy control subjects run with each assay have been used 
to detect shifts in method performance. Methods to monitor 
a daily mean or an average for healthy control subjects have 
been applied as quality control measures for a number of 
clinical tests. For methods with small population variation, 
10 to 100 results are required for valid quality control.

Analysis of Data from Validation Procedures
The laboratory should define the limits of acceptability for 
each validated procedure either by analysis of internal qual-
ity control data (e.g., a standard deviation from the mean of 
±2 or 3) or by use of data in the literature.

Statistical Evaluation of Split- Sample Data
The laboratories involved in evaluation of split- sample data 
must agree on the criteria for validation, including the test 
methods, numbers of tests, criteria for determining agree-
ment, and procedures to resolve discrepancies. The statisti-
cal procedure to determine agreement between laboratories 
uses a formula to calculate the confidence interval for the 
difference between two results.

Statistical Evaluation of Patient and Healthy Control 
Data
The result values are placed in rank order. The central 68% 
of all values are selected, and the mean is calculated. If the 
distribution of values is normal, the low and high values of 

TABLE 2 Distribution of results of the Cylex immune cell function assay

ATP level 
(ng/ml)

Immune cell 
response

No. (%) of transplant recipients 
with indicated results

No. (%) of healthy adults 
with indicated results

≤225 Low 51 (40)  9 (6)
226–524 Moderate 66 (52) 102 (66)
≥525 Strong 10 (8)  44 (28)

TABLE 1 Interpretation of PHA- stimulated sample 

ATP level 
(ng/ml) Result Interpretation

≤225 Low immune cell response The patient’s circulating immune cells are showing 
low response to PHA stimulation

226–524 Moderate immune cell response The patient’s circulating immune cells are showing 
moderate response to PHA stimulation

≥525 Strong immune cell response The patient’s circulating immune cells are showing 
strong response to PHA stimulation
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the central 68% of all values approximately equal 1 standard 
deviation below and above the mean. The mean and stan-
dard deviation provide measures for comparison with other 
laboratories, previous data from the same laboratory, and 
published data.

Proficiency Testing
For every test that is performed, the laboratory must partic-
ipate in external proficiency testing, when available, to en-
sure quality of testing. The proficiency test samples must be 
handled in the same manner as the patient samples; that is, 
they must be introduced into the laboratory system in the 
same manner. Testing of the proficiency test samples should 
be rotated among all technologists who routinely perform the 
assay in question. The relationship between the results must 
be defined and evaluated. Corrective action must be initi-
ated if a result is found to be unacceptable when compared to 
the consensus results. The accuracy for external proficiency 
testing should be >90%. When no commercial proficiency 
testing programs are available, parallel testing with another 
laboratory doing the same test must be done at least every 
6 months. In- house proficiency testing should also be per-
formed to assess variability between technologists. This com-
parison testing should be done at least every 6 months.

Quality Assurance for Cellular Assays
Quality assurance is a comprehensive program to ensure 
quality results from the initiation of a test through the end of 
result analysis by conforming to established written policies, 
monitoring compliance to policies, and documenting cor-
rective actions. Each laboratory must have written policies 
for the requisition and collection of samples, the volume 
needed, the type of anticoagulant to be used, labeling, and 
sample storage and transportation for each test done in the 
laboratory. The policy must include criteria for sample ac-
ceptance or rejection. Each written requisition must match 
the sample and contain the following information: name of 
patient, identification number, date and time of sample ac-
quisition, specific testing ordered, and referring facility.

Records of the types of problems encountered in sample 
acquisition should be kept and monitored for trends. Cor-
rective action should be initiated and documented if prob-
lems persist. Compliance with requirements should be 95% 
or better.

Each laboratory should have a comprehensive procedure 
manual that details the standard operating procedure for each 
analysis performed, written in the CLSI format. The proce-
dure manual should be reviewed yearly by the director and 
all technical staff and signed and dated by the director prior 
to implementation. Minor corrections can be handwritten 
but need to include the date of revision and the director’s 
approval.

Quality Control Procedures for Cellular Programs
The laboratory shall define and document quality control 
measures for each test performed. These measures must in-
clude written policies outlining the criteria for accepting 
or rejecting results, evaluating reagents for consistent qual-
ity, and documenting equipment performance. All quality 
control problems must be addressed. The corrective actions 
must be documented in writing and reported in the quality 
assurance report.

Each procedure description must indicate quality control 
measures employed and how they are used in the interpre-
tation of the results. Acceptable ranges must be established, 
and corrective actions must be documented when the con-
trols do not fall within these ranges. Results of the test are 

not reported if the quality control for the test procedure ex-
ceeds the acceptable limit.

Each laboratory shall have a written policy for labeling 
reagents with the name, date received, date prepared or ex-
piration date, date opened, technologist’s initials, and stor-
age conditions. Written procedures for quality control for 
each reagent prior to use are required. Descriptions of spe-
cific quality control procedures should include the appro-
priate method for testing each reagent, which may include 
titration, parallel testing, and measure of cell growth sup-
port, as well as documentation of acceptable performance. 
The date at which the reagent is put into use must also be 
documented.

Written protocols must be in place for routine equipment 
performance checks and scheduled preventative mainte-
nance. All maintenance and results must be documented, 
and such records must be stored. Tolerance limits for each 
equipment performance check must be established, and 
compliance must be documented. When acceptable limits 
are exceeded, corrective action may include a procedure for 
troubleshooting, criteria for instrument repair, backup pro-
cedures or instruments, and a power failure plan.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Currently, cellular assays are used to define donor antigen- 
specific hyporeactivity, to investigate the function and 
specificity of graft- infiltrating cells, and to determine T- cell 
precursor frequencies. The MLC, cell- mediated lympholysis 
techniques, and CFSE- MLR are currently used to investi-
gate the development of donor antigen- specific hyporeac-
tivity posttransplant (4, 11). These assays may be useful for 
identifying patients who are good candidates for discontin-
uing or tapering immunosuppression therapy on the basis 
of apparent immunoregulation of response to disparate an-
tigens. The development of donor antigen- specific hypore-
activity, as measured by MLC, correlates with improved late 
solid- organ transplant outcome, as evidenced by fewer late 
rejection episodes and fewer graft losses (4). Newer multi-
parameter flow cytometry- based assays provide investigators 
with enhanced ability to monitor simultaneously numerous 
analytes of cell- mediated immunity (e.g., phenotype, pro-
liferation, and cytokine production). In order to generate 
rigorous, reliable, and reproducible results, proficiency panel 
programs are in place to help investigators optimize their 
approach and analyses (10, 11, 30).

Propagation of T lymphocytes from kidney, heart, and 
liver allografts demonstrates a strong correlation between 
long- term T cell growth and clinical acute cellular rejection 
(37). The primed lymphocyte test has been used to inves-
tigate the specificity of these graft- infiltrating cells. This 
technique demonstrates functional characteristics of graft- 
infiltrating cells and provides information on the activation 
state of the T- cell infiltrate.

Previous studies have suggested a correlation between 
CTL precursor (CTLp) frequency and the clinical grade of 
graft- versus- host disease in recipients of bone marrow from 
unrelated donors (7, 8). Recipients with CTLp frequencies 
higher than 1:100,000 tended to have more- severe graft- 
versus- host disease than those with lower CTLp frequencies. 
Schwarer et al. (38) compared helper and cytotoxic anti- 
recipient T- cell frequencies in recipients who had received 
unrelated- donor bone marrow. They found that the HTLp 
and CTLp assays provided similar predictive information 
for outcome; however, the HTLp method is more rapid and 
less labor- intensive and, thus, may be more useful for donor 
selection in unrelated- donor bone marrow transplantation. 
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This approach may be useful in predicting graft- versus- host 
disease in unrelated- donor bone marrow transplant recip-
ients. More recently, VanBuskirk et al. (6) have described 
the use of the CTLp assay to identify kidney recipients in 
whom immunosuppressive therapy can be safely reduced. 
Their data showed that kidney recipients with low or no 
frequency of donor- specific CTLp could safely have their 
immunosuppressive drug load tapered. The frequencies of 
intracellular IL- 2-  and IFN- γ- producing cells in normal 
individuals are similar in whole blood and isolated PBMC. 
However, in transplant recipients on tacrolimus or cyclo-
sporine (CSA), the frequency of IL- 2- producing cells may 
be significantly inhibited in whole blood while little or no 
inhibition is observed when the cells are isolated prior to 
the in vitro stimulation (26). In addition, the concentration 
of tacrolimus in blood does not directly correlate with its 
inhibitory effect on cytokine production in peripheral T- cell 
subsets (26). Despite these caveats, monitoring the in vivo 
efficacy of tacrolimus or CSA in suppressing cytokine pro-
duction in T- cell subsets may further improve the posttrans-
plant management of transplant recipients. This approach 
can also identify patients who are less susceptible to tacro-
limus-  or CSA- mediated inhibition and who therefore may 
need other immunosuppression (26).

The immune function assay (ImmuKnow; Cylex, Inc.) is 
a Food and Drug Administration- approved assay currently 
being implemented as a clinical test at many transplant cen-
ters. The assay has been used to directly assess the immune 
system, individualize immunosuppressive therapy, monitor 
drug tapering, conduct vaccine trials, monitor the efficacy 
of different immunosuppressive regimens, and distinguish 
rejection from infections such as hepatitis C virus infection 
in transplant recipients. A recent multicenter study eval-
uated the Cylex ImmuKnow assay for the measurement of 
immune response in immunosuppressed transplant recip-
ients (39). Most immunosuppressive drugs are currently 
administered on the basis of weight. However, the baseline 
levels of immune response in patients awaiting transplant 
vary enormously and are not a function of body weight. The 
investigators in this multicenter trial found that the level 
of tacrolimus as measured by the conventional immunoas-
say did not correlate with the degree of biological immu-
nosuppression by the PHA- induced ATP levels (39). They 
observed that following transplant, recipients’ responses 
were statistically distributed among three levels of reactivity 
(low, intermediate, and high) based on this assay. Further, 
the effectiveness of the immunosuppressive therapy appears 
to increase with time posttransplant since the number of 
recipients in the low- response- level category increased de-
spite lower dosing of the drugs. Zeevi et al. demonstrated 
that responses to recall antigen, alloantigen, and PHA were 
measurable by lymphoproliferation assays in immunosup-
pressed transplant recipients but were apparently suppressed 
when measured by the ATP assay. Furthermore, the Cylex 
assay provides an objective measure of the net state of a 
patient’s immunosuppression while minimizing the drug 
therapy (40). A systematic review and meta- analysis of the 
ImmuKnow test in liver transplantation concluded that this 
assay is a valid tool for determining the risk of infections but 
not of rejections in adult liver transplant recipients (41).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The long- term goals of using the cellular assays described 
in this chapter are to assess accurately the changing immu-
nological statuses of transplant recipients, to predict long- 
term graft outcome, and to provide the immune response 

information needed to individualize immunosuppression 
therapy. By using methods that measure various immune 
functions in a serial fashion, an accurate assessment of the 
recipient’s immune status can be obtained. Sequential eval-
uation of a patient’s immune status should be considered in 
any protocols that incorporate modification of the immuno-
suppression therapy.
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Better reagents have led to an increased appreciation of the 
association between complement activation in transplants 
and poor outcome (1–4). As diagnostic markers, products 
of complement activation have two attractive attributes 
related to the fact that activation of complement proceeds 
through a series of enzymatic steps resulting in multiple 
cleavage products. First, each enzymatic step is capable of 
amplifying the number of molecules that are cleaved. Sec-
ond, the cleavage process reveals cryptic epitopes that allow 
the activated products to be distinguished from the unac-
tivated precursors. In addition, activation products from 
two complement components, namely, C4 and C3, have 
the unusual property of covalently binding to protein and 
carbohydrate substrates. All of these properties distinguish 
complement activation products from some of the mole-
cules that activate complement, such as antibodies. Anti-
bodies themselves are not readily detected in tissue sections 
because only transient binding of a small number of anti-
bodies to tissue is required to activate exponentially larger 
amounts of complement.

This chapter examines the advantages and disadvantages 
of various reagents to complement as applied to the diagno-
sis of different types of rejection in transplants. In addition, 
the limitations of complement as a marker of antibody- 
mediated rejection (AMR) are addressed (5–7).

SELECTION AND INTERPRETATION OF 
DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS TO COMPLEMENT 
IN ALLOTRANSPLANTS

Deposits of Complement in Tissue Biopsy Specimens
Examination of biopsy specimens from organ transplants 
provides the most direct assessment of pathological pro-
cesses jeopardizing the transplant. Stains for complement 
components in the organ transplant offer direct evidence 
of the location, distribution, and extent of complement ac-
tivation at the site of injury. The different components of 
complement that have been used as markers of antibody- 
mediated rejection in transplants are discussed here in their 
order of activation by antibodies as shown in Fig. 1.

Polyclonal and Monoclonal Antibodies to C1q
The activation of complement by antibodies is primarily 
through the classical pathway of complement. Because C1 

is the first component of the classical pathway of comple-
ment activation, it has long been used as a marker of anti-
body activation of complement. Polyclonal and monoclonal 
antibodies are available to detect C1q, the subcomponent 
of C1 that actually binds to antibodies (Fig. 1). These are 
frequently applied in renal pathology and dermatopathol-
ogy to detect immune complexes. There are several draw-
backs to C1q as a marker of rejection, however. The most 
serious drawback relates to sensitivity. In order to bind, one 
C1q requires at least a pair of IgG antibodies (Fig. 1a). This 
means that there are actually fewer C1q molecules to detect 
than IgG molecules. Moreover, the C1q molecules that are 
bound to antibodies depart when antibodies release from 
antigen or are shed from a cell surface (Fig. 1c).

In addition to sensitivity, there are theoretical problems 
of specificity. It is now clear that antibody is not the only 
ligand that is bound by C1q. C1q can also bind to phospha-
tidylcholine and sphingomyelin that are exposed on plasma 
membranes of apoptotic or ischemic cells or to the surface 
of virally infected cells. The presence of receptors for C1q 
on endothelial cells raises the possibility that immune com-
plexes containing C1q could result in antigen- independent 
deposition of C1q on endothelium. However, these re-
actions are usually less diffuse, and in the case of immune 
complexes the pattern is usually granular rather than linear.

As predicted by these theoretical considerations, C1q has 
not proved to be a sensitive marker of antibody- mediated 
rejection in practice.

Polyclonal and Monoclonal Antibodies to C4d
The tissue- bound split products of C4 are significantly more 
sensitive than C1q as a marker of antibody- mediated in-
flammation. Because each activated C1 can enzymatically 
cleave many C4 molecules, more C4 split products are avail-
able to detect. One study found that for each C1 there were 
about 28 C4b fragments deposited on the cell membrane 
(8). The covalent binding of C4b and its further split prod-
ucts to tissues results in extended half- lives (Fig. 1c). The 
result of greater quantities and longer half- lives is that C4b 
and its further split product C4d are detected more easily 
than C1q or antibodies in biopsy specimens. Another ad-
vantage that results from the enzymatic cleavage of C4 is 
that neoepitopes are exposed on the split products. Mono-
clonal antibodies produced to these neoantigens are specific 
for the activated split product and not the intact precursor.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch117
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C4d, the final split product of C4, has been the most 
widely reported marker for humoral immune responses to 
transplants (1, 2). Therefore, the mechanism that produces 
C4d is worth reviewing. C4d represents the end product of 
a regulatory mechanism that evolved to prevent damage to 
autologous tissues during complement activation. The small 
C4d fragment results when factor I cleaves C4b twice, once 
on either side of the covalent bond. Factor I requires a co-
factor, such as membrane cofactor protein (MCP; CD46) 
or complement receptor 1 (CR1), to cleave C4b (Fig. 2). 

MCP is widely distributed on cells, including leukocytes and 
vascular endothelial cells. In contrast, CR1 is expressed on 
erythrocytes and leukocytes, including neutrophils and mac-
rophages. The fluid- phase complement- regulatory protein C4 
binding protein (C4bp) can also interact with cell- associated 
C4b and may also be found in regions of coagulation through 
its ability to bind to protein S. The rapid enzymatic cleavage 
of C4b by factor I makes C4d a more stable marker of comple-
ment activation than C4b. In fact, the monoclonal antibody 
used to detect C4d actually detects an epitope expressed on 
C4b as well as C4d. As a result, both C4d and any remaining 
C4b are detected by this reagent.

The use of the monoclonal antibodies to C4d has been 
limited primarily to frozen tissue sections. This limitation 
has been circumvented by the development of a poly-
clonal antibody that can be used in formalin- fixed and 

FIGURE 1 Activation of the early complement components by 
antibodies. (a) A pair of IgG antibodies is bound by C1 through the 
C1q subcomponent, and the enzymatic C1r and C1s subcompo-
nents are activated to cleave C4 into C4a and C4b. C4b can bind 
covalently to a membrane protein and provide an anchor for C2, 
which is then cleaved. (b) The complex of C4bC2a enzymatically 
cleaves C3 into C3a and C3b. C3b is structurally homologous to 
C4b and can bind covalently to a membrane protein. (c) The co-
valently bound split products of C4 and C3 remain attached to the 
cell membrane after the antibody, C1, and C2a have dissociated 
from the membrane. The sizes of the symbols for C4b and C3b are 
intended to reflect the potential for larger quantities of C3 than C4 
activation products.

A.

C.

B.

A.

C.

B.

FIGURE 2 Regulation of C4b and C3b by circulating factor I 
and leukocytes expressing CR1. (a) CR1, which is expressed by 
leukocytes, associates with C4b or C3b, allowing factor I to cleave 
C4b and C3b. (b) The first enzymatic cleavage leaves iC4b or iC3b 
attached to the cell membrane. (c) Factor I then enzymatically 
cleaves iC4b or iC3b, and C4d and C3d remain covalently bound 
to the cell membrane. As described for Fig. 1, the sizes of the sym-
bols for C4b and C3b are intended to reflect the potential for larger 
quantities of C3 than C4 activation products.
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paraffin- embedded tissues. The first polyclonal was produced 
by immunizing a rabbit with a synthetic 15- amino- acid pep-
tide that coincides with a loop segment of C4d that is not 
shared by the homologous C3d sequence (9). This reagent 
(available from Biomedica Gruppe, Vienna, Austria, dis-
tributed in the United States by Alpco, Salem, NH) has 
proved to be very useful in the case of biopsy specimens for 
which no frozen tissue is available. However, detection of 
C4d in fixed tissues is less sensitive than in frozen sections. 
In addition, there are difficulties with high background and 
nonspecific staining of the edges of the biopsy specimens 
(“edge effects”).

The pattern and strength of staining are important for 
the interpretation of the results (Fig. 3). In biopsy speci-
mens from renal transplants, antibodies to major histocom-
patibility antigens (HLA in humans) or major blood group 
antigens are associated with diffuse, linear staining of the 
peritubular capillaries (2, 10–12). Arterial endothelial cells 
are variably involved. This pattern may reflect in part the 

distribution of both the target antigens and the comple-
ment regulatory proteins. For example, class II major his-
tocompatibility antigens, such as HLA- DR, are expressed 
constitutively on capillary and venous endothelium, but 
not arterial endothelium. However, HLA- DR antigens are 
upregulated by arterial endothelial cells as well as by tubular 
epithelial cells in sites of inflammation (13).

Polyclonal and Monoclonal Antibodies to C3 split 
Products
Because C3 and C4 are both members of the alpha 
2- macroglobulin family (14), the activation and regulation 
of C3 produce split products that are homologous to C4 split 
products (Fig. 2). C3d is the final membrane- bound split 
product of the regulation of C3b by factor I and a cofactor 
such as factor H, CR1, or MCP. C3d has been compared 
to C4d as a marker of complement activation (12, 15–18). 
Like C4d, C3d is covalently bound to tissues. Monoclonal 
antibodies to C3d are also specific for activated C3 because 
the epitope recognized is cryptic in uncleaved C3.

There are two major theoretical advantages of C3d as a 
marker for complement activation. The first advantage is 
that quantitatively more C3 can be activated than C4 be-
cause there is more substrate available and there is an am-
plification loop that sustains C3 activation. About twice as 
much C3 as C4 is present normally in the circulation (1.3 
and 0.6 mg/ml, respectively), and these levels can be dou-
bled by increased hepatic production in response to acute- 
phase reactions. In inflammatory sites, macrophages can 
produce additional C4 and C3. Once C3 is activated by any 
mechanism, a large supply of C3 is available as a substrate 
for an amplification loop, in which C3b activates more C3 
through factor B.

The second advantage of C3d as a marker is that the split 
products of C3 have more biological activities than their C4 
counterparts. C3b, iC3b, and C3d are the primary ligands for 
complement receptors 1, 3, and 2 (CR1, CR3, and CR2), 
respectively. Like CR1, CR3 is expressed on neutrophils, 
macrophages, and subsets of T lymphocytes. CR2 is part of 
a major second signaling pathway for antibody production 
by B lymphocytes. Although C4b is also a ligand for CR1, 
C4d does not bind CR2 (19). Therefore, the regulation steps 
for C4b that result in C4d deposition could terminate the 
complement cascade without activation of C3 or proinflam-
matory consequences. As a result, cases in which C4d is de-
posited in the absence of significant activation of C3 would 
be predicted to be associated with little or no complement- 
mediated injury (5, 20). In fact, this situation may account 
for the striking amounts of C4d found in well- functioning 
major- blood- group- incompatible renal transplants (12, 21, 
22). The capacity of renal transplants to function well in 
the presence of circulating antibodies has been termed “ac-
commodation” (20). The demonstration that C4 is activated 
indicates that the circulating antibodies do bind to the trans-
plant and initiate activation of complement.

There are practical and theoretical reasons that C4d has 
been advocated as a better marker for antibody- mediated 
rejection than C3d. The practical advantage of C4d is that 
monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to C4d work well 
with frozen and formalin- fixed tissue. Interpretation of C3d 
staining is more problematic with high background stain-
ing. In normal kidneys, C3d is also found in the tubular 
basement membrane and mesangium, particularly in biopsy 
specimens from older animals or humans.

The theoretical assertion that has been advanced for 
C4d as a marker for antibody- mediated responses is that it 

A.

B.

FIGURE 3 C4d staining of a heart transplant biopsy by immu-
nofluorescence (top) and immunohistochemistry (bottom) shows 
comparable discrete staining of capillaries between myocytes, in-
dicative of antibody- mediated rejection.
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decreases “false- positive” reactions due to complement ac-
tivation by the alternative pathway. However, in antibody- 
mediated immunity, the alternative pathway serves 
fundamentally as an amplification loop for the classical 
pathway, and this is one of the reasons that C3 split products 
can be deposited in larger amounts than C4 split products.

Polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to other split 
products of C3 have also been applied in the diagnostic 
evaluation of tissue biopsy specimens, but these reagents 
have disadvantages. The intermediate split product, iC3b, 
has the disadvantage of being short- lived. Moreover, iC3b 
may be more involved with downregulation of immune re-
sponses through its function as the primary ligand for CR3 
on T lymphocytes as well as macrophages (reviewed in ref-
erence 22).

The use of antibodies to C3c offers even fewer advan-
tages because C3c is the portion of iC3b that is cleaved 
away to produce C3d (Fig. 2c). As such, C3c does not re-
main bound to the membrane after being cleaved.

Polyclonal and Monoclonal Antibodies to C5b- C9
The terminal five components of complement attach to 
each other in succession to form the membrane attack com-
plex (MAC), which increases cell permeability. Polyclonal 
and monoclonal antibodies have been produced to neoan-
tigens that are created as the complex is formed. The MAC 
would be the best indicator that enough complement has 
been activated to exceed the multiple regulatory proteins 
capable of truncating the complement cascade after C4 or 
C3 activation. With currently available reagents, however, 
MAC has proven to be an insensitive indicator (23). This 
lack of sensitivity is probably related to the fact that MAC 
is deposited in limited quantities and sublytic amounts of 
MAC can be cleared rapidly from cell membranes. Regu-
latory proteins, such as CD59, limit the assembly of MAC 
on the surface of endothelial cells. Clearance of sublytic 
amounts of MAC occurs through the endocytic and exo-
cytic response that removes the segments of membrane con-
taining MAC.

Quality Control of Complement Assays Related to 
tissue Biopsy specimens
Quality controls have to be performed on the tissue sub-
strate as well as on the reagents and methods used for the 
detection of complement. The extremely small tissue sam-
ples that are obtained from transplants by percutaneous 
needle biopsy procedures or bioptomes on catheters can 
be inadequate quantitatively or qualitatively. The biopsy 
specimens may provide inadequate amounts of parenchyma 
or may contain tissue damaged during procurement. He-
matoxylin and eosin stains of adjacent tissue sections are 
useful to control for the quality of the tissue. The use of 
isotype- matched control antibodies is helpful to determine 
artifactual staining due to “crushed tissue” or “edge effect.” 
The small size of the transplant biopsy specimens precludes 
their use as routine controls for the quality or dilution pro-
files of reagents. Larger specimens from kidneys with depos-
its of immune complexes can be used to establish optimal 
dilutions for the primary and secondary antibodies. For this 
purpose, renal specimens from patients with systemic lupus 
erythematosus can be useful as positive controls.

Specific Findings in Different Organ Transplants
Detection of activation products of complement is a very 
useful tool in establishing the diagnosis of AMR and guid-
ing appropriate therapeutic management. The diagnosis of 

AMR is best made with evidence of histological and im-
munopathological findings in association with circulating 
donor- specific antibodies (DSA) and allograft dysfunction. 
The refinement of these criteria as they pertain to the differ-
ent solid organ transplants has achieved various degrees of 
success and consensus, namely because the histopathologic 
immune response varies in different organs. In general, the 
presence of histologic alterations and immunopathologic 
markers for complement activation together with DSA is 
associated with worse graft survival than the presence of any 
of these components alone.

Kidney
The deposition of complement split products as a marker 
of AMR has been most extensively studied in kidney trans-
plants. Recognition of AMR as a cause of graft dysfunction 
was facilitated by the demonstration of C4d in tissues as a 
marker of complement- fixing antibodies directed toward 
the endothelium because antibodies could not be visualized 
by microscopy in the microvasculature. The 2013 Banff 
classification of antibody-mediated rejection includes “dif-
fuse or focal C4d staining by IF on frozen sections or any 
staining by IHC on paraffin sections” as being positive. The 
immunofluorescence method has been shown to be more 
sensitive than the immunohistochemical method for C4d 
staining (24–26). In the interpretation of the C4d stain, it 
is noteworthy that intrinsic fluorescence of glomerular me-
sangium and internal elastic lamina of arteries and arterioles 
is seen with the immunofluorescence method, while arti-
factual staining of the interstitium, tubular basement mem-
brane, tubular brush border, and plasma in capillaries may 
be observed in immunohistochemical stains (25). Although 
C3d correlates with the presence of C4d, staining for C3d 
added marginal diagnostic value to biopsy specimens that 
already are positive for C4d and show histologic features of 
AMR (12). Another study showed no significant correla-
tion of C3d with DSA or graft loss (16). Background stain-
ing in the tubular basement membranes may also interfere 
with accurate interpretation of C3d stains.

Recommendation for C4d staining was first incorporated 
in the Banff grading system for renal AMR in 2003. Diag-
nostic criteria for acute AMR include histomorphologic 
evidence of microvascular injury, C4d deposition in peritu-
bular capillaries, presence of DSA, and allograft dysfunc-
tion. A subset of patients with diffuse C4d staining can have 
microvascular injury and DSA with stable renal function, 
representing a form of subclinical AMR that appears to be 
at risk of developing transplant glomerulopathy and graft 
scarring. The latter histologic changes indicate chronic kid-
ney injury, and a diagnosis of chronic AMR is made if C4d 
deposition is seen in the presence of these features and DSA 
(10). Another scenario in which diffuse C4d positivity is 
commonly seen is in the setting of ABO- incompatible renal 
transplants with stable function.

Heart
AMR is a well- recognized cause of acute cardiac allograft 
dysfunction. Immunofluorescence staining, which is consid-
ered the gold standard in the evaluation of kidney transplant 
biopsy specimens, offers a reliable means to evaluate both 
C4d and C3d in heart biopsy specimens. More importantly, 
the use of a panel with both C4d and C3d is diagnostically 
more useful than C4d alone. Concomitant C4d-  and C3d- 
positive staining is significantly correlated with the presence 
of DSA and cardiac allograft dysfunction (17, 18). Routine 
C4d and C3d staining of all surveillance biopsy specimens 
showed that a subset of patients have C4d- only positive 
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biopsy specimens without evidence of allograft dysfunction, 
which occurs as single episodes in the majority of cases. It 
is not clear whether this phenomenon represents subclinical 
AMR or graft accommodation as seen in ABO- incompatible 
stable renal allografts (11). Staining of the collagen in the 
interstitium, endocardium, internal elastic lamina of arteries 
and arterioles, and myocyte sarcolemma should not be inter-
preted as positive. Necrotic myocytes, thrombi, and Quilty 
lesions also exhibit C4d and C3d staining.

Unlike what is recommended for other solid organ trans-
plants, the International Society for Heart and Lung Trans-
plantation working formulation for diagnosis of AMR in 
heart allografts requires only pathologic evidence of either 
intravascular macrophages confirmed by CD68 staining or 
diffuse (>50%) myocardial capillary staining with C4d and/
or C3d (27). Most centers utilize immunohistochemical 
rather than immunofluorescence methods for complement 
staining in formalin- fixed paraffin- embedded tissue. While 
C4d staining results using the two methods are comparable, 
C3d staining by immunohistochemistry has not been stan-
dardized, making interpretation less consistent.

Pancreas
The Banff classification of pancreas transplant biopsy re-
quires the presence of histologic evidence of tissue injury, 
positive C4d staining, and DSA for the diagnosis of acute 
AMR (28). C4d staining can be seen in interacinar cap-
illaries, interstitial connective tissue, islet capillaries, and 
small-  to medium- sized arteries and veins. However, only 
C4d deposition in >5% of interacinar capillaries of the pan-
creatic allograft is correlated with the presence of circulat-
ing DSA (29). The presence of C4d staining in interacinar 
capillaries and DSA has also been shown to correlate with 
poor graft survival (29, 30). Focal C4d positivity alone is 
of unknown significance. C3d appears to be less sensitive 
than C4d as a marker for AMR and does not correlate with 
DSA. Larger prospective studies are needed to validate 
these observations and to refine the diagnostic criteria for 
AMR, which are further hindered by the limited number 
of surveillance pancreatic biopsies being performed. The 
feasibility of interpreting biopsy specimens taken from the 
duodenal segment of a pancreatic graft as a surrogate organ, 
including evaluation of C4d staining patterns, is beginning 
to be explored.

Liver
The diagnostic relevance of C4d staining in liver transplan-
tation is not yet clearly established for numerous reasons. 
Diagnostic criteria for AMR in liver allografts have not 
been standardized, with only a few cases of reported AMR. 
The liver allograft is considered quite resistant to AMR, 
which is thought to be due in part to its capacity to ad-
sorb and neutralize alloantibodies with its large sinusoidal 
surface area, its ability to secrete soluble HLA molecules, 
and the presence of Kupffer cells that can phagocytize im-
mune complexes. A major challenge in the interpretation 
of C4d is the difference in the pattern and sensitivity of 
C4d staining between immunohistochemical and immuno-
fluorescence methodologies. Most studies have employed 
immunohistochemical techniques and identified positive 
staining in portal capillaries and small veins as good mark-
ers for AMR (31). Other investigators suggest that diffuse 
linear C4d staining of sinusoids as detected by immunoflu-
orescence is more reliable. When immunofluorescence and 
immunohistochemical methods were compared on matched 
biopsy samples from the same cases, sinusoidal staining was 
found to be only focal in distribution with much weaker 

intensity on immunohistochemical staining (32). Nonspe-
cific staining has also been reported in portal tract stroma, 
internal elastic lamina of arteries, and necrotic hepatocytes. 
While positive C4d staining is supportive of a diagnosis of 
AMR, it is also frequently observed in acute cellular rejec-
tion, chronic ductopenic rejection, chronic hepatitis, auto-
immune hepatitis, and graft- versus- host disease (33).

Lung
AMR in lung transplantation is an infrequent diagnosis, 
partly because it is not well defined and diagnostic crite-
ria are lacking. Histologic findings of acute lung injury and 
capillaritis are nonspecific, while C4d deposition is neither 
a sensitive nor a specific marker of AMR in lung allografts. 
C4d staining can be seen with acute lung injury patterns, 
capillary neutrophilic inflammation, high- grade acute cel-
lular rejection, reperfusion injury, and infections (34). In 
addition, several artifacts make interpretation of C4d stain-
ing in the lungs difficult; these include nonspecific staining 
of vascular and airway elastic fibers, arterial and vein en-
dothelium, peribronchial capillaries, alveolar pneumocytes, 
hyaline membranes, and macrophage aggregates (35). Only 
interstitial alveolar capillary staining with C4d is considered 
positive. A diffuse or multifocal C4d staining is reported as 
“findings suggestive of AMR,” should prompt testing for cir-
culating DSA, and requires clinical correlation to rule out 
other causes of allograft dysfunction. There is much more 
limited experience with C3d staining, such that it is cur-
rently included only as a secondary antibody panel in the 
screening for AMR in lung allografts (36).

small Intestine
Diagnostic criteria for AMR in small intestinal transplanta-
tion have not been established. C4d staining currently has 
not been proven to be of diagnostic utility in small bowel 
transplantation because of lack of specificity of C4d staining 
in intestinal mucosa (37, 38).

Composite tissue grafts
Compared to other solid organ transplants, composite tissue 
allografts appear to be less susceptible to AMR. Within the 
limited experience obtained from the small number of hand 
and face allotransplantations performed so far, there is no 
clear evidence that AMR plays an important role in com-
posite tissue grafts because of the lack of detectable DSA, 
absence of histologic features of microvascular injury, and 
nonspecific C4d staining (39, 40). The relevance of C4d 
staining is controversial since it is also observed in inflam-
matory dermatoses, nonrejecting skin, and mild acute cel-
lular rejection.

Soluble Products of Complement Activation in 
Serum, Urine, or Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluid
Activation of the complement cascade produces many split 
products that do not bind to tissues or that are released from 
tissues. These fluid- phase products can be detected in plasma, 
serum, urine, and bronchoalveolar lavage fluids. Enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assay kits are available to quantitate 
soluble split products in fluids (for example, see www.quidel 
.com/products/product_list.php). C3a, C3c, sC4d, sC3d, and 
sC5b- 8 or - 9 are among the most frequently measured solu-
ble complement products. C4a, C3a, and C5a are fluid- phase 
reactants that are produced by the enzymatic activation of 
C4, C3, and C5, respectively (Fig. 1b). Regulation of C3b by 
factor I produces the soluble split product C3c (Fig. 2c). Ex-
cess C4b and C3b that fail to bind to protein are hydrolyzed 

http://www.quidel.com/products/product_list.php
http://www.quidel.com/products/product_list.php
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and can be the source of soluble split products, such as solu-
ble C4d and C3d (sC4d and sC3d). Activation through the 
amplification loop of the alternative pathway results in the 
presence of Bb in the plasma. Finally, various forms of MAC 
that fail to insert into plasma membranes can be detected as 
soluble C5b- C8 or C5b- C9 (sC5b- 8 or - 9).

Plasma
Diagnostic tests that require only blood samples are appeal-
ing because they are much less invasive than taking biopsy 
specimens from organ transplants. Theoretically, this ap-
proach might also circumvent the sampling error inherent 
in taking minute pieces of tissue from organs, in which the 
rejection process may not be diffuse. Finally, avoiding re-
peated trauma to the transplant could reduce nonspecific 
inflammation in the organ.

The major disadvantage of testing plasma is the lack of 
specificity. Many confounding variables can alter the lev-
els of markers in the circulation. In the first decades after 
transplantation became a successful therapeutic modality, 
elevated levels of complement split products were detected 
in the serum as the result of infection as well as rejection 
(41). More- recent studies have confirmed this finding. One 
study of patients with renal transplants identified C4b, C4d, 
C3b, and C3d bound to C- reactive protein in the first days 
after transplantation (42).

Testing serum can lead to even more sources of artifact. 
Coagulation enzymes can cleave C3, C4, and C5 and generate 
excess fragments in a relatively unpredictable fashion (43). 
Moreover, ex vivo activation of complement occurs frequently 
in samples containing immune complexes, certain drugs, or 
other contaminants. This is especially true of cryoglobulins, 
which are barely detectable by other methods. Therefore, it is 
recommended that samples be collected as EDTA plasma and 
frozen as soon after centrifugation as possible.

urine
Urine provides a sample that reflects the inflammatory 
events in renal transplants more directly. Several reports 
have indicated that elevated soluble complement split prod-
ucts can be detected in the urine during rejection episodes 
(23). Obviously, these assays cannot be applied during pe-
riods of anuria or oliguria, such as when there is delayed 
graft function after transplantation. Nonetheless, this is an 
approach that deserves further investigation.

Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluids
Currently, most lung transplants are evaluated by periodic 
bronchoscopic exams that include an infusion and retrieval 
of saline referred to as bronchoalveolar lavage (usually 
termed BAL). This procedure is invasive, but the sample is 
focused on the most susceptible tissue in the transplanted 
lung. Elevated split products of complement are found 
during rejection (44). However, the appropriate method of 
accounting for the effects of dilution have not been estab-
lished (45).

TYPES OF COMPLEMENT- MEDIATED INJURY 
IN ALLOTRANSPLANTS

Hyperacute Rejection
Hyperacute rejection is the most unambiguous example of 
complement- mediated injury to transplants. This type of 
rejection was first recognized in renal transplants by three 
groups of investigators between 1966 and 1969 (46–48). 

This devastatingly rapid type of rejection occurs within 
minutes to hours after blood flow is restored to the grafted 
kidney. Immunohistological studies demonstrated that anti-
bodies and complement components were deposited in the 
transplant. Consequently, hyperacute rejection was quickly 
attributed to the action of antibodies and complement.

After early reports established a link between antibodies 
and hyperacute rejection, a “crossmatch test” was devised 
by Patel and Terasaki to test for the offending antibodies 
(47). The screening method consisted of mixing leukocytes 
from the prospective donor with serum from the prospec-
tive recipient and then adding a source of complement to 
demonstrate lysis. After the institution of this test, hyper-
acute rejection of allografts was almost eliminated.

In hyperacute rejection, complement activation is initi-
ated by large amounts of antibody binding to antigens on the 
endothelial cells of the transplanted organ. The most char-
acteristic features of hyperacute rejection can be predicted 
from our knowledge of complement. Prominent inflamma-
tory manifestations of complement activation in hyperacute 
rejection include (i) recruitment and activation of numerous 
neutrophils, (ii) disruption of vascular integrity resulting in 
edema and hemorrhage, and (iii) activation of coagulation 
leading to fibrin deposition and thrombosis. The relative 
intensity of these features depends upon the quantities and 
qualities of the antibodies and their target antigens. Antibod-
ies to both major histocompatibility complex antigens (HLA 
in humans) and the major blood group antigens (A and B) 
can cause hyperacute rejection because these antigens are ex-
pressed at high concentrations on vascular endothelial cells.

Acute Rejection
Until recently, acute rejection was often cited as an example 
of pure cell- mediated immunity. This classification was based 
largely on experimental animal studies, but the vast major-
ity of experimental transplants are performed with young, 
healthy (even pathogen- free) donor and recipient animals. 
Unless specifically under study, previous surgical interven-
tions, blood transfusions, trauma, and prolonged ischemia 
are all avoided or introduced under highly controlled and 
isolated circumstances. Unfortunately, in clinical transplan-
tation the recipient by definition is suffering from the final 
stages of organ failure and the organ most often comes from 
a donor who has died from a traumatic injury. Therefore, 
the recipient has frequently undergone previous surgical 
interventions or blood transfusions, the donor has experi-
enced major trauma, and the organ has been subjected to 
ischemia. All of these variables can affect the function and 
survival of transplants adversely by increasing the initial 
recognition of the transplanted organ through complement- 
mediated processes. More- recent animal experiments have 
provided evidence to support the clinical observations that 
complement contributes to the rejection process (49, 50).

Antibodies to major histocompatibility complex antigens 
can be elicited by previous blood transfusions, pregnancies, 
or transplants. If this sensitization is below the threshold of 
the cross- match test used, then hyperacute rejection may 
be avoided, but the risk of antibody- mediated rejection is 
increased. Sensitization from previous pregnancies is espe-
cially pertinent when a kidney is transplanted to a wife from 
her husband or to a mother from her child. In these cases, 
complement deposition can be a prominent feature of the 
rejection process (51). Obviously, the incidence of antibody- 
mediated immunity will be related to the composition of the 
population of patients and the stringency of screening for 
antibodies before transplantation. In some studies of renal 
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transplant recipients, a majority of the “steroid- resistant” 
acute rejections may have an antibody- mediated component. 
These acute- rejection episodes often occur within the first 
weeks or months after transplantation in presensitized pa-
tients (4). In unsensitized patients, acute- rejection episodes 
can occur years after transplantation (4, 13, 18).

Chronic Rejection
Chronic loss of graft function is not due solely to immune 
causes. Instead, the chronic lesions in organ allografts repre-
sent repair and remodeling processes that are the final com-
mon response to many types of tissue injury. For example, 
the proliferative vascular lesions that characterize chronic 
dysfunction of renal and cardiac allografts have some sim-
ilarities to ordinary arteriosclerosis. The vascular lesions 
in transplants are generally more extensive and uniform in 
distribution than ordinary arteriosclerosis, but this may just 
represent the more widespread injury of the immunologi-
cally incompatible tissue. Both types of vascular lesions are 
currently thought to involve inflammatory processes.

C4d has been associated with chronic rejection in renal 
transplants. Even in renal transplants, C4d staining often 
is not strong or diffuse in biopsy specimens with chronic 
rejection (10). This is not unexpected because the events 
that initiate chronic repair and remodeling may be resolved 
and even the covalently bound complement split products 
can be cleared from the membrane of endothelial cells be-
fore the repair processes impair organ function. Moreover, 
antibodies can initiate vascular changes through mediators 
independent of complement activation. These include up-
regulation of adhesion molecules and proliferative signals 
(52, 53). These changes may be captured by molecular diag-
nostic techniques (4, 7).

SUMMARY
Complement can be a useful adjunct in diagnosing and di-
recting treatment of rejection, especially for renal and car-
diac transplants. Currently, the tissue- associated final split 
products of C4b and C3b, namely, C4d and C3d, are the 
most useful markers of antibody- mediated rejection. Both 
C4d and C3d offer the advantages of being produced in 
large amounts and binding covalently to tissues. Monoclo-
nal antibodies are available to neoantigens on C4d and C3d 
that are not accessible in the unactivated precursors. Al-
though these markers have provided significant diagnostic 
advances for organ transplantation, appropriate interpreta-
tion requires additional information, including testing for 
circulating antibodies to donor antigens and correlation 
with clinical evidence of graft dysfunction.
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Improved knowledge of the alloimmune repertoire, devel-
opment and clinical application of new therapies, advances 
in surgical techniques, and effective infection prophylaxis 
have helped to transition transplantation from a high- risk 
experimental therapy to a safe clinical remedy. Neverthe-
less, diagnostic and therapeutic challenges remain. Here 
we provide an outline of the immune cascade implicated 
in allograft rejection, emphasize molecular protocols for 
characterizing gene expression strengths and patterns and 
for high- throughput protein and peptide analyses, and sum-
marize molecular correlates of rejection of human kidney, 
heart, lung, liver, and pancreas allografts.

The immune cascade culminating in allograft rejection 
is initiated following the physical interaction between the 
CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells of the allograft recipient 
and antigen- presenting cells (APCs) of donor origin (direct 
pathway of allorecognition) or APCs of recipient origin (in-
direct pathway of allorecognition) (1, 2). The allopeptides 
displayed on the surfaces of APCs impart antigen specificity 
and provide the antigenic signal. Costimulatory signals are 
obligatory for plenary T cell activation (3) and result from 
the physical contacts between cell surface proteins expressed 
on the T cell surface (e.g., CD2 antigen) and their coun-
terreceptors displayed on APCs. The antigen- experienced 
and costimulated T cells then secrete cytokines, such as in-
terleukin 2 and gamma interferon, and recruit and educate 
cytotoxic CD8+ T cells, antibody- forming B cells, and ad-
ditional proinflammatory cells, and this highly coordinated 
immune response results in allograft rejection unless it is 
restrained by immunosuppressive therapy (2, 4, 5). Major 
histocompatibility complex class I proteins present donor- 
derived allopeptides to the recipient’s CD8+ T cells, whereas 
major histocompatibility complex class II molecules present 
the allopeptides to the recipient’s CD4+ T cells. Chemo-
kines and adhesion molecules generate the requisite signals 
for cell trafficking and transmigration of proinflammatory 
cells into the allograft (6). Toll- like receptors contribute not 
only by eliciting innate immunity but also by the amplifica-
tion of acquired immunity directed at the allograft (7).

With knowledge from preclinical studies, investigators 
have utilized hypothesis- driven approaches to study tar-
geted gene and protein expression patterns associated with 
acute and chronic rejection of clinical organ allografts. 
These initial translational studies led the way in refining 
our knowledge and in further identification of pathways 

involved in human allograft rejection. Recently, with ad-
vances in technology and bioinformatics, we have seen a 
shift in translational research from a “hypothesis- driven” 
approach that studied one gene or protein at a time to a 
“hypothesis- generating” or “discovery- driven” approach, 
with the aid of “- omic” methods, that allows researchers to 
investigate several thousands of genes or proteins simulta-
neously. Ever- evolving bioinformatic tools have helped in 
examining thousands of genes and proteins for an under-
standing of diseases at the cellular and organismal levels. 
Whereas genomic and transcriptomic methods have been 
tested for some time, new proteomic methods are actively 
being developed to garner further insights into the allograft 
rejection process.

MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES FOR 
CHARACTERIZATION OF GENE EXPRESSION 
PROFILES OF ALLOGRAFTS
PCR assays, microarrays, and next- generation sequencing 
(NGS) tools have enabled the characterization of gene ex-
pression strengths and patterns of clinical samples and the 
development of diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers of al-
lograft rejection.

PCR Assay
PCR is a powerful technique for amplifying a short segment 
of DNA. PCR methodology relies on alternate heating and 
cooling cycles allowing for the amplification of a segment of 
the DNA (8). Automation of PCR was made possible with 
the discovery of the heat- resistant DNA polymerase from the 
bacterium Thermus aquaticus (9). Reverse transcription- PCR 
(RT- PCR) is an invaluable variant of PCR used for assessing 
RNA expression. Since RNA polymerase is inactivated by 
heat and DNA polymerase cannot amplify RNA, the RNA is 
first converted (reverse transcribed) to cDNA, which is then 
used as a target/template in the PCR assay.

To study the transcriptome, obtaining high- quality RNA 
with minimal degradation is a critical first step (10). RNA 
is unstable and is prone to degradation by RNases. Hence, 
adequate precautions should be taken to use RNase- free 
material. RNA degradation can be minimized with the use 
of commercially available RNA stabilizing reagents, such as 
RNAlater (11). The purity of RNA can be assessed by sev-
eral methods. Measuring the ultraviolet absorbance (A) at 
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260 nm, 280 nm, and 230 nm by use of a spectrophotometer 
is a commonly used method. An A260/A280 ratio of 1.8 to 
2.2 and an A260/A230 ratio of >1.7 suggest the presence of 
good- quality RNA that is suitable for downstream applica-
tions. Agarose or acrylamide gel electrophoresis is another 
common method for analyzing RNA integrity (12). Samples 
are loaded into gels, and as an electrical current is applied, 
nucleic acid fragments are separated on the basis of size. 
The fragments in the gels are then stained with nonspecific 
fluorescent dyes, such as ethidium bromide, SYBR Green, 
and SYBR Gold. RNA quality is assessed by observing the 
staining intensities of the major rRNA bands and any degra-
dation products. The use of a Bioanalyzer machine (Agilent 
Technologies) is another technique for assessing RNA sam-
ples. It is similar to the gel system, but in a miniature form. 
The Bioanalyzer instrument determines the “RNA integrity 
number” by using a proprietary algorithm that considers the 
entire electrophoretic traces of the RNA to determine the 
integrity of RNA and then assigns a number from 1 (worst) 
to 10 (best) (13). Fluorescent dye- based quantification (e.g., 
using a Qubit fluorometer) is commonly used to quantify 
RNA abundance. The dyes used in the fluorometer are spe-
cific for RNA or DNA. The RNA concentration is quanti-
fied by comparing the relative fluorescence intensities of the 
RNA bands to those of known RNA standards.

A typical PCR mixture to assay RNA expression consists 
of target cDNA, free nucleotides, sense and antisense oligo-
nucleotide primers, and thermostable DNA polymerase. A 
segment of the RNA of interest is amplified exponentially 
in three sequential steps, i.e., denaturation, annealing of 
the primers, and primer extension, which are repeated with 
each PCR cycle. The typical length of the PCR product, the 
amplicon, is about 90 to 150 bp.

Competitive Quantitative PCR Assay
A PCR assay is an endpoint assay, i.e., the presence or ab-
sence of the amplified product is typically determined after 
the final amplification cycle. In a competitive quantitative 
PCR assay, a competitive DNA fragment is constructed 
which is similar to the RNA (converted to cDNA) of in-
terest, with the exception of either a mutation at a specific 
enzyme restriction site or insertion of a small intron or se-
quence of DNA (14). The concentration of naturally oc-
curring gene transcript is quantified by measuring the ratio 
of the cDNA band to the band of the specific competitor 
on gel electrophoresis by using laser densitometry. This ap-
proach was successfully used to quantify urinary cell levels 
of mRNAs for granzyme B and perforin and to demonstrate 
their utility as biomarkers of acute rejection of kidney al-
lografts (15).

Kinetic (Real- Time) Quantitative PCR Assay
A real- time quantitative PCR assay incorporates the use of 
a fluorescence signal that is released in “real time” linearly 
with the amplification process. DNA- binding fluorescent 
probes, such as TaqMan probes, are used to detect and mea-
sure the amplified products (16). The guiding principle for 
the development of the probes is the transfer of fluorescence 
resonance energy from the reporter dye to the quencher 
dye because of close physical proximity in the intact probe. 
When the probe is degraded, the reporter dye is no longer 
in close proximity to the quencher dye, which results in the 
emission of a fluorescence signal. For a real- time TaqMan 
PCR assay, the reagent mixture contains the gene- specific 
probe, sense and antisense primers, cDNA, and Taq DNA 
polymerase. The probe is specific for the target mRNA of 
interest and is designed to be located downstream from one 

of the primers. As the primer is extended from the 5′ to 
the 3′ end by Taq polymerase, the exonuclease activity of 
the enzyme degrades the probe and releases the reporter dye 
from the quencher. This process is repeated with each PCR 
cycle, and as the fluorescence signal increases, an amplifi-
cation plot of the change in fluorescence against the cycle 
number is created in real time. An arbitrary threshold is 
chosen where the fluorescence signal is increasing linearly 
(usually 10 times the standard deviation of the baseline), 
and the cycle number at this point is reported as the cy-
cle threshold (CT). The CT value is used to extrapolate the 
mRNA quantity by using a relative quantification method 
(∆∆CT method) or for absolute quantification of mRNA 
abundance by using the standard curve method (17).

Absolute Quantification of mRNA Levels by PCR 
Assay
The Suthanthiran laboratory optimized absolute quantifi-
cation by developing a universal standard curve method for 
the absolute quantification of multiple mRNAs. The method 
involves design and synthesis of a 73- bp mouse amplicon 
(Bak amplicon) that is used to generate the standard curve 
in the PCR assay. It is worth noting that the amplification 
efficiency of the Bak amplicon is similar to the efficiencies 
of the  mRNAs to be quantified, thereby enabling the use of 
a single rather than multiple gene- specific amplicons in the 
standard curve method. The amplicon is generated as a PCR 
product in a thermal cycler (GeneAmp 9600) by using a spe-
cific oligonucleotide primer pair (50 μM [each]; accession no. 
Y13231) (Bak amplicon sense primer, 5′ CCCACATCTG-
GAGCAGAGTCA 3′ [positions 192 to 212]; and antisense 
primer, 5′ CAGATGCCATTTTTCAGGTCTTG 3′ [posi-
tions 264 to 242]). The final reaction volume is 100 μl and 
contains 3 μl cDNA, 1.6 μl of 4× deoxynucleoside triphos-
phates (dNTPs) (10 mM [each]), 10 μl 10× buffer, 1.6 μl 
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (5 U/μl), 6.0 μl MgCl2, 
and 2.0 μl Bak- specific oligonucleotide primer pair. The PCR 
product is then separated by electrophoresis on a 2% agarose 
gel, and the amplicon size is confirmed by using pUC mix 
marker 8 (Crystalgen) as a DNA size standard. The Bak am-
plicon is then isolated and purified from the gel by use of a 
QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). The absolute quantity 
of the purified amplicon is measured by determining the A260 
and converted to the number of copies by using the molecu-
lar weight of DNA. A stock solution of the Bak ampli con is 
created by diluting it to a concentration of 107 copies/μl. To 
establish a standard curve for a PCR assay, the stock solution 
is diluted over 6 orders of magnitude (106, 105, 104, 103, 102, 
and 101 copies per μl). To run a PCR plate, 2.5 μl of working 
solution is used in duplicate wells and amplified with the Bak- 
specific primer pair and a Bak- specific fluorogenic TaqMan 
probe (5′ 6- carboxyfluorescein- CAGGTGACAAGTGAC- 
GGTGGTCTCCA- 6- carboxytetramethylrhoda mine 3′ [po-
sitions 215 to 240]). The CT values are then plotted against 
the log of the initial amount of Bak amplicon (2.5 × 106 to 
2.5 × 101) to develop the standard curve (18).

Preamplification- Enhanced Real- Time PCR Assay
The median quantity of total RNA obtained from urinary 
cells in 50 ml of urine from kidney transplant recipients is 
about 500 ng. This is less than that obtained from blood 
cells or biopsy tissue. The Suthanthiran laboratory has 
modified the PCR assay to minimize the amount of RNA 
required as starting material to quantify the expression 
of several  mRNAs. When RNA is reverse transcribed to 
cDNA, the volume is adjusted to yield a final concentration 
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of 1 μg/100 μl. A typical PCR mixture (in duplicate) to 
assess the expression of a single mRNA uses 5 μl (50 ng) 
cDNA. Thus, with 500 ng of RNA in a 50- μl volume, only 
about 10 mRNAs can be quantified. To overcome this lim-
itation of quantity, a preamplification step to the PCR assay 
is incorporated, and the real- time PCR assay is modified to 
be a two- step process (19). In the first step, a preamplifica-
tion reaction mixture is set up in a thermal cycler, with 3 μl 
(30 ng) cDNA and 7 μl of dNTPs, PCR buffer, Taq DNA 
polymerase, and a panel of (typically 20 to 25 mRNAs) 
gene- specific oligonucleotide primer pairs of interest. After 
a 10- cycle (pre)amplification, the PCR product is diluted 
and used as a stock solution. In the second step, the expres-
sion of each of the preamplified mRNAs is measured using 
quantitative real- time PCR assays. Thus, this two- step pro-
cess facilitates measurement of a large number of mRNAs 
(typically 20 to 25 mRNAs) from 3 μl (30 ng) of cDNA.

Microarray Assays
Microarrays are commonly used platforms for the assessment 
of global gene expression patterns. The steps involved in-
clude (i) development of an expression microarray, (ii) hy-
bridization with a labeled unknown cDNA or cRNA, and 
(iii) quantification and analysis of the signal resulting from 
the hybridization of the unknown sample to the probes on the 
microarray. There are two basic types of microarray platforms: 
arrays that consist of gene- specific cDNA probes and arrays 
that consist of synthesized oligonucleotide probes.

cDnA Microarray Assays
In cDNA microarray assays, gene- specific probes are selected 
based on biological relevance. In addition, each array con-
tains negative controls (plant or bacterial genes), positive 
controls (housekeeping genes), and key controls (genes with 
a known pattern of expression in the system being studied). 
The cDNAs are generally prepared in bacterial colonies, am-
plified using PCR, and subsequently purified using nucleic 
acid isolation procedures. The cDNA elements are arrayed 
using a robotic system onto a glass slide coated with a DNA- 
binding substrate, such as poly- l- lysine or silane (20). The 
DNA- binding substrate is inactivated following the arraying 
process. The unknown sample RNA and reference RNA 
are labeled with different fluorescent markers, such as Cy4 
for the unknown sample and Cy5 for the reference sample. 
The fluorescent markers are linked to one of the nucleotides 
and incorporated into the samples individually during RT of 
RNA to cDNA. Unincorporated nucleotides are removed to 
minimize background noise, and the labeled reference and 
unknown samples are mixed in a hybridization solution. The 
mixture is placed on the array and hybridized for 14 to 16 h. 
The array is then washed and read in a microarray reader. 
For oligonucleotide arrays, the oligonucleotide probes are 
synthesized in vitro and subsequently arrayed onto the solid 
support as in cDNA microarrays, or they can be synthesized 
in situ as in the Affymetrix GeneChip system.

The Affymetrix GeneChip system, the most common 
platform used to perform microarray studies, is unique in that 
multiple oligonucleotides of 20 to 25 nucleotides (nt) that 
are complementary to different regions of the same transcript 
are synthesized in situ for each hybridization unit (20). In 
addition, the hybridization unit contains a mismatched oli-
gonucleotide probe that differs by one nucleotide for each 
of the target- specific probes. Hence, a hybridization unit for 
each gene consists of a series of matched and mismatched 
probes synthesized in a 24-  by 24- μm space. mRNA is reverse 
transcribed to cDNA, which is then transcribed to cRNA 
by use of T7 RNA polymerase and biotin- labeled CTP and 

UTP. The biotinylated cRNA is chemically fragmented into 
fragments of 35 to 200 bases prior to hybridization. The hy-
bridization cocktail is prepared with a buffer solution, con-
trol cRNA, and the biotinylated sample cRNA and is later 
placed on the chip for hybridization. After hybridization, the 
biotinylated cRNA is fluorescently labeled with streptavidin- 
phycoerythrin. The array is scanned on an Affymetrix 
GeneChip scanner and analyzed using various software pack-
ages. The detection of the transcript is based on the degree 
of binding to the perfectly matched (PM) and mismatched 
(MM) probes in the hybridization unit. The software pro-
gram calculates a discrimination score [R = (PM × MM)/
(PM + MM)] that is then adjusted, ranked, and assigned a P 
value based on nonparametric testing. The determination of 
whether a transcript is present, marginally present, or absent 
is based on the P value cutoffs set by the operator.

taqMan Low Density Array
The TaqMan Low Density Array (TLDA) is a commonly 
used platform for global profiling of microRNAs (miRNAs) 
(21). It is a real- time PCR- based assay that measures si-
multaneously the expression of several hundred miRNAs. 
Each array is a 384- well plate preloaded with TaqMan 
miRNA gene expression reaction mixtures that include 
unique miRNA primers and probe in each well and endog-
enous control  snRNAs. The TaqMan miRNA assay uses a 
stem- loop structured RT primer (22). In contrast to a lin-
ear structure, the stem- loop ensures specificity for mature 
miRNA target. The stem- loop primer binds to the 3′ end 
of the miRNA target and is reverse transcribed. First- strand 
cDNA synthesis with stem- loop primer lengthens the 
miRNA target from its original ~22 nt to >60 nt, allowing 
binding of forward and reverse primers as well as the hydro-
lysis probe, as in a standard real- time PCR assay. The novel 
design, allowing for increase in the length of first- strand 
cDNA, overcomes the limitations of primer design for 
miRNAs, as these small ~22- nt RNA species make primer 
design challenging. The starting amount of RNA can be as 
low as 1 ng. The workflow consists of reverse- transcribing 
the RNA with a pool of stem- loop primers, then an op-
tional preamplification reaction, followed by RT- PCR as-
say, allowing for simultaneous PCR amplification of unique 
miRNAs in each of the 384 wells.

Next- Generation Sequencing
NGS is a method for determining the primary structure of 
the genome. The chain termination method, developed by 
Frederick Sanger in 1977, is considered the gold standard 
for determining the order of nucleotide bases in a chain of 
DNA (23). Recently, massively parallel or NGS technolo-
gies have emerged. By overcoming the inherent limitations 
of Sanger sequencing, these NGS methods allow sequencing 
of the complete genome, transcriptome (the full complement 
of expressed genes), and known exomes (parts of the genome 
specifying the sequences of a portion of proteins) in a rela-
tively short time and at a substantially reduced cost (24, 25). 
The most commonly used platforms for NGS are those devel-
oped by Illumina, Inc. The Illumina NGS protocol consists of 
DNA fragmentation and the addition of 5′ and 3′ universal 
adapters to the fragmented DNA. The DNA molecules are 
then immobilized on a glass slide (flow cell). The flow cell 
surface is coated with single- stranded oligonucleotides that 
correspond to the sequences of the adapters. DNA is ampli-
fied by solid- phase bridge PCR on the flow cell surface, re-
sulting in an array of clonal clusters. These clusters are then 
sequenced by successively incorporating fluorescently labeled 
reversible terminators picked one at a time from a mixture of 
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4 nt (one base per cycle). Each lane of the flow cell is imaged 
after each cycle for each nucleotide. The sequence is read in 
real time by four- channel fluorescence scanning, with each 
signal corresponding to a single nucleotide at a single posi-
tion. Usually the forward strand of each cluster is read, and 
the result is called a single- end read. It is also possible and 
may even be preferable to read both the forward and reverse 
templates of each cluster, and this is called paired- end read-
ing. Illumina’s HiSeq 2500 machine is able to run two flow 
cells simultaneously. It can generate up to 2 billion reads (8 
billion during paired- end reading) per flow cell, with a read 
length of up to 150 bp. Depth in deep sequencing refers to the 
average number of times a given nucleotide is represented in 
sequence reads. For a reliable base call, the base must be read 
multiple times. The downsides to the speed and accuracy of 
the machine are a lower accuracy and shorter sequence length 
than those with traditional Sanger sequencing. Translating 
the reads into meaningful information is done in three stages: 
(i) analyzing the images from the sequencers and convert-
ing them into sequence reads, (ii) alignment of reads either 
by de novo assembly or by mapping to a reference database, 
and (iii) using the mapped and unmapped reads in experi-
ments for specific downstream applications. RNA sequencing 
is an alternative approach for transcriptome analyses using 
microarrays. The advantages of this method over microarray 
technology include a higher resolution, discovery of novel 
transcripts, and identification of allelic expression, alternate 
splice variants, posttranscriptional mutations, and isoforms.

MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF 
HUMAN ALLOGRAFTS
Quantitative PCR assays have been used successfully to 
characterize acute rejection of allografts and the presence or 
absence of allograft fibrosis as well as other complications, 
such as an inflammatory response to BK virus nephropathy 
(15, 19, 26–36). The use of competitive quantitative PCR 
assays to measure levels of mRNA in urinary cells and the 
discovery that urinary cell mRNA levels of perforin and 
granzyme B are sensitive and specific noninvasive biomark-
ers of kidney allograft rejection are summarized in the previ-
ous edition of this Manual (37).

Clinical Application of Real- Time Quantitative PCR 
To Characterize Allograft Rejection
At present, real- time RT- PCR assays are utilized to measure 
mRNA abundance not only in renal allografts but also in 
heart, lung, liver, pancreas, and small intestine allografts (38).

The Clinical Trials in Organ Transplantation 04 
(CTOT- 04) study was a prospective nonrandomized obser-
vational multicenter study to test the hypothesis that the 
urinary cell mRNA profile is (i) a sensitive and specific non-
invasive diagnostic biomarker for the noninvasive diagnosis 
of biopsy- confirmed acute rejection of renal allografts and (ii) 
predictive of an acute rejection episode in the near future. 
The study was conducted at five different clinical centers, 
with a targeted enrollment of 495 patients, and urine samples 
were collected on days 3, 7, 15, and 30 and in months 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 9, and 12. Of the 497 patients who consented to partici-
pate, 485 patients provided 4,300 urine specimens for urinary 
cell mRNA profiling, and this included 298 biopsy- associated 
urine specimens from 220 patients (18).

Urine cell pellets were prepared at the transplant sites 
and shipped to the Weill Cornell Medical College Gene Ex-
pression Monitoring Core (WCMC GEM). Absolute levels 
of prespecified mRNAs— mRNAs for perforin, granzyme B, 

proteinase inhibitor 9, CD103, CD3ε, interferon- inducible 
protein 10 (IP- 10), CXCR3, and transforming growth 
factor β1— and 18S rRNA were measured using the 
preamplification- enhanced real- time quantitative PCR as-
says developed and validated by the WCMC GEM Core 
(15, 28, 30, 32).

This large- scale study validated that urinary cell levels of 
18S rRNA- normalized perforin, granzyme B, CD3ε, and IP- 
10 were higher in those with acute rejection than in those 
without acute rejection or those with stable graft function. 
A 3- gene signature based on 18S rRNA- normalized mea-
sures of CD3ε and IP- 10 mRNAs and 18S rRNA emerged 
as the best- fitting parsimonious model and identified the di-
agnostic signature for acute rejection as follows: −6.1487 
+ 0.8534 log(CD3ε/18S rRNA) + 0.6376 log(IP- 10/18S 
rRNA) + 1.6464 log(18S rRNA). Receiver operator char-
acteristic (ROC) curve analysis of the 3- gene signature 
yielded an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.85 (95% confi-
dence interval [CI], 0.78 to 0.91; P < 0.0001), with a sensi-
tivity of 79% and a specificity of 78%, using a cutoff value of 
−1.213 for the diagnostic signature.

It is important that the mRNA profile diagnostic of 
acute rejection may differ depending on whether mRNA 
levels are normalized to 18S rRNA. Such normalization en-
sures that the differences in mRNA levels observed between 
rejection and no- rejection cohorts are not due to differences 
in RNA integrity and RT efficiency.

The CTOT- 04 study also identified that the score of the 
diagnostic signature increases significantly during the post-
transplant period in individuals who are destined to develop 
biopsy- confirmed acute rejection, while it remains flat below 
the diagnostic cutoff for acute rejection in individuals who 
have stable function and do not develop acute rejection. Fur-
thermore, the trajectory of the diagnostic signature starts to 
separate between those with and without acute rejection ap-
proximately 120 to 90 days prior to the rejection biopsy and 
rise above the diagnostic threshold approximately 20 days 
prior to the clinical diagnosis of acute rejection (Fig. 1).

The Clinical Trials in Organ Transplantation 01 
(CTOT- 01) study, a separate prospective multicenter obser-
vational study designed to investigate the diagnostic accu-
racy of urinary biomarkers, measured levels of mRNAs and 
proteins in urine for the diagnosis and prognostication of 
acute rejection of renal allografts. In this study, 280 patients 
were enrolled, 250 completed 6 months of follow- up, and 
204 completed the study at 24 months. Patients underwent 
serial urine and blood sampling weekly 4 times, monthly 5 
times, and at 12 and 24 months posttransplantation, and a 
protocol biopsy was performed at 6 months posttransplan-
tation (39).

The CTOT- 01 study utilized the urine collection proto-
col and the preamplification- enhanced real- time quantita-
tive PCR assay that was developed at WCMC. The mRNAs 
measured included mRNAs for CCR5, CCL5, interleukin- 8, 
CCR1, perforin, granzyme B, IP- 10, CXCR3, and CXCL9. 
Levels of these mRNAs in urinary cells were compared for 
individuals with acute rejection diagnosis (n = 24), suspi-
cion of rejection diagnosis (n = 21), infection (n = 5), and 
other findings (n = 45). The authors found that urinary cell 
mRNA levels for granzyme B (AUC = 0.730; P = 0.004), 
perforin (AUC = 0.701; P = 0.005), and CXCL9 (AUC = 
0.788; P = 0.0003), all normalized to 18S rRNA, were asso-
ciated with an acute rejection diagnosis. In a multivariable 
model, a combination of CXCL9 mRNA and CXCL9 pro-
tein yielded the highest AUC (0.885), with a sensitivity of 
82.6% and a specificity of 86.7% for diagnosing acute rejec-
tion in the kidney allograft.
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Seventy- one samples from the subjects enrolled in the 
CTOT- 01 study were used as an external and independent 
validation set for the CTOT- 04 diagnostic signature. Among 
the 71 samples, 24 urine samples were from individuals with 
acute rejection biopsy specimens (from 17 biopsies for cause 
and 7 protocol biopsies), and 47 urine samples were from in-
dividuals with no acute rejection (from 19 biopsies for cause 
and 28 protocol biopsies). ROC curve analysis of the three- 
gene (CTOT- 04) signature in the validation set yielded an 
AUC of 0.74 (95% CI, 0.61 to 0.86; P < 0.0001) for diag-
nosis of acute rejection, with a sensitivity of 71% and a spec-
ificity of 72%, using the CTOT- 04 diagnostic threshold of 
−1.213 (18).

In addition to serving as diagnostic and prognostic 
biomarkers, urinary cell mRNA profiles have yielded key 

insights into the acute rejection process. Existing data from 
urinary cell mRNA profiling studies suggest the partici-
pation of the chemokine signaling pathway (32), costim-
ulatory pathways (26), T cell effector pathways (15), and 
immune regulatory proteins (19, 30) during an episode of 
acute rejection in a kidney allograft.

Clinical Application of Microarray Studies To 
Characterize Allograft Rejection
Interrogation of acute rejection by use of microarrays has 
helped to elucidate several pathways that are important in 
acute rejection of solid organ allografts. These studies have 
also identified prognostic biomarkers of rejection and aided 
in the development of noninvasive assays for diagnosis of 

FIGURE 1 CTOT- 04 study cohorts and retrospective trajectories of the diagnostic signature. The av-
erage within- person retrospective trajectories of the diagnostic signature (i.e., trajectories as a function 
of the time before biopsy) in urine samples obtained at or before biopsy that passed quality control are 
shown for the group of 38 patients with first biopsy specimens showing acute cellular rejection (201 urine 
samples) (A) and the group of 113 patients with specimens showing no rejection (833 urine samples) (B). 
Only specimens obtained during the first 400 days after transplantation were included. (C) The diagnostic 
signature remained relatively flat and well below the −1.213 threshold that was diagnostic of acute cellu-
lar rejection during the 270 days before biopsy in the group of patients with findings showing no rejection. 
(D) There was a significant difference in the trajectories between the two groups, with a marked increase 
in the diagnostic signature during the 20- day period before the first specimen showing acute cellular rejec-
tion (P < 0.001). In all the panels, the black lines indicate the trajectory, the colored bands indicate the 
95% confidence interval, and the red lines indicate the diagnostic threshold. (Reprinted from reference 
18 with permission of the publisher.)
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acute rejection of allografts. Data generated from these 
studies are also challenging the current diagnostic approach 
based on histological features alone.

Stanford University has developed a microarray chip, 
Lymphochip cDNA, containing 28,032 DNA spots repre-
senting a large number of selected human genes, to study 
the rejection of kidney allografts (40). In a study by Sarwal 
and colleagues, global gene expression profiling of kidney 
allograft biopsy specimens by use of cDNA microarrays re-
vealed molecular heterogeneity within the acute rejection 
cohorts. Cluster A (cohort AR- I) demonstrated increased 
transcripts associated with activated T and B lymphocytes, 
NK cells, and macrophages; cluster B (cohort AR- II) exhib-
ited increased levels of transcripts associated with the innate 
immune system, annexin V, and transforming growth factor 
β1; and cluster C (cohort AR- III) demonstrated increased 
levels of transcripts associated with cell proliferation and 
cell cycling (40). Among the acute rejection cohorts, the 
AR- I cohort was less likely to respond to antirejection ther-
apy and had the highest risk of graft loss. Based on the prom-
inent B cell signature associated with cluster A (AR- I), 
the authors performed immunostaining for CD20+ cells in 
kidney biopsy specimens from cases of acute rejection and 
found that the density of CD20+ cells in the biopsy predicts 
a poor response to therapy and poor allograft function.

Diagnosis and management of antibody- mediated rejec-
tion of kidney allografts remain a challenge and have re-
cently been the focus of many investigations. Microarray 
analyses of kidney allograft biopsy specimens have provided 
new insight into the pathways that are upregulated during 
antibody- mediated rejection. A study of 173 for- cause renal 
allograft biopsy specimens identified increased expression 
of endothelial cell- associated transcripts, a group of 119 
different transcripts, in the biopsies of patients with acute 
rejection. The levels of these endothelial cell- associated 
transcripts were higher in those with antibody- mediated re-
jection than in those with T cell- mediated rejection (41). 
Such microarray studies have also questioned the need for 
positive C4d staining as an absolute requirement for his-
tology diagnosis of antibody- mediated rejection and have 
facilitated the recent changes in the criteria for diagnosis of 
acute antibody- mediated rejection.

In an attempt to validate blood gene expression profiles 
diagnostic of acute rejection across different microarray plat-
forms, Li et al. combined microarray profiles for peripheral 
blood obtained at the time of for- cause and protocol biopsies 
from three different platforms: Affymetrix HGU133 Plus 
2.0, Agilent, and Lymphochip cDNA (42). From 60 blood 
samples associated with acute rejection biopsies (AR group) 
and 62 blood samples associated with normal protocol bi-
opsies in kidney transplant recipients with stable function 
(stable group), the authors found 32 genes that distinguished 
the AR group from the stable group, and each gene was pres-
ent in at least two of the three microarray platforms. These 
32 genes were measured in a verification set of 34 samples by 
use of real- time quantitative PCR, and 15 of the 32 genes (5 
previously reported and 10 new genes) distinguished the AR 
group from the stable group. Among these 10 genes, logistic 
regression analysis identified 5 genes as the minimal discrim-
inative gene set for the acute rejection diagnosis, and this 
5- gene set (DUSP1, PBEF1, PSEN1, MAPK9, and NKTR) 
was subsequently tested and confirmed to be diagnostic of 
acute rejection in a single- center training set (n = 47). This 
5- gene set was later validated with an independent set of 
198 biopsy- associated samples obtained from a prospective 
trial performed at 12 different clinical centers. The 5- gene 
model distinguished kidney transplant recipients with acute 

rejection versus stable function with a 91% sensitivity and 
94% specificity. The same group measured the 10 genes di-
agnostic of acute rejection in the kidney transplant recip-
ients in 141 blood samples obtained at the time of biopsy 
from heart transplant recipients. The samples were split into 
a discovery set of 32, a validation set for diagnosis of acute 
rejection (n = 86), and a validation set for prediction of 
acute rejection (n = 23) (43). From the 10 genes discovered 
in kidney transplant recipients, the authors identified a 5- 
gene signature that was diagnostic of cardiac rejection with 
89% accuracy. Furthermore, the measurement of the cardiac 
5- gene signature in blood samples obtained 6 months prior 
to the acute rejection diagnosis predicted the development 
of biopsy- confirmed acute rejection with an 80% sensitivity.

Microarray studies have also led to the development of 
noninvasive assay for diagnosis of acute rejection of cardiac 
allografts. The Cardiac Allograft Rejection Gene Expression 
Observational (CARGO) study was designed to test the hy-
pothesis that the mRNA profile of peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMCs) could discriminate between cardiac 
rejection with International Society for Heart & Lung Trans-
plantation (ISHLT) grade ≥3A from those with no rejection 
(ISHLT grade 0) (44). In the CARGO study, the authors 
designed a custom microarray consisting of 7,370 genes and 
analyzed mRNA expression patterns of PBMCs from 122 car-
diac transplant recipients, 28 with rejection and 94 without 
rejection. This global gene expression analysis identified 97 
genes, and an additional 155 genes were added based on re-
lated function and knowledge from the literature. This was 
followed by diagnostic assay development in which the abil-
ity of these genes to distinguish rejection from no rejection 
in this same cohort was tested using real- time quantitative 
assays. From this step, 62 genes were found to be informative 
and many genes were highly correlated. The authors created 
20 metagene sets by averaging the gene expression levels of 
correlated genes and used them in combination with the in-
dividual 62 genes to develop a linear discriminant equation 
that maximized the agreement between the samples and the 
corresponding biopsy diagnosis. A final equation of 11 genes 
(5 genes from microarray data and 6 genes based on litera-
ture) correctly classified 75% of the samples. This 11- gene 
signature was tested in two independent sample sets (n = 63 
and n = 133) and was found to accurately diagnose rejection 
in 84% and 76% and accurately diagnose quiescent (no re-
jection) in 38% and 41%, respectively.

A prospective randomized multicenter controlled trial 
compared the use of the 11- gene signature versus endomyo-
cardial biopsies for assessment of cardiac graft function in a 
cohort of 602 heart transplant recipients. The authors found 
no difference in the 2- year composite endpoint (14.5% 
versus 15.3%), consisting of rejection with hemodynamic 
compromise, graft dysfunction, death, or need for retrans-
plantation, between those monitored using the 11- gene sig-
nature and those monitored with endomyocardial biopsies 
(45). Furthermore, the group monitored with the use of the 
noninvasive 11- gene signature underwent fewer myocardial 
biopsies.

The ability to mine data from multiple studies with the 
use of sophisticated bioinformatic software programs has led 
to studies focused on identifying a rejection signature that is 
common across different organs. The Sarwal laboratory per-
formed a meta- analysis of 8 independent data sets obtained 
from 236 allograft biopsy specimens of different organ types 
(kidney, lung, heart, and liver) and identified a common 
rejection module (CRM) consisting of 11 genes (46). The 
genes associated with CRM, namely, the CD6, CXCL10, 
CXCL9, brain- abundant membrane- attached signal protein 1 
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(BASP1), inositol polyphosphate- 5- phosphatase (INPP5D), 
interferon- stimulated exonuclease gene 20 kDa (ISG20), 
lymphocyte- specific protein tyrosine kinase (LCK), natural 
killer cell granule protein 7 (NKG7), proteasome subunit 
beta type 9 (PSMB9), runt- related transcription factor 3 
(RUNX3), and TAP1 genes, were also found to be diagnos-
tic of acute rejection in three additional independent data 
sets consisting of 794 samples. The authors went further and 
demonstrated that treatment with dasatinib, a potential in-
hibitor of LCK, and atorvastatin, a modulator of CXCL9 
and CXCL10, in an H- 2- mismatched mouse heart transplant 
model resulted in fewer graft- infiltrating cells and reductions 
in the expression of some of the CRM genes compared to 
those in controls.

Clinical Application of TaqMan Low- Density Arrays 
To Characterize Allograft Rejection
miRNAs are recently discovered species of evolutionarily 
conserved RNA that are not translated into proteins (47). 
New assays geared towards studies of miRNAs are facilitat-
ing the characterization and quantification of miRNAs as-
sociated with acute rejection, and these studies may explain 
the basis for the heterogeneity in the mRNA expression 
patterns of acutely rejecting allografts.

Sui and colleagues utilized microarray analysis followed 
by real- time quantitative PCR assay confirmation to study 
three renal allograft biopsy specimens from patients with 
acute cellular rejection and three control biopsies from na-
tive kidney nephrectomies (48). Twenty miRNAs were dif-
ferentially expressed (12 downregulated and 8 upregulated).

The Suthanthiran laboratory investigated intragraft 
expression patterns of miRNAs in seven human kidney 
grafts (three biopsy specimens showing acute rejection and 
four with normal results) by using TaqMan low- density ar-
rays containing primers and probes for 365 mature human 
 miRNAs (49). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering and 
principal component analysis of intragraft miRNA expres-
sion patterns correctly differentiated acute rejection from 
normal biopsy specimens (Fig. 2). There were 17 miRNAs 
that were differentially expressed (P < 0.01) between acute 
rejection and normal biopsies. Based on their expression pat-
terns and biological relevance, 6 of the 17 differentially ex-
pressed miRNAs were evaluated for an independent cohort 

of 26 kidney graft recipients (9 patients with acute rejection 
biopsy results and 17 patients with normal biopsies) by use of 
real- time quantitative PCR assays. In this validation study, 
five of the six miRNAs were found to be significantly dif-
ferent between patients with acute rejection biopsy results 
and patients with normal biopsies. As observed in the dis-
covery/training set, intragraft levels of miR- 142- 5p, miR- 
155, and miR- 223 were higher and the levels of miR- 10b, 
miR- 30a- 3p, and let- 7c were lower in the biopsy specimens 
showing acute rejection than in those without acute rejec-
tion changes. The diagnostic accuracies of intragraft levels of 
these six miRNAs and four mRNAs (CD3, CD20, NKCC- 2, 
and USAG- 1) were evaluated using ROC curve analysis, 
and the data from ROC curve analysis are summarized in 
Table 1. Taken together, the data from this study show that 
(i) miRNAs expressed in high abundance in human PBMCs 
are present at high levels in acutely rejecting allografts, (ii) a 
strong positive association exists between intragraft levels of 
overexpressed miRNAs and mRNAs for T cell CD3 and B 
cell CD20, and (iii) there is a strong positive relationship 
between renal tubule- specific NKCC- 2 mRNA and the 
miRNAs miR- 30a- 3p and miR- 10b, expressed in high abun-
dance in human renal tubular epithelial cells. These obser-
vations are all consistent with the interpretation that the 
altered expression of miRNAs during acute rejection is most 
likely because of the relative proportions of graft- infiltrating 
immune cells and resident renal parenchymal cells. In vitro 
studies showing that some, but not all, of the differentially 
expressed miRNAs are also regulated by stimulation raises 
the possibility that there may be an altered regulation of 
miRNAs within the cells themselves.

In a recent study of 57 kidney transplant recipients (18 
with chronic antibody- mediated rejection, 30 with stable 
function, and 9 with acute rejection), the level of miR- 
142- 5p in PBMCs was found to be a sensitive and specific 
biomarker of chronic antibody- mediated rejection (AUC = 
0.76; P = 0.006) (50).

Future studies focused on the changes in miRNA profiles 
associated with the course and treatment of acute rejection 
episodes will improve our understanding of how miRNA 
profiles can be used to manage transplant recipients and 
may lead to the development of targeted therapies to im-
prove the long- term function of allografts.

TABLE 1 Diagnostic accuracy of intragraft miRNA/mRNA levels during acute kidney rejectiona

miRNA or 
mRNA

Cutoff 
level

Sensitivity 
(%)

Specificity 
(%) AUC (95% CI) P value

miRNAs
 miR- 142- 5p  0.11 100  95 0.99 (0.96, 1.02) <0.0001
 miR- 155  0.06 100  90 0.98 (0.94, 1.01) <0.0001
 miR- 223  0.44  92  90 0.96 (0.90, 1.02) <0.0001
 miR- 10b  1.33 100  62 0.83 (0.69, 0.97) <0.002
 miR- 30a- 3p  0.57  67  76 0.79 (0.63, 0.95) <0.007
 let- 7c  0.64  92  61 0.73 (0.55, 0.92) <0.03
mRNAs
 CD3  4.02  92  86 0.93 (0.85, 1.01) <0.0001
 CD20  1.04 100  80 0.89 (0.77, 1.01) <0.0002
 NKCC- 2 12.47  67  90 0.77 (0.58, 0.96) <0.01
 USA- 1  3.04  67 100 0.83 (0.66, 0.99) <0.002

aROC curve analysis was used to determine the optimal cutoff that yields the highest combined sensitivity and specificity. 
The ratio of miRNA copies to RNU44 copies and the ratio of mRNA copies to 18S rRNA copies were used to perform ROC 
curve analyses. The levels of the housekeeping miRNA RNU44 and the housekeeping 18S rRNA were not informative individ-
ually. The data were obtained from reference 49.
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FIGURE 2 Unsupervised hierarchical clustering and principal component analysis of miRNA expres-
sion profiles differentiate acute rejection biopsy specimens from normal allograft biopsies of human renal 
allografts. (A) miRNA expression patterns for seven human kidney allograft biopsy specimens (three with 
acute rejection [AR] and four with normal allograft biopsy [N]) were examined using TaqMan low- density 
arrays containing TaqMan probes and primer pairs for 365 human mature miRNAs. A total of 174 ± 7 
miRNAs were expressed at a significant level (i.e., CT of ≥35) in all samples. The biopsy specimens were 
grouped by unsupervised hierarchical clustering on the basis of similarity in expression patterns, and the 
degrees of relatedness of the expression patterns of biopsy samples are represented by the dendrogram at 
the top of the panel. Branch lengths represent the degree of similarity between individual samples (top) 
or miRNA (left). Two major clusters (top) accurately divided AR biopsy specimens from normal allograft 
biopsies. Each column corresponds to the expression profile of a renal allograft biopsy, and each row cor-
responds to a miRNA. The color in each cell reflects the level of expression of the corresponding miRNA 
in the corresponding sample, relative to its mean level of expression in the entire set of biopsy samples. 
The increasing intensities of red mean that a specific miRNA has a higher expression in the given sample, 
and the increasing intensities of green mean that this miRNA has a lower expression. The scale (bottom 
right) reflects miRNA abundance ratio in a given sample relative to the mean level for all samples. (B) 
Principal component analysis of seven kidney allograft biopsy specimens based on the expression of 174 
small RNAs significantly expressed (i.e., CT ≥35) in all of the samples. Samples were accurately grouped 
by PC1, which explained 45.91% of the overall miRNA expression variability, whereas PC2 explained 
21.48% of variability and did not classify the samples according to their diagnosis. (Reprinted from refer-
ence 49 with permission from the publisher.)
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Clinical Application of Sequencing To Characterize 
Allograft Rejection
Unbiased sequencing of human transcripts can facilitate the 
identification of novel molecules as well as sequence vari-
ants and posttranscriptional modification (PTM) of known 
transcripts.

A novel bar- coded (multiplexed) sequencing protocol 
was used successfully for small RNA sequencing of human 
kidney allograft biopsy specimens, with or without fibrosis. 
In that study, each RNA sample from human renal allograft 
biopsies with fibrosis (n = 4) and normal (n = 4) was la-
beled using a unique (bar- coded) 3′ adapter, and the pooled 
RNAs were sequenced (51).

The sequence library contained 2.1 million sequence 
reads, with ~250,000 unique reads. Reads with miRNA 
annotation were grouped according to the following three 
schemes: (i) mature miRNAs with multiple genomic copies 
were merged into single entries; (ii) reads of mature  miRNAs 
and miRNAs (passenger strands expressed at lower levels), 
originating from primary miRNA cistronic transcripts, were 
merged into precursor clusters; and (iii) miRNA reads were 
grouped by families according to sequence similarities. Among 
the most abundant  miRNAs, miR- 21 was more abundant in 
IFTA (interstitial fibrosis/tubular atrophy) biopsy specimens 
(2.3- fold increase; false discovery rate of <0.01), while the 
abundances of miR- 30b (3- fold) and miR- 30c(2) (2- fold) 
were higher in normal  biopsy specimens (Fig. 3). This dif-
ferential expression was validated by targeted profiling of an 
independent cohort of 18 biopsy specimens from 18 patients 
(10 patients with biopsies showing fibrosis and 8 patients with 
biopsies showing normal biopsy results).

Importantly, sequencing provided unique information 
(e.g., nucleotide variations) that could not be gleaned from 
other platforms. In this first study of miRNA sequencing 
of human kidney allograft biopsy samples, 33 distinct nu-
cleotide variations that included a single nucleotide poly-
morphism in miR- 196a- 2 and RNA editing in the mature 
sequence of miR- 376a/c were identified. Interestingly, varia-
tions were noticeably more common in the 3′ end of mature/
starred sequences, showing changes compatible with ade-
nylation and uridylation, and these alterations were more 
frequent in fibrosis samples than in normal biopsy samples.

The application of sequencing to the study of allograft 
rejection is still in its early stages. Applications of this 
technique to develop noninvasive biomarkers are limited. 
Whether the enhanced sensitivity and specificity associated 
with global sequencing of gene transcripts result in knowl-
edge that explains the clinical heterogeneity and identifies 
pathways for treatment remains to be resolved fully.

MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES TO CHARACTERIZE 
THE PROTEOME AND THE PEPTIDOME
The proteome of a cell, an organ, or an organism is defined 
as the collection of all proteins expressed by the entire 

genome of the corresponding cell, organ, or organism (52). 
The publication of the human genome contributed not only 
to the rapid evolution of molecular profiling and quantifica-
tion of gene transcripts (mRNA) but also to the identifica-
tion of protein counterparts of those gene transcripts, with 
the aid of high- throughput protein profiling and a quanti-
fication method termed “proteomics.” The central role of 
proteins in the execution of innumerable biological events 
makes their analysis on a global scale of prime importance. 
The traditional one- at- a- time approach utilized tests such 
as Western blot and immunohistochemistry (IHC), relied 
on the availability of corresponding antibody, and required 
relatively larger protein quantities. Currently available 
proteomic methods help to overcome such issues and pro-
vide more analytical strength and capability. Because of 
this development, the pace of research and our ability to 
understand molecular mechanisms and to search for more 
sensitive biomarkers have increased substantially (Fig. 4). 
Proteomic methods are classified into two types based on 
how proteins and peptides are prepared for analysis. The first 
proteomic analysis approach analyzes an unaltered protein 
or peptide and is called the “top- down” approach. Proteins 
in a sample are assayed in their intact form by ionization and 
fragmentation inside a mass spectrometer. This approach 
does not require proteolytic digestion to generate small 
peptides. The second approach, the “bottom- up” approach, 
generates peptides by proteolytically cleaving proteins be-
fore they are analyzed by mass spectrometric (MS) methods 
(53). A list of proteomic analyses and their strengths and 
weaknesses is given in Table 2.

Proteomic Methods for High- Throughput Protein 
and Peptide Discovery Biomarker Studies

gel- Based Methods
Gel- based proteomics utilizes polyacrylamide gels to separate 
complex protein mixtures of a proteome. There are several 
gel- based proteomic methods, one of which is traditional 
one- dimensional SDS- PAGE, which separates proteins in 
terms of their molecular size. Two- dimensional gel electro-
phoresis (2DE) was first reported by O’Farrell in 1975 (54) 
and is a more sophisticated approach to separate proteins, 
based on their isoelectric points (pIs) as the first dimension 
of separation and on molecular size- based SDS- PAGE separa-
tion in the second. The use of immobilized pH gradient strips 
contributes to better reproducibility. Two- dimensional differ-
ence gel electrophoresis (DIGE) is an advance over conven-
tional 2DE. In this method, two samples are labeled with two 
different fluorescent dyes (i.e., Cy3 and Cy5) and resolved in 
a single gel. The assay can be multiplexed in this way, and 
the ability to use an internal standard is beneficial in terms 
of gel- to- gel variability and increases reproducibility, with in-
creased statistical confidence (55). In both 2DE and DIGE, 
the gel is stained and analyzed for significant proteins, and 
the potential candidates are excised from the gel, digested by 

FIGURE 3 miRNA profiles generated by small RNA sequencing. (A) Hierarchical clustering and heat map representation of kidney 
allograft IFTA biopsy samples (M1, M3, and M4), normal biopsy specimens (M5, M6, M7, and M8), human PBMCs, HDFa cells (primary 
skin fibroblasts), HEK293 cells (human embryonic kidney cells), and HK2 cells (kidney proximal tubule cells) according to merged miRNA 
profiles (average linkage, Manhattan distance). miRNAs represented by fewer than 100 reads per sample (average) were collapsed into 
a single entry (“other mirs”). Brighter shades represent more expression, according to the color scheme shown on the side, in which the 
numbers correspond to the log2 values of the normalized read frequencies (e.g., −4 on the scale corresponds to 2−4 = 6.25% of all miRNA 
reads). (B) Multidimensional scaling showing separation of IFTA from normal biopsy specimens by the third factor. (C) MA plot depicting 
differentially expressed miRNA sequence families, generated using DESeq. miRNA expressed more highly in IFTA samples appear above 
the horizontal midline. Colored data points represent P values of <0.05 (red points signify false discovery rates of <0.1). (Reprinted from 
reference 51 with permission of the publisher.)
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use of proteolytic enzymes (usually trypsin), and analyzed and 
identified by peptide mass fingerprinting and MS/MS anal-
ysis. Since this is a top- down approach and allows for the vi-
sualization of intact protein before analysis, this provides an 
advantage over shotgun proteomics, an approach that does 
not necessarily provide integrity of the full- length protein. 
The simple experimental design, the ability to easily assess 
differential expression or relative abundances of proteins in 
two biological samples (e.g., samples collected under disease 
and healthy conditions), and the ease of data analyses are all 
advantages of the 2DE method. For these reasons, some stud-
ies have implemented 2DE- MS in proteomic studies to find 
markers of rejection. A study published in Clinical Transplan-
tation in 2008 used urine samples from healthy control and 
kidney transplant patients to compare protein preparation 
methods for biomarker discovery using DIGE (56). Gao et 
al. (57) and Bañón- Maneus et al. (58) used DIGE to identify 
proteins as markers of acute and chronic rejection.

gel- Free Methods
Although gel- based methods such as 2DE and DIGE are 
useful for assessing proteins in biological samples, they suf-
fer from their inability to resolve proteins with extreme 
molecular weights and pIs. In addition, these gel- based 
experiments usually require large sample quantities, have 
a low- throughput capacity, and are more labor- intensive. 
Gel- free methods do not use gels but use different methods 
to analyze the complex proteome in a biological sample.

Capillary Electrophoresis Followed by Mass 
Spectrometry (CE- MS)
Capillary electrophoresis followed by mass spectrome-

try (CE- MS) allows for the quick and robust separation of 
proteins and peptides. In this method, analytes (proteins or 
peptides) are separated by capillary electrophoresis coupled 
with mass spectrometry after ionization by either electrospray 
ionization or matrix- assisted laser desorption ionization. It 

has applications in basic research in proteomics and quan-
titative analysis of biomolecules as well as in clinical medi-
cine. Because of low sample consumption and a short analysis 
time, the CE- MS method provides a powerful alternative for 
protein and peptide analysis (59). Using urine samples from 
29 patients without rejection and 19 with rejection, CE- MS 
identified distinct urinary biomarkers and patterns in acute 
rejection or urinary tract infection (60).

Surface- Enhanced Laser Desorption  
Ionization- Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry
Surface- enhanced laser desorption ionization- time of 

flight MS (SELDI- TOF MS) combines the strength of dif-
ferent surfaces (reverse phase, anionic exchange, cationic 
exchange, and immobilized- metal affinity surface) and the 
use of different binding/washing conditions to resolve a de-
tailed profile of proteins present in the sample. The process 
involves laser desorption and ionization of proteins from 
the array surface and detection by TOF MS. This method 
is limited, however, by the size of the molecules that can be 
analyzed (>4 kDa to <15 kDa). Because of its commercial 
availability (Bio- Rad) and available standardized method-
ology, this platform has been used extensively in biomarker 
discovery studies, and several studies have been carried out 
to identify biomarkers for transplantation (61–64).

Liquid Chromatography Coupled with Mass 
Spectrometry
Liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry 

(LC- MS) has been used for both top- down and bottom- up 
approaches. 2D LC separation followed by MS analysis uses 
strong cation exchange chromatography followed by reverse- 
phase chromatography. As the name suggests, protein samples 
are separated by LC before being subjected to MS, by which 
each fragmented peptide is identified based on its charge and 
mass (Fig. 5A). Methods based on LC- MS, in general, are 
able to identify a large number of proteins and peptides in 

FIGURE 4 Rise in number of published articles on proteomics observed over the last 2 decades. A 
search of PubMed with the keyword “proteomics” generated a list of research articles and clearly demon-
strated a trend of a rise in use of this method for research.
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biological samples because of their sensitivity and low de-
tection limit (65). In the “bottom- up” approach, protein 
samples are digested by proteolytic enzymes, such as trypsin, 
before MS analysis. This kind of strategy is also called “mul-
tidimensional protein identification technology” (MudPIT) 
or shotgun proteomics (66). Fourier transform ion cyclotron 
resonance (FTICR) MS is another option for the bottom- up 
approach. It determines the mass- to- charge ratio (m/z) of 
ions based on the cyclotron frequency of the ions in a fixed 
magnetic field (67). FTICR MS is particularly beneficial be-
cause this method measures peptide and protein masses with 
a higher accuracy, thereby reducing precursor ion tolerances 
from the Dalton range to the order of a few subparts per mil-
lion, reducing the number of peptides initially considered by 
the peptide spectral matching algorithm. A number of reports 
on proteomics have reported acute rejection- specific proteins 
and different transplant injury- specific urine proteins, in-
cluding those specific for rejection, BK virus nephritis, and 
chronic allograft injury (68–70).

Top- Down Proteomic Approach with LC- MS
The biggest strength of the bottom- up approach, that 

it is capable of analyzing hundreds of thousands of peptide 
fragments to identify parent proteins based on the proteo-
lytic fragments identified, also becomes a weakness because 
it misses information about the intact protein and its PTM, 

which is in fact the functioning biological entity. In top- 
down proteomics (71), proteolytic fragmentation of proteins 
into peptides is avoided, and detailed information about a 
protein can be obtained in terms of its exact molecular size 
and PTMs. However, MS data generated from top- down MS 
experiments are very complex to interpret because they are 
different from the data obtained by the bottom- up approach. 
Because entire sequence coverage is obtained in such exper-
iments, PTMs, N- terminal modifications, and even effects 
due to single nucleotide polymorphisms need to be consid-
ered. Because of its increasing use, more sophisticated soft-
ware, such as ProSightPC 2.0 (Thermo Scientific), is now 
available to help researchers in protein identification and 
analysis (72). Recently, a novel, “middle- down” proteomic 
approach that utilizes larger proteolytic fragments was in-
troduced. The method uses restricted enzymatic proteolysis 
using the outer membrane protease T (OmpT) to produce 
large peptides (>6.3 kDa, on average) for MS- based pro-
teomics (73). A list of studies that have different method-
ologies for proteomic analyses (gel- based and gel- free) of 
transplantation specimens is presented in Table 2.

Analysis of PtMs in Biomarker Proteins: A Deeper 
Look into Disease- specific Biomarkers
Conventional bottom- up methods usually do not focus 
on the PTMs of the proteins they identify. PTMs include 

TABLE 2 Comparison of proteomic methods

Technique Strengths Weaknesses Reference

Gel- based 2DE Simple experiments and lower cost
Easy identification of proteins by 

Western blotting
Ability to analyze full- length proteins

Requirement of larger sample than 
that for other tests

Poor detection of low- abundance 
proteins

Cannot analyze proteins with 
extreme molecular sizes and pIs

Poor reproducibility

54

Gel- based DIGE Needs smaller sample than 2DE
More sensitive than 2DE
Lower detection limit and better 

reproducibility
Quantitative and can analyze  

full- length proteins
Can be multiplexed

Requires larger sample than that for 
LC- MS methods

More expensive
Cannot analyze proteins with 

extreme molecular sizes and pIs

97

Gel- free CE- MS and 
SELDI- TOF MS

Small sample volume
Relatively simple procedure

Provides only a signature of peptides 
and proteins, with difficulty in 
protein identification

Gel- free LC- MS (shotgun 
[no fractionation])

Robust protein identification
High throughput compared to other 

gel- free methods

Suffers from the dynamic range 
of protein concentration in the 
sample

Exhaustive (once used, samples 
cannot be revisited)

Gel- free LC- MS (MudPIT 
with fractionation)

Very sensitive and easy protein 
identification

Powerful for identifying  
low- abundance proteins

Suffers from false- positive protein IDs
Exhaustive (once used, samples 

cannot be revisited)
Can be very expensive due to the 

need to analyze multiple fractions 
from one sample

66

Gel- free LC- MS  
(top- down approach)

Digestion into peptides is avoided, 
and protein identification 
is obtained directly from 
fragmentation of the intact protein

Provides the information for precise 
identification

More challenging to execute than the 
bottom- up approach because of the 
complexity of the data generated 
and various technical limitations
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generation of novel protease cleavage sites, isomerization, 
cross- linking, phosphorylation, nitrosylation, glycosylation, 
glycation, and hydroxylation, which can be introduced 
by pathologies and therefore represent potential disease- 
specific biomarkers (74) as well as novel antigens, as post-
translationally modified proteins themselves may be able to 
activate the immune system (75). The use of recently de-
veloped selected reaction monitoring (SRM)- based meth-
ods and top- down proteomics makes analysis of PTMs in 
samples collected from transplant injury and dysfunction 
possible, which is expected to be a technological feat for bio-
marker discovery and validation in organ transplantation.

Peptidomics To Screen for “Peptides”
“Peptidomics” is a relatively new term that refers to anal-
ysis of the low- molecular- mass proteome, using a technique 
in which peptides of low molecular mass (<3,000 Da) are 
analyzed (76). In this method, the low- molecular- mass pep-
tides are isolated, followed by chromatographic separation 
and MS analysis. Since peptidomic methods identify natu-
rally occurring peptides, this approach also provides invalu-
able insights into biological processes, such as activation 
and deactivation of proteases or protease inhibitors. Pep-
tidomic methodologies have been used for the analysis of 
human samples for the examination of neuropeptides, neu-
rohormones, urothelial cancer, and congenital unilateral 
ureteropelvic junction in newborns and have been applied 
to a variety of biofluids, such as blood, cerebrospinal fluid, 
and urine (77–79). In 2005, Jürgens et al. reported a first- 
of- its- kind peptidome analysis of urine, using reverse- phase 

high- pressure liquid chromatography followed by matrix- 
assisted laser desorption ionization- time of flight analysis 
(80). More sophistication in peptidomic methods is expected 
in the future in terms of how to isolate, purify, and analyze 
the “peptide” fraction. Use of 2,5- dihydroxybenzoic acid for 
the extraction and purification of small peptides from tis-
sue samples, ranging from cell clusters to brain punches to 
intact brain regions, was effective for extraction of endoge-
nous peptides from tissue and for long- term preservation of 
tissue samples and extracts (81). At present, CE- MS (59) 
and LC- MS are used extensively for peptidomic analysis. A 
first- of- its- kind report used a novel integrative strategy that 
utilized peptidomics to identify a 40- peptide panel, includ-
ing UMOD and collagen peptides, to be acute rejection spe-
cific in the urine of kidney transplant patients (82). A list of 
reports that utilized peptidomics is summarized in Table 2.

Protein Arrays
The ability to print microscopic DNA spots on a solid sur-
face revolutionized DNA microarray technology, but it 
also evolved to the development of protein microarrays by 
use of the same biochemical principles, which has greatly 
facilitated the high- dimensional study of proteins and an-
tibodies (83–85). Currently available protein arrays offer 
options to measure a large number of proteins or antibodies 
in a single assay. Protein arrays (Life Technologies) contain 
approximately 9,500 human antigens to screen for the anti-
body repertoire against these antigens in the human blood 
(serum or plasma), and these arrays have been used for the 
identification of non- HLA antibodies associated with graft 

FIGURE 5 MS for proteomic discovery and validation. (A) General schematic for MS identification of 
proteins and peptides. (B) Schematic of SRM by TripleQuad.
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dysfunction and rejection. The current knowledge about 
non- HLA antibodies in organ transplantation is summarized 
in recently published reviews (86, 87). Other customized 
protein/antibody arrays are commercially available from ven-
dors such as RayBiotech (Norcross, GA), Protein Biotech-
nologies Inc. (Ramona, CA), and Sigma- Aldrich (St. Louis, 
MO). The application of protein arrays in transplant- related 
research is summarized in a published review (88).

PROTEIN BIOMARKER VALIDATION 
PLATFORMS
It is important that a discovery made through any high- 
throughput method be validated quantitatively on an inde-
pendent sample set. For a long time, Western blotting was 
the gold standard not only for protein quantitation but also 
for the study of PTMs and molecular size estimations. The 
last decade has seen the evolution of other methodologies 
for the analysis and quantification of proteins. Similar to 
how quantitative PCR serves to validate gene expression- 
related discoveries obtained via microarray platforms, there 
are two popular methods for quantitative validation for 
what is discovered through proteomics and peptidomics. 
These methods are SRM and enzyme- linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA).

Selected Reaction Monitoring
Quantitative proteomic data include the use of 16O/18O (89), 
ICAT (90), and SILAC (91). iTRAQ reagents (Life Tech-
nologies) use isobaric labels which, upon fragmentation by 
MS/MS, give rise to four unique reporter ions (m/z 114 to 
117) (92). Second- generation iTRAQ reagents can quan-
titatively analyze eight samples simultaneously. However, 
unlike iTRAQ, SRM is a targeted quantitative proteomic 
method and uses MS to validate the levels of proteins and 
peptides discovered by high- throughput proteomic and pep-
tidomic methods. This is usually performed by using triple- 
quadrupole mass spectrometers, a schematic of which is 
presented in Fig. 5B. In this method, mass- resolving Q1 iso-
lates the precursor, Q2 acts as a collision cell, and Q3 serves 
for product ion selection. The product ions are detected by 

an electron multiplier (detector) upon exiting the last quad-
rupole. Peptides with heavy labels (e.g., D, 13C, or 15N) are 
used to spike samples to generate a calibration curve, which 
is often used for the absolute quantification of the peptides 
being assayed. The ability of this approach to analyze se-
lected peptides quantitatively, with a very low detection 
limit, makes it the most popular validation platform for pro-
teomic studies (93).

ELISA Validation
ELISA is a popular assay in which the utilized antibody- 
antigen affinity is used to identify and quantify a substance 
in the test sample. ELISA is a popular diagnostic tool in 
medicine. In this method, antigens are first attached to a 
surface, followed by an antibody linked to an enzyme which 
acts on a substrate to develop color intensity reflective of 
the amount of antigen bound to the surface. Because of 
its simplicity, ELISA has remained a preferred method for 
validating proteomics- based discoveries (69, 82). Because 
of the development of better detection systems and with 
advanced engineering in miniaturizing ELISA plates, new 
and advanced ELISA platforms are available. One such 
method involves electrochemiluminescence (ECL) detec-
tion, which is highly sensitive. Antibodies, proteins, or 
peptides can be assayed with the help of ECL. ECL detects 
analytes with a dynamic range of up to 5 log, which en-
ables the quantification of native levels of biomarker pro-
teins and peptides. Mesoscale Discovery (Rockville, MD) 
provides this option to researchers through their reagents 
and kits that can be multiplexed for detection of up to 10 
analytes simultaneously (94). This high- throughput analysis 
of antibodies, proteins, and peptides saves costs and sample 
volume. The reduced cost and sample volume are very use-
ful, especially for analyzing large sample numbers and when 
only a limited sample volume is available. Chen et al. uti-
lized publicly available gene expression data sets for screen-
ing protein biomarkers for multiple- organ transplants (95). 
This strategy is summarized in Fig. 6. The use of proteomics 
and ELISA for discovery and validation of markers in differ-
ent organ transplants is summarized in previously reported 
review articles (77, 96).

FIGURE 6 Proteomic strategy for biomarker discovery and validation. A strategy that utilizes data 
sets generated for different organ transplants can be useful for identifying and validating clinically useful 
protein biomarkers.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a summary of molecular profiling meth-
ods pertaining to genomics and proteomics in organ trans-
plantation. Whereas nucleic acid- based strategies have 
proven useful for the detection and quantification of gene 
expression in the clinic, recent refinements have paved the 
way for devising noninvasive molecular diagnostic tests 
for acute rejection of allografts. Protein- , peptide- , and 
antibody- based methods have further advanced our un-
derstanding of underlying molecular mechanisms on the 
protein level and have provided more potential molecular 
markers for transplant monitoring. Global expression pro-
filing with technologies such as transcriptome sequencing 
will add to our knowledge and provide further insights into 
molecular pathways, and several pathways are likely to be 
responsible for the rejection process. Future challenges will 
include sorting through the vast amount of genomic and 
proteomic data and identifying critical pathways and tar-
getable nodal points. We envision molecular studies to be 
valuable not only from a diagnostic perspective but also for 
the development and application of mechanism- based ther-
apeutics. The ultimate objective, personalized medicine for 
the transplant recipient, is an accomplishable goal.
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Both in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) 
and in solid- organ transplantation (SOT), T and B cell- 
mediated immunity toward nonshared HLA alleles can have 
a detrimental outcome. In the past decade, many studies 
have investigated whether natural killer (NK) cell- mediated 
immunity might also play a role in clinical transplantation. 
This work has focused on killer cell immunoglobulin- like 
receptors (KIRs), as these NK cell receptors interact with 
HLA class I molecules in an allele- specific manner. In this 
chapter, we describe the genetics and functions of KIRs and 
discuss their role in HSCT and SOT.

OVERVIEW OF NK CELLS AND KIRs

NK Cells Contribute to Innate Immunity
NK cells are a subset of lymphocytes representing 10 to 20% 
of peripheral blood mononuclear cells that contribute to the 
host defense against virally infected and malignantly trans-
formed cells. NK cells have a highly specific and complex 
target cell recognition receptor system arbitrated by the in-
tegration of signals triggered by a multitude of inhibitory 
and activating receptors, which trigger cytotoxicity and the 
secretion of chemokines and cytokines (1). The principal 
function of NK cells is to respond quickly to infection and 
tumor transformation, soon after it begins. By such action, 
NK cells can either terminate infection/transformation 
without the need for the adaptive immune response or keep 
it in check until the effector responses of adaptive immu-
nity are brought into play. Because NK cells circulate in a 
state that can rapidly deliver effector functions, it is critical 
that they do not attack healthy cells of the body. To prevent 
such detrimental autoreactivity, NK cells carry inhibitory 
receptors that engage HLA class I determinants of healthy 
cells. An essential part of NK cell development is that each 
functionally competent NK cell expresses at least one in-
hibitory receptor for a self- HLA class I determinant. As a 
consequence of this self- tolerance mechanism, NK cells can 
attack cells in which HLA class I expression is downreg-
ulated or otherwise perturbed, common properties of cells 
that are virally infected or malignantly transformed, a con-
cept originally termed the “missing- self ” hypothesis (2) 
(Fig. 1). Other pathological perturbations of human cell sur-
faces might also trigger NK cell attack through the activat-
ing receptors that recognize either the “induced self ” (such 

as major histocompatibility complex class I chain-related 
genes MICA and MICB), “altered self ” (HLA class I mol-
ecule loaded with a foreign peptide), or “nonself ” (either 
pathogen- encoded HLA class I- like molecules or the allo-
geneic HLA class I molecule). In humans, receptors for the 
induced self (NKG2D) and allogeneic nonself (KIR2DS1) 
have been identified, but receptors for the altered self or 
pathogen- encoded nonself have not.

NK Cell Receptors
Unlike T and B lymphocytes, NK cells do not express recep-
tors that require somatic gene rearrangements to generate 
receptor diversity and specificity. Instead, NK cells express 
a wide array of conventional germ line- encoded receptor 
families with inhibitory or activating functions, including 
(i) KIRs, (ii) killer cell lectin- like receptors, such as CD94/
NKG2, (iii) leukocyte immunoglobulin- like receptors, and 
(iv) natural cytotoxicity receptors, such as NKp46, NKp44, 
NKp30, and 2B4. Most of these receptors are expressed in 
stochastic, variegated combinations of activating and in-
hibitory receptors, resulting in many subsets of function-
ally distinct NK cells (3). In addition to receptor-mediated 
regulation, NK cell functions are enhanced by type I IFNs, 
interleukin 2 (IL- 2), IL- 18, and IL- 15, which are secreted 
by dendritic cells and macrophages, as well as pathogen- 
infected tissue. The integration of signals via inhibitory NK 
cell receptors, activating NK cell receptors, and cytokine 
receptors determines the response of an NK cell to a given 
target. For example, the activating receptor NKG2D is im-
portant in the response to acute myeloid leukemia (AML) 
stem cells, and the expression of class I HLA has been cor-
related with the relative resistance of some tumors, such 
as primary pre- B cell acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) 
blasts, to lysis by NK cells.

Killer Cell Immunoglobulin- Like Receptors
KIRs were identified just 2 decades ago and are absent in 
rodents, so KIR genes likely originated recently, after the 
split of humans and mice. Fourteen KIRs triggering either 
inhibition (KIR3DL1 to - 3, - 2DL1 to - 3, - 2DL5) or acti-
vation (KIR3DS1, - 2DS1 to - 5), or both (KIR2DL4) have 
been identified (Fig. 2). HLA- C is the prominent ligand 
for inhibitory KIRs. Half of the HLA- C allotypes (Cw*02, 
Cw*04, Cw*05, Cw*06, and Cw*15, collectively called 
C2) have a lysine residue at position 80 that is recognized 
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by KIR2DL1. The remaining half of the HLA- C allotypes 
(Cw*01, Cw*03, Cw*07, and Cw*08, collectively called 
C1) have an asparagine at position 80 that is bound by 
KIR2DL2 and - 2DL3. In addition to binding C1, KIR2DL2/3 
can interact with several C2 allotypes with lower affinity, 
notably C*05:01 and C*02:02. KIR3DL1 binds to the Bw4 
serological epitope, defined by amino acid residues 77 to 
83 in the α1 domain, present on 40% of the HLA- B al-
lotypes and certain HLA- A allotypes (HLA- A23, - A24, 
- A25, and - A32). KIR3DL2 has been shown to recognize 
certain HLA- A allotypes (HLA- A3 and - A11) loaded with 
Epstein- Barr virus- derived peptides, as well as HLA- B27 
homodimers. The KIR2DL4 receptor probably binds to the 
trophoblast- specific nonclassical class I molecule HLA- G. 
The specificities of KIR2DL5 and KIR3DL3 are unknown.

Although the specificities of most inhibitory KIRs have 
been characterized extensively, very little is known about the 
ligands for the activating KIRs. Certain activating KIRs are 
predicted to bind to the same HLA class I ligands as their struc-
turally related inhibitory KIRs. Indeed, the activating receptor 
KIR2DS1, like KIR2DL1, binds HLA- C2 epitopes. Further-
more, activating receptor KIR3DS1, which differs by less than 
10 amino acids from the inhibitory receptor KIR3DL1 in its 
extracellular Ig domain, may bind to HLA- Bw4. However, 
KIR2DS2, unlike KIR2DL2, does not seem to bind HLA- C1 
epitopes, and KIR2DS3, KIR2DS4, and KIR2DS5 do not 
have obvious inhibitory receptor counterparts.

KIRs Are Considerably Varied between Individuals
The KIRs are encoded by a family of polymorphic but ho-
mologous genes located in the leukocyte receptor complex 
(LRC), which maps to chromosome 19q13.4 (4). The num-
bers and types of KIR genes differ substantially between 
haplotypes (Fig. 3). Nearly 30 distinct KIR haplotypes 
with distinct gene content have been characterized to date. 
They are broadly classified into two groups: groups A and B. 
Group A haplotypes have a fixed gene content comprising 
KIR3DL3- 2DL3- 2DP1- 2DL1- 3DP1- 2DL4- 3DL1- 2DS4- 
3DL2 but are diversified through allelic polymorphism of 
the individual genes. In contrast, group B haplotypes have 
varied gene contents comprising several genes and alleles 
that are not part of the A haplotype. Particularly, KIR2DS1, 
- 2DS2, - 2DS3, - 2DS5, - 2DL2, - 2DL5, and - 3DS1 are asso-
ciated only with group B haplotypes, and thus B haplotypes 
generally encode more activating KIRs than A haplotypes. 
The gene contents vary dramatically between group B hap-
lotypes. Only four KIR genes (KIR2DL4, - 3DL2, - 3DL3, 
and - 3DP1) are present invariably on all KIR haplotypes, 
and thus they are referred to as framework genes (4). In-
heritance of paternal and maternal haplotypes comprising 
different KIR gene contents generates diversity between 
humans. For example, homozygotes for group A haplotypes 
have only 6 or 7 functional KIR genes, while heterozygotes 
for group A and group B haplotypes may have all 14 func-
tional KIR genes. Group A homozygotes (AA carriers), who 

FIGURE 1 NK cell recognition. NK cells are fast- acting effector lymphocytes that provide the first line 
of defense against an array of viral pathogens by their ability to spontaneously kill infected cells, as well as 
to rapidly secrete proinflammatory cytokines. Because NK cells circulate in a state that can rapidly deliver 
effector functions, NK cells express multiple inhibitory receptors that engage specific HLA class I mole-
cules of healthy cells to prevent harmful autoreactivity. By expressing HLA- A, - B, and - C molecules, the 
healthy cells become resistant to NK cell surveillance. An essential part of NK cell development is that 
each functionally competent NK cell expresses at least one inhibitory receptor for a self- HLA class I deter-
minant. As a consequence of this self- tolerance mechanism, NK cells can attack cells in which HLA class 
I expression is downregulated, a common property of cells that are virally infected or malignantly trans-
formed, a phenomenon first described as the missing- self hypothesis. Other pathological perturbations 
of human cell surfaces might also trigger NK cell attack through the activating receptors that recognize 
either induced- self (such as MICA and MICB), altered- self (HLA class I molecule loaded with a foreign 
peptide), or nonself (either pathogen- encoded HLA class I- like molecules or allogeneic HLA class I).
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are common in most populations (38% of Asians, 27% of 
Hispanics, 31% of Caucasians, and 31% of Africans), have 
a single activating KIR2DS4. Approximately 50% of them 
were homozygous for the 2DS4 deletion variants, and there-
fore, 13.4% of human populations do not express any acti-
vating KIRs (5).

Nature of KIR Sequence Polymorphism
Each KIR gene exhibits considerable sequence polymor-
phism in addition to haplotypic diversity. The most abun-
dant allelic polymorphism was reported for KIR3DL1 (6). 
The KIR3DL2 and - 3DL3 framework genes are relatively 
more polymorphic, while the activating KIR genes are gen-
erally conserved. The amino acid substitutions that distin-
guish the allelic diversity of KIR3DL1 are rich in the region 
where the receptor contacts the polymorphic HLA- Bw4 
ligands (6). The sequence polymorphism of KIR3DL1 is 
shown to influence their expression, ligand binding, and 
cytolytic and cytokine secretion functions. Some nucle-
otide mutations affect the cell surface expression of KIRs. 
For example, some of the frequently occurring KIR2DS4 
sequences have a 22- bp deletion in exon 5, which shifts the 

reading frame and results in a premature stop codon causing 
KIR2DS4 to be nonexpressed at the cell surface. Further-
more, chain- terminating frameshift deletions were reported 
for KIR2DL4. Similarly, sequence variation in the promoter 
region is associated with the lack of KIR2DL5 expression, 
and amino acid polymorphism is largely responsible for the 
intracellular retention of KIR3DL1*004 and - 2DL2*004. 
The synergistic combination of allelic polymorphism and 
varied gene contents individualizes KIR genotypes to the 
extent that unrelated individuals almost always have differ-
ent KIR types. This level of diversity likely reflects a strong 
pressure from pathogens on the human NK cell response.

Human Populations Differ Substantially in KIR Gene 
Content Diversity
A stretch of 14 kb enriched with L1 repeats upstream of 
KIR2DL4 divides the KIR haplotype into halves (4) (Fig. 3). 
The centromeric half is delimited by KIR3DL3 at the 5′ end 
and - 3DP1 at the 3′ end, while the telomeric half is delim-
ited by - 2DL4 at the 5′ end and - 3DL2 at the 3′ end. These 
four framework genes are present on all KIR haplotypes and 
thus occur in 100% of all populations. In contrast, the ex-
istence of the other 12 KIR genes is considerably variable. 
The inhibitory receptors KIR2DL2 and - 2DL3 segregate as 
alleles of a single locus in the centromeric half. Similarly, 
inhibitory KIR3DL1 and activating KIR3DS1 behave as 
alleles of the same locus at the telomeric half. Almost all 
haplotypes contain these two loci, such that virtually every-
one has either - 2DL2 or - 2DL3 and - 3DL1 or - 3DS1 within 
their KIR genome. KIR2DL1, - 2DL2, - 2DL3, and - 2DS2 are 
specific to the centromeric half, while KIR3DL1, - 3DS1, 
- 2DS1, and - 2DS4 are specific to the telomeric half. Three 
KIR genes, - 2DL5, - 2DS3, and - 2DS5, are found in both 
the centromeric and telomeric locations. For genes within 
each half, there is significant linkage disequilibrium, but the 
disequilibrium is much less for genes in the different halves.

Multiple reciprocal recombination events at the center 
of the KIR complex, between - 3DP1 and - 2DL4, presumably 
diversify gene content for KIR haplotypes across individuals 
and populations. Most of the KIR gene content haplotypes 
published to date can be explained by the recombination of 
10 centromeric and 10 telomeric gene content motifs (7). 
Recombination events also are reported outside the region 
between - 3DP1 and - 2DL4. These are generally nonallelic 
crossovers generating several unusual haplotypes, includ-
ing truncated haplotypes that are missing some framework 
genes or elongated haplotypes that contain duplicated 
genes. It is important to remark here that the current ge-
notyping methods used to detect the presence and absence 
of individual KIR genes will not identify the copy number 
of each KIR gene within a given individual. In recent years, 
more- advanced typing methods that determine KIR gene 
copy numbers and that allow allele- level KIR typing have 
been developed, but these have not yet been implemented 
in most clinical tissue typing laboratories.

Populations Differ in Their Constellations of  
KIR- HLA Compound Genotypes
All human populations have both group A and B haplo-
types, but their frequencies vary considerably (8). Indi-
viduals carrying homozygous group A KIR genotypes (AA 
genotypes) are common in Northeast Asians (Chinese, Jap-
anese, and Koreans). Conversely, individuals carrying AB/
BB genotypes are common in the natives of America, Aus-
tralia, and India (9). The NK cells from AA- homozygous 
individuals can express a maximum of four inhibitory KIRs 

FIGURE 2 Killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors (KIRs). 
Fourteen distinct KIRs have been characterized in humans that 
comprise either two or three (2D or 3D) extracellular Ig- like do-
mains and either a long (L) or short (S) cytoplasmic tail. Six KIRs 
are activating types, and the remaining KIRs are inhibitory types. 
The immunoreceptor tyrosine- based inhibition motifs in the cy-
toplasmic tails of inhibitory KIRs are shown as blue boxes, and 
positively charged residues in the transmembrane regions of acti-
vating KIRs are shown as yellow circles. The inhibitory KIRs bind 
to distinct HLA class I allotypes, and the ligands for the activating 
KIRs are not known.
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(KIR2DL1, - 2DL3, - 3DL1, and - 3DL2) and one activating 
KIR (KIR2DS4). In contrast, individuals carrying AB/BB 
genotypes can express a maximum of six inhibitory KIRs 
(KIR2DL1 to - 3, - 2DL5, - 3DL1, and - 3DL2) and two to 
six activating KIRs (KIR3DS1, - 2DS1 to - 5). The function 
of the inhibitory KIRs depends on the availability of their 
specific cognate HLA class I ligands. Given that KIR genes 
at chromosome 19q13.4 and HLA genes at chromosome 
6p21.3 are polymorphic and display significant variations, 
the independent segregation of these unlinked gene fami-
lies produces diversity in the number and type of KIR- HLA 
pairs inherited in individuals (5), which might influence the 
health and disease status of a given individual. Consistently 
with this theory, combinations of certain KIR- HLA genes 
have been associated with diseases as diverse as autoimmu-
nity, infection, cancer, and reproductive failure (10).

Clonal Expression of KIRs and Acquisition of NK 
Cell Tolerance/Competence/Responsiveness
KIRs are clonally expressed on NK cells, so that each NK cell 
clone expresses only a portion of the genes within the gene 
profile (3). Stochastic expression of different combinations 

of receptors by NK cells results in this repertoire of NK 
clones with a variety of ligand specificities. Once a given 
KIR is expressed on an NK cell clone or T cell, it is stably 
maintained in the progeny of the clone. This pattern of ex-
pression appears to be regulated by the methylation of the 
silent KIR loci.

The majority of NK cells in peripheral blood express at 
least one inhibitory receptor for self- major histocompatibil-
ity complex (MHC) class I and are functionally competent 
to recognize and eliminate target cells that have downreg-
ulated the respective MHC class I ligands (3). However, a 
subpopulation of NK cells lacks inhibitory receptors for self- 
MHC class I and is generally hyporesponsive to target cells 
that are deficient in MHC class I expression (11). In line 
with this, NK cells from MHC class I- deficient mice and 
humans, lacking inhibitory receptors for self- MHC class I 
by definition, are similarly hyporesponsive and defective in 
target killing (11). Finally, NK cells expressing an activat-
ing receptor recognizing a self- ligand are also hyporespon-
sive (12). Thus, the acquisition of functional competence 
correlates with the presence of inhibitory and the absence of 
activating NK cell receptors recognizing self- HLA ligands. 
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FIGURE 3 KIR haplotypes have varied gene contents. Map of KIR haplotypes as determined by family 
segregation analyses. The first haplotypes on the top represent the group A KIR haplotype, and the remain-
der represent the group B haplotype. A stretch of 14 kb enriched with L1 repeats upstream of KIR2DL4 
divides the KIR haplotype into halves. The centromeric half is delimited by 3DL3 and 3DP1, while the 
telomeric half is delimited by 2DL4 and 3DL2. Multiple reciprocal meiotic recombination events between 
3DP1 and 2DL4 shuffled the centromeric and telomeric motifs and thus diversified gene content KIR 
haplotypes across individuals and populations. The framework genes, present in all haplotypes, are shown 
in yellow, genes encoding activating KIRs are in orange, and those for inhibitory receptors are in blue. 
KIR2DP1 and - 3DP1 are pseudogenes that do not express a receptor.
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This phenomenon has been referred to as “licensing,” “arm-
ing/disarming,” or “education” (11). NK cell education 
is not an on- off phenomenon but rather functions like a 
rheostat. For example, expression of progressively higher 
numbers of inhibitory KIRs for self- HLA- B and HLA- C 
molecules is correlated with an increased effector capacity 
(13). The result is a diverse NK cell repertoire, in which 
each NK cell has tuned its responsiveness so that the net 
signaling input from autologous cells is just insufficient to 
induce activation. This ensures optimum NK cell respon-
siveness to infected or transformed cells that have upreg-
ulated ligands for activating receptors or downregulated 
ligands for inhibitory receptors.

NK Cell Alloreactivity and Clinical Transplantation
As described above, an NK cell’s reactivity pattern is shaped 
by the interactions between its KIR and autologous HLA, 
both encoded by highly polymorphic gene families. As a 
result of this education by autologous HLA, NK cells can 
respond to allogeneic cells. In an HLA- Cw4+ (C2) indi-
vidual, for example, an NK cell expressing KIR2DL1 as its 
only inhibitory receptor depends on KIR2DL1- C2 inter-
actions for self- tolerance, and this NK cell will respond to 
C1- homozygous (C2- negative) allogeneic cells, as these fail 
to provide a ligand for KIR2DL1. Had this NK cell been 
raised in a C1- homozygous individual, however, it would be 
hyporesponsive and also nonresponsive to C1- homozygous 
allogeneic cells. A small fraction of the population lacks the 
KIR2DL1 gene and therefore lacks NK cells with the abil-
ity to respond to “missing C2.” These considerations make 
it possible to predict with reasonable accuracy whether 
NK cells exist in one individual that will attack cells from 
another individual, based on KIR and HLA class I typing 
of the former and HLA class I typing of the latter. In the 
example described above, a KIR- ligand mismatch requires 
the presence of KIR2DL1 and a C2 HLA- C allele in the 
responder and the absence of a C2 HLA- C allele from the 
target. Other KIR- ligand mismatches are based on the inter-
action between KIR2DL2 or KIR2DL3 and C1, KIR3DL1 
and Bw4, and KIR3DL2 and HLA- A3/A11.

Many retrospective studies of SOT and of HSCT have 
attempted to correlate the results of KIR and HLA genotyp-
ing with outcome. This genotyping yields information on 
the presence or absence of 14 KIR genes and at least 3 HLA- 
encoded KIR ligands in donors and recipients. For such 
studies, usually relatively small cohorts (100s of patients) 
are available for sufficient statistical power, and the typing 
results have to be analyzed using models that translate such 
complex outcomes into a smaller number of variables. In 
most cases, the above- described KIR- ligand mismatch model 
has been applied, as it reflects current knowledge about NK 
cell biology and translates the typing outcome into a single 
binary variable: alloreactivity is either expected (≥1 KIR- 
ligand mismatch) or not (0 KIR- ligand mismatches). A 
drawback of this approach is that any potential information 
on the magnitude of the NK cell alloresponse is lost.

Several variations on this definition of KIR- ligand mis-
matches have been used in genetic- association studies on 
transplantation. First, since the phenotype frequencies of the 
relevant KIRs range from 95 to 100%, taking into account 
only the HLA genotype of the donor and recipient appears 
to be sufficient for a reliable prediction of NK cell alloreactiv-
ity (14). The “missing KIR ligand” model examines only the 
responder’s KIR and the stimulator’s HLA, thereby disregard-
ing the educating impact of the responding party’s HLA. Re-
cent evidence suggests that there is a biological foundation 
for this model as well (15). It is important to note that all 

transplantations with a KIR- ligand mismatch by definition 
fall into the “missing KIR- ligand” category and that they may 
make up such a large fraction of it that it becomes difficult to 
distinguish between them in statistical analyses.

Another way to analyze the data is to translate the KIR 
genotyping results into A and B KIR haplotypes. The first 
studies of this kind classified the individual as either AA or 
Bx. At the time, it was not possible to distinguish between 
BB and BA individuals, because A haplotypes are defined by 
the absence of B haplotype- specific KIR genes (KIR2DL2, 
KIR2DL5, KIR2DS1, KIR2DS2, KIR2DS3, KIR2DS5, and 
KIR3DS1). More recently, genotyping methods determin-
ing KIR copy numbers or KIR alleles have allowed the trans-
lation of the genotyping results into AA, AB, and BB. As 
a meiotic recombination hotspot is located in the center of 
the locus, just upstream of KIR2DL4, follow- up studies then 
attempted to map KIR haplotype effects to either the cen-
tromeric or the telomeric portion of the haplotypes (centro-
meric A and B haplotypes [Cen- A, Cen- B] and telomeric A 
and B haplotypes [Tel- A, Tel- B]).

In the following two sections, the results of the various 
types of analyses in HSCT and SOT will be discussed. In 
HSCT, one of the main questions is whether NK cell allo-
reactivity in the graft- versus- host direction has an impact 
on the patient’s fate after transplantation. Therefore, HSCT 
studies generally examine the effects of donor KIR and HLA 
and patient HLA genotypes. In SOT, NK cell alloreactivity 
in the host- versus- graft direction is most relevant. Solid- 
organ transplantation studies therefore mostly determine 
patient KIR and HLA and donor HLA genotypes.

KIRs IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL 
TRANSPLANTATION

Determination of Donor NK Cell Alloreactivity
NK cells are the first lymphocyte population to reconstitute 
after HSCT. Engrafted alloreactive NK cells may (i) pro-
tect against graft- versus- host disease (GvHD) by depleting 
host antigen- presenting cells, (ii) facilitate engraftment by 
production of cytokines and elimination of host immune 
barriers, (iii) kill residual host tumor to protect against re-
lapse, and (iv) decrease infectious complications. Allogeneic 
HSCT provides the opportunity to induce NK cell allore-
activity by selecting donors who express inhibitory KIRs for 
which the donor expresses class I HLA ligand, but the recipi-
ent does not express that ligand, thus mimicking missing self. 
The clinical efficacy of this strategy was first demonstrated in 
2002 by the Perugia group, who used predicted KIR- ligand 
mismatching or incompatibility to select haploidentical do-
nors for HSCT (14). They used donor and recipient HLA 
typing to predict donor NK cell alloreactivity in the graft- 
versus- host direction when recipients lacked C2, C1, or Bw4 
alleles that were present in the donor. In line with this KIR- 
ligand mismatch concept, prior to transplantation, in vitro 
graft- versus- host NK cell reactivity was indeed detected in 
all KIR- ligand- mismatched transplantations (14). A related 
strategy, referred to as “missing ligand,” focuses only on the 
HLA type of the recipient to assess for KIR ligand absence, 
where alloreactive potential is based entirely on the number 
of KIR ligands that the recipient lacks. Initial studies did not 
include KIR genotyping, as the phenotype frequencies of the 
relevant KIRs are between 95 and 100%. The incorporation 
of KIR genotyping has allowed a more accurate prediction 
of receptor- ligand interactions between donor inhibitory 
KIRs and their corresponding class I HLA ligands in the re-
cipient. The high degree of allelic polymorphism in the KIR 
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gene family with associated variability in levels of receptor 
expression and in the strengths of interactions with different 
HLA alleles has led to a more recent push to incorporate KIR 
allelic- level typing into models to predict the magnitude of 
potential NK cell alloreactivity.

It is important to note that all of these models to predict 
NK cell alloreactivity assume that they be functionally com-
petent (educated) and present in sufficient numbers to me-
diate beneficial effects in the recipient. Many groups have 
demonstrated that despite their high numbers, NK cells re-
constituting after HSCT have decreased effector functions, 
such as CD107a degranulation and IFN- γ production, com-
pared to those in their donors (15). Variables such as stem 
cell source (umbilical cord blood [UCB], unrelated donors, 
and siblings), T cell depletion, and graft processing, and the 
strength of the preparative regimen can affect the kinetics 
of NK and T cell reconstitution after transplantation, which 
may have an impact on clinical outcomes. In addition, high 
levels of stimulation by inflammatory cytokines that are trig-
gered by preparative chemotherapy or GvHD can overcome 
the rules of NK cell education and receptor- ligand- based 
determinants of alloreactivity. This may allow graft- versus- 
host NK cell reactivity in HLA- identical transplants if self- 
tolerance of donor NK clones expressing KIR for which they 
lack the ligand is broken in the posttransplant setting, pro-
viding a potential rationale for the missing- ligand model.

Role of NK Cells in Hematopoietic Stem Cell 
Transplantation
The first report of a successful strategy to manipulate NK 
cell alloreactivity to improve outcome after HSCT came 
from Velardi’s group in Perugia. They demonstrated that 
patients with AML but not ALL had higher rates of en-
graftment, less GvHD, and durable remission after T cell- 
depleted haploidentical transplantation from donors, with 
graft- versus- host NK cell alloreactivity predicted on the 
basis of KIR- ligand mismatches deduced from HLA typing 
results (14). However, in a long- term follow- up of 112 pa-
tients, KIR- ligand- mismatched donors were associated 
with decreased relapse and improved disease- free survival 
only in patients transplanted while in complete remission 
(16). Subsequent analyses of the effect of KIR- ligand mis-
matching and KIR- ligand absence have produced mixed re-
sults depending on the clinical setting. In a large cohort of 
unrelated- donor (URD) transplants, Davies et al. (17) did 
not observe a benefit to KIR- ligand mismatching, whereas 
in a T cell- depleted cohort, Giebel et al. (18) demonstrated 
an association between KIR- ligand mismatching and overall 
survival. A subsequent study of over 1,500 URD transplants 
reported higher incidences of GvHD and treatment- related 
mortality and shorter leukemia- free survival associated with 
KIR- ligand mismatching (19). In 1,700 URD transplants, 
Yu et al. reported a beneficial effect of HLA- B and - C mis-
matches corresponding to recipient KIR ligand absence, but 
these mismatches did not necessarily correlate with a predic-
tion of donor NK alloreactivity (13). Another large analysis 
of 2,000 URD transplant recipients found that the absence 
of one or more KIR ligand in the recipient was associated 
with less relapse in patients with AML and chronic myeloid 
leukemia (CML) (20). The effect of KIR- ligand mismatching 
after transplantation with UCB grafts appears to depend on 
the intensity of the regimen and the amount of T cell deple-
tion. Willemze et al. (21) reported an association between 
KIR- ligand mismatching and protection from relapse and 
improved overall survival, whereas Brunstein et al. (22) ob-
served an increase in acute GvHD and increased risk of death 

in the presence of KIR- ligand mismatching. The inconsistent 
benefit reported for KIR- ligand mismatch and KIR- ligand ab-
sence strategies is likely related due to key differences among 
the cohorts, including differences in the stem cell source, 
conditioning regimen, degree of T cell depletion and type of 
post- HCT immunosuppression, all of which can affect NK 
cell development, education, and function.

Donor Selection Based on KIR Genotype
The development of methods to measure the presence or ab-
sence of KIR genes to determine the KIR genotype allowed 
for analysis of the impact of donor and recipient KIRs on out-
come after HSCT. In the haploidentical setting, a study of 86 
nonmyeloablative, T cell- replete transplants demonstrated 
protection from relapse and transplant- related mortality as 
well as improved disease- free survival and overall survival 
associated with KIR- ligand mismatching or when KIR A/A 
recipients received grafts from donors with at least one KIR 
B haplotype. McQueen et al. (23) studied a cohort of HLA- 
identical sibling transplant recipients, and they observed 
improved survival in KIR B haplotype recipients receiving 
grafts from KIR A haplotype donors. Another group reported 
a beneficial association between donors with the KIR B hap-
lotype genes KIR2DS1, KIR3DS1, and KIR2DL5A and both 
reduced levels of relapse and improved overall survival af-
ter T cell- depleted HLA- matched sibling transplants in 246 
patients with AML. In a cohort of 1,087 URD transplants 
with mixed diseases matched for 9 or 10 HLA loci, donors 
with KIR3DS1 were associated with reduced acute GvHD 
and showed increased protection from donors with two cop-
ies of the gene (24). The same group published that donors 
with KIR2DS1 conferred protection from AML relapse but 
only when the donors expressed at least one copy of HLA- C1 
antigens. Cooley et al. demonstrated that patients with AML 
had reduced relapse and a 30% improvement in disease- free 
survival after receiving transplants from HLA- matched or 
- mismatched unrelated donors with at least one B haplotype 
(25). A subsequent analysis of 1,086 AML and 323 ALL pa-
tients evaluated the relative effects of the Cen- B versus Tel- B 
motifs on transplant outcomes. Donors with Tel- B were asso-
ciated with relapse protection, whereas donors homozygous 
for the Cen- B haplotype motif conferred significant reduc-
tion in leukemic relapse and improved overall disease- free 
survival in AML but not in ALL patients.

The general picture emerging from these studies is that 
the presence of KIR B haplotypes in the donor appears to 
be beneficial in HSCT and that this effect maps mainly to 
the centromeric portion of the B haplotype (Cen- B), with 
a smaller contribution from Tel- B. Therefore, an algorithm 
was constructed to classify URDs based on KIR genotype in 
which donors with 0 to 1 KIR B motif were defined as “neu-
tral,” donors with ≥2 KIR B motifs were defined as “better,” 
and donors with ≥2 KIR B motifs, including Cen- B/Cen- B, 
were defined as “best.” A publicly available calculator to 
determine this stratification is available online (http://www 
.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/donor_b_content.html). A prospective 
trial incorporating KIR genotyping into unrelated- donor se-
lection for patients with AML facilitated via the National 
Marrow Donor Program is ongoing. Therefore, it is increas-
ingly accepted that in addition to HLA matching, donor 
selection for KIR genes is a promising strategy to improve 
outcome after HCT.

Control of Viral Infection
NK cells play an important role in controlling infections, 
including those which contribute to morbidity after alloge-
neic HSCT. Virally infected cells express decreased HLA 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/donor_b_content.html
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/donor_b_content.html
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and increased stress- induced ligands, which are recognized 
by NK cell inhibitory and activating receptors, respectively. 
The KIR genotype of donor NK cells appears to also play 
an important role in the control of infections after HSCT. 
A 65% reduction in cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation 
was observed with donors who had more than one activat-
ing KIR gene after HLA- matched sibling transplants where 
both donor and recipient were CMV seropositive. In humans, 
CMV has been shown to play a unique role in shaping the 
NK cell receptor repertoire. Recently, it has been proposed 
that CMV infection may drive the development of a popula-
tion of NKG2C+ memory- like NK cells (26) in parallel with 
the Ly49H+ response to murine CMV. These NKG2C+ cells 
express more self- KIR and have enhanced IFN- γ production 
after HCST compared to cells from recipients of UCB or 
allogeneic- sibling transplants who did not reactivate CMV 
cells. An analysis of KIR repertoires in 200 healthy donors 
determined that skewing toward expression of self- specific 
inhibitory KIR was observed only in CMV- seropositive indi-
viduals. This observation may be of particular importance in 
understanding KIR and HLA responses after transplantation. 
The role of the CMV- induced memory- like NK cells in me-
diating outcome after HSCT is unknown, but several groups 
have reported that posttransplant reactivation of CMV is 
associated with protection against relapse. This supports a 
model where CMV reactivation early after transplantation 
may promote expansion of functionally competent NKG2C+ 
NK cells, which may better mediate antileukemic protection.

Methods To Augment NK Cell- Mediated Benefits 
after HSCT
Expanded access to KIR genotyping and, increasingly, KIR 
allelic- level typing is supporting efforts to optimize donor se-
lection to exploit the beneficial effects of NK cells engrafting 
after allogeneic HSCT. However, many other therapeutic 
strategies are being perused to be used alone or in conjunc-
tion with HSCT. Blockade of inhibitory KIR signaling has 
been tested using an antibody directed against KIR2DL1, 
KIR2DL2, and KIR2DL3, which is currently in phase 1 and 
phase 2 clinical trials (27). Alternatively, enhanced NK cell- 
mediated antibody- dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) 
can be achieved by coating targets with antibodies such as the 
anti- CD20 agent rituximab to induce signaling via CD16. 
Autologous NK cells from cancer patients are poor antitu-
mor effectors because they are exposed to cancer- induced 
immune- suppressive mechanisms (regulatory T cells) and 
are likely to be inhibited by self- class I HLA ligands. Thus, 
many groups are testing adoptive transfer of ex vivo-  or in 
vivo- expanded haploidentical adult NK cells to increase the 
frequency of alloreactive subsets. Others are testing the man-
ufacture of NK cell products from UCB stem cells or NK cell 
lines. The safety and clinical efficacy of adoptive haploiden-
tical NK cell infusions given with subcutaneous IL- 2 to treat 
refractory/relapsed AML have been assessed, and complete 
remissions correlated with in vivo NK expansion and higher 
proportions of circulating (and functional) NK cells.

Although significant heterogeneity in clinical cohorts 
renders the literature about the beneficial effects of NK cells 
after HSCT rather confusing, there is a strong consensus that 
NK cells can play an important role in improving posttrans-
plant outcomes. Many groups are studying the mechanisms 
of NK cell education and function, defining the effects of the 
interactions between activating and inhibitory receptors and 
their ligands and investigating the immunoregulatory roles of 
NK cells and their interactions with other immune cells. Ul-
timately, the success of NK cell- based approaches to enhance 

graft- versus- leukemia and improve outcome after HSCT will 
require optimization for the specific disease, the type of trans-
plant, donor and recipient immunogenetic factors, and com-
bination with other therapeutic interventions.

KIRs IN SOLID-ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

Kidney Transplantation
NK cells infiltrate human kidney allografts shortly after 
transplantation, and this is accompanied by the presence in 
the blood of NK cells responding to cells from the donor. 
Yet, when the collaborative transplant study (CTS) exam-
ined thousands of kidney transplantations, they detected no 
effect of KIR- ligand mismatches on graft survival (28). In 
this case, the presence of KIR- ligand mismatches was de-
rived from HLA typing results, on the usually correct as-
sumption that the corresponding KIR would be present in 
the patient. Subsequent, often smaller, studies also failed to 
detect any effect of KIR- ligand mismatches on the occur-
rence of acute rejection after the reduction of immunosup-
pression or on acute rejection after kidney transplantation. 
Taken together, these studies indicated that the presence 
of KIR- ligand mismatches, predictive of NK cell alloreac-
tivity in the host- versus- graft direction, was not associated 
with adverse outcome. However, the majority of the trans-
plantations in these studies were incompatible for HLA- A, 
HLA- B, and/or HLA- DR. Alloreactive T cells may there-
fore have dominated the allo- immune response, possibly ob-
scuring the negative effects of NK cell- mediated rejection 
suggested by the mouse experiments. Alternatively, as in the 
mouse models, NK cell- mediated deletion of graft antigen- 
presenting cells may have hindered T cells attacking the 
kidney, thus balancing negative NK cell effects.

In HLA- A- , - B- , and - DR- compatible transplantations, 
the role of T and B cells in graft rejection is relatively small, 
potentially revealing detrimental effects of alloreactive NK 
cells. A retrospective two- center study (n = 137) in such 
HLA- compatible transplantations reported that the pres-
ence of KIR- ligand mismatches was associated with a signif-
icant reduction in long- term graft survival (29). However, 
a recent multicenter study by the CTS (n = 605) found no 
such effect (30), not even in separate subset analyses of four 
larger centers (60 to 80 transplants each). Thus, the conse-
quences of KIR- ligand mismatches in kidney transplanta-
tion are currently unclear.

Many studies tested other models, including those with 
no immediately obvious foundation in NK cell biology (Fig. 
4), and reported several, sometimes conflicting, associa-
tions. Multiple studies reported an effect of the presence of 
specific KIR genes in the patient. For example, in one study, 
KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2/S2, and more inhibitory receptors pro-
tected against acute rejection, while in another, KIR2DS5 
protected against graft rejection. KIR2DS4, on the other 
hand, was associated with graft rejection. Another study ex-
amined the influence of KIR differences between donor and 
patient, which may effectively translate into KIR- derived 
minor antigens on NK cells that might be recognized by 
T cells in an HLA- restricted fashion. In contrast with the 
results of studies on HSCT, patient KIR haplotypes (A and 
B) do not seem to influence graft survival. Finally, the pres-
ence HLA- C2 in patients was associated with significantly 
lower graft survival.

CMV Infection after Kidney Transplantation
Cytomegalovirus infection and reactivation can cause se-
rious complications after kidney transplantation. Patients 
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carrying at least one KIR B haplotype had a significantly 
reduced incidence of CMV reactivation/infection (31). 
This effect mapped to the telomeric end of these B haplo-
types, which contains one or more of the following genes: 
KIR2DS1, KIR3DS1, KIR2DL5A, and KIR2DS5. In the 
same vein, Hadaya et al. observed an association between 
the number of patients activating KIR and a reduced in-
cidence of posttransplant CMV infection (32). As most of 
the ligands for these KIRs are unknown, the mechanistic 
basis for this association can only be speculated upon. The 
findings are reminiscent of a study of HSCT in which a 65% 
reduction in CMV reactivation was observed with donors 
who had more than one activating KIR gene (33). Also, 
as in HSCT, in kidney transplantation, CMV infection is 
also associated with an expansion of NKG2C+ memory- like 
NK cells (32). In conclusion, KIR B haplotypes may help 
combat CMV infections in immunosuppressed HSCT and 
SOT patients, and this effect is likely to involve NKG2C+ 
NK cells.

Liver Transplantation
In contrast to kidney transplants, liver transplants are not 
usually matched for HLA. Despite this, graft survival is usu-
ally considerably better than for kidneys, suggesting that 
immune- mediated rejection plays only a minor role in liver 
transplantation. In line with this, in one study, the presence 
of KIR- ligand mismatches did not appear to be correlated 
with graft survival or rejection (34). Yet, another study re-
ported that the presence of HLA- C- based KIR- ligand mis-
matches was associated with more rejection episodes (35). 
Several studies investigated the effect of donor HLA- C group 
2 (C2), a high- affinity ligand for KIR2DL1. In two of these 
studies (35, 36), the presence of C2 in the donor was benefi-
cial. However, this trend was not replicated by the CTS (37), 
and another study reported that donor C2 was associated 
with more- acute rejection and worse survival (38).

Hepatitis C after Liver Transplantations
In hepatitis C patients with low HCV infectious doses, the 
presence of KIR2DL3 and a C1 allele is associated with 
increased HCV clearance (39). This effect is likely to be 
absent in liver transplantations in HCV- positive patients, 
as recipient KIR2DL3 is associated with more- aggressive re-
current liver disease (40).

KIR GENOTYPING
Uhrberg et al. developed the first KIR genotyping method in 
1997 using sequence- specific- primer- based PCR (PCR- SSP) 
(41). Since then, various KIR genotyping technologies have 
been developed using multiplex PCR- SSP (42, 43), real- 
time PCR assays, sequence- specific oligonucleotide probe 
hybridization, reverse- sequence- specific oligonucleotide hy-
bridization, matrix- assisted laser desorption ionization–time 
of flight mass spectrometry, and direct DNA sequencing.

The most commonly used method is SSP analysis, which 
utilizes gene- specific primers to perform PCR amplification 
of 16 distinct KIR genes (44). Each primer carries a 3′ resi-
due matching a unique position conserved on all known se-
quences of a given KIR gene. Primer lengths are adjusted to 
result in annealing temperatures between 59°C and 67°C to 
enable PCR amplification of all KIR genes under the same 
thermal- cycling conditions. An internal positive- control 
primer specific to a conserved housekeeping gene is coam-
plified to confirm the success of each PCR.

KIR genotyping is performed in a reaction volume of 
15 μl, with a final concentration of 1× PCR buffer II (10 mM 
Tris- HCl, 50 mM KCl), 200 μM each deoxynucleoside tri-
phosphate (dNTP), 1.0 μM each forward and reverse primer 
to a given KIR gene, 3.0 mM MgCl2, 0.5 U of AmpliTaq 
DNA polymerase, and 100 ng of genomic DNA (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA). For KIR gene- specific PCRs, 
an additional set of primers (PIC- F and PIC- R, 0.1 μM each) 
specific to the polyposis coli gene is included to serve as an 
internal positive control. For KIR2DS4 subtyping reactions, 
the internal positive- control primers (GH1F and GH1R, 
0.3 μM each) are targeted to human growth hormone gene 1. 
Thermal cycling is performed using an ABI 9700 GeneAmp 
PCR system (Applied Biosystems) according to the follow-
ing conditions: an initial denaturation for 3 min at 95°C and 
then 5 cycles of 94°C for 20 s, 65°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 
90 s; 32 cycles of 94°C for 20 s, 61°C for 20 s, and 72°C 
for 90 s; and a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. Ten mi-
croliters of the PCR- amplified product is electrophoresed on 
ethidium bromide- prestained 2% agarose gel and examined 
for the presence and absence of gene- specific PCR products 
of appropriate sizes.

Under strictly controlled PCR conditions, perfectly 
matched primer pairs result in the amplification of target 
sequences (i.e., a positive reaction), while mismatched 
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primer pairs do not result in amplification (i.e., a negative 
reaction). Each PCR mixture includes, in addition to KIR 
gene- specific primers, a positive internal control primer pair 
which amplifies a 256- bp fragment from a conserved polyp-
osis coli gene. The presence of the 256- bp positive internal 
control band is used to confirm the success of each PCR. In 
the presence of a positively typing band, the product of the 
internal control primer pair may be weak or absent due to 
the differences in concentrations and melting temperatures 
between the specific primer pairs and the internal control 
primer pair. Interpretation of the PCR- SSP typing results 
is relatively simple and straightforward and is done basi-
cally by detecting an amplified product of the correct size 
by gel electrophoresis. Determine the approximate molec-
ular weight of each PCR product by comparing its mobility 
against the DNA ladder.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, the studies described in this chapter indi-
cate involvement of KIR- HLA interactions in both HSCT 
and kidney transplantation, most likely mediated by NK 
cells. These interactions can regulate engraftment and re-
lapse in HSCT, graft survival, and CMV pathology in both 
HSCT and SOT. However, only in the case of CMV is there 
a clear consensus between studies: B haplotypes protect 
both in HSCT and in SOT (45).

Many studies include data from multiple centers, thus 
increasing statistical power but introducing variation be-
tween centers as an additional variable. In HSCT, different 
transplant centers use different stem cell sources, different 
conditioning regimens, different degrees of T cell depletion, 
and different types of post- HCT immunosuppression, all 
of which can affect NK cell development, education, and 
function. Increased international standardization of HSCT 
protocols would greatly facilitate any studies attempting to 
perform genetic association studies. Another vulnerability 
of the studies described in this chapter is that they were all 
retrospective in nature. An exciting development on this 
front is the prospective trial incorporating KIR genotyping 
into unrelated- donor selection for patients with AML, facil-
itated via the National Marrow Donor Program.
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Chimerism testing is routinely used after allogeneic hema-
topoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) to monitor en-
graftment, detect relapse, identify patients with increased 
risk for graft- versus- host disease or graft loss, and monitor 
the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions. Chimerism 
testing can also be useful in other settings, such as detecting 
engraftment of donor lymphocytes after organ transplanta-
tion and determining sample identity (e.g., investigating 
suspected sample exchanges).

There are many methods for chimerism testing, but the 
predominant method for monitoring patients after HSCT 
measures relative quantities of donor and recipient alleles 
at loci with short tandem repeats (STR) or variable- number 
tandem repeats (VNTRs). STR/VNTR loci have alleles 
that differ in their numbers of tandemly repeated sequence 
motifs, which are identified by differences in size. The PCR 
is used to amplify an STR/VNTR locus, and the resultant 
fluorescently labeled amplicons are separated and quanti-
fied using automated capillary electrophoresis instruments. 
Other methods in use include well- established methods, 
such as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and novel 
approaches which take advantage of new technology. This 
chapter will focus on the use of STR/VNTR methods for 
HSCT because this represents the majority of chimerism 
testing conducted in clinical laboratories today. Examples 
of the alternative methods and other applications will be 
briefly described.

STR/VNTR METHODS
STR and VNTR alleles differ in number of repeat units 
and sequence (1). The repeat units can be simple repeats, 
compound repeats, or complex repeats. Simple repeats have 
multiple copies of the same sequence motif (Fig. 1), com-
pound repeats have two or more adjacent sequence motifs 
of the same length but different sequences (an example is 
AGAT AGAT AGAT TTAA TTAA TTAA), and complex 
repeats have varied lengths and compositions (an example 
is AGAT AGAT AGGAT AGAT AGAT TTAACGGC-
CAT). Although the majority of reference sequences for 
STR/VNTR loci in the Genome DataBase are simple repeat 
units, careful sequencing has shown that many of these loci 
have variability within the repeats (1). The term STR is 
usually defined as loci with repeat units that are 2 to 6 bp 
long. These loci are sometimes called microsatellites due to 

their characteristic banding pattern in DNA centrifugation 
studies. The term VNTR is usually used to refer to loci with 
longer repeat units; these loci are sometimes referred to as 
minisatellites due to their distinctive banding patterns.

DNA Templates
DNA concentration and quality are important factors for 
STR/VNTR methods because the template influences the 
amount of PCR product, which in turn can affect several 
other parameters, including electrophoretic migration of 
DNA, signal strength, and background fluorescence. For 
chimerism tests, the amount of genomic DNA in each 
reaction mixture also affects the sensitivity (i.e., limits of 
detection) and technical variation (2, 3). Many procedures 
for chimerism testing recommend 50 to 100 ng template in 
each reaction mixture, which corresponds to approximately 
7,500 to 15,000 cells. A EuroChimerism Consortium re-
ported that under their assay conditions, 10 ng DNA tem-
plate (equivalent to approximately 1,500 cells) resulted in 
sensitivities ranging from 0.8 to 1.6% in 90% of tests and 
showed acceptable technical variation (3). Although they 
could obtain results using 1 ng of the DNA template, the 
sensitivity and reproducibility were inferior to those ob-
served for reaction mixtures containing 10 ng DNA. With 
the 1- ng DNA template, the sensitivity was more likely to 
be 3 to 5% (3). Although it is technically feasible to gener-
ate PCR products using extremely small quantities of DNA, 
this is not desirable for chimerism testing because sensitiv-
ity is affected by the number of cells represented in the re-
action. For example, 1 ng genomic DNA represents DNA 
from approximately 150 cells. If the minority population is 
1% of the cells and only 1 ng of the DNA template is added 
to each reaction mixture, some reactions will not have any 
detectable signal from the minority population due to sam-
pling variation and stochastic events during PCR.

Each laboratory should establish methods for DNA iso-
lation and acceptance criteria for DNA templates that are 
appropriate for their procedures and specimens. Acceptance 
criteria for DNA templates are usually determined using op-
tical density at 260 nm (OD260) and OD280 measurements. 
A EuroChimerism Consortium compared four procedures 
for isolation of DNA from small samples and reported the 
best results for an approach using detergents and proteinase 
K (4). Many labs use commercial kits which have a solid 
support that binds DNA.
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Posttransplant specimens are usually peripheral blood or 
bone marrow. Pretransplant specimens from the donor and 
recipient are also important to provide control material for 
posttransplant chimerism assays. If a pretransplant specimen 
from the recipient is not available, DNA can be isolated from 
the recipient’s hair, nail clippings, and biological material re-
maining after pathology studies (e.g., paraffin blocks). DNA 
can be isolated from buccal mucosa or skin, but these sources 
must be used with caution because contamination with do-
nor lymphocytes is sometimes observed. If donor or recipient 
DNA is available but extremely limited, whole- genome am-
plification can be used to generate DNA for control material 
(5), but this DNA should be used with caution because the 
use of amplified DNA for the template for STR/VNTR test-
ing has been reported to cause unbalanced reactions, allele 
dropouts, and allele additions (6).

PCR and Electrophoresis
Multiplex or single primer pairs can be used for PCR. The 
advantages of multiplex reactions include efficient use of 
consumables and the opportunity to average the results of 
several markers in an effort to improve accuracy. However, 
these advantages are offset by a loss of sensitivity caused by 
overlapping peaks, limitations in correction for overlapping 
signals from several different fluorescent dyes, and other fac-
tors that influence amplification efficiency. In general, the 
sensitivity for optimized single reactions is approximately 
1%, while multiplex reactions have about 5% sensitivity 
(3, 7). Since sensitivity is important for determining donor 
chimerism after HSCT, this chapter will describe methods 
using a single primer pair in each PCR for measuring donor 
chimerism.

There is considerable variation in the methods that are 
used for STR/VNTR- based chimerism testing; most labs ei-
ther use laboratory- developed tests or adapt commercial kits 
that were designed for identity (i.e., forensic or parentage) 
testing (7–10). Panels of PCR primers for 8 to 16 STR/VTNR 

loci are commonly used, but the loci, primer sequences, and 
assay conditions are extremely variable. A Euro Chimerism 
Consortium recently proposed a standardized approach for 
chimerism testing for HSCT which includes methods for 
preparing DNA templates, primers, and amplification con-
ditions, quality control procedures, criteria for selecting STR 
markers for each donor- recipient pair, and descriptive no-
menclature for reporting the results (3, 4).

STR/VNTR amplicons are detected using capillary elec-
trophoresis capable of resolving single nucleotide differ-
ences (e.g., a model 3130XL or 3500 genetic analyzer). The 
amount of PCR product, injection time, and voltage should 
be optimized to achieve minimal background fluorescence 
and strong signals that are not off the scale. Fragment anal-
ysis software (e.g., GeneScan/GeneMapper) is used to deter-
mine the size and area under the curve for each peak, and 
data are visualized as a chromatogram (Fig. 2). Each labora-
tory should establish acceptance criteria, which include sig-
nal strength, background fluorescence, and peak resolution. 
If any peaks are off the scale, it is not possible to accurately 
determine the relative quantities of each allele.

There are several factors which can adversely affect re-
sults, but many problems can easily be prevented or resolved. 
Signal strength can be improved by changing injection pa-
rameters and/or voltage. Fluorescent dyes are susceptible to 
photobleaching, and signals can be affected if labeled prim-
ers or amplicons are exposed to light. This problem can be 
avoided by ensuring that all fluorescent molecules are pro-
tected from light. If this problem is suspected, new reagents 
(primers) or PCR amplifications (amplicons) should be ob-
tained. Intercapillary bleed- through can cause false- positive 
signals or confound interpretation of the data. This problem 
can be prevented by careful instrument setup (e.g., spectral 
and spatial calibrations). It is best to avoid any possibility 
of spectral overlap by judicious selection of dyes and prim-
ers. Dye- associated peaks caused by template- independent 
events can confound results when they migrate within the 

FIGURE 1 STR alleles differ in their lengths due to differences in the numbers of tandemly repeated 
sequence motifs. This figure shows a simple STR, which is referred to as a tetranucleotide repeat because 
there are 4 nucleotides in the motif. STRs used for chimerism testing are usually dinucleotide, trinucleo-
tide, tetranucleotide, or pentanucleotide repeats.
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range of STR alleles (11). If this problem occurs, it can be 
resolved by changing dyes and/or markers. If amplicons ap-
pear as split peaks, the DNA polymerase may be adding a 
single nucleotide to the 3′ ends of amplicons in a template- 
independent manner. This problem can usually be avoided 
by including a 30- min incubation at 60°C to allow extra 
time for the polymerase to catalyze the nontemplate addi-
tion of a nucleotide to all amplicons. Another factor that 
can affect the results is that the templates can slip during 
DNA synthesis and the resultant PCR products can appear 
as small peaks surrounding the main peak at intervals cor-
responding to the size of the repeat unit. This problem can 
be avoided through locus selection, reaction conditions, 
and technical factors. If stutter peaks are unavoidable and 
the area under the peak is used for calculations (see “Donor 
Chimerism Calculations” below), it is possible to make cor-
rections for overlapping peaks.

Selecting Informative Loci
Loci with at least one allele unique to the donor or recipient 
are referred to as informative loci. The ideal locus has at 
least one allele that is informative for the donor and at least 
one allele that is informative for the recipient (bidirectional 
informative loci). In Fig. 2, D16S539 and Penta D are bi-
directional informative loci. If unique alleles are limited to 
either the donor or the recipient, the locus is referred to as 
donor informative or recipient informative, respectively. In 
Fig. 2, D18S51 is an example of a donor- informative locus. 

If all alleles are shared, the locus is not informative (D21S11 
in Fig. 2).

The likelihood of informative alleles at a particular locus 
is correlated with the degree of heterozygosity for that lo-
cus, not the number of alleles in the population. Thiede et 
al. compared the frequencies of 27 STR/VNTR markers in 
203 recipients and their HLA- matched related donors and 
reported that Penta E, SE33, D2S1338, and D18S51 were 
most frequently informative for both recipient and donor 
(25 to 50% of pairs) (12). A panel of 13 primers was se-
lected by the EuroChimerism Consortium because it pro-
vided bidirectional informative alleles for >99% of their 
donor- recipient pairs (3). Since the heterozygosity index 
and numbers of alleles for each locus can vary in different 
racial and ethnic populations, the likelihood of identifying 
an informative locus using a particular panel of STR/VNTR 
loci is dependent upon the laboratory’s patient population.

To select optimal STR/VNTR loci for posttransplant 
monitoring, control DNA from the donor and recipient is 
used to determine the sizes and characteristics (e.g., pres-
ence of stutter peaks) of donor and recipient alleles for the 
lab’s panel of STR/VNTR loci (Fig. 2). For this step, multi-
plex PCR is usually used because it provides efficient use of 
reagents and resources without compromising the ability to 
select informative loci. It is desirable to select at least two 
informative loci for posttransplant testing because averaging 
the results of multiple loci can increase accuracy. Loci lo-
cated on different chromosomes are recommended to detect 

FIGURE 2 Identifying informative STR loci. Electropherograms of a multiplex PCR for four STR loci 
are shown for an HSCT recipient (top) and donor (bottom). For D21S11, the donor and recipient are 
homozygous for alleles of the same length (223 bp). For D18S51, the recipient is homozygous for an allele 
that is 285 bp. The donor shares this allele and has an additional allele that is 302 bp. Thus, D18S51 is a 
donor- informative locus. For D16S539, the donor and recipient share an allele that is 364 bp, and there 
are informative alleles for the donor (360 bp) and recipient (352 bp). For Penta D, there are two informa-
tive alleles for the recipient (422 and 441 bp) and the donor (394 and 417 bp).
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a loss of heterozygosity which would cause false- negative re-
sults (13). The relative sizes of donor and recipient alleles 
are a very important consideration. If the alleles are within 
1 to 3 repeat units in size, analysis can be confounded by 
stutter peaks, which appear as small peaks surrounding the 
main peak at intervals corresponding to the size of the re-
peat unit (see examples in D21S11 and D18S51 in Fig. 2). 
Stutter peaks are caused by template slippage during DNA 
synthesis, and the likelihood for stutter peaks is a character-
istic of each locus. If possible, loci with stutter peaks that 
might confound analysis should be avoided. If it is necessary 
to use loci with stutter peaks, accuracy can be improved by 
making adjustments for the stutter peaks when the percent-
age of donor chimerism is calculated.

It is also beneficial to avoid informative loci that have 
substantial differences in the sizes of alleles because small al-
leles can be preferentially amplified over larger alleles. For 
example, Fig. 2 shows that the donor’s Penta D 397 allele is 
amplified more efficiently than the donor’s 417 allele. The re-
cipient’s 422 allele is amplified more efficiently than the 441 
allele. Preferential amplification occurs because amplifica-
tion efficiency is affected by the amplicon’s size and, in some 
cases, sequence. Technical factors have also been reported to 
contribute to preferential amplification, including the PCR 
setup, the amount of template DNA, and the number of cy-
cles used for thermal cycling (3). If there is evidence for pref-
erential amplification of informative alleles, it is possible to 
correct for differences in amplification efficiency by making 
adjustments based upon a standard curve consisting of artifi-
cial mixtures of donor and recipient DNA (9).

The EuroChimerism Consortium proposed a descrip-
tive nomenclature system for informative alleles named the 
Recipient- Shared- Donor (RSD) code (14), which incorpo-
rates relative allele sizes and the presence of stutter peaks. 
“D” indicates donor informative, “R” indicates recipient 
informative, and “S” indicates shared alleles. Alleles with 
stutter peaks are indicated with the corresponding lowercase 
letters (i.e., “d,” “r,” and “s”). Subscripts show the number of 
nucleotides separating the alleles. For example, r8D12S is a 
code for a recipient allele with stutter peaks that is 8 nucle-
otides smaller than a donor allele that does not have stutter 
peaks. This donor allele is 12 nucleotides smaller than an-
other allele that is shared.

The optimal informative loci can change during the 
posttransplant course. For example, if a patient has shown 
100% donor chimerism in prior specimens, selecting a lo-
cus with an informative recipient allele that is preferentially 
amplified can improve sensitivity for detecting reemer-
gence of recipient cells. STR/VNTR instability can result 
in mutations after transplant, particularly if there are ma-
lignant cells (13, 15, 16). If this occurs, these loci should 
be avoided. Loss of heterozygosity can also occur during the 
posttransplant course, particularly for patients transplanted 
for hematological malignancy (13). Loci showing loss of 
heterozygosity cannot be used for determining percentage 
donor chimerism.

Donor Chimerism Calculations
If the primary data meet the lab’s criteria for reporting (e.g., 
signal strength and background), the areas under each of the 
informative peaks for the donor and recipient can be used 
to calculate the percent donor using the equation % donor 
chimerism = (D1 + D2)/(D1 + D2 + R1 + R2), where D1 
and D2 are the areas under each of the donor’s informative 
peaks and R1 and R2 are the areas under each of the recip-
ient’s informative peaks. If the donor and recipient share an 
allele, that allele can be eliminated from the equation. Some 

laboratories use peak heights rather than area under the peak. 
Both methods can achieve accurate results. Methods for cal-
culating donor chimerism using many other possible combi-
nations of informative alleles are described elsewhere (3, 8).

Since many factors can affect electrophoresis and sen-
sitivity, it is optimal to include controls using DNA from 
the donor and recipient in each assay. Donor and recipi-
ent DNA is used to confirm alleles, and mixtures of donor 
and recipient DNA are used to determine sensitivity. The 
control DNA should have the same concentration as that 
in unknown samples because sensitivity is influenced by 
DNA concentration. For example, if an assay that typically 
achieves 1 to 5% sensitivity with 10 ng genomic DNA tem-
plate, the mixtures of donor and recipient DNA might be 
0%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 95%, 98%, 99%, and 100% donor added 
in mixtures totaling 10 ng DNA.

In clinics, descriptive terms are often used to describe do-
nor chimerism. Detection of only donor is described as full 
donor chimerism. Some centers also consider ≥95% donor to 
be full donor chimerism. Detection of both donor and recip-
ient is termed mixed chimerism. If chimerism is determined 
for cell lineages and some lineages are only donor while oth-
ers are only recipient, the term “split chimerism” is used.

Cell Subsets
Determining donor chimerism in cell subsets can provide 
information that is extremely beneficial for monitoring 
and managing patients (2, 17–19). Testing of subsets can 
be used to substantially increase sensitivity. For example, 
if 8% of T cells are recipient derived, 10% of leukocytes 
are T cells, and all other cells are donor derived, testing of 
peripheral blood will show 100% donor because recipient 
cells represent less than 1% of nucleated cells in peripheral 
blood. If detection of persistent recipient cells might be crit-
ical for optimal management of this patient, sensitivity can 
be improved by testing a T cell subset where 8% recipient 
would be readily detected. When subsets that are frequently 
analyzed are taken into consideration, sensitivity for STR/
VNTR- based tests becomes 0.1 to 0.01% of nucleated cells 
in peripheral blood (20).

Numerous reports have shown that testing of cell subsets 
can be useful for optimal patient management. For example, 
engraftment kinetics for T and NK cells has been reported 
to identify patients at increased risk for rejection and 
graft- versus- host disease (21–25). For patients that have 
hematological malignancies, detecting cells in the disease- 
associated subset can be indicative of impending recurrence, 
particularly when recipient cells are increasing in longitudi-
nal samples (18–20, 26–29).

Cell subsets are usually isolated using immunomagnetic 
particles or sorting by flow cytometry to select cells with ap-
propriate CD markers. CD markers that are frequently em-
ployed include CD3 (T cells), CD56 (NK cells), and CD19 
(B cells). If immunomagnetic particle separation is used, 
confirming the purity of the subset with analytic flow cy-
tometry can be extremely important to identify preparations 
that are compromised by contaminating cells (2, 30).

OTHER METHODS

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization
FISH is a long- standing and well- established method that is 
still used by many laboratories for chimerism testing. Probes 
for X and Y chromosomes are usually used, but autosomal 
markers can also be used (31). This method achieves high 
precision and sensitivity if large numbers of cells are counted 
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(32). One of the advantages of this method is that it can 
be used for relatively small numbers of sorted cells, which 
would be difficult to reliably test using STR/VNTR methods 
(33); however, sensitivity is compromised if the number of 
cells that are counted is relatively small.

Quantitative PCR
Conventional real- time PCR methods have also been uti-
lized for chimerism testing but have not achieved wide-
spread use. Many markers have been used for this approach, 
including single nucleotide polymorphism, HLA, and in-
sertion/deletion mutations (indels) (34–36). Advantages of 
real- time PCR include excellent sensitivity and avoidance 
of some of the limitations of STR/VNTR methods. Real- 
time PCR methods can be very accurate when the minority 
population is relatively small (<10%). However, tech-
nical variation increases when mixed chimerism is in the 
midrange. The coefficient of variation for real- time PCR 
methods has been reported to be 30 to 50% (35, 37), in 
comparison to <5% for STR/VNTR methods (9, 38, 39).

One of the challenges for real- time PCR methods is that 
they are influenced by relatively small differences in am-
plification efficiency. A 10% decrease in efficiency over 30 
cycles would result in a 4- fold decrease in the estimation 
of a target sequence. For accurate results, it is important to 
include controls for amplification efficiency, replicates of 
each sample to minimize the effects of technical variation 
in threshold cycle, and calibration curves for the target se-
quence. Inclusion of these controls for a relatively large num-
ber of target sequences can be cumbersome. Although this 
method has some drawbacks, the high levels of sensitivity 
are advantageous when it is important to detect extremely 
low levels of chimerism, such as detection of recipient cells 
as an indicator for minimal residual disease and determining 
the presence of microchimerism (18, 19, 40–42).

Droplet digital PCR is a third- generation quantitative 
PCR method which overcomes many of the drawbacks of 
conventional real- time PCR methods and provides an ab-
solute measure of target nucleic acid with unrivaled accu-
racy, precision, and sensitivity (43). Early reports of droplet 
digital PCR for chimerism testing are very encouraging (44, 
45). In this method, target DNA is partitioned into nano-
droplets (e.g., emulsion PCR) that contain on average one 
target molecule. The PCR is performed and each droplet is 
scored for the presence or absence of an amplicon. Poisson 
statistics are used to determine the number of copies of the 
target sequence in the starting material if TaqMan probes 
are used to differentiate alleles and the relative proportion 
of each allele can be calculated. Since this method uses 
endpoint PCR (in contrast to real- time methods), small dif-
ferences in amplification efficiency do not affect the results 
and calibration curves are not necessary. Droplet digital 
PCR overcomes many of the limitations of other methods 
that are currently in use and has the potential to become a 
mainstream method for chimerism testing.

Nucleotide Sequencing
Pyrosequencing, which is a rapid and quantitative sequenc-
ing method, has been applied to chimerism testing, but 
early reports showed sensitivity that is inferior to those of 
STR/VNTR methods (46, 47). Next- generation sequenc-
ing technology utilizing pyrosequencing or other platforms 
is currently being explored for chimerism testing (48, 49). 
As this technology becomes readily available in clinical lab-
oratories, next- generation sequencing may become an at-
tractive option due to its high sensitivity and accuracy and 
its potential for lower costs.

Flow Cytometry
There have been several reports showing that flow cytom-
etry using antibodies against proteins that are unique to 
the donor and recipient can be used for chimerism testing. 
Major advantages include determining if single cells are of 
donor or recipient origin, along with fast and convenient 
analysis of subpopulations. Although these are appealing 
features, flow cytometry is not widely used for chimerism 
testing. Antibody reagents that can reliably distinguish cells 
from a large number of donor/recipient pairs are likely to 
be one of the limiting factors. Several groups have reported 
using HLA antibodies, but this approach is not useful when 
the donor and recipient are HLA matched or there are no 
reagents to distinguish a small number of HLA mismatches 
(50, 51). Additionally, many HLA antibodies demonstrate 
cross- reactivity, which can confound chimerism analysis.

OTHER CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Chimerism testing is routinely used following HSCT and is 
sometimes useful in other transplant settings. After solid- 
organ transplantation, donor microchimerism in peripheral 
blood has been detected, but the clinical significance is con-
troversial. Some tolerance protocols combine HSCT and 
solid- organ transplantation and have reported that tran-
sient donor chimerism in peripheral blood can be associated 
with tolerance (52). Detection of donor chimerism can also 
aid in the assessment of risk for and diagnosis of graft- versus- 
host disease caused by lymphocytes carried by a solid- organ 
graft (53). When patients develop malignant disease after 
transplantation, chimerism testing can be used to determine 
if the tumor is of donor or recipient origin (15).

Microchimerism is widespread due to maternal- fetal cell 
exchange (54). Persistent microchimerism has also been re-
ported after blood transfusion (55, 56). Microchimerism that 
is not caused by transplantation has been implicated in many 
diseases, including scleroderma, inflammatory bowel disease, 
Alzheimer disease, allergies, and certain cancers (41). Avail-
ability of new technology to aid investigation of microchime-
rism in health and disease may lead to new discoveries that 
increase demand for clinical microchimerism testing.

Finally, chimerism tests can also be extremely useful in 
the laboratory for investigating sample exchanges and con-
firming the identities of samples sent to the laboratory. For 
example, chimerism tests can be used to determine if a sam-
ple delivered to the laboratory was drawn from the correct 
individual. It can also be used to investigate suspected sam-
ple exchanges within the laboratory.

SUMMARY
Chimerism testing is currently routine for monitoring patients 
after allogeneic HSCT. Chimerism testing can be useful for 
other applications, including solid- organ transplantation and 
diseases associated with microchimerism. Numerous methods 
for chimerism testing have been reported, but STR/VNTR- 
based methods currently predominate. It is possible that new 
technologies that improve sensitivity and accuracy will ulti-
mately supplant current methods.
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Today’s clinical immunology laboratories have emerged 
from research laboratories as new assays became available 
to researchers and clinician- scientists. However, in today’s 
hospital and reference laboratory environment, many gov-
ernmental regulations and professional guidelines mandate 
defined education levels of individuals who oversee and per-
form patient testing, recommend test procedures, and define 
acceptable ordering, result reporting, and billing practices. 
Among these organizations is the Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services (CMS), previously known as the Health 
Care Financing Administration (HCFA). CMS is a federal 
agency within the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) that administers the Medicare program 
and works in partnership with state governments to admin-
ister Medicaid. CMS also regulates billing practices and has 
a significant impact on the manner in which laboratories 
must be structured and managed. Today’s successful clinical 
immunology laboratory practitioners must be knowledgeable 
about current guidelines and regulations and keep abreast of 
the constant changes in order to ensure compliance and pro-
fessionalism in all areas of the laboratory. This chapter pro-
vides a broad overview of the major governmental agencies 
and regulations that impact on clinical laboratory practices. 
Various agencies and regulations are discussed in this chapter. 
To assist the reader, a list of their abbreviations is provided. 
In addition, an extensive list of websites is given in Table 1 
to enable the reader to obtain further information regarding 
specific agencies, regulations, and programs.

Abbreviations.
AAAAI, American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and 

Immunology; ACAAI, American College of Allergy, 
Asthma and Immunology; AACC, American Association 
of Clinical Chemistry; AABB, American Association of 
Blood Banks; ABB, American Board of Bioanalysts; ABCC, 
American Board of Clinical Chemistry; ABMG, American 
Board of Medical Genetics; AOA, American Osteopathic 
Association; ASCP, American Society of Clinical Patholo-
gists; ASHI, American Society for Histocompatibility and 
Immunogenetics; ASM, American Society for Microbiology; 
ASO, anti- streptolysin O; ASR, analyte- specific reagents; 
CAP, College of American Pathologists; CCSQ, Center for 
Clinical Standards and Quality; CDC, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention; MPEP, CDC Model Performance 
Evaluation Program; CLEP, Clinical Laboratory Evaluation 

Program; CLIA, Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ments; CLSI, Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute 
(formerly National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Stan-
dards, NCCLS); CMS, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (formerly the Health Care Financing Administra-
tion [HCFA]); COLA, Commission on Office Laboratory 
Accreditation; COMACC, Commission on Accreditation 
in Clinical Chemistry; ABFT, American Board of Forensic 
Toxicology; CPA, Clinical Pathology Accreditation Ltd.; 
CPT, Current Procedural Terminology; DHEW, Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare; DRG, diagnosis- related 
group; CEN, European Committee for Standardization; EA, 
European Accreditation; FESCC, Forum of European Soci-
eties of Clinical Chemistry; EFLM, European Federation of 
Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine; FDA, Food 
and Drug Administration; GLP, Good Laboratory Prac-
tice; HCPCS, HCFA Common Procedure Coding System; 
HMO, health maintenance organization; ICD, Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases; ISO, International Orga-
nization for Standardization; NRCC, National Registry of 
Certified Chemists; TJC, The Joint Commission (formerly 
known as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health-
care Organizations [JCAHO]); LAP, Laboratory Accredita-
tion Program; LOINC, Laboratory Observation Identifier 
Names and Codes; LDT, laboratory-developed tests; OIG, 
Office of the Inspector General; PPM, provider- performed 
microscopy; WHO, World Health Organization.

REGULATORY ISSUES AND AGENCIES OF THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment
In 1965, the U.S. federal government enacted Public Law 
89- 97, which created Medicare and Medicaid under the 
Social Security Act of 1939. As a result of this law, the 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare developed 
standards for clinical laboratories operating in inpatient and 
outpatient settings. DHEW appointed The Joint Commis-
sion (TJC), formerly known as the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), to 
set standards and survey the laboratories for accreditation. 
However, Congress became concerned that significant prob-
lems existed in the quality of laboratory testing for Medicare 
recipients provided by laboratories engaged in interstate 
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commerce. Therefore, in 1967, Congress passed the Clinical 
Laboratory Improvement Amendment (CLIA ’67) mandat-
ing licensure for laboratories providing testing on more than 
100 out- of- state specimens per year in major testing catego-
ries such as microbiology, immunology, chemistry, general 
serology, and hematology. A letter of exemption could be 
obtained from the CDC for those laboratories receiving 
fewer than 100 out- of- state specimens per year.

In 1987, the Wall Street Journal published an article that 
again raised concerns among the public about the quality of 
laboratory testing, especially cytology (1, 2). This prompted 
Congress and many state health departments to closely re-
view the operations of the nation’s clinical laboratories. This 
review resulted in Congress passing Public Law 100- 578 or 
the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment of 1988 
(CLIA ’88) (3). In 1992, the final rules for CLIA ’88 were 
published (4, 5, 8). CLIA ’88 replaced CLIA ’67 and the sepa-
rate Medicare/Medicaid regulations that were in effect up un-
til this time. CLIA ’88 required that all facilities performing 
examinations on materials obtained from the human body for 
the purpose of providing information for the diagnosis, pre-
vention, or treatment of any disease or impairment or for the 
assessment of the health of human beings be subject to CLIA 
regulations. The sites included in these new regulations were 
doctor’s offices, clinics, health departments, hospitals, and 
reference laboratories. The primary aim and authority of 
CLIA is to ensure the accuracy, reliability, and timeliness of 
test results regardless of where the test was performed. These 
requirements mandated additional procedures, reviews, and 
proficiency testing for all laboratories whether or not they 
were directly associated with a health care institution. Lab-
oratories exempt from CLIA ’88 include those that are sub-
ject to the rules published and enforced by the Department 
of Veterans Affairs and by the Department of Defense (for 
personnel drug surveillance and enforcement purposes). In 
addition, laboratories licensed by approved state licensure 
programs, law enforcement agencies that determine the legal 
status of individuals, laboratories performing forensic testing, 
and those performing research testing for which the results 
are not reported for clinical use are also exempt from CLIA 
’88 regulations.

As part of CMS’s (HCFA’s) mandates, it is responsible for 
the administration of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 
The Division of Laboratory Services under the Center for 
Clinical Standards and Quality (CCSQ) is responsible for 
implementing the CLIA program. It is the responsibility of 
the Division of Outcomes and Improvement within CMS 
to ensure that medical laboratories provide quality testing 
results. This is achieved through a survey and certification 
program (6). As of January 2016, there were 254,650 labo-
ratories and 122,617 physician office laboratories currently 
registered with CLIA. The majority of these are located in 
the United States. Funding of the CLIA program is main-
tained by user fees collected from these laboratories. There 
are 10 regional offices located throughout the United States 
with at least one laboratory consultant in each office who 
has experience and formal training as a medical technol-
ogist and is responsible for ensuring that the laboratories 
within that region are in compliance with the regulations.

Many medical laboratories may not be directly affected 
by the CMS surveys. CMS has granted “deemed” status 
to several organizations. In other words, CMS has the 
authority to establish and oversee a program that allows 
private, national accreditation organizations to “deem” 
that a laboratory is in compliance with Medicare require-
ments. These organizations include the College of Amer-
ican Pathologists (CAP), The Joint Commission (TJC), 

the American Association of Blood Banks (AABB), the 
American Osteopathic Association (AOA), the Ameri-
can Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics 
(ASHI), and the Commission on Office Laboratory Ac-
creditation (COLA). In addition, two states, Washington 
and New York, are exempt from CLIA regulations since 
their programs were found to be equal to or exceed Medi-
care compliance requirements. As of 2016, 7,796 laborato-
ries had been certified by the CAP while over 3,000 have 
been certified by TJC.

CLIA has established four categories of testing, i.e., 
waived, moderate complexity, provider- performed micros-
copy, and high complexity. The waived tests are those con-
sidered simple laboratory examinations and procedures that 
have insignificant risk of an erroneous result. Laboratories 
with a certificate of waiver are not subject to inspection for 
certification. However, it is expected that the laboratory will 
follow the manufacturer’s instructions and perform quality 
control measures as specified by the manufacturer of the kits 
in use. CLIA ’88 waived tests include those performed in 
bacteriology, endocrinology, general chemistry, hematol-
ogy, toxicology and therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM), 
and urinalysis. The following clinical immunology labora-
tory tests have been approved as waived tests: HIV- 1 and 
-2 antibodies, influenza virus A/B, Lyme disease antibodies, 
bladder tumor- associated antigen, and antibodies against 
Helicobacter pylori, Epstein- Barr virus (EBV; infectious 
mononucleosis), and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). The 
FDA maintains a website, which contains frequent updates 
of waived tests (Table 1). Moreover, waived tests are not 
completely foolproof. Some waived tests have the potential 
for serious health impacts if not performed correctly.

For moderate-  and high- complexity tests, the FDA 
evaluates each new commercial test system during the 
premarket approval process by scoring seven criteria as de-
scribed in the CLIA regulations. The criteria for categori-
zation include (i) knowledge, (ii) training and experience, 
(iii) reagent and materials preparation, (iv) characteristics 
of operational steps, (v) calibration, quality control, and 
proficiency testing materials, (vi) test system troubleshoot-
ing and equipment maintenance, and (vii) interpretation 
and judgment.

Tests included in the “moderately complex” category re-
quire basic scientific and technical knowledge in the various 
analytical phases of the test. In addition, basic training and 
experience are required to perform the test. The tests may 
not be fully automated and may require monitoring, timing, 
or simple calculations. Independent technical skill decision 
making or intervention by the analyst may be required. Be-
fore the results of a moderately complex test are released, 
interpretation and judgment may be required by the analyst. 
There are also requirements for quality control (QC) and 
quality assurance (QA) processes, for enrollment in a pro-
ficiency testing (PT) program, personnel requirements, and 
accreditation by an approved agency.

The “moderately complex” testing category contains 
one subcategory of provider- performed microscopy (PPM). 
Tests included in this category are procedures that utilize 
a microscope and in which the test specimen is labile or, 
if testing is delayed, could compromise the accuracy of the 
results. Some of the tests included in this category are wet 
mounts, including preparations of vaginal, cervical, or skin 
specimens, pinworm examinations, microscopic urinalysis, 
and urinalysis by dipstick or tablet reagent for bilirubin, glu-
cose, hemoglobin, ketones, leukocytes, nitrite, pH, protein, 
specific gravity, and urobilinogen. Tests included in this 
category must be performed during a patient’s visit only by 
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TABLE 1 Website addresses of governmental and private agencies that establish regulations and guidelines for clinical 
laboratories

Agency or organization Websitea

Federal regulations and guidelines
 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality www.ahcpr.gov/
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention www.cdc.gov
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  

 (waived tests)
http://wwwn.cdc.gov/CLIA/Resources/WaivedTests/default.aspx

 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) www.dhhs.gov
 CMS CLIA information http://www.cms.gov/Regulations- and- Guidance/Legislation/CLIA/

index.html?redirect=/CLIA/
 CMS Lab Diagnostic Fee Schedules (yearly file) http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service 

-Payment/ClinicalLabFeeSched/index.html?redirect=/
ClinicalLabFeeSched

 College of American Pathologists www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal
 College of American Pathologists ISO15189 http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt 

_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow& 
_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm 
.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2 
Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr

 Department of Health and Human Services http://www.hhs.gov/
 Food and Drug Administration (FDA) www.fda.gov
 FDA Good Laboratory Practice Document 21 Part 58 http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch 

.cfm?CFRPart=58
 Good Laboratory Practices Online http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch 

.cfm?CFRPart=58
 Medicare, glossary of terms http://www.medicare.gov/glossary/a.html
 National Institutes of Health www.nih.gov
 National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health www.cdc.gov/niosh/homepage.html
 Office of Inspector General (Federal Register Notices/ 

 Compliance)
http://oig.hhs.gov/authorities/docs/cpglab.pdf

 Society of Quality Assurance www.sqa.org
State regulations and guidelines
 California Department of Health Services, Division of  

 Laboratory Science, Laboratory Field Services
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/lfs/Pages/default.aspx

 New York State Clinical Laboratory Evaluation Program http://www.wadsworth.org/regulatory/clep
 Oregon https://public.health.oregon.gov/LaboratoryServices/

ClinicalLaboratoryRegulation/Pages/index.aspx
 Washington State http://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/

FacilitiesNewReneworUpdate/LaboratoryQualityAssurance/
Licensing/Applications

International regulations and guidelines
 European Communities Confederation of Clinical  

 Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
www.e- c4.org

 External Peer Review Techniques http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10894188
 Institute for Standardization and Documentation in  

 Medical Laboratory
www.instand-ev.de/

 International Federation of Clinical Chemistry and  
 Laboratory Medicine

www.ifcc.org

 International Organization for Standardization (ISO) http://www.iso.org/iso/home.html
 ISO clinical laboratory testing and in vitro diagnostic  

 test systems
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_ics

 The Clinical Pathology Accreditation Ltd. http://www.ukas.com/services/accreditation-services/clinical 
-pathology-accreditation/

 World Health Organization www.who.int/en/
Other
 American Association of Blood Banks (AABB) www.aabb.org/
 American Medical Association (AMA) www.ama-assn.org/
 AMA CPT Coding http://www.ama- assn.org/ama/pub/physician- resources/solutions 

- managing- your- practice/coding- billing- insurance/cpt.page
 American Osteopathic Association www.aoa-net.org/
 American Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics www.ashi-hla.org/
 Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (formerly  

 National Committee for Clinical Laboratory  
 Standards)

http://www.clsi.org/

 The Joint Commission http://www.jointcommission.org/
aSee the text for abbreviations.

http://www.ahcpr.gov/
http://www.cdc.gov
http://wwwn.cdc.gov/CLIA/Resources/WaivedTests/default.aspx
http://www.dhhs.gov
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-%C2%ADand-%C2%ADGuidance/Legislation/CLIA/index.html%3Fredirect%3D/CLIA/
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-%C2%ADand-%C2%ADGuidance/Legislation/CLIA/index.html%3Fredirect%3D/CLIA/
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/ClinicalLabFeeSched/index.html?redirect=/ClinicalLabFeeSched
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/ClinicalLabFeeSched/index.html?redirect=/ClinicalLabFeeSched
http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/ClinicalLabFeeSched/index.html?redirect=/ClinicalLabFeeSched
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow&_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow&_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow&_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow&_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr
http://www.cap.org/apps/cap.portal?_nfpb=true&cntvwrPtlt_actionOverride=%2Fportlets%2FcontentViewer%2Fshow&_windowLabel=cntvwrPtlt&cntvwrPtlt%7BactionForm.contentReference%7D=laboratory_accreditation%2F15189%2Fabout.html&_pageLabel=cntvwr
http://www.hhs.gov/
http://www.fda.gov
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch.cfm?CFRPart=58
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch.cfm?CFRPart=58
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch.cfm?CFRPart=58
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRsearch.cfm?CFRPart=58
http://www.medicare.gov/glossary/a.html
http://www.nih.gov
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/homepage.html
http://oig.hhs.gov/authorities/docs/cpglab.pdf
http://www.sqa.org
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/lfs/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.wadsworth.org/regulatory/clep
https://public.health.oregon.gov/LaboratoryServices/ClinicalLaboratoryRegulation/Pages/index.aspx
https://public.health.oregon.gov/LaboratoryServices/ClinicalLaboratoryRegulation/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/FacilitiesNewReneworUpdate/LaboratoryQualityAssurance/Licensing/Applications
http://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/FacilitiesNewReneworUpdate/LaboratoryQualityAssurance/Licensing/Applications
http://www.doh.wa.gov/LicensesPermitsandCertificates/FacilitiesNewReneworUpdate/LaboratoryQualityAssurance/Licensing/Applications
http://www.e-%C2%ADc4.org
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10894188
http://www.instand-ev.de/
http://www.ifcc.org
http://www.iso.org/iso/home.html
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_ics
http://www.ukas.com/services/accreditation-services/clinical-pathology-accreditation/
http://www.ukas.com/services/accreditation-services/clinical-pathology-accreditation/
http://www.who.int/en/
http://www.aabb.org/
http://www.ama-assn.org/
http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physician-resources/solutions-managing-your-practice/coding-billing-insurance/cpt.page
http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/physician-resources/solutions-managing-your-practice/coding-billing-insurance/cpt.page
http://www.aoa-net.org/
http://www.ashi-hla.org/
http://www.clsi.org/
http://www.jointcommission.org/
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licensed physicians, dentists, podiatrists, or mid- level prac-
titioners including nurse practitioners, nurse- midwives, and 
physician assistants.

The “highly complex” category of tests includes a man-
ual procedure with multiple steps in the sample or reagent 
processing or automated procedures requiring significant op-
erator intervention. These tests require specialized scientific 
and technical knowledge as well as appropriate training and 
experience in order to perform all phases of the analytical 
process optimally. Reagents used in these tests may be labile 
and may require special handling or preparation. The oper-
ational steps involved in performing highly complex tests 
may require manual manipulation and monitoring. A high 
level of troubleshooting ability, decision making, interven-
tion, interpretation, and judgment is required. Many tests 
performed in the clinical immunology laboratory as well as 
more than 50 general tests or procedures have been catego-
rized as high complexity. Table 2 provides a list of pertinent 
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) docu-
ments that aid immunology laboratories in establishing and 
reviewing procedures.

CLIA ’88 specifies the training required by individuals 
based on the complexity of the testing. For a laboratory 
performing moderately complex testing, the directors may 
include pathologists, medical doctors (M.D.s) doctors of os-
teopathic medicine (D.O.s), or persons holding a doctoral 
degree (Ph.D.s) with appropriate laboratory experience and 
training or individuals with a master’s or bachelor’s degree 
in science with appropriate experience and training. For 
high- complexity laboratories, a pathologist, other M.D., or 
D.O. with 1 year of laboratory training during residency or 
2 years’ experience directing or supervising high- complexity 
testing may direct the laboratory. In addition, the laboratory 
director may hold an earned doctoral degree in a chemical, 
physical, biological, or clinical laboratory science from an 
accredited institution and be certified and continue to be 
certified by a board approved by DHHS. The current ap-
proved boards are listed on the CMS website (Table 1), and 

they include the following: American Board of Bioanaly-
sis (ABB), ABB public health microbiology certification, 
American Board of Clinical Chemistry (ABCC), ABCC 
24- month Commission on Accreditation in Clinical Chem-
istry (COMACC) accredited program, American Board of 
Forensic Toxicology (ABFT) (limited to individuals with 
a doctoral degree), American Board of Histocompatibility 
and Immunogenetics (ABHI), American Board of Medical 
Genetics (ABMG), American Board of Medical Labora-
tory Immunology (ABMLI), American Board of Medical 
Microbiology (ABMM), and National Registry of Certified 
Chemists (NRCC) (limited to individuals with a doctoral 
degree). These Boards are recognized by federal and state 
government agencies as a significant component toward 
meeting licensure requirements to direct clinical labora-
tories engaged in the diagnosis of human disease. Board 
certification in some cases is recognized not only by CLIA 
but also in other states that require licensure, e.g., Florida, 
Georgia, Hawaii, Louisiana, Montana, Nevada, New York, 
North Dakota, Rhode Island, Tennessee, and West Virginia.

As of 24 February 2003, an individual may serve as a lab-
oratory director under a grandfather clause with at least 2 
years of laboratory training or experience. At the end of the 
2 years, such an individual must (i) become board certified, 
(ii) be serving as a laboratory director and previously qual-
ified on or before 24 February 2003, (iii) be qualified under 
14 March 1990 CLIA ’67, or (iv) be qualified under state 
law to direct a laboratory in the state on or before 24 Feb-
ruary 2003. In addition to the laboratory director, specific 
qualifications are required for technical supervisors, general 
supervisors, clinical consultants, and cytotechnologists.

The CLIA regulations require that the laboratory em-
ploy one or more individuals who are qualified by education 
and either training or experience to perform the responsi-
bilities of a technical supervisor. For the clinical immunol-
ogy laboratory, the requirements range from board- certified 
pathologists to a bachelor’s degree in science with 4 years of 
training in high- complexity testing. For histocompatibility 

TABLE 2 Immunology standardization documents available from CLSI

Document/
statusa Title

I/LA02- A2 Quality Assurance of Laboratory Tests for Autoantibodies to Nuclear Antigens: (1) Indirect 
Fluorescence Assay for Microscopy and (2) Microtiter Enzyme Immunoassay Methods.

I/LA18- A2 Specifications for Immunological Testing for Infectious Disease
I/LA20- A2 Analytical Performance Characteristics and Clinical Utility of Immunological Assays for 

Human Immunoglobulin E (IgE) Antibodies and Defined Allergen Specificities
I/LA21- A2 Clinical Evaluation of Immunoassays
I/LA23- A Assessing the Quality of Immunoassay Systems: Radioimmunoassays and Enzyme, 

Fluorescence, and Luminescence Immunoassays
I/LA26- A2 Performance of Single Cell Immune Response Assays
I/LA29- A Detection of HLA- Specific Alloantibody by Flow Cytometry and Solid Phase Assays
I/LA30- A Immunoassay Interference by Endogenous Antibodies
I/LA34- A Design and Validation of Immunoassays for Assessment of Human Allergenicity of New 

Biotherapeutic Drugs
NBS06- A Newborn Blood Spot Screening for Severe Combined Immunodeficiency by Measurement of 

T- cell Receptor Excision Circles
I/LA1- A2 Assessing the Quality of Radioimmunoassay Systems (2nd ed.)
H42- A2 Enumeration of Immunologically Defined Cell Populations by Flow Cytometry
H43- A2 Clinical Flow Cytometric Analysis of Neoplastic Hematolymphoid Cells
M53- A Criteria for Laboratory Testing and Diagnosis of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection

aA, approved.
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and clinical cytogenetics, individuals must be an M.D., 
D.O., or Ph.D. with 4 years of training or experience. 
The CLIA requirements for a general supervisor are to be 
an M.D. or D.O. or hold a Ph.D. or master’s or bachelor’s 
degree in science with 1 year of training or experience in 
high- complexity testing. Alternatively, the general super-
visor must have an associate degree in laboratory science 
or medical laboratory technology and 2 years of training or 
experience in high- complexity testing. One should refer to 
the CMS website for additional requirements on education 
and training for laboratory directors, supervisors, and testing 
personnel (Table 1).

Good Laboratory Practices
Clinical laboratories have been increasingly involved with 
pharmaceutical and diagnostic companies in the evaluation 
of new drugs or diagnostic products. In the 1970s, the FDA 
published regulations governing the conduct of the safety 
tests on regulated products, and these have been updated 
regularly [Good Laboratory Practice (GLP) Regulations, 21 
CFR Part 58]. Compliance with these regulations is intended 
to ensure the quality and integrity of the safety data prior to 
the marketing and/or clinical testing of the regulated prod-
uct. Products that must have evidence of safety include hu-
man and animal drugs, human biological products, medical 
devices, and diagnostic products. The regulations address 
such issues as the protocol, personnel, facilities, equipment, 
operations, testing, and controls. The FDA conducts reg-
ular inspections and data audits to monitor a laboratory’s 
compliance with GLP requirements. This process is rather 
detailed and thorough. Before undertaking a GLP project, it 
would be important to consult with a quality assurance pro-
fessional who has familiarity with GLP regulations. Table 
1 lists websites that provide more detailed information on 
GLP licensing.

Analyte- Specific Reagents
In 1997, the FDA issued a Final Rule regulating “Analyte 
specific reagents (ASR)” that are sold for clinical diagnostic 
applications. The latest revision was in 2007 (“Labeling for 
in vitro diagnostic products,” FDA Guidance Document, 21, 
CFR 809.10, 2007). These products are defined by the FDA 
as “antibodies, both polyclonal and monoclonal, specific re-
ceptor proteins, ligands, nucleic acid sequences, and similar 
reagents which, through specific binding or chemical reac-
tions with substances in a specimen, are intended for use in a 
diagnostic application for identification and quantification of 
an individual chemical substance or ligand in biological spec-
imens” (7) (Table 1). FDA regulations require that manufac-
turers of ASRs include only a general description concerning 
the quantity, proportion, or concentration of the product and 
information about the manufacturer. They are further pro-
hibited from making claims regarding the analytical or clini-
cal performance of the ASR. The FDA has noted that some 
laboratories have used products or devices that lack FDA 
clearance and that can be lawfully used only for research or 
for investigational purposes, outside the context of research 
or clinical investigations. To address this situation, the FDA 
issued guidance stating that the manufacturers should not 
sell “research use only” or “investigational use only” prod-
ucts to laboratories that they know will use the products for 
nonpermitted purposes such as clinical patient testing, and 
the manufacturers should halt sales to those laboratories that 
they discover use the products for nonpermitted purposes, or 
the manufacturer should comply with FDA requirements for 
premarket review. This rule made it easier for manufacturers 
of diagnostic products to develop and market products. The 

burden of responsibility for the performance of an ASR in 
an assay thus rests on the clinical laboratory that offers a test 
using the reagent. Clinical laboratories that use products des-
ignated ASRs must be qualified to perform high- complexity 
testing. This regulation mandates that on each report gen-
erated by a clinical laboratory in which an ASR was used, 
it state, “This test was developed and its performance char-
acteristics determined by (laboratory name). It has not been 
cleared or approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration.” A laboratory may elect to include additional, clar-
ifying information along with this statement, and the CAP 
has developed some sample statements to go along with the 
required statement (7). For example, the following additional 
statements may be added: (i) “The FDA has determined that 
such clearance or approval is not necessary”; (ii) “This test 
is used for clinical purposes. It should not be regarded as in-
vestigational or for research”; (iii) “Analyte specific reagents 
(ASR) are used in many laboratory tests necessary for stan-
dard medical care and generally do not require U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval or clearance”; and 
(iv) “This laboratory is certified under the Clinical Labora-
tory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) as qualified 
to perform high- complexity clinical testing. Pursuant to the 
requirements of CLIA, this laboratory has established and 
verified the test’s accuracy and precision.”

Laboratory- Developed Tests
In the context of personalized medicine, diagnostic tests 
have an increasingly important role in clinical decision 
making and disease management. However, the FDA is con-
cerned that some LDTs have not been properly validated 
for their intended use and thus may put patients at risk for 
a missed or wrong diagnosis or failure to receive appropriate 
treatment. In 2010, the FDA announced its intention to 
begin regulating LDTs, and it planned to release a draft 
guidance in 2011. However, in 2012, those opposed to LDT 
regulation convinced Congress to pass a law that requires 
the FDA to give Congress 60 days’ notice before issuing a 
draft guidance on LDTs. Since that time, there has been no 
activity in Congress to regulate LDTs; however, it is a pro-
cess that will likely come to fruition in the future.

STATE CERTIFYING PROGRAMS
CMS has recognized certain states as being exempt from their 
certifying program. These states can carry out their own lab-
oratory surveillance and issue their own certification. These 
states currently include Washington and New York.

Washington State
In 1989, the Washington State legislature passed the Med-
ical Test Site Licensure law, which allowed the state to 
regulate clinical laboratory testing. In 1993, Washington’s 
program was judged to be equivalent to that of the CLIA, 
and it became the first state in the country to be granted 
deemed status. In 1997 HCFA (CMS) extended Washing-
ton State’s exempt status under the CLIA program for all 
laboratories. Washington State retains its regulatory activity 
at the state level, where it is claimed that the process is more 
accessible and responsive to local needs.

Washington State surveys the various testing facilities 
and examines their quality control and patient records, test 
performance and reporting data, management policies, and 
quality assurance programs. Although the state does not of-
fer its own proficiency testing program, testing sites must 
participate in a program that is approved by CMS. The state 
monitors proficiency test results for acceptability.
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New York State
In 1996, New York state received exempt status under the 
CLIA program for independent and hospital laboratories. 
Prior to this time, New York became the first state in 1965 
to initiate a certification and licensing program for clini-
cal laboratories operating within the state. Since then, the 
program has been expanded, and now, through the Clinical 
Laboratory Evaluation Program (CLEP), it monitors the 
quality of testing from all clinical laboratories and blood 
banks within the State of New York as well as all out- of- 
state facilities that accept clinical specimens obtained from 
within New York State. In very rare situations, an unusual 
test can be granted an exception and performed in a labo-
ratory without a license. CLEP issues permits on an annual 
basis to over 1,000 laboratories across the nation and 900 
patient service centers in New York State. On a biennial 
basis, CLEP grants over 3,000 certificates of qualification to 
individuals to serve as directors/assistant directors of these 
clinical laboratories and blood banks. The three objec-
tives of the CLEP program are (i) to monitor, improve, and 
broaden the clinical capabilities of participating laborato-
ries and blood banks; (ii) to provide guidelines, quality con-
trol standards, and procedures to be used by permit- holding 
clinical facilities; and (iii) to expand the clinical and educa-
tional background of medical technologists, laboratorians, 
and other personnel involved in the operation of clinical 
laboratories through training and remediation programs.

Standards for New York State accreditation can be found 
on their website (Table 1). To obtain a New York State labo-
ratory permit, the laboratory must complete an application, 
submit the required fees, designate a laboratory director and 
assistant directors, if applicable, and obtain Certificates of 
Qualification (CQ) in all permitted categories for which the 
laboratory has applied. In addition, the laboratory must suc-
cessfully participate in two successive New York State pro-
ficiency testing (PT) events for all applied categories and 
subcategories and for all analytes for which New York State 
proficiency testing is offered, submit standard operating pro-
cedures and validation data for Department review and ap-
proval, complete a successful on- site inspection, and submit 
an acceptable plan of correction for any deficiencies cited 
during the inspection. An out- of- state laboratory seeking a 
New York State permit shall pay to the NYS Department of 
Health an on- site survey fee which shall consist of a trans-
portation expense and a per diem expense. Details concern-
ing certification of laboratories and tests and a request form 
for a nonlicensed exemption can be found on their website.

California
The California Department of Public Health, section of 
Laboratory Field Services (LFS), is responsible for licensing 
clinical laboratories and personnel, including clinical labo-
ratory scientists (formally titled clinical laboratory technol-
ogists), bioanalysts, specialty directors, specialty scientists, 
and cytotechnologists, through an application process and 
examination. The program also approves training schools 
for clinical laboratory personnel, including schools that 
provide instruction in phlebotomy. LFS also conducts com-
plaint investigations, which may include on- site inspection 
processes.

California requires all laboratories to participate in pro-
ficiency testing programs that have been approved by the 
California Department of Health Services and the federal 
government. Other states in which a permit must be ob-
tained, especially if testing is performed in an out- of- state 
laboratory, include Maryland, Rhode Island, Florida, and 
Pennsylvania.

ACCREDITATION AND LICENSURE OF 
LABORATORIES
The CLIA ‘88 regulations issued by the federal govern-
ment mandate that all laboratories performing clinical 
testing must undergo regular inspections by an agency or 
organization with deemed status, e.g., CAP, TJC, and New 
York State. These agencies all have detailed requirements, 
which include acceptable education and training for all 
personnel, content of procedure manuals, documentation 
of quality control and preventive maintenance procedures, 
verification of new procedures, ordering, and result report-
ing procedures, and many other details that are necessary 
for documentation of appropriate laboratory practices. The 
requirements by these agencies are equal to or, in most cases, 
greater than those mandated by CLIA.

College of American Pathologists
The Laboratory Accreditation Program (LAP) of the CAP 
has been in existence since 1962. Since that time, it has de-
veloped into the world’s largest single voluntary clinical lab-
oratory improvement program. The LAP has been granted 
deemed status by CMS, and it is recognized by the TJC as an 
equivalent program in TJC- accredited institutions. There 
are currently over 7,000 laboratories accredited by CAP in 
the United States and abroad. The focus of the LAP is the 
use of educational, peer- review inspection processes using 
teams of laboratory professionals as inspectors. The CAP 
gives working laboratorians an opportunity to participate in 
the inspection process. By visiting and inspecting peer labo-
ratories, a significant educational component is added to the 
accreditation process. The CAP selects a team of inspectors 
of practicing pathologists, laboratory scientists, and medical 
technologists who are matched to the laboratory’s profile as 
closely as possible. All aspects of the laboratory’s operation 
are evaluated in this process, from sample acquisition to 
general laboratory management.

The process of becoming accredited by the CAP begins 
with the submission of an application. The CAP then for-
wards to the laboratory “checklists” for each of the labora-
tory sections. The checklists are developed and approved 
by CAP committees, and they address each laboratory 
discipline. There are frequent revisions to the checklists, 
and most are customized based on the laboratory’s activity 
menu. It is advisable to check the CAP website to review 
the current checklists. For the immunology laboratory, the 
checklists that are relevant depend on the menu of tests in 
the laboratory. They include (i) flow cytometry, (ii) immu-
nology, (iii) general chemistry, and (iv) special chemistry (if 
such tests as measurement of immunoglobulin and comple-
ment levels or electrophoretic techniques are performed), 
(v) molecular pathology, and (vi) histocompatibility. Since 
the checklists that are sent to the laboratories are the same 
ones that the inspectors use during the on- site visit, the 
laboratory can review all items and address any deficiencies 
or problem areas prior to their inspection. The major areas 
that are covered in the checklist include proficiency testing, 
quality control, and quality improvement (e.g., supervision, 
procedure manuals, specimen collection and handling, re-
porting of results, reagents, calibration, controls and stan-
dards, instruments and equipment), personnel, physical 
facilities, and laboratory safety. During the inspection, there 
are two types of deficiencies that can be noted by the in-
spectors, phase I and phase II. Phase I deficiencies require a 
written response indicating that corrective action is taken, 
while phase II deficiencies require a written response and 
supporting documentation demonstrating compliance. As 
of 2006, the CAP conducts unannounced inspections. The 
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inspection should occur within 90 days of the anniversary 
date unless it is the laboratory’s first inspection.

During the inspection process, the inspectors conduct a 
thorough inspection of each phase of the laboratory’s op-
eration using the checklists as guides. Recently, the CAP 
implemented the “ROAD” (Read, Observe, Ask, Discover) 
inspection process. This process involves R, reading and 
reviewing documents; O, observing laboratory practices, 
noting if practice deviates from the documented policies 
or procedures; A, asking open- ended, probing questions; 
and D, discovering or following a representative specimen 
through the lab from collection to reporting.

After the inspection, the inspectors meet with the labo-
ratory staff for a summation conference to review the find-
ings. The inspectors leave a copy of the final summation 
report, and the laboratory must correct any deficiencies 
within 30 days and provide any requested documents to the 
CAP. If the deficiencies are corrected to the satisfaction of 
the CAP, the laboratory is accredited for a 2- year period. 
However, the laboratory must conduct a self- inspection at 
the 1- year mark using the most current checklists.

The Joint Commission
The mission statement for TJC is “ To continuously improve 
health care for the public, in collaboration with other stake-
holders, by evaluating health care organizations and inspir-
ing them to excel in providing safe and effective care of the 
highest quality and value.” More than 20,000 health care 
organizations are accredited by TJC, an independent, not- 
for- profit organization in the United States and in several 
foreign countries. TJC began evaluating hospital laboratory 
services in 1979. In 1995, TJC standards were deemed to be 
certifiable under CLIA ’88. A medical technologist surveyor 
is assigned to review the laboratory’s activities and policies. 
During the on- site survey, the surveyor looks at administra-
tive, technical, safety, and infection control policies and 
procedures as well as proficiency testing records. In addition, 
surveyors meet with laboratory directors and managers to 
determine their involvement in the operation of the orga-
nization. Specifically, they seek information on the com-
munication between the clinical staff, administrators, and 
other departments, reviewing in- services, evaluating the 
oversight of the laboratory testing and quality assessment 
and improvement activities. While visiting each laboratory 
section, the surveyor reviews section- specific policies and 
procedures, infection control and safety practices, preven-
tive maintenance, quality control, and proficiency testing 
results. The surveyor also visits patient care areas to assess 
the processes for testing, specimen collection, and request-
ing and reporting of results and blood transfusions.

American Society for Histocompatibility and 
Immunogenetics
The American Society for Histocompatibility and Immu-
nogenetics (ASHI) has set standards for histocompatibility 
testing for years. The standards include the following areas: 
general policies, personnel qualifications, quality assurance, 
HLA antigens, serological typing (HLA class I and II anti-
gens), mixed leukocyte culture tests, antibody screening, re-
nal transplantation, nonrenal organ transplantation, marrow 
transplantation, platelet and granulocyte transfusion, disease 
association, parentage testing, nucleic acid analysis, flow cy-
tometry, and enzyme- linked immunosorbent assays. ASHI 
maintains these standards and conducts inspections of lab-
oratories for licensing as well as assisting in the certification 
of technologists and directors. ASHI information is available 
on their website (Table 1).

Proficiency Testing
A significant ongoing requirement of all accrediting agen-
cies is the regular performance of testing on masked samples. 
Laboratories must show evidence that they are enrolled and 
participate in a regular proficiency testing process. Moreover, 
they must regularly review results and make corrections to 
problems and errors discovered in the process of the testing. 
Subsets of tests are “regulated analytes,” in which a continu-
ing good performance is necessary in order for the laboratory 
to be able to bill Medicare and Medicaid for these tests. Reg-
ulated tests in the immunology laboratory include a number 
of assays that are performed by nephelometry (IgG, IgA, IgM, 
C- reactive protein (CRP), C3, C4, haptoglobin, alpha- 1 an-
titrypsin), venereal disease research laboratory test (VDRL), 
rapid plasma reagin (RPR), and a few serology tests including 
alpha- fetoprotein, HIV, HBsAg, anti- HBc, HBeAg rheu-
matoid factor, quantitative anti- streptolysin O, infectious 
mononucleosis, rubella, and anti- nuclear antibodies.

Any tests performed by laboratories in which proficiency 
testing is unavailable must be shown to be performing cor-
rectly in some other manner. This may include trading split 
samples with other laboratories that offer the same test, 
regular review of clinical appropriateness or correlation, or 
other strategies. The laboratory director is responsible for 
reviewing the results for acceptability and taking corrective 
actions if necessary.

The College of American Pathologists is the proficiency 
supplier with the largest range of test samples. Details of the 
surveys available and the analytes contained in each survey 
are available on the CAP Proficiency website (Table 1). Many 
other organizations including ASHI, American Association 
of Bioanalysts, the CDC Model Performance Evaluation Pro-
gram (MPEP), and certain state programs also supply profi-
ciency materials, e.g., New York. A variety of manufacturers 
of reagents and instruments also produce proficiency testing 
or quality control materials in which results from laboratories 
are compared to each other.

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES AND AGENCIES
While the U.S. medical laboratories are required to follow 
guidelines established by CLIA, laboratories outside the 
United States have, in many cases, developed systems for 
the assessment of quality that follow international standards. 
One such organization is the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO), headquartered in Geneva, Switzer-
land. ISO is a nongovernmental federation of national stan-
dards bodies from over 100 countries worldwide. Established 
in 1947, the mission of ISO “is to promote the development 
of standardization and related activities in the world with 
a view to facilitating the international exchange of goods 
and services, and to developing cooperation in the spheres 
of intellectual, scientific, technological and economic ac-
tivity.” During the 1970s and 1980s, with an increase in the 
global economy, companies found extensive variation in 
the quality of the goods and services that they purchased 
from sources all over the world. The ISO has developed in-
ternationally accepted standards to ensure product quality. 
In 1987, the ISO published the ISO 9000 series of interna-
tional standards and guidelines on quality management and 
quality assurance. For clinical laboratories, document ISO/
TC 212, CD 15189 addresses standardization and guidance 
in the field of laboratory medicine and in vitro diagnostic test 
systems. Currently, ISO 15189 accreditation is offered in 44 
countries. Although this is not yet the case in the United 
States, in some countries it is the standard by which labora-
tories are reimbursed.
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For medical laboratories, ISO 15189 supports the goals 
of a laboratory that is working to achieve best practices in 
quality management systems and specifies requirements for 
competency and quality. It also addresses the continuum of 
care directly connected with improving patient safety, risk 
mitigation, and operational efficiency. In addition to the 
quality management areas discussed in this document, pre-  
and postanalytical procedures, analytical performance, lab-
oratory safety, reference systems, and quality assurance are 
included. Certification by the ISO is a voluntary activity. 
Since the fall of 2008, CAP launched the program based 
on the ISO 15189:2007 standard (Table 1). This process 
reinforces the ISO goals and standards while supporting 
CAP’s mission of advocating excellence in the practice of 
pathology and laboratory medicine. The CAP was also a sig-
nificant contributor to the development of the ISO 15189 
standard. As of April 2014, there were 29 clinical laborato-
ries accredited by CAP ISO 15189.

In addition to the ISO, other nongovernmental organi-
zations are involved in laboratory quality assurance at the 
international level (9). These include the International 
Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine 
and the World Health Organization. The IFCC interacts 
with several international professional organizations in-
volved in laboratory medicine including the International 
Union of Immunological Societies (IUIS) and the World 
Association of Societies of Pathology and Laboratory Med-
icine (WASPALM). Among the national organizations are 
the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (formerly 

National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards 
[NCCLS]) in the United States and the Institute for Stan-
dardization and Documentation in Medical Laboratory (IN-
STAND) in Germany. Regional organizations include the 
Asian Pacific and Latin American Federation of Clinical 
Biochemists. In addition to Germany, many other countries 
in Europe and several clinical laboratory professional orga-
nizations have been actively involved in addressing qual-
ity systems and accreditation issues. Among these are the 
European Communities Confederation of Clinical Chem-
istry and Laboratory Medicine (10, 11) and External Peer 
Review Techniques (ExPeRT). Further information about 
the activities of these organizations can be found on their 
websites (Table 1).

A peer review system for the accreditation of pathology 
laboratory services in the United Kingdom was inaugurated 
in 1992. The Clinical Pathology Accreditation (UK) Ltd 
(CPA) is a nonprofit company associated with incorporat-
ing the Royal College of Pathologists, the Association of 
Clinical Pathologists, the Association of Clinical Biochem-
ists, and the Institute of Biomedical Science. The operation 
functions in a manner similar to that of the CAP in the 
United States. There are Advisory Committees that define 
and review standards, assess applications, recommend in-
spectors, and advise on decisions after inspection. Survey 
teams of voluntary inspectors, each with expertise in the 
laboratory’s specific disciplines, conduct on- site inspections. 
The inspectors are drawn from practicing pathologists and 
clinical/biomedical scientists (12).

TABLE 3 Credentialing agencies and programsa

Level Certifying agency or 
program Organization Education level 

required Website

Director American Board of 
Medical Laboratory 
Immunology (ABMLI)

ASM Ph.D. or M.D. 
and appropriate 
experience

https://www.asm.org/index.php/
abmli- cert

Director American Board of 
Medical Microbiology 
(ABMM)

ASM Ph.D. or M.D. 
and appropriate 
experience

https://www.asm.org/index.php/
abmm-cert

Director American Board of 
Histocompatibility 
and Immunogenetics 
(ABHI)

ASHI Ph.D. or M.D. 
and appropriate 
experience

http://www.ashi- hla.org/lab- center/
director- training- review/

Director American Board of 
Clinical Chemistry 
(Molecular Diagnostics) 
(ABCC)

ABCC Ph.D. and 
appropriate 
experience

http://www.abclinchem.org/mold_
chem/Pages/default.html

Medical laboratory 
professionals

American Society for 
Clinical Pathology 
(ASCP)

ASCP Multiple levels 
and educational 
requirements

http://www.ascp.org/
certification#tabs-1

1. Certified 
Histocompatibility 
Associate: CHA(ABHI)

2. Certified 
Histocompatibility 
Technologist: 
CHT(ABHI)

3. Certified 
Histocompatibility 
Specialist: CHS(ABHI)

Clinical 
Histocompatibility

ASHI B.S. and appropriate 
experience

www.ashi-hla.org

aSee the text for abbreviations.

https://www.asm.org/index.php/abmli-cert
https://www.asm.org/index.php/abmli-cert
https://www.asm.org/index.php/abmm-cert
https://www.asm.org/index.php/abmm-cert
http://www.ashi-hla.org/lab-center/director-training-review/
http://www.ashi-hla.org/lab-center/director-training-review/
http://www.abclinchem.org/mold_chem/Pages/default.html
http://www.abclinchem.org/mold_chem/Pages/default.html
http://www.ascp.org/certification#tabs-1
http://www.ascp.org/certification#tabs-1
http://www.ashi-hla.org
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For a laboratory to become accredited, the process begins 
with the laboratory assessing itself against the relevant CPA 
standards, filing an application, and being subjected to an 
on- site inspection in order to determine compliance with 
the standards. After the relevant advisory committee has re-
viewed the inspectors’ assessment, a report is sent back to the 
laboratory. If there are no problems with the on- site inspec-
tion of the laboratory, the Board issues a 12- month certifi-
cate. If deficiencies are found, accreditation is withheld until 
the deficiencies have been corrected to the satisfaction of the 
CPA. When the laboratory has major deficiencies, approval 
is withheld until the deficiencies have been corrected and 
reapplication is required. Accreditation is valid for 4 years, 
with CPA reserving the right to reinspect at any time without 
notice. There is a requirement for an annual reregistration 
and a self- declaration stating continuing compliance with 
the standards. European Federation of Clinical Chemistry 
and Laboratory Medicine (EFLM) was formed in June 2007 
at the Euromedlab Congress in Amsterdam, Netherlands, by 
the merger of the Forum of European Societies of Clinical 
Chemistry (FESCC) and the European Communities Con-
federation of Clinical Chemistry (EC4). In order to better 
serve the public interest in health care, EFLM connects Na-
tional Societies of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Med-
icine and provides European leadership in clinical chemistry 
and laboratory medicine to national professional societies, 
the diagnostic industry, and governmental and nongovern-
mental organizations. It also represents the International 
Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine 
(IFCC) in Europe. The Quality and Regulations Committee 
supports the establishment of effective accreditation schemes 
and quality management systems in all European countries 
and liaises with ISO, European Committee for Standardiza-
tion (CEN), and the European Accreditation body (EA). 
The Committee currently has two working groups. One fo-
cuses on influencing ISO/CEN standards and harmonization 
of accreditation and on setting European procedures for ac-
creditation. The second working group, the “IVD Directive,” 
focuses on guidance documents in the application of labora-
tory practices and accreditation.

CREDENTIALING
A number of organizations are involved in issuing credentials 
or licenses for individuals who demonstrate technical and 
management skills in clinical immunology. These programs 
generally include two components, one that establishes 
guidelines for training programs and another that creates and 
administers the examination process. It is important for all 
the individuals involved in clinical immunology laboratory 

practice to obtain appropriate certification. These programs 
encourage professionalism for their members and provide 
core groups of exceptionally qualified leaders in laboratory 
immunology. A list of professional societies that provide cre-
dentialing programs is shown in Table 3.
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Clinical laboratories provide vital services to physicians and 
patients, public health agencies, and medicolegal entities. 
Because laboratory test results influence patient care and 
medical decisions rely on accurate and timely laboratory re-
sults, clinical laboratories must ensure that the right results 
are obtained at the right time and for the right patient. The 
ability to ensure accuracy of patient results rests on develop-
ing a quality program that governs all functional aspects of 
the clinical laboratory.

Quality, as defined by the Oxford Dictionary, is “a degree 
of excellence of something,” and in the laboratory, it en-
compasses both internal quality control (IQC) and external 
quality assessment (EQA). IQC comprises processes that 
ensure precise and accurate results and focuses on monitor-
ing the day- to- day precision and accuracy of assays, whereas 
EQA focuses on the comparison of various methods and ex-
amination of concordance in testing across a number of fa-
cilities. EQA also serves an educational purpose and assists 
with the evaluation of testing platforms, the comparison 
of methodologies, and benchmarking a laboratory’s perfor-
mance against peer groups.

Ensuring a quality laboratory from the analytical per-
spective requires that all assays be validated. This means 
that they have been thoroughly examined for both robust 
performance and appropriateness for clinical use. Moreover, 
it makes sure that there are procedures in place to ensure 
accurate performance of the assay, as well as detect errors 
in performance, reagents, or instrumentation as early in the 
process as possible so as to minimize any impact on patient 
care. In addition, a well- validated assay also establishes and 
documents any assay performance limitations, particularly 
for the more esoteric laboratory- developed tests (LDTs) that 
are not cleared by federal regulators.

Total quality encompasses all aspects of a clinical lab-
oratory including adequate facilities and infrastructure, 
trained and qualified personnel, and vendor and instrument 
qualification and is beyond the scope of this chapter. Addi-
tional information regarding total quality programs may be 
obtained from a number of sources (1, 2). The scope of this 
chapter is to discuss (i) general guidelines for robust assay 
validation and quality control and (ii) challenges faced by 
clinical immunology laboratories performing assays that do 
not have well- defined guidelines for validation or are LDTs 
for infrequently encountered immunological disorders.

GUIDELINES FOR ASSAY DEVELOPMENT 
AND VALIDATION
Guidelines for the development of clinical diagnostic assays 
are provided by various organizations of which the most widely 
recognized is the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute 
(CLSI). Originally known as National Committee for Clin-
ical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS), the CLSI was started 
in the 1960s by a group of clinicians and laboratorians with 
the intention of developing a formal, consensus process for 
standardization of processes impacting patient care, including 
laboratory testing. Since then, CLSI has evolved into a global 
organization that is actively involved in education and global 
harmonization of standards through collaborative efforts with 
organizations involved in developing standards and standard 
material for laboratory testing (see chapter 121). While CLSI 
guidelines are most commonly used for development and val-
idation of clinical testing, the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) (3) and the International Clinical 
Cytometry Society (ICCS) also provide consensus guidelines 
for several flow cytometry based assays (4–6). More recently, 
the International Council for Standardization in Hematology 
(ICSH) and the ICCS convened a working group to develop 
comprehensive guidelines on all aspects of development and 
validation of flow cytometric assays encompassing preanalyt-
ical, analytical, and postanalytical stages (7). Additionally, 
several key publications have emerged to address the devel-
opment, optimization, and validation of assays for biomarker 
analysis during immune monitoring studies for new therapeu-
tics that involve challenging methodologies such as flow cy-
tometry, single cell analysis such as the ELISpot and various 
antibody-  and ligand- binding immunoassays, that are also 
making their way into the arena of diagnostic testing (8–12).

CLASSIFICATION OF ASSAYS
Diagnostic assays may be classified according to their reg-
ulatory status or according to their technical performance 
characteristics. Validation or verification requirements de-
pend on the classification of the assay.

Regulatory Status
For information regarding regulatory status, see http://www 
.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/CLIA.

http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1128/9781555818722.ch122
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/CLIA
http://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Legislation/CLIA
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FDA- Approved Assays
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)- approved assays 
have undergone rigorous testing by the kit or device man-
ufacturer, and assay performance characteristics have been 
defined and deemed acceptable for clinical use. Clinical 
studies have been conducted to establish the diagnostic 
utility of the assay, and reference intervals have been es-
tablished. When a laboratory is considering offering an 
FDA- approved assay, a verification of assay performance 
characteristics claimed by the manufacturer must be per-
formed (per Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ments [CLIA] standard 493.1253) (Table 1).

FDA- Approved, Modified Assays
These assays have been approved in their commercially 
available format for diagnostic testing. Any modification to 
the assay (e.g., change in volume of a reagent, sample type 
[plasma versus serum], length of incubation, anticoagulant 
[EDTA versus heparin], or other parameters) must be vali-
dated prior to use for diagnostic purposes. It must be noted 
here that assays for nonstandard body fluids (e.g., pleural 
fluid, cerebrospinal fluid, and in general, fluids other than 
blood or urine) are considered FDA- modified assays because 
nonstandard body fluids are regarded as an alternate matrix 
and are not interchangeable with serum or plasma (14). For 
such assays, the effects of the matrix on the performance 
characteristics of the assay must be evaluated. The criteria 
to be fulfilled to establish a modified FDA assay as a vali-
dated, clinical assay are defined in Table 1.

Lab- Developed tests
LDTs are prevalent in clinical immunological laboratories 
and present the greatest challenges for successful validation. 
In general, the criteria that must be fulfilled to establish an 
LDT for clinical use are detailed in Table 1 and are similar to 
those required for an FDA- approved, modified test. However, 
it must be noted here that depending on the technical nature 
of the assay, not all validation parameters may be applicable.

Classification According to Performance 
Characteristics
Diagnostic tests fall into four categories depending on the 
nature of the result (15): qualitative, quasiquantitative, 
semiquantitative, and quantitative.

Qualitative Assays
These assays have a binary answer: present/absent, positive/
negative, or reactive/nonreactive. While these assays do 

not provide a numerical value but an absolute descriptive 
result, they may employ a numerical cutoff value that de-
termines whether a result is positive or negative. Analysis 
of gene mutations, microbiological assays, infectious disease 
screening serological tests, flow cytometry tests for leukemia 
or lymphoma, and the majority of LDTs for the analysis of 
immune cellular function such as the dihydrorhodamine as-
say for neutrophil oxidative burst (16) fall into this category.

Quasiquantitative Assays
These assays do not employ a calibration standard but have 
a continuous response that can be expressed as a numeric 
value. Examples of quasiquantitative assays include enzyme- 
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) that employ a sin-
gle positive control. The absorbance of the test sample is 
compared with that of the control sample, and a numeri-
cal result is calculated as a function of the control sample’s 
absorbance. Flow cytometry assays such as analysis of lym-
phocyte subsets, DNA content, immunogenicity assays for 
antidrug antibodies, and functional assays such as lympho-
cyte proliferation assays also fall into this category (7).

semiquantitative or Relative Quantitative Assays
Semiquantitative or relative quantitative assays employ cal-
ibration standards that do not fully represent the analyte or 
biomarker. The matrix of the standard may differ from that 
of the test samples, and a direct quantitative comparison is 
not possible. While these assays provide a numeric value, 
this value is often related to a range that describes a qual-
itative result. Immunological assays for detection of auto-
antibodies and ligand- binding assays fall into this category, 
as do flow cytometry- based assays such as CD34 enumera-
tion, which relies on fluorescent calibration beads (7, 15, 
17). Precision for semiquantitative assays tends to be much 
more variable than that of quantitative assays and can be as 
high as 25% at the upper and lower limits of quantitation for 
soluble analytes (17) and as high as 45% for flow cytometry- 
based assays designed to detect rare cell populations (18).

Quantitative Assays
Quantitative assays make use of characterized standards 
with known numerical values and utilize a regression curve 
to determine, accurately, the numeric value of an analyte. 
Reference standards employed in these assays are fully char-
acterized and are representative of the analyte or biomarker. 
The majority of analytes encountered in chemistry labora-
tories fall into this category, whereas few immunological as-
says can truly be considered to be quantitative assays.

TABLE 1 Assay validation or verification requirements per CLIA standard 493.1253

Validation or 
verification 
requirement

FDA- cleared, unmodified assays
FDA 

modified 
or LDT

Reference 
document

Accuracy Required Required CLSI EP- 12A
Precision Required Required CLSI EP- 12A
Reportable range Required Required CLSI MM6- A
Linearity Required initially and every 6 

months thereafter
Required CLSI EP6- A

Reference interval Required Required CLSI C28- A2
Analytical sensitivity Not required, verify with 

20 results spanning the 
analytical range

Required CLSI EP17A

Analytical specificity Not required Required CLSI MM6- A
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Based on the nature of the assay, not all assay perfor-
mance criteria are required to be fulfilled during validation. 
For instance, an LDT with a qualitative readout will not 
require studies for linearity, and the limit of detection for 
a qualitative assay may not be necessary if the result does 
not depend on a numeric value. Thus, the assay must be 
fully understood prior to undertaking validation, so that 
only parameters that are truly representative of the assay’s 
performance are examined and validated.

DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION
Validation and quality control of immunological assays can 
be challenging due to the complex nature of the analyte 
(autoantibodies, cellular function) as well as the complex-
ity of the analytical methods. Furthermore, in many cases 
there is little to no standardization of these assays. Assay 
variability can be introduced at a number of levels, includ-
ing reagents (antigen preparation, antibody source, cell ex-
tract, cells or tissue sources, recombinant or native protein 
preparations), detection systems (nature of the detection 
antibody, i.e., monoclonal versus polyclonal; nature of con-
jugation, i.e., enzyme or fluorophore), variation in method 
(incubation time, reaction volume, method of readout), and 
data analysis. Cellular function assays are particularly chal-
lenging because they are inherently much more complex 
than serum- based assays and less robust in their reproduc-
ibility. All of these variables influence the assay and must be 
tested rigorously in order to develop a robust, reproducible, 
and reliable assay suitable for patient care.

The following section discusses general development 
and validation guidelines for the four types of assays. The 
definition of “validation” according to the Oxford Dictio-
nary is to “demonstrate or support the truth or value of...” 
something. In the context of a clinical diagnostic assay, 
validation implies the ability of the assay to demonstrate 
certain predetermined criteria that establish the assay to be 
“fit- for- purpose.” The term “fit- for- purpose” is commonly 
used in biomarker assay development for therapeutics (15), 
but similar concepts can be applied to diagnostic testing. 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
defines validation of a method as “the confirmation by ex-
amination and the provision of objective evidence that the 
particular requirements for a specific intended use are ful-
filled” (19, 20). This concept may be extended to fit- for- 
purpose validation, whereby the suitability of a diagnostic 
test must be evaluated scientifically and clinically based on 
the literature or alternate existing methods. In parallel, an 
analytical validation plan must be developed describing pre-
set performance criteria for the assay, which if fulfilled, yield 
results appropriate for diagnostic use. A validation study is 
then undertaken using suitable clinical samples, and if the 
performance criteria are met, then the assay is considered 
fit- for- purpose. Although the relation of a test result to the 
clinical status of the patient should determine whether the 
test is fit- for- purpose, clinical information linked to sam-
ples is generally not available in most laboratories, making 
it challenging to perform clinical validation of the assay. It 
is therefore important to evaluate a new test or platform 
alongside an FDA- approved or predicate method, when 
available (21), or a method currently employed by the lab-
oratory when considering an alternate method or platform. 
While these approaches are suitable for FDA- approved kits 
or methods or when developing an alternate method for a 
preexisting assay, de novo- developed tests are far more chal-
lenging since there may be no other method in existence. In 
such cases, information regarding the suitability of an assay 

for diagnostic purposes is gathered from prior documented 
or published research.

Prior to Validation
Prior to commencing test validation, several factors should 
be taken into consideration. In addition to providing rel-
evant information to the clinician to support diagnosis, a 
clinical test must be technically feasible and financially via-
ble both for the laboratory and for the patient. Accordingly, 
the test must be researched thoroughly, and data must be 
gathered and analyzed prior to commencing validation. Ta-
ble 2 includes some questions that must be considered prior 
to test development.

Following an analysis of these factors, if the decision is 
made to offer the diagnostic test, an optimization protocol 
must then be developed. The optimization protocol takes 
into consideration the technical variables that must be ex-
amined and optimized before the assay can move into fur-
ther validation. Optimization protocols are required mainly 
for LDTs and for modifications of FDA- approved tests. Un-
modified FDA- approved tests are performed according to 
the protocols determined by the manufacturer and should 
not require any further optimization. The optimization pro-
tocol considers variables such as sample type and stability, 
optimal concentration of reagents (e.g., antibodies for im-
mune assays or flow cytometry), compatible reagents (exam-
ination of buffer systems, antibody pairs or combinations), 
incubation times, substrates, instrumentation, and data pro-
cessing algorithms.

Depending on the assay or technical platform, there may 
be other parameters that must be examined and character-
ized prior to proceeding to validation (e.g., effect of antico-
agulant on cellular phenotype or function, sample stability, 
particularly for cell- based assays, or the effect of transport 
temperature on the stability of the analyte).

Once all variables are optimized, the assay can proceed 
to validation as described below. Figure 1 provides a sum-
mary of the steps required to develop and validate a test.

TABLE 2 Considerations prior to development or valida-
tion studies
1. Clinical considerations

a. What is the diagnostic value of the test?
b. Is the test result actionable, and will it influence clinical 

decisions?
2. Technical considerations

a. Will Institutional Regulatory Board (IRB) approval be 
required to develop and validate the test?

b. On what technical platform will the test be offered?
c. If the test is a de novo lab- developed test, are reagents 

available?
d. What quality control parameters must be instituted?

3. Financial considerations
a. What is the cost of developing the test?
b. What is the reimbursement for the test?
c. If the test is to be validated on a new platform, what is the 

cost of instrumentation?
d. Is staff available to validate the test?

4. Physician and/or patient interface considerations
a. How will the test be reported: quantitative, 

semiquantitative, or qualitative result?
b. How will results be made available to the physician or 

patient (laboratory information system interfaces)?
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Validation Parameters
Validation or verification of an assay determines its perfor-
mance characteristics. As detailed in Table 1, assay valida-
tion examines the accuracy and precision, the analytical 
range, the limit of detection and linearity, and the analytical 
sensitivity and specificity of the assay and establishes refer-
ence values for diagnostic or clinical monitoring purposes. 
The following paragraphs examine each of these parameters.

Accuracy
Accuracy is defined as the closeness of agreement to the ac-
tual, expected value. Diagnostic accuracy of a test refers to 
the extent of agreement of the test result with the clinical 
condition associated with the test. When assessing diagnos-
tic accuracy, a relevant patient population must be avail-
able. While assessment of diagnostic accuracy is ideal, it is 
generally beyond the scope of most diagnostic laboratories. 

FIGURE 1 Stages in assay development and validation. The flowchart illustrates the four stages of 
assay development required to scientifically evaluate a potential diagnostic assay, develop and validate the 
method, and implement continuous quality monitoring of the assay.
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Instead, most laboratories perform studies to demonstrate 
agreement of the diagnostic test with an established method 
or verify the manufacturer’s claims to accuracy using well- 
characterized samples. To establish agreement, proficiency 
testing samples, previously assayed patient samples, or ref-
erence panels can be used. CLSI EP12- A2 recommends 
testing at least 50 positive and 50 negative samples for a 
qualitative assay (22). For quantitative assays, samples cho-
sen to represent the analytical range of the assay are an-
alyzed by the reference method and test method and are 
compared for agreement using Bland- Altman plots or com-
parison plots (23; see also www.westgard.com). While these 
methods are suitable for verification of the manufacturer’s 
claims for a commercially available assay or when com-
paring a new method with an established method, it is far 
more challenging to assess accuracy for an LDT. Accuracy 
for LDTs may be assessed by splitting samples with another 
laboratory performing the test, by comparing test results 
with clinical data, or by analyzing previously characterized 
samples where possible. Flow cytometry-  and cell- based 
functional assays pose additional challenges in that samples 
utilized in these assays have limited stability and true stan-
dard reference material is not available. Furthermore, cel-
lular functions such as lymphocyte proliferative responses 
to mitogenic or antigenic stimulation can vary widely from 
person to person and are dependent on seasonal or even di-
urnal influences. Accordingly, establishing accuracy for such 
assays can be difficult. Accuracy for flow cytometry assays 
may be documented by correlation with clinical phenotype 
where possible. Analytical accuracy can be demonstrated by 
comparison with an alternate methodology (e.g., a protein’s 
phosphorylation status may be detected by flow cytometry 
or by Western blotting). Such comparisons are not perfect 
since differences in methodology may affect results. How-
ever, laboratories developing esoteric tests must document 
attempts to assess accuracy and provide reasonable explana-
tions for discrepancies found between methods (7).

Precision
Precision is the ability to obtain the same result on repeated 
analyses under the same conditions. Precision is expressed 
as the coefficient of variation (CV) where %CV = SD/
mean × 100, where SD is standard deviation. During val-
idation studies, precision of the assay must be analyzed in 
a single run (intra- assay precision), across multiple runs 
(interassay precision), and among multiple operators or 
laboratories (interoperator variability) to determine the to-
tal variability of the assay. Qualitative assays with a binary 
answer do not require precision studies, unless the result is 
based on a numerical value. In such cases, precision must 
be examined around the numerical decision point at which 
a result transitions from negative to positive or normal to 
abnormal. CLSI EP12- A2 provides detailed guidance on 
examining precision around a numerical cutoff value for 
qualitative assays (22). Quantitative assays require exam-
ination of at least three levels of the analyte that cover 
the reportable range of the assay. Twenty replicate values 
are obtained during a single analytical run for intra- assay 
precision, whereas 20 values are accumulated over 20 sep-
arate analytical runs over several days and involve several 
operators to estimate inter-  and intra- assay precision (25). 
When validating a commercially available assay, precision 
(%CV) must correlate with the manufacturer’s claim. CLSI 
EP05- A2 provides further guidance for precision studies for 
quantitative assays (25).

As with accuracy, defining precision for flow cytometry 
assays that report a numerical value (percentage of cells) 

or the ELISpot that is designed to assess cellular function 
(e.g., cytokine- producing cells) or lymphocyte proliferation 
assays for antigen- specific responses is challenging. This 
is because these assays are often developed to detect rare 
antigen- specific T or B cell populations, which tend to be 
present in very low numbers and are often close to the de-
tection limit of the assay. Additionally, lymphocyte prolifer-
ative responses are known to vary due to biological variation 
within and between individuals, diurnal variation, and vari-
ation due to differences in activation pathways triggered by 
different stimuli (26). Cell- based assays are inherently less 
precise than serum- based assays because of greater variabil-
ity in preparation of cells, stability of samples (27), staining 
methods, and instrument settings for flow cytometry and 
assessment of cytokine- positive spots and data analysis for 
ELISpot assays. Because a flow cytometry result is derived 
from several thousand individual, simultaneous measure-
ments of cellular parameters such as light scatter and fluo-
rescence, all of which are transformed into numeric values 
for mean fluorescence or percentages of gated populations, 
large numbers of replicate samples as for chemistry- based 
analytes are not required to establish imprecision, nor is it 
feasible to obtain large numbers of samples with limited sta-
bility (28). In general, intra- assay precision studies may be 
performed with as few as five samples in triplicate within a 
single run. While a desirable %CV for flow cytometry assays 
is 10%, precision can be much more variable for less abun-
dant populations. When the frequency of the population 
is less than 0.1%, as in analysis of low- frequency tetramer- 
specific T cells or in minimal residual disease, a CV of 20% 
may be acceptable. Imprecision for functional assays such as 
the ELISpot assay may be as high as 20 to 25% (18).

The lymphocyte proliferation assay has been widely used 
as a measure of general immune function and immunologi-
cal memory. In HIV infection, in particular, loss of lympho-
cyte responses has been shown to correlate with advancing 
immune deficiency and has been utilized as a correlate of 
progression to AIDS (29, 30). The AIDS Clinical Trial 
Group (ACTG) has therefore established protocols and 
quality control measures for the lymphocyte proliferation 
assay in order to establish acceptable parameters for the as-
say across multiple testing sites (31).

In general, when %CV varies widely, an attempt must 
be made to analyze larger numbers of samples to develop 
as stringent precision criteria as possible (7) or to establish 
that the variability in precision does not have a significant 
impact on the interpretation of the assay result.

Precision for semiquantitative or quasiquantitative an-
tibody assays can show wide variation as well (10). For in-
stance, immunofluorescence techniques for the detection of 
autoantibodies can show a variation as high as 20%, or ±2 
dilutions when a titer is reported (32), and this is well illus-
trated by the results of proficiency testing surveys conducted 
by the College of American Pathologists for autoantibody 
assays. In many cases, assays that show large variations in 
precision tend to be semiquantitative in nature, where the 
result is qualitative. Precision studies should be conducted 
around the lower discrimination point or medical decision 
point, particularly at the point where a result transitions 
from negative to positive, and it is necessary to determine 
that this wide variation in precision does not impact clinical 
decisions. It must be noted here that assays with larger im-
precision around clinical decision points may require a “grey 
area” of interpretation, indicating that the numeric cutoff 
value is not an absolute transition point from a negative to 
a positive result. Excellent examples of this situation are the 
interferon gamma release assays that support the diagnosis 
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of latent tuberculosis infection. Both the ELISpot method 
(33) and the ELISA method (34) have been shown to have 
CVs as high as 30% for results at or near the cutoff value for 
a positive result, whereas imprecision of the assay is much 
lower for subjects with higher levels of reactivity to tuber-
culosis antigens. This variability can cause a negative result 
to turn positive or a positive one to turn negative when the 
patient’s test results are close to the clinical decision point. 
Because clinical decisions such as isoniazid therapy or the 
necessity for a chest X ray to rule out tuberculosis may de-
pend on these results, it is advisable to define a “grey area” 
that encompasses the coefficient of variation around the 
mean clinical decision point value and recommend repeat 
testing rather than define an absolute cutoff value, which 
then defines an absolute, qualitative positive or negative 
result. Such “indeterminate” result categories are useful for 
immunological assays when imprecision around the clinical 
decision point is large.

Measurement of imprecision for cell- based assays in-
cludes biologic and clinical variability and must also be 
considered in light of the clinical interpretation as illus-
trated earlier. Although cell- based assays tend to be much 
less precise than serum- based assays, they do provide the 
physician with useful information. Therefore, it is critical 
for the physician to consult with the laboratory director 
regarding the interpretation of such test results and de-
termine whether the results correlate with the patient’s 
clinical information, rather than rely exclusively on a nu-
merical result.

Once interassay, intra- assay, and intraoperator variability 
is determined, total precision of the assay can be calculated. 
The precision of the assay can then be used to set acceptable 
criteria to qualify reagent performance or for acceptable pro-
ficiency testing performance.

LoB, LoD, and LoQ
For quantitative, semiquantitative, and qualitative assays 
that utilize a numeric value to discriminate positive from 
negative results, it is necessary to determine the lowest con-
centration of analyte that can be reliably measured by the 
assay (35). Qualitative assays that yield a binary answer, such 
as organism identification or confirmation of the expression 
of a cell surface molecule, do not require these studies.

The three values that are required to establish the lowest 
reliably measured concentration are (i) limit of blank (LoB), 
defined as the highest apparent concentration of the analyte 
that can be measured when replicates of a blank sample (ve-
hicle alone) are tested. LoB is determined by the equation 
LoB = meanblank + 1.645(SDblank), where meanblank is the 
mean of several replicate measurements of blank (vehicle 
alone) samples. Limit of detection (LoD) is the lowest an-
alyte concentration that can be reliably distinguished from 
the LoB. LoD is determined by using both the LoB and rep-
licate test samples known to contain a low concentration of 
the analyte and is defined by the equation LoD = LoB + 
1.645(SDlow concentration sample). Limit of quantitation (LoQ) is 
the lowest concentration at which the analyte is reliably de-
tected based on predefined goals or clinical criteria and may 
equal or be higher than LoD. Further information and studies 
for the determination of LoD, LoB, and LoQ are defined in 
CLSI EP17- A (36).

To establish LoB and LoD for soluble analytes, the gen-
eral recommendation is to use 100 low-positive and 60 neg-
ative samples, analyzed over several days (36). While this 
process is suitable for stable sample types such as serum, it 
poses problems for cell- based assays such as flow cytometry 
due to reasons stated earlier, e.g., limited sample stability 

or unavailability of abnormal samples. LoD is relevant in 
quasiquantitative flow cytometry assays, where rare popu-
lations with dim fluorescence must be detected accurately 
(e.g., minimal residual disease) or in relative quantitative 
flow cytometry that employs fluorescent beads as a calibra-
tion standard (7). Because of limited sample stability for 
cell- based assays, it is not possible to analyze several repli-
cates over several days as can be done for soluble analytes. 
Instead, a limited number of replicates may be analyzed to 
confirm LoD and LoQ. The ICCS and ICSH guidelines 
recommend analyzing fewer numbers of samples (e.g., 5 
low- positive and negative samples analyzed in 5 replicates 
over 3 days) (7). LoB is confirmed if 95% of blank repli-
cates fall below the expected low- positive sample value and 
LoD is confirmed in 95% of the positive samples falling at 
or above the target value. Other means to establish LoD 
for flow cytometry- based assays are to use the fluorescence- 
minus- one (FMO) method, where all antibodies required 
to identify the population of interest with the exception of 
the antibody directed against the analyte of interest are in-
cluded in the assay. This setup can then serve as a blank for 
the analyte of interest (7).

LoDs for functional cell- based assays such as the ELIS-
pot assay or tetramer analysis by flow cytometry make use of 
spiking studies to determine the lowest number of antigen- 
specific cells that can be detected above a background re-
sponse (18).

Linearity
A quantitative analytical method is said to be linear when 
the observed value of the analyte from a series of samples 
with varying concentrations of the analyte is linearly pro-
portional to the true or actual concentration of the analyte 
in those samples. The linear range of the assay is defined by 
upper and lower limits of the analytical measurement range 
that fit a straight line. Assays that measure serum chemistry 
analytes are generally quantitative and require assessment 
of linearity when the assay is first initiated and at 6- month 
intervals thereafter. The general method for linearity as-
sessment requires evaluation of at least five concentrations 
of the analyte spanning the analytical measurement range 
and determination of the correlation between the expected 
versus measured values. It is important to ensure that the 
matrix of samples used to establish or verify linearity match 
the matrix of samples used for clinical testing. CLSI EP6- A 
provides detailed guidance on the establishment and assess-
ment of linearity for quantitative assays (37).

Some immunoassays, such as competitive ELISA, do not 
have a linear relationship between the instrument response 
and the analyte concentration. In such cases, the parabolic 
or sigmoidal curve that describes the mathematical rela-
tionship between the instrument’s response and the analyte 
concentration can be transformed into a linear comparison 
using a four- parameter logistic model (38), allowing test re-
sults to then be extrapolated from the linear curve.

Linearity studies for flow cytometry may be performed 
in the context of both instrument and assay performance. 
Instrument- specific linearity studies compare the signal de-
tected and the actual fluorescence over an established dy-
namic range and are performed using hard dyed calibrated 
beads of known fluorescence intensity. The measured geo-
metric mean fluorescence intensity of the beads is then 
plotted against the manufacturer’s reference values and 
the linear relationship determined. A coefficient of varia-
tion of 1 (r2 = 1) indicates that matched observed and ex-
pected data points lie on a straight line. Linearity can vary 
from instrument to instrument but is generally stable for a 
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particular instrument and does not have to be checked on a 
daily basis (39).

Since the vast majority of flow cytometry assays are ei-
ther qualitative or quasiquantitative, assessment of linearity 
of the assay is not necessary, except in the case of relative 
quantitative assays such as the quantitation of surface CD64, 
recognized as a correlate of sepsis (40, 41). Linearity of the 
assay can be established using fluorescence calibration beads 
in which fluorescence intensity is reported in quantitative 
terms such as molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochrome 
or antibody binding capacity. The fluorescence intensity of 
the test sample can then be extrapolated to either molecules 
of equivalent soluble fluorochrome or antibody binding ca-
pacity units from the linear regression curve.

Reference Range or Reference Interval
In order to provide the clinician with information that sup-
ports medical decision making, a laboratory test result must 
be compared with what is considered to be “normal.” De-
termination of the expected normal is the responsibility of 
clinical laboratories and diagnostic test manufacturers and 
is termed “reference range” or “reference interval.”

Reference intervals are generally defined as the range of 
values that lie between an established upper and lower limit 
for the analyte of interest and include the upper and lower 
limits. However, depending on the type of assay, the reference 
interval may be a numerical range (quantitative assay), a set 
of numerical ranges that are assigned to a qualitative result 
(semi-  or quasiquantitative), or simply a qualitative, binary 
result. In some cases, the reference interval may require only 
one value (any value above a certain limit is considered ab-
normal, or values below a certain level are determined to be 
low). Reference intervals are expected to be characteristic 
of 95% of healthy subjects (preferably comprising 50% male 
and 50% female subjects) tested for the particular analyte and 
should be developed using a clinically relevant population.

CLSI C28- A3c provides detailed guidance on the estab-
lishment of reference intervals. Reference intervals do not 
necessarily have to be established for all analytes. In some 
cases, national or international consensus determines deci-
sion limits (e.g., the reference range for glycated hemoglobin, 
HbA1c, has been standardized (42) and is accepted and uti-
lized universally). In these cases, the laboratory does not have 
to establish or even verify the reference interval. Instead, the 
onus for ensuring accuracy of the reference interval falls to 
manufacturers of diagnostic kits or instrumentation used to 
measure the analyte, and the clinical laboratory must ensure 
the accuracy and precision of the method and implement 
quality measures to ensure optimal performance of the test. 
For assays that have an established reference interval, the 
laboratory verifies the interval using at least 20 clinically rep-
resentative or previously analyzed samples.

Analytes reported as or based on numerical values that 
do not have established decision limits require the estab-
lishment of a reference interval. The recommended method 
to establish a reference interval is to collect data from 120 
samples (from 60 male and 60 female subjects) that are 
representative of the population normally encountered 
by the clinical laboratory. In practice, however, it is often 
not possible for individual clinical laboratories to collect 
120 samples. CLSI- C28- A2c recommends, instead, that 
the laboratory can verify the reference interval established 
elsewhere, for example, in a published study with adequate 
numbers of subjects. When reference intervals are adopted 
from published studies, the relevant study or studies must 
be cited on the laboratory report. Sources for reference in-
terval determination include samples from normal, healthy 

volunteers. However, patient samples may be used as well, 
particularly when a reference interval is under verification 
and not establishment. In some cases, patient samples may 
be included in the development of a reference interval 
when they are deemed to be “relatively healthy” as in pa-
tients who are undergoing elective surgery or routine health 
screening or are blood donors.

The accuracy of a reference interval is dependent on 
the robustness of the method, since analytical variability 
such as intra- assay and interassay precision, linearity, and 
sensitivity of performance as well as controls, calibrators, 
and equipment can all affect the test result and thereby the 
reference interval. Therefore, for LDTs, parameters such as 
accuracy, precision, linearity, and limit of detection must 
be established prior to proceeding to normal range studies. 
Furthermore, when verifying a reference interval from pre-
viously published data, it is critical to ensure that methods 
and reagents (e.g., antibody clone or fluorophores, antibody 
concentrations, or buffer systems) are comparable since 
changes in reagents and methodology can affect test values 
and therefore the reference interval.

Pediatric reference intervals also pose challenges for the 
laboratory, since unlike adult samples pediatric samples are 
not easily available. When possible, efforts should be made 
to determine the comparability of adult values to pediatric 
values in a smaller subset of pediatric samples. These data 
may be acquired from pediatric samples that have under-
gone routine clinical testing but have values that are con-
sidered normal. Reference intervals may also be adapted 
from published studies and cited on the laboratory report. 
An alternate is to consider reporting pediatric test results 
qualitatively, rather than quantitatively, when developing a 
reference interval is not feasible.

Analytical sensitivity and specificity
Analytical sensitivity refers to the ability of a test to detect 
the smallest concentration of the analyte that can be reli-
ably measured by the assay. Analytical specificity refers to 
the ability of the assay to accurately measure the particular 
analyte under consideration, to the exclusion of other ana-
lytes. Both these terms relate to the technical aspect of the 
assay and are not necessarily related to clinical sensitivity 
and specificity (defined below). It is important to make this 
distinction because clinical laboratory validation most often 
refers to sensitivity and specificity relating to the technical 
performance of the assay.

Clinical (Diagnostic) sensitivity
Clinical sensitivity is defined as the percentage of subjects 
with the clinical status as determined by the diagnostic ac-
curacy of the test (in other words, the percentage of subjects 
with disease who test positive). Sensitivity is calculated as 
100 × true positives/(true positives + false negatives) (43). 
True clinical sensitivity can be calculated only when a study 
is performed on a relevant clinical population and is often 
beyond the scope of a clinical laboratory.

Laboratories assess analytical sensitivity instead, which 
is the ability of the assay to detect low quantities of the an-
alyte and is similar to determining the LoD and LoQ (35). 
Sensitivity for cell- based assays such as flow cytometry or 
ELISpot assays is especially challenging to determine and 
relates to the ability of the assay to identify rare or dimly 
fluorescent populations. As previously described, sensitivity 
is assessed by determining the LoD and LoQ of the assay 
using the FMO approach. In addition, unlabeled samples 
(whole blood or peripheral blood mononuclear cells) may 
be spiked with serial dilutions of labeled, fixed cells, and the 
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lower limit of quantitation can be determined (7). Assay 
sensitivity for low- frequency populations, such as tetramer- 
positive cells, can be improved by collecting larger numbers 
of events on the cytometer. However, this has to be bal-
anced with a practical workflow and the volume of sample 
available for analysis.

Analytical sensitivity for the ELISpot assay is dependent 
on the numbers of cells included in the assay. Unlike flow 
cytometry, increasing the number of cells in the ELISpot 
assay can lead to lower resolution of individual cytokine- 
producing spots, making it difficult to obtain an accurate 
count of antigen- specific cytokine-producing cells. Addi-
tionally, since the analytical sensitivity of an ELISpot assay 
is defined by the denominator or total number of cells per 
well, a lower number of cells may produce a number of spots 
similar to that obtained with a higher number of cells but 
can cause the assay to appear to be less sensitive (18). As 
with flow cytometry, defining sensitivity of the ELISpot as-
say must be balanced with optimal numbers of cells for opti-
mal production and resolution of cytokine- producing spots.

Clinical (Diagnostic) specificity
Clinical specificity of a diagnostic test is the ability to de-
tect true negatives or the number of subjects without disease 
whose test values are negative. Specificity is calculated as 
100 × true negatives/(false positives + true negatives) (43). 
As with sensitivity, defining clinical or diagnostic specificity 
of a laboratory test requires a study of the relevant clinical 
population and is generally not within the scope of most 
clinical laboratories.

Laboratories instead determine analytical specificity, 
which is the ability of the assay to detect the analyte to 
the exclusion of all other analytes or potentially interfering 
substances. Specificity is often determined by conducting 
studies to examine the potential for interfering substances 
to hinder the detection of the analyte. Specificity for serum- 
based analytes may be determined by spiking hemolyzed, 
icteric, or lipemic samples with known positive samples or 
controls. In flow cytometry- based assays, analytical specific-
ity is defined as the ability of the assay to distinguish the 
cell population or the antigen from all other populations. 
Strategies that may be employed to demonstrate analytical 
specificity include (i) use of the FMO approach, (ii) deple-
tion of the cell population of interest with magnetic beads 
and demonstration of a loss of staining, (iii) use of isotype 
controls and demonstration of a specific shift over the back-
ground fluorescence of the isotype control, or (iv) gating on 
a population that does not express the molecule of interest 
as an internal control for specificity (e.g., CD19, a B lym-
phocyte lineage- specific phosphoglycoprotein, is expressed 
exclusively on B lymphocytes; therefore, gating on T lym-
phocytes to demonstrate lack of expression defines specific-
ity of CD19 expression on B lymphocytes). Assay specificity 
for low- frequency tetramer- positive populations may be de-
termined by using an irrelevant tetramer. Similarly, ELISpot 
assay specificity for antigen- specific T cell populations may 
be established by lack of a response to irrelevant peptides 
along with a positive response to the specific peptide(s) un-
der consideration (18).

QUALITY CONTROL
Once an assay is either verified or validated, it is ready to be 
put into clinical use. However, prior to including the assay 
in routine clinical testing, it is necessary to implement qual-
ity control procedures. Why control the quality of the assay? 
Quality control is not merely required to satisfy regulatory 

requirements but is the means to ensure consistent per-
formance of the assay and detect errors as early as possible, 
preferably prior to any impact on patient results. As with 
validation, quality control in the immunology laboratory can 
be quite challenging due to lack of standardization of control 
material, quality control guidelines, defined expected values, 
and the plethora of LDTs that are often exclusively performed 
in a single laboratory (44). The burden of establishing robust 
quality control therefore rests with the individual laboratory 
and requires robust IQC and EQA.

In order to control the quality of an assay, its perfor-
mance characteristics must be established. This is done at 
the validation stage, where the accuracy and precision of 
the assay are established, the LoD is determined, and if a 
standard curve is used, its performance is documented. Day- 
to- day quality of the assay can then be assessed by including 
control material in the assay and monitoring and bench-
marking the control values according to the performance 
characteristics of the assay.

Quality Control Material
Characterized control materials are used to monitor the per-
formance of assays (see www.westgard.com). It is important 
for control material to be as similar as possible to the clinical 
samples being tested since differences in sample and control 
matrices may affect results. Although manufacturers provide 
control material included in assay kits, this material is of-
ten identical to the standards provided for calibration. Any 
effect on the stability of the standard material may also be 
observed in the controls, and any changes in the calibration 
curve may not be detected for a considerable length of time, 
leading to erroneous results. Controls purchased from an-
other manufacturer or prepared by the laboratory by pooling 
known positive and negative samples are acceptable alter-
natives. When pooling known positive or negative samples, 
it is important to maintain documentation of the samples 
and original results in order to provide traceability to the 
origin of the control pool and as a resource to troubleshoot 
technical issues.

Controls, whether purchased or prepared in the labo-
ratory, must undergo a qualification process prior to being 
placed in use. Such processes are necessary to document 
the expected performance of control material such that any 
changes, e.g., shift or drift trends in values, are detected 
early and prior to release of patient results. In order to qual-
ify control material, the numeric values of the test material 
as well as the tolerance limits must be known. The tolerance 
limits for the control material cannot exceed those estab-
lished for the assay from precision studies during the valida-
tion phase. For example, if the total precision of an assay is 
±5%, a control that falls outside these limits is by definition 
always out of control and therefore invalidates all results. To 
qualify a control, a minimum of 20 values must be obtained 
on several independent runs. The recommendation is that 
20 values be collected over 2 weeks or 10 working days, and 
preferably over at least 4 weeks or 20 working days (46). The 
mean and SD of these values are then utilized to generate 
a Levey- Jennings (L- J) chart to monitor the assay’s perfor-
mance (see www.westgard.com).

While it is possible to establish controls for stable sample 
types such as serum, controlling cell- based assays in a sim-
ilar manner is much more problematic. Functional cellular 
assays such as lymphocyte proliferation assays for immune 
competence, neutrophil oxidative burst, or cytokine release 
assays utilize date- matched samples from healthy volunteers, 
and the performance of these cells is compared with the test 
subject’s response. For these assays, it is also important to 
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note that the date- matched control is utilized to control the 
technical aspects of assay performance, e.g., appropriate dis-
tribution of immune cell subsets or a proliferative response 
to mitogenic or antigenic stimulation, and is therefore only 
a methodological control. A date- matched control sample’s 
test results may occasionally fall outside the established 
reference range for the assay. This does not necessarily in-
validate the technical performance of the assay since these 
results may be characteristic of the date- matched control 
sample and not a reflection of a technical problem with the 
assay. Maintaining documentation of expected assay results 
for a pool of donors utilized as date- matched controls can 
address these situations.

Quality control material for flow cytometry assays is also 
challenging due to the lack of long- term stability of sam-
ples. Stabilized control cells are commercially available 
for commonly used lymphocyte markers and can be used 
to monitor instrument and assay performance. However, 
for the majority of flow cytometry- based LDTs, commer-
cial controls are not available and date- matched normal 
control samples are generally used to monitor assay per-
formance. An alternative is to use commercially available 
anti- immunoglobulin- coated beads that have the capacity 
to bind mouse anti- human labeled antibodies, which can be 
stained with assay- specific antibody combinations to moni-
tor assay- specific instrument settings and assay performance. 
However, since beads do not possess the characteristics of 
live cells and do not react to changes in pH or other re-
agent parameters as cells would, they are not ideal controls 
for light scatter settings, nor do they address interference 
from autofluorescence inherent to certain cell populations.

Tools To Monitor Quality

Levey- Jennings Charts
In the clinical laboratory, the daily documentation and eval-
uation of quality control is critical for timely detection of 

errors. The most commonly used method to evaluate quality 
control is the Levey- Jennings (L- J) control chart. The L- J 
chart is based on the Shewart control chart, proposed in 1931 
by Walter Shewart at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, as a 
statistics- based graphical representation to monitor indus-
trial manufacturing processes. In 1950, S. Levey and E. R. 
Jennings adapted this method for the clinical laboratory (48).

The L- J chart provides visual indication of the perfor-
mance of a laboratory test. The general principle of the L- J 
chart is that the distance of the observed value from the 
expected mean value of the control material provides an 
indication of any perturbation to the test system (48). In 
practice, control material for which the mean and SD are 
established is analyzed at an established time during an ana-
lytical run (at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end), 
and the values obtained are plotted on a chart as shown in 
Fig. 2. The value of the control material for a particular as-
say run is noted in relation to the mean. The standard L- J 
chart includes limits at the 1 SD, 2 SD, and 3 SD levels. If 
the control material shows a Gaussian distribution, 68.2% 
of the values will be within ±1 SD of the mean, 95.5% of 
the results will be within ±2 SD of the mean, and 99.7% 
will be within ±3 SD. Thus, if a control value varies within 
1 SD, it is likely due to random chance, and while the lab-
oratory must be aware of a minor shift, it is generally not 
actionable. However, if a control value falls outside 2 or 3 
SD, it is statistically unlikely to be due to random chance 
and must be investigated. James O. Westgard defined a set of 
rules, “Westgard rules,” to determine whether an analytical 
run is in control or out of control (49). Figure 2 illustrates 
the utility of L- J charts to monitor control values and the 
implementation of Westgard rules to determine whether the 
analytical run is in or out of control. Several instances of 
out- of- control runs are indicated. Point A indicates a con-
trol value greater than 3 SD from the mean, which must be 
investigated, and the analytical run must be rejected until 
troubleshooting has been performed. Points B and C are 

FIGURE 2 Tracking control performance using a Levey- Jennings chart. The chart shows daily values 
of a hypothetical control with a mean value of 30.0. The upper limit and lower limit of the control are 
set at +3 SD and −3 SD from the mean value, respectively. The positions of 1 and 2 SD from the mean 
are indicated. The chart illustrates several instances of out- of- control analytical runs as described by the 
Westgard rules, indicated by letters A through E: A, violation of 12S rule (control value exceeds mean + 2 
SD); B and C, violation of 22S rule (two consecutive control values are either plus or minus 2 SD from the 
mean); D, violation of 41S rule (four consecutive measurements exceed the mean by 1 SD); E, violation 
of 7T rule (seven consecutive measurements trend upwards). CL, control limit; UCL, upper control limit; 
LCL, lower control limit.
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consecutive runs where the control value is either +2 SD or 
−2 SD from the mean and must be investigated. Although 
the four data points indicated in D are within 1 SD, they 
all fall on one side of the mean, resulting in a trend requir-
ing investigation. When controls show either a negative or 
positive trend compared with the mean, assay performance 
is biased and can potentially affect patient results similarly. 
Similarly, when the control value consistently trends ei-
ther upwards (Fig. 2E) or downwards over seven or more 
consecutive runs, the analytical run must be rejected and 
troubleshooting of the assay commenced. Detailed use and 
interpretation of L- J charts and the use of Westgard rules to 
evaluate an analytical run are available through the West-
gard basic QC course (46).

While L- J charts are useful for monitoring quantitative 
or semiquantitative assays (such as immunoassays for detec-
tion of antibodies) when numerical values are known, they 
are not useful for qualitative and quasiquantitative assays. In 
these assays, a qualitative positive/negative or known reac-
tive/nonreactive control is analyzed along with test samples 
to ensure that the assay is performing accurately.

Control material for cell- based assays is particularly 
challenging due to the limited stability of samples. Flow 
cytometry assays can be controlled with commercially avail-
able stabilized cells. However, only a limited set of surface 
markers are currently commercially available. In most other 
assays, a normal control sample is utilized or, in the case 
of leukemia and lymphoma panels, internal control popula-
tions may be employed.

Internal Controls
For some assays, internal controls may be used to verify re-
sults and assay performance. For example, when analyzing 
serum immunoglobulin G (IgG) subclasses, the sum of the 
concentrations of the four subclasses (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and 
IgG4) must be equal to total IgG concentration, or when 
analyzing lymphocyte subsets by flow cytometry, the sum of 
T, B, and NK (natural killer) cells must be within 5% of the 
CD45+ lymphocyte population. These internal controls are 
a good indicator for assay performance and accuracy of test 
results.

Delta Checks
Delta checks are built into laboratory quality systems to 
identify discrepant patient results during sequential testing. 
Delta checks compare current laboratory results to previous 
results. If the two values differ by predetermined criteria and 
within a specific time interval, they must be investigated 
further. Discrepant results may be caused by sample integ-
rity, stability issues, or mislabeling, all of which cannot be 
detected by QC methods that evaluate assay performance. 
Discrepant results may also occur due to therapeutic inter-
vention or a genuine change in the patient’s clinical status.

Result trending
For any clinical laboratory, it is necessary to understand the 
general trend of results for a particular test. Trending pa-
tient results can be very informative in detecting potential 
analytical errors or changes in the patient population. A 
hypothetical trending chart over the course of 12 months 
is shown in Fig. 3. The general trend in the laboratory is 
for negative samples to be at about 90%. During the sum-
mer months, a spike in positive samples was observed. Such 
trends must be investigated to determine if the change was 
due to an assay error, a change in reagent, shipping con-
ditions during extreme summer temperatures, or a genuine 
change in patient demographics and epidemiology.

Laboratory result trends also provide valuable information 
for surveillance programs for communicable diseases. For in-
stance, essential components of HIV surveillance programs 
include CD4 counts and viral load test results, both of which 
are used not only to identify cases of HIV, classify disease 
stage at the time of diagnosis, and monitor disease progres-
sion but also to evaluate HIV prevention efforts (3, 50, 13).

AUTOMATED LIQUID-HANDLING SYSTEMS
A number of immunological techniques (ELISA, ELISpot 
assay, flow cytometry, and cell- based assays such as lympho-
cyte proliferation assays) have been moved to automated 
platforms, or liquid- handling robotic systems have been inte-
grated into some of the steps of the assays. Automated liquid- 
handling systems improve throughput and pipetting accuracy, 

FIGURE 3 Monthly trending of assay results. Assay results were trended over the course of 12 months. 
The shaded region spanning months March through June shows an abnormally elevated percentage of 
positive results, which require further investigation.
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prevent injuries due to repetitive manual pipetting, and are 
therefore a significant technical component for the clinical 
immunology laboratory. Automated systems for serum- based 
assays such as immunofluorescence assays or ELISA for au-
toantibodies have been available for a number of years, sim-
ilar to the automated robotic systems employed in chemistry 
or molecular laboratories. More recently, liquid- handling 
systems are being adapted to handle the more complex cell- 
based assays such ELISpot, lymphocyte proliferation, and flow 
cytometry assays and are becoming increasingly common in 
immunological laboratories. It is therefore necessary to im-
plement procedures to initially verify the performance of the 
instrument relative to its application, as well as establish a 
quality control program that ensures periodic evaluation of 
the pipetting accuracy and performance of the instrument.

Validation of an automated liquid- handling system re-
quires evaluation of both the accuracy of the amount of fluid 
dispensed and the precision or reproducibility of the instru-
ment’s performance and, per ISO 17035 guidelines, requires 
that actual volumes transferred by the automated system be 
verified and optimized if necessary. The performance of auto-
mated liquid- handling systems can be validated and optimized 
using a number of methods including gravimetric, colorimet-
ric, or fluorometric methods or combinations of these methods 
for volumes as low as 1 μl. Gravimetric methods, described 
in ISO 8655- 6 (24), utilize weight to confirm the accuracy 
of dispensed volumes. The uncertainty of gravimetrically 
verified volumes increases in regions of low humidity and for 
small volumes (1 μl or lower). In such cases, photometric or 
fluorimetric methods may be employed (45). Both of these 
methods employ a linear regression curve generated using a 
calibrated, verified pipette and compare the instruments’ ac-
tual to the expected performance (47). The performance of 
automated liquid handling systems, as with manual pipettes, 
must be verified periodically. Verification of automated liquid 
handling systems’ performance every 6 months is the generally 
accepted practice. However, the frequency of a performance 
check also depends on the frequency of usage, the volume and 
type of samples handled by the instrument, and the frequency 
of maintenance or technical troubleshooting procedures.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Assay validation and quality control, particularly in the area 
of LDTs, is an evolving process. As an understanding of the 
differences between chemistry- based and immunological 
assays continues to develop, guidelines and procedures will 
continue to be established for esoteric immunological as-
says to enable laboratories to continue to expand the field 
of specialized immunological assays that inherently depart 
from the rigorous, well- established world of chemistry- based 
testing but are nevertheless key components that aid the 
diagnosis of immunological disorders. Evolution of immu-
nological testing is and will continue to be a collaborative 
effort among diagnostics manufacturers, physicians, and di-
rectors of clinical immunological laboratories.
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single- platform absolute CD34+ count, 

185
statistical issues in rare- event detection, 

183–184
technical issues, 184

CD34 Count KIt (Dako), 188–189
CD35, 130–131, 138, 749

dendritic cells, 1028
CD36, acute myeloid leukemia, 218, 220
CD38

acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 207, 209
acute myeloid leukemia, 217, 219–220, 

222–223
B- cell lymphomas, 1024
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 226, 

232
plasma cells, 236, 238–240, 242, 246–247

CD39, Treg cells, 296–298

CD40, X- linked hyper IgM syndrome (XHIM) 
and, 726

CD40L
expression for diagnosis of X- linked hyper 

IgM syndrome (HIGM), 742–744
as marker of T cell activation, 269–270, 

275
CD40 ligand deficiency screens, 201–203
CD43, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 

226, 229
CD45, 161

acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 207–214
acute myeloid leukemia, 217–222
in assays for PNH, 175, 178
B- cell lymphomas, 1024
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 226, 

229
in flow cytometry of hematopoietic stem 

cells, 183–195
plasma cells, 239–242, 245–246

CD46, 130–131, 138–139, 141, 580, 749, 
1124

CD54, 155, 238–240, 239
CD55, 131, 138–139, 141, 749

absence in PNH, 168–169
in assays for PNH, 170
flow cytometry quantification, 150

CD56
acute myeloid leukemia, 218–219, 223
NK cell defects, 777
NK cells, 300–301, 305
plasma cells, 239, 242
T- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 228
T- cell lymphomas, 1027

CD56bright, 300
CD56dim, 300, 303–305
CD57, T- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 228
CD57bright, 305
CD59, 131, 138, 1126

absence in PNH, 168–169
in assays for PNH, 169–172, 174, 180
deficiency, 761
flow cytometry quantification, 150

CD61, acute myeloid leukemia, 220
CD62L, 155

in cryoprotected peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells, 266

NK cells, 300
CD63, as basophil surface activation marker 

in allergy, 791, 806, 821
CD64, 32–33

acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 212
in assays for PNH, 171–172, 175, 177–178

CD65, in acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 211
CD66b, in assays for PNH, 172–173
CD68, 1127
CD69

as basophil surface activation marker in 
allergy, 806

as marker of T cell activation, 269, 275
NK cells, 301, 305
X- HIGM screening, 731–732

CD71, acute myeloid leukemia, 217–218, 220
CD73, 298
CD79a, 52, 209, 212

B- cell lymphomas, 1024
T cell lymphoblastic lymphoma, 1021

CD79b, 52
B- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 227
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 226, 

229
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CD81, 298
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 226, 

229
plasma cells, 239, 242

CD90, 194–195
CD95, in lymphocytic variant 

hypereosinophilic syndrome, 828
CD99, 1022
CD103, B- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 227
CD107, detection in intracellular cytokine 

staining (ICS) assay, 339
CD107a, 275, 301, 303, 305

detection in intracellular cytokine staining 
(ICS) assay, 338

NK cell defects, 779
as surrogate of degranulation in T cell and 

NK cell cytotoxicity, 204–205
CD107b, 275
CD117

acute lymphoblastic leukemia, 211
acute myeloid leukemia, 217–220, 222
plasma cells, 239–240, 242, 244, 246–247

CD123, acute myeloid leukemia, 217–218
CD127low, 275
CD133

acute myeloid leukemia, 217
flow cytometry quantification, 150

CD138 (syndecan 1), 236, 238–242, 245–247, 
281

CD154
detection in intracellular cytokine staining 

(ICS) assay, 338–339
as marker of T cell activation, 269
X- HIGM screening, 731–732

CD157, in assays for PNH, 172–173, 175, 
177, 179–180

CD200
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 226, 

229
plasma cells, 239–240, 242–244

CD203c, as basophil surface activation marker 
in allergy, 791, 806, 821

CD229, plasma cells, 236, 238–240, 239
CD235 (glycophorin A), 169–171, 220
CD279, T- cell lymphomas, 1026
CD307, plasma cells, 239–240
CD319, plasma cells, 236, 238–240
CDAC (cold- dependent activation of 

complement), cryoglobulinemia and, 
101, 106

CDC. See Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention

CDC assay. See Complement- dependent 
cytotoxicity (CDC) assay

cDNA, 8, 335
cDNA microarray

lymphoma, 1020, 1024–1025
transplant rejection, 1134, 1137

CDR3, 57
Celiac disease, 983–986, 988

clinical manifestation, 984
diagnosis, 984–986

anti- deaminated gliadin antibodies, 
984–985

anti- gliadin antibodies, 984–985
anti- tTG antibodies, 984–985
biopsy, 984
endomysial antibodies, 984–985
HLA typing, 984, 986
summary of tests, 985

epidemiology, 983–984
monitoring patients, 986
pathology, 983

quality assurance for clinical testing, 988
testing recommendations, 986

Cell culture. See Culture
Cell death, measuring, 1042
Cell- mediated immunity

food allergy, 815–816
human herpesvirus- 6, 580

Cell Quest software, 1044
CellSearch immunomagnetic isolation, 

1052–1053, 1056
Cell surface markers, on T cells after 

activation with mitogenic stimuli, 
274, 277

Cellular immune response in transplantation, 
evaluation of, 1108–1121

cell division and precursor frequency 
analysis using multiparameter CFSE- 
MLC, 1111–1112

data analysis and interpretation, 1112
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1112
procedure, 1111–1112

clinical applications, 1120–1121
cytokine measurements, 1113–1116
ELISPOT assay, 1113–1114

clinical significance, 1114
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1114
procedure, 1113–1114

flow cytometry, 1111–1112, 1114–1116
immune cell function assay, 1116–1119
intracellular ATP synthesis assay, 

1116–1119
expected values, 1119
interpretation of results, 1118–1119
overview, 1116–1117
procedure, 1117–1118

intracellular cytokine staining (ICS), 
1114–1116

data acquisition, 1116
data analysis, 1116
procedure, 1114–1116
troubleshooting, 1116

mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC) assay, 
1108–1110

concept, 1108
equipment and instrumentation, 1109
interpretation, 1109
materials and reagents, 1109
mechanics and controls, 1109
MTT method, 1109–1110
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1109
procedure, 1108–1109
sample requirements, 1108–1109

propagation of lymphocyte cultures from 
allograft biopsy specimens, 1112–1113

concept, 1112–1113
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1113
procedure, 1113

T- cell precursor frequency determination by 
limiting dilution assays, 1110–1111

validation of assays, 1119–1120
analysis of patient and healthy control 

subject data, 1119–1120
proficiency testing, 1120
quality assurance, 1120
quality control, 1120
statistical evaluation of data, 1119–1120

Cellular infiltrate, chemokine assays, 348
Center for Clinical Standards and Quality 

(CCSQ), 1172
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC)
CDC- EITB (CDC- enzyme- linked 

immunoelectrotransfer blot) assay for 
cysticercosis, 492–493

guidelines for flow cytometry, 1180
Model Performance Evaluation Program 

(MPEP), 1177
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 

(CMS), 1171–1175
Centipoise (cP) unit, 71
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

amebiasis, 489
arboviruses, 648, 650, 652, 655
cryptococcosis, 522–523
cysticercosis, 492–493
herpes simplex virus, 550
immunochemical characterization of 

immunoglobulins, 98–99
measles viruses, 612
transferrin in, 79
Treponema pallidum, 413–416
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491

Certolizumab, 361
CFB (complement factor B), 140, 142
CFH receptors, 138, 140, 142
CFSE (carboxyfluorescein diacetate 

succinimidyl ester), 270, 298, 
1111–1112

CGD. See Chronic granulomatous disease
CH50 (complement 50% hemolysis), 

131–132
CH50 assay, 749–754

analytical concerns, 753
buffer preparation, 751
controls, 752–753
equipment and instruments, 751
interpretation, 753–754
materials, 751
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 753
postanalytical concerns, 753
preanalytical concerns, 753
procedure, 751–752
quality control/quality assurance, 753
reagents, 750–751
sample requirements, 750
sensitized sheep cells, 751

Chagas’ disease, 491
Charge- coupled device (CCD), 150, 165
Chédiak- Higashi syndrome, 765–767, 771
Chemiluminescence immunoassay (CIA)

autoantibody detection, 863–864
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 

698–700
oxidative metabolism disorders, 773–774
systemic sclerosis- related antinuclear 

antibodies, 892
Treponema pallidum, 414–417
viral infections, 542

Chemokines and chemokine receptors, 323, 
343–354

allograft rejection, 1132
assays, 348–353

adhesion assays, 350
animal models, 353
Boyden chamber, 349
cellular infiltrate, 348
for chemokine expression in disease, 

347–348
chemotaxic response: in vitro assays, 

348–351
chemotaxic response: in vivo assays, 

351–353
imaging, in vivo, 351–353
integrin conformation change, 350–351
overview, 348
recruitment assays, 351
signal transduction and active cell 

movement, 351
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transmigration assays, 349
nomenclature, 343
overview, 343
principles, 343, 345
role in disease, 346–348

assays for chemokine expression in 
disease, 347–348

asthma, 346–347
atherosclerosis, 346
rheumatoid arthritis, 346–347
transplant rejection, 346–348

table of chemokines and their functions, 344
table of receptors and their functions, 345

Chemokinesis, 349
Chemotaxis

assays
signal transduction and active cell 

movement, 351
in vitro assays, 348–351
in vivo assays, 351–353

chemokines role in, 343, 346
neutrophil defects, 771–772

Chemotherapy, cytotoxic, 767
Chicken pox, 556
Chikungunya virus, 649, 652, 654–655
Children

assay reference interval, 1186
tuberculosis in, 441

Chimerism testing, 1161–1165
applications, 1165
flow cytometry, 1165
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), 

1164–1165
microchimerism, 1165
quantitative PCR, 1165
sequencing, 1165
STR/VNTR methods, 1161–1164

cell subsets, 1164
DNA templates, 1161–1162
donor chimerism calculations, 1164
PCR and electrophoresis, 1162–1163
selecting informative loci, 1163–1164

Chlamydia, 453–458
Chlamydiaceae, 453
Chlamydia trachomatis, 453–455

clinical disease, 453
culture, 454
description of organism, 453
direct antigen detection, 454
laboratory diagnosis, 453–455
molecular testing, 455
recommended laboratory tests, 453–454
serology, 454–455
serovars, 453
specimen collection, 454

Chlamydophila, 453–458
C. abortus, 458
C. caviae, 458
C. felis, 458
C. pecorum, 458
C. pneumoniae, 455–457, 600

clinical disease, 455
culture, 456
description of organism, 455
laboratory diagnosis, 455–457
molecular testing, 457
serology, 456–457
specimen collection, 456

C. psittaci, 457–458
clinical disease, 457
description of organism, 457
laboratory diagnosis, 457–458

Cholangitis, biliary. See Biliary cholangitis
Chorea, streptococcal, 395
Chromatogram, 1080
Chromatographic assay, for prion diseases, 686
Chromobacterium violaceum, chronic 

granulomatous disease (CGD) and, 
767

Chromogen in situ hybridization (CISH), for 
lymphoma, 1019–1020

Chronic ataxic neuropathy, 961–962, 964
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), 14

diagnosis, 772–774
chemiluminescence, 773–774
DHR (dihydrorhodamine) oxidation, 

772–773
myeloperoxidase, 774
NBT (nitroblue tetrazolium) test, 772

functional cellular assays for diagnosis, 262, 
310–320

analysis of gp91phox surface expression by 
flow cytometry, 316–317

analysis of PMN H2O2 production by 
flow cytometry of dihydrorhodamine 
123 staining, 310–312

analysis of PMN ROS generation 
by luminol- enhanced 
chemiluminescence, 316

histochemical staining of PMN with 
NBT, 313–314

immunoblot analysis of phox subunits of 
NOX2, 317–319

isolation and characterization of PMN, 
312–313

quantitative analysis of O2 
generation using SOD- inhibitable 
ferricytochrome c reduction, 314–315

interferon- γ (IFN- γ) for, 323
neutrophil dysfunction, 767, 772–774
oxidative burst assay screen for, 204

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 148, 
226–232, 1020, 1023–1024

CLL- Z index, 230
diagnosis, 228–229
flow cytometry, 226–232

minimal residual disease, 232
role in diagnosis, 226
role in prognostication, 226–227
sample preparation, 227–228
ZAP- 70 analysis, 229–232

minimal residual disease, 227, 232
overall, 226

Chronic motor neuropathy, 961–962
Chronic myocardial injury, 975–977
Chronic necrotizing pulmonary aspergillosis, 

515
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

(COPD), 601
Chronic sensorimotor demyelinating 

neuropathy, 961–962
Chronic thyroiditis, 930–931

autoantibodies, 930
clinical manifestations, 930
prevalence, 930

Chronic wasting disease (CWD), 682, 
684–685, 687, 691–692

CHS1, 771, 767  
Churg- Strauss syndrome, 829, 913
CIA. See Chemiluminescence immunoassay
CID. See Combined immunodeficiency
CIE/CRIE (crossed immunoelectroporesis/

crossed radioimmunoelectrophoresis), 
790

Circulating tumor cells, 1051–1057
clinical utility, 1055–1057

analytical validation, 1056
biomarkers predictive of tumor 

sensitivity, 1057
clinical qualification, 1056
context of use, 1055–1056
future in the clinic, 1057
molecular characteristics of CTCs, 

1056–1057
prognostic and response bioindicator, 

1056
detection methods, 1052–1055

agnostic methods, 1054–1055
CellSearch immunomagnetic isolation, 

1052–1053, 1056
filtration assays, 1054
flow cytometry, 1054
functional assays, 1054
genome- , transcription- , and translation- 

based assays, 1054
microfluidic capture, 1054

metastatic process, 1051–1052
morphology and characteristics, 1051–1052
shedding of, 1051

Cirrhosis, electrophoresis pattern in, 80–82
CISH (chromogen in situ hybridization), for 

lymphoma, 1019–1020
Citrate, in cryofibrinogenemia testing, 

108–109
Citrullinated proteins, antibodies against, 

898–899
Citrullination, 898
CJD. See Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease
Cladribine, for mastocytosis, 834
Classical NK cell deficiency, 300, 305
Classical pathway, complement, 129–132
Class switching, heavy- chain, 58–59
Class switch recombination (CSR), 58–59
CLEP (Clinical Laboratory Evaluation 

Program), New York State, 1176
CLIA (Clinical Laboratory Improvement 

Amendment), 1092, 1171–1172, 
1174–1175

Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute 
(CLSI), 1174, 1178, 1180, 1186

Clinical immunology laboratory
accreditation and licensure, 1176–1177

American Society for Histocompatibility 
and Immunogenetics (ASHI), 1177

College of American Pathologists, 
1176–1177

The Joint Commission, 1177
proficiency testing, 1177

credentialing agencies and programs, 
1178–1179

federal government agencies and regulatory 
issues, 1171–1175

analyte specific reagents regulation, 1175
Clinical Laboratory Improvement 

Amendment (CLIA), 1171–1172, 
1174–1175

Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) 
Regulations, 1175

laboratory- developed tests regulation, 
1175

website addresses of governmental 
agencies, 1173

international issues and agencies, 
1177–1179

quality control, 1187–1189
state certifying programs, 1175–1176

California, 1176
New York State, 1176
Washington State, 1175

validation, 1180–1187, 1190
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Clinical Laboratory Evaluation Program 
(CLEP), New York State, 1176

Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendment (CLIA), 1092, 1171–
1172, 1174–1175

Clinical Pathology Accreditation Ltd., 
1178–1179

Clinical (diagnostic) sensitivity, 1186–1187
Clinical (diagnostic) specificity, 1187
Clinical Trials in Organ Transplantation 

studies
CTOT- 01, 1135–1136
CTOT- 04, 1135–1136

Clinical trials with biologic agents, 1037–
1038, 1048

CLIP (comprehensive leukocyte 
immunophenotyping panel), 160–162

CLL. See Chronic lymphocytic leukemia
Clonality testing, in lymphoma, 1018–1019
CLSI (Clinical and Laboratory Standards 

Institute), 1174, 1178, 1180, 1186
Clusterin, 138, 1027, 1028
Clusterin deficiency, 761
Cluster of differentiation (CD). See also CD 

entries
nomenclature, 158
number of genes involved in, 158
table of antigen families, 159

CMCD (chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis), 
STAT1 gain- of- function alleles in, 
200–201

CMS (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services), 1171–1175

c- myc gene, 1017
Cn (clusterin) deficiency, 761
Coagulopathies, pyroglobulins and, 110
COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV- 1, 

704–705
Coccidioidomycosis, 13, 504–505, 519–522

clinical indications and diagnostic 
rationale, 519–520

complement fixation, 521
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 521–522
immunodiffusion, 520
latex agglutination, 520–521
Omega Coccidioides antibody EIA, 521

Coefficient of variation, 153–154, 163,  
1184

COLA (Commission on Office Laboratory 
Accreditation), 1172

Cold acid elution test, for immune hemolytic 
anemia, 992

Cold agglutinin activity, cryoglobulinemia 
and, 101

Cold agglutinin disease, monoclonal 
gammopathy in, 113

Cold- agglutinin test, for Mycoplasma 
pneumoniae, 445

Cold autoimmune hemolytic anemia (cold 
agglutinin disease), 990, 993

Cold- dependent activation of complement 
(CDAC), cryoglobulinemia and, 101, 
106

Collagen, anti- glomerular basement 
membrane (anti- GBM) antibodies 
and, 385–387

Collagen adhesion matrix assays, 1054
Collagen type II, antibody against, 899–900
Collectin, 133
Collectin K1 (CL- K1), 133
Collectin L1 (CL- L1), 133
College of American Pathologists, 1075, 

1172, 1176–1178, 1184
Colorado tick fever, 649, 651–652, 654

Colorectal cancer, circulating tumor cells and, 
1052, 1054, 1056–1057

Coltivirus, 649
COMACC (Commission on Accreditation in 

Clinical Chemistry), 1172
Combined immunodeficiency (CID), 721–733

Ca2+ flux assays, 732–733
flow cytometry, 733
fluorometrric assay, 733
protein tyrosine phosphorylation by 

immunoblotting, 733
cytokine signaling pathway defects, 723, 

727–728
CD25 deficiency, 723, 727–728
JAK3 deficiency, 723, 727
partial common γ- chain defects, 723, 

727
STAT3 deficiency, 723, 728
STAT5b deficiency, 723, 728

defects in cytoskeletal and migration 
pathways, 723–724, 728–729

DOCK8 deficiency, 723, 729
Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome, 723, 729

diagnostic assays, 729–733
apoptosis assays, 733
Ca2+ flux assays, 732–733
flow cytometry, 729–732
T- cell proliferation assays, 732

diagnostic tests, table of useful, 722–724
flow cytometry, 729–732

Ca2+ flux assay, 733
enumeration of lymphocyte cell 

populations, 729–730
Foxp3 analysis, 731
intracellular cytokine staining, 730
intracellular protein expression and  

T- cell differentiation, 730
T- cell activation, 731–732
tyrosine phosphorylation 

(phosphoepitope analysis), 732
WASp, SAP, or XIAP expression, 731

hyper- IgM syndromes, 722, 726
immunophenotypes, 722–724
NEMO deficiency, 723, 728
SCID. See Severe combined 

immunodeficiency
T- cell defects in DNA repair and 

recombination, 725
ataxia telangiectasia, 722, 725
Omenn syndrome, 722, 725

T- cell defects in proximal T- cell activation, 
722, 726

T- cell defects in signal transduction 
pathways, 722, 726–727

Lck deficiency, 722, 726–727
Unc119 deficiency, 722, 727
ZAP- 70 deficiency, 722, 727

T- cell defects in survival, 723, 728
PNP deficiency, 723, 728

T- cell development defects, 721–722, 725
cartilage hair hypoplasia, 722, 725
COR1A mutation, 725
MHC class I and II deficiencies,  

721–722
MST1 mutation, 725

TREC assay, 718
X- linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP), 

724, 729
X- linked lymphoproliferative syndromes 

(XLP), 724, 729
Commission on Accreditation in Clinical 

Chemistry (COMACC), 1172
Commission on Office Laboratory 

Accreditation (COLA), 1172

Common cold, 600
Common variable immune deficiency, 740
Compensation, 149
Competition ELISA, 791, 970–972, 1185
Complement

activation. See Complement activation
alternative pathway, 138–143

AH50 (alternative pathway 50% 
hemolysis), 131–132

atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome, 
140–141

C3 glomerulopathy, 142–143
schematic of activation, 130

anti- acetylcholine receptor antibodies and, 
956

antibody and, 282
assays, 750–754

AH50 assay, 749–751, 752–754
CH50 assay, 749–752

classical pathway, 129–132
CH50 (complement 50% hemolysis), 

131–132
components of, 129–130
control of, 130–131
laboratory evaluation, 131–132
schematic of activation, 130

deficiency. See Complement deficiency
discovery of, 129
dysfunction, 127
evolutionary history of, 127, 129
housekeeping activities of, 749
lectin pathway

mannan- binding lectin (MBL), analysis 
of activity of, 133–137

recent advances in understanding of, 
127–128

schematic of activation, 130
measurement in cryoglobulinemia, 105–106
measurement of components, 749
myasthenia gravis and, 956
pathways, 750
schematic of activation, 130
in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 

874–875
terminal pathway, 130–132

Complement activation
pathways, 129–131, 133–132, 138
products in specific organ transplants, 

1126–1127
composite tissue grafts, 1127
heart, 1126–1127
kidney, 1126
liver, 1127
lung, 1127
pancreas, 1127
small intestine, 1127

regulators of complement activation 
(RCAs), 138–140

soluble products in serum, urine, or 
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, 
1127–1128

steps in, 138–139
transplant rejection, 1123–1129

acute rejection, 1128–1129
chronic rejection, 1129
complement deposits in tissue biopsy 

specimens, 1123–1126
hyperacute rejection, 1128
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C1q, 1123
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C3 split products, 1124–1126
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C4d, 1123–1124
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polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C5b- C9, 1124–1126, 1126
quality control of complement assays, 

1126
soluble complement products in body 

fluids, 1127–1128
specific organ transplants, 1126–1127
types of injury, 1128–1129

Complement activation- related pseudoallergy 
(CARPA), 127

Complement control protein (CCP), 757
Complement deficiency, 749–761

algorithm for testing, 754
alternative pathway, 756
C1- INH, 756–758
C1q, 754–755
C1r, 755
C1s, 755
C2, 755–756
C3, 760
C4, 754–755
C4BP, 757–758
C5, 760
C6, 760
C7, 760
C8, 760
C9, 760–761
CD59, 761
classical pathway proteins, 754–756
Cn (clusterin), 761
CR1 (CD35), 759
factor B, 758
factor D, 758
factor H, 759, 761
factor I, 759
ficolins, 756
lectin pathway, 758–759
MASPs (MBL- associated serine proteases), 

756
MBL (mannose- binding lectin), 756
MCP (membrane cofactor protein) 

(CD46), 759
P, 758
terminal pathway components, 760–761
therapy, 761
VN (vitronectin), 761

Complement- dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) 
assay, 1065

advantages and disadvantages, 1094–1095
assay characteristics, 1093
general principles, 1094
quality control, 1095–1096

Complement factor B (CFB), 140, 142
Complement factor H, 127, 138–141
Complement factor I, 130–131, 138–141
Complement fixation

advantages, 509
arboviruses, 651
aspergillosis, 515
blastomycosis, 517
Chlamydia trachomatis, 455
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 456–457
coccidioidomycosis, 521
Coxiella, 466
disadvantages, 509
equipment, 510
fungal infections, 509–512
histoplasmosis, 524–525
IgG and, 66
IgM and, 66
materials, 510
measles viruses, 611–613
mumps virus, 615

Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 445
paracoccidioidomycosis, 526
procedure, 510–512

reagent preparation and standardization, 
510

titration of guinea pig complement, 
510–511

reading and interpretation of reactions, 
511–512

rubella virus, 616–617
sample requirements, 510
theory, 509–510
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491

Complement receptor 1 (CR1), 130–131, 
138–139, 749, 759, 761, 1124–1125

Complement receptor 3 (CR3), 749
Composite tissue grafts, complement 

activation products in, 1127
Comprehensive leukocyte 

immunophenotyping panel (CLIP), 
160–162

Congenital rubella syndrome, 616
Congestive heart failure, 976–977
Constant (C) region, immunoglobulin, 53, 

66–67
Coombs test, for Brucella, 478
COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease), 601
COR1A mutation, 725
Coronaviridae, 599
Coronavirus (genus), 599
Coronaviruses. See Human coronaviruses
Coxiella burnetti, 461–468

epidemiology, 462, 464
laboratory diagnosis, 465–468

immunodiagnosis, 466–467
molecular diagnosis, 468

pathobiology, 464–465
taxonomy, 461–462

Coxiellaceae, 461–462
CPE. See Cytopathic effect
cPRA (calculated panel- reactive antibody), 

1065
CR1 (complement receptor 1), 130–131, 

138–139, 749, 759, 761, 1124–1125
CR3 (complement receptor 3), 749
Cr51 release assay, 776–779
CRAB criteria, 235
C- reactive protein

complement components bound to, 1128
electrophoresis, 79, 82, 86
high- sensitivity (hsCRP), 980
as rheumatoid arthritis biomarker, 922,  

924
Creatine kinase MB, 975–976
Credentialing agencies and programs, 

1178–1179
Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease

genetic (gCJD), 682, 687, 690
iatrogenic (iCJD), 682, 687, 691
sporadic (sCJD), 682–683, 687–690

brain biopsy, 690
EEG, 689
neuroimaging, 689
surrogate biomarkers, 689–690

variant (vCJD), 682, 684, 687, 691
Crimean- Congo hemorrhagic fever virus, 

648–649, 655, 663
Crithidia luciliae kinetoplast staining assay, 

873–874
Crohn’s disease, 362, 985–988
Crossed immunoelectroporesis/crossed 

radioimmunoelectrophoresis (CIE/
CRIE), 790

Crossmatching, 1065, 1128
advantages and disadvantages of, 1093
assay characteristics, 1093
endothelial cell (EC), 1105
interference, 1099–110
overview, 1093
quality control, 1095–1096
reactivity strength, 1099
test interpretation, 1099
virtual, 1065, 1097–1099

Croup, 601
Crow- Fukase syndrome, 115. See also POEMS 

syndrome
Cryocrystalglobulins, 102
Cryofibrinogenemia, 106–110

anticoagulant choice, 108–109
description, 106–107
disease association, 106–108
examples, 107–108
testing considerations, 107
testing procedures, 108–110

Cryogel formation, 107–108
Cryoglobulin(s), 101–106

classification of, 101–102
clinical significance, 101–102
electrophoresis, 76
mixed, 101–102
monoclonal, 101–102
polyclonal, 101–102
simple, 101–102
testing, 102–106

antibody assays, 105
antigen assays, 105
complement measurement, 105–106
concentration determination, 103
isolation, quantitation, and 

characterization, 102–105
nucleic acid detection, 105
procedure, 102–106

Cryoglobulinemia, 95, 101–106
complement measurement, 105–106
description, 101
diseases associated with, 101–102
laboratory abnormalities in, 101, 103
monoclonal gammopathy, 113
testing for, 102–106
types, 101

Cryopreservation of peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells, 261, 263–267

clinical uses, 263
functional assays using cryopreserved 

PBMC, 264–265
cytokine- based assays, 264–265
cytotoxic assays, 264
proliferative assays, 264–265

surface markers on cryopreserved PBMC, 
265–267

B- cell functional assays, 266–267
immunophenotyping by flow cytometry, 

265–266
mRNA quantification assays, 267
TCR Vβ repertoire, 266

technical aspects, 263–264
thawing of frozen PBMC, 263–264
transportation of frozen PBMC, 263

Cryptococcosis, 506, 522–523
clinical indications and diagnostic 

rationale, 522
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 523
lateral flow assay, 523
latex agglutination, 522

Cryptosporidiosis, 491–492
CSF. See Cerebrospinal fluid
CSR (class switch recombination), 58–59
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Ctenocephalides felis
Bartonella henselae, 473
Rickettsia typhi, 462

Culture
adenoviruses, 645
astroviruses, 643
Bartonella, 475
Brucella, 477
Chlamydia trachomatis, 454
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 456
Chlamydophila psittaci, 457–458
cytomegalovirus, 572
Epstein- Barr virus, 569
Francisella, 478
group A streptococci, 395–396
human herpesvirus- 6, 581
human herpesvirus- 7, 581
human herpesvirus- 8, 581, 587
influenza virus, 603, 606
Leptospira, 430
parvovirus B19, 593
Penicillium marneffei, 527
rabies virus, 669
relapsing fever, 427
respiratory viruses, 603
rubella virus, 616
viral, 541, 543

Cutaneous vasculitis, cryoglobulins and, 101, 
104

CWD (chronic wasting disease), 682, 
684–685, 687, 691–692

CXC chemokines, 343
CXCL9

atorvastatin modulation of, 1138
rejection and, 1137–1138

CXCL10
atorvastatin modulation of, 1138
rejection and, 1137–1138

CXCR2, in rheumatoid arthritis, 346
CXCR3, in rheumatoid arthritis, 346
CXCR4

HIV coreceptor tropism, 707
WHIM (warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, 

infections, and myelokathexis) 
syndrome, 765–767

CXCR4 chemokine receptor antagonists, 
196, 580

CXCR5, in cryoprotected peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells, 266

CXCR13, 1026
CYBB gene, 14
Cyclic hematopoiesis, 767
Cyclic neutropenia, 767
Cyclin D1, 229, 1017, 1023–1024
Cyclophosphamide, 299
Cyclosporiasis, 492
Cyclosporine, 1121
CyIg, 236, 241–242, 245–246
Cylex immune cell function assay, 1118–

1119, 1121
Cystic echinococcal disease, 493
Cysticercosis, 492–493
Cytobank, 255
Cytochrome P450 supergene family, 969–972
Cytofix/Cytoperm system, 339
CyTOF mass cytometer, 149, 165
Cytogenetic abnormalities in lymphomas, 

1017
Cytokines

anticytokine autoantibodies, 323, 365–370
detection, 365–368
functional assays, 369
isotype and subclass analysis, 369
titer, 369

basophil, 804–806
biomarker of chronic myocardial injury, 

976–977
cytokine- based assays, cryopreserved 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PMBC) and, 264–265

diagnostic and clinical applications, 
357–362

hepatitis C treatment with interferon- α 
(IFN- α), 323, 357, 362

inflammatory bowel disease treatment 
with cytokine inhibitors, 357–362

interferon- α (IFN- α) in systemic lupus 
erythematosus, 323, 358–359

interleukin- 1 (IL- 1) in juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis, 323, 359

multiple sclerosis (MS) treatment with 
interferon- β (IFN- β), 323, 357, 362

rheumatoid arthritis treatment with 
cytokine inhibitors, 357, 359–362

discovery, 323
flow cytometry, 1042
immunologic monitoring, 1045
intracellular cytokine staining, 290, 730
measurement by flow cytometry, 323, 

338–340
bead array assays, 332–334
cell processing, 339–340
costimulation, 338
data analysis, 340
resting prior to stimulation, 338
secretion inhibitors, 339
specimen types, 338
stimulating antigens, 339
stimulation kinetics, 339
stimulation vessels, 338
workflow of intracellular cytokine 

staining (ICS) assay, 340
measurements for evaluation of cellular 

immune response in transplantation, 
1113–1116

multiplex cytokine assays, 29–31, 324–336
bead array assays, 332–334
capillary electrophoresis, 331–332
cost comparison, 334–335
membrane- bound antibody arrays, 331
microarrays, 327–330
molecular methods for measuring 

cytokines, 335
PCR, 335
plate- based micro- ELISAs, 330–331
sequential ELISA, 326–327
in situ hybridization, 335
traditional ELISA, 324–326

ocular, 1002
production and lymphocyte activation, 

270–275
ratio to cytokine inhibitors, 324
STAT1 phosphorylation levels as signal 

for type 1 cytokine signaling 
abnormalities, 200

storage effects on, 1045
Cytokine signaling pathway defects

CD25 deficiency, 723, 727–728
combined immunodeficiency (CID), 723, 

727–728
JAK3 deficiency, 723, 727
partial common γ- chain defects, 723, 727
STAT3 deficiency, 723, 728
STAT5b deficiency, 723, 728

Cytomegalovirus, 570–573
antibody testing, 572–573
antigen testing, 572
biology, 570

clinical relevance, 570–571
culture, 543, 572
discovery, 570
ELISPOT, 573
genome, 570
histopathology, 572
IgG avidity assay, 572–573
IgM detection, 543–544, 572
immunohistochemistry, 572
in situ hybridization (ISH), 572
kidney transplantation, 1156–1157
natural killer (NK) cell control of 

in hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation, 1155–1156

nucleic acid amplification tests, 571–572
PCR, 571–572
QuantiFERON- CMV assay, 573
quantitative assays, 546
rapid diagnosis, 539
respiratory symptoms, 600
serology, 572–573

Cytometer Setting and Tracking (CST) 
beads, 154

Cytometric bead assay, for rheumatoid 
arthritis, 901

Cytopathic effect (CPE)
adenoviruses, 645
hantaviruses, 660
varicella- zoster virus, 557
viral infections, 543

Cytoreductive therapy, for mastocytosis, 834
Cytoskeletal and migration pathway defects

combined immunodeficiency (CID), 
723–724, 728–729

DOCK8 deficiency, 723, 729
Wiskott- Aldrich syndrome, 723, 729

Cytotoxic chemotherapy, 767
Cytotoxicity assays

cryopreserved peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PMBC), 264

immunologic monitoring and, 1044–1045
T cell activation and function, 275
in transplantation evaluation. See 

Complement- dependent cytotoxicity 
(CDC) assay

Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs)
activity in cryoprotected PBMC, 264
CD4+ cells, 919
cytotoxicity assays, 1044–1045
limiting dilution assay (LDA), 1110–1111
NK cell defects and, 775–779
NK cells compared, 300
precursor (CTLp), 1120–1121

Daclizumab, 299
DAF (decay- accelerating factor), 131, 138, 141
Dane particle, 624
Dark- field microscopy, of Treponema pallidum, 

412–413
Dasatinib, 1138
dbNSFP, 10–11
dbSNP, 13
Deamidated gliadin, antibodies against, 

984–985
Decay accelerating factor, 749
Decay- accelerating factor (DAF), 131, 138, 

141
Dedicator of cytokinesis 8 (DOCK8) 

deficiency, 10, 724, 729
Degranulation assay, NK cell defects assessed 

by, 779
Delayed- type hypersensitivity, 1039
Delta checks, 1189
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Delta heavy chain, 66–67
Deltaretrovirus (genus), 674
Dendritic cells, 1023

in allergic conditions, 801, 807
follicular, 1028
interdigitating, 1028
interferon alpha production, 807
Langerhans cells, 1028
proliferative histiocytic lesions, 1028

Dengue virus, 648–653
Denileukin diftitox, 299
Dense deposit disease, 140, 142–143
Density gradients, in polychromatic flow 

cytometry, 155
Dermatitis herpetiformis, 984
Desensitization protocols, monitoring, 

1100–1101
Detectory efficiency, 153–154
Development, animal models of chemokines 

and chemokine receptors in, 353
DFA. See Direct fluorescent antibody
DHR. See Dihydrorhodamine
Diabetes mellitus

assays
clinical application, 946
electrochemiluminescence (ECL), 

942–945
ELISA, 945
epitope assays, 945
interpretation, 945–946
radioassay, 939–942

autoantibodies, 935–946
carboxypeptidase H autoantibodies, 

936–937
glutamic acid decarboxylase 

autoantibodies, 936–946
insulin autoantibodies (IAA), 935–938, 

941–945
insulinoma antigen- 2 (IA- 2) 

autoantibodies, 936–941
insulinoma antigen- 2β (IA- 2β) 

autoantibodies, 936–937
islet cell autoantibodies (ICA), 935–939
subclass and isotope determination, 945
zinc transporter- 8 (ZnT8) 

autoantibodies, 936–938, 941–942
categories, 935–936

Diagnostic accuracy, 1183–1184
Diagnostic (clinical) sensitivity, 1186–1187
Diagnostic (clinical) specificity, 1187
Dichlorofluorescein diacetate, 204
Dideoxynucleotides (ddNTPs), 5
Dielectrophoretic array, 1054
Difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE), 

in proteome studies in transplant 
rejection, 1140, 1142–1143

Diffuse large B- cell lymphoma (DLBCL), 226, 
227, 1020, 1024–1025

DiGeorge syndrome, 713
Dihydrorhodamine (DHR)

analysis of PMN H2O2 production by flow 
cytometry of dihydrorhodamine 123 
staining, 310–312

interpretation and limitations, 312
principle, 310
procedure, 311–312
reagents, 310–311
results and normal range, 312

oxidation in oxidative metabolism 
disorders, 772–773

Dilated cardiomyopathy, 975–978
Dilute Russell Viper Venom time assay, 906
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), as 

cryoprotectant, 263

Direct antiglobulin test, for autoimmune 
hemolytic anemia, 991

Direct detection
herpes simplex virus, 551–552
viral infections, 538–543

Direct fluorescent antibody (DFA)
adenoviruses, 603
Chlamydia trachomatis, 454
cryptosporidiosis, 491–492
enterovirus, 603
Francisella, 479
giardiasis, 495
herpes simplex virus, 552
human metapneumovirus, 603
influenza virus, 603
parainfluenza viruses, 603
Pneumocystis jirovecii, 527
rabies virus, 666, 671
respiratory syncytial virus, 603
respiratory viruses, 603
trichomoniasis, 498
varicella- zoster virus, 558
viral infections, 542

Disease, animal models of chemokines and 
chemokine receptors in development 
of, 353

Disseminated tumor cells, 1051–1052
Disulfide bonds, immunoglobulin, 66–67
DLBCL. See Diffuse large B- cell lymphoma
D- L test, for immune hemolytic anemia, 993
DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide), as 

cryoprotectant, 263
DNA

cccDNA (covalently closed circular DNA), 
624

cDNA, 8, 335. See also cDNA microarray
concentration measurement, 1074
detection

Epstein- Barr virus, 569
parvovirus B19, 595

double stranded (dsDNA), antibodies to, 
873–874

isolation, 5
DNA barcoding. See Barcoding
DNA- dependent protein kinase (DNA- PK), 

58
DNA microarray

cDNA microarray in transplant rejection, 
1134, 1137

lymphoma, 1020, 1024–1025
DNA polymerase, 1132–1133
DNA repair and recombination, T- cell defects 

in, 725
ataxia telangiectasia, 722, 725
Omenn syndrome, 722, 725

DNase(s), 264
DNase B

anti- DNase B test, 399–400
DNA sequencing. See Sequencing
Dobrava- Belgrade virus, 660–661, 663
DOCK8 deficiency, 10, 724, 729
Donor- specific antibodies, 1091, 1097, 

1100–1101, 1126–1127
Dot ELISA, for arboviruses, 651
Double- blind, placebo- controlled food 

challenges, 815–822
Double gammopathy, 93
Double- strand breaks (DSBs), 57–58
Double- stranded DNA

anti- dsDNA antibodies, 873–874
preparation, 874

Doublet exclusion, 163
Downey cells, 564, 566
DQB1, 1071, 1081

DRB1 locus, 1066
Droplet digital PCR, for human T- cell 

lymphotropic virus, 678
Drug- induced vasculitis, 913
Duck hepatitis virus, 624
DuraClone, 159
Dystrophin, 978

Early T- cell precursors (ETPs), 207, 210–211
Eastern equine encephalitis (EEE), 648–656
EBERs (Epstein- Barr virus- encoded RNA 

transcripts), 567
EBNA (Epstein- Barr virus nuclear antigens), 

563–564, 566–567
Ebola virus, 651
EBV. See Epstein- Barr virus
E- cadherin, 1051
EC (endothelial cell) crossmatch, 1105
Echinococcosis, 493
Echinococcus

diagnosis, 486–487, 493
E. granulosus, 493
E. multilocularis, 493

ECL assay. See Electrochemiluminescence 
(ECL) assay

Eculizumab, 169, 761
Edrophonium, 957
EDTA, in cryofibrinogenemia testing, 

108–109
Edu (5- ethynyl- 2′- deoxyuridine), 270, 271, 277
EEE (eastern equine encephalitis), 648–656
EFI (European Federation of 

Immunogenetics), 1075
EFLM (European Federation of Clinical 

Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine), 
1179

EGID. See Eosinophilic gastrointestinal 
diseases

EGPA (eosinophilic granulomatosis with 
polyangiitis), 829

Ehrlichia, 461–468
E. chaffeensis, 462–464, 466, 468
E. ewingii, 462–463, 468
E. muris- like agent, 462–463, 468
epidemiology, 462
laboratory diagnosis, 465–468

immunodiagnosis, 466
interpretation, 468
molecular diagnosis, 467–468

pathobiology, 464
taxonomy, 461–462

EIA. See Enzyme immunoassay
EITB (enzyme- linked immunoelectrotransfer 

blot), for cysticercosis, 492–493
Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) assay, 

942–945
glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies, 

944–945
insulin autoantibodies (IAA), 943–944
protein biomarker validation, 1145

Electron microscopy
amebiasis, 489
astroviruses, 642
herpes simplex virus, 551
parvovirus B19, 593–594
rotaviruses, 639
varicella- zoster virus, 558

Electropherogram, 75–76, 90–93, 115–117, 
119–120

Electropherotyping, of rotaviruses, 639–640
Electrophoresis, 74–87

acute- phase reaction, 81–82
agarose gel. See Agarose gel electrophoresis
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artifacts, 95–96
capillary. See Capillary electrophoresis
chimerism testing, 1162–1163
clinical applications, 85–87
cost of testing, 87
difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE), 

1140, 1142–1143
false- positive results, 86–87
fuzzy bands, 83–84
immunochemical characterization of 

immunoglobulins, 89–99
immunofixation. See Immunofixation 

electrophoresis
immunosubtraction. See 

Immunosubtraction electrophoresis
liver disease pattern, 80–82
monoclonal gammopathies, 112, 115–121
M- spike measurement/quantification, 

119–121
nephrotic pattern, 82
oligoclonal banding, 94–95
PAGE. See Polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis
principles, 74–76
protein analysis, 27–28, 89
protein loss patterns, 82
protein structure and, 74
proteome studies in transplant rejection

difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE), 
1140, 1142–1143

two- dimensional gel electrophoresis 
(2DE), 1140, 1142–1143

quality control/assurance, 76–77
internal controls, 77
serum samples, 76–77
urine samples, 77

reference ranges, 76–77
reflex testing for suspicious bands, 83–84
resolution, improvements in, 75
RNA integrity, analysis of, 1133
serum proteins, 65–66, 69–71, 76–84

M protein detection, 82–83
M protein quantification, 83–84
pattern interpretation, 80–84
proteins identified, 77–80
specimen requirements, 76–77

specimen requirements, 76–77
two- dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE), 

103, 1140, 1142–1143
urine proteins, 76–77, 84–86

M protein detection, 84–85
specimen requirements, 77

zone, 75–76
Elimination diets, 818
ELISA. See Enzyme- linked immunosorbent 

assay
ELISA inhibition assay, 791
ELISPOT. See Enzyme- linked immunosorbent 

spot (ELISPOT) assay
Emerin, 978
emm typing, 396
EMT (epithelial- mesenchymal transition), 

1051–1052
Endocrinopathies, 930–949
Endomysial antibodies, 984–985
Endoplasmic reticulum aminopeptidase 

(ERAP) 2 gene, 998
Endosmotic flow, 75
Endothelial cell (EC) crossmatch, 1105
Endothelial cells, 1103–1105
Enhancers, immunoglobulin, 59
α- Enolase, 1000
Entamoeba dispar, 489
Entamoeba histolytica, 489

Entanercept, for vasculitis, 913
Enteropathy type T- cell lymphoma, 

immunophenotype of, 228
Enterovirus

clinical significance, 600–602
description of agents, 599
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA), 603
epidemiology, 600
EV- D68, 601–602
rapid diagnosis of, 539
specimen collection, transport, and storage, 

602–603
taxonomy, 599
transmission, 600

Enterovirus (genus), 599
Enzyme immunoassay (EIA)

adenoviruses, 645
antifungal antibody detection, 513–514
antiretinal antibodies, 1000
aspergillosis, 515–516
astroviruses, 644
blastomycosis, 517
Borrelia burgdorferi, 422–423
candidiasis, 518–519
Chlamydia trachomatis, 455
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 456–457
coccidioidomycosis, 521–522
cryptococcosis, 523
cryptosporidiosis, 491–492
echinococcosis, 493
Entamoeba histolytica, 489
Epstein- Barr virus, 564, 567–568
fascioliasis, 494
fungal antigen detection, 514
fungal infections, 513–514
giardiasis, 495
hantaviruses, 661
hepatitis C virus, 628–629
hepatitis E virus, 633
herpes simplex virus, 552–553
histamine, 801–802
histoplasmosis, 525–526
human herpesvirus- 6, 581, 583
human herpesvirus- 7, 586
human herpesvirus- 8, 587
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 

698–701
leishmaniasis, 495
measles viruses, 611–612
mumps virus, 615
Mycoplasma genitalium, 448
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 445–446
paragonimiasis, 496
rubella virus, 616–617
strongyloidiasis, 497
systemic sclerosis- related antinuclear 

antibodies, 891–893
theory, 513
toxocariasis, 497
toxoplasmosis, 497
Treponema pallidum, 414–417
trichinellosis, 498
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491
varicella- zoster virus, 559
viral infections, 541–542

Enzyme- linked immunoelectrotransfer blot 
(EITB), for cysticercosis, 492–493

Enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
allergen potency testing, 791
allergen testing, 789–790
anticytokine autoantibody detection, 365, 

367–368
anti- dsDNA antibodies, 874
antiganglioside antibodies, 963–964

anti- MCV (mutated citrullinated 
vimentin), 899

antimitochondrial autoantibodies, 967–968
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies 

(ANCA), 911
antiphospholipid antibody testing, 907
arboviruses, 648, 650–653
automated liquid- handling systems, 

1189–1190
Bartonella, 476
blocking reagent selection, 325–326
Borrelia burgdorferi, 422–423
Brucella, 478
chemokine/chemokine receptor assays, 348
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 457
Coxiella, 466
cytokine assays

plate- based micro- ELISAs, 330–331
sequential ELISA, 326–327
traditional ELISA, 324–326

direct, 325
Francisella, 479
glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies, 

945
group A streptococci, 401
hantaviruses, 661
Helicobacter pylori, 407–408, 409
herpes simplex virus, 552
histamine, 801–802
human T- cell lymphotropic virus, 676
humoral response in transplantation, 

evaluation of, 1093
IgE, 799
IgG4- related disease, 920
immunologic monitoring, 1040, 1045
indirect (sandwich), 325
insulin autoantibodies (IAA), 945
interferon alpha, 807
Leptospira, 429–430
leukotriene C4, 804
liver kidney microsomal antibodies, 

970–972
myasthenia gravis, 958–959
non- HLA antibody testing, 1104–1105
parvovirus B19, 594–595
pituitary antibodies, 947
pneumococcal, 283
prion diseases, 686
protein analysis, 28
protein biomarker validation, 1145
rabies virus, 666–667, 670–671
recombinant myositis autoantigens, 

885–887
rheumatoid arthritis testing, 900–901
rheumatoid factor measurement by, 898
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, 465
sensitivity and specificity, 325
systemic sclerosis- related antinuclear 

antibodies, 892
thyroglobulin antibodies, 930–931
thyroperoxidase antibodies, 930–931
tryptase, 806–807
tuberculosis, 441
validation, 1185
varicella- zoster virus, 558–560
Wuchereria bancrofti, 494
zinc transporter- 8 (ZnT8) autoantibodies, 

945
Enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 

(ELISPOT) assay
applications of, 292
automated liquid- handling systems, 

1189–1190
B- cell functional assays, 266–267
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Enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 
(ELISPOT) assay (continued)

cellular immune response in 
transplantation, evaluation of, 
1113–1114

clinical significance, 1114
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1114
procedure, 1113–1114

for circulating tumor cells, 1054
cytomegalovirus, 573
data analysis methods, 293
detection of antigen- specific T cells, 261, 

290–293
enhancement methods, 291–293

establishing background levels, 292
positive controls, 291–292

Epstein- Barr virus, 569
herpes simplex virus, 553
identifying positive responses, 292
immunologic monitoring, 1045
intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) assay 

compared, 338–339
protocol, 290–291
quantifying cytokine- producing cells, 265
validation, 292, 1180, 1184–1187

Eosinophilia
eosinophilic gastrointestinal diseases 

(EGID), 783, 829–831
hypereosinophilic syndromes (HES), 783, 

825–829
IgE and IgG serology in, 796
secondary causes, 826

Eosinophilic angiocentric fibrosis, 79
Eosinophilic esophagitis, 829–830
Eosinophilic gastroenteritis, 829–830
Eosinophilic gastrointestinal diseases (EGID), 

783, 829–831
definition, 829–830
diagnosis, 830
treatment, 830–831

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis 
(EGPA), 829, 913

Epidemic typhus, 461, 463
Epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), 

1051–1054
Epithelial membrane antigen, 1024, 1027
Epithelial- mesenchymal transition (EMT), 

1051–1052
Epitope testing, of autoantibodies in diabetes, 

945
Epsilon heavy chain, 66–67
Epstein- Barr virus, 563–570

antibody detection, 567–568
biology, 563–564
BZLF1 protein, 563
cancers, 567
central nervous system infections, 567
clonality analysis, 569–570
culture, 569
DNA detection, 569
early antigen, 568
ELISPOT, 569
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 564, 567–568
hepatitis, 564
heterophile antibody test, 565–567
IgA detection, 568
IgM detection, 543
immunoblotting, 568–569
in immunocompromised host, 567
immunohistochemistry (IHC), 567–568
indications for laboratory tests, 564–567
indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA), 564
in situ hybridization (ISH), 568
latency, 563

lymphomas, 1020
neutralization assay, 569
past infection, documentation of, 564
PCR, 568
pharyngitis, 600
prevalence, 564
primary infections, 564–567
rapid diagnosis, 539
reactivation, 563
T- cell lymphomas, 1026–1027
T lymphocytes, EBV- specific, 569
T or NK cell lymphoproliferative diseases, 

567
transmission, 564
viral capsid antigen, 564–568
viral loads, 567
viremia, 565

Epstein- Barr virus- encoded RNA transcripts 
(EBERs), 567

Epstein- Barr virus nuclear antigens (EBNA), 
563–564, 566–567

ERAP (endoplasmic reticulum 
aminopeptidase) 2 gene, 998

Erdheim- Chester disease, 1028
ERIC (European Research Initiative in CLL), 

232
Erythema infectiosum, 591–592
Erythema marginatum, streptococcal, 395
Erythema migrans, Lyme disease, 421–426
Erythrocytes

autoimmune hemolytic anemia, 990–993
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria 

(PNH), 168–180
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate, as rheumatoid 

arthritis biomarker, 922, 924
Erythrocytes lysis, 155
Erythropoietin (EPO) autoantibodies, 366
Erythrovirus, 591
E- selectin, biomarker of chronic myocardial 

injury, 977
eSensor Respiratory Virus Panel, 605–606
ESEs (exonic splicing enhancers), 10
ESI (electrospray ionization), 34–35
ESSs (exonic splicing silencers), 10
Estrogen receptor, 922
Etanercept, 361
ETPs (early T- cell precursors), 207, 210–211
EuroChimerism Consortium, 1164
Euroflow, 148
European Federation of Clinical Chemistry and 

Laboratory Medicine (EFLM), 1179
European Federation of Immunogenetics 

(EFI), 1075
European Research Initiative in CLL (ERIC), 

232
Exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs), 10
Exon skipping, 10
Exotic ungulate spongiform encephalopathy, 

682
Extended B- cell immunophenotyping, 

742–743
Extracellular mastocytoma, 833
Eyes

autoimmune reactivity within the retina, 
998–1002

Chlamydia trachomatis ocular disease, 453
EZ- Taxiscan, 350

Fab domain, 51, 66–67
FACS. See Fluorescent- activated cell sorter
F- actin, 969
Factor B, 749, 755

deficiency, 758

Factor D, 749
deficiency, 758

Factor H, 127, 138–141, 282, 1125
age- related macular degeneration (AMD) 

and, 127
autoantibodies, 140
deficiency, 759, 761

Factor I, 130–131, 138–141
deficiency, 759

Factor XII mutation, 127
Falcon assay screening test (FAST)- ELISA

fascioliasis, 494
schistosomiasis, 496

FAMA (fluorescent antibody to membrane 
antigen) assay, for varicella- zoster 
virus, 558–559

Familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy, 77
Familial hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis 

(FHL), 204
Fanconi syndrome, acquired, 113
Farr assay, 874
Fascioliasis, 493–494
FasL, 298
FAS protein, 10
Fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry, in 

ganglioside studies, 962
FASTQ, 1085
Fatal familial insomnia (FFI), 682, 687, 

690–691
FAVN (fluorescent- antibody virus 

neutralization), for rabies virus, 
669–670

Fc domain, 51, 66–67
FcεR1 receptor, 791, 801, 803, 808, 821
FCGR3A, 300, 306
Fc receptor, 159
FDA. See Food and Drug Administration
FDA- approved, modified assays, 1181
FDA- approved assays, 1181
FDA Critical Path, 1055–1056
FD protein, 758
FEIA (fluorescence enzyme immunoassay), for 

systemic sclerosis- related antinuclear 
antibodies, 892

Ferricytochrome c, quantitative analysis of 
O2•

− generation using SOD- inhibitable 
ferricytochrome c reduction, 314–315

interpretation and limitations, 315
principle, 314–315
procedure, 315
reagents, 315
results and normal range, 315

FEV1 (forced expiratory volume in 1 second), 
810–811

FFI (fatal familial insomnia), 682, 687, 
690–691

FHL (familial hemophagocytic 
lymphohistiocytosis), 204

Fibrin, cryofibrinogenemia and, 106–110
Fibrin binding globulin, 899
Fibrinogen

cryofibrinogenemia, 106–110
electrophoresis, 79, 86–87

Fibronectin, cryofibrinogenemia and, 106–107
Ficolins, 133–134, 756
Ficoll- Hypaque density- gradient separation, 

155–156
Fifth disease, 591–592
Filariasis, 494–495
FilmArray Respiratory Panel, 605–606
Filtration assays, for circulating tumor cells, 

1054
FISH. See Fluorescent in situ hybridization
Fit- for- purpose, 1182
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Fixation, for immunofluorescence, 377
FLAER (fluorescent derivative of bacterial 

pro- aerolysin), in PNH detection 
assays, 169, 172–178, 180

Flagellin, Borrelia burgdorferi, 421–422
Flaviviridae, 626–627
Flavivirus (genus), 627
Flaviviruses, 648–655
FlowCAP, 164
Flow cytometry. See also Polychromatic flow 

cytometry
acute lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma 

immunophenotyping, 207–214
acute myeloid leukemia (AML), 217–223
allergen extract potency testing, 791
antibody deficiencies, laboratory 

investigation of, 741
automated liquid- handling systems, 

1189–1190
basophil activation testing, 821
bead array assays, 332–334
CD4 cell enumeration, 150
CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells 

enumeration, 182–196
benefits, 190–191
CD34+ cell subsets in backup marrow, 

196
clinical issues, 183
clinical utility, 195–196
commercial kits based on ISHAGE 

guidelines, 187–190
controls for rare- event detection, 184
early methods, 183
graft assessment, 183
immunological characterization of 

CD34+ stem cells, 193–195
ISHAGE protocol, basic, 185
ISHAGE single platform with viability 

assessment, 185–187
lysing agents, 191
negative antibody controls, 191
quality assurance, 191
sequential Boolean gating, 184–185
simultaneous CD34+ and CD3+ cells, 

192–193
single- platform absolute CD34+ count, 

185
statistical issues in rare- event detection, 

183–184
technical issues, 184

chemokine/chemokine receptor assays,  
348

chimerism testing, 1165
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 

226–232
minimal residual disease, 232
role in diagnosis, 226
role in prognostication, 226–227
sample preparation, 227–228
ZAP- 70 analysis, 229–232

circulating tumor cells, 1054
combined immunodeficiency (CID), 

729–732
Ca2+ flux assay, 733
enumeration of lymphocyte cell 

populations, 729–730
Foxp3 analysis, 731
intracellular cytokine staining, 730
intracellular protein expression and  

T- cell differentiation, 730
T- cell activation, 731–732
tyrosine phosphorylation 

(phosphoepitope analysis), 732
WASp, SAP, or XIAP expression, 731

compensation
fluorescence, 150
hardware, 149
software, 149

complement control proteins, 749
cytokine measurement, 323, 338–340

bead array assays, 332–334
cell processing, 339–340
costimulation, 338
data analysis, 340
resting prior to stimulation, 338
secretion inhibitors, 339
specimen types, 338
stimulating antigens, 339
stimulation kinetics, 339
stimulation vessels, 338
workflow of intracellular cytokine 

staining (ICS) assay, 340
future technologies and applications, 

251–257
hantaviruses, 663
history of, 149
humoral response in transplantation, 

evaluation of
advantages and disadvantages, 

1094–1085
assay characteristics, 1093
general principles, 1094

IgG4- related disease, 920
immunologic monitoring

cytokine, 1042
intracellular staining for flow cytometry, 

1042
multiparameter flow cytometry, 

1042–1043
immunophenotyping cryopreserved 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PMBC), 265–266

interferon assessment, 876
laboratory investigation of antibody 

deficiencies, 741–742
leukocyte adhesion deficiency (LAD), 771
lymphoma, 1017
mass cytometry, 251–253

acquisition speed, 252–253
cell loss, 253
clinical applications, 256–257
data analysis, 253, 255
logistic considerations, 251
phospho- flow combined with, 256
sensitivity, 253
SPADE, 253, 255
spillover and contamination, 253–254
workflow overview, 252

multiparameter CFSE- MLC, 1111–1112
multiparametric intracellular cytokine 

staining, 1114–1116
non- HLA antibody testing, 1104
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria, 

high- sensitivity detection of red and 
white blood cells, 168–180

assay sensitivity, 179–180
assay validation, 178–180
evolution of methods, 168–169
fluorescence- minus two controls, 

177–178
general guidelines, 169
high- sensitivity five- color WBC assay, 

175, 177
high- sensitivity four- color WBC assay, 

171–174
high- sensitivity RBC assay, 170–171
high- sensitivity six- color WBC assay, 

175, 178

issues with early flow methods, 169
presence of type II populations in 

neutrophils and monocytes, 174–176
quality control and assurance, 175, 

177–178
routine versus high- sensitivity, 169
strategies for outgoing antibody- 

conjugate verification, 175, 177
verification of instrument set- up and 

antibody performance, 178–179
phospho- flow, 253–256

antibodies, 255
data analysis, 255
fixation and permeabilization, 255
mass cytometry combined with, 256
staining of cell surface epitopes, 255
stimuli, 255
technical considerations, 253, 255

plasmablasts, 920
plasma cell disorders, 235–247

clinical utility of MFC 
immunophenotyping, 243–247

diagnosis and classification, 243
MRD monitoring in multiple myeloma, 

244–247
prognostic stratification of patients, 

243–244
quantitation of plasma cells in bone 

marrow aspirated samples, 242–243
primary immunodeficiency diseases, 

diagnostic screening of, 199–206
CD40 ligand deficiency screens, 201–203
CD107a as surrogate of degranulation 

in T cell and NK cell cytotoxicity, 
204–205

cell surface adhesion marker upregulation 
in LAD- 1 (leukocyte adhesion 
deficiency type- 1), 201–202

examples, table of, 200
familial hemophagocytic 

lymphohistiocytosis (FHL), 204
overview, 199
oxidative burst assay screen for CGD 

(chronic granulomatous disease), 204
phosphorylated kinase substrate 

evaluation, 199–200
STAT1 gain- of- function alleles in 

CMCD (chronic mucocutaneous 
candidiasis), 200–201

STAT1 phosphorylation levels as 
signal for type 1 cytokine signaling 
abnormalities, 200

protein detection, 31–34
quality control, 1188–1189
T cell proliferation measurement, 270
uses, 150
validation, 1180–1182, 1184–1187

“Flow Cytometry Standard” (.fcs) files, 149, 
164

Fluidics, 151
Fluorescence enzyme immunoassay (FEIA), 

for systemic sclerosis- related 
antinuclear antibodies, 892

Fluorescence microscopes, 379
Fluorescence- minus- one (FMO), 164, 

1185–1187
Fluorescence quantum yield, 156
Fluorescent- activated cell sorter (FACS), 

159, 161
antibody deficiencies, 742–745
neutrophil defects, 767–771, 773

Fluorescent antibody to membrane antigen 
(FAMA) assay, for varicella- zoster 
virus, 558–559
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Fluorescent- antibody virus neutralization 
(FAVN), for rabies virus, 669–670

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
chimerism testing, 1164–1165
lymphoma, 1019–1020, 1024–1025, 1027
myeloproliferative hypereosinophilic 

syndromes, 827
Fluorescent treponemal antibody absorption 

(FTA- ABS) test, 414–417
Fluorochromes

polychromatic flow cytometry, 149–150, 
158–160

table of common, 157
Fluorognost HIV- 1 IFA, 703
Fluorography, in immunoprecipitation 

analysis in autoimmune myositis, 882
FMO (fluorescence- minus- one), 164, 

1185–1187
FNKD (functional NK cell deficiency), 300, 

306
Focus reduction neutralization test (FRNT), 

for hantaviruses, 660
Follicular lymphoma, 227, 1017, 1023–1024
Food allergy, 783, 815–822

atopic dermatitis and, 815–819, 821
cell- mediated disorders, 815–816
disorders, 816
foods commonly associated with, 815
IgE- mediated, 815–816
RAST (radioallergosorbent test), 817, 819
signs and symptoms, 816
skin testing, 808
in vitro tests, 819–822

basophil responses, 821
component resolved diagnostics, 

820–821
quantification of food- specific IgE 

antibodies, 819–820
quantification of food- specific IgG 

antibodies, 821
specific epitope analysis, 821–822
total IgE, 821
tryptase, serum, 821

in vivo tests, 816–819
atopy patch tests, 817–818
elimination diets, 818
fresh food skin prick tests, 817
intradermal skin tests, 817
oral food challenges, 818–819
skin prick tests, 816–817

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
analyte specific reagents regulation, 1175
Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) 

Regulations, 1175
laboratory- developed tests regulation, 1175
test system premarket approval process, 1172

Food challenges
double- blind, placebo- controlled, 815–822
oral, 818–819

Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), 
810–811

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance 
(FTICR) MS, 1143

FOXP3, 13, 275, 296, 1046
CD25 deficiency and, 727
detection in intracellular cytokine staining 

(ICS) assay, 339
flow cytometry, 731

Francisella
clinical manifestations, 475
epidemiology, 474
F. novicida, 473
F. philomiragia, 473–474, 479
F. tularensis, 473–475, 479

F. tularensis subsp. holarctica, 473–475
F. tularensis subsp. mediasiatica, 473–474
F. tularensis subsp. novicida, 473–474, 479
F. tularensis subsp. tularensis, 473–475
immunological methods, 479
laboratory diagnosis, 478–479

culture, 478
immunological methods, 479
molecular methods, 479
serology, 478–479

serology, 478–479
ELISA, 479
microagglutination, 478–479
tube agglutination, 478–479

taxonomy, 473–474
Francisellaceae, 473–474
Free light chain(s)

clearance/metabolism of, 89
diseases, 94
electrophoresis, 94
kappa- to- lambda ratio, 113, 116, 119–120
monoclonal. See Monoclonal free light 

chains
monoclonal gammopathies, 112–116, 

118–121
multiple myeloma, 113

Free light chain assay, 68–69, 71, 98
quantitative, 115–116
screening for M protein detection, 116, 118

Fresh food skin prick tests, 817
Frozen- tissue sectioning, 377
FTA- ABS (fluorescent treponemal antibody 

absorption) test, 414–417
FTICR (Fourier transform ion cyclotron 

resonance) MS, 1143
Functional cellular assays

for B cells and antibodies, 261, 280–288
chronic granulomatous disease diagnosis, 

262, 310–320
cryopreservation of peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells, 261, 263–267
enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 

(ELISPOT) assay, 261, 290–293
lymphocyte activation, 261, 269–278
NK cell assays, 262, 300–307
overview, 261–262
regulatory T cell (Treg) assays, 261–262, 

275, 296–299
Functional NK cell deficiency (FNKD), 300, 

306
Fungal infections, 485, 503–528

aspergillosis, 504, 506, 515–516
blastomycosis, 504, 516–517
candidiasis, 504, 506, 518–519
coccidiomycosis, 504–505, 519–522
cryptococcosis, 506, 522–523
diagnostic methods, 503–529

BDG assay, 514–515
commercial antibody detection tests, 

504–505
commercial antigen detection tests, 506
complement fixation, 509–512
enzyme immunoassay, 513–514
immunodiffusion, 507–509
lateral flow assay, 514
latex agglutination, 513
molecular methods, 503, 528–529
serodiagnosis, 515–528

histoplasmosis, 505, 524–526
mucormycosis, 528
paracoccidioidomycosis, 505, 526
penicilliosis marneffei, 526–527
pneumocystosis, 527–528
sporotrichosis, 505, 528

Fungitell assay, 515
Fungus ball, 515

GAE (granulomatous amebic encephalitis), 489
Gain- of- function variants, in interferon 

regulatory factors, 359
Gajdusek, Carlton, 687
Gamma globulins, electrophoresis of, 74–77
Gamma heavy chain, 66–67
Gamma interferon (IFN- γ). See Interferon- γ 

(IFN- γ)
Gangliosides, 961–964
GARP (glycoprotein A repetitions 

predominant), 298
Gastric parietal cells, antibodies to, 932–933
Gastroenteritis, viral, 639–645

adenoviruses, 644–645
astroviruses, 642–644
noroviruses, 640–642
rotaviruses, 639–640
sapoviruses, 642

Gastroesophageal reflux, 830
GATA2, 15–16, 300, 305–306, 775–776
GATA2 deficiency, 10, 767
GATK (Genome Analysis Toolkit), 7–8, 1087
Geenius HIV1/2 supplemental assay, 703–704
Gene expression profiles in allografts, 

techniques for characterization, 
1132–1135

absolute quantification of mRNA levels by 
PCR, 1133

competitive quantitative PCR, 1133
microarray assays, 1134
next- generation sequencing, 1134–1135
PCR, 1132–1133
preamplification- enhanced real- time PCR 

assay, 1133–1134
real- time quantitative PCR, 1133

Gene therapy, for severe combined 
immunodeficiency (SCID), 715

Genetic Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease (gCJD), 
682, 687, 690

Genetic diseases, molecular methods of 
diagnosis, 5–17

analysis of variations, 9–11
arrays, 8–9
diagnosis process, 12–17
framework for diagnosis in 

immunocompromised patients, 16–17
next- generation sequencing, 7–8
PCR, 5–6
quantitative RT- PCR (qPCR), 8–9
RT- PCR, 8
samples, 5
Sanger sequence analysis, 6–7
TaqMan, 8
T- cell excision circles (TRECs), 8

Genetic prion diseases, 690–691
Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK), 7–8, 1087
Genome size, 19
Genomics, 3. See also Metagenomics

immunologic monitoring, 1046
Genotyping

HLA typing, 1074
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 706
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs), 1154, 1157–1158
mumps virus, 614
viral infections, 544, 546

German measles, 615
Gerstmann- Sträussler- Scheinker (GSS) 

syndrome, 682, 687, 690
Giant cell arteritis, 911
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Giardiasis, 495
Glaucomys volans, 462
Gleich’s syndrome, 829
Gliadin, antibodies against, 984–985
Glomerular basement membrane, antibodies 

to, 385–387
Glomerulonephritis

cryoglobulins and, 101
membranoproliferative, 127
pyroglobulins and, 110

Glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies, 
936–946

Gluten, 983
Glycerol, as cryoprotectant, 263
Glycolipids, testing for autoantibodies to, 

961–964
cost assessment, 964
interpretation, 964
materials and reagents, 962
procedure, 963–964
sample requirements, 962

Glycophospatidylinositol (GPI) deficiency, 
168–169

Glycoprotein A repetitions predominant 
(GARP), 298

Glypican- 1 (GPC1), 1013
GM- CSF. See Granulocyte- macrophage 

colony stimulating factor
Gnathostomiasis, 495
Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) Regulations, 

1175
Goodpasture’s syndrome, 385–386, 911
Gp91phox surface expression, analysis by flow 

cytometry, 316–317
interpretation and limitations, 317
principle, 316–317
procedure, 317
reagents, 317
results and normal range, 317

GPC1 (glypican- 1), 1013
gpELISA, for varicella- zoster virus, 558–559
GPI (glycophospatidylinositol) deficiency, 

168–169
G protein- coupled cell surface receptors 

(GPCRs), 343, 345–346
Graft coronary disease, 1112–1113
Graft- versus- host disease, natural killer (NK) 

cell role in, 1154–1155
Granule disorders, neutrophil, 771
Granulocyte- macrophage colony stimulating 

factor (GM- CSF)
autoantibodies, 365–366, 369
stem cell mobilization, 196

Granulomatosis with polyangiitis, 912–913
Granulomatous amebic encephalitis (GAE), 

489
Granzymes, 301, 303, 305, 1133
Graves’ disease, 933–935
Group A streptococci, 394–401

antibody detection to cellular antigens, 401
anti- A- carbohydrate test, 401
anti- C5a peptidase antibodies, 401
anti- M- protein test, 401

antibody detection to extracellular 
antigens, 398–400

anti- DNase B test, 399–400
ASO test, 398–399
Streptozyme screening test, 398

antibody responses to, 397
culture, 395–396
emm typing, 396
identification, 395–396
molecular detection tests, 396–397
M protein serotyping, 396

overview, 394–395
rapid antigen detection tests (RADTs), 

396–397
research use only tests, 400–401

anti- hyaluronidase test, 400
anti- NADase test, 401
anti- streptokinase test, 401

GSS (Gerstmann- Sträussler- Scheinker) 
syndrome, 682, 687, 690

Guillain- Barré syndrome, 961–962, 964

HAE (hereditary angioedema), 127, 749, 754, 
756–757

Haemaphysalis concinna, 462
Haemophilus influenzae

pericarditis, 12
serum bactericidal assay for functional 

antibodies against Type B, 284
Hairy cell leukemia, 227, 229, 1023
Ham test, 168
HAM/TSP (HTLV- 1- associated myelopathy/

tropical spastic paraparesis), 675
Hantaan virus, 660–661, 663
Hantavirus (genus), 658
Hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome 

(HCPS), 658, 661
Hantaviruses, 658–663

clinical manifestations, 658
genome, 658
laboratory diagnosis, 658–663

biosafety, 658, 660–661
enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA), 661
flow cytometry, 663
immunoblotting, 660–661
immunochromatography, 661
immunofluorescence assays, 660
Luminex, 663
microarrays, 663
molecular methods, 662–663
neutralization tests, 660
real- time RT- PCR, 662–663
reverse transcription- PCR (RT- PCR), 

662–663
serology, 660–662
specimens for diagnosis, 658, 660

reservoirs, 658
transmission, 658

Hantavirus IgG Dx Select ELISA, 661
HaplotypeCaller, 8
Haplotypes, killer cell immunoglobulin- like 

receptor (KIR), 1152–1153
Haptoglobin, electrophoresis of, 79, 82, 86
Hashimoto thyroiditis, 930–931
HBsAg, 624–626
HCC (hepatocellular carcinoma), 624–626
HCD (heavy- chain disease), 94, 113
HCDM (Human Cell Differentiation 

Molecules), 158
HCPS (hantavirus cardiopulmonary 

syndrome), 658, 661
HE4, 1012
Heart disease

acute rheumatic fever (ARF), 394–395, 
397–401

Bartonella, 474
cardiomyopathy, 975–980
immunofluorescence in diagnosis of, 

376–384
Heart transplantation

complement activation products in, 
1126–1127

rejection, 1137

Heat maps, 253
Heavy- chain disease (HCD), 94, 113
Heavy chains, immunoglobulin

class switching, 58–59
gene complexes, 53–54
structure, 51–52, 67

Heavy- light chain (HLC) assays, 69–70
Helicobacter pylori, 404–410

clinical presentation and outcomes of 
infection, 404

detection methods, 405–409
ELISA, 407–408
immunoblot analysis, 408
invasive tests, 405, 407
molecular methods, 408–409
noninvasive tests, 407
overview, 406
rapid tests, 408
serologic assays, 407–408, 409–410

gastritis, 933
genetic heterogeneity, 404–405
serology, 407–410

assessment of eradication, 409–410
clinical indications, 409
ELISA, 407–408
limitations of assays in monitoring 

eradication, 409
procedure, 409
rapid tests, 408
results and interpretation, 409
specimens, 409
technical limitations, 409

Helper T cells
limiting dilution assay (LDA), 1110
T follicular helper (Tfh) cells, 1026

Hemagglutination, of thyroglobulin 
antibodies, 930

Hemagglutination inhibition
adenoviruses, 645
arboviruses, 651
measles viruses, 611–613
mumps virus, 615
rubella virus, 616–617

Hematopoietic stem cells
CD34+ cell enumeration, 182–196

benefits, 190–191
CD34+ cell subsets in backup marrow, 

196
clinical issues, 183
clinical utility, 195–196
commercial kits based on ISHAGE 

guidelines, 187–190
controls for rare- event detection, 184
early methods, 183
graft assessment, 183
immunological characterization of 

CD34+ stem cells, 193–195
ISHAGE protocol, basic, 185
ISHAGE single platform with viability 

assessment, 185–187
lysing agents, 191
negative antibody controls, 191
quality assurance, 191
sequential Boolean gating, 184–185
simultaneous CD34+ and CD3+ cells, 

192–193
single- platform absolute CD34+ count, 

185
statistical issues in rare- event detection, 

183–184
technical issues, 184

paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria 
(PNH), 168–180

plerixifor treatment for poor mobilizers, 196
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Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
(HSCT), 182–183

chimerism testing after, 1161–1165
Epstein- Barr virus and, 563–564
graft assessment by CD34+ cell 

enumeration, 183
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs) in, 1154–1156
augmenting NK cell- mediated benefits 

after transplant, 1156
control of viral infections after 

transplant, 1155–1156
determination of donor NK cell 

alloreactivity, 1154–1155
donor selection based on KIR genotype, 

1155
mismatching, 1155

measuring graft adequacy, 182
mismatching, 1066, 1155
for severe combined immunodeficiency 

(SCID), 715
Hemoglobinuria. See Paroxysmal nocturnal 

hemoglobinuria
Hemolysin, 510
Hemolytic anemia, autoimmune, 990–993
Hemolytic uremic syndrome, atypical, 

140–141
Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH), 

204, 301, 305, 775–779
Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome 

(HFRS), 658, 661
Henoch- Schönlein purpura, 755
Hepacivirus (genus), 626
Hepadnaviridae, 624
Hepadnavirus (genus), 624
Hepatitis, 620–635

autoimmune, 969–972
detection of LKM antibodies, 970–972
diagnostic criteria, 970

clinical forms, 620–621
cryofibrinogenemia and, 107
cryoglobulins and, 101–102
diagnosis, primary, 620
diagnostics, 621–622, 634–635
Epstein- Barr virus, 564
prevalence, 620
quality control, 621–622
viruses involved in, 620–621. See also 

specific viruses
Hepatitis A virus, 622–624

algorithm for detection, 623
characteristics, 621
clinical manifestations, 622
course of virological and immunological 

manifestations of, 622
epidemiology, 623–624
genome, 622
IgM detection, 543–544
molecular detection methods, 623–624
pathogenesis, 622
prevalence, 620
rapid diagnosis, 539
serology, 622–623
transmission, 622–624
vaccine, 620

Hepatitis B virus, 624–626
algorithm for detection, 626
characteristics, 621, 624
clinical parameters, 624–625
discovery, 624
epidemiology, 626
genome, 624
genotypes, 625–626
HBsAg, 624–626

IgM detection, 543
measurement of HBV DNA, 625–626
molecular detection methods, 625–626
mutation detection, 626
polyarteritis nodosa, 911
prevalence, 620, 624
quantitative assays, 546
rapid diagnosis, 539
sequencing, 626
serology, 625
transmission, 624
typing, 626
vaccine, 620
virological profiles, 625

Hepatitis C virus, 626–630  
after liver transplantation, 1157
algorithm for detection, 629
antigen detection, 628–629
antiviral resistance, 630
characteristics, 621
copy number, 105
cryofibrinogenemia and, 107
cryoglobulins and, 101, 105–106, 911
discovery, 626
genome, 627
genotypes, 629–630
genotyping, 546
IgM detection, 543
interferon- α (IFN- α) treatment for, 323, 

357, 362
lipoprotein association, 627
pathogenesis, 627–628
prevalence, 620
prevention, 628
quantitative assays, 546
rapid diagnosis, 539
rheumatoid factor (RF) and, 898
serology, 628–629
testing for viral RNA, 629
treatment, 630
viral load, 629
virological profile, 627

Hepatitis delta virus, 630–632
algorithm for detection, 632
characteristics, 621
discovery, 630
epidemiology, 632
genome, 630
molecular methods, 631–632
pathogenesis, 630
serology, 631
virological profiles, 631

Hepatitis E virus, 632–634
algorithm for detection, 634
characteristics, 621, 632
course of virological and immunological 

manifestations of, 622
discovery, 632
genotypes, 632–633
molecular methods, 633–634
pathogenesis, 633
prevalence, 620
serology, 633
transmission, 633
treatment, 634

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), 624–626
Hepatosplenic γδ T- cell lymphoma, 

immunophenotype of, 228
Hepatovirus (genus), 622
HER2 (human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2), 922, 1010
Hereditary angioedema (HAE), 127, 749, 

754, 756–757
Hereditary senile systemic amyloidosis, 77

Herpes simplex virus, 550–553
clinical indications, 550–551
commercially available type- specific assays, 

552–553
direct detection methods, 551–552
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA) assay, 

552
electron microscopy, 551
ELISA, 552
ELISpot assay, 553
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 552–553
IgG avidity, 553
immunoblotting, 552
immunodot EIA, 552
neutralization assay, 553
overview, 550
PCR, 544, 551
rapid diagnosis, 539
serodiagnosis, 552–553
specimen collection, 551
Tzanck (Giemsa) smear, 551
virus isolation, 551

HES. See Hypereosinophilic syndromes
Heterophile antibody test, for Epstein- Barr 

virus, 565–567
H- ficolin, 133
HFRS (hemorrhagic fever with renal 

syndrome), 658, 661
HGA (human granulocytotropic 

anaplasmosis), 462–463, 466, 468
HHV- 4. See Epstein- Barr virus
HHV- 5. See Cytomegalovirus
HHV- 6. See Human herpesvirus- 6
HHV- 7. See Human herpesvirus- 7
HHV- 8. See Human herpesvirus- 8
Highlands J virus, 650
High- mobility group (HMG) proteins, 58
High- performance liquid chromatography, in 

ganglioside studies, 962
HIGM3, 202
HiSeq instruments, 20
Histamine

basophil histamine release, 799, 802–803, 
808

commercial and laboratory assays
ELISA, 801–802
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 801–802
fluorometric assays, 801–802, 811–812
radioenzymatic assay (REA), 802

standards for fluorimetry, 812
Histiocytic cells

proliferative histiocytic lesions, 1028–1029
subsets, 1028

Histiocytic sarcoma, 1028–1029
Histocompatibility, 1065–1067
Histocompatibility testing standards, 

American Society for 
Histocompatibility and 
Immunogenetics (ASHI), 1177

Histograms, 153
Histopathology, of cytomegalovirus, 572
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signaling pathways, 1045–1046
suppressor cell functions, 1046

genomics, 1046
phenotypic assays, 1040–1043

epitope- specific T cells, 1042
immune score and monitoring, 1043
intracellular staining for flow cytometry, 

1042
measuring cell death, 1042
multiparameter flow cytometry, 

1042–1043
neutrophil- to- lymphocyte ratio, 

1041–1042
percentages versus absolute numbers of 

immune cells, 1041
selection of markers, 1040–1041
subtyping of T cells, 1042

proteomics, 1046
quality control, 1046–1047
rationale, 1038
statistical data analysis, 1047
strategy, 1038–1040

Immunoperoxidase assay (IPA)
amebiasis, 489
Orientia tsutsugamushi, 465

Immunophenotyping
extended B- cell, 742–743

by flow cytometry
acute lymphoblastic leukemia/

lymphoma, 207–214
acute myeloid leukemia (AML), 

217–223
B- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 227
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 

226–232, 235–247
cryopreserved peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PMBC), 265–266
plasma cell disorders, 235–247
T- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 228
Immunoprecipitation. See also 

Radioimmunoprecipitation
autoimmune myopathies

analysis of proteins, 878–883
analysis of small RNAs, 883–886

in immunofixation electrophoresis, 89–90
in immunosubtraction electrophoresis, 

89, 91
LIPS (luciferase immunoprecipitation 

system) assay for anti- RNP, 873
pituitary antibodies, 947
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 

870–873
Immunopurification, for mass spectrometry, 41
Immunoreceptor tyrosine- based activation 

motifs (ITAMs), 726
ImmunoSorbent Allergen Chip (ISAC), 798
Immunostaining of tissue, in IgG4- related 

disease, 919
Immunosubtraction (ISUB) electrophoresis

advantages and disadvantages, 92
to avoid false- positive results, 86
in clinical disorders, 92–95
description, 91–92
immunoprecipitation and, 89, 91
monoclonal immunoglobulin increases, 

93–94
M protein detection, 76, 82–84, 86
oligoclonal banding, 94–95
polyclonal immunoglobulin increases, 92

Immunosubtraction (ISUB/ISE) 
electrophoresis, 112, 120

Immunoturbidimetric assays, for 
immunoglobulin measurement, 67–68

iNAT Flu A/B assay, 605–606
Indels (insertions/deletions), 7
Indian tick typhus, 461
Indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA)

antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies 
(ANCA), 909–911

antiretinal antibodies, 999–1001
arboviruses, 651
babesiosis, 490–491
Bartonella, 475–476
Borrelia burgdorferi, 422
candidiasis, 518
Coxiella, 466
Epstein- Barr virus, 564
hantaviruses, 660
human herpesvirus- 6, 582
human herpesvirus- 7, 586
human herpesvirus- 8, 587–588
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 703
leishmaniasis, 495
malaria, 496
measles viruses, 611–612
monoclonal antibody- enhanced IFA 

(mIFA), 587–588
mumps virus, 615
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 446

Orientia tsutsugamushi, 465
Pneumocystis jirovecii, 527
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, 465
rubella virus, 616–617
toxoplasmosis, 497
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491

Indirect hemaggltination assay (IHA)
Entamoeba histolytica, 489
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491

Indirect immunofluorescence
gastric parietal cell antibodies, 932–933
islet cell autoantibodies (ICA), 938–939
liver kidney microsomal antibodies, 

970–971
pituitary antibodies, 947–949
thyroglobulin antibodies, 930

Indirect immunofluorescence antinuclear 
antibody (IIF- ANA) assay, 843–857

Inducible costimulating receptor (ICOS), 740
Infectious mononucleosis, 563–564
Inflammation, allergic, 783, 801–812

assays for measurement of mediators/
markers, 801–812

airway challenges, 810–811
basophil IL- 4 and IL- 13 secretion, 

804–806
basophil surface activation markers, 806
dendritic cells, 807
histamine, 801–803
interferon alpha production, 807
leukotriene C4, 803–804
mast cell specific, 806–807
prostaglandin D2, 807
quality assurance of in vitro assays, 

807–808
skin testing, 808–810
tryptase, 806–807

Inflammatory bowel disease, 985–988
clinical characteristics, 987
diagnosis, 985, 987–988
epidemiology, 987
pathology, 986–987
quality assurance for clinical testing, 988
treatment with cytokine inhibitors, 357, 

362
Infliximab, 361
Influenza- like illness, 600–601
Influenza virus, 598–607

antigen assays, 604
antiviral susceptibility testing, 606
avian influenza, 538
biohazard, 603
clinical significance, 600–602
culture, 603, 606
description of agents, 599
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA), 603
epidemiology, 600
H1N1, 538, 601, 604–606
H3N2, 601, 606
H5N1, 538, 602
H7N9, 538, 602
immunochromatography, 603–605
molecular tests, 605–606
pathogenesis, 600
rapid influenza diagnostic tests (RIDT), 

538–539, 543, 545, 604–605
taxonomy, 599
transmission, 600
vaccination, 601
viremia, 602
when to test, 602
whom to test, 602

InMAD (in vivo microbial antigen discovery), 
479
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Innate immunity, NK cells and, 1150
Inno- LIA HIV I/II Score test, 703
Inositol polyphosphate- 5- phosphatase 

(INPP5D), 1138
In situ ELISA, for arboviruses, 653
In situ hybridization (ISH)  

arboviruses, 653
cytokine assays, 335
cytomegalovirus, 572
Epstein- Barr virus, 568
lymphoma, 1019

INSTAND (Institute for Standardization 
and Documentation in Medical 
Laboratory), 1178

Insulin autoantibodies (IAA), 935–938, 
941–945

Insulinoma antigen- 2 (IA- 2) autoantibodies, 
936–941

Insulinoma antigen- 2β (IA- 2β) 
autoantibodies, 936–937

Integrin conformation change, measurement 
of, 350–351

Interferon (IFN)
cytomegalovirus and, 570
discovery, 323
measuring type I interferon gene expression 

in SLE, 875–876, 923
flow cytometry, 876
interferon score by quantitative PCR 

(qPCR), 876
Interferon- α (IFN- α)

dendritic cell production of, 807
human herpesvirus- 6, 580
for mastocytosis, 834
in systemic lupus erythematosus, 323, 

358–359
treatment for hepatitis C, 323, 357, 362

Interferon- β (IFN- β), treatment for multiple 
sclerosis, 323, 357, 362 

Interferon- γ (IFN- γ)
allograft rejection, 1132
anti- IFN- γ autoantibodies and 

opportunistic infection, 323
autoantibodies, 365–366, 369
cytomegalovirus and, 573
elevation in rheumatoid arthritis, 357
ELISPOT assay, 305
enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 

(ELISPOT) assay, 290–291
human herpesvirus- 6, 580
NK cells, 305
production in peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells, 264, 266
treatment for chronic granulomatous 

disease, 323
Interferon- γ receptors (IFN- γR), 200
Interferon regulatory factor 5 (IRF5), 359
Interferon regulatory factor 7 (IRF7), 359
Interferon signature, 358
Interferon- stimulated exonuclease gene 20 

kDa (ISG20), 1138
Interleukin- 1 (IL- 1)

biomarker of chronic myocardial injury, 
976–977

biomarker of rheumatic diseases, 923
human herpesvirus- 6, 580
IL- 1β, 325, 334
in juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 323, 359
receptor antagonist (IL- 1Ra), 359, 361–362

Interleukin- 2 (IL- 2)
allograft rejection, 1132
CD25 deficiency, 728
cytomegalovirus and, 573
human herpesvirus- 6, 580

immunologic therapy, 1037–1038
low levels in SLE, 358
lymphocyte propagation, 1112–1113
NK cell activation, 305
production and T cell activation, 271–273
receptors, 1026

Interleukin- 4 (IL- 4), measuring basophil 
secretion of, 804–806

Interleukin- 5 (IL- 5), in lymphocytic variant 
hypereosinophilic syndrome, 829

Interleukin- 6 (IL- 6), 82
autoantibodies, 366, 369
autoimmune retinopathy, 1002
bead array assay, 332
biomarker of chronic myocardial injury, 

976–977
elevation in rheumatoid arthritis, 357
elevation in SLE, 358
ELISA, 324–326
inhibition for treatment of rheumatoid 

arthritis, 361
adverse effects, 361
clinical efficacy, 361
mechanism of action, 361

Interleukin- 6 receptor (IL- 6R), 361
Interleukin- 8 (IL- 8), storage effects on, 1045
Interleukin- 10 (IL- 10)

autoimmune retinopathy, 1002
detection in intracellular cytokine staining 

(ICS) assay, 339
human herpesvirus- 6, 580

Interleukin- 12 (IL- 12), 200, 580
Interleukin- 12 receptor (IL- 12R), 200
Interleukin- 13 (IL- 13), measuring basophil 

secretion of, 804–806
Interleukin- 15 (IL- 15)

human herpesvirus- 6, 580
human herpesvirus- 7, 585

Interleukin- 17 (IL- 17)
autoantibodies, 365–366, 369
autoimmune retinopathy, 998
intracellular cytokine staining, 730

Interleukin- 22 (IL- 22) autoantibodies, 
365–366

Interleukin- 23 (IL- 23) receptor, 986
International Clinical Cytometry Society 

(ICCS), 169, 171–173, 1185
International Council for Standardization in 

Hematology (ICSH), 1180, 1185
International Federation of Clinical 

Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine 
(IFCC), 1178–1179

International Myeloma Working Group, 
83–84, 87, 118, 121, 148

International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO), 1177–1179, 
1182

International Society for Cellular Therapy, 
184

International Society for Heart & Lung 
Transplantation (ISHLT), 1137

International Society of Hematotherapy 
and Graft Engineering (ISHAGE) 
protocol, 184–187, 189–194

basic protocol, 185
commercial kits based on ISHAGE 

guidelines, 187–190
guidelines, 147
simultaneous CD34+ and CD3+ cells, 

192–193
single platform with viability assessment, 

185–187
International Union of Immunological 

Societies (IUIS), 1178

International Workshop and Conference on 
Human Leukocyte Differentiation 
Antigens (HLDA), 158

Interphotoreceptor retinal binding protein 
(IRBP), 998, 1001

Intracellular antigen detection, by 
polychromatic flow cytometry, 160

Intracellular ATP synthesis assay, 1116–1119
expected values, 1119
interpretation of results, 1118–1119
overview, 1116–1117
procedure, 1117–1118

Intracellular cytokine staining (ICS) assay, 
290, 338–340

cell processing, 339–340
for cellular immune response in 

transplantation, 1114–1116
data acquisition, 1116
data analysis, 1116
procedure, 1114–1116
troubleshooting, 1116

costimulation, 338
data analysis, 340
enzyme- linked immunosorbent spot 

(ELISPOT) assay compared, 338–339
resting prior to stimulation, 338
secretion inhibitors, 339
specimen types, 338
stimulating antigens, 339
stimulation kinetics, 339
stimulation vessels, 338
workflow of, 340

Intradermal skin testing, 795–796, 809. See 
also Skin testing

Intranasal challenge, 810–811
Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), 1066
Intravital microscopy (IVM), 350, 352–354
Intrinsic factor, antibodies to, 932
Intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs), 10
Intronic splicing silencers (ISSs), 10
In vivo microbial antigen discovery (InMAD), 

479
Ionization techniques, mass spectrometry, 

34–35
ESI (electrospray ionization), 34–35
MALDI (matrix- assisted laser desorption 

ionization), 35
Ionomycin, 269, 277, 340
Ion Torrent, 7, 16, 20, 1085
IPA. See Immunoperoxidase assay
IPEX (immune dysregulation, 

polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy,  
X- linked), 13, 727

IRBP (interphotoreceptor retinal binding 
protein), 998, 1001

IRF5 (interferon regulatory factor 5), 359
IRF7 (interferon regulatory factor 7), 359
IRGM gene, 986
Iron deficiency, Helicobacter pylori and, 410
ISEs (intronic splicing enhancers), 10
ISH. See In situ hybridization
ISHAGE. See International Society of 

Hematotherapy and Graft Engineering 
(ISHAGE) protocol

ISHLT (International Society for Heart & 
Lung Transplantation), 1137

Islet cell autoantibodies, 935–939
ISO (International Organization for 

Standardization), 1177–1179,  
1182

Isoelectric focusing (IEF), 98–99, 791–792
Isoelectric point (pI), 74
Israeli tick typhus, 461
ISSs (intronic splicing silencers), 10
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ISUB. See Immunosubtraction (ISUB) 
electrophoresis

iTRAQ, 1145
IUIS (International Union of Immunological 

Societies), 1178
Ivemark syndrome, 713
IVIG (intravenous immunoglobulin), 1066
IVM (intravital microscopy), 350, 352–354
Ixodes, 463

I. pacificus, 421
I. persulcatus, 421, 462
I. ricinus, 421, 462
I. scapularis, 421, 462, 490
Lyme disease, 419, 421
relapsing fever, 427

JAK3 deficiency, 723, 727
jak3 gene, 301, 306
Japanese encephalitis, 648–653
J chains, 52, 67
The Joint Commission, 1171, 1177
Junctional epitope (heavy/light chain) assays, 

69–70
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis, interleukin- 1 

in, 323

Kaposi’s sarcoma, 586–588, 1020
Kappa light chain, 40, 51, 66–67

electrophoresis, 80
gene complex, 53–56
immunofixation electrophoresis, 90–91, 

97–98
immunofluorescence, 381
immunologic biomarker for chemotherapy 

response, 1043
immunosubtraction, 91–92
monoclonal proteins, 93–94

Kappa receptor- excision circle (KREC) assay, 
718–719

Kawasaki disease, 911
Kenya tick typhus, 461
Keratin, antibody against, 898–899
Keratoconjunctivitis, cryoglobulinemia and, 

102
Ki- 67 assay, 270, 272
Kidney disease

acute glomerulonephritis, poststreptococcal, 
394–395, 397, 399–401

electrophoresis patterns, 82, 84
Kidney transplantation

allocation process using calculated panel- 
reactive antibody (cPRA), 1065

complement activation products in, 1126
kidney paired- exchange (KPD) programs, 

1066
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs) and, 1156–1157
Killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs), 300, 1066, 1150–1158
clonal expression, 1153–1154
genotyping, 1154, 1157–1158
in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, 

1154–1156
augmenting NK cell- mediated benefits 

after transplant, 1156
control of viral infections after 

transplant, 1155–1156
determination of donor NK cell 

alloreactivity, 1154–1155
donor selection based on KIR genotype, 

1155
overview, 1150–1151

population differences in, 1152–1153
sequence polymorphism, nature of, 1152
in solid organ transplantation, 1156–1157

kidney, 1156–1157
liver, 1157

variation between individuals, 1151–1152
KI polyomavirus, 598, 600
Kit, 832–834
Koplik spots, 610
Kostmann syndrome, 767
KRAS mutations, 1054, 1057
KREC (kappa receptor- excision circle) assay, 

718–719
Ku, antibody to, 891
Kuru, 682, 687–688

La antigen, antibodies to, 869
Laboratory Accreditation Program, CAP, 

1176
Laboratory- developed tests, 1175, 1181
Laboratory management, 1169–1191

accreditation, licensure, and credentials, 
1171–1179

validation and quality control, 1180–1191
LaCrosse encephalitis, 648–649, 651–653
LAD (leukocyte adhesion deficiency), 765, 

767–771
LAD- 1 (leukocyte adhesion deficiency 

type- 1), cell surface adhesion marker 
upregulation in, 201–202

Lambda- 5 protein, 57
Lambda light chain

electrophoresis, 80
gene complex, 55–56
immunofixation electrophoresis, 90–91
immunofluorescence, 381
immunosubtraction, 91–92
monoclonal proteins, 93–94
structure, 40, 51, 66–67

Lambert- Eaton myasthenic syndrome,  
958

LAMP. See Loop- mediated isothermal 
amplification

LANA (latency- associated nuclear antigen), 
587

Langerhans cell histiocytosis, 1028
Langerhans cells, 1028
Langerin, 1028
LAP (latency- associated peptide), 298
Larva migrans, 497
Laryngitis, viral, 600
Laryngotracheobronchitis, 601
Laser delay, 152
Lasers, in polychromatic flow cytometry, 

151–152
standardization, 153
types of lasers, 152

Lassa virus, 651
Latency- associated nuclear antigen (LANA), 

587
Latency- associated peptide (LAP), 298
Latent infection, syphilis, 412, 414
Late- phase reaction, 808
Lateral flow assay

aspergillosis, 516
cryptococcosis, 523
fungal infections, 514
interpretation, 514
materials, 514
sample requirements, 514
theory, 514
varicella- zoster virus, 558–559
viral infections, 541–543

Latex agglutination
candidiasis, 518–519
coccidioidomycosis, 520–521
commercial methods

antibody detection, 513
antigen detection, 513

cryptococcosis, 522–523
fungal infections, 513
histoplasmosis, 525
rubella virus, 616–617
sporotrichosis, 528
theory, 513
varicella- zoster virus, 558–559
viral infections, 541–542

Laurell rocket technique, for immunoglobulin 
measurement, 67–68

LCK (lymphocyte- specific protein kinase), 
1138

LCK deficiency, 722, 726–727
LE cell test, 843–844
Lectin pathway

mannan- binding lectin (MBL), analysis of 
activity of, 133–137

recent advances in understanding of, 
127–128

schematic of activation, 130
Left ventricular hypertrophy and dilatation, 

976
Legionellales, 461–462
Leishmaniasis, 495
Lentivirus, 696
Leptospira, 428–430

clinical indications and test interpretation, 
430

culture in body fluids and tissues, 430
disease spectrum, 428–429
epidemiology, 428–429
L. biflexa, 428, 430
L. interrogans, 428
molecular methods for diagnosis and 

subtyping, 430
serology, 429–430

microscopic agglutination test (MAT), 
429

rapid IgM screening tests, 429
taxonomy, 428

Leptospiraceae, 419, 428
Leptospira IgM ELISA kit, 429
Leukocyte adhesion deficiency (LAD), 765, 

767–771
Leukemia

acute erythroid leukemia, 220
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), 

207–214, 1150
diagnosis, 207–212
flow cytometry immunophenotyping, 

207–214
immunophenotypic- genotypic and 

prognostic correlations, 212
minimal residual disease (MRD), 

207–209, 212–214
acute megakaryoblastic leukemia, 220
acute monocytic leukemia (AMoL), 220, 

1028–1029
acute myeloid leukemia (AML), 147–148, 

207, 209–210, 217–223, 1066, 1150
acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL),  

220
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 148, 

226–232, 235–247, 1020, 1023–1024
early T- cell precursor (ETP), 210–211
hairy cell, 1023–1024
immunophenotpes of B- cell chronic 

lymphoproliferative disorders, 227
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Leukemia (continued)
myelogenous leukemia, BCR- ABL 

translocation in, 922
plasma cell, 235–237, 240

IMWG diagnostic criteria, 237
monoclonal gammopathy, 113
pyroglobulins and, 110

Leukotriene C4, assays for, 803–804
Levey- Jennings chart, 77–78, 153–154, 

1188–1189
L- ficolin, 133
Liat HIV Quant VL assay, 702
Licensure of clinical immunology laboratory, 

1176–1177
Light- chain deposition disease, in monoclonal 

gammopathy, 113, 115–116, 118
Light- chain multiple myeloma, 94
Light chains, immunoglobulin

electrophoresis, 80
free. See Free light chain
gene complexes, 53–56

kappa, 53–56
lambda, 55–56

immunofixation electrophoresis, 90–91
immunosubtraction, 91–92
monoclonal proteins, 93–94
production excess, 89
structure, 40, 51, 66–67

LightCycler HAV quantitation assay, 623
Limiting dilution assay (LDA)

of cytotoxic T lymphocytes, 1110–1111
of helper T lymphocytes, 1110

Limit of blank (LoB), 1185
Limit of detection (LoD), 1185–1187
Limit of quantitation (LoQ), 1185–1186
Linearity, 1185–1186
Line- blot immunoassay, for systemic sclerosis- 

related antinuclear antibodies, 
892–894

Line immunoassay, for human T- cell 
lymphotropic virus, 676–677

Lipoprotein- related protein 4 (LRP4), 
antibodies against, 958

LIPS. See Luciferase immunoprecipitation 
systems

Liquid chromatography coupled with mass 
spectrometry (LC- MS), 38

IgG4- related disease, 920
proteome studies in transplant rejection, 

1142–1143
Liquid- handling systems, automated, 

1189–1190
Live- Dead stains, 149
Live- gating techniques, 163
Liver disease

autoimmune hepatitis, 969–972
electrophoresis pattern, 80–82
primary biliary cholangitis, 966–969

Liver kidney microsomal antibodies, 969–972
Liver transplantation

complement activation products in, 1127
hepatitis C virus infection, 1157
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs) and, 1157
Loiasis, 495
Long- activating thyroid stimulator, 933–934
Long- pass filter, 152–153
Long- range PCR (LR- PCR), 1074, 1084
Loop- mediated isothermal amplification 

(LAMP)
for Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 447
reverse transcription loop- mediated 

isothermal amplification (RT- LAMP)
arboviruses, 654–655

Louse- borne relapsing fever, 426–427
Low- tumor- burden diseases, 114–115
LPA. See Lymphocyte proliferation assay
LPS, Brucella, 478
LRP4 (lipoprotein- related protein 4), 

antibodies against, 958
LR- PCR (long- range PCR), 1074, 1084
Luciferase immunoprecipitation systems 

(LIPS)
anticytokine autoantibody detection, 

367–368
for anti- RNP, 873

Luminex assay
anticytokine autoantibody detection, 

367–368
hantaviruses, 663
HLA typing, 1076
non- HLA antibody testing, 1104–1106

Luminol- enhanced chemiluminescence, 
analysis of PMN ROS generation by, 
316

Lung cancer
biomarkers, 922
circulating tumor cells, 1054, 1057

Lung injury, transfusion- related acute, 1093, 
1100

Lung transplantation
complement activation products in, 1127
microbiome of recipient, 23

Lupus. See Systemic lupus erythematosus 
(SLE)

Lupus anticoagulant, 905–907
Lutzomyia verrucartum, 474
Lyme disease, 419–426

clinical manifestations, 421
epidemiology, 419, 421
erythema migrans, 421–426
laboratory diagnosis, 421–426

antigens important in immunodiagnosis, 
421–422

clinical applications and limitations,  
424

direct detection, 424
ELISA, 422–423
indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA), 422
recombinant or peptide antigen use in 

serology, 423
test interpretation and practical 

considerations, 425–426
two- tier serologic testing algorithm, 423
western blot, 422–423, 425

taxonomy of Lyme Borrelia, 419–420
Lymphatic filariasis, 494
Lymphoblastic lymphoma, 207–214, 

1020–1022
Lymphochip cDNA, 1137
Lymphocyte activation, 261, 269–278

assessment of Treg function, 275
methodology for measuring, 275–278

assessment of cell surface markers on T 
cells after activation with mitogenic 
stimuli, 274, 277

lymphocyte proliferation assay using 
Edu- based flow cytometry, 271, 277

measurement of polyfunctional T cells 
after stimulation with mitogens, 273, 
277–278

T cell activation and function, 269–275
cytokine production, 270–275
cytotoxicity assays, 275
direct measurement of T cell activation 

by using functional assays, 270–275
flow cytometric measurement of T cell 

proliferation, 270

Ki- 67 assay, 270, 272
measurement of T cell proliferation by 

using 3H- thymidine, 270
Lymphocyte cultures from allograft biopsy 

specimens, 1112–1113
concept, 1112–1113
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1113
procedure, 1113

Lymphocyte proliferation assay (LPA), 732
for B- cell analysis, 281–282
cryopreserved peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PMBC), 264–265
secretion of soluble mediators, 282
stimulation index, 282
using Edu- based flow cytometry, 271,  

277
in vitro whole- blood, 283–284

Lymphocyte separation medium, 1109
Lymphocyte- specific protein kinase (LCK), 

1138
Lymphogranuloma venereum, 453–455
Lymphoma, 1015–1029. See also specific types 

of lymphoma
adult T- cell leukemia/lymphoma, 1026
anaplastic large- cell lymphoma (ALCL), 

228, 1017, 1020, 1027
Burkitt’s, 227, 563, 1017, 1020, 1025
classification, 1015–1017
diagnostic tests, 1017–1020

clonality assays, 1018–1019
flow cytometry, 1017
immunohistochemistry, 1017–1018
in situ hybridization, 1019
molecular cytogenetics, 1019–1020
PCR, 1018–1020

diffuse large B- cell lymphoma (DLBCL), 
226–227, 1020, 1024–1025

Epstein- Barr- associated, 1020
follicular, 227, 1017, 1023–1024
human herpesvirus 8- associated, 1020
human T- cell leukemia virus- associated, 

1020
immunophenotypes of T- cell chronic 

lymphoproliferative disorders, 228
lymphoblastic, 1020–1022
lymphoplasmacytic, 226, 1023–1024
MALT (mucosa- associated lymphoid 

tissue), 404, 1017, 1020
mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), 226–227, 

229, 1017, 1023
marginal zone, 1023
markers, 1020–1028
multiple myeloma, 1024
NK/T- cell, 1020, 1026–1027
nodular lymphocyte- predominant 

Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 1025, 1028
peripheral T- cell lymphoma, 1020
small lymphocytic, 226, 1023–1024
small mature B cell lymphoma, 1023–1025
splenic marginal zone, 227, 1023
T- cell- rich large B- cell lymphoma, 1025
translocations in, 1019–1020, 1022–1024

Lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, 226, 
1023–1024

Lymphoproliferative disease
Epstein- Barr virus- associated, 567
monoclonal gammopathy, 113
percentage of plasma cell proliferative 

disorders, 90
Lyophilization, 159
Lyoplates, 159
Lysozyme, 1028
Lyssaviruses, 665
LYST, 301, 307, 771, 776, 778
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MAbs. See Monoclonal antibodies
MAC. See Membrane attack complex
MAC- ELISA. See IgM capture ELISA
Macroglobulinemia, 90, 113, 115
Macrophage inflammatory protein 1β 

(MIP- 1β), 301, 305
Macrophages

human herpesvirus- 6, 580
malignancies of, 1028–1029

Mad cow disease, 682
MAGT1, 727
MAHA (microangiopathic hemolytic 

anemia), 140
MAIPA (monoclonal antibody- specific 

immobilization of platelet antigen) 
assay, 995–997

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class I expression in natural killer cells, 1153
class I proteins and allograft rejection, 1132
deficiencies, 721–722

MHC class I, 721–722
MHC class II, 721–722

gene polymorphism, 1065
Major histocompatibility complex class  

I- related chain A (MICA), 1103
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

class I tetramer staining, 261, 290
Malaria, 495–496
MALDI (matrix- assisted laser desorption 

ionization), 35
MALDI- TOF (matrix- assisted laser 

desorption ionization- time of flight) 
mass spectrometry, 468

Malignancies, immune system, 1015–1029. 
See also Cancer; specific malignancies

Malignant plasma cell proliferative disorders, 
112–114

MALT1 gene, 1024
MALT (mucosa- associated lymphoid tissue) 

lymphoma, 404, 1017, 1020
Mannose- binding lectin (MBL), 138, 756
Mannose- binding lectin (MBL), assay of 

activity, 133–137
assay procedure, 136
assay solutions, 135–136
materials, 134–135
results, calculation, and interpretation, 

136–137
serum/plasma preparation, 134
troubleshooting, 137

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), 226–227, 229, 
1017, 1023

Marburg virus, 651
Marginal zone lymphoma, 226, 1023
Marseilles fever, 461
MASPs (MBL- associated serine proteases), 

133–134, 756–757
Mass analyzers, 35–38

Orbitrap mass spectrometer, 37–38
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer, 

36–37
time- of- flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, 

37–38
triple- quadrupole mass spectrometer,  

35–36
Mass cytometry, 32, 251–253

acquisition speed, 252–253
cell loss, 253
clinical applications, 256–257
data analysis, 253, 255
logistic considerations, 251
phospho- flow combined with, 256
sensitivity, 253
SPADE, 253, 255

spillover and contamination, 253–254
workflow overview, 252

Mass spectrometry
clinical samples analyzed by, 41–42
cytometry. See Mass cytometry
examples of use, 38–40

MS/MS analysis of proteolytic peptides 
to quantify proteins by SRM, 38–39

MS/MS analysis of trypic peptides to 
identify proteins, 38

MS/MS of intact proteins, 39–40
top- down MS, 39–40

ionization techniques, 34–35
ESI (electrospray ionization), 34–35
MALDI (matrix- assisted laser desorption 

ionization), 35
liquid chromatography coupled with, 38
mass analyzers, 35–38

Orbitrap mass spectrometer, 37–38
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer, 

36–37
time- of- flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, 

37–38
triple- quadrupole mass spectrometer, 

35–36
phenotyping proteins with MS, 40–41
protein analysis, 34–42

Mast cell, IgE binding to, 66–67
Mast cell leukemia, 833
Mast cell sarcoma, 833
Mastocytosis, 783, 831–834

classification, 831–833
aggressive systemic mastocytosis, 833
cutaneous mastocytosis, 831
extracellular mastocytoma, 833
idolent systemic mastocytosis, 831–833
mast cell leukemia (MCL), 833
mast cell sarcoma (MCS), 833
systemic mastocytosis with AHNMD 

(associated clonal hematologic non- 
mast cell disease), 833

definition, 831
diagnostic criteria, 831–833
pitfalls in diagnosis, 833–834
therapy, 834

MAT (microscopic agglutination test), for 
Leptospira, 429

Matrix metalloproteinases, 976–977
Maximal tolerated dose, 1037
Mayaro fever, 649
MBDA (multi- biomarker disease activity) 

score, 897, 901
MBL. See Mannose- binding lectin
MBL- associated serine proteases (MASPs), 

133–134
MCL. See Mantle cell lymphoma
MCM4, 300, 305–306, 775–776
MCP. See Membrane cofactor protein
MCTD (mixed connective tissue disease), 

868–869
MDS. See Myelodysplastic syndrome
Measles virus, 610–614

clinical manifestations, 610–611
complement fixation, 611–613
diagnostic strategies, 611–612
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 611–612
epidemiology, 610
hemagglutination inhibition, 611–613
immune status, testing for, 611
indirect fluorescence antibody (IFA), 

611–612
interpretation of measles testing,  

613–614
molecular methods, 612

multiplex bead fluorescence immonoassays 
(FIA), 611–613

neutralization, 611–613
PCR, 611–612
plaque reduction neutralization, 611–613
rapid diagnosis, 540
resurgence of disease, 610
serology, 612–613
technology for measles testing, 612–613
transplacental transfer of antibodies, 611
vaccination, 610–611

Median fluorescence intensity, 154, 156–157
Medical Test Site Licensure law, Washington 

State, 1175
Medication adverse reaction assessment, 

808–809
Mediterranean spotted fever, 461, 463
MEGAN, 20
Melanoma- associated retinopathy, 999,  

1001
Membrane attack complex (MAC), 138–140, 

874, 956, 1126
Membrane- bound antibody arrays, 331
Membrane cofactor protein (MCP), 130–131, 

138, 140–141, 749, 759, 1124–1125
Membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis, 

127
Men who have sex with men (MSM), 

Chlamydia trachomatis in, 453
MERS (Middle East respiratory syndrome) 

coronavirus, 538, 598–599, 602
Mesenchymal- epithelial transition (MET), 

1052
MESF (molecular equivalents of soluble 

fluorochrome) units, 1042, 1097
Mesothelin, 1013
Mesothelioma, 1013
Messenger RNA. See mRNA 
MET (mesenchymal- epithelial transition), 

1052
Metagenomics

artifacts in research, 20–22
biases in sequence tag analysis, 21
cage effects in mouse models, 22
low- biomass samples, 21–22

description, 19
disease states, investigation of, 22–23
methods of research, 19–20

DNA barcoding, 20
DNA sequencing, 20
nucleic acid purification, 19–20
shotgun sequencing, 20
tag sequencing, 20

respiratory viruses, 607
viruses, 22

MetaPhlAn, 20
Metapneumovirus. See Human 

metapneumovirus
Metapneumovirus (genus), 599
MFC immunophenotyping, in plasma cell 

disorders, 243–247
diagnosis and classification, 243
MRD monitoring in multiple myeloma, 

244–247
prognostic stratification of patients, 

243–244
M- ficolin, 133
MFLC. See Monoclonal free light chains
MG. See Myasthenia gravis
MGUS. See Monoclonal gammopathy of 

undetermined significance
MHC. See Major histocompatibility complex
MIATA program, 1046, 1116
MIB- 1 protein, 1025–1026
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Microagglutination
Brucella, 477
Coxiella, 466
Francisella, 478–479

Microangiopathic hemolytic anemia 
(MAHA), 140

Microarrays
anticytokine autoantibody detection, 

367–368
blocking reagents, 327–328
clinical application of molecular 

characterization of human allografts, 
1136–1139

comparative genomic hybridization array, 
8–9

cytokine assays, 327–330
example, 327
fluorescent tags, 328
gene expression profiles in allografts, 1134
genetic disease diagnosis, 8–9
hantaviruses, 663
lymphoma, 1020, 1024–1025
mathematical modeling of the standard 

curve, 328–329
protein analysis, 29–31

anticytokine autoantibody detection, 
367–368

tissue rejection, 1144–1145
signal amplification by addition of DNA 

primer, 329
specificity, 328
TaqMan Low Density Array, 1134
using glass slides, 327–330

Microbiome
Human Microbiome Project, 22
metagenomics

artifacts in research, 20–22
description, 19
disease states, investigation of, 22–23
methods of research, 19–20
viruses, 22

Microbiomics, 3
Microchimerism, 1165
Microfluidic capture, for circulating tumor 

cell analysis, 1054
Microhemagglutination test for Treponema 

pallidum, 415
Microimmunofluorescence (MIF)

Chlamydia trachomatis, 455
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 456–457
Chlamydophila psittaci, 458
Coxiella, 466

MicroRNAs (miRNAs)
chronic lymphocytic leukemia and, 1024
profiles in tissue rejection, 1138–1141

Microscopic agglutination test (MAT), for 
Leptospira, 429

Microscopy. See also Electron microscopy
amebiasis, 489
circulating tumor cells, 1054–1055
cyclosporiasis, 492
fluorescence microscope, 379
intravital microscopy (IVM), 350, 352–354
myasthenia gravis, 956
provider- performed, 1172
trichomoniasis, 498

Microsomal antibodies, liver kidney, 969–972
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) 

coronavirus, 538, 598–599, 602
MIF. See Microimmunofluorescence
mIFA (monoclonal antibody- enhanced IFA), 

587–588
Mikulicz disease, 79, 917
Miller Fisher syndrome, 961–962, 964

Minimal residual disease (MRD), 147–148
acute lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma, 

207–209, 212–214
acute myeloid leukemia (AML), 222–223
chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 227, 

232
plasma cell disorders, 235–236, 238, 

242–247
miRNAs. See MicroRNAs
MiSeq, 7
Missense mutation, 10
Mitochondria

autoantibodies against, 966–969
preparation from mammalian liver, 967

Mitogens
assessment of cell surface markers on T 

cells after activation with mitogenic 
stimuli, 274, 277

measurement of polyfunctional T cells 
after stimulation with mitogens, 273, 
277–278

used to drive T cell proliferation, 271–272, 
275

Mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD), 
868–869

Mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC) assay, 
1108–1110

concept, 1108
equipment and instrumentation, 1109
interpretation, 1109
materials and reagents, 1109
mechanics and controls, 1109
MTT method, 1109–1110
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1109
procedure, 1108–1109
sample requirements, 1108–1109

MLC assay. See Mixed lymphocyte culture 
(MLC) assay

MLPA (multiplex ligation- dependent probe 
amplification), 745

MMN (multifocal motor neuropathy), 
961–962, 964

MMR (measles/mump/rubella) vaccination, 
610–611, 614

Model Performance Evaluation Program 
(MPEP), CDC, 1177

Molecular analysis. See also specific methods
adenoviruses, 645
Anaplasma, 467–468
arboviruses, 653–655
Bartonella, 477
Borrelia burgdorferi, 424–425
Brucella, 478
Chlamydia trachomatis, 455
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 457
Coxiella burnetii, 468
Cryptosporidium, 492
cyclosporiasis, 492
Ehrlichia, 467–468
Francisella, 479
fungal infections, 503, 528–529
genetic disease diagnosis, 5–17

analysis of variations, 9–11
arrays, 8–9
diagnosis process, 12–17
framework for diagnosis in 

immunocompromised patients,  
16–17

next- generation sequencing, 7–8
PCR, 5–6
quantitative RT- PCR (qPCR), 8–9
RT- PCR, 8
samples, 5
Sanger sequence analysis, 6–7

TaqMan, 8
T- cell excision circles (TRECs), 8

group A streptococci, 396–397
hantaviruses, 662–663
Helicobacter pylori, 408–409
hepatitis A virus, 623–624
hepatitis B virus, 625–626
hepatitis delta virus, 631–632
hepatitis E virus, 633–634
HLA typing, 1069–1089
human herpesvirus- 6, 583–584
human herpesvirus- 7, 585–586
influenza virus, 605–606
Leptospira, 430
lymphatic filariasis, 494
lymphoma, 1019–1020
malaria, 496
measles viruses, 612
mumps virus, 615
Mycoplasma genitalium, 448
Mycoplasma hominis, 449
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 446–448
noroviruses, 641
Orientia, 467
parvovirus B19, 595
rejection in solid organ transplantation, 

characterization of, 1132–1146
relapsing fever, 427–428
respiratory syncytial virus, 605–606
respiratory viruses, 605–606
Rickettsia, 467
rotaviruses, 639–640
rubella virus, 616–617
sapoviruses, 642
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491
Ureaplasma, 449–450
varicella- zoster virus, 558
viral hepatitis, 621
viral infections, 544–546

Molecular equivalents of soluble fluorochrome 
(MESF) units, 1042, 1097

Mollicutes, 444
Monensin, in intracellular cytokine staining 

(ICS) assay, 339
Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs)

arboviruses, 648, 650
in flow cytometry assays, 350
human herpesvirus- 6, 578
integrin conformation change, 

measurement of, 350–351
monoclonal antibody- specific 

immobilization of platelet antigen 
(MAIPA) assay, 995–997

prion diseases, 686
rabies virus characterization, 668
targeting IL- 6 receptor, 361
tests for individual allergens, 789
tumor necrosis factor- α (TNF- α) 

inhibition, 360–362
varicella- zoster virus, 558–559

Monoclonal antibody- enhanced IFA (mIFA), 
587–588

Monoclonal antibody- specific immobilization 
of platelet antigen (MAIPA) assay, 
995–997

Monoclonal B- cell lymphocytosis,  
226

Monoclonal free light chains (MFLC)
electrophoresis, 77, 84–85, 87,  

94
immunofixation and, 94
immunosubtraction and, 94
measurement, 68–69, 71, 87
in urine, 84–85, 87, 96–98
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Monoclonal gammopathy, 89–90, 112–121. 
See also specific disorders

classification, 112–115
malignant plasma cell proliferative 

disorders, 112–114
premalignant plasma cell proliferative 

disorders, 114
protein (or low- tumor- burden) diseases, 

114–115
diagnostic testing strategy, 115–116
electropherograms, 116–117, 119–120
free light chains, 112–116, 118–121
monitoring M proteins, 119–121
M- spike measurement/quantification, 

119–121
ordering patterns, 121
response to therapy, criteria for, 121
screening panels for M protein detection, 

116, 118
stratification of risk, 118–119

Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 
significance (MGUS), 71, 84, 87, 
89–90, 94, 97, 235–237, 239–240, 
242–244, 247

diagnosis, 114, 118
immunofixation electrophoresis, 118–119
immunoglobulin types, 114
IMWG diagnostic criteria, 237
incidence, 114
percentage of plasma cell proliferative 

disorders, 90
progression, 114, 118
progression to multiple myeloma, 236

Monoclonal proteins
disorders associated with, 89–90, 93–94
diversity of, 112
electrophoresis

biclonal pattern, 93–94
clinical applications, 85–87
detection in serum, 82–83
detection in urine, 84–85
immunofixation and 

immunosubstraction, 93–94
immunoglobulin G, 75–76
principles, 75–76
quantification in serum, 83–84
quantification in urine, 97
sample requirements, 75–76

immunochemical characterization, 89–99
monitoring, 119–121
screening panels for M protein detection, 

116, 118
Monocytes

flow cytometry for detection/monitoring of 
PNH, 171–179

malignancies of, 1028–1029
MonoMAC syndrome, 10, 15–16
Mononegavirales, 665
Monoplex assays, for viral infections, 544–545
MOPA4. See Multiplexed opsonophagocytic 

killing assay (MOPA4) for functional 
antibodies against Streptococcus 
pneumoniae

Morbillivirus (genus), 610
Mother- to- child transmission

hepatitis C virus, 629–630
human T- cell lymphotropic virus 

transmission by, 675
Mounting medium, for immunofluorescence, 

378
Mouse models, cage effects in, 22
MPEP (Model Performance Evaluation 

Program ), CDC, 1177
MPN. See Myeloproliferative neoplasm

M protein. See also Monoclonal proteins
anti- M- protein test, 401
detection, 82–83
quantification, 83–84

M protein serotyping, streptococci, 396
MRD. See Minimal residual disease
mRNA

absolute quantification of mRNA levels by 
PCR, 1133

cancer- specific, 1054
cytokine, detection with in situ 

hybridization, 335
gene expression profiles in allografts, 

techniques for characterization, 
1132–1135

profiles in tissue rejection, 1135–1138
mRNA quantification assays, in cryopreserved 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PMBC), 267

MS. See Multiple sclerosis
MS2 phage, 606–607
MS/MS analysis

of intact proteins, 39–40
of proteolytic peptides to quantify proteins 

by SRM, 38–39
of trypic peptides to identify proteins, 38

M- spike, 1009. See also Monoclonal proteins
capillary electrophoresis, 79–80
cryoglobulins and, 101–103
measurement/quantification, 119–121
multiple myeloma and, 70
pyroglobulins and, 110

MST1 mutation, 725
MTT reduction assay, 1109–1110
Mucin 1, 1054
Mucocutaneous gd T- cell lymphomas, 

immunophenotype of, 228
Mucormycosis, 528
Mu heavy chain, 66–67
Multi- biomarker disease activity (MBDA) 

score, 897, 901
Multidimensional protein identification 

technology (MudPIT), 1143
Multifocal motor neuropathy (MMN), 

961–962, 964
Multiparameter CFSE- MLC, cell division and 

precursor frequency analysis using, 
1111–1112

data analysis and interpretation, 1112
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 1112
procedure, 1111–1112

Multiphoton intravital microscopy, 352–354
Multiple myeloma, 89, 235–247, 1024

cryoglobulins and, 101
diagnosis, 94, 112–113
electrophoresis, 79–80, 83–87, 94
free light chain assay, 69, 113
hyperviscosity and, 71
immunoglobulin measurement, 70
immunoglobulin types, 113–114
IMWG diagnostic criteria, 237
incidence, 112
light- chain, 94, 113, 116–117
MFC immunophenotyping for MRD 

monitoring in, 244–247
monoclonal gammopathy, 112–114, 

116–119, 121
M- spike in capillary electrophoresis, 79
nonsecretory, 94, 113, 116
percentage of plasma cell proliferative 

disorders, 90
plerixafor, 196
progression to, 118, 236
pyroglobulins and, 110

smoldering (SMM), 113–114, 116, 118
smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM), 

235–237, 242–244, 247
Multiple sclerosis (MS)

diagnosis, 98–99
interferon- β (IFN- β) treatment for, 323, 

357, 362
Multiplex assays

chemokine/chemokine receptor assays, 348
rheumatoid arthritis testing, 901
viral infections, 544–545, 605–606

Multiplex bead fluorescence immunoassays
measles viruses, 611–613
mumps virus, 615
rubella virus, 616–617

Multiplex cytokine assays, 324–336
bead array assays, 332–334
capillary electrophoresis, 331–332
cost comparison, 334–335
membrane- bound antibody arrays, 331
microarrays, 327–330
molecular methods for measuring cytokines, 

335
overview, 324
PCR, 335
plate- based micro- ELISAs, 330–331
sequential ELISA, 326–327
in situ hybridization, 335
traditional ELISA, 324–326

Multiplexed opsonophagocytic killing assay 
(MOPA4) for functional antibodies 
against Streptococcus pneumoniae, 
285–288

materials and reagents, 285
prepared solutions, 285–286
procedures, 286–288

HL- 60 cell differentiation, 286
initiation of HL- 60 cultures, 286
preparation of target bacteria working 

stocks, 286
routine HL- 60 propagation, 286

Multiplex ligation- dependent probe 
amplification (MLPA), 745

Multiplex reverse transcription- PCR 
(RT- PCR)

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 702
rotaviruses, 640

Multispot HIV- 1/HIV- 2 rapid test, 703
Mumps virus, 614–615

clinical manifestations, 614
complement fixation, 615
diagnostic strategies, 614–615
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 615
epidemiology, 614
genotyping, 614
hemagglutination inhibition, 615
incidence, 614
indirect fluorescence antibody (IFA), 615
interpretation of testing, 615
molecular methods, 615
multiplex bead fluorescence immonoassays 

(FIA), 615
neutralization test, 615
rapid diagnosis, 540
resurgence of disease, 610
reverse- transcriptase (RT)- PCR, 614–615
serology, 615
technology for testing, 615
transplacental transfer of antibodies, 614
vaccination, 610, 614
virus isolation, 614–615

Murine typhus, 463
Murray Valley encephalitis virus, 648, 650, 

654
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Muscle- specific kinase (MuSK), antibodies 
against, 958

Mutated citrullinated vimentin, 899
Mutation

missense, 10
nonsense, 10
somatic hypermutation, 59

MX1, 358
Myasthenia crisis, 954
Myasthenia gravis, 954–959

anti- acetylcholine receptor antibodies, 
954–958

classification, 954
clinical manifestations, 954
diagnosis, 957–959

anti- acetylcholine receptor antibodies, 
957–958

anti- agrin antibodies, 958–959
anti- LRP4 antibodies, 958
anti- MuSK antibodies, 958
clinical neurophysiological testing, 957
immunological testing, 957–959
pharmacological testing, 957

immunopathogenesis, 954–955
thymus role in, 957

MYC gene, 1025
Mycobacterium

M. avium, 12, 441
M. fortuitum, 441
M. kansasii, 441
M. tuberculosis, 433–441. See also 

Tuberculosis
Mycoplasma, 444–449

M. genitalium, 448–449
molecular biology- based techniques, 448
recommended diagnostic approach, 449
serology, 448

M. hominis, 449
molecular biology- based techniques, 449
recommended diagnostic approach, 449
serology, 449

M. pneumoniae, 444–448, 600
cold autoimmune hemolytic anemia 

(cold agglutinin disease), 990, 993
molecular biology- based techniques, 

446–448
recommended diagnostic approach, 448
serology, 444–446

Mycosis fungoides, immunophenotype of, 228
MYD88 gene, 1025
Myelin- associated glycoprotein, antibodies 

against, 961
Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), 168–169, 

171–172, 244
Myelogenous leukemia, BCR- ABL 

translocation in, 922
Myeloid- derived suppressor cells, 1046
Myeloperoxidase, 774
Myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN)

mastocytosis, 832–833
myeloproliferative HES and, 826–829

MyFlowCyt, 1116
Myocarditis, 978–980
Myopathies, autoimmune, 878–887

ELISA using recombinant myositis 
autoantigens, 885–887

immunoprecipitation analysis of proteins, 
878–883

autoantibodies identified by, 881
cell culture, 878–879
fluorography, 882
incubation with cell extract, 880
interpretation, 882
materials and reagents, 878–879

PAS bead preparation with purified 
antibodies, 879

quality assurance, quality control, and 
test validation, 882

radiolabeled cell extract preparation, 
879–880

radiolabeling, 879
SDS- PAGE fluorography reagents, 880
SDS- PAGE gel preparation, 880–881
SDS- PAGE procedure, 881–882
technology and instrumentation, 878
washing beads, 880

immunoprecipitation analysis of small 
RNAs, 883–886

cell lysate, 883
interpretation, 885
quality assurance, quality control, and 

test validation, 885
RNA extraction, 884
RNA sample preparation for urea- PAGE, 

884
silver staining of nucleic acids, 885
total RNA sample standard preparation, 

883–884
urea- PAGE gel preparation, 884–885
urea- PAGE procedure, 884–885
washing beads, 884

prevalence and clinical association of 
myositis autoantibodies, 884

Myosin- specific autoantibodies, 1103
Myositis- specific autoantibodies, 878–887

NAATs. See Nucleic acid amplification tests
NADase, anti- NADase test, 401
NADPH oxidase (NOX2), 204, 310
Naegleria fowleri, 489
Nairovirus, 649
NanoDrop, 1074
Nanopore technology, 1088
NASBA. See Nucleic acid sequence- based 

amplification
National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP), 

1066, 1075
National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 98
National Registry of Certified Chemists 

(NRCC), 1172
Natural killer cell granule protein 7 (NKG7), 

1138
Natural killer (NK) cells

acquisition of cell tolerance/competence/
responsiveness, 1153–1154

alloreactivity, 1154–1155
antibody- dependent cellular cytotoxicity 

(ADCC), 1156
assay procedure, 301–307

antibody panels, suggested, 302
assessment of lytic granule content, 

302–303
assessment of NK- cell function, 303–304
controls, 304
equipment and instrumentation, 302
experimental procedure, 302–304
interpretation, 305–306
materials and reagents, 302
pitfalls and troubleshooting, 304–305
quality control and assurance, 304
sample requirements, 301–302

CD107a as surrogate of degranulation 
process in NK cell cytotoxicity, 
204–205

cell recognition, 1151
clinical indications for evaluating function 

of, 775

CTLs compared, 300
cytomegalovirus and, 570
cytotoxic assays, 275
defects, 301, 306–307, 775–779

assessed by Cr51 release assay, 776–779
assessed by degranulation assay, 779
assessed by enumeration, 775–776
assessed by perforin staining, 776–777
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and, 

775–779
degranulation, 301
education, 1154
functional cellular assays, 262, 300–307
genes associated with NK cell defects, 

306–307
in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, 

1155–1156
augmenting NK cell- mediated benefits 

after transplant, 1156
control of viral infections after 

transplant, 1155–1156
determination of donor NK cell 

alloreactivity, 1154–1155
donor selection based on KIR genotype, 

1155
human herpesvirus- 6, 578, 580
human herpesvirus- 7, 585
innate immunity and, 1150
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs), 1150–1158
lymphoproliferative diseases, Epstein- Barr 

virus- associated, 567
receptors types, 1150
in solid organ transplantation, 1156–1157

NBT. See Nitroblue tetrazolium
N- cadherin, 1051
Negative predictive value, 1008
Negri bodies, 666, 671
Neisseria gonorrhoeae, complement C5 

deficiency and, 760
Neisseria meningitidis, complement C5 

deficiency and, 760
NEMO (NF- κB essential modulator), 725, 

740
NEMO deficiency, 12–13, 723, 728
Neoehrlichia

N. mikurensis, 462–463
taxonomy, 461–462

Neorickettsia
N. sennetsu, 462–463
taxonomy, 461–462

Neostigmine, 957
Nephelometry

ASO test, 399
cryoglobulins, 105
free light chain measurement, 69
immunoglobulin measurement, 67–68
immunologic monitoring, 1040
protein analysis, 27
rheumatoid arthritis testing, 900
rheumatoid factor measurement by, 898

Nephritis
cryoglobulins and, 101–102
pyroglobulins and, 110
tubulointerstitial, 917–918

Nephropathy, BK virus, 347, 1135, 1143
Nephrotic syndrome

α2 macroglobulin in, 79
electrophoresis pattern, 82

Nested RT- PCR, 662
human T- cell lymphotropic virus, 677–678
myeloproliferative hypereosinophilic 

syndromes, 827
Neuroborreliosis, 421
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Neurocysticercosis, 492–493
Neuropathy

cryoglobulins and, 101–102
peripheral, 961–964

Neurophysiological testing, in myasthenia 
gravis, 957

Neurosyphilis, 413–414
Neutralization assay

adenoviruses, 645
arboviruses, 651–652
Epstein- Barr virus, 569
hantaviruses, 660
herpes simplex virus, 553
human herpesvirus- 6, 583
measles viruses, 611–613
mumps virus, 615
varicella- zoster virus, 559

Neutropenia, 765–767
antineutrophil antibodies, 765, 767
causes, 767–768
clinical approach to, 262

Neutrophil(s)
adherence to nylon wool, 771
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies 

(ANCA), 909–914
flow cytometry for detection/monitoring of 

PNH, 171–179
Neutrophil defects, 767–774

adhesion disorders, 767–771
chemotaxis, 771–772
clinical approach to, 262
diseases, 770
granule disorders, 771
oxidative metabolism disorders, 772–774

chemiluminescence, 773–774
DHR (dihydrorhodamine) oxidation, 

772–773
myeloperoxidase, 774
NBT (nitroblue tetrazolium) test, 772

Neutrophil extracelluar traps, 914
Neutrophil- to- lymphocyte ratio, 1041–1042
Newborn screening, for severe combined 

immunodeficiency (SCID), 261, 
715–719

New York state, clinical immunology 
laboratory certifying program, 1176

Next- generation sequencing (NGS), 7–8
antibody deficiencies, 746
chimerism testing, 1165
data analysis, 7–8
gene expression profiles in allografts, 

1134–1135
HLA (human leukocyte antigen) alleles, 

1065
HLA gene coverage strategies, 1084

exons only (amplicon sequencing), 1084
whole genome (overlapping short 

amplicon sequencing), 1084
whole genome (shotgun sequencing by 

LR- PCR), 1084
HLA typing, 1069, 1073–1075, 1077, 

1081–1087, 1089
applications, 1081–1082
data analysis, 1085–1087
gene coverage strategies, 1084
platforms, 1077, 1079, 1085
potential impact on HLA typing, 

1073–1074
principle of the technology, 1081–1082
strengths and weaknesses, 1077, 

1084–1085
workflow, 1082–1084

platforms, 7
respiratory viruses, 607

workflow, 1082–1084
clonal amplification, 1083
indexing, 1082–1083
library preparation, 1082
quantitation, 1083
sequencing, 1083–1084
template generation, 1082

NF- κB
activation, defects in, 723, 728
immunologic biomarker for cancer survival, 

1046
NF- κB essential modulator (NEMO), 725, 740

deficiency, 12–13, 723, 728
NGS. See Next- generation sequencing
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strategy for biomarker discovery and 

validation, 1145
studies in transplant rejection, 1140–1145
top- down, 39, 1140, 1142–1143

Prusiner, Stanley, 682
PSA. See Prostate- specific antigen
P- selectin, as biomarker of chronic myocardial 

injury, 977
Pseudofascioliasis, 494
Pseudoleukocytosis, cryoglobulins and, 102, 

104
Pseudothrombocytosis, cryoglobulins and, 

102, 104
PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog) 

deletions, 1052
PTLD (posttransplant lymphoproliferative 

disorder), Epstein- Barr virus and, 567
PTPN22, 359
Pulmonary alveolar proteinosis (PAP)

anticytokine autoantibodies, 365–366,  
369

anti- granulocyte- macrophage colony 
stimulating factor autoantibodies and, 
323

Pulmonary aspergilloma, 515
Pulsed- field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), 396
Pure red cell aplasia, antierythropoietin 

autoantibodies and, 323
Purpura

cryofibrinogenemia and, 107
cryoglobulins and, 101–102, 104

Puumala virus, 660–661, 663
Pyoderma, streptococcal, 394–395
Pyridostimine, 957
Pyroglobulinemia, 110
Pyroglobulins, 110

Q fever, 461–468
QIIME, 20
Quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer, 36–37
Quadrupole time- of- flight (Q- TOF) mass 

spectrometer, 34, 38
Qualitative assays, 1181
Quality, definition, 1180
Quality assurance

celiac disease testing, 988
cellular immune response in 

transplantation, evaluation of, 1120
Clinical Laboratory Improvement 

Amendment (CLIA), 1171–1172, 
1174–1175

electrophoresis, 76–77
HLA typing, 1075
inflammatory bowel disease testing, 988
polychromatic flow cytometry, 163–164
protein analysis, 34

Quality control
antinuclear antibody tests, 855, 859
assays

delta checks, 1189
internal controls, 1189
Levey- Jennings charts, 1188–1189
materials, 1187–1188
result trending, 1189
tools to monitor, 1188–1189

cellular immune response in 
transplantation, evaluation of, 1120

Clinical Laboratory Improvement 
Amendment (CLIA), 1171–1172, 
1174–1175

complement assays related to tissue biopsy 
specimens, 1126

electrophoresis, 76–77
external, 1180
HLA typing, 1075
humoral response in transplantation, 

evaluation of, 1095–1096
immunofixation, 96
immunologic monitoring, 1046–1047
internal, 1180
polychromatic flow cytometry, 163–164
protein analysis, 34

QUANTA Flash assay, 863–864
QuantiFERON- CMV assay, 573
QuantiFERON- TB Gold In- Tube assay  

(QFT- GIT), 435–437, 439–441
advantages and disadvantages, 439
in children, 441
costs, 439
in immunocompromised people and  

HIV- infected patients, 440–441
interpretation criteria, 436–437
method, 435–436
reproducibility, conversions, and reversions, 

437
role in active TB diagnosis, 440
sensitivity and specificity, 439–440
variability and quality control issues, 437

Quantification, in junctional epitope (heavy/
light chain) assays, 69–70

Quantitative assays, 1181
in viral infections, 544–546

Quantitative PCR (qPCR)
adenoviruses, 645
chimerism testing, 1165
gene expression profiles in allografts, 1133
human T- cell lymphotropic virus, 678
interferon score, 876
mastocytosis, 832
in next- generation sequencing (NGS) 

workflow, 1083
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Quantitative reverse transcription- PCR  
(qRT- PCR), 8–9

astroviruses, 644
hantaviruses, 660, 663
noroviruses, 641
rabies virus, 667–668
rotaviruses, 640
sapoviruses, 642

Quant- iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay, 1074
Quantum dots (Qdots), 29, 150
Quasiquantitative assays, 1181
QuIC (quaking- induced conversion), 

686–687, 690, 692

RAB27A, 301, 307, 776, 778–779
Rabies virus, 665–671

characterization
molecular, 668
with monoclonal antibodies, 668

clinical manifestations, 665
fluorescent- focus assay, 669
genome, 665
laboratory diagnosis, 666–668

ELISA, 666–667, 670–671
immunofluorescence, 666
immunohistochemistry, 666
interpretation, 671
quality control, 671
RT- PCR, 667–668

laboratory strains, 670
postexposure prophylaxis (PEP), 665–666
preparation, 668–669

isolation, 668–669
production, 669
titration, 669

reservoir, 665–666
serology, 669–670
transmission, 665
vaccine, 665, 671

Rac, 351
Rac2 deficiency, 767–771
Radial immunodiffusion (RID)

allergen testing, 789
immunoglobulin measurement, 67–68
protein analysis, 27

Radioallergosorbent test. See RAST
Radioassay

autoantibodies in diabetes, 939–941
glutamic acid decarboxylase autoantibodies, 

936–941
insulin autoantibodies (IAA), 941
insulinoma antigen- 2 (IA- 2) 

autoantibodies, 939–941
zinc transporter- 8 (ZnT8) autoantibodies, 

941–942
Radiocontrast spikes on capillary 

electrophoresis, 75–76
Radioenzymatic assay (REA), for histamine, 

802
Radioimmunoassay (RIA)

anticytokine autoantibody detection, 
367–368

leukotriene C4, 804
myasthenia gravis, 958
parvovirus B19, 594
prostaglandin D2 (PGD2), 804, 807
rubella virus, 616
thyroglobulin antibodies, 930
tryptase, 806–807

Radioimmunoprecipitation assay
human herpesvirus- 6, 583
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 

870–873
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491

Radiolabeling, in immunoprecipitation 
analysis in autoimmune myositis, 879

RAG1/2 mutations, 725
RAG (recombination activating gene) 

endonuclease, 57–58
Raji cells, 569
Rapid antigen detection tests (RADTs), for 

group A streptococci, 396–397
Rapid diagnostic tests

Leptospira, 429–430
malaria, 496

Rapid fluorescent- focus inhibition test 
(RFFIT), rabies virus, 669–670

Rapid immunoassays, for human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 539, 
699–701

Rapid immunoblot strip assay, 661
Rapid influenza diagnostic tests (RIDT), 

503–505, 538, 543, 545
Rapid rabies enzyme immunodiagnosis 

(RREID) assay, 666
RAST (radioallergosorbent test)

allergen potency testing, 790–791
food allergy, 817, 819

Raynaud’s phenomenon, 101–102, 889–891
RCA (regulators of complement activation), 

138–140, 757
RCF (responder cell frequency), 264
RCUD (refractory cytopenias with unilineage 

dysplasia), 168
Reactive airway disease, 601
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 310, 314–316
Reaginic activity, 66
RealArt HAV assay, 623
Real- time 5′- exonuclease fluorogenic assays, 

for arboviruses, 654
RealTime HIV- 1 assay, 704
Real- time PCR

HLA typing, 1077–1079
analysis of data, 1079
applications, 1078
interpretation of results, 1079
principle of the technology, 1078
strengths and weaknesses, 1077–1079
troubleshooting and technical issues, 1079

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 
702, 704, 706

human T- cell lymphotropic virus, 678
mastocytosis, 832
TaqMan Low Density Array, 1134

Real- time quantitative PCR
clinical application of molecular 

characterization of human allografts, 
1135–1136

gene expression profiles in allografts, 
1133–1134

Real- time RT- PCR
arboviruses, 654
clinical application of molecular 

characterization of human allografts, 
1135–1136

hantaviruses, 662–663
rabies virus, 667–668
rotaviruses, 640

Recombinant immunoblot analysis, 105
Recombinant protein, repeated antigen 1 

(rRAG1), 491
Recombinant proteins, for autoantibody 

detection
production of recombinant proteins, 

860–861
purification of recombinant proteins, 861
Rosetta bacteria for production of large 

recombinant proteins, 861

Recombination
class switch, 58–59
immunoglobulin gene rearrangement, 

56–60
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs), 1152
V(D)J, 56–58

Recombination activating gene (RAG) 
endonuclease, 57–58

Recombination signal sequences, 57
recomLine Bunyavirus IgG/IgM test kit, 661
Recoverin, 1000
Recoverin- associated retinopathy, 1000
Red blood cells

autoimmune hemolytic anemia, 990–993
paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria 

(PNH), 168–180
Reed- Sternberg cells, 1027–1028
Reference range/interval, 1186
Refractory cytopenias with unilineage 

dysplasia (RCUD), 168
Regulators of complement activation (RCA), 

138–140, 757
Regulatory issues

analyte specific reagents regulation, 1175
assay classification according to regulatory 

status, 1180–1181
Clinical Laboratory Improvement 

Amendment (CLIA), 1171–1172, 
1174–1175

Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) 
Regulations, 1175

HLA typing, 1075
laboratory- developed tests regulation, 1175

Regulatory T cell (Treg)
assessment of function, 275
disease correlation, 299
functional cellular assays, 261–262, 

296–299
immunologic monitoring, 1046
lymphocyte activation, 275
nomenclature, 296
phenotyping, 296–299
suppressor assays, 298–299

Relapsing fever, 420, 426–428
clinical indications and test interpretation, 

427–428
culture, 427
direct microscopic examination of 

spirochete in blood, 427
disease spectrum, 426–427
epidemiology, 426–427
molecular detection and genotyping, 427
serology, 427
taxonomy, 426

Relative light units, 1118
Relative quantitative assays, 1181
Remission, 1051
Renal disease

acute glomerulonephritis, poststreptococcal, 
394–395, 397, 399–401

immunofluorescence in diagnosis of, 
376–384

Renilla luciferase, 873
Reoviridae, 640
Replication reduction neutralization test 

(RRNT), for hantaviruses, 660
Respiratory syncytial virus, 598–607

antigen assays, 604
clinical significance, 600–601
description of agents, 599
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA), 603
epidemiology, 600
immunochromatography, 603–605
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molecular tests, 605–606
rapid detection, 603–604
rapid diagnosis, 540
specimen collection, transport, and storage, 

602–603
taxonomy, 599
transmission, 600

Respiratory viruses, 598–607. See also specific 
viruses

biohazard, 603
clinical significance, 600–602
description of agents, 599–600
diagnostic testing

antiviral susceptibility testing, 606
collection of samples, 602–603
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA), 603
future of, 607
immunochromatography, 603–605
improvement in, 598
molecular tests, 605–606
phenotyping and genotyping, 606
preanalytic quality control, 603
rapid shell vial culture, 603
results evaluation, interpretation, and 

reporting, 606–607
specimen choice, 602
swab type choice, 602
test ordering, 603
test utility, 603
when to test, 602
whom to test, 602

epidemiology, 600
new species, 598
overview, 598–599
pathogenesis, 600
taxonomy, 599–600
transmission, 600

Respirovirus (genus), 599
Responder cell frequency (RCF), 264
Restriction fragment length polymorphism 

(RFLP), for Rickettsia identification, 
467

Result trending, 1189
Reticular dysgenesis, 767
Retina, autoimmune reactivity within, 

998–1002
autoimmune retinopathy, 999–1000
examples, 998
future directions, 1002
infection- associated, 1000
laboratory monitoring

of antiretinal antibodies, 1000–1001
of ocular cytokines, 1002
of T- cell antibodies, 1001–1002

retinal degenerative diseases, 1000
Retinal S antigen, 998, 1001
Retinitis pigmentosa, 1000
Retroperitoneal fibrosis, 918
Retroviridae, 674, 696
Reverse SSO (RSSO), 1076–1077
Reverse transcription loop- mediated 

isothermal amplification (RT- LAMP)
arboviruses, 654–655
rubella virus, 616

Reverse transcription- PCR (RT- PCR), 545, 
1132

arboviruses, 654
astroviruses, 643–644
circulating tumor cells, 1054, 1057
hantaviruses, 662–663
human herpesvirus- 6, 584
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 

702, 704–706
influenza virus, 605–606

measles viruses, 611–612
mumps virus, 614–615
myeloproliferative hypereosinophilic 

syndromes, 827
noroviruses, 641
rabies virus, 667–668, 671
rotaviruses, 640, 642
rubella virus, 616–617
sapoviruses, 642
T- cell receptor- excision circle (TREC) 

assay, 716–718
RF. See Rheumatoid factor
RFFIT (rapid fluorescent- focus inhibition 

test), rabies virus, 669–670
RFLP (restriction fragment length 

polymorphism), for Rickettsia 
identification, 467

Rhabdovirus (family), 665
Rhadinovirus, 579, 586
Rheumatic fever, acute, 394–395, 397–401
Rheumatoid arthritis, 897–902

antibodies associated with
antibodies against citrullinated proteins, 

898–900
antibodies less specific for rheumatoid 

arthritis, 899–900
anti- calpastatin, 899
anti- RA33, 899

biomarkers, 922–924
chemokines in, 346–347
combined ACPA and RF testing, 902
diagnosis, 357
environmental triggers, 902
genetics of, 902
rheumatoid factor (RF), 897–898, 902
testing methods, 900–901

agglutination, 900
calibration, 901
comparison of assays, 900
ELISA, 900–901
multi- biomarker disease activity 

(MBDA), 897, 901
multiplex testing, 901
nephelometry, 900

treatment with cytokine inhibitors, 357, 
359–362

IL- 1 inhibition, 361–362
IL- 6 inhibition, 361
table of commercial biologics, 361
TNF- α inhibition, 360–361

Rheumatoid factor (RF), 543–544
clinical interpretation, 898
combined ACPA and RF testing, 902
cryoglobulins, 101–102, 105–106
factors interferring with measurement, 

901–902
in hepatitis C virus infection, 898
overview, 897–898

Rhinosinusitis, viral, 600
Rhinoviruses. See Human rhinovirus
Rhipicephalus sanguineus, 461
Rho, 351
RIA. See Radioimmunoassay
Ribonucleoprotein (RNP)

anti- RNP antibodies in SLE, 868–869, 873
anti- U1 RNP antibody, 891
anti- U3 RNP antibody, 890
anti- U11/U12 RNP antibody, 890–891

Rickettsia
epidemiology, 461–462
laboratory diagnosis, 465–468

immunodiagnosis, 465–466
interpretation, 468
molecular diagnosis, 467

pathobiology, 464
R. africae, 461–464, 466
R. akari, 461
R. amblyommii, 468
R. australis, 461
R. conorii, 461–463, 466
R. felis, 461
R. parkeri, 461–464, 466
R. prowazekii, 461–463, 465
R. rickettsii, 461, 463–464, 468
R. slovaca, 461–464
R. tsutsugamushi, 461
R. typhi, 461–463, 465
taxonomy, 461–462

Rickettsiaceae, 461–462
Rickettsiales, 461–462
RID. See Radial immunodiffusion
RIDT (rapid influenza diagnostic tests), 

503–505, 538, 543, 545
Rift Valley fever virus, 649, 651–652, 655, 

663
Rimantadine, 602
Risk assessment, in humoral response in 

transplantation, 1101
Rituximab, 913, 1066, 1099, 1156
RMRP mutations, 722, 725
RNA

concentration quantification, 1133
degradation/integrity, 1132–1133
detection

mumps virus, 614–615
rubella virus, 616–617

extraction
arboviruses, 653–654
for immunoprecipitation analysis in 

autoimmune myositis, 884
total RNA standard preparation, 

883–884
isolation, 5

RNA helicase autoantibodies, 870
RNAlater, 1132
RNA polymerase III antibody, 889–890
RNases, 5, 1132
RNP. See Ribonucleoprotein
Ro, antibodies to, 869
ROAD (Read, Observe, Ask, Discover) 

inspection process, 1177
Roche 454 pyrosequencing, 7, 20
Rocio encephalitis, 649
Rocky Mountain spotted fever, 461, 463–466, 

468
ROMA, 1012
ROS (reactive oxygen species), 310, 314–316
Rose Bengal test, for Brucella, 477–478
Roseola, 579
Roseolovirus, 579, 585
Rosetta bacteria for production of large 

recombinant proteins, 861
Ross River virus, 648–649, 652–655
Rotaviruses, 639–640

detection and characterization, 639–640, 
642

genome, 639
strains, 639, 641
vaccines, 639

RPR card test, 413–414
RREID (rapid rabies enzyme 

immunodiagnosis) assay, 666
RRNT (replication reduction neutralization 

test), for hantaviruses, 660
RSSO (reverse SSO), 1076–1077
RSV. See Respiratory syncytial virus
RT- LAMP. See Reverse transcription loop- 

mediated isothermal amplification
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RT- PCR. See Reverse transcription- PCR 
(RT- PCR)

Rubella virus, 615–616
clinical manifestations, 615–616
complement fixation, 616–617
culture, 616
diagnostic strategies, 616
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 616–617
false- positives, 617
hemagglutination inhibition, 616–617
indirect fluorescence antibody (IFA), 

616–617
interpretation of testing, 617
latex agglutination, 616–617
molecular methods, 616–617
multiplex bead fluorescence immonoassays 

(FIA), 616–617
passive hemagglutination inhibition, 

616–617
rapid diagnosis, 540
reverse- transcriptase (RT)- PCR, 616–617
reverse transcription- loop- mediated 

isothermal amplification (RT- LAMP), 
616

serology, 616–617
technology for testing, 617
transmission, 615
vaccination, 616
virus isolation, 616

Rubeola, 610. See also Measles virus
Rubulavirus (genus), 599, 610
Runt- related transcription factor 3 (RUNX3), 

1138
RuvBL1/2 antibody against, 891
Ryanodine receptors, 959

S100 protein, 1028
Sa antigen, antibodies to, 898–899
Saaremma virus, 660
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, antibodies against, 

988
St. Louis encephalitis, 648–653
SAMBA (simple amplification- based assay), 

for human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV), 702

SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) format, 7
Sand fly, 474–475
Sandfly fever virus, 652
Sandwich ELISA, 325

allergen testing, 789–790
Sanger sequence- based typing (SBT), HLA 

typing
analysis of data, 1081
applications, 1079–1080
interpretation of results, 1081
principle of the technology, 1079–1080
strengths and weaknesses, 1077, 1080
troubleshooting and technical issues, 1081

Sanger sequencing, 5–7, 20
sequence analysis, 6–7

SAP (SLAM- associated protein)
deficiency, 729, 775
expression, 731

Sapoviruses, 642
detection and characterization, 642
genome, 642

Sarcoma, histiocytic, 1028–1029
SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) 

coronavirus, 538, 599, 602
SAT (serum agglutination test), for Brucella, 

477
Scarlet fever, 394
Schistosomiasis, 496

SCID. See Severe combined 
immunodeficiency

Scleroderma, 868–869, 888–895
antinuclear antibodies (ANAs), 888–895

anticentromere antibody (ACA), 
888–889

anti- Ku antibody, 891
anti- PM- Scl antibody, 891
anti- RNAP III antibody, 889–890
anti- RuvBL1/2 antibody, 891
anti- Th/To antibody, 890
anti- Topo I antibody, 889
anti- U1 RNP antibody, 891
anti- U3 RNP antibody, 890
anti- U11/U12 RNP antibody, 890–891
clinical significance, 890, 895
detection methods, 891–894
screening for, 891
structure and function, 889

criteria for classification, 895
Scleromyxedema, 113
Sclerosing cholangitis, 79
Scrapie, 682, 685
Scrapie- associated fibrils, 685
Scrub typhus, 462–464, 466
SDF1 (stromal cell- derived factor 1), 765
SDS- PAGE, for immunoprecipitation analysis 

in autoimmune myositis
fluorography reagents, 880
gel preparation, 880–881
procedure, 881–882

Selected reaction monitoring (SRM), 
1144–1145

Semiquantitative assays, 1181
Sensitivity, 1008

analytical, 1186
clinical (diagnostic), 1186–1187

SensiTrop II HIV coreceptor tropism assay,  
707

Seoul virus, 660–661, 663
Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) format, 7
Sequence Pilot software, 1087
Sequence polymorphism, in killer cell 

immunoglobulin- like receptors (KIRs), 
1152

Sequence- specific olgionucleotide probes 
(SSOs), HLA typing, 1069, 1072–
1074, 1076–1077

analysis of data, 1076
applications, 1076
interpretation of results, 1076
principle of the technology, 1076
reverse SSO (RSSO), 1076–1077
strengths and weaknesses, 1076–1077
troubleshooting and technical issues, 

1076–1077
Sequence- specific primers (SSPs), HLA 

typing, 1069, 1072–1074, 1077–1078
analysis of data, 1078
applications, 1077–1078
interpretation of results, 1078
principle of the technology, 1077–1078
strengths and weaknesses, 1077–1078
troubleshooting and technical issues,  

1078
Sequencing

antibody deficiencies, 745
capillary, 1080–1081
chimerism testing, 1165
clinical application of molecular 

characterization of human allografts, 
1140

deep sequencing, 19–20
hepatitis B virus, 626

HLA (human leukocyte antigen) alleles, 
1065

in metagenomic analysis, 19–23
next- generation sequencing, 7–8
NGS. See Next- generation sequencing
nucleic acid purification for, 19–20
Sanger sequencing, 5–7, 20
shotgun, 20, 607, 1082, 1084
tag analysis, 20–21

Sequential ELISA, 326–327
Serology. See also specific techniques

acute myocardial injury, 975–976
allergic disorders, 795–796
amebiasis, 489
angiostrongyliasis, 489
Bartonella, 475–477
Borrelia burgdorferi, 421–426
Brucella, 477–478
Chlamydia trachomatis, 454–455
Chlamydophila pneumoniae, 456–457
Chlamydophila psittaci, 457–458
chronic myocardial injury, 975–977
cytomegalovirus, 572–573
Francisella, 478–479
fungal infections, 515–528
hantaviruses, 660–662
Helicobacter pylori, 407–408, 409–410
hepatitis A virus, 622–623
hepatitis B virus, 625
hepatitis C virus, 628–629
hepatitis delta virus, 631
hepatitis E virus, 633
herpes simplex virus, 552–553
human herpesvirus- 6, 583
human herpesvirus- 7, 586
human herpesvirus- 8, 587–588
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 

698–701
Leptospira, 429–430
Loa loa, 495
measles viruses, 612–613
mumps virus, 615
Mycoplasma genitalium, 448
Mycoplasma hominis, 449
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 444–446
parasitic infections, 486–487
Pneumocystis jirovecii, 527
rabies virus, 669–670
relapsing fever, 427
rubella virus, 616–617
sporotrichosis, 528
strongyloidiasis, 497
syphilis, 413–415
toxoplasmosis, 497–498
Treponema pallidum, 413–415
trichinellosis, 498
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491
tuberculosis, 441
Ureaplasma, 449
varicella- zoster virus, 558–560
viral hepatitis, 621

Serratia marcescens, in chronic granulomatous 
disease (CGD), 767

Serum, complement activation soluble 
products in, 1127–1128

Serum agglutination test (SAT), for Brucella, 
477

Serum bactericidal assay
in development of meningococcal vaccine, 

282
for functional antibodies against 

Haemophilus influenzae type b, 284
overview, 282

Serum carboxypeptidase N, 131
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Serum free light chain (sFLC)
assay, 69, 71
electrophoresis of, 82, 86, 94

Serum neutralization test. See Neutralization 
assay

Serum proteins, electrophoresis of, 65–66, 
69–71, 76–84

M protein detection, 82–83
M protein quantification, 83–84
pattern interpretation, 80–84
proteins identified, 77–80
specimen requirements, 76–77

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
coronavirus, 538, 599, 602

Severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID)
genetic molecular analysis, 12–13
leaky, 13, 716, 725
newborn screening, 261, 715–719

criteria for screening, 716
follow- up algorithm, 717
limitations with SCID and non- SCID 

identification, 718
purpose and benefit of screening, 715
results of screening in Wisconsin, 

717–718
T- cell receptor- excision circle (TREC), 

715–719
NK cells, 301
treatment, 715

SH2D1A, 729, 775–776
Shadow artifact, immunofixation, 95–96
Shell vial centrifugation culture, 541
Shewart control chart, 1188
Shingles, 556
Short- pass filter, 152–153
Short tandem repeat (STR), 1161–1164
Shotgun sequencing, 20

HLA typing, 1082, 1084
respiratory viruses, 607

Shwachman- Diamond syndrome, 767
sICAM- 1 (soluble intercellular adhesion 

molecule 1), 977
Sicca syndrome, 869
sIg, in B- cell chronic lymphoproliferative 

disorders, 227
Signal transduction

active cell movement and, 351
immunologic monitoring and, 1045–1046
T- cell defects, 722, 726–727

Lck deficiency, 722, 726–727
Unc119 deficiency, 722, 727
ZAP- 70 deficiency, 722, 727

Simple amplification- based assay (SAMBA), 
for human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV), 702

Sindbis virus, 648–649, 652–653
Single Molecule Real Time (SMRT) chip, 

1088
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), 6, 

9–10
dbSNP database, 13
nonsynonymous, 10
synonymous, 10

Sin Nombre virus, 663
Sinusitis, viral, 600
SISCAPA (stable isotope standards and 

capture by antipeptide antibodies), 41
16S rRNA gene/16S DNA, 20–23
Sjögren’s syndrome, 868, 888

cryoglobulins and, 101–102, 106
pyroglobulins and, 110

Skin testing, 795–796, 808–810
basophil histamine release assay as 

alternative to, 802, 808

clinical indications, 808–809
aeroallergen assessment, 808
food allergy assessment, 808
medication adverse reaction assessment, 

808–809
stinging- insect assessment, 808

controls, 810
dilution of allergens for, 788
food allergy, 817
injection technique, 788
interpretation, 810
measurement of skin tests, 788
procedures, 788, 809–810

intradermal tests, 809
prick- puncture tests, 809

reagents, 810
SLAM- associated protein (SAP), 729, 731, 

775
SLE. See Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
Small intestine transplantation, complement 

activation products in, 1127
Small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL), 226, 

1023–1024
Smallpox, 557
Small RNAs, immunoprecipitation analysis in 

autoimmune myopathies, 883–886
Sm antigen, antibodies to, 868–869
SmIg, plasma cells, 239–240
SMM. See Smoldering multiple myeloma
Smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM), 

235–237, 242–244, 247
IMWG diagnostic criteria, 237
progression to multiple myeloma, 236

Smoldering myeloma, 89–90
SMRPs (soluble mesothelin- related peptides), 

1013
SMRT (Single Molecule Real Time) chip, 

1088
SNARE (soluble N- ethylmaleimide- sensitive 

factor attachment protein receptors), 
305

SNP. See Single nucleotide polymorphism
SOAP- HLA software, 1087
SOD (superoxide dismutase), 314, 316
SOFIA (surround optical fiber immunoassay), 

686, 690, 692
Solexa/Illumina sequencing, 20
Solid organ transplantation

demand for, 1065–1066
Epstein- Barr virus, 563–564
human herpesvirus- 7, 585
killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 

(KIRs) in, 1156–1157
kidney transplantation, 1156–1157
liver transplantation, 1157

rejection, molecular characterization of, 
1132–1146

Solid- phase immunoassay, for evaluation of 
humoral response to transplantation

advantages and disadvantages, 1094–1095
assay characteristics, 1094
general principles, 1094
interference in, 1099–1100
interpretation, 1097–1099
quality control, 1095–1096

Soluble intercellular adhesion molecule 1 
(sICAM- 1), 977

Soluble mesothelin- related peptides (SMRPs), 
1013

Somatic hypermutation, 59
SPADE, 253, 255
Specificity, 1008

analytical, 1186
clinical (diagnostic), 1187

Specimen collection. See specific tests
Spectra Analyser tools, 1116
SPEP (serum protein electrophoresis), 65–66, 

69–71
Spin amplification shell vial assay, for human 

herpesvirus- 6, 581–582
Spirochaetaceae, 419
Spirochetes, 419–430
Splenic marginal zone lymphoma, 227, 1023
Splicing

alternative, 58
analysis programs, 11
conserved splicing motifs, 10

Splicing regulatory elements (SREs), 10
Sporadic Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease (sCJD), 

682–683, 687–690
Sporotrichosis, 505, 528
SREs (splicing regulatory elements), 10
SRM (selected reaction monitoring), 

1144–1145
SSOs. See Sequence- specific olgionucleotide 

probes (SSOs), HLA typing
SSPE (subacute sclerosing panencephalitis), 

611–612
SSPs. See Sequence- specific primers (SSPs), 

HLA typing
Stable isotope standards and capture by 

antipeptide antibodies (SISCAPA), 41
Stain index, 156–158
Standard curve preparation, from multiplex 

cytokine assay, 328–329
Staphylococcus aureus

in Chédiak- Higashi syndrome patients, 771
in chronic granulomatous disease (CGD), 

767
neutropenia and, 765

STAT1
flow cytometry assays

gain- of- function alleles in CMCD 
(chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis), 
200–201

phosphorylation levels as signal for type 1 
cytokine signaling abnormalities, 200

phosphorylated, 369
STAT1 gene, 13
STAT3 deficiency, 723, 728
STAT3 gene, 13–14
STAT4, 359–360
STAT5b deficiency, 723, 728
STAT5B gene, 301, 306
Statistical data analysis

from cellular assays, 1119–1120
from immunologic monitoring, 1047

Staurosporine, 201
Stem Cell Enumeration Kit, 189
Stem CXP, 188–189, 191
Stem- Kit (Beckman- Coulter), 187–189
Stems cells, hematopoietic. See 

Hematopoietic stem cells
Stiff- man syndrome, 937, 945
STIM1, 301, 305, 307
Stimulation index, lymphocyte proliferation 

assay, 282
Stinging- insect assessment, 808
Stokes shift, 156
Stomach flu, 640
STR (short tandem repeat), 1161–1164
Streptococcal C5a peptidase, 401
Streptococci, group A, 394–401
Streptococcus pneumoniae

C- reactive protein and, 79
multiplexed opsonophagocytic killing assay 

(MOPA4) for functional antibodies 
against, 285–288
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Streptococcus pneumoniae (continued)
pneumococcal ELISA, 283
pneumococcal vaccine, 281, 283

Streptococcus pyogenes. See Streptococci, 
group A

Streptokinase test, 401
Streptozyme screening test, 398
Striational- antibody assays, 959
Stromal cell- derived factor 1 (SDF1), 765
Strongyloidiasis, 496–497
STR/VNTR methods, in chimerism testing, 

1161–1164
cell subsets, 1164
DNA templates, 1161–1162
donor chimerism calculations, 1164
PCR and electrophoresis, 1162–1163
selecting informative loci, 1163–1164

STX11, 301, 306–307, 776, 778–779
STXBP2, 301, 306–307, 776, 778–779
Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE), 

611–612
Sugar- hemolysis test, 168
Sulfated glucuronyl paragloboside, 961, 964
Sunitinib, 299
Superoxide dismutase (SOD), 314, 316
Superoxide O2•

−, 310, 313, 315–316
quantitative analysis of O2•

− generation 
using SOD- inhibitable 
ferricytochrome c reduction, 314–315

interpretation and limitations, 315
principle, 314–315
procedure, 315
reagents, 315
results and normal range, 315

Suppressor cell functions, immunologic 
monitoring and, 1046

SureTyper software, 1079
Surface- enhanced laser desorption ionization- 

time of flight mass spectrometry 
(SELDI- TOF MS), 1142–1143

Surround optical fiber immunoassay (SOFIA), 
686, 690, 692

SYBR Green dye, 8
Sylvatic typhus, 463
Sympathetic ophthalmia, 998
Syphilis, 412–417

clinical manifestations, 412–413
congenital, 412–414
epidemiology, 412
incidence, 412
microbiology, 412
natural history, 412–423
testing

algorithms, 416–417
direct detection, 413
indications for, 413
nontreponemal tests, 413–414
quality control and assurance, 415–416
rapid point- of- care tests, 415
serology, 413–415
treponemal antibody tests, 414–415

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 868–876
autoantibodies, 359
autoantibody detection and quantification, 

868–874
anti- dsDNA antibodies, 873–874
anti- La (SS- B) antibodies, 869
anti- proliferating cell nuclear antigen 

(PCNA) antibodies, 870
anti- ribosomal P antibodies, 870
anti- RNA helicase A autoantibodies, 

870
anti- RNP antibodies, 868–869
anti- Ro (SS- A) antibodies, 869

anti- Sm antibodies, 868–869
LIPS (luciferase immunoprecipitation 

system) assay for anti- RNP, 873
prevalence by disease, 870
radioimmunoprecipitation, 870–873

complement deficiency and, 754–755, 761
complement evaluation, 874–875

acquired deficiency in SLE, 875
assays of function, 875
classical pathway, importance of, 

874–875
lab collection techniques, 875
levels of individual components, 875
monitoring activation in SLE, 875
testing for activation products, 875

diagnosis, 358
interferon- α (IFN- α) in, 323, 358–359
secondary antiphospholipid antibody 

syndrome, 905
type 1 interferon gene expression signature, 

875–876
Systemic- onset juvenile idiopathic arthritis, 

359
Systemic sclerosis, 868–869, 888–895

TACI (transmembrane activator and calcium 
modulator and cyclophilin ligand 
interacter), 740

Tacrolimus, 1121
Taenia solium, 492–493
Tafazzin, 978
Takayasu’s arteritis, 911
TAP1, 1138
TaqMan, 8
TaqMan Low Density Array, 1134
TARC (thymus-  and activation- regulated 

chemokine), 828–829
TB. See Tuberculosis
T cell(s)

autoimmune retinopathy, 1001–1002
CD107a as surrogate of degranulation 

process in T cell cytotoxicity, 204–205
differentiation stages, 1021
early T- cell precursors (ETPs), 207, 

210–211
Epstein- Barr virus- specific, 569
human herpesvirus- 6, 580
human herpesvirus- 7, 585
IgG4- related disease, 919
immunologic monitoring

epitope- specific T cells, 1042
subtyping of T cells, 1042

immunophenotypic patterns of maturation, 
207, 209

lymphomas
adult T- cell leukemia/lymphoma, 1026
angioimmunoblastic T- cell lymphoma 

(AILT), 1020, 1026
lymphoblastic lymphoma, 1020–1022
peripheral T- cell lymphoma, 1020, 

1025–1026
subtyping, 1042
T- cell excision circles (TRECs), 8.713, 

715–719
T cell activation and function, 269–275

cytokine production, 270–275
cytotoxicity assays, 275
defects, 722, 726
direct measurement of T cell activation by 

using functional assays, 270–275
flow cytometric measurement

of T cell activation, 731–732
of T cell proliferation, 270

Ki- 67 assay, 270, 272
measurement of T cell proliferation by 

using 3H- thymidine, 270
T- cell defects

development defects, 721–722, 725
cartilage hair hypoplasia, 722, 725
COR1A mutation, 725
MHC class I and II deficiencies, 721–722
MST1 mutation, 725

in DNA repair and recombination, 725
ataxia telangiectasia, 722, 725
Omenn syndrome, 722, 725

in proximal T- cell activation, 722, 726
in signal transduction pathways, 722, 

726–727
Lck deficiency, 722, 726–727
Unc119 deficiency, 722, 727
ZAP- 70 deficiency, 722, 727

in survival, 723, 728
PNP deficiency, 723, 728

T cell lymphopenia, 716, 718
T cell lymphoproliferative diseases, Epstein- 

Barr virus- associated, 567
T- cell precursor frequency determination by 

limiting dilution assays, 1110–1111
T- cell proliferation assays, 732
T cell receptor (TCR)

defects, 726
rearrangement, 828–829, 1026
T cell activation, 269
Vβ repertoire assay in cryopreserved 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PMBC), 266

T- cell receptor- excision circle (TREC), 8, 
713, 715–719, 725

T- cell- rich large B- cell lymphoma, 1025
TCR. See T cell receptor
Teff cells, 298
Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), 

207, 209–210
Termination codon, 10
TESA blotting, 491
Testis, antibodies to, 932
Tetanus toxoid, T cell response to, 272,  

275
T follicular helper (Tfh) cells, 1026
TGFβ (transforming growth factor β), 339
Th17 cells, in autoimmune retinopathy,  

998
Thawing of frozen PBMC, 263–264
T helper cells

limiting dilution assay (LDA), 1110
T follicular helper (Tfh) cells, 1026

Thin- layer chromatography, in ganglioside 
studies, 962, 964

Thrombocytopenia. See Immune 
thrombocytopenia

Thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA), 140
Th/To, antibody against, 890
3H- thymidine, measurement of T cell 

proliferation by using, 270
Thymoma, 957, 959
Thymopoiesis abnormalities, 721–725
Thymus, role in myasthenia gravis, 957
Thymus-  and activation- regulated chemokine 

(TARC), 828–829
Thyroglobulin, antibodies to, 930–931
Thyroid antibodies, 930–931
Thyroid gland

chronic thyroiditis, 930–931
hypothyroidism, 933–935

Thyroiditis, 79, 930–931
Thyroid- stimulating hormone receptor, 

933–935
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Thyroid- stimulating hormone receptor- 
blocking antibody, 933–935

assays for, 934–935
clinical uses, 935
nature and properties of, 933–934

Thyroid- stimulating hormone receptor- 
stimulating antibody, 933–935

Thyroid- stimulating immunoglobulin assay, 
934

Thyroperoxidase, antibodies to, 930–931
TIA- 1 protein, 1027
Tick- borne encephalitis, 648–649, 654–655
Tick- borne lymphadenopathy, 463
Tick- borne relapsing fever, 427
Time- of- flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, 

37–38, 1142–1143
Time- resolved fluorescence immunoassay 

(TRFIA), 559
Tissue handling and freezing procedure, for 

immunofluorescence, 376–377
Tissue transglutaminase, antibodies against, 

984–985
Titin, 959, 978
TLRs. See Toll- like receptors
T lymphocyte. See T cell
TMA (transcription- mediated amplification), 

448
TMPR:ETV fusion products, 1052
TNF. See Tumor necrosis factor
TNF- α. See Tumor necrosis factor- α
TNF- β (tumor necrosis factor- β), 360
Tocilizumab, 361
TOF (time- of- flight) mass spectrometer, 

37–38, 1142–1143
Togaviridae, 610
Toll- like receptors (TLRs), 358–359, 923, 

1132
Top- down MS, 39–40
Topoisomerase I, antibody to, 889
Toxin, antibody neutralization of, 282
Toxocariasis, 497
Toxoplasmosis, 497–498, 1000
TP- PA (Treponema pallidum passive particle 

agglutination) test, 414–417
Tracheitis, viral, 601
Trachoma, 453
Transcription- mediated amplification (TMA), 

448
Transcriptome, 1132
Transferrin, electrophoresis of, 75–76, 79, 

82–83, 86
Transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), 339
Transfusion- related acute lung injury 

(TRALI), 1093, 1099
Transient receptor potential melastatin 1 

(TRPM1), 999
Translocations in lymphomas, 1019–1020, 

1022
Transmembrane activator and calcium 

modulator and cyclophilin ligand 
interacter (TACI), 740

Transmigration assays, 349
Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies 

(TSEs), 682–692
Transplacental transfer of antibodies

measles viruses, 611
mumps viruses, 614

Transplantation, 1063–1168
cellular immune response, evaluation of, 

1108–1121
cell division and precursor frequency 

analysis using multiparameter CFSE- 
MLC, 1111–1112

clinical applications, 1120–1121

cytokine measurements, 1113–1116
ELISPOT assay, 1113–1114
flow cytometry, 1114–1116
immune cell function assay, 1116–1119
intracellular ATP synthesis assay, 

1116–1119
intracellular cytokine staining (ICS), 

1114–1116
mixed lymphocyte culture assay, 

1108–1110
propagation of lymphocyte cultures  

from allograft biopsy specimens,  
1112–1113

T- cell precursor frequency determination 
by limiting dilution assays, 1110–1111

validation of assays, 1119–1120
chimerism testing, 1161–1165
demand for, 1065–1066
humoral response, evaluation of, 

1091–1101
goals and aims, 1092
interpretation, 1097–1101
methods, 1092–1096
relevance, 1091–1092
test validation, 1096–1097

killer cell immunoglobulin- like receptors 
(KIRs), 1150–1158

non- HLA antibodies in organ 
transplantation, 1066, 1103–1106

clinical relevance, 1103
mechanisms of allograft injury, 

1103–1104
non- HLA antigens implicated in 

transplantation, 1103
testing methods, 1104–1105
testing procedures, 1105–1106

rabies virus and, 666
risk assessment, 1101

Transplant rejection
chemokines in, 346–348
clinical application of molecular 

characterization of human allografts, 
1135–1140

microarray studies, 1136–1139
real- time quantitative PCR, 1135–1136
sequencing, 1140

complement activation, 1123–1129
acute rejection, 1128–1129
chronic rejection, 1129
composite tissue grafts, 1127
heart, 1126–1127
hyperacute rejection, 1128
kidney, 1126
liver, 1127
lung, 1127
pancreas, 1127
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C1q, 1123
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C3 split products, 1124–1126
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C4d, 1123–1124
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies to 

C5b- C9, 1126
products in specific organ transplants, 

1126–1127
small intestine, 1127
soluble complement products in body 

fluids, 1127–1128
soluble products in serum, urine, 

or bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, 
1127–1128

specific organ transplants, 1126–1127
types of injury, 1128–1129

gene expression profiles in allografts, 
techniques for characterization, 
1132–1135

absolute quantification of mRNA levels 
by PCR, 1133

competitive quantitative PCR, 1133
microarray assays, 1134
next- generation sequencing, 1134–1135
PCR, 1132–1133
preamplification- enhanced real- time 

PCR assay, 1133–1134
real- time quantitative PCR, 1133

molecular characterization in solid organ 
transplantation, 1132–1146

clinical applications of human allografts, 
1135–1140

gene expression profiles in allografts, 
1132–1135

protein biomarker validation platforms, 
1145

proteome and peptidome, 1140–1145
protein biomarker validation platforms, 

1145
ELISA, 1145
selected reaction monitoring, 1145

proteome studies, 1140–1145
bottom- up approach, 1140
capillary electrophoresis followed by mass 

spectrometry (CE- MS), 1142–1143
difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE), 

1140, 1142–1143
gel- based studies, 1140, 1142, 1143
high- throughput studies, 1140, 

1142–1144
liquid chromatography coupled with 

mass spectrometry (LC- MS), 
1142–1143

peptidomics, 1144
protein arrays, 1144–1145
surface- enhanced laser desorption 

ionization- time of flight mass 
spectrometry (SELDI- TOF MS), 
1142–1143

top- down approach, 1140, 1142–1143
two- dimensional gel electrophoresis 

(2DE), 1140, 1142–1143
Transportation of frozen PBMC, 263
Transthyretin

electrophoresis of, 75, 77
in primary amyloidosis, 115

TREC (T- cell receptor- excision circle), 8, 
713, 715–719, 725

Treg. See Regulatory T cell
Treponema carateum, 412
Treponema denticola, 413
Treponema pallidum, 412–417

clinical manifestations, 412–413
epidemiology, 412
incidence, 412
microbiology, 412
natural history, 412–423
subsp. endemicum, 412
subsp. pallidum, 412
subsp. pertenue, 412
testing

algorithms, 416–417
direct detection, 413
indications for, 413
nontreponemal tests, 413–414
quality control and assurance,  

415–416
rapid point- of- care tests, 415
serology, 413–415
treponemal antibody tests, 414–415
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Treponema pallidum passive particle 
agglutination (TP- PA) test, 414–417

Treponema phagedenis, 414
TRFIA (time- resolved fluorescence 

immunoassay), 559
Trichinellosis, 498
Trichomoniasis, 498
Triple- quadrupole mass spectrometer, 35–36
Trofile coreceptor tropism assay, 707
Tropism assays, for human immunodeficiency 

virus (HIV), 707
Troponins, 975–976
TRPM1 (transient receptor potential 

melastatin 1), 999
TruCOUNT, 189–192
Trugene HIV- 1 genotyping kit, 706–707
TRUST test, 413
Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, 489
Trypanosoma cruzi, 491
Trypic peptides, MS/MS analysis of, 38
Tryptase

assessment of mast cell activation, 806–807
serum levels

in food allergy, 821
in myeloproliferative hypereosinophilic 

syndromes, 827–828
staining of mast cells, 831

TSEs (transmissible spongiform 
encephalopathies), 682–692

T- SPOT.TB assay, 435, 437–441
advantages and disadvantages, 439
in children, 441
costs, 439
in immunocompromised people and  

HIV- infected patients, 440–441
interpretation criteria, 439
method, 435, 437–439
role in active TB diagnosis, 440
sensitivity and specificity, 439–440

TST. See Tuberculin skin test
Tube agglutination, for Francisella, 478–479
Tuberculin skin test (TST), 433–434

booster effect, 434
in children, 441
cost, 439
HIV- infected patients, 440–441
interpretation, 434
sensitivity and specificity, 439–440

Tuberculosis (TB), 433–441
diagnosis, 433
epidemiology, 433
IFN- γ release assays, 435–441

advantages and disadvantages, 439
in children, 441
costs, 439
in immunocompromised people and 

HIV- infected patients, 440–441
interpretation, 439
QuantiFERON- TB Gold In- Tube assay 

(QFT- GIT), 435–437, 439–441
role in active TB diagnosis, 440
sensitivity and specificity, 439–440
T- SPOT.TB assay, 435, 437–441

immunology, 433
mode of spread, 433
risk increase with TNF- α inhibitors, 

360–361
risk of infection, 433
risk of progression to active disease, 433
screening tests for latent TB infection, 

433–441
IFN- γ release assays, 435–441
tuberculin skin test (TST), 433–434

serologic tests for active TB infection, 441

urine antigen testing for active TB 
infection, 441

Tubulointerstitial nephritis, 917–918
Tumor- infiltrating lymphocytes,  

298
Tumor markers

evaluation of assays, 1008
examples, 1012–1013

mesothelioma, 1013
ovarian cancer, 1012
prostate cancer, 1012–1013

FDA- approved, 1009
future of, 1014
immunoassay

identification of appropriate antibodies, 
1011

interferences, 1011–1013
types, 1010–1011

new developments, 1013
utilization, 1008–1010

detection of disease recurrence, 1010
diagnosis, 1009
monitoring of treatment, 1010
screening, 1008–1009
therapy selection, 1010

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
anti- TNF therapy for juvenile idiopathic 

arthritis, 359
biomarker of chronic myocardial injury, 

976–977
cytomegalovirus and, 573
elevation in rheumatoid arthritis, 357
human herpesvirus- 6, 580
NK cells, 300–301, 305

Tumor necrosis factor- α (TNF- α)
elevation in SLE, 358
inhibition in treatment of

inflammatory bowel disease,  
362

rheumatoid arthritis, 360–361
vasculitis, 913

inhibitors, 360–361
adverse effects, 360–361
clinical efficacy, 361
mechanism of action, 360
table of commercial biologics, 361

Tumor necrosis factor- β (TNF- β), 360
Two- color immunofluorescence, 378
Two- dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE), 

103, 1140, 1142–1143
Two- photon microscopy (2- PM), 352–353
Typhus

epidemic, 461, 463
Indian tick, 461
Israeli tick, 461
Kenya tick, 461
murine, 463
scrub, 462–464, 466
sylvatic, 463

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors, 299
Tyrosine phosphorylation (phosphoepitope 

analysis), 732
Tzanck (Giemsa) smear

herpes simplex virus, 551
varicella- zoster virus, 558

UCSC Genome Browser, 16
UDP- glucuronosyltransferases, 969–970
Ulcerative colitis, 362, 985–988
Umbilical cord blood, 182, 1066
UNC13D gene, 301, 306–307, 776, 778
Unc119 deficiency, 722, 727
UniFrac, 20

United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), 
1065, 1075, 1097

Uracil- DNA glycosylase (UNG), 59,  
740

Urea breath testing, Helicobacter pylori and, 
405, 407, 410

Urea- PAGE, for immunoprecipitation analysis 
in autoimmune myopathies

gel preparation, 884–885
procedure, 884–885
RNA sample preparation for, 884

Ureaplasma, 444, 449–451
molecular biology- based techniques, 

449–450
recommended diagnostic approach, 

450–451
serology, 449
U. parvum, 449–451
U. urealyticum, 449–451

Urine
complement activation soluble products 

in, 1128
concentration, 97
immunochemical characterization of 

immunoglobulins, 96–98
monoclonal free light chains (MFLC) in, 

84–85, 87, 96–98
Urine proteins, electrophoresis of, 76–77, 

84–86
immunofixation, 96–98
M protein detection, 84–85
sample requirements, 77

Urticaria pigmentosa, 831
USR test, 413

VacA (vacuolating cytotoxin) protein, 
Helicobacter pylori, 404–405, 407

Vaccine(s)
hepatitis A virus, 620
hepatitis B virus, 620
immunoglobulin titers against vaccine 

antigens, 281
influenza virus, 601
MMR (measles/mump/rubella), 610–611, 

614
rabies virus, 665, 671
rotaviruses, 639
varicella, 556–557

Validation, 1180–1187, 1190
assay classification, 1180–1182

according to performance characteristics, 
1181–1182

according to regulatory status, 
1180–1181

FDA- approved, modified assays, 1181
FDA- approved assays, 1181
laboratory- developed tests, 1181
qualitative assays, 1181
quantitative assays, 1181
quasiquantitative assays, 1181
relative quantitative assays, 1181
semiquantitative assays, 1181

assay development and validation
CLIA requirements, 1181
considerations prior to validation,  

1182
flowchart of steps, 1183
guidelines for, 1180

automated liquid- handling systems, 
1189–1190

cellular immune response in 
transplantation, evaluation of, 
1119–1120
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definition, 1182
non- HLA antibody testing procedures, 

1106
validation parameters, 1183–1187

accuracy, 1183–1184
analytical sensitivity and specificity,  

1186
clinical (diagnostic) sensitivity, 

1186–1187
clinical (diagnostic) specificity, 1187
limit of blank (LoB), 1185
limit of detection (LoD), 1185–1186
limit of quantitation (LoQ), 1185–1186
linearity, 1185–1186
precision, 1184–1185
reference range/interval, 1186

Variable- number tandem repeat (VNTR), 
1161–1164

Variable (V) region, immunoglobulin, 53, 
66–67

Variant Creutzfeldt- Jakob disease (vCJD), 
682, 684, 687, 691

Variation databases, 11
Varicella, 556
Varicella- zoster virus, 556–560

antibody avidity, 559–560
cytopathic effect (CPE), 557
direct examination from skin lesions, 558
direct fluorescent antibody (DFA), 558
electron microscopy, 558
ELISA, 558–560
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 559
fluorescent antibody to membrane antigen 

(FAMA assay), 558–559
genetic stability, 557
lateral flow assay, 558–559
latex agglutination, 558–559
neutralization assays, 559
overview, 556–557
PCR, 556–558
rapid diagnosis, 540
respiratory symptoms, 600
serologic testing, 558–560
specimen collection, 557
time- resolved fluorescence immunoassay 

(TRFIA), 559
virus isolation, 557–558

Vascular cellular adhesion molecule 1, as 
biomarker of chronic myocardial 
injury, 977

Vasculitis
antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies 

(ANCA)- associated, 909–914
disease diagnosis, 909
neutrophil extracellular traps and,  

914
tests for ANCA, 909–911
treatment, 913–914
types, 911–913

cryofibrinogenemia and, 107
cryoglobulins and, 101–102, 104, 106,  

911
nomenclature, 911
types

anti- glomerular basement disease,  
911

drug- induced vasculitis, 913
eosinophilic granulomatosis with 

polyangiitis (EGPA), 913
giant cell arteritis, 911
granulomatosis with polyangiitis, 

912–913
IgA vasculitis, 911
Kawasaki disease, 911

large vessel vasculitis, 911
medium vessel vasculitis, 911
microscopic polyangiitis,  

913
polyarteritis nodosa, 911
small vessel vasculitis, 911
Takayasu’s arteritis, 911

VCF file, 8
Venereal Disease Research Laboratory 

(VDRL) assay, 413–416
Venezuelan equine encephalitis (VEE), 650, 

652, 656
Verification, 1181
Verruga peruana, 475
Viability dyes, in polychromatic flow 

cytometry, 149–150, 158–160
Vimentin, 899, 1051, 1103
Viral infections, 537. See also specific viruses

diagnostic methods, 538–547
antibody response, 543–544
chemiluminescence immunoassay 

(CLIA), 542
culture, 541, 543
direct detection, 538–543
enzyme immunoassay (EIA), 541–542
genotyping assays, 544, 546
immunofluorescence, 538, 541–542
immunologic methods, 538–544
lateral flow immunoassay, 541–543
latex agglutination, 541–542
molecular methods, 544–546
monoplex assays, 544–545
multiplex assays, 544–545
nucleic acid amplification techniques 

(NAATs), 539–540, 544–546
PCR, 544–545
quantitative assays, 544–546
rapid, table of, 539–540
test monitoring, 547
test selection, 546
test validation, 546–547

natural killer (NK) cell control of 
infections

in hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation, 1155–1156

in solid organ transplantation, 
1156–1157

ViroSeq HIV- 1 genotyping system, 706–707
Virtual crossmatching, 1065, 1097–1099
Virus

antibody neutralization of, 282
cardiovascular diseases and, 979
metagenomic analysis of, 22
respiratory viruses, 598–607

Virus isolation
herpes simplex virus, 551
mumps virus, 614–615
rubella virus, 616
varicella- zoster virus, 557–558

Viscometer, 71
Viscosity

description, 65, 71
measurement, 71–72

clinical aspects of, 71–72
methods, 71

viSNE, 253
Vitronectin, 138, 761
V(D)J recombination, 8, 56–58
VN (vitronectin) deficiency, 761
VNTR (variable- number tandem repeat), 

1161–1164
Voltage pulse, 152–153
VpreB protein, 57
VZV. See Varicella- zoster virus
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